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Welcome

Dear Colleagues and Friends,

I am pleased that you all have come to Maastricht to
attend the 15th EAWOP conference.

The organizers of this conference are the Dutch con-
stituents of EAWOP (NIP-A&O and WAOP). To-
gether with Maastricht University they have formed
a local team that has worked hard and enthusiastically
to develop an interesting conference program.

This conference is the 15th conference in this series.
What started in 1983 as the “North–West European
conference on W&O psychology” in Nijmegen (The
Netherlands) became in 1985 in Aachen (Germany)
the “Western European Conference on Work and Or-
ganizational psychology”. After the Aachen confer-
ence it was decided that the conference should be a
bi-annual event, and the predicates “North-West” and
“West”disappeared and since EAWOP was founded the
conference series is generally known as “EAWOP con-
ference”.

The organizers have worked hard to present an inter-
esting conference program which has many interesting
features to offer, both for Practitioners and for Aca-
demics. In the spirit of EAWOP’s mission the inter-

action between academia and professionalism will be
one of the central aims of this conference. Moreover,
the conference has a thematic structure We have sched-
uled more than 1500 contributions, symposia, presen-
tations, posters, and interactive poster presentations
from all over the world, with conference delegates from
about 50 countries attending the conference. Therefore
we think that there is something there to everybody’s
taste.

Furthermore, a conference party is planned in a very
unique location: the “Caves of Caverne de Geulhem”
to enlighten the spirits, and to show that W&O psy-
chology can also be a lot of fun.

As you will experience, Maastricht is a lovely place to
visit, with an old historic town centre and many places
to recover from a long day in the conference centre,
or meet friends in a sociable environment. And when
visiting Maastricht, you will discover that The Nether-
lands actually is not as flat as most people think.

Therefore, I hope you enjoy the conference, and your
stay in Maastricht.

On behalf of the organizers,

Fred Zijlstra

Welcome
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Conference Theme and Committees

Theme: “Decent work and Beyond”—W&O
psychologists’ contribution to society

Our society has come at a cross road. The financial and
economic crisis calls for radical decisions that will affect
our lives, also in the workplace. The challenge will be
to steer out of this crisis and to establish a sustainable
society, in which everybody can participate. To achieve
this many changes are required. However, the question
is what kind of choices are we going to make? It is
clear that labor participation needs to be increased to
sustain prosperity. Making organizations and the labor
market more flexible has become a key issue. But how
can we renew our organizations, making them more in-
novative and competitive, while improving the health
and well-being of the working population and protect-
ing the environment? This translates into important
questions that call for an answer: What does increased
flexibility mean for the people in organizations? How
does it affect job security? What does it mean for
the opportunities for development of employees? How
will it affect health and well-being? Where politicians
and economists strive to create decent work for all, it
is clear that the expertise of Work & Organizational
Psychology is indispensable to make employees and or-
ganizations flourish and grow. With the theme of this
conference we urge to look beyond economic rational-
ity, because radical decisions often imply paradoxes.
Such decisions have to be made constantly, day by day,
and Work & Organizational Psychologists should con-
tribute to make the right choices and to ensure that
not only economic motives count, but that employees
matter as well. Because, by the end of the day, the
people in the organizations make the difference.

Conference Organizing Committee

Fred Zijlstra, Maastricht University, NIP, chair
Arnold Bakker, Erasmus University, Rotterdam, EA-
WOP
Neil Anderson, Brunel University, London
Robert Roe, Maastricht University
Michiel Kompier, Radboud University, Nijmegen
Nico van Yperen, Groningen University

Tinka van Vuuren, Open University, Loyalis, NIP
Evert Hummelen, Schouten & Nelissen, NIP
Wilmar Schaufeli, Utrecht University
Jan de Jonge, Eindhoven University of Technology

Local Organizing Committee

Fred Zijlstra, chair
Robert van Doorn
Ute Hülsheger
Jonas Lang
Sandra Lasek
Mariella Muermans
Philippe Nelissen
Margje van der Wiel
Conference Office: Annemie Capellen

Scientific Committee

Fred Zijlstra, Maastricht University, chair
Arnold Bakker, Erasmus University, Rotterdam
Neil Anderson, Brunel University, London
Frans Nijhuis, Maastricht University
Alessia D’Amato, Kingston University, London
Robert van Doorn, Maastricht University
Mary Waller, York University, Toronto
Ben Emans, Groningen University
Barbara Wisse, Groningen University
Ute Hülsheger, Maastricht University
Jan de Jonge, Eindhoven University of Technology
Michiel Kompier, Radboud University, Nijmegen
Jonas Lang, Maastricht University
Annet de Lange, Radboud University, Nijmegen
Hans de Witte, Catholic University Leuven

EAWOP Executive Committee

Arnold Bakker, president
Henry Honkanen, treasurer
Angela Carter
Ann-Louise Holten
Vicente Mart́ınez-Tur
Ana Passos
Salvatore Zappala
EAWOP Secretariat: Christine Goffinet

Conference Theme and Committees
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Reviewers

The following people have been involved in reviewing
the submitted abstracts to the 15th EAWOP confer-
ence 2011:

N. Anderson, F. Anseel, C. Antoni, P. Argentero, A.
Bakker, P. Bal, D. Beckers, C. Bell, J. Bell Crawford,
L. Bernhardt, M. Bertolino, C Binnewies, R. Bledow,
J. Bosak, l. Brebels, W. van Breukelen, S. Brouwer, L.
ten Brummelhuis, A. Chughtai, E. Conway, C. Cortese,
AC. Costa, A. Crescentini, A. D’Amato, KJ. Daniels,
JF. Dawson, N. De Cuyper, E. Demerouti, D. Derks, K.
Dewitte, J. Dikkers, M. Dollard, R. van Doorn, C. Dor-
mann, P. Eisele, BJM. Emans, J. Felfe, A. Fischbach,
C. Fredette, S. Geurts, JMP. Gevers, D. Gijbels, G.
Grote, H. Guenter, Z. Gurabardhi, J. Hakanen, S. Har-
inck, W. Helms, AC. Homan, LML. Hooff, EAJ. van
Hooft, AHB. de Hoogh, L. ten Horn, I. Houkes, I. Hout-
man, L. Hovath, X. Hu, U. Hülsheger, M. Infanger, P.
Jansen, O. Janssen, J. de Jonge, S. Kaplan, M. Ker-
sting, U. Kinnunen, E. Kirchler, M. Kirrane, U. Kle-

her, A. Koenig, C. König, TAM. Kooij, M. Kouchaki,
J. Kramer, S. Krumm, J. Lang, JWB. Lang, AH. De
Lange, K. LaPort, PM. Le Blanc, P. Lichtenthaler, Lin-
den, G. Maier, A. Mäkikangas, D. Mart́ınez-Iñigo, S.
Mauno, L. Maxin, J. McCarthy, P. Muck, A. Müller,
L. Munduate, F. Munir, A. Mursula, KM. Nielsen,
F. Nijhuis, BA. Nijstad, K. Niven, A. Notelaers, A.
Nübold, W. Oerlemans, S. Ohly, M. Peeters, G. Pheiff-
fer, A. Pitariu, PM. Poortvliet, J. Randall, F. Riet-
zschel, T. Rigotti, FA. Rink, DC. Rus, M. Salanova, F.
Salvador, W. Schaufeli, A. Schewe, M. Schippers, C.
Schoel, B. Schreurs, B. Schyns, S. Sczesny, R. Searle, J.
Seelandt, FW. Siero, S. Siu, G. Sohrab, S. Sonnentag,
EMB. Spoor, D. Stam, Standifer, J. Stouten, Tasa, R.
Thomas, Toubiana, K. Truss, D. Truxillo, F. Tschan, S.
Uitdewilligen, T. Vanderelst, T. Vogus, H. Voigt, RE.
de Vries, M. Waller, F. Walter, M. Weigl, M. Westman,
M. van de Wiel, BM. Wisse, H. de Witte, G. Witten-
baum, M. van Woerkom, HG. Wolff, D. Xanthopoulou,
JF. Ybema, I. Zettler, FRH Zijlstra,

Conference Theme and Committees
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General Information

Registration Desk

The Registration Desk will be open at the following
times:
Wednesday, May 25, 08:30–20:00
Thursday, May 26, 7:30–17:30
Friday, May 27, 7:30–17:30
Saturday, May 28, 7:30–13:30

Name badges & Tickets

Name badges and conference bags will be provided at
the registration Desk. Delegates are requested to wear
the name badge visibly at all times, as this is your entry
ticket to the conference venue.

Tickets for the conference party (Friday evening) are
available at the registration desk for the price of Euro
75,– (including food and drinks).

Catering

Morning and afternoon coffee/tea and lunch are in-
cluded in the registration fee. A lunch buffet will be
available from 12:00 to 15:00 in the Expo Foyer.

Public transport

In the city centre of Maastricht public transport (with
Veolia bus) is free for conference delegates on display
of EAWOP 2011 conference name badge (this includes
the rides to and from the MECC).

Wireless internet

Wireless internet is available throughout the conference
location. In addition a few computers with internet
access will be available. Delegates are requested to
limit the use of these computers to 10 minutes when
there is waiting line.

Mobile telephones

As a courtesy to presenters and other participants,
please ensure that your mobile telephone is switched
off or in “silent” mode during all presentations.

No smoking policy

Smoking is banned in public buildings, restaurants and
cafés throughout The Netherlands, including the con-
ference venue.

Medical information

Academic Hospital Maastricht “First Aid medical in-
formation”, Phone + 31 (0) 43-387 67 00

Police office

Address: Prins Bisschopsingel 53, Maastricht, Tel.
0900-8844

Tourist office

The tourist office is in the Dinghuis, Kleine Staat 1
(www.vvv-maastricht.eu) Phone +31 (0)43 3252121

Conference Venue

MECC Maastricht
Forum 100
6229 GV Maastricht, The Netherlands
http://www.mecc.nl/en/Pages/default.aspx

Conference Office

Ms. Annemie Capellen
Phone: +31 (0)43 3885978
Email: EAWOP2011@maastrichtuniversity.nl
Website: www.eawop2011.org

Useful links

www.9292ov.nl – latest information on public trans-
port in The Netherlands (bus, train,
tram and metro)

www.ns.nl/reisplanner – Journey planner from Neder-
landse Spoorwegen (Dutch railways).

General Information
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Program Highlights and Social Program

Welcome Reception

The welcome reception takes place in the conference
venue, MECC Maastricht, Wednesday, May 25, 19:00–
20:30

Keynote Speakers

Thursday, 10:00 : Fred Morgeson (Professor of Man-
agement, Valade Research Scholar, Michigan State
University) on “Who is responsible for good work?”

Friday, 10:00 : David Guest, Professor in Organiza-
tional Psychology and HRM, Kings College London,
on “Human Resource Management and the Continuing
Search for the Happy Productive Worker”

Saturday, 13:30 : Greet Vermeylen, research manager
- Surveys and Trends Unit, European Foundation for
the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions
(eurofound), on “Quality of Work and Employment in
Europe: findings from the European Working Condi-
tions Survey”

Interactive Debate Sessions

Thursday, 16:30 : Psychology of decent work. Where
we are, where we ought to be, how we can get there?
With Robert Roe and Fred Morgeson

Friday, 16:30 : Do we need an evidence based W&O
psychology? With David Guest and Ber Damen

EAWOP General Assembly

The EAWOP general assembly will be held in Audito-
rium 2 on Thursday, May 26, 17:00–19:00. All mem-
bers of EAWOP are invited. Membership in EAWOP
is included in the regular conference fee.

Practitioners’ Day

Friday, May 27, will also be of particular interest for
professionals working in the field of W&O psychology.

Seminars and roundtable discussions on issues of prac-
tical relevance and usability will be scheduled on that
particular day.

Social Activity/Partner Program

City Walking Tour with guide, Thursday, May 26,
10:30–12:00 Guided Running Tour, Thursday, May 26,
18:30–19:30 and Friday, May 27, 7:15–8:15. Additional
information is available at the registration desk.

Receptions and Social Hours

Reception and social hours will be held on Friday, May
27, 18:00–19:30, prior to the conference dinner. Open
receptions can be found in the program at this time
slot.

Conference Party

The conference party will take place in La Caverne de
Geulhem. La Caverne de Geulhem is an ancient under-
ground limestone quarry in the South Limburg Hills,
which is completely floor-heated and tastefully deco-
rated. Over 400 shimmering candles create a unique
and very intimate atmosphere, which you will not eas-
ily forget.

Adress: Wolfsdriesweg 8a, 6325 PM Berg en
Terblijt. Telephone: +31 43 604 10 00

Dress: Casual

Transport: Transport to the party location and back
to Maastricht will be arranged. There are
two boarding locations. The first board-
ing location is near the MECC Maastricht
at the entrance of NH Hoteles; the sec-
ond boarding location is Maaspromenade
58, 6211 HS Maastricht, in the town cen-
ter. The busses will depart at 19:30. It
is a 10-15 minutes drive to La Caverne de
Geulhem.

End: 1:00 hours (Busses will leave from 00:00
till 1:00.)

Program Highlights and Social Program
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Program Overview

Wednesday, May 25

From 08.30: Registration

09:30–17:00: Pre-conference workshops

10:00–19:00: Opening of the conference

19:00–20:30: Welcome Reception

Thursday, May 26

From 08.00: Registration

08:30–10:00: Parallel sessions and poster sessions

10:00–11:00: Keynote: “Who is responsible for good
work?” Fred Morgeson, Professor of Man-
agement, Valade Research Scholar, Michi-
gan State University

11:00–11:30: Coffee/tea

11:30–17:30: Parallel sessions and poster sessions

14:30–15:00: Coffee/tea

16:30–17:30: Interactive debate: “Decent work”

17:00–19:00: EAWOP General Assembly

19:00–20:00: EAWOP Reception

Friday, May 27

From 08.00: Registration

08:30–10:00: Parallel sessions and poster sessions

08:30–10:00: Practitioners’ Day

10:00–11:00: Keynote: “Human Resource Management
and the Continuing Search for the Happy
Productive Worker” David Guest: Pro-
fessor in Organizational Psychology and
HRM, Kings College London

11:00–11:30: Coffee/tea

11:30–17:30: Parallel sessions and poster sessions

11:30–17:30: Practitioners’ Day

14:30–15:00: Coffee/tea

16:30–17:30: Interactive debate: Evidence-based
W&O psychology

18:00–19:30: Receptions and Social Hours

19:30–01:00: Conference Party

Saturday, May 28

08:30–13:30: Parallel sessions and poster sessions

10:00–10:30: Coffee/tea

13:30–14:15: Keynote: “Quality of work and Employ-
ment in Europe: Findings from the Eu-
ropean working Conditions Survey” Greet
Vermeylen: Research manager–Surveys
and Trends Unit, Eurofound

14:15–14:30: Closing of the Conference

Program Overview
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Floor Plans

The following pages show the floor plans. The MECC
has three levels. The entrance is at Level 1. With the
exception of the expo foyer, all presentation rooms are
either on Level 0 or on Level 2. The first part of the

room number always indicates the level. Rooms on the
0 Level start with 0 and rooms on Level 2 start with 2
(e.g., 0.5 Paris is a room on Level 0).

Floor Plans
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Level 0

Wardrobe

Lobby

to Exhibition Halls

to Expo Foyer

to Hotel0.1

0.2

0.3

0.9 0.8

0.7

0.6

0.4 0.5

0.11

0.13

0.14 0.12

0.1 London
0.2 Berlin
0.3 Copenhagen
0.4 Brussels
0.5 Paris
0.6 Madrid
0.7 Lisbon
0.8 Rome
0.9 Athens
0.11 Pressroom

Floor Plans
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Level 1

Forum Passage
Exhibition halls

Entrance

Trajectum

1.3

Expo Foyer

Entrance

to the Hotel

Auditorium 1

Auditorium 2

Podium

1.2

Floor Plans
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Level 2

Promenade

Auditorium 1

Auditorium 2

Podium

2.1

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7 2.8 2.9 2.10

2.11

2.14

2.13

2.12

2.1 Colorado
2.3 Rhone
2.4 Thames
2.5 Seine
2.6 Danube
2.7/2.8 Meuse/Rhine
2.9/2.10 Euphrates/Tigris
2.11 St. Lawrence
2.12 Ganges
2.13 Nile
2.14 Amazon

Floor Plans
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Wednesday

14:00-15:45

EAWOP Constituent Council Meeting

Location: 0.8 Rome (14:00-15:45)

Chair: EAWOP Executive Committee

18:00-19:30

The Opening Ceremony

Location: Auditorium 1 (18:00-19:30)

Wednesday 18:00-19:30
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Thursday

8:30-9:45

Symposium: The role of leadership,
change and empowerment in management

Main topic area: Leadership and Management

Location: 0.1 London (8:30-9:45)

Chairs: Holten, A.L., NRCWE, Copenhagen, Den-
mark ; Neves, P., School of Economics and Manage-
ment, Nova University, Lisboa, Portugal

Abstract: The success of management has been related
to both individual and organizational outcomes. Man-
agement does not occur in a vacuum but is embed-
ded in a given context (organizational and relational).
Management should thus be studied as part of this
context. Based on three different empirical studies,
this symposium presents three perspectives on man-
agement: 1) Leadership style and change management
in the context of changing organizations 2) The role of
supervisors’ embodiment on the relationship between
leader-member exchange and work outcomes 3) The
role of empowerment and social support in managers’
work satisfaction.Presenter one gives evidence of a posi-
tive relationship between leadership style (transforma-
tional and transactional) and change related actions
and attitudes of middle managers. A direct relation-
ship between leadership style, middle managers’ ac-
tions and attitudes and followers’ perceived exposure
to change is found.Presenter two will discuss the rela-
tionship between the quality of the exchange relation-
ship between employees and supervisors (LMX) and
the degree of affective commitment to the organiza-
tion. The degree to which employees identify super-
visors with the organization is found to impact this
relationship and ultimately the performance of employ-
ees.Presenter three presents results on the role of sup-
port in empowerment of middle-managers. The re-
lationship between empowerment and work satisfac-
tion is discussed in relation with effectiveness, emo-
tional exhaustion and burnout.Presenter four discusses
whether leaders’ global mindset contribute to follower
rated trust, leader-member-exchange, and organiza-
tional commitment.By presenting empirical evidence
from three different European countries and one multi-
national organization the symposium contributes to

the ongoing debate on the role and impact of man-
agers. Both theoretical and practical implications will
be touched upon. An invited discussant concludes the
symposium session.

Leadership styles, middle managers’ change
related attitudes and actions and followers’
perceived exposure to change

Holten, A.L., NRCWE, Copenhagen, Denmark ; Bren-
ner, S.O., Associated NRCWE, Copenhagen, Den-
mark

Abstract: Aim: Change has become the rule rather
than the exception for many organizations. During
organizational change, managers influence followers’
perception of and commitment to change (Kieselbach,
2009). A recent study found that transformational
leadership style has a positive impact on employees’
commitment to change, while change management had
no effect (Herold, 2008). Our study investigates how
middle managers influence followers’ perceived expo-
sure to change (change in attitudes, procedures and
working methods/theories-in-use) through leadership
style and change related attitudes and actions (infor-
mation sharing, positive approach, active engagement,
etc.). Two leadership styles are considered: Transfor-
mational and transactional leadership.Method: Ques-
tionnaires were administered twice (baseline/T1 and
follow-up/T2) to employees in two organizations (one
public and one private) in the process of implementing
team organization. The analysis included answers from
771 employees. Structural Equation Modeling was used
for analyzing data.Results: Our final model demon-
strates an acceptable fit with the following fit indices;
AGFI = 0.96; CFI = 0.99, and RMSEA = 0.06. We
find that transformational (T2) and transactional (T2)
leadership styles are positively associated with middle
managers’ attitudes and actions during organizational
change. Middle managers’ change related attitudes and
actions and transformational leadership style (T1) are
positively associated with followers’ perceived exposure
to change. Transactional leadership style (T1) is neg-
atively associated with followers’ perceived exposure
to change.Aim: Change has become the rule rather
than the exception for many organizations. During
organizational change, managers influence followers’
perception of and commitment to change (Kieselbach,

8:30-9:45 Thursday
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2009). A recent study found that transformational
leadership style has a positive impact on employees’
commitment to change, while change management had
no effect (Herold, 2008). Our study investigates how
middle managers influence followers’ perceived expo-
sure to change (change in attitudes, procedures and
working methods/theories-in-use) through leadership
style and change related attitudes and actions (infor-
mation sharing, positive approach, active engagement,
etc.). Two leadership styles are considered: Transfor-
mational and transactional leadership.Method: Ques-
tionnaires were administered twice (baseline/T1 and
follow-up/T2) to employees in two organizations (one
public and one private) in the process of implement-
ing team organization. The analysis included answers
from 771 employees. Structural Equation Modeling
was used for analyzing data.Results: Our final model
demonstrates an acceptable fit with the following fit
indices; AGFI = 0.96; CFI = 0.99, and RMSEA =
0.06. We find that transformational (T2) and transac-
tional (T2) leadership styles are positively associated
with middle managers’ attitudes and actions during or-
ganizational change. Middle managers’ change related
attitudes and actions and transformational leadership
style (T1) are positively associated with followers’ per-
ceived exposure to change. Transactional leadership
style (T1) is negatively associated with followers’ per-
ceived exposure to change.Conclusions: Our findings
demonstrate a positive relationship between leadership
style and middle managers’ attitudes and actions dur-
ing organizational change. Managers exercising a high
degree of transformational and transactional leadership
perform positively during change. We find that mid-
dle managers’ change related attitudes and actions and
leadership style relate directly to followers’ perceived
exposure to change. Our findings demonstrate the im-
portance of leadership style, actions and attitudes of
middle managers during organizational change.

Building the bridge between leaders and the
organization: The role of supervisor’s orga-
nizational embodiment

Neves, P., School of Economics and Management,
NOVA University, Lisboa, Portugal ; Eisenberger, R.,
University of Houston, Houston, USA; Stinglhamber,
F., Universite Catholique de Louvain (UCL), Louvain-
La-Neuve, Belgium

Abstract: Aim: The magnitude of the relationship be-
tween leader-member exchange (LMX) and affective
commitment is heterogeneous, suggesting that uniden-
tified moderators influence this association (Gerstner
& Day, 1997). According to organizational support

theory, employees interpret the favorableness of their
exchange relationship with the supervisor as indica-
tive of the favorableness of the organization’s orien-
tation toward them. As such, we suggest that the
supervisor’s role as a representative of the organiza-
tion, supervisor’s organizational embodiment (SOE)
is a key moderator of the LMX-commitment relation-
ship. That is, when employees identity the supervisor,
as well as his/hers actions and experiences with the
organization’s intentions, LMX should lead to higher
levels of affective commitment to the organization,
with consequences to performance. Method:Our sam-
ple was comprised of 346 employee-supervisor dyads,
from diverse Portuguese organizations, with sizes rang-
ing from less than 10 employees to more than 100 em-
ployees. Results:The model showed acceptable fit (?2
(257) = 728.42**; CFI= .89; TLI= .88; RMSEA= .07).
Our results suggest that SOE moderates the LMX-
affective commitment relationship, such that this re-
lationship was stronger when SOE was high (t(343)
= 5.62; p < .01), than when SOE was low (t(343) =
2.12; p < .05). Additionally, the influence of LMX
and SOE on affective organizational commitment ex-
tended both to in-role performance (z’ = 2.32, p <
.05) and extra-role performance (z’ = 2.43, p < .05),
thus supporting the mediated-moderation hypotheses.
Conclusions:The findings support our suggestion that
the LMX- affective commitment relationship stems, at
least partly, from employees’ view of supervisors as
representatives of the organization (Kinicki & Vecchio,
1994; Major et al., 1995). The degree to which employ-
ees identify their supervisor with the organization in-
fluences whether LMX is experienced primarily as a fa-
vorable exchange relationship with the supervisor alone
or with the supervisor and the organization together,
ultimately influencing employees’ performance.

The Psychological Empowerment of Vice-
Principals, its Antecedents, and its Effects
on Job Satisfaction and Burn-Out

Meyer, B., University of Zürich, Zürich, Switzer-
land ; Schermuly, C.C., University of Braunschweig,
Brunswick, Germany ; Schermuly, R.A., Ernst Born
School, Bad Ems, Germany

Abstract: The study speaks to the relationship be-
tween supervisor support, psychological empowerment,
work satisfaction, and burnout among vice-principals
(VPs) in primary schools. VPs find themselves in a
middle-management work role, hierarchically embed-
ded between principals, teachers and students. We
argue that this configuration makes VPs susceptible
to burnout, and that psychological empowerment can

Thursday 8:30-9:45
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alleviate burnout among VPs. We further assume
that the negative relationship between empowerment
and burnout is mediated by job satisfaction.103 VPs
from 103 different primary schools in Germany were
surveyed with a questionnaire that included scales on
the four facets of empowerment (competence, meaning,
self-determination, and impact), emotional exhaustion,
and work satisfaction. Emotional exhaustion (EE) was
chosen as an operationalization of burnout, because it
is central to different conceptualizations of burnout.
Structural equation modeling revealed a strong indi-
rect relationship of empowerment on EE via work sat-
isfaction. The direct relationship between empower-
ment and EE did not reach statistical significance.
Among the facets comprising the Gestalt of empower-
ment, competence was the strongest predictor of out-
comes. EE and days absent were positively related.
Further regression analyses also showed that, to allevi-
ate burnout, VPs must receive support from different
parties but especially from their principals. Because
the empowerment facet“competence”had the strongest
influence on work satisfaction, measures like training,
mentoring, or coaching could foster the perceived com-
petence of VPs. Because work satisfaction is highly
related to emotional exhaustion, it could serve as an
early alert system. For this reason, VPs should be
surveyed regarding their work satisfaction in regular
intervals.

Does global mindset matter? Its impact on
trust, leader-member-exchange, and organi-
zational commitment

Story, J.S.P., NOVA University, Lisboa, Portugal ; Bar-
buto, Jr., J.E., University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lin-
coln, NE, USA

Abstract: Aim: There is a dire need for effective global
leadership (Sloan et al, 2003), which is a constraint on
growth and effectiveness of multinational organizations
(Zahra, 1998). Global mindset has been proposed to be
a key construct for global leadership development and
success (Oddou, Mendenhall, & Richie, 2000). How-
ever, empirical research has not determined the impor-
tance of global mindset. The goal of this research is
to test if global mindset of leaders contributes to indi-
vidual level outcomes such as trust in leader, leader-
member-exchange, and organizational commitment as
rated by followers. The complexity of the global role
and leader distance is tested to see if they moderate
the relationship between a global leader’s global mind-
set and the outcome variables.Method: Data were col-
lected from 78 leader participants and 240 raters from

one Fortune 100 multinational organization. A multi-
level data analysis was conducted using Hierarchical
Linear Modeling. Results: Global roles and physi-
cal distance between the leader and the follower did
not moderate the relationship between global leader-
ship and outcome variables, however the frequency of
interaction between leaders and followers did. Specif-
ically, the involvement of frequency of interaction be-
tween leaders and followers increased and strengthened
the relationship between global mindset and followers’
ratings of organizational commitment. The relation-
ship between the frequency of leader- follower interac-
tion when a single follower interacted on average with
more frequency than others in the group (within), sig-
nificantly moderated the relationship between global
mindset and affect-based trust in leader, LMX, and
organizational commitment. Conclusions: The combi-
nation of these findings suggests caution when stating
that global mindset is a key construct that is essential
for effective global leadership. While some significant
relationships were found, the models were only able to
explain between 4 to 6 percent in the variance of all
outcome variables.

Discussant

Peiró, J.M., University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain

Symposium: Fair procedures and
cooperative employees: Testing and
extending relational models of procedural
fairness

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.11 Pressroom (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Langendijk, G., Open University of the Nether-
lands, Heerlen, The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno
Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: It is vital for the effective functioning of or-
ganizations that employees are willing to engage in
behaviors that are beneficial to the collective, rather
than focusing solely on their own outcomes (Derlaga
& Grzelak, 1982; Smith, Carroll, & Ashford, 1995).
An effective way for organizations to promote cooper-
ation is by enacting procedures in a fair manner (see
Cohen-Charash & Spector, 2001; Colquitt et al., 2001,
for meta-analyses). The use of fair procedures indi-
cates to individuals that they are valued and respected
members of an organization that they can be proud of.
This contributes positively to their identity (De Cremer
& Tyler, 2005; Tyler, 1999)and consequently improves
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cooperation (Tyler & Blader, 2009). These ideas have
been formally developed into relational models of pro-
cedural fairness like the group value model (Lind &
Tyler, 1988), the group engagement model (Tyler &
Blader, 2000), and the self-based model of cooperation
(De Cremer & Tyler, 2005); models that have received
much research attention (see Blader & Tyler, 2009; De
Cremer & Tyler, 2005, for overviews). It is safe to say
that relational models of procedural fairness are among
the most impactful attempts today to understand the
pervasive workings of procedural fairness.However, it is
also important to note, that relational models of proce-
dural fairness leave unanswered a number of important
questions. This symposium aims to address some fun-
damental issues that relational models of procedural
fairness have not yet adequately dealt with. First of
all, it is at present unclear how uncertainty can be in-
corporated in these relational models. This is regretful
because uncertainty, including self-related uncertainty
has been argued to be fundamental to the workings
of procedural fairness (De Cremer et al., 2008; van
den Bos & Lind, 2002). Ilse Cornelis presents work
showing that relational and uncertainty concerns have
an additive effect on cooperative behavior towards the
organization. She suggests a dual pathway model in
explaining cooperation as a result of procedural fair-
ness.A second issue that has as yet not been addressed
within relational models of procedural fairness is how
employees can transform their motivation to support
the organization’s goals into action. To address this
issue Gerben Langendijk presents an important vari-
able that should moderate the effect of procedural fair-
ness on cooperative action: power. Employees feeling
more powerful are more prone to act, guided by intrin-
sic motivation such as the motivation to support the
organization. This suggests that employees are often
willing to go to great lengths to support the organiza-
tion’s goals (as a response to procedural fairness) but
more is needed to reap the benefits of this motivation.A
third issue is to what extent relational models can cap-
ture other leadership behaviors in addition to proce-
dural fairness. Marius van Dijke presents work on two
different empowering leadership styles – encouraging
independent action and encouraging self-development.
He shows that the former makes procedural fairness ef-
fects on cooperation stronger whereas the latter makes
these effects weaker. Moreover, this results because
both these leadership styles have a unique (and oppo-
site) role in people’s attempts to make sense of their
status and value in the organization. This leads to the
conclusion that relational models may be capable of
encompassing a number of other leadership variables,
in addition to procedural fairness.The final issue of this
symposium, and an important aspect regarding lead-

ership behavior, is the question whether we can under-
stand factors that make leaders enact procedures in a
fair manner from the perspective of relational models
– models that were originally developed to understand
reactions to fairness, rather than antecedents of fair-
ness. Employees have relational concerns that can at
least partially be fulfilled by a leader acting fairly. An
important question remains how sensitive leaders may
be to these needs and thus when they may act in a
fair manner. Niek Hoogervorst shows that particularly
when leaders sense that followers have strong relational
as well as strong control needs, they will respond by
enacting procedures in a fair manner. The conference
theme stresses that “work and organizational psycholo-
gists should help ensure to organizations that not only
economic motives count, but that employees matter as
well, because, by the end of the day, the people in the
organizations make the difference”. Indeed, a decent
and fair treatment of employees needs to be emphasized
to organizations, not only for humanitarian but also for
economic reasons as employees who are treated in a fair
manner have been shown to deliver higher quality and
quantity of performance (see e.g. Podsakoff, Ahearne
& MacKenzie, 1997). The current insights may thus be
incorporated in leadership development programs that
address when fairness procedures are most likely to re-
veal positive results in reference to employees’ psycho-
logical as well as organizations’ economic concerns.

A tale of two motives: Relational needs
and self-uncertainty concerns independently
moderate procedural fairness effects on co-
operation

Cornelis, L., Ghent University, Ghent, The Nether-
lands; Hiel, A. van, Ghent University, Ghent, Bel-
gium; Cremer, D. de, Rotterdam School of Manage-
ment, Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The Nether-
lands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soester-
berg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Previous studies have indicated that proce-
dural fairness affects cooperation because it conveys
information relevant for both the relational self and
the uncertain self. However, the simultaneous effects
of relational and self-uncertainty motives have not yet
been examined and it remains unclear whether these
effects are additive, mutually reinforcing or mutually
interchangeable. In a first study, we showed that
the relational and self-uncertainty variables constitute
two distinctive dimensions. Three additional studies
demonstrated that relational and self-uncertainty mo-
tives yielded independent and additive moderating ef-
fects on cooperation and retaliation. A dual pathway
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model is suggested in which procedural fairness may
have an effect on cooperation through its ability to
satisfy both relational and self-uncertainty reduction
needs. Implications at the theoretical level are dis-
cussed and we further elaborate on the relationship be-
tween the two motives, as well as offer suggestions for
future research.

Employee Sense of Power as Facilitating
the Relationship between Procedural Fair-
ness and Employee Cooperation

Langendijk, G., Open University of the Netherlands,
Heerlen, The Netherlands; Dijke, M. van, Rotterdam
School of Management, Erasmus University, Rotter-
dam, The Netherlands; Cremer, D. de, Rotterdam
School of Management, Erasmus University, Rotter-
dam, The Netherlands; Anderson, C., Haas School
of Business, University of California, Berkeley, USA;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Procedural fairness positively influences em-
ployee cooperation. Building on recent theorizing and
supporting research showing that high power makes
people act more in line with situational goals and ex-
pectancies, we argued that particularly employees who
feel powerful should act in line with the norms com-
municated by fair decision-making procedures and thus
react with relatively strong cooperation to procedural
fairness. A longitudinal and a multisource survey study
supported this idea. This research is the first to apply
theorizing on power as facilitating goal directed behav-
ior to organizational contexts by focusing on the im-
portant outcome variable of employee cooperation.

When Does Procedural Fairness Promote Or-
ganizational Citizenship Behavior? The Mod-
erating Roles of Two Types of Empowering
Leadership

Dijke, M. van, Rotterdam School of Management, Rot-
terdam, The Netherlands; Cremer, D. de, Rotterdam
School of Management, Erasmus University, Rotter-
dam, The Netherlands; Mayer, D.M., University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA; Quaquebeke, N. van,
Rotterdam School of Management ; Ven, J. van de, Tno
Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: We explored how procedural fairness in-
teracts with empowering leadership to influence em-
ployee OCB via the mediating mechanism of employ-
ees’ self-perceived status. We focus on two core as-
pects of empowering leadership-encouraging indepen-
dent action and encouraging self-development. We ar-

gued that the former increases the need for sense mak-
ing regarding one’s relationship with the organization
whereas the latter decreases it. Hence, stimulating em-
ployees to act independently should strengthen the re-
lationship between procedural fairness and employees’
OCB, and this interaction should be mediated by self-
perceived status. In contrast, stimulating employees
to develop themselves should weaken the relationship
between procedural fairness and OCB as mediated by
self-perceived status. Two field studies (single and mul-
tisource) conducted in two different countries support
this moderated mediation model. From a theoretical
point of view, we are the first to integrate different
types of empowering leadership as relevant variables in
relational models of procedural fairness. From a prac-
tical perspective, our results imply that organizational
leaders should not consider the use of fair procedures
and empowering leadership in isolation, but rather in
concert.

When Are Leaders Fair? A Reversed Perspec-
tive on the Control and Relational Models
of Justice

Hoogervorst, N., Rotterdam School of Management,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Cremer, D. de, Rotter-
dam School of Management, Erasmus University, Rot-
terdam, The Netherlands; Dijke, M. van, Rotterdam
School of Management, Erasmus University, Rotter-
dam, The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human
Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: In the present study we examine when and
why leaders enact fair procedures in their interactions
with followers. In doing so, we take a reversed perspec-
tive on the historical control and relational models of
justice. Specifically, while these models provide expla-
nations that fair procedure are valued by subordinates
because it serves their control and belongingness needs,
we examine whether leaders actually recognize these
follower needs and (at least) partly attune the fairness
of their decision making processes on such needs. In a
laboratory experiment and a multisource organization
study we found support that follower control and be-
longingness need have an interactive effect on leader’s
fairness enactment: leaders were the most fair in inter-
actions with a follower with a strong control need and
a strong belongingness need, compared to when one or
both of these needs were low.

Presentations: Creativity in Work Groups

Main topic area: Teams and Workgroups
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Location: 0.2 Berlin (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Baer, M., Washington University in St. Louis,
St. Louis, USA

Competition in teams, motivation, and cre-
ativity

Bittner, J.V., Jacobs University Bremen, Bremen,
Germany ; Heidemeier, H., Jacobs University Bremen,
Bremen, Germany

Abstract: This research investigated the effects that
competition may have on motivational factors and on
subsequent creativity. It was experimentally examined
in groups of three people whether the willingness to
cooperate or compete in a group may increase or di-
minish creative performance. Two experiments looked
at the motivational processes that may induce people
to choose cooperative strategies and may influence sub-
sequent creativity. More specifically, it was examined
whether a promotion focus comes along with the will-
ingness to cooperate with other group members, and
thus increases creative performance, whereas a preven-
tion focus may be associated with competition and may
diminish creativity. Study 1 demonstrated that the
willingness to cooperate activates a promotion focus,
whereas the willingness to compete activates a preven-
tion focus. Moreover, regulatory focus mediated the
effect of cooperation on creativity. Only if cooperation
was associated with an activated promotion focus, it
increased creative performance in a divergent thinking
task. Study 2 provided evidence for a bidirectional link
between cooperation and regulatory focus. The induc-
tion of a promotion focus increased the willingness to
cooperate and led to high creativity, whereas a preven-
tion focus induced a willingness to compete with group
members and thus led to low creativity. These findings
have important implications for group settings, since
they provide evidence for motivational processes that
are associated with high or low creative performance.
Competition between team members may foster a pre-
vention focus in them and may therefore diminish cre-
ativity. These results show a bidirectional link between
the willingness to cooperate or compete and motiva-
tional processes and point out that changes in regu-
latory focus should be considered simultaneously when
investigating the effect of competition in groups on cre-
ative performance. Organizations should therefore pay
attention to situational influences like competition that
may induce a prevention focus in team members and
may as a result diminish creativity.

Linking perceptions of the feedback environ-
ment to creativity at work: A moderated me-
diation study

Davidson, T., Vlerick Leuven Gent Management
School, Gent, Belgium; Stobbeleir, K. de, Vlerick Leu-
ven Gent Management School, Gent, Belgium

Abstract: Feedback is an essential ingredient for stim-
ulating creativity (see Zhou, 2008 for a recent review).
When delivered in a developmental and constructive
way, it can boost employees’ intrinsic motivation, pro-
vide them with standards for creative work, and help
them acquire creativity skills. Previous research ef-
forts have enhanced our understanding of the relation-
ship between feedback and creativity by investigating
the effects of specific feedback components (e.g., feed-
back valence) in dyadic feedback exchanges (George &
Zhou, 2001; Zhou, 1998; Zhou & George, 2001). How-
ever, given the value of a supportive and stimulating
work environment for creative performance (Oldham,
2003; Zhou, 2003) it is surprising that virtually no stud-
ies have explored the impact of employees’ perceptions
of the broader feedback environment on their level of
creativity. Building on recent theorizing in the creativ-
ity literature (West & Richter, 2008; Zhou, 2008) and
self-determination theory (Deci & Ryan, 1985), we de-
veloped and tested a model exploring how the broader
coworker and supervisor feedback environment influ-
ence employee creativity. Hierarchical multiple regres-
sion analysis of a sample of 482 supervisor-employee
dyads showed that employees who perceive a support-
ive coworker and supervisor feedback environment ex-
perience higher levels of self-concordance (i.e., the de-
gree to which they internalize their work goals and con-
sider these goals as an expression of their authentic in-
terests and values), which leads them to demonstrate
higher levels of creative performance, as rated by their
supervisor. Furthermore, moderated mediation anal-
ysis (Preacher & Hayes, 2007) indicated that auton-
omy moderates this mediating relationship, such that
the coworker and supervisor feedback environment’s ef-
fects on creative performance via self-concordance, are
strengthened under high autonomy and weakened un-
der low autonomy. Overall, our study highlights the
importance of employees’ perceptions of the feedback
environment with regard to creative performance and
unravels how the relationship between the feedback
environment and creative performance is shaped. In
terms of implications, our conceptual model can be a
steppingstone for scholars investigating creative per-
formance in organizations as well as for practitioners
searching for ways to enhance employee creativity at
work.
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From Ideas Generation to Adoption: The
Interplay between Work Characteristics,
Leader-Member Exchange and Engagement
across Time.

Massei, F., University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy ; Zap-
pala, S., University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy

Abstract: Nowadays, the problem for companies is
not ’how to produce more’ but how to meet customer
needs, improve quality and develop new products. The
attention shifts from the adherence to formal rules and
assigned tasks to a more proactive way of dealing with
work. Companies and managers look for new ways to
achieve organizational goals and encourage employees’
proactive and innovative behaviours. Despite the rele-
vance devoted to the concept of intrinsic motivation in
promoting proactive and innovative behaviors, Shalley
et al. (2004) say that few studies have directly tested
its role in mediating the relationship between resources
and IWB, and the studies that examined such medi-
ating role provide ambiguous results. The main aim
of this study is to investigate the motivational pro-
cess that leads employees to perform innovative work
behavior (IWB) by using the approach proposed by
Schaufeli & Salanova (2007) in which resources are re-
lated to different outcomes via work engagement. We
hypothesized that the quality of the interaction be-
tween an employee and his/her supervisor and the con-
trol asserted by the employee on his/her job, foster
employee’s work engagement that, in turn, will be pos-
itively related with the frequency of employee’s IWB.
A 2-waves longitudinal research design and structural
equation modeling (SEM) were used (N = 209). We as-
sessed the independent variables using employees’ self-
evaluation; in order to avoid the problem of common
method variance, we used as dependent variable the
supervisor evaluation of employees’ IWB. The confir-
matory factor analysis supports the hypothesized 3-
factor structure of the scale measuring IWB (idea gen-
eration, idea suggestion and idea implementation) and
the measurement equivalence across time. Results also
show that engagement (at least partially) mediates the
effect of job resources (job control and leader-member-
exchange) on IWB. In particular, if an employee, exper-
imented more (or less) control and an higher (or lower)
LMX relationship from T1 to T2, this has an impact
on the engagement that increases (or decreases) and,
in turn, this predicts the increase (or decrease) in the
frequency with which employees generate, propose and
implement ideas. HR managers and companies need
to support employees’ engagement in order to increase
employees’ IWB.

Linking Learning Goal Orientation to Em-
ployee Creative Performance: The Role of
Proactive Behaviour

Peeters, E.R., Ghent University, Gent, Belgium; Clip-
peleer, I. de, Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School,
Gent, Belgium; Stobbeleir, K. de, Vlerick Leuven Gent
Management School, Gent, Belgium

Abstract: This study examines the role of proactive be-
haviour in the relationship between learning goal orien-
tation and employee creative performance. Specifically,
we develop and test a model that links learning goal
orientation through three different types of proactive
behaviours (i.e. proactive work behaviour, proactive
strategic behaviour and proactive person-environment
fit behaviour) (Parker & Collins, 2010) to employee
creativity. In doing so, this research enhances our un-
derstanding of the impact of different proactive be-
haviours on employee outcomes and it examines some
of the underlying mechanisms of the relationship be-
tween learning goal orientation and employee creative
performance. In addition, we test whether these three
types of proactive behaviours have a differential impact
on creative performance. This research studies the ac-
tions that employees can take themselves to manage
their creative process. Hypotheses were tested using a
survey design on a sample of 378 employee-supervisor
and employee-peer dyads. Results show that employee
learning goal orientation impacts supervisor-rated and
peer-rated creativity and that these effects are me-
diated by the three types of proactive behaviours.
Results also show that the three types of proactive
behaviour have a differential impact on creative be-
haviour, with a positive correlation between proactive
strategic behaviour and employee creative behaviour
on the one hand and a negative correlation between
proactive person environment fit behaviour and em-
ployee creative behaviour on the other hand. This em-
phasizes the importance of proactive behaviour in the
creative process and shows that proactive behaviour
is not only a strategy that facilitates individual learn-
ing, but also a useful resource for achieving creative
outcomes. Reference: Parker, S. K., & Collins, C. G.
(2010). Taking stock: Integrating and differentiating
multiple forms of proactive behavior. Journal of Man-
agement. 36, 633-662.

Peace or War? Intergroup Competition and
its Gender-Specific Effects on Group Cre-
ativity

Baer, M., Washington University in St. Louis, St.
Louis, USA; Vadera, A., Indian School of Business,
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Hyderabad, India; Leenders, R., University of Gronin-
gen, Groningen, The Netherlands; Oldham, G., Tulane
University, New Orleans, USA

Abstract: Beliefs in the virtues of competition are
among the most widely shared, deeply held, and long-
standing assumptions in most Western societies (Kohn,
1992). While the belief in the universal benefits of
intergroup competition has permeated many Western
societies, a shift in the demographic composition of
the workforce of most industrial nations has occurred-a
dramatic increase in women’s labor force participation
rates. In fact, the increase in the proportion of women
participating in the labor force, which began shortly af-
ter World War II, represents one of the most significant
social and economic trends in recent history (Hayghe,
1997). Despite the significant change in the gender
composition of the workforce, the use of intergroup
competition as an organizing principle in businesses,
which originated almost a century ago when organiza-
tions were populated and managed almost exclusively
by men, has rarely been questioned let alone exam-
ined, especially with respect to such relevant outcomes
as the production of new and useful ideas. The goal of
the present study was to fill this important gap. Based
on the male warrior hypothesis and a female commu-
nion hypothesis, we propose that intergroup competi-
tion promotes the creativity of groups composed of men
but undermines the creativity of groups composed of
women. These ideas were tested in two laboratory ex-
periments and one field study. Study 1 showed that
competition had the expected positive effects on the
creativity of male groups but failed to produce the
predicted negative effects on the creativity of female
groups. Study 2 showed that the negative effects of
competition on the creativity of female groups emerged
when competition was examined across three levels al-
lowing for the observation of quadratic effects. This
study also indicated that in-group collaboration medi-
ated the joint quadratic effects of competition and gen-
der composition on creativity. Finally, Study 3 repli-
cated the results of Study 2 in a field setting involving
55 multidisciplinary R & D teams. Our results sug-
gest that intergroup competition provides an unequal
creative advantage to groups and units composed pre-
dominantly of men and question the usefulness of in-
tergroup competition as a universal vehicle to drive
creativity in contemporary organizations.

Presentations: Employee Well Being -
Stressors at Work

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 0.3 Copenhagen (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Pravettoni, G., Universita degli Studi di Mi-
lano, Milano, Italy

Defining Work Burden as a Multidimensional
Construct – Tests for Construct and Dis-
criminant Validity

Buttigieg, S.C., Faculty of Health Sciences, University
of Malta, Msida, Malta; West, M.A., Aston Business
School, Aston University, Birmingham, UK ; Cassar,
V., Birkbeck, University of London, London, UK

Abstract: This paper conceptualizes and operational-
izes work burden as a work stressor. The second order
construct work burden represents four distinct dimen-
sions namely, psychological work demands, physical
work demands, quantitative workload and qualitative
workload, thereby providing the breadth and compre-
hensiveness of the construct but at the same time pre-
serving the clarity and precision of the dimensions. The
literature deals with various aspects of work burden,
the most prominent being psychological demands and
physical exertion (Karasek & Theorell, 1990), quan-
titative workload (Spector & Jex, 1998) and aspects
of qualitative workload (Gray-Toft & Anderson, 1981).
Therefore, although research has investigated these as-
pects of work as distinct work stressors, there has been
no attempt so far to comprehensively articulate a holis-
tic perspective of what constitutes the work burden as
a stressor. The development of the latent construct
work burden is justified on the basis of theoretical, em-
pirical, and psychometric considerations (Little et al.,
2002). The clustering of items on psychological and
physical work demands, as well as those on quantita-
tive and qualitative workload justifies their parcelling.
Exploratory factor analysis on a randomly selected half
of data from a sample of 1,137 health care professionals
in an acute general hospital in Malta, followed by con-
firmatory factor analysis on the second half provides a
more parsimonious model and a latent construct with
a defined level of generality. Discriminant validity is
also achieved since in line with the construct’s four-
factor structure, the subscales of work burden loaded
on four different factors, and were distinct from four
other work stressors. Finally, the composite view of
work burden is supported by three conditions namely,
the critical ratios for all the factor loadings are signif-
icant with p< 0.01 assuring item reliability, construct
reliability estimate is 0.98, whereas the average vari-
ance extracted is 0.51. The contribution of this study
is towards achieving operational discretion when mea-
suring the different components of work burden, while
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providing a good basis for a composite view of this
construct.

Decision making and well-being among admin-
istrative officials and investigators in three
Swedish public authorities

Allwood, C.M., University of Gothenburg, Göteborg,
Sweden; Salo, M., Department of Psychology, Lund
University, Lund, Sweden

Abstract: This study analyzed the relationship between
the decision making styles Rational, Intuitive, De-
pendent, Avoidant and Spontaneous (Scott & Bruce,
1995; General Decision Making Style scale, GDMS)
and judgmental self-doubt (Mirels, Greblo, & Dean,
2002; Judgmental Self-Doubt Scale, JSDS) and mea-
sures of Performance Based Self-esteem (PBS), Satis-
faction With Life (SWL), Perceived Stress (PSQ), and
Sleep among administrative officers and investigators
at three Swedish public authorities: The National Tax
board, the Social insurance agency, and the Police ser-
vice (N = 473). The results showed that high values
on the decision makings styles Avoidant (tries to avoid
making decisions) and Dependent (dependent on ad-
vice from others before important decisions) were sig-
nificantly associated with higher PBS, higher PSQ, and
poorer Sleep. The Avoidant style was also associated
with lower SWL. In addition, JSDS showed stronger
correlations with PBS, PSQ, SWL and Sleep than the
Avoidant and Dependent decision styles. The differ-
ences between organizations were small. Our results
are important to consider in attempts to ameliorate
stress and burnout in organizations and we suggest
that it is important not just to pay attention to the
overall group level of analysis but also to pay attention
to subgroups, for example, decision making styles that
may be extra vulnerable to stress in specific organiza-
tions.

Work stressors in university academics

Teichmann, M., Tallinn University of Technology,
Tallinn, Estonia; Ilvest, J., Tallinn University of Tech-
nology, Tallinn, Estonia

Abstract: University teaching has traditionally been re-
garded as a low stress occupation. In historical point of
view it could be true, but it is no longer in modern uni-
versities. Drawing on a considerable body empirical ev-
idence, it is argued that during the past decades stress
among university teachers has tendency to increase in
all continents. From theoretical perspective and for
several reasons, we predict that our understanding of
stressors in university has not progressed so far over

the past decade. The aim of present study is to get
more detailed comprehension about stressors in univer-
sity academics. The data were collected from the sam-
ple obtained from academics in Tallinn University of
Technology. The sample consisted of 117 (73 male and
44 female; average age 43.76) academics, and includes
21 professors, 18 associate professors, 69 lecturers and
11 researchers. The qualitative research method was
adapted for the reason to clarify specific stressors in
university with the help of the ’public voice’ e.g. open-
answers unstructured interview was adopted. Partici-
pants named during the interview 7.81 4.53 stressors.
We identified 90 separable stressors, among thus 43
were named more than 5% of all occasions. In order
to build up categories of the stressors, we analyzed the
reports written by interviewers and extracted the com-
mon elements. The Critical Incident Technique (Fla-
gan, 1954) was adopted for enable the extraction of
elements common to the stressors. Four researchers
were separately code and split data into the frame and
thereafter formulate categories. According theoretical
frame and by applying the Critical Incident Technique
the stressors were divided into the three main category:
(1) individual sources of pressure; (2) stressors in work
and organization includes five subcategories, namely,
intrinsic to the job, occupational roles, relationships
at work, organizational structure and climate, extra-
organizational stressors; (3) sources of pressure outside
the university e.g. in academic community. Current
study enabled to propose a classification the stressors
in university academics. Furthermore, our results hint
that the number of different sources of occupational
stress in university could be eliminate or minimise their
stressful influence on academics.

Workplace stressors as antecedents of em-
ployee musculoskeletal problems: A Meta-
Analysis of Longitudinal Studies

Lang, J., RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Ger-
many ; Ochsmann, E., RWTH Aachen University,
Aachen, Germany ; Kraus, T., RWTH Aachen Uni-
versity, Aachen, Germany ; Lang, J.W.B., Maastricht
University, Maastricht, The Netherlands

Abstract: The purpose of the present meta-analysis
was to conduct a systematic review of baseline-adjusted
prospective longitudinal studies estimating the lagged
effect of work stressors on musculoskeletal problems.
Literature review was conducted by searching MED-
LINE (1966 to August 2009) and PsychINFO (1872
to 2009). Two authors independently classified stud-
ies into categories of psychological work stressors (e.g.,
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job demands), and musculoskeletal problems. Avail-
able effect sizes were converted to Odds ratios (OR).
ORs were then pooled for each stressor-problem rela-
tionship using a random-effects model. Additionally,
the possibility of publication bias was assessed. At least
five effect sizes were available for 16 of the 44 possible
psychosocial work stressors-musculoskeletal problems
relationships. For 12 of these stressor-problem rela-
tionships, pooled OR estimates were positive and sig-
nificant (range: 1.154 - 1.623). The largest pooled OR
was found between highly monotonous work and lower
back pain. The lagged effect of low social support on
lower back problems was the only effect size for which
the statistical test for bias was significant. However,
the corrected effect size remained significant. The large
majority of the 27 primary studies in our meta-analysis
did not report the reliability of the measures and di-
chotomized continuous independent and outcome vari-
ables. Thus, the estimates likely seriously underesti-
mate the true lagged effects. The present findings sug-
gest that psychosocial work stressors are antecedents of
subsequent musculoskeletal problems. From an applied
perspective, some of the psychosocial work stressors
in this investigation are inherent in a variety of jobs
and cannot always easily be altered (e.g., high job de-
mands). Still changes to job conditions (e.g., through
job redesign) and specific interventions (e.g., stress pre-
vention trainings) could be implemented to minimize
psychosocial workplace stressors. From a methodolog-
ical perspective future research should use structural
equation modeling techniques and include tests of the
lagged effect of musculoskeletal problems on the devel-
opment of psychosocial work stressors.

Work-related stress and interruptions in the
emergency department

Pravettoni, G., Universita degli Studi di Milano, Mi-
lano, Italy ; Lucchiari, C., Universita Degli Studi di Mi-
lano, Milano, Italy ; Jabes, D., Universita IULM di Mi-
lano, Milano, Italy ; Campagnoli, L., Universita Degli
Studi di Milano, Milano, Italy

Abstract: The impact of interruptions in the work-
place has begun to receive a lot of attention in the last
few years (Mark, Klocke, 2008). Different studies have
shown that interruptions can result in lapses of atten-
tion, memory or perception increasing cognitive load,
stress and anxiety, deteriorating decision-making per-
formance, but data are not always convergent (Hudson
et al., 2002). In particular, in healthcare only lim-
ited evidence (Ebright et al., 2003) has been available.
This study investigated the impact of interruption of
physician stress in an emergency care department of

an Italian Hospital. A total amount of 180 h of ob-
servation were performed. Observed physicians were
evaluated for cognitive level of stress before and after
the observed work shift. Visual analogical measures
and a Self-Perceived Stress scale were used. We also
evaluated personality dimensions using the BIS/BAS
scale (Carver and Whyte, 1994). BIS reflects a reac-
tion towards events that occurred (like interruptions),
and hence a sensitivity to these events. We found that
doctors were typically interrupted 7.1 times per hour;
18% percent of all tasks were interrupted. Consistent
with the literature, the sources of interruptions most
often were other physicians (23%), and fixed telephone
(21%). In 84% of the interruptions, physicians returned
to the interrupted activity; in 16% they did not. Inter-
ruptions led emergency department doctors to spend
less time on the tasks they were working on. Further-
more, a significant correlation between the number of
interruption and the level of stress variation was found.
We also found that doctors with higher scores at the
BIS scale actually showed higher level of work related
stress, but we didn’t’ find a correlation with the num-
ber of interruptions experienced. The study suggests
that interrupted physicians often experience a higher
workload, more stress, more time pressure, leading peo-
ple to change not only work regularity but also men-
tal and physiological states. The effect of this change
might be mediated by some biological and personal-
ity dimensions. Our data may be a starting point to
improve the emergency department sterilization by in-
terruptions helping physician to reduce cognitive work-
load and stress and thus limiting the potentials effect
on adverse events.

Symposium: Entrepreneurship journey:
Understanding Entrepreneurs and business
opportunities from a Psychosocial
Perspective

Main topic area: Changing Employment Relations

Location: 0.4 Brussels (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Caetano, A., ISCTE-Lisbon University Insti-
tute, Lisboa, Portugal

Abstract: Today it is largely assumed that academic en-
trepreneurship is one of the fundamental motors of eco-
nomic growth and wealth creation (Shane, 2004). This
symposium intends to enhance knowledge on the main
psychosocial and cognitive issues on entrepreneurship.
There are two main entrepreneurial aspects that par-
ticularly benefit from psychological theory. On the one
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hand, the entrepreneurial success, potential and inten-
tions, have been progressively explained by psychoso-
cial dimensions, using different theoretical frameworks
and methods. On the other hand, the business op-
portunities recognition process and the entrepreneurial
motivation have been progressively gathering evidence
from the cognitive theory and motivation regulatory
theories. Presenting five studies about these main sub-
jects, this symposium includes innovative contributions
based on psychosocial theories to the entrepreneurship
research. The paper of Dominika Dej, Ute Stephan
and Marjan Gorgievski explores cross-cultural similar-
ities and differences in subjective entrepreneurial suc-
cess evaluations on German and Polish entrepreneurs.
Juan A. Moriano, Francisco Liñan and Inmaculada
Jaén research aims to contribute to better understand-
ing how values and socioeconomic factors determine, or
co-determine, the entrepreneurial intention, on Span-
ish university students. The research of Susana Cor-
reia Santos and António Caetano presents a theoret-
ical model on entrepreneurial potential and its oper-
ationalization through the Entrepreneurial Potential
Assessment Inventory and the Entrepreneurial Poten-
tial Index. The study of Deirdre O’Shea and Finian
Buckley develops a taxonomy of motivation regulation
strategies used by early-stage entrepreneurs to progress
their goals, as part of a wider study on self-regulatory
processes.The paper from Śılvia Fernandes Costa and
António Caetano aims to understand how individuals
use the dimensions of the business opportunity proto-
type in two different stages of the entrepreneurial pro-
cess: business opportunity recognition and decision to
launch a venture. This symposium gathers important
findings about entrepreneurship and on its explanation
from a psychosocial perspective and suggestions for in-
creasing entrepreneurial activity. Moreover, the psy-
chology of entrepreneurship research findings presents
itself as a tool of high value to the community, since it
allows students, teachers, academics and financial fun-
ders of entrepreneurial projects to predict, understand
and regulate the entrepreneurial behavior.

Cross-cultural differences and similarities in
importance and achievement of subjective en-
trepreneurial success

Dej, D., Technical University Dresden, Dresden, Ger-
many ; Stephan, U., Catholic University of Leuven,
Belgium; Gorgievski, M.J., Erasmus University Rot-
terdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: Entrepreneurship research focuses predomi-
nantly on traditional economic outcomes such as job
creation (Newtion, 1995; 2001; Van Praag & Versloot,

2007), economic performance, and innovation (e.g.
Hitt, Ireland, Camp, & Sexton, 2001; Lechler, 2001).
In contrast, psychologists investigate the subjective
perspective, such as how entrepreneurs themselves de-
fine and evaluate their own success. The current study
explores cross-cultural similarities and differences in
subjective success evaluations. We tested two contrast-
ing hypotheses. On the one hand, the understanding of
success was expected to be equivalent across cultures
according to the fact that entrepreneurs worldwide
have a common social identity. On the other hand we
expected systematic differences in the importance at-
tached to certain success criteria, attributable to vari-
ations in work values across cultures. Self-developed
scales measuring the importance entrepreneurs attach
to success criteria and the extent to which they have
achieved them have been distributed to 184 German
and 70 Polish entrepreneurs.Confirmatory factor anal-
yses revealed the importance of success scale consists
of: (1) personal fulfilment, (2) workplace relations, (3)
community impact, (4) personal rewards and (5) com-
pany performance. Achievement of success is composed
of (1) financial outcomes, (2) personal balance, (3) dy-
namism/growth, (4) workplace relationships and (5)
community impact.Multigroup analyses revealed that
the structure underlying the importance scale and the
achievement of success criteria is equivalent across cul-
tures. Furthermore, Polish and German entrepreneurs
scored differently on both scales. Polish entrepreneurs
value Personal and Financial Rewards (good life, per-
sonal income enhancement) higher than German en-
trepreneurs, who in turn reported greater achievement
of their firms’ community impact and their relations
with employees and co-entrepreneurs. This study con-
tributes to cross-cultural entrepreneurship research by
providing valid measures of importance and achieve-
ment of success criteria and demonstrating their cul-
tural equivalency. Furthermore, our study suggests
that internationally active entrepreneurs should be
aware of possible differences in the importance of suc-
cess outcomes which may potentially lead to conflicting
expectations. In particular, such differences should be
taken into account when developing trainings of inter-
cultural competencies in business settings.

The Influence of Values on the Development
of Entrepreneurial Intentions in Spain

Moriano, J.A., Universidad Nacional de Educación a
Distancia (UNED), Madrid, Spain; Linan, F., Univer-
sidad de Sevilla, Sevilla, Spain; Jaen, I., Universidad
de Sevilla, Sevilla, Spain
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Abstract: The theory states that the intention is the
best predictor of any of planned behavior, including
entrepreneurship. Thus, ”potential entrepreneurs” are
those with high entrepreneurial intention. It seems
clear that the rate of entrepreneurial activity (start-
ups) of a country or region depends essentially on
the number and characteristics of its potential en-
trepreneurs. Therefore, this research aims to con-
tribute to better understanding how values and socioe-
conomic factors determine, or co-determine, the en-
trepreneurial intention, trying to fill this gap in the
literature. The study examines the value-intention link
in entrepreneurship on a sample of 3415 Spanish uni-
versity students. Schwartz’s Portrait Value Question-
naire (PVQ) is used to measure values. Results con-
firm the positive effects of openness to change and self-
enhancement values dimensions on the development of
entrepreneurial intention in Spain.

Assessing Entrepreneurial Potential: Inven-
tory and Index

Correia Santos, S., Instituto Universitário de Lisboa
(ISCTE-IUL), Lisboa, Portugal ; Caetano, A., Instituto
Universitário de Lisboa (ISCTE-IUL), Lisboa, Portu-
gal

Abstract: The present study aims to contribute to
the development of the theoretical and empirical en-
trepreneurship field, through the proposal of an en-
trepreneurial potential assessment instrument and in-
dex. Thus, this study (a) presents a theoretical model
for the operationalization of entrepreneurial potential
including eleven first-order skills and four second-order
dimensions; (b) empirically tests the theoretical model
on two samples: one composed of university students
(N=580) and the other composed of young employ-
ees; (N = 552) (c) contributes to the empirical validity
of the Entrepreneurial Potential Assessment Inventory
(EPAI); and (d) presents the Entrepreneurial Potential
Index (EPI). Departing from the evidence in the litera-
ture, it is possible to explain the entrepreneurial poten-
tial construct on four dimensions: (a) entrepreneurial
motivations; (b) psychological competencies; (c) so-
cial competencies; and (d) management competencies.
Multi-group confirmatory factor analyses evidenced
good fit indices. We also present the Entrepreneurial
Potential Index algorithm and some predictive validity
preliminary insights on a third sample of entrepreneurs
(N=92). Generally, there are evident differences in the
pattern of the first and second order dimensions of the
entrepreneurial potential of the university students and
young employees. This study also presented the devel-
opment of the Entrepreneurial Potential Index (EPI).

This Index makes it possible to position individuals
on a measurable continuum of entrepreneurial poten-
tial, and thus allows the comparison among them. The
results evidence that young employees show a greater
mean value of EPI than university students. The In-
ventory and the Index are presented, tested and vali-
dated methodologically. Regarding the practical impli-
cations, the Inventory and the Index can be established
as a tool of high value to the community to help iden-
tify competencies requiring development, and to help
design or adjust training courses in entrepreneurship.

Keeping oneself on track: The develop-
ment of a taxonomy of motivation regulation
strategies in early stage entrepreneurs

O’Shea, D., Kemmy Business School, University of
Limerick, Limerick, Ireland ; Buckley, F.L., DCU Busi-
ness School, Dublin City University, Ireland

Abstract: Entrepreneurs are seen as highly enthusias-
tic and driven towards their work, due to their high
interest and investment in their ventures. However,
in developing successful ventures, they must also en-
gage in activities of less interest for them. It falls to
the entrepreneur themselves to ensure that such tasks
are accomplished to ensure the continued existence of
their venture. This type of motivation is referred to
in the literature as motivation regulation, and con-
cerns the thoughts and actions through which indi-
viduals deliberately try to influence their motivation
regarding a particular activity (Wolters, 2003). These
strategies pertain to the striving portion of the moti-
vational process. Kanfer and Heggestad (1997) suggest
that the use of various self-regulatory strategies or mo-
tivational skills represent critical person skills in the
workplace.The purpose of the present research was to
develop a taxonomy of motivation regulation strategies
used by entrepreneurs. Drawing on previous literature,
a theoretical framework was developed, which included
the macro-categories of metamotivation, metavolition,
motivation regulation, volition regulation and regu-
lation of volitional cognition. Motivation regulation
strategies were assessed qualitatively by asking seventy
five early-stage entrepreneurs how they keep their mo-
tivation high to progress their goals, as part of a wider
study on self-regulatory processes. The responses were
coded using the framework above, but the analysis was
left open for emerging strategies. The strategies were
subsequently analyzed using graph theoretic analysis to
identify commonalities between them, and further sup-
port the theoretical framework.The results supported
the framework, demonstrating that entrepreneurs uti-
lize a wide range of strategies to enhance their moti-
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vation. Given the nascent stage of research on moti-
vation regulation, the present research advanced cur-
rent thinking both from the perspectives of motivation
skills/regulation, and entrepreneurial motivation. The
theoretical framework developed and assessed will aid
future research to empirically test the role such strate-
gies play in the broader process of self-regulation. From
a practical perspective, identifying effective strategies
for the enhancement of motivation can inform the de-
velopment of meta-skills training.

Business opportunity Recognition: the Root
of Entrepreneurial Process

Costa, S.F., Instituto Universitário de Lisboa (ISCTE-
IUL), Lisboa, Portugal ; Caetano, A., Instituto Univer-
sitário de Lisboa (ISCTE- IUL), Lisboa, Portugal

Abstract: Entrepreneurship’s research field focuses on
how, by whom and by what means business opportu-
nities are discovered, evaluated and exploited (Baum,
Frese, Baron & Katz, 2007). To answer these ques-
tions it is fundamental to understand entrepreneurship
as a process that has its roots on business opportu-
nity recognition (Baron & Shane, 2005).The present
study aims to understand how individuals use the di-
mensions of the business opportunity prototype in two
different stages of the entrepreneurial process: busi-
ness opportunity recognition and deciding to exploit
it. The research design includes scenarios on poten-
tial business opportunities based on the “connect the
dots” perspective (Baron, 2006) and in the dimensions
of the business opportunity prototype (Baron & Ens-
ley, 2006), with three different conditions each (solves
costumers problems, cash flow and manageable risk).
Results allowed to identify the prototypical dimensions
and to understand how individuals use them in the two
stages of the entrepreneurial process. Both in business
opportunity recognition and decision to launch a ven-
ture stages initial attention is offered to manageable
risk analysis. However, in recognition stage attention
directs to cash flow, while in the second stage atten-
tion is focussed to solving the costumer’s needs.The
present study contributes to the comprehension of en-
trepreneurship and points out the importance of cog-
nitive theory in this study field. It also contributes to
understand how individuals use their mental structures
in the business recognition process.

Presentations: Emotions and
Organizational Functioning

Main topic area: Emotions In The Workplace

Location: 0.5 Paris (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Bönigk, M., Universite du Luxembourg, Walfer-
dange, Luxembourg

Stressor-Emotion model of Counterproduc-
tive Work Behavior: the moderating role of
Irritability

Fida, R., Sapienza University of Rome, Rome,
Italy ; Paciello, M., International Telamatic University
Uninettuno, Rome, Italy ; Barbaranelli, C., Sapienza
University of Rome, Rome, Italy ; Tramontano, C., In-
valsi, Rome, Italy

Abstract: This study is aimed at investigating the mod-
eration role of irritability in the stressor emotion model
of counterproductive work behaviors (CWB, Spector
& Fox, 2005). At the heart of this model is the idea
that environmental stressors elicit negative emotional
responses in individuals, who then are motivated to
engage in CWB aimed at reducing the negative feel-
ings. A large body of researches attests that individ-
ual differences variables can potentially affect the re-
lation among job stressors, negative affective reaction
and CWB. The majority of these studies have exam-
ined the role of basic traits of personality (neuroticism,
agreeableness, anger trait, anger anxiety etc). Focusing
on the literature of aggression and personality in the
current work we will consider one of the most relevant
aggression-related disposition, that is irritability (Bet-
tencourt, 2006; Caprara et al., 1985). This personality
dimension has been instrumental in examining both the
traditional frustration-aggression, and in better appre-
ciating the role of emotional regulation in various form
of aggression. We are not aware of any research that
have examined all the stressor-emotion relations simul-
taneously and considering as moderator a specific ag-
gression related disposition. The participants for this
study were about 700 working adults (53.5% women)
with a mean age of 40 years (SD = 11). An anonymous
self report questionnaire was administered. Results of
a multigroup structural equations model and the cor-
respondent fit indices clearly supported the evidence of
the moderating action of irritability in the causal net-
works linking stressful job conditions, negative emo-
tional reaction and CWB. Specifically irritable work-
ers in the presence of job stressors are more at risk for
negative emotional reaction and CWB. Results have in
fact shown a higher propensity of these workers in en-
gage in CWB in response of a certain frustrations. The
study of individual differences may pave the way to a
better understanding of persons who more frequently
than others resort to aggression and CWB at work as
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well as aid in the design of appropriate interventions
aimed to prevent undesirable outcomes.

Are organizations intelligent? Organiza-
tional emotional intelligence. Development
of a model

Giorgi, G., University of Firenze, Firenze, Italy

Abstract: The aim of this paper is to expand ex-
isting models of individual differences (Bliese, 2007)
to the organizational level and provide an empirical
study on the potential of the organizational emotional
intelligence assessment. We propose that organiza-
tional emotional intelligence is composed of the av-
erage level of individual emotional intelligence of or-
ganization members. Sample comprised several Ital-
ian companies. More than 1000 employees compiled
the Organizational Emotional Intelligence Question-
naire (Giorgi and Majer, 2009). We demonstrate suf-
ficient within-organization and between-organization
difference to consider emotional intelligence a collec-
tive organizational characteristic. A model of organiza-
tional emotional intelligence was also developed which
incorporated relationships among emotional competen-
cies. Structural equation modelling was used. In ad-
dition, the model show that organizational emotional
intelligence is positively associated with employees’ life
balance, mood and stress. Thus, organizational emo-
tional intelligence can be considered a new valuable ad-
vantage for organizations. The model developed within
this paper integrates prior theoretical work on emo-
tional intelligence and helps researchers to focus on in-
dividual differences at also different levels of analysis.

Resistance to Organizational Change: The
Role of Anger Regulation Strategies

Bönigk, M., Universite du Luxembourg, Walferdange,
Luxembourg ; Happ, C., Universite du Luxembourg,
Walferdange, Luxembourg ; Steffgen, G., Universite du-
Luxembourg, Walferdange, Luxembourg

Abstract: Based on the Affective Events Theory (AET;
Weiss & Copranzano, 1996), it can be concluded that
resistance to change can be predicted by employees‘ ha-
bitual anger regulation strategies during work. Anger
regulation strategies that are functional for recovering
or increasing individual well-being, like providing feed-
back, downplaying the incident’s negative impact, hu-
mor or distraction, will decrease the likelihood of re-
sistant behavior during change. Dysfunctional regu-
lation strategies in terms of well-being, like venting,
submission or rumination, will increase the likelihood
of resistance against the change project. Further on,

it can be hypothesized that this relationship will be
mediated by affective commitment to change and by
the intensity of the experienced anger. 192 employees
of an industrial company and of municipal adminis-
trations in Luxembourg participated in the study - 85
of them undergoing procedural change, 107 of them
being confronted with short-time work and downsiz-
ing during the economic crisis in 2009. Habitual anger
regulation strategies were measured with the Anger-
Related Reactions and Goals Inventory (ARGI; Kubiak
et al., in press) and affective commitment to change
with a slightly shortened version of the Commitment
to Change-Scale (Herscovitch & Meyer, 2002). Selected
items of the State-Trait Anger Expression Inventory
(Spielberger, 1999) have been chosen to assess anger
state. Hypotheses were tested by hierarchical regres-
sion analysis. Findings indicate that the anger regula-
tion strategies venting, rumination and humor increase
the likelihood of resistance to change. Only submission
decreases the likelihood of resistance to change when
combined with avoidance intentions. These relation-
ships are either mediated by affective commitment to
change or by the intensity of change anger. Based on
the results, a differentiation between judgment driven
and affect driven resistance to change is suggested. Fi-
nally, specific implications of the different anger reg-
ulation strategies for resistance during organizational
change are discussed, focusing on the prevention of de-
viant resistance and the productive use of judgment
driven resistance. Considerations also include dealing
with reduced well-being as a consequence of suppressed
anger in organizations.

Using negative emotions to motivate oneself

Strack, J., ISCTE-Lisbon University Institute, Lisbon,
Portugal ; Lopes, P., Catholic University of Portugal,
Lisbon, Portugal ; Fernández-Berrocal, P., University
of Málaga, Málaga, Spain

Abstract: Some people work best under pressure, while
others break down under stress. The present studies
examined how stressors can be motivating for some
people but not for others. In particular, we focused
on how people manage the negative emotions that are
associated with stressful situations, i.e. anxiety and
anger. In line with the framework of instrumental emo-
tion regulation (Tamir, 2005), we explored how peo-
ple can be motivated by these negative emotions. Al-
though these negative emotions are unpleasant, they
provide energy, focus and determination to work hard
towards a future goal. Consequently, people may wel-
come experiencing stress and the negative emotions as-
sociated with it, because these emotions prompt them
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to work with more effort. Therefore, they may ap-
praise stressors as motivators. In line with this assump-
tion, the present studies looked at how people motivate
themselves with negative emotions at work and at uni-
versity. In Study 1 (185 university students) we found
that using anxiety to motivate oneself (i.e. anxiety
motivation) was positively associated with persistence
in goal striving, and this relationship was mediated
by appraising stressors positively (challenge stress ap-
praisals). Anxiety motivation was also associated with
a higher academic grade. Likewise, in Study 2 (191
journalists) we found that anxiety motivation (and us-
ing anger to motivate oneself, i.e. anger motivation)
was positively associated with persistence in goal striv-
ing. Again, this relationship was mediated by challenge
stress appraisals. Anxiety motivation and anger moti-
vation were also associated with higher job satisfaction.
Importantly, in both studies clarity of emotions moder-
ated the relationship between trait anxiety/anger and
using these emotions to motivate oneself. Individu-
als high in emotional clarity were more likely to use
their negative emotions to motivate themselves than
individuals low in emotional clarity. Our findings offer
an explanation for how people can not only cope with
stress effectively, but even use this stress to their ad-
vantage. These findings provide a new perspective on
stress perceptions and motivation, and therefore have
implications for training, stress management and in-
creasing motivation at the workplace. In particular,
our findings suggest that targeting emotional clarity in
employees may help them to use their negative stress
emotions for motivation.

Symposium: Conceptualizing and
operationalising HR practices

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.6 Madrid (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Beijer, S., Tilburg University, Tilburg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: The relationship between Human Resource
Management and performance is one of thedominant
topics in contemporary HRM research (Paauwe, 2009).
Knowledge on thisrelationship has moved forward and
consensus seems to exist on the importance of Human-
Resource (HR) practices as a vehicle through which
HRM affects outcomes. Despite theimportance at-
tached to HR practices and the advancement of knowl-
edge on the HRMperformancelinkage, a lack of con-
sensus exists on how HR practices should beconcep-
tualized and measured. This issue has already been

identified almost 15 years ago(Becker & Gerhart, 1996)
but is still present today (Kepes & Delery, 2006). How-
ever,improving construct clarity of one of the core vari-
ables in HR research is crucial since it is aprereq-
uisite for knowledge accumulation (Suddaby, 2010).
This further development of theconstruct should go
hand in hand with the development of measures of
HR practices (Peccei,2004).Current conceptualizations
and operationalisations of HR practices can be ar-
gued to vary on anumber of dimensions. The objec-
tive of the symposium is to discuss these dimensions
of HRpractices. One dimension concerns the range of
functional practices included inconceptualizations and
operationalisations of HR practices. The contribution
by Mayrhoferfocuses on the convergence of functional
HR practices over time in Europe. Secondly, thespe-
cific level in the HR architecture that HR practices
are studied at varies. Third,conceptualizations differ
in what is thought to be the appropriate source of
data collection.The contribution by Clinton and Guest
shows though that the source of data might stronglyaf-
fect findings of studies. Fourth, the scale of measure-
ment, which includes the specificindicator (e.g., use,
presence), varies strongly between studies. Marescaux,
De Winne, andSels examine an alternative measure
of which the indicator refers to employee perceptions
ofHR differentiation. Lastly, which functional practices
should be included in systems requiresfurther atten-
tion. Dorenbosch examines the role of performance
management practices inHPWSs. In the contribution
by Beijer, Paauwe, Peccei, and Van Veldhoven HR
practice itemsare classified in terms of the five dimen-
sions outlined above which illustrates wide variationin
operationalisations used in extant research. By dis-
cussing dimensions of HR practices,possible ways for-
ward with regard to conceptualizing and operational-
ising HR practices couldbe discussed.

A content analysis of HR practice items

Beijer, S., Tilburg University, Tilburg, The Nether-
lands; Paauwe, J., Tilburg University, Tilburg, The
Netherlands; Peccei, R., Tilburg University, The
Netherlands & King’s College London, UK ; Veldhoven,
M.J.P.M. van, Tilburg University, The Netherlands

Abstract: Previous work on the conceptualization of
HR practices has primarily focused oninconsistencies
in the range of functional practices covered. Other
issues, such as the numberand nature of raters, and
the specific indicators used, also require attention. In
the currentstudy, five dimensions of HR practice con-
ceptualizations were examined (see above). Adatabase
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was created consisting of 922 HR practice items stem-
ming from 39 studies. The 922HR practice items were
then classified in terms of five dimensions providing
a valuableinsight into the conceptual domain of HR
practices measures used in extant HRM research.Initial
item-level analyses revealed wide variation in the con-
ceptualization andoperationalisation of HR practices.
No less than 72 distinct functional practices wereiden-
tified with only 7 practices covered in the majority of
studies. The most frequently usedresponse option was
the Likert scale, but common use was also made of a
yes/no responseformat and of ratings of the propor-
tion of employees covered. Preliminary analyses indi-
catedthat choices made on different dimensions were
interrelated suggesting that combinations ofitem-types
can be distinguished. The implications of the findings
for knowledge accumulationin the field of HRM are dis-
cussed.

More of the same? Researching HRM over
time and across countries – major insights and
lessons to learn.

Mayrhofer, W., Vienna University of Economics and
Business, Vienna, Austria

Abstract: This contribution uses insights and data
gained from 20 years of research studying thedevel-
opments of HRM in Europe to explore the notion of
‘European HRM’, the meanings ofconvergence and di-
vergence in HRM, and the empirical evidence in partic-
ular within Europe.First, the contribution argues that
there are a number of conceptually unique characteris-
tics ofEuropean HRM. Second, focusing on convergence
at the national level, the contributionoffers a more nu-
anced conceptualization of convergence than has been
evident in previousliterature. Third, it draws upon
a study that empirically analyzes the development of
HRM oflarger private sector firms in European coun-
tries in the last two decades. Overall, there issome evi-
dence of directional convergence – practices increasing
or decreasing in the sameway across the countries – but
no evidence of final convergence – countries becoming
morealike in the way they manage people. The findings
presented in this contribution haveimportant implica-
tions for theories of convergence, theories of HRM, the
methodology ofresearching HRM over time and in dif-
ferent countries, and for practitioners in multination-
alcorporations.

Agreement between employee and employer
reports of HR practices: A European study

Clinton, M., King’s College London, London, UK ;
Guest, D.E., King’s College London, London, UK

Abstract: This paper considers the appropriate source
of information about the presence of HR prac-
ticeswithin organisations and in particular whether this
information should be collected at theorganisational
level using HR manager respondents (i.e. from em-
ployers) or from employeesof the organisation. Data
are presented from a large multinational study of over
200organisations in the manufacturing, education and
retail and service sectors in six Europeancountries and
Israel. Only a modest association was found be-
tween reports of HRM fromemployers and employees,
as HR managers report a greater number of practices
being presentwithin the organisation than employees.
This finding is invariant across both sector andcoun-
try, supporting other findings in US, New Zealand
and Japan and identifies a highlyrobust effect. Only
employee-rated HRM contributed to higher employee
performance(manager-rated), which suggests greater
predictive validity of employee reports. Howeverlittle
is known about why employers and employees differ
in ratings of HR practices.Exploratory analyses point
towards the psychological contract as a potential ex-
planatorymechanism with differences between employ-
ers’ and employees’ perceptions of the deliveryof com-
mitments relating to HR practices contributing to this
disagreement on the presence ofHR practices. Implica-
tions for measuring HR practices are considered.

HR differentiation: you win some, you lose
more

Marescaux, E., Lessius University College, Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven, Antwerp, Leuven, Belgium;
Winne, S. de, Lessius University College, Antwerp,
Belgium, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Bel-
gium; Sels, L., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven,
Belgium

Abstract: Standardization of HR has long been the
norm in organizations. Accordingly, researchfocuses
on measuring the presence of HR practices assuming
they apply equally across allemployees. However, it is
increasingly argued that differentiating HR practices –
e.g based onworkers’ performance or needs – may be
crucial to attract, motivate and retain employees.Yet,
as employees compare their work situation with the one
of referent colleagues,differentiating HR practices may
cause some employees to feel advantaged while others
mayfeel set back. As such, what an organization wins
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in terms of motivation, attitudes andbehavior among
the former group, she may lose among the latter. We
therefore developed analternative measure of HR, cap-
turing whether employees perceive differentiation in
theirwork environment and if so, whether they feel ad-
vantaged or set back. Preliminary analyseson a sam-
ple of 28395 employees show that HR differentiation
relates negatively to justiceperceptions and attitudes.
Our findings also suggest that organizations lose more
in terms ofjustice perceptions and attitudes among em-
ployees who feel set back than they gain amongfavor-
ably treated employees. Differentiating HR may thus
not unequivocally motivate andretain employees as a
backfire effect is possible among less favorably treated
employees.

Including performance management practices
in high performance work system measures:
don’t do it or do it differently?

Dorenbosch, L., TNO Institute for Work & Employ-
ment

Abstract: High performance work systems (HPWSs)
are typically conceptualized as a group or bundleof
separate but interconnected HRM practices that to-
gether recruit, select, develop, motivate,and retain em-
ployees in such way that it benefits organizational
performance. Performancemanagement-related prac-
tices such as performance appraisals and incentive pay
areconsidered to be a core HRM practice that theo-
retically distinguishes HPWSs from otherHRM mod-
els. Therefore, the multitude of measures used in re-
search to tap the extent to whichorganizations deploy a
HPWS almost always contains a certain type of perfor-
mancemanagement practice. Yet, empirical evidence
that would justify its inclusion among otherHRM prac-
tices in a single composite HPWS measure is remark-
ably mixed. First of all, ameta-analysis by Combs et
al. (2006) including 92 studies concludes that per-
formanceappraisal (that theorists deem a high perfor-
mance work practice) has no significant effect onorga-
nizational performance. Also in later studies and own
research that included a HPWSmeasure, the separate
performance management items do not act in accor-
dance with HPWStheory. In this conceptual contri-
bution we reflect on the theoretical and methodolog-
icalreasons and solutions for this inconsistency that
might obstruct knowledge accumulation,pollute theo-
retical advancements but also undermine the practical
validity of the HPWSframework.

Presentations: Work Motivation

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.7 Lisbon (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Strobel, M., Technische Universität München,
München, Germany

Adult Age Differences in Achievement Goals:
Effects on Self-Efficacy and Affect at
Work

Heidemeier, H., Jacobs University Bremen, Bremen,
Germany ; Staudinger, U.M., Jacobs University Bre-
men, Bremen, Germany

Abstract: This study examined age-related differences
in the degree to which adults of working age endorse
a performance- or learning-goal orientation, as well as
different types of achievement goals (2 x 2 framework).
Based on a literature review of results from lifespan
research, the study tested the hypothesis that the ad-
verse effects that are associated with a performance-
goal orientation and avoidance achievement goals were
more pronounced for older adults. Results from a field
sample of 719 employees (21 - 62 yrs.) did not show
age-related differences in the degree to which adults
endorsed different types of achievement goals. Only
learning-goal orientation yielded a small negative cor-
relation with age. But as expected, older adults who
endorsed a performance-goal orientation or avoidance
achievement goals reported lower competence-related
beliefs, as well as more negative and less positive af-
fect at work. Implications for an aging workforce are
discussed.

Effects of job enrichment interventions:
A meta-analytic integration of quasi-
experimental studies

Schewe, A.F., Universität Bielefeld, Bielefeld, Ger-
many ; Maier, G.W., Universität Bielefeld, Bielefeld,
Germany

Abstract: Motivational work characteristics?like auton-
omy, skill and task variety, task feedback and signifi-
cance?explain about 25 % of variance in job satisfaction
and internal work motivation (Humphrey, Nahrgang, &
Morgeson, 2007). For more than four decades, job re-
designers are therefore trying to increase individual and
organizational well-being and performance by enriching
and enlarging jobs. Despite the fact that many docu-
mented implementations failed or caused only short-
term changes, textbooks unequivocally promote their
use and practitioners appreciate these classical tools.
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Is this glorification deserved? Our work investigates
the effect of job enrichment beyond cross-sectional re-
search and meta-analytically integrates effects of more
than 40 quasi-experimental studies. We assessed the
interventions’ effects on job characteristics and moti-
vational states (as proposed by the Job Characteristics
Theory: Hackman & Oldham, 1975), and effects on in-
dicators of personal and organizational functioning and
well-being. Analyses showed that job enrichment inter-
ventions indeed increase the motivating potential of the
workplace. For direct and distal consequences (e.g.,
satisfaction, performance, and withdrawal) we found
small to moderate overall effects. As moderating vari-
ables on the redesign effects we investigated cultural
background, workers’ skill level and occupational field,
and the integration of the intervention in a strategic
organizational change. Our work offers evidence-based
insights how to use enrichment strategies in order to
provide decent work for today’s workforce.

Effects of Authenticity And Social Identity
On Motivation, Commitment And Outcomes of
Organizational Mergers

Raes, J. van, UC, Kortenberg, Belgium; Witte, H.
de, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium;
Steensma, H., Leiden University, Leiden, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: Aims. Aims were to test a model of the
relationships between authenticity, personal and so-
cial identity, motivation, commitment, job satisfaction,
and performance of employees during and after orga-
nizational mergers. Moreover, the aim was to develop
instruments for organizational change projects and to
contribute to evidence-based change management. The
model integrates two modules: a Social Identity The-
ory (SIT) module and the authenticity module.. The
model states that authentic persons demonstrate au-
tonomy in selecting interpersonal or intergroup per-
spectives in perception, evaluation and behaviour, even
in situations of high group salience. Frequently they
select individualized perspectives, but contrary to pre-
dictions of SIT, authentic persons will communicate
effectively in situations of non-shared social identity.
Method. Modules were tested in two studies. In study
1, employees (N = 188) of six health centers which had
been formed recently by a merger filled out question-
naires. Study 2. In five focus groups (N at least 13
participants in each group) group members discussed
first, which well-known persons (politicians, captains
of industry) were characterized by high authenticity;
and secondly, the antecedents and outcomes of authen-
ticity. Results. Study 1. The classical SIT model

stood its test very well. Pre-merger commitment and
ingroup continuity predicted post-merger commitment
of employees. Post-merger commitment predicted job
satisfaction, job performance, and organizational citi-
zenship. Other hypotheses, not derived from SIT, also
were confirmed. Study 2. Authenticity of persons can
be recognized easily. Authenticity seems to result from
personal characteristics, ’key experiences’, and intrin-
sic motivation. Authentic persons contribute strongly
to the success of change projects. Conclusions. Com-
bining knowledge of authenticity with SIT resulted in
more refined predictions. Findings of the studies were
used to develop better merger processes by enhancing
new social identity, by selection procedures, and by
appointing authentic ’change champions’. The project
resulted in new instruments to monitor mergers and
to train employees and leaders. Moreover, the project
leads to advances in evidence - based change manage-
ment.

How future orientation promotes organiza-
tional citizenship behavior: the mediating
role of regulatory focus

Tumasjan, A., Technische Universität München,
München, Germany ; Strobel, M., Technische Univer-
sität München, München, Germany ; Welpe, I., Tech-
nische Universität München, München, Germany

Abstract: Future orientation has been associated with
several positive work attitudes and behaviors. In this
study we investigate how future orientation influences
organizational citizenship behavior (OCB). Although
future-oriented thinking has been positively associated
with OCB in the previous literature, systematic em-
pirical research on this relationship is still lacking. In
particular, the mechanisms by which future orientation
can enhance OCB are largely unknown. Building on
previous theoretical work (Dewett & Denisi, 2007), we
use regulatory focus theory to explain how future orien-
tation differentially affects three components of OCB,
namely civic virtue, conscientiousness, and altruism.
We propose that future orientation exerts its positive
influence on civic virtue and altruism by enhancing an
individual’s promotion focus, while it exerts its positive
influence on conscientiousness by enhancing an individ-
ual’s prevention focus. We tested our predictions in a
series of multiple mediation structural equation models
using a sample of 258 working adults. In line with our
predictions, the influence of future orientation on con-
scientiousness was mediated by prevention focus, but
not by promotion focus, while the influence of future
orientation on civic virtue was mediated by promotion
focus, but not by prevention focus. However, contrary
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to our predictions, the influence of future orientation
on altruism was mediated by prevention focus, but not
by promotion focus. Our research indicates that foster-
ing future orientation may enhance employees’ engage-
ment in extra-role behavior. Our findings also imply
that distinct components of citizenship behavior can
be supported by cultivating employees’ promotion or
prevention focus, respectively.

The relationship between motivational traits
and deviant work behaviors in an industrial
company in Iran

Arshadi, N., Shahid Chamran University, Ahvaz,
Iran

Abstract: Relations between approach and avoidance
motivational traits and workplace deviance were in-
vestigated. Approach motivation was divided in to 2
traits: personal mastery (i.e., desire to achieve) and
competitive excellence (i.e., desire to perform better
than others). Avoidance motivation, which reflects
one’s sensitivity to negative stimuli and the desire to
escape such stimuli, was conceptualized as motivation
anxiety. Using structural equation modeling (SEM),
the relations were examined in a sample of350 employ-
ees in an industrial company in Iran. For the approach
motivational traits, results showed that personal mas-
tery was negatively related to interpersonal and orga-
nizational deviance. Competitive excellence was unre-
lated to both types of workplace deviance. For avoid-
ance motivation results showed positive relations with
interpersonal and organizational deviance. Keywords:
motivational traits, workplace deviance

Symposium: Juggling work and family:
new perspectives in research

Main topic area: Work Time and Work-family

Location: 0.8 Rome (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Houkes, I., Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands

Abstract: The interface between work and non-work
still constitutes major problems foremployees and their
families, employers, and society, and is therefore still
high onthe political and scientific agenda in many
Western countries. Antecedents andconsequences of
this interface, which is also known as work-home
interference,home-work interference, or work-life bal-
ance, have been studied extensively overthe past two
decades. Two recent reviews (Eby et al., 2005; Geurts
& Demerouti,2003) provide an extensive overview of

the theoretical and empirical literatureregarding the
work and non-work interface and provide several ne-
cessities forfuture research in this area. Among these
necessities are a more explicit focus onwhat constitutes
the non-work domain (assessing home characteristics),
crossnationalresearch regarding the conceptualization
and prevalence of work-homeinterference, to introduce
more variation in occupations and samples (the majori-
tyof research so far was restricted to white collar work-
ers) and to investigateinterventions that focus of the
work-non-work interface. The objective of thissympo-
sium (five presentations) is to explicitly address these
issues. In addition, thissymposium aims to address the
effect of non-standard work time arrangements,another
topic which has not been studied extensively. The over-
all purpose of thissymposium is to provide a more solid
ground for effective interventions thatimprove the bal-
ance between work and family life.

Work-Home Interface in a cross-cultural per-
spective

Putnik, K., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands; Houkes, I., Maastricht University, Maas-
tricht, The Netherlands; Kant, I., Maastricht Univer-
sity, Maastricht, The Netherlands

Abstract: With an ever increasing female labour par-
ticipation, combining work and homeduties has be-
come a relevant topic for both men and women. How-
ever, we still donot know sufficiently about the ex-
pression of work-home interface across culturesand its
inter-cultural variation (Geurts & Demerouti, 2003).
This study focuses onnegative work-home and home-
work interference among human serviceprofessionals
in three distinct European cultural contexts: Mal-
tese, Serbian andDutch. We compare its prevalence
across the three countries, paying attention togender
and also examine cultural differences in variables that
are associated withthe work and home interference.
Maltese data (720 participants) were gathered inMay
2010 by means of self-administered surveys, includ-
ing the SWING. Dutch dataare based on Maastricht
Cohort Study (2000, 8007 participants) and the Ser-
biandata will be collected in November 2010. Pre-
liminary analyses of Maltese and Dutchdata suggest
that the prevalence of negative WHI among Dutch
men is 36%compared with 27% among Serbian men.
For women, we see a reverse trend: 10%prevalence
among Dutch women compared to 22% among Ser-
bian women.Regarding negative HWI, 4% of Dutch
and 32% of Serbian men experience this,compared to
3% of Dutch women and 26% of Serbian women. In
conclusion, thedifferences in prevalence of WFI in the
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Netherlands and Malta suggest that thereare cultural
and gender differences and we call for closer exami-
nation of thesedifferences in order to create adequate
policy and interventions in differentcultural contexts.

Domestic work and Work-Home Interfer-
ence

Staland Nyman, C., University of Gothenburg, Gothen-
burg, Sweden

Abstract: To better understand the influence of WHI,
more knowledge on the non-workdomain, i.e. domestic
work, and its interrelations with paid work and health
isneeded. The content of domestic work is complex,
and the context in which thiswork is carried out is di-
versified, loaded with cultural meanings and emotional
ties.Compared to paid work there is a less well devel-
oped framework for measuringdomestic work per se. In
studies on employed women and men in Sweden differ-
entdimensions of domestic work and domestic equal-
ity were analyzed in relation toself-rated health and
sickness absence. In these studies high ‘domestic job
strain’and a lack of ‘domestic work equity and marital
satisfaction’ were associated tolower self-rated health in
women. The latter was also associated with sicknessab-
sence. ‘Caring responsibility for children/adults with
specific needs’ wasassociated to higher sickness absence
in women. Men who were satisfied with the‘division
of domestic work’ were less likely to report sick-leave
while ‘work-familyconflicts’ increased the likelihood for
reporting sick-leave in both women and men.Based on
these results the content of domestic work and impor-
tance for health willbe discussed. Deeper knowledge on
the influence of general, specific andsituational domes-
tic work can be of relevance in interventions aiming to
improvebalance between work and family life.

Labor participation and Work-Home Interfer-
ence among visually impaired persons in the
Netherlands

Goertz, Y.H.H., Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands; Houkes, I., Maastricht University,
Maastricht, The Netherlands

Abstract: In Western countries the employment rate
of visually impaired persons (VIPs) ismuch lower than
in the general working population. Considering the
ageing Dutchworking population it is of utmost im-
portance that as many people as possibleremain active
on the labor market. This also includes VIPs, even
more so becauseactive participation improves individ-
ual health and well-being. Work-homeinterference has

never been studied in this group, but it seems proba-
ble thatbalancing work and family is very difficult for
this group and influences laborparticipation and well-
being heavily. However, we face a considerable lack
ofknowledge considering (1) labor participation among
Dutch VIPs, and (2) factorsthat are related their la-
bor participation and well-being. The current study
aims toaddress both knowledge gaps, by means of a
cross-sectional survey among clientsof two large suppli-
ers of equipment for VIPs. Telephone interviews were
held with500 VIPs between 15-64 years old. Prelimi-
nary results indicate that 40% of the VIPsin our sam-
ple has paid employment, 60% is married, 87% is fully
or partiallyresponsible for housekeeping, and 60% has
children. Prevalence of work-homeinterference will be
compared with the general working population and will
berelated to labor participation and well-being. Based
on the results interventionsaimed at improving work-
life balance and labor participation of VIPs will bede-
veloped.

Work time arrangements and Work-Home In-
terference among nurses

Peters, V., HAN University of Applied Sciences, Ni-
jmegen, The Netherlands; Engels, J., HAN University
of Applied Sciences, Nijmegen, The Netherlands; Rijk,
A. de, Maastricht University, Maastricht, The Nether-
lands; Nijhuis, F., Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands

Abstract: Work schedules are high on the list of factors
that contribute to leaving the nursingprofession. Shift
work also has a negative influence on work-home inter-
ference(WHI), and other outcomes such as health and
satisfaction. To ameliorate workschedules, it should
be identified which nurses work in which schedules
and whichworking time arrangements affect WHI and
other outcomes. The aim of this studywas to describe
the effect of working time arrangements; in particular
objectiveand subjective characteristics of work sched-
ules (control over and satisfaction withwork schedules)
and the associations of these with WHI and other
outcomes.Questionnaires were distributed in 2009 to
975 Dutch nurses in residential eldercare (response
rate 52%). Results showed that the most prevalent
work scheduleswere the two-shift and three-shift sched-
ules. Nurses in three-shift schedulesreported less con-
trol over and satisfaction with their work schedule, and
moreWHI. They worked more hours, had fewer days
off, a better general health andwere more frequently ab-
sent. Satisfaction with work schedule was negativelyas-
sociated with WHI and psychosomatic health com-
plaints, and positively with jobsatisfaction. We con-
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clude that subjective characteristics of the work sched-
uleseem more important than objective characteristics
in predicting WHI. Nursesworking in the rotating three
shifts need special attention. The findings identifychar-
acteristics of work schedules that reduce the impact on
nurses’ WHI and otheroutcomes.

Combining work and care: a new light on ef-
fective strategies and experiences with a pi-
lot intervention

Houkes, I., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands; Rijk, A. de, Maastricht University, Maas-
tricht, The Netherlands

Abstract: As opposed to the large amount of evidence
for consequences of work and homeinterference, the
evidence-base for strategies applied by employees and
effectiveinterventions is fairly limited. The KIK train-
ing was developed for workers whoexperience stress
in combining work and care tasks. The training con-
sists of three8-hour group meetings and aims to raise
the participants’ awareness of theirattitudes and line
of thinking, and to improve their communicative and
practicalskills in combining work and care. The pur-
poses of this qualitative study were 1) toexplore the
experiences of the participants with the training, 2) to
investigate thedifferent strategies participants use to
deal with the stresses of working and caringand 3) to
investigate the extent to which the training reached its
goals. Threemonths after the training semi-structured
interviews with open-ended questionswere held with 10
participants, all female and all teachers. The interviews
weretranscribed verbatim and analyzed thematically,
using the stages of change modelof Prochaska & Di-
Clemente (1985) as a theoretical framework. Results
showed thatexperiences during the training were posi-
tive and participants reported changes inattitudes and
thinking. Actual changes in behavior were reported as
well, but lessoften. We conclude that 1) problems ex-
perienced and strategies applied varywidely, 2) given
this variety, the results of this training are promising,
3) moreintensive training seems necessary for sustain-
able behavior change. Morequalitative research regard-
ing the work-home-interference concept is warranted
inorder to develop high-quality interventions.

Symposium: Job Crafting I: Antecedents
and Consequences

Main topic area: Health and Interventions

Location: 0.9 Athens (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Demerouti, E., Eindhoven University of Tech-
nology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Abstract: Job crafting represents attempts on the part
of the employees to adjust their job to their prefer-
ences and find meaning in it. Only recently research
and practice recognized the importance of such vol-
untary behaviors for organizational life. It is there-
fore not surprising that several unexplored issues re-
garding job crafting remain. The present symposium
focuses particularly on how job crafting unfolds over
time, its antecedents on the job-level (i.e. demands, re-
sources) and individual-level (i.e. affect) and its effect
on organizational outcomes like work engagement, will-
ingness to change, and job performance.The sympo-
sium includes five papers from four different countries.
Briner critically reviews developments on job crafting
and goes into issues of measurement, temporal devel-
opment, practical interventions and detrimental effects
of job crafting. The next three presentations concern
three daily diary studies. Sonnentag and Buggert zoom
in the effects of affect and job stressors on proactive be-
havior (i.e. problem identification, execution of proac-
tive behavior) within working shifts. Hetland et al.
focus on need fulfillment and work engagement as me-
diators in the relationship between daily job crafting
and daily task performance. The dairy study by De-
merouti et al. investigates on a daily basis the follow-
ing mechanism: job demands and resources ? work
engagement ? job crafting ? in-role and extra-role per-
formance. Finally, Petrou and Demerouti examine the
longitudinal effects of job demands and resources on
job crafting and the reciprocal relationships between
job crafting and work engagement as well as willing-
ness to change.

The Crafting of Job Crafting: A Review of
Developments in Job Crafting Research

Briner, R.B., Birkbeck, University of London, London,
UK

Abstract: It is now almost a decade since the publica-
tion of Wrzesniewski & Dutton’s (2001) influential the-
ory of job crafting. At its heart is the idea that workers
are not simply the passive victims or recipients of job
design. Rather, even in jobs with relatively low dis-
cretion, workers actively shape and change their work.
The aim of this paper is to critically review develop-
ments in job crafting since this initial formulation.Job
crafting has strong links with positive organizational
scholarship (POS) as it focuses on positive work ex-
periences, how they occur and can be facilitated. It
has been connected to several concepts championed by
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POS researchers including proactivity, vocational call-
ing, positive deviance and flourishing. However, the job
crafting notion has also proved useful to researchers
in other fields and has much relevance to, for exam-
ple, job design, the psychological contract, and engage-
ment.Job crafting is a dynamic and unfolding process
and has therefore been studied mostly using qualita-
tive methods. More recently attempts have been made
to develop scales to measure job crafting behaviours
and specific antecedents. It has also lead to practi-
cal interventions, such as the job-crafting tool. While
job crafting is generally regarded as a positive activity,
there has been some attempt to understand when it
might be detrimental.

Positive Affect, Job Stressors, and Compo-
nents of Proactive Work Behavior: A Day-
Level Study on the Temporal Dynamics

Sonnentag, S., University of Mannheim, Mannheim,
Germany ; Buggert, S., University of Konstanz, Kon-
stanz, Germany

Abstract: Job crafting often involves proactive work
behavior. More specifically, necessities for change have
to be identified and change has to be implemented.
Previous research has largely neglected temporal dy-
namics of the interplay between affect, job stressors,
and proactive work behavior; moreover, it has mainly
looked at proactive work behavior as a unified behavior
pattern without paying much attention to its various
components. The present study aims at studying the
association between positive affect, job stressors, and
proactive work behavior by taking account a tempo-
ral perspective and by differentiating between problem
identification and execution of proactive behavior as
two core components of work proactive behavior. A
sample of 92 blue-collar workers completed a general
survey and a series of daily surveys (2 times during a
shift), over the course of four to five shifts. At all daily
measurement occasions we assessed problem identifi-
cation, execution of proactive behavior, positive affect,
time pressure, situational constraints. Hierarchical lin-
ear modeling identified positive affect as a strong con-
current predictor of the two components of proactive
behavior, both during the first and the second half
of the shift. Positive affect experienced in the first
half of the shift had no lagged effect on proactive be-
havior during the second half of the shift. Job stres-
sors showed concurrent relationships with execution of
proactive behavior during the first, but not during the
second half of the shift. Time pressure experienced in
the first half of the shift had a lagged effect on problem
identification during the second half of the shift. Our

findings suggest that blue-collar workers might need
specific support so that they can remain proactive in
the second half of their shifts. Moreover, as the effects
of positive affect turned out to be rather short-lived,
managers should find ways to stimulate workers’ pos-
itive affect on a regular basis if they want them to be
proactive.

Daily Job Crafting and Task Perfor-
mance:The Mediating Roles of Psychological
Need Fulfillment and Work Engagement

Hetland, J., University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway ;
Bakker, A.B., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rot-
terdam, The Netherlands; Hetland, H., University of
Bergen, Bergen, Norway ; Demerouti, E., Eindhoven
University of Technology, Eindhoven, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: Recently, it has been suggested that employ-
ees’ ability and opportunity to craft their jobs may be
essential for their satisfaction, engagement and perfor-
mance at work. Job crafting has been defined as self-
initiated change behaviors employees engage in,with
the aim to align their jobs with their own preferences,
motives, and passions. In the present diary study, job
crafting is defined as the changes employees make in
their job demands and job resources. The aim of the
study is to investigate the relationship between daily
fluctuations in job crafting behaviors and task perfor-
mance. More specifically, we examine the potential
mediating role of daily need fulfillment and engage-
ment at work in this relationship. The sample includes
109 employees working in 14 organisations in Norway.
The respondents initially filled out a background sur-
vey, and then completed a daily questionnaire during
five consecutive days. To measure our constructs, we
adapted existing scales such that they could be an-
swered on a daily basis. Multilevel analysis was per-
formed using MLwiN.Multilevel analysis revealed that
daily fluctuations in increasing structural job resources
were positively linked to day-level task performance,
while increasing social resources at work was not. Fur-
thermore, the relationship between increasing struc-
tural job resources and task performance was medi-
ated through fulfilment of the need for autonomy at
work, and work engagement. This study showed that
when employees undertake job crafting behaviours, and
in particular when they increase their structural re-
sources, this is beneficial for their daily task perfor-
mance. Furthermore, this study uncovered the mediat-
ing mechanisms explaining this relationship. Namely,
employee’s work engagement and fulfilment of the need
to be autonomous explain why job crafting, in the form
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of increased structural resources, has favourable effects
such working days.

Daily in-role and extra-role performance:
The role of work engagement and job craft-
ing in the relationship between job charac-
teristics and performance

Demerouti, E., Eindhoven University of Technology,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands; Bakker, A.B., Erasmus
University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands;
Halbesleben, J., University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa,
AL, USA

Abstract: The present study focuses on the mechanism
through which job characteristics influence in-role and
extra-role performance on a daily basis. It does so
by integrating work engagement and job crafting with
classic job design theories. Job crafting was conceptu-
alized in terms of “resources seeking”, “challenges seek-
ing” and “demands reducing”. We expected that high
daily job demands and job resources will be associ-
ated with higher daily work engagement which will be
related to higher in-role and extra-role performance.
Furthermore, we hypothesized that daily job crafting
will mediate the relationship between work engagement
and performance such that daily resources and chal-
lenges seeking will be positively and daily demands
reducing negatively related to work engagement and
performance.95 employees with different occupations
filled in a questionnaire providing information on the
general level (trait) variables and then, for five consecu-
tive working days, they filled in a diary, providing infor-
mation on the day-level (state) variables. Findings of
multilevel analyses largely substantiated our hypothe-
ses: Daily work engagement partially mediated the re-
lationship between daily job demands and resources on
the one hand and daily performance on the other hand.
The relationship between daily work engagement and
extra-role performance was mediated by all dimensions
of daily job crafting. Moreover, the relationship be-
tween daily work engagement and in-role performance
was partially mediated by daily resources seeking. The
study suggests that the following mechanism seems to
take place on a daily basis: job demands and resources
? work engagement ? job crafting ? in-role and extra-
role performance. Our findings have implications for
management and practice and propose new research
avenues towards integrative job characteristics frame-
works. Employers should create conditions that pro-
mote work engagement and job crafting such that con-
sequently employee performance is enhanced

The role of job crafting during organiza-
tional change: A two-wave longitudinal de-
sign

Petrou, P., Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Nether-
lands; Demerouti, E., Eindhoven University of Tech-
nology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Abstract: Job crafting behaviors involve shaping the
task or the relational boundaries of one’s job and have
been suggested to form a strategic advantage during
organizational changes. The study aims to link job
crafting to change and to investigate its contextual an-
tecedents and two motivational outcomes. Job craft-
ing was conceptualized as “resources seeking”, “chal-
lenges seeking” and “demands reducing”. We expected
that increase in job demands and job resources will
be linked to performed job crafting behaviors and that
job crafting will predict work engagement and willing-
ness to change. Furthermore, we hypothesized that the
latter effects will be reciprocal: willingness to change
and engagement will predict job crafting as well. The
present study is using data of a two-wave longitudinal
study with 1-year time interval. The participants of
the study were 580 police officers experiencing orga-
nizational restructuring and culture change. Findings
of Structural Equation Modeling provided full or par-
tial support to our hypotheses and the tested model
had overall adequate fit to the data. Increase in job
demands positively predicted T2 demands reducing,
whereas increase in job resources positively predicted
T2 challenges and resources seeking. T2 work engage-
ment was positively predicted by T1 resources seeking
and negatively by T1 demands reducing, whereas T2
willingness to change was positively predicted by T1
resources seeking. Both T1 willingness to change and
T1 work engagement predicted positively T2 resources
and challenges seeking and negatively T2 demands re-
ducing. The study suggests that job crafting does oc-
cur at the workplace, it is predicted, at some extent,
by job characteristics but mostly by employee motiva-
tional states and it can have both positive and unfavor-
able effects for an organization. Employers should be
aware of and enhance the employee motivational states
and the conditions that promote those aspects of job
crafting leading to work engagement and willingness to
change.

Symposium: Appreciation at work –
relationships, causes, and consequences

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 2.1 Colorado (8:30-9:45)
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Chair: Jacobshagen, N., University of Bern, Bern,
Switzerland

Abstract: We all know the delight due to the appreci-
ation that we receive at work. It gives us the feelingof
being acknowledged and likely encourages us to work
even harder. Herzberg (1974) wasamong the first to
recognize that appreciation enhances motivation and
job satisfaction.However, despite this early recognition,
there is only scarce research on this issue. In theeffort-
reward model by Siegrist (1996), appreciation is one of
the three reward-factors alongwith money and job se-
curity/career opportunities, and findings by van Veg-
chel et al., 2002)suggest it is the most important one.
A study has shown that young workers experienced-
higher job satisfaction if appreciation was high over the
course of four years (Elfering et al.,2007). Supervisors,
colleagues and, clients (Jacobshagen & Semmer, 2009)
have beenidentified as sources of appreciation at work,
and a cross-sectional study showed promisingrelation-
ships to work satisfaction and reduced negative affect
(Stocker et al., 2010). Questionsabout other relation-
ships, causes, and consequences of appreciation at work
remainunanswered by scientific research yet.The sym-
posium tries to answer some of these questions using
different methods (e.g.,questionnaires and diaries) and
analyses (e.g., moderation and multilevel analysis).

Appreciation at Work: Longitudinal and
Daily Influences

Jacobshagen, N., University of Bern, Bern, Switzer-
land ; Semmer, N.K., University of Bern, Bern,
Switzerland

Abstract: Appreciation at work has rarely been inves-
tigated in detail, even though most people willprob-
ably find it plausible that it is important. Our goal
was to explore whether appreciationshould be consid-
ered a resource in its own right, and whether daily ap-
preciation wouldinfluence situational well-being.In the
first study, appreciation was assessed with a measure
containing ten items assessingappreciation by supervi-
sors and colleagues. The sample consisted of 139 em-
ployees of twoSwiss corporations. Well-being indica-
tors were feelings of resentment and affectivecommit-
ment. Data were analyzed with multiple regressions,
controlling for age, gender, andthe three important re-
sources job control, social support, and interactional
justice.In the second study, 75 employees recorded 282
events pertaining to appreciation over fivework days.
For each event, they answered questions with regard
to who, why, and howappreciation was given; further-
more, they indicated how they felt.Appreciation was
associated with both outcomes, explaining variance

over and above allcontrols. In the diary approach it
is noteworthy that colleagues were the main source
ofappreciation (99 situations, followed by clients and
then supervisors). Multilevel-analysesrevealed that ap-
preciation affected well-being less strongly when col-
leagues were the source,as compared to others.Based
on our theoretical approach (Stress-as-Offense-to-Self-
Concept) and the results, webelieve that appreciation is
an important resource. Analogous to findings on social
support,appreciation by supervisors seems to be espe-
cially important. Supervisors should be trained toshow
appreciation regularly, thus enhancing their employee’s
well-being.

Nice Customers, Excellent Service: Cus-
tomers’ Service Appreciation as a Predictor
of Positive Service Outcomes

Decker, C., German Police University, Münster, Ger-
many ; Fischbach, A., German Police University, Mün-
ster, Germany

Abstract: Interacting with customers is an impor-
tant characteristic of service work. Emotional labor-
researchers have focused rather on negative than on
positive customer behaviors and thedetrimental effects
of these behaviors for service workers’ health, perfor-
mance and wellbeing.An important positive customer
behaviour is customers’ display of appreciation inser-
vice interactions. Service workers may feel supported
by experiencing customers’appreciation, and this may
help service workers to sustain high quality service per-
formance.Aim of this study is to examine the relation-
ship of customers’ service appreciation(operationalized
as customers’ positive evaluation of the service a service
workeraccomplishes perceived by the service worker)
and service workers’ performance(operationalized by
service workers’ self-reports of service quality and af-
fective delivery).Preliminary results of a study with a
sample of 143 German service workers from 30 store-
sare reported. In regression analyses we found as pre-
dicted that customers’ serviceappreciation affects ser-
vice workers’ service quality and affective delivery. The
resultsunderline the importance of positive service in-
teractions both for service workers andcustomers. Lim-
itations of that cross-sectional single source study and
further practicalimplications of these findings are dis-
cussed.

Appreciation: Determinants and Associations
with Well-Being.

Grebner, S., University of Applied Sciences Northwest-
ern Switzerland, Olten, Switzerland
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Abstract: Appreciation such as positive feedback is a
basic need (e.g., Epstein, 1998; Semmer, 2009),pro-
motes positive emotions and well-being (e.g., Grebner
et al., 2010; Siegrist, 1996), andmotivates to good per-
formance (e.g., Locke & Latham, 2002). However, most
employeesreceive positive feedback less frequently as
desired (London, 2003). London assumes thatsupervi-
sors are afraid of spoiling subordinates by positive feed-
back. Nonetheless, it is notclear whether a) working
conditions influence positive feedback and b) positive
feedbackcontributes uniquely to well-being beyond goal
attainment. The following research questionswere in-
vestigated: a) which working conditions predict receiv-
ing positive feedback and b)does positive feedback pre-
dict well-being of the receiver beyond goal attainment?
Employeesof 2 Swiss organizations filled in a question-
naire (N = 203). Positive feedback and goalattainment
were assessed using the SUCCESS scale (Grebner et al.,
2010). Task stressors andjob control were measured
using the ISTA (Semmer et al., 1995), workplace con-
flicts byusing the BITE (Grebner et al., 2009). Data
were analyzed using multiple regression analysis.Goal
attainment predicted positive feedback positively be-
yond job control. Conflicts predictedpositive feedback
negatively beyond other working conditions. Positive
feedback explainedpositively job satisfaction, affective
commitment and work engagement and negativelyex-
haustion and feelings of resentment beyond goal at-
tainment. The importance of positivefeedback for well-
being and burnout-prevention should be emphasized in
conflictmanagement and leadership trainings.

Service climate as antecedent of customer
service appreciation

Lichtenthaler, P.W., German Police University, Mün-
ster, Germany ; Fischbach, A., German Police Univer-
sity, Münster, Germany

Abstract: Appreciation at work has come into the fo-
cus of recent occupational stress research andtheory.
Appreciation relates to positive evaluation by others.
Existing research indicates thatappreciation by super-
visors and co-workers is positively related to employ-
ees’ job satisfactionand negatively related to feelings
of resentment and that customers are a further im-
portantsource of appreciation in the service context.
Goal of the current study is to examine servicecli-
mate as an antecedent of customer service apprecia-
tion. Based on theory and empiricalfindings on service
climate, we propose that store service climate (i.e., cus-
tomer orientation,managerial practices supporting ser-
vice, and service worker proactive service behaviours)
ispositively related to customer service appreciation.

We tested this idea in a field study in theretail con-
text. Study participants (N=261 employees of 29 Ger-
man retail stores) evaluatedtheir own customer orienta-
tion and proactive service behaviour and perceived cus-
tomerservice appreciation. Store managers evaluated
their managerial practices supporting service.Applying
a multilevel modelling approach we found as expected
that service climate (storelevel customer orientation,
managerial practices, and proactive service behaviours)
waspositively related to perceived customer service ap-
preciation. Strength and limitations of thisstudy will
be discussed. The practical implication of our findings
is that service organizationsshould enhance their ser-
vice climate to boost customer service appreciation.

Illegitimate Tasks and Psychological Strain:
The Role of Appreciation by Supervisor

Scherp, E., University of Trier, Germany ; Maier, C.,
University of Trier, Trier, Germany ; Antoni, C., Uni-
versity of Trier, Trier, Germany

Abstract: Illegitimate tasks are tasks that are consid-
erate as (a) unnecessary or (b) unreasonable and asnot
being part of one’s professional role, and therefore, they
cannot reasonably be expectedfrom an employee. In
brief, illegitimate tasks stand for a new stressor concept
that isspecifically tied to feeling offended. Previous
research has shown illegitimate tasks to berelated to
several indicators of strain, controlling for other stres-
sors.Appreciation at work refers to specific behaviors
that explicitly signal acknowledgment andrecognition
of one’s work behavior. Experiencing appreciation in-
creases job satisfaction anddecreases feelings of resent-
ments, over and above the effects of job control, social
support,and interactional justice. The effort-reward
theory suggests that appreciation is one of thereward-
factors, and is therefore regarded as an important re-
source in the context of stress. Inthis study, we focus
on appreciation by supervisor as a potential moder-
ator of the associationbetween illegitimate tasks and
psychological strain, which has not been analyzed so
far.264 IT-employees participated in the study. Re-
sults show that, controlling for age,dysfunctional so-
cial support, and distributive justice, illegitimate tasks
increase emotionalirritability. Unexpectedly, unneces-
sary tasks, but not unreasonable tasks, are related toe-
motional irritability more strongly when appreciation
by supervisor is low. Thus, the studyindicates the im-
portance of expressing acknowledgment and recogni-
tion by supervisor toconsider that when appreciation
by supervisor is low, unnecessary tasks have a negative
effecton well-being.
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Symposium: Unemployment and Job
Seeking: Implications for Well-Being, Job
Search Motivation, and (Re)employment
Counselling

Main topic area: Labor Market Issues

Location: 2.7 Meuse (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Hooft, E.A.J. van, University of Amsterdam,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: Due to the recession many people lost their
jobs. In November 2009 a total of 22.9 million peo-
ple were unemployed in the European Union (9.5%;
Eurostat, 2010). Because unemployment has detri-
mental effects on well-being (McKee-Ryan et al., 2005;
Paul & Moser, 2009), it is important to assist unem-
ployed individuals in managing their well-being and
moving back to work. The present symposium aims
to further our understanding of why unemployment
has such a profound negative effect on well-being, and
what job-seekers and their counselors can do to im-
prove well-being, job-search motivation, and reemploy-
ment probabilities.The first two presentations address
the question what exactly explains the negative ef-
fects of unemployment on well-being. In their study
among (un)employed, Paul and colleagues demonstrate
that unemployment hinders attainment of life goals,
explaining lowered well-being. Lootens and Van Hoye
present a study on time structure among unemployed
individuals, suggesting that well-being may be im-
proved by increasing sense of purpose, present ori-
entation, and time structure.An important problem-
focused coping strategy for dealing with unemployment
is job-search. Because intense job-seeking increases
reemployment probabilities (Kanfer et al., 2001), it is
of importance to stimulate unemployed peoples’ job-
search intensity. The third presentation (Van Dam and
Menting), focuses on the role of approach/avoidance
motives in predicting job-search intensity, demonstrat-
ing the importance of stimulating employment motives.
The fourth study (Koen et al.) tests the impact of ca-
reer adaptability training in increasing job-search in-
tensity and job attainment among recent graduates.
The final presentation (Noordzij et al.) focuses on
identifying effective behaviors of counselors in guiding
unemployed individuals back to work.In summary, the
proposed symposium presents a rich variety of studies
from different countries, using diverse methods, aim-
ing to extend previous research on unemployment and
job-seeking by developing and testing new theoretical
perspectives. The papers offer explanations for the low-
ered mental health among unemployed, present sug-

gestions for how to increase job-search motivation and
reemployment probabilities, and provide guidelines for
effective counselor behavior.

Unemployment and Life Goals

Paul, K.I., University of Erlangen-Nürnberg, Nurem-
berg, Germany ; Vastamäki, J.V., University of
Erlangen-Nürnberg, Nuremberg, Germany ; Moser,
K., University of Erlangen-Nürnberg, Nürnberg, Ger-
many

Abstract: Life goals are integral part of eudemonic well-
being and play a crucial role as predictors of hedonic
well-being. The current study aimed at unraveling the
effects of unemployment on this important class of hu-
man goals. A sample of 256 employed and unemployed
German adults was studied with scales measuring cur-
rent realization, future attainability, and importance
of six life goal domains. Current realization and fu-
ture attainability of life goals, particularly of agency
goals such as power, achievement and variety, was sig-
nificantly reduced among unemployed persons in com-
parison to employed persons. There were only few and
weak differences with regard to importance ratings of
life goals. Current realization and future attainability
of life goals were found to be mediators of the negative
effect of unemployment on life satisfaction and affec-
tivity. In sum, unemployment did not change the goals
people wanted to achieve in their lifetime, but it inhib-
ited the success of these strivings and casted doubts
on the possible future development of these strivings.
This process mediated the negative impact of unem-
ployment on subjective well-being.

Determinants of Time Structure and Psycho-
logical Well-Being During Unemployment

Lootens, H., Ghent University, Belgium; Hoye, G. van,
Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium

Abstract: Previous research has shown that unem-
ployment negatively affects psychological well-being
(Hanisch, 1999). According to McKee-Ryan et al.
(2005), individuals can make an appeal on time struc-
ture - the extent to which people perceive their time
as purposive and structured (Bond & Feather, 1988)
- in order to cope with these negative consequences
of unemployment. Several studies suggest that per-
sonality and role demands might determine differences
in individuals’ ability to structure their time (Bond
& Feather, 1988; McKee-Ryan et al., 2005). There-
fore, this study investigates how personality (openness
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to experience, conscientiousness, extraversion, neuroti-
cism, and proactivity) and role demands (marital sta-
tus, being the only breadwinner, having children, and
household demands) are associated with time struc-
ture and psychological well-being during unemploy-
ment. We examined the global time structure score, as
well as five specific factors of time structure: sense of
purpose, structured routine, present orientation, effec-
tive organization, and persistence. In a sample of 231
Flemish unemployed individuals, we found that sense
of purpose, present orientation, and total time struc-
ture were positively associated with psychological well-
being. Overall, our findings suggest that personality
might be more important for explaining time structure
during unemployment than role demands, with consci-
entiousness as a positive predictor and neuroticism as
a negative predictor. In addition, time structure, as
a coping resource, partially mediated the negative re-
lationship between neuroticism and psychological well-
being during unemployment.

Approach and Avoidance Motivation in Job
Search

Dam, K. van, Tilburg University, Tilburg, The Nether-
lands; Menting, L., Tilburg University, Tilburg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: During the last decades, research has greatly
increased our understanding of the antecedents and
consequences of job-search behavior. Despite this ex-
panding research domain, little attention has been paid
to the different approach and avoidance motives of un-
employed individuals and how these motives may af-
fect job-search behavior. The purpose of the present
study was therefore to examine approach and avoid-
ance motives, and to investigate their antecedents and
consequences. Based on the literature and extensive
interviews in the field, two approach motives (i.e., em-
ployment, PJ-fit), and two avoidance motives (low-
expectation, low-motivation) were distinguished. The
model included individual and contextual antecedents,
and two indicators of job-search behavior. A total
of 303 unemployed clients and their counselors par-
ticipated in the study. The findings showed that un-
employed individuals and their counselors had similar
views on the specific motivation of the individual. Ad-
ditionally, different motives were predicted by differ-
ent antecedents. For example, individuals with a low-
expectation motive were on average older, introverted,
and lower on optimism and perceptions of personal con-
trol. Hierarchical regression analyses indicated that
employment motives were significantly related to job-
search intensity and job-search effort. This study con-

tributes to a better understanding of individual differ-
ences in the reemployment process, and may be helpful
for identifying motivations that are (in)effective for job-
search, and for developing possible interventions aimed
at increasing reemployment success.

Prepare before you Pursue: The Effects of
Career Adaptability Training on Job-Search
Success among University Graduates

Koen, J., University of Amsterdam
”

Amsterdam, The
Netherlands; Klehe, U.-C., University of Amsterdam,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Vianen, A.E.M. van,
University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: The labor shortage caused by the current
economic crisis is especially troublesome for newcom-
ers to the labor market, for whom it can take twice as
long to find a suitable job than in economical better
times (SEO, 2010). They may therefore feel discour-
aged, ending up with no job or a job below their qualifi-
cations (Feldman & Leana, 2000). However, the threat
of unemployment can also trigger people to examine
more options and plan their careers (i.e., career adapt-
ability), fostering job-search and increasing the odds on
finding suitable employment (Zikic & Klehe, 2006).Ca-
reer adaptability prevents negative consequences of un-
employment and helps people to manage career tran-
sitions from school to work (Savickas, 2005). It com-
prises looking ahead to one’s future (planning), know-
ing what career to pursue (decision making), looking
around at options (exploration), and having the self-
efficacy to undertake activities needed to achieve career
goals (confidence). Engaging in these adaptive behav-
iors before career transitions serves as a preparation
that positively affects career success (Hirschi, 2010)
and is useful for predicting employment quality (Koen
et al., 2010). Promoting career adaptability might thus
help university graduates to find a suitable job. In
this study, we developed a training aimed at enhanc-
ing career adaptability, following the recommendations
of Savickas (2005). The training was tested with a
field experiment among university graduates, by com-
paring the development (T2–T1) in career adaptability
of an experimental group (n=49) with a control group
(n=52). A follow-up will be conducted in November
2010, assessing job-seekers’ career adaptability, job-
search behavior and job status to draw conclusions on
the long-term effects of the training.
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Effective Employment counseling: The Pre-
dictive Validity of the Employment Coun-
selors’ Questionnaire

Noordzij, G., Erasmus University Rotterdam, The
Netherlands; Hooft, E.A.J. van, University of Am-
sterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Mierlo, H.
van, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The
Netherlands; Born, M.Ph., Erasmus University Rot-
terdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: Unemployment has a large economical and
psychological social cost for individuals as well as for
their nations (McKee-Ryan et al., 2005). Finding a
job is a complex task during which individuals are
confronted with disappointing experiences. Because of
the complexity of job search, many unemployed indi-
viduals get assistance from employment-counselors in
finding reemployment. However, surprisingly little evi-
dence is available about the specific behaviors that con-
tribute to the effectiveness of employment-counseling.
Therefore, based on Flanagan’s (1954) Critical Incident
Technique we developed a questionnaire with items on
five broad categories of behaviors and competencies of
employment-counselors. The predictive validity of the
questionnaire was investigated using different objec-
tive and subjective performance criteria (i.e., turnover,
sickness-leave, supervisor-rated and self-reported per-
formance). Data were collected among 160 employ-
ment counselors and their supervisors, showing sup-
port for the following five factors of counselor compe-
tencies/behaviors: 1) Coaching and mediating between
clients and employers and environment; 2) Stimulat-
ing clients; 3) Giving feedback to governmental agen-
cies and clients; 4) Networking with colleagues and
employers; 5) Skills and competencies of employment-
counselors. Hierarchical regression analyses revealed
support for the validity of the five behavioral factors
in predicting counselors’ performance as rated by their
supervisors, sickness-leave, turnover, and self-reported
performance ratings.

Symposium: Positive Occupational Health
Psychology: A Series of Diary Studies

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: Auditorium 1 (8:30-9:45)

Chairs: Bakker, A.B., Erasmus University Rotterdam,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Xanthopoulou, D., Uni-
versity of Crete, Rethymnon, Greece

Abstract: Positive Occupational Health Psychology is
the study and application of optimal functioning in the

workplace. It promotes occupational health and flour-
ishing, and examines how positive phenomena can be
used to protect against occupational risks. A focus on
positive occupational health psychology (POHP) illu-
minates how work contexts affect, and are affected by
positive relationships, positive emotions, and positive
meanings. This symposium includes five papers that
use a diary approach of POHP. The first contribution
by Christoforou et al. examines the effects of daily fluc-
tuations in organization-based self-esteem on job and
life satisfaction through positive energetic arousal. The
second contribution by Nielsen and Daniels examines
whether training middle managers in how to implement
and manage teams increases job crafting behaviors
and daily well-being. In the third contribution, Xan-
thopoulou investigates the role of time-management in
explaining daily fluctuations in flow and recovery after
work. The fourth contribution by Binnewies and Stein-
hoff examines the predictors of daily detachment from
work. In the final contribution, Bakker and his col-
leagues use a day reconstruction approach to examine
which daily activities during non-work time can best
be engaged in by workaholics.

A daily diary study of the effects of
organization-based self-esteem on job and
life satisfaction through positive energetic
arousal

Christoforou, P.T., National University of Singapore,
Singapore; Arvey, R., National University of Singa-
pore, Singapore, Singapore; Koopman, J., Michigan
State University, East Lansing, MI, USA; Dimotakis,
N., Michigan State University, USA; Ilies, R., Michi-
gan State University, USA

Abstract: Organization-based self-esteem (OBSE) de-
pends on workplace experiences and, specifically, on
messages received from others. Where performance de-
pends on social interactions, OBSE may prompt ener-
getic arousal and, in turn, influence attitudes, behav-
ior, and well-being. Thus, we examine the mediating
role of positive energetic arousal on the relationships
of daily OBSE with job and life satisfaction. We also
investigate whether extraversion augments the effects
of OBSE on positive energetic arousal. Our sample
consisted of 62 employees in a large Southeast Asian
University; for 10 working days, employees filled out
2 online surveys while at work. The first survey (sent
in mid-day) measured OBSE, and the second survey
(sent out close to the end of work) measured job and
life satisfaction. In all, we obtained 410 person-day
data points. Extraversion was measured with a sepa-
rate survey. Hierarchical Linear Modeling showed that
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OBSE positively influenced positive affect (PA), job
satisfaction, and life satisfaction. Also, PA scores were
significantly related to both job and life satisfaction
scores. Analyses indicated that PA fully mediated the
effect of OBSE on life satisfaction, and partially medi-
ated the effect on job satisfaction. Finally, Extraver-
sion moderated the effect of OBSE on PA such that the
effect was stronger for those with high rather than low
standing on Extraversion. The findings suggest that
OBSE is dynamic in nature and influences job atti-
tudes through positive energetic arousal. Thus, show-
ing to people that they matter at work is particularly
important for occupations where performance depends
on social interactions.

Team management training and managers’
well-being: Investigating an intervention
with experience sampling data

Nielsen, K., The National Research Centre for the
Working Environment, Denmark ; Daniels, K.J.,
Loughborough University, Loughborough, UK

Abstract: In this study, we examined whether train-
ing middle managers in how to implement and man-
age teams increases job crafting behaviours and daily
well-being. We investigated whether: (1) training in
how to implement teams was related to higher lev-
els of well-being and higher levels of job complexity
amongst managers; (2) the effects of training on well-
being and job complexity were stronger for managers
that managed teams with higher levels of openness to
change; (3) intra-individual variation in job complexity
was related to lower well-being.An intervention study
was used to investigate these research questions (N =
29 managers). The intervention consisted of six days
training given over a six month period. Managers pro-
vided experience sampling data six months before and
six months after training (K = 1125). Both before
and after the intervention, experience sampling data
were collected on average eight times a day for two
weeks. Measures included managers’ levels of job com-
plexity and well-being. Subordinates provided data on
their teams’ openness to change six months after the
intervention. The results indicated that teams’ open-
ness to change moderated the impact of training on
inter-individual differences in job complexity and well-
being. Also, intra-individual variation in job complex-
ity was related to intra-individual variation in well-
being. However, where intra-individual variation in job
complexity was greater than average levels of job com-
plexity, well-being was higher. The results indicate the
importance of considering team context as a key deter-
minant of the success of management training.

Is the day enough to be happy? Relationship
of time-management to daily flow and recov-
ery

Xanthopoulou, D., University of Crete, Rethymno,
Greece

Abstract: This diary study focuses on the role of (dis-
positional) time-management in explaining daily fluc-
tuations in work-related flow and recovery after work.
It was hypothesized that time-management moderates
the relationship between daily workload and flow. Em-
ployees with a high workload were predicted to be more
happy, motivated and absorbed in their work (i.e. to
be in flow), if they manage their time effectively. Fur-
thermore, it was expected that on days that employees
reach flow, they experience a lower need for recovery,
and in turn relaxation during off-job hours is more
likely to occur.A diary study was conducted among
45 Dutch teachers. Participants filled out first a sur-
vey and then a diary for five consecutive workdays,
twice per day: after work and before sleep. Multi-
level analyses showed that time-management moder-
ated the relationship between daily workload and daily
flow. As hypothesized, workload was positively related
to flow for those employees high in time-management.
In contrast, the relationship between workload and flow
decreased for employees who were unable to manage
their time well. Also, results showed that employees,
who dealt effectively with their workload by manag-
ing their time well, experienced frequent states of flow
that -due to their resourcefulness- decreased employees’
need for recovery after work. Finally, results revealed
that need for recovery related negatively to relaxation.
These findings underline the beneficial effect of time-
management for employees on a daily basis.

How can I switch off from work during
leisure time? A diary study on predictors of
psychological detachment from work

Binnewies, C., University of Mainz, Mainz, Germany ;
Steinhoff, K., University of Mainz, Mainz, Germany

Abstract: Recovery during daily leisure time is im-
portant to unwind from daily job stress and to stay
healthy. According to prior research psychological de-
tachment from work is one of the most important re-
covery experiences. However, until now our knowledge
about predictors of psychological detachment from
work is limited. The goal of this study was to exam-
ine which leisure time activities’ characteristics bene-
fit psychological detachment from work. Specifically,
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we investigated the role of cognitive absorption, phys-
ical absorption, pleasure, social relatedness, and work-
related conversation during daily leisure time activities
for day-level psychological detachment during leisure
time. Over a period of five working days, 84 employ-
ees answered to a general survey and to daily surveys
before they went to bed. Specifically, participants in-
dicated in which leisure time activities they engaged
and their level of cognitive absorption, physical ab-
sorption, pleasure, social relatedness, and work-related
conversation during leisure time activities. Hierarchi-
cal linear models showed that after controlling for a
person’s general level of psychological detachment and
daily time pressure, cognitive absorption, pleasure and
social relatedness were positively related to psycholog-
ical detachment while work-related conversation was
negatively related to psychological detachment. In ad-
dition, daily time-pressure was a negative predictor of
daily psychological detachment. Results suggest that
employees should engage in activities characterized by
a high degree of cognitive absorption, pleasure and so-
cial relatedness while avoiding to talk about work if
they want to experience a high level of psychological
detachment during leisure time.

Workaholism and daily recovery: A day re-
construction study of leisure activities

Bakker, A.B., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotter-
dam, The Netherlands; Demerouti, E., Eindhoven Uni-
versity of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands;
Oerlemans, W., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rot-
terdam, The Netherlands; Sonnentag, S., Konstanz
University, Konstanz, Germany

Abstract: Workaholism is an individual difference char-
acteristic referring to self imposed demands, compul-
sive overworking, and an over-indulgence in work to the
exclusion of most other life activities. Workaholics are
reluctant to disengage from work and they persistently
and frequently think about work when they are not
at work. There is accumulating evidence that worka-
holism is related to poorer psychological and physical
well-being. This study used a day reconstruction ap-
proach to examine whether workaholism moderates the
relationship between daily activities during non-work
time and daily well-being (happiness, vigor, and state
of being recovered). Specifically, it was hypothesized
that daily work-related activities during the evening
have a stronger negative relationship with daily well-
being for employees high (vs. low) in workaholism and
that daily physical and social activities have a stronger
positive relationship with well-being for employees high
(vs. low) in workaholism. Eighty-five Dutch employees

from a wide range of occupations filled in a background
survey about work-related well-being, and then an on-
line diary during nine workdays. The results of mul-
tilevel analysis supported the hypotheses for physical
and work-related activities, but not for social activi-
ties. These findings imply that organizations should
not encourage their employees and particularly those
who score high on workaholism to work during non-
work time and instead promote physical exercise.

Presentations: Person-Systems Interface
Innovations and Acceptance

Main topic area: Technology and Knowledge

Location: Auditorium 2 (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Beenkens, F.H.C., Delft University of Technol-
ogy, Delft, The Netherlands

Patient Technology Acceptance of Innova-
tions in Lifestyle Self-management Services

Beenkens, F.H.C., Delft University of Technology,
Delft, The Netherlands; Rook, L., Delft University
of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands; Andriessen,
J.H.T.H., Delft University of Technology, Delft, The
Netherlands

Abstract: A massive weakness of technology acceptance
research in health care settings is that these studies
often focus on aspects related to use of medical infor-
mation technologies by health care professionals rather
than health care consumers. In a field study among
the patients of seven anti-coagulation service organi-
zations in The Netherlands (N = 485; 330 men and
155 women; M Age = 57.68, SD = 11.83), we omit-
ted this error and tested the most relevant explana-
tory effects on patients’ Behavioral Intention. Control-
ling for age, gender, patients’ experience with hard-
and software use at home, and social-economic status,
we predicted and found significant effects of Perfor-
mance Expectancy, Self-Efficacy, and the Quality of
Care Provided on the Behavioral Intention of patients.
Moreover, we predicted and found that Self-Efficacy
functioned as a moderated mediator for the Effort Ex-
pectancy. The present research thus shows that the
overall added service value of expected performance is
an eminent factor influencing the behavioral intention
of patients in using medical innovative communication
technologies.
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Visual Assistance for Merging Operations:
Effects on Controllers’ Performance, Situ-
ation Awareness, and Mental Workload

Weber, B., University of Magdeburg, Magdeburg,
Germany ; Oberheid, H., German Aerospace Center,
Braunschweig, Germany

Abstract: In future air traffic management, aircraft
with modern equipment will approach airports au-
tonomously along optimized trajectories with a min-
imum of fuel consumption and noise emission (’Con-
tinuous descent approaches’, CDAs). Yet, the major-
ity of today’s aircraft fleet is not equipped to fly CDAs
and is directed by the air traffic controller. Thus, there
will be a transitional phase in which two traffic streams
will approach the airport that have to be merged be-
fore landing. In this study we investigated visual aids
to support the air traffic controller when preparing the
merging of both aircraft types. Specifically, we com-
pared two types of visual assistance for a better antic-
ipation of the merging situation: ghosting and target-
ing. While ghosts are projections of the autonomously
approaching aircraft onto the arrival route of the ac-
tively controlled aircraft, targets indicate where the air
traffic controller should position the aircraft under his
control to avoid merging conflicts. We examined the
effects of several variants of ghosting and targeting on
safety, visual attention, resultant situation awareness,
and workload with N = 78 undergraduate students in
a complex and dynamic microworld setting. While all
types of visual assistance had the intended positive ef-
fect on merging safety, visual attention for real aircraft
was diminished when working with visual aids. Yet,
conflict detection rates did not decrease when working
with manually activated ghosting system or with tar-
geting. Moreover, anticipation of future conflicts was
improved by visual aids. No effects of visual assistance
on workload were found. Visual aids are indispensable
to accomplish late merging operations safely, although
controllers have to be involved actively to avoid losses
of situation awareness. The results will inform the de-
sign process of assistance systems and procedures.

Human Redundancy in Non-Destructive Test-
ing: The Effect of Social Loafing within the
4-Eye Principle in Nuclear Waste Manage-
ment

Bertovic, M., Federal Institute for Materials Research
and Testing (BAM), Berlin, Germany ; Manzey, D.,
University of Technology, Berlin, Germany ; Mueller,
C., Federal Institute for Materials Research and Testing
(BAM), Berlin, Germany

Abstract: Often applied in complex hazardous systems,
such as the nuclear power industry, human redundancy
does not escape some application problems, one of
which is social loafing. The so-called four-eye princi-
ple, applied to non-destructive testing (NDT) methods
used for the inspection of structural integrity of can-
ister parts to be used for permanent storage of spent
nuclear fuel, refers to ’independent’ checks by two op-
erators. However, complete independency of both op-
erators is not always guaranteed, especially in small
inspection companies. To what extent does the pres-
ence of another operator influence the performance and
what is the optimal way to implement human redun-
dancy in this specific application are the main aims of
this study.The study was divided in two parts: one test-
ing the difference between working alone and working
in a team of two as the first operator, where 29 par-
ticipants performed the ’identifying task’ (looking for
defects in the material) of evaluation of ultrasonic data
in both conditions, and the second, where additional
participants performed the ’checking task’ of what was
thought to be the evaluation results of the first oper-
ator. One group of the participants were not given
any information about the first operator, whereas the
other group was informed that the first operator was
very experienced. Whether social loafing occurs even in
teams of two, regardless of who the other operator was,
or whether knowledge about the experience level of the
first operator causes the social loafing is being tested in
an ongoing experiment.The results are expected to lead
to the optimization of the procedures followed by the
NDT operators and consequently to the improvement
of the overall NDT reliability.

Evaluation of acceptance and usability of an
ICT-based web tool that provides feedback
on electric energy consumption in an office
building

Rögele, S., University Trier, Trier, Germany ;
Schweizer-Ries, P., University Saarland, Saarbrücken,
Germany

Abstract: Giving feedback about energy consumption
is found to be effective in reducing energy consumption
(see the overview articles of Abrahamse, Steg, Vlek &
Tothengatter, 2005 and Fischer, 2008). Most of these
studies were conducted in the context of households
but Siero, Bakker, Dekker and van den Burg (1996)
and Staats, van Leeuwen and Wit (2000) found similar
results in the context of organizations. Fischer (2008)
summarises that feedback about energy consumption
works best, if it is computerized offering multiple op-
tions and if it uses interactive elements. Therefore, an
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ICT-based web tool was developed in the EU funded
BEST Energy project. Through this web tool, staff
members of a university office building can receive feed-
back on their energy consumption. This study evalu-
ates the acceptance and usability of this newly devel-
oped web tool among the staff members: The model of
information system success (DeLone & McLean, 2003)
and the technology acceptance model (Venkatesh, Mor-
ris, Davis & Davis, 2003) both try to explain why
a information system or technology is accepted and
used. As this web tool isn’t an information system
that helps staff members to attain goals in their jobs
(predictor ’performance expectancy’ in the Venkatesh
et al. model), but is a system that should be used
alongside the daily work tasks, some additional as-
sumptions seem to be necessary. Therefore it is hy-
pothesized that additional variables like job demands
(Karasek, 1979) or specific environmental awareness
concerning the consumption of energy are important
to explain the acceptance and use of this energy con-
sumption feedback tool. A special focus will be on the
summative usability evaluation of this newly developed
tool because system quality, information quality and
effort expectancy are important predictors in both ac-
ceptance models (DeLone & Mclean, 2003; Venkatesh
et al. 2003). The study is scheduled to take place in
the beginning of 2011 by gathering the data via an on-
line questionnaire among the staff members, so that
the results can be presented at the conference.

Critical factors in knowledge management: a
conceptual model for social economy organi-
zations

Meireles, A., University of coimbra, Coimbra, Por-
tugal ; Cardoso, L., University of Coimbra, Coimbra,
Portugal ; Ferreira Peralta, C.M., University of Coim-
bra, Coimbra, Portugal

Abstract: The purpose of this communication is to
present an empirical research, which aimed to validate
a conceptual model that includes critical factors for
knowledge management (considering formal and infor-
mal practices). It includes organizational commitment,
cultural orientation towards knowledge, and training as
critical variables for the success of formal and informal
knowledge management practices. The research is a
cross-sectional study and involved collection of quan-
titative data. Sample is made up of Portuguese orga-
nizations belonging to the social economy sector and
developing their activity within Viseu region (a set of
nine organizations). The survey consisted of 205 work-
ers. It was applied the path analysis, using maximum-
likelihood estimation procedures. Path analysis results

showed that the proposed model has a good fit with
the data. Two hypotheses were not confirmed, and
another one was added. Although a structured and
comprehensible model is presented, it does not accom-
plish an exhaustive list about critical factors for knowl-
edge management. A suggestion for future research
is the enhancement of the model in order to incorpo-
rate other critical factors. Additionally, this research
has a cross-sectional nature. It would be important to
develop longitudinal studies with the considered vari-
ables, capturing the dynamic changes occurring within
organizations. The research contributes to the exist-
ing pool of knowledge about the critical factors for
knowledge management strategies. The design and de-
velopment of a knowledge management strategy also
demands an integrated and comprehensive framework
about its critical factors. Organizations that are de-
veloping knowledge management strategies should at-
tend to the predominant type of organizational com-
mitment and should base their training policies on a
cultural orientation towards knowledge. Empirical ev-
idences obtained in this study will be of use not only
to organizations wanting to become knowledge man-
agement companies, but also to researchers wanting to
develop a more comprehensible framework about fac-
tors that influence (positive or negatively) knowledge
management.

9:00-10:00

Posters session: Employee well-being

Location: Expo (9:00-10:00)

Individual Factors And Subjectivity In The
Organizational Wellbeing

Biggio, G., Universita’ Della Tuscia, Viterbo, Italy

Abstract: Introduction The research investigates well-
being at work as a set of attitudes that could im-
prove the working life. Several authors analyzed or-
ganizational wellbeing and subjectivity with respeet
to job satisfation (see among others, Judge, Klinger,
2008). Some concentrate on the sense of individual
coherence and optimism which generate wellbeing at
work (Feldt, Mäkikangas, Aunola, 2006). Others talk
about the extraversion interactive effects in organiza-
tion (Jansen, Dubin, Witt, 2010) and on employee re-
sistance (Hughes, 2005). It seems also important to ex-
amine people’s awareness of the importance of subjec-
tivity in wellbeing at work. Method The research has
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been conducted so far on a sample of 39 employees of
National Health Service divided into 3 focus groups.We
also formed another sample consisting of 16 employees
of a multinational rental services company. The hier-
archical levels as well the age of the respondents were
heterogeneous. Interviews in the National Health Ser-
vice lasted 3 hours per group while the16 employees of
the multinational company were interviewed individu-
ally for 45 minutes. We asked each group 5 open-ended
questions about the concept of organizational wellbe-
ing, the characteristics of the workplace people consider
important and so on. All interviews were recorded
and reported. Results All of the respondents recog-
nize the relevance of subjectivity in the organizational
wellbeing, especially the employees of the private com-
pany. Both groups have defined a kind of personal
“positive”conception characterized by a set of capaci-
ties such as resistance to frustration, confidence in own
internal resources, capability to manage conflicts, abil-
ity to reject short vision and so on. Some respondents
acknowledge a contradiction between what they think
and what they do but they believe that the support
of the group is important to put into practice a pos-
itive vision. Conclusions The research highlights the
importance of subjectivity in organizational well-being
as part of construction of organizational environment
(see also, on this point, Alvesson, Willmott, 2002). We
will further investigate which are the subjective quali-
ties useful for the organizational well-being as well as
the different kinds of subjectivity related to organiza-
tional effectiveness.

Identifying Coping Profiles And Profile Dif-
ferences In Role Engagement And Well-
Being: A Latent Class Analysis Approach

Rantanen, M., University of Jyväskylä, University
of Jyväskylä, Finland ; Mauno, S., University of
Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland ; Tolvanen, A., Univer-
sity of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland

Abstract: The traditional way to classify coping
strategies into narrow categories (e.g., problem- and
emotion-focused coping) has been recognized to be too
limited approach to understand the ultimate nature of
coping. Accordingly, it has been recommended to in-
vestigate coping beyond this taxonomy approach. The
present study addressed this by examining what kinds
of individual coping profiles can be found in a sample of
Finnish health care and service sector employees (n =
2756). Specifically, coping profiles were indentified by
a latent class analysis (LCA). In addition, we evaluated
whether role engagement (family-to-work-enrichment,
work-to-family-enrichment, emotional energy at work,

and work engagement) and well-being (life, parental,
and marital satisfaction, and psychological distress)
differ by these coping profiles. LCA revealed seven
distinct coping profiles. These profiles (groups) were
defined as passive’ (n = 34), low’ (n = 351), moderate’
(n = 1251), high’ (n = 406), active’ (n = 300), ac-
tive accommodating’ (n = 182), and highest’ (n = 13)
copers. Covariance analyses showed statistically sig-
nificant differences in role engagement and well-being
between these coping profiles. The low copers’, who
used all coping strategies at a relatively low level re-
ported the highest distress. The lowest levels of dis-
tress, instead, were experienced by active copers’, who
used all coping strategies at a high level except avoid-
ance, and high copers’, who used all coping strategies
at high levels. Active’ and high’ copers reported more
family-to-work enrichment than moderate’ copers. In
addition, active’ copers were more engaged with their
work than the moderate group. Active’ and highest’
coping groups felt more emotional energy at work than
the moderate’ group. Thus, active’ and high’ coping
seem to be beneficial for well-being and role engage-
ment. Employees should be provided stress manage-
ment training, the focus of which is on both active
coping strategies and flexible use of different coping
strategies.

Display rules and burnout in health profes-
sionals: Testing the multiple mediator ef-
fects of emotional labor

Ferreira Peralta, C.M., University of Coimbra, Coim-
bra, Portugal ; Carvalho, C., University of Coimbra,
Coimbra, Portugal ; Silva, D., University of Coimbra,
Coimbra, Portugal

Abstract: Emotions are considered a primary con-
stituent of human and organizational life, particularly,
in professions that require face-to-face contact with the
public, like health professionals, who face every day,
physical and emotional stressing job situations that
may fall into burnout. This study focuses on the eval-
uation of the multiple mediatory effects of emotional
labor and emotional exhaustion in the relationship be-
tween organizational display rules and two dimensions
of burnout (depersonalization and personal accom-
plishment). In light of previous theory and research
we tested two general hypotheses: 1) deep acting medi-
ates the relationship between the expression of positive
emotions and personal accomplishment; 2) Surface act-
ing and emotional exhaustion mediate simultaneously
the relationship between hiding negative emotions and
depersonalization. Display rules, emotional labor and
burnout were operationalized using consolidated scales:
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Emotions Work Requirements Scale (Best Downey &
Jones, 1997), Emotional Labor Scale (Brotheridge &
Lee, 2003) and Maslach Burnout Inventory (Maslach &
Jackson, 1986), respectively. For testing the hypothe-
ses, Structural Equation Models were specified and an-
alyzed using AMOS 18.0. The three steps of Baron
and Kenny (1986) for testing mediation effects were fol-
lowed and the bias-corrected bootstrap with 2000 sam-
ples was conducted for generating a 95% confidence
interval of the point estimations. We found that the
simple mediating effect of deep acting in the relation-
ship between expression of positive emotions and per-
sonal accomplishment cannot be tested since there is
no relationship between the mediator variable and cri-
terion variable (Baron & Kenny, 1986). Still, we found
a direct impact of expressing positive emotions on deep
acting and personal accomplishment. In the multiple
simultaneous mediator tests, surface acting and emo-
tional exhaustion fully mediated the relationship be-
tween hiding the expression of negative emotions and
the dimension of burnout, depersonalization. We found
evidence that supports the development of intervention
programs aiming at copping with the perceived orga-
nizational display rules. Moreover, these interventions
should aim not only the dimensions of burnout but
also the emotional regulation strategies in a comple-
mentary way. Alternatively, recruiting strategies pre-
venting vulnerable employees from performing certain
work and a change in the organizational display rules
could improve the well being of health professionals.

Does work motivation fuel burnout and en-
gagement? Revisiting the health impair-
ment and motivational processes of the Job
Demands-Resources model

Fernet, C., Universite du Québec a Trois-Rivieres,
Trois-Rivieres, Canada; Austin, S., Universite du
Québec a Trois-Rivieres, Trois-Rivieres, Canada

Abstract: Integrating and building upon the job
demands-resources model and self-determination the-
ory, the authors propose and test a model in which job
demands and resources have a unidirectional effect on
employee motivation, and that motivation has a unidi-
rectional effect on burnout and engagement. A total of
827 novice school teachers participated in this study.
Data were collected at two time points, nine months
apart. Results of SEM analyses support the proposed
model (X2 = 528.796, df = 165, NNFI = .92, CFI = .94,
RMSEA = .065). Specifically, results show that job de-
mands at T1 are negatively related to work motivation
at T2 ( = -.11, p<.05) and positively linked to burnout
at T2 ( = .15, p<.05), whereas job resources at T1 are

positively linked to motivation at T2 ( = .11, p<.05)
and engagement at T2 ( = .12, p<.05). Furthermore,
work motivation at T1 is negatively related to burnout
at T2 ( = -.12, p<.05), and positively linked to engage-
ment at T2 ( = .19, p<.00). These results suggest that
employee motivation is a relevant psychological mech-
anism in the understanding of both the motivational
and health-impairment processes. The present findings
shed new light on the importance of work motivation
and more particularly by specifying its role in relation
to job characteristics and employee well-being. This
study has practical implications. From an organiza-
tional standpoint, interventions that aim to reduce job
demands and increase job resources are recommended.
In the workplace-such as school settings-where it is dif-
ficult to eliminate or reduce job demands, it appears
that increasing job resources would be a promising ap-
proach.

Leadership and Employee Engagement: A Di-
ary Study

Breevaart, K., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotter-
dam, The Netherlands; Bakker, A.B., Erasmus Univer-
sity Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Demer-
outi, E., Eindhoven University of Technology, Eind-
hoven, The Netherlands

Abstract: This study examines the relationship
between daily transformational leadership behavior
and daily employee work engagement based on the
Job Demands-Resources (JD-R) model and Self-
Determination theory (SDT). Daily work engagement
is also referred to as state work engagement: a tran-
sient, positive, work-related experience that fluctuates
within individuals over a short period of time. Re-
search on the JD-R model indicates that job resources
and job demands are important predictors of employee
work engagement and performance. However, the pro-
cess through which this happens has not received much
research attention. We focus on daily basic need fulfill-
ment as a mediator of this relationship. Also, foster-
ing job resources is argued to be an effective strategy
to influence employee work engagement. Since leaders
can have a profound impact on follower outcomes, we
focus on leadership behavior as an effective way to in-
crease the availability of job resources. We expect daily
transformational leadership behavior (as rated by the
employee and the leader) to be positively related to
daily work engagement, both direct and indirect via
daily job resources, job demands, and basic need sat-
isfaction. We expect that transformational leadership
behavior positively influences the job demands (work
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load and mental task effort) and job resources (auton-
omy, feedback, social support, and skill variety) of em-
ployees on a daily basis. The specific combination of
those job demands and job resources positively influ-
ence the fulfillment of the needs for competence, re-
latedness and autonomy. On a daily basis, these will
influence employee work engagement and (in-role and
extra-role) performance as rated by both the employee
and the leader. Data was gathered among work agen-
cies using online diaries. Participants worked in small
teams consisting of the leader and five to ten employ-
ees. Employees had daily contact with their colleagues
and their leader.

Organizational stress and risk-factors for
well-being of bank offices’ personnel

Leonova, A., Moscow State University, Moscow, Rus-
sian Federation

Abstract: A methodology for evaluation of organiza-
tional stress (further, Org/Stress) was elaborated on
the basis of the three-levels’ description of stress man-
ifestations: individual stress responses, group cohe-
sion/disintegration and personnel disagreement with
the norms of organizational culture (Beehr, 2000;
Leonova, 2003, 2009). A battery of 12 psychomet-
ric tests for verification of this approach in a series
of empirical studies was composed. The investigations
were carried out with a staff of the three biggest bank
companies in Russia (’All-Russian Saving Bank’, ’Rus-
sian Bank for Development’, ’Russian Standard Bank’,
in total 242 subjects). By a cascade factorization of
the whole set of measured stress indexes there were
revealed the following main components in the struc-
ture of experienced Org/Stress’ syndromes: (1) socio-
motivational context of job; (2) worker’s attitudes to
the job context; (3) feelings of social protection. The
data of a cross-organizational analysis have demon-
strated the principal similarity of the structural com-
position of Org/Stress manifestations in different com-
panies and their departments. It made a base for elab-
oration a set of integrative Org/Stress indicators that
helped to depict a specificity of Org/Stress’ syndromes
both at the level of the whole company and of the
different categories of personnel. A qualitative anal-
ysis of the Org/Stress syndromes allow to define the
most risky groups of personnel for negative impact of
Org/Stress on their mental health (in our study, the
serving client’s staff, subordinates vs. managers, young
vs. experienced employees). The results of the study
have also shown a high congruence of integrative indi-
cators of Org/Stress with the objective criteria of suf-
fered well-being of personnel in all different enterprises

(the indexes of job satisfaction, turnover, sick-rate and
absenteeism). These findings stimulated an implemen-
tation of health promotion programs that were devel-
oped for each of the mentioned categories of person-
nel to improve social climate and job design at work
place.

A Study in an Italian University: Determi-
nants of Job Satisfaction

Zito, M., Universita degli Studi di Torino, Torino,
Italy ; Colombo, L., Universita Degli Studi di Torino,
Torino, Italy ; Ghislieri, C., Universita Degli Studi di
Torino, Torino, Italy ; Emanuel, F., Universita Degli
Studi di Torino, Torino, Italy ; Fabbri, T.M., Univer-
sita di Modena, Modena, Italy ; Curzi, Y., Universita
di Modena, Modena, Italy

Abstract: Several organizational studies analyze the de-
terminants of job satisfaction, as an indicator of cog-
nitive well-being at work (Diener, Emmons, Larsen &
Griffin, 1985). Instead, the studies concerning well-
being (and discomfort) in the academic context are
poorly treated, particularly in Italy. Referring to in-
ternational literature, researches about academic staff
working in different countries highlight that the occu-
pational stress in universities is increasing and the psy-
chological discomfort is higher than similar professional
groups (Kinman, Jones, 2008). The aim of this study
is to inquire the principal determinants of job satisfac-
tion among a north Italian university’s teachers and re-
searchers. Data were collected through a questionnaire
filled out individually by 279 respondents. The ques-
tionnaire gathers information about different variables:
job satisfaction (24 items, 6-point agreement scale, a
.93); workhaolism (8 items, 4-point frequency scale ,
a. 80); career advancement orientation (6 items, 4-
point importance scale, a .82); supervisors support (4
items, 6-point agreement scale, a .90); co-workers sup-
port (4 items, 6-point agreement scale, a .91); work-
life conflict (5 items, 6-point frequency scale, a .90);
emotional dissonance (3 items, 6-point frequency scale,
a .92); workload (6 items, 6-point agreement scale, a
.86); job autonomy (7 items, 6-point agreement scale,
a .91); commitment (4 items, 6-point agreement scale,
a .85). Data analysis (Pasw 18) was performed as:
means, standard deviations and alpha reliabilities (a)
for each scale; one-way analysis of variance; corre-
lations and multiple regressions. Multiple regression
analysis shows that job satisfaction is influenced (42%
explained variance) as follows: positively by supervi-
sors support, commitment and job autonomy and neg-
atively by work-family conflict. Findings highlight the
variables that can support the job satisfaction in the
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specific academic context: the role of supervisors sup-
port is prominent but is also useful to promote com-
mitment and job autonomy. Moreover findings suggest
that work-family conflict can negatively influence the
cognitive well-being: intervention projects supporting
the work-family balance can be helpful to deeper un-
derstand the dynamics of promoting well-being in or-
ganizations.

Employee’s well-being: the role of psychoso-
cial factors in a Portuguese sample

Pereira, A.C., University of Aveiro, Aveiro, Portugal ;
Silva, C., University of Aveiro, Aveiro, Portugal ; Ama-
ral, V., University of Aveiro, Aveiro, Portugal ; Pereira,
A.C., University of Aveiro, Aveiro, Portugal ; Nossa,
P., University of Minho, Braga, Portugal ; Silvério, J.,
University of Minho, B, Portugal

Abstract: The labor reality in industrialized countries
has experienced profound changes in recent decades.
Along side with comprehensive changes of production
conditions and realities in industry, administration and
service, demands on the employees are also changing.
As a consequence of these developments, the psycho-
logical stress has markedly increased. The Copenhagen
Psychosocial Questionnaire (COPSOQ), developed in
2000 by the National Institute of Occupational Health
in Copenhagen, is considered one of the most power-
ful tools in the evaluation of important psychosocial
dimensions at work, such as cognitive skills and emo-
tional rewards, interpersonal conflict, work-family in-
terface, stress and harassment, directly related to the
employee’s welfare. This questionnaire seems to be
comprehensive and to include most of the relevant di-
mensions according to several important theories on
psychosocial factors at work. The purpose of the COP-
SOQ concept is to improve and facilitate research, as
well as practical interventions at workplaces. This
study, with the Portuguese version of the COPSOQ,
was based on a sample of portuguese employees aged
18-65 years. The values obtained in this sample will be
analysis taking into account the different professions
and sectors of employment and the relation with the
psychological and social factors that influence the well-
being of workers, assessed by measures of cognitive, so-
matic and behavioral stress, job satisfaction and gen-
eral health. These results will be compared with inter-
national data taking as an important starting point for
the assessment and intervention in occupational health.
We adapted this instrument to the Portuguese popula-
tion and assessed the psychosocial factors directly re-
lated to our working reality. So, we intend to pass it
by promising and innovative nature of the evaluation

of the psychosocial work environment, promoting com-
munication between researchers, employers and occu-
pational health and evaluation of interventions on the
welfare and health work.

When perceiving control and autonomy at
work influences the type of passion you have
towards your work as well as your psycho-
logical health: A test of the Dualistic Model
of Passion

Lavigne, L., Universite du Quebec a Montreal, Mon-
treal, Canada; Vallerand, J., Universite du Quebec A
Montreal, Montreal, Canada; Fernet, C., Universite du
Québec a Trois-Rivieres, Trois-Riviere, QC, Canada

Abstract: Workers’ poor psychological health is a very
costly problem for organizations (Stephens & Joubert,
2001; Danna & Griffin, 1999). Consequently, un-
derstanding the individual and motivational variables
influencing workers’ health is of predominant impor-
tance. Vallerand and colleagues (2003) developed the
Dualistic Model of Passion towards activities in which
two types of passion are proposed: harmonious (au-
tonomous engagement) and obsessive (controlled en-
gagement) passion. Much research (Carbonneau, et
al., 2008; Forest, et al., 2010; Lavigne, et al., 2010;
Vallerand, et al., 2010) has shown that a harmonious
passion towards one’s work is associated with good psy-
chological health while an obsessive passion to health
problems. However, little research has tried to identify
the antecedents of both type of passion. To our knowl-
edge, only one past research (Mageau et al., 2009) tack-
led this issue and showed that significant individuals’
display of autonomy supportive behaviors predicted
the development of a harmonious passion while the dis-
play of controlling and pressuring behaviors predicted
the development of an obsessive passion. However,
nothing is known about how workers’ own perceptions
of control and autonomy at work can influence the type
of passion they will come to hold towards their work.
We hypothesized that workers who perceive some lev-
els of control and autonomy at work will come to adopt
a harmonious passion towards their work while work-
ers who perceive low levels of control over how to do
their work will come to adopt an obsessive passion.
In turn, we hypothesized that a harmonious passion
would be negatively related to symptoms of psycholog-
ical distress while an obsessive passion would be posi-
tively related to them. The results of a series of three
studies (Study 1: correlational cross-sectional design,
n = 146, Study 2: longitudinal full cross-lagged panel
design, n = 592, Study 3: SEM path analysis cross-
sectional design, n = 626) with three different samples
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of teachers from the province of Quebec (Canada) sup-
ported our hypotheses. The present results represent
an important contribution to the Dualistic Model of
Passion (Vallerand et al., 2003) and offers promising
research avenues for the domains of organizational be-
haviors and organizational health.

The VOW/QFT: Psychosocial risk factors,
pleasure at work and work abilities among
older workers

Hellemans, C., Universite Libre de Bruxelles, Brussels,
Belgium

Abstract: Maintaining older workers in the labour
raises many questions: which are the work abilities
of the older workers? Did these abilities evolve fa-
vorably these last years? What is the older workers
health condition? What are their job constraints ?
Tuomi and its colleagues developed the Work Ability
Index (WAI), a very simple questionnaire to measure
the work abilities of oldest (Tuomi, Ilmarinen, Jahkola,
Katajarinne and Tulkki, 1994). The WAI validity and
utility were shown in great international epidemiologic
research (Radkiewich and Widerszal-Bazyl, 2005; de
Zwart and Frings-Dresen, 2002). However, to under-
stand and to make prevention, the tool is rather frag-
mented: it does not make it possible to analyze the
contents of work requirements, nor the detail of worker
mental resources; it does not tackle the question of
psychosocial workload. In Belgium, Work Humaniza-
tion Management of the Federal Public Service Em-
ployment, Labour and Social Dialogue started a se-
ries of studies in order to look further into the con-
cept and to create a more complete questionnaire, in
French and in Dutch: the VOW/QFT (Vragenlijst
Over Werkbaarheid / Questionnaire sur les Facultés
de Travail). The VOW/QFT analyzes how the worker
perceives and lives balance between its own character-
istics (perceived health condition, personal resources,
effectiveness, intention to remain, knowledge and ca-
pacities) and the requirements he is confronted (job re-
quirements, psychosocial workload, physical workload,
safety) (Hellemans, Piette and Himpens, 2010). The
VOW/QFT was completed by 45-plus workers (n =
1767) during the medical examinations by the occupa-
tional medicine. Churchill paradigm (Churchill, 1979;
Roussel, 2005) was used to test the validity of the two
VOW/QFT principal modules: psychosocial aspects
and work abilities. The exploratory (N = 598) and
confirmatory (N = 631) phases have highlighted a sta-
ble factorial structure and good internal consistencies
(.74 to .90). Regression analysis (N = 538) proposed
that psychosocial aspects, and especially, pleasure at

work, are better predictors of the work abilities than
the perceived health condition.

Need of recovery as mediator between job
characteristics, home demand and well-
being.

Miglioretti, M., University of Milano Bicocca, Milano,
Italy ; Vecchio, L., University of Milano Bicocca, Mi-
lano, Italy ; Velasco, V., University of Milano Bicocca,
Milano, Italy

Abstract: Need of recovery is defined as a conscious
state characterized by a temporal reluctance to con-
tinue with present demands or to accept new demands.
It is associated with a wish for low baseline activity and
with the expectation that a break is necessary in or-
der to be able to confront future demands (Craig &
Cooper, 1992). Previous studies underlined that need
of recovery mediated the effects of job characteristic
and off-job activities on fatigue and poor well being
(Sonnentag & Zijlstra, 2006). In two empirical stud-
ies we examined the role of need of recovery as me-
diator between job characteristic, home demand and
well-being. In the first study 50 bus drivers (100%
male; mean age 41.67.7) filled in a questionnaire that
analyzed job demand, home demand, perceived stress,
need of recovery, fatigue and well being. In the second
study 84 nurses (87% female; mean age 41.67.5) were
assessed with a questionnaire that studied job demand,
home demand, perceived stress, need of recovery, burn-
out and well being. Both our studies, conducted in two
different stress full activity, confirm the mediator’s role
of need of recovery.

Comparing Organizational Wellbeing: Public
Sector and Non-Profit Organizations

Benevene, P., Universita LUMSA, Rome, Italy ; Callea,
A., Universita Lumsa, Rome, Italy

Abstract: Purpose - This research aims at compar-
ing organizational wellbeing between Non-profit and
Public Sector organizations. Avallone and Paplomatas
have defined organizational wellbeing as ’The set of or-
ganizational processes and practices, as well as the cul-
tural core that animate the cohabitation in the work-
place setting, promoting, maintaining and improving
the physical, psychological and social well-being of
the working communities’.Outcomes of organizational
wellbeing are: more productive and healthier employ-
ees, lower level of absenteeism and turn-over, organi-
zational development and customer satisfaction. This
all translates into increased productivity and higher
performance, as well as a competitive advantage for
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the organization.We hypothesize that Non Profit Or-
ganizations’ employees show significantly higher levels
of organizational wellbeing than Public Sector Orga-
nizations’ employees. Methodology - The Multidimen-
sional Organizational Health Questionnaire (MOHQ,
Avallone e Paplomatas, 2005) was administrated to 787
participants, of whom 312 (39.65%) work in public sec-
tor organizations and 475 (60.35%) in Non Profit Or-
ganizations. The MOHQ has a scale for each indepen-
dent dimension of organizational wellbeing (Objectives,
Valorisation, Active listening,Information, Conflicts,
Personal relationships,Operativity; Organizational jus-
tice;Stress;Social usefulness;Innovation; Personal posi-
tive indicators) and it has been previously standard-
ized and validated with fairly acceptable results. Con-
clusions - In comparison to employees from the Public
Sector Organizations, Non Profit Organizations’ em-
ployees show significantly higher levels of organiza-
tional wellbeing. Higher mean scores are in favour of
Non Profit Organizations’ employees in eight out of
the twelve scales of the questionnaire. The results that
emerged in the remaining scales showed no substantial
differences between Public Sector Organizations and
Non Profit Organizations’ workers. Research limita-
tions/implications: The group that was interviewed is
a convenience sample, not a statistical representative
sample. Practical implications: The paper identifies
areas with a strong need of intervention in order to im-
prove the organizational wellbeing of the employees of
Public Sector Organizations. Originality/value: Orga-
nizational wellbeing has rarely been addressed among
Non-profit organizations, especially in terms of com-
parison between Public Sector and the third sector.

Physical environment and safety outcomes:
the role of ’restorativeness’ at the work-
place

Pasini, M., University of Verona, Verona, Italy ; Berto,
R., University of Verona, Verona, Italy ; Brondino, M.,
University of Verona, Verona, Italy

Abstract: The theoretical framework of this study
comes from Environmental Psychology, an area that
studies the relationships between people and the socio-
physical environment. This study investigates the rela-
tionship between the physical setting and safety perfor-
mance at the workplace. Physical characteristics of the
environment affect directly psycho-physiological well
being. Stress occurs when there is an imbalance be-
tween physical setting demands and human resources,
because individuals cannot cope with in the proper
way. In fact one of the causes of unsafe behaviors
and performance are physical and mental resources put

in jeopardy by stress due to the workplace physical
characteristics. Physical characteristics mostly related
to psycho-physiological stress and mental fatigue are:
Stimulation, actually intensity, variety and complexity
of the physical setting; affordances namely ambiguous
or in conflict information concerning the function of el-
ements in the physical setting; control that is the pos-
sibility to manage and/or change bad characteristics
of the physical setting. The construct ’restorativeness’
refers to the presence/absence level of all these char-
acteristics that can be measured with the Perceived
Restorativeness Scale (PRS; Hartig, Korpela, Evans
& Garling, 1996; Pasini, Berto, Scopelliti, & Carrus,
2009), a self-report instruments based on the Atten-
tion Restoration Theory (Kaplan, 1993). A sample
of 1617 metal-mechanic workers from eight north-east
Italy companies participated in a study on safety at
work. A short version of the PRS tailored to metal-
workers’ physical setting was used to measure perceived
restorativeness of workplace, and self-report accidents
were recorded. A negative relation was found between
perceived restorativeness and accidents (F(2,1595) =
16,96; p < .001): Workers who perceived their work-
place as less ’restorative’ also referred they had more
accidents since they were in the company.

Does ethical organisational culture asso-
ciate with sickness absences?

Hirttiö, P., University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Fin-
land ; Huhtala, M., University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä,
Finland ; Feldt, T., University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä,
Finland

Abstract: This study had two aims. The first aim
was to investigate, what kinds of evaluations Finnish
managers give on the ethical culture of their organ-
isations. The second aim was to test, whether the
ethical organisational culture is related to sickness ab-
sences. Results from a previous study (Huhtala et al.,
submitted) indicated, that if ethical culture was rated
low, it was connected to more experiences of ethical
strain and to higher emotional exhaustion. Therefore,
this study gives new information about the connec-
tions between organisational culture and occupational
well-being: whether ethical culture is also related to
sickness absences. The ethical culture of organisations
was measured with the Corporate Ethical Virtues-scale
(CEV; Kaptein, 2008). We used the total CEV-score
and its’ eight sub-dimensions: clarity, congruency of
management, congruency of senior management, feasi-
bility, supportability, transparency, discussability and
sanctionability. Sickness absences were asked with one
open-ended question: How many work days in total
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have you been away from work due to your own sick-
ness during the last year? The participants consisted
of 902 managers from various organisations across Fin-
land, who responded to a postal questionnaire study
in Autumn 2009. The average age of the participants
was 46.40 years (SD = 9.29), and 69.7 percent were
men. 47.1 % of the participants were in upper man-
agement, and 52.9 % in middle management. Majority
of the participants were working in the private sector
(80.9 %), and a large majority had a permanent em-
ployment contract (98.4 %). On average the managers
gave quite positive evaluations of their organisation’s
ethical culture. From the eight factors supportability
got the lowest mean, and clarity was rated highest.
The mean of sickness absences was 3.58 days (SD =
7.89). Lower evaluations of the whole CEV-score and
of congruency of senior management, supportability,
transparency, discussability and sanctionability were
correlated with more sickness absences. Thus, ethical
organisational culture is associated with occupational
well-being, also when measured with a ’hard’ indicator
such as sick leave.

The Well-being of non-professional counsel-
lors in South Africa

Pires-Putter, J., North-West University, Potchef-
stroom, South Africa; Jonker, C.S., North-West Uni-
versity, Potchefstroom, South Africa; Coetzer, W.,
North-West University, Potchefstroom, South Africa

Abstract: Counsellors are faced with various stressors
in the diverse multi-cultural country of South Africa.
Counsellors are under severe pressure and therefore
the maintenance of counsellors’ well-being is essen-
tial. The aim of this study was to determine the rela-
tionship between emotional intelligence, burnout, en-
gagement and coping among non-professional counsel-
lors in South Africa. A cross-sectional survey design
was used. A non-probability convenience sample was
used. The sample consisted of 172 non-professional
counsellors in Gauteng and the North-West Province.
The Maslach Burnout Inventory, The Emotional Intel-
ligence Scale (SEIS), Utrecht Work Engagement Scale
(UWES) and The COPE Questionnaire (COPE) were
administered. Results indicated a relationship between
coping and burnout factors; between emotional intel-
ligence factors and coping, and between emotional in-
telligence factors and work engagement. Differences in
the use of strategies based on province and language
was found. Multiple regression analyses showed that
emotional intelligence, and coping predicted the vari-
ance explained in burnout and work engagement of
non-professional counsellors. The practical relevance of

this study is that emotional intelligent non-professional
counsellors are able to recognise and manage their emo-
tions, express emotions accurately and use emotions
for decision-making and problem solving. Furthermore
emotionally intelligent non-professional counsellors are
able to apply coping strategies with more positive out-
comes to prevent and cope with burnout.

The factorial structure of Passion Scale to
an activity in Spanish population.

Lisbona Banuelos, A., UNED, Madrid, Spain; Bern-
abé, M., University Miguel Hernández, Elche, Spain;
Martin-Aragón Gelabert, M., University Miguel
Hernández, Elche, Spain; Terol Cantero, M., Univer-
sity Miguel Hernández, Elche, Spain

Abstract: The study of passion could be included on
Positive Occupational Psychology because is related
with feel positive emotions related with Employee well-
being. The passion is defined as a strong inclination
toward an activity and invests time and energy in it
because like it and is relevant to people (Vallerand &
Houlfort, 2003). As the study of wellbeing on students
have been showed the relevant of positive feelings on
performance, Passion to an activity could be related
on the one side with motivation to performance and on
the other side with Burnout or Workaholics (Salanova,
Martnez, Bres, Llornes & Grau, 2005; Burke, Fiksem-
baum, 2009; Vallerand, Paquet, Philippe, Charest, in
press). However there is not any measure to Span-
ish population to could use. For this reason it has
been validated to Spanish students the Passion Scale of
Vallerand et al. (2003). The aim of the study is analyse
factorial structure of Spanish validation of Pasion Scale
in an activity (Vallerand et al., 2003; Lisbona, Bernab,
Palac, Martn-Aragn y Gmez, in press). Method. Par-
ticipants were 266 students from different universities,
72.3% were women. The mean age was 28 years old
(SD: 9.42). Factorial Exploratory and Internal Consis-
tency Analysis were carried out. Results. Barlett Test
shows adequate rates for data matrix (KMO=.85; ?2 =
1568,947 (df: 91); p<.000). It is extracted two factors,
Harmonious and Obsessive. The explained Variance is
53.4%. The Cronbach’s levels were .82 and .85 respec-
tively. Conclusions. The results reproduce the original
structure, the study make possible the study of the
Passion construct in Spanish students. The theoretical
and practical implication are discussed on the study.
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Changes on the work control – specific re-
sources needed?

Bahamondes Pavez, C., University Freiburg, Freiburg,
Germany ; Schüpbach, H., University Freiburg,
Freiburg, Germany

Abstract: Several changes have taken place in the
world of work in the last decades. A particularly im-
portant change concerning the control of work is re-
lated to the increasing output-orientation of working
processes. The assigning of tasks has become highly
output-oriented, employees have become increasingly
responsible for both the working process itself and the
achievement of goals and the importance of goal at-
tainment for the assessment of employee performance
has increased. Preliminary research has shown that
output-oriented work control is negatively related to
Well-being when stressors are high and resources low.
However, it remains unclear which specific resources
employees need to adequately react to or buffer de-
mands in output-controlled working systems (OcWS)
and whether these are different from those needed in
input-controlled working systems (IcWS). This study
examines which specific resources are associated with
well-being in IcWS and OcWS. We hypothesised that
resources which increase employees’ flexibility and con-
trol at work would be more critical for well-being in
OcWS than in IcWS, as employees in OcWS are of-
ten confronted with disturbances and changing envi-
ronmental conditions. Data from 280 employees of two
German companies from the financial and industrial
sector were obtained by means of a questionnaire. As-
sessment of work control orientation took place through
expert interviews. The survey assessed perceived de-
mands and resources at work as well as Irritation (scale
of Mohr, Rigotti and Mller, 2005) as Well-being in-
dicator. The analysis compared groups with ’low Ir-
ritation’ and ’high Irritation’ scores for OcWS and
IcWS. In OcWS, employees with ’low Irritation’ re-
ported more possibilities for development and higher
autonomy, flexibility control and goal adaptability. In
IcWS, employees with ’low Irritation’ reported higher
role and goal clarity, organisational participation and
goal attainability In support of our hypothesis, these
results show that employees in OcWS and IcWS require
different resources. Resources related to flexibility at
work were most strongly associated with well-being in
OcWS, whereas resources related to clarity in the work-
place were most strongly associated with well-being
in IcWS. This means that organisations with OcWS
should provide resources which increase flexibility in
order to maintain employee well-being.

Negative relationships with doctors and su-
pervisor and inadequate preparation among
nurses: their relationships with burnout and
work engagement

Guglielmi, D., University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy ;
Simbula, S., University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy ; De-
polo, M.D., University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy ; Vi-
olante, F.S., University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy

Abstract: Positive work relationships between nurses,
doctors and supervisors are crucial in order to achieve
a common good, that is the health and well-being of
patients. The central idea underlying the theoreti-
cal model of this study, is that negative relationships
have an impact on nurses’ perceptions of inadequate
preparation (the feeling of lack of skills which makes
one’s not being able to face everyday-work’s requests),
which in turn have an impact on burnout and work
engagement. This means that inadequate preparation
is a mediator between negative relationships at work
and burnout and work engagement. An innovation
of the present study is to include both the cynicism
and depersonalization constructs in the assessment of
burnout. The current study was part of a broader re-
search project on nurses’ wellbeing. Data were col-
lected from 297 healthcare workers (70% female) by
means of structured face to face interviews. Results
generally supported the hypotheses, although more ev-
idence was found for burnout: inadequate prepara-
tion mediate the relationship between negative rela-
tionships at work and burnout and work engagement.
By considering the general framework of the JD-R
model, this study provide more evidences for the role
played by personal demands (e.g., inadequate prepa-
ration) with regard to the model’s basic assumptions.
Based on our results, organizational training program
developers should consider the importance of reevalu-
ate the doctor-nurse and supervisor-nurse relationships
and assess the value of making them more collaborative
ones, in order to foster well-being among healthcare
workers.

Stress and organizational well-being: a com-
parative study of hospital staff

Fiabane, E., University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy ; Argen-
tero, P.G., University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy ; Giorgi,
I., Salvatore Maugeri Foundation IRCCS, Pavia, Italy ;
Sguazzin, C., Salvatore Maugeri Foundation Irccs,
Pavia, Italy

Abstract: Many studies showed that hospital staff
have higher risk to develop burnout and job stress
than other professionals (Aguir & Prez-Hoyos, 2007;
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Maslach, 1982; McVicar, 2003; Su et al., 2009). Most
studies conducted in health settings mainly focused
on one or two professional categories at a time (es-
pecially doctors and nurses) and paid less attention
to the other hospital personnel. Therefore, the first
aim of this research was to compare organizational
well being level among different professional categories
working in the same hospital: doctors (N=13), trained
nurses (N=46), physiotherapists (N=28) and nurses
(N=23). Job engagement is defined as the positive op-
posite of burnout and includes three components - en-
ergy, involvement and efficacy - that represents a goal
to achieve for any prevention initiatives (Maslach &
Leiter, 2008). In this prospective, the second aim of
this study was to identify perceived organizational fac-
tors in predicting engagement in the total sample of
workers (N=110). Data collection was carried out by
using the Occupational Stress Indicator (Cooper, Sloan
& Williams, 1988) and the Organizational Check-up
System (Maslach & Leiter, 1997). Results showed that
physiotherapists have the lowest mean scores in energy
and involvement, the highest prevalence of perceived
sources of stress, the lowest scores on locus of control
and on satisfaction with their own job, with the re-
lationships with others, with the organizational struc-
ture and with their career. The results of the regres-
sion analysis are consistent with some previous stud-
ies and showed that the organizational predictors of
energy are workload and reward, involvement is pre-
dicted by workload, control and community, and effi-
cacy is predicted only by values. The identification of
the psychosocial risk factors in the workplace is crucial
to adopt preventive measures and to develop interven-
tion strategies in order to reduce the impact of stressors
and to promote engagement of health care staff.

Employees’ perceptions of organizational
change in a mental health care centre

Fiabane, E., University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy ; Bruni,
A., University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy ; Argentero, P.G.,
University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy ; Setti, I., University
of Pavia, Pavia, Italy

Abstract: This study was conducted within a Mental
Health Care Centre in Northern Italy, with the aim
of analyzing the organizational well-being level among
health care professionals involved in a organizational
change process due to a merger of two independent ser-
vices. Many researches (Callan, 1993; Moyle & Parkes;
Rafferty & Griffin, 2006; Vakola & Nikolaou, 2005)
showed that organizational changes can be extremely
stressful for operators and negatively affect the physi-
cal and psychological health. The Occupational Stress

Indicator (Cooper, Sloan & Williams, 1988) and the
Organizational Check-up System (Maslach & Leiter,
1997) were administered to the whole centre which
is composed by 20 health care operators. Partici-
pants were split in two groups: a) Executives (N=10)
which include physicians and psychologists, and b)
Staff (N=10) which includes nurses, social workers and
psychomotor rehabilitation technicians. Quantitative
data were combined with qualitative ones obtained
from two focus groups. The OCS identified stressors
related to Workload, Fairness, Work-group Cohesion
and Leadership, whereas the OSI revealed sources of
stress in Relationship with Others, Climate and Orga-
nizational Structure and Management Role. Compar-
ing the two professional groups, significant statistical
differences were found for Leadership (?2 = 7.064; p <
.01): Executives obtained the highest mean scores (M
= 3.28) and refers to coping strategies: effective Time
management was the best strategy to face the stress for
staff (?2 = 4.808, p < .05). These results, consistent
with the ones shown by focus groups and previous stud-
ies, are relevant in order to plan effective management
change interventions and strategies to reduce the im-
pact of stressors on mental health care staff. From an
applicative standpoint, our study showed that to suc-
cessfully manage a process of organizational change it is
necessary to reinforce leadership, to create an adequate
time management program, to improve the communi-
cation processes at all the organizational levels and to
empower the individuals’ coping strategies.

Predictors of the subjective well-being in
Portugal: the moderating role of optimism
and resilience

Padeiro, C., ISCTE-Instituto Universitário de Lisboa,
Lisboa, Portugal ; Tavares, S.M., ISCTE-Instituto Uni-
versitário de Lisboa, Lisboa, Portugal

Abstract: The aim of this paper is twofold. Firstly,
we intend to understand which are the predictors of
the two dimensions of the subjective well-being - cog-
nitive dimension and emotional dimension - in a rep-
resentative sample of the Portuguese population. Sec-
ondly, we pretend to analyze whether the dispositional
characteristics - such as individual’s optimism and re-
silience - can work as personal resources and mitigate
the negative effect of some variables that may be po-
tential stressors for the individual. The present study
used data from the European Social Survey regarding
the Portuguese population. However, we only selected
for our sample the active working participants (N =
916). Cognitive well-being was operationalized as life
satisfaction and emotional well-being was measured as
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positive and negative emotional states. The results
show that although dispositional characteristics, mea-
sures of economic well-being and job security are pos-
itively associated with both life satisfaction and emo-
tional states, there are some variables that are more
intensely associated with emotional well-being (more
positive emotional states and less negative emotional
states) - for ex., measures of health and job satisfaction
- rather than to the cognitive dimension of well-being
(life satisfaction). As for the moderating role of per-
sonal resources, optimism interacts with the perception
of health, job satisfaction, and job insecurity to predict
life satisfaction, so that these relationships are stronger
the lower the level of individual’s optimism. Therefore,
optimism mitigates the negative impact that health
problems can have on the life satisfaction of the Por-
tuguese. Additionally, resilience exhibits a similar pat-
tern regarding the interaction with measures of health
and the perception of income regarding subjective well-
being. In fact, in general the results point to a tendency
for the relationship between predictors and subjective
well-being to be more salient (in terms of magnitude of
relationships and of greater significance) when individ-
uals report lower levels of resilience, which is consistent
with our hypotheses and with the literature. Hence,
these results point to the importance of health, eco-
nomic well-being and well-being at work as predictors
of subjective well-being but especially when individuals
have lower levels of personal resources, such as lower
levels of optimism or resilience.

Assessment of psychosocial risks: a case
study

Crescentini, A., SUPSI, Locarno, Switzerland ; Sada,
A., Universita Cattolica S.C., Milano, Italy

Abstract: The project stands as a possible example of
an intervention methodology aimed at the assessment
of psychosocial risks in a large company in Milan. The
main aims of the intervention were to evaluate the per-
ception of potential diseases that could result from or-
ganizational factors (Warr, 2005) and to suggest cop-
ing strategies aimed at starting a virtuous cycle (Spal-
tro, 2003) oriented to the achievement of well-being.
The project was carried out in collaboration with the
Prevention and Protection Service. 53 employees have
been identified who could be representative of the Or-
ganization for job positions and years of service. All the
subjects have been interviewed on seven areas; Physical
environment, Social environment, Working day, Orga-
nizational context, Individual characteristics and sub-
jective evaluations, External influences, Psychological
diseases. The information collected has been integrated

with the answers to a questionnaire administered to
the same subjects by the PPS on ergonomic topics and
with structured observations of their workplace. The
feedback process took place at several levels: a meeting
with the Institutions involved a written report and a
meeting with the delegates of workers safety. Finally
a six focus were made with the subjects of the investi-
gation, where the results obtained were discussed and
confirmed. The sample of subjects observed perceived
a low level of work stress connected mainly with the
distribution of power inside the organization. One rel-
evant source of frustration is the feeling of lack of credit
for their work and the perception of a large gap between
management and employees, mainly due to a lack of
communication during the process of transformation
that involve all the organization. At the end of the
process some possible intervention have been proposed
like training courses on the topic of conflict, communi-
cation and emotional management and the institution
of an hearing point as a tool to permit the expression of
anxieties of staff. Spaltro E. (2003), ’Psichica: bellezza
e gruppi per una psicologia del benessere’, Psicologia
e Lavoro, XXXIII, 130. Warr P.(2005), Work, well-
being, and mental health, in Barling J., Kelloway E.
K., Frone M. R. (a cura di) , Hanbook of Work Stress,
Sage, London.

Subjective Well-being and Psychological Dis-
ability Absenteeism in Employees Working in
a Public School Organization: A Prospective
Study

Negrini, A., University of Sherbrooke-CAPRIT,
Longueuil (Québec), Canada; Perron, J., Univer-
site de Montréal, Montréal, Canada; Corbiere, M.C.,
University of Sherbrooke-Caprit, Longueuil (Québec),
Canada

Abstract: Being absent from one’s job because of a
psychological disability is costly for both individuals
and organizations (Darr & Johns, 2008) and frequent
in employees working in the field of education. To
prevent psycological disability in employees, theoret-
ical models focused on subjective well-being (SWB),
but few studies are interested in evaluating its differ-
ent facets (Diener et al., 1999; 2002). The objective of
this prospective study was to disentangle how the SWB
and its components [(i.e. Positive Affect(PA), Nega-
tive Affect(NA), and General Life Satisfaction(GLS)]
can potentially predict psychological disability absen-
teeism. A sample of 283 employees from a Canadian
public school organization was used to evaluate the re-
lationships between SWB and psychological disability
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absenteeism. SWB was collected at T1. GLS was mea-
sured with a French version of the Satisfaction With
Life Scale (Blais et al., 1989). The affectivity compo-
nents of SWB was measured with eight positive affect
(PA) items and eight negative affect (NA) items (Di-
ener and Emmons, 1984; Watson et al., 1988). Usu-
ally defined by three related components (PA, NA,
and GLS), SWB can be operationalized by discrete or
aggregate scores of these components. The aggregate
score of SWB was calculated by the difference between
PA and NA, multiplied by GLS. Psychological disabil-
ity absenteeism was measured one year later (T2) with
record-based professionally certified data (number of
single day absences) supplied by the organization. Lo-
gistic regression analysis showed that psychological dis-
ability was significantly predicted only by the aggregate
score of SWB (Exp(B)=.96). Observing the -2 times
the log of the likelihood (-2LL=120), as a measure of
how well does the model fit the data, we can consider
a low predictive capacity of this model (?2(1)=5.96,
df=1, N=228, p<.05), probably in accordance to the
consistence of a subgroup who experienced psycholog-
ical absenteeism between T1 and T2 (absent=20, non
absent=263). These findings represent a contribution
to the conceptualization of SWB and to the promotion
of well-being interventions aimed at preventing psycho-
logical disability absenteeism in organizations.

Less stress through a short-term time man-
agement training?

Pinneker, L., Adolf Würth Zentrum für Geschichte
der Psychologie, Würzburg, Germany ; Schwäble, S.,
Adolf Würth Zentrum für Geschichte der Psychologie,
Würzburg, Germany ; Häfner, A., Adolf Würth Zen-
trum für Geschichte Der Psychologie, Würzburg, Ger-
many ; Stock, A., Adolf Würth Zentrum für Geschichte
Der Psychologie, Würzburg, Germany

Abstract: On the one hand time management trainings
are widely applied in the occupational context. On the
other hand empirical research concerning the effective-
ness of time management training is scarce (Claessens,
Van Eerde, Rutte, & Roe, 2007). Former studies re-
ported mixed results with respect to the influence of
time management training on stress and performance
(e.g., Van Eerde, 2003; Macan, 1996). We explored
the effectiveness of a short-term time management in-
tervention, which lasted for about two hours, on differ-
ent indicators of perceived stress. The training focused
on various aspects of planning behavior such as prior-
itizing, daily planning, and monitoring. All trained
strategies were developed with respect to psychologi-
cal theory and research, such as intention theory (e.g.,

Gollwitzer, 1999). In a first study participants were
randomly assigned to either time management train-
ing or an active control group, which was designed as
neutral intervention. In a second study we included a
third group in which relaxation exercises were realized.
Our results show positive effects of the short-term time
management training on different indicators of stress.
Even short time management interventions seem to be
helpful instruments to deal with time pressure and in-
creasing time related demands. Psychological theory
and research should function as source for the develop-
ment of time management trainings.

Ambulatory assessment of skin conductiv-
ity during first thesis presentation: Lower
self-confidence predicts prolonged stress re-
sponse

Elfering, A., University of Bern, Bern, Switzerland ;
Grebner, S., University of Applied Sciences Northwest-
ern Switzerland, Olten, Switzerland

Abstract: Public speaking is a demand in many occu-
pations. Public speaking is often stressful and increases
physiological arousal as part of the stress response. An-
ticipation of public speaking and public speaking it-
self induce ego-threat and a shift of attention focus
towards the self (Kallus, 1992). Self-confidence as a
personal resource helps one to focus on the task and
to recover quickly after the presentation (Semmer, Ja-
cobshagen, Meier & Elfering, 2007). Therefore, greater
self-confidence should be related to a healthy response’
to the stressor (McEwen, 1998). A healthy response
includes increasing activation prior to the talk, high ac-
tivation during the talk in order to cope actively with
the stressor and decreasing activation after the talk has
ended in terms of physiological recovery. Conversely,
lower self-confidence should be related to a prolonged
response’, i.e. a sustained or even increasing activa-
tion after the talk has ended (McEwen, 1998) owing to
perseverative cognition (Brosschot, Pieper & Thayer,
2005), for instance in terms of rumination about one’s
performance level. In this field study self-confidence
was tested to predict the course of galvanic electro-
dermal stress response prior, during and after public
speaking. Ten graduate students initially rated their
self-confidence and afterwards presented their thesis
proposals orally in a ten-minute presentation to their
supervisor and peers. Galvanic skin response level was
measured throughout and analysed for ten minutes
prior to, during, and ten minutes after the presenta-
tion. Two major galvanic electrodermal stress response
types were observed. Five students showed a healthy
response’, i.e. an anticipatory increase in electrodermal
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conductance, followed by a decrease after termination
of the presentation. The other five students showed a
steady increase of skin conductance during and after
their presentation (prolonged response’). In line with
the allostatic load model the prolonged response’ group
reported significantly lower self-confidence before pre-
sentation than the healthy response’ group (p < 0.01).
Self-confidence is a resource in novices facing public
speaking. Occupational training should address pub-
lic speaking, e.g., teach presentation skills and deliver
adequate feedback to enhance self-confidence.

Identifying Patterns of Recovery Experiences
and Their Links to Psychological Outcomes
across One Year

Siltaloppi, M.K., University of Tampere, Tampere,
Finland ; Kinnunen, U., University of Tampere, Tam-
pere, Finland ; Feldt, T., University of Jyväskylä,
Jyväskylä, Finland ; Tolvanen, A., University of
Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland

Abstract: Employees’ recovery from job strain is mo-
mentous: if recovery does not occur load reactions start
to accumulate and in the long-term result in chronic
health problems. In this study, our aim is to dis-
cover whether there exist subgroups of employees with
unique and distinctive patterns of mean-level stability
and change in recovery experiences (psychological de-
tachment, relaxation, mastery, and control) across one
year. Our second aim is to investigate how the pat-
terns identified differ in psychological outcomes (job
burnout, work engagement, and sleep problems) across
one year to ascertain which kinds of patterns promote
psychological recovery outcomes. The study was con-
ducted among 274 Finnish employees from a variety of
different jobs. The data were collected in two stages
(2007 and 2008) using mailed questionnaires, and the
response rates were 50.6% and 63.8%. Of the employ-
ees, 56.9% were women and the average age was 45.9
years. A majority (63.7%) had a university degree,
60.6% worked in the public sector and 39.4% worked
in the private sector. The patterns of recovery ex-
periences were identified using Latent Profile Analy-
sis (LPA), and differences in psychological outcomes
between the patterns were investigated by means of
ANOVA/ANCOVA for repeated measures. Five pat-
terns of recovery experiences were identified through
LPA. Over 70% of the employees belonged to a pattern
with high stable levels of all four recovery experiences
across time. This pattern seemed to suffer least from
job burnout and sleep problems. The pattern with ex-
periences of high levels of mastery and control during
off-job time (12.4%) had highest work engagement, and

among those with decreasing levels of all recovery expe-
riences (12.4%) job exhaustion increased across time.
In addition, the patterns of employees’ recovery ex-
periences were associated with their family and work
situations. Altogether, the results demonstrated that
recovery experiences are successful in maintaining psy-
chological well-being across one year. The information
obtained from differences between the patterns is use-
ful in occupational health care to identify those at risk.
Further, the study illustrates that individuals should
seek out situations during their leisure time where they
can optimize their recovery experiences and thus max-
imize their recovery processes and outcomes.

Young Professionals: The more I work, the
more I am stressed? The moderating role of
work-related personality traits.

Weseler, D., University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany ;
Sobiraj, S., University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany ;
Otto, K., University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany

Abstract: During the last decades flexible working
practices and high work demands have become com-
mon in Western economies. Overall, employees more
often work in flexible time programs which have been
found to lead to increased work overtime. Particularly,
young professionals are supposed to be in need to be
competitive on the labor market and work longer than
agreed in contract. However, work overtime is assumed
to impact employees’ well-being negatively. In the con-
text of personal resilience we hypothesized that some
work-related personality traits as work-based flexibil-
ity, career orientation and personal initiative, for exam-
ple, might buffer the negative impact of workload on
employees’ well-being. Young professionals working in
varying psychological areas (N = 217) completed mea-
sures of workload, well-being (cognitive and emotional
irritation, job satisfaction), and work-related person-
ality traits (work-based flexibility, career orientation,
personal initiative). Next to main effects of working
hours per week on cognitive irritation, regression anal-
yses revealed interaction effects of working hours with
career orientation and personal initiative: Those low in
career orientation or high in personal initiative seemed
to be better off. These interaction effects could be
found only for cognitive irritation, but not for emo-
tional irritation and job satisfaction. In contrast to our
hypothesis, there were no interaction effects of working
hours with work-based flexibility. According to the re-
sults, high workload is related to heightened cognitive
irritation. However, being less career-oriented and hav-
ing high personal initiative seem to be resources under
conditions of increasing workload. The results indicate
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that work-related personality traits like career orien-
tation and personal initiative help professional new-
comers in psychology to buffer the negative effect of
high workload on psycho-social well-being. Implicat-
ing these results into students’ vocational training by
encouraging personal resources might facilitate young
professionals to deal with career entry when confronted
with increased work demands. Nevertheless, the neg-
ative impact of working hours on cognitive irritation
calls not only for behavior-oriented prevention, but also
for structural prevention, namely an avoidance of work
overtime.

Interactive posters: Employee wellbeing

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: Expo (9:00-10:00)

Differences between public and private sec-
tor employees with respect to exposure to
bullying at work: Evidence from Turkey

Soylu, S., London School of Economics, London, UK

Abstract: This study aims to investigate sector differ-
ences (i.e. public vs. private organisations) with re-
spect to exposure to workplace bullying in the Turkish
context. In Turkey, when a new party is elected to gov-
ernment, existing executives, top and middle-managers
in public organisations are replaced by new ones who
have strong relations with the governing party repre-
sentatives. These replacements contribute to high lev-
els of perceived injustice among subordinates. Such
problems may lead to bullying since perpetrators often
take out their frustration on others, when it is really
aimed at the organisation. In line with these argu-
ments, it was hypothesised that Turkish public sec-
tor employees experience bullying at work more than
Turkish private sector employees do. Turkish adapta-
tion (Soylu, 2009) of the Negative Acts Questionnaire
(Einarsen & Raknes, 1997) was distributed to white &
blue-collar employees in Turkey. A total of 715 surveys
were collected (357 from public and 358 from private
sector organizations). Factor analysis revealed five bul-
lying dimensions, namely ‘work-related criticism’, ‘task
pressures’, ‘social isolation’, ‘non-work related criti-
cism’, and ‘attacks on attitudes / ethnicity’. Results of
the MANOVA indicated significant multivariate effects
(Pillai’s Trace=.068, F=10.204, p <.001). Univariate
analyses indicated that public sector employees expe-
rience ‘non work-related criticism’ and ‘attacks on at-
titudes/ethnicity’ more than private sector employees

did (MPublic > MPrivate, p<.001). However, no sig-
nificant differences were observed between private and
public sector employees with respect to experiences of
task pressures, social isolation, and work-related crit-
icism. Findings revealed that public sector employees
experience non-work related criticism and attacks on
attitudes and ethnicity more than private sector em-
ployees did as hypothesised. However, differences with
respect to exposure to task pressures, work-related crit-
icism and social isolation were not statistically signif-
icant. Polarisation of employees in public sector due
to the current political turmoil in Turkey might be the
major reason why Turkish public and private sector
employees differ with respect to experiences of attacks
on attitudes and non-work related criticism. Practi-
cal Relevance of the Contribution Overall, the present
study implied that public sector organisations should
pay greater attention to the development of their hu-
man resources management policies regarding ethical
issues and workplace aggression.

The role of Self efficacy and Transforma-
tional Leadership in the development of per-
ceptions of a climate of fear in work

Moreno Hoyos, O., University of Valencia, Valencia,
Spain; Tordera Santamatilde, N., University of Va-
lencia, Valencia, Spain; Polo, M. de, Universitat di
Bologna, Cesena, Italy

Abstract: Literature shows that when people develop
and maintain different kinds of either personal and
organizational resources, they are more able to face
aversive situations in life, that means that even if the
context is not as good as it should be to promote a
good performance quality, people who have these per-
sonal and organizational resources, will not perceive
that environment as threatening for their well being
and performance. Some studies have focused on how
psychological climate influences the levels of Self Ef-
ficacy of workers, but few research has centralized on
how the levels of Self Efficacy as an individual recourse
can be an antecedent of a Climate of Fear. The fol-
lowing research has also the purpose to contribute to
the lack of empirical support that literature has in ex-
ploring the differential contributions of individual and
organizational resources in relation to de development
of a Climate of Fear. This study will not only test
if Self Efficacy and Transformational Leadership are
negatively related to the development of perceptions
of a fear climate in aversive situations, but also will
analyze the differences between the capacity of predic-
tion that both have over the Climate of Fear. One of
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the greatest empirical support for organizational prac-
tice that this study offers, is that organizations must
foster the development of different resources, individ-
ual and organizational, in their workers, by generat-
ing strong support of Transformational Leadership and
design training programs to improve the levels of self
efficacy in each worker. Another organizational impli-
cation is that recruiting and selection processes, espe-
cially at high levels such as managers should be fo-
cused in detecting transformational leadership charac-
teristics.

Examining perceptions of support, persistent
fatigue, and autonomous motivation on teach-
ers’ turnover intentions and occupational
commitment

Austin, S., Universite du Québec a Trois-Rivieres,
Trois-Rivieres (Québec), Canada; Fernet, C., Uni-
versite du Québec a Trois-Rivieres, Trois-Rivieres
(Québec), Canada

Abstract: It is estimated that one out of every five
beginning school teachers leaves the profession within
their first five years of employment (Martel & Ouel-
lette, 2003). In light of the Self-Determination Theory
(SDT; Deci & Ryan, 2000), a theory of human mo-
tivation which focuses on the social-contextual condi-
tions which may facilitate optimal self-motivation and
psychological functioning, this study aimed to propose
and test a model of beginning teachers’ turnover inten-
tions and occupational commitment. The model posits
that support from school principals and colleagues pre-
dicts turnover intentions and commitment through au-
tonomous motivation - a feeling that one’s actions are
autonomous and stem from the self rather than from
external forces. Because beginning teachers are asked
to reach the same goals and maintain the same work-
load as more experienced colleagues, and that without
extra help or resources, the effect of persistent fatigue
was controlled for in the model. The model was tested
among 702 beginning school teachers and yielded rela-
tively good fit indices (X2 = 396.97, df = 379, NNFI
= .91, CFI = .93, RMSEA = .07). Results indicated
that support from school principals and coworkers were
positively associated with autonomous motivation (b
= .17, p <.01; b = .14, p <.05, respectively) while
perceptions of persistent fatigue was negatively associ-
ated with autonomous motivation (b = -.13, p <.05).
In turn, autonomous motivation was positively related
to occupational commitment (b = .41, p <.01) and
negatively related to turnover intentions (b = -.22, p
<.01). The practical implications of the present find-
ings lie in promoting factors that underpin occupa-

tional commitment in the early years of the teaching
profession. Findings reveal that perceptions of support
nurture autonomous motivation, which ultimately opti-
mize occupational commitment and minimize turnover
intentions. School principals and more experienced col-
leagues should thus be trained to be more supportive
of beginning teachers’ needs. Prospects for future re-
search along these lines are discussed.

The Relationship between Employee Partici-
pation, Well-being and Self-efficacy in Rus-
sian Enterprises

Romanko, I., Saint-Petersburg State University, Saint-
Petersburg, Russian Federation

Abstract: In Russia there is practically no research
which tried to explore the problems of participation
and of industrial democracy. According to the results
of the previous researches (which have been made, in
the European countries, England and the USA), we
can conclude that participation has interrelations with
well-being and self-efficacy of employees. The aim of
the present study is to investigate how organizational
participation influence on well-being and self-efficacy
of employees from Russian enterprises and its relation-
ship with organizational structure, organizational cul-
ture, demographic characteristics (age, gender, term
of employment, type of employment, supervision func-
tions) and personal variables. In our study we consider
participation on three levels: on the level of organiza-
tional context (organizational structure, organizational
culture and technology), on the level of communication
structure in organization and on individual level. As
the participation process in our research we investi-
gated: the experience of participation and influence,
using the opportunity to influence, the quantity of in-
fluence which employees would like to have on, and
the self estimation of skills to influence on different
organizational matters, the perception of the opportu-
nities to have influence on decisions in the company.
In the limits of the current research we are going to
investigate (1) whether organizational structure, orga-
nizational culture are influences on employee’s partic-
ipation, (2) whether the participation is influence on
employee’s well-being and self-efficacy, and the level of
satisfaction with the current job (3) whether participa-
tion depends on demographical and personal variables
of employees. The results of preliminary research in IT
company showed that organizational structure, orga-
nizational culture, demographic and personality char-
acteristics are influences a lot on employee’s participa-
tion, well-being and self-efficacy, also we didn’t derived
any correlations between participation and employee’s
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well-being and self-efficacy, and the level of satisfac-
tion with their current job, we find out that partici-
pation a lot depends on manager’s influence behavior
and satisfaction of the basic needs at work (in com-
petence, relatedness and autonomy). During this year
we are going to extent our study and to collect more
data from companies of the same professional sphere
but with other organizational culture, organizational
structure and the type of technology.

Grey Hair Service Worker – A Challenge or
a Nightmare?

Molan, M., University Clinical Centre, Ljubljana,
Slovenia; Molan, G., Comtrade, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Abstract: Later retirement is the reality of a labour
market in the 21st century. We evaluated results of well
being for 1633 service workers (banks - 1126, hospitals
- 507); 8% of them were young (below 30) and 28%
(461) were senior (after 50). Senior workers in banks
reported lower level of availability, more fatigue and
exhaustion. Senior workers in hospitals reported the
same level of availability as workers below 50. Accord-
ing to the results of root causes analyses of perceived
fatigue and exhaustion among workers with lower level
of well-being the main root cause were unmotivation for
the job, high level of unemployment in the surrounding,
not adequate competences for work, disappointment
with their profession and conflict with younger gener-
ation. In hospitals the main root causes of perceived
exhaustion were shift work, longer working hours and
work extension. For senior bank workers work is per-
ceived as a nightmare. For seniors in hospitals, es-
pecially for physicians and experts, work after 50 is
a challenge. They are willing to continue with their
work and they have to do due to the late admission
in the world of work. As results of longitudinal study
and root cause analysis, tailored humanisation mea-
sures have been suggested. For bank workers humani-
sation measures were: divided working day with lunch
break for resting, offering of more consulting individual
service for customers, adapted education and training
programs according to age homogenous group, devel-
opment of new competence and creation of combined
teams from senior and younger service workers - for
each customer age relevant service worker. For hospi-
tals we have suggested separation of pure operational
tasks from more consulting activities, creation of bal-
ance between responsibility and competences, reorga-
nization of work schedulers, implementation of soft mo-
tivation (praises and small benefits) and encouraging of
team problem solving. In both groups, special concern
has been put to govern conflict between generations.

Special activities have been focused to create friendly
atmosphere and to reduce narcism and aggression of
younger in relation to senior. The guidance has been:
grey hair is silver for the future. Everybody wish to
achieve it once.

From Fresh and positive to Worn critiques –
six clusters found among Swedish dental stu-
dents

Schéle, I., Umea University, Umea, Sweden; Hedman,
L., Umea University, Umea, Sweden

Abstract: Psychology is a science that focuses on indi-
viduals and groups of individuals, yet researchers tend
to present results based on the average linear relations
between variables. Hrenstam et al. (2003), contrast
this reductionist variable orientation with a holistic
approach and person-oriented methods such as clus-
ter analysis. The researchers present a model in which
variables are sorted into four themes: WHERE are spe-
cific circumstances found? WHAT constitutes these
circumstances? WHO reacts to these circumstances?
What Consequences do the circumstances have? We
aim to describe cluster-profiles, within the WHERE-
WHAT-WHO framework, in order to illustrate the
span of experiences and its consequences in a Swedish
student population. 40% (218 women, 114 men) of all
Swedish dental students in the clinical part of their ed-
ucation answered our survey. The cluster analysis was
conducted on WHAT-variables. The six-cluster solu-
tion that emerged explained 65% of the error sum of
squares, which is acceptable, and showed good clus-
ter homogeneities. The clusters found are: Cluster
1-The Fresh and Positive: These young students at
the beginning of the programme report the best work
environment and the least stress. Cluster 2-Satisfied
but tired. Cluster 3-In the balance: This cluster bal-
ances between the clusters where positive dominates
and those where the negative prevails. Students in the
middle of the programme are overrepresented. Cluster
4-Values matter. Cluster 5-Tired Women: This clus-
ter of 81% women reports the worst ergonomics of all,
and the second most tiredness in neck and shoulders
and limiting fatigue. Cluster 6-The Worn Critiques:
This cluster is in many respects the opposite of Clus-
ter 1. The students perceive the least justice of all
students. The students in this cluster were older than
the students in all other clusters when they entered the
dentistry programme, and most of the have entered the
two final years of the programme. We conclude that
the dentistry programme tends to take its toll on stu-
dents, but the circumstances and ways in which men
and women fare less well differ. Teachers and staff at
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the dentistry programmes can incorporate these find-
ing into their understanding of the students they en-
counter.

10:00-10:45

Keynote 1: Frederick P. Morgeson - Who
is responsible for good work?

Location: Auditorium 1 (10:00-10:45)

Speaker: Morgeson, F.P., Professor and Valade Re-
search Scholar, The Eli Broad Graduate School of Man-
agement, Michigan State University, East Lansing,
MI, USA

11:00-11:30

Coffee Break

Location: All levels (11:00-11:30)

11:30-12:30

Posters session: Work stressors, burn-out
and fatigue

Location: Expo (11:30-12:30)

Identity disruptions and identity work in the
context of workplace bullying

D’Cruz, P., Indian Institute of Management Ahmed-
abad, Ahmedabad, India; Noronha, E., Indian Institute
of Management Ahmedabad, Ahmedabad, India

Abstract: Targets’ experiences of interpersonal bully-
ing in India’s international facing call centres, studied
empirically via van Manen’s (1998) hermeneutic phe-
nomenology, unleash a range of identity disruptions
across the bullying and post-bullying phases includ-
ing a heightened sense of naivete and vulnerability,
chronic uncertainty and discomfort, public scapegoat-
ing and sullying of image, deepening ontological inse-
curity and a pronounced sense of discontinuity in one’s
life story. Targets engage in identity work to address
these disruptions. Their identity work includes recre-
ating equilibrium and maintaining dignity and poise

during the bullying phase and building up personal se-
curity and insulation, re-establishing ontological foun-
dations and seeking continuity in one’s evolution which
span the bullying and post-bullying phases. Targets’
goal of self-preservation, support networks, career fo-
cus and professional identity as well as the job mar-
ket and the availability of extra-organisational redres-
sal options serve as stabilizing influences across both
phases. The study findings underscore that workplace
bullying is a traumatic experience which threatens tar-
gets’ sense of self. Identity disruptions emerge, causing
targets to strive for comfort, meaning and integration
against a backdrop of turbulence, ambiguity and frag-
mentation. Targets experience a heightened awareness
of the constructed quality of identity and engage in
concentrated identity work, where they seek to form,
maintain or revise constructions of the self that are
productive of a sense of coherence, continuity, distinc-
tiveness and positive value. Whereas under stable con-
ditions, identity work is comparatively unselfconscious
and reasonably automatic, entailing largely routinised
reproductions of the self, in traumatic situations such
as bullying, the attempt to restore the self acquires
a crisis-like quality and is acutely painful, involving
incessant and intense vacillations between self-doubt
and self-openness until the self-narrative has been re-
storied and a quasi-stationary equilibrium has been re-
established. . Since identity has not been studied in
the context of workplace bullying, the current study
represents a pioneering effort. Its findings deepen our
understanding both in terms of the impact of bully-
ing on targets as well as targets’ coping with bully-
ing. In terms of application, the findings underscore
the importance of long-term counseling and rehabilita-
tion programmes.

Does Personality Matter? Relationships be-
tween Life Style Personality Attributes and
Workplace Harassment

Astrauskaite, M., Vytautas Magnus University, Kau-
nas, Lithuania; Kern, R., Vytautas Magnus University,
Kaunas, Lithuania

Abstract: The subject of work harassment has been
investigated since 1990’s (Moayed et al., 2006). Pre-
vious studies revealed several important findings con-
sidering bullying at work and personality of the vic-
tim. Researchers claim that the targets of bullying are
often more neurotic and less agreeable, conscientious,
extraverted, have lower level of self-esteem, lower lever
of social competency and express higher levels of ag-
gressiveness (Glaso et al., 2007; Matthiesen, Einarsen,
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2007). Despite the several studies related to bully-
ing and personality of the victim, there are no stud-
ies that examine the Individual Psychology’s construct
of life style and its relations to bullying and harass-
ment in the workplace. Life style was Adler’s term to
describe personality and can be described as a subjec-
tive set of organized beliefs that the individual devel-
ops in his/her family of origin and is used to solve the
problems of living evolving from social, work and inti-
mate relationship (Eckstein & Kern.2009). The goal of
the following presentation is to discuss the interrelated-
ness of life style personality attributes and harassment
at work. The sample consisted of 320 employees (200
men, 116 women, and 4 persons who failed to identify
their gender) working in service sector in three organi-
zations in Lithuania. The mean age of the respondents
was 39 years. One hundred thirty seven respondents
had higher education, the other 183 respondents had
lower than higher education. The respondents were re-
quested to fill out the Work Harassment Scale (WHS,
Björkqvist, Osterman, 1992) and Basic Adlerian Scale
for Interpersonal Success (BASIS-A, Wheeler, Kern,
Curlette, 1993). The findings of the study indicated
that the scale of Taking Charge was negatively related
to higher levels of work harassment. In addition the
scales of Wanting Recognition, Being Cautious and
Harshness were positively related to work harassment.
We believe that the following results should contribute
potential methods of assessment of individuals within
the organizational setting from which in service train-
ing as well as human resource interventions may be de-
signed to improve the quality of organizational climate
related to harassment in the workplace.

The Measurement of Levels and Causes of
Work Stress of Employees in a Competitive
Open Medical Scheme in The Private Sector

Steyn, G.J., University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South
Africa; Zyl, P. van, University of Pretoria, Pretoria,
South Africa

Abstract: INTRODUCTION Stress appears to be ev-
erywhere and for most people it has become so preva-
lent that it is almost unavoidable. Examining stress
thus provides a focussed vehicle by which to explore
how the sense of the individual relates to a particu-
larly modern and widespread discourse. Organisations
increasingly find themselves in an environment of so-
cial responsibility and accountability and thus have to
pay more attention to work related stress as it can be
harmful, almost fatal but also beneficial to the indi-
vidual and his/her organisation. In most competitive

industries and growing organisations, change has be-
come the absolute norm. Planned change results from
a deliberate decision to alter the organisation to re-
main sustainable and to acquire a competitive edge
over its completion. Change, however, leads to un-
certainty and lack of control and these two are of the
most important and stressful demands employees face
in modern organisations. The organisation undergoing
drastic change will be required to identify the causes
and levels of stress to enable it to react proactively and
in a responsible manner to a phenomenon which is a
reality and part of organisational behaviour. The aim
of the study was to measure the levels and causes of
stress of employees in an organisation undergoing im-
mense change. METHOD The population comprised
all the permanent employees of the organisation to-
talling 99 at the time when the questionnaires were pre-
sented to them. The data was collected electronically
via the organisation’s Intranet by means of the Expe-
rience of Work and Life Circumstances Questionnaire
(WLQ). The questionnaire consists of three different
parts namely, a demographic questionnaire, experience
of work which determine the levels of stress and fi-
nally, circumstances and expectations which analyses
the causes of stress. The results were analysed statis-
tically. It was clear from the study that organisational
change, such as is experienced by the employees of this
organisation, does lead to increased and higher stress
levels. It was further demonstrated from the results
that uncertainty and lack of control over their own des-
tiny and immediate circumstances, contributed to an
increase in the levels of stress. Applicable conclusions
and recommendations were made.

Job satisfaction and psychosocial risks linked
to work stress

Mondo, M., University of Cagliari, Cagliari, Italy ; Si-
mone, S. de, University of Cagliari, Cagliari, Italy ; Ci-
cotto, G., University of Cagliari, Cagliari, Italy

Abstract: The legislative decree n. 81/08 about safety
and health at work, while does make effects to rules
of European Agreement on Work Stress, has intro-
duced the mandatory evaluation of work stress as a
part of Risks Evaluation Paper which employers of
labour must every year fill. School and other orga-
nizations as well must comply to new legislation. To
be more specific, the School manager is the individ-
ual deputy in charge for filling Paper above, aimed
to evaluing job risks. Present research aims to sur-
vey on connection between job satisfaction and psy-
chosocial risks linked to work stress in the scholastic
context. Sample consists of 3820 participants coming
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from several school of Sardinia. Tools used in produc-
ing data does foresee JSGS (Job Satisfaction General
Scale) (Schleicher, Watt, Greguras, 2004 in the Italian
version of Marini, 2007) and a questionnaire especially
made on results of specialistic literature of the mat-
ter (Cooper, 1978, 1988; I.S.P.E.L., 2000; O.P.R.A.,
Magnani, Mancini, Majer, 2009), aimed to find psy-
chosocial risks in scholastic context. Data have been
analysed by mean of Factor Analysis, Analysis of Vari-
ance, Linear Regression. Results highlight a significant
of psychosocial risk factors on felt job satisfaction. The
role on job, the job environment, innovation and con-
nection family-job especially work as predictor of job
satisfaction.

Personal and organizational antecedent of
work stress

Tanucci, G., Universita di Bari, Bari, Italy ; Epifani,
C., Universita di Bari, Bari, Italy ; Palano, F., Univer-
sita di Bari, Bari, Italy

Abstract: Work stress is one of the risks at work that
deteriorates mental and physical health of the work-
ers. It represent an important amount of labour costs.
A level approach combining micro and macro perspec-
tives engenders a more integrated science of organiza-
tions (Klein and Kozlowski, 2000). The aim of this
paper is to understand the relationship between cer-
tain characteristics possessed by the subjects in rela-
tion to its working condition, and certain organiza-
tional characteristics. The proposed model was built
from the national and international literature on the
topic and is composed of three areas: the first explores
the organizational context, the second the actual work
experience of employees and third reports of workers
within the organization. Since that model has been
developed a questionnaire consisting of seven sections:
socio-demographic variables, description of the work
environment, description of work, perception of work
role, perception of work environment, self-perception of
current health status. The questionnaire was admin-
istered to workers in different organizational contexts
of southern Italy. Will present and discuss the main
findings.

Work-related stress risk evaluation: applica-
tive experiences of an objective approach

Setti, I., University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy ; Argentero,
P.G., University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy ; Bruni, A., Uni-
versity of Pavia, Pavia, Italy

Abstract: This study aims to present a new approach
to stress evaluation based on objective analysis of

the work conditions recognized as dangerous for the
workers’ psychophysical health. The OSFA (Objec-
tive Stress Factors Analysis) method is an approach to
stress evaluation based on objective risk factors record-
ing, according to the Italian law (Legislative Decree
81/08) as well as to national and international guide-
lines. It comprises two main phases: phase A (company
data analysis) and phase B (analysis of work-related
stress conditions). Particularly, phase B is centred on
the work conditions peculiar to the different organiza-
tional units, and it is conducted by means of struc-
tured interviews to experienced employees who know
the specific company work environment. The inter-
views, based on a 72 items questionnaire, consider four
main work aspects: organization, social environment,
safety, and management. The final version of the in-
strument has been tested on 34 medium-small Italian
companies, operating in various fields, with a number
of employees ranging from 5 to 800. These method
experimentations allowed to verify its adequacy in re-
lation to the exhaustiveness of the examined areas, the
intelligibility of the items, and their capacity to dis-
criminate the stress risk factors peculiar to the vari-
ous productive activities. The results indicate that the
described approach is easy to apply, and favourably
accepted by employers and workers for its objectivity.
The OSFA method promotes organizational commit-
ment and employees involvement in evaluating sources
of work-stress and allows to plan preventive and ame-
liorative interventions to reduce the impact of stress
factors. Furthermore, OSFA method is an effective in-
strument to verify and monitor the output of the pre-
ventions and protection plans of stress in the work-
place. Finally, the information obtained can represent
the basis for a further stress risk evaluation through
subjective evaluation methods.

Mediators and moderators of individual and
organisational antecedents to instigated in-
civility

Griffin, B., Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia;
Dulagil, A., Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia;
Pyper, D., Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia

Abstract: There has been very little research on the
antecedents of instigated incivility at work. This study
tests a model where the effect of organizational climate
and individual work factors are mediated by the insti-
gator’s experience as a target of incivility. It also ex-
amines organizational and individual factors that mod-
erate the link between experienced and instigated inci-
vility. Data were collected from a sample of 687 Aus-
tralian employees from the financial services, profes-
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sional services and not-for-profit sectors. Linear re-
gressions were conducted, indicating that experienced
incivility mediated the relationship of role ambiguity,
cohesion, and competitive climate on instigated inci-
vility. The relationship between role conflict and insti-
gated incivility was only partially mediated by expe-
rienced incivility. These results not only suggest that
similar factors predict both instigated and experienced
incivility, but support Andersson and Pearson’s (1999)
’tit for tat’ theory explaining how experiencing incivil-
ity in the workplace can spiral to increasing levels of
interpersonal mistreatment. Our finding that both or-
ganizational and individual factors moderated the ex-
tent that targets reciprocated with uncivil behaviour
has important implications for intervention. Organi-
sational climate for incivility, perceived organisational
support, emotional reactivity and trait gratitude all
moderated the impact of experienced incivility on in-
stigated incivility. We discuss how the results can be
used by organizations and individuals to reduce the in-
cidence of incivility at work.

Partially disagree’ and ’somewhat often’
stressed – How does it show in the daily work
life of geriatric nurses?

Herms, I., Aalen University, Aalen, Germany ; Rieder,
K., Aalen University, Aalen, Germany ; Schröder, M.,
Aalen University, Aalen, Germany ; Hausen, A., Aalen
University, Aalen, Germany

Abstract: Introduction. In times of demographic
change the work of the nursing staff and the quality of
care plays overall a significant role. In numerous ques-
tionnaire studies this profession indicates to be ’par-
tially disagree’ or ’somewhat often’ stressed by work
organizational aspects (e.g. time pressure, interrup-
tions). But what working conditions in the practice
of a geriatric nurse are these subjective assessments
based on? And what consequences do they have for
the quality of care? Method. In the research project
’Professionalisation of interactive work’, funded by the
’Federal Ministry of Education and Research’ (BMBF)
and the ’European Social Fund’ (ESF) an adapted ver-
sion of the Contrastive Task Analysis (KABA) was
used in a pilot study with geriatric nurse. There have
been four exemplary analysis in two senior centres. In
KABA observation and interview are combined and al-
low a differentiated description and evaluation of the
work processes. Results. The results show that be-
cause of the very good documentation little informa-
tional impediments arised. In times of staff shortage
(e.g. due to illness) there was a very high time pres-
sure. Striking are numerous interruptions in the work

of geriatric nurses. These particularly result from the
interactive share with colleagues and residents. For
geriatric nurses interruptions are negative since they
involve additional work. In interactive service work in-
terruptions can be negative for the residents if they
relate to their own care. But disruptions may also
lead to an increase of service quality when the nurse
responding flexibly to customer requirements. Discus-
sion. Implications for the work of geriatric nurses and
the quality of care as well as initial design options are
discussed.

Job stress, employee health and hospital or-
ganisational wellbeing: A participative re-
search

Cortese, C.G., University of Turin, Torino, Italy ; Mon-
tagna, S., University of Turin, Torino, Italy ; Spano,
M., University of Turin, Torino, Italy

Abstract: The study presented aims to describe the
implementation, development and phases of a par-
ticipative intervention aimed at individuating theory
grounded and empirically supported adverse psychoso-
cial and physical work factors, and their harmful health
effects and bad working conditions for care providers
. The intervention was realised in a huge Italian hos-
pital, that manage forty-four structures and two thou-
sand and eight hundred care providers. A prior risk
evaluation was performed, using a quantitative ap-
proach, to determine the prevalence of adverse psy-
chosocial work factors and of psychological distress in
the hospital, We have done several job analysis inter-
views with chief physicians, chief nurses, medical staff
and health aider operators. In addition, the qualita-
tive approach included observation in the care units,
during the three different work shifts. Then a checklist
with the specific factors of the units, has been pre-
pared to be discussed with the care providers of each
ward. The previous risk evaluation has showed a pres-
ence of adverse psychosocial factors and psychological
distress among care providers. Psychosocial variables
at work associated with psychological distress in the
prior risk evaluation were high psychological demands,
low social support from superiors and co-workers, lack
of appreciation for nurse work that has limited oppor-
tunity for growth or promotion, emotional demands,
low emotional support in the units where the staff has
to deal with high level of sufferance or death, role am-
biguity, and conflicts among nurses an physicians in
ethical matters related to the patient care. Targets of
intervention were in a first idea associated to staffing
processes (e.g., participatory methods give to workers
opportunities to participate in decisions and actions
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affecting their jobs), work organisation (e.g., presence
of regular briefings and debriefings), communication,
and ergonomics. The participative method permitted
the identification of several adverse conditions and the
great collaboration of the staff, that felt the human
presence of the researchers as real interest of the man-
agement to their wellbeing. Moreover, while adverse
conditions in the psychosocial and physical environ-
ment identified in this study may be specific to the
healthcare sector, we consider the intervention process
used highly exportable to other work organisations.

Job Related Exhaustion, Incivility and Ver-
bal Abuse: A Multilevel Study in the Service
Sector

Carmona, I., Universidad Autónoma de Madrid,
Madrid, Spain; Garrosa, E., Universidad Autónoma
de Madrid, Madrid, Spain; Moreno-Jiménez, B., Uni-
versidad Autónoma de Madrid, Madrid, Spain; Sanz,
A., Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Madrid, Spain;
Blanco, L.M., Universidad Autónoma de Madrid,
Madrid, Spain

Abstract: Introduction: Empirical research suggests
that employees targeted with uncivil behavior show
greater job stress, cognitive distraction, psychological
distress and lower job satisfaction. Personnel targeted
with pervasive incivility ultimately leave their organi-
zations at higher rates (Lim, Cortina, & Magley, 2008).
Moreover, emotional exhaustion is a likely response to
being the target of verbal abuse. The arousal from neg-
ative emotions, such as fear and anger, is a mechanism
by which verbal abuse from supervisors and coworkers
is likely to induce exhaustion, as discussed by others
(Schat & Kelloway, 2000). Method: This study applies
a diary design with a multilevel analysis. The sample
includes 105 employees from different organizations of
the service sector in Madrid (Spain). Participants had
to complete two different measures: a general and a
daily questionnaire. The daily questionnaire had to be
completed during a work week from Monday to Fri-
day at three different moments: in the morning before
work, in the afternoon after work and at night before
going to bed. The variables included were measured
with: PANAS, Meaning in Life Questionnaire, Work-
place Incivility Scale, Interpersonal Conflict at Work
Scale and Scale of Job-Related Exhaustion. Data were
analyzed with MLwin. Results: Multilevel analyses
showed that day-levels of workplace incivility and ver-
bal abuse during work time significantly predicted day-
levels of emotional exhaustion in the afternoon. Day-
level positive, negative affect and meaning in life in the
morning were not significantly related with emotional

exhaustion in the afternoon. Conclusion: This study
shows the influence of the organizational context on
the employees’ health in the service sector. Workplace
incivility and verbal abuse might negatively affect the
health of employees. Furthermore, this diary study an-
alyzes the negative consequences of day to day work-
place aggression levels on the health of in the service
sector working employees. These findings reveal prac-
tical implications for employees and organizations and
explicit policies regarding workplace aggression may
help organizations to reduce aggression.

Work-Related Stress Prevention: A Re-
search On Sources of Risk

Ardolino, P., University of Verona, Verona, Italy ;
Bottura, P., University of Verona, Verona, Italy ;
Formicuzzi, M., University of Verona, Verona, Italy ;
Speranzini, K., University of Verona, Verona, Italy ;
Tessari, S., University of Verona, Verona, Italy ; Top-
pan, A., University of Verona, Verona, Italy

Abstract: Work-related stress and its consequences is
an obstacle to welfare, organizational efficiency and di-
rect and indirect costs for companies, employees and
societies (sickness, turnover, interpersonal conflicts,
health costs etc.). Eustress (good stress) and distress
(bad stress) occur in organizations with a different like-
lihood in relation to personal and contextual elements.
A survey conducted in 2006 in Veneto (Italy) noted
that stress has become the leading cause of lack of
health perceived by workers (27%), beyond factors such
as low back pain (18%) and pain due to incorrect pos-
ture (11%). This project is part of a research for in-
novative ways in the process of detection and manage-
ment of work-related stress in companies in Veneto (ac-
cording to European Agency for Safety and Health at
Work). We used an anonymous, self-administered on-
line tool, with a web-based platform through intranet
(16 areas studied, 260 items, 5-step Likert’s scale) that
wants to capture workers’ experiences (77subjects), in
terms of thoughts and representations, relationship be-
tween different members of the organization and those
events linked to biological stressors. The results iden-
tify sources of organizational malaise, sensed at the
level of discomfort, in the organization of work (dissat-
isfaction with one’s own qualification), in the workplace
(uncomfortable), in relation to leadership and represen-
tation of the boss (misunderstanding), the quality of re-
lationships between colleagues (conflicts and disputes),
and in the connection between work and family (diffi-
culty in the management of children by women). The
data show that, despite the constant applied academic
attention to these issues and the actual improvement
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of working conditions, there are still quite important
sources of stress for a good part of workers. In practice,
this translates into some issues, ranging from absen-
teeism to psychosomatic illnesses, from discomfort to
malaise. Some trade associations have also joined this
project, which are currently administering the ques-
tionnaire and the database is continuously updated.
The construction and validation of this questionnaire
on work-related stress, the development of awareness-
raising activities and promotion of a safety culture in
the workplace, not to mention the spread of results,
represent the achievements and points from which to
begin and find one’s way to wellness.

Effects of patients´ frequency of attendance
on GP emotional experience and well-being

Martinez-Inigo, D., Rey Juan Carlos University, Alcor-
cón, Spain; Funcasta, L., Rey Juan Carlos University,
Alcorcón, Spain; Crego, A., Rey Juan Carlos Univer-
sity, Alcorcón, Spain; Gil, M., Rey Juan Carlos Uni-
versity, Alcorcón, Spain

Abstract: Dealing with patients with high frequency
of attendance to health care services have been identi-
fied as one of the main challenges in the sustainability
of public health systems because they spent a consid-
erable amount of resources. Despite of attending fre-
quently to different medical specialties (more than 12
times per year) most of these patients perceived they
are not receiving the attention their health demands.
High attendance increases the professionals workload
and patients’ low satisfaction with the service deliv-
ered reduces professionals positive feedback. Generally
it is assumed that delivering care for frequent attenders
constitutes an additional source of strain for health pro-
fessional. This study analysis if there is difference in
the emotional experience of GP during the surgery de-
pending on the level of attendance of the patient. It an-
alyzes the difference in emotional exhaustion and emo-
tional numbness too. A sample of 50 GP were asked to
fill a questionnaire on after the surgery with different
kinds of patients. Results showed that GPs emotional
experience was more negative when the patient attends
frequently. There were also higher levels of GP’s emo-
tional exhaustion and emotional numbness after the
interaction with frequent attenders.

Is Attachment Style Protective in the Face
of High Emotional Labour Work Roles?

Tawadros, T., London Metropolitan University, Lon-
don, UK ; Bohot, L., London Metropolitan University,

London, UK ; Pheiffer, G., London Metropolitan Uni-
versity, London, UK

Abstract: A key issue related to the conference theme
of a decent work and beyond is the notion of emo-
tional labour. This study explores the interrelation-
ship between emotional labour (EL), personality and
attachment style (AS). Why so some people find emo-
tional labouring at work intrinsically satisfying, whilst
others find that it exacts a greater psychological cost
in stress and burn out? The paper examines the re-
lationship between AS and EL. The concept of emo-
tional labour advanced by Hochschild (1983) has been
repeatedly identified as a key dimension of work, es-
pecially in the service sector, though its importance
in professional and semi professional roles has been in-
creasingly studied. According to Hochschild, emotional
labour is the display of socially desired feelings or con-
versely, the suppression of emotions- required by the
job. Although usually conceived in terms of psycho-
logical costs, some studies have pointed to the positive
benefits of some types of EL. AS, a psychological char-
acteristic founded on early experiences of parenting by
the individual, form the basis for an internal working
model of self and others that can be either secure (oth-
ers and self are perceived positively) or insecure (oth-
ers or self are perceived negatively). The various styles
of attachment have been linked to workplace resilience
and leadership style, as well as being influential on per-
ceptions and conduct of work and team relationships.
The context for the study is those caring for older peo-
ple, and shows that the socioemotional requirements
of being a paid carer for older people are experienced
differently depending on the individual’s attachment
style. Existing scales such as the ECR are used in the
study. Possible practical applications of the research,
particularly in ameliorating work place stress for those
whose disposition may render them vulnerable is sug-
gested. This is particularly important in the UK con-
text where Health and safety Legislation has recently
placed a greater focus and responsibility on employers
and line managers in regard to preventing and dealing
with workplace stress, and indeed to the conference
theme, ’decent work and beyond’.

Comparison between victims of Bullying in
Italy and in Germany:The Post Traumatic Em-
bitterment Disorder ( PTED )

Ege, H., Associazione PRIMA, Bologna, Italy

Abstract: Nearly every research showed that bullying
can cause serious impairment in psychological function-
ing. Also often victims of bullying are classified and di-
agnosed as affected of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
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(PTSD). But if we are following the diagnostic criteria
of the DSM IV TR in Bullying situations it can’t be
diagnosed because of the lack of being exposed to a life-
threatening traumatic event. In the last years we used
for this reason a further sub classification of adjust-
ment disorder: the Post Traumatic Embitterment Dis-
order (PTED), introduced by Michael Linden. While
in Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) anxiety is
the predominant emotion, in Post Traumatic Embit-
terment Disorder (PTED) it is embitterment. Also we
can not find the specific causal connection between the
trigger event and symptomatology in Post Traumatic
Embitterment Disorder, like to the depression affect.
Also we have no tendency to spontaneous remission
in Post Traumatic Embitterment Disorder, like to the
adjustment disorder. So the objective of this research
was to use the criteria of the Post Traumatic Embitter-
ment Disorder (PTED) comparing victims of bullying
in Italy and in Germany. According to the fact that the
Post Traumatic Embitterment Disorder (PTED) is a
specific form of adjustment disorder, we tried to use the
criteria for the victims of bullying. The instruments for
this research have been a specific PTED- questionnaire
and guided psychological interviews. The interviewed
persons are all examined cases of bullying victims of
the Associazione PRIMA in Italy and patients in Ger-
many. We have 2 basically results: In reality nearly
all bullying victims are affected to the Post Traumatic
Embitterment Disorder (PTED), and we have no cul-
tural difference of perception between german and Ital-
ian victims.

Role Stress And Overall Life Satisfaction
In Young Workers: The Moderating Role of
Work Centrality

Saavedra, J., University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain;
Rocabert, E., University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain;
Peiró, J.M., University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain

Abstract: The assumption that the work stress usually
is related to a decrease in job satisfaction of workers has
been demonstrated by a variety of studies; however the
relationship that may exist between role stress and the
overall life satisfaction in general has been less stud-
ied. The following research seeks, in a sample of 1.402
young Spanish workers aged between 16 and 30, the
moderating role of absolute work centrality between
role stress (role ambiguity, role conflict and role over-
load) and life satisfaction. The results show that role
conflict and role ambiguity predict negative and signif-
icantly overall life satisfaction. On the other hand the
absolute centrality predicts significantly and negative
overall life satisfaction. As for interactions between role

overload and absolute work centrality it significantly
and negatively predicts for overall life satisfaction and
role ambiguity and absolute work centrality interac-
tion also predicts life satisfaction. High role ambiguity
and high absolute centrality of work decrease overall
life satisfaction in the same way a high role overload
with high absolute centrality of work decrease over-
all life satisfaction. The principal findings as well as
theoretical and practical implications of this study are
discussed.

Prevalence and diagnosis of burnout among
Belgian population

Cia, J. de, University of Liege, Liege, Belgium; Mairi-
aux, P., University of Liege, Liege, Belgium; Schip-
pers, N., University of Liege, Liege, Belgium; Panda
Lukongo, K., University of Liege, Liege, Belgium;
Braeckman, L., University of Ghent, Ghent, Belgium;
Cobbaut, L., University of Ghent, Ghent, Belgium

Abstract: Background: The past 35 years of re-
search have established burnout as a complex con-
struct. Burnout is usually considered as a prolonged re-
sponse to chronic job stressors, and is defined by three
dimensions: emotional exhaustion, depersonalization
and a sense of reduced effectiveness. Due to various def-
initions and different instruments, little is known about
the prevalence of burnout among the international and
the Belgian population. However burnout is recognized
as an important issue because of its represents consider-
able social and economic costs. Goals: The aim of this
study was to estimate the prevalence of burnout among
Belgian workers through burnout cases collected within
the practices of general practitioners and occupational
physicians. Methodology: The prevalence estimation
was based on the clinical judgment of general practi-
tioners and occupational physicians. Based on litera-
ture and focus-groups, a diagnostic form for health pro-
fessionals was elaborated in order to help them in their
diagnostic when they examine patients facing job prob-
lems. This diagnostic form was used by 178 general
practionners and 168 occupational physicians to col-
lect burnout cases during three months. The database
was also used to identify which symptoms and work-
ing characteristics were the most frequently related
to burnout and to discriminate the early-onset stage
cases (beginning of the process) and the more severe
burnout cases. Results: 135,131 patients were exam-
ined during the collection time. Among them, 1089
burnout cases were identified. Overall, the prevalence
of burnout was estimated at about 0, 8 % of the Bel-
gian population. The most frequent symptoms were
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sleep disorders (61%), decreased energy (53%) and neu-
rovegetative and functional complaints (52%). Work-
load (58%), time pressure (41%), organizational change
(38%) and lack of social support (63%) are the working
characteristics the most frequently related to burnout.
Practical Implication: As restriction of job demands
is difficult, it is important to provide job resources to
workers to balance the negative impact of job demands
on burnout. Furthermore in order to prevent burnout,
it is essential to identify the beginning of the process.
The diagnostic form can be an important assistance for
health professionals in this regard and will be presented
at the conference.

Work-Family Interface and Burnout in Two
North-West Italian Hospitals

Martini, M., Department of Psychology, University of
Turin, Italy, Torino, Italy ; Converso, D., Department
of Psychology, University of Turin, Torino, Italy

Abstract: Introduction Care professionals are particu-
larly exposed to the risk of burnout (Maslach, 1982).
Among determinants of burnout, a very important
role is plaid by job characteristics, which can be mea-
sured by using the Job Demand-Control (JDC) model
(Karasek, 1979). This is, nevertheless, quite a simplis-
tic model (Verhoven et al., 2003). To supplement it,
also social support at work (Johnson & Hall; 1988) and
patients expectations (Dormann & Zapf, 2004) can be
considered. As evidenced by the European Agency for
Safety and Health at Work (2007) also work-family in-
terface (expressible by the complementary concepts of
work-family conflict and enrichment; Lapierre & Allen,
2006; Rothbard, 2001) can be a risk for well-being at
work. Thus, the aim of the study is to understand
which elements influence the perception of burnout
syndrome experienced by workers in two North-West
Italian hospitals. Method The questionnaire, filled by
307 workers in the two hospitals, included scales mea-
suring burnout (Emotional Exhaustion, Depersonal-
ization, Personal Accomplishment; Maslach & Jack-
son, 1981) and possible determinants, such as Job
Demand-Control-Support, exceeding patients expecta-
tions, work-family conflict and enrichment. The relia-
bility of the scales is between .69 and .94. Data were
analysed by PASW 18. After correlations, hierarchi-
cal regressions estimate influences on burnout. In the
first step we set as determinants ’classical’ work as-
pects, in the second step, we set work-family conflict
and enrichment. Results Multiple regressions evidence
that work characteristics have an influence on burnout
factors: job demand and control, exceeding patients

expectations and support at work on Emotional Ex-
haustion; support at work and patients expectations on
Depersonalization; job demand, control and support on
Personal Accomplishment. The introduction of work-
family conflict and enrichment as determinants, in the
second step of the models, nevertheless, enhance the
R-square for all dimensions of burnout. Conclusions
If job characteristics in terms of demands (workload,
patients expectations) and quality of relationship (per-
ceived support), as expected, play a key-role in the
perception of burnout, a critic matter is represented
by work-family conflict and enrichment. Thus, sani-
tary organisations should focus their attention on the
workers’ work-family interface in order to sustain well-
being at work.

Burnout syndrome in university professors:
the differential role of work-family conflict
and family-work conflict

Santos de Carvalho, C.M., University of Coimbra,
Coimbra, Portugal ; Ferreira Peralta, C.M., University
of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal ; Andrade, M., Univer-
sity of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal

Abstract: Scientific research has shown great interest in
the problem of teacher’s burnout, seeking to determine
not only levels of burnout in these professionals but
also the factors that contribute to its manifestation.
This study focuses on the relationships between work-
family and family-work conflicts and burnout. With
a cross-sectional study and a sample of 226 univer-
sity professors, we tested the contribution that both
types of work-family conflicts (i.e., conflict of work
with family/personal life and conflict of family/per-
sonal life with work) have in predicting burnout (i.e.,
emotional exhaustion, depersonalization and reduced
personal accomplishment). Consolidated scales were
used: Maslach Burnout Inventory (Maslach & Jackson,
1986) to measure the three dimensions of burnout syn-
drome and Sloan Work-Family Researchers Electronic
Network (MacDermid, 2000) to evaluate the levels of
work-family conflict and family-work conflict. More-
over participants reported age and number of hours
worked per week. These demographics were used as
control variables. We conducted hierarchical multiple
regression analysis and concluded that both types of
conflict significantly predicted levels of emotional ex-
haustion, and that only the conflict of family to work
explains variance in depersonalization after controlling
for demographics. Contrary to expectation, neither
type of conflict revealed a significant impact on per-
ceived levels of personal accomplishment. The con-
ceptual and practical implications of these results are
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analyzed and discussed. Indeed, these results can be
understood taking into account the importance of pay-
ing attention to the source (work or personal life/fam-
ily) in addressing the different dimensions of burnout
(Halbesleben, 2006). When work to family conflict ex-
ists, emotional exhaustion is prevalent, and when fam-
ily to work conflict emerges, depersonalization occurs.
Therefore different strategies need to be implemented
in order to enhance professional well being and reduce
levels of burnout.

Exploring burnout among Estonian teachers
at the end of a school-year

Kiis, Kaidi, Mainor Business School, Tallinn, Esto-
nia

Abstract: The large majority of studies on burnout
among teachers have employed the Maslach Burnout
Inventory. The present study examined teacher’s
(n= 263) burnout with Copenhagen Burnout Inven-
tory in domains of personal, work- and pupil-related
burnout. Research result showed, that teachers ex-
perienced moderate level of burnout, with the pupil-
related burnout being the lowest of the three domains
(F(2,522) = 44,20; p<,00001). It was also discov-
ered, that burnout profile differs according to gender
(F(2,522) = 6,28; p<,002). For female teachers the
highest average score was at personal and for male
teachers at work-related burnout domain. Results in-
dicate that prevention programs for female teachers
should focus more at physical and psychological ex-
haustion. For male teachers the program should focus
at exhaustion that is perceived to be related to work,
especially at the lack of time for family and friends.

A Polish version of the Maslach Burnout In-
ventory – General Scale: Factorial validity
and consistency across occupational groups

Chirkowska-Smolak, T., Institute of Psychology, Adam
Mickiewicz University, Poznan, Poland ; Kleka, P.,
Institute of Psychology, Adam Mickiewicz University,
Poznan, Poland

Abstract: This paper concerns the psychometric evalu-
ation of the Polish version of a self-report questionnaire
to measure burnout. Although the Maslach Burnout
Inventory (MBI) is the most commonly employed mea-
sure of burnout, researchers have been troubled by
some of its psychometric limitations. The aim of this
study is to validate the Polish version of the MBI-GS
(General Scale), and more specifically, to examine the
MBI-GS factor structure in four occupational groups
(both within the human services sector and elsewhere),

and to evaluate its reliability (internal consistency). In
evaluating factorial validity, we carried out an explana-
tory analysis and a number of confirmatory analyses
(using the total database and the four occupational
groups). An additional aim was to explore the relation-
ships between biographic characteristics (gender, age,
work experience, employment level, and occupation)
and burnout. The results of the confirmatory analyses
show us that all three models fit the data almost ac-
ceptably, both in the total sample (N=998) and in the
separate occupational groups, and that the fit of the
three-factor solution appears to be somewhat better
than that of the one- and two-factor solutions. When
the initial model failed to fit the data well, we had to
eliminate two items with weak reliability. The results
then confirmed the factorial validity of the MBI-GS-
as expected, the MBI-GS consists of three scales that
are moderately correlated. The present findings are
also consistent with criticism of the three-component
model of burnout: we identified exhaustion as the core
element of burnout, and cynicism as perhaps a sub-
sidiary dimension. We also address the shortcomings
of the MBI-GS, and we discuss the implications of this
study for practice - we suggest how to improve psycho-
metrically the measurement of burnout, and we suggest
some research directions that stem from our findings.

Burnout and quality of care in the health
sector

Costa, P., ISCTE-Lisbon University Institute, Lis-
bon, Portugal ; Passos, A.M., ISCTE-Lisbon University
Institute, Lisbon, Portugal ; Silva, S., ISCTE-Lisbon
University Institute, Lisbon, Portugal ; Tavares, S.M.,
ISCTE-Lisbon University Institute, Lisbon, Portugal ;
Leite, E., Centro Hospitalar de Lisboa Norte, E.P.E,
Lisbon, Portugal

Abstract: Burnout has been widely studied in sev-
eral different work contexts, as a prolonged response
to chronic stressors on the job (Maslash, 1999). In-
deed, more than a few studies have shown the pres-
ence of burnout syndrome among medical personnel
and some underlie the hazards of burnout symptoms
in health care, such as emotional distance and de-
personalization toward patients or even medical error
(e.g. Bakker, Schaufeli, Sixma, Bosveld & Dieren-
donck, 2000; Shanafelt, Bradley, Wipf & Back, 2002).
The present study has three main objectives: to study
the actual factors that may influence the emergence
of burnout symptoms within the health care context
from the perspective of the professionals; to under-
stand what the main actors in the health context,
professionals and patients, perceive as quality of care;
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and exploring the possible overlapping of the two ar-
eas (burnout and quality of care) within the discourse
of professionals by looking at the emergence of refer-
ences to burnout symptoms or causes in the quality
of care related speech and at the emergency of quality
of care related reflections when thinking about burnout
issues. We conducted 8 focus groups with 4 to 5 people
each, on three topics: stress in the health profession-
als, quality of care from the patient’s perspective and
from the professionals’ perspective. Most of the par-
ticipants were recruited from one teaching hospital in
Lisbon, Portugal, and the interview’s guide was tested
in a pilot phase with a sample from different health
care providers. The data was analyzed using content
analysis and Atlas.TI. A mixed process of coding was
used, where some codes were defined a priori based on
previous literature review and some of them emerged
a posteriori from the process of analysis. To assure
reliability of analysis, both inter-rater and intra-rater
agreement were computed. The results are important
for understanding the specific questions raised by a hos-
pital setting that are crucial in promoting both the pro-
fessionals health and well-being and also the patient’s
safety. Researchers ought to address this context in or-
der to help promoting a safer environment for patients
and to shape a work context that boosts motivated and
enthusiastic professionals.

Associations between organizational charac-
teristics, occupational characteristics, and
emotional exhaustion in breast center em-
ployees: Results from a multilevel regression
analysis

Kowalski, C., University of Cologne, Koeln, Germany ;
Nitzsche, A., University of Cologne, Köln, Germany ;
Jung, J., University of Cologne, Cologne, Germany ;
Ansmann, L., University of Cologne, Koeln, Germany ;
Pfaff, H., University of Cologne, Koeln, Germany

Abstract: Background: Studies in psychology and so-
ciology have examined both the association between
personality traits and emotional exhaustion and the as-
sociation between workplace characteristics and emo-
tional exhaustion. The aim of the present study is to in-
tegrate both predictor groups of emotional exhaustion
and to investigate whether organizational and occupa-
tional characteristics persist as predictors of emotional
exhaustion in breast center employees after accounting
for personality traits. Methods: Data collection was
still in process at the time this abstract was written.
Multilevel regression analysis will be applied, combin-
ing two datasets: 1) survey data from an expected n =

2000 employees of breast center hospitals in the Ger-
man state of North Rhine-Westphalia (data collection:
October ? December 2010) and 2) data from a 2010
survey of key hospital informants (network coordina-
tors, department heads, quality assurance managers
and nursing managers) from all of the 91 North Rhine-
Westphalian breast centers (completion date: October
2010). At the employee level sociodemographic data
and data on personality traits are currently being col-
lected. Data on emotional exhaustion are being ob-
tained using the Maslach Burnout Inventory - HS. Data
collected at the hospital level included number of pa-
tients, teaching status, organizational culture, and hos-
pital ownership. Results: Of the 317 key hospital infor-
mants contacted, 232 completed and returned the ques-
tionnaires (response rate: 73.2%). We received at least
one completed questionnaire from 87 of the 91 hospi-
tals (95.6%). Initial results from the employee survey
are expected in February 2011. Discussion / Practical
relevance: At the time this abstract was written, the
employee survey had not yet been completed.

Burnout-related EEG changes: Occurrence
in healthy subjects induced by a demanding
learning task

Otto, T., University Maastricht, Maastricht, The
Netherlands; Sona, M., Maastricht University, Maas-
tricht, The Netherlands; Laethem, M. van, Maastricht
University, Maastricht, The Netherlands; Smulders,
F., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The Nether-
lands; Goebel, R., Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands; Zijlstra, F.R.H., Maastricht Univer-
sity, Maastricht, The Netherlands

Abstract: Burnout is a very common and incapacitat-
ing occupation-related mental health problem. The
current discussion of the topic includes increasingly
the interplay of the associated cognitive factors and
changes in the neurophysiological correlates of infor-
mation processing, which might underlie a chronicity of
the condition. A recent study has shown various EEG
components in subjects diagnosed with Burnout Syn-
drome to be altered in comparison to healthy controls.
Burnout patients showed a reduction in P300 response,
Alpha peak frequency and beta power when compared
to healthy controls. In our study, we investigate the
changes of these parameters in healthy subjects dur-
ing the course of an exhaustive learning task over the
course of several hours. We hypothesized that only
a combination of increased Emotional Exhaustion and
Mental Fatigue together with a low subjective feeling
of Personal accomplishment will lead to the pattern
changes in EEG parameters that have been found in
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Burnout patients. Relevant parameters such as task
related Mental Effort, Mental Fatigue, Emotional Ex-
haustion, Personal Accomplishment and performance
were either monitored continuously or on several occa-
sions in the course of the task. EEG was measured at
three periods during task execution in order to mea-
sure baseline band power changes over time. Intermit-
tently, an auditory oddball task was implemented to
detect changes in amplitude and latency of the P300
ERP component. Preliminary results support these hy-
potheses, albeit final results will be presented on the
conference itself. We aim to demonstrate that the neu-
rophysiological changes that have been identified as be-
ing characteristic for Burnout can be reproduced in the
course of a few hours in healthy subjects. More insight
in the mechanisms that mediate the influence of stres-
sors on changes in brain function might render valuable
insights into how these changes can become permanent
in Burnout patients.

Person – job incongruence and dimensions of
burnout among medical professionals

Bria, M., Babes-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca, Ro-
mania; Ratiu, L., Babes-Bolyai University, Cluj-
Napoca, Romania; Baban, A., Babes-Bolyai Univer-
sity, Cluj-Napoca, Romania

Abstract: A significant number of empirical research
has identified a number of variables important in
the development of burnout. There is a relationship
between the exhaustion and cynicism dimensions of
burnout and the corresponding consistency and sta-
bility of burnout and engagement patterns (Maslach
& Leiter, 2008). People with consistent patterns
(burnout, engagement) would be more stable in their
experience and would show less change over time, while
those with inconsistent, early warning patterns (ex-
haustion or cynicism only) would show more change.
Given the relationship between burnout and the work-
life factors as workload, fairness, control, etc., the di-
rection of change is highly influenced by the person-job
congruence/incongruence in one of these worklife fac-
tors. The objectives of the present study are: 1) to
identify and compare the patterns of burnout among
medical professionals practicing in private and public
settings; 2) to compare the burnout dimensions and
factors of worklife among medical professionals from
these two settings; 3) to identify if incongruities be-
tween person and job in each of the six areas of worklife
are correlated with burnout. Method: 427 medical pro-
fessionals from private and public settings from Cluj-
Napoca were investigated for burnout with Maslach

Burnout Inventory - Human Services Survey (MBI-
HSS) and for the person-job congruence/incongruence
with Areas of Worklife Survey (AWS). Results: Con-
sistent patterns of burnout and engagement are more
frequent than inconsistent patterns, but no differences
were identified between the two categories of medical
settings. However there have been identified differ-
ences in the type of person-job incongruities in areas of
worklife between medical professionals from public and
private settings. Incongruities in areas of worklife are
significantly correlated with burnout in medical profes-
sionals on the factors workload and values. Practical
relevance: The implications of these results are dis-
cussed in terms of identifying early signs of burnout
and designing intervention programs to reduce it.

Interactive Poster: Health and
Interventions

Main topic area: Health and Interventions

Location: Expo (11:30-12:30)

Relationship Between Perceived Organiza-
tional justice and Work place Violence In-
tention Among Steel Industry Employees

Mehdad, A., Islamic Azad University Khorasgan
Branch, Esfahan, Iran; Tabakh Eshghi, Y., Islamic
Azad University Khorasgan Branch, Esfahan, Iran;
Mehdizadegan, I., Islamic Azad University Khorasgan
Branch, Esfahan, Iran

Abstract: The purpose of this research was to study
the relationship between perceived organizational jus-
tice and work place violence intention among one of the
steel industries employees in Esfahan province of Iran.
Three hundred and twenty subjects from production
line workers were selected via random selection partic-
ipated in this research. This research is a correlation
study and a set of questionnaires consisting of orga-
nizational justice with 18 questions including of dis-
tributive justice with 5 items developed by Niehof and
Moorman (1993), procedural justice with 7 items de-
veloped by Moorman (1991) and relational justice with
6 items which developed by Moorman (1991) and sec-
ond one for measuring of work place violence intention
with 23 questions, which developed by researchers. In
this study Cronbach’s Alpha coefficients of distributive
justice, procedural justice, and relational justice were
0.86, 0.86, and 0.91 respectively, and for work place vi-
olence intention questionnaire was 0.96. Data analyzed
with use of Pearson’s correlation coefficient, simultane-
ous and stepwise regression analysis. The analysis data
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showed that there are relationship between perceived
organizational justice ,sand related dimensiondistribu-
tive, procedural and relational justice with work place
violence intention (P?0/01). The results of simulta-
neous regression analysis showed that: relational jus-
tice significantly accounted for %8/6 of the variance
in workplace violence intention (ß= -0.263, F=4.179,
P?0/01). Also, the results of analysis of variances in-
dicated that, there are significance differences between
workplace violence intention between married and sin-
gle employees. There aren’t significance differences be-
tween workplace violence intention between low edu-
cated and high educated employees and there aren’t
significance differences between workplace violence in-
tention between young and adult employees.

Sexual Intimidation at the workplace and the
moderation of personality traits on physical
and mental health

Pouwelse, M., Open University of the Netherlands,
Breda, The Netherlands; Uijtdewilligen, L., Open Uni-
versity of The Netherlands, Breda, The Netherlands;
Stevelmans, I., University of Haifa, Haifa, Israel

Abstract: In this cross sectional survey, building on
the Michigan Stress model, the influence of personal-
ity traits on the relationship between sexual intimida-
tion in the workplace and physical health and / or de-
pressive symptoms has been examined. Hypothesized
was that employees who report more sexual intimida-
tion will report more health and depressive symptoms
(H1 and H2) and that personality traits moderate the
relationship between sexual intimidation and physical
health and / or depressive symptoms (H3). The sam-
ple consisted of employees obtained from TNT (N =
288) and staff from four municipalities (N = 175). The
response rate was 27%. The data has been collected
with a self-report questionnaire that mainly consisted
of validated and reliable scales(VOEG, BDI, NEO-FFI,
Spanningsmeter (Stress indicator) and SEQ). Hierar-
chical regression analyses were used to analyze the
data and examine the hypotheses. The results show
that 34% of the employees have suffered at least one of
the forms of sexual intimidation. Findings confirmed
H1, but not H2. There is also moderation of person-
ality trait Type A behavior, but not of extraversion
and neuroticism, on the relationship between sexual
harassment and physical health complaints. Contrary
to the prediction in hypothesis 3 in case of depressive
symptoms as dependent variable there is no interaction
effect. There is a strong direct relation between neu-
roticism and depressive symptoms. Our conclusion is
that our findings support mostly our hypotheses about

the relation between reported sexual intimidation at
the workplace and experienced health but not about
the relation with reported depressive symptoms. At
least one personality trait, Type A behavior, moder-
ates the relationship between sexual harassment and
health complaints. It is recommended to conduct fur-
ther research into the influence of personality traits on
sexual intimidation and to develop effective interven-
tions to predict sexual intimidation. Important is not
only to concentrate upon the individuals (perpetrators,
targets and bystanders) with interventions as conflict
management and deescalating and coping strategies,
but also upon the culture of the organizations, given
the reluctance of the approached public organizations
to join this survey, even if they had an official anti-
intimidation policy.

Pupils’ school satisfaction as predictor of
teachers’ sickness absence: A prospective co-
hort study

Ervasti, J., Finnish Institute of Occupational Health,
Helsinki, Finland

Abstract: Background: Although health is an impor-
tant determinant of sickness absence, social relation-
ships at the workplace may also affect absence lev-
els. This study examined the extent to which pupils’
self-assessed satisfaction with school was predictive of
teachers’ sick leaves in Finnish lower secondary schools.
In an international comparison, although the Finnish
school system has been a success in academic compar-
isons, Finnish 15-year-olds were amongst those who
most disliked school. Methods: School satisfaction
was measured by a survey of 17 033 pupils aged 14
to 16 (the School Health Promotion Study) and ag-
gregated to school-level (n=90 schools). These school-
level data were then linked to sickness absence records
for 2364 teachers in the survey year and the following
year. For sickness absence longer than nine days, diag-
noses were obtained from national health registers. Re-
sults: Multilevel Poisson and logistic regression mod-
els adjusted for relevant baseline covariates showed a
rate ratio of 1.2 (95% confidence interval 1.0-1.5) for
long-term (>3 days) sickness absence among teachers
working in schools with average and most dissatisfied
pupils when compared with teachers of the most satis-
fied pupils. Diagnosis-specific analysis suggested a par-
ticularly strong association with psychiatric sickness
absence among teachers (OR 1.9, 95% CI: 1.1-3.2), and
more specifically, neurotic and stress-related disorders
(OR 2.6, 95% CI: 1.2-5.9). Pupils’ school satisfaction
was not associated with teachers’ self-certified sickness
absence episodes (1-3 days). Conclusions: These data
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suggest a link between social relationships at school,
as expressed by pupils’ school satisfaction, and teach-
ers’ health, especially with regard to long-term sick-
ness absence due to mental health problems. Relevance
to practice: The findings imply that attention should
be paid in policies improving pupils’ school satisfac-
tion because they probably would not only benefit the
pupils but would also improve teachers’ health. Mental
health problems among teachers may lead to a vicious
circle at school, in turn affecting pupils’ satisfaction,
academic achievement and health.

Work-related stress survey: the case of Ital-
ian Public Transport

Scatolini, E., University of Florence, Bologna, Italy ;
Gattai, A., University of Florence, Bologna, Italy ;
Marocci, G., University of Florence, Florence, Italy

Abstract: Introduction This work pertains to the stud-
ies concerning the detection of psychosocial risks in the
workplace. The recent European and Italian legislation
(Directive 89/391, framework agreement of 10.8.2004
and D. Lgs. 81/08) on Work Health and Safety offers
some interesting considerations regarding the psycho-
sociological approaches to workers’ health and allows
us to rethink the practices of intervention in Orga-
nizations. The innovations introduced by the previ-
ous regulations substantially aimed to assign greater
responsibility to the operators in charge of security
(RSPP (Health & Safety Manager), RLS (Health and
Safety Representatives), Occupational Physician, etc).
This new law, instead, deals with Work Health and
Safety in accordance with the logic of primary preven-
tion, promoting the development of a safety culture.
Recent researches have shown that several organiza-
tional factors affect workers’ safety and health, and
that it is necessary to tackle the topic of work security
through a multidimensional and interdisciplinary ap-
proach, taking into account classical psychological or-
ganizational constructs such as organizational climate,
internal communication, leadership styles, team work-
ing, workloads, quality of the work environment, etc.
Method The methodology employed involves the use
of both quali-quantitative instruments such as an ad
hoc built questionnaire assessing organizational well-
being and focus group interviews on the topics of work
security and work-related stress. Results About 2000
questionnaires were administered in seven urban Pub-
lic Transport Companies. The study did identify the
organizational dimensions involved in the work-related
stress survey useful in order to draft a set of guidelines
for organizational interventions aimed at protecting

Work Health and Safety in these environments. Con-
clusions For Organizations protecting workers’ health
and safety is a duty that goes beyond the compliance
with legal requirements. A participated intervention
may facilitate the transition from the culture of mere
duties performances to one of promotion and dissemi-
nation of safety culture.

Work Skills in Graduate Occupations

Okay, B., University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK ;
Scholarios, D., University of Strathclyde, Glasgow,
UK

Abstract: Introduction The ’infection control nurse’, in
Italian ’Infermiere addetto al controllo delle infezioni’
(ICI), is a specific professional profile that in Italy have
been defined with a specific law in 1985. As a spe-
cialization of nurses it exists till 1955 in other nation.
The development of the professional profile has been
not linear and differentiated in the different area of the
nation. During the year 2009-2010 a national project
has been conducted to identify the characteristics of
this profession, the source of satisfaction of people em-
ployed and their perceived professional needs. Method
In this communication we present the analysis of 17
focus groups that have been conducted with the ICI of
different regions of Italy (nearly one in each region).
Focus groups have been literally transcribed and ana-
lyzed using a quail quantitative content approach (Ted-
die e Tashakkori, 2009). The analyses have been con-
ducted separately with the support of two software T-
Lab and Atlas.ti and the results have been compared
then the processes have done a second time to validate
each analysis using the other technique. The aim was
to augment the strength of conclusion maintaining the
text richness, during the presentation this topic will
be explored deeply. First results The ’infection con-
trol nurse’ is identified for its competencies on preven-
tion, control and care of infection. Most of the subjects
speak about a work that need competencies differenti-
ated and connected with activities that involve man-
agerial dimension and clinical work. Conclusions Our
analysis shows that nowadays ICIs have a liminal pro-
file, close to the idea of Tempest and Starkey (2004).
Their work is partly inside and part outside of the orga-
nization and their identity is different from the admin-
istrative peoples and from the other nurses too. This
shows some analogies with a growing number of pro-
files of worker in different field. Tempest, S. & Starkey,
K. (2004). The Effects of Liminality on Individual and
Organisational Learning. Organisational Studies. vol.
25. no. 4. pp. 507-527. Teddlie, C. e Tashakkori,
A. (2009). Foundations of mixed methods research :
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integrating quantitative and qualitative approaches in
the social and behavioral sciences. Thousand Oaks :
Sage.

Evidences on the relationship between the
HSE Indicator Tool and stress-related work
outcomes in the Italian context

Toderi, S., University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy ;
Sarchielli, G, University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy ;
Tovoli, D., AUSL, Bologna, Italy ; Perna, A., AUSL,
Bologna, Italy

Abstract: The Management Standards approach de-
veloped by the UK Health & Safety Executive is an
interesting method aimed to help firms to reduce work
stress, but little empirical research is available about
the relationship between the Management Standards
and stress-related work outcomes. Kerr et al. (2009)
highlighted this issue and provided first positive evi-
dences in this way, considering job satisfaction, wellbe-
ing and errors/near misses. The aim of this study is
to provide further support to this relationship in two
ways, considering: a) additional outcomes; and b) a
different context (Italy). The Italian version of the
Indicator Tool (Toderi et al., In Press) was adminis-
tered to 191 employees of a National Health Service
center in Italy, measuring also wellbeing, emotional dis-
sonance, sleep problems and psychosomatic symptoms.
After controlling for gender and age, regression analy-
sis show that wellbeing (anxiety - depression) and sleep
problems are all predicted by Management Standards.
Anxiety is predicted by demands (B = .25 ; p = .002)
and depression by control (B = -.30 ; p < .001); sleep
problems are predicted by demands (B = .22 ; p <
.008) and coworker support (B = -.20 ; p < .027). Fur-
thermore, several management Standards are related to
different psychosomatic symptoms declared by employ-
ees. These results confirm and extend previous findings
of Kerr et al. (2009). However, important differences
with the previous study emerge considering the pattern
of relation between Management Standards and stress-
related work outcomes. These differences underline the
importance of considering the contextual factors in the
work stress evaluation. Overall, results support the
use of the Management Standards approach by firms,
aimed to identify psychosocial factors that have to be
improved in a continue development of a non stress-
ing environment. References Kerr R, McHugh M, &
McCrory M. (2009). HSE Management Standards and
stress-related work outcomes. Occupational Medicine,
59, 574-9. Toderi, S., Broccoli, M., Sarchielli, G. e
Mancini, G. (In Press). I Management Standards per

la gestione dei rischi psicosociali e prima validazione
italiana dell’Indicator Tool. Risorsa Uomo

Organisational mobbing prevention mecha-
nisms in view of the Polish anti-mobbing leg-
islation

Durniat, K., University of Wroclaw, Wroclaw,
Poland

Abstract: The presentation is based on the authors lat-
est research (2010, N=260) on diagnosing the presence
and effectiveness of organisational mobbing prevention
mechanisms in the Polish workplace. Poland in one of
the few countries in Europe which has an anti mobbing
legislation (since January 2004). In view of that Pol-
ish legislation it is the employer who is responsible for
mobbing occurrence in the workplace. Thus it seems
the employers and employees should be well aware of
the mobbing phenomenon, as well as should develop
effective prevention strategies and mobbing coping or-
ganisational mechanisms. The author of the study,
who has already had a long experience in mobbing
researching and diagnosing (work in the Polish anti-
mobbing society; construction of the psychometrical
tool for mobbing diagnosing; two vast research projects
on the occurrence, character, socio-organisational mob-
bing factors and mobbing consequences) in her present
study explores the range and effectiveness of anti-
mobbing organisational mechanisms and intervention
practices. Sample: N=260 - heterogeneous in terms of
the controlled demographic variables (sex, education,
work position, work experience, sector and branch of
employment, etc). The data was collected from em-
ployees of various organisations, working in Wroclaw
(which is the fourth biggest city in Poland). The re-
spondents were examined individually and in groups,
always in the presence of a psychologist and always
outside the workplace. The participation in the study
was voluntary and anonymous. Tools: The original,
validated SDM questionnaire for mobbing diagnosing
accompanied by questions concerning organisational
mobbing prevention mechanisms, interventions prac-
tices and their effectiveness. The SDM Questionnaire
consists of 2 scales: Scale of mobbing behaviours (43
items) and a Scale of victims feeling and interpretations
(21 items). The scale of mobbing behaviours (result of
factor analysis) is build of three subscales with a Cron-
bacha of 0.927, 0.932 and 0.803. Results: The author
diagnosis the level of awareness of mobbing , along with
the range organisational anti-mobbing mechanism and
practices, relating them to the mobbing prevalence.
She also discusses the limitations of the content and
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execution of Polish anti-mobbing low and tries to in-
dicate some practical suggestions for combating work-
place bullying on the level of organisation.

Competencies evaluation: a qualitative ap-
proach for a rising nurse’s profile.

Crescentini, A., SUPSI, Locarno, Switzerland ; Sca-
tolini, E., Universita Statale, Firenze, Italy

Abstract: Introduction The ’infection control nurse’, in
Italian ’Infermiere addetto al controllo delle infezioni’
(ICI), is a specific professional profile that in Italy have
been defined with a specific law in 1985. As a spe-
cialization of nurses it exists till 1955 in other nation.
The development of the professional profile has been
not linear and differentiated in the different area of the
nation. During the year 2009-2010 a national project
has been conducted to identify the characteristics of
this profession, the source of satisfaction of people em-
ployed and their perceived professional needs. Method
In this communication we present the analysis of 17
focus groups that have been conducted with the ICI of
different regions of Italy (nearly one in each region).
Focus groups have been literally transcribed and ana-
lyzed using a quail quantitative content approach (Ted-
die e Tashakkori, 2009). The analyses have been con-
ducted separately with the support of two software T-
Lab and Atlas.ti and the results have been compared
then the processes have done a second time to validate
each analysis using the other technique. The aim was
to augment the strength of conclusion maintaining the
text richness, during the presentation this topic will
be explored deeply. First results The ’infection con-
trol nurse’ is identified for its competencies on preven-
tion, control and care of infection. Most of the subjects
speak about a work that need competencies differenti-
ated and connected with activities that involve man-
agerial dimension and clinical work. Conclusions Our
analysis shows that nowadays ICIs have a liminal pro-
file, close to the idea of Tempest and Starkey (2004).
Their work is partly inside and part outside of the orga-
nization and their identity is different from the admin-
istrative peoples and from the other nurses too. This
shows some analogies with a growing number of pro-
files of worker in different field. Tempest, S. & Starkey,
K. (2004). The Effects of Liminality on Individual and
Organisational Learning. Organisational Studies. vol.
25. no. 4. pp. 507-527. Teddlie, C. e Tashakkori,
A. (2009). Foundations of mixed methods research :
integrating quantitative and qualitative approaches in
the social and behavioral sciences. Thousand Oaks :
Sage.
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Symposium: Understanding the complex
effects of conflict at work: The importance
of conflict management

Main topic area: Leadership and Management

Location: 0.1 London (11:30-12:45)

Chair: Rispens, S., Eindhoven University of Technol-
ogy, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Abstract: Understanding the complex effects of conflict
at work: The importance of conflict managementCon-
flict is a pervasive and inevitable phenomenon within
organizations. Conflict, in general, is defined as per-
ceived incompatibilties between two or more parties
–individuals, teams, or organizations. Past empirical
research has shown that conflict can have destructive
effects, for example decreasing performance, satisfac-
tion, and well-being. Some studies, however, demon-
strated that under certain conditions conflict may en-
hance productivity and performance. This debate -
whether conflict can have positive consequences or not-
still continues in the literature. Research suggested
that how conflicts are managed or coped with can have
diverse consequences ranging from escalation to res-
olution. However, there are still several unanswered
questions about the role of conflict management styles
or strategies. Aim of this symposium is to bring to-
gether innovative research on conflict management in
order to unravel the complex effects conflicts have for
individual, team, and organizational functioning and
performance. This symposium includes four studies
that together cover conflict management at the indi-
vidual, team, and organizational level of analysis. The
study of Benitez et al. investigates the moderating
role of team conflict management styles on the link
between relationship conflicts and emotional exhaus-
tion in service organizations. Benitez et al. found a
positive association between relationship conflicts in
teams and team-level emotional exhaustion. Moreover,
avoiding and integrating conflict management strate-
gies buffered the positive link between relationship con-
flict and emotional exhaustion, while a compromising
management style incrases the assocation between re-
lationship conflict and emotional exhaustion. Dijkstra
and Beersma examined the relationship between per-
ceptions of leader conflict management strategies, in-
teractional justice, and one specific type of employee
behavior: gossip. They tested their hypotheses on
data collected among police officers, and the results
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showed leader avoiding and forcing conflict manage-
ment strategies were negatively related to interactional
justice. Yielding and problem solving were positively
related to interactional justice. Interactional justice,
in turn, was found to be negatively related to nega-
tive gossip behavior and positively to positive gossip
behavior. Finally, Dijkstra and Beersma demonstrated
interactional justice partly mediated the relationship
between avoiding and forcing and negative gossip be-
havior, and fully mediated the relationship between
yielding and problem solving and positive gossip be-
havior. Rispens and Demerouti’s diary study showed
the buffering effect of psychological conflict detachment
– the cognitive ability of an employee to detach one-
self from the conflict- on the relationship between con-
flict and individual performance and well-being. Eu-
wema will present three lines of current research. First,
demonstrating the antecedents and effects of informal
peacemaking of coworkers in teams in schools. Second,
a study among managers and service workers showed
the relevance of different third party conflict manage-
ment behaviors by managers. Furthermore, Euwema
will address conflict management at the system level
of organizations. Good practices of different organi-
zations in which conflict professionals worked aligned
with management will be presented to demonstrate
how to promote a conflict positive organization. The
general conclusion of this symposium is that conflict
management is an important factor influencing how
people are affected by conflicts at work. Furthermore,
these four presentations highlight new developments in
the study of conflict management.

Managing Relationship Conflict and Emo-
tional Exhaustion at Work in Service Orga-
nizations

Benitez, M., University of Seville, Seville, Spain; Med-
ina, F.J., University of Seville, Seville, Spain; Mundu-
ate, L., University of Seville, Spain

Abstract: This study analyzes the link between rela-
tionship conflict and emotional exhaustion at work,
exploring the moderating role of conflict management
styles. We study which specific conflict management
styles (avoiding, integrating and compromising) reduce
or increase the link between relationship conflict and
emotional exhaustion at the work-unit level. Hypothe-
ses are tested by tracking 91 work-units (398 employ-
ees) from 42 hotels and restaurants in southern Spain.
Results revealed that; a) relationship conflict is pos-
itively related to work-unit emotional exhaustion; b)
this relationship depends, in part, upon how work-
unit members handle the relationship conflict. That

is, avoiding and integrating conflict management styles
buffered the link between relationship conflict and emo-
tional exhaustion, while compromising increased this
positive link. Thus, this study supports the idea that,
at work-unit level, integrating and avoiding conflict
management styles are effective in preventing emo-
tional exhaustion at work while compromising is prej-
udicial in service contexts.

Organizing conflict management and infor-
mal third parties at work

Euwema, M.C., Leuven University, Leuven, Belgium

Abstract: Conflict management too often is limited to
the direct interaction of conflicting parties at work,
and the detrimental effects of these conflicts for re-
lations, productivity and wellbeing at work. Conflict
management is essential to counter these negative ef-
fects, and make conflicts productive for working rela-
tions and innovations. Current work design and work
force developments require evermore competencies in
conflict management, at all levels in the organization.
Employees should be able to deal with their diverging
needs, ideas and interests. In three different studies
we explored elements of conflict management. First,
the antecedents and effects of informal peacemaking of
coworkers in teams. This study among 180 teachers
in Belgium secondary schools shows relations between
personality characteristics, conflict styles and informal
peacemaking. Secondly, a study among 40 Dutch man-
agers and 200 service workers, shows the relevance of
different 3d party roles of managers, and the detrimen-
tal effect of forcing interventions by these managers.
Thirdly, two separate studies in a large ministry in the
Netherlands shows the needs for active conflict man-
agement. Employees were not satisfied over the con-
flict management by supervisors and HR profession-
als. In addition, a survey among 800 line managers
and 160 human resource managers shows a strong need
for proactive policies, advice and support structures
in the organization. The presentation concludes with
good practices in conflict management systems, and
the promotion of peacemaking behavior by co-workers
and supervisors, and presents lessons learned for the
implementation of such systems.

How leaders’ conflict management triggers
gossip: The mediating role of interactional
justice.

Dijkstra, M.T.M., VU University, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands; Beersma, B., University of Amsterdam,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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Abstract: Interpersonal conflict at work is between two
or more persons, as is embedded in the term. Thus,
during conflict, individuals react to each other emo-
tionally and behaviorally. However, the vast majority
of studies on workplace conflict has concentrated on the
effects of a particular individual’s conflict management
strategies on that same individual, thus ignoring the in-
terpersonal nature of conflict. The current study takes
a different approach, and examines the relationship be-
tween perceived leader conflict management strategies
and employee behavior. We focus in particular on em-
ployees’ gossip behavior, defined as the exchange of in-
formation with evaluative content about absent third
parties (Foster, 2004). Within organizations managers
spend 20 % of their time handling conflicts (Thomas,
1992). Moreover, researchers have estimated that peo-
ple spend up to 90 percent of their conversations gossip-
ing (Dunbar, Duncan, & Mariott, 1997; Emler, 1994).
So apart from the important consequences that conflict
management and gossip may have for primary organi-
zational processes, the amount of valuable time spent
on these activities alone already calls for a thorough
understanding of the relationships between workplace
conflict management and gossip. We propose that lead-
ers’ conflict management strategies are related to em-
ployees’ perceptions of interactional justice; employees
perceive more interactional justice when managers en-
gage in conflict management strategies that reflect a
high concern for the other party (i.e. integrating and
yielding) than when they engage in conflict manage-
ment strategies that reflect a low concern for the other
party (i.e. forcing and avoiding). In turn, we expect
perceived interactional justice to be related to the fre-
quency and nature of gossip behavior. Survey respon-
dents were 97 employees of the Amsterdam-Amstelland
police force. Results revealed that leaders’ avoiding
and forcing behavior were negatively related to per-
ceived interactional justice, whereas leaders’ yielding
and integrating behavior were positively related to per-
ceived interactional justice. Furthermore, interactional
justice was negatively related to negative gossip behav-
ior and positively to positive gossip whereas interac-
tional justice fully mediated the relationship between
all leader conflict management strategies and negative
employee gossip. Finally, Interactional justice partly
mediated the relationship between leaders’ forcing and
integrating behavior and positive employee gossip and
fully mediated the relationship between leaders’ avoid-
ing and yielding behavior and positive employee gos-
sip.

Coping with conflict: A diary study on the
modering role of psychological detachment

Rispens, S., Eindhoven University of Technology, Eind-
hoven, The Netherlands; Demerouti, E., Eindhoven
University of Technology, Eindhoven, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: This study examines the link between task
and relationship conflicts at work and individual per-
formance and well-being, exploring the role of indi-
vidual conflict management strategy. Specifically, we
studied whether psychological conflict detachment -
the cognitive ability of individuals to actively distance
themselves from conflict- moderates the relationship
between experienced conflict and outcomes such as per-
formance and well-being. Sixty-four employees com-
pleted a diary study over 5 consecutive workdays. Data
were analyzed with hierarchical linear modelling and
the results revealed that psychological conflict detach-
ment is an important moderator buffering the nega-
tive effects of conflict. Psychological conflict detach-
ment buffered the negative relationship between rela-
tionship conflict and in-role performance, such that a
stronger unfavorable effect of conflict on in-role perfor-
mance was found for those who were unable to detach
themselves from the conflict. We found similar interac-
tion effects regarding the conflict-aftermath feeling of
sadness and the level of conflict resolution. Regarding
task conflict, we found that employees who were able
to detach from the conflict, experienced less exhaustion
and more conflict resolution. Thus, cognitively detach-
ing oneself from the conflict seems to be a very fruit-
ful strategy for individual employees. Theoretical and
practical implications of these findings are discussed.

Presentations: Performance: Measurement
and Theory

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.11 Pressroom (11:30-12:45)

Chair: Yperen, N.W. van, University of Groningen,
Groningen, The Netherlands

Fluctuations of performance over time: evi-
dence from professional basketball

Ramos, P.J., University of Oviedo, Oviedo, Spain;
Navarro, J., University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain;
Garcia-Izquierdo, A.L., University of Oviedo, Oviedo,
Spain
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Abstract: In the last years a growing interest in the re-
lationship between time and organizational behaviour
is developed. In job performance topic, the research
about how it fluctuates across the time is called “dy-
namic criteria”, and research proved that performance
is more unstable that we though some years ago, but
is also predictable in some degree. In this communi-
cation we contribute to the study of dynamic crite-
ria in two ways: first, we identify if job performance
describes any pattern in their fluctuations over time;
and second, we compare the fluctuations at individ-
ual and team levels. To do this we use the theory of
nonlinear dynamical systems (NLDS), which is devel-
oped to study dynamical phenomena without any as-
sumption about their evolution over time (linear, non-
linear, non-deterministic, etc.), and that is scarcely
used in I/O Psychology until now. In the present study
we analyze the performance of 94 professional bas-
ketball players and 23 teams with analytic techniques
derived from the NLDS. These techniques (maximal
Lyapunov exponents, recurrence plots, and surrogate
data testing) allow distinguish between deterministic
and non-deterministic patterns. The job performance
measure was a composite criterion based on individ-
ual and team stats of each match. Results reveal that
88.30% players and 100.00% teams have deterministic
patterns, and that are low-dimensional chaos pattern
in the most cases (81.92% in players and 65.22% in
teams). The conclusions of our study are the follow-
ing: first, as previous literature states, job performance
show fluctuations across time. Second, in most cases
these fluctuations have chaotic deterministic patterns
(i.e. are predictable, at least in the short-term). Third,
based on the comparison between individual and team
data, we find evidence about how order emerges from
instability, but further research is needed about this
question. Talking about implications and further re-
search, we stress the convenience of use NLDS tech-
niques when phenomena under study show high fluc-
tuations. Lastly, as practical implication, we strong
recommend the use of repeated measures to assess per-
formance, and the need to acknowledge the instability
is inherent in teams, avoiding attempts to control the
team and trying, by contrast, to manage uncertainty.

Conceptual frameworks of individual work
performance - a systematic review

Koopmans, L., TNO & VU University medical center,
Leiden, The Netherlands; Bernaards, C., TNO, Lei-
den, The Netherlands; Hildebrandt, V., TNO, Leiden,
The Netherlands; Schaufeli, W.B., Utrecht University,
Utrecht, The Netherlands; Vet, H. de, VU University
Medical Center, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Beek,

A. van der, VU University Medical Center, Amster-
dam, The Netherlands

Abstract: Objective Many studies in the occupational
setting incorporate individual work performance as a
relevant outcome measure. However, despite its im-
portance, there is no consensus on how individual
work performance should be conceptualised and oper-
ationalised. Aim of the current review was twofold: 1)
identifying conceptual frameworks of individual work
performance, and 2) integrating these in order to reach
one comprehensive conceptual framework of individual
work performance. Methods A systematic review was
conducted in medical, psychological and management
databases. Studies were selected independently by two
researchers based on title and abstract, and if needed,
full text. Studies were included when they presented a
framework describing the construct of individual work
performance. Results This review included 58 stud-
ies. 36 Studies presented an original conceptual frame-
work of individual work performance. The remaining
22 studies did not present a new framework, but re-
ferred to an original framework. 16 Generic frameworks
(applying to individual work performance across occu-
pations) and 20 job-specific frameworks (applying to
individual work performance in a specific occupation)
were identified. Based on the individual work perfor-
mance dimensions identified in these frameworks, three
main dimensions were distinguished which should be
included in an integrated conceptual framework: task
performance, contextual performance, and counterpro-
ductive work behavior. Additionally, adaptive perfor-
mance appeared to be a relatively new and relevant
dimension that should also be included in such a frame-
work. Conclusion Based on the literature, it was possi-
ble to develop an integrated, comprehensive conceptual
framework of individual work performance, consisting
of four separate dimensions. This contribution is prac-
tically relevant because it presents a framework that
can serve as a theoretical basis for future research and
practice. Empirical support for and practical relevance
of the framework should be determined. An impor-
tant next step is developing a measurement instrument
based on this framework.

Self-evaluation of job performance: The
overpowering effect of social comparison

Yperen, N.W. van, University of Groningen, Gronin-
gen, The Netherlands

Abstract: In our achieving society, excellence and
success are often defined in terms of an individual’s
achievement relative to others, as exemplified by prizes,
bonuses, and honors. Accordingly, employees routinely
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evaluate their job performances by comparing them-
selves with others, that is, through social comparison.
They may also evaluate their own job performances
by focusing on their past selves, that is, through tem-
poral comparison. Because interpersonal and intrap-
ersonal comparison standards tend to evoke negative
and positive response patterns, respectively, it is inter-
esting and important to examine the strength of so-
cial comparison versus temporal comparison. Remark-
ably, however, the relative impacts of these comparison
standards on self-ratings of job performance have been
neglected in psychological science. For example, how
do employees rate their own job performances when
they learn that they clearly improved their own job
performance, but nevertheless performed worse than
their colleagues? The present research was conducted
to address this issue at the workplace and in labora-
tory settings. In four studies, individuals were asked
how they evaluated their own performances. In Study
1, call center agents indicated that the main reason
for negative self-ratings of their job performances was
performing worse than their colleagues; the primary
reason for positive self-ratings was performing better
than their colleagues. In contrast, temporal compar-
isons were not associated with self-ratings. To deter-
mine whether it was the comparison standard that led
to differences in self-ratings, comparison information
was experimentally manipulated in three subsequent
laboratory studies. These studies revealed that when
combined with interpersonal standards, intrapersonal
standards tend to be neglected (Study 2), even in a con-
text in which the importance of temporal comparison
is strongly emphasized (Study 3). Only in the total ab-
sence of social comparison information, self-ratings of
performance were determined using temporal compar-
ison (Study 4). Self-evaluation based on interpersonal
standards tends to disrupt concentration and elicit un-
certainty, self-doubt, and anxiety. In contrast, intrap-
ersonal standards direct individuals’ monitoring pro-
cesses to task-related cues and improve their percep-
tions of control over achievement outcomes. Therefore,
practitioners should emphasize intrapersonal standards
as a counterpoise against the power of social compari-
son.

Employee – leadership regulatory fit. How
fit in dual focus leadership and dual fo-
cus employees leads to better work perfor-
mance

Beudeker, D.A., Leiden University / TNO, Leiden,
The Netherlands; Ellemers, N., Leiden University, Lei-
den, The Netherlands; Blonk, R., TNO, Quality of

Life, Hoofddorp, The Netherlands; Rink, F., Gronin-
gen University, Groningen, The Netherlands

Abstract: Goal We examine whether a regulatory fit be-
tween leaders and subordinates in the public sector in-
fluences the work performance of subordinates. Previ-
ous research shows that fit between the regulatory focus
of a leader and a subordinate can increase individual
performance (Stam, Van Knippenberg & Wisse, 2010).
At the same time, recent findings show that within the
public sector specifically, employees who have a dual fo-
cus (employees who switch focus if this is required by
a task) function more effectively than employees who
use one focus across different task situations (Beudeker,
Ellemers, Blonk & Rink, 2010). In this study, we will
examine whether leaders in the public sector acknowl-
edge this dual focused nature of the work and adjust
their leadership style accordingly. Hypotheses We ex-
pect leaders with a dual focus to have a better fit with
employees. Employees will then recognize that their
leaders consider both foci to be important. Conse-
quently, we expect that a fit in dual focus between lead-
ers and subordinates will enhance the employees’ work
performance. Method and results Questionnaires were
distributed among 80 subordinates in a Dutch public
service organization. Subordinates rated both them-
selves and their leaders on regulatory focus. Depen-
dent variables were 1) innovative work behavior and
2) work satisfaction of the subordinates. Additionally,
we obtained objective performance score cards for each
employee (rated by their leaders). Preliminary results
show that subordinates with a dual focus report more
innovative work behavior and work satisfaction and ob-
jectively performed better when their leader also had
a dual focus than (1) subordinates who did not have
a regulatory fit with their leader, and (2) subordinates
who had a fit with their leader, but in one focus only.
Conclusion We conclude that public sector employees
perform best at their job when their own, as well as
the focus of their leader entails both a prevention- and
a promotion oriented nature. Practical relevance This
research shows that by leaders adapting a dual focus,
employees’ performance in the public sector can be op-
timized.

Symposium: Multiteam systems processes
and effectiveness: A new era for teams
research

Main topic area: Teams and Workgroups

Location: 0.2 Berlin (11:30-12:45)
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Chairs: Rico, R., Universidad Autónoma de Madrid,
Madrid, Spain; DeChurch, L., University of Central
Florida, Orlando, USA

Abstract: Tremendous progress has been made in
understanding the drivers of team performance dur-
ing the last 25 years (Mathieu, Maynard, Rapp, &
Gilson, 2008). What was long discussed as the in-
creasing trend towards team-based work has now tran-
sitioned into a new era characterized by team-based
organizations in which tightly coupled networks of
teams are tasked with goals at multiple collective lev-
els (DeChurch & Mathieu, 2008). Continued progress
in the area of team effectiveness will require further
endeavors; one squarely focused on understanding the
complex socio-emotional dynamics of teams working
with other teams. The importance of this boundary-
focused perspective on teams is clear when we consider
that many teams fail not because individual teams col-
lapse, but because of defunct handoffs between dis-
tinct teams – failure to share information, to coordi-
nate timelines, to utilize knowledge sets. Organiza-
tional effectiveness in the era of fast-paced, globalized,
digitized teamwork requires embracing these sources of
complexity, broadening our theories of teamwork, and
empirically refocusing the lens to a larger system level
of analysis. The four papers that comprise this sympo-
sium represent a mix of theoretical and empirical work
and begin to investigate some of the challenges these
types of systems face.

A Multilevel Model of Multiteam Perfor-
mance

Rico, R., Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Madrid,
Spain; DeChurch, L., University of Central Florida,
Orlando, USA

Abstract: This paper presents a multilevel episodical
theoretical model of multiteam performance. This pa-
per and model help to frame the session, and make an
important contribution to understanding the shift in
focus of effort regulation that underpins performance
when individuals are nested within teams embedded
within larger systems of teams during transition and
action phases of its performance. The MTS perspec-
tive focuses on network-level performance and the co-
ordination of teams with one another, as opposed to
the effectiveness of isolated teams. The chain of events
leading to multiteam performance begins with individ-
ual activity, and so we consider individual effort as the
core building block of performance. Importantly, per-
formance requires emergent states that routinize be-
havioral patterns both within teams as they work to-
ward proximal team goals, and also between teams, as

teams bridge boundaries. Thus, the two major com-
ponents of the model explain, below a temporary per-
spective, the: (1) the role that goal hierarchy plays
on core processes through which individual attention
and effort are regulated across goal levels (i.e., team,
multiteam), and (2) how functional process interdepen-
dence influence emergent compositional and compila-
tional processes which translate effort into performance
outcomes.

Development of an operational control cen-
tre as a multi-team system: A case study

Essens, P., TNO, The Netherlands; Vries, T. de, Uni-
versity of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands

Abstract: The present paper reports a case study of
the the Operational Control Center Rail (OCCR) in
The Netherlands. The development of that new work-
ing model and the initial observations of its begin-
nings, will be presented using the key aspects model
of multi-team systems as described by Zaccaro, Marks,
& DeChurch (in press). The nature of interdepen-
dence is addressed in terms of common environmen-
tal conditions, inter-team/intra-system interaction re-
quirements, and outcome interdependencies. Finally
other notable attributes of the multi-team systems and
component teams are discussed, including core val-
ues and norms of behaviour, domains of expertise,
team/multi-team history, leadership structures, and
other notable features. The analysis of the real life
system OCCR will provide valuable insight into the
development of a robust MTS, in particular the roles
of leadership, the intra-group and inter-group balance,
and perceptions in the sourcing organizations.

An episodic study of multi-team system plan-
ning, anticipation, and coordination

Cuijpers, M., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands; Günter, H., Maastricht University, Maas-
tricht, The Netherlands; Uitdewilligen, S., Maastricht
University, Maastricht, The Netherlands

Abstract: This paper builds on recent findings on MTS
literature regarding teams need for synchronizing their
actions effectively over time to accomplish overall MTS
goals. To reach that goal, they investigate the effects
of between team-planning processes during MTS tran-
sition phases on the between team coordination pro-
cesses during MTS action phases. In so doing, it was
conducted a simulation with 67 MTSs, each consisting
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of two teams of two members who performed in a com-
puterized fire fighting simulation. In a longitudinal de-
sign, it is explored the effects of deliberate and contin-
gency planning during three transition phases on team
anticipative actions, coordination, and reactive plan-
ning during the three subsequent action phases com-
bining survey data as well as video-taped data of the
transition periods.

Multiteam system effectiveness: leadership,
communication, and trust within and between
teams

DeChurch, L., University of Central Florida, Orlando,
FL, USA; Murase, T., University of Central Florida,
Orlando, USA; Doty, D., University of Central Florida,
Orlando, FL, USA

Abstract: This paper examines leadership, communica-
tion and trust in a MTS simulated environment. The
current study explores the structural contingency the-
ory (SCT) prediction that collaboration is a function
of alignment between the form of leadership and struc-
ture of trust and communication networks. Ideas were
tested in a sample of 100, 6-person networks tasked
with performing a laboratory pc-game-based human-
itarian aid task. Leadership form (vertical v. col-
lective), and trust and communication network struc-
tures were manipulated in a 2 x 2 x 2 between-
MTS design; effects on socio-cognitive networks, team-
work processes, and multiteam effectiveness were ex-
amined. Findings support a multiteam extension of
SCT whereby MTS performance is highest when the
leadership and communication structures are in align-
ment. MTSs with vertical leadership outperformed
those with collective leadership when the MTS was cen-
tralized and the reverse was true when the MTS was
decentralized.

Presentations: Employee Well Being -
Organizational Perspectives of Wellbeing

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 0.3 Copenhagen (11:30-12:45)

Chair: Albrecht, S., Monash University, Caulfield
East, Victoria, Australia

How the organizational level resources of
perceptions of senior management and a cli-
mate for engagement influence job resources
and employee engagement: Test of a model.

Albrecht, S., Monash University, Caulfield East, Vic-
toria, Australia

Abstract: Introduction The study extends research on
the relationship between job resources and employee
engagement by examining the upstream influence of the
organizational level resources of senior leadership and
a ‘climate for engagement’. More specifically the study
set out to test a pattern of relationships showing job
level resources (autonomy, supervisor support, skill uti-
lization, career development opportunities), and work
meaningfulness mediating the influence of organiza-
tional level resources (perceptions of senior leadership
and a ‘climate for engagement’) on employee engage-
ment. Method The sample on which conclusions are
based consisted of 222 full time employees occupying
a diversity of roles within a diverse range of organi-
zational settings. Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)
and structural equations modelling (SEM) were used to
test the measurement and structural models proposed.
Results CFA showed acceptable fit indices for the mea-
surement models after respecifying a reduced number
of items for each of the established variables. New mea-
sures of perceptions of senior management and climate
for engagement demonstrated acceptable psychomet-
ric properties. Structural equations modelling of the
proposed model also yielded acceptable fit indices and
showed that self-perceptions of senior management in-
fluence a climate for engagement and supervisor sup-
port which in turn have downstream influences on the
job resources of autonomy, skill utilization, and career
development opportunities. Furthermore, work mean-
ingfulness was found to meditate the influence of job
resources on engagement. Conclusions Results are dis-
cussed in terms of the importance of considering orga-
nizational level resources such as perceptions of senior
leadership and climate for engagement as well as job
level resources. The practical utility of the suite of mea-
sures used in the study is also discussed. The results
will be of interest to practitioners and researchers.

Keeping the passion to innovate: Innovator
resilience and innovation project termina-
tions

Weiss, M., WHU-Otto Beisheim School of Manage-
ment, Vallendar, Germany ; Moenkemeyer, G., WHU-
Otto Beisheim School of Management, Vallendar, Ger-
many ; Hoegl, M., WHU-Otto Beisheim School of Man-
agement, Vallendar, Germany
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Abstract: Innovation projects fail at an astonishing
rate. Yet, even though abundant research on innova-
tion failure has looked at, e.g., success and failure fac-
tors of these terminations, the decision making process
underlying termination decisions, as well as delayed
terminations and escalating commitment to underper-
forming innovation projects, what has gone largely un-
noticed in the research streams dealing with innovation
project terminations is that these terminations have
the palpable potential to negatively affect employees
associated with terminated innovation projects. This
is particularly noteworthy since these people and all
their motivation and capabilities are among the most
valuable resources a company possesses, especially re-
garding future innovative activities which have to be
executed by the same individuals who have experienced
the termination of an innovation project. Therefore
it is important to maintain or even strengthen project
members’ innovative capabilities, and their passion and
commitment for subsequent innovation projects after a
termination and to foster learning from failure. For
this, the concept of resilience is fundamental. As re-
silience has never been regarded in the context of in-
novation, we identify six factors that are important for
the project members’ innovative ability, passion, and
commitment after a termination and that are possibly
influenced by a project termination, together forming
the construct of innovator resilience. Building on so-
cial cognitive theory as well as a in-depth case study of
the termination of a large corporate innovation project,
we develop a multi-facetted conceptualization of in-
novator resilience, including self-efficacy, outcome ex-
pectancy, optimism, hope, self-esteem, and risk tak-
ing. Moreover, we specify propositions regarding pos-
sible determinants of innovator resilience. By study-
ing the influence of innovation project terminations
on the project members and their future functioning,
this study provides recommendations how to effectively
support project members in strengthening their inno-
vator resilience and foster their innovative capacity in
future innovation projects after a termination. These
insights will help managers to appropriately care for
the members of terminated innovation projects, thus
protecting the most valuable resource a company pos-
sesses regarding future innovative activities.

Managing Coping Strategies to Decrease
Stress Levels in Mexican General Man-
agers.

Cervantes, I., Monterrey Technological Institute, State
of Mexico, Mexico; Powell, L., Monterrey Technological
Institute, State of Mexico, Mexico

Abstract: This research focused its findings on the orga-
nizational behavior management approach. The main
objective was to apply cognitive-behavioral programs
to reduce distress at the workplace in three service com-
panies in Mexico City. The specific objective was to an-
alyze the intra and extra organizational stressor factors
and the impact on employees work performance. The
research design was Quasi-Experimental n=99 with a
pre test and post test. Maslach Burnout Inventory -
General Survey (MBI-GS) was administrated and re-
sults were analyzed with T Student at a 0.05% signif-
icance level to confirm the hypothesis and a variance
analysis among three groups; in which group one was
the control group with 33 subjects, group two receive a
brief combined coping skills training with 33 subjects
and group three received a single technique on stress in-
oculation with 33 subjects. In order to determine how
much relevance the variables such as emotional exhaus-
tion, depersonalization and personal accomplishment
have over each one of the techniques applied. The sam-
ple was composed by one hundred Mexican General
Managers from 35 to 65 years old. Variables such as
emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and personal
accomplishment were measured by MBI-GS. Several
cognitive-behavioral programs were used according to
the groups assigned such as coping skills training, stress
inoculation and programmed relaxation techniques to
increase resilience at work. Results demonstrated a sig-
nificant decrease on their emotional exhaustion during
the intervention and in the second baseline with an av-
erage of 34.6%. Pre and post tests were compared and
showed a decrease in depersonalization at 26.7% and
personal accomplishment increased 23.4%. These psy-
chological variables were reduced significantly after the
intervention. A generalization and maintenance behav-
ioral program was installed in order to keep monitoring
and supporting the progress on their programmed cop-
ing skills to face stressor factors at the workplace.

The triple-match principle in the technol-
ogy sector: a two-wave longitudinal panel
study

Ven, B. van de, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium; Vl-
erick, P., Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium

Abstract: The present study investigates the issue of
match between job demands and job resources in the
prediction of employee well-being and job strain in a
two-wave longitudinal panel study in the technology
sector. Previous research stresses the importance of
work characteristics, such as job demands and job re-
sources in relation to job related outcomes. Job de-
mands as well as job resources and job related outcomes
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are not one-dimensional concepts. At a very basic
level they comprise cognitive, emotional and/or physi-
cal components. The Triple Match Principle (TMP; de
Jonge & Dormann, 2006) proposes that the strongest,
interactive relationships between job demands and job
resources are observed when job demands, job re-
sources and strains are based on qualitatively identi-
cal dimensions. In this study three measures of em-
ployee well-being (cognitive, emotional and physical
well-being) and three measures of job strain (cognitive,
emotional and physical strain) are included. We specif-
ically hypothesize that the likelihood of interaction ef-
fects between time 1 job demands and job resources in
the prediction of time 2 job-related outcomes increases
as the number of matching variables increases. Self re-
port data were gathered in a large organization in the
technology sector using a two-wave panel study with
a one-year time lag (n = 720). Analyses were con-
ducted with structural equation modeling. We found
two out of six tested triple-match interactions: a sig-
nificant interaction effect of time 1 emotional job de-
mands and time 1 emotional job resources on time 2
emotional well-being and a significant interaction ef-
fect between time 1 cognitive job demands and time
1 cognitive job resources on cognitive job strain. Fur-
thermore, the pattern of significant interactions con-
firms our hypothesis. These findings provide support
for the triple-match principle. However, in line with
previous research, emotional job resources are strongly
related to the studied well-being and strain indicators,
irrespective of their qualitative dimension. Study lim-
itations and implications will be discussed.

The Relationship between Employee Partici-
pation, Well-being and Self-efficacy in Rus-
sian Enterprises

Romanko, I., Saint-Petersburg State University, Saint-
Petersburg, Russian Federation

Abstract: In Russia there is practically no research
which tried to explore the problems of participation
and of industrial democracy. According to the results
of the previous researches (which have been made, in
the European countries, England and the USA), we
can conclude that participation has interrelations with
well-being and self-efficacy of employees. The aim of
the present study is to investigate how organizational
participation influence on well-being and self-efficacy
of employees from Russian enterprises and its relation-
ship with organizational structure, organizational cul-
ture, demographic characteristics (age, gender, term of
employment, type of employment, managing a supervi-
sion functions) and personal variables. In our study we

consider participation on three levels: on the level of
organizational context (organizational structure, orga-
nizational culture and technology), on the level of com-
munication structure in organization and on individual
level. As the participation process in our research we
investigated: the experience of participation and influ-
ence, using the opportunity to influence, the quantity
of influence which employees would like to have on, and
the self estimation of skills to influence on different or-
ganizational matters, the perception of the opportuni-
ties to have influence on decisions in the company. In
the limits of the current research we are going to in-
vestigate (1) whether organizational structure, organi-
zational culture are influences on employee’s participa-
tion, (2) whether the participation is influence on em-
ployee’s well-being and self-efficacy, and the level of sat-
isfaction with the current job (3) whether participation
depends on demographical and personal variables of
employees. The results of preliminary research showed
that organizational structure, organizational culture,
demographic and personality characteristics are influ-
ences a lot on employee’s participation, well-being and
self-efficacy, also we didn’t derived any correlations be-
tween participation and employee’s well-being and self-
efficacy, and the level of satisfaction with their current
job, we find out that participation a lot depends on
manager’s influence behavior and satisfaction of the
basic needs at work (in competence, relatedness and
autonomy). During this year we are going to extent
our study and to collect more data from companies of
the same professional sphere but with other organiza-
tional culture, organizational structure and the type of
technology.

Presentations: Changing Employment
Relations - Power and Influence

Main topic area: Changing Employment Relations

Location: 0.4 Brussels (11:30-12:45)

Chair: Kozusznik, B., University of Silesia, Katowice,
Poland

The effect of holding a union leadership po-
sition on union satisfaction and commitment:
Results from a longitudinal study

Connelly, C.E., McMaster University, Hamilton,
Canada; Gallagher, D.G., James Madison University,
Harrisonburg, USA

Abstract: We use inducements-contributions equilib-
rium theory (March & Simon, 1958) to investigate
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how holding a voluntary leadership position in an orga-
nization affects the office-holder’s organizational atti-
tudes. This theory suggests that individuals are satis-
fied when there is a balance between inducements pro-
vided by the organization and contributions given by
the worker. Applied to our context, this theory sug-
gests that workers who take on voluntary leadership
positions as union stewards are likely to feel as though
they have contributed more to the organization than
they are receiving in return, because the organization
will continue to treat them the same way as before, as
per union by-laws, despite their contributions as union
stewards. As such, the ratio of inducements to contri-
butions becomes unbalanced, and their satisfaction and
commitment to the union will gradually decline until
an equilibrium is achieved. Our data (n = 100, four
time periods over ten years) was analyzed with hier-
archical linear modeling (HLM; Raudenbush & Bryk,
2002). This method is suitable for longitudinal data
and allows us to examine how changes in union sat-
isfaction and commitment are affected by whether or
not someone holds a voluntary union leadership posi-
tion (union stewards vs. non-stewards). Our results
suggest that union stewards have a pattern of union
commitment and satisfaction that is significantly dif-
ferent from non-stewards, both before and after they
take office. In the time periods preceding their be-
coming a union steward, these individuals had increas-
ing levels of union commitment and satisfaction, while
non-stewards had stable levels of union satisfaction,
and slightly decreasing levels of commitment. Seven
years after they were a union steward, these individuals
had lower levels of union satisfaction and commitment,
whereas non-stewards’ union satisfaction and commit-
ment increased gradually over time. Those workers
who were union stewards at the third wave of data
collection were no longer stewards in the final time pe-
riod. These findings contribute to our understanding
of how worker attitudes change over time, and suggest
a possible downside to an otherwise positive worker be-
havior (i.e., voluntary leadership). Our discussion will
focus on practical implications and future research di-
rections.

The effect of employee participation on dif-
ferent innovation outcomes: a mixed-methods
approach

Shajek, A., Humboldt University of Berlin, Berlin,
Germany ; Janetzke, H., Humboldt University of
Berlin, Berlin, Germany ; Breitling, K., Humboldt Uni-
versity of Berlin, Berlin, Germany ; Scholl, W., Hum-
boldt University of Berlin, Berlin, Germany

Abstract: Economic competition is increasingly becom-
ing an innovation contest. Therefore innovations be-
come a prerequisite for employment creation and eco-
nomic wealth. The innovative capability of organi-
zations is highly dependent on whether abilities and
knowledge of all employees, irrespective of their hi-
erarchical position, are used. This demands the par-
ticipation of all parties involved, as it is realized in
participation-oriented organization forms. Employee
participation has been suggested by different authors
as one way of making full use of the organization’s
knowledge. In our study, we assume that the effect
of participation on different innovation outcomes such
as economic success and improved working conditions
is mainly mediated by two factors: knowledge gain and
the reduction of employees’ resistance to change. Since
most studies in this field investigate the effects of dif-
ferent forms of participation (e.g. work groups, qual-
ity circles) on performance, job satisfaction or inno-
vative behaviour in general, we conducted a study to
investigate the actual effect of employee influence in n
= 40 real process innovations. For every innovation
project, 2-4 interviews were carried out with the peo-
ple most involved. The interviewees were also asked to
fill in questionnaires on the extent of direct employee
participation, important process aspects and different
innovation outcomes. Path analyses of the quantita-
tive data show significant effects of participation on
knowledge gain, reduction of employees’ resistance and
improved working conditions. However, correlations
between participation and most economic success in-
dicators were insignificant. The interviews were used
to shed light on the quantitative results and illustrate
the importance of general conditions such as innovation
type, organizational culture, conflicting interests and
the involvement of management consultants. Given the
increasing importance of process innovations and the
prevalent call for employee participation in manage-
ment literature, the study helps to clarify whether par-
ticipation can meet these high expectations in real-life
working settings. Moreover, we aim to specify under
which conditions and how participation can be most
successful.

The Conscious Influence Tactics Regulation
and Recognition versus Work Team Effec-
tiveness.

Kozusznik, B., University of Silesia, Katowice, Poland ;
Pollak, A., University of Silesia, Katowice, Poland

Abstract: PURPOSE of this contribution is to answer
the question how to use different influence sources and
tactics for the full use of the work team capital and
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its effectiveness. The studies indicate how leaders use
their power and social influence when trying to achieve
their goals (Bass, 1998; Hollander, 1988; Argyris, 1976;
Deci, 1975). A lot of studies document the close re-
lationship between the skillful use of social influence
by leaders and the accomplishment of difficult institu-
tional goals (Neustadt 1990; Kellerman 1984; Vroom
1976; Fiedler 1979). However, we observe the overuse
of individual managerial influence and still its closeness
to control (Argyris, 1998). The analysis of influence ef-
fective use reveals the lack of skill to recognise and reg-
ulate their influence by managers. The question arises
if deinfluentization (ability to conscious regulation of
one own’s influence) (Kozusznik, 2005) and if recog-
nition of influence tactics and deinfluentization corre-
late with the effectiveness of traditional or virtual work
team. METHODS. DEI-beh Scale(Kozusznik, 2007)
Influence Behavior Questionnaire (IBQ) (Yukl, 1994),
Team Effectiveness Scale (Pollak, 2010), Influence Be-
havior Observation Scale (IBOS) (Kozusznik, 2010).
Research and observations concern 35 traditional and
35 project virtual teams (each team about 5-10 mem-
bers). The questionnaires results are enriched by ob-
servation data. RESULTS. There is a positive rela-
tion between ability to conscious reducing of influence
(deinfluentization) and effectiveness in traditional and
virtual teams. The ability of conscious influence regu-
lation seems more important in virtual teams. Some of
the influence tactics are well and some are poorly rec-
ognized. Adequate recognition of influence tactics and
deinfluentization behavior correlates with work team
effectiveness. CONCLUSION AND PRACTICAL IM-
PLICATIONS. The results confirm that there is a need
to change leader behaviour towards not only flexible
use of influence tactics but also towards influence reg-
ulation ability which helps in better use of intellectual
capital in traditional and virtual team. The impor-
tant thing is also to help work team members recog-
nize influence tactics and deinfluentization to be more
conscious of the possible effects of social influences at
work. The ability could be trained and developed in
traditional forms and in virtual environment.

Moderating effects of union support in the
relationship between union participation and
emotional exhaustion in a sample of Spanish
delegates

Crego, A., Rey Juan Carlos University, Alcorcón,
Spain; Martinez-Inigo, D., Rey Juan Carlos University,
Alcorcón, Spain; Zacharewicz, T., Rey Juan Carlos
University, Alcorcón, Spain; Dominguez-Bilbao, R.,
Rey Juan Carlos University, Alcorcón, Spain; Gil, M.,
Rey Juan Carlos University, Alcorcón, Spain

Abstract: Turnover rate among Spanish trade union
delegates/stewards) is relatively high with more than
fifty percent of them quitting their positions after the
first term of office. Considering the shortage of human
resources that trade unions are facing, to understand
the psychosocial processes involved in the continuity
of delegates on their roles becomes a relevant ques-
tion. Previous research has been focused on the atti-
tudinal antecedents of continuity in individuals’ union
participation. Higher levels on pro-union attitudes, in-
strumental orientation and union loyalty are positively
related with more diversity or frequency of partici-
pation behaviors. However, negative consequences of
union participation that may explain turnover remain
relatively unexplored. This paper explores the nega-
tive effects of union participation in the delegates well-
being. As poor well-being is associated with higher
intentions of quitting an organization, the negative ef-
fects of union participation on emotional exhaustion
could explain the high level of turnover among union
delegates. According with previous research, organi-
zational support was expected to moderate the rela-
tionship between union participation and emotional ex-
haustion. A survey study was conducted on a sample
of UGTs delegates (Union General de Trabajadores)
from different sectors (N=931). Results showed a pos-
itive correlation between union participation behav-
iors and emotional exhaustion. Hierarchical regression
analysis confirmed a moderating effect of union sup-
ports in the relationship between union participation
and emotional exhaustion. The positive relationship
between union participation and emotional exhaustion
was stronger when perceived union support was low
and weaker when union support was high.

Symposium: New directions in emotional
labour research I: Consequences of
emotional labour

Main topic area: Emotions In The Workplace

Location: 0.5 Paris (11:30-12:45)

Chairs: Fischbach, A., German Police University,
Münster, Germany ; Hülsheger, U.R., University of
Maastricht, Maastricht, The Netherlands; Ven, J. van
de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: The regulation of emotions has become part
of organizational rules and occupational norms because
of the wide held believe that the expression as well as
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suppression of certain emotions helps influencing cus-
tomers and clients in order to meet higher-order per-
formance goals. The relationship of emotional labour
with impaired psychological health and performance
outcomes is well documented in the literature. The
present symposium will built upon previous research
and illuminate the consequences of emotional labour
by addressing topics that have, to date, only received
scant attention: Martinez and Crego investigate job
involvement as a potential moderator of the emotional
labour-burnout relationship, Hülsheger and colleagues
test the direction of effects in the relationship between
emotional labour, strain, and performance, Bernhardt
and Zapf compare emotional requirements and their
consequences of leaders with those for service em-
ployees, Fischbach and colleagues examine emotional
labour in leadership in relation to authentic leadership,
and Hahn and colleagues investigate how emotional cli-
mate within service organizations relates to affective
delivery and business performance. To examine these
topics, the researchers assembled in the present sym-
posium have made use of a variety of methodological
approaches, such a cross-sectional field, diary, and lon-
gitudinal studies. Results of these studies yield im-
portant implications for organizations. Presenters will
therefore conclude their presentations by indicating
how research findings can be used to shape work envi-
ronments, design training programs and adapt manage-
ment practices in order to enhance organizational per-
formance and alleviate the burden of emotional labour
for employees.

The moderating role of job involvement on
the surface acting and emotional exhaustion
relationship in a sample of mental health re-
habilitation staff

Martinez-Inigo, D., Rey Juan Carlos University,
Mostoles, Spain; Crego, A., Rey Juan Carlos Univer-
sity, Alcorcón, Spain; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Fac-
tors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Previous research on emotion work has con-
sistently shown that regulating emotions through sur-
face acting –display an emotion not aligned with the
inner feelings- becomes a hazard for the employee’s
well-being. Despite of its deleterious effects, surface
acting is a ubiquitous strategy in occupations involv-
ing interaction with people. This presence is more in-
tense in those settings where negative events are perva-
sive, as it is the case of professionals working with stig-
matized populations. In this scenario, identifying the
psychological variables that may contribute to buffer
against or attenuate surface acting’s negative effects

on employees’ well-being has practical implications for
occupational health. This paper analyzes whether em-
ployees’ job involvement moderates the relationship be-
tween surface acting and emotional exhaustion in a
sample of professionals working in the rehabilitation of
people with severe mental disorders (N= 175). Results
revealed that the positive relationship between surface
acting and emotional exhaustion was strong when job
involvement was low and weak when job involvement
was high.

The chicken or the egg: Testing recipro-
cal relationships between emotional labor,
strain and performance

Hülsheger, U.R., Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands; Lang, J.W.B., Maastricht Univer-
sity, Maastricht, The Netherlands; Maier, G.W., Biele-
feld University, Bielefeld, Germany ; Ven, J. van de,
Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Models of emotional labour suggest that
emotional labour leads to strain and affects job perfor-
mance. Although the link between emotional labour,
strain, and performance has been well documented in
cross-sectional field studies, not much is known about
the causal direction of relationships between emotional
labour, strain, and performance. Goal of the present
study was therefore to test the direction of effects in
a two-wave longitudinal panel study using a sample of
151 trainee teachers. Longitudinal lagged effects were
tested using structural equation modelling. Results re-
vealed that the emotional labour strategy of surface
acting led to increases in subsequent strain while deep
acting led to increases in job performance. In contrast,
there was no indication of reverse causation: Neither
strain nor job performance had a significant lagged ef-
fect on subsequent surface or deep acting. Overall, re-
sults support models of emotional labour suggesting
that surface and deep acting causally precede individ-
ual and organizational well-being. This finding has im-
portant practical implications for service organizations
that are discussed in conclusion.

Differences in emotion work of leaders and
service employees

Bernhardt, L., Goethe-University of Frankfurt, Frank-
furt, Germany ; Zapf, D., Goethe University, Frankfurt
am Main, Germany ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Fac-
tors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Research on emotion work has focused on
how service employees regulate their emotions in cus-
tomer interactions with consequences on well-being and
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performance. Only little research has examined how
leaders regulate their emotions in interactions with em-
ployees. We analyze the whole emotion work process on
an interaction level for leaders and service employees.
It is stated that leaders have more freedom and thus
emotion regulation should be easier; others argue that
leaders are in a sandwich position and thus required to
display a variety of emotions. We hypothesize that: a)
leaders have same requirements regarding the percep-
tion of emotions, but higher expression requirements
because they have to show a greater variety of emo-
tions; b) leaders have more emotion control because of
their status; c) different regulation strategies are used
with leaders using more deep acting; d) emotion work
is less exhausting for leaders. We have data from a
diary study with service employees reporting 389 in-
teractions and a diary study with currently 50 lead-
ers reporting 5 interactions each. Preliminary results
show that leaders have more emotional requirements
and control. Further, emotion work is less stressful for
them. The less negative consequences might be a re-
sult of better workplace conditions. Thus, one practical
implication is to adapt the workplaces of employees so
that emotion work is less negative for them as well.

Emotional labour and authenticity in leader-
ship

Fischbach, A., German Police University, Münster,
Germany ; Wohlers, C., German Police University,
Münster, Germany ; Lichtenthaler, P.W., German Po-
lice University, Münster, Germany ; Ven, J. van de,
Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Recent research indicates that leaders’ who
regulate own emotions and who try to influence follow-
ers’ emotions are more effective. For instance, lead-
ers’ positive emotion displays can foster followers’ cre-
ativity, while leaders’ negative emotion displays can
promote followers’ attention to details. Thus, effec-
tive leadership may involve management of own and
followers’ emotions (i.e., emotional labour). How-
ever, in recent years, scholarly and public publications
have emphasized the importance of authentic leader-
ship. Authentic leaders are proposed to be highly ef-
fective in influencing followers’ work behaviours and
attitudes. Claims for emotional labour in effective lead-
ership seem to be conflicting with claims for authentic
leadership. Aim of this study is to examine the rela-
tionship of emotional labour and authenticity in lead-
ership. In a survey study, leaders (N=28) were asked
for their expressed and felt emotions as well as their
regulation strategies when interacting with followers.

Their followers (N=347) were asked for their percep-
tion of leaders’ authenticity. Our analyses revealed that
leaders express more positive than negative emotions,
that they most frequently express genuinely felt emo-
tions, and that they use deep acting strategies more
frequently than surface acting strategies when interact-
ing with their followers. Moreover, leaders’ use of deep
acting was positively related to employees’ perceptions
of leader authenticity. A practical implication of our
findings is that organizations may train leaders in deep
acting strategies to foster authentic leadership. We will
discuss strength and limitations of this study.

Effects of emotional climate on business per-
formance in service organizations

Fischbach, A., German Police University, Münster,
Germany ; Lichtenthaler, P.W., German Police Univer-
sity, Münster, Germany ; Hahn, A.C., German Police
University, Münster, Germany ; Ven, J. van de, Tno
Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: What can service organizations do to pro-
mote the delivery of positive emotion displays toward
customers? Based on theory and empirical findings on
emotional contagion and service climate research, we
propose that positive emotional behaviours within a
service organization (i.e. positive emotional climate)
sustain the positive emotional behaviour delivered to
their customers. We argue that the positive emotional
climate of service organizations affect the positive emo-
tional delivery of service workers and in turn business
outcomes of service organizations. We tested this idea
in a field study in the retail context. Study partici-
pants (N=215 employees of 22 retail stores) were asked
to rate the frequency of displayed positive emotions
of their store managers and their colleagues. After
demonstrating within-group agreement, we aggregated
individual-level perceptions of displayed positive emo-
tions within each store to store level positive emotional
climate. As expected, a positive emotional climate was
positively related to positive emotional delivery and to
business performance. The practical implication of our
findings is that service organizations may enhance fre-
quency of positive emotional displays of their service
workers and raise business performance by providing a
general positive emotional climate within their organi-
zation.

Symposium: Psychological contracts in
teams: Horizontal and vertical perspectives

Main topic area: Human Resource Management
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Location: 0.6 Madrid (11:30-12:45)

Chair: Jong, J. de, Tilburg University, Tilburg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: This symposium focuses on a new perspec-
tive of psychological contract theory, applyingpsycho-
logical contracts to intra-team relations and inter-team
relations. Although work is increasinglystructured
around teams (e.g. Morgeson & DeRue, 2005), there
is little attention for the psychologicalunderpinnings of
the relations between team members (horizontal rela-
tions) and between the team as awhole and representa-
tives of the organization in which the team is embed-
ded (vertical relations).Strong and reciprocal relations
between team members have a considerable impact
on teameffectiveness (Reagans & Zuckerman, 2001).
There is little attention, however, for the content of the-
serelations, and evaluations of these relations over time.
Furthermore, these strong relations providepossibilities
for matching beliefs about what the organization owes
their employees, and to theirteams. This allows for the
emergence of ´shared psychological contracts´ (Nichol-
son & Johns, 1985;Rousseau, 1995).Despite calls for
more research on psychological contracts in team con-
texts (e.g. Marks, 2001;Shore et al., 2004), psychologi-
cal contracts underlying intra- and inter team relations
remains anunderstudied area of research. This sympo-
sium aims to open up the discussion on psychologi-
calcontracts in teams, and to contribute to knowledge
about relations within teams and between teamsand
organizational agents. The symposium features one
conceptual study and three empirical studieson psy-
chological contracts in teams. Two studies take a hor-
izontal and vertical perspective (Sverdrupand Linde &
Schalk), focusing on psychological contracts between
team members and between teammembers and the
team as a social entity. The two other studies take
a vertical perspective (Raeder andDe Jong), explor-
ing shared psychological contracts in teams. In doing
so, the former perspectivestakes the individual as the
level of analysis, while the latter takes a team-level
approach by applyingmulti-level designs. The sym-
posium features studies using samples from different
European countriesand beyond, including respondents
from Norway, Switzerland, the Netherlands, and South
Africa.

A Descriptive And Prescriptive Framework of
Psychological Contracts In Teams

Sverdrup, T.E., Norwegian School of Economics and
Business Administration, Bergen, Norway

Abstract: High-performance team is a commonly used
phrase to describe a group of people that are extreme-
lycommitted to reach a common goal. Team organiza-
tion has been and still is implemented in manyorgani-
zations because of the belief that a group of people can
exceed the contributions of individuals.Hence, studies
of teams have increased to find answers to questions
like: What makes a team effectiveor high-performing?
How do we utilize the team’s potential? In this paper
we introduce a frameworkthat answers some of these
questions. The framework classifies some character-
istics of teams, namelylevel of task interdependence
and leadership level. This is because the essence of
a team comprisesindividuals that are interdependent
to reach a common goal, and must be managed one
way or anotherto reach this goal. As a result, teams
vary as to how interdependent the individuals are, and
also howformally they are led.To categorize teams is
not new, but the application of the concept of psy-
chological contract tothis categorization is. The con-
cept of psychological contract has traditionally been
used to describe thereciprocal promises between an em-
ployer and an employee, and the last couple of decades,
theconcept has been embraced for its dynamic charac-
teristics. Considering the assumption that teams are-
dynamic, complex and adaptive systems (Ilgen, Hol-
lenbeck, Johnson, & Jundt, 2005), the utilizationof the
psychological contract to understand the dynamics of
teams may be valuable. In teams, teammembers in-
teract both with each other and with the team leader
to reach a common goal. Therefore,psychological con-
tracts will develop between the different parties in the
team. The frameworkillustrates different combinations
of horizontal and vertical psychological contracts in
teams, based onthe degree of interdependence and lead-
ership level. Furthermore, the framework is suggested
as aprescriptive tool for managers that aim to develop
high-performing and effective teams.

The Link Between The Team Exchange Rela-
tionship And Performance

Schalk, R., Tilburg University, The Netherlands;
Linde, B., North-West University, South Africa

Abstract: Some influences that can cause a workgroup
not to function optimal, include misguided use of en-
ergyand time, establishing norms of low productivity,
patterns of destructive conflict, and the exploitationof
emotions. It is argued by some authors that the ad-
vantageousness of workgroups is not a definitegiven,
since certain circumstances in such groups can cause
emotionally based disruptions.Performance-based work
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teams are especially exposed to the experience of sat-
isfaction and theexchange relationship. Within sport
teams such team work is not an option, but a ne-
cessity, wherespecific roles with clear obligations exist.
The research question that arises is: Do the variations
in theexperienced quality in exchange relationships in
the team reflect in the team’s performance?A longitu-
dinal survey was done among the players of a semi-
professional rugby team.Questionnaire data was gath-
ered two days before and two days after eleven games to
measure theexchange relationships in the team, satis-
faction and perceived performance. The exchange rela-
tionshipmeasurement comprised of eight items (e. g. ´I
like the way we played in the game´; ´The team actedas
a unit during the game´) with a five-point Likert scale
(Strongly disagree; Somewhat disagree;Neither agree
or disagree; Agree somewhat; Strongly agree). Four
satisfaction items (e. g. ´I amsatisfied with the team’s
effort during the game´) were also measured on the
five-point Likert scale.Four items also measured the
perceived performance of the team and member on
a ten-point intervalscale.Relations were found between
the experiences of the exchange relationship, satisfac-
tion andperformance. The level of correlations dif-
fer between the before and after game measurements.
Linkswere also found between the results of the games
and the means of the experiences of the exchangere-
lationship, satisfaction and performance of those same
games.

Agreement In Psychological Contracts In
Teams And Work-Related Outcomes

Raeder, S., University of Oslo, ETH Zürich, Zürich,
Switzerland

Abstract: Some researchers have argued that the
psychological contract emerges from organizational
culture(see Rousseau, 1989) meaning that employ-
ees in social units develop a common understand-
ing oftheir psychological contract as they develop a
common understanding of their organizational cul-
ture.Consequently, work-related outcomes should be
affected by the individual perception of thepsychologi-
cal contract as well as by the common understanding of
the psychological contract in thesocial unit.Multilevel
analysis was applied to test these assumptions in a sam-
ple of 360 employeesworking in 70 teams in a Swiss
logistics company. The influence of the psycholog-
ical contract onwork-related outcomes (intention to
quit, performance, self-perceived employability, emo-
tionalexhaustion) was investigated. Different dimen-
sions of psychological contracts were distinguished.
Thecommon understanding was measured as the level

(=mean) and the agreement (=variance) in the team-
regarding the specific dimension of the psychological
contract. Apart from the effects of thepsychological
contract at the individual level, agreement (=variance)
in the psychological contract wasrelated to intention to
quit and the level (=mean) was related to self-perceived
employability andemotional exhaustion. The results
support the cultural component in terms of a common
understandingof psychological contracts. In managing
psychological contracts, employers should also consider
thedynamics of psychological contracts in teams and
departments.

On Collective Betrayal. The Impact of Team
Psychological Contract Breach on Team Ef-
fectiveness

Jong, J. de, Tilburg University, Tilburg, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: Teams are commonly defined as collections
of individuals that independently work on a common
taskand consider themselves and are considered by
other as social units embedded in a larger social sys-
tem(Cohen & Bailey, 1997). Teams actively manage
their team boundaries, and as such, they are involvedin
social relations with organizational agents that provide
resources and support (e.g. training,facilities, political
support, etc.) to facilitate the team in accomplish-
ing their task. In this paper, Ipropose that teams de-
velop shared beliefs about team-related promised obli-
gations within theexchange agreement with organiza-
tional agents, or a team psychological contract (TPC).
Similar toindividual-level promised obligations, these
obligations are not always fulfilled, leading to beliefs
thatthe organization has failed to fulfill one or more
promised obligations within the TPC.This research fo-
cuses on the implications of TPC breach on team effec-
tiveness. The impact ofshared beliefs of TPC breach
on team effectiveness was analyzed using a sample of 35
teamsembedded in 8 Dutch organizations. Moreover,
the moderating roles of frequency of interaction with-
agents and contract content (transactional and rela-
tional) was assessed. Data on TPC breach wasobtained
from team members and interrater agreement scores
(Rwg(j)) supported aggregation to theteam level. Data
on team effectiveness was provided by the team leader.
The results show that sharedTPC breach impacts team
effectiveness. Moreover, this effect is stronger when
transactional promisedobligations are breached, and
when the team had strong relations with organizational
agents.
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Presentations: Trust: Antecedents and
Outcomes

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.7 Lisbon (11:30-12:45)

Chair: Geertshuis, S., The University of Auckland,
Auckland, New Zealand

Co-worker Trust and Work Outcomes: The
Mediating Role of Work Engagement and
Learning Goal Orientation

Chughtai, A.A., Dublin City University, Dublin, Ire-
land ; Buckley, F.L., Dublin City University, Dublin,
Ireland

Abstract: Traditionally, trust research has primar-
ily concentrated on examining leader-subordinate re-
lationships. Recently however, co-worker trust has
assumed increased significance because of the emer-
gence of work-teams within organizations. The success
of these teams requires employees to work collabora-
tively and coordinate effectively with one another. To
this end, co-worker trust has been found to be a ma-
jor driver of interpersonal cooperation and synergistic
team relationships. In spite of the growing importance
of co-worker trust, relatively few studies have empiri-
cally investigated this phenomenon. The present study
therefore, sought to address this gap by exploring the
effects of trust in co-workers on three work outcomes,
namely, in-role job performance, innovative work be-
haviour and feedback seeking for self-improvement.
Furthermore, this paper endeavoured to examine the
mediating role of work engagement and learning goal
orientation in these relationships. Data for this study
were obtained from 168 research scientists, drawn from
six Irish science research centres using paper and pen-
cil and web-based surveys. Structural equation mod-
elling was used to test the research hypotheses. The
results of this study showed that work engagement and
learning goal orientation fully mediated the effects of
co-worker trust on in-role job performance and inno-
vative work behaviour, while they partially mediated
the link between co-worker trust and feedback seeking
for self-improvement. The findings of this investiga-
tion indicate that trust in co-workers is liable to have
an important bearing on employees’ performance, in-
novativeness and their inclination to seek diagnostic
feedback. Additionally, the results suggest that trust in
co-workers may influence these work outcomes through
two distinct processes - that is, by strengthening em-
ployees’ work engagement and by raising their learning
goal orientation. Practically speaking, these findings

indicate that facilitating the formation of co-worker
trust can prove critical because it is likely to exercise
a significant impact on individual and organizational
effectiveness. The approaches and strategies that may
be employed to enhance trust in lateral group relation-
ships are discussed.

Customer aggressive behavior and service
quality: The role of trust

Gur, A., University of Haifa, Haifa, Israel ; Tzafrir, S.,
University of Haifa, Haifa, Israel ; Dolan, S., ESADE,
Barcelona, Spain

Abstract: Healthcare Organizations (HCO) have to
cope with aggressive behaviors of customers against
employees, a phenomenon which is stressful for employ-
ees and harmful for organizations. The current study
attempts to discover ways to face up aggressive behav-
ior at the organizational level from twofold, individual
and organizational. From that perspective, the key to
understanding aggressive behavior is to be found in the
service process. Following Bandura’s Social Learning
Theory (1973), the service setting might encompass el-
ements which are likely to encourage aggressive behav-
iors. One might claim that organizational elements and
personal characteristics could probably lead to aggres-
siveness against employees which eventually harm also
the organization. Furthermore, since service process in
HCO often involves risk and uncertainty, trust plays an
important role in customer-relationship and has a po-
tential to influence its dynamics. Therefore, customers’
trust could serve as a tool that HCOs can utilize to de-
crease aggressive behavior through attributional pro-
cess. Yet, despite its potential, customers’ trust as a
proactive organizational tool for coping with aggres-
siveness was not studied. The current study explored
the relationships between personal and organizational
elements, aggressive behavior of customers, and ser-
vice quality in healthcare setting. Data collection was
made through questionnaires for employees (N=394),
managers (N=79) and customers (N=575) from 45 pri-
mary medicine clinics and organizational archive data
concerning formal report and customer’s service qual-
ity. Our findings show that low level of service quality
increased the level of aggressiveness resulting in de-
creased level of service quality. Also, indicate a dif-
ferent pattern of relationships between organizational
and personal elements, aggressiveness against employ-
ees, and service quality in clinics with high vs. clinics
with low levels of customer trust. From practical as-
pect, we suggest that trust act as a moderate mech-
anism that balances customer behavior. Higher lev-
els of customer’s trust create more positive attitude
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toward the organization and its employees, while low
level of trust is likely to escalate customers’ reaction
to organizational elements that might result in aggres-
sive behavior. Organizational investment in nurturing
customers’ trust will be a strategic decision to coping
with the phenomenon and its implications.

When do Perpetrators Apologize? An Instru-
mental versus a Normative Perspective

Leunissen, J., Rotterdam School of Management, Rot-
terdam, The Netherlands; Cremer, D. de, Rotterdam
School of Management, Erasmus University, Rotter-
dam, The Netherlands; Reinders Folmer, C.P., Rotter-
dam School of Management, Erasmus University, Rot-
terdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: Trust repair has become a topic of increas-
ing attention over the last decade. In line with this
trend, research has zoomed in on apologies as a trust
repair tactic. Most research has concentrated on the
effects that apologies elicit on the victim’s behaviors
and perceptions. Virtually no research has adopted
the perpetrator perspective: do perpetrators indeed
deliver apologies and when they are most likely to do
this? In the present research we adopt this perpetra-
tor perspective. In 2 experiments, we test two different
motivations of perpetrators to apologize. According
to an instrumental motivation, perpetrators apologize
in order to obtain the positive effects associated with
apologizing. Perpetrators apologize more when posi-
tive effects will emerge (i.e. they will be forgiven) and
less when forgiveness is unlikely to happen. An apology
can thus be understood as a means to an end According
to a moral motivation, perpetrators apologize regard-
less of whether they will be forgiven or not. Indeed,
sociological and psychological research has identified
a strong norm to apologize and as such, an apology
can be an end in itself. We tested these two moti-
vations in a scenario study and a lab experiment. In
both studies, the participant was the perpetrator of
a transgression. We manipulated whether the victim
was known as a forgiving person or not. If apologies
are given on instrumental grounds, one would expect
perpetrators to apologize more when the victim seems
forgiving, and less when the victim seems unforgiving.
If apologies are given on normative grounds, one would
not expect a difference between these conditions. Our
results supported the instrumental motivation to apol-
ogize: perpetrators were found to apologize more when
the victim was known as a forgiving person rather than
an unforgiving person. This effect was mediated in
both studies by the perceived likelihood that an apol-
ogy would elicit a positive effect. These results paint

a clearer picture of the apology process. The expected
forgiveness reaction of the victim to a transgression is
an important determinant of whether the trust repair
process (by means of delivering an apology) will be ini-
tiated or not.

It’s not what you say it’s the way that you
say it.

Geertshuis, S., The University of Auckland, Auckland,
New Zealand ; Cooper-Thomas, H., The University of
Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand ; Morrison, R., AUT
University, Auckland, New Zealand

Abstract: Subordinates vary in the influencing tactics
they use and high and low performing members of staff
appear to use tactics differently. The link between
performance and tactic use however is not fully un-
derstood with some workers suggesting that tactic use
is associated with managers’ performance appraisals
rather than with subordinate performance. This pa-
per presents the results of a survey of over 200 subor-
dinates working in a range of roles in a variety of or-
ganisations. Respondents were asked to rate their own
performance using a differentiated measure of perfor-
mance that assessed task proficiency, proactivity and
adaptivity. They also reported LMX, engagement and
political skill and were asked to assess the frequency
with which they used rational argument, ingratiation
and assertive tactics in an effort to influence. At a sim-
plistic level it might be expected that, if tactic use is as-
sociated with performance rather than with managers’
performance appraisals, influencing tactics, which are
supposed to be used proactively to bring about change,
should be associated more strongly with proactive per-
formance levels than with either proficiency or adaptiv-
ity. This expectation was borne out for rational tactic
use but not for ingratiation or assertiveness. The mod-
erating roles of engagement, political skill and LMX on
the tactics to performance relationship were also ex-
amined. The results are interpreted as reflecting that
tactic use is determined by performance capability but
moderated by dispositional and situational factors and,
additionally, it is argued that different tactics serve
different purposes in subordinates’ efforts to influence
their superiors. The paper is important in mapping the
communication differences between superior and weak
performers. The practice implications for managers of
the associations between performance and communica-
tions and the way these benefits can be lost if the work
context is suboptimal are outlined.
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Presentations: Promoting Work-life
Balance

Main topic area: Work Time and Work-family

Location: 0.8 Rome (11:30-12:45)

Chair: Gonzalez-Morales, M.G., University of Guelph,
Guelph, Canada

Crossing the Border: The Relationship Be-
tween Boundary Management, Work-Family
Enrichment and Job Satisfaction

Daniel, S., University of Konstanz, Konstanz, Ger-
many ; Sonnentag, S., University of Mannheim,
Mannheim, Germany

Abstract: Work-family enrichment is a relatively new
construct in work-family research. It is defined as the
extent to which experiences in one role improve the
quality of life in another role. Despite increasing in-
terest in positive interdependencies between work and
family, still little is known about their antecedents
and consequences. Particularly, there is barely any re-
search on how working parents can manage their life
domains and how organizations can support them, not
only to reduce work-family conflict but, moreover, to
feel enriched by having multiple roles. Building upon
Boundary Management Theory the present study aims
at investigating boundary management strategies as
predictors of work-to-family enrichment and job sat-
isfaction. We consider boundary management strate-
gies both as an individual (preferences of an individ-
ual) as well as a contextual variable (perceived supplies
from an organization) regarding the two boundary di-
mensions permeability (psychological boundary) and
flexibility (time and spacial boundary). In a paper-
based survey of employees from different occupational
groups having at least one child (N=222) we assessed
permeability and flexibility preferences of the employ-
ees, perceived permeability and flexibility supplies of
the organization, work-to-family enrichment and job
satisfaction. Regression analysis showed a strong posi-
tive association between permeability preferences of an
employee, work-to-family enrichment and job satisfac-
tion and between perceived flexibility supplies of the
organization, work-to-family enrichment and job sat-
isfaction. The more employees prefer boundaries to
be permeable and the more they perceive the organi-
zation to be flexible the more they experience work-
to-family enrichment and job satisfaction. Additional
mediation analysis indicated that work-to-family en-
richment partially mediated the relationship between
permeability preferences and job satisfaction. It fully

mediated the relationship between perceived flexibility
supplies and job satisfaction. Our results offer strong
practical implications regarding the work-family inter-
face. Organizations should provide flexibility policies
(e.g., flextime) to their employees with children so that
they can not only experience less work-family conflict
but also high work-family enrichment and high job sat-
isfaction. Furthermore, preferring to have permeable
psychological boundaries from work to home fosters
work-to-family enrichment and job satisfaction. Hence,
employees should integrate working life into family life,
for example by thinking at home of accomplishments
at work.

The positive impact of virtual team work sat-
isfaction on work-life balance perceptions

Olivero, N., Universita Milano-Bicocca, Milano, Italy ;
Vecchio, L., Universita Milano-Bicocca, Milano,
Italy

Abstract: Portable electronic tools, such as PDAs and
Intelligent Mobile Phones, are increasingly adopted in
work organisations to extend flexibility in the timing
and location of work and, thus, enabling distant collab-
oration between knowledge workers. Previous research
that explored the impact of the virtual office and/or
virtual teams on aspects of work and work-life balance
indicated the raise of working hours and positive ef-
fects on perceived productivity. Negative influences
on the work-life balance are also commonly described.
In this study, 24 qualitative interviews on IBM Ital-
ian employees were carried out to provide a grounded
and interpretative account of the perceived effects of
the virtual office. Results indicate that portable elec-
tronic tools are often associated with Internet usage
for non-working purposes and that the raise of work-
ing hours is caused by an higher flexibility in the tra-
ditional working practise. Positive perceptions for the
work-life balance appeared to be greatly associated to
work satisfaction when the individual was part of a
virtual team.

Emotions embedded in work-family coping
strategies: Spanish university professors,
work-life balance, and well-being

Kuschel, K., Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona,
Barcelona, Spain

Abstract: Purpose: The study of emotions in organiza-
tional settings has been a neglected line of research in
the past. This study attempts to bridge this gap by in-
troducing the emotion issues in the work-family (WF)
research. The paper examines the unique work-family
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interface coping strategies among Spanish university
professors, and identifies how some WF strategies are
embedded with emotions. This work analyzes how par-
ticular emotional coping strategies can undermine well-
being. Method: A qualitative approach was used to
investigate the work-family interface antecedents, out-
comes, and coping strategies. A survey administered
to 146 female and male Spanish university professors
asks if they perceive a lack of, a sufficient amount of,
or a surplus of time to do their work. Seventeen in-
terviews and two focus groups were also conducted in
Barcelona. Findings: A unique set of WF interface
antecedents, outcomes, coping strategies, and linkages
to other factors were identified in the professors’ re-
sponses. Work overload (as a perceived lack of time
to complete work) is the main stressor that spills over
to the family domain. Professors’ work overload is due
to the very nature of the profession and the multipur-
pose character of their work: teaching, research, and
management. Work family conflict has been related to
several negative emotions (i.e., guilt, frustration, anger,
sadness, shame, envy, jealousy, bad mood), which re-
sulted in lower levels of general well-being. Emotions
are embedded in the strategies to cope with all types of
WF conflict. Emotions also generate particular coping
strategies that may have detrimental consequences on
work. This is the reason why employees self-regulate
and manage their (bad and good) feelings. Professors’
rank plays an important role in anger scripts played
out in dyads within organizations. Practical Implica-
tions: The study of emotions in the workplace has the
potential to add to our understanding of behavior in
organizations and employees’ well-being. Originality/-
value: The main contribution of this research consisted
in placing WF research in a particular profession and
context: teaching and research professors in Spain. It
also recognizes that particular emotional coping strate-
gies are predictors of WF conflict.

Diary studies and the positive relations be-
tween work and family: a methodological an-
swer to our theoretical problems

Gonzalez-Morales, M.G., University of Guelph,
Guelph, Canada; Tetrick, L.E., George Mason
University, Fairfax, VA, USA

Abstract: The positive relations between work and fam-
ily or other non-work domains has been conceptual-
ized using three different approaches: first, work-family
positive spillover refers to the transfer of positively va-
lenced elements from one domain to the other resulting
on beneficial effects (Hanson et al., 2006); enrichment
refers to ’the extent to which experiences in one role

improve the quality of life in the other role’ (Greenhaus
& Powell, 2006); third, the broadest concept that con-
templates system-level functioning is facilitation, de-
fined as the extent to which an individual’s engage-
ment in one social system contributes to growth and
enhanced functions in another system or life domain
(Grzywacz et al.,2007). These are three different in-
clusive levels and building items to measure these con-
structs gets more complex as we advance in the lev-
els. Positive spillover is simple: items reflect how a
particular experience or element or its effects transfers
domains (when something positive happens at work, I
am in a good mood at home’). Enrichment is compli-
cated, we need a wording that suggests that there is
a transfer of elements and that this transfer improves
the general quality of life in the other role (double-
barrelled items: not only involvement at work puts me
in a good mood, but in addition this good mood ac-
tually makes me a better family member). Finally,
facilitation items are triple-barrelled: my engagement
in work provides my family members with unique op-
portunities, and this improves overall functioning in my
family’. Even though we should follow theory to design
measurement, we should consider that measuring vari-
ous ideas in one item is not only cognitively challenging
for respondents, but a threat to measurement validity.
We propose diary methods for solving this dilemma:
facilitation items can be divided in three pieces to be
measured at different times: I am engaged at work; To-
day/ week/ month my job has provided me with new
skills / positive attitudes; Today/week/month my fam-
ily functioning has been good. The aim of this paper
is to discuss the suitability of cross-sectional designs
for the study of enrichment and facilitation and ex-
plain how to approach this problem with longitudinal
methodology.

Symposium: Job Crafting II: Antecedents
and Consequences

Main topic area: Health and Interventions

Location: 0.9 Athens (11:30-12:45)

Chairs: Bipp, T., Technische Universiteit Eindhoven,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands; Demerouti, E., Technis-
che Universiteit Eindhoven, Eindhoven, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: In the field of job design, the research fo-
cus has shifted in the last decades from the pure in-
vestigation of management driven top-down processes
to design jobs, to the acknowledgement of an active
employee that changes or customizes his or her own
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work. Job crafting, as defined in the seminal arti-
cle by Wrzesniewski and Dutton (2001), includes all
“actions employees take to shape, model, and redefine
their jobs” (p. 180). The four papers presented in this
symposium provide insights into recent, international
findings in this newly emerging research field, by inves-
tigating important antecedents and consequences of job
crafting. The first contribution by Niessen and Gunkel
examines different predictors of task, relational, and
cognitive job crafting not only on the situational but
also personal level (e.g., job control and job satisfac-
tion). The second contribution by Bipp and Demerouti
deepens the knowledge about individual differences as
antecedents of job crafting not only on a cross-sectional
but also an experimental basis. The third contribution
by Tims and colleagues investigates in a daily-diary
study the effects of crafting ones resources on extra-
and in-role job performance, and corroborates the role
of state self-efficacy as antecedent and work enjoyment
as mediator of job crafting on performance. The fourth
and final contribution by Dorenbosch focuses on possi-
ble interventions in low-skilled jobs. Does freedom in
work planning or stimulation of proactive goal-setting
really have effects on job crafting behavior?The studies
presented in the symposium are based on a variety of
applications fields and use various operationalizations
of job crafting, in order not only to contribute to theory
building in this field, but also to enlarge our knowledge
on the phenomena of job crafting for practice.

Personal and situational antecedents of job
crafting

Niessen, C., University of Konstanz, Konstanz, Ger-
many ; Gunkel, J., Technical University of Munich,
Germany

Abstract: In many organizations and occupations in-
dividuals engage in job crafting. Job crafters actively
shape and utilize their jobs to fit their needs, values,
and identities. The purpose of the present study was
to identify personal antecedents (job satisfaction, well-
being) and situational antecedents (job control, time
pressure) which motivate job crafting. Relying on the
theoretical framework of Wrzesniewski and Dutton, we
investigated three job crafting activities, namely al-
tering the form and number of tasks (i.e., changing
task boundaries), the cognitive framing of the job (i.e.,
changing cognitive task boundaries), and deciding with
whom one interacts while doing the job (i.e., changing
relational boundaries). We conducted a survey with
445 German school teachers. Hierarchical regression
analyses revealed that job control positively predicted
the extent with which teachers altered the form and

number of tasks. In addition, time pressure was also
positively related to changing task boundaries, and
changing relational boundaries. Under time pressure
teachers increasingly chose with whom they interacted
(e.g., colleagues, parents). Moreover, reduced well-
being was also related to changing relational bound-
aries. Altering cognitive boundaries of the job was
predicted by personal antecedents such as job satis-
faction, and well-being. Teachers who experienced low
job satisfaction reported a higher tendency to see their
job according to their personal values. Furthermore,
when individuals experienced low time pressure, re-
duced well-being was also positively related to changing
cognitive task boundaries. Theoretical and practical
implications of the study will be discussed.

The relationship between individual differ-
ences and job crafting

Bipp, T., Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, Eind-
hoven, The Netherlands; Demerouti, E., Eindhoven
University of Technology, Eindhoven, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: Prior research has shown that job crafting
can have positive effects on work outcomes, as job sat-
isfaction. In order to prevent potential negative out-
comes (as additional stress), it is important to under-
stand who changes his or her job proactively in which
way. Since job crafting refers to changes employees
make in order to align their work with their own ex-
pectations, needs, values or interests, it can be ex-
pected that individual differences shape job crafting
behavior. We investigated in two studies how two ba-
sic dimensions of personality in terms of Approach and
Avoidance temperament influence job crafting, opera-
tionalized in terms of seeking resources or challenges at
the workplace, or reducing demands. Study 1 investi-
gated the relationships in a sample of 99 international
employees with various job backgrounds. After con-
trolling for effects of age, gender, and job complexity,
the temperament dimensions were able to account for
up to 18% of the variance in job crafting. The results
showed that persons scoring high on Approach temper-
ament increased resources and demands, whereas per-
sons scoring high on Avoidance temperament tended to
reduce demands in the current work situation. Study
2 aimed to experimentally manipulate the approach
and avoidance focus on a state basis, in order to in-
vestigate the causal relationships. Three experimental
conditions (approach, avoidance, control) were realized
and the intention to craft the job within the next work-
ing week was assessed afterwards. Preliminary results
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of this study (n=48) also provide support that per-
sons with an avoidance focus have a higher tendency
to decrease demands in their work situation. Taken to-
gether, the two studies provide important insights into
the effects of individual differences on job crafting. The
results will be discussed with regard to person-job fit
and the relevance of the findings for practice.

Job crafting explored: How job crafting
leads to job performance

Tims, M., Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The
Netherlands; Bakker, A.B., Erasmus University
Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Derks,
D.A.J.A., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotterdam,
The Netherlands

Abstract: In this 5-day diary study it is examined
whether one aspect of job crafting, namely increasing
one’s structural job resources (autonomy and variety)
led to better in-role and extra-role performance me-
diated by work enjoyment. Job crafting was opera-
tionalized as the self-initiated changes that employees
made in their own level of job resources. Job resources
are seen as those work characteristics that enhance
work performance, individual growth and learning and
buffer against the negative effects of high job demands.
Furthermore, we investigated the role of state self-
efficacy as a predictor of job crafting.The results of this
study supported our hypothesized mediation: Employ-
ees who scored high on state self-efficacy on one day
were also more likely to craft more job resources on
that day. This increased level of autonomy and vari-
ety in turn enhanced their work enjoyment. Finally,
employees who enjoyed their work were more likely to
perform well on in-role tasks. However, work enjoy-
ment did not reach significance in predicting extra-role
performance. Here only job crafting mediated the re-
lationship between self-efficacy and extra-role perfor-
mance.Job crafting may be an important mean to keep
employees motivated because they can craft tasks or re-
sponsibilities they find interesting. As a consequence,
this study showed that employees who enjoyed their
work more performed better on their own tasks but
also on tasks that were not prescribed in their jobs
(i.e. extra-role).

Reflecting on job crafting in low-skilled
jobs: quantitative and qualitative insights
from two small-scale intervention studies

Dorenbosch, L., TNO Institute for Work & Employ-
ment, The Netherlands

Abstract: Following a dynamic person-job fit perspec-
tive, this study states that job crafting concerns a
range of behavioral techniques that employees use to
sustain a fit by aligning their job with their (phys-
ical/cognitive) abilities and their strengths, motives
and passions. By some labeled as job redesign from
“bottom up”, job crafting implies that employees can
proactively engage in the modification of task, rela-
tional and cognitive boundaries of their job in order
to gain or restore a healthy, meaningful or challeng-
ing job. In low-skilled jobs with low-skilled workers
two factors might, however, withhold employees from
crafting their job: their work discretion and their work
goal orientations. In contrast to higher-skilled jobs,
low skilled-jobs in general provide less functional dis-
cretion and control which is found relate to lower levels
of job crafting. Otherwise, work values research in-
dicates that low-skilled workers attach more value to
extrinsic work goals than to intrinsic work goals (e.g.,
growth, challenge), which makes that low-skilled work-
ers might feel less reason to pursue proactive job craft-
ing goals because a change toward an future intrin-
sic work-related outcome is marginally important to
them.This study presents the results of two small-scale
intervention studies aimed at dealing with these job
crafting obstacles for lower-skilled workers by (1) giv-
ing a team of maintenance workers more discretion in
the work planning and (2) stimulating proactive goal-
setting among elderly care workers. Installing discre-
tion with regard to the work planning was found to
increase the instances of collaborative (and not indi-
vidual) job crafting through which they successfully
negotiated the allocation of best-fitting tasks for each
team member. A workshop with elderly care workers
to stimulate the process of proactive goal-setting for
sustaining a person-job fit showed (1) the difficulty of
envisioning critical future fit risks, (2) variance in the
extent to which they were motivated to decrease health
risks or increase job meaningfulness and job challenge
and (3) variance in the job crafting techniques they
considered to be effective in reaching the same type of
goals.

Symposium: Workplace Bullying:
Overcoming Existing Shortcomings

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 2.1 Colorado (11:30-12:45)

Chairs: Baillien, E., HU Brussel, Brussels, Bel-
gium; Rodriguez-Munoz, A., Autonoma University of
Madrid, Madrid, Spain
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Abstract: The economical crisis has triggered orga-
nizations to substantially change their work environ-
ment and policies to become more cost-efficient; of-
ten neglecting devastating social consequences of these
acts. This symposium aims to focus on one particular
negative social outcome that may be linked to such
economic changes: workplace bullying. In five pre-
sentations, this symposium aims to (a) take scientific
knowledge about bullying to the next level by address-
ing a range shortcomings in the domain so far (cross-
sectional designs, lack on intervention studies, concep-
tualization) and (b) strive for insights that can guide
practitioners that want to prevent/counteract bullying
and aim to improve the quality of social relations at
work. First, data from Spanish and Costa Rican em-
ployees showed that gender differences impact on how
bullying is defined; underlining that there could be dif-
ferences in when female versus male managers might
act against bullying. Second, addressing the urban
legend that targets and perpetrators of bullying are
‘one and the same’, a study among Belgian employ-
ees revealed that being a target versus perpetrator can
be regarded as different classes. Third, a longitudi-
nal Belgian sample revealed that job demands and job
recourses are antecedents rather than consequences of
bullying and can be used to prevent bullying. Fourth,
an Italian longitudinal study advanced these findings
by adding the individual characteristic of workaholism
as a factor to predict bullying. At last, a longitudinal
intervention study in Spain assessed whether training
in conflict management can be used as a strategy to
prevent (more) future bullying.

Gender differences in conceptualizations of
workplace bullying

Escartin, J., University of Barcelona, Barcelona,
Spain; Salin, D., Hanken School of Economics,
Helsinki, Finland ; Rodriguez-Carballeira, A., Univer-
sity of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

Abstract: This presentation focuses on the significance
of gender for conceptualizations of bullying. Analyses
are based on validated taxonomy of six different bully-
ing behavior categories: isolation, control and manipu-
lation of information, abusive working conditions, emo-
tional abuse, professional discredit, and devaluation
of the target’s professional role. We draw upon data
from three studies. First, we investigated how men and
women define bullying in a convenience sample of 246
Spanish and Costa Rican employees who provided their
own definitions of bullying. The second and third study
analyzed gender differences in the perceived severity
of the different bullying categories. First, 30 Spanish

experts from various fields (psychology, law,..) were
asked to do a severity rating by distributing 100 points
among the bullying categories. Second, 300 Spanish
employees were asked to rate the severity of 35 bully-
ing behaviors, belonging to the bullying categories, on
a scale from 0 (no harassment) to 10 (maximum sever-
ity). The results showed that, when defining bullying,
women emphasized emotional abuse and professional
discredit more than men. Moreover, both female em-
ployees and female experts considered emotional abuse
to be more severe than their male counterparts. In
fact, men rated the severity of all bullying categories as
lower than women. These findings suggest that gender
is an important factor for how bullying is conceptual-
ized. This may have implications for how and when
managers of either gender think it is necessary to take
measures against negative behavior and what kind of
measures they deem appropriate for specific offences.
It also highlights the need for contact and support per-
sons of both sexes and for a balanced gender composi-
tion on grievance committees.

Identifying perpetrators and targets of bul-
lying with a Latent Class Modelling ap-
proach.

Notelaers, G., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands; Baillien, E., HU Brussel, Brussels, Bel-
gium

Abstract: The majority of studies on workplace bully-
ing address this phenomenon solely from a target per-
spective. However, bullying does not only exist in the
eye of the beholder but unfolds in the social workplace
setting with perpetrators, non-involved observers and
potential collaborators. In this contribution we would
like to shed light on a important part of this multi-
actor phenomenon. Following reflections in the field
that bullying does not simply follow a sender-receiver
pattern, we first aim to identify different classes of tar-
gets and perpetrators using Latent Class Modelling on
data of 693 Belgian employees. Second, longitudinal
data from 320 Belgian employees are used to investi-
gate the probability that targets become perpetrators
versus vice-versa. For this aim, detailed transitions be-
tween the different LC of targets and perpetrators are
studied over time. Preliminary results showed a moder-
ate correlation between being a perpetrator or a target
of bullying; in line with earlier findings. LCA however
revealed that this moderate correlation may be owed
to a high overlap between the occasionally bullied and
the occasionally perpetrator classes. LCA additionally
showed separate and thus unique classes of targets ver-
sus perpetrators of bullying. Furthermore, longitudinal
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LC factor models indicated that perpetrators may be-
come targets over time, whereas targets do not tend to
become perpetrators.

The longitudinal relationships of job demands
and job resources with targets’ and perpetra-
tors’ reports of bullying.

Baillien, E., HU Brussel, Brussels, Belgium; Vanden-
broeck, A., U Brussel, Belgium, KU Leuven, Bel-
gium; Rodriguez-Munoz, A., Autonoma University of
Madrid, Madrid, Spain; Witte, H. de, Katholieke Uni-
versiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Abstract: The current study investigates causal rela-
tionships between work characteristics, in terms of job
demands and job resources, and targets’ and perpetra-
tors’ reports of workplace bullying. In line with the Job
Demands-Resources model and the bullying literature,
we assumed that both high job demands (workload,
role conflict and job insecurity) and low job resources
(task autonomy, social support and skill utilisation) in-
crease bullying over time (i.e. normal causation). Re-
sults of structural equation modelling analyses (n =
177) partially supported our hypothesis. As expected,
we found that T1 job demands related positively to T2
targets’ reports of bullying and that T1 job resources
related negatively to T2 targets’ reports of bullying.
Unexpectedly, there was no significant cross-lagged ef-
fect of T1 job demands and resources on T2 perpetra-
tor’s reports of bullying. No evidence was found for
reverse causation or reciprocal effects. Overall, these
findings support the validity of the theoretical models
postulating a causal link from work characteristics to
workplace bullying.

Work environmental and individual differ-
ence factors as antecedents of bullying at
work: A longitudinal investigation

Balducci, C., University of Bologna, Italy ; Cecchin,
M., National Healthcare Service, Italy ; Fraccaroli, F.F.,
University of Trento, Rovereto, Italy

Abstract: Most research on bullying antecedents has
focused either on work environmental factors or on in-
dividual difference factors, and are cross-sectional in
nature. The present study examines longitudinally
whether individual difference factors interact with work
environmental factors in the escalation of bullying; in
line with an interactionist perspective in the explana-
tion of the phenomenon. We focused on role stressors

(role conflict and role ambiguity) for the work envi-
ronmental factors. For individual differences, we con-
sidered workaholism: Workaholism could be an inter-
esting factor in relation to bullying, since workaholics
show several characteristics of the “hot temperament”,
which seems to be an important condition for involve-
ment in interpersonal conflicts at work. Participants
were Italian employees of the health sector. Data were
collected in two waves approximately 12 months apart
(May-August 2009/2010), with 574 employees partici-
pating to the first survey (response rate 80%) and 450
to the second survey (response 62.7%). Preliminary
cross-sectional SEM analyses on both time points in-
dicated that role stressors and workaholism were in-
dependently related to bullying. Furthermore, worka-
holism strengthened the role stressor–bullying relation-
ship, with the interaction factor explaining 3% (survey
1) and 4% (survey 2) variance more in the bullying
construct. Longitudinal data analysis will be based
on the 280 employees who participated in both times
and for whom data matching was possible. Longitudi-
nal confirmation of cross-sectional results would make
stronger the idea that primary prevention of bullying
is possible, and that this prevention should focus on
traditional work-stress factors such as role conflict and
role ambiguity.

Interpersonal Conflict and Workplace Bul-
lying Prevention: A Prospective Intervention
Study

León-Pérez, M., University of Sevilla, Spain; Arenas,
A., University of Seville, Seville, Spain

Abstract: Although many researchers and practition-
ers advocate training as a way to reduce bullying, few
studies have empirically examined the effectiveness of
the interventions. Therefore, following the idea that
workplace bullying is an escalating process in which
an unresolved conflict becomes destructive for the in-
dividuals involved, we aim to study the effectiveness
of a conflict management training to prevent bullying.
To this aim, data on working conditions, interpersonal
conflicts, and workplace bullying were collected in a
Spanish manufacturing company. Based on this base-
line survey, an intervention containing conflict man-
agement training for key staff members and supervi-
sors was implemented. Then, different qualitative and
quantitative measures were taken during a follow-up
period in order to assess the intervention effectiveness.
Finally, the baseline survey was repeated eight months
after the implementation of the intervention. The ef-
fectiveness of the intervention will be examined follow-
ing Kirkpatrick’s Evaluation Model: participants’ re-
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action to the training (“customer satisfaction survey”
just after the intervention), learning process (a mea-
sure of the extent participants felt that they improved
their conflict management knowledge and skills), train-
ing transfer (a measure of the extent that participants
changed their behaviour), and results derived from the
training (comparing measures from before and eight
months after the training). Theoretical and practical
implications are discussed.

Presentations: Employee Well Being -
Theoretical Approaches

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 2.14 Amazon (11:30-12:45)

Chair: Drury, M.E., Leeds University, Leeds, UK

Do employees’ perceived control and impor-
tance of work-related discussions influence
their task satisfaction? An interaction ef-
fect.

Drury, M.E., Leeds University, Leeds, UK ; Robinson,
M.A., Leeds University, Leeds, UK

Abstract: Social interaction (e.g. pre-planned meetings
and informal discussions) is paramount to working life,
due to its role in communication and knowledge shar-
ing. Testimony to this is the finding from the current
investigation that even in technical roles social inter-
action accounts for around a third of working time.
Previous research in the field of job design has found
that many job characteristics, such as autonomy and
task significance, are important predictors of positive
job outcomes, such as job satisfaction. However, social
interaction has rarely been examined with respect to
such variables and interaction between variables, par-
ticularly at the task-level of analysis. To address this
omission, this research investigates a possible interac-
tion between task control and task importance, and
their effect on task satisfaction, within social interac-
tion at work. A work sampling approach was used
to collect task-level data. Fifty-two engineers from a
multi-national engineering organization each carried a
personal digital assistant (PDA) for 20 working days.
Engineers answered alarms on their PDAs, at random
time-points within each hour, and categorised their
work activity by entering data on 12-16 screens. There-
fore, enough data was collected to precisely infer the
percentage of time engaged in each task. Analyses

revealed that within social activity, participants per-
ceived that they had significantly more control over in-
formal discussions than pre-planned meetings, but per-
ceived meetings as significantly more important than
discussions. This suggests there may be a conflict be-
tween task control and task importance (both of which
are key to satisfaction) in differing types of social in-
teraction. Further analyses examined any interaction
effects between task control and task importance with
respect to satisfaction for meetings and discussions. An
interaction approaching significance was found for dis-
cussions, such that task control moderated the relation-
ship between task importance and task satisfaction. No
such interaction was found for meetings. Results will
be discussed in relation to job design theory, and their
relevance to employee wellbeing in social interaction
at work. (Full references and results will be provided
during presentation).

Achievement goals and performance attain-
ment: A domain specific and cross-domain
meta-analytic review

Blaga, M., University of Groningen, Groningen, The
Netherlands; Yperen, N.W. van, University of Gronin-
gen, Groningen, The Netherlands; Postmes, T., Uni-
versity of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands

Abstract: The main focus of this meta-analysis was a
review and synthesis of the literature to explore the
links between achievement goals and performance at-
tainment in the work domain. Furthermore, the find-
ings in the work domain were compared to effects found
in both the educational domain and the sports domain.
We meta-analyzed 84 correlational studies, comprising
309 independent effect sizes and a total of 35,670 par-
ticipants. Achievement goals were classified accord-
ing to the 2 2 achievement goal framework developed
by Elliot (1999; Elliot & McGregor, 2001), which is
based on a definition dimension (performance vs. mas-
tery) and a valence dimension (approach vs. avoid-
ance). In the work domain, mastery-approach goals
were positively correlated with performance attain-
ment (r = .21), performance-approach goals were posi-
tively, but weakly, correlated with performance attain-
ment (r = .09, p = .06), while performance-avoidance
goals were negatively correlated with performance at-
tainment (r = -.32). These results were generally
in line with those found in both the educational do-
main and the sport domain. More exactly, in the ed-
ucational domain, we found positive correlations be-
tween mastery-approach goals and performance attain-
ment (r = .11), performance-approach goals and per-
formance attainment ( r = .09), and a negative correla-
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tion between performance-avoidance goals and perfor-
mance attainment ( r = -.11). Additionally, mastery-
avoidance goals were negatively correlated with per-
formance attainment ( r = -.10). Finally, in the sport
domain, we found significant and positive correlations
between mastery-approach goals and performance at-
tainment ( r = .21), and performance-approach goals
and performance attainment ( r = .16). Our results
confirm positive and robust cross-domain correlations
between approach- goals and performance, and par-
ticularly between mastery-approach goals and perfor-
mance. Worth mentioning is the positive correlation
between performance-approach goals and performance
across domains, as researchers (particularly in the work
domain and the education domain) tend to be skepti-
cal about potential benefits of these goals. Although
we cannot draw causal conclusions on the basis of the
correlational studies we meta-analyzed, a practical im-
plication may be to emphasize approach goals (mastery
in particular), and downplay avoidance goals as an at-
tempt to positively influence performance attainment
in organizations, but also in the classroom, and on the
sports field.

Assessing the relationship among burnout/en-
gagement, trait-affect and psychosomatic
complaints in human services

Escobar Sanchez, E., University of Valencia-Master
WOP-P, Valencia, Spain; Martinez-Tur, V., Univer-
sity of Valencia-Master WOP-P, Valencia, Spain; Car-
valho, C., University of Valencia-Master WOP-P, Va-
lencia, Spain

Abstract: Burnout, engagement and affect and their
relationship with workers health are topics extensively
studied in the organizational context. However, there is
not much literature assessing the integration of all these
three topics in predicting psychosomatic health. Fur-
thermore work conditions can lead to burnout, indeed
these work-related causes of stress have contributed to
psychosomatic complaints. The European Agency for
Safety and Health at Work reports that the 13% of
workers complain about headaches, 17% about muscu-
lar pains, 30% about back pains, 20% about fatigue and
28% about stress. These psychosomatic complaints
also impact on the organizational and public health
costs, as the EU estimates, those costs arising from
work-related stress come to around 20 billion annu-
ally within the EU that represents the 3% of the EU’s
GDP. With this in mind, our research aims to study
simultaneously the relationship between trait-affect,
burnout/engagement and psychosomatic complaints.

We propose a total mediated model for testing if the sit-
uational factors (burnout/engagement) mediate the re-
lationship between trait-affect and psychosomatic com-
plaints, being the situational factors (burnout/engage-
ment) the ones that mediate the relationship between
affect and complaints. This total mediated model was
compared with two partial mediated models in order
to analyze the influence of the direct relationship be-
tween affect and psychosomatic complaints. The sam-
ple consisted of 782 employees within the human ser-
vices sector. The results of structural equation model-
ing showed that, the total mediated model of burnout
is the one that best fits and explains the relationship
between affect and psychosomatic complaints. Practi-
cal implications have been shown by our results. As has
been confirmed, affection plays a decisive role on the
tendency to suffer burnout or engagement, although
is not the only factor for determining the tendency
to suffer psychosomatic complaints. However, working
conditions that favor the appearance of burnout may
impact on workers health through psychosomatic com-
plaints, which even people with PA traits can end up
to suffering psychosomatic complaints if the employ-
ment situation is experienced as burnout, and these
psychosomatic complaints can embody into sick leaves
that directly impact on organizational an public health
costs.

Are time management trainings effective?

Häfner, A., University of Würzburg, Würzburg,
Germany ; Schwäble, S., University of Würzburg,
Würzburg, Germany ; Stock, A., University of
Würzburg, Würzburg, Germany

Abstract: Although time management trainings are
very popular, only few training programs have been
evaluated (Claessens, Van Eerde, Rutte, & Roe, 2007)
and they are mainly derived from self-help literature.
Our aim is to investigate whether perceived control
of time, perceived stress and performance can be im-
proved through a time management training, which
was based on psychological theory and research. 74
employees were randomly assigned to a training or
waiting-list control group. Directly before and in the
sixth week after training both the groups answered
questionnaires measuring perceived control of time,
perceived stress, performance and improvement of time
management. In a diary they also specified how much
time they spent on a self-selected, important task. As
a more objective measurement, performance and self-
organization were rated by superiors. Additionally,
the trained were asked about the quality of the train-
ing. The training’s quality was rated very high, as
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well as the willingness to use the learned techniques.
The trained group tried harder to improve their time
management and was more of the opinion that their
own time management improved. A 2x2 MANCOVA
with time of measurement and training-participation
as independent, perceived control of time, perceived
stress and self-organization as dependent variables and
perceived workload as covariate - since workload was
postulated as predictor of perceived control of time
and stress (Claessens, Van Eerde, Rutte, & Roe, 2004)
- showed a significant interaction for perceived stress
and perceived control of time in the expected direction:
through time management training, perceived control
of time increased and perceived stress decreased. There
was no significant effect on self-rated self-organization
or the other performance measures. The training shows
effects on self-rated improvement of time management,
perceived stress and perceived control of time, which
underlines the usefulness of this time management
training especially regarding variables of well-being.

A Comparison of Linear versus Nonlinear
Models of Flow in the Workplace

Ceja, L., IESE Business School, University of Navarra,
Barcelona, Spain; Navarro, J., Social Psychology De-
partment, University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

Abstract: Introduction: With the flow theory as the
backdrop, it is predicted that the quality of the daily
experiences of employees will depend on the challenge
experienced and skill required in their work activities.
Using a hierarchical linear regression approach, the
first aim of the present study is to examine the pos-
itive influence of perceived levels of challenge and skill
on the daily subjective experience (i.e., enjoyment, ab-
sorption and interest) of employees. The second goal
is to examine the former prediction as a cusp catas-
trophe effect, proposing a cusp model, which accounts
for discontinuities in the flow experiences of employees.
In other words, the present study intends to compare
the cusp catastrophe model with a comparable linear
model. Methods: Participants were 60 employees from
various occupational backgrounds. Employees’ percep-
tions of challenge and skill regarding work-related ac-
tivities and their subjective experience in terms of en-
joyment, interest and absorption were measured us-
ing the experience sampling method. Each partici-
pant was given a handheld personal digital assistant
(PDA) to carry for 21 consecutive days. The PDA
produced six signals per day at random time inter-
vals during working hours until at least 100 trials were
completed. To analyze the fit of the cusp catastro-
phe model to the flow data and compare the fit to a

linear regression model, the R sofware was used. Re-
sults: According to the AIC and BIC indexes, the cusp
model fitted better the data than the linear regression
model. Both the AIC and BIC are lower for the cusp
model (AIC=6134.5/ BIC=6169.4) as compared to the
linear regression model (AIC=23048.6/ BIC=23064.1).
Likewise, the R2 is higher for the cusp model (R2=0,
3619) as compared to the linear regression model (R2
=0,1327). Discussion: Our results support the cusp
catastrophe model, which accounts for the discontin-
uous changes in employees’ flow experiences. More
specifically, the model shows that perceived challenge
acts as bifurcation variable, that is, a threshold there
exists beyond which small variations in perceived skill
(i.e., asymmetry variable) can cause a nonlinear shift
from high to low levels of enjoyment, interest and ab-
sorption.

Symposium: Multilevel perspectives on
work, employee well-being and
organizational performance

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 2.7 Meuse (11:30-12:45)

Chair: Voorde, K. van de, Radboud University Ni-
jmegen, Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Abstract: Research on work, employee well-being
and organizational performance has been character-
izedby a split along the level of analysis. On the
one hand ‘micro’ research explores the impact of-
work context on employee well-being on the individ-
ual level. On the other hand ‘macro’ researchexplores
linkages between activities associated with the man-
agement of employees (HRM) andorganizational per-
formance on the organizational level. The breaking
down of barriers between‘macro’ and ‘micro’ research
is highly recommended. The integration of ‘macro’ or-
ganizationalcontext in employee well-being literature
(Rousseau & Fried, 2001) and the integration of‘micro’
organizational behavior concepts in HRM literature
(Wright & Boswell, 2002) is neededto progress both
fields.Numerous multilevel frameworks describing rela-
tionships across different levels of analysis(Kozlowski
& Klein, 2000; Rousseau, 2010) and multilevel meth-
ods (e.g. Croon & vanVeldhoven, 2007; Preacher et
al., 2010) have been proposed in the last decade. How-
ever, the areaof work, employee well-being and orga-
nizational performance appears to be lagging behind
inthis respect. Although the organizational context
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(e.g. HRM) is known to be important forshaping in-
dividual’s well-being, which is consequently a condi-
tion to be met to achieveorganizational performance,
knowledge on the role of organizational context (e.g.
HRM) foremployee well-being and on the role of em-
ployee well-being for organizational performance is-
minimal (Hart & Cooper, 2001). Few studies look
at how organizational context influencesemployee well-
being, and how this influences organizational perfor-
mance across different levelsof analysis (i.e. top-down
and bottom-up processes) (Bliese & Jex, 2002; Nishii
& Wright, 2008).The aim of this symposium is to ex-
plore and discuss theories and methods for incorporat-
ingmultilevel perspectives into research on work, em-
ployee well-being and organizationalperformance rela-
tionships. The first three presentations set the stage
for this symposium bypresenting overviews of the state
of the literature, previous research and multi-level re-
searchmethods. The three presentations are followed
by presentations of two empirical, multi-levelpapers on
the impact of organizational context on employee well-
being and or organizationalperformance. Each pre-
sentation takes 15 minutes; this will leave 15 minutes
for discussion acrossthe papers. In summary, the pre-
sentations in this symposium seek to enhance our un-
derstandingof the multi-level pathways through which
organizational context elements (e.g. HRM)influences
employee well-being and or organizational performance
by focusing on theory,methods and empirical research.
Below, the five presentations are introduced.

Reinforcing the micro-macro bridge

Rousseau, D.M., Carnegie Mellon University, Pitts-
burgh, USA

Abstract: Bridging micro and macro perspectives in or-
ganizational research is critical for two reasons. There-
ality is that organizational phenomena are inherently
multiple level. So too are the policies andpractices
needed to move the expression of these phenomena
toward a preferred state. I argue thatorganizational
research is less divided along micro and macro lines
than is often assumed. Indeedin the past 30 years we
have witnessed the mainstreaming of multi-level, or-
ganizational thinkingas standard practice. Related de-
velopments include the multi-level heuristics commonly
used inthe field’s research design, including Hackman’s
(2003) notion of “a level up and a level down,”and
approaches to self-organizing multilevel processes and
cross-level interventions. Advocatingintegrative plu-
ralism (Mitchell, 2000), I suggest three approaches to
expanding and deepeningmicro/macro integration, in-
cluding active use of alternative representations in re-

search,systematic reviews that integrate findings across
levels, and computer simulations modelingcross-level
complexity.

HRM, employee well-being and performance:
A systematic review of the literature

Voorde, K. van de, Radboud University Nijmegen, Ni-
jmegen, The Netherlands

Abstract: The impact of HRM on organizational per-
formance has become one of the major topics in HRre-
search. Employee well-being has been increasingly in-
cluded in explanatory models of the HRM- perfor-
mance link. However, two competing views stand out
with respect to the position ofemployee well-being at
work in HRM - performance research. This review ex-
amines which ofthe competing perspectives, ‘mutual
gains’ or ‘conflicting outcomes’ is more appropriate
todescribe the role of three employee well-being dimen-
sions: happiness, health and relationships. Itcovers 36
empirical studies published from 1995 to May 2010 in
which HRM, well-being andorganizational performance
are measured in a quantitative way. The main im-
plication from thisreview is that the role of employee
well-being in the HRM-performance linkage depends
on thewell-being type studied. Happiness and relation-
ships well-being function as mutual gain withperfor-
mance. Health-related well-being, however, seems to
function as a conflicting outcomewith performance.

HRM, employee well-being & organizational
performance: A 2-1-2 multilevel mediational
analysis

Veldhoven, M.J.P.M. van, Tilburg University, Tilburg,
The Netherlands

Abstract: Multilevel mediation is of particular impor-
tance to research on Human Resource Managemen-
tand organizational performance. Typically, the focus
in this research area is on examining theeffects that
organizational policies and practices have on various
aspects of organizationalperformance through a range
of employee variables. There is considerable debate
about whichvariables should be included at the organi-
zational (level 2) and employee (level 1) levels ofanal-
yses, but in general a 2-1-2 (organization-individual-
organization) process holds in manyinstances. It is
now technically feasible to analyze multilevel mediation
models which enableresearchers to connect individual
level variables on worker well-being to organizational
levelantecedents as well as outcomes. The objective of
this paper is to present such an analyticsolution using
Mplus, and illustrate it with a concrete example based
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on data from the 2004edition of the UK Workplace Em-
ployment Relations Survey WERS (>15,000 employees
nestedin >1,000 workplaces).

Predicting employee turnover intentions:
The role of intradepartmental interdepen-
dence and sense of community

Karanika-Murray, M., Nottingham Trent University,
Nottingham, UK ; Michaelides, G., Nottingham Trent
University, Nottingham, UK

Abstract: Recent research suggests that, in addition to
individual differences and job characteristics, worku-
nit characteristics have a crucial role for understanding
of employee voluntary turnover (Holtomet al., 2008).
Thus, friendship networks (Feeley et al., 2008) and task
interdependence (Pearce &Gregersen, 1991) are consid-
ered instrumental for shaping employee attitudes and
behaviours. Wesuggest that intradepartmental connec-
tivity and task interdependence can affect turnoverin-
tentions and that sense of community mediates this re-
lationship. We adopted a multilevel twoway(job cate-
gory, work unit) cross-classification approach (N=1539,
N groups=169, N jobcategories=13), controlling for de-
mands, control, and managerial support. Results in-
dicated thatintradepartmental connectivity has a neg-
ative effect on turnover intentions and that thisrela-
tionship is mediated by sense of community, whilst
task interdependence has a direct negativeeffect on
turnover intentions. These findings have pressing im-
plications for understanding andmanaging voluntary
turnover through work design.

The relationship between organizational em-
ployment systems, employee well-being and
workplace performance

Peccei, R., King’s College London, London, UK

Abstract: This study uses multilevel data from the
2004 Workplace Employment Relations Surveycovering
8030 employees across 1228 UK establishment to ex-
amine the relationship betweenorganizational employ-
ment systems (OES), employee well-being (WB) and
workplaceperformance (WP). Organizational employ-
ment systems are conceptualized as comprising fourdi-
mensions: Work design practices, HR practices proper,
employee voice, and managementleadership styles. I
first identify a number of mechanisms through which
the dimensions of OESmay affect well-being and perfor-
mance (e.g., human capital, job control, job demands,
socialintegration of employees). I then (a) examine the
extent to which the various mechanismsmediate the re-
lationship between OES, WB and WP, and (b) identify

and compare the type ofOES that are most likely to
maximize WB and those that are most likely to maxi-
mize WP.Preliminary analysis shows that the relation-
ship between OES-the various mechanisms-WB-WPis
quite complex but that, overall, the types of OES that
maximize WB are significantly differentfrom those that
maximize WP.

Presentations: Organizational Transitions:
Mergers, Acquisitions, Privatizations, and
Closures

Main topic area: Organizational Change and Develop-
ment

Location: 2.9 Euphrates (11:30-12:45)

Chair: Edwards, M.R., King’s College London, Lon-
don, UK

Contrasting between high-performers’ and
low-performers’ justice perceptions of effort
and turnover cognitions: Can you rely on
high-performers’ during plant closures?

Häsänen, L., Stockholm University, Stockholm, Swe-
den; Hansson, M., Örebro University, Örebro, Sweden;
Hellgren, J., Stockholm University, Stockholm, Swe-
den

Abstract: Managers planning for a prolonged plant
closure would probably contemplate staffing, and per-
haps one way to try to ensure continued productivity
would be putting high-performing employees in key po-
sitions in the hope that they would continue perform-
ing throughout the closure. Such staffing cues have
been proposed to be used during downsizing (Appel-
baum, et al., 1987). However, a senior top manager
who has initiated and led 16 plant closures throughout
his career and responsible for this specific plant clo-
sure, reported that he has tested this staffing approach
during plant closures with unsatisfying results - instead
high-performing employees had a tendency to stop per-
forming and having higher tendency to quit. The pur-
pose of this paper is to investigate the anecdotal re-
ports that high-performing employees stop performing
and have a higher tendency to quit during plant clo-
sures. A longitudinal design was used, with one year
between data collection points (T1 and T2). Data was
collected using online and paper copies of the same
questionnaire, with a response rate of 61% on T1 and
55% on T2. A 2 (T1 Job performance: Low vs. High)
2 (T2 Overall justice: Low vs. High) between-subject
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was performed on
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two dependent variables (effort and turnover cogni-
tions), while controlling for positive and negative affec-
tivity. The results showed that high-performers’ who
perceived low justice received lowest scores on effort,
while low-performers’ perceiving low justice received
next highest score on effort. Whereas, all groups who
perceived high justice had lower turnover cognitions
than those who perceived low justice. This study lend
support to the top senior managers report that using
high-performers’ in key positions during a plant clo-
sure could be disappointment since the results suggest
that high-performers’ could either be those who put
forth most and least effort, depending on if they per-
ceive low justice. Therefore, we suggest that it could
be more productive to open up the key positions to all
employees to apply and interview those who are inter-
ested - the interviews should aim at investigating if the
specific role would have some form of instrumentality
for the employee.

Change readiness during organizational
changes: A longitudinal analysis using the
Theory of Planned Behavior

Straatmann, T., University of Mannheim, Mannheim,
Germany ; Mueller, K., University of Mannheim,
Mannheim, Germany ; Hausmann, N., University of
Mannheim, Mannheim, Germany

Abstract: Today, organizational environments are
rapidly changing and highly competitive, therefore ef-
fective change management is becoming increasingly
important for organizations. Thus, researchers have
shown an increased interest in motivational aspects of
employees during organizational change processes. At
the same time, change management interventions in-
creasingly go beyond technical aspects and focus on
influencing employees’ change readiness or more specif-
ically their intention to support the change initiative.
Therefore, this paper seeks to apply the theory of
planned behavior (TBP, Ajzen, 1991) to model im-
portant psychological processes in different phases of
a change process and to predict changes in employ-
ees’ intention to actively engage in the organizational
change project. A longitudinal modelling approach is
used to examine the effects of changes in attitude to-
wards the change, subjective norm and perceived be-
havioural control on the employees’ intention to sup-
port the change process. Members of a governmental
organisation were invited to participate in two surveys
during the ongoing process, once at an early stage and
once about a year later. Overall, the results show a
good fit of the data with the TPB’s theoretical assump-
tions. The longitudinal modelling using AMOS reveals

causal relationships between the central psychological
variables and indicates significant effects of changes in
the determinant factors on changes in employees’ in-
tentions to engage in the change process. The TPB
is providing a very useful conceptual framework in the
analyses of organizational change processes and has a
great potential to stimulate further investigations in
the field of organizational change management. The
study clearly suggests the importance of psychologi-
cal processes during change processes. Moreover, it
shows that employees’ intentions in different phases of
a change process can be influenced. Thus, the findings
of this study can be used to develop targeted inter-
ventions to improve organizational change processes.
Taken together, this research provides important and
sound theoretical insights into psychological processes
during organizational changes and hence is of high in-
terest to both practitioners and academics in the field
of organizational change management.

Organizational authenticity and post-
acquisition identification: Comparing the
acquiring employees with the acquired

Edwards, M.R., King’s College London, London, UK ;
Edwards, T., King’s College London, London, UK

Abstract: The study examines factors that explain em-
ployee identification following an acquisition. A key
reason provided for a lack of success with mergers/ac-
quisitions is a failure of employee integration (Teerikan-
gas & Very, 2006). However, factors influencing the de-
gree to which employees identify with their employer
following an acquisition are yet to be fully understood
despite the importance of such knowledge to managers.
Organisational identification involves a linkage of the
self and organisational identity (Ashforth and Mael,
1989) or a ’person-organisation merger’ (Ashforth and
Mael, 1996) where employees share the organisation’s
values (Pratt, 1998; Edwards, 2005). What the or-
ganisation stands for and the degree to which it acts
in accordance with its espoused values’ (Kabanoff and
Daly, 2002) is likely to influence whether employees are
willing to forge an identity link. Questionnaires were
returned from a unique sample of employees from both
an acquiring and acquired organisation (n=257;n=158
respectively) across three countries (UK, Sweden and
the Netherlands) two months after an acquisition (be-
fore full integration). A path model predicting turnover
intentions and identification with the acquiring organ-
isation was tested incorporating the degree to which
the acquiring organisation was considered authentic.
Possible drivers of authenticity and identification were
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also examined, these included: perceived organisa-
tional prestige, distributive and procedural justice and
the degree to which employees had the opportunity
to express their voice and be represented during the
acquisition. With both samples, path analysis using
bootstrapped covariance matrices (in Lisrel) showed
that identification predicted turnover intentions but
importantly authenticity was a key predictor of iden-
tification post-acquisition. In both samples procedural
justice perceptions predicted authenticity and the per-
ceived prestige of the acquirer also predicted authen-
ticity and identification. Interesting differences were
identified when comparing employees from the acquir-
ing versus the acquired organisation, suggesting a dif-
ference in drivers of post acquisition integration across
the two work groups. With employees from the ac-
quiring organisation, perceptions of distributive justice
were important in predicting both turnover intentions
(directly) and authenticity perceptions. This was not
the case for the acquired employees where distributive
justice played no part; here procedural justice played a
greater role and predicted both authenticity and iden-
tification directly.

The upside of organizational death: Inves-
tigating change in productivity, efficiency,
performance, motivation, and psychological
climate during plant closure

Häsänen, L., Stockholm University, Stockholm, Swe-
den; Hellgren, J., Stockholm University, Stockholm,
Sweden; Sverke, M., Stockholm University, Stockholm,
Sweden

Abstract: Major organizational changes are often con-
nected with a variety of negative outcomes. As a con-
trast to this, organizational deaths [defined: Organi-
zational death occurs when employees are faced with
certainty of job loss due to closedown, which may have
been preceded by perceptions of threat of closure ]
have instead been associated with increased productiv-
ity and motivation to perform, despite certainty of job
loss - this phenomenon is also known as the Closedown
effect (Bergman & Wigblad, 1999). These results have
been regarded as counter-intuitive, since continued em-
ployment and job security are regarded as a foundation
for work motivation. Organizational death researchers
seem to agree that the motivational surge’ is a multi-
faceted phenomenon whereby employees’ perception of
the work climate constitutes an important part of the
Closedown effect, but has not been presently has not
been quantitatively investigated. Consequently, this
longitudinal study examined qualitative change in pro-
ductivity, efficiency, as well as blue-collar and white-

collar workers’ performance, motivation, and psycho-
logical climate perceptions. The results showed that
productivity and efficiency improved throughout the
closure years (T1: Dec-05 and T2: Nov-07), indicating
that there was a Closedown effect was present. Re-
peated measures showed that there was a main effect
of time in all the performance, motivation and climate
variables. Both quantitative and qualitative role over-
load, together with job involvement, decreased over
time, while all the other variables increased. There
were also main effects of collar, whereas white-collar
workers perceived higher job autonomy, lower levels of
qualitative role overload and higher levels of manage-
rial support. No effects of collar were found in the
motivational or performance variables. Lastly, no sig-
nificant interaction effects were found. This paper indi-
cate that organizational deaths on an overall level may
have a positive effect on the employees and the orga-
nization alike, and the result could be interpreted that
the psychological climate helps employees to adjust to
a life where the organization is no longer part of one’s
life.

How is privatization related to empowerment?
A longitudinal study with a person-oriented
approach in a Swedish hospital

Hansen, N., Department of Psychology, Stockholm,
Sweden; Baraldi, S., Department of Psychology, Stock-
holm, Sweden; Erik, E., Department of Psychology,
Stockholm, Sweden

Abstract: Privatization of health care has increased
in recent decades in order to improve cost effective-
ness and quality of care. An underlying assumption is
that HRM systems in privatized organizations are more
progressive and aimed at developing internal staff re-
sources. According to the ’cultural thesis’, work en-
vironments in privatized organizations are more ho-
mogeneous due to more active management systems.
However, it has also been argued that privatization
may lead to differentiation of working conditions. In
this respect, the ’winner-loser thesis’ states that priva-
tized organizations differ between high and low per-
forming employees, thereby strengthening groups of
both winners and losers. Using a person-oriented ap-
proach where individuals are seen as systems of inter-
acting elements, the present study aims at identifying
psychological mechanisms that may be central to the
privatization process by highlighting patterns, rather
than single variables. In this study, we propose that
one such system of interacting elements may be psy-
chological empowerment. Empowerment has in previ-
ous research been found to be related to positive work
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behaviors, attitudes and performance. It could there-
fore be assumed that psychological empowerment is an
important prerequisite for successful privatization in
terms of higher efficiency and quality of care. The
purpose of this study was therefore to examine how
empowerment changes - both structurally and individ-
ually - among hospital staff during privatization. Lon-
gitudinal questionnaire data was used and analyzed by
means of cluster analyses. Preliminary results indicate
a general homogenization of empowerment structure of
the organization, supporting the ’cultural thesis’. How-
ever, our analysis also indicate that health profession-
als with modest empowerment profiles tend to move
to extreme cluster profiles after privatization. In addi-
tion, existing groups of extreme cluster profiles double
in size after privatization, indicating an increased dif-
ferentiation among hospital staff. Thus, privatization
also seems to be related to an increasing polarization
of health professionals’ ability to deliver high quality
care. The study contributes to existing knowledge of
the psychological impact of financially driven change
in organizations.

EAWOP / SIOP Alliance Symposium:
Franco Fraccaroli & Donald Truxillo - The
person or the organization? The worker or
the manager? The focus of European and
North American organizational psychology

Location: Auditorium 1 (11:30-12:45)

Chairs: Fraccaroli, F., University of Trento, Trento,
Italy ; Truxillo, D., Portland State University, Port-
land, OR, USA

Panelists

Rupp, D.E., University of Illinois, Champaign, IL,
USA; Weiss, H.M., Purdue University, West Lafayette,
IN, USA; Roe, R., Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands; Hakel, M., Bowling Green State
University, Bowling Green, OH, USA; Anderson, N.,
Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK

Symposium: To joke or not to joke?:
Humor as Personal Resource in Increasing
Well-being and Effectiveness

Main topic area: Emotions In The Workplace

Location: Auditorium 2 (11:30-12:45)

Chairs: Dikkers, J.S.E., VU University Amsterdam,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Lange, A.H. de, Rad-
boud University Nijmegen, Nijmegen, The Nether-
lands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soester-
berg, The Netherlands

Abstract: According to an Irish proverb: “A good laugh
and a long sleep are the best cures in the doctor’s
book”. But how helpful is humor, in particular, as
a coping resource? The aim of this symposium is to
present innovative studies on humor as a work-related
(coping) resource.Previous studies show that use and
sense of humor may indeed have beneficial effects on
one’s physical and mental health (see Martin, 2007 for
an overview). However, previous research has rarely
examined humor in a work-related or, more specifically,
stress-related context. Moreover, attempts to integrate
work-related and humor-related theoretical frameworks
are lacking. One of the occupational health models
used in this symposium is the Job Demands-Resources
(JD-R) model (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007), and one
of the most frequently used humor theories is superior-
ity theory (Clouse & Spurgeon, 1995).This symposium
aims to present an overview of new multi-method re-
search examining effects of humor in the workplace.
Sibe Doosje will present the newly developed Humor
Check List (HCL) measuring state humor, and its re-
lationships with burnout and humor styles. Annet de
Lange and Josje Dikkers present the results of an exper-
iment in which the effectiveness of a humor interven-
tion in reducing psychological complaints and increas-
ing physiological health after performing a stressful dis-
patch task is examined. Anja Van den Broeck and col-
leagues present their study on the moderating roles of
humor styles in the JDR model. Finally, Barbara Wisse
and colleagues present a study of organizational teams
that suggests that certain humor styles of leaders may
strengthen the positive association between transfor-
mational leadership and follower attitudes and behav-
iors. In sum, this symposium presents four studies ex-
amining the role of humor styles or (coping) behaviors
in boosting the effectiveness of transformational lead-
ership styles, and in coping with stress or in increasing
well-being.

Humorous traits and states in burnout and
healthy subjects

Doosje, S., Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Nether-
lands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soester-
berg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Theoretical background: Mixed findings
have been reported with regard to the relationship be-
tween burnout and humorous traits (humorous cop-
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ing and humor styles). However, research samples in
these studies may have been biased with regard to mild
burnout symptoms and a focus on humorous traits, not
states. Our hypotheses were that positive humor styles
would be negatively related with emotional exhaustion
and depersonalization, whereas a reverse association
was expected between these two burnout dimensions
and negative humor styles. Study aims: the devel-
opment and validation of a Humor Check List (HCL)
measuring state humor (study 1) and the investiga-
tion of relationships between burnout, humorous traits
and humorous states, comparing healthy and severely
burnt out subjects (study 2). Methods: In study 1a
315 subjects working in special education and health
care participated. Study 1b included 68 psychology un-
dergraduates. Factor analysis of the daily life-version
of the HCL resulted in a factor solution containing six
types of humor use: mirth, humor appreciation, hu-
mor reproduction, negative humor production, positive
humorous coping and positive humor climate at work
(study 1a). In study 1b the one-week version of the
HCL was tested. It had convergent validity with re-
gard to humor styles and had low test-retest reliability.
Study 2 was conducted in a sample of 42 burnout and
28 healthy control subjects. Questionnaires for humor
styles (HSQ), humor use (HCL) and humorous cop-
ing (CHS) were used alongside the Maslach Burnout
Inventory (MBI) measuring three burnout dimensions.
Findings: Burnout subjects had lower positive humor
styles, lower generic humorous coping and lower pas-
sive humorous behaviors (i.e. humor appreciation and
mirth) than healthy control subjects, whereas these
groups did not differ with regard to their negative hu-
mor styles and active humor use. The associations be-
tween burnout dimensions and humor styles were as
expected for most humor styles. Discussion: Whether
a lack of positive humor styles may be a risk factor for
the development of burnout, remains to be seen. Also,
burnout subjects seem to have retained an active sense
of humor. The generally accepted distinction between
positive and negative forms of a sense of humor may
be questioned.

Laughing in the Face of Stress? Examining the
Stress-reducing Effects of an Affiliative Hu-
mor Intervention

Lange, A.H. de, Radboud University Nijmegen, Ni-
jmegen, The Netherlands; Dikkers, J.S.E., VU Univer-
sity Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Ven, J.
van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: The aim of this innovative multi-wave multi-
method experimental study was to examine whether
after performing a stressful dispatch task, an affiliative
type of humor intervention reduces psychological com-
plaints (e.g., need for recovery and depressive mood)
as well as have a positive impact on the objective
physiological outcome heart rate variability. Fifty-six
Psychology undergraduate students participated in the
study and were subdivided across two experimental (19
students in total per group), and one control group (18
students). The experimental groups watched an affil-
iative or aggressive humor video. The affiliative video
was defined by friendly use of humor, while the aggres-
sive humor video was characterized by sarcasm or de-
rision (Martin et al., 2003), whereas the control group
watched a neutral video. The stress outcome variables
were measured on three occasions (on baseline, after
the stressful dispatch task, and after the humor inter-
vention), and included: need for recovery, depressive
mood and heart rate variability. MANOVA repeated
measures analyses revealed significant Time x Group
effects for all outcomes. More specifically, after the af-
filiative humor intervention the respondents reported,
as expected, a significant reduction in need for recov-
ery, depressive mood and an increased quality of the
taxi selection compared to the aggressive humor and
control group.

This is Funny: On the Beneficial Role of Self-
enhancing and Affiliative Humor in Job De-
sign

Broeck, A. van den, HU Brussel, Brussels,
K.U.Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; Vander Elst, T.,
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium;
Dikkers, J.S.E., VU University Amsterdam, Ams-
terdam, The Netherlands; Lange, A.H. de, Radboud
University Nijmegen; Witte, H. de, K.U.Leuven,
Belgium; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Traditionally, humor is considered an impor-
tant asset for individuals to thrive (e.g. Freud, 1960).
Recently, this assumption was confirmed by show-
ing particularly benevolent types of humor, i.e. self-
enhancing and affiliative humor, associate positively
with well-being (Martin, Puhlik-Doris, Larsen, Gray,
Weir et al., 2003). Self-enhancing humor pertains to a
tendency to have a personal humorous outlook, also in
times of stress, while affiliative humor refers to amus-
ing others to facilitate social relationships. Apart from
their main effects, self-enhancing and affiliative humor
may also increase well-being by assisting individuals
in dealing effectively with the environment (Hodson,
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MacInnis, & Rush, 2010). As this remains under ex-
amined, the present research studies the moderating
roles of self-enhancing and affiliative humor in the Job
Demands-Resources model (JDR) which details the re-
lations of demanding and resourceful job characteristics
and personal resources to well-being (Bakker & Demer-
outi, 2007). Specifically, based on the Conservation
of Resources Theory (Hobfoll, 2002) and the Broaden
and Build Theory (Frederickson, 1998), we examine
whether self-enhancing and affiliative humor may as
personal resources buffer the health-impairing impact
of job demands (Xanthopoulou, Bakker, Demerouti, &
Schaufeli, 2007) and fortify the health-enhancing re-
lations of job resources (Van den Broeck, Van Ruys-
seveld, Smulders, & De Witte, in press). Results in a
large sample of Flemish employees (N = 1201) confirm
that self-enhancing and affiliative humor yield direct
health-enhancing relations. In general, they also seem
to buffer the health-impairing relations of job demands
(i.e. role conflict). Contrary to expectations, the types
of humor did not boost the health-enhancing associ-
ations of job resources (i.e. social support). Rather,
self-enhancing and affiliative humor are of particular
importance when job resources are low, hinting at a
compensating mechanism.

When the leader smiles: Leader humor style
as moderator of the effects of transforma-
tional leadership on follower attitudes and
behavior

Wisse, B., University of Groningen, Groningen, The
Netherlands; Lange, A.H. de, Radboud University Ni-
jmegen, Nijmegen, The Netherlands; Rietzschel, E.F.,
University of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Although it has been argued that a leader’s
use of humor can boost the effects of leadership style on
follower behavior and attitudes, relatively little empir-
ical evidence has been gathered that clearly substanti-
ates this belief. We present the results a study of or-
ganizational teams that suggest that leader affiliative,
self-enhancing, and aggressive humor may strengthen
the positive association between transformational lead-
ership and follower attitudes and behaviors. In con-
trast, self-defeating humor may weaken the positive ef-
fects that transformational leadership has on follower
attitudes and behaviors. These results clearly imply
that future studies may differentiate between different
humor styles in order to reach a better understanding
of the intricate relationship between leadership styles,
leader humor and their combined effects on followers.

13:00-14:15

Presentations: Managing Diversity and
Employee Resources

Main topic area: Leadership and Management

Location: 0.1 London (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Paddock, E.L., Singapore Management Univer-
sity, Singapore, Singapore

Leadership and Organizational Behavior in a
multicultural society: the case of Lebanon

Rogard, V., University Paris Descartes, Boulogne
Billancourt, France; Youakim, L., University Paris
Descartes, Boulogne Billancourt, France

Abstract: The research examines the dimensions of
the Lebanese societal and organizational culture.It also
aims at determining the charachteristic (behaviors, at-
tributes, perceptions) of the outstanding leadership in
Levanon.In a survey of 446 managers from morethant
100 organizations working in three industries (telecom-
munications, financial institutions and food process-
ing), the cultural dimensions of the international re-
search project GLOBE allows evaluating the cultural
practices and values in Lebanon at the level of : the
society, the organizations, each of the two prevailing
religions : Christian and Islam, and each sex. The re-
sults shows that Lebanon has strong practices of Group
Collectivism and Power Distance while we observe high
values on some dimensions (Performance Orientation,
Future Orientation,..) and weak values on Power Dis-
tance and Assertiveness.A comparison of societal prac-
tices and values revealed taht the respondents prefer
highest levels for all the dimensions except for Power
Distance andAssertiveness. for which they prefer low-
est levels. Additionally a set of factor analysis has been
conducted in order to explore the attributes and mod-
els of leadership that are specific to the Lebanese con-
text. Based on the results, three different leadership
profiles has emerges according to the considered level
of analysis : the Lebanese society, the Lebanese or-
ganizations or the whole population. Different profles
of leader could be identified according toeach dimen-
sions.Ressulkts of this research have practical implica-
tions about the human resources management within
an intecultural society context or for a multicultural
organization.
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Diversity Leadership Styles as Predictors of
Bank Managers´ Performance

Olayo, O., Caja Segovia, Segovia, Spain; Gandar-
illas Solinis, M.A., IE University, Segovia, Spain;
Ginkel, W.P. van, Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Main preliminary results of a study ana-
lyzing bank managers leadership strategies on group
diversity as predictors of performance are presented.
Several hypotheses were drawn from the results of a
previous research (with a similar sample) on a se-
ries of psychological predictors, portraying a skilful
leader profile based on the combination of experience
and (previously assessed) professional aspirations, in-
dividual achievement motivation, and individual goal-
setting skills (as understood by the theory of Locke
and Latham). The conclusions of the previous study
did not rule out an alternative explanation based on
situational approaches, as a small variability on leader-
ship strategies centered on groups and group members
inputs and skills could be hiding a significant poten-
tial impact of these strategies on performance. This
alternative theory was tested in the present study, ap-
proaching a deeper analysis on these strategies, includ-
ing new variables. The main hypothesis stated that dif-
ferences on group diversity-centered leadership styles
significantly predict managers performance levels. A
questionnaire was administered to a sample of 70 sub-
ordinates of bank managers at a savings bank in Spain.
The questionnaire included a Diversity Leadership test,
consisting on a series of questions regarding factors
such as diversity- vs. similarity-leadership styles, and
also several items on group- vs. self-centered strate-
gies (e.g., on group time management). Factors and
items scores of this questionnaire were used as inde-
pendent variables and managers performance scores as
dependant variables, using multiple linear regressions
and ANOVAs. Results supported our main hypoth-
esis as leadership styles concerning the group signifi-
cantly predicted managers performance levels. Results
are compared to those in other countries, and discussed
in terms of cultural differences on leadership styles and
strategies across countries and organizations. Impli-
cations on selection, training and cultural change are
drawn.

Understanding Backlash Against Managers:
The Role of Subordinates’ Sex and Self-
Esteem

Ong, M., Singapore Management University, Singa-
pore, Singapore; Paddock, E.L., Singapore Manage-

ment University, Singapore, Singapore; Webster, G.,
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, USA

Abstract: Research on gender stereotypes at work fo-
cuses on the incongruence between expectations associ-
ated with gender-typed jobs or behaviors and employ-
ees’ sex. It shows women often violate traditional fe-
male stereotypes (e.g., caretaker) when they hold jobs
associated with men (e.g., manager), and thus women
face the backlash effect (i.e., social and economic penal-
ties; Heilman, Wallen, Fuchs, & Tamkins, 2004; Rud-
man, 1998). Congruent with this, we assess backlash
by studying subordinates’ perceptions of managerial
aggression. Further, as related moderators are rarely
studied, we measure subordinate’s self-esteem and gen-
der. Typically when facing a threat to self-image, in-
dividuals derogate others to make themselves feel bet-
ter. Thus, we predict that subordinates with low self-
esteem will derogate women managers by rating them
as more aggressive compared to subordinates with high
self-esteem. Finally, almost exclusively, backlash re-
search uses hypothetical scenarios or experimental lab
settings; we explore this effect in organizations. Study
1 participants included 142 subordinate-manager dyads
(284 individuals; 73% response rate) consisting of full-
time employees working in multiple industries in Sin-
gapore. Managers’ gender was measured at Time 1.
Subordinates’ self-esteem (Rosenberg, 1965) was mea-
sured at Times 1 (a = .87), 2 (a = .87) and 3 (a =
.88). Subordinates at Time 3 rated their respective
managers’ aggression (Buss & Perry, 1992; a = .94).
Results show that women managers were seen as more
aggressive than men managers in all situations, except
when male subordinates had high self-esteem ( = .84,
p<.10). For Study 2 we recently gathered 133 triads
of data (Manager-Subordinate A - Subordinate B); this
will allow us to replicate above findings and also explore
how each of two subordinates under a manager view the
manager similarly or differently, depending on subordi-
nate sex and self-esteem. Women managers face back-
lash at work, regardless of the gender of their subordi-
nates. Organizations should be conscious of this bias
as it may impact formal human resource practices like
performance evaluations (e.g., 360-degree feedback sys-
tems) and informal aspects (e.g., manager-subordinate
relationships). Because the self-esteem of subordinates,
particularly men, plays a role in moderating the back-
lash effect on women managers, organizations might
emphasize programs that enhance self-esteem (e.g., ca-
reer development).
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Balancing flexibility and stability at work –
Individual aspects of prospective management
of resources

Bahamondes Pavez, C., University Freiburg, Freiburg,
Germany ; Schiml, N., University Freiburg, Freiburg,
Germany ; Schüpbach, H., University Freiburg,
Freiburg, Germany

Abstract: Organizations and employees must adjust to
environmental demands whilst also maintaining stabil-
ity, predictability and reliability for customers. Vast
effort and resources are often therefore spent on stan-
dardizing processes and reducing disruptions as far as
possible. When disruptions do occur, significant en-
ergy and rearrangement is needed to rapidly regain
the status-quo. The consequences for employees can
be long waiting times followed by several attempts to
catch up (e.g. to achieve deadlines). In this reac-
tive management of disturbances, flexibility is typically
considered as a necessary evil which must be dealt with
occasionally. A more efficient way of coping with en-
vironmental demands can be termed prospective man-
agement of resources. Here, the focus is on anticipa-
tory planning of personal and work-related resources,
allowing staff to respond to changing demands in a
flexible way and to prepare in advance to deal with
disturbances. The project ’balance.arbeit’ has the ob-
jective of promoting the prospective management of
resources at individual and organizational levels. At
the level of the individual, we assume the existence
of intuitive and experience-based skills that are crit-
ical for coping with flexibility demands. We assume
the existence an employee’s flexibility skills (short form
FlexAbility), which allows some employees to success-
fully anticipate disturbances, cope flexibly with fluc-
tuating demands and keep their knowledge and skills
up to date. Employees with high FlexAbility will,
under the same demands, demonstrate better perfor-
mance and experience higher well-being than employ-
ees with lower flexibility. At the level of the organi-
zation, we have attempted to identify arrangements
which foster coping with flexibility and stability. This
study examined whether skills related to efficient ac-
tions are associated with better managing of flexibil-
ity and stability demands at work and therefore with
better perceived well-being. Data from 100 German
participants from the IT and automotive sector was
obtained by means of a questionnaire. The survey
contains demands (e.g. flexibility, self-management),
specific strategies (flexible-stable, realistic actions) and
resources (proactive coping) as well as indicators for
Well-being (irritation, work engagement). The findings
and implications for promoting employee FlexAbility

at the organizational level will be discussed.

May the force be with us all: The influence
of power on self-regulatory resources

Steidle, A., Chemnitz University of Technology, Chem-
nitz, Germany ; Werth, L., Chemnitz University of
Technology, Chemnitz, Germany

Abstract: Is it more exhausting to possess or to lack
power? Powerful positions usually come with bag-
gage: Powerful individuals in organizations and poli-
tics have to deal with a multitude of challenges and
make crucial decisions in short periods of time. This
enhanced accountability in powerful positions can be
perceived as stressful and provoke strain reactions like
emotional exhaustion (e.g., Hall, Frink, Ferris, et al.,
2003). On the other hand, being powerless, and there-
fore without control over situations, has been shown
to deplete physical and mental resources (Hochwlder
& Brucefors, 2005; Litt, 1988). Four studies exam-
ined the relation between power and self-regulatory re-
sources from three perspectives: the experiential, the
behavioral, and the physiological. Participants primed
with power felt more vital and less depleted (Study 1)
and performed better on a behavioral self-control task
(Study 2) than participants primed with powerless-
ness. Due to a lack of constraints, individuals in pow-
erful positions should behave in rather autonomous,
self-determined ways, thereby consuming fewer self-
regulatory resources. In contrast, the powerless in-
dividuals should regulate their behavior in more con-
trolled, resource-intensive ways. Studies 3 and 4 con-
firmed that power promotes autonomous behavior reg-
ulation, which in turn leads to a more favorable relation
between performance and the depletion of physiological
resources. This resource-efficient task approach should
help powerful people to deal with the great number
and importance of their tasks. We suggest that inte-
grating power research within the framework of self-
determination theory (Deci & Ryan, 1987, 2008) could
help to interpret and integrate previous findings and
to address new, relevant questions. Moreover, orga-
nizations should support their employees’ and man-
agers’ autonomy and sense of power to maintain their
strength and make it easier for them to deal with their
multiple everyday challenges.

Symposium: Decent Work: A
Humanitarian Work Psychology
Perspective

Main topic area: Human Resource Management
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Location: 0.11 Pressroom (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Maclachlan, M., Trinity College Dublin, Dublin,
Ireland

Abstract: This symposium introduces Humanitarian
Work Psychology (HWP) to psychologists in Europe
and internationally. It explores the idea of decent
work from the perspective of international aid and de-
velopment. Humanitarian Work Psychology seeks to
apply work/industrial/organisational psychology evi-
dence and ideas to situations of humanitarian concern,
and to develop a broader psychological understanding
of humanitarian work content, process and context.
HWP can contribute to promoting international de-
velopment and decent work through; content expertise
related to individuals, groups and work environments;
process expertise concerning facilitation of collabora-
tion across organisations, disciplines, sectors, countries
and cultures; context expertise that calls for organi-
sational effectiveness in and across very different work
settings, resources and socioeconomic realities. How
we respond to the plight of the “bottom billion” will
be one of the challenges that mark the character of
the 21st Century and organisational/work/industrial
psychology has much to contribute to this challenge
through promoting decent lives through decent work.
This symposium will be novel, dynamic and interna-
tional. It includes presenters from Europe, African,
North America and the Pacific; it introduces the con-
tent of HWP, the process of, and need for, its develop-
ment. The symposium is intended for both developing
and well established psychologists who want to apply
and develop their skills in humanitarian contexts.

The Lesotho Project: Empowering Young
Women to Achieve Sustainable Livelihoods

O’Neill Berry, M., Sirota Survey Intelligence, The Cen-
tre at Purchase

”
Purchase, New York

”
USA

Abstract: The empowerment of women and girls in low
income countries is critical for increasing their access to
opportunities for decent work and to promoting their
human rights more broadly. This paper describes the
contributions and evaluation of the Girls’ Empower-
ment Programme, a Camp for female youth in Lesotho,
Southern Africa, conducted by the Office of the First
Lady of Lesotho (OFLA), with invited input from an
organizational and clinical psychologist, among others.
The Programme included training in life skills (with
an emphasis on enhancing self-esteem and HIV/AIDS
risk reduction and prevention), and income-generating
activities (including business planning, marketing and
micro-financing). Forty girls completed a battery of

structured questionnaires which evaluated the effec-
tiveness of the Programme. The girls were practical
and realistic in their estimates of what they can do now
and in the near future to make money (ideas ranged
from planting and selling vegetables, to rearing poultry,
to sewing, to hair-braiding). They were extraordinar-
ily optimistic about their ability to achieve longer-term
career goals (such as nursing or teaching), revealing a
high degree of motivation to succeed. They also ex-
pressed interest in sharing what they had learned with
their families and friends when they returned to their
villages, thus playing a local leadership role for their
peers. To date, several of the girls have now formed As-
sociations at the village level enabling them to pursue
funding opportunities in support of their small busi-
nesses, to achieve “decent” work which promotes not
only their income but also their self-esteem and dig-
nity, and which reduces their vulnerability to engaging
in transactional sex. The girls are being followed up
over time to monitor their progress. Future Camps are
in the planning stage and the hope is that they will
grow in both size and number.

Working for Poverty Reduction in Uganda:
How can organizational psychologists con-
tribute to decent work?

Baguma, P., Department of Organizational Psychol-
ogy, Institute of Psychology, Makerere University,
Uganda

Abstract: Undergraduate students in Uganda will be
future workforce leaders and so their view on poverty,
work and the role of organizational psychologists are of
relevance both to promoting the decent work agenda
and to facilitating poverty reduction initiatives. This
study sought to explore undergraduate psychology stu-
dents’ attributions for the causes of poverty, under-
standing of the effects of poverty, the role organiza-
tions can play in the cause and reduction of poverty
and what role organizational psychologists can play.
236 Ugandan university students completed a question-
naire. Causes of poverty were categorized mainly as
structural and individualistic. Poverty was reported
to have serious effects on people’s social lives; fami-
lies and mental health. How governmental organiza-
tions could reduce poverty included fighting corrup-
tion (15.7%), creating projects for people (15.7%),
training job makers (10.2%), educating people to be
innovative and work hard (9.7%), distributing funds
fairly(7.6%), providing loans schemes and donations
(6.8%), providing jobs to nationals (6.4%), sensitiz-
ing people about poverty (5.5%), distributing services
equally (4.2%) and improving agriculture (4.2%). How
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NGOs could reduce poverty included funding evenly
poverty eradication projects (15.3%), supporting and
creating projects (14.4%), offering employment with
good pay (11.9%), educating / impacting people with
skills (11.4 %), providing jobs (9.3%), sensitizing peo-
ple about poverty problem (7.2%), encouraging peo-
ple to be innovative and creative (7.2%), giving people
start up capital (4.7%) and fighting corruption/ asking
for accountability /effective use of donations (5.5%).
Ways though which organizational psychologist could
address poverty included teaching causes and solutions
of poverty / educating people how to deal with poverty
(28.0%), educating (9.3%), teaching people how to be
job creators not seekers (5.9%), teaching positive atti-
tudes towards work (3.4%) and offering jobs /employ-
ment (1.7%). Recommendations are presented for fa-
cilitating the work of organizational psychologists in
poverty reduction.

SmartAid’s vocational personality inventory
for optimizing volunteer assignments to aid
teams.

Atkins, S., Otago Polytechnic of New Zealand,
Dunedin, New Zealand

Abstract: This paper describes SmartAid and re-
ports results of a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)
of a SmartAid-augmented version of the Personality-
focused Performance Requirements Form , supporting
subsequent replications via an AMOS-based measure-
ment model and structural model. The latter substi-
tutes ”matched equivalent” measures of volunteer per-
sonalities amended from IPIP’s public domain items,
then adds the Clary et al’s (1998) scales measuring
functional benefits of volunteer participation associ-
ated with the Big 5 higher-order factors of person-
ality . Accumulating support for empirical connec-
tions between the leading personality theories and aid-
volunteer compatibility can reasonably be anticipated.
Thus SmartAid structural models of vocational person-
ality should give aid agencies greater insights into the
most suitable features of candidate-volunteer personal-
ities. This, in turn, should improve the gains that aid
agencies realize from applying SmartAid personality-
focused systems for volunteer selection. Ultimately,
these SmartAid systems will include all aid-relevant
portions of the U. S. Department of Labor’s O*Net
Content Model and thus further CFA efforts will follow
what is reported here. Our initial CFA, on the work
analysis side and limited to personality, supports the
traditional five factor model, with internal consistency
alphas = .81, .84, .73, .84, and .88, CFI = .966 (per
Hu & Bentler, 1999, recommendation), and RMSEA =

.038 (90% confidence interval, .000 < RMSEA < .060,
per Steiger’s, 1990, recommendation) noting also that
the Hoelter .05 index = 178 and our sample size = 175.
In this CFA (using AMOS), correlations amongst the
Big 5-associated work analysis factors varied between
-.01 to +.04, with the exception of the correlation be-
tween Openness and Agreeableness = +.09.

A Career in Humanitarian Work Psychology:
‘It could be you ’!

Godbout, J., Humanitarian Work Psychologist, USA;
Glavey, S., Trinity International Development Initia-
tive (TIDI), Trinity College Dublin, Ireland

Abstract: This paper introduces the practice of Hu-
manitarian Work Psychology (HWP) as an emerging
branch of work and organizational psychology. Case
studies of work and organizational psychology in sev-
eral humanitarian settings are presented along with the
presenters’ own experiences of working in this area.
The social networks and multimedia outlets that make
up the HWP network will be reviewed as well as ways
to get more involved with the HWP community. The
importance of technology in developing an inclusive
global network for those interested in HWP will be
highlighted. Motivations, prospects and challenges in
developing a career in Humanitarian Work Psychology
are discussed. By using a highly interactive approach
we seek to encourage students to develop careers in this
exciting and challenging new area .

Development of Humanitarian Work Psychol-
ogy within the Work Psychology Profes-
sion

Foster Thompson, L., North Carolina State University,
Raleigh, NC, USA

Abstract: Interest in HWP has increased substantially
over the past two years, with a growing global net-
work of researchers and practitioners expressing a de-
sire to learn about and contribute to this emerging
sub discipline. This talk provides an overview of re-
cent developments in HWP both institutionally and
through curricula development. It reviews the estab-
lishment of a working group, sponsored by Division
1 (the Work and Organizational Psychology division)
of the International Association of Applied Psychology
and describes its role in supporting the objectives of the
Global Task Force for Humanitarian Work Psychology.
It also outlines the development and delivery of the
first structured module on HWP which was delivered
in the summer of 2010 as part of the European Masters
on Work, Organizational, and Personnel Psychology
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(WOP-P), a postgraduate university programme sup-
ported by the European Commission through the Eras-
mus Mundus Programme. Opportunities to participate
in this emerging field are discussed as an avenue for in-
terested attendees to help shape future developments
in HWP research, teaching and practice.

Presentations: Team Processes and Team
Leadership

Main topic area: Teams and Workgroups

Location: 0.2 Berlin (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Greer, L.L., University of Amsterdam, Amster-
dam, The Netherlands

Does it Matter who is Sharing Leadership?
The Role of Leader Differences in Styles and
Power Bases on Team Power Struggles and
Performance

Greer, L.L., University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands; Hoogh, A.H.B. de, University of Am-
sterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Patel, P.C.,
Ball State University, Muncie, IN, USA; Thatcher,
S.M.B., University of Louisville, Louisville, USA;
Dreu, C.K.W. de, University of Amsterdam, Amster-
dam, The Netherlands

Abstract: Shared leadership has often been espoused
to be beneficial for teams. Shared leadership struc-
tures are thought to empower team members and al-
low higher levels of participation and team perfor-
mance (e.g., Carson, Tesluk, & Marrone, 2007; Katz
& Kahn, 1978). However, recent work suggests that
giving multiple individuals in the same team positions
of power, or leadership, may also instigate power strug-
gles and conflict, thereby impairing team performance
(e.g., Chattopadhyay, Finn, & Ashkanasy 2010; Greer
& van Kleef, 2010). We suggest that these two lines of
research can be reconciled by identifying who exactly
is sharing leadership within the team. When the mul-
tiple leaders in a team have divergent leadership styles
or overlapping power bases, we suggest that shared
leadership may be associated with power struggles and
lower team performance. In contrast, we propose that
when the multiple leaders in a team have similar lead-
ership styles and distinct power bases, shared leader-
ship is negatively related to power struggles, thereby
allowing for high team performance. We find support
for these ideas in two multi-source field studies. In
the first field study of 53 research and development
teams (471 members) employed in a Fortune 500 firm

in the United States, we develop and validate percep-
tual measures of team leadership diversity in terms of
leadership styles and power bases. We find that in-
deed, when the leaders in a team have different styles or
similar power bases, teams have high power struggles
and lower performance as rated by external supervi-
sors. In contrast, when leaders have similar styles and
different power bases, teams have lower power strug-
gles and higher performance. In the second field study
of 48 teams (492 members) in a financial services or-
ganization, we calculate objective scores of diversity in
leadership style and power base. We had each leader’s
style and power-base rated by all team members, and
then utilized Blau’s formula (Harrison & Klein, 2007)
to calculate the heterogeneity in leadership styles and
power bases within the team. Using this objective mea-
sure of leader diversity, we replicate our findings from
Study 1. Implications for theory and practice will be
discussed.

How can managers counteract the negative
effects of team faultlines? The joint impact
of task role assignment and goal structure
on team performance

Rico, R., Universidad Autónoma de Madrid,
Madrid, Spain; Sánchez-Manzanares, M., Univer-
sidad Autónoma de Madrid, Madrid, Spain; Antino,
M., Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Madrid, Spain;
Lau, D., The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong
Kong, China

Abstract: Diversity faultlines often emerge in almost
any kind of work team. Empirical studies have re-
vealed that faultlines disrupt essential team processes
and outcomes preventing teams from exploiting the
potential benefits of diversity. We depart from the
idea that detrimental effects of strong diversity fault-
lines on team performance (i.e., decision quality) can
be counteracted by combining two team-level manage-
rial strategies: task role crosscutting and superordinate
goals. To test our hypotheses, we conducted an experi-
mental study using a 2 (task role assignment: crosscut
vs. aligned) x 2 (goal structure: superordinate vs. sub-
group) factorial design. 288 senior university students
were randomly assigned to 72 four-person teams with
faultlines stemming from gender and educational back-
ground to perform a complex decision-making task (a
survival group task). Results showed how teams with
crosscut task roles perform better and engage in more
task-relevant information elaboration when they are
assigned a superordinate goal than a subgroup goal,
whereas teams with aligned task roles are not affected
by goal manipulations. Additionally, results indicated
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that information elaboration mediates the effect of su-
perordinate goals on performance in teams with cross-
cut roles. Importantly, these findings provide a more
optimistic view of team faultlines management by sug-
gesting that crosscutting roles and superordinate goals
can be jointly used as effective strategies to deal with
deleterious faultlines effects. Implications for theory
and management of diversity faultlines in organiza-
tional settings will be discussed.

A Pat on the Shoulder: How Touch affects
People’s Extra Role Behavior.

Camps, J., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven,
Belgium; Stouten, J., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven,
Leuven, Belgium; Kuppens, P., Katholieke Universiteit
Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; Nelissen, J., Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; Son, K. van,
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; De-
cock, S., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Bel-
gium

Abstract: Even though touch provides us with essential
information about our environment and is omnipresent
in daily interactions, how touch affects workers’ behav-
ior in the workplace remains largely unclear. The little
research there is showed that interpersonal touch posi-
tively affects people’s cooperative behavior and compli-
ance to a request, which implies that touch might im-
prove working relations and cooperation between the
persons involved. In the present experiments, how-
ever, we argue that interpersonal touch can also have
negative implications for workers’ feelings and inter-
actions depending on the social context in which it
occurs. In three studies we argued and showed that
touch indeed can have negative implications on peo-
ple’s extra role behavior. A scenario study examined
the receiver’s perceptions of interpersonal touch on the
shoulder in a competitive situation at work. An exper-
imental study examined the influence of touch on par-
ticipants’ extra role behavior or cooperation with the
person touching him/her. A third experiment put for-
ward that the social context is essential for interpreting
the social significance of touch. A competitive rather
than a cooperative environment is expected to shape
negative cooperative interactions. Results showed that
interpersonal touch can indeed be seen as a negative
event as it invoked feelings of dominance and submis-
siveness in the receiver (Experiment 1) and decreased
extra role behavior between the persons involved (Ex-
periment 2). Moreover, in a competitive rather than
a supportive environment interpersonal touch on the
shoulder decreased extra role behavior with the person
invoking the touch (Experiment 3). Altogether, our

findings suggest that a colleague’s simple tap on the
shoulder, even with the best intent, will do nothing
but harm when used at the wrong place and time.

Context and Team Leadership: a qualitative
study

Graça, A.M., ISCTE-Instituto Universitário de Lisboa,
Lisbon, Portugal ; Passos, A.M., ISCTE-Instituto Uni-
versitário de Lisboa, Lisbon, Portugal

Abstract: Teams are embedded in a broader system
that influences team processes and outcomes. However,
context in which teams operate has been neglected in
literature. In fact, beyond theoretical influences that
recognize the importance of these contextual influences
little is known about the effects of the organizational
context on team functioning. Regarding to leadership,
Liden and Antonakis (2009) conclude that empirical
studies on leadership tend to ignore context, which can
be seen as a weakness of the field. Although there
are some concerns about the structure of leadership,
most of the studies do not consider either the spe-
cific tasks that teams have to perform, nor the way
the characteristics of the team context can be respon-
sible for its effectiveness, or the role leadership plays
in the variability between teams. Few studies com-
pare different teams that operate in different organiza-
tional contexts. Qualitative studies are even in smaller
number. This study aims to compare leadership from
two different team contexts: in community organiza-
tions and in technology enterprises. To study the com-
munity context, seven semi-structured interviews were
conducted to presidents of children and young multi-
disciplinary teams (MDT). Data were analyzed using
content analysis and Atlas.ti software. The codes were
based on previous literature review and some of them
emerged a posteriori from the process of analysis. To
assure reliability of the analysis inter-rater agreement
was calculated. The results showed that they described
important different dimensions of leadership. Task di-
mensions (like monitoring and structuring the work)
were described like in many other studies on leader-
ship. But participants emphasized the social relation-
ships between team members and with children, time
and stress management, considering these the most fre-
quent in their description of what is important for
being an MDT team leader. These results will be
compared to technology enterprise teams, analyzing
which dimensions are similarly frequently mentioned
and which can be different, due to team characteris-
tics.
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Four of a kind? The influence of relational
models on individual and team performance

Tumasjan, A., Technische Universität München,
München, Germany ; Strobel, M., Technische Univer-
sität München, München, Germany ; Welpe, I., Tech-
nische Universität München, München, Germany

Abstract: Relational models theory (Fiske, 1992) posits
that most social interactions can be described in terms
of four elementary relational models: communal shar-
ing, authority ranking, equality matching, and mar-
ket pricing. A large body of empirical research across
different cultures demonstrates that individuals and
groups indeed use these models to organize the ma-
jority of their social relationships and interactions in
their private and professional lives. However, as yet,
there is no systematic empirical research investigating
the functionality of the implementation of these rela-
tional models in teams or work groups. Therefore, the
present study aims at closing this research gap by ex-
amining the influence of the application of the four
models on individual and team performance. Using
a cross-cultural longitudinal dataset of 2734 individu-
als nested in 425 teams in a massively multiplayer on-
line game, we demonstrate that, as expected, authority
ranking positively and market pricing negatively influ-
ence performance on the individual and team levels,
whereas communal sharing and equality matching have
a significant but considerably weaker positive impact
on performance. Combining survey and objective per-
formance data, our results indicate that the prevalent
relational model that team members apply to the or-
ganization of team relationships significantly impacts
both individual and team level performance. Our find-
ings are relevant for team research and the organiza-
tion of team processes in organizational practice. In
particular, our results emphasize the detrimental con-
sequences of applying ’rational’ market norms within
work group relationships.

Presentations: Employee Well Being -
Organizational Aspects of Burnout

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 0.3 Copenhagen (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Hansez, I., University of Liege, Liege, Bel-
gium

Newcomers into organizations: determinants
of organizational socialization and their re-
lation to burnout and work engagement

Toppinen-Tanner, S., Finnish Institute of Occupa-
tional Health, Helsinki, Finland ; Jokisaari, M., Finnish
Institute of Occupational Health, Helsinki, Finland ;
Hakanen, J., Finnish Institute of Occupational Health,
Helsinki, Finland ; Vuori, J., Finnish Institute of Oc-
cupational Health, Helsinki, Finland

Abstract: Background Organizational socialization
refers to a process by which individuals adjust to or-
ganization and its goals and values. As newcomers are
most vulnerable to turnover successful adjustment is
important for their well-being and future career. Su-
pervisors have an important role in successful socializa-
tion. For example, they can provide sufficient informa-
tion and reduce uncertainty often experienced during
organizational entry. Knowledge about effective ways
to enhance young employees’ social resources and sup-
port at work so that it contributes to their well-being
and successful socialization to work life is of high im-
portance for themselves, for organizations and for the
society. Successful early career experiences may have
long-lasting beneficial effects on job attitudes, mental
health and commitment on a longer run. Aim The aim
was to investigate the effect of the quality of leader-
member exchange on organizational socialization, and
the effect of the success of socialization on newcomer
burnout and work engagement. Methods The partici-
pants were 234 new employees from three public organi-
zations (85% women, previous work experience M=6.7
years). They responded to two questionnaire surveys:
T1 three months, and T2 8 months after organiza-
tional entry. Leader member exchange was measured
with 8 items, and organizational socialization was in-
dicated by three scales: role clarity (3 items), social
integration (5 items), and organizational identification
(4 items). Burnout was measured with exhaustion and
cynicism scales from the Maslach Burnout Inventory
- General Survey (10 items), and work engagement
with the Utrecht Work Engagement Scale short form
(9 items). Results The preliminary results of the study
showed that the quality of leader member exchange was
associated with role clarity, social integration and orga-
nizational identification of the newcomers. These three
indicators of successful socialization were positively as-
sociated with work engagement, and role clarity and
social integration also negatively related to exhaustion
and cynicism. Conclusions The preliminary results of
the study show the important role of working relation-
ship with supervisor in newcomer adjustment to or-
ganization. They further show that successful social-
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ization has an impact on newcomer burnout and work
engagement. Practical implications for promoting suc-
cessful socialization will be discussed.

Match Makes a Difference: Interaction Ef-
fects of Matching Job Demands and Resources
on Teacher Burnout

Feuerhahn, N., Jacobs University Bremen, Bremen,
Germany ; Bellingrath, S., Jacobs University Bremen,
Bremen, Germany ; Kudielka, B.M., Jacobs University
Bremen, Bremen, Germany

Abstract: Objectives: The aim of this study is to inves-
tigate how the interplay of emotional and cognitive de-
mands and resources is related to teacher burnout. The
Demand-Induced-Strain-Compensation (DISC) Model
(de Jonge & Dormann, 2003, 2006) assumes that de-
mands, resources and job-related outcomes are multi-
dimensional - namely cognitive, emotional, and phys-
ical. The model proposes that matched demands, re-
sources and outcomes are more likely to show mod-
erating effects predicting job-related outcomes. If all
variables belong to the same dimension, this is referred
to as the triple-match-principle. Buffering effects in
double-match triads of demands, resources and strains
should be less likely discovered. We derive four hy-
potheses from the DISC-Model: Cognitive and emo-
tional (1) job demands and (2) job resources are re-
lated to burnout. (3) Resources buffer the detrimental
effects of demands on burnout. (4) Triple-match in-
teractions are more likely than double-match interac-
tions. Method: Survey data were collected from 162
teachers. A subsample of N=54 completed the survey
at a second measurement occasion with a time lag of
M=629 106 (SD) days. Teaching-specific emotional de-
mands were emotional dissonance, parents’ criticism,
and conflicts with colleagues. Teaching-specific cog-
nitive demands were pupil misconduct and time pres-
sure. Social support served as emotional and teach-
ing self-efficacy as cognitive resource. Emotional strain
was assessed with the emotional exhaustion and deper-
sonalization scales of the Maslach-Burnout-Inventory.
In multivariate regression analyses we controlled for
gender, tenure, weekly work hours, number of chil-
dren and dispositional negative affectivity. Results:
Results show concurrent and lagged main effects of
job demands and resources on burnout as well as in-
teraction effects. Taken together, 75% of the tested
triple-match interactions were significant in contrast
to 40% of the tested double-match interactions. We
conclude that matching resources are more likely to
buffer detrimental effects of demands on burnout, sup-
porting the DISC-Model. Implications: We were able

to identify teacher-specific demands and resources that
affect burnout. We also found resources that have the
potential to buffer the detrimental effects for teachers’
well-being. In this respect, it seems to be important
to have matching resources available. Emotional re-
sources seem to be better suited to buffer the effects of
emotional demands on emotional strains.

Burnout Predicts Health Behaviors in Ambu-
lance Workers

Montgomery, A., Univerity of Macedonia, Thessa-
loniki, Greece; Moustou, I., Thermi Health Center,
Thessaloniki, Greece; Benos, A., Aristotle University
of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki, Greece; Panagopoulou,
E., Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki,
Greece

Abstract: Abstract: Introduction: Ambulance work-
ers report higher levels of burnout compared to other
health professionals which puts them at risk for a vari-
ety of health problems. Despite the evidence about the
link between burnout and worsened health, it is still not
known whether this relationship is a direct one or me-
diated by health behaviours. The purpose of the study
was to examine the association between burnout and
health behaviours in ambulance workers. Materials
and Methodology: 347 ambulance workers participated
in this cross-sectional study. A series of multiple regres-
sion models were tested to examine the associations
of burnout to eating and exercise behaviour, smoking,
and drinking, controlling for age, working experience,
caseload, and social support. Results: Burnout and
workload positively predicted consumption of fast-food
meals per week while burnout was the only predic-
tor of reduced weekly exercise. Burnout and workload
positively predicted frequency of social drinking while
burnout was the sole predictor of the quantity of drink-
units consumed socially. Social support predicted fre-
quency and quantity of drinking at home. Discussion:
This study shows that burnout is related to unhealthy
eating, reduced exercise behavior and excessive drink-
ing among ambulance workers. In addition it highlights
the fact that alcohol consumption in different settings
is related to different needs. The implications of these
findings for the healthcare sector are discussed

From job strain to burnout: The role of job
demands and workaholism in a longitudinal
perspective.

Hansez, I., University of Liege, Liege, Belgium; Bar-
bier, M., University of Liege, Liege, Belgium; De-
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merouti, E., Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, Eind-
hoven, The Netherlands

Abstract: Background: One assumption about burnout
is that it develops after repeated exposure to situations
in which job demands (JD) exceed the individual’s re-
sources. The relationship between job demands and
burnout has been consistently confirmed (e.g. Maslach
& Leiter, 2008). However, the majority of the existing
studies fail to explain why these two are related and
thus what is the underlying mechanism linking JD and
burnout. We suggest that experienced strain might be
the underlying mechanism. Burnout is then considered
as a long-term consequence of prolonged job strain.
Moreover, while the impact of external demands is ex-
tensively examined, as yet the role of the demands that
the individual poses to him has not been sufficiently ex-
amined. In this study we will also focus on workaholism
(e.g. Ng et al., 2007). Objectives: The first goal of our
study was to investigate longitudinal relations between
JD, strain and burnout. To our knowledge, this re-
lationship has not yet been studied using three-wave
longitudinal data, even necessary to reliably investi-
gate causal relations (Taris, 2000). Our second goal
was to examine whether workaholic tendencies can ex-
plain the development of burnout over time next to
JD. Methods: Three-wave longitudinal data (March
2008, November 2008 and June 2009) were collected in
a Belgian public institution (N = 473). JD were opera-
tionalized as physical environment and role ambiguity.
Workaholism was measured with seven items derived
from the Drive scale of the WorkBat and relabeled
Working Compulsively (Schaufeli, et al., 2006). Job
strain was measured using the Negative Occupational
State subscale of the PNOSI (Barbier et al., 2009).
Results: Structural equation modeling analyses were
performed using LISREL 8.80. Results indicate that
job strain fully mediates the relation between JD and
burnout. In addition, JD predict workaholism. Con-
trary to our expectations, the relations between worka-
holism on the one hand and job strain and burnout on
the other are not significant. Contributions: Results
are discussed with regard to the time lag that is neces-
sary for negative effects of workaholism to become man-
ifest. The existence of negative loss spirals between JD,
workaholism, job strain and burnout is also discussed
in a practical perspective.

Presentations: Changing Employment
Relations - Employability Issues

Main topic area: Changing Employment Relations

Location: 0.4 Brussels (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Stiglbauer, B., Johannes Kepler University
”

Linz, Austria

The predictive effect of job insecurity on
turnover intentions: Considering the impor-
tant function of employee well-being and
work involvement

Stiglbauer, B., Johannes Kepler University
”

Linz,
Austria; Selenko, E., Johannes Kepler University,
Linz, Linz, Austria; Batinic, B., Johannes Kepler Uni-
versity, Linz, Austria

Abstract: Introduction: Negative effects of job inse-
curity on (a) employee’s health and well-being (indi-
vidual outcomes) and (b) work-related attitudes and
behaviour (organizational outcomes) are well docu-
mented. Still, most job insecurity research treats indi-
vidual (such as cognitive and affective well-being) and
organizational consequences (such as turnover inten-
tions) as separate outcomes, and postulates no rela-
tionship among them. In the present study we pro-
pose that well-being can act as a mediator of the job
insecurity - turnover intentions relation. Furthermore
we propose that individual variables, such as work in-
volvement, will impact on this mediation. Method:
Two-wave panel data of a large multi-wave research
project were analyzed. Participants (n = 178) were
on average 38 years of age (SD = 10.34), 52% were
female. The majority was well educated. 70% were
full-time employed; 47% worked in white-collar jobs.
Results: Both, cognitive and affective well-being, acted
as mediators of the job insecurity - turnover intentions
relation. Furthermore, moderated mediator analyses
showed that work involvement buffered the negative
impact of job insecurity on cognitive well-being. The
more people wanted to be engaged in work, the less
likely their cognitive-well-being was affected by job in-
security. Consequently, the mediating effect of cog-
nitive well-being decreased with higher levels of work
involvement. Results were stable across both time
points. Conclusions: The study suggests that consid-
ering employees general well-being might contribute to
a better understanding of organizational outcomes of
job insecurity and how to counteract them. Addition-
ally, it is worthwhile to strengthen the value of being
engaged in work, because work involvement represents
a significant resource when confronted with job insecu-
rity.
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Keeping yourself employable: the role of
competency development and employee self-
directedness.

Willemse, I., Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School,
Gent, Belgium; Vos, A. de, Vlerick Leuven Gent Man-
agement School, Gent, Belgium; Hauw, S. de, Vlerick
Leuven Gent Management School, Gent, Belgium

Abstract: Given that lifelong employment with the
same employer is the exception rather than the rule, it
is up to employees to guarantee their own employabil-
ity (Forrier & Sels, 2003). Previous research has shown
that participation in competency development initia-
tives, encompassing training, on-the-job learning and
career management, enhances the employability level of
employees (De Vos & De Hauw, 2010). However, since
employees play an important role in ensuring their own
employability, this study aims to gain more insight into
the role of self-directedness (Raemdonck, 2008). More
specifically, this study examines the interplay of partic-
ipation in competency development initiatives and self-
directedness in learning and career development. For
this study, we collected questionnaires from 549 Flem-
ish employees. Data obtained from these question-
naires were analysed with regression analyses. Main
findings were that participation in training, on-the-job
learning and career management practices were all as-
sociated with higher levels of employees’ employabil-
ity. The same was true for self-directedness in learning
and self-directedness in career development. Concern-
ing the interaction between participation in on-the-job
learning practices and self-directedness in learning, we
found that self-directedness in learning moderates the
positive effect of participation in on-the-job learning
practices on employability. Participation in on-the-job
learning initiatives had a positive effect on employabil-
ity when self-directedness in learning was high and a
negative effect on employability when self-directedness
in learning was low. Furthermore, we found that self-
directedness in career development moderates the rela-
tionship between participation in career management
practices and employability in a similar way. Only the
interaction of participation in training practices and
self-directedness in learning on employability was not
significant. Participation in on-the-job learning and ca-
reer management practices does not necessarily result
in increased employability. The results of our study
give a first indication of the importance of employee
self-directedness in learning and career development.
Our study shows how a combined focus on participa-
tion in competency development initiatives and em-
ployee self-management can further our understanding
of employability. Hence, our results contribute to an

increased awareness about the importance of employee
self-management in the context of competency devel-
opment and employability.

Employability of people working in educa-
tion. Taking account of personal and orga-
nizational characteristics.

Raemdonck, I.C.R., Universite catholique de Louvain,
Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium; Croes, M., Leiden Uni-
versity, Leiden, The Netherlands; Heijden, B.I.J.M.
van der, Radboud University Nijmegen, Nijmegen,
The Netherlands; Segers, M.R.S., Maastricht Uni-
versity, Maastricht, The Netherlands; Scheeren, J.,
Sectorbestuur Onderwijsarbeidsmarkt, Den Haag, The
Netherlands

Abstract: In a knowledge economy the employability
of people working in education is of high importance.
Employability enables employees to cope with changing
job requirements (Van der Heijde & Van der Heijden,
2006). Research from De Grip, Van Loo & Sanders
(2004) in different sectors demonstrate low levels of
employability among people in Education. Initiatives
which have been taken in the Netherlands within the
sector, aiming at the enhancement of the employabil-
ity level of personnel haven‘t always been successful in
the past (OCW, 2000). A possible explanation for this
failure is the lack of knowledge concerning the factors
that are related to the employability of educational per-
sonnel. This study examines the relationship between
personal characteristics (self-directed learning orienta-
tion and mobility aspirations) and organizational char-
acteristics (job characteristics, quality of the relation
between leader and employee and the presence of per-
sonnel evaluation), and employability. A competency-
based and multi-dimensional conceptualization of em-
ployability is used in this study (Van der Heijde & Van
der Heijden, 2006). We distinguish between three em-
ployability competences: Occupational expertise, an-
ticipation and optimization, and personal flexibility.
For the purpose of the present study 3159 people work-
ing in Education and aged between 21 and 67 com-
pleted an electronic questionnaire. 50.6 % of the partic-
ipants were men, with a mean age of 48 and with differ-
ent qualification levels. The participants worked across
a variety of educational levels, from primary education
to higher education and in different positions. 61,7%
of them were teaching staff. Multiple regression analy-
ses show that the personal characteristic ‘self-directed
learning orientation‘ is the best predictor of the three
employability dimensions occupational expertise, an-
ticipation and optimization, and personal flexibility.
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Therefore, it is important for school leaders to stim-
ulate a self-directed learning attitude especially among
those employees who exhibit low levels of self-directed
learning orientation.

Symposium: New directions in emotional
labour research II: Emotion regulation
competencies

Main topic area: Emotions In The Workplace

Location: 0.5 Paris (13:00-14:15)

Chairs: Hülsheger, U.R., Maastricht University, Maas-
tricht, The Netherlands; Fischbach, A., German Police
University, Münster, Germany ; Ven, J. van de, Tno
Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Employees need to control and regulate
their emotions when interacting with others, be it co-
workers, supervisors, or clients. This work requirement
is known as emotional labour and it is an inherent
part of many jobs, especially of those pertaining to the
service sector. There is ample research evidence that
emotional labour can be psychologically taxing result-
ing in impaired psychological health and work perfor-
mance. Yet, research has also documented that emo-
tional labour is not necessarily harmful. It rather de-
pends on the way employees deal with emotional job
requirements. The present symposium will focus on
emotion regulation strategies and competencies that
help individuals deal with emotional job requirements.
Niven and colleagues test whether individuals who are
good in emotion control suffer less from the draining
effects of emotion regulation. Pundt and colleagues in-
vestigate coping strategies that reduce stress induced
by customer misbehaviour. Wong and colleagues il-
luminate how surface acting fosters goal attainment
with a variety of different interaction partners. In con-
clusion, Esser and Fischbach and Boltz and Fischbach
present the development and validation of situational
judgment tests of emotion regulation competencies for
the retail industry and the police. The studies pre-
sented here make use of a variety of research meth-
ods including a laboratory study, and a diary study.
By identifying individual emotion regulation strategies
and competencies that help employees handle emo-
tional job requirements, studies assembled in this in-
ternational symposium have practical implications for
personnel selection and training.

Identifying individuals who may be more sus-
ceptible to the depleting effects of emo-
tional labour

Niven, K., University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK ; Tot-
terdell, P., University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK ; Miles,
E., University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK ; Webb, T.L.,
University of Sheffield, UK ; Sheeran, P., University of
Sheffield, UK ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Employees in many jobs are required to reg-
ulate their feelings while at work, especially during in-
teractions with customers. Existing research indicates
that sustained periods of this type of regulation, known
as emotional labour, can be psychologically draining,
resulting in emotional exhaustion, mental fatigue and
poorer job performance. But are all employees vul-
nerable to becoming depleted as a result of emotional
labour? The present research tests the idea that reg-
ulating one’s feelings may not inevitably deplete peo-
ple. Instead, we argue that people who are good at
emotion control are likely to have developed efficient
mechanisms for managing their feelings and, as a con-
sequence, perform emotion regulation in a more au-
tomatic and less effortful manner. We test this idea
in an experimental laboratory study using a sample of
University staff and students (N = 31). Recent evi-
dence suggests that changes in blood glucose underlie
the detrimental effects of performing acts of self-control
like emotion regulation. As such, we assessed partic-
ipants’ blood glucose levels before and after perform-
ing emotion regulation for a period of 15mins. Be-
cause little is known about whether worsening one’s
emotions is depleting, participants took part in two
emotion regulation tasks (affect-improving and affect-
worsening) across two testing sessions. Our results sug-
gested that although both good and poor emotion reg-
ulators were equally able to achieve positive and nega-
tive moods, the blood glucose of poor emotion regula-
tors was reduced after performing the affect-improving
task, whereas the blood glucose of good emotion reg-
ulators was unchanged by this task. Affect-worsening
was not found to be depleting for either good or poor
emotion regulators. The implication of our findings
is that in contrast to good emotion-regulators, poor
emotion-regulators who are required to improve their
feelings as part of their job role may subsequently ex-
perience decrements in a range of tasks that involve
self-control.
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How service workers handle unfriendly cus-
tomers. An investigation of coping strategies
in overcoming customer misbehavior

Pundt, A., University of Rostock, Rostock, Germany ;
Neumann, C., University of Rostock, Rostock, Ger-
many ; Breyer, T., University of Rostock, Rostock, Ger-
many ; Nerdinger, F.W., University of Rostock, Ger-
many ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soester-
berg, The Netherlands

Abstract: The term customer misbehaviour includes
customer behaviour breaking generally accepted norms
of interpersonal contact like unfriendly or aggressive
behaviour. Customer misbehaviour leads to negative
emotions and in turn to higher levels of stress and lower
levels of work satisfaction. In our study, we investigate
coping strategies which are applied by service employ-
ees in order to reduce their negative emotions and the
stress caused by customer misbehaviour and the effect
of these strategies on the employees’ wellbeing. In a
qualitative diary study (event sampling) we asked ser-
vice employees (N = 51) to report up to five events in
which they experienced customer misbehaviour. Re-
spondents were asked to describe a particular situa-
tion and the respective behaviour of the customers in
that situation. In order to assess the coping strate-
gies, respondents were asked to describe what they did
to handle the customer’s misbehaviour before, during
and after the behaviour occurred and how they felt
before and after using coping strategies. Results im-
ply that employees use palliative coping strategies (re-
ducing negative emotions) as well as instrumental cop-
ing strategies (solving the problem) before and during
the experienced customer misbehaviour, whereas they
prevalently use palliative coping strategies after the
event. Further data analysis aims to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of these strategies by investigating employees’
wellbeing after the event. In a second study based on
qualitative interviews (N = 20), we try to replicate our
findings.

A situational judgement test of emotion reg-
ulation in the retail context

Boltz, J., German Police University, Münster, Ger-
many ; Esser, L., German Police University, Münster,
Germany ; Fischbach, A., German Police University,
Münster, Germany ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Fac-
tors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Despite the importance of emotion regula-
tion in service interactions, there is a lack of ability

based assessment methods for emotion regulation com-
petences. Such tests may support personnel decision-
making, training, or self-assessment purposes in the
retail industry. Aim of this study is to report the de-
velopment and validation of a situational judgement
test that assesses emotion regulation competences in
the retail industry context. Based on critical inci-
dent technique we described challenging situations in
interactions with customers (e.g. a customer com-
plaint). Based on emotion regulation theory we de-
veloped six answers to each scenario. Comparison
of expert-based scoring (N=5) and consensus scoring
(N=404 service employees from different retail indus-
tries) yielded high inter-correlations between both scor-
ing procedures across all items. Test reliability was ac-
ceptable. Test scores were positively correlated with
self-report measure of emotion regulation and self-
reports of frequency of automatic emotion regulation
in service interactions. Moreover, as expected, correla-
tions with the big-five personality traits were moderate
to low. A practical implication of our study is that peo-
ple who are successful in this emotion regulation test
may be better suited for emotion regulation require-
ments in the retail industry.

A situation judgement test of emotion regu-
lation in the police context

Boltz, J., German Police University, Münster, Ger-
many ; Fischbach, A., German Police University, Mün-
ster, Germany ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Successfully regulating one’s own negative
emotions is an important competence in service work
which may sustain service performance and service
workers’ health and well-being. Despite the importance
of this competence there is a lack of assessment meth-
ods for personnel selection and training purposes. In
this paper, we report the development and validation
of an ability-based situation judgement test of emotion
regulation competences in the police context. We de-
veloped situations that require emotion regulation in
police work by critical incident technique. Based on
emotion regulation theory we developed six answers to
each scenario. Several validation studies demonstrated
a) expert ratings (N=5) were sufficiently related to
consensus ratings (N=572 police officers from differ-
ent parts of Germany), b) retest reliability after four
weeks was moderate, c) discriminant validity to cogni-
tive abilities, big-five personality traits, and to other
aspects of emotional competences like emotional ex-
pression, d) convergent validity to emotion regulation
self-report measure was high, and e) scale was related
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to interactional and work role criteria. Implication of
our findings is that this test can assess an important
competence that is required in police-work related in-
teractions with citizens and other targets.

Surface Acting facilitates goal attainment

Wong, E., University of Neuchatel, Neuchatel, Switzer-
land ; Tschan, F., University of Neuchâtel, Neuchâ-
tel, Switzerland ; Semmer, N.K., University of Bern,
Bern, Switzerland ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Fac-
tors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Although many have argued that the notion
of goal constitutes a core ingredient in deciphering the
processes involved in emotion regulation (ER), there
are few empirical studies pertaining to goal attainment
and ER. Building on several theoretical contributions,
such as Côte’s social interaction model, control theory,
emotion contagion, and impression management, we
postulated that ER during social interaction at work
fosters goal attainment. We postulated that goal at-
tainment during interactions at work is enhanced by
suppressing negative emotions felt and by enhancing
positive emotions felt. Separately assessing emotions
felt and emotions shown with the Geneva Emotion
Wheel enabled us to measure surface acting by deter-
mining if emotions felt were suppressed or enhanced in
the emotion display. Results based on multilevel anal-
yses of over 1500 event-sampling interaction records
from 165 Swiss employees provided support for our
hypotheses. Consistent with previous findings, results
varied across different interaction partners, i.e. supe-
rior, client and colleague. Enhancing positive emotions
fosters goal attainment with all kinds of interaction
partners, but especially in interactions with superiors.
Suppressing negative emotions, or displaying positive
emotions while feeling negative ones, predicted goal at-
tainment in client-related interactions. Our study re-
sponds to calls by researchers to include goal attain-
ment when studying emotion regulation. It suggests
that suppressing negative emotions, while potentially
associated with lower well-being, may be associated
with more goal attainment in social interactions.

Symposium: Recruitment, selection and
applicant reactions: An international
perspective

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.6 Madrid (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Nikolaou, I., Athens University of Economics &
Business, Athens, Greece

Abstract: Employee recruitment and selection is a topic
of constant concern for applied psychology in Europe.
It remains one of the most ”attractive” subjects ap-
pealing to a large number of HR practitioners and
researchers. The objective of the current symposium
is to bring together researchers from different coun-
tries exploring different recruitment and selection is-
sues from an international perspective and with a par-
ticular emphasis on applicant reactions. Two of the
studies (Bertolino, Ocana & Steiner; Nikolaou) explore
applicant reactions towards the employment interview
in France and Greece respectively and the role of orga-
nizational attractiveness and perceived organizational
support. In a similar vein, Cheyne & Anderson ex-
plore applicant reactions towards the different selec-
tion methods across the UK, Singapore and China.
Patent, Searle and Conway discuss uncertainty man-
agement among applicants for a professional training
programme in the UK and finally Searle explores the
early stages of identification, specifically the role of re-
cruitment and selection processes in individuals’ collec-
tive identification with an employer.

Applicant Reactions to the Employment In-
terview: a French study

Bertolino, M., Universite de Nice, Nice, France;
Ocana, T., Universite de Nice, Nice, France; Steiner,
D., Universite de Nice, Nice, France

Abstract: Selection interview is the most used tech-
nique in France (Bruchon-Schweitzer, & Ferrieux,
1991) or in others industrialized countries (Ryan, Mc-
Farland, Baron, & Page, 1999). Structured interviews
benefits of a good predictive validity and applicants
have favourable perceptions in terms of face validity
(Anderson & Witvliet 2008). Based on organizational
justice theory (e.g., Gilliland, 1993), it is important
to investigate what are the justice dimensions (proce-
dural, informational, interpersonal and distributive, cf.
Colquitt, Conlon, Wesson, & Porter, 2001) that are the
antecedents of global justice perceptions of the inter-
view. Moreover, we examine the role of different or-
ganizational outcomes in relationship with applicants’
justice perceptions, such as organizational attractive-
ness (Bauer, et al., 2001). Data collection is still in
progress; the preliminary results presented here are
based on responses of 45 job seekers (mean age = 35.2;
SD = 10.7) contacted in several associations and agen-
cies for employment search, in south of France. They
were asked to fill out a survey with measures of jus-
tice perceptions (Colquitt et al, 2001), organizational
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attractiveness (Bauer et al., 2001), job attractiveness
(Macan, Avedon, Paese & Smith, 1994) and perceived
organizational support (Eisenberger et al., 1997). As
data are still being collected, we provide preliminary
results using an alpha level of .10 to identify signifi-
cant relations. Our final data set will allow for greater
power and testing significance at conventional levels.
Preliminary analyses show that distributive, procedu-
ral and interpersonal justice are related with some or-
ganizational outcomes such as job attractiveness and
perceived organizational support. No relationship was
found with informational justice. In the context of an
employment interview, this study examines the four
dimensions of justice in relationship with several orga-
nizational outcomes. Results will be discussed on the
basis of organizational justice theory (Gilliland, 1993;
Greenberg & Lind, 2000).

A comparison of applicant reactions to selec-
tion methods across three different national-
ities.

Cheyne, A., Loughborough University, UK ; Anderson,
N., Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK

Abstract: This paper reports the initial results from
a cross national study of reactions to employee selec-
tion methods amongst British, Singaporean and Chi-
nese participants. Results from a total sample of 294
participants will be presented, comprising 88 British,
114 Singaporean and 92 Chinese. 10 popular assess-
ment techniques were rated using an expanded version
of Steiner and Gilliland’s applicant reaction measure.
Reaction favourability was structurally similar across
the three samples and revealed the same three-tier clus-
tering of favourability reported in recent meta analyses.
Three clusters, most preferred (work samples, inter-
views), favourably evaluated (resumes, cognitive tests,
references, biodata, personality inventories), and least
preferred (honesty tests, personal contacts, graphol-
ogy), are easily identifiable in each sample. This gives
further support to the reaction generalizability hypoth-
esis. There was, however, considerably less variability
in the mean Chinese favourability scores (ranging from
3.45 to 4.98) than the other groups (UK range: 1.84
to 5.29), suggesting less extreme reactions in this sam-
ple. A similar trend was evident in the procedural jus-
tice scores, with a lower range in the Chinese sample,
and notably these participants rated the scientific ba-
sis of almost every method significantly higher than
the UK and Singapore groups. Implications for future
applicant reactions research and for the design of in-
ternational selection procedures will be discussed, and,

in particular, likely influences of applicant reactions in
those situations.

Applicants’ Personality in Interview Percep-
tions in Greece

Nikolaou, I., Athens University of Economics and Busi-
ness, Athens, Greece; Tomprou, M., Carnegie Mellon
University, USA

Abstract: Applicant reactions to the different selection
methods have been explored extensively recently. Pre-
vious research has discussed a number of reasons why
applicants exhibit positive attitudes towards the selec-
tion interview especially, despite contradictory research
evidence regarding its predictive validity and unfair
discrimination. Nikolaou and Judge (2007) claimed
that the existence of a positive relationship between
interviewer’s personal qualities and behaviour, such as
warmth, sincerity, empathy and good listening skills
might explain the extensive use and applicants’ posi-
tive reactions towards the employment interview. In
our study we further explore this issue by studying the
role of applicants’ personality characteristics (core-self
evaluations-CSE and proactivity), along with the role
of organizational attractiveness and perceived organi-
zational support. We carried out our study in Greece in
a sample of 238 job applicants. Participants completed
measures of CSE, proactivity, interview perceptions,
organizational attractiveness, perceived organizational
support, and applicants’ behavioural intentions fol-
lowing the interview. Preliminary analyses of our
data demonstrated positive relationships between ap-
plicants’ individual characteristics and interview per-
ceptions, organizational attractiveness and perceived
organizational support. Perceived organizational sup-
port, interview perceptions and organizational attrac-
tiveness fully mediated the relationship between indi-
vidual differences and applicants’ behavioural inten-
tions. Also, organizational attractiveness appeared to
be the strongest predictor of applicants’ behavioural
intentions, compared to perceived organizational sup-
port and interview perceptions.Although the current
study suffers from a number of limitations it is one
of the few to explore the role of personality in appli-
cant reactions research, using a non-US sample. These
results provided partial support on the usefulness of in-
dividual characteristics, such as CSE and proactivity,
in understanding applicants’ reactions to the employ-
ment interview and provided further support on the
importance of organizational attractiveness in appli-
cants’ reactions.
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Uncertainty reduction and person fit in se-
lection: a function of stages in the recruit-
ment and selection process

Patent, V., The Open University, UK ; Searle, R.H.,
The Open University, UK ; Conway, N., Birkbeck, Uni-
versity of London, London, UK

Abstract: Existing models of organisational attraction
suggest that recruitment into professional job openings
and training programmes relies on a body of eligible
applicants who are attracted to the organisation for a
number of intrinsic and extrinsic reasons. Applicant
values and their identification with the organisation,
and its members play a pivotal role in recruitment
attraction; however, recent work has also highlighted
the role of uncertainty management in influencing ap-
plicants’ trajectories through the recruitment process
(Allan, Mahto & Otondo, 2007; Cooper & Thatcher,
2010). It also draws on recent work considering fit dur-
ing selection context (Boon & Den Hartog, 2011).This
paper extends work on applicants’ uncertainty manage-
ment by reporting on a longitudinal study of applicants
for a professional training programme in the UK. Our
data provides evidence for a staged process of uncer-
tainty management. In this process, applicants pro-
gressively reduce uncertainty regarding their fit with
the organisation, profession or job. Applicants in this
study entered the recruitment process from very differ-
ent positions in terms of their existing identity. All of
the participants in our study engaged in some degree
of identity construction work, evolving an identity that
achieved a high level of fit with their decision to em-
bark on an intensive training program. Our evidence
suggests a number of possible predictions for further
research in which both, persistence of pursuit as well
as withdrawal are outcomes of certainty management.
The goal of their evaluations appears to determine fit
or misfit against a set of self-relevant criteria. How fit
and misfit are identified is reviewed and implications
for theory and practice discussed.

The role of selection & recruitment experi-
ences in organisational identification

Searle, R.H., The Open University, UK

Abstract: Individuals’ identification with their organ-
isation has been found to have key benefits regard-
ing the enhancement to citizenship behaviours, co-
operation, effort, and organisational support (Bartel,
2001; Dukerich, Golden, & Shortell, 2002; Mael & Ash-
forth, 1992). This paper explores the early stages of
identification, specifically the role of recruitment and

selection processes in individuals’ collective identifica-
tion with an employer. This is an important context in
which to study identification as the recruiter is often
a resource utilised by applicants to reveal clues about
the organisation (Searle & Billsberry, 2011). Drawing
on qualitative and quantities data for more than 100
experiences of selection collected from employed part-
time students of distance learning education, the paper
identifies the association between individual difference
factor, propensity to trust, and the perceived honesty
of the selection process in enhancing applicants’ identi-
fication with the firm. The results show, after control-
ling for the outcome of the selection process, gender,
organisation level & size of organisation, a direct rela-
tionship between this personality dimension and per-
ceived honest in the selection process and identification
with the firm. The implications of these findings for re-
search and practice are discussed.

Presentations: Trust in Groups and Teams

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.7 Lisbon (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Costa, A.C., Brunel University, Uxbridge,
UK

Marital Diversity and Satisfaction in Mili-
tary Teams: The Moderating Role of Inter-
Team Perspective Taking

Calvard, T.S., London School of Economics, London,
UK

Abstract: The present study examined the relationship
between team diversity in marital status (e.g. single,
married, separated etc.) and team satisfaction with
working conditions (salary, leave, benefits, and work-
load) in a sample of 169 naval military teams. Firstly,
it was hypothesised that a team’s marital diversity
would have a negative relationship with its satisfaction.
Research with military workers has shown that work-
family conflict and marital distress have negative re-
lations with satisfaction and well-being (Britt & Daw-
son, 2005; Vinokur, Pierce, & Buck, 1999). Marital
status was chosen as a diversity variable because it is
particularly salient in a military sample - single team
members with relatively less family ties can approach
shared work very differently from those with spouses
and children. For example, single workers may be more
content to spend long periods of time on complex mis-
sions away from home; whereas married or cohabiting
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workers may require more regular contact or communi-
cation with partners. Harrison, Price, Gavin & Florey
(2002) showed that the negative effects of marital di-
versity could be dispelled over time spent on increasing
collaboration. Drawing on theories of social compari-
son and social information processing (Festinger, 1954;
Salancik & Pfeffer, 1978), I further hypothesise that
inter-team perspective taking can moderate the nega-
tive relation of marital status diversity with satisfac-
tion, weakening/eliminating it. Inter-team perspective
taking is defined and measured as a team’s percep-
tions that it can effectively understand the thoughts
and feelings of other teams (Parker, Atkins, & Axtell,
2008). I propose that attention to surrounding teams
can help teams to realise that their diversity connects
with wider issues, and the ‘grass isn’t always greener’
for other teams, but they are facing similar diversity-
related challenges; a potential source of comfort and
satisfying common ground. Using self-report survey
methodology, both the negative main effect of team
marital diversity and the inter-team perspective tak-
ing interaction were supported. Practically, the find-
ings speak to our understanding of the well-being of
military employees engaged in large-scale conflicts in
Iraq and Afghanistan (Sheppard, Malatras, & Israel,
2010), as well as how to manage diversity and team ef-
fectiveness in any organisations containing multi-team
systems.

Linking healthy organizational strategies to
team work engagement through organiza-
tional trust: A multilevel approach

Acosta, H., Universitat Jaume I, Castellón, Spain;
Salanova, M., Universitat Jaume I, Castellón, Spain;
Llorens, S., Universitat Jaume I, Castellón, Spain

Abstract: The current study contributes to our un-
derstanding of the relationship between healthy or-
ganizational strategies (i.e., work-family conciliation,
mobbing prevention, psychosocial health and commu-
nication), organizational trust (i.e., vertical trust) and
team work engagement (i.e., team work vigor, team
work dedication and team work absorption) based
on HEalthy & Resilient Organizations Model (HERO;
Salanova, Llorens, Cifre, & Martnez, 2010) in a sample
of 2.147 employees nested in 378 teams and 76 Small-
and Medium Enterprises. Support for aggregation at
organizational and team levels was assessed by ICC in-
dices. Results of regression analysis and hierarchical
linear modeling show that: (1) healthy organizational
strategies are a strong predictor of organizational trust
( = .79, p < .001) (both aggregated at organizational

level) and (2) positive cross- level effect exists from ver-
tical trust (aggregated at organizational level) on team
work engagement (aggregated at team level). These
findings suggest that healthy organizational strategies
booster organizational trust, which in turn has a posi-
tive effect on team work engagement using high levels
of analyses (organizations and teams). From a practi-
cal point of view, results can be used by Human Re-
sources Management in order to care and develop the
organizational trust in their teams. Specifically, results
show the relevance that organizations promote work-
family conciliation, mobbing prevention, psychosocial
health, and organizational communication. The inver-
sion in these strategies should be interpreted by teams
as if organization is worried by employees, and conse-
quently, trust in organization will be enhanced. As a
result, well-being of teams will be improved by increas-
ing the team work engagement.

Trust Dynamics in Project Teams: A Longi-
tudinal Study of Climate for Innovation and
Team Performance

Costa, A.C., Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK ; Ander-
son, N., Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK

Abstract: Trust is a dynamic phenomenon recog-
nized as key to the functioning, climate and perfor-
mance of individuals working in teams. Without trust
shared norms of behavior, sharing knowledge, combin-
ing skills, and collaboration between individuals are
likely to be difficult and unproductive in any team con-
text. While much has been written about trust over the
past years,empirical evidence demonstrating trust’s dy-
namic nature in teams is still scarce. This study takes a
longitudinal approach to trust in the context of design-
project teams and examines its effects on team climate
for innovation and team performance. The main aim is
to get insight into the dynamics of growth and decline
of trust and its relation with team climate for inno-
vation and team performance. Trust has been often
mentioned as one of its important determinants. How-
ever, some inconsistencies have been found regarding
this main effect of trust on performance. This study ex-
amines different aspects of team performance including
the quality of the outcome, in this case the innovative-
ness of the product, the state of the group as a perform-
ing unit, i.e. overall performance, level of knowledge
transfer and satisfaction with group progress. Data
from 63 design-project teams reveals that trust starts
moderately high at the beginning of projects and tends
to decline significantly at the middle, only to increase
slightly at the end of the projects. While this dynamic
pattern appears not to have a direct effect on overall
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team performance, it contributes to the climate for in-
novation within the teams. Climate for innovation has
a direct effect on different team performance indica-
tors at different stages of the project. At the middle of
projects climate is related to indicators such as knowl-
edge transfer and satisfaction with the team progress
whereas at the end of the projects is related to the
overall performance and product innovativeness.

The role of trust between management and
works councils in process innovations

Janetzke, H., Humboldt University of Berlin, Berlin,
Germany ; Breitling, K., Humboldt University of
Berlin, Berlin, Germany ; Shajek, A., Humboldt Uni-
versity of Berlin, Berlin, Germany ; Scholl, W., Hum-
boldt University of Berlin, Berlin, Germany

Abstract: Trust is an important element in facilitat-
ing organizational change processes and in promot-
ing organizational innovativeness. It not only sup-
ports communication, constructive conflict resolution
and cooperation, but also job performance and Orga-
nizational Citizenship Behaviour. Most psychological
studies dealing with organizational trust look at the
relationship between leaders and their subordinates or
between employees. The role of trust between man-
agement and works councils (employee representatives)
has attracted surprisingly little interest so far. This is
even more remarkable as works councils have a variety
of options to foster or to impede the success of orga-
nizational change processes. In our study we supposed
that the initial trust between management and works
council would affect the success of a change process in
two ways. On the one hand, trust should create an
atmosphere of respect, where the concerns and inse-
curities that arise from the change process can be ad-
dressed and are taken seriously (management of emo-
tions). On the other hand, trust should promote trans-
parency, evoke the explication of the process, and in-
duce a permanent critical reflection of the adequacy
of the goals and the chosen approach (management of
complexity). Both management of emotions and man-
agement of complexity have proven to be success fac-
tors for change processes. In order to meet the re-
ciprocal character of trust, we asked the main actors
from both management and works council who were
involved in n=40 process innovations initiating change
processes to rate their mutual level of initial trust, the
implementation process and the innovation success. In
our model we can show that initial trust between man-
agement and works council is positively related to the
management of emotion and the management of com-
plexity that in turn, is related to the success of the in-

novation process. In accompanying interviews with the
protagonists, we explored how both groups conceptual-
ized trust and how their concepts differed respectively.
This study examines the role of trust between man-
agement and works councils for implementing process
innovations. By analysing the concepts of trust of both
groups, particular suggestions for the establishment of
trust can be deduced.

Using Level and Dispersion to Examine the
Team Trust and Team Performance Relation-
ship

Mach, M., John Molson School of Business, Montreal,
Canada; Bhave, D., John Molson School of Business,
Montreal, Canada

Abstract: Meta-analytic results indicate that trust is
positively related to many organizational outcomes
(e.g., job performance and job satisfaction) (Dirks &
Ferrin, 2001, 2002); research at the team-level of anal-
ysis also suggests that trust is associated with positive
organizational outcomes (e.g., Hempel, et al. 2009).
But most research at this team-level of analysis has pri-
marily focused on average levels of trust within teams.
That is, team trust is computed by taking an average of
individual perceptions of trust within the team. There
is growing recognition, however, that models estimated
using only average levels (mean) of trust within teams
may be underspecified; including both mean and dis-
persion of trust within teams is essential. Therefore,
in this study, we explicitly incorporate both opera-
tionalizations in examining the relationship between
team trust and team performance. We also distinguish
between two distinct sources where trust may mani-
fest: trust in team members and trust in the direct
manager. Specifically, we examine whether the disper-
sion in team trust moderates the relationship between
team trust (mean) and team performance. We investi-
gate these research questions using data from 700 ath-
letes playing in 74 semi-professional basket teams in a
South European country. Athletes provided reports of
trust with their team mates and also with their man-
ager. Following conventions in analyzing group-level
phenomenon (Chan, 1998; Kozlowski & Klein, 2000),
we constructed mean and dispersion measures of these
trust constructs. Team performance was measured ob-
jectively through two ways: team winning percentage
and teams’ final rankings in their respective leagues.
In addition, a subjective measure of team performance
was assessed using peer ratings provided by teammates.
Consistent with our hypotheses, preliminary findings
suggest that the within-team level of dispersion moder-
ates the relationship between team trust and team per-
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formance. The expected contribution of this research
is in providing a stronger understanding of the role of
both the level of trust of the team (i.e., mean) and the
extent to which within-team perceptions diverge (i.e.,
dispersion) in influencing team performance. A related
managerial implication is that for team performance it
is essential to focus on both absolute and relative levels
of trust within teams.

Presentations: Work-time Arrangements
and Employee Well-being

Main topic area: Work Time and Work-family

Location: 0.8 Rome (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Wolff, H.-G., University of Erlangen-Nürnberg,
Nürnberg, Germany

Erasing Work-Family Boundaries: An Effect
Study of the Transition from Office-based
Working to Fulltime Telecommuting

Steenbergen, E. van, Utrecht University, Utrecht, The
Netherlands; Kluwer, E.S., Utrecht University, Utrecht,
The Netherlands; Peeters, M.C.W., Utrecht University,
Utrecht, The Netherlands

Abstract: In the ’new world of work’, boundaries be-
tween work and family life are less clear than they used
be. As new information technologies enable employees
to work ’anywhere’ and ’anytime’ many organizations
offer the possibility of telecommuting, which refers to
working elsewhere than in a primary workplace, sup-
ported by electronic media to interact with others. In
the popular press, telecommuting is being advocated
as means to enhance employees’ work-life balance, pro-
ductivity, and work and life satisfaction. The central
aim of the study was to examine the effects of the tran-
sition on employees’ reports of work-family balance, the
number of hours worked, workaholism, work-related ex-
haustion, and work and life satisfaction. There are
few longitudinal studies on the effects of telecommuting
and, to our knowledge, no previous study examined the
effects of a transition to fulltime telecommuting. The
present study was a three-wave effect study of the tran-
sition from office-based working to fulltime telecom-
muting among 133 sales employees of a Dutch financial
services organization. Consistent with our hypothe-
ses, the transition corresponded with an overall deteri-
oration of experienced work-life balance, an increase
in workaholism and work-related exhaustion, and a
decrease in work and life satisfaction. As predicted,
some of these effects were moderated by employees’

work-family self-efficacy, self-management skills, and
parental status. For organizational practice, these find-
ings suggest that organizations should be careful when
considering a transition to fulltime telecommuting, as
at least in this sample, employees experienced consid-
erable psychological stress-related costs from the tran-
sition to fulltime telecommuting. Employees felt com-
pelled to work more, experienced more problems dis-
tancing themselves form work, had more problems with
combining work and family life, and experienced more
exhaustion, and decreased work and life satisfaction.
Especially employees without children were at risk to
experience these problems. Our findings suggest that
relevant factors for prevention of these problems can be
sought in enhancing employees’ self-efficacy and self-
management skills.

Occupational Influencers on the Classifica-
tion and Practice of Telework: A multiple
perspective approach

Jones, A., King’s College London, London, UK

Abstract: The temporal and locational flexibility pro-
vided by telework can create numerous benefits, includ-
ing enhanced flexibility for both employers and em-
ployees (Siha & Monroe 2006). However, despite its
potential benefits the practice of telework has report-
edly been limited, and current uptake is much lower
than projected (Price 2001, Siha & Monroe 2005, IRS
2006). To date, teleworking literature reports mixed
findings regarding the reasons that employees and or-
ganisations pursue or abstain from telework (Kurland
& Cooper 2002). This has been attributed to inconsis-
tent sampling which prevents useful comparisons and
inhibits understanding of teleworking desirability and
suitability. Consequently, in order to identify best
practice solutions’ which optimise the benefits it is felt
that a greater specification of the precise conditions of
telework is necessary (Dimitrova 2003). Drawing on
100 qualitative interviews with employees in varied job
roles across three organisations, this study addresses
this issue by examining the suitability of telework-
ing within occupational groups (Gadjendan & Harrison
2007). Consideration of participants required tasks and
skills, team structure, social identity and occupational
culture enabled the classification of these occupations
into six categories, each with differing suitability to
telework. The study identifies and exemplifies the as-
pects of occupations which relate to very diverse expe-
riences of teleworking among employees. This can lead
to its differential practice and recognition. The findings
suggest that telework is practiced far more extensively
than figures imply. Managers’ desire to control the
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amount of telework, alongside employees’ fear of stig-
matisation prevent telework becoming an official prac-
tice in certain occupations. Furthermore, where tele-
work is practiced unofficially, the organisation receives
a comparatively greater benefit with regards to flexi-
bility than the employee. This paper provides a much
needed examination of teleworking from the perspec-
tive of workplace relationships and social identity and
in particular, demonstrates the impact of work-group
and occupational norms on the practice and success
of flexible working initiatives. The study provides a
useful framework to aid the understanding of telework
in different occupations, using a series of contextually
specific observations and suggestions, rather than gen-
eral, inconsistent, oversimplified and broad-brush pre-
scriptions identified elsewhere (Bailey & Kurland 2002,
Sullivan 2003).

Effects of on-call work on well-being and
work stress recovery

Dettmers, J., Universität Hamburg, Hamburg, Ger-
many ; Friedrich, N., Universität Hamburg, Hamburg,
Germany ; Keller, M., Universität Hamburg, Hamburg,
Germany ; Vahle-Hinz, T., Universität Hamburg, Ham-
burg, Germany ; Bamberg, E., Universität Hamburg,
Hamburg, Germany

Abstract: 24h-availability of service, trouble shooting
and unsteady workloads require flexible work time ar-
rangement. One form of flexible work arrangements
which combines spatial and temporal flexibility is on-
call work. On-call work as a background duty which
covers the work demands beyond regular working hours
has grown in importance over the past few years. As
employees who are on-call must expect to be called
at home during their free time, in the evening or at
night in order to complete work on-call work may af-
fect recovery processes and work-life-balance. Based
on the results of a preliminary study on on-call work
in an information-technology service organization, a
broader study on on-call work in different sectors with
different on-call conditions and work characteristics
will be presented: 71 employees of IT, logistics and
transport organizations participated in the study. The
study comprised two parts: In the first part, employees
were asked to complete a questionnaire covering regular
work characteristics, conditions of on-call work, organi-
zational attitudes, family related data and personality.
The second part consisted of a diary study. On four
days being an on-call and four day not being on-call
participants filled out short questionnaire concerning
indicators of well-being, leisure time experiences, daily

work load and on-call duty data. Furthermore physio-
logical indicators of well being namely heart rate vari-
ance and cortisol level were assessed. Multilevel analy-
sis including 568 days of 71 employees reveal significant
effects of on-call work on well being indicators at the
day level (level1). Differentiated effects on physiologi-
cal parameters, leisure time activities, and work family
conflict as well as moderating effects of work character-
istics and on-call condition will be presented. Further-
more significant cross-level interactions reveal moder-
ating effects of level 2 variables. By identifying factors
that mediate and moderate potential detrimental ef-
fects of on-call work the presented study contributes
to the development of design criteria for on-call work
and effective coping strategies for employees who work
on-call or under conditions of continuous availability.

Positive self-evaluations moderate the rela-
tionship between shift work and irritation

Doorn, R.R.A. van, Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands; Lang, J.W.B., Maastricht Univer-
sity, Maastricht, The Netherlands; Hülsheger, U.R.,
Maastricht University, Maastricht, The Netherlands

Abstract: Shift work is often regarded as a risk fac-
tor to physical and mental health, as it pertains to a
mismatch between sleep-wake cycle and the more rigid
metabolic processes of the circadian rhythm. Shift
workers often experience more stress, which may ul-
timately lead to depressive symptoms and burnout.
The present study adds to earlier literature on coun-
termanding the psychological ill-effects of shift work by
focusing on the disposition of employees. More specif-
ically, it was examined how personality traits may be
related to the resilience or tolerance against the nega-
tive psychological outcomes of shift work. It was tested
whether 76 shift and 98 non-shift workers differ in re-
gard to the work-related stress reaction irritation, com-
prising an emotional and a cognitive aspect. A further
test was meant to reveal whether the possible stress
reaction of shift workers is moderated by core self-
evaluations (CSE), a construct representing a person’s
worth regarding the self and functioning. The results
show that shift workers were indeed generally less irri-
tated when they scored high on CSE, which suggests
that CSE acts as a moderator on the relation between
shift work and stress reactions as measured by irrita-
tion. Subsequent analyses revealed that especially the
emotional stability aspect of CSE contributed strongly
to the variance in irritation, and that the found mod-
eration was predominantly visible in the emotional as-
pect of irritation (irritability) and not in the cognitive
aspect (rumination). It is discussed how these results
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can be of help in identifying and providing special care
to those shift workers who, by disposition, are more
vulnerable and less tolerant to the psychologically ill-
effects of shift work.

The costs of networking behavior

Wolff, H.-G., University of Erlangen-Nürnberg, Nürn-
berg, Germany

Abstract: Several studies have shown that networking,
that is building and maintaining professional contacts,
has beneficial consequences, e.g., enhanced career suc-
cess. However, to the author’s best knowledge, no pub-
lished study has examined potential costs of networking
behavior. Using role theory and an economic definition
of costs as a starting point, I suggest that investments
of time (Hypothesis 1) and involvement (Hypothesis
2) into the work role can be considered production
costs of networking. Opportunity costs are incurred
in other roles such as the family role and might thus
lead to work family conflict (Hypothesis 3). Moreover,
using a multidimensional perspective on networking,
we propose that costs are incurred only in some net-
working dimensions. For example, facets of building
and maintaining networks might well be considered an
investment that costs time, but, conversely, using net-
works should not cost time. To examine these predic-
tions, we collected data from N = 184 couples, where at
least one partner was employed in a full time position.
Data from was collected from both partners where both
provided ratings referring to only one focal, employed
partner. The focal, employed partner provided data
on networking, work time, and work family conflict
and the partner provided ratings on the focal partner’s
work involvement and time spent at work. Results
show that supporting Hypothesis 1, building and main-
taining networks, but not using networks, is associated
with work hours. A similar pattern, but smaller effects
were obtained for work involvement, yielding only par-
tial support for Hypothesis 2. Taken together, these
findings indicate that there production costs of net-
working exist. Moreover, in support of Hypothesis 3,
networking is associated with time based and strained
based work family conflict indicating that there are also
opportunity costs of networking behaviour. We con-
tribute to the literature by providing evidence for the
costs associated with networking. Individuals in the
work force, consultants and authors of the practitioner
literature should be aware that the decision to engage
in networking has not only positive consequences, but
is also associated with a focus on the work role and
potential sacrifices in other roles.

Presentations: Predicting and Managing
Job-related Stress

Main topic area: Health and Interventions

Location: 0.9 Athens (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Dewe, P., Birkbeck, University of London, Lon-
don, UK

Job demands and Resources as predictors
of Complaints of Arms, Neck and Shoulders
(CANS), the mediating role of muscle effort
and need for recovery

Gorgievski, M.J., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rot-
terdam, The Netherlands; Gawke, J.C.L., Erasmus
University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: Over 40% of work related health complaints
in The Netherlands are musculoskeletal complaints.
Knowledge on what causes these complaints is essen-
tial in order to be able to prevent employees from de-
veloping them in the future. Past research has shown
evidence for several potential psycho-social and phys-
ical risk factors. The current study expands this line
of research. Using the job demands - resources model
(Bakker & Demerouti, 2007), a large variety of job de-
sign characteristics were studied as potential predictors
of complaints of arms, neck and shoulders (CANS). In
addition, need for recovery and a physiological mea-
sure of muscle effort were included as possible me-
diating mechanisms. Laboratory experiments have
shown that working under stress may result in short
term strain, such as excessive muscle effort, which in
turn may increase the risk for developing CANS. To
our knowledge, few field studies exist that comprehen-
sively investigate this process. This study was con-
ducted among 105 of 862 local government employ-
ees working at least 2 hours per day at a computer.
Complaints of Arms, Neck and Shoulders were mea-
sured with the“Vragenlijst BewegingsApparaat”(VBA;
Hildebrandt et al., 2001). Job demands and resources,
as well as need for recovery, were measured with sub-
scales from the “Vragenlijst Beleving en Beoordeling
van de Arbeid”(VBBA; Van Veldhoven, 1996). Mus-
cle tension in the trapezius transversus and the exten-
sor digitorum of the dominant arm (left or right) were
measured using Electromyography (EMG). Results of
multiple regression analyses showed that both physical
(e.g. body posture) and psychosocial job demands (in-
formation processing and task interdependence), pre-
dicted CANS. These relationships were completely me-
diated by increased muscle tension, and partly by need
for recovery. In addition, job resources (autonomy and
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social support) predicted CANS, but not muscle effort
nor need for recovery. These results support the as-
sumption behind the job demands - resources model
that job demands and job resources predict outcomes
through different pathways. Concerning practical rele-
vance, this study shows several starting-points for pre-
venting CANS, including improvements in job design,
as well as interventions directly aimed at short term
recovery and decreasing muscle tension during work.

Impacts of the Economic Recession on Work-
Related Stress

Sarnin, P., University of Lyon, Bron Cedex, France

Abstract: The recession of the late-2000s had a tremen-
dous impact on the mechanical industry: French com-
panies have lost up to fifty percent of their turnover
in 2009 compared to 2008. In this communication we
will examine the consequences for employees of a truck
firm and the evolution of psychosocial factors such as
stress, anxiety and depression from the beginning of
2008 to July 2010. Additionally, we will investigate the
relationship between actions taken by the firm, com-
bined with the financial help of the French State, and
the consequences on these psychosocial factors. Before
the economic recession, we worked with the ’Health
and Well-being’ Department of the firm to implant a
device on an organizational level that monitors work-
related stress. In our study, employees responded to
a series of computer-based questionnaires at the time
of a mandatory medical examination in the company
Health Department. Individual data are anonymous
and employees have the choice to exchange with the
occupational physician about their results. We carried
out statistical analyses every six months on the data
collected. The questionnaire includes Cohen’s scale on
perceived stress (Cohen et al., 1983), Karasek’s scale
on demands/latitude (Karasek & Theorell, 1990), the
HAD scale on depression and anxiety (Mykledun et al.,
2001), in addition to questions about work conditions
and socio-demographical variables. As of July 2010,
6643 workers have completed this questionnaire out of
a total population of 10115 employees in this firm. Re-
sults reveal a contrasted evolution in the different indi-
cators. In 2009, a policy of partial unemployment with
low financial losses for employees seems to have good
effects on the level of stress and on social support. In
2010 however, stress appears to be increasing amongst
workers who perceive the economic upturn with anxi-
ety. Indeed, economic recession also means great trans-
formations in the organization of work and the jobs
that result of these changes do not remain exactly the
same.

Improving clinical performance among med-
ical students using a mindfulness interven-
tion

Lazaridou, A., University of Macedonia, Thessaloniki,
Greece; Montgomery, A., University of Macedonia,
Thessaloniki, Greece; Panagopoulou, E., Aristotle Uni-
versity of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki, Greece; Kar-
avakou, V., University of Macedonia, Thessaloniki,
Greece

Abstract: Objectives: Job stress and burnout among
healthcare providers is a significant problem that has
implication for both their own health and the qual-
ity of care they deliver to their patients. Mindfulness-
based interventions has the potential to ameliorate
the antecedents and consequences of job stress and
burnout. The aim of this review is to collate what is
known about mindfulness interventions among health-
care professionals. Methods: The following databases
were searched: PubMed, PsychInfo, Scopus, Med-
line, BioMed central, Google Scholar and Science Di-
rect. Inclusion criteria included: burnout, job stress,
doctors, mindfulness, meditation, yoga, intervention,
physicians, nurses, healthcare professionals, hospitals,
GPs, Clinics. Only peer-reviewed, empirical studies,
written in English language, published between 1990
and 2010 were included. The databases searched in-
cluded the common sources from both the social sci-
ences and medical sciences. Results: Twenty stud-
ies were identified. Studies were analysed in terms of
study design, methodology, response rates and signif-
icant outcomes. Conclusions: Empirical evidence in-
dicates that participation in MBSR yields benefits for
healthcare providers in the domains of physical and
mental health. Conceptual and methodological limita-
tions of the existing studies and suggestions for future
research are discussed

Coping with stress: What does it mean to
cope effectively?

Dewe, P., Birkbeck, University of London, London,
UK ; Whitington, G., Birkbeck, University of London,
London, UK

Abstract: For over 50 years researchers have been inter-
ested in coping. Over that time there has been a dra-
matic proliferation of research that coping research is
probably one of the most intensively explored subjects
in contemporary organizational psychology. many re-
searchers believe that the aim of coping research must
be to identify those ways of coping that ’are best’ for
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managing stress. Nevertheless research into coping ef-
fectiveness has more often that not simply been in-
ferred through the use of different types of statistical
analysis or by indicating that one type of coping strat-
egy is inherently more effective than another. Little at-
tention has been paid to the criteria individuals use to
evaluate coping effectiveness. This is what this paper
sets out to do. By usingintensive interviews the mean-
ing ofeffective coping was explored. Fourteen partici-
pants took part in interviews thatlasted for 90 minutes.
The interviews were based onthe transactional nature
of stress andset the scene for focusing on the criteriain-
dividuals used when evaluating their coping effective-
ness. Semantic content analysis was used to identified
themes and these themes established a complex array
of criteria individuals used toevaluate their coping ef-
fectiveness. Thedifferentthemes to emerge includedef-
fectiveness based on the outcome achieved, the degree
to which some coping ideal was reached, the degree
towhcih their coping conformed to best professional
practice, whether any negative emotion remained af-
tercoping efforts, whether there were coping resources
available, the availability of alternative forms of coping,
whether integrity and professionalism was maintained,
whether justice, fairness and good relationships with
colleagues were maintained, the costs to themselves
and to others and the ethical and moral responsibil-
ities in taking actions. The results indicated that an
array of complex criteria were used and raised the ques-
tion of the utility of single itemmeasures of coping and
the need for a more comprehensive measure to be de-
veloped that captured the richness of effective coping.
The complexity of criteria also raised issues for inter-
vention andhow, while coping was regarded as effective,
it stillhad negative consequences for the coper. These
results are further discussed in terms of theory, research
and practice.

Stress and Recovery in older workers – Spe-
cific Effects of Age and Gender

Jimenez, P., University of Graz, Graz, Austria; Eibel,
K., University of Graz, Graz, Austria; Kallus, W., Uni-
versity of Graz, Graz, Austria; Hoffmann, P., Univer-
sity of Graz, Graz, Austria

Abstract: The socio-demographic changes in the indus-
trialized countries require a reassessment of handling
with older employees. Regeneration processes play a
determining role for short-, medium- and long-term de-
velopment and maintenance of individual resources of
employees. The contribution presents results of a sur-
vey to the quality of the working life of older workers in

Austria. Data were collected with the Recovery-Stress-
Questionnaire (Kallus, 1995) and the Profile Analysis
of Job Satisfaction (Jimnez, 2008) in a representative
sample of 4214 employees. The cross section analy-
sis demonstrates relevant differences in the Recovery-
Stress-Balance depending on age and interesting gen-
der specific effects. Results indicate a higher preva-
lence for an imbalanced Recovery-Stress-State in older
workers. In addition high general and work specific
stress is associated with a higher intention to early re-
tirement. Furthermore recovery is more efficient for
female than for male employees although they experi-
ence more obligations in their spare time - also with
control of the occupation magnitude. Job satisfaction
is influenced substantially from work ability and state
of health. Hypotheses to the explanation of the results
are introduced and discussed based on complementary
analyses. These findings have practical relevance for
workplace health promotion. We have to focus on age
related needs and develop special programs for older
men. Insufficient or disturbed recovery, particularly
under increased demands, leads to an imbalanced gen-
eral psychophysical state, degraded performance and a
higher risk for burnout. To maintain work ability and
to support the state of health, appropriate job require-
ments as well as adequate possibilities for regeneration
and recovery have to be implemented.

Symposium: Work Engagement I:
Disentangling cause and effect

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 2.1 Colorado (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Schaufeli, W.B., Utrecht University, Utrecht,
The Netherlands

Abstract: The appearance of work engagement at the
beginning of this century coincides with the rise of
the so-called positive psychology that focuses on hu-
man strengths and optimal functioning. Work engage-
ment is characterized by high levels of energy and
vigor, dedication and enthusiasm while working, and
being pleasantly absorbed or immersed in work activ-
ities. Meanwhile, after more than a decade, numer-
ous studies on work engagement have been conducted,
special issues of Work & Stress (Bakker, Schaufeli,
Leiter & Taris, 2008) and Journal of Organizational Be-
haviour (Bakker & Schaufeli, 2008) have appeared and
books on work engagement have been edited (Bakker
& Leiter, 2009; Albrecht, 2010) or written (Schaufeli &
Salanova, forthcoming). Yet, a major issue is still unre-
solved: what are the causes and consequences of work
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engagement? Or put more broadly, how does work en-
gagement develop over time? This symposium includes
four papers from four different countries that use longi-
tudinal field research in order to disentangle cause and
effect of work engagement. The first study by Hakanen
among Finnish dentists spans seven years and seeks
to answer the question what the long term positive
(e.g. life satisfaction) and negative (e.g. workaholism)
effects of work engagement are. The second contri-
bution by Ouweneel et al. uses two Dutch samples
and focuses on reciprocal relationships between posi-
tive emotions, job- and personal resources and work
engagement, using Broaden and Build theory and Con-
servation of Resources theory as explanatory frame-
works. The two final papers underline the importance
of the social- and interpersonal context of work en-
gagement. In their two-wav study among Italian em-
ployees, Consiglio and Borgogni investigate the causal
role of employee’s perception of their social work con-
text (including the direct supervisor, management and
colleagues) – and self-efficacy – on work engagement.
Finally, Leiter and Laschenger report on a three-wave
study among Canadian health care providers that set
out to investigate the causal relationships between so-
cial relationships at work (i.e., positive and negative
encounters with supervisors and with colleagues, as
well as with patients) and work engagement.All studies
use the same operationalization of work engagement,
namely the Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (Schaufeli,
Bakker & Salanova, 2006) so that the results can be
compared across studies. Taken together, these results
indicate that – instead of simple cause-effect relation-
ships – work engagement seems to be related in a more
complex, reciprocal way to various ”causes” and ”con-
sequences”. In his general discussion of the research
findings, Arnold Bakker will focus on the implications
this has for future theory and research.

Does work engagement have long-term conse-
quences? Evidence from a three-wave seven-
year prospective study

Hakanen, J.J., Finnish Institute of Occupational
Health, Helsinki, Finland

Abstract: Despite a rapidly growing number of studies,
work engagement remains a relatively new construct.
Thus long-term evidence on the stability and predictive
value of engagement is still rather sparse. Although
engagement is expected to be mainly related to posi-
tive outcomes, the question has also been raised as to
whether being engaged could lead to negative outcomes
in the long-term, such as workaholism. This study

investigated the long-term relationships between en-
gagement and workaholism (working excessively) and
their relationships with long-term health, presenteeism,
and life satisfaction.To investigate the potential con-
sequences of engagement I used different models and
a full panel design with three-wave seven-year follow-
up data (two-wave four-year design as regards to long-
term health and presenteeism) consisting of a represen-
tative sample of Finnish dentists. At T1, 71% of the
whole profession in Finland returned the questionnaire;
at T2 three years later, the response rate was 84%
(N=2,555); and finally at T3, the response rate was
86% (N=1,964). Engagement was quite stable over a
seven-year period (ß=.70). Moreover, it did not predict
workaholism over time. However, working excessively
at T2 positively predicted absorption at T3. In addi-
tion, although engagement at T2 positively predicted
long-term health at T3, the competing stability model
had a better fit. Engagement did not predict presen-
teeism, whereas workaholism positively influenced fu-
ture presenteeism. Finally, work engagement and life
satisfaction reciprocally predicted each other between
T1 and T2, and engagement at T2 further predicted
life satisfaction at T3. In contrast, workaholism at T2
negatively influenced life satisfaction at T3.Although I
found no longitudinal negative effects of work engage-
ment (e.g. on workaholism or working when sick), I
also failed to find positive effects of engagement on
long-term health. However, all the significant effects
supported previous studies that have revealed differ-
ent patterns of associations with various outcomes for
engagement and workaholism. Engagement positively
influenced life satisfaction in particular, and this rela-
tionship was reciprocal. Therefore, fostering positive
states of engagement at work may lead to increases in
general satisfaction and happiness in life, and general
happiness may, for its part, further impact employee
well-being.

Positive emotions, resources, and work en-
gagement over time: Two samples with two
waves

Else Ouweneel A.P., Utrecht University, Utrecht, The
Netherlands; Le Blanc, P.M., Utrecht University,
Utrecht, The Netherlands; Schaufeli, W.B., Utrecht
University, Utrecht, The Netherlands

Abstract: According to Broaden and Build (B&B)
theory, positive emotions help to ‘build’ enduring re-
sources (Frederickson, 2001). That is, by experiencing
positive emotions, people will enhance their personal
and job resources, which in turn may lead to a more
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enduring positive state like work engagement. This as-
sumption is referred to as the ‘build hypothesis’. In
line with this, Conservation of Resources (COR) the-
ory predicts that, in the long run, the accumulation of
resources will result in positive personal outcomes like
work engagement (Hobfoll, 1989). Based on these two
approaches, it was hypothesized that the experience of
positive emotions predicts employees’ future personal
resources and job resources. Moreover, it was expected
that there are longitudinal relationships between per-
sonal resources and job resources on the one hand and
work engagement on the other hand. Furthermore,
we hypothesized that positive emotions, personal re-
sources, job resources, and work engagement are re-
ciprocally related. To test our hypotheses, two two-
wave longitudinal questionnaire studies were conducted
among two different samples. Sample 1 consisted of 253
employees from all over the Netherlands, and Sample 2
consisted of 200 employees of a Dutch university. Data
were analyzed by means of Structural Equation Mod-
eling. Results indeed showed that positive emotions
build personal resources (self-efficacy, hope, and opti-
mism), and job resources (supervisory coaching, auton-
omy, and opportunities for development), which in turn
lead to work engagement over time. More specifically,
in Sample 1 we found that positive emotions lead to
more personal resources over time, and in Sample 2 we
found that positive emotions are related to more per-
sonal as well as job resources over time. In addition,
job resources were longitudinally related to work en-
gagement in Sample 1 and personal resources to work
engagement in Sample 2. Furthermore, it was demon-
strated that the study variables are also reciprocally
related over time. In Sample 1, we found reciprocal
relationships between positive emotions and personal
resources as well as work engagement, and between
job resources and personal resources as well as work
engagement. In Sample 2, we uncovered reciprocal re-
lationships between positive emotions and personal re-
sources as well as work engagement. Hence, results
confirmed, at least partly, both causal and reciprocal
hypotheses, thereby successfully integrating B&B the-
ory with COR theory.

Self-efficacy and changes in perceptions of
context as predictors of work engagement:
A two-wave study.

Consiglio, C., Sapienza University of Rome, Rome,
Italy ; Di Tecco, C., Sapienza University of Rome,
Rome, Italy ; Borgogni, L., Sapienza University of
Rome, Rome, Italy

Abstract: Since work engagement represents a crucial
dimension in enhancing performance and well- being,
the investigation of its sources has raised the atten-
tion of many researchers (Bakker & Demerouti, 2008).
The present two-wave study, framed within the so-
cial cognitive theory (Bandura, 1986), focuses on the
role played by self-efficacy and perceptions of context
in predicting work engagement over time. Although
self-efficacy has been extensively associated with work
engagement (e.g., Salanova, Schaufeli, Xanthopoulou,
& Bakker, 2010), the construct of perceptions of con-
text is quite new, representing the individual’s percep-
tion of the main and prototypical social components
within the organization (namely supervisor, colleagues
and top management). Previous research has attested
the mediating role of perceptions of context between
self-efficacy and job attitudes (Borgogni, Dello Russo,
Petitta, Latham, 2009; Borgogni, Dello Russo, Petitta
& Vecchione, 2010).The aims of the present study are:
(1) to deepen the role of self-efficacy as a predictor of
work engagement; (2) to explore how initial self-efficacy
increases the perceptions of context over time; (3) to
examine how changes in perceptions of context pre-
dict work engagement; (4) to compare the roles played
by self-efficacy and self-esteem in predicting work en-
gagement over time. In 2007 and in 2010 a sample of
741 professionals (64% of the initial sample) working
in a large Italian company filled in a questionnaire, in-
cluding self-efficacy (T1), self-esteem (T1), perceptions
of context (namely direct supervisor, management and
colleagues) (T1 and T2) and work engagement (T2).
As hypothesized, results of structural equation model-
ing analyses revealed that initial self-efficacy predicts
work engagement over time both directly and indi-
rectly through increases in positive perceptions of con-
text. On the contrary, self-esteem neither contributes
to predicting work engagement nor to changes in per-
ceptions of context. Hence on the basis of our results
we conclude that employees with higher initial levels
of self-efficacy, but not self-esteem, are more likely to
increase their positive perceptions of their work envi-
ronment, and to become more engaged in their work.
Implications for future research and interventions are
discussed.

Social Interactions and Work Engagement:
Directions of Influence

Leiter, M.P., Acadia University, Wolfville, NS,
Canada; Laschinger, H.K.S., University of Western
Ontario, London, ON, Canada

Abstract: Except in the rare occasion of evaluating an
organization from its inception, organizational psychol-
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ogy enters organizations with an existing history. Part
of that history is the pattern of personal relationships
among employees. Coworkers have shared successes
and failures. They may share antipathy or great affec-
tion for one another. Some relationships may lack any
emotional tone. This condition challenges researchers
to establish directional causality. In many ways, it is
more accurate to view a social system as a set of mu-
tually sustaining interactions rather than one in which
some sorts of relationships act as causes and others as
consequences. Health care providers completed surveys
on three occasions (N = 1169, 907, 869) at one year in-
tervals. Of these participants, 200 were matched across
all three surveys. The surveys assess employees’ psy-
chological relationships with work using items from the
Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (Schaufeli & Bakker,
2004) and the Maslach Burnout Inventory—General
Scale (Schaufeli et al, 1996). In addition to a gen-
eral assessment of workplace demands and resources,
the survey concentrated on the social environment of
work. These constructs included both positive and neg-
ative encounters with supervisors and with colleagues,
as well as with patients (Cortina, et al, 2001). The
analysis contrasted models of the relationships of social
relationships with the UWES and the MBI subscales.
The objective was to differentiate among models that
depicted contrasting patterns of relationships between
social relationships and psychological qualities. The
results of these analysis found support for both direc-
tions of influence without establishing a firm preference
for relationships influencing engagement or vice versa.
The analysis did identify definitive relationships. Con-
sistent with the Job Demand/Resources Model, the fre-
quency of negative social encounters with supervisors
and coworkers led to more negative scores on the ex-
haustion and cynicism aspects of burnout. In contrast,
positive aspects of coworker relationships were predic-
tors of work engagement as measured by the UWES
items (c2= 831.00, 583 df, p<.001; CFI=.941; RM-
SEA=.033). The presentation will discuss implications
for organizational development, especially the extent to
which changing the social environment of a worksetting
has a potential for enhancing work engagement.

Discussant

Bakker, A.B., Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The
Netherlands

Presentations: Employee Well Being -
Mental Health

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 2.14 Amazon (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Bamberger, S.G., Aalborg Hospital, Aalborg,
Denmark

The role of co-worker support for targets of
workplace bullying

Mawdsley, H., University of Glamorgan, Pontypridd,
Wales, UK ; Lewis, D., School of Management, Uni-
versity of Plymouth, UK

Abstract: Considerable research has established work-
place bullying as a prevalent workplace stressor asso-
ciated with severe health impairment (Zapf, Einarsen,
Hoel & Vartia, 2003). Yet there have been few studies
on the utilisation of various support systems by tar-
gets of bullying, which may buffer the harmful con-
sequences (Cohen & Wills, 1985). Even fewer have
investigated the potentially pivotal role of colleagues,
who help to construct the reality of bullying (Lewis,
2002) and can choose to intervene, ignore, or applaud
the behaviour process (Sjoveit 1994, cited by Hoel &
Beale, 2006). This paper addresses these poorly un-
derstood issues by drawing on a mixed methods study
into the sources of support used by bullied individuals.
The research participants are members of three large
UK trade unions. The paper presents some interim
findings from one of the unions studied, located in the
education sector (N = 2,865), concerning which sup-
port mechanisms targets turned to and their perceived
helpfulness. Data is also presented on the action taken,
or withheld, by those who observed their fellow-workers
being bullied. The results indicated a tendency for tar-
gets of workplace bullying to utilise non-organisational
sources of support, including co-workers, in preference
to the formal support mechanisms provided by employ-
ers to resolve such issues. Peers were generally consid-
ered helpful. However, whilst a majority of bystanders
offered moral support, they were considerably less will-
ing to intervene overtly. This paper discusses the rea-
sons why co-workers withhold certain types of support,
and the demographic and workplace variables which
influence the decision to intervene or not. The dis-
cussion includes a consideration of ethical issues and
concepts like solidarity. These findings have a prac-
tical relevance in the face of the apparent failure of
employers to provide adequate support bullied employ-
ees. An understanding of the motives which drive col-
leagues to intervene or not in bullying incidents will
facilitate the development of programmes which har-
ness the potential of co-workers to challenge bullying
behaviour and support victims, which has previously
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been applied to workplace problems like sexual harass-
ment (Davey-Attlee & Rayner, 2007; Bowes-Sperry &
O’ Leary-Kelly, 2005).

Resilience in High-Risk Occupations

Boermans, S.M., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leu-
ven, Belgium; Euwema, M.C., Katholieke Univer-
siteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; Korteling, H., TNO,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: High-risk occupations such as military, po-
lice, firefighters, and first responders are often char-
acterized by high levels of stress. Frequent exposure
to acute stress situations may deplete resources that
are needed for resisting the negative effects of acute
stress on performance and mental health, but also to
recover from it. As such, enhancing or refueling these
resources are of crucial importance for maintaining hu-
man resource capital in high-risk occupations. Our fo-
cal point is the relation between leaders and the re-
silience of their teams. Resilience refers to the capacity
to resist or bounce back from negative events. We dis-
cuss the role of leaders on resilience capacities of their
team. We present a systematic review of the litera-
ture on resilience and a qualitative study within the
military. The systematic review shows that theory has
traditionally focused on the negative impact of deploy-
ment on mental health. Recently, there is an increasing
interest in investigating psychological buffers against
stress. For instance, morale has been identified as a
positive psychological construct distinct from the con-
struct of depression. It is related to higher work en-
gagement during deployment and more perceived ben-
efits afterwards. Leaders are assumed to play a crucial
role in moral and team resilience because they may
have the most knowledge concerning the psychological
functioning of their teams and are the first in line to
have contact with their team after a critical incident.
However, few studies have tested this assumption and
little is known about how this relation is characterized.
For our qualitative study we systematically surveyed
military personnel to gain more insights into how the
relation between leaders and team resilience is charac-
terized. It can be concluded that leaders approach the
resilience of their team on an implicit level. Leaders
tend to focus on resistance to stress. We discuss how
a focus on resistance may not be an effective strategy
in the psychological aftermath of critical incident. We
discuss how communication about their knowledge and
meaning-making processes affect team resilience.

Globalization, organizational change and
mental health

Bamberger, S.G., Aalborg Hospital, Aalborg, Den-
mark ; Larsen, A., General Outpatient Department,
Aalborg Psychiatric Hospital, Aalborg, Denmark ; Vind-
ing, A.L., Planning, Quality and Analysis, North Den-
mark Region, Aalborg, Denmark ; Nielsen, P., Depart-
ment of Economics, Politics and Public Administra-
tion, Aalborg University, Aalborg, Denmark ; Fonager,
K., Department of Social Medicine, Aalborg Hospital,
Aalborg, Denmark ; Nielsen, R.N., Department of Busi-
ness Studies, Aalborg University, Aalborg, Denmark

Abstract: Background: Due to globalization, free trade
agreements, new markets, and rapid advancements
within information and communication technologies
many companies face constant transformation poten-
tials and pressures. Implementation of organizational
changes is often used strategies by the companies
to meet the challenge. Few studies have been pub-
lished addressing possible associations between orga-
nizational changes and mental health although mental
health issues in the workplace have become an increas-
ing problem. Up to 22% of workers in the EU are
affected according to the European Agency for Safety
and Health at Work. Aim: To analyse for associa-
tions between transformation pressures, organizational
change and mental health summed up in the follow-
ing hypotheses: 1.The way companies manages trans-
formation pressures and potentials through organiza-
tional change will have an impact on the psychosocial
environment 2.Different types of organizational change
have different impacts on working conditions and men-
tal health 3.Individual resilience will modulate the ef-
fect of organizational change on mental health. Design:
A study with longitudinal exposure data and cross-
sectional employee survey data. Materials: Roughly
650 companies and 3,500 randomly selected employ-
ees. Data is obtained by questionnaires and registers.
Company-data is collected in 2006 and 2010, and em-
ployee data from 2010. Data collection is expected to
be complete by November 2010. Analysis: Exposure is
characterised by a matrix including competition pres-
sure and organizational change obtained by latent class
analysis. The outcome variable mental health is mea-
sured by symptoms of mental distress (SCL-90), use of
neuroleptics and sick leave. Multilevel analysis will be
applied in order to analyse the associations. Results:
Preliminary results will be presented at the conference.
Practical relevance: The study allows for identifica-
tion of potential harmful effects of transition pressure
and organizational change on both psychosocial work-
ing conditions (organizational level) and mental health
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(individual level). Further the study design enables
exposure and outcome to be analysed on multiple lev-
els ensuring higher reliability and validity than studies
solely relying on self-reported data. The cost-benefit
of organizational changes in regards to sick-leave can
be analysed due to information on the companies’ key
economic variables.

Symposium: New Perspectives on
Employee Recovery and Work Life Balance

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 2.7 Meuse (13:00-14:15)

Chairs: Oerlemans, W.G.M., Erasmus University Rot-
terdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Binnewies, C.,
University of Mainz, Mainz, Germany

Abstract: In an ever more demanding workplace, ad-
equate recovery from work is crucial for employees to
maintain a high level of well-being. In this symposium,
we bring together scholars from different countries who
will present their research in the field of recovery and
work-life balance. The first study of Hahn et al. ad-
dresses the weekend and examines the role of recovery
experiences and experiences with the partner for well-
being. The second study of Kinnunen et al. examines
the interplay between job demands, psychological de-
tachment and sleeping problems over the period of one
year. Maier et al. will present a study on the role of
transformational leadership for employees’ recovery ex-
periences during leisure time. Oerlemans et al. inves-
tigate the role of happiness in the relationship between
leisure activities and employees’ well-being. Finally,
Stevens and Day conducted an intervention study, de-
signed to help employees manage stress and balance
their work and life activities. This symposium includes
five studies from four countries using different method-
ological approaches and samples to examine employees’
recovery during leisure time. We address both aca-
demics and practitioners in our session by discussing
the theoretical relevance and practical implications of
the presented studies.

Have a nice weekend with your partner! The
role of partners and recovery experiences
for recovery during the weekend

Hahn, V.C., University of Mainz, Mainz, Germany ;
Binnewies, C., University of Mainz, Mainz, Germany ;
Haun, S., University of Mainz, Mainz, Germany ; Dor-
mann, C., University of Mainz, Mainz, Germany ;
Schmidt, U., University of Mainz, Germany

Abstract: Spending time with one’s partner during the
weekend can be a source of positive experiences as well
as negative experiences. In this study, we examined
how specific recovery experiences (detachment, relax-
ation, mastery, and control) and positive and negative
experiences with one’s partner (support from partner
and conflict with partner) during the weekend influ-
ence recovery from job stress. We used positive and
negative affective states (positive activation, negative
activation, serenity, and fatigue) as well as satisfac-
tion with one’s private life as indicators of recovery.
Participants were 262 university professors who com-
pleted three online surveys: a general survey assess-
ing demographic data, one survey before the weekend,
and one after the weekend. We performed hierarchical
regression analyses controlling for affective states and
satisfaction with one’s private life before the weekend
to predict changes in affective states and satisfaction
with one’s private life after the weekend. Relaxation
and detachment during the weekend predicted changes
in negative activation, positive activation and serenity.
Control predicted a decrease in tiredness. Conflict with
the partner was associated with higher negative affec-
tive states after the weekend, whereas support from
the partner was associated with higher positive activa-
tion and increased satisfaction with one’s private life
after the weekend. Our findings underline that people
should use the weekend for mentally switching off from
work and for relaxing. Interventions such as recovery
training programs or specific relaxation interventions
are effective ways to learn how to switch off mentally
or relax during one’s leisure time. Reducing conflicts
and providing support in the partnership also benefits
employees recovery during the weekend.

The Relationship of Job Demands and Sleep-
ing Problems Across One Year: The Role of
Psychological Detachment

Kinnunen, U., University of Tampere, Tampere, Fin-
land ; Feldt. T., University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä,
Finland ; Mauno, S., University of Jyväskylä,
Jyväskylä, Finland ; Siltaloppi, M.K., University of
Tampere, Tampere, Finland

Abstract: The aim of the present study is three-fold.
First, we examine whether high job demands and poor
psychological detachment predict sleeping problems,
such as insomnia, sleep onset problems and daytime
tiredness over time; second, we investigate whether
psychological detachment moderates the relationship
between job demands and sleeping problems. Finally,
we test for reverse causation, that is, whether sleep-
ing problems predict poor psychological detachment
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over time. The study is based on one-year longitu-
dinal data gathered among 274 employees working in
five Finnish organizations from different sectors and
jobs. The results of hierarchical regression analyses
gave more support for reverse causation than normal
causation; thus, high job demands at work and sleep-
ing problems at Time 1 predicted poor psychological
detachment at Time 2 after psychological detachment
and background factors at Time 1 were controlled for.
Although high job demands and poor psychological
detachment at Time 1 also seemed to predict sleep-
ing problems at Time 2, these relationships were not
present when sleeping problems at Time 1 were con-
trolled for. However, daytime tiredness at Time 2 was
predicted by poor psychological detachment at Time 1
and not vice versa. In addition, high psychological de-
tachment moderated the relationship between high job
demands at Time 1 and sleep onset problems at Time
2, but this moderator effect disappeared when sleep on-
set problems at Time 1 was added into the equation.
The study revealed that the longitudinal relationships
between job demands, psychological detachment and
sleeping problems are complex and dependent on the
type of the sleeping problem examined.

When Leadership Influences Recovery Dur-
ing Leisure Time: The Relationship Between
Transformational Leadership and Employees’
Detachment, Relaxation, Mastery, and Con-
trol

Maier, C., University of Trier, Trier, Germany ;
Scherp, E., University of Trier, Trier, Germany ; An-
toni, C., University of Trier, Trier, Germany

Abstract: While a growing body of research focuses
on the role leaders assume in supporting employees’
well-being and health, the relationship between recov-
ery and leadership has not been analyzed. We argue
that transformational leadership support employees to
recover from stress and gain new resources. Specific
facets of transformational leadership may assume a key
role in influencing recovery experiences such as detach-
ment, mastery, relaxation, and control. The facet indi-
vidualized consideration reflects leaders expressing con-
cern for employees and taking their individual needs
into account, which might impact employees to detach
and relax from work-related duties or problems. At the
same time, intellectual stimulation and developmental
transformational leadership enhance employees’ inter-
est in problems, increase their ability to think about
problems in new ways, and encourage them to im-
prove their skills. This facet may be related to em-
ployees taking off-job activities that provide challeng-

ing and learning opportunities. Also, by developing
and empowering employees and through the expres-
sion of personal recognition employees’ perception of
control during leisure time might be enhanced. The
study is part of a work-learn-life balance project in the
IT sector. 264 employees participated in the study.
Established leadership and recovery scales were used.
The results show that individualized consideration is
the key facet influencing detachment as well as relax-
ation. For mastery, intellectual stimulation explains
the largest amount of variance. Unexpectedly, vision
had the largest impact on employees’ feeling of control
during leisure time. Thus, the study indicates the im-
portance of leaders to consider that their behavior has
an impact on employees’ recovery experiences during
leisure time.

How Feeling Happy Helps to Successfully Re-
cover from Work: A Day Reconstruction
Study

Oerlemans, W.G.M., Erasmus University Rotterdam,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Bakker, A.B., Erasmus
University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands;
Demerouti, E., Eindhoven University of Technology,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Abstract: Research on recovery did not yet address the
role of happiness during specific leisure activities and
its impact on recovery from work. However, happi-
ness may moderate the impact of leisure activities on
recovery from work in several ways. For instance, ex-
periencing happiness during relaxation activities may
help to loosen the hold that psychological or physio-
logical load reactions have gained on a persons’ mind
and body. Also, experiencing happiness during work-
related activities may make employees more resilient
to load reactions that result when employees continue
to draw on work-related resources during leisure time.
Further, experiencing happiness during social activi-
ties may facilitate daily recovery, because happy indi-
viduals are more likely to receive social support. Us-
ing a day reconstruction method, 384 employees recon-
structed their daily leisure activities, their happiness
derived from leisure activities, their recovery from work
at bedtime and their daily vigor over a two-week pe-
riod. HLM modeling was used to predict intra-personal
changes over time. Results indicated that work-related
and household activities related negatively to recovery
before sleep, but only when momentary happiness dur-
ing such activities was low. Further, social and phys-
ical activities related positively to recovery, but only
when momentary happiness was high. Interestingly,
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relaxation activities did not relate significantly to re-
covery when happiness was high, but had a negative
effect on recovery when happiness was low. Finally, re-
covery from work had a positive effect on next days’
vigor and happiness. These findings demonstrate that
how well employees recover from work depends on the
experienced enjoyment during leisure activities.

Examining the impact of a coaching interven-
tion on recovery experiences

Stevens, S., Saint Mary’s University, Halifax, Canada;
Day, A., Saint Mary’s University, Halifax, NS,
Canada

Abstract: Despite the accumulating evidence of the
positive effects of recovery experiences on employee
well-being (e.g., Siltaloppi et al., 2009; Sonnentag &
Fritz, 2007; Sonnentag et al., 2010), little is known
about the extent to which recovery experiences can be
increased. Therefore, the goal of this study was to
assess the influence of a job stress and work-life bal-
ance intervention (ABLE: Achieving Balance in Life &
Employment) on recovery experiences, and to exam-
ine whether recovery experiences mediate the impact
of the intervention on strain outcomes. The 12-week
ABLE intervention is a phone-based coaching program
and is designed to help employees manage stress and
balance their work and life activities. The program
incorporates both cognitive-behavioral and relaxation
strategies for dealing with stress and includes individ-
ually tailored education on practical topics, such as
time management, prioritization, and daily recovery
activities and experiences. Participants in the inter-
vention were encouraged to implement recovery activ-
ities into their daily lives, and they discussed their
progress with a coach on a weekly basis. Employees
(N=56 in intervention group; 46 in control group) com-
pleted a survey including measures of recovery experi-
ences and strain outcomes both before and after the
intervention.Compared to the control group, the in-
tervention group had a significant increase in several
recovery experiences (i.e., psychological detachment,
relaxation, control, social affiliation, physical activity,
and hope/optimism) over the 12 weeks of the program.
MANOVA results suggested that recovery partially me-
diated the effects of the intervention on strain. These
findings demonstrate the importance of interventions
as a way of increasing employee recovery experiences
and, in turn, reducing employee strain.

Presentations: Organizational Change
Management

Main topic area: Organizational Change and Develop-
ment

Location: 2.9 Euphrates (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Tucker, D.A., Imperial College, London, UK

Managerial ambivalence in the implementa-
tion of downsizing programmes: A study of
India’s manufacturing sector

Noronha, E., Indian Institute of Management Ahmed-
abad, Ahmedabad, India; D’Cruz, P., Indian Insti-
tute of Management Ahmedabad, Ahmedabad, India;
Arora, B., Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad,
Ahmedabad, India

Abstract: Studies on the micro-level impact of organ-
isational downsizing, though limited, have focussed
on victims and survivors while implementors have re-
mained a largely ignored group despite the vital role
they play in the process. Addressing this gap, the
present study examined the lived experiences of human
resource (HR) managers implementing a downsizing
programme in 2 manufacturing organisations in India.
Rooted in van Manen’s hermeneutic phenomenology,
conversational interviews were conducted and senten-
tious and selective thematic analyses were undertaken.
‘A necessary evil’ emerged as the core theme captur-
ing the essential meaning of participants’ experiences,
underscoring participants’ ambivalence. On the one
hand, participants were aware of the importance of
the downsizing scheme for the organisation’s continued
survival and competitive advantage, particularly under
the global economy. Participants also acknowledged
that executing this programme was a part of their jobs
and failure to do so put their own positions in peril.
On the other hand, participants were acutely aware of
and disturbed by the upheaval such change unleashed
within the organization in terms of the psychological
contract of employment and the organizational culture.
That downsizing represented a life-change event which
generated strain, uncertainty and turmoil for victims
and their families could not be denied. Moreover, par-
ticipants’ distress was exacerbated by their lack of pre-
paredness to perform the role of a downsizing man-
ager since nothing in their training or experience as
HR managers had oriented them to such a task. While
ambivalence is increasingly being recognised as an in-
herent aspect of modern workplaces, it remains to be
explored in this context. The study is step in this direc-
tion, contributing to our understanding that workplace
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ambivalence refers to individuals’ concomitantly com-
peting affective, cognitive and behavioural responses
to the range of entities (including but not limited to
artifacts, processes and relationships) associated with
and encountered in the world of work and highlight-
ing participants’ vacillation between individuation and
conformity and between identification and disidentifi-
cation. The findings demonstrate the importance of
including downsizing implementation training in HR
curricula, apart from highlighting managers’ need for
support in the execution of this task.

Planning for major service and infrastruc-
ture transitions: An international compara-
tive study.

Tucker, D.A., Imperial College, London, UK ; Hendy,
J., Imperial College, London, UK ; Barlow, J., Imperial
College, London, UK

Abstract: Organisational restructuring is very common
but in situations where it occurs simultaneously with
the redesign of an organisation’s physical infrastruc-
ture the challenges multiply. Such radical organisa-
tional change requires careful planning and manage-
ment, with the involvement of all stakeholders, within
a time critical period. Healthcare services are undergo-
ing rapid and fundamental change through innovation
in technology and new policy imperatives, with impli-
cations for how services are organised and delivered
and for their underlying built infrastructure. Managing
these changes to enable a smooth transformation from
an old to a new model of care is critically important
for healthcare organisations if services are to be main-
tained with minimal disruption. This paper presents
initial analysis from the first stage of a three year
longitudinal study of the transition between old and
new hospital models in the US, UK and Canada. We
use case studies of acute hospitals undergoing change
in their care processes (a redesign around single bed
rooms) alongside a move to a new-build facility. Each
has taken a different approach to planning and manag-
ing the transition. We ask whether strategic change ef-
forts of an organisation align with the organisation’s in-
tentions. Early indications suggest that approaches to
strategic change align closely with organisational cul-
ture, but with this culture dysfunctional rigidities re-
main and may replay with the new structure. Where an
approach to transition planning is internally focused,
the resulting lack of dissent from a wider perspective
inhibit innovation and lead to Group think’. On the
other hand, an excessive need for external validation
from stakeholder groups can inhibit the progress of im-
plementation. We analyse the generic lessons in terms

of planning, stakeholder engagement and social influ-
ence in line with literature from strategic change, social
accounts and organisational psychology.

Exploring organizational change with the
model of organizational rhythmics-a case
study in 9 organizations.

Poels, T., Ordina, Universiteit van Amsterdam, Lei-
dschendam, The Netherlands; Klein Hesselink, J.,
TNO, Hoofddorp, The Netherlands; Kielema, J., Or-
dina / Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen, Nijmegen, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Exploring organizational change with the
model of organizational rhythmics; a case-study in
9 organizations. Author Poels, Truus, Ordina /
Universiteit van Amsterdam Co-author(s) Klein Hes-
selink, John, TNO, Hoofddorp, Nederland; Kielema,
Joop, Ordina/Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen, Neder-
land Presentation Preference Oral presentation in sym-
posium Abstract text (including references) A success-
ful organizational change depends on many factors.
The model of organizational rhythmics can judge the
rhythm theme’s in a situation of change and the infor-
mation of these underlying mechanism can give more
direction to an organizational change. Aim The aim
of this study was to explore the experience of man-
agers and employees in organizational change processes
with the model of organizational rhythmics for optimiz-
ing the rhythmics characteristics in a change process.
In this survey no attention was paid to the content
of the change process, but only to the rhythmics as-
pects. For each organization an organizational change
was described and analysed. Through this analysis the
areas for improvement are detected: where should an
organization stimulate the energy and vitality by ad-
justing the rhythmical parameters. Method By inter-
views with representatives of 9 organizations a organi-
zational change was detected. For 500 participants a
0-measurement and a final measurement by a digital
questionaire was developed and used. Also were in-
terventions explored for the 9 cases of organizational
change. Results With the study of organizational
change and the model of organizational rhythmics you
can measure the organizational rhythmics. During an
organizational change, the rhythmics themes can be
mapped in rhythmic schedules. Conclusions The in-
formation from the questionnaire (0-measurement and
final measurement) can give a positive effect to organi-
zational change. The applicability of the questionnaire
organizational rhythmics’ was tested in this studie with
9 different organizations and 500 participants. In Q1
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2011 further information of the study exploring organi-
zational change with the model of organizational rhyth-
mics’ is available. In our presentation we present the
results of the measurements and the first results of the
interventions.

Stakeholders’ views and strategies for learn-
ing and change during the implementation of a
multi professional health promoting program
for children

Nyström, M., Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Swe-
den; Höög, E., Umea University, Umea, Sweden; Gar-
vare, R., Lulea University of Technology, Lulea, Swe-
den; Stening, L., Umea University, Umea, Sweden

Abstract: Traditional views on the spread of knowledge
and learning in health care have been criticized as being
overly linear, simplified and rational, leading to a slow
progress of clinical praxis. The purpose of the study
was to explore the views on learning and change of
two management levels of a Swedish long-term county
wide health promoting program for children. The sev-
enteen respondents were all directly involved in the pro-
gram, either in the group for strategic management or
in the group for process operations including process
facilitation. Data were collected via semi-structured
interviews and process diaries, complemented by meet-
ing protocols and agendas for development interven-
tions. Data cover four years of the development and im-
plementation process, 2004-2008. Analyses were per-
formed iteratively, starting with content analyses and
continuing with directed analyses in order to test hy-
potheses. The results indicate both differences and de-
velopment over time concerning the respondents’ views
on the target groups and on processes of learning and
change. Insights on important conditions for change
were expressed, but so were also conflicting views and
expectations between the actors involved. In compar-
ison to the process management group the strategic
management group expressed a more holistic view of
the program and its progress. There were also differ-
ent views on expectations, roles and competences of in-
volved process facilitators. The insights stated by pro-
cess management team members regarding how learn-
ing should be most effectively promoted were not fully
followed through in agendas and meetings during im-
plementation. A conclusion is that basic views on how
people learn and change their behavior are fundamen-
tal for how a change program will be executed. The
practical implications of the study is that involved ac-
tors’ assumptions of on what it is that best promotes
learning and behavioral change, and how this should

be translated into plans, strategies and specific behav-
iors of change agents, has to be thoroughly penetrated
in relation to the specific change, target context and
group, preferably during the early stages of a change
program, in order to promote its success.

The benefits of participative change manage-
ment

Emans, B.J.M., University of Groningen, Groningen,
The Netherlands; Bouma, J.T., University of Gronin-
gen, Groningen, The Netherlands; Verhoef, P.C., Uni-
versity of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands

Abstract: Seven variables, ranging from individual level
to organizational level attributes, were hypothesized
to mediate the causality that supposedly relates em-
ployee participation (the involvement of employees in
decision making processes related to an organizational
change program) to implementation (the effectiveness
of change program implementation). The hypotheses
were tested by means of an employee survey in sixteen
financial firms in the Netherlands where Customer Re-
lationship Management (CRM) systems were being in-
troduced. Most of the correlations between employee
participation and the seven hypothesized mediators -
as well as between those mediators and implementa-
tion effectiveness- were significant and in accordance
with the hypotheses. However, multilevel analyses re-
vealed that only three of the hypothesized mediators
played their mediating role independently of the other
ones. The three independent mediators that showed up
were: employee satisfaction, employees’ trust in their
colleagues, and employees’ feelings of being trusted by
their colleagues. Individual satisfaction as a response
to participation on the one hand, and interpersonal
trust as a consequence of participation on the other
hand, thus appears to account for the positive impact
of employee participation on the effectiveness of the
implementation of CRM-systems. With these findings
the study’s outcomes enrich the existing knowledge of
factors that play a role in CRM-introduction processes
and add -in a more general sense- to the understanding
of the mechanisms that make an employee participa-
tion approach of change management work.

Symposium: I-deals: what are they and
when are they beneficial?

Main topic area: Changing Employment Relations

Location: Auditorium 1 (13:00-14:15)
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Chairs: Bal, P.M., Erasmus University Rotterdam,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Freese, C., University of
Tilburg, Tilburg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Idiosyncratic deals (I-deals) are an emerg-
ing concept that addresses the trends in employment
relationships to individualize HR practices. This con-
cept was coined by Denise Rousseau in 2001, describing
personalized, non-standard employment conditions ne-
gotiated between individual employees and their em-
ployers that are beneficial to both parties. In times
where labor market policies are aimed at flexibility and
decentralization of employment arrangements, I-deals
are a fruitful direction in which modern employment
relationships develop. However, only a very few stud-
ies (theoretical or empirical) on I-deals have been pub-
lished to date. This symposium brings together the-
oretical and empirical studies on I-deals from differ-
ent perspectives (employees, co-workers, HR managers
and organizations) and from different countries (China,
Belgium, and the Netherlands) to start the debate on
how to measure i-deals, which forms they may take and
in which contexts they are most effective. The first pa-
per of Hornung and Rousseau deals with the content
of I-deals, and answers the question of how I-deals de-
velop and how they can be best measured. The sec-
ond paper by Nauta and Pater and the third paper of
Bal and colleagues investigate under what conditions I-
deals are positively related to outcomes, based on the
hypothesis that success of I-deals is contingent upon
the social context. The fourth paper by Freese and
colleagues takes the perspective from the employer and
deepens understanding of the conditions under which
I-deals can be successfully implemented in organiza-
tions. The final paper by Theunissen and Selsinvesti-
gates the perspective of co-workers in judging the fair-
ness of I-deals employees negotiate with their employer.
In sum, this symposium presents the state-of-the-art in
research on I-deals using mixed-methods designs, from
multiple perspectives within the organization.

Measuring Idiosyncratic deals: A review and
primer

Hornung, S., The Hong Kong Polytechnic University,
Hong Kong, China; Rousseau, D.M., Carnegie Mellon
University, Pittsburgh, USA

Abstract: Idiosyncratic deals (i-deals) are an emerg-
ing concept reflecting trends towards individualization
in human resource practices. Personalized agreements
of a nonstandard nature negotiated between individual
employees and their employer, i-deals are character-
ized by heterogeneity in content, scope, and process
of formation. The presentation will discuss challenges

in assessing the construct’s full breadth and complex-
ity. Survey instruments will be reviewed and propo-
sitions developed how to further refine and broaden
the measurement of i-deals by more explicitly taking
into account different content and process character-
istics. Content measures allow insights into the het-
erogeneity of personalized arrangements and their dif-
ferential antecedents and outcomes depending on the
type of resources bargained for. A recent study sup-
ports a 4-dimensional structure of i-deals regarding a)
work tasks; b) career development; c) time flexibil-
ity; and d) workload reduction. Generalizability and
context-specifity of i-deal content and additional di-
mensions, such as compensation and location of work,
and work relationships are discussed. Process measures
open up possibilities to specify negotiation context and
conditions, such as ex ante or ex post timing, em-
ployee or employer initiation, bargaining partners, or
unsuccessful negotiation attempts. For the most part,
these theoretically important influencing factors have
not been studied. We conclude with discussing ways
in which different combinations of content and process
characteristics can be specified in survey instruments
to test theory regarding the independent and interac-
tive effects of i-deal content and negotiation process.
Whereas a comprehensive assessment may not always
be feasible, too narrow or unspecific measurement may
bias results by downplaying heterogeneity in the con-
tent and creation of i-deals.

Idiosyncratic deals and employability

Nauta, A., University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands; Pater, I. de, University of Amsterdam,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: In this paper, we will explore the relationship
between idiosyncratic deals (i-deals) and employability.
In her 2005 book on idiosyncratic deals, Rousseau ar-
gues that i-deals are a possible source of flexibility and
innovation, because i-deals result from an exploration
of new ways to integrate the interests of both the em-
ployee and the employer. Hence, i-deals may serve the
employability of individual workers, because they refer
to agreements on better ways to perform their job and
develop their skills. However, it might be questioned
whether i-deals always work out positively for work-
ers. Different employees might receive i-deals for dif-
ferent reasons; those with ‘high potential’ (e.g. young
and highly educated employees) might get i-deals to
enhance career opportunities, whereas those with less
potential might get i-deals to solve work-related prob-
lems, for example solving increased difficulties with
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night-duties as workers grow older. We therefore hy-
pothesize that i-deals will be related positively to em-
ployability for young and/or highly educated workers,
whereas i-deals will be related negatively with employ-
ability for older and/or low educated workers. We test
these hypotheses in a sample of hundreds of employ-
ees and their superiors within seven University Medical
Centers within the Netherlands. Practical implications
of the results are discussed, especially the implication
that i-deals may work out negatively for older workers:
their employment relationship with their current orga-
nization might become too idiosyncratic, resulting in
less attractive employment alternatives elsewhere, and
hence, decreased employability.

Motivating Employees to Work beyond Re-
tirement: A Multi-Level Study of the Role
of I-deals and Establishment Climate

Bal, P.M., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotter-
dam, The Netherlands; Jong, S. de, University of St.
Gallen, St. Gallen, Switzerland ; Jansen, P.G.W., VU
University Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands;
Bakker, A.B., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotter-
dam, The Netherlands

Abstract: Due to an aging workforce, many organiza-
tions try to retain their older workers and to motivate
them to continue working after retirement. The present
study investigates the role of two types of individual-
ized deals (I-deals) between employee and organization
in employee motivation to continue working after re-
tirement. Based on Personality Development Theory,
we hypothesized flexibility I-deals to be positively re-
lated to motivation to continue working because with
increasing age, people have increasingly different pref-
erences for work arrangements to be able to continue
working. Moreover, the study investigates the moder-
ating role of two types of establishment climate (ac-
commodative and development) in the relationship of
development I-deals with motivation to continue work-
ing. It was expected that development I-deals are pos-
itively related to motivation to continue working un-
der conditions of low accommodative and high devel-
opment climate, because in these climates, actual use
of development is stimulated such that employees will
be more highly motivated to continue working. Results
of a multilevel study among 1083 employees in 24 es-
tablishments supported the expectations. The study
contributes to the research on motivating employees
to continue working after retirement, by showing the
crucial role of I-dealsand organizational climate.

Flexicurity, organizational context and the
role of I-deals in HR strategy

Freese, C., University of Tilburg, Tilburg, The Nether-
lands; Paauwe, J., Tilburg University, Tilburg, The
Netherlands; Schalk, R., Tilburg University, Tilburg,
The Netherlands

Abstract: One of the main challenges facing the EU
countries today is balancing the demand for more flex-
ibility of the labor markets and at the same time pro-
viding new types of security to employees (i.e. creating
flexicurity). In which ways individual organizations in-
corporate flexicurityin their strategies is still to be ex-
plored. Idiosyncratic deals, defined as “personalized
agreements of nonstandard nature that individual em-
ployees negotiate with their employers regarding terms
that benefit them both” (Rousseau, 2006) may create
a new source of flexibility and contribute to new forms
of security. To investigate whether i-deals could play
a role in the new employment relationship, 44 strate-
gic HR managers of leading Dutch organizations were
interviewed. A model was developed to distinguish be-
tween different organizational contexts and the kinds
of i-deals that were offered.

The impact of need and merit perceptions in
evaluating the distributive justice of differ-
ent types of coworker-specific work arrange-
ments

Theunissen, G., KU Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; Sels, L.,
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Abstract: Employee-specific work arrangements (of
which i-deals can be considered a special case) are in-
creasingly used by organizations to accommodate the
needs of individual workers. To make such arrange-
ments work, it is often necessary that coworkers sup-
port or at least accept the accommodation. One of the
major drivers of acceptance is whether coworkers per-
ceive the arrangement as distributively fair. Following
Colella (2001), we hypothesize that justice judgments
about a favorable allocation to a peer are informed by
merit (does coworker deserve special treatment) and
need perceptions (does coworker need special treat-
ment). Building on resource theory (Foa, 1980) and
justice judgment theory (Leventhal, 1980), we posit
that the impact of merit and need perceptions varies
with the content of the coworker arrangement. To
test these assumptions, we collected survey data among
5312 Flemish employees who could recall a recent situ-
ation in which a coworker was granted a favorable ‘ex-
ceptional arrangement or benefit’ (several filter ques-
tions were used to establish the existence of an allo-
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cation sufficiently salient to elicit a justice evaluation).
Respondents were subjected to a series of retrospective
questions on this particular arrangement and its ben-
eficiary (i.e. the coworker). Our results indicate that
merit and need are indeed major considerations when
judging the fairness of coworker-specific arrangements.
Coworker’s merit is especially salient when evaluating
financial deals, while need perceptions are particularly
important in case of flexibility-related arrangements.

Symposium: Psychological detachment
from work, has it a bright and a dark side?

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: Auditorium 2 (13:00-14:15)

Chairs: Jonge, J. de, Eindhoven University of Tech-
nology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands; Geurts, S.A.E.,
Radboud University Nijmegen, Nijmegen, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: The present symposium focuses on psycho-
logical detachment from work as a recovery mechanism.
This concept is described as an individual’s sense of
being away from work. It is often assumed that de-
tachment from work is crucial for recovery to occur
and has primarily beneficial outcomes in terms of im-
proved psychological health. But relationships with
other outcome measures, like performance, may not
be so obvious. There is some evidence that not de-
taching from work is related to more creativity and
better performance. Therefore, the key question of
this symposium is: Does psychological detachment
from work contribute to the recovery process, under
what circumstances, and are there unfavourable side-
effects?Sonnentag et al. (contribution 1) will discuss
the potentially vicious cycle between emotional exhaus-
tion and psychological detachment. In a short-term
longitudinal study, it was investigated if emotional ex-
haustion predicts a decrease in detachment from work,
and if time pressure and lack of positive leisure expe-
riences act as potential moderators. Results suggest a
negative spiral: under specific adverse conditions (i.e.
high time pressure and missing pleasure during leisure
time), emotional exhaustion may increase the difficulty
to unwind during off-job time.Westman et al. (contri-
bution 2) will discuss whether business trips may break
through such a vicious circle. By using the results from
qualitative interviews, it will be shown that business
trips have losses but also gains, such as positive feelings
towards the trip and the benefit of being mentally and
physically away from daily work stressors and routines.
Like a business trip, also a vacation can be considered

as a potentially powerful recovery intervention. Geurts
et al. (contribution 3) will show in a 5-week longitudi-
nal field study that a short vacation has a strong - but
not very long lasting - positive effect on psychological
health, and that relaxation and detachment from work
improve and prolong the positive health effect of vaca-
tion from work.In the final contribution (contribution
4), Spoor et al. will show in a two-wave panel study
how job demands, job resources and detachment are
related to health complaints and performance. Contro-
versially, it was found that in case of high cognitive job
demands, high cognitive detachment is not preferable
for concentration, suggesting that cognitive function-
ing may be improved by not detaching from work. So,
in this symposium we will discuss whether psychologi-
cal detachment from work has only a bright side, or a
– not yet fully discovered - dark side as well

Entering a vicious cycle: Emotional exhaus-
tion and lack of psychological detachment
from work during non-work time

Sonnentag, S., University of Mannheim, Mannheim,
Germany ; Arbeus, H., University of Konstanz, Kon-
stanz, Germany ; Mahn, C., University of Konstanz,
Konstanz, Germany

Abstract: Evidence from longitudinal research indi-
cates that lack of detachment predicts an increase in
emotional exhaustion one year later, suggesting that
lack of detachment contributes to the deterioration
of well-being over time. However, when looking at
shorter-term processes, one might also expect that peo-
ple who are exhausted find it more difficult to detach
– particularly when facing adverse conditions on or off
the job.A sample of 108 persons with diverse occupa-
tional backgrounds completed two surveys with a time
lag of four weeks. Multiple regression analysis control-
ling for, among others, the initial level of psychological
detachment, showed that a high initial level of emo-
tional exhaustion predicted a decrease in psychologi-
cal detachment from work over time. The association
between high exhaustion and decrease in detachment
occurred particularly for employees who faced a high
level of time pressure and who missed pleasure during
their leisure time. Low time pressure and finding plea-
sure during leisure time, however, buffered the associ-
ation between exhaustion and lack of detachment.Our
findings suggest that under specific adverse conditions
emotional exhaustion may increase the difficulty to un-
wind during off-job time. This difficulty to unwind
may – over time – contribute to a vicious cycle when
the lack of detachment will further increase exhaustion.
Therefore, it is important that employees who tend to
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be emotionally exhausted develop strategies and daily
routines that help them to mentally detach from work
during non-work time. They should focus on positive
leisure experiences and find ways to avoid time pressure
at work.

Recovery during Business Trips

Westman, M., Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel ;
Chen, S., Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel ; Etzion,
D., Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel

Abstract: Most researchers regard business trips as a
source of stress to travellers. However, several stud-
ies have also demonstrated positive effects of business
trips. It seems that business trips are a dual experience,
consisting of demands and resources, losses and gains,
all impacting on the well-being of travellers. As recov-
ery is the process of replenishing depleted resources,
our aim is to look at business trips as a kind of respite
which enables recovery to the travellers. By leaving the
regular working site and distancing themselves from
daily routine, travellers may not only stop the loss of
resources resulting from job and family demands, but
may also gain resources. Thus, business trips can in-
terrupt loss spirals and create gain spirals. In order to
find out what the mechanisms are that enable travellers
to recover during a business trip, we have interviewed
83 business travellers (64 men and 19 women). The
open-ended questions addressed positive and negative
travel experiences, coping strategies and resources lost
and gained during the trip. Results showed that the
business trips have both losses and gains. The main
gains were a) positive feelings towards the trip (e.g.,
excitement and fulfilment), and b) the benefit of be-
ing physically and psychologically detached from work
and family. The travellers reported two personal re-
sources (i.e., perceived trip control and family and or-
ganizational support) and reactive coping (i.e., dealing
with problems as they come along) and proactive cop-
ing (i.e., anticipating problems and actively preparing
to deal with them) as strategies that helped them re-
cover. Thus, business trips may create a possibility to
recover from chronic daily job and family stress.

Do short vacations help us to recover and de-
tach from work?

Geurts, S.A.E., Radboud University Nijmegen, Be-
havioural Science Institute, Nijmegen, The Nether-
lands; Bloom, J. de, Radboud University Nijmegen, Ni-
jmegen, The Netherlands; Kompier, M.A.J., Radboud
University Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Abstract: It was investigated 1) whether employee
health improves during a short vacation (4-5 days) and
how long this improvement lasts after returning home
and resuming work?, and 2) to what extent vacation
activities and experiences explain the health improve-
ment during and after a short vacation?Eighty workers
reported their psychological health (e.g., health sta-
tus, mood, fatigue, tension, energy level, satisfaction)
two weeks before vacation (Pre), during vacation with
their spouse (Inter), on the day of return (Post 1), and
on the 3rd and 10th day after returning home (Post
2 and Post 3, respectively).The results showed strong
improvements in psychological health during short va-
cations (d=0.88), although this effect faded out rather
quickly. Multiple regression analysis controlling for,
among others, the level of psychological health before
vacation (Pre), showed that employees reported higher
psychological health during vacation, the more relaxed
and psychologically detached they felt, the more time
they spent on conversations with the spouse, the more
pleasure they derived from their vacation activities,
and the lower the number of negative incidents during
vacation. Experiences of relaxation and detachment
from work positively influenced psychological health
even after returning home. Working during vacation
negatively influenced psychological health after vaca-
tion.A short vacation is an effective, though not very
long lasting, ‘pill’ to improve employees’ psychological
health. While working and negative incidents during
vacation should be prevented, investing time in conver-
sations with the spouse, relaxation, detachment from
work and engagement in pleasant activities should be
encouraged to boost and prolong the positive health
effect of vacation from work.

Sit back and relax? The longitudinal rela-
tion between job demands, job resources, off-
job recovery and job related health

Spoor, E., Eindhoven University of Technology, Eind-
hoven, The Netherlands; Jonge, J. de, Eindhoven Uni-
versity of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands;
Hamers, J., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands

Abstract: The long term effect of the interaction be-
tween demands, resources and recovery on the one
hand and health complaints on the other is still un-
clear. This relationship is tested in a two-wave (1-year)
panel study among 113 health care workers. Off-job re-
covery was defined as detachment from work. Based on
the principles of the Demand-Induced Strain Compen-
sation (DISC) model, it was hypothesized that high
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job resources as well as high levels of detachment mod-
erate the lagged relation between high job demands
and health complaints. In case of emotional exhaus-
tion and physical complaints, after controlling for time
1 variables, no interaction effects of job demands, job
resources, and detachment were found. In case of con-
centration problems, the results showed that cognitive
resources buffer the relation between high cognitive job
demands and concentration problems one year later.
Contrary to expectations, it was found that in case of
high cognitive job demands, high cognitive detachment
is not preferable for concentration. These results are
relevant for practice. Whereas off-job recovery may be
important to prevent health complaints, it may not be
a panacea. In case of high cognitive job demands, not
detaching may be important to prevent concentration
problems.

13:30-14:30
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Universities and Hospitals under the logic of
the market: psychosocial implications

Goulart, P. martins, Universidade do Extremo
Sul Catarinense-UNESC, Criciúma, Brazil ; Blanch,
J.M., Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona, Barcelona,
Spain; Bobsin, T.B., Universidade do Extremo Sul
Catarinense-UNESC, Criciúma, Brazil ; Borowisk
Batista, S.B. von, Universidade do Extremo Sul
Catarinense-Unesc, Criciúma, Brazil

Abstract: Introduction. The restructuration of univer-
sities and hospitals guided by the logic of the politi-
cal economy of the market translates into changes and
experience, and also the meaning of work as well as
the values, ethics and professional roles. Objective:
To evaluate the impact of applying the paradigm of
business in universities and hospitals on quality of life
on the workplace and the workers psychological well-
being .Method. It was interviewed a total of 1252,
teachers and practitioners of medicine and nursing, re-
spectively, who work in universities and public hos-
pitals in Brazil, Chile, Colombia and Spain, A ques-
tionnaire with closed and open questions and also a
semi-structured was applied . Results. It was noticed
favorable aspects identified as coming from the univer-
sity and hospital restructuring (especially regarding the

material and technical work conditions) and were ob-
served psychosocial implications, especially regarding
the psychological strain.

Adult attachment styles and its influence on
coping with stressful events

Pheiffer, G., London Metropolitan University, London,
UK ; Buch, N., London Metropolitan University, Lon-
don, UK ; Lonergan, K., London Metropolitan Univer-
sity, London, UK ; Pritchard, N., London Metropolitan
University, London, UK

Abstract: Attachment style is defined as the ’sys-
tematic patterns of expectations, needs, emotions,
emotion-regulation, and social behaviour’ (Shaver &
Mikulincer, 2002, p. 134), and has been used through-
out developmental and social psychology as a frame-
work for studying interpersonal relationships (e.g.
Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters, & Wall, 1978; Hazan &
Shaver, 1987). Increasingly this framework has been
applied to organisational and work settings, as diverse
as leadership to preferences for employment contracts.
Adult attachment style also appears to influence help
seeking and feedback behaviours during periods of psy-
chological distress. In line of the conference theme
of decent work and beyond, we propose that this is
an important aspect of working life where Organisa-
tional Psychology can contribute The current study
examines psychological distress and the relationship
between adult attachment style and help and social
support seeking. The context for this study is work-
ing students during stressful events, in this case stu-
dent, examination periods. We propose that individ-
uals high in attachment anxiety use help-seeking and
support-seeking to help lessen exam preparation stress,
whilst individuals high in avoidance attachment do not
seek help and support when experiencing stress related
to exam preparation to help lessen exam stress. It is
further suggested that individuals high in attachment
anxiety fail to seek positive interpersonal feedback but
pursue interpersonal over competence feedback, with
highly avoidant individuals being more open to neg-
ative feedback than positive feedback and than those
with secure attachment styles. We predicted that seek-
ing help and support will lessen stress levels with anx-
iety attachment, and avoidant attachment individuals
will not use help and support seeking to reduce stress.
The sample is from working students undertaking a
university course. The research question was explored
with a survey and a measurement of students’ help
seeking behaviours - from tutors, lecturers and peers;
feedback preferences, and attachment styles using the
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ECR. Practical suggestions on how to deal with periods
of stress using attachment theory are provided.

Predictors of engagement in ambulance per-
sonnel

Setti, I., University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy ; Argentero,
P.G., University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy

Abstract: The aim of this study was to investigate the
predictors of Engagement in a sample of 532 Italian
ambulance operators. The field of study to which this
research could belong is the Occupational Health Psy-
chology, that usually investigates not only sickness ab-
sence, but also strategies of improvement of occupa-
tional health. Our main interest was to deepen the
study of psychological well-being in helping profession-
als, who are at risk to develop negative psychological
effects, such as Burnout. The psychological relation-
ship between a person and his/her job was investi-
gated not only referring to the negative experience of
Burnout, but more completely to the continuum be-
tween Burnout and its opposite side, Engagement; it
could be defined as an energetic state of involvement
shown by the individual towards the job and is char-
acterized by Energy, Involvement and Efficacy. The
predictors that we have considered can be grouped in
three categories: social and demographic characteris-
tics, such as gender and occupational seniority; degree
of commitment required by work, in terms of working
hours and frequency of missions; organizational vari-
ables referred to the level of social support received at
work. The identification of the main predictors allowed
to isolate some of the organizational factors that can
improve the level of engagement in ambulance person-
nel, lowering the probability to develop long-term neg-
ative effects, such as Burnout. The results have shown
that Engagement is directly influenced by the level of
social support received by colleagues and supervisors,
in all its three dimensions: Energy ( = .158, p < .01),
Involvement ( = .190, p < .01) and Efficacy ( = .168,
p < .01). Moreover the number of working hours nega-
tively determines the level of Energy ( = -.188, p<.01)
and directly influences the perception of Efficacy ( =
.112, p < .05). From a practical standpoint, the results
suggested that working in a workplace characterized by
cooperation and social support could prevent the onset
of negative psychological effects, such as Burnout. In
a positivistic psychological perspective, social support
could be considered as a resource through which in-
dividuals can recover the energy depleted during their
activities.

Engagement and Personal Initiative in a sam-
ple of university students

Lisbona Banuelos, A., UNED, Madrid, Spain; Bern-
abé, M., University Miguel Hernández, Elche, Spain;
Palaci Descals, F.J., UNED, Madrid, Spain; Gómez
Bernabeu, A., University of Alicante, Alicante,
Spain

Abstract: The main objective will be to discuss the re-
lationships of the concepts engagement and personal
initiative in academic performance with a sample of
university students. Engagement has been studied
in academic context (i.e. Salanova, Martnez, Bres,
Llorens y Grau, 2005; Salanova, Schaufeli, Martnez,
y Bres, 2009), but in this paper it has been adapted
two measures that evaluate them personal initiative in
academic context: Self-Report Questionnaire of Frese,
Fay, Hillburg, Leng & Tag (1997) and the recent Situa-
tional Judgement Tests of Personal Initiative (SJPTI)
o Bledow & Frese, (2009). Reviewing the theoretical
models and empirical results that found relationship
between personal initiative and engagement in orga-
nizational context (i.e: Salanova & Schaufeli, 2008;
Hakanen, Perhoniemi and Toppinen-Tanner, 2008), we
propose a theoretical model where engagement will be
related with personal initiative. The last one was mea-
sured by two measures: self-report questionnaire and
STJPI. Sample is composed by 266 university students
from three Spanish universities. Maximum likelihood
estimation methods of structural equation modeling
(SEM), was used to test the two competing models.
The first is the theoretical model proposed previously,
and the second show enagegement as a consequences of
Personal Initiative. Consistency levels of the two initia-
tive personal scales adapted to academic context were
adequate. To self-report questionnaire was .763 ?and to
SJTPI was .700 The fit of two models are appropriated
(M1: x2= 271.590; df=162; RMSEA=.062; CFI=.883;
AIC= 367.590 and M2: x2?= 250,970; df=159; RM-
SEA=.058; CFI=.902; AIC=352.970) , but in M2 path
from personal initiative evaluated with SJTPI and en-
gagement is not significant (t =.285). While the M1 all
path coefficients being significant (t > 1.96). Results
confirm the relationship between Engagement and Per-
sonal Initiative in an academic context. Besides, it is
present the Situational Questionnaire to evaluate per-
sonal initiative in students. Theoretical and practical
implications of these results are discussed as well.

The Impact of Adult Attachment Styles on
Flow Experiences in the Workplace.

Griffiths, R., London Metropolitan University, London,
UK ; Babber, P., London Metropolitan University, Lon-
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don, UK ; Vahlhaus, I., London Metropolitan Univer-
sity, London, UK

Abstract: Attachment style is defined as the system-
atic patterns of expectations, needs, emotions, emo-
tion regulation, and social behaviour’. This framework
is being increasingly applied to organisational settings
such as leadership, mentoring and other areas. Attach-
ment styles have been show to affect work relationships
through the attachment relationship experienced be-
tween manager and employee. This study develops this
work by expanding to motivation at work, specifically
the idea of flow. The experience of flow occurs when
both challenge and skill are balanced. This confidence
to engage and experience flow is suggested here to be
influenced by the employees’ attachment styles. The
hypotheses tested was that a secure style means indi-
viduals are more likely to engage fully in their tasks
and thus less likely to feel distracted or that they re-
quire outside reassurance or assistance. This therefore
creates an ideal environment for flow experiences to
occur. So in the case of secure attachment, people are
more likely to participate in extra tasks and spend more
time at work. They are likely to have a higher self ef-
ficacy and feel they can accomplish anything without
outside assistance. High self efficacy has been found
to contribute to the likelihood of experiencing flow.
Those with insecure attachment styles (avoidant and
anxious), generally avoid working and stay away from
the office resulting in high absenteeism or spend more
time at the workplace but actually avoid working and
thus have less opportunity for flow experiences which
could result in higher stress levels and likelihood of
higher anxiety and boredom at work. Flow experiences
are important because they create more enjoyment in
tasks for the employee and thus help to decrease stress
at work. The study uses established scales in the area
such as the ECR attachment scale. The data is a sam-
ple of working postgraduate students. The data is anal-
ysed using multiple regression analysis looking at the
impact of the different attachment style on the likeli-
hood of experiencing flow at work. The insights from
this study assist in creating positive and healthy work-
places and provide guidance for interventions such as
EAP’s, coaching, mentoring and other programmes.

Predictors of work engagement in cleaning
workers: the role of job’s motivational po-
tential, supervisor justice and work team co-
hesion

Casaleiro, S., ISCTE-Instituto Universitário de Lisboa,
Lisboa, Portugal ; Tavares, S.M., ISCTE-Instituto Uni-
versitário de Lisboa, Lisboa, Portugal

Abstract: The aim of this study was to investigate the
predictors of Engagement in a sample of 532 Italian
ambulance operators. The field of study to which this
research could belong is the Occupational Health Psy-
chology, that usually investigates not only sickness ab-
sence, but also strategies of improvement of occupa-
tional health. Our main interest was to deepen the
study of psychological well-being in helping profession-
als, who are at risk to develop negative psychological
effects, such as Burnout. The psychological relation-
ship between a person and his/her job was investi-
gated not only referring to the negative experience of
Burnout, but more completely to the continuum be-
tween Burnout and its opposite side, Engagement; it
could be defined as an energetic state of involvement
shown by the individual towards the job and is char-
acterized by Energy, Involvement and Efficacy. The
predictors that we have considered can be grouped in
three categories: social and demographic characteris-
tics, such as gender and occupational seniority; degree
of commitment required by work, in terms of working
hours and frequency of missions; organizational vari-
ables referred to the level of social support received at
work. The identification of the main predictors allowed
to isolate some of the organizational factors that can
improve the level of engagement in ambulance person-
nel, lowering the probability to develop long-term neg-
ative effects, such as Burnout. The results have shown
that Engagement is directly influenced by the level of
social support received by colleagues and supervisors,
in all its three dimensions: Energy ( = .158, p < .01),
Involvement ( = .190, p < .01) and Efficacy ( = .168,
p < .01). Moreover the number of working hours nega-
tively determines the level of Energy ( = -.188, p<.01)
and directly influences the perception of Efficacy ( =
.112, p < .05). From a practical standpoint, the results
suggested that working in a workplace characterized by
cooperation and social support could prevent the onset
of negative psychological effects, such as Burnout. In
a positivistic psychological perspective, social support
could be considered as a resource through which in-
dividuals can recover the energy depleted during their
activities.

From individual needs to organizational out-
comes: the moderating role of personality
factors

Virga, D., West University of Timisoara, Timisoara,
Romania; Sulea, C., West University of Timisoara,
Timisoara, Romania; Bogathy, Z., West University of
Timisoara, Timisoara, Romania; Albulescu, P., West
University of Timisoara, Timisoara, Romania
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Abstract: The need for autonomy, relatedness and com-
petence are considered to be three innate psychological
needs that are crucial for individuals’ optimal function-
ing (Deci &Ryan, 2000). These needs are sought to
be satisfied in various life circumstances, an important
one being individual’s work context. The present pa-
per examines the role that personality traits play in
promoting beneficial outcomes and to analyze the role
of satisfaction of important needs in the in these rela-
tions. We used hierarchical regression to analyze two
personality factors (i.e. consciousness and agreeable-
ness) as moderators for the relation between employ-
ees’ important needs at work (i.e. autonomy, related-
ness and competence) and three outcomes (i.e. work
engagement, burnout and performance). The sample
(n=255) consists of Romanian students from various
educational profiles. We have found that three innate
psychological needs are related to experience of engage-
ment (vigor, absorption and dedication) and perfor-
mance. In addition, personality traits moderated these
relationships. Specifically, for individuals for that the
need for competence is highly satisfied (e.g., the in-
dividual highly experiences a sense of choice) and are
highly conscientious have the tendency to feel vigorous
at dedicated for their professional activities. The rela-
tionship between need for relatedness and performance
was stronger for individuals highly conscientious and
the relation between need for autonomy and cynism
was stronger for individuals low on agreeableness. This
study highlights the interaction between personality
factors and needs satisfaction in work contexts and
their impact on relevant outcomes. Paying attention
to employees’ need satisfaction might further enhance
employees’ well-being, beneficial attitudes and produc-
tive behaviors and, therefore, help to reduce costs asso-
ciated with stress or turnover. References Deci, E. L.,
& Ryan, R. M. (2000). The ’what’ and ’why’ of goal
pursuits: Human needs and the self-determination of
behavior. Psychological Inquiry, 11, 319-338.

Effects of Post-Fordist Working Conditions
and Telework on Work-Related Flow

Peters, P., Radboud University Nijmegen, Institute for
Management Research, Nijmegen, The Netherlands;
Bakker, A.B., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotter-
dam, The Netherlands; Heijden, B.I.J.M. van der, Rad-
boud University Nijmegen, Institute for Management
Research, Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Abstract: New ways of organizing work and manag-
ing workers are believed to provide a win-win situa-
tion: not only can restructuring of organizations im-
prove organizational flexibility and performance, it can

also increase employee well-being. Moreover, modern-
ization and restructuring of organizations often runs
parallel with, on the one hand, higher work demands
imposed on workers, and on the other hand, more job
resources enabling workers to work flexibly. In or-
der to contribute to the current scientific debates on
outcomes of New Ways to Work (including telework),
this cross-sectional study focuses on the relationships
between post-Fordist work conditions and structural
tele(home)work and work-related flow’ as an indicator
of employees’ well-being during work. Flow can be de-
fined as: ’The state in which people are so intensely
involved in an activity that nothing else seems to mat-
ter; the experience itself is so enjoyable that people
will do it even at great cost, for the sheer sake of do-
ing it (Csikszentmihalyi, 1992, p. 4).’ In line with
this definition, the study distinguishes between three
flow levels: work enjoyment, intrinsic motivation and
absorption (Bakker, 2008). The present paper ques-
tions whether post-Fordist working conditions and sub-
stantial telework have the potential to foster higher
flow levels (N=1109). Based on the Job Demands-
Resources Model’ , the paper distinguishes the follow-
ing work demands: number of formal working hours,
overtime frequency, work overload, number of dead-
lines, organizational culture regarding time competi-
tion, distractions from work in the home and central
work places. The work resources distinguished in the
study are: perceived social support by colleagues and
supervisor, collegial commitment, job autonomy, flex-
time, and personal development opportunities. The
study employs multi-level multiple regression analysis
to test a set of hypotheses regarding the relationships
between post-Fordist working conditions and substan-
tial telework and flow, and regarding the buffering or
strengthening interaction effects between post-Fordist
working conditionsand teleworkon flow. Based on the
outcomes of the study, implications for HR-policies
supporting New Ways to Work andtelecommuting in
organizations will be discussed.

How employee involvement climate and psy-
chological capital influence salesperson
work engagement, performance and job
attitudes: The test of a model.

Medhurst, A., Monash University, Caulfield East, Aus-
tralia; Albrecht, S., Monash University, Caulfield East,
Australia

Abstract: Introduction The study extends research on
the relationships between organisational resources and
personal resources with employee engagement and sub-
sequent outcomes including performance and job at-
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titudes. More specifically the study set out to test
a pattern of relationships showing perceptions of or-
ganisational resources operationalised as higher-order
employee involvement climate’ (participative decision
making, information transfer, performance-based re-
wards, and training and development) and personal
resources operationalised as higher-order psychologi-
cal capital (hope, optimism, resilience, self-efficacy)
influencing higher-order overall job attitude (job sat-
isfaction, affective organisational commitment, work-
related well-being) and salesperson job performance
(task performance, creative salesperson performance,
adaptive selling behaviours) as mediated by work en-
gagement. Method The sample on which conclusions
are based consisted of 226 full time salespeople from
a set of organisational sub-samples. Confirmatory fac-
tor analysis (CFA) and structural equations modelling
(SEM) were used to test the measurement and struc-
tural models proposed. Results CFA showed accept-
able fit indices for the measurement models after re-
specifying a reduced number of items for each of the
established variables and specifying measured variables
at the 2nd order level. New measured dimensions of
salesperson work engagement demonstrated acceptable
psychometric properties. Structural equations mod-
elling of the proposed model also yielded acceptable fit
indices and showed that employee involvement climate
and psychological capital influence work engagement
and predict significant variance in salesperson perfor-
mance, overall job attitude, and intention to turnover.
Results support the presence of direct and indirect ef-
fects between the measured variables. Conclusions Re-
sults are discussed in terms of the importance of con-
sidering organizational level resources such as employee
involvement climate as well as personal resources for
their impact on the engagement and work outcomes of
salespeople. The practical utility of the suite of mea-
sures used in the study is also discussed. The results
will be of interest to practitioners and researchers.

Coping Skills Training to Reduce Job Stress
in Mexican Female Workers in a Chemical In-
dustry

Ayala, Hernandez de, Monterrey Technological In-
stitute, Atizapan De Zaragoza, Mexico; Orozco, D.
de, Monterrey Technological Institute, Atizapan de
Zaragoza, Mexico; Romero, M. de, Monterrey Tech-
nological Institute, Atizapan de Zaragoza, Mexico;
Sánchez, A. de, Monterrey Technological Institute, Ati-
zapan de Zaragoza, Mexico; Pineda, M. de, Monterrey
Technological Institute, Atizapan de Zaragoza, Mex-
ico

Abstract: This research was focused on how job stress
affects the performance of sales women in a Strategic
Business Unit of Additives for Plastics in Mexico. The
objective was to establish the relationship between job
stress levels and its reduction through coping strate-
gies techniques. The research design was Quasi Ex-
perimental. The sampling was non-probabilistic, in-
tegrated by fifty Mexican sales employees between 24
to 40 years old. During the baselines and treatments
phases the subjects were assessed by the EI Inventory
(ECI-360), self-recording charts and behavioral inter-
views. The ECI-360 measured the construct Organiza-
tional Climate and the factors like flexibility, respon-
sibility, group commitment, standards, clarity, and re-
wards. The intervention program was designed and
applied in five 1 hour sessions, which were dedicated
to Problem Solving Training, Job Stress Management
and Coping Skills Training. We examined the psycho-
metrics properties of the instrument which has a va-
lidity of construct by a One-way ANOVA with an F=
1.94, which factors were flexibility, responsibility, group
commitment, standards, clarity, and rewards and also
the internal consistency of the items with an Alfa de
Cronbach which was up to .80. The results showed that
levels of job stress decreased during treatment but kept
unstable and did not decrease down to zero. Besides
strange variables, the stress levels during second base-
line did not decrease in comparison to the first. The
correlation between the first and the second baseline
was of -0.033, with this information we can say that
there is an impact in the level of stress because it de-
crease do to the program. It is suggested by results
that coping strategies must be held as a common prac-
tice by the Mexican female workers in order to get a
stable and low tendency in job stress levels.

Prevalence, perpetrators and reporting of
work-related violence in Danish special
schools.

Rasmussen, C.A., Department of Occupational
Medicine, Herning, Denmark ; Andersen, L.P., Depart-
ment of Occupational Medicine, Herning, Denmark ;
Hogh, A., University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen,
Denmark

Abstract: Introduction: Traditionally work-related vi-
olence (physical violence and verbal threats) has been
studied in Health care settings, such as psychiatric
wards and nursing homes, where the main perpetra-
tors are adult patients or clients. Aims: This study ex-
amines work-related violence in a school setting, where
children are the ’clients’. The aim of this study is to
present the prevalence, perpetrators and the frequency
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of reporting incidents to the workplace. Knowledge
about work-related violence, in any setting, is crucial in
training staff and avoiding risk. Methods: A question-
naire was handed out at four separate schools (n=372;
response rate 83%). Pupils attending these schools
were between ages 6-17, and with a range of difficul-
ties such as autism and ADHD. The questionnaire in-
cluded the question whether the respondents had been
exposed to physical violence and if yes, how often, in
the preceding year (daily, weekly, monthly, sometimes
or never). This was repeated for verbal threats. Several
subtypes of verbal threats and physical violence were
introduced. Five possible perpetrators were listed. We
then asked if incidents were reported in writing, and if
yes, to which degree. Results: The results show that
threats in an insulting (30.2%) and scolding (27.3%)
manor, and being threatened with beatings (24%) were
most frequent. Hitting (21.7%) and scratching/pinch-
ing (19.4%) were the most frequent forms of physical
violence. Also worth noting is that 11% were monthly-
sometimes exposed to violence with use of a weapon.
Most threats were from pupils (family 0.3%, colleague
1.3%), and only pupils had exposed staff to physical vi-
olence. 59.6 % of respondents answered ’less than half -
no’ to reporting incidents of threats. All incidents with
physical violence were in some degree reported, with 30
% answering ’about half’. The fact that the perpetra-
tors are children and not adults could contribute to
this low reporting, though low reporting is a consis-
tent finding in studies on work-related violence. Con-
clusion: The results show that workplace violence is
indeed a part of working in a special school setting.
This knowledge can help to prevent for example sick-
ness absence and turnover, both of which are costly for
the organization and the individual.

Contributions to applied organizational
safety: Potential associations of safety
culture and organizational learning

Oliveira, T., ISPA-Instituto Universitário, Lisbon,
Portugal ; Mauricio, V.M., ISPA-Instituto Univer-
sitário, Lisbon, Portugal

Abstract: The main objective of the study was to ex-
plore the potential relations between safety culture and
organizational learning in a high reliability context.
Safety culture is defined as the attitudes, beliefs, per-
ceptions, and values that employees share in relation to
safety (Cox and Cox, 1991). Organizational learning
regards both individual and organizational changes to
improve work processes and performance with different
frameworks being proposed in the literature. If safety
culture is viewed as latent factors in action, then its

analysis may help organizations to establish priorities
and steer preventive interventions. In other worlds, de-
scriptions of organizational learning will be associated
with a positive safety culture. A total of 163 volun-
teers from a Portuguese company involved in the ex-
ploration, trade, supply and distribution of crude, oil
and energy products were invited to participate in this
study. Participants were invited to describe their com-
pany in what concerns safety characteristics by using
questionnaire ’attitudes towards safety’ developed by
D’Oliveira (2004) and a scale to evaluate organizational
learning by Fernandes (2007). Results suggest clear as-
sociations between positive safety culture and organi-
zational learning with a diversified pattern of relations,
i.e., only a few organizational learning characteristics
are significant predictors of a positive safety culture. In
particular, a clear involvement of organizational mem-
bers in teamwork, a reflection on past safety events
and analysis of the external environment to identify
threats and opportunities appear to be associated with
safety culture. Recommendations for future research
namely on the social nature of organizational safety
and applied interventions that can promote organiza-
tional learning are presented.

The social nature of organizational safety:
From safety culture to resilience

Oliveira, T., ISPA-Instituto Universitário, Lisbon,
Portugal ; Mário, C., ISPA-Instituto Universitário, Lis-
bon, Portugal

Abstract: The main objective of the study was to ex-
plore the potential relations between safety culture and
resilience in a high reliability context. Safety culture
is usually defined as the attitudes, beliefs, perceptions,
and values that employees share in relation to safety
(Cox and Cox, 1991). Woods and Hollnagel (2006)
consider that the majority of approaches such as the
safety culture proposal are mainly reactive as they try
to explain what has happened by adding or introduc-
ing small changes to known factors. However, in oper-
ational settings people very often try to anticipate po-
tential failures and attempt to develop strategies that
may prevent such outcomes. These efforts are usu-
ally associated with the concept of resilience defined
by Woods (2006) as the ’ability to absorb or adapt to
disturbance, disruption or change’ (p. 21), i.e., a pro-
cess that involves monitoring different organizational
factors and conditions and anticipate strategies to deal
with them. Although both concepts are presented al-
most as opposites, the development of a positive safety
culture and constructive attitudes towards safety is
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typically presented as an important and effective proac-
tive strategy to promote and maintain a safe workplace.
It is the proactive underlying perspective of both con-
cepts that this paper tries to analyze and specify po-
tential relations. A total of 124 volunteers from an
international organization located in Portugal involved
in the exploration, trade, supply and distribution of
crude, oil and energy products, were invited to partici-
pate in this study. Participants were invited to describe
their company in what concerns safety characteristics
by using questionnaire ’attitudes towards safety’ devel-
oped by D’Oliveira (2004) and an experimental scale to
evaluate organizational resilience by (a= 767). Results
suggest that what one perceives as risks and the infor-
mation conveyed by our colleagues and the company
allows us to create our own perception of safety. In
this sense, the description each worker makes of safety
in his or her company is socially constructed. The sig-
nificant association of these dimensions with organiza-
tional resilience proposes a similar nature for the latter
concept. The analysis is additionally supported by the
significant negative association of resilience with orga-
nizational objectives.

A measure of work related stress, organiza-
tional and stress factors

Gattai, A., University of Florence, Florence, Italy ;
Scatolini, E., University of Florence, Florence, Italy ;
Marocci, G., University of Florence, Florence, Italy

Abstract: Introduction Work-related stress can be
caused by different factors - such as work content,
working conditions and environment, poor communi-
cation and work organisation, including workload, low
control over work pace and long working hours. Goal
Developped of a questionnaire for consulting in work
organization about work related stress. Tools and
method Focus group (200 subjects) and systematic
observation and participant in the work place. The
search, type exploratory and to estimate, conducted
on a champion (n 1874) of workers to different com-
panies (public utility , service and industry).; MBI-GS
(Schaufeli, Leiter, Maslach & Jackson,1996; question-
naire on purpose built for investigating organizational
areas and report them. Analysis dates Analysis fre-
quencies of the categories it emerged from the focuses
group, analysis diary narrative systematic observation
and participant. Using correlation coefficients, Pear-
son’s r, and parametric inferential statistics (ANOVA)
and nonparametric. For the analysis of the struc-
ture of the questionnaire constructed specifically for
the research was conducted exploratory factor analy-
sis to verify the existence of the factors hypothesized

by analyzing the maximum likelihood, method of ro-
tation Oblimin. Through a process of cross - valida-
tion dataset was divided randomly into two subsam-
ples. Plausibility check size by calculating Cronbach’s
alpha and by calculating the correlation coefficients
item - total correct. Verification of the factorial struc-
ture of the questionnaire specially constructed with a
confirmatory factor analysis with maximum likelihood
method. Conclusion We’ve found like the organizative
factors were an important predictors of work related
stress. We’ve found siginficative correlation between
the questionnaire constructed specifically for the re-
search and the three sub scale of MBI-GS. We have
found a significative correlation between engagement
and work load.

Stress Measurement of Average Risk Test
( SMART ): a new questionnaire for work-
related stress

Callea, C., Lumsa University, Roma, Italy ; Bor-
tolomiol, M.B., Workrelax, Roma, Italy ; Treu, T.T.,
Workrelax, Roma, Italy ; Pedon, A.P., Lumsa Univer-
sity, Roma, Italy

Abstract: Purpose - Estimating work-related stress is
very important to improve organizational and person-
nel health. Work-related stress is a multidimensional
construct and it’s not simple to measure it. This
study aims to validate ’Stress Measurement of Avarage
Risk Test’ (SMART), a new questionnaire for mea-
suring stress. The choice of the dimensions of stress
was made and based on the analysis of international
literature (Karasek, 1985; Lazarus, 1999, Gardner et
Al., 2005; Fortes-Ferreira, Peir, Gonzlez-Morales and
Martn, 2006) and on the study of the main question-
naires. In particular we analyzed: JCQ (Karasek,
1985), OPRA (Magnani, Mancini and Mayer, 2009),
HSE (Ispels, 2010), MOHQ (Avallone e Paplomatas,
2005). Methodology: SMART is composed of two sec-
tions: sources of stress (for example physical environ-
ment in the workplace; responsibilities, tasks, infor-
mation, interpersonal relationships) and consequences
of stress (for example heart problems, sleeping prob-
lems, depression, anxiety, absences). Smart was ad-
ministered to 900 employees from Profit and Pub-
lic organizations. We verified the dimensional struc-
ture of the questionnaire against the original version,
through an exploratory factorial analysis run via SPSS
16.0 and corfirmatory factor analysis (structural equa-
tion models) run via Lisrel 8.52. in order to verify
reliability Cronbach-a Coefficients was calculated for
each dimension and to prove corgervent validity we
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used Pearson’s r with OPRA, HSE and MOHQ. Find-
ings: Item analysis and Cronbach-a Coefficients sug-
gest that Smart is reliable; Pearson’s r proved corger-
vent validity because SMART relates to OPRA, HSE
and MOHQ. Exploratory and corfirmatory factor anal-
ysis confirmed the original dimensions. Conclusions:
Smart is a reliable and valid questionnaire for measur-
ing work-related stress. It provides much more infor-
mation than already validated questionnaires, because
there is a causal model between sources and conse-
quences of stress. Research limitations/implications:
The group that was interviewed is a convenience sam-
ple, not a statistical representative sample. Practical
implications: Smart provides a very detailed profile of
sources of stress and clearly indicates the critical ar-
eas.

Taking humor seriously: Why should humans
joke though they err?

Scheel, T.E., University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany ;
Hausmann, U., ECOVIS Europe AG, Berlin, Ger-
many

Abstract: Humor is an underestimated field in work
& organizational psychology, despite prior studies sug-
gesting benefits in the workplace: In a recent meta-
analysis (Glew et al., SIOP 2010), findings from 49 in-
dependent studies indicate that employee and supervi-
sor humor improve personal and work-related outcomes
such as performance, satisfaction, cohesion, health, and
coping effectiveness, while reducing burnout, stress and
work withdrawal. As research suggests associations of
humor in leadership and learning contexts, and a ma-
jor part of work incidences are related to negative work
relationships, we assume that humor styles (Martin et
al., 2003) affect safety culture. Self-enhancing and af-
filiative humor should be positively, and self-defeating
and aggressive humor negatively related to error ori-
entation. The sample consisted of 570 employees and
104 supervisors of 96 tax accounting offices of an in-
terdisciplinary professional service firm group. Only
single items of the humor styles questionnaire (Mar-
tin et al., 2002) were judged by experts to be accept-
able for use in an organizational context. Thus, the
two negative styles, i.e. aggressive and self-defeating,
are represented, as well as one of the two positive
styles, i.e. self-enhancing humor, unfortunately exclud-
ing the affiliative style. Due to economic constraints,
only four items of the Error Orientation Questionnaire
(EOQ, Rybowiak et al., 1999) were measured, covering
Learning from errors, Error risk taking, Error strain,
and Error communication. In multilevel analyses, self-
enhancing (e.g., a humorous outlook on life) humor is

positively related to error communication, risk taking,
and learning from errors, but not to error strain. Error
communication as one key element of actual error pre-
vention is also positively associated to the quality of
leadership communication and error strain. Men show
poorer error communication than women. Negative hu-
mor styles as well as tenure in organizations had less
impact, so far. These preliminary results point up a de-
mand of much research on the subject. Organizational
agents as well as employees should be aware that humor
is much more than telling hilarious or obnoxious jokes,
as humor can create damage as well as melioration.
And the answer? Human jokes are a coping strategy,
as with self-enhancing humor they err better.

Comparison of occupational stress and occu-
pational accidents frequency among off shore
and non-off shore oil industry employees

Mehdad, A., Islamic Azad University Khorasgan
Branch, Esfahan, Iran; Rahimy, R., Islamic Azad Uni-
versity Khorasgan Branch, Esfahan, Iran; Atash pour,
S.H., Islamic Azad University Khorasgan Branch, Es-
fahan, Iran

Abstract: The purpose of this study is to compare
job stress, its components (time pressure, method of
payment and performance appraisal, interaction with
coworkers and machinery, job goals, physical condi-
tions of workplace, occupational accidents, decision
making, time schedule, working hours and stress times
outside the working place) and occupational accidents
in off shore and non-off shore employees in one of
related companies to oil industries, through casual-
comparative descriptive method. The statistical pop-
ulation included 1000, all male, from which 265 were
selected using random selection method. The research
questionnaire was a 46-question of Bell Cake job stress.
The results indicated that there is no significant differ-
ence between total amount of stressamong off shore and
non-off shore employees (p>0.05) which was according
to SPSS 16 software and independent groups t-test and
multi-variables analysis of variance. The injured group
and non-injured group showed a significance difference
(p<0.01) in level of total stress and the frequency of ac-
cidents indicated a significance difference between off
shore and non-off shore employees (p<0.01).

The influence of psychosocial job content,
leadership and organizational culture in self-
perceived health and stress at work.

Cerrato, F.J., University of Basque Country, Leioa
(Bizkaia), Spain; Ugarteburu, I., University of Basque
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Country, Leioa (Bizkaia), Spain; Elias, A., Univer-
sity of Basque Country, Leioa (Bizkaia), Spain; Iradi,
J., University of Basque Country, Leioa (Bizkaia),
Spain; Larrazabal, E., University of Basque Country,
Leioa (Bizkaia), Spain; Borja, A., University of Basque
Country, Leioa (Bizkaia), Spain

Abstract: INTRODUCTION The present study aims
to investigate the influence of psychosocial job content,
leadership and organizational culture in stress, self-
perceived mental and physical health, and job satisfac-
tion. The obtained results could be applied to regulate
organizational practices in an efficient way to prevent
psychosocial risk factors at work. METHOD Data were
collected by a questionnaire which includes Karasek,
Pieper and Schwartz’s Job Content Scale that com-
prises six subscales: psychological demands of work,
skills development, autonomy at work, involvement on
decision taking and workmates’ and managers’ social
support. In addition, two scales about transforma-
tional leadership and social recognition of workers were
also included and a scale about organizational culture
(Bonavia y Quintanilla). In order to measure the de-
pendent variables, self-perceived health and stress, a
Spanish version of SF36 questionnaire was included;
the Setterlind and Larson’s three dimensional stress
scale for measuring stress level; the House and Rizzo
job stress scale; and the Warr, Cook and Wall job sat-
isfaction scale. For this study a sample of 250 non
qualified workers were recruited, mean age 46, 84.1%
female and 7.6% male. RESULTS The ANOVA anal-
yses show significant differences regarding the six di-
mensions of psychosocial job content in the dependent
variables: The greater psychological demands the job
makes on the worker, the greater work stress and the
lesser job satisfaction; the more autonomy at work the
greater job satisfaction is experienced; the higher level
of involvement in decision taking, the lesser work stress
and the greater job satisfaction; the greater workmates’
social support is given the more job satisfaction is ob-
tained; the higher managerial social support the bet-
ter self-perceived mental health and job satisfaction,
and the lesser work stress is experienced; the higher
level of skills development, the lesser work stress and
the greater work satisfaction. In relation to organiza-
tional culture the more innovative and integrative that
is, the higher job satisfaction and self-perceived physi-
cal health and the lesser work stress. Regarding the sig-
nificant effects of transformational leadership and so-
cial recognition of workers there is a paradoxical effect:
the more important the lesser stress level, however the
higher work stress and lesser job satisfaction.

Employee expectations of occupational
health services: A qualitative study

Atkins, S.A., Finnish Institute of Occupational Health,
Helsinki, Finland ; Palmgren, H., Finnish Institute
of Occupational Health, Helsinki, Finland ; Jalonen,
P., Finnish Institute of Occupational Health, Helsinki,
Finland ; Kaleva, S., Finnish Institute of Occupational
Health, Helsinki, Finland ; Tuomi, K., Finnish Institute
of Occupational Health, Helsinki, Finland

Abstract: INTRODUCTION Occupational health ser-
vices (OHS) is one of the key methods of improving
employee well being. In Finland, OHS units provide oc-
cupational health care for most employees. The range
of services provided by each OHS unit is decided by
a mutual contract between the organisation and the
OHS unit. In order to ensure profitability it is therefore
within the business’s interest to get occupational health
services that match the organisation’s needs. It is also
in the interest of OHS to ensure that they are provid-
ing satisfactory services so that they retain businesses
as their clients. This study was conducted in order
to explore organisational representatives’ opinions and
expectations of occupational health services. METH-
ODS This qualitative study was conducted within a
larger controlled before-after intervention study exam-
ining the effectiveness of a new tool for occupational
health services. Semi-structured qualitative interviews
were conducted with 14 key informants from different
organisations in Finland. Data were transcribed and
analysed using qualitative content analysis. RESULTS
Key informants expressed a range of expectations re-
garding the services provided to their organisations.
These usually centred on their employees’ specific oc-
cupational health problems, an on support in issues re-
lating to stress, and problems in the work community.
In addition, key informants wished for a more collabo-
rative approach in OHS. Some key informants felt that
their OHS unit was not sufficiently aware of the spe-
cific needs of their organisation and needed to become
more involved at the workplace. They also highlighted
the role of preventive activities in ensuring employee
well being. DISCUSSION Occupational health services
provide a range of services for organisations. Organisa-
tions expect more than basic health care and screening
from their OHS units. In order to ensure employee well
being and satisfy the expectations of their clients, oc-
cupational health services need to listen to, and take
heed of, their clients’ wishes.
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Controlled trial of a behavior program for
the prevention of chronic low back pain in an
administration office work setting

Guenther, V., Ruhr University, Bochum, Germany ;
Lehnhoff, B., Ruhr University, Bochum, Germany ;
Elke, G., Ruhr University Bochum, Bochum, Ger-
many

Abstract: The current study evaluates the effect of
an adjusted preventive behavior program for the work
setting on changes of perceptive, cognitive, emotional
and behavioral reactions in the process of developing
chronic low back pain and therefore on the reduction
of risk factors for future chronic low back pain. A con-
trolled trial with a waitlist control group, imbedded
into a health program, was conducted within the tax
administration Rhineland, Germany. 79 participants
were assigned to the intervention (N = 39) and the
wait list control group (N= 40). Outcome variables
were collected at the beginning (baseline) and approx-
imately seven weeks later at the end of the program
(post). The intervention comprised seven group ses-
sions and telephone coaching. Each group session took
90 minutes. Sessions were held on a weekly basis at
the workplace and participants were assigned home-
work. Only slight or no changes at all were found
within the control group which did not receive an in-
tervention within those seven weeks, whereas partici-
pants of the intervention group showed the expected
changes in almost every outcome variable. Group x
time interaction effects point to significant reductions
of pain intensity and depression as well as a significant
increase in general physical activity for those partici-
pants who received the intervention. The application
of a clinically implemented and cognitive-behaviorally
oriented behavior program in the administration work-
site makes for the reduction of risk factors for the devel-
opment of chronic low back pain and therefore fosters
the prevention of chronic low back pain, disability and
its implications for the employees concerned and for
the establishment.

A social-cognitive intervention to increase
participation in seasonal influenza vaccina-
tion in the workplace – effects and psycho-
logical mechanisms

Ernsting, A., Freie Universität Berlin, Berlin, Ger-
many ; Lippke, S., Universiteit Maastricht, Maastricht,
The Netherlands; Schwarzer, R., Freie Universität
Berlin, Berlin, Germany ; Schneider, M., Boehringer
Ingelheim Pharma Gmbh & Co. Kg, Ingelheim am
Rhein, Germany

Abstract: Objectives: The seasonal influenza affects
annually thousands of employees which causes major
economic consequences, especially for employers. In-
fluenza vaccination represents the most effective way to
prevent the infection. Hence, an annual vaccination is
officially recommended by organizations like the WHO.
The question is how employees can be effectively mo-
tivated to participate in influenza vaccination? The
Health Action Process Approach represents a theoret-
ical framework to explain, predict and modify health
behaviors such as vaccination behavior: (1) motiva-
tional information, e.g., risk and resource communi-
cation should increase the intention to participate. An
intervention (2) that adds planning instructions should
go beyond that and promote the actual participation
rate. The question is whether these theory-based in-
terventions can hold true in practice to increase vac-
cination motivation and participation. Methods: N =
2,137 employees of a German company were randomly
assigned to one of the two intervention groups (IG):
(IG 1) a motivation intervention (n = 1,150) or (IG 2)
a motivational plus planning intervention (n = 987).
Afterwards they received a questionnaire. Regression
and variance analyses were run longitudinally. Results:
Intention to participate was predicted by risk percep-
tion, outcome expectancies and self-efficacy (R = .72).
The motivational and planning intervention group (IG
2) reported significantly higher levels of planning (p <
.01) and was more likely to get a flu shot (p = .10)
than the motivational group (IG 1). Conclusions: In-
tention to participate was influenced by social-cognitive
factors, i.e., risk perception, outcome expectancies and
self-efficacy as postulated by the Health Action Process
Approach. Adding a planning component to the moti-
vational intervention promoted self-regulatory compe-
tences that are crucial for translating intentions into
action. Thus, it is imperative to distinguish the differ-
ent processes when designing vaccination campaigns:
First, an intention has to be formed and, afterwards,
planning helps to actually perform the goal behavior.
With this procedure the vaccination rate can be in-
creased in a workplace environment.

Assessing morale and psychological distress:
action planning during modern military oper-
ations

Boxmeer, L.E.L.M. van, Ministerie van Defensie, Den
Haag, The Netherlands; Verwijs, C., Katholieke Uni-
versiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; Euwema, M.C.,
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Abstract: In the Netherlands’ army, military leaders
work closely together with psychological support pro-
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fessionals of the Defense Services Centre Behavioral
Sciences to establish and maintain morale and to man-
age stress during the deployment cycle. Ultimately,
military leaders know that they are responsible for the
wellbeing of the soldiers under their command and that
they are in the position to make a significant differ-
ence. Therefore, military leaders want and need spe-
cific in-time information about what they can do to
prevent low morale and/or psychological distress inter-
fering with psychological health and performance or
to boost morale by capitalizing on strengths within
the unit. Dutch soldiers within units participating in
the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) in
Afghanistan from 2007 till 2010 completed paper-and-
pencil questionnaires at the end of a training period
shortly before deployment and again midway through
their four month deployment to provide this specific
in-time information. The research paper provides an
overview of the (field) studies that have been conducted
with the gathered data. A theoretical model and prac-
tical tool is presented in which morale and psycholog-
ical distress are conceptualized as related, but sepa-
rate concepts with their antecedents and consequences.
This study has both theoretical and practical conse-
quences for the military approach to morale assess-
ments. Morale should always be measured in relation
with psychological distress to specify the antecedents
contributing to positive and/or negative outcomes of a
challenging work environment.

Health education and communication in oc-
cupational health services: An effectiveness
study

Atkins, S.A., Finnish Institute of Occupational Health,
Helsinki, Finland ; Palmgren, H., Finnish Institute
of Occupational Health, Helsinki, Finland ; Jalonen,
P., Finnish Institute of Occupational Health, Helsinki,
Finland ; Kaleva, S., Finnish Institute of Occupational
Health, Helsinki, Finland ; Tuomi, K., Finnish Institute
of Occupational Health, Helsinki, Finland

Abstract: INTRODUCTION Employee well being has
important implications for organisations’ productivity.
One route for increasing employee well being is through
the provision of occupational health services. Finland
has an established occupational health care system,
which ensures that most employees are provided with
basic services. Research on occupational health ser-
vices, however, has found gaps in occupational health
care services’ strategic planning. In this presentation
we describe an intervention study, which aims to estab-
lish the effectiveness of a model designed to improve
the planning of health education and communication

activities in occupational health services. METHODS
The study is a controlled before-after trial. Seven oc-
cupational health service providers each with two oc-
cupational health teams were recruited. These occupa-
tional health services had two client organisations each:
one to serve as an intervention organisation and an-
other as a control organisation within the study. The
occupational health personnel providing a service to
intervention organizations were trained in using the
model. The data to be collected includes employee
questionnaires and key informant interviews at three
time points. Data is collected from September 2009 to
June 2011. DISCUSSION The model, which is based
on health education theory, takes the form of a matrix.
It assists in developing a strategic plan based on client
needs analysis, target groups, goals, context, content,
methods, evaluation and timeframe. The matrix assists
in analysing each of these areas taking into account
the individual employee, groups, and employers and su-
pervisors. The occupational health service providers,
trained on the intervention, implement the model de-
pending on the organization’s needs. The model en-
ables occupational health services to focus on the spe-
cific needs of the employees and the organization at
large and to develop an effective implementation strat-
egy in order to improve work ability.

Interactive posters: Leadership and
Management

Main topic area: Leadership and Management

Location: Expo (13:30-14:30)

Entrepreneurial Competences: Self-
Employment Potential for Italian Un-
dergraduates

Cubico, S., University of Verona, Verona, Italy ;
Favretto, G., University of Verona, Verona, Italy ;
Formicuzzi, M., University of Verona, Verona, Italy

Abstract: Choosing to be an entrepreneur can be an op-
portunity for humanities students especially since they
have more difficulties in finding jobs. These consider-
ations underlie our interest in understanding whether
an entrepreneurial job is part of this type of student’s
mindset and, if so, how. 560 Italian students from
northern Italian universities who study Humanities,
Law, Social Sciences, Educational, and Communica-
tion Sciences were involved. The research instrument
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is a questionnaire (50 multiple-choices items) that ana-
lyzes: personal data (age, sex, educational, work expe-
rience, ); entrepreneurial network of acquaintances (rel-
atives, friends, ...); image of future job situation (em-
ployed, unemployed, entrepreneur); ideas about male
and female entrepreneurs (profile, characteristics, dif-
ficulties, support); information about bureaucracy and
investments in creating enterprises; entrepreneurial ap-
titude; attitude toward entrepreneurship. The sub-
jects: age average 22.36; s.d. 3.42; 76% female; 41%
have entrepreneurs in their networks of acquaintances;
35% of the sample are working students, 6.2% are
entrepreneurs/self-employed; 37% have considered the
possibility of becoming an entrepreneur but only 3.8%
have made an attempt. The principal difficulties de-
scribed in enterprise creation are economic aspects,
bureaucracy, partners/co-workers, and getting credit
from banks. The image of the profile of male en-
trepreneurs is characterized by leadership and perse-
verance; while females show perseverance and a strong
spirit of sacrifice (there is a strong belief that more sac-
rifices are required by female entrepreneurs). Students
have little knowledge about start-up processes: 37%
says ’none known’ and 35%: ’a little’. Attitudes to-
ward entrepreneurship/self-employment are character-
ized by the choice of the adjectives: wonderful, presti-
gious, active, energetic, satisfying, interesting, suitable,
various and flexible. Networking is an important vari-
able that has a positive and significant effect on the
others: young people with a family or a social network
with entrepreneurs have access to a lot of information;
they have a more positive image of an entrepreneurial
job; and they think about it, try and are able to be
self-employed more than others. Factor Analysis and
Structural Equation Models permitted us to highlight
the links between variables and to identify a model
that integrates different elements of the entrepreneurial
project: gender, attitudes, aptitudes, networking, in-
formation, and social support.

Formation of Character-From Management
Training To Leadership Growth -

Steiro, T., The Royal Norwegian Air Force Academy,
Trondheim, Norway ; Skarsvag, K.I., The Royal Nor-
wegian Air force Academy, Trondheim, Norway

Abstract: Today there is an ongoing debate within the
academic field on some of the most prestigious and well-
known management programs. Much of the debate has
been on the MBA- programs. The critiques against
them derive from a pessimistic view of man which re-
sults in wrong assumptions and faulty and insufficient

decisions. They are said to possess an instrumental-
ist view of the training. The advocates of these cri-
tiques are Ghoshal (2005), Bennis & O´Toole (2005)
and Mintzberg (1994). We have our background from
a different type of management education, namely the
Royal Air Force Academy in Norway. However, this
type of training has also gained criticism from a re-
cently published study (Nissestad, 2007). What should
be the alternatives to mainstream management train-
ing be? Some who offer alternatives have been March
& Weil (2005), Badaracco (2006) and Bjartveit & Eike-
set (2008). March & Weil (2005) and Badaracco (2006)
stress the importance of incorporating classical litera-
ture in order to gain more insight into human aspects
and human dilemmas. In Norway Bjartveit & Eikeset
(2008) are inspired by American Ivy League Univer-
sities and their attempt to integrate history and per-
spectives of leadership from the Renaissance of Flo-
rence. Knowledge about the Renaissance offers new
insight not only into leadership, but also into impor-
tant aspects for the development of society. In this
paper we will suggest a framework for reinforcing some
thoughts on the formation of character. “Umuntu ngu-
muntu ngabantu”is a Zulu proverb that can be trans-
lated into; “a person is a person through other people”.
In other words there are few things of importance we
do on our own. This can be seen as different view from
the Western and individualistic thoughts that were re-
inforced by the Renaissance. We suggest an approach
using humanistic knowledge and training that but look
beyond cases for a more holistic approach to the forma-
tion of leadership in our society. We will explore the
strength in new and conflicting perspectives in order
for people to gain some new insight and not only what
is of immediate usefulness.

The validity of the Leading-with-Wisdom
Model

Berg, P. van den, Tilburg University, Tilburg, The
Netherlands; Teuling, A.M.M. den, Tilburg Univer-
sity, Tilburg, The Netherlands; Dusschooten, C., Re-
flect Management Consulting, Den Bosch, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: This study investigated the validity of the
leading-with-wisdom model, which consists of the di-
mensions charismatic leadership, moral leadership and
strategic leadership. 151 subordinates of 40 managers
from four Dutch organizations filled out questionnaires
measuring charismatic, moral, and strategic leadership,
and wisdom perceptions, leader effectiveness, job satis-
faction, leader satisfaction, group performance, and or-
ganizational citizenship behavior. The managers filled
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out questionnaires on the leadership dimensions and
wisdom perceptions. The leadership dimensions and
wisdom perceptions as rated by the managers were
significantly correlated with the same characteristics
as rated by their subordinates. Multilevel analysis
showed that subordinate ratings of charismatic lead-
ership were significantly related to wisdom, leader ef-
fectiveness, and leader satisfaction, that subordinate
ratings of moral leadership were significantly related to
wisdom, job satisfaction, and leader satisfaction, and
that subordinate ratings of strategic leadership were
significantly related to leader effectiveness and group
performance. Manager ratings of charismatic leader-
ship were significantly related to subordinate wisdom
perceptions, leader effectiveness and leader satisfac-
tion, and manager ratings of moral leadership were sig-
nificantly related to subordinate wisdom perceptions.
The practical implication of the study is that the se-
lection and training of managers should not only be
focused on charismatic leadership, but also on moral
leadership and strategic leadership.

Looking at the bright side of personal iden-
tification: Relationships with transforma-
tional leadership, trust, and work group per-
formance

Nübold, A., Bielefeld University, Bielefeld, Germany ;
Dörr, S.L., A 47 Consulting, Munich, Germany ; Maier,
G.W., Bielefeld University, Bielefeld, Germany

Abstract: A proper understanding of leadership effec-
tiveness requires comprehension of the psychological
processes mediating the influence of leader behaviors
on followers’ reactions. In our study, we focused on
two of the proposed mediating mechanisms, namely
trust in the leader and personal identification with the
leader. Both concepts have been regarded as media-
tors of transformational leadership. However, the com-
bined effect of these mediators has not been analyzed
so far. Research focusing on followers’ self-concepts
(Kark & Van Dijk, 2007; Van Knippenberg et al., 2004)
has mostly analyzed the role of social identification.
In contrast, empirical evidence on how followers’ per-
sonal identification with the leader is related to trans-
formational leadership and potential outcomes is still
scarce. Some authors suggest that identifying with the
leader might result in dependency (Kark, Shamir, &
Chen, 2003) and unquestioning conformity (Howell &
Shamir, 2005). But there is also some initial evidence
demonstrating positive effects of personal identification
on follower behavior (i.e., speaking up; Zhu, Liu, &
Yang, 2010). In order to develop a more complete un-
derstanding of the inner workings of transformational

leadership (Bass, 1999) and to distinguish more pre-
cisely between consequences of personal identification,
we tested three-stage mediation models, each suggest-
ing a different sequential order of the proposed medi-
ating constructs. We examined data of 463 employees
and their supervisors (N=80) on the group level of anal-
ysis. Results showed that a sequential model with trust
as a proximal and personal identification as a distal me-
diator in the leadership-performance-relationship had
the best fit with the data. Our findings point to
the particular importance of trust in leader-follower-
relationships and provide evidence that personal iden-
tification with the leader can indeed lead to positive
outcomes for the own group and the whole organiza-
tion.

Conflicting Rationalities for Performance
Management in Health Service Provision

Oliveira, T.C., University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Por-
tugal

Abstract: The identification of appropriate criteria for
performance management has been a controversial is-
sue in health service reforms. There has been research
on how employee wellbeing (Robertson, 2008, 2010)
and positive psychological contract can contribute to
organisational performance (Guest, 2004, 2007) but
also on widespread perceived breach of psychological
contract (Rousseau 2004). Research on New Public
Management in the British National Health Service
has encountered conflicting rationalities of values and
motivation for doctors, nurses and other medical staff
in hospitals (Bolton, 2004), but less on how change
management modelled on that of the NHS has im-
pacted on specific performance indicators or psycho-
logical contract in other European countries. This pa-
per reports on findings form a case study of such im-
pact in a major Iberian teaching hospital with over five
thousand four hundred employees undergoing change
management from forty two disparate units to seven
integrated areas of management and two autonomous
services. It identifies how new performance indicators
are perceived by administrators, doctors and nurses as
managers, and the manner in which these conform or
conflicts with what they perceive as relevant to effective
management. The study of such perceptions of key per-
formance criteria, within a grounded theory approach,
used a newly developed coding system for discourse
analysis of audio taped semi-structured interviews with
9 doctors who were managing directors of the newly
integrated areas and the autonomous services; 23 doc-
tors, and 25 nurses and 21 administrators who were
middle managers, as well as 21 doctors, 22 nurses as
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junior managers. The results show that there are con-
flicting rationalities both within and between the dif-
ferent levels of management whose implicit logic when
surfaced in discourse varies markedly in terms of organ-
isational and operational context. The findings suggest
the need to identify and operationalise key performance
criteria from discourse with medical staff which may
reconcile pressure from national governments for eco-
nomic efficiency in health service provision with rel-
ative autonomy in operational efficiency, to assure a
high standard of medical care and employee wellbeing
as the basis for reinforced psychological contract.

Femininity and Masculinity in leadership

Redeker, M., VU University Amsterdam, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands; Homan, A.C., VU University Ams-
terdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Vries, R.E. de,
VU University Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: The core activities of leaders are often de-
noted as interpersonal and most items in leadership
questionnaires target interpersonal behaviors of lead-
ers and their subordinates (e.g. Hackman & Johnson,
2000; Kotter, 1990). Therefore, a circular conceptual-
ization of leadership, similar to the interpersonal cir-
cumplex, provides justice to the interpersonal nature of
leadership, but also clarifies where leadership behaviors
are located in the circular space spanned by the two
interpersonal dimensions, agency and communion. As
such, Redeker, De Vries, Rouckhout, Vermeren, and De
Fruyt (under review) have conceptualized a leadership
circumplex as well as constructed an operationalization
of this leadership circumplex, the Circumplex Leader-
ship Scan (CLS), measuring 8 leadership styles. We
expect that communal leadership styles of the leader-
ship circumplex would be described as more feminine,
while agentic styles would be described as more mascu-
line (e.g., Huddy, & Terkildsen, 1993; Yukl, 2010). In
addition, we expect that more feminine persons would
be ascribed more communal leadership styles and more
masculine persons would be ascribed more agentic lead-
ership styles. Thus, the aim of the present studies is
twofold. First, we examined which leadership behav-
iors are judged as more feminine and/or more mascu-
line. Participants were asked to answer for each item
of the CLS to what extent they thought the behavior
was feminine and to what extent it was masculine. Re-
sults show that the more democratic styles (coaching,
participative, yielding, and withdrawn) are judged as
more feminine leadership styles. The styles that could
be seen as more autocratic (inspirational, directive, au-
thoritarian, and distrustful) are rated as more mascu-

line. In a second study, we want to examine how fa-
cial features of leaders relate to these eight leadership
styles. Photos were collected from 25 actual leaders
(14 male, 11 female) and were rated by participants on
femininity, masculinity, babyfaceness, dominance, at-
tractiveness, reliability, and communion. Furthermore,
a second group of participants was asked to what ex-
tent they thought the leaders on the photos would use
certain leadership styles. We predict that the ratings of
the leaders in terms of feminine and masculine charac-
teristics would be related to the anticipated leadership
styles. Results of these studies will be presented.

14:30-15:00

Coffee Break
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Posters session: Changing Employment
Relations and Work / Family Time

Location: Expo (14:30-15:30)

The new employment relations: commitment
and perception of support from the work
agencies and the employing organization

Cardellichio, E., Universita di Verona, Verona, Italy ;
Depergola, V., Universit? di Verona, Verona, Italy ;
Palano, F, Universita di Bari, Bari, Italy

Abstract: Theoretical introduction. The current labor
market is characterized by an ever-increasing demand
for flexibility in employment relationships. One of the
most important news of recent times is the introduc-
tion of the temp work that by its nature is more akin
to the idea of flexibility and adaptability (Argentero,
2006). The attention of some authors (Coyle-Shapiro
& Morrow, 2006) focused on a few aspects in particu-
lar: how the affective dimension of commitment to the
organization is related to the employer in respect of
the same size ’employment agency and how the work-
ers receive the support from the agency and one by
the organization (Connelly et al., 2007). Objectives
of the study. Based on the cited studies on the temp
work, this paper aims to achieve the following objec-
tives: 1) verify the relationship between perception of
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support from employer organization and organizational
commitment in a sample of workers administered and
2) examine the relationship between perception of the
agency’s work and commitment towards the work of
the agency itself, and 3) compare the perception of
support from the organization with the support from
the agency’s work , 4) compare the commitment to the
organization of employers with that to agency to work
on. Sample and method. The sample consisted of 180
workers registered with the employment agency. The
subjects were asked to complete a questionnaire con-
cerning socio-demographic characteristics and contain-
ing items related to the two scales of perceived organi-
zational support (Battistelli & Mariani, 2009) and or-
ganizational commitment (Meyer & Allen, 1997). Re-
sults. According with the literature (Connelly et al,
2007), the results indicate that the support from the
employing organization predicts the three dimensions
of organizational commitment, and support from the
agency’s work predicts only the regulatory commit-
ment to the agency itself. Finally, a comparison of
the averages indicates that workers receive more sup-
port by the employing organization rather than by the
agency work and consequently there is less emotional
involvement and sense of belonging to the agency it-
self.

Flexible employment contracts: perception
of organizational support as predictor of
turnover intentions.

Cardellichio, E., Universita di Verona, Verona, Italy ;
Tanucci, G., Universita di Bari, Bari, Italy

Abstract: Over the past twenty years, the work and the
organization have changed their nature due the changes
that have affected the labor market (Howard, 1995). To
try to reduce costs caused by market changes, organi-
zations have found in the ’workforce flexibility’ a good
remedy. The diffusion of flexible working has repre-
sented a revolution in the labor market not only from
the perspective of organizations but also of the worker
accounting positive and negative characteristics. The
aims of this research are: 1) identify the relationship
between perception of organizational support and orga-
nizational commitment in a sample of flexible worker;
2) determine the relationship between organizational
commitment and turnover intentions; 3) Check the in-
fluences of socio-demographic variables. The sample
consists of 340 flexible workers of south of Italy. Ini-
tial results show an influence of age variable on the
intention of turnover. Older workers have fewer inten-
tions to leave the current workplace than younger col-
league (t(303)=3,831, p=,000). Workers with tempo-

rary contracts feel more support from the organization
than workers with ’new’ types of contracts, in addi-
tion, workers with new contracts types feel the need to
abandon the current position of work so less than work-
ers with temporary contracts (t(313)=2,811, p=0,005).
Further results will be discussed.

The job insecurity climate scale: Creating
and testing a measure for job insecurity cli-
mates

Lastad, L., Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden;
Berntson, E., Stockholm University, Stockholm, Swe-
den; Näswall, K., Stockholm University, Stockholm,
Sweden; Sverke, M., Stockholm University, Stockholm,
Sweden

Abstract: Background Job insecurity, conceptualized
as ’the perception of a potential threat to the con-
tinuity of the current job’ is a work stressor that is
associated with negative consequences for well-being,
health and work attitudes. So far, the individual has
been the main unit of interest for research on job in-
security. However, job insecurity can also be seen as a
social phenomenon, where the fous is on shared percep-
tions of job insecurity - a job insecurity climate. The
social cognitive theory explains how behavioral, cog-
nitive or other person-related and contextual factors
interact in a reciprocal relationship. Related to job in-
security, then, this can help us understand how a job
insecurity climate can emerge. Previously, a few stud-
ies have been published on job insecurity climate. But
the measuring of job insecurity climate is still a rela-
tively new area of interest to researchers. The multi-
ple operationalizations of organizational climate found
in organizational research along with methodological
concerns, motivates a study on the concept of job in-
security climate and ways of measuring it. Aim The
purpose of this study is to develop and test an instru-
ment for measuring job insecurity climate. Methods As
a first step, questionnaire items were developed to re-
flect job insecurity at a group level. Further, the study
compared results from the newly developed job insecu-
rity climate scale with aggregated individual-level data
on job insecurity. The aim is to evaluate which type of
scale of measurement is more appropriate for captur-
ing job insecurity climate. The data will be collected
in early 2011. Results/relevance The purpose of this
study is to contribute to our understanding of job in-
security in general, as well as job insecurity climates in
particular, and its consequences for employees.
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Temporary employment, job insecurity and
their extra-organizational outcomes

Lozza, E., Universita Cattolica, Milan, Italy ; Libreri,
C., Universita Cattolica, Milan, Italy ; Bosio, A.C.,
Universita Cattolica, Milan, Italy

Abstract: Economic studies have considered the im-
pact of job insecurity on savings and consumption, but
they have tended to overlap the subjective perception
of job insecurity and the condition of temporary work
(i.e., fixed-term contracts = job insecurity). On the
other hand, psychological studies have introduced the
distinction between ’objective’ (referred to temporary
employment) and ’subjective’ job insecurity (referred
to the way individuals perceive and experience their
situation), but they have mainly focused on organi-
zational (commitment in one’s organization, job satis-
faction, ) and personal (health, well-being,) outcomes,
paying less attention to their influence on extra - or-
ganizational variables (such as family/life projects and
consumption). This paper aims to explore some of the
extra-organizational outcomes (such as consumers’ be-
haviours and life projects) of job insecurity, both in
terms of subjective perception and in terms of objective
condition. In particular, this study seeks (a) to analyze
the relationship between contract (temporary vs. per-
manent work) and (subjective) job insecurity; and (b)
to explore the effects of job insecurity (both subjective
and objective) on extra-organizational contexts. Re-
sults derive from secondary analysis of two databases:
1) a tracking study conducted with quantitative sur-
veys repeated every three months with representative
samples (1000 subjects per wave) of Italians, in order to
study the relationship between temporary employment
and job insecurity; 2) a survey carried out on a large
sample (n=2717) of Italian workers, in order to explore
the relationship between job insecurity and individuals’
daily economic behaviours (such as buying groceries,
apparels, cosmetics or entertainment) and life projects
(such as buying a home, marrying or having children).
Results shows that while these two dimensions (per-
ception of job insecurity and fixed-term work contract)
are clearly connected, they appear to differ and do not
directly coincide: a regression between work contract
(i.v.) and job insecurity (d.v.) accounts for an im-
portant but minor share of variance. Furthermore, the
analysis suggests that (subjective) job insecurity works
as a mediator between permanent/temporary employ-
ment and specific extra-organizational behaviours (i.e.:
sacrifices to both daily consumptions and life projects).
The implications of this study are discussed, both from
a theoretical and a pragmatic perspective.

When does job insecurity spill-over to the
family domain? The role of negative career
expectations and worries about economic de-
privation for the relation between actual job
insecurity and work-family conflict

Höge, T., University of Innsbruck, Innsbruck, Aus-
tria

Abstract: Job insecurity is a severe work-related stres-
sor effecting employees job related attitudes, perfor-
mance, and psycho-physical well-being negatively (for
an overview, see Sverke, Hellgren & Nswall, 2002). De-
spite the overwhelming number of studies on the detri-
mental impact of job insecurity on employees health
and well-being only a very few focus on the effects
on the private life domain (e.g. Kinnunen & Mauno,
1998). Moreover, the underlying psychological mech-
anisms linking actual job insecurity to impaired well-
being are empirically underresearched. The most com-
mon explanation is the deprivation model proposing
that the relation is caused by concurrent expectations
about a deprivation of important resources in the fu-
ture (e.g. financial, social). Against this background,
we hypothesize that actual job insecurity is related
to experiences of a strain-based work-family conflict.
This relationship should be fully mediated by experi-
encing career insecurity defined as negative expecta-
tions about achieving personal long-term career goals,
as well as subsequent worries about a financial depri-
vation in the future. N=466 employees from a wide
variety of occupations and branches participated in
a cross-sectional survey study. Controlled for socio-
demographic variables (gender, age, household income,
number of children) the results of a structural equation
model show that actual job insecurity effects work-
family conflict only indirectly over the experience of
career insecurity. The relationship between career in-
security and work-family conflict, in turn, is partially
mediated by worries about financial deprivation in the
future. It can be concluded that not the expectation
of an upcoming job loss per se causes strain impairing
the fulfillment of the family role. This should only be
the case if actual job insecurity leads to fears about
negative long-term consequences for the personal oc-
cupational biography and the material future.

Job insecurity, burnout and mental health:
The moderating role of transformational
leadership

Guthenberg, J.N.G., Stockholm University, Stockholm,
Sweden; Näswall, K., Stockholm University, Stockholm,
Sweden
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Abstract: The experience of job insecurity has previ-
ously been linked to decreased mental and physical
health among employees. At the same time growing
evidence has emerged linking transformational lead-
ership behaviors to various positive health outcomes
(e.g., increased well-being and mental health). This
cross-sectional study investigates how quantitative and
qualitative job insecurity relates to mental health and
burnout (exhaustion and disengagement) in a sample
of 468 Swedish union members working in the area of
human resources, economy, social sciences/administra-
tion, and social work. Also, the authors hypothesize
that transformational leadership moderates these re-
lationships. Contrary to previous studies, the results
indicate that qualitative job insecurity is more strongly
related to burnout and deteriorated mental health com-
pared to quantitative job insecurity. Moderated re-
gression analyses were performed to test whether these
results are affected by levels of perceived transforma-
tional leadership. These analyses suggest that transfor-
mational leadership has a moderating effect, but only
on the relationship between quantitative job insecurity
and ill-health (mental health, exhaustion and disen-
gagement). Simple slope analyses indicate stronger re-
lationships between quantitative job insecurity on the
one hand, and burnout and deteriorated mental health
on the other, for individuals reporting low levels of per-
ceived transformational leadership compared to those
reporting medium or high levels. However, the moder-
ated effect was less pronounced for the second burnout
variable, disengagement. Compared to quantitative job
insecurity, our results show that qualitative job inse-
curity is a relatively more powerful predictor of ill-
health than previously assumed, implying that these
well-educated individuals finds it more stressful antic-
ipating losing important job features compared to an-
ticipating losing their jobs. Another important finding
is that transformational leaders appear to reduce some
of the negative health consequences of quantitative job
insecurity among their employees. However, the non-
significant effects of transformational leadership on the
relationships between qualitative job insecurity and ill-
health suggests that more research is needed on how to
reduce negative health effects of job insecurity.

Safety at Work: Two Different Moderating
Models Considering Organisational Safety
Climate and Job Insecurity

Brondino, M., University of Verona, Cavallino-
Treporti, Italy ; Piccoli, B., University of Verona,
Verona, Italy ; Pasini, M., University of Verona,
Verona, Italy

Abstract: This study attempts to combine two differ-
ent areas of research exploring the relationship between
job insecurity (JI) and workplace safety. In the past
years, there has been a great amount of research on
the consequences of JI (e.g. De Witte, 1999; Sverke,
Hellgreen and Naswall, 2002), but few studies explicitly
considered the role of job insecurity on safety outcomes.
Moreover, results of these studies show conflicting find-
ings (Probst & Broubaker, 2001; Parker, Axtell and
Turner, 2001), suggesting that this relationship could
be moderated by other variables that may influence the
extent to which JI affects employee safety outcomes.
Probst (2004) found that one of these moderators is
organizational safety climate (Zohar, 2010). In a pilot
study conducted in North-east Italy in manufacturing
sector we try to deeper investigate this moderating ef-
fect, considering the influence of JI on determinants
of safety behaviours (Neil, Griffin & Hart, 2000), that
is safety motivation and safety knowledge, in particu-
lar distinguishing between motivation to comply and
motivation to participate. We also want to test an al-
ternative model in which JI acts as a moderator of the
relationship between safety climate and determinants
and components of safety behaviours.

Sagie’s (1994) task behaviours as a reflection
of Need for Achievement: Implications for
Enterprise Education and Employability

Buttigieg, S.C., Faculty of Health Sciences, University
of Malta, Msida, Malta; Cassar, V., Birkbeck, Univer-
sity of London, London, UK

Abstract: Need for achievement (nAch) is considered to
be a key entrepreneurial quality. Research shows that
this distinct human motive can be distinguished and
assessed in any group. This study explores the extent
entrepreneurial characteristic behaviours described by
Sagie (1994) are a sufficient reflection of people scor-
ing high a typical measure of nAch (i.e. construct
validity). This was tested among a purposive sample
of under-graduate students. Two groups screened for
nAch participated in a purposely-created, computer-
based vignette exercise, reflecting each of Sagie’s tasks.
Results showed that high nAch individuals prefer to
take personal responsibility for their work, are ready
to face difficulties and choose to persevere and strive
for perfection and success in their work compared to
those who scored low on nAch. This study has impli-
cations for the development of Sagie’s tasks in the form
of activities as part of a broader entrepreneurial edu-
cation. Research should provide a base to develop best
practices to enhance students’ intrinsic motivation to
achieve. This quality is important to entrepreneurial
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behaviour. This study explores the behaviours that po-
tentially reflect nAch and suggests that these must be
nurtured amongst young adults and to increase young
people’s employability.

The relationship between employability and
working conditions – a longitudinal study

Berntson, E., Stockholm University, Stockholm, Swe-
den; Marklund, S., Karolinska Institute, Stockholm,
Sweden

Abstract: It has been argued that the labor market
is divided into segments, often described as primary
and secondary. In this respect, the dual labor mar-
ket theory states that people in the primary segment
have better working conditions as compared to those
in the secondary segment. Furthermore, it is also sug-
gested that there are difficulties in moving between
these segments, implying a stigmatizing effect of be-
ing in the secondary segment. The dual labor mar-
ket theory has today become interesting as the labor
market is characterized by increased flexibility and in-
dividualization. In this context, employability is an
important feature of contemporary employees in order
to maintain control over their working life. Employa-
bility reflects peoples’ perceptions of their possibilities
to get new employment and it is likely that employ-
ability strengthens employees’ positions on the labor
market and increases the possibilities of positive work-
ing conditions. However, few studies have investigated
if employability affects present or future working con-
ditions. The aim of the present study was to investi-
gate the relationship between employability and sub-
sequent psychosocial working conditions. A Swedish
representative sample of individuals between 25 and
50 years, was used where employability was measured
in 2004 and working conditions measured in 2006. The
study compared the working conditions of individuals
that reported very high and very low degrees of em-
ployability in 2004. Two scales of psychosocial work-
ing conditions were used, reflecting the increase of job
demands and job control. In all, 643 individuals an-
swered the questionnaire and preliminary results indi-
cate that employability was associated to subsequent
working conditions. When controlling for age, gender,
socio-economic position and educational level employ-
ability was associated with subsequent increase in job
control but not with increase in job demands. A pos-
sible explanation is that individuals with higher em-
ployability over time have got better positions in their
organizations or in a new organization and thereby also
report better job control. Regarding demands, the re-
sults indicate that demands have increased regardless

of position in the organization. The results are rele-
vant for practice since they indicate that people with
low levels of employability receive less influence over
their working life.

Work and personal life: Which strategies do
secondary school educators use to deal with
the interaction?

Brink, L., North-West University, Potchefstroom,
South Africa; Buys, L., Tshwane University of Tech-
nology, Nelspruit, South Africa; Mostert, K., North-
West University, Potchefstroom, South Africa

Abstract: Since the first democratic elections in 1994,
South Africa has been faced with numerous challenges.
As a result of these challenges the educational struc-
tures of South Africa have also changed, placing a high
burden on educators to deal with both their work and
personal lives. The general objective of this study was
to investigate which strategies secondary school educa-
tors use to deal with the interaction between their work
and personal lives. A non-probability purposive volun-
tary sample (N = 21) was taken of secondary school
educators from the North West Province. Data was
collected through a phenomenological method of semi-
structured in-depth interviews and was analyzed by the
use of content analysis. Strategies that were reported
by the educators included support and understanding
from important others, work satisfaction, keeping work
and personal life apart, acceptance of their teaching en-
vironment, planning ahead, experiencing teaching as a
calling, experience in the educational field, communi-
cation, religion or prayer, doing exercise and staying
active, and doing the work that is expected of them.

Antecedents of work-family conflict and
work-family enrichment in two hospitals in
Piedmont

Martini, M., Department of Psychology, University
of Turin, Italy, Torino, Italy ; Gatti, P., Depart-
ment of Psychology, University of Turin, Torino, Italy ;
Colombo, L., Department of Psychology, University of
Turin, Torino, Italy ; Ghislieri, C., Department of Psy-
chology, University of Turin, Torino, Italy

Abstract: Introduction In the last decades, an in-
creasing interest was registered for the topic of work-
family interface. If many studies investigated work-
family conflict (WF.C), only few works analyze the
positive side of this interface, such as work-family en-
richment (WF.E). Several studies explored determi-
nants of WF.C and WF.E in terms of demands and
resources (Lapierre & Allen, 2006; Wayne et al., 2006).
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This study, that involves two hospitals in Piedmont,
tries to analyze jointly which organizational demands
and resources influence the perception of WF.C and
WF.E. Method The survey involved 307 workers from
2 hospitals in Piedmont. The self-report questionnaire
included a personal data section, the two dependent
variables and six independent variables. WF.E was as-
sessed using 3 items from the Carlson and colleagues’
(2006) measure, while WF.C was assessed using 5 items
from Italian adaptation (2008) of Netemeyer and col-
leagues (1996) measure. Amongst the determinants
of these constructs, the investigated organizational re-
sources are: organizational trust (3 items), colleagues
support (4 items) and supervisors support (4 items).
The investigated organizational demands are: average
hours worked per week, job demands (4 items) and
disproportionate patients expectations (8 items). The
reliability of the scales is between .74 and .94. Data
were analyzed by PASW 18. After descriptive statis-
tics and the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient, correlations
and multiple regressions were calculated to answer the
research questions. Results Multiple regressions show
that WF.E is enhanced by organizational trust and col-
leagues support, and reduced by average hours worked
per week (13% explained variance). WF.C is increased
by job demands, average hours worked per week, and
disproportionate patients’ expectations, and it is re-
duced by organizational trust (24% explained vari-
ance). Conclusions The findings show that the organi-
zation can help people to experience a satisfying work-
family balance. As expected, WF.C is influenced more
by organizational demands, while WF.E is affected by
organizational resources. In order to reduce the per-
ceived conflict, particular attention should be paid to
workload and its correlates. Good relationships and
widespread trust at work, then, have a key-role to en-
hance work-family enrichment.

The use of time management strategies and its
impact on lawyers’ well-being: the mediator
role of work-family enrichment

Almeida, T., ISCTE-Instituto Universitário de Lisboa,
Lisboa, Portugal ; Tavares, S.M., ISCTE-Instituto Uni-
versitário de Lisboa, Lisboa, Portugal

Abstract: Over the years there has been a major shift
in family structures and in the composition of the labor
market, in which both women and men find themselves
embracing responsibilities both in the field of work as in
the family domain, leading them to an interesting posi-
tion: to succeed in reconciling both. This study tested
the effect of the use of time management behaviors by
lawyers at work on their subjective well-being, either

in the work context- organizational satisfaction - or in
life in general - life satisfaction. Similarly, we examined
the mediating role of work - family enrichment in the
relationship between these variables. The participants
consisted of 106 lawyers in ten firms located in the
metropolitan area of Lisbon. The results showed that
using time management strategies is in fact related to
a greater job satisfaction and life satisfaction and that
these relationships are mediated by work - family emo-
tional enrichment, thus exposing an explanation of the
mechanism by which time management has a positive
impact on the well being of lawyers. Thus, our study
suggests that one way to improve lawyers’ work-family
enrichment and, through it, their subjective well-being,
is to train them to use effective strategies of time man-
agement which point to goal setting and the subsequent
definition of a plan and the priorities to reach them.

The Effect of Work Personal Life Interface
on Employee Attitudes and Well-Being

Ozbek, G.O., Koç University, Istanbul, Turkey ; Aycan,
Z.A., Koç University, Istanbul, Turkey

Abstract: The aim of the study is to examine the rela-
tionship between work-personal life interface, employee
attitudes and psychological well-being. The secondary
aim is to explore whether the generational differences
(i.e. Generation Y and generation X) moderates this
relationship or not. Recent research is not only explor-
ing the negative spillover between work and personal
life domains but also investigating the positive spillover
between them. Practitioners increasingly suffer from
managing the new generation called Generation Y. Al-
though many stereotypes have been attributed to this
generation, sensitivity on work-life balance is the most
popular one. Therefore this paper aims to examine the
moderating role of generation on work-personal life in-
terface, employee attitudes and psychological well be-
ing. The survey data will be collected from approx-
imately 400 employees from different occupations in
Turkey. It is proposed that if the employees can main-
tain the work-personal life balance, the psychological
well-being and the organizational commitment will be
affected positively whereas the turnover intention will
be affected negatively. On the other hand, if they expe-
rience work-personal life imbalance, the psychological
well-being and the organizational commitment are ex-
pected to decrease and turnover intention is expected
to increase. Moreover, it is expected that the rela-
tion between work-personal life conflict (WPC), per-
sonal life-work conflict (PWC) and work-personal life
enhancement (WPE) and personal life-work enhance-
ment (PWE) and organizational commitment, psycho-
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logical well-being and intention to leave is stronger for
Generation Y than Generation X. The research is ex-
pected to contribute science by testing both positive
and negative spillover between work and personal life.
There are also practical contributions of the study that
can guide employees and employers to understand the
consequences of work-personal life interface and pro-
vides empirical evidence for the stereotypes of the Gen-
eration Y.

Work-family conflict and job satisfaction
among a sample of Italian nurses

Cortese, C.G., University of Turin, Torino, Italy ;
Colombo, L., University of Turin, Torino, Italy ; Ghis-
lieri, C., University of Turin, Torino, Italy

Abstract: This study is aimed to develop a model which
explains the causal relationships between some an-
tecedents (job and emotional charge, supportive man-
agement and colleagues), work-family conflict and job
satisfaction. Many researches in health organizations
outlined the link between high work-family conflict and
lower level of job satisfaction. The study of this vari-
ables can be important to understand the process of
retain of the professional nurses. The research was
conducted by a questionnaire given to 299 professional
nurses working in a major North Italian hospital. The
questionnaire measures six variables: work-family con-
flict (5 items), job satisfaction (44 items), job demand
(6 items), emotional charge (6 items), supportive man-
agement (2 items), and supportive colleagues (2 items).
The reliability of each scales used in this study is
good. After the descriptive analysis the relation be-
tween dimensions has been analyzed with correlation
(Pearson’s r) that shows many significant relations be-
tween variables (Pasw 18). The path analysis, per-
formed by Lisrel 8.72 program, was used to test the
theoretical model. All the fit indices for the empirical
model suggest that the model provides an adequate fit
to the data: ? = 6.22, d.f. = 4, p-value = .18; RM-
SEA = .04; RMR = .04; NNFI = .98; AGFI = .96;
GFI = .99. The data confirm the connection between
work-family conflict and job satisfaction, and show the
importance of some work-family conflict antecedents,
such as supportive management, emotional charge and
job demand, not only for their connections with work-
family conflict but also for their direct links with job
satisfaction. Results confirm that the work-family con-
flict can contribute to the decreasing of nurses job sat-
isfaction. Nursing management could reach the aim
of reducing work-family conflict through the improve-
ment of the support from nurses’ coordinators, ad hoc

family-friendly policies and individual counselling pro-
grams.

Conflict between work and non-work roles
of employees in the mining industry: preva-
lence and differences between demographic
groups

Klerk, M. de, North-West University, Potchefstroom,
South Africa; Steyl, B., Anglo Gold Platinum Mine,
Rustenburg, South Africa; Koekemoer, F.E., North-
West University, Potchefstroom, South Africa; Klerk,
M. de, North-West University, Potchefstroom, South
Africa

Abstract: Orientation - The interaction between work
and nonwork roles has increasingly been recognised by
international researchers as an important topic of in-
terest. Research purpose - The purpose of this study
was to investigate the prevalence of different work-
nonwork conflict and differences among demographic
groups regarding work-nonwork conflict. Motivation
of the study - Different from previous literature, this
study investigates not only work and family life but
also the interaction/conflict between work and other
nonwork-roles and associated prevalence or differences.
Research design, approach and method - A random
sample of mining employees (n=245) was taken from a
platinum mine in South Africa. The Work-nonwork In-
terference Scale of Koekemoer (2009), measuring inter-
ference between work and nonwork roles were used. De-
scriptive statistics, Paired-sample t-tests, Multivariate
analysis of variance and one-way analysis of variance
were used to analyse the data. Main findings - Work-
nonwork conflict was more prevalent than nonwork-
work conflict where work-family conflict is more preva-
lent than work-domestic conflict and work-religion con-
flict. Significant differences were found for marital sta-
tus and language groups regarding work-nonwork con-
flict, where African-speaking participants experienced
higher levels of private-work conflict. Practical/man-
agerial implications - Organisations need to recognise
the negative interference between work and nonwork
roles among different demographic groups and address
the prevalent work-nonwork conflict in their organisa-
tions. Contribution/value-add - Organisations are able
to focus interventions and programmes specifically ad-
dressing the work-nonwork conflict problem for specific
roles and different demographic groups. Furthermore,
new work-family literature and new conceptualisation
of work-nonwork conflict is been added.
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Determinants of work-family conflict in
academic work context. Differences be-
tween teaching and technical-administrative
staff.

Molino, M., Department of Psychology University of
Turin, Torino, Italy ; Ghislieri, C., Department of Psy-
chology, University of Turin, Torino, Italy ; Colombo,
L., Department of Psychology University of Turin,
Torino, Italy ; Fabbri, T.M., University of Modena and
Reggio Emilia, Modena, Italy ; Ricotta, S., Department
of Psychology University of Turin, Torino, Italy ; Curzi,
Y., University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Modena,
Italy

Abstract: Work family conflict (wfc) is a widely dis-
cussed topic in organizational studies, since it has a
central role in psychological well-being and malaise at
work. This study takes account of principal determi-
nants of wfc (Netemeyer et. al, 1996) in the specific
academic work context (Kinman & Jones, 2008; Wine-
field et al., 2003). This research was carried out among
the teaching and the technical-administrative staff of
an Italian University. A total of 607 respondents filled
out the on-line self-report questionnaire (279 teaching
staff; 328 technical-administrative staff). The ques-
tionnaire consisted in different measures: compulsive
tendencies to work (workaholism), 8 items, 4-point
scale (alpha .80); wfc, 5 items, 6-point scale (alpha
.90); colleagues support, 4 items, 6-point scale (al-
pha .91); supervisors support, 4 items, 6-point scale
(alpha .90); emotional dissonance, 3 items, 6-point
scale (alpha .92); workload, 6 items, 6-point scale (al-
pha .86); job autonomy, 7 items, 6-point scale (alpha
.91); commitment, 4 items, 6-point scale (alpha .85).
Data analysis (PASW 18) included: analysis of vari-
ance, correlation analysis, analysis of multiple regres-
sion. Results revealed higher level of wfc in teaching
staff than in technical-administrative staff [t (603) =
6.30, p<.00]. Multiple regression analysis performed
in teaching staff sample (explained variance 37%) re-
vealed that wfc is influenced by workaholism and, sec-
ondly, by workload and, to a small degree, by lack in
autonomy. Multiple regression analysis performed in
technical-administrative staff sample (explained vari-
ance 36%) revealed the main influence of workaholism,
as it was also for teaching staff. Colleagues support
and workload had a lower influence on wfc, the former
reducing wfc and the latter increasing wfc. In partic-
ular, this contribute identifies in the specific studied
organizational context the importance of compulsive
tendencies in determining wfc, and suggest to deepen
this topic. Our research contributes to the comprehen-
sion of processes influencing wfc in a specific organiza-

tional context and offers suggestions to project actions
aiming to improve work-family balance.

The relationship between the perceptions of
marital roles and work-family conflict: A
dyadic approach

Simunic, A., University in Zadar, Zadar, Croatia; Gre-
gov, L., University in Zadar, Zadar, Croatia; Pandža,
M., Faculty of Phylosophy in Mostar, Mostar, Bosnia-
Herzegovina

Abstract: There is a small number of studies that take
into account the characteristics of both marital part-
ners (Streich et al., 2007) in examining work-family
conflict. If we take into consideration that this conflict
depends on the level of perceived support from part-
ners (Adams et al., 1996), it is obvious that an effect
of partners exists. Also, the level of support needs may
differ by gender (Perew and Carlson, 2002), and gen-
der ideology (Mickelson, 2006). In most papers dealing
with the interaction between spouses, attempts were
made to address the problems at the individual level
(Fagan and Press, 2008). As a more reasonable ap-
proach to the analysis of data on a dyadic level, this
paper uses so-called associated regression analyses to
test the effects of actors and partners in work-family
conflict. The aim of this study was to examine the
contribution of interactions between the perception of
social support from the supervisor and family, aspects
of marriage traditionalism (gender role ideology and
striving for achievement), and the quality of family
functioning to the perception of work-family conflict.
This study employed a sample of 176 employed mar-
ried couples within areas of central and western Herze-
govina and central Dalmatia. The results show that
men who evaluate their marriage as traditional experi-
ence greater work-to-family conflict, while this conflict
is greater in women who estimated their marriage as
egalitarian . Along with the obtained actor effects,
mainly of perceived social support from supervisor and
family, to work-to-family and family-to-work conflict,
partner effects were also obtained. It was shown that
higher levels of supervisor support for women means a
higher level of work-to-family conflict among men. Fur-
thermore, the more traditional partners of the respon-
dents are, the higher is their perceived level of work-
to-family conflict. The higher the levels of perceived
quality of family functioning in men, the lower the lev-
els of family-to-work conflict. Striving for achievement
is a positive predictor of family-to-work conflict. In
general, the results show that the perceptions of the
male spouses are more related to womens’ work-family
conflict than vice versa.
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The influence of gender on work-family con-
flict: effects of organizational, attitudinal
and familiar variables.

Cerrato, F.J., University of Basque Country, Leioa
(Bizkaia), Spain; Ugarteburu, I., University of Basque
Country, Leioa (Bizkaia), Spain

Abstract: INTRODUCTION The aim of the present
study is to investigate the influence of gender on work-
family conflict and the variables that could mediate this
influence such as organizational, attitudinal or familiar
variables. The results could be applied to regulate or-
ganizational practices and social policies in an efficient
way to promote work-family interface. METHOD The
data were collected by a questionnaire which includes:
Kopelmans, Greenhaus and Connolly Scales of Work-
Family Conflict (1983), Work Conflict and Family Con-
flict; job attitudes scales such as the Work Satisfaction
Scale (Warr, Cook & Wall, 1979); the Work Involve-
ment Scale (Lorence & Mortimer, 1985), and the Or-
ganizational Commitment Scale (OReilly & Chatman,
1986); an organizational culture scale (Bonavia y Quin-
tanilla, 1996) and various other questions about family
profile (marital status, number of children, etc.) and
family interaction styles, socio-demographic and orga-
nizational questions such as type of organizational set-
ting or schedule adjustment facilities. For this study a
sample of 819 workers was recruited; the mean age is
40, 63% female and 36% male. RESULTS The ANOVA
analyses show significant differences between males and
females only for WC (F= 4.375; p= .037) but not for
WFC neither for FC. Only the organizational variables
such as schedule adjustment facilities and organiza-
tional culture have a significant effect on WFC regard-
ing gender: it is greater between females when the fa-
cility of schedule adjustment is not possible and similar
between males (F= 4.255; p= .040), and when the or-
ganizational culture is one that permits the interface
work-family (F= 8.525; p= .004). Regarding the fam-
ily profile the only variable that generates significant
differences is the number of children: when there are
not any or there is only one, the level of WFC is similar
between males and females, but when there are two it
is greater between males (F= 3.077; p= .047). Regard-
ing FC age has a significant interaction with gender: in
middle age males and females (35-45) the level is sim-
ilar, but in younger (18-34) and older (46-65) males is
greater than in females (F= 3.356; p= .035); one fam-
ily interaction variable, conflict with partner, generates
significant differences (F= 5.751; p= .027).

Interactive posters: Organizational
Behavior

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: Expo (14:30-15:30)

Effect of Person – Organization Fit and Or-
ganizational Identity on Work Productiv-
ity

Czarnota-Bojarska, J., University of Warsaw,
Warszawa, Poland

Abstract: The group identity is established on the
category formation and, according to Turner’s Self-
Categorization Theory, the base of categorization is
similarity of the Self and other group members. The
person - organization fit, defined as congruence of val-
ues and/or mutual needs fulfillment, supports percep-
tion of similarity and is strongly related to the organi-
zational identity. Both, P-O Fit and OI facilitate sev-
eral attitudes to the organization and behaviors which
are important to maintain effectiveness. The relation
between employee productivity and Person - Organiza-
tion Fit and Organizational Identity was tested. From
181 workers on different positions collected information
about their productivity from the period of the half a
year. Simultaneously the questionnaires of P-O Fit and
OI was distributed. They contains two P-O Fit sub-
scales: the fit as values congruence (supplementary fit)
and as needs fulfillment (complementary fit) and the
organizational identity scale. Results shows that all
three variables are related to the productivity. Ad-
ditional analysis find out that organizational identity
fully mediates relation between the complementary fit
and productivity, but it is not the case for supplemen-
tary fit. On the basis of this it should be said, that the
identity and the match of values are the more impor-
tant antecedents for productivity than mutual needs
fulfillment between the person and the organization.
The last is related to the productivity only if mediated
by the organizational identity. The Self-Categorization
Theory says, that when the sense of identification arise
the group member starts to believe that group’s goals
and needs and his/her personal ones are the same. As
a result of this the complementary fit is formulated in
the relation to needs shared by the organization and
the person.
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Examining the Mechanisms Linking Supervi-
sor Support, Organizational commitment, Em-
ployee Customer Orientation, and Unit Per-
formance: A Multilevel Moderated Media-
tion Model

El Akremi, A., Universite de Toulouse 1, Toulouse,
France; Delobbe, N., Louvain School of Management,
Universite Catholique de Louvain, Louvain-La-Neuve,
Belgium; El Akremi, A., Universite de Toulouse 1,
Toulouse, France

Abstract: Relationships between supervisor support,
organizational commitment, and employee outcomes
are traditionally investigated at the individual level.
This paper extends prior research by testing such re-
lationships at both individual and work-unit levels.
First, it explores the mediating effect of employee orga-
nizational commitment between perceived supervisor
support and employee customer orientation and with-
drawal behavior. Second, this study investigates the
mediating effect of work-unit level of commitment be-
tween supervisor support climate and work-unit perfor-
mance measured by customer-perceived service quality
and annual sales. We thus suggest that organizational
commitment functions as a mediator both at the indi-
vidual level and at the work-unit level. Even though
the construct’s content remains the same across lev-
els, theoretical rationales for the effects of commitment
at different levels differ: commitment at the individ-
ual level mediates the effect of supervisor support on
employee outcomes according to a norm of reciprocity
and social exchange process, whereas work-unit level of
commitment mediates the effect of supervisor support
climate on work-unit performance by changing the gen-
eral climate in which the group operates. Furthermore,
we posit that the mediating effect of work-unit commit-
ment is moderated by customer orientation climate.
We suggest that supervisor support climate strength
has a cross-level interactive effect on the relationship
between employee’s supervisor support perceptions and
commitment. Hierarchical linear modeling and boot-
strap regression analyses conducted on data collected
from 857 employees belonging to 31 hotels, and from
hotels’ customers, and on objective data (annual sales)
confirmed our predictions. First, results of bootstrap
analyses showed that employee commitment mediated
the effect of supervisor support on both customer orien-
tation and turnover intention. At the work-unit level,
commitment mediated the effect of supervisor support
climate on customer-perceived service quality, but not
on annual sales. Second, moderated mediation analysis
showed that customer orientation climate did not mod-
erate the effect of supervisor support climate on work-

unit performance, via work-unit commitment. Finally,
HLM analyses showed that (a) supervisor support cli-
mate was positively related to individual commitment,
more and beyond the positive link between individual-
level of supervisor support and commitment; (b) su-
pervisor support climate strength moderated the rela-
tionship between supervisor support and commitment
at the individual level.

Exploring workers’ experiences of the regu-
lation of highly motivated behaviour – self-
determination theory in the work context

Hewett, R., Birkbeck, University of London, London,
UK

Abstract: Self-Determination Theory (SDT) suggests
that behaviour can be motivated in different ways; due
to an intrinsic interest in the task, or due to motivators
extrinsic to the activity. Four forms of extrinsic moti-
vation are proposed according to the extent to which
the motivating force is experienced as controlling (ex-
ternal or introjected) or autonomous (identified or in-
tegrated) where more autonomous motivation has been
internalised by the individual. Research in education,
health and sport in particular has shown intrinsic or
more autonomously motivated behaviour to be associ-
ated with positive outcomes such as enhanced wellbe-
ing, engagement and satisfaction. Despite the obvious
benefit of understanding how these forms of motiva-
tion manifest themselves in the workplace, there has
been very little field research in organisational psychol-
ogy seeking workers’ own accounts of different forms of
motivation. Interviews with 18 staff from a UK charity
explored the experience of critical incidents of highly
motivated behaviour at work. All of the different forms
of motivation proposed by SDT were identified. Qual-
itative data was analyzed using template analysis and
the key characteristics of each motivation form were
identified, namely; associated emotions, level of sta-
bility, the motivating force behind the behaviour, the
regulatory guide and associated goal orientation. This
research suggests that integrated motivation offers the
most stable, positive experience of motivation; more so
than intrinsic motivation which is often assumed to be
associated with optimal functioning in all of life’s do-
mains. Workers’ self-reported experiences of changes
in task-level motivation also offer insights into the role
of time and of values in the process of internalising
behaviour regulation. By helping to expand our un-
derstanding of how different forms of motivation at
work are experienced this research supports future in-
vestigation into the relationship between these forms of
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motivation and desirable behavioural and psychologi-
cal outcomes and on how the work environment can
encourage positive motivational experience.

How to motivate employees during the eco-
nomic crisis? The impacts of the economic cri-
sis on HRM practices, attitudes and motiva-
tion of employees

Gerakne Krasz, K., Budapest University of Technology
and Economics, Budapest, Hungary ; Bakos, R., Hewitt
Humán Tanácsadó Kft., Budapest, Hungary ; Hari, P.,
Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Bu-
dapest, Hungary

Abstract: Under the economic crisis, most companies
are forced to apply financial restrictions and cut back
on costs. In these critical times managements have to
find ways of motivating employees for extra effort and
ensure their commitment despite layoffs and decreas-
ing financial incentives. Nowadays organizations need
employees that are committed and willingly ready to
exceed expectations more than ever, and they also face
the challenge of keeping the talented people. Relying
on data from the Hewitt Best Employer in Hungary
Survey, we conducted a longitudinal study of Hungar-
ian companies to answer the questions of how human
resource management (HRM) practices and costs, man-
agerial communication, and motivational techniques
have changed in the past five years, and how these
changes affected employees’ commitment, motivation
and satisfaction. We were interested in the differences
between the HRM practices and the managerial moti-
vation techniques of Best Employers and average com-
panies. The results are organized and presented ac-
cording to industry, size of the organizations, charac-
teristics of the organizational culture, the leadership
style, and the employee profiles. The practical issues
of the findings highlight the importance of managerial
human focus at the time of economic crisis.

Organizational Justice and Collective Effi-
cacy: Can Justice Perceptions of Employees
be Antecedents of Collective Efficacy?

Arikan, S., Okan University, Istanbul, Turkey ;
Çaliskan, S.C., Haliç University, Istanbul, Turkey

Abstract: The previous studies on collective efficacy
have showed its positive relationship with positive or-
ganizational outcomes like performance, satisfaction,
organizational commitment and effectiveness (Arikan,
2009; Caprara, Barbaranelli, Borgogni, Petitta and Ru-
binacci, 2003; Gully, Incalcaterra, Joshi and Beaubien,

2002), however studies on the antecedents of collec-
tive efficacy are rare. Former studies demonstrated
that perception of leader, perception of top manage-
ment and perception of group, self efficacy beliefs of
group members, organizational culture, leadership ef-
ficacy, climate, leader’s behaviors and leader-member
exchange can be antecedents of collective efficacy (Bor-
gogni, Petitta, Mastrorilli, 2010; Caliokan, Arikan and
Deger, 2010; Chen and Bliese, 2002; Hoyt, Murphy,
Halverson, and Watson, 2003), but we are still in need
to conduct studies on the potential antecedents of col-
lective efficacy. On the other hand a great deal of
studies on organizational justice and its dimensions re-
vealed that justice perceptions are related with organi-
zational outcomes like satisfaction, organizational com-
mitment, organizational citizenship behavior, leader-
member exchange, trust, motivation and performance
(Cohen- Charash and Spector, 2001; Colquitt, Conlon,
Wesson, Porter and Ng, 2001). These studies show
that there is a positive relationship between organiza-
tional justice perceptions and employees positive at-
titudes to their work and organization. Since some
researches suggest that organizational justice percep-
tions have impact on employee motivation and perfor-
mance it is possible to expect that justice perceptions
might affect efficacy beliefs of employees and groups.
The aim of this research is to quest whether dimen-
sions of organizational justice perceptions can be an-
tecedents of collective efficacy. It is hypothesized that
organizational justice perceptions will influence em-
ployees’ perceptions of top management and their im-
mediate manager, and through those perceptions orga-
nizational justice will affect employees’ perceptions of
collective efficacy. Moorman’s (1991) Organizational
Justice Scale, and Perception of Leader, Perception of
Top Management and Collective Efficacy scales of Ital-
ian researchers (Borgogni, et al., 2010) are employed to
measure the relevant constructs. The present sample
includes 130 employees working in academic environ-
ment and health sectors but the process of data col-
lection still continues. The results will be discussed
in comparisons of previous findings in organizational
justice and collective efficacy literature.

Predicting potential job motivation under
the condition of economic crisis

Barabanshchikova, V., Moscow State University,
Moscow, Russian Federation

Abstract: Potential job motivation is one of the ma-
jor factors influencing turnover rate. In this study, the
relationship between potential motivation and charac-
teristics of work situation were assessed after control-
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ling for potential confounds. The data were collected
in Moscow, Russia, in January, 2009, which was the
time of serious economic difficulties in Russia. Meth-
ods. Employees of a large European bank operating
in Moscow (N = 317) were given Managerial Stress
Survey (Leonova, 2003). MSS assess characteristics of
work situation (subscales ’Work conditions and orga-
nization’, ’Subjective appraisal of work tasks’, ’Job re-
wards and social climate’) and consequences of work-
related stress (subscales ’Acute stress manifestations’,
’Chronic stress manifestations’, ’Personality and be-
havioral deformations’). Potential motivation was as-
sessed via Job Diagnostic Survey (Hackman & Oldham,
1975, Russian adaptation by Leonova, 2007). Demo-
graphic variables (gender, age, tenure) were measured.
Results. A hierarchical regression analysis was per-
formed on the data with potential motivation as cri-
terion. In step 1, demographic variables were entered
into the model. In step 2, indicators of work-related
stress were added to the model (adj. R-squared =
0.14, p<0.001). In step 3, predictors pertaining to the
self-assessment of work situation were added (adj. R-
squared = 0.36, F(9, 308) = 21.1, p<0.001), clearly
improving the model fit (p<0.001). Only appraisal of
work tasks (beta = -0.43, t = -7.39, p <0.001) and
self-assessment of job reward and social climate (beta
= -0.22, t = -3.78, p <0.001) emerged as significant
predictors of potential motivation. Conclusions. The
results suggest that after controlling for demographic
variables and stress manifestations potential motiva-
tion is predicted by work task characteristics, fairness
of job reward, social climate, but not by work condi-
tions in general. Given the economic situation at the
time of data collection, it is reasonable to suggest that
the subjects ready to accept less desirable work condi-
tions. Even in the situation of economic hardship, em-
ployees are still less willing to accept unfairness of re-
ward, negative social climate, and performing undesir-
able work task. The findings have practical importance
for building predictive models of potential motivation
and turnover under the condition of global economic
strain.

Client Aggressiveness toward Social Work-
ers: PTSD and Somatic Symptoms

Gur, A., University of Haifa, Haifa, Israel ; Tzafrir, S.,
University of Haifa, Haifa, Israel ; Enosh, G., Univer-
sity of Haifa, Haifa, Israel

Abstract: Client aggression against social workers has
been documented as a major problem worldwide. Yet,
the issue of aggression against social workers has been
sporadically studied over the years and as a result there

is a dearth of knowledge regarding this issue, its causes,
and outcomes. The current study documented the re-
lations between the different forms of client aggression
and stress symptoms. It is suggested that client ag-
gressive behavior towards social workers would have
an impact on employee’s stress level resulting in PTSD
and somatic symptoms. The study was designed as a
cross sectional survey. It encompassed 378 social work-
ers in 19 general municipal welfare agencies through-
out Israel. The survey was designed purposefully to
represent the different municipal layout of general mu-
nicipal welfare agencies throughout the country, and
included cities, small towns, rural agencies and encom-
passed both Jewish and Arab municipalities as well as
mixed ones. We used a measure of client aggression
towards social workers including verbal, threats, prop-
erty directed aggression, physical aggression, and use of
media as a tool for aggression. We also measure PTSD,
and a measure of somatic ailments. All scales had a sat-
isfactory level of internal reliability (Chronbach’s Al-
pha >0.75). Our findings demonstrate that PTSD and
somatic symptoms were positively correlated with all
forms of aggressive behavior, with the highest corre-
lation with the physical violence and use of media for
intimidation and harassment. Of the three aggressive
behavior forms, verbal and physical aggressions were
indicated as significant in predicting PTSD symptoms.
The current paper indicated the need to explore the
outcomes of aggressive attacks on social workers, the
need to separate the effects of different forms of client
aggression, and especially indicates the importance of
examining the impacts of new forms of intimidation
and harassment that arise with the development of new
technology. Such forms of harassment and intimida-
tion were found to be associated with physical violence
against social workers, and higher levels of PTSD and
related somatic ailments. Such exploration is a neces-
sary step in reducing the frequency and the level of the
aggressivebehavioras well assecuring employees’ health
and well-being.
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Symposium: How to promote women into
leadership positions?

Main topic area: Leadership and Management

Location: 0.1 London (15:00-16:15)

Chairs: Stiehl, S., Helmut-Schmidt-Universität, Ham-
burg, Germany ; Korek, S., University Leipzig, Leipzig,
Germany
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Abstract: Women in top organizational leadership po-
sitions are scarce, but they are indispensible due to de-
mographic change. In this Symposium we will take a
closer look into aspects promoting women into lead-
ership roles. The first contribution (Gatzka et al.)
offers an insight into gender specific motive patterns
which support the prediction of the striving for lead-
ership positions. It is revealed that women’s higher
scores on fear components of motivation moderate the
relationship between hope components of motivation
to lead and the concrete intention to do so.Korek et
al. research on manager’s behaviour influencing their
follower’s career advancement. They reveal in their
study that transformational leaders delegating mean-
ingful tasks substantially foster their follower’s devel-
opment and career advancement.The third contribu-
tion (Grimme et al.) focuses on promoting work con-
ditions. Their findings indicate that the most favouring
requirements on career success like task complexity and
possibilities of self representation are reported less by
women. Further implications are drawn to bring for-
ward equal opportunities in work environments.Lastly,
Wagner et al. investigate means of organizational sup-
port. Adding to existing research on the positive effects
of organizational conditions on career motivation, they
demonstrate a moderation effect of career motivation
on the relationship of career boosters (e.g. mentoring)
and career success. Implicating that the enhancement
of women’s career motivation depends on the availabil-
ity of career boosters.

Motivation to lead: Interaction of hope and
fear components.

Gatzka, M., Helmut-Schmidt-University, Hamburg,
Germany ; Stiehl, S., Helmut Schmidt University,
Hamburg, Germany ; Elprana, G., Helmut-Schmidt-
University Hamburg, Germany ; Felfe, J., Helmut-
Schmidt-University Hamburg, Germany

Abstract: This study examines relationships between
motives and the striving for leadership positions. Fac-
ing the emerging lack of professionals and managers,
identification of (high) potentials at an early stage
gains importance.Although there is evidence that mo-
tives predict behaviour (Winter et al., 1998), only few
studies (Chan & Drasgow, 2001; Jacobs & McClelland,
1994) have addressed motives regarding the striving for
leadership positions. Extending the “leadership motive
pattern”-approach (McClelland & Boyatzis, 1982) a
more differentiated model including motivation to lead
(MTL) was developed. Following the work of Heck-
hausen (1963) we distinguished hope and fear compo-
nents. We expect both components to predict the in-

tention to achieve leadership positions. Furthermore
we hypothesize the fear component to moderate the
hope component’s impact: The relationship between
both variables is assumed to be higher when fear com-
ponent is lower.A study with N=2100 participants (stu-
dents and employees) could show that both compo-
nents of MTL predict the striving for leadership posi-
tions. High scores on the MTL hope component pre-
dict a distinct intention to lead, fear component pre-
dicts avoidance of leadership positions. As expected,
the fear component moderates the hope component’s
effect, showing a higher intention to achieve leadership
positions when fear is small.The findings are discussed
in terms of theoretical and empirical implications. A
deeper understanding of the influence of motives and
their interactions on behavior provides a profound ba-
sis both for individual career management and coun-
seling. Taking into account women’s higher scores on
fear components, a starting point in fostering women’s
proportions in leadership positions is offered.

Transformational leadership and career de-
velopment – the role of delegating meaning-
ful tasks

Korek, S., University Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany ; Rig-
otti, T., University Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany ; Mohr,
G., University Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany

Abstract: The perception of meaningful tasks by follow-
ers is one well-researched mechanism by which trans-
formational leadership fosters commitment or extra-
role behaviour. However it is still an open question
whether transformational leaders delegate tasks high
in job characteristics as job control and complexity or
rather engage in “management of meaning” to elevate
followers’ perception of meaningful tasks. Therefore we
investigate whether leaders’ delegation behaviour is re-
lated to the way followers perceive their jobs in terms of
different job characteristics and whether these charac-
teristics mediate the relationship between transforma-
tional leadership and followers’ career-related attitudes
and behaviours.55 leaders indicated their delegation
behaviour and 356 of their followers rated their per-
ception of job characteristics, career-related variables
and transformational leadership. Multi-level analyses
revealed that delegation of meaningful tasks by lead-
ers was related to followers’ perception of job control,
which in turn mediated the relationship between trans-
formational leadership and career commitment and ca-
reer self efficacy. Results reveal that especially in a ca-
reer development context leaders should delegate tasks
that enable learning and development of their followers
in order to support their advancement.
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Gender differences in career promoting
working conditions.

Grimme, J., University of Hamburg, Hamburg, Ger-
many ; Bamberg, E., University of Hamburg, Hamburg,
Germany

Abstract: While women reach better academic perfor-
mance in school and university, they are still underrep-
resented in management positions. Against the back-
ground of the actual discussion about the augmenta-
tion of female managers, it is important to focus on
predictors of career success, which can be influenced
by employers and executives. Previous studies show
that work tasks are an important source of profes-
sional competence. Thus the present study investigates
the relationship between working conditions, career ad-
vancement competence and subjective career success
indicators. Following the action theory demands, re-
sources and stressors were assessed as working condi-
tions. Through a further differentiation in challenge
stressors and hindrance stressors the relationship of
stressors and career outcomes can be analyzed more
detailed. 1276 men and 1163 women from 17 differ-
ent organizations and industrial sectors took part in
the survey. As expected, results show, that demands
(complex tasks, cooperation requirements), resources
(action latitude, possibilities for development and self-
presentation) and challenge stressors (time pressure
and pressure to succeed) were significantly positive cor-
related with career advancement competence and sub-
jective career success for men as well as for women.
But women report significantly less complexity in their
tasks and fewer possibilities for self-presentation in
their jobs. Career advancement competence functions
as a partial mediator in the relationship between de-
mands, resources and challenge stressors as indepen-
dent variables and career success as dependent vari-
able. This finding is similarly valid for men and women.
Results give first hints, that organizations and execu-
tives should support women in their career develop-
ment by delegating more complex tasks and enabling
self-presentation possibilities.

Women’s career success: Career motivation
as a mediator of the career booster-career
success relationship

Zeuch, N., German Police University, Münster, Ger-
many ; Wagner, C. M., German Police University,
Münster, Germany ; German Police University, Mün-
ster, Germany,

Abstract: Women are still underrepresented in manage-
rial positions in economy and government services. As

discussed in public and scholarly publications, possible
reasons for that phenomenon are a lack of organiza-
tional support for women’s professional advancement
and women’s weak motivation to get promotion. The
impact of organizational conditions that promote ca-
reers (e.g. managerial support, networking, mentoring)
on career motivation as well as on career success like an
increase in salary, career satisfaction, or performance
effectiveness has been the focus of some applied occu-
pational studies. Researchers argued that the link be-
tween organizational ”career boosters” and career suc-
cess might be explained by the intervening variable
career motivation that mediates the career booster-
career success relationship. We argue that this link
may be particularly strong for women’s careers. We
test this idea in a questionnaire study using a sample
of 290 women working in economy and government ser-
vices. Our results suggest that available career boost-
ers in organizations (e.g. networking, support through
colleagues and boss) affect women’s career motivation
(e.g. career insight, career resilience, and career iden-
tity) as well as women’s career success. Moreover, as
hypothesized, women’s career motivation significantly
moderates the career booster-career success relation-
ship. The implication of our findings is that women’s
career motivation may be a function of the availability
of career boosters, and that making more career boost-
ers available to them may enhance their career moti-
vation and in turn career success. Limitations of our
study and implications are discussed from theoretical
and applied perspectives.

Presentations: Work Attitudes and
Behavior

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.11 Pressroom (15:00-16:15)

Chair: Jong, R.D. de, Utrecht University, Utrecht, The
Netherlands

Work group influence on counterproductive
work behaviors and the moderating effects of
agreeableness and conscientiousness

Bollmann, G., Faculty of Business and Economics,
Lausanne, Switzerland ; Krings, F., University of Lau-
sanne, Faculty of Business and Economics, Lausanne,
Switzerland ; Mouton, A., University of Lausanne, Fac-
ulty of Business and Economics, Lausanne, Switzer-
land
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Abstract: Counterproductive work behaviors (CWB)
are volitional acts that (intend to) harm organizations
and/or their stakeholders. Although interest in CWB
is burgeoning, research on group-level influence on
CWB is still scarce. Such studies typically focused on
the impact of other group members’ CWB on individ-
ual behavior. We examined, in a cross-level study, how
different types of work group climate (instrumental and
affective climate) influence individual CWB. Moreover,
we studied the role of informal sanctions as a mediator
between climate and CWB. Informal sanctions com-
prise other group members’ reactions and own, emo-
tional reactions (e.g., guilt) to wrong-doing. We further
expected the impact of informal sanctions to further
depend on personality traits, namely on agreeableness
and conscientiousness. We tested our hypotheses with
a cross-sectional survey study with 158 employees from
26 work groups. Analyses using structural equation
modelling supported our hypotheses. Group-level in-
strumental climate was negatively related to individu-
als’ CWB. Group-level affective climate was positively
related to CWB. Further, both, the effects of instru-
mental and of affective climate on CWB were mediated
by the anticipation of informal sanctions: The more
strongly employees anticipated informal sanctions in
case of wrong-doing, the less likely they were to en-
gage in CWB. Finally, this relation was further moder-
ated by conscientiousness and agreeableness, showing
that the anticipation of informal sanctions was more
strongly related to lower frequencies of CWB for em-
ployees low in agreeableness or low in conscientious-
ness. Results uncover a previously unknown influence
of the work group on individual CWB. They have a
practical relevance for organizations and team leaders
striving to reduce CWB by showing how team mem-
bers’ collective understanding of organizational proce-
dures and social relations influence the CWB of indi-
viduals within teams.

Career Orientation as an Adaptive Atti-
tude

Tschopp, C., ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland ; Grote,
G., ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland ; Gerber, M.,
ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland ; Gubler, M., ETH
Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland

Abstract: Career orientation constitutes a basic in-
dividual attitude regarding one’s professional career
(Briscoe, Hall, & Frautschy DeMuth, 2006) and is re-
flected in individual preferences of job specific possibili-
ties (Gerpott, Domsch, & Keller, 1988). To date, career
orientation is assumed to be stable over time, but this
assumption lacks supporting empirical evidence. With

our study we attempt closing this research gap. Specifi-
cally, we tested the stability of career orientations, and,
in as much as instability was detected, we explored
the factors that triggered changes in career orienta-
tion. The analyses were based on survey responses from
431 employees. Career orientation was measured twice
within one year, using the four types of orientation (in-
dependent, promotion-oriented, loyalty-oriented, and
disengaged) developed by Gerber, Wittekind, Grote,
and Staffelbach (2009). A range of both individual
(e.g., age, work satisfaction) and situational variables
(e.g., company restructuring, employer change) were
tested as possible explanations for changes in career
orientation. For 46% of the respondents, a change
of career orientation was found. Results from struc-
tural equation modelling analysis indicated that per-
ceived employability best explained these changes: low
employability predicted a change towards traditional
loyalty-oriented career orientation, whereas high em-
ployability predicted a change towards independent ca-
reer orientation. As perceived employability represents
a result of an interaction between the individual (ap-
praisal of own skills and competences) and the situa-
tion (labour market), we argue that changes in career
orientations can be interpreted as an adaptive reaction
to personal and situational changes, and consequently,
career orientation should be seen as an adaptive rather
than a non-responsive stable construct. Attitude re-
search confirms this assumption, showing attitudes as
contextual temporary constructs (Schwarz & Bohner,
2001). Our findings regarding the adaptability of ca-
reer orientations constitute an important conceptual
contribution to current research on career orientations.
Furthermore, this research suggests that the compre-
hension of employees’ career-related attitudes can be
improved in particular by paying attention to changes
in perceived employability. This has important practi-
cal implications also for personnel development.

Promoting OCB: Longitudinal effects of pro-
cedural justice, trust, and commitment

Grohmann, A., TU Braunschweig, Institute of Psychol-
ogy, Braunschweig, Germany ; Lehmann-Willenbrock,
N., TU Braunschweig, Institute of Psychology, Braun-
schweig, Germany ; Kauffeld, S., TU Braunschweig, In-
stitute of Psychology, Braunschweig, Germany

Abstract: The target similarity model proposes that
employees maintain distinct beliefs and aim their
behaviors towards distinct targets in the workplace
(Lavelle, Rupp, & Brockner, 2007). Recent research
has investigated effects of procedural justice and com-
mitment on individual-level versus organizational-level
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organizational citizenship behavior (Lavelle, Brock-
ner, Konovsky, Price, Henley, Taneja, & Vinekar,
2009). However, the influence of target-specific trust,
as posited in the target similarity model, has not been
included previously. Moreover, the effects on target-
specific organizational citizenship behaviors have not
been studied simultaneously. The present study ad-
dresses these two gaps. In a longitudinal three-year
field study design, industrial workers of a medium-sized
company were surveyed. A sample of N=204 served as
basis for all analyses. Data were analyzed with Mplus
to examine unidimensionality of the questionnaire con-
structs prior to specifying a structural equation model.
The results support the full line of events as suggested
by the target similarity model. Procedural justice leads
to increased trust, which over time fosters commitment
and finally yields organizational citizenship behavior.
Overall, these effects can be distinguished at the co-
worker versus the organizational level. We discuss the-
oretical implications for studying target-specific orga-
nizational behavior and its antecedents, and deduce
practical implications for fostering organizational citi-
zenship behavior.

Differential Predictors of Three Forms of
Citizenship Performance – Empirical Test of a
Multi-Foci Citizenship Performance Model

Wesche, J.W., Ludwig Maximilian University, Munich,
Munich, Germany ; Muck, P.M., Bielefeld University,
Bielefeld, Germany

Abstract: Citizenship performance (CP) constitutes an
essential part of job performance: it involves inten-
tional and self-determined forms of organization mem-
ber behavior, directed at the organization (CP-O), in-
dividual organization members (CP-I), or the own task
or job (CP-J), that in the aggregate promote the ef-
fective functioning of the organization (Coleman &
Borman, 2000). Meta-analyses (Podsakoff, Whiting,
Podsakoff, & Blume, 2009) and longitudinal studies
(Koys, 2001; Van Scotter, Motowidlo, & Cross, 2000)
corroborated that CP has positive individual-, team-
and organization-level outcomes. However, albeit the
undisputed importance of the composite of all forms of
citizenship performance, the question remains whether
the three mentioned forms can be influenced differ-
entially - for instance to expedite a particular form
when especially needed. In two questionnaire stud-
ies we examine situational factors in the work context
that can potentially be fostered in order to encourage
employees to display specific forms of CP. In study 1
(N=171) we demonstrate that perceived organizational

justice specifically predicts CP-O, whereas team cohe-
sion specifically predicts CP-I and perceiving one’s task
as intrinsically motivating specifically predicts CP-J.
Study 2 (N=216) focuses on perceived support ema-
nating from the organization and the coworkers. We
demonstrate that perceived organizational support re-
lates specifically to CP-O, while perceived coworker
support specifically relates to CP-I. Our work under-
lines the importance of distinguishing different forms of
CP and identifying their respective influence factors. It
allows to specifically tailor interventions to foster the
specific forms of citizenship performance required in a
given situation.

Proactivity, Functioning, Exhaustion And
Motivation In A Financial Service Organiza-
tion

Jong, R.D. de, Utrecht University, Utrecht, The
Netherlands; Wawoe, K., Free University, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands; Flier, H. van der, Free University,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: Proactivety is related to various indicators
of performance and related aspects like salary progres-
sion and promotion. Recently, Wawoe et al. (in prepa-
ration) found substantial connections between proac-
tivity on the one hand and the attainment of (finan-
cial) targets on the other. Because the attainment of
these targets was related to financial bonuses, one could
suspect that the proactive’s efforts would be extrinsi-
cally motivated. However, Seibert et al. (2001) found
no significant direct relations of proactive personality
with salary progression and promotions. Only connec-
tions mediated by innovation and skills update were
found. These mediating behaviors may be motivated
intrinsically. It was the purpose of the present study
to further explore the connection between proactivety
and intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in around 300
employees in managerial and professional positions in
the financial service organization. First by examining
the’fit’ between ’need’ of the proactive employee and
the ’supply’ provided by work situation, in the pre-
diction of well-being and performance. The level of
bonuses was considered to indicate extrinsic need sat-
isfaction, while skill variety was supposed to provide
the opportunity to satisfy intrinsic needs. Addition-
ally, self-ratings of need for self-development and ambi-
tiousness were related to proactiveness. Predicting ex-
haustion, the expected interaction between proactivity
and skill variety was (marginally) significant, p=.058.
The negative proactiveness-exhaustion connection was
only found when skill variety was high. Exhaustion
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was not predicted by the interaction between proac-
tiveness and level of bonusses. No interaction was sig-
nificant in the prediction of intention to quit. Cor-
relations between proactiveness and self-ratings of self-
development and ambition motivation were .43 and .39
respectively. Proactiveness was only related to man-
ager’s rating of innovation when skill variety was high
(n=99). We may conclude that the results lend sup-
port to the idea that intrinsic motivation plays a role in
well-being and functioning of proactive employees. In-
terestingly, the results of the direct self-ratings indicate
that proactives may be relatively strong in both intrin-
sic and extrinsic motivation. Provided that they will
be supported in future investigations, these findings
stress the importance of intrinsically motivating condi-
tions for well-being and innovative behavior of proac-
tive professionals. Practical consequences for Human
resources management are discussed.

Symposium: Assessing team-processes in a
dynamic environment: examples from
healthcare

Main topic area: Teams and Workgroups

Location: 0.2 Berlin (15:00-16:15)

Chairs: Burtscher, M.J., Universtity of Zürich, Zürich,
Switzerland ; Manser, T., University of Aberdeen, Ab-
erdeen, UK

Abstract: Teams are commonly considered as the build-
ing blocks of today’s organizations and thus a ma-
jor factor contributing to organizational effectiveness.
This is particularly true in the field of healthcare. Here,
differentiation of workforce and technological advances
has led to a situation in which close cooperation be-
tween different specialists is a vital need. The op-
erating room, for example, represents a prototypical
teamwork setting: Various professions (e.g., surgeons,
anaesthetists, nurses, cardiac technicians) are required
to pool their knowledge, skills, and abilities to ensure
safe and efficient patient treatment. Not surprisingly,
research on patient safety focuses on team-processes
such as communication, leadership, and coordination.
Despite fruitful first attempts, the relationships be-
tween team-processes, contextual factors, and outcome
measures are yet largely unknown. One of the reasons
lies in the difficulty to assess teamwork in such highly
dynamic settings which requires both psychological and
medical expertise.Our symposium addresses this gap.
We present five studies that investigate different team-
processes (e.g. leadership, implicit coordination) in
various dynamic healthcare settings (e.g. paediatric

surgery, anaesthesia) using a spectrum of newly devel-
oped methods. In these studies, team-processes are
related to team characteristics and contextual factors
as well as to performance outcomes. Implications of
the presented research include theoretical, methodolog-
ical, and practical aspects. From a theoretical perspec-
tive, healthcare offers excellent opportunities to scru-
tinize all kinds of team-processes and outcomes in a
large variety of conditions. This bears an immense po-
tential to increase our understanding of the complex-
ities of teamwork – one of the most central topics in
IO-psychology. From a methodological point of view,
we aim to advance and refine assessment methods for
team-processes which can also be used in other field
settings. In terms of practical application, the findings
of the presented work could be a basis for future team
trainings; trainings that could increase patient safety
and efficiency of healthcare.

Assessment of Stress and Teamwork in the Op-
erating Room: An exploratory study

Hull, L., Department of Surgery and Cancer, Imperial
College London, London, UK ; Arora, S., Department
of Surgery and Cancer, Imperial College London, UK ;
Kassab, E., Department of Surgery and Cancer, Impe-
rial College London, UK ; Kneebone, R., Department
of Surgery and Cancer, Imperial College London, UK ;
Sevdalis, N., Department of Surgery and Cancer, Im-
perial College London, UK

Abstract: Introduction: Effective teamwork is funda-
mental to patient safety in the operating room (OR),
with suboptimal teamwork frequently lying at the
heart of adverse events or near misses. Acute stress is
increasingly recognised as a factor implicated in poor
OR teamwork. The present research aimed to assess
the feasibility of concurrently assessing teamwork and
stress levels of OR team-members. Methods: This was
a prospective, cross-sectional study conducted in the
OR. Twenty General Surgical teams each consisting
of six team members (Primary Operating Surgeon,
Surgical Assistant, Anaesthesiologist, Anaesthetic
Assistant, Scrub Nurse, and Circulating Nurse)
were recruited. Teamwork was assessed using the
validated Observational Teamwork Assessment for
Surgery (OTAS) tool. Stress was assessed for each
OR member separately using the validated short-form
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) question-
naire.Results: Teamwork was overall above the scale
mid-point (3), with higher scores pre-operatively
(Mean=4.26, SD=0.82) than in subsequent phases of
the procedure (intra-operative Mean=4.06, SD=0.85;
p<0.01, post-operative Mean=4.10, SD=0.87;
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p<0.01), and also higher ratings for anaesthetic
sub-teams (Mean=4.36, SD=0.75) compared to sur-
gical (Mean=4.06, SD=0.88; p<0.001) and nursing
sub-teams (Mean=4.00, SD=0.87; p<0.001 Overall
stress levels were low, below 10 (min=6, max=24)
across operative phase and team members. Frequency
analyses revealed differences across team-members:
circulating nursing staff pre-operatively and assistant
surgeons intra- and post-operatively were most likely
to be stressed.Discussion: The present study describes
a feasible method for concurrently assessing stress
and teamwork in the OR. This methodology can be
utilised to increase our understanding of the effects of
stress on teamwork performance in the OR.

Team mental models and their influence on
the effectiveness of implicit coordination in
anaesthesia teams

Burtscher, M.J., University of Zürich, Zürich, Switzer-
land ; Kolbe, M., ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland ;
Wacker, J., Hirslanden Clinic Zürich, Switzerland ;
Manser, T., University of Aberdeen, UK

Abstract: Introduction: Team mental models are one
of the most important requirements for effective team-
work. For example, they are considered a vital pre-
requisite for implicit coordination. However, empirical
research on these aspects of teamwork is sparse, partic-
ularly in healthcare. The present study aims to fill this
lacuna by investigating how team mental model affect
the efficiency of team-monitoring – a type of implicit
coordination – in anaesthesia. Method: Thirty-one
two-person anaesthesia teams consisting of an anaes-
thesia resident and an anaesthesia nurse were video-
taped during a simulated anaesthesia induction. Team
mental models were assessed with a measurement tool
based on the concept mapping technique. We calcu-
lated separate indices for similarity and accuracy of the
team mental model. Team-monitoring was coded by
an organizational psychologist using a structured ob-
servation system. Team-performance was rated by two
expert anaesthetists using a checklist. Results: Mod-
erated multiple regression analysis revealed that team
mental model similarity moderated the relationship be-
tween team-monitoring and performance (?R2 = .16,
p = .026); a higher level of team monitoring in the ab-
sence of a similar team mental model had a negative
effect on the performance of anaesthesia teams. Fur-
thermore, both team mental model similarity and accu-
racy interacted to predict team-performance. Discus-
sion: Our findings highlight the relevance team mental
models for the performance of healthcare teams. Im-
plicit coordination mechanisms – i.e. team-monitoring

– require a shared understanding of the common task
to be effective.

Teamwork, communication, and distractions
during surgery: An observational study

Seelandt, J., University of Neuchâtel, Neuchâtel,
Switzerland ; Tschan, F., University of Neuchâtel,
Neuchâtel, Switzerland ; Semmer, N.K., University of
Bern, Bern, Switzerland ; Monnier, M., University of
Neuchâtel, Switzerland ; Beldi, G., University Hospital
of Bern, Switzerland

Abstract: A previous study (Beldi et al., 2009) sug-
gested that human factors may explain variance in
surgical site infections (SSI) after abdominal surgeries,
once standard antiseptic measures are assured. Their
study, however, did not indicate which specific be-
haviours of the surgical teams, or which events that
occur during a surgery, may contribute to the devel-
opment of SSI. Identifying such behaviours and occur-
rences is, however, crucial for a better understanding of
contributing factors and for finding remedies. We hy-
pothesize that distractions of the surgery team may in-
crease the likelihood of micro-contaminations, because
they divert the attention of the team. We further hy-
pothesize that team behaviour that may contribute to
the team shared mental model may prevent errors and
delays because a good shared mental models fosters
smooth cooperation. As a first step, we present the de-
velopment and test of a method of direct assessment of
the surgery process. The system allows for coding and
assessing behaviours based on real-time observation in
the operation theatre; it therefore is also feasible if
ethical and practical considerations do not allow using
video-tapes of the surgeries. The system contains codes
referring to behaviour and to communication. Focus-
ing on the two sets of variables we expect to be linked
to SSI, we code a) the occurrence of potential distrac-
tions, such as noise, parallel communication, external
visitors etc., and b) the occurrence of team behaviour
such as time-out, verbalizations, etc. After extensive
training of the observers, coding proved to be highly
reliable (Cronbach ? between .80 and .99). We will
present (1) the development of this system for process
analysis and (2) preliminary results based on about 30
elective abdominal surgery procedures.

An Observation Study of Surgeons’ Intraop-
erative Leadership

Henrickson Parker, S., University of Aberdeen, Ab-
erdeen, UK ; Yule, S., University of Aberdeen, Ab-
erdeen, UK ; Flin, R., University of Aberdeen, Ab-
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erdeen, UK ; McKinley, A., Aberdeen Royal Infirmary,
UK

Abstract: Objective: This field study aimed to identify
and classify surgeons’ observable leadership behaviours
during the intraoperative phase of surgery.Background:
There is widespread recognition in organizations ex-
posed to hazards, non-technical skills, including leader-
ship, are essential for effective, efficient, and safe team
performance. However, there is limited empirical ev-
idence to suggest which specific leadership skills and
behaviours are required for effective intraoperative per-
formance.Method: Observational data on surgeons’ in-
traoperative leadership were gathered in the operating
room (OR) during n=23 operations in three teaching
hospitals in Scotland. These observations were coded
into one of seven leadership constructs identified from
the surgical literature. Operations were also catego-
rized by complexity using BUPA complexity ratings.
Results: Leadership behaviours were categorised with
acceptable inter-rater reliability. The analysis focused
on the lead surgeon and showed that as intraopera-
tive leaders, they most frequently engaged in guiding
and supporting behaviours, followed by communication
and coordination and task management behaviours.
Surgeons engaged in a higher frequency of leadership
behaviours during higher complexity operations com-
pared with lower complexity operations, however, these
differences were not statistically significant. Conclu-
sion: This study is the first step in developing an empir-
ically derived taxonomy and scale to measure surgeons’
intraoperative leadership. Future studies will investi-
gate the relationship between the leadership behaviours
identified here, team performance, and patient safety
outcomes.

Dealing with unforeseen complexity in the
OR: Relations between team processes and
team outcomes

Schraagen, J.M., TNO Human Factors, Soesterberg,
The Netherlands; Schouten, T., Department of Pe-
rioperative Care and Emergency Medicine, Univer-
sity Medical Center Utrecht, The Netherlands; Smit,
M., Tno Quality of Life, Hoofddorp, The Nether-
lands; Haas, F., Department of Paediatric Cardiotho-
racic Surgery, University Medical Center Utrecht, The
Netherlands; Beek, D. van der, TNO Quality of Life,
Hoofddorp, The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Hu-
man Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Objective: Paediatric cardiac surgery (PCS)
has a low error tolerance, is dependent upon sophisti-
cated organizational microsystems, and demands high
levels of cognitive and technical performance. The aim

of the study was to assess the impact of intraopera-
tive non-routine events (NRE’s) on team performance
and patient outcomes.Methods: This mixed-method
design, using both quantitative and qualitative mea-
sures, used trained human factors expert observers that
observed and coded NRE’s and teamwork elements
from the time of patient arrival into the operating
room (OR) to the patient handover in the intensive
care unit. Real-time teamwork observations were cou-
pled with questionnaires on safety culture, microsys-
tems preparedness measures, assessed difficulty of the
operation and patient outcome measures.Results: 40
PCS cases were observed. Surgeons displayed bet-
ter teamwork during complicated procedures, partic-
ularly during the surgical bypass/repair epoch. In con-
trast, nurses and perfusionists displayed poorer team-
work during complicated procedures. More procedural
non-routine events were associated with a more compli-
cated post-operative course. A rapid 4 question verbal
questionnaire filled out immediately after the operation
correlated significantly with the complexity, duration,
number of non-routine events and patient outcome.
The total number of team behaviours was associated
with case complexity, but this association disappeared
when duration of the operation was taken into account.
Procedural non-routine events decreased substantially
over time.Conclusions: Most non-routine events were
noticed and dealt with through routine procedures. For
dealing with the remaining difficult problems, processes
such as heedful interrelating are required, where team
members mutually monitor each others’ performance
attentively, anticipate problems and provide backup
behaviour

Presentations: Employee Well Being -
Engagement at Work

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 0.3 Copenhagen (15:00-16:15)

Chair: Milam, A., University of Houston -Clear Lake,
Houston, TX, USA

The relationship between work engagement,
absenteeism and turnover intentions

Simbula, S., University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy ;
Guglielmi, D., University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy ;
Depolo, M.D., University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy

Abstract: To date, initial empirical studies support
the intuitively appealing idea that engaged workers are
good performers. What we don’t know yet, is what is
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meant with being a ’good performer’ and why engaged
workers tend to perform well. In order to shed light on
these questions, we designed a study that aimed at: (a)
developing a taxonomy of job performance and (b) test-
ing two explanations of why high levels of work engage-
ment make employees better performers than low levels
of work engagement. Both in terms of its definition and
its operationalization, performance may refer to behav-
ior (process performance) as well as outcomes (outcome
performance). Under the assumption that process per-
formance predicts outcome performance, our taxonomy
of job performance distinguished among three types of
performance behavior, i.e. positive, formal and neg-
ative job behavior. Both positive and formal job be-
havior were assumed to be positively associated with
work engagement. Negative job behavior was predicted
to relate negatively to work engagement. With regard
to the two explanations for the relation between work
engagement and performance, we furthermore assume
that work engagement breaks into one’s 1) cognitive
open-mindedness and one’s 2) behavioral readiness. In
line with our theoretical model, we assume that en-
gagement in combination with being in a state of be-
havioral readiness and cognitive open-mindedness may
result in good performances. The taxonomy of job per-
formance and the hypotheses regarding the link with
engagement were examined in a survey study among
employees of a cocoa factory. The UWES measured
engagement and two newly developed scales measured
cognitive open mindedness and behavioral readiness.
An integrated questionnaire of commonly used and well
validated scales measured job performance. SEM anal-
yses revealed promising results regarding our hypothe-
ses in the expected direction. Taken together, our re-
search findings provide initial support for our taxon-
omy of performance and the dynamic process between
engagement, cognition, and behavioral intention.

Work engagement and job performance-A dy-
namic process between motivation, cognition
and behavior

Reijseger, G, Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Nether-
lands; Peeters, M.C.W., Utrecht University, Utrecht,
The Netherlands; Taris, T.W., Utrecht University,
Utrecht, The Netherlands; Schaufeli, W.B., Utrecht
University, Utrecht, The Netherlands

Abstract: To date, initial empirical studies support
the intuitively appealing idea that engaged workers are
good performers. What we don’t know yet, is what is
meant with being a ’good performer’ and why engaged
workers tend to perform well. In order to shed light on
these questions, we designed a study that aimed at: (a)

developing a taxonomy of job performance and (b) test-
ing two explanations of why high levels of work engage-
ment make employees better performers than low levels
of work engagement. Both in terms of its definition and
its operationalization, performance may refer to behav-
ior (process performance) as well as outcomes (outcome
performance). Under the assumption that process per-
formance predicts outcome performance, our taxonomy
of job performance distinguished among three types of
performance behavior, i.e. positive, formal and neg-
ative job behavior. Both positive and formal job be-
havior were assumed to be positively associated with
work engagement. Negative job behavior was predicted
to relate negatively to work engagement. With regard
to the two explanations for the relation between work
engagement and performance, we furthermore assume
that work engagement breaks into one’s 1) cognitive
open-mindedness and one’s 2) behavioral readiness. In
line with our theoretical model, we assume that en-
gagement in combination with being in a state of be-
havioral readiness and cognitive open-mindedness may
result in good performances. The taxonomy of job per-
formance and the hypotheses regarding the link with
engagement were examined in a survey study among
employees of a cocoa factory. The UWES measured
engagement and two newly developed scales measured
cognitive open mindedness and behavioral readiness.
An integrated questionnaire of commonly used and well
validated scales measured job performance. SEM anal-
yses revealed promising results regarding our hypothe-
ses in the expected direction. Taken together, our re-
search findings provide initial support for our taxon-
omy of performance and the dynamic process between
engagement, cognition, and behavioral intention.

Organizational features as situa-
tional strength: Engaging the non-
conscientiousness employee

Milam, A., University of Houston -Clear Lake, Hous-
ton, TX, USA; Sulea, C., Universitatii de Vest Din
Timisoara, Timisoara, Romania

Abstract: Once of the most well-established axioms in
organizational psychology is that conscientiousness is
an extremely desired trait for employees to possess, as
it is the strongest predictor of the Big Five personality
traits with respect to performance (Barrick, Mount, &
Judge, 2001). The present paper examines the role that
conscientiousness plays in facilitating another desired
characteristic, employee engagement, and whether or
not the organization can influence engagement among
the employee who is low on conscientiousness. Work
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engagement is an affective-motivational state of fulfil-
ment, characterized by vigor, dedication and absorp-
tion (Schaufeli, Bakker, & Salanova, 2006). Accord-
ing to Bakker (2008) engaged employees are able to
create their own resources, similar to the way consci-
entious employees create order. Therefore, we expect
that conscientious employees are more engaged em-
ployees. We also posit that organizations can affect
engagement levels by the contextual cues that they
provide. Strong situations tend to limit the expres-
sion that personality has on a given situation by pro-
viding cues as to how the individual should behave
(Meyer, Dalal, & Hermida, 2010; Mischel, 1977). We
believe that organizations that offer a culture of for-
mality and those that reward effort provide such sit-
uational strength, which in turn create an environ-
ment for employee engagement, even among those who
are low in conscientiousness. We surveyed 140 full-
time employees in Romania from a variety of organi-
zations and occupations. As expected, conscientious-
ness was linked to employee engagement. In addi-
tion, we found that the conscientiousness-formality and
conscientiousness-effort interactions significantly pre-
dict engagement such that in such environments those
who are low in conscientiousness tend to be extremely
engaged. Surprisingly, we also found that in such en-
vironments, those who are high in conscientiousness
tend to become less engaged. The present paper offers
a practical contribution to organizations by highlight-
ing how various motivational and operational strategies
are viewed by employees, and that such strategies re-
sult in engagement outcomes that differ, depending on
one’s level of conscientiousness. But this may come
at a price. Although such strategies help the non-
conscientious individuals become more engaged, orga-
nizations run the risk of actually disengaging higher-
conscientious employees.

Work Team Cohesion and Work Engagement
in Cleaning Workers: Occupational Health
Problems Polish it Up

Tavares, S.M., ISCTE-Instituto Universitário de Lis-
boa, Lisboa, Portugal ; Casaleiro, S., ISCTE-Instituto
Universitário de Lisboa, Lisboa, Portugal

Abstract: The current study advances the work engage-
ment literature by examining the relationship between
occupational health problems (a proxy of job physical
demands) and work team cohesion (as a job resource)
with work engagement in an understudied population:
the cleaning workers. We hypothesized that low work
engagement is expected when job demands are high
and work team cohesion is low. We analyze separately

two samples of employees of one large cleaning com-
pany that were providing cleaning services in different
sectors: transports (n= 118) and hospitals (n= 151).
Consistent with JD-R model, individuals reported an
increase in work engagement when team cohesion was
coupled with high occupational health problems. In
other words, the existence of occupational health prob-
lems among cleaners exacerbated the positive effect of
work team cohesion on work engagement. These find-
ings were consistent across samples providing evidence
of generalizability of our results to this blue-collar pop-
ulation. The current results underline the importance
of considering the power of work team cohesion in the
prediction of cleaning workers’ engagement especially
when occupational health problems are highly frequent.
Thus, in order to improve well-being at work in the
cleaning sector, the managers should, not only redesign
jobs in order to improve safety and promote health at
the workplace but also, develop working teams’ cohe-
sion, for instance through team building interventions,
establishing or maintaining cooperative group norms
or setting goals at group level.

Presentations: Changing Employment
Relations - Temporary Workers

Main topic area: Changing Employment Relations

Location: 0.4 Brussels (15:00-16:15)

Chair: Bajorek, Z.M., King’s College London, London,
UK

Temporary Employment and Affective Orga-
nizational Commitment: The Moderator Role
of Impression Management

Martinez, G.A., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leu-
ven, Belgium; Cuyper, N.E. de, Katholieke Universiteit
Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; Witte, H. de, Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Abstract: Most authors hypothesize a relationship be-
tween temporary employment and reduced affective
organizational commitment. One explanation is that
temporary workers do not feel a strong commitment
on the part of the organization, and hence they do
not feel the need to reciprocate in terms of loyalty.
Accordingly, the first aim of this study is to test the
hypothesis that temporary employment relates nega-
tively to affective organizational commitment. Taking
this one step further, we believe that the relationship
between temporary employment and affective organi-
zational commitment is less negative among workers
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who desire to obtain a permanent contract with the
organization: they may want to show the organization
that they will be good and loyal employees by showing
fairly high levels of commitment in anticipation of a
permanent contract. The desire to obtain permanent
employment may show in many different forms, one of
them being the use of impression management strate-
gies. Impression management strategies are used to
create a favourable image on others, for example col-
leagues or supervisors, mostly with a view of obtaining
a desired outcome. Accordingly, the second aim of this
study is to test the hypothesis that temporary (ver-
sus permanent) employment interacts with impression
management strategies, so that the negative relation-
ship between temporary employment and affective or-
ganizational commitment is less strong when impres-
sion management strategies are used. Hypotheses will
be tested in a sample of Chilean temporary and per-
manent workers from different economic sectors and
organizations. We see the context of this study as
a particular strength: most temporary work research
comes from Europe or the United States. This research
contributes to temporary work research also by testing
relationships in a very different context.

Temporary Workers: A Homogeneous Group
of Involuntary and Low-Skilled Workers?

Gracia, F.J., University of Valencia/IDOCAL, Valen-
cia, Spain; Peiró, J.M., University of Valencia/Idocal,
Valencia, Spain; Latorre, M.F., University of Valenci-
a/IDOCAL, Valencia, Spain

Abstract: In this paper, the following research question
is addressed: Do different types of temporary work-
ers differ in job insecurity, job/organizational attitudes,
performance related variables and health-related out-
comes? In order to capture the heterogeneity of tempo-
rary workers, the Silla, Gracia and Peir (2005) model
was used. This model differentiated between four main
categories of temporary workers based on their prefer-
ence for temporary work and their level of employabil-
ity: boundaryless, career, transitional and traditional
temporary workers. Four hypotheses were formulated:
H1. Differences will be found between the four groups
of temporary workers in job insecurity. H2. Differ-
ences will be found between the four groups of tempo-
rary workers in job satisfaction (H2a), organizational
commitment (H2b) and turnover intention (H2c). H3.
Differences will be found between the four groups of
temporary workers in job performance. H4. Differ-
ences will be found between the four groups of tem-
porary workers in work-related anxiety (H4a), work-
related depression (H4b), irritation (H4c) and life sat-

isfaction (H4d). We tested these hypotheses through
ANOVAS in a sample of 1955 temporary workers from
seven different countries (Belgium, Germany, Israel,
the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and UK) performing
their jobs prominently in three different sectors: manu-
facturing, retail and education. Significant differences
were obtained in all the variables with the exception
of irritation. These findings contribute to previous re-
search suggesting several issues: (1) research involving
temporary employees cannot consider them as an un-
differenciated population composed of low-skilled peo-
ple who always prefer a permanent job, (2) more at-
tention must be paid to the heterogeneous character of
temporary work, and (3) the Silla et al.’s (2005) taxon-
omy has already received some empirical support. The
practical relevance of these contributions is highly out-
standing: in sum, our study suggests that sustaining
a non-permanent contract does not necessarily imply
higher job insecurity. In this sense, taking into account
the heterogeneity of temporary workers can be a way
to achieve an organizational flexibility that benefits not
only employers but also employees.

Organizational Culture and flexible work-
force: A survey on German companies

Sende, C., Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-
Nuremberg, Nuremberg, Germany ; Galais, N.,
Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg,
Nuremberg, Germany ; Moser, K., Friedrich-Alexander
University Erlangen-Nuremberg, Nürnberg, Ger-
many

Abstract: Because of rapidly changing technologies,
customer needs, and labor markets, flexibility is in-
creasingly becoming a necessity for a company’s suc-
cess. Studying the requirements of flexibility and the
strategies of dealing with these requirements is impor-
tant because they directly and indirectly influence the
employees’ working conditions. A central strategy to
increase personnel flexibility is the externalization of
workers. The present study was conducted in the con-
text of the ’FlexPro’ project (sponsored by BMBF and
ESF, reference code 01FH09022), which focuses on in-
ternal and external strategies to increase the personnel
flexibility of small and medium-sized companies. We
hypothesized that both, structural characteristics of a
company (e.g. number of employees, sector, and de-
gree of automation) and organizational culture, deter-
mine workforce externalization (e.g. use of temporary
agency workers, temporary hired employees, and free-
lancers). On the basis of a sample of 1,221 German
companies, we investigated what determines the exter-
nalization of the workforce as well as the flexible use of
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the permanent core workers. The organizational cul-
ture was measured by the Focus Questionnaire (van
Muijen et al., 1999), which is based on the culture
model of Quinn (1988). Analyses showed that the
changes in the customer inquiry and pricing pressure
that are caused by competitors are considered as the
most challenging flexibility demands. Common flex-
ibility reactions to these demands are internal HRM
strategies such as overtime and flexible working hours
as well as external strategies such as workforce exter-
nalization. Indeed, 40% of the companies reported
experiences with temporary agency work. Regression
analyses showed that the dimensions of organizational
culture explain incremental variance, after controlling
for structural characteristics of the organization, for
the extent of using external workers. While high in-
novation orientation has a positive effect on the use of
temporary agency workers and freelancers, high sup-
port orientation reduces the extent of workforce exter-
nalization. In addition, organizational culture is also
related to the flexible use of the permanent workforce
(e.g. the cross-functional or department-wide use).
Based on these results, we discuss the implications for
the employment of external workers and their integra-
tion into the existing work teams.

Flexible Working, Temporary Employment
and Patient Safety

Bajorek, Z.M., King’s College London, London, UK ;
Guest, D.E., King’s College London, London, UK

Abstract: Recent years have witnessed a steady in-
crease in flexible working. One example of this that
has been extensively researched is the use of tempo-
rary workers (De Cuyper et al, 2009). Most research
on temporary workers compares their performance and
well-being with that of permanent workers although
there is also some research comparing different types
of temporary work. However one feature that has not
been extensively researched concerns the consequences
of employing on a temporary basis those who seek work
in addition to their main job. Such people may choose
a second job or seek to work extra shifts when they
become available, often to supplement their income.
One context in which this occurs is in hospitals where
staff may be required to fill short-term vacancies or to
cover for sickness absence and holidays. The distinctive
challenge is that patient-facing jobs require particular
attention to patient safety and service quality. Tem-
porary staff who undertake extra shifts in addition to
their main job may be more tired and less able to per-
form effectively than those temporary staff for whom
this is their only work, particularly if they are working

in an unfamiliar environment. The aim of this study is
to explore the consequences for patient safety and ser-
vice quality and for staff well-being of employing tem-
porary staff on additional shifts compared with tempo-
rary staff for whom it is the only employment. It is hy-
pothesised that service quality and patient safety will
be influenced by level of experience, context familiarity,
staff motivation and staff alertness. These are explored
in accident and emergency and long stay hospital envi-
ronments comparing different types of temporary staff
(bank, on call and agency) focusing on whether they
additionally have a permanent full-time or part-time
job. Data are collected from a range of stakeholders in-
cluding managers, co-workers and the temporary staff
themselves covering both information about attitudes
and behaviour and also outcome measures including
critical incidents relating to patient safety and service
quality. The results will inform the use of temporary
staff and potentially influence the quality of patient
care.

Temporary agency work: condition for mul-
tiple commitments

Vitera, J., Ernst-Moritz-Arndt University Greifswald,
Greifswald, Germany ; Bornewasser, M., Ernst-Moritz-
Arndt University Greifswald, Greifswald, Germany

Abstract: Paid employment is based on a contract be-
tween employer and employee which determines the
core conditions of this relation. Merely describing ju-
ridical issues the term paid employment exhibits its
psychological relevance in a diverse manner in the do-
mains of emotion, motivation and consequential behav-
ior. Within the framework of this relationship the psy-
chological construct ’commitment’ plays an important
role. The traditionally considered bond between em-
ployer and employee is a dyadic one. Being an example
for atypical employment this point of view has to be
changed considering temporary agency work. Here the
triadic structure of employee, temporary employment
agency and client organization results in multiple com-
mitments. Both, the relationship between temporary
worker and his agency (being responsible for logisti-
cal matters) and the relationship between temporary
worker and the client organization (being responsible
for all contentual and sociotechnical matters) have an
important although different impact on the workers
commitments. In an empirical study of core workers
and temporary workers employed at different indus-
trial companies we examined the differences in com-
mitment, the impact of change frequency and the asso-
ciated insecurity on commitment towards agency and
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client organization. Additionally, we examined the im-
plications for the workers health and job satisfaction.
As control variables we considered the workers age and
period of employment. We like to present the underly-
ing theoretical assumptions and the ascertained results
as well as conclusions for an improvement of working
conditions of temporary workers in agency and client
organizations.

Presentations: Workplace Emotions and
Employee Well-being

Main topic area: Emotions In The Workplace

Location: 0.5 Paris (15:00-16:15)

Chair: Beer, N., The University of Westminster, Lon-
don, UK

Emotional Intelligence and Well-being in the
Work-place among health-care employees

Bresó, E., Universitat Jaume I, Castellon, Spain

Abstract: The first objective of the current project is to
evaluate the Emotional Intelligence (EI), and explore
its influence that on Well-being (i.e., burnout and en-
gagement), and Performance of a sample of health-care
employees. For the evaluation, data from hospitals lo-
cated into two different countries (i.e., Spain and Italy)
will be collected. One sample of hospital employees
from Spain. Thus, theoretical relations between EI,
well-being, and performance will be assessed and stud-
ied. The most relevant antecedent (in terms of theo-
retical and empirical background) is the research line
and theoretical model of Emotional Intelligence devel-
oped by Peter Salovey and John Mayer in 1990. This
model considers EI a set of interrelated abilities in-
volved in perceiving, using, understanding, and man-
aging emotions. These abilities rely on knowledge of
emotional processes and information-processing mak-
ing. They are thought to develop through learning
and experience and are amenable to training (Lopes,
C’té, & Salovey, 2006). Results of Stuctural equation
modeling sowed that EI predict performance by means
of well-being (Burnout and engagement) in a sample
of 152 health care employees that work in a Spanish
public hospital.

Coping and Perceived Stress as a Function of
Positive Metacognitions and Meta-Emotions

Beer, N., The University of Westminster, London, UK ;
Moneta, G.B., London Metropolitan University, Lon-
don, UK

Abstract: Beer and Moneta’s (2010) kernel theory of
adaptive metacognition proposes that absence of mal-
adaptive metacognition is not a sufficient asset for an
individual when tackling problematic or challenging
situations and that successful resolution of challenge
and conflict requires (a) metacognitive beliefs of an
agentic type that support identification of alternative
pathways and flexible goal restructuring, and (b) meta-
emotions of interest and curiosity in one’s own primary
emotional responses to challenge. The study hypothe-
sized that (a) Confidence in Extinguishing Persevera-
tive Thoughts and Emotions (trait 1) would correlate
negatively with maladaptive coping, (b) Confidence in
Interpreting Own Emotions as Cues, Restraining from
Immediate Reaction, and Mind Setting for Problem
Solving (trait 2) and Confidence in Setting Flexible
and Feasible Hierarchies of Goals (trait 3) would corre-
late positively with adaptive coping, and (c) all three
metacognitive traits would correlate negatively with
perceived stress. A mixed sample of 104 workers within
different professions and based in the Greater London
area completed the novel Positive Metacognitions and
Meta-Emotions Questionnaire (PMCEQ, Beer & Mon-
eta, 2010), Meta-Cognitions Questionnaire 30 (Wells
& Cartwright-Hatton, 2004) , Brief Coping Question-
naire (Carver, 1997), and Perceived Stress Scale (Co-
hen, Kamarck & Mermelstein, 1983). Structural equa-
tion modeling using a three-step approach supported
the hypotheses controlling for maladaptive metacogni-
tion. In particular, extinguishing perseveration (trait
1) predicted less maladaptive coping ( = -.57), and
confidence in interpreting own emotions, restraining
from overreaction, problem focus and setting flexible
and feasible goal hierarchies (combined traits 2 and 3)
predicted more adaptive coping ( = .42). All PMCEQ
traits predicted less perceived stress with = -.50 and =
-.29 for trait 1 and the combined traits 2 and 3, respec-
tively. The findings suggest that adaptive metacogni-
tion prevents maladaptive coping and perceived stress
and fosters adaptive coping over and beyond the con-
tribution of maladaptive metacognition. The study in-
forms coaching interventions in occupational settings
to foster adaptive metacognitive coping strategies in
times of challenge, conflict and unpredictability. Such
interventions appear to be valuable in times of increas-
ing economic and employment volatility.
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Emotional Intelligence and Stress on work-
place: a cross-national research

Artusio, L., University of Florence, Florence, Italy ;
Bresó, E., University of Florence, Florence, Italy ;
Giorgi, G., University of Florence, Florence, Italy

Abstract: Partners: University Jaume I (Castellon,
Spain); University of Florence (Florence, Italy); Yale
University (New Haven, USA); Hospital Lluis Alcanyis
(Valencia); Centro di Riabilitazione G. Ferrero (Cu-
neo, Italy). The main purposal of research isincreas-
ing Emotional Intelligence (EI) levels in two samples
of supervisors through a training created ad hocfor
the Hospitals partner of research, in cooperation with
Yale’s authors (Salovey, Caruso & Brackett), hypote-
sizing that higher EI levels are associated with lower
burnout and emotional stress consequences and higher
levels of well-being, engagement and performance, both
individual level and team’s. Considering the context’s
importance, we want also to compare results in the
two different companies and countries.The Reference
Model of the present researchis the Mayer & Salovey’
’Four Branches Model of EI’. Participants:the Spanish-
sample is composed by 142 Hospital employees, and
the Italian’s by 140 Hospital employees; the train-
ing will be applied just to supervisors and each com-
pany counts a control group. The test administered-
were:M.S.C.E.I.T. (EI ability test; Mayer, Salovey &
Caruso, 2002);Org-EIQ (EI self-report test; Majer &
Giorgi, 2009);Work-Engagement (UWES; Schaufeli, et
al 2002);Burnout (MBI-HS; Schaufeli, 1996);Emotional
Stress (FEWS; Zapf et al. 2001);Performance,Five fac-
tors Minimarkers (Saucier, 1994) Results: we found
a relationship between emotional competences and
stress, preformance and engagement in both samples
and differences and implication are discussed. <br
type=’moz′/ >

How does it feel? Exploring emotions among
targets of workplace bullying

Lokke Vie, T., University of Bergen, Bergen, Nor-
way ; Glaso, L., University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway ;
Einarsen, S., University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway

Abstract: Abstract Although previous research has
documented that exposure to bullying is a harmful
experience, little is known about the emotional im-
pact bullying may have on those targeted. Hence, the
present study examines experienced emotions among
targets of workplace bullying. A total of 1,024 em-
ployees participated in the study, in which 116 self-
labelled victims were identified. Ten positive and ten

negative emotions were measured (PANAS). The re-
sult showed significant differences in emotional experi-
ences between targets and non-targets with regard to
the intensity of experienced negative emotions. Fur-
thermore, regarding positive emotions targets also felt
less inspired, active, enthusiastic and interested com-
pared to non-targets. A latent class cluster analysis
revealed that the target sample could be divided into
three subgroups regarding emotional intensity. The
subgroup reporting highest level of emotional inten-
sity were more frequently exposed to negative acts at
work, they tended to be more anxious, and reported
more health complaints than did the two other sub-
groups. These findings support previously confirmed
detrimental effects of workplace bullying but also show
that targets of workplace bullying should be seen as a
heterogeneous group regarding emotional experiences
and subsequent outcomes. A differentiation between
bullied targets based on emotional experiences may
thus have important implications regarding both diag-
nosing the problem and serve as a guidance regarding
counseling or therapy.

Presentations: Cross-Cultural and Diversity
Issues in Selection and Assessment

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.6 Madrid (15:00-16:15)

Chair: Derous, E., Ghent University, Gent, Belgium

Screening-out Aisha or An? Not Only Ethnic-
ity Matters ...

Derous, E., Ghent University, Gent, Belgium; Peper-
mans, R., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels, Bel-
gium; Baukens, C., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brus-
sels, Belgium; Muylder, V. van, Vrije Universiteit
Brussel, Brussels, Belgium

Abstract: The present study investigates whether hir-
ing discrimination against Maghreb/Arab minority ap-
plicants depends on the interaction with other appli-
cant characteristics (sex; age) and job cognitive de-
mands. In Belgium, Maghreb/Arabs are the largest
ethnic minority group as they make up 12% of the
foreign-born population and unemployment rates also
appear highest among this ethnic minority group, es-
pecially when compared to natives and ethnic mi-
norities in other EU-countries. Labor market disad-
vantage is observed, even after controlling for edu-
cation and parental background. Hiring discrimina-
tion has been suggested, particularly upon resume-
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screening (CEOOR, 2010). In resume-screening, the
saliency level of applicants’ ethnic group identity may
be conveyed to prospective employers through job re-
sumes via ethnic identifiers, such as applicants’ names
(Derous, Nguyen, & Ryan, 2009). When job appli-
cants are judged on the basis of a one or two-page
resume only, judgement may be formed on raters’
category-based stereotypes, disadvantaging ethnic mi-
norities such as Maghreb/Arabs. However, ethnic-
ity effects might be moderated by other applicant
characteristics, such as age, and job characteristics,
such as job cognitive demands. Study findings. A
field experiment (online resume-sifting task) was con-
ducted among 214 Belgian HR-professionals. ANCO-
VAs showed that equally qualified old, Maghreb/Arab
female applicants received lower ratings than native
applicants when they applied for high-demanding jobs
but not so for low-demanding jobs. The reversed pat-
tern was found for young, Maghreb/Arab male appli-
cants and is explained by attribution processes. High
demanding jobs might disconfirm or strengthen nega-
tive outgroup expectations, depending on the partic-
ular intersection of applicant minority characteristics.
Practical implications. According to the 2008 Human
Rights Report, racial and ethnic employment discrim-
ination is still one of seven major human rights prob-
lems in Belgium, despite several governmental initia-
tives (OECD, 2008). Ethnicity effects have been inves-
tigated most of the times alone, which does not truly
capture the complexity of hiring decisions. Our results
showed that blotting ethnic-sounding names from re-
sumes might not be enough to prevent ethnic discrim-
ination in this stage of the selection procedure. Since
hiring decisions might depend on the joint effects of ap-
plicant and job characteristics, structured competency
lists might be good alternatives to avert hiring discrim-
ination upon entry.

Fairness between Arabs and Jews in Pre-
employment Integrity Testing

Fine, S., Midot, Ltd., Bnei Brak, Israel ; Basis, L., Kav
Mashve, Tel Aviv, Israel

Abstract: Pre-employment integrity tests have been
shown to be valid predictors of counterproductive work
behaviors in a variety of settings, while also not dis-
criminating against protected minority groups for age,
gender or race (Berry, Sackett, & Wiemann, 2007).
However, nearly all of the existing literature on in-
tegrity testing has been based on North American sam-
ples, and very little is known about integrity testing in
cross-cultural samples. In Israel, for example, overt
integrity tests are widely used for personnel selection,

but the validity and fairness of integrity testing among
the country’s main subgroups (i.e., Arabs and Jews) is
still very unclear. The purpose of this study, therefore,
was to examine overt integrity test score differences be-
tween Arabs and Jews in an occupational setting. The
study was based on a representative sample of 390 Is-
raeli job applicants (50% Jewish and 50% Arab). Fair-
ness was examined in terms of differences in the test’s
overall score (i.e., adverse impact), as well as in terms
of the test’s predictive bias against a criterion of self-
reported prior involvement in counterproductive work
behaviors. The results demonstrate that the integrity
test does not discriminate between Arabs and Jews.
Specifically, mean test scores and validity coefficients
among both groups of applicants were virtually identi-
cal, and a moderated linear regression yielded a non-
significant interaction between race and integrity. The
present findings support prior studies on this topic, and
suggest that integrity test fairness is perhaps a cross-
culturally robust phenomenon. In addition, that in-
tegrity tests are non-discriminating is essential to en-
sure fair and legal hiring practices when used in per-
sonnel selection in Israel (Israeli Ministry of Industry,
Trade & Labor, 1988). As a result, this study provides
encouraging evidence for the continued use of integrity
testing for personnel selection in Israel. References
Berry, C. M., Sackett, P. R., & Wiemann, S. (2007). A
review of recent developments in integrity test research.
Personnel Psychology, 60, 271-301. Israeli Ministry of
Industry, Trade & Labor. (1988). Employment (equal
opportunities) law. Retrieved December 24, 2009, from
www.tamas.gov.il.

A longitudinal study of the psychological im-
pact of selection testing: A cross cultural
study

Stevens, B., Monash University, Caulfield East, Aus-
tralia; Carless, S.A., Monash University, Caulfield
East, Australia

Abstract: The aim of this research was to investigate
whether participating in an employment selection pro-
cess involving psychological testing had a significant
effect on an applicant’s level of test taking self effi-
cacy and subjective well-being, and whether this ef-
fect differed between non English speaking background
(NESB) participants and English speaking background
(ESB) participants. An experimental design was used
in which participants (N = 120) were required to take
part in a one on one employment interview (Time 1),
which was followed by a psychological testing (Time 2),
and a selection decision was given (Time 3). The type
of psychological testing was manipulated: no testing
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(condition 1), cognitive ability test (condition 2 person-
ality test (condition 3), and cognitive ability and per-
sonality tests (condition 4). Participants were surveyed
at three time points: before the interview, after testing,
and after the selection outcome was given. The type of
test undertaken demonstrated no impact on test tak-
ing self efficacy or subjective wellbeing, however when
cultural group was considered, test taking self efficacy
scores were found to significantly differ between par-
ticipants in the interview only group and those in the
cognitive ability and personality testing group. A sur-
prising finding was that individuals from a NESB had
higher scores on test taking self efficacy at all three
time points compared to those from an ESB, even when
controlling for English language proficiency. At Time
2, there was an overall decrease in subjective wellbeing
regardless of cultural group. For Time 3, testing group
was found to impact on test taking self efficacy scores,
with participants in the interview only group having
lower scores than participants in the cognitive ability
only test group. As hypothesised, participants who
were given a job offer had higher scores on test taking
self efficacy than those who were not given an offer.
An interaction between test group and outcome group
was also found. The hypothesis that cultural group
would predict overall cognitive ability scores was not
supported, however it was found that number of years
in Australia did predict overall scores.

Taking a closer look at the impact of culture
on Multi Rater Feedback

Aggelen, J. van, VU University Amsterdam, Amster-
dam, The Netherlands; Jansen, P.G.W., VU University
Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Dikkers,
J.S.E., VU University Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands; Feltham, R., Cubiks, Guilford, UK

Abstract: Introduction Multi Rater Feedback (360?
feedback) is common practice in most multinational
organizations. According to the literature, the added
value of using MRF lies in its a) (face) validity, and
b) capacity to lead to behavioral change / personal
growth of the subject (Church and Bracken 1997, At-
water, Waldman and Brett 2002, Brutus & Facteau
2003). However, empirical research also shows that the
impact of MRF is not always positive (e.g. Atwater,
Waldman and Brett 2002, Kluger and DeNisi 1996).
Moreover, most previous studies have not taken cul-
tural differences in MRF output into consideration (e.g.
Atwater, Wang, Smither and Fleenor, 2009; Varela &
Premeaux 2008, Shipper, Hoffman, & Rotondon 2007,
Gillespie 2005, Rowson 1998). This research focuses
on examining the impact of cultural differences on the

core of MRF: The gap or difference between one’s self
rating and the ratings’ of others. Hypotheses Hofst-
ede’s framework (1980, 2002) formed the theoretical
underpinning of the hypotheses that will be tested in
this study: 1.The Gap between Self and Boss, and be-
tween Self and Reports will be bigger in high power
distance cultures; 2.The Gap between Self and Peers
will be smaller in more Collectivistic Cultures; 3.The
Gap between Self and Others will be bigger in more
Masculine Cultures; and 4.Self Ratings will be lower in
Cultures that have a higher need to avoid uncertainty.
Method This study will employ a data set of approxi-
mately 50.000 raters (5.000 subjects and their bosses,
peers, and employees) with different nationalities (i.e.,
US, UK, Europe, Middle East, Africa, South America,
Asia, and the Pacific). This data originates from from
multiple MRF instruments. In the current study, data
from these different subsets will be merged in order to
calculate an average overall gap (i.e., the average self
rating vs. the average rating of the different reviewer
groups). Results & Discussion This study is part of
a PhD thesis that will combine these overall findings
with a more detailed analysis of the differences between
the subsets of competences. We would like to invite the
audience to take a critical look at our first findings

The Construct Equivalence of a Social Skill
Measure for Job Applicants from Diverse
Cultural Backgrounds

Stanz, K., University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South
Africa; Schaap, P., University of Pretoria, Pretoria,
South Africa

Abstract: Social skills top the list of the abilities needed
by workers. Teamwork, management of intercultural
working teams, entrepreneurship, teleconferencing and
mobile technology are ’buzzwords’ for any employee
working in today’s output-driven working environment
(Anonymous, 2001; Baron & Markman, 2000; Kokt,
2003; Miller, 1999; Tarricone & Luca, 2002). Social
skills have both a direct and indirect impact on busi-
ness success (Tarricone & Luca, 2002). Research con-
ducted in a variety of settings (Radley, in Miell & Dal-
los, 1996) has provided evidence that different cultures’
definition of effective social skill do differ. Rogers-
Adkinson (1997) noted that, what is regarded as re-
spectful and outstanding social skills in one culture
may be seen as disrespectful and poor social skills in
another, because social behaviour is influenced by cul-
tural background. Of significance here is the realisation
that the norms and roles in terms of effective social be-
haviour may differ from culture to culture. When as-
sessing for social skills in the work place, it is necessary
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to note the cultural influence that group norms have
on individuals’ social behaviour. Therefore, of practical
relevance is that measures of social skills should demon-
strate construct equivalence (the construct measured
have the same meaning for different cultural groups),
before it will be possible to make valid comparisons be-
tween the culture groups. The aim of this study was
to determine the construct equivalence of a locally de-
veloped social skill self-report measure known as the
’Sociability Index’ for entry-level job applicants from
diverse cultural backgrounds in the public safety and
security sector of South Africa. A convenience sample
of 1 946 respondents was drawn for the analysis of the
English version of the Sociability Index. Exploratory-
and confirmatory factor analytic techniques were used
to determine the intercultural equivalence of the socia-
bility and the a-sociability constructs underlying the
Sociability Index. The results revealed that the con-
structs of this index are equivalent for different cultural
in groups in South Africa.

Presentations: Organizational
Commitment

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.7 Lisbon (15:00-16:15)

Chair: Conway, N., Birkbeck, University of London,
London, UK

Voluntary Labour Supply – Predictors of
Short and Long-Term Voluntary Engagement
in Austrian Hospice Services

Schusterschitz, C., UMIT-University for Health Sci-
ences, Medical Informatics and Technology, Hall in
Tirol, Austria; Leiter, M., University of Innsbruck,
Innsbruck, Austria; Thöni, M., UMIT-University for
Health Sciences, Medical Informatics and Technology,
Hall In Tirol, Austria

Abstract: Introduction Volunteering is indispensable
for a functioning health care system. Thus, within
the Austrian Hospice services, 2.572 volunteers com-
pared to only 543 fully paid employees contribute to
the provision of Hospice services (Hospiz sterreich,
2007). Linked to that fact is the question of what
determines the willingness to volunteer and what sus-
tains voluntary engagement over time. This question
has been addressed by economic and psychological re-
searchers, with both of them however largely neglect-
ing the other’s insights. Against that background, the

work at hand aims at simultaneously testing the ex-
planatory power of psychological as well as economic
variables in predicting short (weekly hours) and long
term (tenure) voluntary engagement. Method To meet
our research aim, hospice volunteers of three Austrian
federal states (N=270) were surveyed by means of
a questionnaire comprising of items addressing both,
psychological as well as economic, variables. Psycho-
logical variables were assessed by means of the Scales
of the Attitude Structures of Volunteers. (Bierhoff,
Schlken & Hoof, 2007). Economic variables were as-
sessed based on a volunteer questionnaire by Pruckner
et al. (2007). Results Regression analyses imply that
psychological and economic variables determine volun-
tary engagement. However, different variables account
for short and long-term voluntary engagement. Short-
term engagement is (highly) significantly predicted by
receipt of a nonmonetary compensation, the percep-
tion of volunteer work as leisure, former experience
with death, caring a care-dependent person and felt so-
cial responsibility. Long-term voluntary engagement in
contrast is (highly) significantly dependent on age, reg-
ularly attendance of religious services, volunteers’ need
for social attachment, appreciation and self-experience.
Additionally the experience of volunteerism as a mean-
ingful compensation for paid work and felt political re-
sponsibility contribute significantly to the prediction
of sustained volunteerism. Conclusions Current find-
ings imply that depending on whether the focus is on
short or on long term voluntary engagement, differ-
ent measures have to be considered by human resource
managers. In terms of supporting the current activity
level for example, nonmonetary compensations seem
promising. Regarding tenure of hospice volunteers,
providing group experiences are one aspect that de-
serves attention.

How do Causal Perceptions Impact on Orga-
nizational Attitudes?-the Mediated Influence
of Hostile Attributional Style on Organiza-
tional Commitment

Pan, Jing-zhou, Renmin University, Beijing, China;
Zhou, W., School of Labor and Human Resources,
Renmin University of China, Beijing, China; Lv, C.,
School of Labor and Human Resources, Renmin Uni-
versity of China, Beijing, China

Abstract: Organizational commitment is considered a
useful measure of organizational effectiveness, which
has the potential to predict organizational outcomes
(Meyer & Allen, 1997). Although past researches have
investigated the influential factors of organizational
commitment, little attention has been given to the
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importance of causal perceptions (i.e., attributions).
Because attributions for workplace outcomes appear
to influence job-related attitudes (e.g., Campbell and
Martinko 1998), it follows that these causal percep-
tions might affect organizational commitment. At least
one empirical study found evidence of an association
between organizational commitment and the attribu-
tion style (Furnham 1992). However, our understand-
ing of this relationship is largely undeveloped. For
one thing, the influence mechanism has not been dis-
cussed. For another, they don’t consider the influence
of ’hostile’ attributions. Recent researches have indi-
cated that these attributions can have an especially
strong negative impact on individuals’ emotions and
behaviors (e.g., Douglas & Martinko 2001). Hostile
attributions are defined as tendencies to attribute neg-
ative outcomes to external and stable factors (Dou-
glas & Martinko 2001). Employees with a pronounced
hostile attributional style would tend to exhibit nega-
tive emotional and behavioral reactions (Weiner 1985).
Leaders as the spokesmen of the organization, con-
tact with employees directly and frequently. Hostile
attributions may lead to a lower quality of leader-
member exchange relationship, which can influence or-
ganizational attitude (e.g., Allen & Meyer 1990). But
how does the person-person relationship change into
person-organization relationship? Perceived organiza-
tional support and psychological empower are consid-
ered as the mediated variables to predict organizational
commitment. Lots of researches have shown that both
of perceived organizational support and psychological
empower are closely related to organizational commit-
ment. So a theoretical model is developed in which
LMX is predicted to mediate the relationship between
hostile attributions and affective commitment and POS
and psychological empowerment are predicted to me-
diate the relationship between LMX and affective com-
mitment. Data were collected from 423 individuals
from four organizations in China. Results of structural
equation model analysis supported the hypothesized
model, suggesting that hostile attribution styles are an
important predictor of both of LMX and organizational
affective commitment.

Correlations between bank employees’ orga-
nizational commitment and the organization
level factors

Karamushka, L.M., G.Kostiuk Institute of Psychology,
Kyiv, Ukraine; Andreyeva, I., G.Kostiuk Institute of
Psychology, Kyiv, Ukraine

Abstract: Introduction. An important psychological
determinant of effective work of organizations in to-

day’s global economic crisis is employees’ organiza-
tional commitment. Unfortunately, bank employees’
organizational commitment has been insufficiently in-
vestigated in Ukraine. Objective. To analyze corre-
lations between the levels of bank employees’ organi-
zational commitment, on the one hand, and levels of
their knowledge about organizations’ aims and values,
and the administration’s care about employees, on the
other. Method and design. The investigation was per-
formed on the sample of 306 bank employees in Donetsk
region in 2009 using G. Grub - R. Dunham - M. Kas-
tanieda Organizatinal Commitment (adapted by L.
Karamushka, I. Andreyeva), R.B. Shaw Understanding
of Company Aims, and R.B. Shaw Administration’s
Care about Personnel. Results. 1. Levels of bank
employees’ organizational commitment were found to
statistically significantly correlate with the following
mezzo-level factors: ?) employees’ knowledge about or-
ganizations’ aims and values correlated (?<0.01) with
their commitment due to the sense of duty: the better
the employees were informed, the stronger was their
commitment; ?) levels of the administration’s care
about employees correlated (?<0.001) with strength
of their emotional commitment: the strongest employ-
ees’ emotional commitment was found in the organiza-
tions with average levels of administration’s care about
them. ?) levels of the administration’s care about em-
ployees correlated (?<0.01) with employees’ commit-
ment due to the sense of duty: the least developed
commitment due to the sense of duty was observed in
the least informed employees and the most developed -
in the most informed ones. Conclusion. The obtained
findings can be helpful in the work of bank administra-
tions and psychologists aimed at enhancing employees’
organizational commitment.

Unit level linkages between employee commit-
ment to the organization, customer service
delivery and customer satisfaction

Conway, N., Birkbeck, University of London, London,
UK ; Briner, R.B., Birkbeck, University of London,
London, UK

Abstract: The service profit chain model identifies cus-
tomer satisfaction as a critical intervening variable be-
tween employee attitudes, their customer service be-
havior and organizational outcomes. Customer satis-
faction has been extensively researched and found to
relate to customer behaviors such as customer reten-
tion/defection and eventually to service firms’ finan-
cial outcomes. It is therefore important to understand
which employee attitudes influence customer satisfac-
tion, and how they do so. We focus on the employee
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attitude of organizational commitment. We know lit-
tle about what mediates the relationship between or-
ganizational commitment and customer satisfaction or
if such as relationship exists. We propose a model
in which the relationship between unit-level organiza-
tional commitment and customer attitudes is not di-
rect but mediated via customer-relevant employee be-
haviors including queuing time, serving time, and ser-
vice quality. We conducted a longitudinal unit-level
analysis (N = 39) in a UK public sector organization
where we aggregated data capturing employee organi-
zational commitment (N over 800 at two time points),
customer satisfaction (N over 1200 at two time points),
and customer service behavior drawn from organiza-
tional records. Our model received good support from
basic tests of the predictive associations between unit-
level organizational commitment, customer relevant
employee behaviors, and customer satisfaction; in fact,
the effect size were much larger than typically found in
individual level studies of organizational commitment.
Organizational commitment was not, however, found
to be an important predictor in more rigorous analyses
examining change in variables over time. The findings
as a whole suggest that organizational commitment is
a feature of units delivering fast, quality service, but
we cannot conclude it to have a causal role. A ma-
jor implication of our findings for future research into
organizational commitment and customer service de-
livery and unit-level performance studies more gener-
ally is that study designs that only examine organiza-
tional commitment as a predictor of outcomes may re-
sult in misleading conclusions. In terms of managerial
implications, until more research using better quality
designs are conducted, it is too early to make causal
claims about the causal impact of unit-level organiza-
tional commitment on customer service behaviors and
customer reactions, as its impact was negligible based
on more rigorous analyses.

Relationship between quality of work life di-
mensions and organizational commitment com-
ponents among Cement industry employees.

Mehdad, A., Islamic Azad University Khorasgan
Branch, Esfahan, Iran; Mahdavi rad, N., Islamic Azad
University Khorasgan Branch, Esfahan, Iran; Golpar-
var, M., Islamic Azad University Khorasgan Branch,
Esfahan, Iran

Abstract: The main purpose of this research is to study
the relationship between quality of work life dimensions
with components of organizational commitment among
one of the Cement industry employees in Iran. For this
purpose, of a statistical population of 1000, 280 were

selected randomly. A set of questionnaires consisted
of quality of work life (Walton, 1973), organizational
commitment (Meyer, 1990) administered in this study.
The results indicated that there are significance rela-
tionship between fair and satisfactory payment, contin-
uous growth and security, opportunities to grow, and
Developing human capabilities with the three compo-
nent of organizational commitment -Affective, Contin-
ues, Normative - (p?0/01). Moreover, for other qual-
ity of work life dimensions and organizational commit-
ment components these results were observed: there
are significance relationships between healthy and se-
cure workplace, affective and normative commitment
(p?0/01). As well, there are significance relationship
between respect to organizational rules, unity and so-
cial cohesiveness, and normative, and continues com-
mitment (p?0/01). Also, stepwise regression Analy-
sis results indicated that, from the quality of work life
dimensions, merely fair and satisfactory payment was
able to predict the affective commitment, fair and sat-
isfactory payment along with Developing human capa-
bilities and respect to organizational rules were able
to predict the continues commitment. Moreover, fair
and satisfactory payments along with developing hu-
man capabilities were able to predict the normative
commitment. Finally, fair and satisfactory payments
along with developing human capabilities were able to
predict the general organizational commitment.

Meet the Editors I: Everything You’ve
Always Wanted to Know about Publishing
and Reviewing

Location: 0.8 Rome (15:00-16:15)

Chair: Truxillo, D., Portland State University, Port-
land, OR, USA

Associate Editor, Journal of Management

Truxillo, D., Portland State University, Portland, OR,
USA

Editor, Journal of Management

Bauer, T., Portland State University, Portland, OR,
USA

Associate Editor, Journal of Applied Psy-
chology

Allen, T., University of South Florida, Tampa, FL,
USA
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Editor, European Journal of Work and Or-
ganizational Psychology

Gonzalez-Roma, V., University of Valencia, Valencia,
Spain

Editor, Journal of Occupational and Organi-
zational Psychology

Jonge, J. de, Eindhoven University of Technology,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Editor, Personnel Psychology

Morgeson, F.P., Michigan State University, East Lans-
ing, MI, USA

Editor, Organizational Psychology Review

Knippenberg, D. van, Erasmus University Rotterdam,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Editor Journal of Personnel Psychology

Dick, R. van, Goethe University, Frankfurt, Ger-
many

Presentations: Job Design, Job Demands
and Job Resources

Main topic area: Health and Interventions

Location: 0.9 Athens (15:00-16:15)

Chair: Bolton, L.E., Leeds University Business School,
Leeds, UK

Emerging Issues in Job Design: Exploring the
Dimensions of Job Crafting

Bolton, L.E., Leeds University Business School, Leeds,
UK ; Hughes, H.P.N., Leeds University Business
School, Leeds, UK

Abstract: Traditional approaches to job design (e.g.
Hackman & Oldham, 1976) have focused on the
management-led (top-down) assignment of roles, yet it
is increasingly recognised that individuals themselves
play a role in shaping the design of their jobs through
the process of job crafting (e.g. Wrzesniewski & Dut-
ton, 2001). According to job crafting theorists, work-
ers may redefine, modify and/or renegotiate the cog-
nitive, physical and relational boundaries of their job
roles and duties to enhance their identity, meaning or
the purpose of their work, by for example, adding or

dropping a particular task, by modifying the actual or
perceived content of their work or the way that a task
is accomplished, or by altering the relational bound-
aries of their social networks. Central to the notion of
job crafting, is that job crafting is a continuous pro-
cess, that is not necessarily approved by the organi-
sation in which they work. To date, however, there
have been few empirical studies on job crafting, and
many questions remain unanswered related to the an-
tecedents and consequences of crafting, and the inter-
play between the different crafting facets. The aims
of this project are therefore to build on existing the-
ory by exploring the antecedents (barriers and facilita-
tors - such as workload and control) and consequences
of crafting in individuals experiencing systematic or-
ganisational (top-down) changes to their job design.
The study comprises three case studies conducted in
a multi-national engineering organisation, and capi-
talises on a major organisational change programme
being conducted within the organization. Initial data
collection on current job crafting behaviours has begun,
employing mixed methods, including interviews, ques-
tionnaires and social network analysis. Further data
from the time-two data collection will be available by
May 2011 to enable comparisons to be made across
time points and case studies. With rapidly evolving
business environments, a rejuvenation of job design re-
search is essential if Occupational Psychologists are to
continue to impact meaningfully on employee produc-
tivity, satisfaction and wellbeing. This research begins
to explore the role that individuals play proactively
in the job design process, and is intended to generate
questions for future exploration. Full references will be
provided in the presentation.

Linking Job Demands and Resources to Work-
unit Performance: The mediating Role of
Work-unit Resilience

Meneghel, I., Universitat Jaume I (Castelló), Castellón
De La Plana, Spain; Martinez, I.M., Universitat Jaume
I (Castelló), Castellón de la Plana, Spain; Salanova,
M., Universitat Jaume I (Castelló), Castellón de la
Plana, Spain

Abstract: Work-units are becoming increasingly em-
bedded in organizational structures and they are every
day exposed to changing and demanding working con-
ditions. However, the variability of responses in terms
of work-units performance is due to the different abil-
ity in rebound from stressful situation and pursuing
well-being. The resilience of work-units could play an
important role in these processes because it recognizes
the need for flexibility, adaptation and improvisation
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in situations characterized by change and uncertainty,
and for that may promote growth of work-units per-
formance. The current study examines the mediat-
ing role of work-unit resilience in the job demands-
resources and work-unit performance prediction rela-
tionship. Employees (N=519) nested on 58 work-units
and 12 Small-and-Medium Enterprises (SME) (74% of
them belonged to the service, 22.5% to the industry
and 3.5% to the primary occupational sectors) pro-
vided information about shared perceptions of work-
unit’s job demands (i.e., quantitative overload, role am-
biguity and role conflict), job resources (i.e., social sup-
port and work-unit coordination), work-unit resilience
and performance (i.e., in-role and extra-role). Struc-
tural equation modeling analyses at the work-unit level
were performed using aggregated scores and show that
results are consistent with a full mediation model in
which low job demands and high job resources predict
work-unit resilience, which in turn positively predicts
work-unit performance. Implications of the study are
discussed, together with limitations and suggestions for
future research.

Leaders as resource managers: Integrating
job demands-resources model into leadership
research

Goepfert, A.-L., Ruhr-University, Bochum, Germany ;
Zimolong, B., Ruhr-University, Bochum, Germany ;
Gurt, J., Ruhr-University, Bochum, Germany

Abstract: Although there is a strong evidence indicat-
ing a substantial impact of leadership on health re-
lated variables such as well-being or strain, it remains
unclear, in which way leadership may affect employee
health. The present study sheds light on these mecha-
nisms by examining the impact of leadership on the
emergence of organizational resources, job demands
and on employees’ well-being and work strains. Taking
into account recent research, we combined leadership
with a job demands-resources model. According to this
model, resources are expected to reduce job demands
and thereby reducing the impact on strain and well-
being. Resources may result from the job itself, the so-
cial environment or team, and the organization. Lead-
ers are regarded to have influence on both, job demands
and resources, and consequently on employee’s well-
being. Our study empirically tested a multi-mediator
model, linking leadership to three groups of resources,
i.e. job autonomy (decision latitude), social support
by colleagues and health promoting culture, qualita-
tive and quantitative job demands, and indicators of
employee well-being (irritation; fatigue). Data collec-
tion took place in 13 local tax offices in North Rhine-

Westphalia using the Occupational Health and Safety
Questionnaire (FAGS-BGF) questionnaire. 1,513 re-
sponses from employees were gathered equalling a re-
sponse rate of 47,8%. In order to test direct and medi-
ated effects, structural equation modeling (SEM) was
applied. Results indicate that the impact of leader-
ship was fully mediated by social support, job control
and a health promoting culture, which in turn reduced
perceived job demands on the one hand, and irritation
and fatigue on the other hand. Furthermore, leader-
ship had a direct beneficial effect on the degree of fa-
tigue, however, not on irritation. There was no direct
effect of leadership on job demands. These results im-
ply that leaders’ main impact is on resources. By pro-
moting organizational resources leaders can influence
job demands and consequently employees’ well-being
and health. Organizations should incorporate strate-
gies providing leaders with enough latitude to conserve
and develop such resources.

Best practices for improving working condi-
tions amongst nurses: a multi-foci and multi-
method perspective

Gérimont, C., University of Liege, Liege / Angleur,
Belgium; Bidee, J., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brus-
sel, Belgium; Hansez, I., University of Liege, Liege /
Angleur, Belgium; Pepermans, R., Vrije Universiteit
Brussel, Brussel, Belgium; Nyssen, A.-S., University
of Liege, Liege / Angleur, Belgium

Abstract: Background: Shortage of staff in nursing is
established in several European countries (European
project NEXT, 2001), including Belgium (Stordeur,
Hubin & Leroy, 2001). Results from the PRESS-NEXT
survey point that in Belgium 10% of nurses were of-
ten intended to quit the profession and 15% intended
to frequently change of care setting. These problems
concerns the whole healthcare sector (hospitals, nurs-
ing homes (and care) and home care). Objective: Job
stress and ergonomic issues in nursing are already well
documented in the scientific literature. However there
are few studies about the best practices that should
be applied in care settings to counteract these factors
and to improve working conditions. Yet such research
is necessary to avoid exit and turnover in this occupa-
tion. The aim of this research, supported by Depart-
ment of Public Health in Belgium, is to identify best
practices used in care settings to reduce the most repre-
sentative and problematic physical and mental working
conditions of nurses in Belgium. Methodology: This re-
search is based on a multi-foci and multi-method design
and was developed in five stages in the whole health-
care sector : (1) inventory of scientific literature on
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best practices; (2) focus-groups including nurses and
nursing managers to collect effective and applied best
practices in care settings and to complete the state-of-
the-art; (3) a large web survey about the best prac-
tices which was addressed to nursing managers and
free-lance district nurses; (4) interviews with nurses to
improve our understanding of recommended best prac-
tices and to validate the findings from the web-survey;
(5) a Delphi procedure (including experts in nursing) to
validate our recommendations. Result: Ten topics were
identified as critical: infrastructure, job positions and
physical workload, temperature, work pressure, pro-
ductive working time, collaboration between doctors
and nurses, quality of care, team work, training of new-
comers and the use of standardized forms for patients.
Among these themes, we identified best practices that
are effective and are perceived by nurses as a priority
in order to improve their working conditions. The full
results of best practices for each of the 10 problematic
topics will be presented and discussed.

Stages of health behaviour change and job de-
mands

Hinrichs, S., University Duisburg-Essen, Duisburg,
Germany

Abstract: Stage theories are used to investigate stage-
specific interventions for health-protective behaviour.
Stage theories of health behaviour change construe
discrete, qualitatively different stages. Interventions
can either be matched or mismatched for each stage.
Compared with mismatched interventions matched in-
terventions are more successful to promote movement
into the next stage. Mismatched interventions have ei-
ther no effect or give irrelevant information that might
cause reactance or incomprehension in the individ-
ual. Stage theories, however, might have the abil-
ity to categorise work groups regarding the individual
stage of the group members and select promising stage-
based interventions. Objectives: Employees and su-
pervisors should be categorized in stages of health be-
haviour change. For a better understanding and inves-
tigating of matched interventions the relation between
the stages of health behaviour change, job demands,
work control, stressors and social support should be
examined. Method: A questionnaire study was car-
ried out to measure the current stage of health be-
haviour change (precontemplation, contemplation, ac-
tion, maintenance) of employees for different aspects
of health behaviour (health risks, health problems ect.)
in different German companies. The questionnaire also
assesses job demands, work control, stressors and so-
cial support. A second questionnaire was applied to

measure the current stage of behaviour change of su-
pervisors. The questionnaire also contains the current
stage of behaviour change to promote their employ-
ees‘ health. Result: Employees and supervisors can
be categorized in stages of health behaviour change.
The stages predict the level of job demands in a lin-
ear way. Work control and social support are high in
precontemplation and action stage. Stressors are high
in contemplation and maintenance stage. Conclusion:
The results show that employees and supervisors can
be categorized in stages of health behaviour change.
The relationship between the stages and job demands,
job control, stressors and social support will be helpful
to choose stage-specific interventions

Symposium: Work engagement II: New
Frontiers

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 2.1 Colorado (15:00-16:15)

Chair: Bakker, A.B., Erasmus University Rotterdam,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: During the past decade, research has shown
that engaged employees contribute to their organiza-
tions in many ways. Employees who are full with en-
ergy and dedicated to their work are creative, produc-
tive, and social. Yet, the field of work engagement
is still in its infancies, and in need of innovative ap-
proaches. What’s new in research on work engage-
ment? This symposium crosses international and scien-
tific borders to share recent, innovative knowledge on
engagement. It includes four papers from four coun-
tries that use original approaches of the concept of
work engagement. The first contribution by Albrecht is
qualitative and investigates managers’ perspectives on
engagement. The results highlight gaps in our knowl-
edge of work engagement, so that the paper identi-
fies important avenues for future research. The second
contribution by Gordon and her colleagues concerns
a daily-diary study on the impact of trait work en-
gagement on daily decision making and performance.
Among others, results suggest that engaged employees
make intuitive decisions that have a positive impact on
their contextual performance. The third contribution
by Seppälä et al. addresses the relationship between
work engagement and physiological health outcomes.
Is engagement related to healthy cardiac autonomic
activity? The fourth and final contribution concerns
a study by Torrente and his colleagues. They exam-
ine multilevel antecedents of team-level work engage-
ment, and investigate the link with supervisor-ratings
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of employee performance.The studies presented in this
symposium use various operationalizations of work en-
gagement (state engagement, team-level engagement)
and suggest new pathways for future research. In his
general discussion, Wilmar Schaufeli will discuss the
implications of the findings for theory and research on
work engagement.

When Practice Meets Science: A Qualitative
Investigation of Manager Perspectives on En-
gagement

Albrecht, S., Monash University, Caulfield East, Aus-
tralia

Abstract: While the practice and the science of em-
ployee engagement continue to run on largely separate
paths, the science of engagement continues to evolve
with ongoing incremental refinements to existing mod-
els and measures. This qualitative study aimed to
help map the extent of the science-practice divide and
to further inform the content of the science and the
practice of employee engagement. Interview data ob-
tained from 51 senior operational and human resource
managers of a large multi-national mining company re-
vealed that, while there is considerable overlap in the
way that scientists and practitioners view the nature
and the drivers of employee engagement, there are also
key differences. The interview data suggested that ‘fo-
cused energy’ and ‘alignment with organizational goals’
should further be recognized as key attributes of en-
gagement within the academic literature. The results
also suggested that the Job Demands-Resources model
might usefully further focus on the influence of leader-
ship both as an organizational and job resource, and,
in line with calls from the academic literature, fur-
ther recognize the differential influence of both chal-
lenge demands and hindrance demands on employee
engagement. The importance of attending to the influ-
ence of a ‘climate for engagement’ was also highlighted
as was the need for a reciprocal or two-way partner-
ship between management and employees. Study lim-
itations and future opportunities to further merge the
science and the practice of employee engagement are
outlined.

Does Work Engagement Predict Decision-
Making and Performance on a Daily Basis?

Gordon, H., Eindhoven University of Technology,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands; Demerouti, E., Eind-
hoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands; Bipp, T., Technische Universiteit Eind-
hoven, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Abstract: As baby-boomers seek medical care, there is
a need to understand and improve the well-being of
professional health-care workers. This study explores
the daily effects of professional health-care workers’ job
characteristics (i.e., job demands/resources) and trait
work engagement on their daily decision-making (i.e.,
analytical/intuitive). In addition, we examine how
health-care workers’ daily decisions and trait work en-
gagement influence their daily performance (i.e., task/
contextual). Participants filled-in a questionnaire and
a daily diary for five consecutive days. Results re-
veal that analytical decision-making mediates the re-
lationship between job demands and in-role perfor-
mance, and that intuitive decision-making mediates
the relationship between job demands and (task and
contextual) performance. Additionally, trait work en-
gagement was found to have direct effects of analyt-
ical decision-making while also moderating the rela-
tionship between intuitive decision making and contex-
tual performance. The latter relationship was stronger
for those high on work engagement compared to their
counterparts low on work engagement. The results
suggest that daily job demands influence professional
health-care workers’ decision-making (i.e. mainly ana-
lytical), which in-turn affects their performance. An-
alytical decision-making seems to enhance task per-
formance as expected, while intuitive decision-making
stimulates not only contextual performance, but also
task performance. Work engagement leads health-care
professionals to make analytical decisions while also
explaining why those high on work engagement make
intuitive decisions that have positive effects on their
contextual performance.

Is Work Engagement Related to Healthy
Cardiac Autonomic Activity?

Seppälä, P., University of Helsinki, Finland ; Mauno,
S., University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland ; Kin-
nunen, M., ; Feldt, T., University of Jyväskylä,
Jyväskylä, Finland ; Juuti, T., ; Tolvanen, A., Univer-
sity of Jyväskylä, University of Jyväskylä, Finland

Abstract: Recent studies have shown that work en-
gagement, a construct indicating individuals’ positive
well-being at work, is connected to psychosomatic and
physical health. However, thus far there is no knowl-
edge on how work engagement relates to physiologi-
cal health outcomes. The present study investigated
whether work engagement is related to, and can explain
healthy cardiac autonomic activity as indicated by de-
creased heart rate (HR, i.e., sympathetic and parasym-
pathetic activity) and increased high frequency power
of heart rate variability (HFP, i.e., parasympathetic
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activity). The study was conducted among Finnish fe-
male cleaning workers (n = 30) in a daily life setting
over an ambulatory monitoring period of two consecu-
tive working days and two preceding nights. To control
for the influence of the individual level of HRV, resid-
ualized change between mean values of night and work
period HR and HFP were utilized as dependent vari-
ables in hierarchical linear regression analyses. Anal-
yses revealed that work engagement was, as hypothe-
sized, negatively related to HR and positively related
to HFP. Furthermore, work engagement accounted for
an additional 19% of the variance explained in HFP,
after controlling for age, body mass index, physical fit-
ness, and medication. It is notable that these con-
trol variables usually have an important influence on
HR and HRV. However, the explanation rate for HR
did not reach statistical significance. In conclusion,
the findings suggest that a link exists between work
engagement and healthy cardiac autonomic activity,
especially increased parasympathetic activity. Thus,
in daily life, work engagement seems to be connected
to something as complex as parasympathetic activity,
which might be a mediator of the relationship between
work engagement and physical health.

Engaged Organizations? Looking for Multi-
level Antecedents and Consequences of Col-
lective Work Engagement

Torrente, P., WONT Research Team, University
Jaume I, Spain; Salanova, M., WONT Research Team,
University Jaume I, Spain; Llorens, S., WONT Re-
search Team, University Jaume I, Spain; Schaufeli,
W.B., Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Netherlands

Abstract: The study of work engagement is a tradi-
tional topic in Occupational Health Psychology. De-
spite its relevance, the vast majority of scholars have
focused on work engagement at the individual level.
The current study contributes to our understanding
of collective work engagement (i.e., team and organi-
zational work engagement) using aggregated data at
work-unit and enterprise levels of analysis following
the HERO Model (HEalthy & Resilient Organizations
Model) as the theoretical framework. The sample was
composed by 3701 customers, 1754 employees nested
in 308 teams, and 308 supervisors – all nested in 73
Small-and Medium Enterprises. Results of path anal-
ysis and hierarchical linear modeling show that: (1)
team work engagement plays a mediating role in the
relationship between social resources (i.e., team work)
and in-role performance (as measured by the super-
visor), aggregated at the team level; (2) employees’

perceptions of team work engagement mediates the re-
lationship between psychosocial health strategies and
customer loyalty (as indicated by the customer), aggre-
gated at the organizational level; (3) there is a cross-
level effect of psychosocial health strategies on team
work engagement controlling for social resources (i.e.,
team work). These findings support the need for un-
derstanding work engagement at higher-order levels of
analyses (i.e., team and organizational work engage-
ment).

Discussant

Schaufeli, W.B., Utrecht University, Utrecht, The
Netherlands

Roundtable on Europsy

Location: 2.14 Amazon (15:00-16:15)

Chair: Zappala, S., University of Bologna, Bologna,
Italy

Panelists

Roe, R.A., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands; Peiró, J.M., University of Valencia, Va-
lencia, Spain; Depolo, M.D., University of Bologna,
Bologna, Italy ; Vartiainen, M., Aalto University School
of Science and Technology, Espoo, Finland

Symposium: Aging at work I: Effect upon
Work Motivation and Sustainability of our
Ageing Workforce.

Main topic area: Labor Market Issues

Location: 2.7 Meuse (15:00-16:15)

Chairs: Lange, A.H. de, Radboud University Nijmegen,
Nijmegen, The Netherlands; Heijden, B.I.J.M. van der,
Radboud University Nijmegen, Nijmegen, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: In view of the world-wide graying and de-
juvenization of the workforce (De Lange, Van Yperen,
Van der Heijden, & Bal, 2010), we are facing a sce-
nario that presents critical challenges for numerous
stakeholders (e.g., managers, politicians, and employ-
ees) across industries and countries (Van der Heijden,
De Lange, Demerouti, & Van der Heijde, 2009). One
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such challenge is that companies will have to rely in-
creasingly on the contribution of older employees. Al-
though this group of workers has attracted consider-
able research interest during the past decades, age-
related HRM policies still have not been translated into
sound career development practices aimed to motivate
and retain aging workers (Kooij, De Lange, Jansen, &
Dikkers, 2008).Moreover, many researchers agree that
aging is not simply an effect of time, as time does not
directly measure the changes we all experience (Ark-
ing, 1998). Age or aging can better be portrayed as a
multi-dimensional process that is not easy to capture
within one single definition, and refers to many changes
in biological, psychological as well as social or even
societal functioning across time (Kanfer & Ackerman,
2004; De Lange, Taris, Jansen, Smulders, Houtman,
& Kompier, 2006). In this ‘Aging at Work’ sympo-
sium (which is linked to 2 other ‘Aging at Work’ sym-
posia), we will therefore pay more attention to under-
lying age-related processes that influence the decision
to retire or to (continue) working. The main objective
of this symposium is to determine which factors may
enhance workers’ sustainability throughout the career
span. As such, we aim to contribute to the literature
on a life-span developmental perspective towards work
and careers. More specifically, we will pay attention
to: a) the role of congruency between explicit and im-
plicit motives at work (Thielgen and colleagues), b)
the impact of time or retirement perspective (Wessels
and colleagues) upon work motivation and motivation
to continue work, c) the effect of (self-perceived) em-
ployability (Peeters and colleagues) upon the intention
to continue working, d) the importance of psychoso-
cial age measures in the light of retirement intentions
and behaviors (Furunes and colleagues), and e) deter-
mining the importance of antecedents of work ability
(Mykletun and colleagues).

Older but wiser: Do older workers report
higher congruency between explicit and im-
plicit motives at work?

Thielgen, M., Westf. Wilhelms-Universität Mün-
ster, Germany ; Rauschenbach, C., Westf. Wilhelms-
Universität Münster, Germany ; Krumm, S., Westf.
Wilhelms-Universität Münster, Münster, Germany ;
Hertel, G., Westf. Wilhelms-Universität Münster,
Germany

Abstract: The model of dual motives posits two in-
dependent motive systems, i.e., implicit motives and
explicit or self-attributed motives, which are evident
in (at least) three types of motives: achievement, affili-
ation and power (McClelland, Koestner & Weinberger,

1989). Within this framework, implicit-explicit mo-
tive congruency (I-E fit) has been related to depletion
of volitional strength and decreased psychological well-
being, also in the work context (e.g., Kehr, 2004). How-
ever, age differences in the I-E fit have been neglected
so far. Building on theories on self-regulation and per-
sonal growth across the life-span (e.g., Heckhausen,
Wrosch, & Schulz, 2010), we expect that the I-E fit
should increase with age due to self-selection and learn-
ing processes. In the current study, a total of N = 1,371
employees (17-75yrs., M = 42.6yrs, SD = 10.8yrs) rep-
resenting a broad range of occupations were surveyed
using an internet-based panel in two waves. The study
provides two main results. First and in line with our
hypothesis, middle-aged workers showed a higher I-E
fit as compared to younger workers. Secondly, how-
ever, older workers’ I-E fit was not higher but lower
as compared to middle-aged workers. Further analy-
ses suggest that the latter effect might be due to older
workers’ lower scores in explicit motives, while implicit
motives were at similar levels as compared to middle-
age workers. Older workers seem to devalue their ex-
plicit motives while their implicit motives remain the
same. Thus, the surprising decrease in older workers’
I-E fit might be a consequence of an over-adjustment
to the closing end of their occupational time. Indeed,
future job time perspective (FTP) was positively re-
lated to I-E fit, showing that low I-E fit was correlated
with a relatively short FTP. In a second survey wave
two months later, the effects of I-E fit and age were as-
sessed on important organizational outcome variables
such as job satisfaction, affective commitment, and or-
ganizational citizenship behavior. Together, the results
of the study suggest the necessity to consider implicit
and explicit motives and their interaction in order to
implement age sensitive HR strategies.

What about Time? The Effects of Age-
Related Factors on Work Motivation

Wessels, M.M., Radboud University, Nijmegen, The
Netherlands; Lange, A.H. de, Radboud University Ni-
jmegen, Nijmegen, The Netherlands; Heijden, B.I.J.M.
van der, Radboud University, Nijmegen, The Nether-
lands, Nijmegen School of Management, Institute for
Management Research, The Netherlands, Open Uni-
versity of the Netherlands, University of Twente, The
Netherlands; Kooij, D.T.A.M., Tilburg University, The
Netherlands; Jansen, P.G.W., Management and Or-
ganisation VU University Amsterdam, The Nether-
lands; Dikkers, J.S.E., Management and Organisation
VU University Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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Abstract: Introduction. The objectives of this empiri-
cal study were to examine: i) the effect of a new the-
oretically meaningful concept, that is, retirement per-
spective (i.e., the perception of time till one’s retire-
ment in terms of perceived goal opportunities); ii) the
added value of including time perspective and, more
general, psychosocial age measures, over and above
chronological age, in predicting intrinsic and extrin-
sic work motivation; and iii) in predicting motivation
to continue to work as one ages. Method and Results.
The results of an on-line survey among a sample of
172 Dutch transport workers showed a positive rela-
tionship between ‘focus on opportunities’, on the one
hand, and intrinsic and extrinsic work motivation, on
the other hand. Retirement perspective appeared to be
positively related to intrinsic and extrinsic work mo-
tivation, yet, negatively with motivation to continue
to work. Limited support was found for the influence
of chronological age upon work motivation measures
(only significantly related with intrinsic work motiva-
tion). Discussion. These results reveal the importance
of including other age operationalisations than Cal-
endar Age in predicting the motivation to (continue)
work. Theoretical as well as practical implications of
these new findings are discussed.

The relation between employability percep-
tions and the intention to continue working
among older workers

Peeters, M.C.W., Utrecht University, Utrecht, The
Netherlands; Heijden, B.I.J.M. van der, Radboud Uni-
versity Nijmegen, Nijmegen, The Netherlands; Graaf,
S. de, Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Netherlands

Abstract: Due to the greying of the workforce, most Eu-
ropean countries are developing different strategies to
keep older employees at work. In the Netherlands, re-
cent government proposals aim to limit the possibilities
for early retirement and, at the same time, increase the
official retirement age from 65 to 67 years. It is here-
with more and more important to gain insight in the
motivation and ability of older people to remain longer
in the workforce. In this study, among Dutch employ-
ees of 45 years and older, the central question is to
what extent employability perceptions relate to one’s
intention to remain longer in the workforce. Employa-
bility is defined as the ability to stay employed, within
or outside one’s current organization, and with regard
to future prospects. As such it is an umbrella con-
struct with multiple relevant subdimensions, such as
occupational expertise, anticipation and optimization,
personal flexibility, corporate sense, and balance (Van
der Heijde & Van der Heijden, 2006). Additionally, it

is examined to what extent factors on the individual
level (i.e. participation in training and education) job
level (i.e., the learning value of the job), and the or-
ganizational level (i.e. career management) play a sig-
nificant role in the light of employability enhancement
among this category of employees. The results show
that the employability dimension ‘personal flexibility‘
is the most important predictor of the intention to re-
main longer in the workforce. Our results also indicate
that ´learning value of the job´ and ´participation in
training and education´ are important antecedents of
one’s employability. The main conclusion of this study
is that older employees, by means of training and ed-
ucation in adjacent or new expertise areas, report a
higher amount of personal flexibility, which positively
adds to their intention to remain longer in the work-
force. This outcome implies that a broader develop-
ment is favourable in the light of a possible increase of
the retirement age.

Is discrepancy between chronological age and
subjective (psychological) age a predictor
for retirement intentions and behavior?

Furunes, T., University of Stavanger, Norwegian
School of Hotel Management, Stavanger, Norway ;
Mykletun, R.J., University of Stavanger, Norwegian
School of Hotel Management, Stavanger, Norway ;
Solem, P.R., Norwegian Social Research, Oslo, Nor-
way ; Lange, A.H. de, Radboud University Nijmegen,
Nijmegen, Norway

Abstract: In most countries retirement ages are given
by regulations or agreements related to chronologi-
cal age alone. However, the fixed-retirement age-limit
practice has been questioned, as previous research has
suggested that ageing is a multi-dimensional process
that can hardly be described by calendar age as the
single measure (De Lange, et al., 2006; Schalk, et al.,
2010). De Lange et al.’s (2006) therefore proposed a
model of five different ages; namely, chronological age,
functional age, psychological age, organizational age
and life-span age. Of these, chronological age, func-
tional age, and psychological age are of particular in-
terest in this study. However, retirement decisions have
also been shown to depend upon gender (Talaga &
Beehr, 1995), length of education, and health (Alle-
beck & Mastekaasa, 2004). Health has also been used
as a measure of functional age (De Lange et al., 2006),
and is central to the concept of work ability (Ilmainen,
2009). In this study we hypothesized that psychological
age predicts retirement intentions better than chrono-
logical age. Panel data based on the Norwegian Nor-
LAG study 1-2 including 686 respondents aged 50-61,
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were used. Dependent variables were retirement inten-
tions at T1, (2002/2003) and retirement behavior at T2
(2007/2008). Independent variables were psychological
age, education, health, job satisfaction, leadership, and
chronological age, as measured at T1. Multiple regres-
sion was used for predicting retirement intentions and
retirement behavior. The prediction model explained
30 percent of the variance in retirement intentions. The
significant predictors were psychological age (ß = .08,
p< .01), education (ß = .14, p< .001), health (ß =
.15, p< .001), job satisfaction (ß = -.17, p< .001), and
chronological age (ß = .47, p< .001). The effect of psy-
chological age disappears when controlled for chrono-
logical age. The hypothesis is falsified as subjective
age correlates moderately (.48) with chronological age.
Actual retirement behavior is currently being analyzed
and will be reported at the conference.

The relationships between Work Ability and
“The Work Ability House” – towards a multi-
dimensional work ability model

Mykletun, R.J., University of Stavanger, Norwegian
School of Hotel Management, Stavanger, Norway ; Fu-
runes, T., University of Stavanger, Norwegian School
of Hotel Management, Stavanger, Norway

Abstract: The concept of “Work ability” was proposed
by Ilmarinen et al (1997), which today is translated
into 26 languages (Ilmarinen, 2009). Recently, Ilmari-
nen (2009) have argued that the work ability concept
should be broadened from its health- and functional
capacity-based focus to include several aspects of the
individual, the workplace and the leadership. “The
Work Ability House” (Ilmarinen, 2008) model includes
four “floors” or levels: 1) health and functional capac-
ity as measured with the original Work Ability Index
(Ilmarinen et al, 1997); 2) competence; 3) values, at-
titudes and motivation; and 4) work environment and
leadership. So far no indexes are proposed for the mea-
surement of the levels 2) – 4), and there is a call for em-
pirical evidence for this extended model. The present
study contributes to this gap by exploring the rela-
tionships between the levels 1), 2) – 4) of the model.
Data were collected by a questionnaire sent to teach-
ers (n=2,653) in Finland, Sweden and Norway, with
38 percent response rate). The independent variables
to assess indicators of levels 1) – 4) were scales form
the Nordic Questionnaire for Monitoring Age Diverse
Workforce (QPS Nordic ADW; Pakkin et al, 2008).
The dependent variable was work ability as measured
with a sum-score of 3 items from the Work Ability
Index (here named WAI score). A hierarchical mul-
tiple regression analysis was used, entering the inde-

pendent variables as specified by the extended work
ability model. The findings give some support to the
argument proposed by Ilmarinen (2009) that the Work
Ability might be broadened with measurements of com-
petence, individual attributes like values, attitudes and
motivation, and work environment and leadership. The
strongest predictor of the WAI-scores were, however,
the health variable, indicating that although of some
relevance to the understanding of the WAI scores, the
remaining variables are of less importance. Exceptions
might be made for satisfaction and self-efficacy, as these
variables are the second and third strongest predictors
of the WAI scores. Moreover, the results indicate that
the QPS Nordic ADW may be applied as a measure-
ment of the new, extended Work ability model as por-
trayed in the “The Work Ability House”.

Presentations: Organizational Change and
Development

Main topic area: Organizational Change and Develop-
ment

Location: 2.9 Euphrates (15:00-16:15)

Chair: Nicolson, R., University of Sheffield, Sheffield,
UK

Organizational Development to Community
Governance Round-Trip

Gandarillas Solinis, M.A., IE University, Segovia,
Spain

Abstract: Urban communities around the World are
changing, turning more global, complex, technological,
and diverse. Deeper research on how to face these new
challenges by organizations providing community ser-
vices is needed, studying the opportunities from the
field of organizational psychology, especially on organi-
zational development and management models. Here,
preliminar results on an international study about the
effectiveness of organizational structures and processes
of institutions providing services in highly diverse com-
munities are presented, focussing on public safety orga-
nizations. Main hypotheses stated a majority presence
of classic hierarchical organizational structures which
hinder comprehensive adaptations to diverse communi-
ties. Organizational data related to structural features,
processes, roles, and relationships with other organi-
zations and services (as independent variables), and
community data on needs and problems addressed (as
dependant variables) were included across 16 communi-
ties and cities from 8 countries. Results support main
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hypothesis. All organizational charts were identified
within a similar traditional functional type, with pub-
lic safety structures centralized with other services at
their top local, regional, or national levels, and with
the different services branched at the bottom, at com-
munity level. As a result, services are fragmentally
offered to individuals and groups, who usually have to
adapt to the type of service, failing to address the in-
tegral nature of diverse communities. A society-land
T-relationship management model is here proposed in-
tended to enable community services and organizations
to adapt to the community diverse needs and resources
based on criteria of efficiency, efficacy, and satisfaction.
Here, the community is placed at the top of the orga-
nizational chart, with specialised services supplying at
the bottom. Community management integrates ser-
vices and resources in the relationship between society
and land, aimed at an optimal adjustment. A commu-
nity manager profile is proposed as a core leading role,
working with the community as an inter-institutional
reference to enhance psychosocial processes, organiza-
tional changes, and inter-institutional organization for
community governance, integration, and development.
The integrative process of building community gover-
nance appears basic to support the development of or-
ganizational structures and processes to enable inte-
gral, intertwined, and comprehensive services, and a
deep and effective adaptation to the diverse commu-
nity.

Challenges of innovation and implementa-
tion in complex organizational environments
– managing a multi professional and cross sec-
tor health promoting program

Höög, E., Umea University, Umea, Sweden; Nyström,
M.E., Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden; Gar-
vare, R., Lulea University of Technology, Lulea, Swe-
den; Stening, L., Umea University, Umea, Sweden

Abstract: Traditional views on the spread of knowledge
and learning in health care have been criticized as being
overly linear, simplified and rational, leading to a slow
progress of clinical praxis. The purpose of the study
was to explore the views on learning and change of
two management levels of a Swedish long-term county
wide health promoting program for children. The sev-
enteen respondents were all directly involved in the pro-
gram, either in the group for strategic management or
in the group for process operations including process
facilitation. Data were collected via semi-structured
interviews and process diaries, complemented by meet-
ing protocols and agendas for development interven-
tions. Data cover four years of the development and im-

plementation process, 2004-2008. Analyses were per-
formed iteratively, starting with content analyses and
continuing with directed analyses in order to test hy-
potheses. The results indicate both differences and de-
velopment over time concerning the respondents’ views
on the target groups and on processes of learning and
change. Insights on important conditions for change
were expressed, but so were also conflicting views and
expectations between the actors involved. In compar-
ison to the process management group the strategic
management group expressed a more holistic view of
the program and its progress. There were also differ-
ent views on expectations, roles and competences of in-
volved process facilitators. The insights stated by pro-
cess management team members regarding how learn-
ing should be most effectively promoted were not fully
followed through in agendas and meetings during im-
plementation. A conclusion is that basic views on how
people learn and change their behavior are fundamen-
tal for how a change program will be executed. The
practical implications of the study is that involved ac-
tors’ assumptions of on what it is that best promotes
learning and behavioral change, and how this should
be translated into plans, strategies and specific behav-
iors of change agents, has to be thoroughly penetrated
in relation to the specific change, target context and
group, preferably during the early stages of a change
program, in order to promote its success.

Making a difference with Work and Organi-
sational Psychology!? The Sheffield City Re-
gion Leadership Program

Nicolson, R., University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK ;
Birdi, K., University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK

Abstract: Despite extensive investment in management
development, issues remain concerning the integration
of such developments across organizations, utilisation
of best practice from academic research, and evalua-
tion of the funding’s effectiveness. We report an in-
novative management development in Sheffield, a city
has 500,000 inhabitants and two large universities, the
University of Sheffield and Sheffield Hallam University.
The universities were awarded joint funding in 2009 to
foster ’innovation leaders’. The SCRLP provides a 60
credit programme leading to a postgraduate certificate
in leadership for leaders and prospective leaders in local
public sector organisations - local government, health,
police and fire services. Given the UK cutbacks, it was
critical that SCRLP had strong buy-in from partici-
pants, with provable value for money to their organ-
isations. Three major design criteria were therefore:
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(i) each session must be grounded in problems impor-
tant to the participants themselves; (ii) the programme
should involve all four major forms of learning: learn-
ing by being told, by doing, by reflection and social
learning; (iii) the program’s influence should increase
over time. Key components of the design implemen-
tation included: master classes, learning sets (group-
ing participants from different organisations), individ-
ual mentoring and coaching, a problem-based learning
approach, and development of social networks. Pro-
viding added value was the ViSuAL (Video Supported
Active Learning) methodology (Nicolson, 1994). Each
workshop session was recorded, and transcribed, and a
semantic structure created with acts, scenes and lines
(as in a play) that allows flexible navigation. Partici-
pants use their ViSuAL DVD before, during and after
the course, and also for coaching colleagues. The tech-
nique has applications throughout WOP, from training
to learning to diagnosis. A full evaluation of all course
components is underway, using immediate and delayed
ratings of perceived importance, clarity and usefulness
both to the individual participants and their organisa-
tions, the latter using Birdi’s TOTADO(2006) system
to identify changes that have (or have not) occurred,
together with factors influencing workplace transfer of
learning. We will outline the SCRLD course, the un-
derlying pedagogical/andragogical principles, the Vi-
SuAL systems, and the results of the evaluation of the
course impacts. The talk should interest both theorists
and practitioners in organisational development.

Organizational Change Management at Call
Centers : The Case of Health Info

Oprea Ciobanu, R., Universite Lyon 2, Lyon, France;
Ianeva, M., Télécom ParisTech/ University Lyon 2,
Paris, France

Abstract: Research interest Over the past two decades,
call centers have rapidly grown, becoming an impor-
tant element in the business structure of a number
of companies. For all these companies, tele-services
are a way to ensure competitive advantage, an effi-
cient management of customer relations, while cuttings
costs. They allow for a vast array of products and
services to be provided to remote customers, whose
information requests are efficiently ’handled’ by dis-
tant sales representatives. The work of a call opera-
tor is often described as ’machine-paced’ through au-
tomatic routing of incoming calls, tightly monitored
and prescribed. Number of studies, newspapers re-
ports and commentaries highlighted call centers as the
modern equivalent of factory sweatshops heavily rely-
ing on advanced information and communication tech-

nology. However, some authors (Dormann & Zijlstra,
2003; Shah & Bandi, 2003) argue that such statements
fail to grasp the complexity and skillfulness of the work
performance of a call operator. Working in a call cen-
tre is indeed different from other jobs in many ways,
as both technology and work organization, put specific
demands on call centre employees. While call opera-
tors’ individual performances, behavours, involvement,
workload have received a lot of attention, little research
has been done on the collective collaborative practices
of call operators. Yet today’s rapid technological and
organizational changes of workplaces surely affect indi-
vidual employees, but they also have an impact on the
way people belong to collectives (Ianeva & Ciobanu,
2010). Methodology This paper proposal applies an
activity theory framework to the empirical analysis of
individual local activities and collective collaborative
practices at call centers in the context of organiza-
tional change and further technological changes. It is
based on a nine-month ethnographic study conducted
at Health Info, the inbound call center for a number
of French mutual health insurance companies. We ar-
gue that a focus on the distributed collective practices
and arrangements is needed in order to fully under-
stand, both individual work performances and organi-
zational change. Expected contributions The expected
contributions of our paper proposal for EOWOP’11 are
to adress the challenges (conceptual, methodological)
that Work and Organizational psychologist face when
considering organizational cha

Centre for Creative Leadership - European
Journal of Work & Organizational
Psychology - Best Papers Award Session

Location: Auditorium 1 (15:00-16:15)

2009

Empowering behaviour and leader fairness
and integrity: Studying perceptions of eth-
ical leader behaviour from a levels-of-
analysis perspective

Hartog, D.N.; De Hoogh, A.H.B.,

2010

Substitutes for leadership in anaesthesia
teams and their impact on leadership effec-
tiveness

Kunzle, B.; Zala-Mezo, E., ; Kolbe, M., ; Wackerc, J.,
; Grote, G.,
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Symposium: Family-friendly Practices and
Cultures: Lessons learned from Four
Countries

Main topic area: Work Time and Work-family

Location: Auditorium 2 (15:00-16:15)

Chairs: Engen, M.L. van, Tilburg University, Tilburg,
The Netherlands; Harris, C., Tilburg University,
Tilburg, The Netherlands; Dikkers, J.S.E., VU Uni-
versity Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: This symposium aims at presenting studies
on family-friendly practices and culture from various
countries. Increased working hours, women’s participa-
tion in the workforce, and dual profession couples work-
ing for multinational firms has led to work-family con-
flict in many parts of the world (Hill, Yang, Hawkins, &
Ferris, 2004). While work-family conflict is a global is-
sue, work-family research has mostly been conducted in
Anglo societies (Greenhaus & Parasuraman, 1999). For
example, a recent review found that 75% work-family
studies used data entirely from US samples (Casper,
Eby, Bordeaux, Lockwood, & Lambert, 2007). As
work-family issues have become important across the
world, it is important for research to examine work-
family issues across different countries. Therefore, this
symposium integrates work-family studies using sam-
ples from four less frequently studied countries (Bel-
gium, Brazil, the Netherlands, and Spain), outside of
the US.Family-friendly practices or arrangements tar-
geted at increasing employees’ resources in balancing
work with care-related responsibilities have recently
been introduced by national governments and individ-
ual companies to reduce work-family conflicts in which
“participation in the work (family) role is made more
difficult by virtue of participation in the family (work)
role” (Greenhaus & Beutell, 1985, p. 77). However,
increasing numbers of academic studies show that the
availability of family-friendly practices alone is insuffi-
cient in reducing work-family conflict (e.g., Thompson,
Beauvais, & Lyness, 1999). These studies suggest that
the extent to which a company’s culture supports the
utilization of these practices and of work-family facili-
tation in general (i.e., a supportive family-friendly cul-
ture) is an additional factor affecting employees’ work-
family conflict and enhancing facilitation between the
work and family domains. A meta-analysis by Mesmer-
Magnus and Viswesvaran (2006) has even indicated
culture to be more influential in reducing work-family
conflict than formal family-friendly practices.Practices
may reduce work-family conflict in one country, but
may be less beneficial in another, which may lie in dif-
ferent cultural values. As mentioned above, one impor-

tant shortcoming of the growing family-friendly prac-
tices and culture literature, is the lack of studies com-
paring the effects of practices and culture across differ-
ent countries. One exception is formed by the recent
study if Lu et al. (2009) which compared associations
of supervisor support and work resources with work-
family conflict between 264 Taiwanese and 137 British
employees. The researchers found both parallel (i.e.,
work resources were negatively related to work-family
conflict in both samples) and diverging (i.e., super-
visor support had a stronger protective effect for the
Taiwanese than for the British sample) associations.
In sum, this symposium’s objective is to present and
compare the findings of four studies examining the ef-
fects of family-friendly practices and culture on work-
family conflict, and its subsequent associations with
work-related attitudes (i.e., engagement and commit-
ment) from four different, non-US countries.

Perceived supervisor support and work-family
conflict in association with organizational
commitment in Brazil

Casper, W., College of Business Administration, Uni-
versity of Texas at Arlington, Arlington, TX, USA;
Harris, C., Tilburg University, Tilburg, The Nether-
lands; Taylor-Bianco, A., College of Business, Ohio
University, OH, USA

Abstract: The current study extends work-family re-
search by examining the role of work-family conflict,
perceived supervisor support, and sex as predictors of
organizational commitment in Brazil. Brazil is an im-
portant country in the global economy and little work-
family research has been conducted in Latin cultures in
the past. Conservation of resources theory and social
exchange theory were used to explore the relationships
between two forms of work-family conflict (work inter-
ference with family and family interference with work),
perceived supervisor support, and sex with two forms
of organizational commitment (affective and continu-
ance). Work interference with family was related to
higher continuance commitment and perceived super-
visor support was related to higher affective and lower
continuance commitment. Interactions between both
types of work-family conflict and perceived supervisor
support revealed a reverse buffering effect such that
the relationship between work-family conflict and con-
tinuance commitment was stronger under conditions of
high support. Results are discussed within the Brazil-
ian context. The practical relevance of this research is
that it extends work-life research to the Brazilian con-
text. Additionally, it suggests the importance of the
cultural context in work and family issues along with
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what these relationships might be like in an emerging
economy.

The role of work-home arrangements, work-
home culture and personal coping in deter-
mining work-home interaction

Hauw, S. de, Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School,
Gent, Belgium; Vos, A. de, Vlerick Leuven Gent
Management School, Gent, Belgium; Dikkers, J.S.E.,
VU University Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: Recent meta-analyses have shown that bal-
ancing work and personal life has beneficial effects for
the organization (e.g. lower turnover) as well as for the
individual (e.g. less burnout), inspiring both parties to
actively enhance work-life balance (Allen et al., 2000).
However, only few studies investigated the concrete
actions that organizations and employees can under-
take (Eby et al., 2005). As noted by previous research,
studies on the impact of work-home arrangements (De-
merouti, 2006) and work-home culture (Dikkers et al.,
2007) on work-life balance are limited. In addition,
little is known about the impact of personal coping
styles on work-life balance (Rotondo & Kincaid, 2008).
Moreover, to date, no empirical research has examined
the combined effects of these organizational and per-
sonal strategies (Drach-Zahavy & Somech, 2008). To
fill these gaps, the current study aims to examine the
impact of work-home arrangements, work-home cul-
ture and personal coping styles on work-home conflict
and work-home facilitation within a public (n = 322)
and private organization (n = 480) in Belgium. By
means of analyses of variance, three main conclusions
have been drawn. First, personal coping is associated
with less work-home conflict and more work-home facil-
itation. Second, a positive work-home culture is associ-
ated with less work-home conflict and, via direct action
(personal coping) as moderator, with more work-home
facilitation. Third, work-home arrangements only had
an indirect impact on work-home conflict and work-
home facilitation through positive thinking (personal
coping) as moderator.

Institutional theory and expected efficiency
gains explaining organizational responsive-
ness to work-life issues

Rosa Navarro, M.D. de la, University of Sevilla,
Sevilla, Spain; Reyes, S.P.,

Abstract: In this article we integrate the relevant in-
sights from institutional theory and expected efficiency

gains to explain organizational responsiveness to work-
life issues. The model is tested using a survey data
from 146 Spanish private firms. The results reveal
that mimetic and particular normative pressures sig-
nificantly influence the availability and use of work-life
practices, while coercive and global normative pres-
sures appear not to.The perception of particular neg-
ative consequences related to the implementation for
work-life practices inhibit this responsiveness. The pos-
itive outcomes from work-life balance do not moderate
positively the relationship between institutional pres-
sures and work-life responsiveness.

Supportive Work-Home Cultures in organisa-
tions and employee engagement: The mediat-
ing role of using Work-Home Arrangements

Engen, M.L. van, Tilburg University, Tilburg, The
Netherlands; Schlenter, Y., Tilburg University, Tilburg,
The Netherlands

Abstract: Within the work-home literature the focus
is often on the interference between work and home.
There is a growing interest in the positive aspects of
combining work and care (e.g. van Steenbergen, Elle-
mers & Mooiaart, 2007; ten Brummelhuis, van der
Lippe, Kluwer & Flap, 2008). In this study we focus on
whether combining work and home influences employee
engagement, a ‘positive, fulfilling, work-related state of
mind characterized by vigor, dedication and absorption
in one’s work (Schaufeli, Salanova, Gonzales-Roma, &
Bakker, 2002). The aim of this study was to con-
tribute to previous literature by testing a model con-
cerning the effects of having a supportive Work-Home
Culture in organisations and the utilisation of Work-
Home Arrangements on employee engagement. More
specifically, this study aimed to provide new insights
in the relationship between a supportive Work-Home
Culture and employee engagement, adding the utiliza-
tion of Work-Home Arrangements as a mediator. 4.935
working parents participated in an online survey study
as part of a ‘Best Employer’ research. The results of
the regression analyses showed that especially the sup-
port from the organisation and manager are important
for the use of Work-Home Arrangements. Further, evi-
dence is given that using flexible Work-Home Arrange-
ments leads to a higher employee engagement, while
the opposite is true for care related Work-Home Ar-
rangements. Last, the results show that a supportive
Work-Home Culture also leads to a higher employee en-
gagement, but Work-Home Arrangements do not me-
diate this relation. In conclusion, the practical rele-
vance of this study can be found in the evidence that
is given about ways to improve employee engagement.
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This study shows that employee engagement can be
improved by making sure there is a supportive Work-
Home Culture in organisations but also by encouraging
employees to use flexible Work-Home Arrangements,
such as flexible work times and working from home.

15:30-16:30

Posters session: Human Resource
Management-Selection and Assessment

Location: Expo (15:30-16:30)

Impact of HRM Practices on Job Satisfac-
tion, Organizational Commitment, and Em-
ployee Turnover

Lacoursiere, R., Universite du Québec a Trois-Rivieres,
Trois-Rivieres, Canada; Fabi, B., Universite du Québec
a Trois-Rivieres, Trois-Rivieres, Canada; Lacoursiere,
R., Universite du Québec a Trois-Rivieres, Trois-
Rivieres, QC, Canada; Mathieu, C., Universite du
Québec a Trois-Rivieres, Trois-Rivieres, Canada; Ray-
mond, L., Universite du Québec a Trois-Rivieres,
Trois-Rivieres, Canada

Abstract: The demographic restructuring which is on-
going in most industrial countries is an unprecedented
phenomenon. Lower birth rates coupled with an ag-
ing workforce have resulted in a shrinking labour pool
(Burke and Ng, 2006). In order to address talent
shortages, a number of organisations have refined their
HR strategies (Cowan, Farquhar and MacBride-King,
2002; Ployhart, 2006). But what are the practices
most likely to contribute to the attraction and reten-
tion of human resources? Are there any sets or bundles
of HRM practices that improve employee retention?
What is the role played by job satisfaction and organi-
zational commitment in this regard? To what extent do
individual characteristics such as age, gender, educa-
tion, employment status and union membership influ-
ence the preferences of individuals and the importance
attributed to different HRM practices? And to what
extent do these characteristics influence the observed
levels of job satisfaction, organizational commitment
and intention to leave? These are the main questions
meant to be answered with this research. Data col-
lection consisted both in administering a questionnaire
(quantitative data) and in holding semi-structured in-
terviews of employees in xxx organizations (qualitative
data).The questionnaire measures employees’ percep-
tions of importance and satisfaction regarding a set of

nine HR practices (work-life balance, leadership, com-
munication and participation, performance appraisal,
employee selection, orientation, training and develop-
ment, compensation, benefits). Also measured are or-
ganizational and individual characteristics, as well as
job satisfaction (Weiss, Davis, England & Lofquist,
1967), organizational commitment (Meyer, Allen and
Smith, 1993) and intention to quit (Cammann, Fich-
man, Jenkins and Klesh, 1979). To date, more than 600
individuals have completed the questionnaire and more
than 200 of them have also been interviewed. These
respondents come from a diversified sample of small,
medium-sized and large private and public organisa-
tions. Our results clearly indicate that: - several HRM
practices prove to be significant drivers of job satis-
faction; - job satisfaction contributes significantly to
organizational commitment of employees; - organiza-
tional commitment significantly reduces the intention
to quit. As illustrated in our results, HRM practices
can be considered as “distal”variables whose effect on
employee turnover occurs through the mediation of job
satisfaction and organizational commitment.

Understanding the relationship between HRM
system strength, employee engagement and
individual and unit performance

Chacko, S., Birkbeck, University of London, UK ; Con-
way, N., Birkbeck, University of London, South Croy-
don, UK

Abstract: This paper presents and tests a model linking
human resource management (HRM) system strength,
employee engagement and performance. In under-
standing the complex relationship between HRM and
performance, a key mediator is likely to be employee
engagement. Bowen and Ostroff (2004) propose in
their influential model that HR systems communicate
messages to employees so that they form a collective
sense of expected behaviours. They propose HRM in-
fluences employee attitudes and behaviour not only
through content (i.e. practices) but also meta-features
(employee attributions regarding HRM). We extend
the model, examining how employee attributions and
sense-making about the HRM system in relation to
its distinctiveness (how highly observable it is), consis-
tency (the extent to which it is the same across time)
and consensus (extent of agreement among individuals)
influences perceptions about the level of organisational
support, fairness and self efficacy, which in turn impact
on both individual and unit level engagement. We also
consider the line manager’s role in influencing employee
attributions by acting as interpretive filters’ and creat-
ing stronger shared sense-making. We present findings
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from the first wave of a multi-level, longitudinal inves-
tigation at business unit and employee levels, using a
large local authority as a case study. The sample con-
sists of about 1,000 employees, 50 line managers and
20 senior managers distributed across 30 units and 20
HR staff. The employee survey consists of a new mea-
sure of HRM system strength, and established mea-
sures of employee engagement and related attitudes
and self-report behaviours. The line manager survey
includes self-report ratings of managing employee at-
tributions, ratings of employee engagement and per-
formance. Senior managers and HR staff assess HRM,
reporting on policies, practices, and system strength.
For unit performance, we use sickness absence and vol-
untary turnover obtained from organizational records.
Multi-level modelling is used to analyse group and in-
dividual level phenomena. The paper will reflect on
practical insights that follow when considering HRM
system strength, the line manager role and employee
attributions in terms of improving employee engage-
ment. Having engaged employees will be critical for
harnessing talent, and improving performance, partic-
ularly during times of unprecedented change and diffi-
cult economic conditions.

Dissatisfied with your grade? So why don’t
you negotiate? A qualitative study of the
reasons for (not) negotiating

Reif, J., Ludwig Maximilian University, Munich,
München, Germany ; Brodbeck, F.C., Ludwig Maxim-
ilian University, Munich, München, Germany

Abstract: There is ample research examining negotia-
tion processes, strategies and outcomes, however, an
essential part of negotiation events, namely, the begin-
ning phase, has rarely been investigated empirically.
Taking the importance and practical relevance of the
initiation of negotiations in organizational (i.e. nego-
tiating for i-deals, career development), consumer (i.e.
haggling for better prices), or conflict management (i.e.
detecting the ripeness of a conflict) contexts into ac-
count it seems indispensible to take a closer look at
this phenomenon. A qualitative study was conducted
(open ended questions, online survey) to obtain de-
scriptions of students’ experiences about negotiations
of grades with their lectures with a focus on the ques-
tion: Why do students (not) initiate a negotiation con-
cerning their grade? The purpose was to assemble
genuine reasons that trigger the initiation of negoti-
ation or inhibit it. We used a deductive and inductive
approach to analyze the data: Main categories were
derived from theoretical considerations, combining the

Theory of Complaining (Kowalski, 1996) with cogni-
tive motivational VIE Theory (Vroom, 1964). Sub-
categories were generated inductively from the text ma-
terial. We received 1306 event descriptions. Students
who reported to have negotiated did mostly so because
of perceived negative discrepancies between a current
state and the individual’s standard for this state. Per-
ceptions of negative discrepancy were often accompa-
nied by emotional reactions like feelings of dissatisfac-
tion or inequity. Many students who did not negoti-
ate (non-initiators) reported that there was no obvious
or perceived discrepancy in the situation. But there
were also some non-initiators who actually reported
perceptions of negative discrepancy. Results indicate
that these students were inhibited from actually ne-
gotiating by considerations of the instrumentality of
negotiation, the subjective expectancy or the value of
the objective. Non-initiators frequently thought that
negotiating would not bring about a change of cir-
cumstances (low instrumentality) or that they did not
have the capability of negotiating successfully (low ex-
pectancy). Furthermore they ascribed low importance
to the negotiation object (low value). The data give
a deeper insight into reasons for (not) initiating nego-
tiations and provide first evidence for the theoretical
model presented.

Competency Model validation process : an il-
lustration in public administration sector.

Lothe, B., University of Liege, Liege, Belgium

Abstract: Background: Nowadays Human Resource
Management issues are highly related to the strate-
gic approach (Analoui, 2007; Daft, 2008; Becker,
Huselid & Beatty, 2009 ; Jackson, Schuler & Werner,
2009). Workforce is considered as an asset and HRM
is required to match human capital with organization
strategic purposes. HRM practices have accordingly
evolved to better fulfil this requirement through for
instance Competency Modelling (CM) (Werbel & De
Marie, 2005). Diagnosis: This communication illus-
trates a specific CM validation process in a wide Pub-
lic Administration. Through a ’one-size-fits-all’ com-
petency model approach (Mansfield, 1996), the HRM
department of this Public Administration has devel-
oped a set of 29 transverse competencies broken down
across 290 behavioural indicators. After several in-
house pre-validation steps (workshops and test cases),
Human Resources Development Unit of University of
Liege was invited to collaborate to the final validation
process. Solution: Based on Van Beirendonck (2006)
CM validation criteria, a two steps validation method
was jointly developed. Four main criteria were used,
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therefore each behavioural indicator ought to : (1)
meet various organizational departments needs; (2) be
clearly understood within the organization (Bowen &
Ostroff, 2004); (3) have a straight link with its belong-
ing competency and (4) be observable. A questionnaire
survey (n=252) was drawn up to appraise the first three
criteria and quantitative analysis results provided the
CM improvement framework. The concluding valida-
tion stage assessed the three last criteria by measuring
Subject Matter Experts (HR managers responsible for
staff evaluation) interrater agreement in order to im-
prove CM content validity (Sanchez & Levine, 2009).
Finding: Results comfortably confirm CM content val-
idation under the four criteria. One of the project’s
more relevant elements is developing a scientifically
based method adapted to wide administration organi-
zational features and constraints. In contrast, this CM
validation project presents some limitations in relation
to the CM theoretical concept (ambiguous concept in
its validation perspective) and to organizational con-
straints (lack of strategic project concerning the use of
the CM). Method and outcomes will be discussed in
connection with the customer’s requirements and the
constraints from the organizational context.

Global Best Practices and Local Adaptation
Approaches in Human Resources Management
Practices of Multinational Corporations

Isik, D.I., Koç University, Istanbul, Turkey

Abstract: Abstract In the present study, among vari-
ous approaches used by MNCs, MNCs with global best
practices and adaptation approaches were stated as
emerging as two types of learning organizations. Par-
ticipation, autonomy and knowledge transfer in HRM
practices of subsidiaries were examined as the charac-
teristics of learning organizations of MNCs. The aim of
the study is to compare MNCs with global best prac-
tices approach and local adaptation approach with re-
spect to both characteristics of learning organizations
in HRM practices of MNC subsidiaries (i.e., partici-
pation, autonomy and knowledge transfer) and pos-
itive employee attitudes (i.e., high satisfaction with
HRM practices, low turnover intention and high or-
ganizational identification) as the outcomes of global
best practices approach and local adaptation approach.
HRM practices include recruitment and selection, com-
pensation and benefits, training and development, per-
formance appraisal, career mobility/opportunity. Be-
tween two types of learning organizations, MNCs with
global best practices have employees with more positive
attitudes (i.e., high satisfaction with HRM practices,

low turnover intention and high organizational iden-
tification) and apply more learning organization char-
acteristics (participation, autonomy, knowledge trans-
fer) in HRM practices than MNCs with local adap-
tation approach. Examining the differences between
global best practices and local adaptation approaches
in HRM strategies of MNCs provides a better under-
standing of employee attitudes and a benefit to attract
and retain the best talent in MNCs. In addition, un-
derstanding employee attitudes toward HRM practices
of MNCs provides employers to have the opportunity
to implement the strategies of the organizations for the
benefits of employees, thus increases the positive out-
comes of the organization. Keywords: MNC, HRM,
global best practices, local adaptation, employee char-
acteristics, learning organization

Construct equivalence of the OPQ32n for
black and white people in South Africa

Viviers, A., University of South Africa, Pretoria, South
Africa; Visser, D., University of South Africa, Preto-
ria, South Africa

Abstract: Recent surveys have indicated unequivocally
that the use of personality tests is becoming increas-
ingly popular among employers for personnel selection
decisions (Ones & Anderson, 2002). The OPQ32n is
often used for making a variety of personnel decisions.
Evidence regarding the suitability of personality ques-
tionnaires for use across South Africa’s various popu-
lation groups is required for selecting appropriate psy-
chometric instruments. The objective of the study was
to investigate the structural invariance of the OPQ32n
for two South African population groups. It was also
decided to examine differences in OPQ32n scale scores
between black and white demographic groups, and to
establish whether these were likely to arise from a lack
of construct equivalence between the two groups. Data
were collected by means of a questionnaire and the re-
sults were analysed using structural equation modelling
to examine the structural equivalence of the OPQ32n
scale scores for a sample consisting of 248 black and 476
white people from the SHL (South Africa) database. A
good fit regarding factor correlations and covariances
on the 32 scales was obtained, partially supporting the
structural equivalence of the questionnaire for the two
groups. The analyses furthermore indicated that there
was structural invariance, with the effect of the Social
Desirability scale partialled out. The results of this
study indicate that the internal consistency reliabilities
of the OPQ32n scales are acceptable for the two differ-
ent groups for basic and applied research, although the
mean alpha for the black group was substantially lower
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than that for the white group. The structural equa-
tion modelling indicated a highly satisfactory degree of
structural invariance when the groups were compared
with regard to their factor correlation matrices on the
32 scales. South African black and white respondents
therefore were comparable as far as their correlations
between the 32 scales were concerned. For the present
study, the score patterns obtained by the black and
white groups therefore can be considered structurally
equivalent, in the sense that the OPQ32n questionnaire
in this particular application of a comparison between
black and white groups was not biased in terms of yield-
ing different correlation matrices for the two groups.

Recruitment Sources, Credibility, and Orga-
nizational Attractiveness

Hoye, G. van, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium

Abstract: Attracting and retaining the most talented
employees is crucial for organizational success and sur-
vival. The source through which job seekers receive
employment information is one of the key factors that
might influence their attraction to organizations (Zot-
toli & Wanous, 2000). However, previous research
on recruitment sources has mostly focused on post-
hire outcomes such as job satisfaction instead of pre-
hire outcomes such as organizational attractiveness
(Rynes & Cable, 2003). In addition, the choice of
which sources to study has been rather arbitrary and
has lacked theoretical justification beyond the formal-
informal classification (Breaugh, 2008). Therefore, the
present study applies Cable and Turban’s (2001) com-
prehensive theoretical taxonomy to identify four ma-
jor types of recruitment sources (recruitment advertis-
ing, recruitment events, publicity, and word-of-mouth)
and relies on the source credibility theory (Pornpitak-
pan, 2004) to predict differential relationships of these
sources with organizational attractiveness. A field
study was conducted in Belgium with a sample of 184
job seeking nurses (79% women; mean age = 25.20, SD
= 6.70) attending one of two hospital job fairs. This
context is very relevant for studying recruitment issues,
given that many countries are experiencing substan-
tial shortages of qualified nursing staff (Massey, Esain,
& Wallis, 2009). The results show that job seekers
who spent more time on receiving employment infor-
mation through the experiential recruitment sources
events and word-of-mouth perceived this information
as more credible. On the contrary, the informational
sources publicity and recruitment advertising were not
or negatively related to credibility. In addition, job
seekers’ exposure to word-of-mouth was strongly pos-
itively related to their attraction to organizations as

an employer, whereas the other recruitment sources
were not significant predictors. The credibility of the
received employment information partially mediated
the relationship between word-of-mouth and organi-
zational attractiveness. In terms of practical impli-
cations, these findings suggest that to enhance their
attractiveness as an employer for job seekers, recruit-
ing organizations should provide credible employment
information and stimulate the use of word-of-mouth as
a recruitment source.

Assessment Center Practices in South
Africa

Rossberger, R.J., Alpen-Adria University Klagenfurt,
Klagenfurt, Austria; Krause, D.E., Alpen-Adria Uni-
versity Klagenfurt, Klagenfurt, Austria

Abstract: AC programs continue to spread to more
countries around the world. One of the challenges faced
by organizations operating in an international context
is to understand cross-cultural variability in AC prac-
tices. It is very plausible that certain AC features
that are acceptable and feasible in some countries (e.g.,
U.S., U.K., Switzerland) may not be acceptable and
feasible in others (e.g., South Africa). For this reason,
it is important to increase our knowledge of AC prac-
tices in different countries, such as South Africa. In the
present study, we portray a broad spectrum of AC prac-
tices with respect to all stages of the AC process: the
analysis, the design, the execution, and the evaluation.
We compare South African ACs with the practices in
other countries, and identify pros and cons in South
African AC practices. Data were collected via an online
survey completed by Human Resource (HR) managers
of N = 43 South African organizations. The question-
naire contained N = 62 AC features. The response rate
was 38,6%. Results are presented in the following cat-
egories: (a) AC design, (b) job analysis methods and
job requirements assessed, (c) target groups and posi-
tions of the participants after the AC, (d) number and
kind of exercises used, (e) additional diagnostic meth-
ods used, (f) assessors and characteristics considered in
constitution of the assessor pool, (g) observational sys-
tems and rotation plan, (h) characteristics, contents,
and methods of assessor training, (i) types of informa-
tion provided to participants, and (j) data integration
process, and use of self- and peer-ratings (k) character-
istics of the feedback process, (l) and features after the
AC.
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Applicant Reactions to Videoconference In-
terviews: A Conduit or Barrier to Effective
Recruitment?

Sears, G., Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada;
Zhang, H., Mcmaster University, Hamilton, Canada;
Wiesner, W.H., McMaster University, Hamilton,
Canada

Abstract: In recent years, HR practitioners have been
facing mounting pressures to expand the scope of their
recruitment activities while simultaneously containing
costs (Cascio & Aguinis, 2010). In line with this
trend, many employers have begun using videoconfer-
ence (VC) interviews as a supplement or alternative
to traditional, face-to-face (FTF) interviews (Lievens
& Chapman, 2010). Despite its increasing usage,
very limited research has investigated the impact of
VC technology on applicant reactions in the employ-
ment interview. Drawing on theories of media rich-
ness (Daft & Lengal, 1986) and procedural justice
(Gilliland, 1993), we propose that, due to the relative
novelty and primary limitations of VC technology (e.g.,
less immediacy and clarity in communications, Sellen,
1995), applicants will report less favourable percep-
tions of VC interviews compared to FTF interviews.
One hundred six MBA students volunteered to partic-
ipate in the study. Participants served as an appli-
cant in both a FTF and VC interview. Both inter-
views were highly structured, containing two separate
question sets. They were each 20 minutes in duration
and were designed as practice interviews for upcom-
ing work term placements. After each interview, ap-
plicants completed questionnaires measuring: 1. their
perceptions of procedural justice in the interview (three
dimensions: job-relatedness, chance to perform, and
selection information, Gilliland, 1993); and 2. their
evaluations of key recruiter characteristics of their re-
spective interviewer (i.e., friendliness, trustworthiness,
appearance, overall impression). MANOVAs revealed
that VC interviews were perceived by applicants as pro-
viding both less of a chance to perform (p < .05) and
less selection information (p < .01) than FTF inter-
views. VC interviews were also viewed as less job-
related (p < .01). Finally, applicants reported signif-
icantly less favourable evaluations of their respective
interviewer in the VC interview relative to the FTF
interview. Findings from this study signal that organi-
zations should exercise caution in implementing VC in-
terviews. While results should be considered tentative,
it appears that VC interviews may negatively influence
applicant perceptions, which may, in turn, undermine
applicant attraction to the hiring organization (Chap-
man & Webster, 2006). These findings highlight the

need for further research examining the validity of the
VC interview and its impact on recruiting effective-
ness.

Do Ethnic Minorities Benefit Less from Im-
pression Management Tactics during the Se-
lection Interview? Type of Tactic and Pro-
fessional Experience Matter.

Derous, E., Ghent University, Gent, Belgium; Chin-
Kon-Sung, D., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotter-
dam, The Netherlands; Born, M.Ph., Erasmus Univer-
sity Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: Impression management tactics (IM-tactics)
are a set of behaviors that influence others to leave a
positive impression. IM-tactics either focus on the in-
terviewer, such as ingratiation (i.e., other-focused tac-
tic), or on oneself, such as self-presentation (i.e., self-
focused tactic) (Peeters & Lievens, 2006). No pre-
vious research has investigated interviewers’ percep-
tion of IM- effectiveness of ethnic minority applicants.
Yet, based on cultural patterns/values, it can be ex-
pected that Dutch recruiters prefer self-focused tac-
tics whereas Moroccan applicants prefer other-oriented
tactics (Phalet & Schnpflug, 2001). Furthermore, be-
cause ethnic majority recruiters might be less experi-
enced with assessing ethnic minority candidates, they
might risk more biased decision-making. An experi-
mental study among Dutch recruiters investigated the
interactive effects of applicants’ ethnicity (Dutch vs.
Moroccan), use of IM-tactics (ingratiation vs. self-
presentation), and recruiters’ professional experience
(high vs. low) on job interview outcomes. Study find-
ings. ANCOVAs showed a three-way interaction be-
tween ethnicity, professional experience, and impres-
sion management. When recruiters were inexperi-
enced, ingratiation was a better tactic for Moroccan
applicants than self-presentation, which seemed as ef-
fective as using no tactic. The reverse held for Dutch
applicants: they best use self-presentation or no tactic
at all when sitting in front of an inexperienced rater but
not so when sitting in front of an experienced rater.
Theoretical/practical implications. This study sheds
light on the usefulness of IM-tactics among ethnic ma-
jorities/minorities upon the selection interview, a topic
that has not been investigated much in this context.
IM-tactics differ in their effectiveness for Dutch and
Moroccan applicants for different levels of recruiters’
professional experience. This is important information
for both ethnic minority applicants and job coaches in
order to maximize ethnic minorities’ job chances, who
still suffer hiring discrimimation compared to ethnic
majorities. Recruiters also benefit from being aware of
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their own judgment processes. As they gain experience,
they may become more strict towards candidates, but
are also less prone to biased decision-making. There-
fore, both applicant and recruiter training are highly
recommended.

Double Jeopardy upon Resume Screening: Do
Arab males suffer more hiring discrimination
than Arab females?

Derous, E., Ghent University, Gent, Belgium; Ryan,
A.M.R., Michigan State University, East-Lansing,
USA

Abstract: Arabs are the largest ethnic minority group
in the Netherlands with unemployment rates being
twice as high as those of host nationals and other ethnic
minorities. Some suggest that human capital factors
account for the disadvantaged position of Arab appli-
cants on the Dutch labor market. Yet, hiring discrimi-
nation also has been suggested as a source of differences
(Derous, 2010) Resumes are one of the most important
sources of information that personnel decision makers
consider when they initially screen applicants for jobs
and that resume-screening may be highly susceptible to
cognitive bias (Derous, Nguyen, & Ryan, 2009). How-
ever, whereas the adverse impact of various selection
tools is well researched, the more ubiquitous tool of
resume-screening remains relatively under-examined.
Recruiters can easily infer undisclosed personal char-
acteristics such as ethnicity and sex from resume char-
acteristics such as name. Debate remains as to whether
applicants’ ethnicity is more prominent than sex (Eth-
nic Prominence Hypothesis) and whether ethnic/Arab
females (Double Jeopardy Hypothesis, DJH) or eth-
nic/Arab males (Subordinate Male Target Hypothe-
sis, SMTH) suffer most from hiring discrimination.
Study findings. One correspondence audit study in
a large Dutch metropolitan area (Study 1) and one
resume-shifting experiment (Study 2) among Dutch
HR-consultants showed main and interaction effects for
ethnicity and sex, such that Arab males received more
rejections (Study 1) and lower job suitability ratings
(Study 2) than Arab females. Overall, Arabs suffered
more discrimination than Dutch, supporting the Eth-
nic Prominence Hypothesis. In addition and despite
the wide-spread acknowledgement of the DJH in the-
ory, more support was found for the SMTH than for
the DJH. Whether the DJH or the SMTH hold may de-
pend on the particular ethnic/cultural context. Practi-
cal relevance. The workplace is rapidly becoming mul-
ticultural and employers must ensure that hiring pro-
cedures are free from bias that may negatively affect
ethnic minority applicants because it is ethical and it

is in the law. Anonymous resume-screening is much de-
bated but not well understood. Our results show that
blotting personal information (ethnicity; sex) may be
useful in the first stage of the hiring procedure. Appli-
cants as well consultants should consider the complex,
interactive nature of ethnicity and sex.

Problems and Pitfalls in Organizational Uses
of Personality Inventories

Christiansen, N.D., Central Michigan University,
Mount Pleasant, Michigan, USA; Tett, R.P., Univer-
sity of Tulsa, Tulsa, OK, USA; Robie, C., Wilfred Lau-
rier University, Waterloo, ON, Canada

Abstract: Although compelling evidence exists that
scores on personality inventories are related to job
performance, many organizational uses of personality
scores may not reflect the top-down selection model
characterized by the validity coefficients from these
studies (Ryan & Sackett, 1998). Unfortunately, al-
though use of personality inventories in organizations
has increased over the past two decades, relatively lit-
tle is known about how such tests are being used. In
the present study, human resource professionals with
experience in how personality tests are utilized in their
organizations were interviewed and surveyed; practices
were then compared to what is known in the research
literature. Two common practices were identified that
depart from how traditional selection tests are used:
use of narrative reports and profile analysis. With nar-
rative reports all trait scales are administered and in-
terpreted with no systematic integration of trait in-
formation; the judgments regarding the most qualified
candidates is subjective. For profile analysis, a small
number of top performers complete the entire personal-
ity assessment and discrepancies between a consensus
profile and candidates’ profiles are computed; scores
either higher or lower than top performers’ indicate a
less qualified candidate. Both practices include use of
all of the trait scales from multidimensional personality
inventories with the stated goal of assessing ’the whole
person’. Research has shown that for most jobs fewer
than half of the trait scales are related to performance
and research has consistently showed that validity is
enhanced when traits are winnowed using a confirma-
tory strategy – ideally following a personality-based job
analysis (Tett et al., 1999). Specific to the narrative
reports, it has been consistently shown that decisions
based on more subjective or judgmental ways to com-
bine information tend to be of lower quality than me-
chanical ways to combine data (Dawes, 1974). For the
profile analysis, there is little evidence of quadratic re-
lationships with job performance in the literature and
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the small number of assessments going into the consen-
sus profile suggests volatility. We conclude that despite
promising results in the literature, many uses of person-
ality inventories are likely to yield decisions with zero
validity and better guides for best-practice application
are needed.

Identifying competency requirements: In-
creasing inter-rater agreement by shifting
rater focus

Fleck, S., SHL, Thames Ditton, UK ; Bartram, D.,
SHL, Thames Ditton, UK

Abstract: In competency profiling scenarios, raters are
asked to indicate the importance of a set of competen-
cies for a job. Typically, the focus of the rating task
is on characteristics of the person doing the job. How-
ever, research on competency profiling indicates that
agreement between raters is not very high. One expla-
nation for this is that when raters are asked to indi-
cate how important personal characteristics are for a
job, they need to make an ’inferential leap’ between the
tasks they know the job consists of, and the personal
characteristics that they believe are required to per-
form these tasks. This study investigated the hypoth-
esis that shifting the rater’s focus away from thinking
about competencies in relation to the job holder and
onto considering competencies in relation to the job
itself would lead to higher levels of inter-rater agree-
ment. In effect, to make the competency profiling task
more work rather than worker oriented. To test the hy-
pothesis a quasi-controlled experiment was to set up,
where job incumbents in several jobs rated the im-
portance of competencies for their job either using a
person-oriented rating scale or an activity oriented rat-
ing scale. Seven jobs we re targeted, with between 4
and 13 incumbents in each job. Within each job, half
of the raters rated their job with the person-oriented
rating scale, and the other half rated the job with the
activity-oriented rating scale. For each job, the raters
in each condition were balanced for job tenure and gen-
der. Across all jobs, the average pair-wise profile cor-
relation was 0.45 in the person-focused condition and
0.52 in the activity-focused condition, indicating sup-
port for the hypothesis. A strength of this study is that
the inter-rater agreement statistics are based on rat-
ings of the same actual job, rather than different jobs
in the same occupational category. This means that we
can rule out job and organisation differences as sources
of inter-rater disagreement. Practical relevance: To
achieve more consistent competency importance rat-
ings, practitioners can ask raters to consider the com-
petency constructs as activities of the job rather than

personal characteristics of the job holder.

Guide of Good Practices In Personnel Re-
cruitment And Selection

Castano, M.G., Complutense University, Madrid,
Spain; Lopez Montalvo, G.M., Complutense Univer-
sity, Madrid, Spain; Prieto, J.M., Complutense Uni-
versity, Madrid, Spain

Abstract: Personnel Selection is a traditional field of
expertise where industrial psychologists have made rel-
evant contributions historically based on methodolog-
ical aspects as well as on quality controls in profes-
sional performance; the consequence has been proto-
cols used as a reference. Changes in the occupational
market and in social requirements regarding data pro-
tection criteria as well as privacy issues require the
introduction of standards and protocols in the hiring
and socialization process of new employees in a produc-
tive organization. It involves identifying occupational
needs and the accommodation of new hires. This guide
deals with present challenges involved and the purpose
is the development of standardization criteria to sup-
port professional practice in Work and Organizational
Psychology as well as in other related field of exper-
tise in Human Resources Management and Develop-
ment Programs. The Finish Psychological Association
launched in 2002 a Handbook of Good Practice in Per-
sonnel Assessment endorsed not only by Scandinavian
Psychological Societies but also by the European Fed-
eration of Psychologits’ Associations. The same year
in the UK appeared The Recruitment and Selection
Model: investors in people, and in 2006 the Guide-
lines for implementing principle number 6 of a world-
wide agreement. In 2007 the Spanish Trade Union,
UGT published a Ethical code in personnel selection.
The Madrid Branch of the Spanish Psychologist Asso-
ciation and the Department of Individual Differences
and Work Psychology at the Complutense University
have developed a project focused on generating guide-
lines in Personnel Recruitment and Selection proce-
dures that may considered a reference in professional
practice among Human Resources experts and mainly
by Work and Organizational Psychologists. The out-
come will be a good practice manual to disseminate
what is acceptable or not in the process of hiring and
socializing new comers into an organization.

Applicant Reactions to Anonymity in Hiring:
The Case of the CV

Bertolino, M., University of Nice (France), Nice,
France; Steiner, D., University of Nice, Nice, France
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Abstract: In 2006, in an effort to reduce hiring discrim-
ination, the French Diversity and Employment depart-
ments requested that some organizations test the use of
anonymous CVs, where information such as names, na-
tionality, sex, and age are unknown to recruiters during
the initial selection process. Past research has shown
that selection decisions are influenced by stereotypical
information inferred from such identifying data (e.g.,
Amadieu, 2005; Derous et al., 2008; Kaplan & Fisher,
2009), which is disadvantageous to people belonging to
minority groups. Studies of applicant reactions to such
anonymity have yet to be conducted. Thus, based on
organizational justice research (Gilliland, 1993), we in-
vestigated applicants’ perceptions regarding the use of
two CV formats (traditional vs anonymous). We fo-
cused on North African minority and French majority
group members because hiring discrimination against
people of North African origin is well documented in
France (A Comptence Egale, 2009). Method A sam-
ple of 171 young job seekers (90 of French origin; 81 of
North African origin) completed a pre-test question-
naire on justice perceptions of the CV (e.g., Bauer et
al., 2001). Then, the participants created their CV. In
the traditional condition all the information about the
applicant was retained; in the anonymous condition,
the experimenter removed (with white-out) informa-
tion that could lead to a stereotypical decision. Then,
participants were told to that their CV was evaluated
either by a French recruiter called Philippe Sabatier, or
by a North African rater called Mohammed Kalahoui.
Finally, they completed post-test measures of justice
perceptions and other measures. Results and Discus-
sion The principal analysis of variance results showed
that minority group members prefer to be evaluated
by anonymous CV. Specifically, when the recruiter is
French, minority applicants had higher procedural jus-
tice perceptions of anonymous CVs relative to the tra-
ditional one. Minority group members also expressed
higher negative reactions for the traditional compared
to the anonymous CV. Our results provide some of
the first data comparing majority and minority popu-
lations in France on attitudes toward anonymous CVs.
We will discuss our data based on organizational justice
theory.

A Comparison of Fit between Employer Re-
quirements and Graduates in the UK

Tatham, N., Talent Q, Oxfordshire, UK ; Beaumont,
L., Talent Q, Thame, UK ; MacKinnon, R., Talent Q,
Thame, UK

Abstract: The current graduate job market is facing
unprecedented scrutiny in the present economic cli-

mate, with only a reported 36% of students gradu-
ating in 2010 expecting to secure a graduate role af-
ter university. Consequently, the graduate job market
is extremely competitive, benefiting employers with a
much wider graduate pool to choose from than ever
before. However, there is a reported lack of fit between
what graduates can offer and what employers believe
to be important for successful job performance. By ex-
amining data from a live’ assessment system these al-
leged gaps can be reviewed further in personality trait
terms. This project consisted of: Analysis of client
created role profiles’ from online assessment system
to look for high priority personality traits Examina-
tion of industry sector differences and wider research
Gap analysis comparing graduate data on the trait-
based Dimensions personality questionnaire with em-
ployer expectations Results revealed that whilst all 15
of the traits measured by Dimensions are regarded as
important for at least some of the organizations, the
most important were: Conscientiousness, Communica-
tiveness, Influencing, Social Confidence and Analytical
skills. Creativity, Resilience, Relaxed and Consultative
were less important. Significant inter-industry differ-
ences were observed across the 4 industry sectors ex-
amined. Prospects.ac.uk (UK undergraduate website)
describe key areas sought by employers and many over-
laps are seen between these and this study suggesting
that the organizational sample used is a good indica-
tion of the wider UK job market. An examination of
the personality data of 2,629 recent graduates identi-
fied consistent but small differences compared to the
wider group, indicating that the supposed lack of fit
so often described in the media is perhaps not as sig-
nificant, at least in terms of personality. In summary,
there are general trends (with some variation) in what
employers are seeking in candidates - our challenge is
to ensure they do so using the right attraction strategy
and recruitment process.

Can the size of the assessor team in assess-
ment centers compensate for missing exper-
tise?

Melchers, K. G., Universität Zürich, Zürich, Switzer-
land ; Wirz, A., Universität Zürich, Zürich, Switzer-
land ; Lievens, F., Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium;
Corte, W. de, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium;
Kleinmann, M., Universität Zürich, Zürich, Switzer-
land

Abstract: Assessment centers (ACs) are a popular pro-
cedure for both personnel selection and employee de-
velopment. Therefore, it is vital that these ACs gen-
erate accurate assessments of candidates’ performance.
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However, ACs are also expensive so that companies of-
ten face the question how to reduce costs for ACs while
still ensuring the accuracy of the performance evalua-
tions obtained. In our study, we considered two factors
related to the expertise of the assessors that influence
the cost of an AC as well as the accuracy of the ob-
tained evaluations: Providing assessor training and us-
ing psychologists vs. non-psychologists as assessors. In
both cases, a potential strategy to compensate for miss-
ing expertise would be to improve the reliability of the
assessors’ average ratings by increasing the size of the
assessor team. Thus, the aim of the present study was
to evaluate whether the size of the assessor team can
indeed compensate for missing expertise. Specifically,
we examined the effects of these three factors (size of
the assessor team, assessor training, and assessor back-
ground) on the accuracy of ratings from an AC exercise.
To do this, we used data from a study in which man-
agers and advanced W/O psychology students (over-
all N = 390) took part in one of three training con-
ditions (frame-of-reference training, behavior observa-
tion training, or control training) and independently
evaluated videotaped AC candidates on three dimen-
sions after their respective training. On the basis of
the participants’ ratings, we simulated average dimen-
sion ratings for assessor teams with sizes between 2
and 10. We then determined the accuracy (defined in
relation to pre-established comparison scores for the
videotapes) of the average ratings. With the exception
of untrained managers whose accuracy level reached an
asymptote even for teams with less than 10 assessors,
accuracy generally increased with the size of the as-
sessor team. However, team size could only partially
compensate for missing expertise: Thus, much larger
teams of untrained assessors were needed to reach the
same accuracy as 2-person-teams of trained assessors
and even teams of 10 untrained managers did not reach
the same accuracy as 2 frame-of-reference trained man-
agers or 5 untrained W/O psychology students.

Organizational Justice, Job Satisfaction and
Promotion in Spain

Garcia-Izquierdo, A.L., University of Oviedo, Oviedo,
Spain; Moscoso, S., University of Santiago de Com-
postela, Santiago de Compostela (La Coruna), Spain;
Bastida, M., University of Santiago de Compostela,
Santiago de Compostela (la Coruna), Spain; Ramos-
Villagrasa, P.J., University of Oviedo, Oviedo, Spain

Abstract: Research shows that Human resource (HR)
practices play an important role in organizations in-
fluencing employees’ organizational perception. One of

these practices refers to personnel selection and pro-
motion policies, which are directly related with orga-
nizational justice and, job satisfaction. Both of them
influence employee attitudes and behaviours. Objec-
tive: The focus if this study is to analyze the relation-
ships of organizational justice and job satisfaction by
means of the mediating effects of the transparency in
promotion among workers in public and private orga-
nizations in Spain. Method: The sample consisted of
314 workers (60.3% women and 39.7 men) from differ-
ent occupations and sectors. A preliminary analysis
consist of checking the dimensionality of the applied
questionnaires performing a Promax principal compo-
nents analysis. Results: First, we have found two com-
ponents that explained 52.9% and 19.3% of the vari-
ance, respectively, in the case of organizational justice
with the questionnaire by Moliner, Martnez -Tur, Peir
& Ramos (2005); and two components as well, in the
measurement of job satisfaction using S10/12 Satisfac-
tion Questionnaire by Meli & Peir (1989), which ac-
count, respectively, for 51.2% and 15.3% of the vari-
ance. Therefore, the structure of the questionnaires has
not been replicated in this sample. Moreover, we also
found significant mean differences in organizational jus-
tice and job satisfaction in terms of transparency of in-
ternal promotion, so that more transparency increased
perception of organizational justice and job satisfac-
tion, which confirms the assumptions that give rise to
this research. This suggests that HR, specifically pro-
motion practices, might need to be adjusted to take
this into account in order to improve human resources
policies in organizations. Some others consequences are
explained. References Meli, J.L., y Peir, J.M. (1989).
El cuestionario de satisfaccin S10/12: estructura fac-
torial, fiabilidad y validez. Revista de Psicologa del
Trabajo y de las Organizaciones, 4 (11), 179-187. Mo-
liner, C., Martnez-Tur, V., Peir, J.M., y Ramos, J.
(2005). Linking organizational justice to burnout: are
men and women different? Psychological Reports, 96,
805-816.

The OntoHR project: Bridging the gap be-
tween vocational education and the work-
place

Mol, S.T., University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands; Kismihok, G., University of Amsterdam,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Ramos-Villagrasa, P.J.,
University of Oviedo, Oviedo, Spain

Abstract: Job knowledge is a relatively seldom stud-
ied construct in the personnel selection context, de-
spite having an established and high face-, content-
, construct-, and criterion related validity, and being
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perhaps the most obvious bridge between vocational
educational training (VET) and concomitant jobs in
the workplace. The objective of the 2 year EU-funded
ONTO-HR (www.ontohr.eu) project is to develop as
a proof of principle, for a specific job in the ICT Sec-
tor, an HRM system that aims to decrease the gap be-
tween higher vocational education and the labour mar-
ket. The multidisciplinary and multicountry partner-
ship is collaborating on the development of an eLearn-
ing/Testing environment, which will be equipped to
adequately and accurately sample job knowledge and
specific facets of mental ability. An individual appli-
cant’s scores on particular job knowledge domains and
associated mental ability facets will be used to compute
specific competencies that derive from both a com-
prehensive job analysis and an analysis of precursory
VET curricula. The ontology based system will pro-
vide applicants both customized feedback pertaining
to their fit with the particular job role and knowledge
domain specific eLearning content. Other applied uses
of the system include mapping qualifications in voca-
tional education to current and valid job roles, test-
ing and evaluating the student applicant on the basis
of valid, labour market driven competencies, and ad-
dressing the weaknesses of particular VET curricula
and thereby providing ad-hoc support. The presenta-
tion will cover: i) previous findings pertaining to the
use of job knowledge for personnel selection purposes,
ii) the process by which the ontology based selection
system combines knowledge domain scores and facet
level mental ability scores to produce an applicant’s
competency portfolio, iii) the process by which the set
of competencies was arrived at, and iv) a description
and demonstration of the ontology based selection sys-
tem.

Development of a Similarity-Based Map of As-
sessment Center Dimensions

Odermatt, I., Universität Zürich, Zürich, Switzer-
land ; Melchers, K. G., Universität Zürich, Zürich,
Switzerland ; Ryf, S., Migros Genossenschafts Bund,
Zürich, Switzerland ; Ramos-Villagrasa, P.J., Univer-
sity of Oviedo, Oviedo, Spain

Abstract: The popularity of assessment centers (ACs)
for evaluating managerial skills has persisted for over
50 years. One reason for their popularity is the ex-
tensive evidence that ACs effectively predict manage-
rial performance. However, one problem in designing
ACs is to select a sufficiently comprehensive but non-
redundant set of dimensions on which applicants will
be evaluated. Therefore, the present study aimed at

determining the similarity of AC dimensions and eval-
uating existing categorization systems for AC dimen-
sions (Arthur, Day, McNelly & Edens, 2003; Borman
& Brush, 1993; Kolk, Born & van der Flier, 2004;
Shore, Thornton & McFarlane Shore, 1990). Based
on similarity judgments from 30 experienced AC users,
we used multidimensional scaling (MDS) to generate a
map of 94 AC dimensions. Distances in this map reflect
the similarity between dimensions. The obtained MDS
map allowed an evaluation of the appropriateness of
previously suggested classification systems for AC di-
mensions. For example, based on the list of dimensions
provided by Arthur et al. (2003), it was possible to de-
termine to which degree specific dimensions were clas-
sified in line with the categories suggested by Arthur
et al. Generally, there was partial support for the dif-
ferent classifications systems. However, inspection of
the map also revealed problems for some of the sug-
gested categories or inaccuracies concerning the sug-
gested allocation of the dimensions to the suggested
categories. Moreover, our results provide important
information concerning the interpretation of past re-
search that based on previous classification systems.
Finally, with regard to the practical implications, the
MDS map can be used in the development and design
of ACs. Based on the resulting MDS map, for exam-
ple, the list of dimensions obtained after ajob analysis
can be reduced more easily to a comprehensive and
non-redundant set of dimensions to be used for an AC.
For example, by dropping dimensions from an AC that
are grouped very closely together, AC designers can
avoid that dimensions are used that capture very sim-
ilar aspects of performance. Thus, the present results
provide a detailed and empirically supported guidance
for the selection of AC dimensions and the potential
categorization of AC dimensions.

Values-based Staffing in Voluntary Sector
Organisations

Scholarios, D., University of Strathclyde, Glasgow,
UK ; Burt, E., University of St. Andrews, St Andrews,
UK ; Ramos-Villagrasa, P.J., University of Oviedo,
Oviedo, Spain

Abstract: This study examines the role of values-based
staffing in Voluntary Sector Organisations (VSOs).
While the importance of value congruence for achiev-
ing effective person-organisation (P-O) fit has been ac-
knowledged within organisational behaviour and per-
sonnel selection literature, research focussed on the vol-
untary sector is sparse. The consideration of values in
VSO staffing is timely. VSOs increasingly seek to pro-
fessionalise in order to enhance accountability or effi-
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ciency and fill skills gaps, but growing engagement with
managerialist and business principles may lead to the
dilution of core philanthropic values. As the economic
downturn has generated a surplus of skilled labour,
VSOs may be better positioned to prioritise value con-
gruence, with values an important means of attracting
skilled employees. More generally, P-O misfit has been
linked to low morale, absenteeism, and high attrition,
while P-O fit leads to employee satisfaction and organi-
zational commitment, and lower turnover. Four VSOs
were chosen to reflect different fields of activity: wel-
fare services, non-operational support, educational and
economic development, and humanitarian aid and de-
velopment. Two employed dedicated HR staff. Data
collection involved analysis of in-house documentation
(e.g. strategic plans, recruitment/selection policy and
practice) and interviews with key actors (e.g. HR, at
HQ and field operations). While all espoused philan-
thropic values, size/degree of professionalisation deter-
mined engagement with values in staffing. The better
resourced VSOs relied on applicant self-selection while
the others had developed intensive processes explic-
itly to surface the ’sacred non-negotiables’ (Thompson
and Bunderson, 2003) - or values. We present several
propositions about value congruence in staffing. Given
their recognised skills and retention issues, value-based
staffing may be critical as VSOs aim to strengthen
their charitable identity in the face of growing pres-
sure to demonstrate business credentials. The research
also has implications for understanding HRM capabil-
ity within VSOs. Thompson, J.A. and Bunderson, J.S.
(2003) Violations of principle: Ideological currency in
the psychological contract’. Academy of Management
Review, Vol.28, No.4, pp. 571-586.

Interactive posters: Work stressors,
burnout and engagement

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: Expo (15:30-16:30)

Socio-cultural influences on workplace bul-
lying: A quantitative study from India

D’Cruz, P., Indian Institute of Management Ahmed-
abad, Ahmedabad, India; Rayner, C., Portsmouth
Business School, Portsmouth, UK

Abstract: A survey to establish the presence of inter-
personal bullying at work in India, using the Work Ha-
rassment Scale (WHS) (Bjorkqvist, Osterman & Hjelt-
Back, 1992), was undertaken in the Indian offshoring-
outsourcing sector, covering 6 cities and different orga-

nizational levels. The implications of India’s sociocul-
tural fabric for workplace bullying were also explored.
That is, the study took into account that Indian so-
ciety’s relational orientation where personalized and
identity-based interactions stemming from social cat-
egories such as age, gender, kinship, caste, occupation,
class, region and religion, result in a hierarchical so-
cial structure which privileges power-distance and pa-
ternalistic leadership. Of 1036 respondents, 96.4% re-
ported some experience of bullying behaviours, with
23.7% indicating at least one behaviour as being experi-
enced very often. There were no significant correlations
between respondents’ severity of bullying scores and
their gender, age, geographic location, position within
the organization or years of work experience. Even
though respondents were not asked to label themselves
as bullied or not, the reports of interpersonal negative
behaviours is relatively high. Reports of negative be-
haviour by managers (often in conjunction with peers
and subordinates thereby indicating social contagion)
were dominant. While the findings reflect the culture
of hierarchy present in Indian society, the salient hi-
erarchy was organizational rather than social. More-
over, the importance of ingratiation as a culturally pre-
ferred influence tactic was reinforced. Factor analysis,
which yielded the 4 factors of personal attacks, task-
related undermining, communication impasses and un-
warranted attacks, was consistent with earlier studies,
though item-wise analysis showed the relevance of so-
ciocultural factors where multiple hierarchies and stiff
competition over scarce resources give rise to negative
behaviours. The findings contradict the collectivist and
spiritual images typically associated with India. Since
workplace bullying has not been previously studied in
India, these pioneering findings provide a base for fur-
ther research in terms of other industrial sectors and so-
ciocultural dynamics. In terms of interventions, while
addressing workplace bullying would reduce the high
attrition present in the offshoring-outsourcing sector,
resulting in cost savings for employers, managerial par-
ticipation is critical in this endeavour.

Modulating effect of performance perceived
on the relationship between role stress and
psychological well-being in public adminis-
tration workers.

Manas, M.A., Universidad de Almeria, Almeria,
Spain; Diaz Funez, P., Universidad de Almeria, Alme-
ria, Spain; Pecino Medina, V., Universidad de Alme-
ria, Almeria, Spain

Abstract: This research examines the organizational
characteristics that contribute to psychological well-
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being of workers in public administration as a key to
healthy and effective organizations. From the social
cognitive theory (Bandura, 1997), the beliefs of worker
efficiency, including the perceived performance, play a
moderating role between stressors associated with job
demands and negative or positive effects of these on
workers (Bandura , 1999, 2001). Other subsequent
studies have attempted to clarify the effect of subjec-
tive perceptions of workers in stress associated with
role. Noblet and Rodwell (2009) proposed an expan-
sion of demand-control model of Karasek and Theo-
rell (1990), adding to this relationship the effects of
subjective perceptions such as justice and performance
perceived by the worker. The objective of the present
research is to study whether in the context of high lev-
els of role stress, negative effects on psychological well-
being will be altered in people with high level of per-
ceived performance. We examined these relationships
in a sample of employees from a Spanish public admin-
istration (n=697), which analyzed the modulating ef-
fect of perceived performance between the dimensions
of role stress (role ambiguity, role conflict and over-
load) and psychological well-being. The results showed
a lack of influence of the role stress dimensions on psy-
chological well-being of workers (role ambiguity B =-
0.027, Sig:>0.05; role conflict B =-0.015, Sig:>0.05;
role overload B =- 0.089, Sig:>0.05). When, in this
regard, the modulating effect of perceived performance
is entered, the role conflict goes on to show a negative
and significant influence (B =-, 475, Sig: = 0.05) on
psychological well-being of workers, while the ambigu-
ity role and role overload continue without influencing
it (B =- 139 and B = 0.68, respectively). In conclusion,
the negative influence of role conflict on psychological
well-being only occurs in workers with high perception
of perceived performance, and they undergo a parallel
increase.

Planning management functions and communi-
cation have an influence on the three dimen-
sions of role stress

Manas, M.A., Universidad de Almeria, Almeria,
Spain; Carmona Martinez, L., Universidad de Alme-
ria, Almeria, Spain; Diaz Funez, P., Universidad de
Almeria, Almeria, Spain

Abstract: Communication is essential for the correct
working of any organization, as it helps keep the orga-
nization together and gives the necessary information
to perform the activities required. Communication is
considered as an element that joins the efforts of ev-
eryone in the organization in the right direction. It is

also important to achieve goals and meet the objec-
tives proposed. Therefore, communication within the
organization is one of the most important variables for
excellence and quality (Maas, 2006). For this reason,
this study analyzes two important pillars of commu-
nication: communication management functions, plan-
ning on leadership roles and their relationship to role
stress variable in three dimensions: role ambiguity, role
conflict and role overload. Therefore, the objective of
this research is to determine whether the communica-
tion and planning of management functions have an
influence on role stress for workers in public adminis-
tration. This research was done with 355 workers in a
public administration. The results show that the com-
munication management functions have a negative cor-
relation with the three dimensions of role stress: with
role ambiguity -0491, with role conflict -0287 and with
role overload -0140. With respect to planning man-
agement functions, the results also showed a negative
correlation with role ambiguity -0539, with role con-
flict -0327 and with role overload -0159. With these
results we concluded that planning for leadership and
management functions of communication influence the
role stress variable. We also concluded that communi-
cation variables have a greater impact on the dimen-
sion of ambiguity role. This suggests, for all practical
purposes, that stress role is reduced in an organization
when there is a good communication between managers
and workers.

Development and Validation of the Valencia
Eustress-Distress Appraisal Scale ( VEDAS
)

Kozusznik, M., University of Valencia, Valencia,
Spain; Rodriguez, I., University of Valencia, Valencia,
Spain; Peiró, J.M., University of Valencia, Valencia,
Spain

Abstract: Positive Psychology has drawn attention to
the positive side of stress in addition to the negative
stress experience. A potential stressor can be appraised
as a threat (distress), but also as a personal challenge
(eustress). There will be different outcomes of stress
depending on the interpretation made (eg. Cavanaugh
et al., 2000). However, this approach has hardly been
studied. Even if measures of the appraisal of distress
are available, there are no measures that take into ac-
count both the appraisal of distress and eustress. The
purpose of this study is to validate an eight dimensional
Valencia Eustress-Distress Appraisal Scale (VEDAS)
constructed by our research team, based on the PMI
(Williams & Cooper, 1998) using exploratory and con-
firmatory factor analyses. Based on item content, fac-
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tor loadings and Modification Indices, 43 item were
discarded. The 8-factor model (average coefficient al-
phas of .78 per scale) with 20 items assosiated to a
Likert scale anchored in 1 and 6 showed good fit with
the data (RMSEA, SRMR < .08; CFI, NNFI > .96)
and conmensurability. Four of the factors respond to
the evaluation of situations as threatening and four to
the evaluation of these situations as challenging. The
categories of stressing situations are: Workload (the
amount or difficulty of work), personal responsibility
(the extent to which a person takes responsibility for
actions and decisions), relationships (how well one gets
along with the people around them at work) and home-
work balance (the degree to which one is ’switching off’
from the pressure of work at home and vice versa). The
eight dimensions relate to different outcomes in terms
of burnout and work engagement. The construction of
VEDAS allows to investigate the antecedents and con-
sequences of the appraisal of both eustress and distress
as well as their possible coexistence, while there is no
such tool available yet. Finding positive outcomes of
the appraisal of eustress would have implications for
the managerial practice, such as putting an emphasis
on human strengths and teaching employees how to
perceive work in a more positive way.

Beliefs about Burnout amongst Mental
Health Professionals

Ledingham, M., Edith Cowan University, Perth, Aus-
tralia; Standen, P., Faculty Business and Law Edith
Cowan University, Perth, Australia

Abstract: The topic of burnout amongst Mental Health
Professionals has received considerable attention over
the past three decades as demands on health services
and resources increase. While it is acknowledged that
a multidimensional approach to burnout should inform
prevention strategies (Maslach, 2003), progress is still
required in this area. Focusing on changing workplaces
is unlikely to be effective when it ignores individual
factors that increase the risks of a worker burning out.
Likewise, viewing burnout as purely a problem with
the person, the dispositional attribution’ (Maslach &
Goldberg, 1998, p. 70), encourages negative attitudes
towards burnout sufferers and may cause them to hide
their struggles to the detriment of themselves, their
clients and the organisation. Certain beliefs can pre-
vent a professional from recognizing, acknowledging
and seeking help for impairment. Others can lead in-
dividuals to underestimate the risks and consequences
of burnout. Viewing burnout in terms of how people
think about and conceptualise it and how this influ-
ences organizational-level thinking can enhance under-

standing in how to prevention strategies for the ben-
efit of both the individual and organisation. This pa-
per examines Mental Health Professionals’ beliefs of
burnout from a phenomenological perspective. What
beliefs and attitudes do they have about why individ-
uals burn out? Is burnout discussed in the workplace?
What factors influence people’s perception of their own
risk of burnout? Do people see burnout as inevitable
or avoidable? What factors encourage or discourage
a mental health professional from engaging in protec-
tive behaviours? How do group sanctions support or
discourage self-care? Predictions concerning these is-
sues will be drawn from the literature, including Social
Cognitive Theory and Role Identity Theory, and im-
plications for the management of Mental Health Pro-
fessionals are discussed.

The relationship between citizens and health
and social workers - measurement of per-
ceived quality and burnout in departments of
obstetrics

Gattai, A., University of Florence, Florence, Italy ;
Leiter, M.P., Acadia University, Wolfville, Canada

Abstract: Introduction Work stress and burnout are
not just a problem of people but refer to the social
environment in which persons work. Both the struc-
ture and how the working environment operates influ-
ence the way people interact and how they carry out
their work. Goals To observe the relationship between
health and social professionals and patients in order
to investigate whether the relational process influences
the perceived quality of users of a service, that is ob-
stetrics. To investigate whether burnout is a factor that
influences the perceived quality of users. Subjects The
survey took place with social and health operators and
patients of the obstetrics unit of the hospitals of middle
Italy. Instruments Systematic and shared observation
using a naturalistic mode. Discussion groups, semi-
structured interviews. Maslach Burnout Inventory and
a questionnaire specifically constructed to measure the
perceived quality by new mothers. Procedure Group
discussions on issues relating to: daily problems, expec-
tations, personnel’s feelings towards the organization of
the work, interpersonal relations of new mothers with
health and social workers. Statistical analysis Cor-
relation coefficients, Pearson’s r, and parametric and
nonparametric inferential statistics. Exploratory factor
analysis to check the existence of the hypothesized fac-
tors by analyzing the maximum likelihood, the method
of rotation Oblimin. Confirmatory factor analysis with
maximum likelihood method. Results Questionnaire to
measure perceived quality: 22 items distributed in five
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factors, explaining 55.35% of total variance. Second or-
der factor analysis: the results obtained indicate a good
fit of the theoretical model to data. Although the chi-
square is significant, other indexes (NNFI = 0.93 ; CFI
= 0.94 ; RMSEA = 0.056) are satisfactory, (Bentler,
1990; Browne, 1990). Conclusions This work has met
the goal to create an instrument with due psychomet-
ric quality to measure the perceived quality in the area
of the birth by the ’new mothers’ and to highlight -
in agreement with research of Leiter, Harvie, Frizzell
(1997) and Garmann, & Corrigan (2002) as burnout in
health and social workers may have an ’influence over
quality perceived by patients. In particular, how the
relationship between operators and patients can fore-
tell the perceived quality.

Burnout and absenteeism: Evidence from
Turkish nurses

Tourigny, L., University of Wisconsin-Whitewater,
Whitewater, USA; Baba, V., Mcmaster University,
Hamilton, Canada; Zamantili Nayir, D., Marmara
Universitesi, Istanbul, Turkey ; Wang, X., University
of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada; Akcelik, A., Marmara
Universitesi, Istanbul, Turkey

Abstract: Burnout is a prevalent phenomenon among
nurses. It is known for its detrimental consequences
for the mental health of nurses and for its costs to
health care organizations. Moreover, it is associated
with absenteeism and withdrawal cognition. However,
the literature so far has shown mixed results on the
relationship between burnout and absenteeism. The
role of absence in burnout episodes needs further in-
vestigation. There is a need to build more empirical
evidence on the moderating role of absence in burnout
episodes so as to determine whether it plays an exacer-
bating or mitigating role. In this study, we investigate
the impact of emotional exhaustion and absenteeism on
depersonalization, personal accomplishment, organiza-
tional commitment and intention to quit among nurses
in Turkey. The interactive effect of emotional exhaus-
tion and absenteeism is analyzed. We use a sample
of 402 nurses working in hospitals in Turkey. Nurses
completed a survey on the quality of life at work. Re-
sponses were anonymous. All variables were measured
with validated scales showing high reliability. All va-
lidity and reliability tests are reported. The three di-
mensional factor structure of burnout is fully corrobo-
rated. The respective predictive effect of emotional ex-
haustion and absenteeism and their interactive effect
are analyzed using hierarchical moderated regression
analysis. After controlling for age, gender, number of

children, shift work, number of daily work hours, sat-
isfaction with current hours, understaffed units, work-
load, and whether participants were currently engag-
ing in active job search and the extent of estimation
of transferability of skills, it is found that emotional
exhaustion is a positive predictor of depersonalization
and intention to quit, and a negative predictor of orga-
nizational commitment. Absenteeism is a positive pre-
dictor of intention to quit and a negative predictor of
organizational commitment. A significant two-way in-
teraction term signals that absenteeism exacerbates the
detrimental effect of emotional exhaustion on deper-
sonalization. Indeed, nurses who did not use absence
exhibited lower depersonalization under conditions of
high emotional exhaustion in comparison to those who
used absence. In conclusion, absenteeism is a precur-
sor of intention to quit and an exacerbating factor of
job burnout. Practical implications of the findings are
presented.

Job satisfaction and gender in the Australian
Public Service

Lindorff, M., Monash University, Melbourne, Aus-
tralia

Abstract: Like public sector organisations in many
countries, the Australian Commonwealth Public Ser-
vice (APS) is becoming increasingly feminised, perhaps
as a consequence of the active career development of
women. As of June 2008 men made up only 43% of
the workforce, and this was skewed toward older and
more senior employees - only 38% of employees at APS
level 6 or lower were male (APS 2009a). This paper
uses the 2008 State of the Service survey data to com-
pare the job satisfaction and attitudes toward work of
men and women in the Service, and compares those at
administrative (lower), Executive (middle), and Senior
Executive SES (top) levels. It shows that up to and in-
cluding Executive Level women are significantly more
positive than men about their work and the organisa-
tion. At SES level men are more satisfied. At the low-
est level, women are more positive about remuneration,
career progression and development, learning and de-
velopment opportunities, job satisfaction, job security,
agency leadership, application of the merit principle,
support for work-life balance, role clarity and author-
ity, performance facilitation, immediate management,
organisational ethics, and governance. At Executive
Level women are more positive about remuneration,
career progression and development, job security, job
satisfaction, role clarity and authority, learning and de-
velopment, and agency leadership. SES men are more
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positive than women about governance, agency lead-
ership, and performance facilitation. The paper also
looks at the predictors of job satisfaction separately
for men and women at each level, and finds that career
progression, support for work-life balance, agency lead-
ership, role clarity and authority and good immediate
management are significant contributors for most em-
ployees. For men at all levels job satisfaction is most
strongly associated with career progression - but at the
lower and middle levels career progression is also the
strongest predictor of job satisfaction for women (at the
SES level support for work-life balance is the strongest
predictor of satisfaction for women). If it is to increase
the job satisfaction of staff (and perhaps attract and
retain more men) the APS therefore needs to manage
expectations about career held by employees at all lev-
els.

Organizational predictors of burnout and
work engagement

Chirkowska-Smolak, T., Institute of Psychology, Adam
Mickiewicz University, Poznan, Poland

Abstract: The current paper presents a model of occu-
pational health and well-being that includes negative
effects of work, such as burnout, as well as positive
effects, such as engagement. The research examines
the relationship between burnout, work engagement,
and organizational factors that play an important part
in the strain process (development of burnout), and
in the motivational process (work engagement). This
model was tested on 1 580 Polish employees (both from
the human services sector and from other occupational
groups). My analyses suggest that burnout and en-
gagement are distinct yet correlated constructs, and
that organizational variables (such as overload, con-
trol, fairness, rewards, social relations, values and su-
pervision) are good predictors of employee well-being.
The practical implication that follows from my study is
that in order to reduce burnout we should often provide
different job resources than those required for building
engagement, and we should reconsider the role of job
demands on employee health and motivation.

The role of job demands, job resources and
personal resources in work engagement of
Finnish fire-fighters

Airila, A., University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland ;
Hakanen, J., Finnish Institute of Occupational Health,
Helsinki, Finland ; Punakallio, A., Finnish Institute
of Occupational Health, Helsinki, Finland ; Lusa, S.,
Finnish Institute of Occupational Health, Helsinki,

Finland ; Luukkonen, R., Finnish Institute of Occupa-
tional Health, Helsinki, Finland

Abstract: Introduction: The main interest in the study
of fire-fighters has been on physical aspects and phys-
ical work load of fire fighting, whereas less attention
has been paid to positive qualities of work, such as
job resources and work engagement. This study ex-
amined the relationships between job demands, job re-
sources, personal resources, and work engagement, and
whether work engagement is associated with life sat-
isfaction among Finnish fire-fighters. Methods: The
data, consisting of a representative sample of Finnish
fire-fighters (N=403), were collected by questionnaires
in 1999 (T1) and in 2009 (T2). Job demands (T1, T2)
were assessed by three items. Job resources (T1, T2)
were assessed by supervisory relations, interpersonal
relations and task resources. Personal resources (T1,
T2) were assessed by psychological resources. Work
engagement (T2) was measured by the short version
of Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (UWES). Results:
By utilizing a cross-sectional design, we found that job
demands, job resources and personal resources at T2
were related to work engagement at T2. Especially
task resources, psychological resources and interper-
sonal relations were associated with work engagement.
However, supervisory relations did not associate sig-
nificantly with work engagement. Moreover, T1 task
resources and T1 psychological resources were posi-
tively related to work engagement at T2. Furthermore,
job demands at T1 had a significant negative relation
to vigour and dedication at T2, whereas supervisory
relations and interpersonal relations at T1 were not
significantly related to work engagement at T2. In
addition, results of the cross-sectional design showed
that work engagement was associated with life satisfac-
tion. Conclusions: The results support previous find-
ings that job resources are positively and job demands
negatively related to work engagement. Especially task
resources and personal resources were significantly as-
sociated with work engagement. Therefore, fostering
employees abilities to use their skills and knowledge
at work and participate in decision-making may have
impact on work engagement of fire-fighters. Further-
more, work engagement was positively associated with
life satisfaction which is beneficial for organizations, as
it may increase employees intention to stay longer in
work-life.

The role of engagement in the link between
organizational justice and performance

Freeney, Y., Trinity College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland ;
Fellenz, M., Trinity College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland
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Abstract: This study investigates the impact of orga-
nizational justice (OJ) on performance, and the role of
engagement in these links, in organisational contexts
characterised by minimum performance standards and
relatively free of extrinsic motivators. Specifically, it
uses data from first- and second-year social science un-
dergraduate students (n > 500) to address the ques-
tions of how different dimensions of OJ (distributive,
procedural, interactional, informational) influence per-
formance, and to what degree engagement mediates
these relationships between OJ experiences and per-
formance. The study setting enables an analysis of
the relationships of OJ and different performance and
outcome variables and the role of engagement in the
absence of significant extrinsic rewards for high or ex-
ceptional performance. In other words, performance
exceeding minimal passing requirements for the year
(which >94% of the sample achieved) have no further
relevance for overall degree results. This limitation
of extrinsic performance-related rewards, which char-
acterises many organisational settings without perfor-
mance related pay (e.g., public sector organisations)
or in not-for-profit contexts, provides the opportu-
nity to study the relations between central study vari-
ables without the additional effects of performance
management or of extrinsic rewards. The absence of
such extrinsic performance related rewards is partic-
ularly important for identifying the degree to which
OJ-performance links are mediated by engagement be-
cause of the close conceptual link between engagement
and intrinsic motivations (Salanova & Schaufeli, 2008).
Results indicate that direct linkages between the indi-
vidual OJ dimensions and performance are relatively
small, but that links between OJ and engagement and
between engagement and performance are stronger.
Structural equations modelling analyses reveal support
for a model in which engagement partially mediates
the impact of justice and fairness experiences on per-
formance in a situation characterised by the absence of
strong extrinsic performance rewards. In terms of prac-
tical implications, these findings point to the value of
fostering engagement in work or study environments
where extrinsic motivators cannot be implemented to
boost performance.

16:30-17:45

Symposium: Beyond decent error handling
in organizations: The role of social
processes between leaders, members and
groups

Main topic area: Leadership and Management

Location: 0.1 London (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Dyck, C. van, VU, FSW, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands

Abstract: How we handle errors and their consequences
is of vital importance to ourselves and to other individ-
uals, to organizations and to the society as a whole. Er-
rors may have negative consequences, such as delay in
goal attainment, financial loss, serious injuries or casu-
alties, but may also render positive consequences, such
as learning opportunities and innovations (e.g., Ed-
mondson, 1996; Sitkin, 1996). In the literature on error
handling (e.g., Frese, 1991; 1995; see also: Chillarege,
Nordstrom & Williams, 2003; Heimbeck, Frese, Son-
nentag & Keith, 2003; Rybowiak, Garst, Frese, & Ba-
tinic, 1999; Van Dyck, Frese, Baer, & Sonnentag, 2005)
generally a distinction is made between two error han-
dling approaches. Error mastery, on the one hand, en-
tails a positive approach of errors, optimally balanc-
ing the needs and possibilities for both prevention and
management (e.g.,correction and learning) of errors.
Error aversion, on the other hand, entails a negative
view on errors and a rigid and exclusive focus on pre-
vention of errors.Earlier research has focused on the ef-
fects of error mastery and aversion on task performance
in controlled training settings (see for a meta analysis
Keith & Frese, 2008) and the relationship between er-
ror culture and team and organizational performance
outcomes (Edmondson, 1996; Hofmann & Mark, 2005;
Sitkin, 1996; Van Dyck et al., 2005). In both exper-
iments and the field studies error mastery has consis-
tently been found to result in better performance than
error aversion. A flexible, learning oriented culture,
with an emphasis on communication is one of the key
factors (Pool, 1997; Roberts & Bea, 2001).

To Be or Not to Be an Error Manage-
ment Leader: The Effect of Error Approach
on Leader’s Perceived Warmth and Compe-
tence

Dimitrova, N.G., VU, FSW, Amsterdam, The Nether-
lands
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Abstract: Relatively little is known, however, about the
role of social processes that within and between orga-
nizational (sub)groups. The symposium extends cur-
rent scientific insights in the domain of social processes
among leaders and followers, intra and inter team set-
tings. On the one hand, we know that leaders have
a large impact on (accepted) ways of working. How
leaders are perceived by their followers has important
implications for how willing those followers would be to
work towards a common goal. This (first) presentation
addresses how two different leader error handling ap-
proaches affect the perceived competence and warmth
of a leader. Prior work indicates that error mastery
results in better organizational performance than aver-
sion (Van Dyck, et al., 2005), yet leaders may be re-
luctant to adopt this approach out of fear that they
may be (mis)perceived as tolerant and indecisive.In an
experimental study (46 participants) we manipulated
leader error approach (mastery vs aversion) after which
participants worked on an error prone task under (bo-
gus) leader supervision. We measured perceptions of
leader s warmth and competence. As predicted, the re-
sults show that mastery and aversion leaders were seen
as equally competent. Mastery leaders were perceived
as warmer than aversion leaders. Our work is practi-
cally relevant because it outlines that a leader s error
management approach does not decrease the leader s
perceived competence, rather it has an additional pos-
itive effect on the leader s perceived warmth. From
prior work (Chemers, 2001) we know that competence
alone is not enough, in order to inspire and motivate
subordinates to fully bring their commitment to a com-
mon goal a leader needs to be seen as competent, but
also as trustworthy, and it is error management leaders
who incorporate both of these characteristics.

Walk the talk: Effects of espoused and en-
acted leadership on incident reporting and
subsequent learning

Dyck, C. van, VU, FSW, Amsterdam, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: This (second) presentation then focuses on
effectiveness leadership bevaviour on group outcomes
in a medical setting. In hospitals, it is widely as-
sumed that incident reports systems contribute to pa-
tient safety. Yet, there is very little empirical research
that confirms these effects. Using both open inter-
views and a cross sectional survey we empirically stud-
ied the relations between leader behaviours, incident
report systems and learning at a specialized teaching
hospital.Analyses of the survey data show that there is
a positive relationship between reporting of incidents

and learning. This finding offers first empirical sup-
port for the usefulness of incident reporting. Report-
ing was predicted by leaders active reinforcement of
safety behaviour, but not by mere communication of
expectations regarding safety. Relations between lead-
ers active reinforcement of safety behaviour and learn-
ing was explained by the degree of incident reporting:
Incident reporting mediated the relationship between
leaders active reinforcement and learning. The inter-
views yielded illustrating quotes that give concrete ex-
amples of how leaders active safety reinforcement pro-
motes both reporting and learning. These offer tangi-
ble suggestions to be taken to heart by leaders in the
medical setting: With active reinforcement, such as
supporting employees in incident reporting and compli-
menting on improvements offered by employees, both
reporting and learning can be enhanced.

Speaking of errors: Linguistic intergroup bias
in error communication and implications for
error handling in organizations

Os, A. van, VU, FSW, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: A pilot study in a recently merged health
care institution showed that perceived quality of error
communication correlated substantially with identifica-
tion with the newly merged secure forensic psychiatric
facilities, compared to lower ratings of error communi-
cation quality when identification with the pre merger
organization was high. This indicates that quality of
communication about errors is related to social iden-
tity issues. In order to explain differences in quality
of error communication caused by social identity fac-
tors, this (fourth) presentation explores the language
used in intra and intergroup communication about er-
rors. The theory of linguistic intergroup bias states
that we describe negative behavior by outgroup mem-
bers in more abstract terms than the same behavior
of ingroup members, thereby eliciting dispositional at-
tributions about behavior (Maass, et al., 1989). We
aim to extend the current knowledge on the content of
intergroup communication about errors and its connec-
tion to causal attributions. Our main study employs
an experimental design in which participants describe
an error via a written message to another person, ei-
ther from theirown group or from another group they
are not a part of. We will also manipulate status of
the receiving person (high or low status), resulting in
a 2 (group membership receiver: ingroup/outgroup)
x 2 (status: high/low) between subject design. The
main outcome measure is the level of linguistic abstrac-
tion, as predicted by the theory of linguistic intergroup
bias, as well as the causal attribution scores attached
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to the descriptions by independent coders. The prac-
tical relevance of this research is that processes of in-
tergroup communication influence control of negative
consequences and learning from errors in organizations
(Homsma, et al., 2007). Increased knowledge on how
processesrelated to social identity influence communi-
cation and subsequent error handling can help organi-
zations to perform better by dealing with errors more
adequately, yielding better (financial) performance and
safer error practices (Van Dyck, et al., 2005).

Presentations: Job Satisfaction

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.11 Pressroom (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Keller, A., University of Basel, Basel, Switzer-
land

Changes in Situational and Dispositional Fac-
tors as Predictors of Job Satisfaction

Keller, A., University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland ;
Semmer, N.K., University of Bern, Bern, Switzer-
land

Abstract: It has long been recognized that job sat-
isfaction is affected by situational as well as disposi-
tional aspects. However, the relative importance of
these two factors is still being debated. When trying
to predict job satisfaction, research usually focuses on
levels of predictor variables rather than growth rates.
Therefore it remains unclear how the development of
situational and dispositional factors predicts job satis-
faction. The present study aims at shedding light on
this issue. We investigated the interplay of job control
and core self-evaluations for 571 young workers over six
years. Using bivariate latent growth modeling, we ana-
lyzed how well job satisfaction is predicted a) by levels
and b) by growth per year of job control and core self-
evaluations. Results showed intercepts and slopes of
both predictors to be related to each other, suggesting
a joint growth of job control and core self-evaluations
during early careers. Job satisfaction after six years
was best predicted by the slopes of job control and core
self-evaluations ( = .32, p < .01, for both slopes), con-
trolling for job satisfaction at wave one. Compared to
their levels, growth rates in both, job control and core
self-evaluations, predicted final job satisfaction more
strongly. Our findings imply that young workers re-
port higher levels of job satisfaction to the extent that
things are changing to the positive, i.e. self-evaluations
and perceived job control improve. These results are

theoretically important in suggesting that aspirations
develop over time, and that being satisfied is fostered
by continuing development. We perceive practical im-
plications of our analysis in supporting young workers
at the beginning of their career to establish job con-
trol, but also in supporting them, and their supervi-
sors, to maintain an adequate level of growth and de-
velopment. These conclusions are the more important
as perceived changes in job control also lead to higher
core self-evaluations.

Job Ambivalence as a Moderator of the Rela-
tionship between Job Satisfaction and Orga-
nizational Citizenship Behavior

Ziegler, R., University of Tuebingen, Tuebingen, Ger-
many ; Schlett, C., University of Tuebingen, Tuebingen,
Germany ; Casel, K., University of Tübingen, Tübin-
gen, Germany ; Diehl, M., University of Tuebingen,
Tuebingen, Germany

Abstract: Previous studies have firmly established
that job satisfaction is related to Organizational Cit-
izenship Behavior (OCB). Moreover, some recent
studies have identified variables that moderate the
job satisfaction-OCB relationship (i.e., conscientious-
ness, self-monitoring, other orientation, collective self-
concept, team commitment). However, the moder-
ating role of attributes of the job attitude itself has
not been considered to date. Specifically, job satis-
faction is defined as a job attitude that may range
from very negative to very positive. However, notwith-
standing this unidimensional bipolar job attitude con-
ceptualization, basic attitude research has shown that
individuals’ attitudes often arise from distinct posi-
tive and negative evaluations. Hence, the construct
of job ambivalence is based on the notion that indi-
viduals may have evaluative mixed reactions toward
their job which may provoke the experience of job-
related ambivalence. More generally, experienced am-
bivalence is a meta-attitudinal indicator of an atti-
tude’s strength, that is, an ambivalent attitude is a
weaker attitude than a non-ambivalent attitude. Fur-
ther, it has been shown that low ambivalence is as-
sociated with a higher attitude-behavior relationship
than high ambivalence. In line with this basic attitude
ambivalence research, we predicted that job ambiva-
lence moderates the job satisfaction-OCB relationship,
that is, the relationship should be stronger among indi-
viduals who experience little job ambivalence as com-
pared to individuals who experience high job ambiva-
lence. It is also worth noting that most studies on
the job satisfaction-OCB relationship have been con-
ducted cross-sectionally. In comparison, we conducted
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a longitudinal study. More specifically, at time 1 we
gathered employees’ job satisfaction, job ambivalence,
dispositional positive and negative affect, frequency of
positive and negative emotions at work, and self-rated
OCB. At time 2 (about seven weeks later), colleagues
(n = 95) were asked to rate participants’ OCB. As
predicted, moderated regression analyses showed that
the relationship between job satisfaction and colleague-
rated OCB was the stronger the less participants ex-
perienced job ambivalence. Of further importance,
this finding remained statistically reliable when dis-
positional affect, frequency of emotions at work, and
self-rated OCB were controlled. One practical impli-
cation of these results is that interventions to increase
OCB via improvements of job satisfaction must also
strive for lower job ambivalence.

Job satisfaction and the debate around its
facets: a six time shots over a twelve years
period

Silva, A. da, ISCTE-Instituto Universitário de Lis-
boa, Lisboa, Portugal ; Santos, S., ISCTE-Instituto Uni-
versitário de Lisboa, Lisboa, Portugal ; Caetano, A.,
ISCTE-Instituto Universitário de Lisboa, Lisboa, Por-
tugal

Abstract: Overall job satisfaction is likely to reflect the
combination of partial satisfactions related to a vari-
ety of features over one’s job, such as rewards, rela-
tionships, human resources management and the work
itself. This is an important issue since higher job sat-
isfaction is likely to result in higher performance at
work, decreased absenteeism and tardiness. This re-
search includes two complementary studies. The first
one intends to analyze the stability of the latent con-
struct job satisfaction over time, through four facets
- satisfaction with relationships, rewards, human re-
sources management practices and work itself. Study 2
aims to compare the results obtained with an aggregate
weighted measure of job satisfaction (Aggregated Job
Satisfaction) and a single item measure (Overall Job
Satisfaction). This research does not present a classic
longitudinal design. Both are cross-sectional studies
with repeated measures on six separate moments over
a period of twelve years (1996-2008) in the financial
sector organizations. This design allows to obtain in-
formation at different temporal independent units and
aims to provide a cross-sectional view of changing atti-
tudes and opinions over time. A total of 5218 individu-
als from 6 financial sector organizations were involved
in both studies. Results from study 1 evidences the
structural invariance of the latent construct job satis-
faction and the different loading pattern on each facet,

over time. Results from study 2 evidences that the
overall job satisfaction and the aggregated job satis-
faction measures displays a similar pattern of results
overtime. In addition, results show that job satisfac-
tion facets predicts overall job satisfaction. Theoret-
ically, this research presents a wider view on job sat-
isfaction issues: its facets, the debate on aggregated
versus overall measures and relationships patterns over
time. Furthermore, satisfaction with human resources
management appears as the stronger predictor of over-
all job satisfaction in all the six time periods. Our
results highlight the importance of the mentioned job
features, which contribute to the confirmation of the
important role that Management practices can play to
improve job satisfaction through performance appraisal
systems and training. These results are important in
terms of Human Resources Management as they en-
courage the development of interventions that promote
job satisfaction.

Patterns on satisfaction with different job
aspects: a three time period analysis

Caetano, A., ISCTE-Lisbon University Institute, Lis-
boa, Portugal ; Spagnoli, P., ISCTE-Lisbon University
Institute, Lisboa, Portugal ; Correia Santos, S., ISCTE-
Lisbon University Institute, Lisboa, Portugal

Abstract: Although research on job satisfaction has
been developed over several decades, we still have little
understanding about the relationship between overall
job satisfaction and satisfaction with specific charac-
teristics and on how this relationship evolves across
time. The interest in specific aspects of job satisfac-
tion has even wider significance for managers, espe-
cially when organizations seek information conducive
to improving critical aspects of the workplace and when
organizations undertake workplace restructuring. The
present study aims to test the evolution of job satis-
faction including four different aspects of job satisfac-
tion in three different waves in the same organization.
The research questions addressed whether there is a
stable pattern of satisfaction with job aspects across
time, how much does each specific satisfaction aspect
contribute to overall job satisfaction across time, and
whether there are differences in the satisfaction with
the job aspect over time. Three time series of a re-
peated cross-sectional survey (Pelzer, Eisinga, Franses,
2005) were completed by employees of a service orga-
nization (2001; n = 297, 2003; n = 222; and 2007, n
= 243). The results evidence that: (a) there is con-
figurational invariance in the satisfaction with job as-
pects in the three waves; (b) satisfaction with each
aspect (rewards, management practices, work climate
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and work itself) contributes differently to the job sat-
isfaction construct; and (c) statistically significant dif-
ferences portray the mean values of most of the spe-
cific aspects of job satisfaction. The present research
alerts managers to two different realities. On the one
hand, employees exhibit an evolving attitude pattern
concerning most of the job aspects evaluated. On the
other hand, managers should develop human resource
practices that contribute to each of the four job aspects
considered. Thus, managers should take into account
these results by monitoring frequently job satisfaction
aspects, especially during organizational restructuring
process. That is, they have to take into account the
pattern of dynamic interrelation between those specific
aspects.

Presentations: Work Group Innovation

Main topic area: Teams and Workgroups

Location: 0.2 Berlin (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Richardson, J., Aston Business School, Birm-
ingham, UK

Collective Regulatory Focus Predicts Spe-
cific Aspects of Team Innovation

Rietzschel, E.F., University of Groningen, Groningen,
The Netherlands

Abstract: Although many studies have addressed team
innovation (Hülsheger, Anderson, & Salgado, 2009),
the rol of self-regulation in team innovation has re-
ceived relatively little attention. This is surprising, be-
cause teams need to regulate their collective efforts in
order to perform innovatively in a demanding environ-
ment. The current study aims to fill this gap by apply-
ing Higgins’ (1997) Regulatory Focus Theory to organi-
zational teams. Previous research has shown that reg-
ulatory focus affects individual creativity (e.g., Fried-
man & Förster, 2001) and group decision-making (e.g.,
Florack & Hartmann, 2007). Based on this work, it was
expected that team-level regulatory focus would pre-
dict idea generation (coming up with innovative ideas)
and idea promotion (trying to muster support for inno-
vative ideas), but not idea realization (implementation
of innovative ideas). To test these hypotheses, I con-
ducted an organizational survey study measuring team
members’ perceptions of their team focus, and team
leaders’ assessment of team innovation. Analysis of
the data using Structural Equation Modeling showed
that idea generation was positively predicted by teams’
collective promotion focus, and idea promotion was

positively predicted by collective promotion focus and
negatively by collective prevention focus. Idea realiza-
tion, in contrast, was not predicted by collective focus.
These results show (a) that Regulatory Focus Theory
can predict important outcomes in the work setting, (b)
that perceptions of collective focus meaningfully relate
to innovative team performance, and (c) that not all
stages of the innovation process are affected by collec-
tive focus in the same way. The practical relevance of
the results lies in a deeper understanding of the fac-
tors underlying innovative team performance, and in
the possibility of interventions or managerial practices
aimed at improving team innovation.

Effects of staffing adequacy on innovation
project outcomes: a test of manning theory
in an innovation context

Weiss, M., WHU-Otto Beisheim School of Manage-
ment, Vallendar, Germany ; Hoegl, M., WHU-Otto
Beisheim School of Management, Vallendar, Ger-
many

Abstract: When it comes to staffing an innovation
project, assigning the right number of team members
surely is the ultimate objective of those having to re-
cruit for and set up innovation project teams. How-
ever, what actually constitutes the ’right’ number of
team members in innovation projects? At first glance,
the self-evident answer is that managers should aim at
an adequate number of team members in order to fa-
cilitate team performance. However, there is evidence
that this intuitive logic does not generally hold, sug-
gesting the relationship between staffing adequacy and
innovation project performance being not that simple
(i.e., uniformly positive). As such, literature on man-
ning (or staffing) theory comes up with surprising in-
sights, proposing that members of teams with less than
adequate staffing levels are expected to be increasingly
motivated and expending greater effort in performing
their tasks. Prior empirical studies on manning theory,
however, dealt only with teams pursuing routine (i.e.,
non-innovative) tasks. Moreover, while in experimen-
tal and survey studies such motivational effects were
confirmed, this positive effect on individual motivation
of team members did not translate to higher team per-
formance. Given these gaps in the literature, we inves-
tigate the influence of staffing adequacy (as evaluated
by the team leaders) on various innovation project out-
comes (i.e., whether product novelty, project efficiency,
or product quality is used as dependent variable). Re-
gression analyses on data from 497 team members,
team leaders, and team-external managers pertaining
to 121 innovation projects in the electronics industry
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do not confirm the assumption of manning theory that
less than adequate staffing levels increase effort of inno-
vation projects’ team members. However, further anal-
yses reveal significant relationships between staffing ad-
equacy and the three dimensions of innovation project
team performance. Specifically, we find a positive re-
lationship of staffing adequacy with product quality
and project efficiency, while the relationship between
staffing adequacy and product novelty is a negative
one. Thus, in contrast to widespread notions in theory
and, particularly, in practice, our results suggest that
staffing adequacy is no catch-all variable influencing
dimensions of innovation project team performance in
a uniformly positive way. Implications for theory and
practice are discussed.

The Role of Individual Differences in Cogni-
tive Style on Team Climate for Innovation

Hoyland, T.F.D., Hull University Business School,
Hull, UK ; Armstrong, S.J., Hull University Business
School, Hull, UK

Abstract: Innovate or fall behind. According to
Leonard and Straus (1997) the competitive impera-
tive for virtually all businesses is that simple. For
many organisations teams constitute an important ve-
hicle through which innovations can be made to occur
by bringing together multiple perspectives and skills
to solving problems. The innovation process itself is
thought to occur when people with different ways of
perceiving, organising and processing information (cog-
nitive styles) are brought together to form cognitively
diverse teams where individual ideas collide. It is be-
lieved that the resulting conflict can then be managed
in a way that leads to creative abrasion where energy
released by the intersection of different thought pro-
cesses may be harnessed to propel innovation. The
purpose of this research is to explore the relationship
between individual difference in cognitive style, conflict
and the climate for innovation. The research employs
quantitative measures using five different instruments
to explore the influence of the cognitive style mix on
the team climate for innovation across a sample of self
managing work teams engaged in the development of
creative software products for external clients. The
instruments are administered at various stages of the
project lifecycles. A multi-level approach to data anal-
yses is adopted in order to explore the reciprocal influ-
ences of the individual and the team and for exposing
potentially hidden relationships that may lead to im-
provements in our understanding and management of
innovation teams. Results from data collected from

between 150 and 200 subjects representing between 30
and 40 self-managing work-teams will be reported.

Socialization in workgroups and resistance to
newcomers innovation

Livi, S., Sapienza University of Rome, Roma, Italy ;
Farnese, M.L., Sapienza University of Rome, Roma,
Italy

Abstract: It is well acknowledged that effective team-
based working is crucial to organisational survival
and effectiveness. However, the intuitively appealing
premise that teams will consistently achieve superior
outcomes is often overestimated, both in the literature
and by practitioners in organisations (Allen & Hecht,
2004). Indeed, pseudo’ team working has been asso-
ciated with substantially worsened performance out-
comes in healthcare settings (West, Dawson & Richard-
son, 2010), meaning that real team-based working is
therefore an imperative. This paper therefore begins
by defining what a real team is, and briefly describes
the development and validation of a new measure of
team realness’. The association between team realness
and team performance outcomes is next explored, sup-
porting the predictive validity of the real team con-
struct. This leads to the question of how real teams
can be developed and supported in organisations. We
propose that leader-member exchange (LMX) provides
a mechanism for developing real teams, which in turn
will lead to improved outcomes, specifically in terms of
team performance and positive well-being. To test the
theoretical model, we conducted a study on a sample of
149 students in 56 teams, which worked together for an
academic year (8 months). Performance was evaluated
as the mark on a group report submitted at the end of
the year. Measures (from a survey in the fifth month)
included LMX-7 (Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995), team real-
ness (Richardson & West, 2010), and well-being (Warr,
1990). Data were aggregated to the group level (rwg
= .97, ICC1=.47 ICC2 = .71). We found that team
realness mediates the relationship between LMX and
positive well-being and performance, (p < .05). How-
ever, the mediation model was not significant for neg-
ative well-being as the outcome measure. Our findings
provide support for the argument that by developing
better quality relationships with their followers, lead-
ers can influence the extent to which their team at-
tains the characteristics of a real team, which in effect
leads to improved team processes, team performance
and team member psychological reactions. Implica-
tions of this process for managers and organisations
are discussed.
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A Goal Orientation Perspective on Team In-
novativeness

Richardson, J., Aston Business School, Birmingham,
UK ; West, M.A., Aston Business School, Birmingham,
UK

Abstract: Given that teams have become the norm’
in many of today’s increasingly complex and demand-
ing organisations (Kozlowski & Bell, 2003), their in-
novative capacity is critical to their effectiveness and
survival. In this paper, we argue that a prerequi-
site for team innovation is a mastery goal orienta-
tion, whereby team members actively and willingly
exert effort towards exploration, learning and self-
improvement. Indeed, recent research has shown that
team-level mastery orientation is positively associated
with team learning and performance (Bunderson &
Sutdliff, 2003). We hypothesise a direct positive re-
lationship between team mastery goal orientation and
team innovation (H1). Our model also explores the me-
diating effects of feedback seeking behaviour, based on
insight from self-regulation theory. Given that a num-
ber of studies have shown that the provision of team
feedback stimulates the spontaneous setting of team
goals (e.g. Locke & Latham, 1990; Zander & Medow,
1965; Zander & Newcomb, 1967), we expect that teams
which actively seek feedback are more likely to engage
in reflection and evaluation of their current effective-
ness, and as a result, implement new and creative ways
of doing things. Based on this reasoning, we hypoth-
esise that high mastery orientated teams which in en-
gage in high feedback seeking behaviour will be even
more innovative (H2). The hypotheses were tested us-
ing cross-sectional surveys with a sample of 51 teams
employed within a large UK public sector organisa-
tion. Following DeShon et al. (2004), team goal ori-
entation was measured using a modified version of the
twelve-item goal orientation scale developed by Button
et al. (1996). Feedback seeking behaviour was mea-
sured using a five-item scale developed by Schippers et
al. (2007). Finally, we obtained external management
ratings of team innovation using an eight-item scale
developed by Burpitt and Bigoness (1997). Justifica-
tion for data aggregation was also conducted. Using
structural equation modelling, the moderated model
was significant (p < .05). Given the importance of in-
novation for the survival of teams and organisations,
the results are discussed in relation to the need for
teams to be both more mastery orientated and feed-
back seeking.

Presentations: Employee Well Being -
Presenteeism and Workaholism

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 0.3 Copenhagen (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Karanika-Murray, M., Nottingham Trent Uni-
versity, Nottingham, UK

Watching the paint dry: Development and ini-
tial validation of the Dutch Boredom Scale

Reijseger, G., Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Nether-
lands; Schaufeli, W.B., Utrecht University, Utrecht,
The Netherlands; Peeters, M.C.W., Utrecht Univer-
sity, Utrecht, The Netherlands; Taris, T.W., Utrecht
University, Utrecht, The Netherlands; Beek, I. van,
Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Netherlands; Ouwe-
neel, A.P.E., Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: Boredom is a state of relatively low arousal
and dissatisfaction, which is due to an insufficiently
stimulating situation. At present little is known about
boredom at work, so-called boreout. The present study
introduces boreout as a separate dimension of em-
ployee wellbeing that can both theoretically and em-
pirically be distinguished from similar motivational-
affective concepts such as job engagement and burnout.
We argue that boreout results from having a passive
job’ in which employees experience low levels of job
demands and low levels of job resources. The subse-
quent lack of challenge may result in dissatisfaction
with the job and the organization. Taken together, we
hypothesize that (1) boreout can empirically be distin-
guished from burnout and engagement, (2) boreout is
negatively related to demands and resources, and (3)
boreout is negatively related to valued organizational
outcomes. The hypotheses were tested using data from
6,220 employees from different organizational sectors.
Boreout was measured with the new eight-item Dutch
Boreout Scale (DUBS). Confirmatory factor analyses
provided initial support for the factorial and discrim-
inant validity of the DUBS vis–vis engagement and
burnout. Confirming Hypothesis 2, SEM analyses re-
vealed that high demands and resources negatively as-
sociated with boredom. Partly, in support of Hypoth-
esis 3, boreout negatively related to job satisfaction,
but not to organizational commitment. Finally, bore-
out positively related with turnover intention. Taken
together, our research findings provide initial support
for the idea that having little demands and resources is
a potential risk factor for boreout. Moreover, boreout
appeared to be related to negative attitudes towards
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the organization. Future (longitudinal) research is nec-
essary to further establish the development of boreout
over time and to examine the consequences of boreout
for job performance.

Testing the role of personal variables and
personal resources in the JD-R Model

Ballarani, E., University of Bologna, Italy, Foligno,
Italy ; Guglielmi, D., University of Bologna, Foligno,
Italy ; Simbula, S., University of Milano Bicocca, Mi-
lano, Italy

Abstract: The interest for the study of the occupational
health psychology has grown fast during the last few
years as the nature of jobs has been modified in order
to achieve job innovation. These changes led individ-
uals to act into a different environment which became
itself a factor of psychological risk for workers. Tak-
ing up this interest in workers’ well-being, researchers
supplemented and extended the concept of burnout by
considering its positive antipode that is work engage-
ment. To integrate both work engagement and job
burnout a model has recently been introduced by De-
merouti, Bakker, Nachreiner and Schaufeli (2001): the
Job Demands-Resources Model. This model specifies
how working conditions produce motivation and health
impairments assuming that the characteristics of the
environments can be classified in the two global cate-
gories: job demands and job resources. According to
the authors, job demands refers to those aspects of the
job that require sustained physical and/or psychologi-
cal effort and are associated with physical/psycholog-
ical costs. On the other hand, job resources refer to
those aspects of the job that are functional in achiev-
ing work goals, stimulating personal growth and devel-
opment and in reducing job demands and its related
costs. Furthermore job resources play both intrinsic
and extrinsic motivational effect. The JD-R Model as-
sumes that job demands and job resources evoke two
related process: an energetic process (in which high
job demands could led to burnout, health impairments
and sick leave) and a motivational process (in which job
resources mediate the role of job burnout). AIMS: test-
ing the role of self-efficacy (personal resource) and in-
adequate preparation (personal variable) on the JD-R
Model SAMPLE: A group of 217 nurses working in an
Italian structure of Public Health Care located in the
city of Bologna (Emilia-Romagna) INSTRUMENT: A
self-report questionnaire with a type Likert response
scale

The role of personal resources for individual
well-being in turbulent work environments

Schiml, N., Albert-Ludwigs University Freiburg,
Freiburg, Germany ; Bahamondes Pavez, C., Albert-
Ludwigs University Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany ;
Schüpbach, H., Albert-Ludwigs University Freiburg,
Freiburg, Germany

Abstract: Based on the Job Demands-Resources Model
(JD-R; Demerouti, Bakker, Nachreiner & Schaufeli,
2001), this study investigated the influence of orga-
nizational, social and personal resources on employee
well-being and work engagement in different organi-
zations. To date, global and affective-cognitive per-
sonal resources (such as generalized self-efficacy, opti-
mism and organization-based self-esteem) have gener-
ally been used to complement organizational and social
resources in the JD-R model. The role of behavioral-
practical personal resources at work has received less
attention. However, previous studies point to the rele-
vance of these resources for behavior at work and well-
being, particularly in the new, contradictory or unpre-
dictable situations found in turbulent environments.
The personal resources considered in this study were
also chosen because of their sensitivity to change with
the aim to derive implications for learning and per-
sonal development. Employees’ well-being in different
organizations was investigated under specific working
conditions and with the resources typical for turbu-
lent environments. Both negative outcome variables
(e.g. irritation) and positive outcome variables (e.g.
work engagement) were included in the study. The re-
lationship between organizational resources, social re-
sources and outcome variables was replicated, using the
original JD-R model, in the context of turbulent en-
vironments. The role of behavioral-practical personal
resources in the sense of cognitive beliefs (e.g. occu-
pational self-efficacy) and generalized schemes of be-
havior (e.g. proactive coping, self-leadership) was also
investigated, to expand on the JD-R model. We hy-
pothesized that employees with high personal resources
would show lower irritation (under equal job demands)
than those with low personal resources (i.e. that per-
sonal resources would buffer the impact of high job
demands on irritation). We also hypothesized that
personal resources would mediate the relationship be-
tween organizational and social resources and irrita-
tion as well as work engagement. The sample consists
of 100 participants from German IT and automotive
enterprises. The questionnaire includes job demands
(e.g. flexibility, work load), work-related and personal
resources and positive and negative outcome variables
(irritation, work engagement). The questionnaire uses
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established scales chosen from the literature or based
on qualitative data. The presentation of the study will
present the underlying model and study results. Impli-
cations for practical relevance are to be discussed.

Presenteeism and absenteeism: Separated at
birth?

Karanika-Murray, M., Nottingham Trent University,
Nottingham, UK ; Biron, C., Laval University, Quebec,
Canada

Abstract: This study explores the links between absen-
teeism and presenteeism conceptualized on a contin-
uum of work behaviors. There is little conceptual or
empirical work that can contribute towards an appre-
ciation of the relationships between absenteeism and
presenteeism, and their links with performance and
well-being. This paper investigates the idea of a tip-
ping point between optimal levels of absenteeism and
presenteeism. Based on Johns (2010) and Biron and
Saksvik (2009), we suggest that there is a continuum
of work attitudes and behaviors from presenteeism to
voluntary absenteeism and turnover behaviors. We ex-
tend this work by identifying (i) the health status/rea-
sons for absence, (ii) relevant individual differences
(e.g. personality), cognitions, and work attitudes (e.g.
engagement, job crafting, fairness), and (iii) work unit
characteristics (e.g. justice, work unit climate, absen-
teeism/presenteeism culture) that can determine where
an individual is at a given point on this continuum, and
we present these in order of strength. Thus, if a strong
and clear attitude, and consequently behavior, is not
activated, situational factors (e.g. work unit climate)
can have a greater effect on determining behavior. Fi-
nally, we discuss the links between presenteeism and
absenteeism, on one hand, and performance and well-
being outcomes, on the other. We highlight the press-
ing need to integrate and extend our understanding of
the relationship between the range of work attitudes
and behaviors, and present a framework for appreciat-
ing the relationship between presenteeism and absen-
teeism. In terms of practice, improved understanding
of work attitudes and behaviors can lead to better man-
agement and a healthy balance between absenteeism
and presenteeism. Although there is evidence showing
that both presenteeism and absenteeism are not costly
for organizations and for individuals, we maintain that
there is a balance or trade-off between the two that
minimizes disruption and helps individuals remain pro-
ductive and engaged. Biron, C., & Saksvik, P.. (2009).
Sickness presenteeism and attendance pressure factors:
implications for practice. In: J. Quick & C.L. Cooper

(Eds.). Handbook of Organizational and Work Psy-
chology (3rd Ed.) Johns, G. (2010). Presenteeism in
the workplace: A review and research agenda. Journal
of Organizational Behavior, 31, 519-542.

Workaholism and occupational health

Buczny, J., Warsaw School of Social Sciences and Hu-
manities, Sopot, Poland ; Wojdylo, K., Gdansk Univer-
sity, Gdansk, Poland

Abstract: Workaholism is commonly defined as a disor-
der, which is manifested in over-average energy exhaus-
tion, perseveration in action, setting standards hard to
achieve, and inability to disconnect from task involve-
ment (see Robinson, 2007). Based on the new con-
ceptualization of workaholism as working craving (Wo-
jdylo & Kuhl,submitted) we construe the new worka-
holism measurement method: Working Craving Scale
(Wojdylo & Buczny, in preparation). The structure
of the method consists of four factors: (1) Obsessive-
Complusive Desire to Work, (2) Anticipation of Pos-
itive Outcomes (Self-Worth), (3) Anticipation of Re-
duction of Negative Emotion and Withdrawal Symp-
toms that could be derived from engaging into work
and (4) Perfectionism. In the purpose to explore deter-
minants of occupational health we based our structural
models not only on a working craving measurement,
but we also controlled burnout, work engagement (e.g.
Llorens, Bakker, Schaufeli, & Salanova, 2006), anxiety,
self-esteem. We operationalised occupational health
with work absence caused by health reasons, as well as
psychological distress, and emotional exhaustion (Dol-
lar & Bakker, 2010).

Symposium: Participation at work:
Current research from the Organizational
Participation in Europe Network (OPEN)

Main topic area: Changing Employment Relations

Location: 0.4 Brussels (16:30-17:45)

Chairs: Höge, T., University of Innsbruck, Innsbruck,
Austria; Weber, W.G., University of Innsbruck, Inns-
bruck, Austria

Abstract: Organizational participation refers to a va-
riety of different forms and intensities of employ-
ees´involvement in organizational decision making
(Wilpert, 1989). Participation can be direct(personal)
or indirect (via representatives), informal or formal,
ranging from the involvement indecisions related to the
shop floor level (e.g. participative group goal setting)
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up to strategicdecisions concerning the organization in
total (organizational democracy).OPEN is an informal
association of researchers dedicated themselves to the
investigation ofparticipative management practices in
contemporary working life. Based on earlier partic-
ipationresearch (see Heller, 1998) the underlying as-
sumption is that the involvement of employees inor-
ganizational leadership effects individuals, teams, or-
ganizations, and societies positively(Wegge, Jeppesen,
Weber, Pearce et al., in press).The symposium aims to
present and discuss current research results of OPEN-
members on theissue. The studies focus on different
forms of participation from participative group goal
settingover the role of work s councils to (direct) demo-
cratic organizational structures. They investigatesev-
eral antecedents like leaders’ social judgement skills,
workers’ self efficacy, and therelationship between de-
sired and experienced influence. They also address dif-
ferentconsequences of participation, e.g. performance,
innovation, morale, ownership, and communityrelate-
dorientations. Moreover, possible psychological mecha-
nisms explaining the relationshipbetween participative
practices and positive consequences for individuals, or-
ganizations, andsocieties are outlined. Based on an
integrative view on the presented results implications
forfuture research and practice will be discussed.

The benefits of participative group goal set-
ting become apparent as tasks become increas-
ingly challenging over time

Wegge, J., TU Dresden, Dresden, Germany ; Haslam,
S.A., University of Exeter, UK ; Postmes, T., Univer-
sity of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands

Abstract: A large body of research has pointed to the
utility of goal setting as a performance enhancement
strategy. However, group goal setting is more com-
plex than individual goal setting as the group context
strengthens the desire for voice and the possibility of
resistance. In line with this idea, we test the prediction
that goalrelated performance improvements are more
marked where groups participate in goal setting rather
than having goals imposed, particularly as they be-
come increasingly hard to achieve. Two experiments
were conducted (Ngroups= 27, 72). Groups of three
or four students took part in brainstorming exercises
in three phases. In Phase 1 alls groups were instructed
to do their best.In subsequent phases groups were ran-
domly assigned to three (study 1) or five (study 2) con-
ditions. One of these was a control condition (again
“do their best”. In other conditions groups were in-
vited to set a performance improvement goal (+20%

vs. +40% or +40% vs. +80%) either set by the ex-
perimenter or by themselves. The results of both ex-
periments confirm that group goal setting enhances
performance. More importantly, both studies show
that benefits of participative goal setting become more
marked as goals become more difficult over time. In
line with social identity and self-categorization princi-
ples, we suggest that this is because increases in partic-
ipatively set goals appear to provide opportunities for
collective self-actualization and selfenhancement while
increases in imposed goals do not. Thus, if groups are
to be encouraged to take on goals that become increas-
ingly difficult, participative group goal setting should
be preferred.

Beyond command-and-control: Police leader-
ship skills and participation as determinants
for ownership and agency morale

Steinheider, B., University of Oklahoma, Tulsa, USA;
Stafford, S., University of Oklahoma, Tulsa, OK,
USA; Wuestewald, T., University of Oklahoma, Tulsa,
USA

Abstract: Aim: Law enforcement leadership has tradi-
tionally developed from within the ranks, oftenreinforc-
ing hierarchical structures and command-and-control
thinking. However, increasingsocial and technologi-
cal complexity, specialization, and community-oriented
crime controlstrategies have de-emphasized the impor-
tance of leaders’ command presence and technical-
knowledge in favor of participative leadership styles.
Using Mumford et al.’s (2000)competency-based lead-
ership model, we tested the hypothesis that leadership
skills, such associal judgment and facilitative problem
solving, are positively correlated with participative-
management practices, resulting in improved officers’
perceptions of ownership and agencymorale.Method:
We developed and administered a questionnaire to 1044
police officers enrolled at theFBI National Academy
assessing problem solving skills, social judgment skills
and technicalknowledge. Confirmatory factor analysis
revealed a good model fit. Participants rated either
theirdirect supervisors (n=383) or their Chief’s skills
(n=643) as well as the degree of participationwithin
their agency, their sense of ownership and agency
morale.Results: Results confirmed leader’s social judg-
ment skills and participation as significantpredictors of
officer’s feelings of ownership and agency morale, while
leader technicalknowledge had no significant effect. In
both models, participation was the strongest predictor-
variable.Conclusion: Results indicate that social judg-
ment skills (i.e. perspective taking, socialperceptive-
ness, and behavioral flexibility) alert leaders to the im-
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portance of includingsubordinates in decision making,
resulting in greater employee ownership and morale.

Works councils as normative reference
groups for employee’s innovative behavior.
Exploratory and explanatory study of an-
tecedents

Martins, E., University of Rostock, Rostock, Germany ;
Pundt, A., University of Rostock, Rostock, Germany ;
Nerdinger, F.W., University of Rostock, Rostock, Ger-
many

Abstract: Recent research on employees’ innova-
tive behavior has emphasized the impact of employ-
ees’representatives as promoter of employees’ innova-
tive behavior: Employees’ representatives, likeworks
councils in Germany, can as indirect form of employee
participation improve both theemployees’ willingness
to cooperate in implementing innovations and the at-
titudes of employeestowards innovation and innovative
behavior. Based on the theory of planned behavior, we
assumethat works councils can act as a normative ref-
erence group for innovative behavior and hence canin-
fluence employee’s attitudes and behavior concerning
innovation. However, no research hasfocused on an-
tecedents of works councils becoming normative refer-
ence groups for employees?The answer to this question
is important for all actors in organizations for a bet-
ter understandingof the works councils’ influence and
meaning regarding innovations. For works councils, it-
shows ways to become (more) such a reference group,
to gain more importance in organizationalinnovation
and to foster employee’s innovative behavior.In an ex-
ploratory interview study (N=153) we firstly identified
18 of such antecedents. Based onthese findings and
theoretical considerations, we developed a set of hy-
potheses of antecedents ofbecoming a normative refer-
ence group for innovative behavior. In a second step
we tested ourhypotheses in an explanatory question-
naire study (N=403) and found six antecedents having
asignificant and independent effect on the perception
of employees that the works council is anormative ref-
erence group for innovative behavior. In our presen-
tation, we will show theseempirical studies and theo-
retical considerations on normative reference groups in
detail.

Relationships between experienced influence,
self-efficacy and desired influence

Jonsson, T., Aarhus University, Aarhus, Denmark ;
Jeppesen, H.J., Aarhus University, Denmark

Abstract: Success with employee participation is con-
tingent upon employees’ desires for influence. Thepre-
sent study examines relationships between desired in-
fluence, self-efficacy and experiencedinfluence. Desires
about influence can pertain to how much influence one
desires for oneself, andwhich organizational agent one
desires should have most influence. The agents can be
one self,the team, the work council / health and safety
committee, and management. The agents vary inclose-
ness to the employee.362 metal workers from selected
companies participated in a survey made in coopera-
tion withMetal Workers’ Union, Aarhus, Denmark. A
questionnaire was distributed via shop stewards.The
companies varied in size according to the number of
employed metal workers(<30; 30-99,>100) . Reply rate
was 62 %.Results of the regression analyses showed that
both self-efficacy and experienced influence wereposi-
tively associated with the degree of desired influence
to oneself. Furthermore, this desire forinfluence was
found to be associated with which agents the employee
desired should have mostinfluence. The results showed
that the more one desired influence for oneself, the
closer tooneself was the desired agent located.The re-
sults reflect that experienced and desired influence may
be each others’ preconditions.Self-efficacy may be re-
lated to beliefs about being able to take on respon-
sibility that is impliedby high degrees of influence.
The relationship between desired influence degree and
thecloseness of agents to one-self, may reflect desires
of more involvement in decision-makingprocesses for
those, who desired to have high influence for them-
selves.

Proposals considering conceptual enhance-
ments of organizational participation re-
search

Weber, W.G., University of Innsbruck, Innsbruck,
Austria

Abstract: Beyond the area of personal, dyadic or small-
group participation, work and organizationalpsycho-
logical research in organizational participation (includ-
ing organizational democracy) hasseveral deficiencies
considering the conceptualization of psychological fac-
tors that may help toexplain and design successful
employees’ participation also in tactical and strate-
gic decisionmaking in their enterprises. In an in-
tegrative contribution, concepts concerning thecom-
prehension of motivational antecedents, psychologi-
cal processes, and outcomes of largescaleparticipa-
tion will be compared (including under discussion
of findings of own studies, seeWeber & Lampert,
2010; Weber et al., 2008, 2009) which more or less
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were neglected within thisspecific research context.
Constructs from activity theory (e.g. common ob-
jectifications andcollective appropriation of accumu-
lated knowledge; collectively planned environmental
control),action-regulation theory (e.g. processes of
collective action regulation), moral developmentthe-
ory (development of community-related perspective-
taking), and the theory of collectivepsychological own-
ership (reduction of social alienation) will be assessed
to what extent they cancontribute to the follow-
ing research questions:- which specific human motives
or needs are activated through substantial employ-
ees’ participation?- which intra-psychic processes and
which social-psychological processes go along with em-
ployees’participatory activities?- which intra-psychic
outcomes and which social-psychological processes may
result from participation?- which community-related,
societal outcomes may arise from participation?

Presentations: Emotional Labor

Main topic area: Emotions In The Workplace

Location: 0.5 Paris (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Hammond, M., University of Limerick, Limer-
ick, Ireland

Emotional Labor in Financial Market Profes-
sionals and its relation with Job Satisfaction
and Occupational Stress

Fachada, T., University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Por-
tugal ; Carvalho, C., University of Coimbra, Coimbra,
Portugal ; Toderi, S., University of Bologna, Bologna,
Cesena, Italy

Abstract: Emotions play a major role on behavior, in-
fluencing the way we interact with the outside world.
Work life requires a lot from individuals at diverse lev-
els namely dealing with emotions. Therefore, the or-
ganizational context is one of the best environments to
learn about emotions. Nowadays, due to the recogni-
tion that emotions do influence workers behavior and
performance, research on this topic has increased, espe-
cially regarding the concept of Emotional Labor. First
introduced by Hochschild in 1983, it refers to the ex-
tent to which employees need to manage their feelings
in order to display socially desired emotions required to
perform a job in an efficient manner. It has been linked
to positive and negative aspects that impact personal
well-being regarding, among others, job satisfaction,
stress or work engagement. Financial Markets work-
ers are professionals who work under a fast paced and

strong pressure, being required to make quick impor-
tant decisions, to advise costumers on crucial moves
taking responsibility for impactful transactions. In this
study we aimed to understand if and how does EL oc-
cur within the requiring and chaotic functions of pro-
fessionals in the Portuguese financial market and the
relation of its dimensions - display rules, emotional reg-
ulation strategies and perceived work demands - with
Job Satisfaction and Occupational Stress. The results
obtained suggest a relevant presence of EL, especially
regarding the perception of display rules which condi-
tion emotional expression and the use of strategies to
deal with these rules. Also, data suggests the impact
of these dimensions on job satisfaction and occupa-
tional stress, namely an interactional effect involving
stress and the emotional regulation strategy surface.
Finally, some issues concerning the psychometric prop-
erties of the EL scales used are addressed. The present
investigation represents, above all, a step further in the
EL research and in the consideration of non-traditional
groups in this area and in Psychology research in gen-
eral. Furthermore, our aim was to make this investiga-
tion as currently relevant as possible and, in the present
context of extreme economical and financial instability,
these professionals play a central role working behind
the scenes’ on important matters that have a global
impact.

A development process of emotional labor
and burnout in university professors: The
role of linear/nonlinear thinking styles and
organizational commitment

Saldanha, M.F., University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Por-
tugal ; Carvalho, C., University of Coimbra, Coimbra,
Portugal ; Ferreira Peralta, C.M., University of Coim-
bra, Coimbra, Portugal

Abstract: In organizational context, emotions have an
essential role in behavior and well-being of workers
(especially in professions that require direct contact
with other people, as in the case of university pro-
fessors), and it is increasingly important to under-
stand how they manage their emotions. This emo-
tional management is called emotional labor. The
purpose of this study was to develop a model that
evaluates the role of thinking styles and organiza-
tional commitment in emotional labor, also consider-
ing the relation between emotional labor and one of
its possible consequences - burnout. To accomplish
this aim, we conducted a cross-sectional questionnaire
study. We used the scales Linear/Non Linear Thinking
Style Profile (Vance, Groves, Paik & Kindler, 2007),
Affective, Normative and Continuance Commitment
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Scales (Allen & Meyer, 1990; Meyer & Allen, 1997),
Emotional Labor Scale (Brotheridge & Lee, 2003) and
Maslach Burnout Inventory (Maslach & Jackson, 1981,
1986), which evaluate, respectively, thinking styles pro-
file, organizational commitment, emotional labor and
burnout. In a sample of 226 Portuguese university
professors, we tested the construct validity (with ex-
ploratory and confirmatory factor analysis) and the
reliability of the referred instruments, which gives in-
cremental validity and support the good psychometric
qualities of the original validation studies. We veri-
fied, by means of Structural Equation Modeling, that
in general: 1) the information sources preferred by an
individual have an impact on the organizational com-
mitment one presents; 2) depending on the compo-
nent of organizational commitment involved, there is
a differential impact on emotional regulation strategies
and dimensions of burnout; 3) the three dimensions of
burnout develop essentially in a sequential way, follow-
ing the proposal of Leiter and Maslach (1988). The
model tested with maximum likelihood estimation fits
adequately the data. The results have practical sig-
nificance in two main strands: 1) we present rigorous
validation studies enhancing the international use of
the referred scales in research and practice contexts,
2) we provide insights about the development process
of the considered variables in work context, and this
knowledge may lead to early interventions, that are dis-
cussed, in order to enhance the well-being of university
professors.

With a little help from my assistant and per-
sonal initiative: Buffering the negative ef-
fects of emotional dissonance on employee
wellbeing

Rodriguez-Sánchez, A., Universitat Jaume I Castel-
lón, Wont Research Team, Castellon, Spain; Hakanen,
J., Finnish Institute of Occupational Health, Helsinki,
Finland ; Perhoniemi, R., Finnish Institute of Occupa-
tional Health, Helsinki, Finland ; Salanova, M., Univer-
sitat Jaume I Castellón, Wont Research Team, Castel-
lon, Spain

Abstract: Introduction: Literature on emotional work
has been mostly focused on its negative effects such as
burnout, and turnover, and how to cope with them
when the damage is done. However, scarce empiri-
cal longitudinal evidence exist regarding resources that
foster well-being to face emotional demands such as
emotional dissonance. In this study, we expect that
resources like cooperation with assistant and personal
initiative buffer the negative effects of emotional disso-
nance on employee well-being such as work engagement

and personal accomplishment. Method: Hierarchical
Regression Modelling was carried out in a sample of
1,954 Finnish dentists that participated in a three wave
longitudinal study in 2003, 2006, and 2010. We tested
the hypotheses using first T1-T2 design and then T2-
T3 data to confirm the results. Results: Firstly, results
showed that cooperation with assistant at T1 moder-
ated the effects from T1 emotional dissonance both on
T2 work engagement and T2 personal accomplishment.
Secondly, personal initiative also buffered the negative
effects of T1 emotional dissonance on T2 work engage-
ment. Besides, these cross-lagg effects of personal ini-
tiative were also replicated from T2 to T3 showing that
personal initiative was a powerful personal resource in
order to cope with emotional demands. Conclusions:
The buffering role of cooperation with assistant (social
job resource) and personal initiative (personal behav-
ioral resource) in emotional dissonance (emotional job
demand) is discussed regarding theoretical and practi-
cal implications for employee well-being.

Self Concept as a Moderator of The Emotion
Regulation-Stress Relationship: An Empirical
Test

Hammond, M., University of Limerick, Limerick, Ire-
land ; Fisk, G., Queen’s University, Kingston, ON,
Canada; Tkocz, Z., University of Limerick, Limerick,
Ireland

Abstract: Regulating one’s emotions - through either
amplification or suppression of true feelings - is nor-
mative in many organizational contexts. The modi-
fication of feelings an individual experiences and dis-
plays can be accomplished using a number of different
strategies, some of which have been linked to detrimen-
tal personal outcomes (e.g., stress and burnout). The
purpose of this research is to empirically examine how
an employee’s self concept (i.e., individual, relational,
or collective orientation) influences the consequences
associated with different types of emotion regulation
(i.e., surface versus deep acting). Consistent with ex-
isting theory (e.g., Ashforth & Humphrey, 1993), we
test the hypothesis that emotion regulation will be less
stressful for individuals with strong relational or col-
lective self-concepts. Relationally and/or collectively
oriented individuals should be more adept at seeing
regulation as a means of benefiting others, thereby mit-
igating any potentially negative outcomes. In contrast,
those with individual self-concepts will be more likely
to see regulation as diminishing valuable - and limited
- personal resources. While data collection with pri-
mary front-line service workers is currently on-going,
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preliminary findings support our predictions: the posi-
tive relationship between surface acting and emotional
exhaustion is weaker for those with stronger collec-
tive self-concepts. From a practical perspective, this
research has important and widespread implications.
For instance, organizations should focus their recruit-
ment and selection efforts on achieving higher levels of
person-job fit (e.g., filling service-oriented roles with
individuals who possess relational self-concepts). Sim-
ilarly, it may be that organizations can mitigate the
stresses associated with emotion regulation by convey-
ing its’ collective benefits.

The moderating effects of behavioural ten-
dency towards the occupation on the re-
lationship between emotional labour and
burnout (employee well-being)

Retowski, S., Warsaw School of Social Sciences and
Humanities, Sopot, Poland ; Fila Jankowska, A., War-
saw School of Social Sciences and Humanities, Sopot,
Poland

Abstract: A great deal of works on emotional labour
have explored the impact of deep and surface acting
(strategies of EL) on burnout. According to Grandey
(2000), personal and organizational factors moderate
the relationship between emotional labour and em-
ployee well-being. Drawing on the Grandey’s model it
was proposed that positive attitudes (explicit and non-
explicit) towards the occupation could buffer against
the negative effects of emotional labour. An impor-
tant indicator of non-explicit attitude (behavioural ten-
dency towards the objects) might be the distance from
the objects (Bargh, 1997, Fila-Jankowska, Jankowski,
2008). The traditional method of examining attitudes
through direct measures has been enhanced by indirect
measures, such an AAS method. The aim of the study
is to examine the role of behavioural tendency towards
the occupation in prediction of burnout and job satis-
faction. It was hypothesized that behavioural tendency
would have a direct effect on employee’s well-being and
that the tendency would moderate the relationship be-
tween emotional labour and well-being. Data from the
survey study of 118 teachers from different schools are
presented. Behavioural tendency towards the occupa-
tion, general attitude towards the occupation, emo-
tional labour strategies, job satisfaction and burnout
were estimated. The measurement of the behavioural
tendency towards the occupation was performed us-
ing the computer Approaching-Avoidance Simulation
Method. Results indicate that the behavioural ten-
dency towards the occupation plays an important role

in predicting the level of emotional exhaustion. Hi-
erarchical regression analyses have revealed that be-
havioural tendency towards the occupation is a signif-
icant moderator of the relationships between surface
acting and cynicism. Specifically, findings indicate that
high levels of surface acting result in higher cynicism
but only when behavioural tendency towards the occu-
pation is negative. In general, results demonstrate how
the non-explicit attitude towards the occupation may
influence emotional labour process. The results raise
interesting questions about indirect measures of atti-
tudes towards the occupation in relation to employee
well-being. These findings indicate a potential for more
effective vocational counselling.

Presentations: Strategic Human Resources
Management

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.6 Madrid (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Tymon, W., Villanova University, Villanova,
USA

The Strategic Role of Human Resource Pro-
fessionals in a South African Context

Plessis, Y. du, University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South
Africa; Barkhuizen, N., University of Pretoria, Preto-
ria, South Africa

Abstract: Over the past twenty years, the human re-
sources (HR) function has been challenged to adapt to
the rapidly changing business environment which re-
quires that HR practitioners go beyond operational ex-
cellence and move towards a more strategic approach.
HR practitioners are thus challenged to become profes-
sionals and business partners. They need to show the
value that they bring to the organisation and deliver
results that contribute towards business success. This
study aims at investigating the current roles that HR
professionals in South African organisations play and
to what extent these roles enable a strategic or opera-
tional impact on organisations. The research method-
ology followed a quantitative exploratory research ap-
proach. The Human Resource Role Assessment Survey
by Ulrich and O’Connor, (1997) was administered elec-
tronically among a population of Masters and Char-
tered HR practitioners who are registered at the South
African Board for People Practice. The number of re-
spondents was 137. This survey instrument measures
four different roles that human resource professionals
play, namely; strategic partner, change agent, employee
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champion/advocate and administrative expert. De-
scriptive statistics including the Students’ t-tests and
Anova’s were applied. The results of this study showed
on average that HR professionals in South Africa are
not engaging more in strategic or operational roles, al-
though the mean of difference between the strategic
and operational roles’ value showed a slight inclina-
tion towards the operational side. The practical im-
plications of the study are that HR professionals are
starting to realise that through incorporating strate-
gic roles in their daily activities, they can better de-
marcate the value of their operational activities and
influence the organisation at a strategic level. HR pro-
fessionals should be seen as strategic partners and are
valuable in the strategic deliberations. Therefore the
education of young HR professionals in Strategic Hu-
man Resource Management is crucial in growing an
inherent competence ensuring the delivery of business
results. Therefore finding a balance between strategic
and operational roles is a key challenge and is pivotal
in sustaining organisational performance.

Manager Support Predicts Turnover of Pro-
fessionals in India

Tymon, W., Villanova University, Villanova, USA;
Stumpf, S., Villanova University, Villanova, USA;
Doh, J., Villanova University, Villanova, PA, USA;
Smith, R., Accenture, Singapore, Singapore

Abstract: Retaining the best professional talent is of
great practical significance to organizations as it elimi-
nates the recruiting, selection, and on-boarding costs of
their replacement, maintains continuity in their areas
of expertise, and supports a culture in which merit can
be rewarded. Research examining the causal mecha-
nisms that lead to a reduction in turnover has primarily
addressed the professionals’ attitudes toward the orga-
nization and job itself, rather than the relationship of
the professionals’ with their managers. This paper ex-
amines the role of managers in the turnover of their
direct reports as well as the mediating role of three
psychological responses to supportive behaviors on the
part of managers: the professionals’ sense of intrinsic
reward from their work, their personal commitment to
success at work, and their perceptions of career suc-
cess. Research focused on how manager support affects
both the intrinsic rewards experienced by professionals
and their personal commitment to the organization is
scarce. The contribution of this research to the role of
manager support in retaining professional employees is
supported by a large Indian sample of 4,811 individu-
als randomly obtained across 32 operating units of 28
companies. Our results found perceptions of manager

support and career success have strong direct effects
on actual turnover. Also, manager support affected
turnover indirectly through its effects on career suc-
cess via intrinsic rewards and personal commitment.
The total effect of manager support on turnover one
year later was -.27, a rather robust finding between a
perceptual measure and actual turnover one year later.
Similarly, a professional’s perceived career success had
a robust direct effect on actual turnover of -.24. We also
found a strong influence of the experience of intrinsic
rewards on personal commitment, which influenced ac-
tual turnover through its influence on perceived career
success. The results demonstrate the critical role of
both manager support and perceived career success on
the actual turnover of professionals in India. Perceived
career success is significantly influenced by manager
support, intrinsic rewards, and personal commitment.
In practice, identifying and developing supportive man-
agers appears to be critical for the retention of talent
in organizations.

The impact of HRM system’s process features
on turnover intentions

Vigna, C., Universiteit Antwerpen & HU Brussel,
Brussel, Belgium; Sanders, K., Universiteit Twente,
Twente, The Netherlands; Henderickx, E., Universiteit
Antwerpen, Antwerpen, Belgium

Abstract: Because of environments’ increasing com-
plexity organizations need to employ their resources
more efficiently and effectively than ever. Human re-
source professionals are challenged to proactively re-
act to these external adaptations and seek to sus-
tain or even sharpen employees’ and organizational
performance. Strategic human resources management
(SHRM) literature provides empirical evidence for the
link between HRM practices and performance (e.g.
Huselid, 1995; Delery & Doty, 1996; Guthrie, 2001).
Notwithstanding numerous SHRM-studies, the process
through which HRM leads to performance has not been
well addressed. Wright and Nishii’s process model of
SHRM (2006) shows how HRM practices on organiza-
tional level influence individual perceptions and con-
sequently their behaviors, effecting organizational per-
formance. However, empirical work on the specific pro-
cess features in this chain remains rather forthcom-
ing. Bowen and Ostroff (2004) explicitly distinguish
between HRM content and HRM process, introduc-
ing the concept of HRM system strength. We address
the issue of process and provide empirical evidence for
HRM process features influencing performance. The
main purpose is to add to the SHRM-field and HR-
turnover literature by testing the link between HRM
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system strength and turnover intentions. In the analy-
ses we discern Bowen and Ostroff’s process features of
an HRM system, building HRM system strength. Di-
rect as well as indirect effects on turnover intentions are
examined. Indirect analyses include mediation of job
satisfaction and moderation of HR climate strength.
Results have practical implications for the individual
employee as well as for HR professionals and the orga-
nization as a whole.

Why do small firm entrepreneurs adopt High
Performance Work Practices?

Kroon, B., Tilburg University, Tilburg, The Nether-
lands; Voorde, K. van de, Radboud University Ni-
jmegen, Nijmegen, The Netherlands; Timmers, J.,
Tilburg University, Tilburg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Small firms HRM - performance research has
embraced the search for the presence of High Perfor-
mance Work Practices (HPWP’s). However, the up-
take of HPWP’s in small firms is found to be quite
low. This paper examines the contingencies that re-
late to the uptake of HPWP’s in small firms. Instead
of counting practices, we pursued an intermediate ap-
proach by examining the presence of elements of the
HPWS system (Ability enhancing practices, Motiva-
tion stimulating practices and Opportunity creating
practices). Contingency theory predicts that the pres-
ence of HPWP’s depends on variation in structural con-
tingencies (organization size, age and industry) and
strategic/ agency contingencies (entrepreneurial ori-
entation, HR vision and HR knowledge of the en-
trepreneur). In total 211 employees of 45 small or-
ganizations rated the presence of HPWP’s in their or-
ganization. These averaged perceptions were related
to information provided by the entrepreneur of the or-
ganization about the organization contingencies. Re-
sults showed that different contingencies related differ-
ent to the presence of the AMO elements of HPWP’s.
HR vision was the only contingency that related to
all AMO elements. The other structure -and agency
contingencies were related to the presence of a few ele-
ments. For example, results supported the economies-
of-scale argument against the adoption of Ability and
Motivation practices in the smallest firms. And, in
line with evolutionary theory, we found that organi-
zation age was related to a decreased presence of em-
ployee voice (O): organization practices crystallize in
time as a result of more intense interaction between
first employees and the entrepreneur in the start-up
phase of the firm. Furthermore we found effects for
industry (service vs manufacturing), Entrepreneurial
orientation and HR knowledge. The results illustrate

that the uptake of HPWP’s is aligned with small firm
contingencies. Future research and practice should not
continue to pursue the application/ search for ’general
best practices’ but instead focus on ’contingent best
practices’: what works best given a small firm’s spe-
cific circumstances.

Presentations: Identities and Identification

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.7 Lisbon (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Xenikou, A., University of Athens, Athens,
Greece

Free Software Development Communities: Be-
tween Market Independence and Market Ori-
entation

Kuntner, W., Kuntner Arbeitspsychologische Praxis,
Chienes, Italy

Abstract: In free/libre/open source software develop-
ment communities there is a strong commitment for
social values and a strive for extensive market indepen-
dence. At the same time there are substantial invest-
ments from the IT industry into open source projects.
This exploratory case study analyzed the argumenta-
tion structures of a value debate in the Linux-Kernel-
Community. The strive for market independence was
modeled by means of the Grounded Theory coding pro-
cedures. The Theory of Communicative Action by Jr-
gen Habermas was used as analytical framework. The
strive for market independence results as a conceptual
system where the autonomy from market mechanisms
is determined by several factors: collective resources,
workplace autonomy, freedom of inter-organizational
cooperation, and other sub-categories based on the so-
cial values of free software development. It may be
possible to generalize the developed conceptual model
to areas of the economy where knowledge resources can
be developed and used wisely and cooperatively. The
developed conceptual model of autonomy spans from
socio-cognitive factors to sociological factors. Current
models of psychosocial risk management include fac-
tors on individual, organizational, and societal level.
Consequently the practical relevance of this study is
seen in the proposal of an approach to bridge the gap
between individual and societal levels of psychosocial
risk assessment.
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Job satisfaction as a joint function of support
for innovation and organizational identifica-
tion

Madrid, H., University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK

Abstract: Support for innovation, which is the norma-
tive expectation and approval of attempts to introduce
new/improved methods and products, is a significant
factor for fostering organizational innovation. How-
ever, evidence about the relationship between support
for innovation and job satisfaction remains ambigu-
ous. This paper aims to clarify this relationship by
including organizational identification as mediator, as
well as job autonomy and leader facilitation as pre-
dictors of support for innovation. Support for inno-
vation embodies values and norms demonstrating the
belief that innovation will make the organization suc-
cessful. These values can be internalized by employ-
ees through socialization processes, leading to a sense
of belongingness, which might increase positive expe-
riences at work. Thus, a positive relationship is pro-
posed between support for innovation and job satisfac-
tion (H1), which is mediated by organizational identi-
fication (H2). High support for innovation is predicted
to enhance identification, which leads to high levels
of job satisfaction. Moreover, autonomy can empower
employees in order to find new solutions, but is un-
likely to yield effective outcomes without enough guid-
ance. Since leader facilitation provides support and
feedback, it is proposed that support for innovation
will be linked to job autonomy, when leader facilita-
tion is also high (H3). Three studies were conducted
in Chile and the results analysed using structural equa-
tion modelling. In study 1 (n = 171, IT company), hy-
potheses 1 and 2 were tested and supported. Study 2
(n = 1004, broadcast company) tested and supported
hypothesis 3. Finally, in the study 3 (n = 225, en-
gineering multinational company) results of studies 1
and 2 were replicated, supporting the three hypotheses.
Although the studies have some limitations (e.g., cross
sectional), they have important implications. Firstly,
they contribute to understanding the positive role of
support for innovation and organizational identifica-
tion for employee well-being. Theoretical implications
will be discussed in the presentation. Secondly, the
results offer practical insights about how support for
innovation can be managed. Job autonomy and leader
facilitation were shown to be relevant factors for its en-
hancement, and both can be part of intervention pro-
grams based on job design and training, respectively.

The cognitive and affective components of
organizational identification: The role of or-
ganizational support values and charismatic
leadership

Xenikou, A., University of Athens, Athens, Greece

Abstract: People tend to think of themselves in terms of
the employing organizations to which they belong, and
develop a sense of psychological attachment to their or-
ganizations. The key question that this study set out
to examine was how a person’s self-concept is shaped
by being a member of a specific organization’. The
main aim was to investigate how the strength of or-
ganizational identification, that is defining the self at
the collective level, varies as a function of organiza-
tional support values and charismatic leadership. Or-
ganizational identification expresses self-definition via
a cognitive and affective tie with the employing or-
ganization. Organizational support values and charis-
matic leadership were expected to be differentially re-
lated to self-categorization and affective identification.
The perception of organizational support values by an
individual employee is an important contextual fac-
tor which determines whether (a) organizational at-
tributes similarto the self-concept become salient lead-
ing to self-categorization and (b) basic socio-emotional
needs are fulfilled creating an affective tie with the
organization. Charismatic leadership, on the other
hand, puts an emphasis on creating a group identity
among followers by the usage of inspiration and emo-
tion arousing leadership behavior, and therefore was
hypothesized to be related to affective rather than cog-
nitive identification. Two hundred employees from a
Greek public organization filled in a number of ques-
tionnaires measuring organizational values of support,
charismatic leadership, and the cognitive and affective
components of organizational identification. The find-
ings showed that organizational support values pre-
dicted both self-categorization and affective identifica-
tion, whereas charismatic leadership was a predictor
of affective identification. There was also a signifi-
cant interaction effect of organizational support val-
ues and charismatic leadership on affective identifica-
tion, and more specifically charismatic leadership was
shown to be positively associated with affective identi-
fication in the condition of low support value orienta-
tion. Theoretical considerations regarding the role of
organizational support values and charismatic leader-
ship as self-implicating processes in organizational con-
texts are discussed. On a practical level these findings
suggest that organizational support values play an im-
portant role in promoting a sense of belonging among
organizational members, while charismatic leadership
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is primarily related to the affective form of identifica-
tion given that support values are lacking.

Relationship between Corporate Social Re-
sponsibility and employees’ organisational
identification: a survey in a Petro-Chemical
company.

Roeck, K. de, Universite catholique de Louvain, Lou-
vain La Neuve, Belgium; Delobbe, N., Universite
Catholique de Louvain, Louvain la Neuve, Belgium;
Carton, B., Universite Catholique de Louvain, Louvain
la Neuve, Belgium; Dufrasne, B., Universite Catholique
de Louvain, Louvain la Neuve, Belgium

Abstract: Organizations increasingly integrate in their
strategy and operations the concept of corporate so-
cial responsibility (CSR) which corresponds to orga-
nizations’ volunteer commitment to manage their im-
pacts and relationships with stakeholders in order to
better contribute to societal welfare (Barnett, 2007).
Although CSR is the subject of an important research
stream, only few academics have investigated CSR’s
impact on employees (Jones, in press). Given the
importance of employees as a primary stakeholder’s
group who perceives, contributes, evaluates and reacts
to CSR (Aguilera et al., 2007) more theoretical and em-
pirical developments are warranted to fully grasp the
relationships between CSR and employees’ attitudinal
and behavioural reactions (Rupp et al., 2006). This
study hypothesizes that CSR could affect employees
work behaviours and attitudes by enhancing employ-
ees’ propensity to identify to their organization. In
line with the social identity theory, CSR could indeed
reinforce employees’ positive self-regard and feeling of
belongingness, especially when the organization is com-
mitted to CSR for altruist motivations. Moreover, we
suggest that the impact of CSR on organizational iden-
tification (OI) could be partly mediated by the orga-
nization’s perceived external prestige (PEP) and or-
ganizational trust. A cross-sectional survey conducted
on 173 employees of a Petro-Chemical company reveals
that an organization’s CSR associations influence em-
ployees’ OI known as an important predictor of employ-
ees’ behaviours (Riketta, 2005) and that this relation is
mediated by organizational trust and PEP. The study
also suggests the moderating effect of CSR’s credibil-
ity on the relation between CSR associations and PEP.
On the basis of these findings, it is argued that the
salience and credibility of CSR associations can fos-
ter employees’ OI, well-being and positive behaviours.
Moreover, the various antecedents of employees’ OI un-
der study (CSR associations, organizational trust and
PEP) represent areas over which managers have some

control making this practical implication more appeal-
ing. Our study also contributes to literature on CSR
and OI by extending findings on the antecedents of OI
and by identifying psychological mechanisms explain-
ing the influence of CSR on employees’ OI.

Presentations: Work-life Balance:
Conceptual and Measurement Issues

Main topic area: Work Time and Work-family

Location: 0.8 Rome (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Budjanovcanin, A., King’s College London,
London, UK

Adaptation and Validation of the Spanish Ver-
sion of the “Survey Work-Home Interaction
– NijmeGen” to Spanish speaking countries
(SWING-SSC)

Berger, R., University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain;
Romeo, M., University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain;
Yepes Baldó, M., University of Barcelona, Barcelona,
Spain

Abstract: During recent decades, the issues of work-
family and work-life balance have received extensive
attention and have been subject to increasing inves-
tigation (see Eby, Casper, Lockwood, Bordeaux &
Brinleya, 2005). The purpose of this research is to
present an adaptation and validation of Spanish Speak-
ing Countries version (SSC) of the “Survey Work-
Home Interaction - NijmeGen”(SWING) developed by
Geurts. Two studies were conducted to evaluate and
analyze the psychometric properties of the SWING-
SSC. In the first study, exploratory factor analysis
(EFA) was conducted to a sample of 127 employees of
a Spanish insurance company to analyze the structure
of the construct. To confirm the explored structure of
the construct, confirmatory factory analysis (CFA) was
conducted in the second study to a sample of 203 em-
ployees from various Spanish-speaking countries. Reli-
ability was tested analyzing the internal consistency of
the scales. Finally, the relation of the construct with
external and theoretically relevant variables was ana-
lyzed by examining correlations between the SWING-
SSC components and job characteristics (e.g. leader-
ship), home characteristics, indicators of health and
well-being. Results of the EFA offered four factors ac-
counting for 57.9% of the variance in the data. The
results of the CFA confirmed four-factor model (RM-
SEA=0.06, NFI=0.93, CFI=0.97, SRMR=0.08). The
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reliability analysis demonstrated a good internal con-
sistency for the SWING-SSC with Cronbach’s alpha
ranging from 0.75 to 0.96 for the four factors. Evidence
for convergent validity was provided by significant cor-
relations between the SWING-SSC and various scales
related to work (r=.39) and wellbeing (r=.34). As a
result, this Spanish adaptation shows satisfactory and
adequate psychometric properties. In general terms,
this study contributes to promote the adequate condi-
tions in the workplace, to reduce the conflict between
the two spheres of professional and personal life, and to
enhance positive relationships. Identifying the level of
conflict that is being experienced by employees can be
useful for an organization to recognize needs and imple-
ment policies that reconcile professional and personal
life.

Try to see it my way: Perspectives on the Na-
ture of Work-Life Balance

MacKinnon, R., Talent Q / University of East London,
London, UK ; Gibbes, C., University of East London,
London, UK

Abstract: Conducted as part of a doctoral research
programme, this mixed-methods study consisted of a
quantitative phase, assessing work-life balance from a
bi-directional perspective, concurrent with measures of
organizational culture, key demographics and individ-
ual differences, and a qualitative phase consisting of
a series of semi-structured interviews with senior or-
ganizational stakeholders responsible for the formula-
tion and/or implementation of work-life balance policy.
Quantitative results highlighted the key contributions
of organizational culture and individual differences to
the experience of the work-home interface for employ-
ees, highlighting key group differences in the interpre-
tation of work-life balance culture at work and their
experience of the work-home interface. A thematic
analysis of the interviews identified a number of con-
sistent high-level themes, including: the central role of
line managers in the interpretation and implementa-
tion of work-life balance policy; the confounding of the
concepts of “work-life balance”and “flexible working”;
the notion of technology as a “double-edged sword”;
the “professional”versus “operational”dichotomy; and
with regard to organizational metrics, the very super-
ficial attempts to evaluate the success of work-life bal-
ance policies. The study contributes to the existing
knowledge-base by: adopting a mixed methods ap-
proach to address the apparent quantitative bias in
work-life balance research to date; incorporating con-
temporary measures specifically designed for the work-
home interface context; seeking to more fully under-

stand the contribution of individual differences; explic-
itly seeking the involvement of employee groups previ-
ous excluded from the research, including non-parents,
un-married and gay and lesbian employees. Most im-
portantly, this study contributed to the more recent
and expanding research base which advocates exami-
nation of the work-home interface from a bi-directional
perspective.

Unpicking the ‘life’ component of work-life
balance: Are BAME women unique?

Budjanovcanin, A., King’s College London, London,
UK ; Guest, D.E., King’s College London, London,
UK

Abstract: Past research has concerned itself with the
balance that individuals strike between the various di-
mensions of their lives (Heras & Hall, 2007). Whilst
the gender dimension to this balancing act has been
considered, there has been little research which consid-
ers ethnicity in tandem with gender. It has been ar-
gued that the lives of Black, Asian and minority ethnic
(BAME) women are unique (Kamenou, 2008; Rana,
1998) and that a broader approach to the life’ com-
ponent of the work-life balance equation is therefore
needed to understand the distinctive issues pertaining
to the lives of these women, which can lead to nega-
tive spillover from life to work. Additional dimensions
within the life’ component stem from aspects of ethnic-
ity and culture which have previously been ignored in
debates regarding the work-life interface and include
religion and extended family obligations, in addition
to dimensions which are standard to the white west-
ern model, such as child care and leisure. Qualitative
accounts (Kamenou, 2008) find support for distinctive
features within BAME women’s lives that exacerbate
work-life conflict; this study aims to complement these
findings using a quantitative approach to investigate
the life’ component and specifically the time alloca-
tion to various life domains of a sample of professional
pharmacists (one of many professions in which the pro-
portion of BAME women is increasing), as well as their
preferences regarding time allocation. Findings of the
study do not provide a clear pattern of support for
the earlier, qualitative findings. Notably however, all
BAME female groups allocate significantly less time
to leisure activities, raising questions about the degree
to which this can be attributed to the unique, addi-
tional dimensions in their lives and how this affects
negative spillover into their work. Findings regarding
preferences also highlight the possibility for tensions
in the non-work aspect of these individuals’ lives. The
concern with better understanding diversity within the
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nature of the interaction between work and non-work
roles is to avoid essentialising experiences and to in-
form policy that aims to help employees better fulfil
the demands of both work and non-work roles.

Symposium: Decent Work and Beyond:
Work-Life Effectiveness (Work-Family
Balance) in Relation to Positive Employee
Work and Personal Outcomes

Main topic area: Work Time and Work-family

Location: 0.9 Athens (16:30-17:45)

Chairs: Koppes Bryan, L.L., University of West
Florida, Pensacola, FL, USA; Schneider, S.K., Uni-
versity of West Florida, Pensacola, FL, USA

Abstract: Because of concerns about the interface be-
tween work and family care-giving responsibilities, aca-
demic scholars and practitioners have examined the
linkages between work and family/life issues, with at-
tention to conflict and balance. Many organizations
now recognize that workers are whole human beings
with personal lives; hence, work-life (WL) refers to
the connections between work experiences and life is-
sues. Increased attention focuses on achieving work-
life effectiveness (WLE), which is the mutually bene-
ficial relationship between work and life when work-
ers are effectively managing multiple roles and respon-
sibilities, resulting from organizational and individ-
ual resources and support (also known as work-family
balance [WFB]). Research studies consistently demon-
strate the strategic value to organizations for address-
ing employee WLE as well as the benefits to individ-
ual employees. Given this definition of WLE and its
demonstrated value to organizations and employees,
it makes sense to examine WLE within the context
of positive organizational behavior (POB), which is
the “study and application of positively oriented hu-
man resource strengths and psychological capacities
that can be measured, developed, and effectively man-
aged for performance improvement in today’s work-
place” (Luthans, 2002, p. 59). Bakker and Schaufeli
(2008, p.148) called for “the need for more focused
theory building, research, and effective application of
positive traits, states, and behaviors of employees in
organizations [in POB].” For example, psychological
capital (efficacy, hope, resilience, and optimism) was
found to be positively related to organizational cit-
izenship and negatively related to intentions to quit
(Avey, Luthans, & Youssef, 2010). This dynamic sym-
posium will achieve 2 overarching goals: 1) To enhance
understanding of the relationships between aspects of

WLE and WFB (EAWOP topics: work-family inter-
face; employee well-being), individual differences (pro-
tean career orientation, satisfaction with WL support,
work-family boundary, positive outlook, personal re-
sponsibility) and situational factors (supervisory sup-
port, national leave policies), and employee work and
personal outcomes (EAWOP topic: organizational be-
havior); and 2) To contribute to a growing body of
literature that individual and situational differences in
WLE and WFB will lead to positive outcomes for work-
ers, the management, and the organization. Specific
objectives include 1) sharing current research findings,
2) developing additional research questions, and 3) ex-
amining the implications of these studies to other cul-
tures. International diversity will be achieved through
the inclusion of three studies conducted in the U.S., one
study conducted in 10 countries, and the discussant,
Evangelia Demerouti, who will provide an analysis and
commentary of research findings with regard to cross-
cultural implications. Evangelia Demerouti is a Pro-
fessor of organizational behavior and human decision
processes at Eindhoven University of Technology. Her
contribution to work-family research concerns mainly
the causes and consequences of conflict and facilitation,
with a particular emphasis on the positive relationships
between work, family and personal life. Note to Re-
viewers: Due to the word count restriction, complete
reference information was not provided, but is available
upon request and during the presentations.

The Impact of Protean Career Orientation on
Work-Life Balance

DiRenzo, M.S., Naval Postgraduate School, Mon-
terey, CA, USA; Greenhaus, J.H., Drexel University,
Philadelphia, PA, USA

Abstract: Despite the prominence of work-life balance
in the scholarly literature and the popular press, lit-
tle is known about the factors that contribute to feel-
ings of balance (Greenhaus & Allen, 2011). In this
study, we examine the effect of protean career orienta-
tion (PCO)—that is, a preference for pursuing a self-
directed career to achieve personally-meaningful val-
ues—on work-life balance. Although it is often asserted
that individuals with strong PCO seek to achieve a bal-
anced life (Hall & Richter, 1990), virtually no research
has examined the relationship between PCO and work-
life balance or the mechanisms that might explain this
relationship. We tested a model of the relationship be-
tween PCO and work-life balance among 695 college-
educated employees in the United States. Using struc-
tural equation modeling, we found that high PCO em-
ployees engaged in extensive career planning behaviors
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that promoted their accumulation of psychological cap-
ital (efficacy, resilience, hope, and optimism; Luthans,
Avolio, Avey, & Norman, 2007), which, in turn, en-
hanced feelings of work-life balance. Moreover, the
impact of psychological capital on balance was espe-
cially strong for individuals who adopt a whole-life per-
spective in which they view their career broadly within
the context of their participation in multiple life roles
(Briscoe, Hall, & DeMuth, 2006). In our presentation,
we will discuss the theoretical and practical implica-
tions of our findings and explore the impact of work-life
balance on employees’ work and personal outcomes.

Exploring the Relationships between Work-
Family Support, Positive Outlook, and Em-
ployee Work Outcomes

Partyka, J., University of West Florida, Pensacola,
FL, USA; Smith, M., University of West Florida, Pen-
sacola, FL, USA; Schneider, S.K., University of West
Florida, Pensacola, FL, USA; Palazzo, K., University
of West Florida, Pensacola, USA; Linnabery, E., Uni-
versity of West Florida, Pensacola, USA; Weaver, A.,
University of West Florida, Pensacola, USA

Abstract: Complementing the literature of traditional
work outcomes, nascent research efforts apply positive
psychological theory to work behavior. This presen-
tation supplements the traditional organizational lit-
erature by examining positive psychological outcomes
within the workplace. For this study, 363 employees at
a southeastern U.S. university completed online sur-
veys (52% response rate) composed of seven reliable
scales. Initial analyses reveal that satisfaction with
work family balance (SWWFB) (Valcour, 2007) and
family supportive supervisor behaviors (FSSB) (Ham-
mer, Kossek, Yragui, Bodner, & Hanson, 2009) were
positively correlated with measures of positive outlook
(e.g., subjective happiness, trait-hope, subjective well-
being). In addition, work-family support was pos-
itively correlated to work outcomes (e.g., job satis-
faction) and negatively correlated to turnover inten-
tions (Avey, Luthans, & Youssef, 2010), which is con-
sistent with previous research that has identified re-
lationships among FSSB, SWWFB, and traditional
work outcomes. When comparing the FSSB and the
SWWFB, we observed stronger correlations among the
FSSB, job satisfaction (Bowling & Hammond, 2008),
and turnover intentions. Well-being shared a strong
correlation with SWWFB. Additionally, SWWFB and
FSSB were positively correlated with subjective hap-
piness (Lyubomirsky & Lepper, 1999), and trait hope
(Cheavens, Gumm, & Snyder, 2000). For purposes of
the presentation, theory and additional analyses will be

presented to increase our understanding of the nature
of these relationships.

Relationship of Work-Family Boundaries to
Flow and Employee Work Outcomes

Schneider, S.K., University of West Florida, Pen-
sacola, FL, USA; Palazzo, K., University of West
Florida, Pensacola, FL, USA; Partyka, J., Univer-
sity of West Florida, Pensacola, FL, USA; Smith,
M., University of West Florida, Pensacola, USA;
Linnabery, E., University of West Florida, Pensacola,
USA; Weaver, A., University of West Florida, Pen-
sacola, USA

Abstract: In the third presentation concerning work-
family boundaries (Ashforth, Kriener, & Fugate, 2000),
363 employees at a southeastern U.S. university com-
pleted online surveys (52% response rate) composed of
six reliable scales. As work-life policies and practices
such as flex-time become more popular, the bound-
aries between work and other aspects of life have be-
come blurred (Hecht & Allen, 2009). Ashforth, et
al. developed “boundary theory” to describe how in-
dividuals manage the work-life boundary. Individu-
als vary along a segmentation-integration continuum.
Those towards the segmentor side of the continuum
prefer to keep their work life separate from their fam-
ily life. On the other hand, integrators blend their
work and home lives; the boundaries between home
and work roles are flexible and permeable (Ashforth
et al.). To determine the participant’s location on
the segmentation-integration continuum, a 28-item in-
strument developed by Matthews, Barnes-Farrell and
Bulger (2010) was used. Previous researchers have
found boundary preferences to be related to organi-
zational commitment and job satisfaction (Rothbard,
Phillips, & Dumas, 2005), work centrality, work-family
conflict, and Family Supportive Organizational Percep-
tions (FSOP; Matthews, et al., 2010). This research ex-
amines the affects of boundary strategy on flow (Czik-
szentmihalyi, 1990) as well as job satisfaction, work-
family satisfaction, organizational commitment, sub-
jective well-being, organizational citizenship, and or-
ganizational identity.

Association Between National Leave Policy
and Personal Responsibility for Work-Life
Balance with Work-Life Effectiveness

Allen, T.D., University of South Florida, Tampa, FL,
USA; Shockley, K.M., Baruch College – City Univer-
sity of New York, NY, USA; Biga, A., Procter & Gam-
ble
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Abstract: It is widely recognized that there are consid-
erable differences across countries with regard to poli-
cies and laws designed to help individuals balance ca-
reer and caregiving. Within the work-family literature,
a great deal of discussion has centered on how national
policy can aid employees in their efforts to balance their
work and nonwork responsibilities. This focus is driven
by the point of view that individual experiences such
as work-family conflict are largely determined by sit-
uational causes. Recently, researchers have begun to
supplement the situational approach by also investi-
gating individual differences such as decision-making
and personality. The present study brings these two
approaches together by investigating the contribution
of both national policy and the extent individuals per-
ceive that they are personally responsible for their own
work-life balance (PRWLB) as predictors of work-life
effectiveness based on data from 10 countries (Ger-
many, Switzerland, United Kingdom, Russia, Poland,
Japan, China, Mexico, Brazil, United States) with a
total of 2106 participants employed by a variety of or-
ganizations. Four national family leave policies were in-
cluded (paid maternity leave, paid paternity leave, paid
leave for child health, paid leave to care of adult family
member) and two national personal leave policies (paid
sick leave, paid annual leave). Regression analyses with
family leave, personal leave and PRWLB as predictors
indicated that only PRWLB predicted work-life effec-
tiveness. Implications for the role of both individual
differences and national policy in facilitating work-life
balance will be discussed.

Discussant

Demerouti, E., Eindhoven University of Technology,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Symposium: May the Force be with you-or
perhaps better not? Beyond workaholism
as a motivational force

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 2.1 Colorado (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Taris, T.W., Utrecht University, Utrecht, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Since the term workaholism was coined in
the late 60s of the previous century, the meaning, an-
tecedents and consequences of this phenomenon have
been debated heavily by both laymen and researchers
in academia. Whereas some argue that workaholics are

peak performers who are extremely valuable for any or-
ganization, others construe workaholism as a negative
condition that adversely affects the worker, their family
as well as the organization they work for. Still others
distinguish between ”negative” and ”positive” forms of
workaholism. Clearly, much is unclear about the con-
ceptualization, antecedents and consequences of worka-
holism.The current symposium is intended to fill this
gap. In five interrelated contributions from four differ-
ent countries, the presenters focus on (i) the conceptu-
alization of workaholism and its relations with other,
similar concepts (two presentations); (ii) the effects
of recovery after work as a function of workaholism
(one presentation); and (iii) the consequences of worka-
holism for colleagues and intimate partners (two pre-
sentations). In conjunction, these presentations pro-
vide a broad and both scientifically and practically rel-
evant picture of workaholism as a motivational force
that should be distinguished from other concepts such
as work engagement, that may interfere with recovery
from work, and that has predominantly negative conse-
quences for the worker and their social environment.

Conceptualization of workaholism 1

Libano, M. del, Universitat Jaume I, Valencia, Spain;
Schaufeli, W.B., Utrecht University, Utrecht, The
Netherlands; Llorens, S., Universitat Jaume I, Castel-
lón, Spain; Salanova, M., Universitat Jaume I, Castel-
lón, Spain

Abstract: In the first contribution, Mario Del Ĺıbano,
Wilmar Schaufeli, Susana Llorens and Marisa Salanova
focus on the dimensions, antecedents and consequences
of workaholism, proposing a comprehensive model of
workaholism. Although workaholism is a relatively re-
cent concept and in spite of the presence of many stud-
ies examining its main characteristics, a comprehensive
theoretical model explaining its antecedents, core di-
mensions, and consequences is still lacking. Their qual-
itative study sought to identify these elements, leading
to a comprehensive theoretical model of workaholism,
its antecedents and consequences. Del Libano et al. in-
terviewed 47 employees (52% male) from different oc-
cupations known to be characterized by working hard.
The analyses of the interviews resulted in a categori-
cal map of workaholism. Seven antecedents (i.e., social
reinforcement, organizational pressure, vicarious learn-
ing, work values, self-efficacy, job autonomy, and non-
work anhedonia), two core dimensions (i.e., excessive
and compulsive work), and two types of consequences
(i.e., positive vs. negative) were identified. Work val-
ues and work self-efficacy were the most important an-
tecedents of workaholism. On the one hand, worka-
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holics differed from other types of employees in the
degree to which they value having a paid job; for them
work appears more important than family, leisure or
community. On the other hand, workaholics believed
that they are better at dealing with work than with
non-work activities. Finally, although workaholics can
experience positive consequences such as flow or job
satisfaction, negative consequences as family conflicts,
health problems, anxiety or sadness tend to prevail.

Conceptualization of workaholism 2

Beek, I. van, Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Nether-
lands; Taris, T.W., Utrecht University, Utrecht, The
Netherlands; Schaufeli, W.B., Utrecht University,
Utrecht, The Netherlands

Abstract: In the second contribution, Ilona van Beek,
Toon Taris, and Wilmar Schaufeli focus on the dis-
tinction between work engagement (that overlaps with
Spence and Robbins’ workaholism type “work enthusi-
asts”, and that is often associated with positive out-
comes) and workaholism (that is similar to Spence
and Robbins’ work addicts, and that is associated
with adverse outcomes). Both concepts have in com-
mon that incumbents are strongly motivated for their
work (as evidenced by working long hours), but in
other respects the similarities and differences have
remained understudied.Building on Deci and Ryan’s
Self-Determination Theory and Meijman and Mulder’s
Effort-Recovery model, their study examined the na-
ture, antecedents and consequences of workaholism and
work engagement in a Dutch convenience sample of
1,246 employees. Workaholism and work engagement
were relatively independent. Crossing these two con-
cepts yielded four types of workers: workaholic employ-
ees, engaged employees, engaged workaholics, and con-
tented workers. These four groups were compared re-
garding their motivation, effort, and levels of burnout.
The results revealed that workaholic employees were
driven by controlled motivation, whereas engaged em-
ployees were driven by autonomous motivation. En-
gaged workaholics were driven by both controlled and
autonomous motivation. Interestingly, this last group
spent most effort on working. Unlike workaholic em-
ployees, engaged workaholics did not experience the
highest levels of burnout, suggesting that high engage-
ment may buffer the adverse consequences of worka-
holism. From a practical perspective, these two con-
tributions (a) provide a better understanding of the
nomological network surrounding ”good” and ”bad”
forms of working hard, which (b) will increase prac-
titioners’ ability to propose more effective strategies

for the prevention and intervention of ”bad” worka-
holism.

Workaholism and recovery

Wijhe, C. van, Utrecht University, Utrecht, The
Netherlands; Peeters, M.C.W., Utrecht University,
Utrecht, The Netherlands; Schaufeli, W.B., Utrecht
University, Utrecht, The Netherlands

Abstract: In the third contribution to this symposium,
Corine van Wijhe, Maria Peeters and Wilmar Schaufeli
discuss the difficulties workaholics may face with recov-
ery from work. In a 7-day diary study among 55 uni-
versity staff members, they address the implications of
negative mood at the end of a workday for recovery
after work and fatigue the next day. A negative mood
at the end of the workday is expected to hamper re-
covery from work during the evening, because it may
interfere with or impede recovery experiences. More-
over, negative mood may have even stronger detrimen-
tal effects for recovery among workaholics than among
others, since workaholics already tend to feel dissat-
isfied with how much they have done. Finally, lack
of recovery is expected to influence morning fatigue,
which can partly be contributed to workaholism.Van
Wijhe et al. found that negative mood at the end of
a workday was indeed negatively related to recovery
experiences during the evening hours, and that worka-
holics were less able to recover during the evening than
others when experiencing negative affect at the end of
the workday. Furthermore, recovery experiences dur-
ing evening hours were negatively related to morning
fatigue. Together, these findings suggest that it is par-
ticularly important for workaholics to become aware
of the influence of their mood states on their recovery
experiences, since their lack of recovery seems to have
an adverse effect on their energy level in the morning,
which may point to the existence of a “loss spiral”.

Social consequences of workaholism 1

Balducci, C., University of Bologna, Italy ; Cecchin,
M., National Healthcare Service, Italy ; Schaufeli, W.B.,
Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Netherlands; Frac-
caroli, F.F., University of Trento, Rovereto, Italy

Abstract: The two final contributions examine the con-
sequences of workaholism for workaholics’ social func-
tioning. Cristian Balducci, Monica Cecchin, Wilmar
Schaufeli and Franco Fraccaroli focus on the associ-
ation between workaholism and workplace aggressive
behavior. Previous research has shown that people
high in workaholism are characterised by low subjec-
tive well-being, meaning that it is likely that they
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commonly experience those negative emotions such as
anger and anxiety that are the immediate precondi-
tions of aggressive behaviour at work. On the basis of
these premises they developed and tested three differ-
ent models of aggressive behaviour at work in which
the role of work environmental predictors of the phe-
nomenon (i.e., role conflict, role ambiguity, and work-
load) and workaholism were examined. They antic-
ipated that workaholism would be related to aggres-
sive behaviour at work over and above work environ-
mental factors and that workaholism would strengthen
the role of each of these factors on aggressive be-
haviour.Data were collected from 282 employees (44.7%
female). A series of structural equation modelling anal-
yses revealed that workaholism was indeed significantly
related to aggressive behaviour at work and that it
strengthened the role of each of the considered work
environmental factors on aggressive behavior. Further-
more, bootstrap analyses supported a mediational role
of job-related negative affect on the relationship be-
tween workaholism and aggressive behaviour. Results
suggest that workaholism is not only detrimental to
the well-being of the affected individual but also to the
well-being of his/her colleagues, who may become tar-
gets of the workaholic’s aggression.

Social consequences of workaholism 2

Shimazu, A., The University of Tokyo Graduate School
of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan; Bakker, A.B., Erasmus
University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands;
Demerouti, E., Eindhoven University of Technology,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands; Shimada, K., Tokyo,
Japan; Kawakami, N., Tokyo, Japan

Abstract: In the final contribution, Akihito Shimazu,
Arnold Bakker, Eva Demerouti, Kyoko Shimada, and
Norito Kawakami examine how workaholism affects
the intimate partner. They hypothesized one part-
ner’s workaholism to have a negative influence on the
other partner’s well-being (i.e., increased psychologi-
cal distress and decreased family satisfaction), through
one’s own poor well-being (i.e., increased psychologi-
cal distress and decreased job satisfaction) and poor
couple communication.Using data from 502 Japanese
dual-earner couples with children (1004 participants),
structural equation modeling showed that men’s worka-
holism led to their own poor well-being (i.e., increased
psychological distress and decreased job satisfaction),
and consequently to their partners’ (i.e. women) rat-
ings of men’s poor couple communication (i.e., in-
creased ratio of negative to positive communication).
Then, partners’ (i.e. women) ratings of men’s poor

couple communication resulted in women’s poor well-
being (i.e., increased psychological distress and de-
creased family satisfaction). We found similar asso-
ciations in the model relating women’s workaholism
to men’s well-being.Practically, these two presentations
underline the negative effect of ”bad” workaholism on
workaholics’ social functioning at work and in intimate
partner relationships. This emphasizes the need for
practical interventions that could help to alleviate lev-
els of workaholism among workers with high workaholic
tendencies.

””Made in L. A. ””-A Documentary Film on
Decent Work

Location: 2.14 Amazon (16:30-17:45)

Symposium: Aging at work II: Maintaining
health and well-being of an ageing
workforce

Main topic area: Labor Market Issues

Location: 2.7 Meuse (16:30-17:45)

Chairs: Müller, A., University of Munich, Munich,
Germany ; Hertel, G., University of Münster, Münster,
Germany

Abstract: Due to the demographic change in the Eu-
ropean working population, organizations have to rely
more and more on the health and capability of older
employees. Research is needed in particular to under-
stand how age affects the relation between working con-
ditions and well-being. In this ‘Aging at Work’ sym-
posium (which is linked to two other ‘Aging at Work’
symposia), we therefore present new empirical findings
on the interplay between age, working conditions, cop-
ing strategies and well-being of employees. In doing
so, we present new empirical work on age differences
in strain experience that are partly due to differences
in stress management strategies, emotional labour, job
control, the coping with work interruptions and other
stressful working conditions and resources at work. As
such, this symposium contributes to the further de-
velopment of successful aging strategies at work, and
to occupational life-span models on health and well-
being.
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Stress Management, Age and Burnout in Ser-
vice Organisations

Johnson, S.J., University of Manchester, UK ;
Holdsworth, L., University of Manchester, Manchester,
UK ; Hoel, H., University of Manchester, Manchester,
UK

Abstract: Dormann and Zapf (JOOP 2004) reported
an association between customer-related stressors and
burnout. To cope with stressful situations appro-
priate stress management strategies are required to
prevent negative health outcomes. However, little
is known about the role of age in stress manage-
ment.A questionnaire study investigated:(1)The di-
rect effect of age on customer stressors, burnout and
stress management(2)The influence of age between cus-
tomer stressors and burnout, and stress management
and burnout.Participants were customer-service em-
ployees working in a national UK retail organisation
(n=273).Older employees were typically less exposed
to customer stressors. They were more likely to con-
trol their emotions and less likely to use humour than
younger employees (stress management). Older work-
ers were also less likely to experience emotional ex-
haustion and feel cynical. No evidence was found
for an age interaction between customer stressors and
burnout. Investigation of an age interaction between
stress management and burnout revealed six signifi-
cant interaction effects (Emotional Exhaustion and Hu-
mour, Active Coping and Emotion Control; Cynicism
and Emotion Control; Professional Efficacy and Emo-
tion Control and Downplay).This research challenges
preconceptions about older employees. Traditionally
employer strategies focus on the health of older em-
ployees but it appears that younger employees are more
susceptible to burnout and require support to reduce
emotional exhaustion and cynicism. This study sug-
gests organisations could encourage employees to use
specific stress management strategies to limit negative
health effects and burnout.

Why are Older Employees better Emotion
Workers than their Younger Colleagues?

Machowski, S., Goethe-University, Frankfurt, Ger-
many ; Zapf, D., Goethe University, Frankfurt am
Main, Germany

Abstract: Based on theoretical concepts and empiri-
cal findings from stress research and emotion regula-
tion we hypothesise that older employees have an ad-
vantage in socio-emotional competences which are re-
quired particularly in the service sector.Previous re-
search on emotional labour has shown that deep acting

is more authentic and less exhausting than surface act-
ing. Dahling & Perez (PID 2010) reported that age was
positively correlated with deep acting and automatic
emotion regulation, whereas negatively with surface
acting. Trait positive affect partially mediated some
of these relationships. Based on findings that older
people experience less often and less intensive negative
emotions we argue that situational mood may medi-
ate the relationship between age and well-being. Addi-
tionally we hypothesize that age will moderate the re-
lationship between different emotion regulation strate-
gies and well-being in single interactions. The hypothe-
ses are tested in a sample of 100 service employees from
different financial institutes using self-ratings and ap-
proximately 350 customer interaction protocols. An-
tecedents of the individual, situational constraints and
situational use of strategies, mood and well-being are
assessed using established instruments.The results of
our previous questionnaire study based on 293 service
employees from different occupations reveal that older
employees are better emotion workers. They more of-
ten use anticipative deep acting, a subscale of deep act-
ing. Thus they prepare themselves in advance and do
not have to use surface acting as often as their younger
colleagues. As a result they experience less emotional
exhaustion and more professional efficacy.Our study
suggests service organisations should focus more on
older employees who more often show authentic emo-
tions and experience better well-being.

Age moderates the relationship between job
control and strain

Rauschenbach, C., University of Münster, Germany ;
Thielgen, M., University of Münster, Münster, Ger-
many ; Krumm, S., University of Münster, Münster,
Germany ; Hertel, G., University of Münster, Ger-
many

Abstract: Work stress research has shown that job con-
trol is an important determinant of stress experience
at work: workers with high job control report lower
strain levels as workers with low job control. In the
present study, we assumed that this effect is further
qualified by workers’ age because older compared to
younger workers have higher needs for autonomy in or-
der to compensate for age-related losses. For younger
workers, in contrast, high job control can be an ad-
ditional stressor as they require additional skills that
have not yet been developed. Therefore, we assume
that age moderates the relationship between job con-
trol and strain. Data of a longitudinal study with 639
workers (age ranging between 16 and 72 years, M =
42.31 years) from different occupational fields was used
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to explore this hypothesis. The time lag between the
repeated measurements was about eight months. Job
control and strain were measured both at t1 and t2. To
explore age effects on strain, we first conducted regres-
sion analysis with age and age squared as predictors
for strain. This analysis indicated a linear negative
relationship between age and strain, whereas no ef-
fects were found for curvilinear patterns (age squared).
Moreover, and in line with our hypothesis, regression
analysis showed that the interaction effect between job
control and age was a significant predictor for strain ex-
perience. Low job control led to similar levels of strain
for both younger and older workers. However, whereas
older workers with high job control reported the lowest
level of strain, younger workers with high job control
reported the highest level of strain. Thus, job control
is not always correlated with decreased strain but can
have different effects for younger and older workers.

Work interruptions as stressors-
disentangling of potential age differences

Baethge, A., University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany ;
Rigotti, T., University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany

Abstract: Work interruptions are typical daily stressors
at work. These stressors make high demands on basic
cognitive abilities which on average decline over the life
span (e.g. working memory, processing speed and task
switching). Consequently we could assume that age
has a negative effect on the work performance in situ-
ations with a high rate of interruptions. On the other
hand elderly employees could use their experience and
possible compensation strategies to cope with these de-
mands. Sample of our study have been 100 nurses
of German hospitals. In our daily diary study (with
handheld computers) we used random event sampling
methods to examine different kinds of work interrup-
tions, as well as self-rated performance and strain over
a period of 5 working days. We also assessed individ-
ual mental abilities in a computer test. The data was
analyzed using multi-level analysis to test for within
and between subject effects over time. As a result we
found cross-level three-way interactions between age,
basic cognitive skills and the daily frequency of work
interruptions in relation to indicators of performance
and strain. We discuss the results with regard to deficit
and compensation or resource saving models of age.

Evaluation of an age-specific intervention in
hospital work: A case study

Weigl, M., University of Munich, Munich, Germany ;
Müller, A., University of Munich, Munich, Germany ;

Angerer, P., University of Munich, Munich, Ger-
many

Abstract: An ongoing intervention study is presented
that addresses age-related differences in job conditions,
health-impairments, turnover intentions, and work-
ability in hospital workers. Methods included self-
report questionnaires (N=210 participants), partici-
pant observations of physical stressors (N=23), and
supervisor ratings (N=183 supervisor ratings of em-
ployees’ work-ability). Age specific analyses of the
pre-intervention assessment show, that correlations be-
tween working conditions, health, and turn-over inten-
tion differ substantially across the age groups. From
the results an intervention for age-specific management
is deduced in participation with the hospital’s adminis-
tration and workers’ council (at the individual and or-
ganizational level). The study demonstrates a promis-
ing strategy to identify age-related work stressors and
to promote health and well-being of hospital employees
in different age groups.

Maintaining the work ability of caregivers:
The interplay of job control and successful
ageing strategies

Müller, A., University of Munich, Munich, Germany ;
Weigl, M., University of Munich, Munich, Germany ;
Heiden, B., University of Munich, Munich, Germany ;
Glaser, J., University of Munich, Germany ; Angerer,
P., University of Munich, Germany

Abstract: Previous research shows that work ability of
caregivers decreases with age. In our study we there-
fore addressed the following questions: (1) Do success-
ful ageing strategies at work in terms of selection, opti-
mization, compensation (SOC; Baltes & Baltes, 1990)
support the work ability of caregivers? (2) Does SOC
mediate the relationship between job control (i.e. de-
cision opportunities at work) and work ability? 310
caregivers (Age Range 21-63 years) completed a ques-
tionnaire in the course of an employee survey. Results
show that SOC is positively related with work abil-
ity. The positive effect of job control on work ability
is significantly mediated by SOC. There are stronger
mediating effects for older care givers than for younger
care givers. Results indicate that the interplay of job
control and SOC at work helps to maintain the work
ability of older caregivers in nursing care.
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Presentations: Organizational Practices,
Culture, and Communication

Main topic area: Organizational Structure, Culture,
Climate

Location: 2.9 Euphrates (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Seeliger, J., Technische Universität München,
München, Germany

Flexible versus patterned communication and
contingency theory: how uncertainty impacts
communication structure during handovers

Mayor, E.M., University of Neuchâtel, Neuchâtel,
Switzerland ; Bangerter, A., University of Neuchâtel,
Neuchâtel, Switzerland

Abstract: The verbal transmission of patient-related
information between shifts of caregivers is known as
the nursing shift handover. It is performed worldwide
in most hospitals and clinics and is critical in assur-
ing continuity of care. Standardization of handovers
is advocated for reducing costs and improving quality
of information transfer. While cost reduction (lesser
handover duration) has been associated with standard-
ized handovers, the positive impact of standardization
work process like communication remains to be demon-
strated. This paper examines the structure of com-
munication during handovers under a task contingent
perspective. Contingency theory (e.g., Lawrence &
Lorsch, 1967) predicts that units facing high uncer-
tainty require higher flexibility to absorb uncertainty
compared to low-uncertainty units. This has been
shown in a variety of settings, but remains to be tested
on verbal communicative routines. We predict that
uncertainty leads to more flexible verbal communica-
tive routines during handover. Our operationalization
of uncertainty is unit type. We contrasted intensive
care units (ICUs) and general surgery units. ICUs
face high amounts of uncertainty, whereas uncertainty
in general surgery units is lower. Our operationaliza-
tion of flexibility of communication is the structure of
transitions between topics during handover communi-
cation. We hypothesize that topic transitions in han-
dovers in ICUs will be more flexible than in surgery
units. We recorded handovers in 2 ICUs and 2 gen-
eral surgery units during 5 days each (45 handover
meetings). Handovers were transcribed and segmented
into utterances. The approximately 15,000 utterances
were content-coded into the following categories: Pa-
tient identification, Antecedents and background, State
and evolution, Treatment and care, Coordination of
work, Off-Task, Interaction management. Topics are

defined as successive utterances coded in the same con-
tent category. We analyzed the transitions between
topics using lag-sequential analyses (e.g.: Gottman &
Roy, 1990). As expected, results indicate that commu-
nication in general surgery units shows more patterns
(more significant transitions between topics) than in
ICUs, and therefore is more structured than in ICUs.
Uncertainty therefore impacts the communicative flex-
ibility of handovers. This has implications for practice:
results suggest that units varying in uncertainty may
benefit differently from standardization of handover.
This should be taken into account in (re)designing han-
dover procedures.

A lexical approach to identifying organiza-
tional identity factors.

Chapman, D.S., University of Calgary, Calgary,
Canada; Reeves, P., University of Calgary, Calgary,
Canada

Abstract: This study adopts the same lexical approach
used to identify the ’Big Five’ personality traits in de-
termining the factor structure of organizational iden-
tity. Beginning with 1761 English adjectives that could
be used to describe organizations we used frequency
data to narrow the number of adjectives to a more man-
ageable 400. We then surveyed 344 employed students
and used factor analysis to create a taxonomy of seven
organizational image factors which included: Com-
petent, Friendly, Creative, Dominant, Performance-
Oriented, Secure and Prestigious. We correlated these
factors with important organizational outcomes includ-
ing Job Satisfaction, Perceived Fit, and Job Search Be-
haviors. We also created scales for existing measures
of organizational identity and compared them with the
scales we developed on predicting outcome variables.
The results show our scales to be highly reliable and
predicted the key organizational outcomes better than
the comparison measures. We discuss the implications
of improving the measurment and conceptualization of
organizational identity using a lexical approach.

Examining the influence of organizational
practices on organizational commitment
within hotel industry

Gjerald, O., University of Stavanger, Stavanger, Nor-
way ; Ogaard, T., University of Stavanger, Stavanger,
Norway

Abstract: Over the last 25 years, organizational culture
has turned out to be a potent explanand of organiza-
tional behaviour in general, and especially so in ser-
vice industries. Organization culture can be analysed
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at several different levels, with the term level refer-
ring to how visible the cultural phenomenon is to the
observer. Organizational practice subsumes many of
the visible cultural elements. Organizational practice
(OP) has so far received modest attention in the service
management literature, but there is emerging evidence
that organizational practices predict organizational be-
haviour. Using the framework initially suggested by
Hofstede et al. (1990), and further developed by Singh
et al. (1996) and Verbeke (2000), this study exam-
ines the dimensionality of the organizational practices
construct and investigates the impact of different orga-
nizational practice dimensions on employee’s commit-
ment to the organization. The analyses were based on
a sample of 910 Norwegian hotel employees. The data
were collected with a pen and pencil questionnaire with
the questions formulated in a Likert-like format with
an 11-point response scale. The Hofstede scale con-
tains 31 individual questions that in previous studies
loaded on either five or six factors. In our analysis we
first ran standard exploratory factor analysis (EFA).
Then we conducted parallel analysis by generating a
random data set of the same number of variables and
cases as the data being analysed. The results of EFA
and parallel analysis were then compared in order to
find the most appropriate factor-solution. Additional
multivariate regression analyses were performed in or-
der to substantiate the nomological validity of the OP
scale and establish the predictive value of the organi-
zational practices dimensions on organizational com-
mitment. The results of the study indicate that four
out of five organizational practices dimensions used,
showed significant effect on the organizational commit-
ment, accounting for 42% of variance. Considering the
importance of hotel employees’ organizational commit-
ment, the results of the study can help managers to
become more aware of the influence the different orga-
nizational practices have on employees’ commitment,
and thereby assist the managers in making their work-
force committed.

Antecedents of Creativity: The Differential
Impact on the Phases of the Creative Pro-
cess

Claus, C.E.C.G.G, Vlerick Leuven Gent Management
School, Gent, Belgium; Stobbeleir, K. de, Vlerick Leu-
ven Gent Management School, Gent, Belgium; Clip-
peleer, I. de, Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School,
Gent, Belgium; Dewettinck, K., Vlerick Leuven Gent
Management School, Gent, Belgium

Abstract: Considerable research efforts have been in-
vested in identifying the individual and contextual fac-

tors that facilitate employee creativity. However, the
literature abounds with conflicting research results re-
garding critical factors for employee creativity. At the
basis of these contradictions lies a lack of attention for
the potential differential impact of these antecedents on
specific sub-processes of creativity. Historically, schol-
ars have focused on studying creativity as an outcome
variable. However, this conceptualization of creativity
does not take into account the creative process from
idea to outcome, and its prerequisites. Each phase of
the creative process may be associated with its own
set of critical success factors. Building on this research
gap, the aim of this study is to explore the possible
differential impact of five antecedents previously identi-
fied as important predictors of creativity on the phases
of the creative process: (1) personality; (2) rewards;
(3) the role of co-workers; (4) leadership; and (5) the
configuration of work settings. Data were collected
through 22 interviews with two broad classes of creative
workers: creative knowledge workers (e.g. marketers,
advertisers, researchers) on the one hand and people
active in the creative sector (e.g., arts, design, media)
on the other hand. The results confirmed that the dif-
ferent phases of the creative process are each associ-
ated with a distinct set of characteristics. Additionally,
the prerequisites for creativity in one phase sometimes
contradict the necessary conditions for creativity in an-
other phase. These results imply that stimulating cre-
ativity in organisational settings is not only a matter of
continuous reflection on possible antecedent factors for
the different phases of creativity. Organisations also
have to take into account the countervailing effects on
the different creativity phases and they will have to in-
vest in balancing these countervailing antecedents by
use of strategies and policies.

The impact of visual representations on the
effectiveness of corporate visions

Seeliger, J., Technische Universität München,
München, Germany ; Schattke, K., Technische
Universität München, München, Germany ; Schiepe,
A., Technische Universität München, München, Ger-
many ; Kehr, H.M., Technische Universität München,
München, Germany

Abstract: Conger (1989) defines corporate visions as
mental images that depict an idealized future for an
organization. Current research indicates that effec-
tive corporate visions help employees orientating their
combined efforts to a common business objective (e.g.
Vahs, 2005). Moreover, corporate visions are directly
related to economic success such as venture growth
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(e.g. Baum, Kirkpatrick and Locke, 1998), which un-
derlines the practical relevance of this research topic.
In a pilot study, we derived a set of criteria for the
quality of corporate visions from the literature and de-
veloped a measuring instrument. We tested this instru-
ment with N = 124 students and found a four-factor so-
lution: communication, encouragement, ambition and
feasibility. Based on these four major quality dimen-
sions of corporate visions, we evaluated the quality of
six corporate visions of the DAX 30, Germany’s largest
companies. Our hypothesis is that visual imaginable
corporate visions are better evaluated on the four qual-
ity dimensions and thus are more effective than visions
which are not visual imaginable. We confirmed this
hypothesis in our main study with N = 58 students.
A MANOVA showed that corporate visions with visual
representations are constantly better evaluated accord-
ing to the four quality dimensions than visions without
visual representations. This finding highlights the rel-
evance of visual representations for the effectiveness of
corporate visions.

Interactive Debate I: Fred Zijlstra -
Psychology of decent work. Where we are,
where we ought to be, how we can get
there

Location: Auditorium 2 (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Zijlstra, F.R.H., Maastricht University, Maas-
tricht, The Netherlands

Discussants

Roe, R.A., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands; Morgeson, F.P., The Eli Broad Gradu-
ate School of Management, Michigan State University,
East Lansing, MI, USA

17:00-19:00

EAWOP General Assembly

Location: Auditorium 1 (17:00-19:00)

19:00-20:00

EAWOP Reception

Location: Expo Foyer (19:00-20:00)

Thursday 19:00-20:00
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Friday

8:30-9:45

Presentations: Leadership and Cultural
Issues

Main topic area: Leadership and Management

Location: 0.1 London (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Eckert, R.H., Center for Creative Leadership,
Bruxelles, Belgium

Measuring Servant Leadership in Turkey, the
cross-cultural construct validity of the Ser-
vant Leadership Survey

Duyan, E.C., Faruk Sarac Design Academy, Bursa,
Turkey ; Dierendonck, D. van, Rotterdam School of
Management, Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The
Netherlands

Abstract: For many years charismatic leaders domi-
nated our vision of the ideal leader. With the advent
of the 21th century, as the importance of human values
and ethical issues increased, leadership theories started
to incorporate individuals’ needs in addition to organi-
zational goals. Servant Leadership theory exemplifies
this growing awareness. Originally coined by Robert
K. Greenleaf in the seventies of the last century, em-
pirical research only recently has started to appear in
journals. Presently several one-dimensional and multi-
dimensional measures have developed. Generally, the
importance of a multi-dimensional is emphasized. A
measure that encompassed servant leadership in its
breadth, is the eight-dimensional Servant Leadership
Survey (Van Dierendonck & Nuijten, in press). The
present study focuses on the reliability and the internal
consistency of the Turkish version. The Inventory was
translated from English into Turkish according to the
back-translation procedure, in which a bilingual person
translates the scale from its original language to the
language under study. Another bilingual individual,
who is unfamiliar with the original scale, re-translates
this version back to the original language. Data have
been collected from the 329 employees of different fac-
tories in the automotive and textile industry in Bursa-
Turkey. Preliminary analysis with SPSS showed a con-
firmation of a similar factor structure as the original

version with reasonable to good internal consistency
of the subscales. Correlational analysis showed that
servant leadership was related to Job related affective
wellbeing.

Gender Empowerment: Effects of Gods, Ge-
ography, and GDP

Fenley, M., University of Lausanne, Lausanne-
Dorigny, Switzerland ; Antonakis, J., University of
Lausanne, Lausanne-Dorigny, Switzerland

Abstract: Given the large sex-ratio disparities in cer-
tain occupations, particularly those of high status, un-
derstanding cultural antecedents of between-country
variation in gender inequality is important. Countries
differ in many ways, whether on economic, geographic,
or other more intangible factors. For instance, societies
prescribe and proscribe the social roles that women
and men should assume. In this study we look at one
cultural-level variable, religion, to explain why there
are more women in high-level positions in some coun-
tries than in others.We examined the determinants of
women’s empowerment in the economy and politics in
178 countries. Given the androcentric nature of most
religions, we hypothesized that high degrees of country-
level theistic belief create social conditions that impede
the progression of women to power. The dependent
variable was the Gender Empowerment index of the
United Nations Development Program, which captures
the participation of women in politics, management,
and share of national income. Controlling for GDP
per capita as well as the fixed-effects of the dominant
type of religion and legal origin and instrumenting all
endogenous variables with geographic or historical vari-
ables, our results show that atheism has a significant
positive effect on gender empowerment. These results
are driven by the rule of law, which, in addition to be-
ing a catalyst for economic development, appears to
crowd-out the informal regulation of behavior due to
religious norms. Our identification of degree of religios-
ity as a key variable that affects women’s ascendance
to top-level leadership positions and its link to the rule
of law has important policy implications, particularly
legal ones. It would be desirable–economically as well
as ethically–that progression to top positions of politi-
cal or economic power depends on individuals’ abilities
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and competencies and, all else being equal, not because
of their sex.

Unlocking the individual contributions to
cultural diversity and management at work

Oliveira, T., ISPA-Instituto Universitário, Lisbon,
Portugal

Abstract: Although diversity in the workplace was ini-
tially associated with demographic characteristics like
gender, race or ethnic background and with equal op-
portunity initiatives, it rapidly moved towards a man-
agement movement. Nowadays, diversity in the work-
force is associated with superior organizational perfor-
mance (Cox and Blake, 1991) and the variety of values,
beliefs and points of view associated with competitive
advantages. The adaptative capacities to function ef-
fectively in culturally diverse contexts are associated
with a specific type of intelligence: cultural intelligence
(CQ; Van Dyne, Ang and Koh, 2009). Three main ele-
ments have been identified in CQ (Thomas et al, 2008).
A cognitive component refers to the knowledge one has
of other cultures and the comprehension and decoding
of our behavior and the behavior of others. An emo-
tional/motivational element is associated with the mo-
tives that direct our attention and energy in culturally
diverse settings and that reflect what one wants or pre-
fer. Finally, CQ involves a repertoire of behaviors that
are appropriate to diverse cultural settings or when in-
teracting with people from different cultural. The main
objective of this paper is to demonstrate that cultural
diversity and cultural intelligence are associated and
in particular, how different cultural experiences may
be associated with different levels of cultural intelli-
gence. A total of 200 participants were invited to fill
in a questionnaire reporting on their international ex-
periences and the Portuguese version of CQS- Cultural
intelligence scale (Van Dyne and Ang, 2006). Partici-
pants were divided in two main groups: a first group
considers participants whose activities have involved
contact with people from other cultures or with dif-
ferent nationalities and a second group composed of
participants whose activities are constraint to specific
cultural groups not very different from their own cul-
tural background. The paper proposes that a more di-
versified cultural experience is manifested in all three
components of CQ, a result that that allows a more
proactive approach to diversity. Such result would con-
tribute to a clear support for cultural diversity training
and a diversified international experience, an approach
that several international companies have adopted and
that is supported by European programs such as the
ERASMUS program.

The importance of expectation-perception
fit for leadership effectiveness across cul-
tures

Eckert, R.H., Center for Creative Leadership, Brux-
elles, Belgium; Brodbeck, F.C., Ludwig Maximilian
University, Munich, München, Germany ; Ruderman,
M.N., Center for Creative Leadership, Greensboro,
USA; Gentry, W.A., Center for Creative Leadership,
Greensboro, USA; Braddy, P., Center for Creative
Leadership, Greensboro, USA

Abstract: A key goal of leadership development is to
help people in leadership positions enhance their ef-
fectiveness. Recently, there has been an increasing
recognition that job-functional competencies are not
the only contributors to overall effectiveness (Polsfuss
& Ardichvili, 2009). Moreover, certain competencies
may be valued differently across cultures, complicat-
ing their use in multicultural settings (Kostova & Za-
heer, 1989). Another theoretical approach more suit-
able to multicultural leadership is implicit leadership
theory (Lord & Maher, 1991). Basing on the assump-
tion that individuals have deeply embedded expecta-
tions (prototypes, schemata) as to what characterizes
effective leaders, universal features of effective leader-
ship as well as culturally-contingent features of out-
standing leadership have been examined in the GLOBE
project (House et al 2004). Other research has shown
that the degree to which a leader ’fits’ other people’s
leadership expectations is indeed related to percep-
tions of leadership performance (Epitropaki & Mar-
tin, 2005). However, questions about the underlying
psychological mechanisms of these effects and their
cross-cultural variation still need to be examined: Is
there a benefit in exceeding expectations rather than
meeting them? What is the impact of unmet expecta-
tions? Do postulated fit effects hold up for culturally-
universal as compared to culture-specific dimensions
of ILTs? To investigate these questions, we devel-
oped and validated a cross-cultural 360-degree feed-
back instrument, collecting data in 37 countries from
316 leaders and their raters (N = 1521, of which are
182 bosses, 624 peers, 516 direct reports, 199 oth-
ers). Individual-level CFA revealed a six- factor struc-
ture for both leadership expectations (?2(5,362)=2169,
p<.001; CFI=.93; RMSEA=.05; SRMR=.04) and
perceptions (?2(5,362)=2154, p<.001; CFI=.93; RM-
SEA=.05; SRMR=.04) data. This structure is largely
analogous to the culture-level factors identified by
GLOBE. We examined the above questions with poly-
nomial regression analysis and response-surface tests
(Edwards 1994; Shanock et al., 2010), using a compos-
ite index of leadership effectiveness as criterion vari-
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able. Results showed that meeting or exceeding ex-
pectations had differential impact on leadership effec-
tiveness ratings dependent on whether the leadership
dimension in question was culturally-contingent or uni-
versal. Overall these findings open a new, highly useful
avenue of 360-degree feedback for leadership develop-
ment in multicultural settings.

A Seven-Country Study of The Importance of
Leadership Competencies for Success in Orga-
nizations

Eckert, R.H., Center for Creative Leadership, Brux-
elles, Belgium; Gentry, W.A., Center for Creative
Leadership, Greensboro, USA; Munusamy, V., Cen-
ter for Creative Leadership, Singapore, Singapore;
Stawiski, S., Center for Creative Leadership, Greens-
boro, USA; Martin, J., University of Georgia, Athens,
USA

Abstract: Leadership development is a multi-billion
dollar industry (Rivera & Paradise, 2006; Training In-
dustry Report, 2007). Organizations spend approx-
imately $2,000 per each leader’s development annu-
ally and see reduced turnover and increased productiv-
ity and financial performance as a result (Lamoureux
& O’Leonard, 2009). As leadership development is
spreading globally, it is important to not only inves-
tigate if cultural differences in leadership development
needs exist, but also what topics are most important to
address in leadership development initiatives. Prior re-
search has lent support both for hypotheses of cultural
convergence (Ralston, Holt, Terpstra, & Yu, 1997;
Wong, Shaw, & Ng, 2010) as well as divergence (Dorf-
man, Hanges, & Brodbeck, 2004; Smith, 1997). In this
study, we examine what leadership competencies are
seen as important or less important to success across
cultures. Participants for this study were mid-level and
senior managers from seven countries around the world:
99 from China; 106 from Egypt, 100 participants from
India; 112 from Singapore; 94 from Spain; 106 par-
ticipants from the UK; and 146 participants from the
US. All data came from the BENCHMARKS instru-
ment, administered as part of participants’ leader-
ship developmental process. BENCHMARKS is based
on prior research and measures 16 leadership compe-
tencies (Douglas, 2003; Lindsey, Homes, & McCall,
1987; McCauley, Lombardo, & Usher, 1989; Morrison,
White, & Van Velsor, 1987). Participants were asked
to pick the 8 (out of 16) competences that they saw as
most important for success in their organization. Chi-
square analyses of the likelihood of a competence being
selected as important showed some significant cultural
differences, but none with large effect sizes. Leading

Employees, Change Management, and Resourcefulness
were chosen most frequently across countries. Dif-
ferences of endorsing leadership competencies among
countries were rare, and only emerged in the mid-to-
bottom range of importance. In summary, we found
high similarities across cultures for the highest-ranked
competencies, and few, relatively minor non-systematic
differences in post-hoc comparisons. Practical impli-
cations of these findings are that cultural differences
matter less than might be expected. Leadership de-
velopment initiatives across countries can profit from
focusing on a set of competencies that is similarly seen
as most important for success across cultures.

Symposium: What fosters creativity and
innovation at work? Advances and new
perspectives

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.11 Pressroom (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Volmer, J., University of Erlangen-Nürnberg,
Erlangen, Germany ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Fac-
tors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: In today’s rapidly changing work environ-
ments, creativity and innovation havebeen considered
as being key drivers of organizational effectiveness
and survival.Accordingly, researchers and practition-
ers strive towards determining factors thatfoster em-
ployees’ creativity and innovation. This symposium
brings together fivepapers discussing which personal,
situational, and affective factors promote versushinder
creativity and innovation.In the first paper, Richter,
Hirst, van Knippenberg and Baer examine in a multi-
levelfield study the relationship between creative self-
efficacy and creativity whilealso considering cross-level
effects from a team’s informational resource (i.e., team-
transactive memory) on individual creativity. They
find support for contextualinfluences on individuals’
creativity. Findings help managers to create team-
levelconditions that in turn foster individual creativ-
ity.In the second paper, Schaffer, Licklederer, Kearney,
and Voelpel presentmulti-source findings from three
field studies investigating the role of differentleader-
ship styles on employees’ innovative job performance.
Their findings clarifyhow and when different leader-
ship styles are related to innovative behavior at work.In
the third paper, Herrmann, Hardt, and Felfe in their
laboratory study alsoinvestigated the effects of differ-
ent leadership styles on individual creativity.Moreover,
they examined creativity enhancement techniques (i.e.,
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brainwriting andprovocation technique). Findings sug-
gest an augmentation effect of transformationalleader-
ship over transactional leadership and better creativ-
ity results for theprovocation technique compared to
brainwriting.Fourth, Urbach and Fay report findings
from a field study investigating the roleof supervisors’
power motive for the evaluation of employees’ inno-
vative ideas.Findings indicate that supervisors’ spon-
sorship of employees’ ideas does not onlydepend on
the utility of the idea but also on supervisors’ power
motive.Finally, González presents a theoretical review
on the relationship betweendiscrete emotions and cre-
ativity. She considers activation level, regulatory fo-
cus,certainty, and responsibility and control as impor-
tant dimensions for the emotionscreativitylink and also
pays attention to emotion regulation strategies. Find-
ingsextend our theoretical knowledge on the emotion-
creativity link.Together, results stress the importance
of personal (e.g., creative self-efficacy,power motives),
situational (e.g., leadership styles, functional back-
ground diversity),and affective (i.e., discrete emotions)
factors for creativity and innovation,respectively. This
symposium includes five studies involving researchers
from sixdifferent countries enabling us to examine de-
termining factors of creativity andinnovation in differ-
ent cultures. A further strength of this symposium is
that it includeslaboratory studies, field research, and a
review which broadens our understanding ofwhat man-
agers can do to leverage the creativity and innovation
potential of theiremployees.

Creative Self-Efficacy and Creativity in
the Team Context: Cross-Level Interactions
with Transactive Memory and Functional
Background Diversity

Richter, A.W., University of Cambridge, Cambridge,
UK ; Hirs, G., Monash University ; Knippenberg, D.
van, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The
Netherlands; Baer, M., Washington University in St.
Louis, USA; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: We propose a cross-level perspective on in-
dividual creativity in which the teamcontext repre-
sents an informational resource comprising both team
transactivememory and functional background diver-
sity, which benefits the creativity ofindividuals with
high levels of creative self-efficacy. To test our hypothe-
ses, weconducted a multi-level study with 176 employ-
ees working in 34 R&D teams of amultinational com-
pany in four countries.In support of our hypotheses,
the relationship between creative self-efficacyand indi-
vidual creativity was more positive with greater team

transactive memory,and this interactive effect was pro-
nounced for teams of high rather than lowfunctional
background diversity.We discuss how this model com-
plements and extends earlier person-insituationstudies
on creativity, as well as how conceptualizing a team’s
informationalresource as a cross-level moderator ad-
vances current thinking of team contextualinfluences
on individuals’ creativity. Furthermore, we outline var-
ious practicalimplications for managers who wish to
create a team environment that fosters thecreative ex-
pression of individual difference variables.

Leadership and Innovation: How different
Leadership Styles affect Innovative Job Per-
formance in both Individuals and Teams

Schaffer, S., Leibniz University Hannover, Hannover,
Germany ; Licklederer, C., Jacobs University Bremen,
Bremen, Germany ; Kearney, E., Leibniz University
Hannover, Hannover, Germany ; Voelpel, S.C., Jacobs
University Bremen, Germany ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Hu-
man Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: *The order of authorship of the first two au-
thors was determined by a coin toss.In today’s world
of globalized economies and an increasingly competi-
tiveenvironment, the ability to innovate has become a
crucial determinant oforganizational performance. Be-
cause it is ultimately employees who generate,promote,
and implement innovative ideas, leadership behaviors
are seen as anespecially powerful way to foster innova-
tive job performance in organizations throughemployee
motivation, engagement, and quality of teamwork.Our
research aims at bringing these two literatures of lead-
ership andinnovation together by broadening the un-
derstanding of how and when differentleadership styles
are related to innovative behavior of individuals as well
as teams inthe workplace. We present results of three
survey-based studies at Germancompanies working in
different industrial domains. We use data from employ-
ees,supervisors, and the company’s personnel depart-
ments to test our hypotheses withinthe above frame-
work. Limitations, directions for future research as well
as practicalimplications which are aimed to help com-
panies to leverage the innovation potentialof employ-
ees and teams by implementing successful leadership
behaviors arediscussed.
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The Influence of Different Leadership
Styles (Transformational vs.Transactional)
and Creativity Enhancement Techniques
(Brainwriting vs. Provocation Technique) on
Creativity Outcomes.

Herrmann, D., Helmut Schmidt University of Hamburg,
Hamburg, Germany ; Hardt, J., University of Siegen,
Siegen, Germany ; Felfe, J., Helmut Schmidt Univer-
sity, Hamburg, Germany ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human
Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Transformational leadership is supposed to
foster creativity, becauseinnovation is a central as-
pect of this concept. Empirical findings support
thishypothesis. The augmentation effect of transfor-
mational leadership on transactionalleadership, how-
ever, is empirically not well proved with regard to
enhancingcreativity. Furthermore creativity enhance-
ment techniques lack empiricalinvestigations. To pro-
vide decision guidance to practitioners we conducted
anexperiment to investigate the influence of different
leadership styles (transformationalvs. transactional)
and creativity enhancement techniques (brainwriting
vs.provocation technique) on creativity outcomes. Sub-
jects were N = 200 undergraduateand graduate stu-
dents.Results show especially in the brainwriting condi-
tion the augmentation effectof transformational leader-
ship over transactional leadership. Furthermore thep-
rovocation technique results in more creativity in com-
parison to brainwriting. Bestpractice would be a com-
bination of provocation technique and transformation-
alleadership.

The Effect of Supervisors’ Power Motive on
the Evaluation of Innovative Ideas

Urbach, T., University of Potsdam, Portsdam, Ger-
many ; Fay, D., University of Potsdam, Potsdam, Ger-
many ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soester-
berg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Using employees’ innovative potential has
become an important successfactor in today’s orga-
nizations. Whether an innovative suggestion is sup-
ported oftendepends on the decision of supervisors, es-
pecially in organizations that do not applyidea capture
schemes. It is likely that a supervisor’s decision will
not be completelyobjective. This study seeks to con-
tribute to our understanding of the non-rationalfactors
that affect the likelihood of a supervisor sponsoring
an idea, exploring the roleof their and the idea pre-
senter’s power motive (PM).We conducted a scenario-
based study with 60 supervisors of a logisticsenterprise.
Results mainly supported our hypotheses. Supervisors’

high on PMappraised the idea less positively. This
relationship was mediated by perceivedprosocial (but
not egoistic) intentions of the idea presenter, such that
the morepower-motivated the supervisors were, the less
prosocial intentions they attributed tothe idea presen-
ter, resulting in a less positive idea appraisal. In gen-
eral, supervisorsrated the idea less positively if it was
proposed by the highly power-motivatedemployee. The
interaction effect of supervisor’s and employee’s power
motive wasnot significant.Results suggest that whether
an employee’s idea will be sponsored by theirsupervi-
sor will not solely depend on the utility of the idea (as
implicitly assumed) butis also influenced by the super-
visor’s motives, and their perception of the ideapresen-
ter. Organizations should be aware of such influences
that involve the risk ofloosing good ideas.

Discrete Emotions, Emotion Regulation, and
Creativity: A Theoretical Review

González, H., Instituto de Empresa-IE Business
School, Madrid, Spain; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human
Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Given the mixed results regarding the na-
ture of the negative affect-creativityrelationship, some
authors have suggested that the valence dimension of
affect maynot have the necessary precision to fully ex-
plain the creative experience. Consideringhow nega-
tive discrete emotions relate to creativity might there-
fore help to build morenuanced models explaining this
relationship.The present review proposes a framework
to understand how discreteemotions and emotion reg-
ulation strategies relate to creativity. To do so, I
build uponthe work by Baas and colleagues (Baas,
et al, 2008), who meta-analyticallydocumented the
emotions-creativity link, considering other emotional
dimensionsrather than valence. Following their sugges-
tions, I propose that activation level,regulatory focus,
certainty, and responsibility and control are meaningful
dimensionsthat could help explain how emotions man-
ifest in creative activity. Based on thisreasoning, I de-
velop the theoretical arguments to justify how six of the
most commonexperienced emotions in the workplace
might relate to creativity. In the second partof the
review, I incorporate the emotion regulation process
into the emotionscreativitylink. To conclude, I high-
light that managers having a better understandingof
the complexity of the emotional experience and the way
emotions are handled,may be more efficient in encour-
aging the creative performance of their employees.
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Presentations: Leadership in Teams

Main topic area: Teams and Workgroups

Location: 0.2 Berlin (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Topaka, A., Aston Business School, Birming-
ham, UK

The influence of change-oriented leadership
on team learning in nursing teams

Ortega, A., Universidad Autónoma de San Luis Po-
tosi, San Luis Potosi, Mexico; Bossche, P. van
den, Maastricht University, Maastricht, The Nether-
lands; Sánchez-Manzanares, M., Universidad Carlos
Iii de Madrid, Madrid, Spain; Rico, R., Universidad
Autónoma de Madrid, Madrid, Spain; Gil, F. G., Uni-
versidad Complutense de Madrid, Madrid, Spain

Abstract: Researchers have identified team learning as
an important predictor of team performance. Particu-
larly, in health care organizations it is critical for care
quality and hospital performance that teams engage in
learning behaviors in order to reduce mistakes and im-
prove service effectiveness. However, team learning and
its enabling conditions have been scarcely explored.
This study examined the relationships between change-
oriented leadership measured by means of the Man-
agerial Practices Survey (TRCQ-15G; Yukl, Gordon &
Taber, 2002), psychological safety, team learning and
team performance. The sample comprised 689 health-
care professionals of 107 nursing teams (specialties, pri-
mary care, surgery, and intensive-care unit) coming
from 37 different public hospitals throughout Spain.
The results revealed a significant and positive relation-
ship between change-oriented leadership and team per-
formance, which was mediated by psychological safety
and team learning behaviors. From a practical perspec-
tive, our findings suggest some important implications
for effective management of health care organizations.
For example, team leaders might develop more change-
oriented leadership behavior in order to create a safe
learning environment, as well as provide team members
with training programs focused on the recognition and
understanding of the key team learning behaviors.

Leadership over time: understanding the role
of team leadership on episodic team processes
and effectiveness

Graça, A.M., ISCTE-Instituto Universitário de Lisboa,
Lisbon, Portugal ; Passos, A.M., ISCTE-Instituto Uni-
versitário de Lisboa, Lisbon, Portugal

Abstract: This study aims to analyze the role of team
leadership in transition and action processes and team
effectiveness (objective team performance and team
satisfaction) over time. In fact, time has been a ne-
glected issue in team effectiveness. However, some
authors appoint for different processes that can oc-
cur within the team in transition and action phases of
team tasks, assuming a dynamic and cyclical perspec-
tive. Team leadership studies rarely consider the role of
leaders in these different phases. Recently, Morgeson,
DeRue and Karam (2009) propose a model of differ-
ent leadership functions, according to the transition-
action phases. Participants of this study consisted of
264 teams (1109 individuals) who participate in a man-
agement competition during five weeks. Participants
answered five different surveys, one in each week. Re-
sults of the multiple regressions analyses showed that
transition processes and team leadership of transition
phase are significantly correlated with action processes.
Moreover, team leadership of transition phase moder-
ated significantly the relationship between transition
processes and the final objective team performance.
Additionally, team leadership of action phase moder-
ated significantly the relationship between action pro-
cesses and the final objective performance and satis-
faction of teams in the competition. We tested also
different levels of leadership. The slopes were signif-
icant between high levels and low levels of leadership
and team satisfaction. We can conclude that in these
teams, team leadership and processes assume a dy-
namic character. In fact, processes like goal specifi-
cation and strategy formulation within the team will
influence the final performance of teams, depending on
the extent that leaders establish goals and structuring
tasks. Also, action processes that are more focused
on team coordination, monitoring and back-up behav-
iors affect the final performance and satisfaction of the
team, assuming the leader a very important role on
monitoring the team, solving problems and support so-
cial climate of team members.

Leader-member exchange as a mechanism for
building real teams

Topaka, A., Aston Business School, Birmingham, UK ;
Richardson, J., Aston Business School, Birmingham,
UK ; Martin, R., Aston Business School, Aston Uni-
versity, Birmingham, UK ; West, M.A., Aston Business
School, Birmingham, UK

Abstract: It is well acknowledged that effective team-
based working is crucial to organisational survival
and effectiveness. However, the intuitively appealing
premise that teams will consistently achieve superior
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outcomes is often overestimated, both in the literature
and by practitioners in organisations (Allen & Hecht,
2004). Indeed, pseudo’ team working has been asso-
ciated with substantially worsened performance out-
comes in healthcare settings (West, Dawson & Richard-
son, 2010), meaning that real team-based working is
therefore an imperative. This paper therefore begins
by defining what a real team is, and briefly describes
the development and validation of a new measure of
team realness’. The association between team realness
and team performance outcomes is next explored, sup-
porting the predictive validity of the real team con-
struct. This leads to the question of how real teams
can be developed and supported in organisations. We
propose that leader-member exchange (LMX) provides
a mechanism for developing real teams, which in turn
will lead to improved outcomes, specifically in terms of
team performance and positive well-being. To test the
theoretical model, we conducted a study on a sample of
149 students in 56 teams, which worked together for an
academic year (8 months). Performance was evaluated
as the mark on a group report submitted at the end of
the year. Measures (from a survey in the fifth month)
included LMX-7 (Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995), team real-
ness (Richardson & West, 2010), and well-being (Warr,
1990). Data were aggregated to the group level (rwg
= .97, ICC1=.47 ICC2 = .71). We found that team
realness mediates the relationship between LMX and
positive well-being and performance, (p < .05). How-
ever, the mediation model was not significant for neg-
ative well-being as the outcome measure. Our findings
provide support for the argument that by developing
better quality relationships with their followers, lead-
ers can influence the extent to which their team at-
tains the characteristics of a real team, which in effect
leads to improved team processes, team performance
and team member psychological reactions. Implica-
tions of this process for managers and organisations
are discussed.

A fresh look on an old route: The roles of
team satisfaction strength in predicting team
performance and of charismatic leadership in
promoting work-team satisfaction. A longi-
tudinal study.

Fortes-Ferreira, L., Polytechnic Institute of Setúbal,
Setúbal, Portugal ; Gamero, N., University of Seville,
Seville, Spain; Tordera, N., University of Valencia, Va-
lencia, Spain; González-Romá, V., University of Va-
lencia, Valencia, Spain; Peiró, J.M., University of Va-
lencia & Ivie, Valencia, Spain

Abstract: Although job satisfaction and performance
is an old controversial topic in organizational research,
job satisfaction recently re-emerged with news con-
tours as a vital research issue. A recent meta-analytic
study (Whitman et al., 2010) showed that unit-level
job satisfaction relates to team performance, and that
this relationship is moderated by the unit’s satisfaction
strength. However, longitudinal studies are lacking and
within team dispersion as a focal construct was widely
neglected in the studies of the phenomenon at the col-
lective level. Only scarce research emphasized the role
of within-team dispersion (Dineen et al., 2007), and
as Whitman et al. (2010:71) stated ’the smaller num-
ber of units included in some of the moderator meta-
analyses should be augmented with additional research
in this area’. Conversely, not much research has exam-
ined team-satisfaction antecedents as a construct con-
sidered at the team level. The role leadership plays on
collective satisfaction appears to be another promising
research topic (Whitman et al., 2010:71), and charis-
matic leadership is a construct relevant to explain job
satisfaction at the collective level and also at the in-
dividual one (DeGroot et al., 2000; Fuller et al., 1996;
Judge, & Piccolo, 2004; Lowe et al., 1996). In the
present study, we examine (1) the relationship between
team satisfaction and team performance; (2) the mod-
erator role of satisfaction strength in this relationship;
and (3) the role of charismatic leadership promoting
work-team satisfaction. The sample was composed of
155 bank branches, and a two-wave panel design was
implemented. The results showed that (1) change in
team satisfaction was positively related to change in
team performance, when team performance was rated
by team members; and team satisfaction at time 1 was
positively related to team performance at time 2, when
team performance was rated by branch managers; (2)
satisfaction strength did not moderate the relationship
between team satisfaction and the two team perfor-
mance measures; and (3) change in charismatic lead-
ership was a predictor of change in team satisfaction.
The present study discusses the practical implications
of these results and their contributions to the design
of training programs in leadership, stressing the im-
portance of developing charismatic leadership behav-
iors.

Taking Self-leadership to the Upper Level: A
Longitudinal Research.

Quinteiro, P.M., ISCTE-Instituto Universitário de Lis-
boa, Lisboa, Portugal ; Passos, A.M., ISCTE-Instituto
Universitário de Lisboa, Lisboa, Portugal ; Curral,
L.A., Lisbon University, Faculty of Psychology, Lisbon,
Portugal
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Abstract: First time proposed by Manz(1986) Self-
leadership is a normative construct that states how
individuals can energize their behaviour and though,
engaging in higher performance practices. This study
aims to investigate the construct of self-leadership at
team level as well as the consequences of this variable.
From our knowledge, although research on team self-
leadership has been done (Stewart & Barrick, 2000),
this study is the first to empirically test the concept
of collective self-leadership in longitudinal settings.
Specifically we proposed that collective self-leadership
constructive though pattern strategies (CTPS) are pos-
itively related with collective efficacy and that collec-
tive efficacy in turn will mediate the relationship be-
tween collective self-leadership CTPS, objective per-
formance, perceived performance and satisfaction with
the team. We used a sample of 246 teams (1106 indi-
viduals) enrolled on a management simulation compe-
tition for 5 week period. Team members answered an
online questionnaire to collect sociological data, collec-
tive self-leadership and collective efficacy perceptions,
as well as perceived performance and satisfaction with
the team. Team results in the end of the competi-
tion provided an objective measure of performance.
To test our hypothesis we conducted several hierar-
chical regression analyses. The analysis of the main ef-
fects have shown that not only collective self-leadership
CTPS positively influenced collective efficacy as collec-
tive efficacy proved to fully mediate the relationship
between collective self-leadership CTPS and perceived
performance and partially mediated the relationship
between collective self-leadership CTPS and satisfac-
tion with the team. No relationship was found with
the objective measure of performance. Although fur-
ther research will be needed, these results contribute to
extend self-leadership literature at the team level, es-
pecially with what concerns the relationship between
collective self-leadership CTPS, collective efficacy, per-
ceived performance and satisfaction with the team.

Presentations: Psychological Contracts
and Context

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.3 Copenhagen (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Guest, D.E., King’s College London, London,
UK

Organisational Socialisation and the Psycho-
logical Contract: Consequences for Expe-
rienced and Inexperienced Hospital Newcom-
ers

Woodrow, C., King’s College London, London, UK ;
Guest, D.E., King’s College London, London, UK

Abstract: Introduction Organisational socialisation is
a critical process in the adjustment of employees to
their new work environments. Research shows that a
positive socialisation experience leads to various ben-
eficial outcomes for organisations and employees, al-
though there are several gaps in the literature. Health-
care staff remain an under-researched but important
group, not least because poor adjustment in these in-
dividuals could have serious consequences for patient
care. Moreover, longitudinal studies of new organi-
sational employees (e.g. De Vos, Buyens and Schalk,
2003; Robinson, Kraatz and Rousseau, 1994) have of-
ten failed to differentiate newcomers to their profes-
sion from more experienced newcomers, a potentially
important distinction in a healthcare service with high
vacancy and turnover rates. This study examined the
consequences of the socialisation process of newcom-
ers to a UK National Health Service (NHS) hospital,
with a particular focus on differences between profes-
sional newcomers and experienced newcomers. Data
collection utilised a unique mixed methods longitudi-
nal approach with a conceptual framework based on
the psychological contract. Methodology Two primary
methods of data collection were used. First, a sam-
ple of over 500 newcomers to a London hospital com-
pleted a survey when they began work and then again
at three months to assess changes in psychological con-
tract beliefs, learning and well-being. Second, a smaller
sample were interviewed on their first day and then
four times during their first year to assess the critical
events they experienced during socialisation and their
consequences for the psychological contract, commit-
ment and patient care. Results Undelivered organisa-
tional promises, relating to deficiencies in support and
resources, were experienced by both types of newcomer
during the socialisation process. However, whilst expe-
rienced newcomers had lower expectations of organisa-
tional fulfilment and displayed higher levels of coping
with these issues, the effects on professional newcomers
were more serious and in some cases impacted on pa-
tient care. Conclusions This study has significant im-
plications for both researchers and organisations. Im-
portantly, the results show that particular care should
be taken to integrate professional newcomers who are
ill-equipped to cope with a poor socialisation experi-
ence. Our results are likely to take on additional sig-
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nificance given the current drive to reduce NHS spend-
ing.

How Important Is the Psychological Con-
tract?

Guest, D.E., King’s College London, London, UK ;
Clinton, M., King’s College London, London, UK ;
Isaksson, K., Malardalen University, Vasteras, Swe-
den

Abstract: There is an extensive body of research show-
ing that fulfilment or breach of the psychological con-
tract has consequences for a range of outcomes. How-
ever the psychological contract is only one among a
number of approaches that fall within social exchange
theory. Others that have been widely studied in-
clude perceived organizational support (POS), leader-
member exchange, aspects of role theory including au-
tonomy and skill use and issues of fairness and trust.
The underlying argument is that provision or delivery
of any of these should be reciprocated by higher moti-
vation, commitment and retention. It is also widely
assumed that they are likely to enhance well-being.
While a variety of studies have explored the relation-
ship between these variables, little research has exam-
ined the relative impact of each, when considered to-
gether, on various outcomes. Therefore while each may
have an association with outcomes, we do not know
which is the most important. This is the issue explored
in this paper. A sample of approximately 2,200 workers
across seven countries completed questionnaires, using
standard measures, asking about the various elements
of exchange theory. These included both contributions
from the organization, such as POS, fulfilment of the
psychological contract, skill use and autonomy as well
as fairness of treatment and trust; and responses from
the employees including outcomes that potentially ben-
efitted the organization such as performance and inten-
tion to stay and outcomes of benefit to employees such
as satisfaction and indicators of well-being. Using a
series of regression studies, the results reveal that vio-
lation of the psychological contract explains the high-
est level of variance followed by POS and autonomy.
The effect sizes of these variables ranges from .14 to
.08. Analysis of the full set of results confirms the pri-
macy of the psychological contract over other elements
within the exchange model, while also demonstrating
that they, too, have an additional independent influ-
ence on outcomes. The implications for management
policy in seeking to promote well-being and high per-
formance are discussed.

Exploring the impact of the societal context
on the psychological contract. Contrasting
Western and Southeastern Europe

Sehic, A., Johannes Kepler University, Linz, Linz,
Austria

Abstract: The psychological contract (PC) has mostly
been investigated in a western (Anglo-Saxon) context.
Additionally the impact of the context has just been as-
sumed and seldom explicitly discussed. Especially the
European context and its diversity have been mostly
neglected. Considering the economic ties that have
been developed between western European economies
and the transition economies of Southeast Europe in
the last two decades and the enlargement plans of the
European Union, the exploration of the PC and its an-
tecedents became highly relevant for the large number
of companies that are doing business in Southeast Eu-
rope. However calls for a better contextualization of
the PC (Schalk & Soeters 2008) mostly went unheard.
Although there have been some attempts to investi-
gate the PC in non-western (mostly Asian) societies,
(e.g. Westwood et al. (2001), Lo & Aryee (2003)) these
studies have a few deficiencies. The present paper con-
tributes to literature by overcoming those through (1)
the exploration of emic elements of the PC content, and
(2) by integrating the context in the empirical study
thereby attempting to explore the impact of contextual
factors on the PC. This was achieved by employing a
qualitative research design that allows the exploration
of new content of the PC. A multiple case study design
ensures that the context of the PC receives the atten-
tion needed. Four case studies of which two are located
in Austria and two are located in Bosnia and Herzegov-
ina (BiH) were conducted. In each company interviews
with employees, their superiors and HRM managers
were carried out. Uncertainty avoidance, subjugation
and power distance are the dimensions that impact
the PC. In BiH employees believe that the environ-
ment cannot be changed and they strive for security.
This results in a specific PC that is imbalanced (em-
ployees’ obligations are comparably higher than com-
pany’s obligation) and broad (employees believe that
their obligations is to do everything that is requested
from management). The PC in Austria is formed by a
stable and secure environment and the belief that an
individual can have an impact. Hence these findings
are comparable to results obtained in other western
economies.
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Professional Identity: The link between So-
cial and Psychological Contracts

Fontes da Costa, J., Faculty of Economics, Coimbra,
Portugal ; Oliveira, T.C., Faculty of Economics, Coim-
bra, Portugal

Abstract: Employment relations are developed from
macro-social levels and social contract perceptions de-
fine beliefs concerning the preferred or ideal terms of
contract (Rousseau, 1995; Edwards e Karau, 2007).
Using a (profession) case-study methodology (Hamel,
Dufour et al., 1993; Yin, 1993; Yin, 1994; Stake, 1995;
Bryman e Cramer, 2003; Stake, 2005) with a quali-
tative content analysis of the interviews of 50 Phar-
macists, we emphasize the social constructive nature
of the observed concepts. Validation of the aprioristic
model was rigorously scrutinized by Grounded Theory
principles (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Facing a spe-
cific employment relation we develop beliefs about mu-
tual obligations between employer and employee that
can offer alignment, or not, between the social contract
and the psychological contract (Kanter, 1989; Edwards
e Karau, 2007). Discrepancies between social bounded
terms of the contract and the known terms of the psy-
chological contract can contribute to job dissatisfac-
tion, absenteeism, turnover or reduced organizational
citizenship behaviours (Edwards e Karau, 2007). We
consider that the social level of analysis should be fur-
ther included in every modelling of the employment
relation (e.g. David Guest, 2004). An individual’s pro-
fessional identity is impacted by institutional references
and that effect is felt upon the view of the psychologi-
cal contract. Professional norms and status related as-
pects are an upper individual and extra organizational
conception that does not enter directly in many pre-
vious theoretical approaches. Social contractualization
of a profession shapes individual knowledge or beliefs
about the social matrix in which employment relations
are built. We found that when there is a fit between
(what the employee believes is) the organizational and
the employee view of the professional identity there is
a propensity for a bigger identification with the or-
ganization. We found that professional identity pat-
terns appear as irreducible in organizational contexts
where organizational identities are less salient, acting
as the lowest common denominator in a supplementary
regime. Occupational socialization rhetorics represent
a set of modular frontiers for social and occupational
roles and for carrier paths as well. Managers should
include the professional identity topic when evaluat-
ing expectations and perceptions, finding possible in-
congruences that could peril the employment relation-
ship.

Practitioners’ Day session 1

Location: 0.4 Brussels (8:30-9:45)

Presentations: Selection Techniques and
Strategies

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.5 Paris (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Tett, R.P., University of Tulsa, Tulsa, OK,
USA

Acceptance of stereotyping in the hiring in-
terview

Binggeli, S., University of Lausanne, Lausanne,
Switzerland ; Krings, F., University of Lausanne, Lau-
sanne, Switzerland

Abstract: Employment rates among immigrants of the
second generation are lower than among locals. This is
surprising because having been raised and educated in
the host country, second generation immigrants often
have the same education and language skills as locals.
One explanation is that recruiters’ stereotypes play a
role in the hiring process. Indeed, previous research has
documented subtle forms of bias against immigrants at
hiring. However, little is known about the genesis of
this bias over the course of the employment interview.
In the present experiment, we explored this question,
investigating the impact of evaluators’ level of Accep-
tance of Stereotyping, that is “to believe that making
use of beliefs about group differences is both functional
and relatively harmless in daily life”(AOS, Carter, Hall,
Carney, & Rosip, 2006, p. 1115). 154 Swiss under-
graduates assumed the role of a HR recruiter working
in an insurance company in a role play. They received
a job advertisement and a résumé of a fictitious candi-
date. The candidate was either Swiss (local), Italian or
Kosovo Albanian (both second generation immigrants),
depending on the experimental condition. Participants
listened to and evaluated several parts of a mock struc-
tured employment interview. The interview was iden-
tical across conditions. Evaluators’ AOS was assessed
after the role play. Results showed that AOS moder-
ated the impact of candidate origin on evaluations of
the candidate’s answers: Evaluators high in AOS eval-
uated immigrant candidates less positively than local
candidates whereas evaluators low in AOS showed the
inverse pattern. Interestingly, this moderating effect of
AOS was restricted to specific parts of the interview,
namely, to those parts where the candidate’s origin was
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not mentioned explicitly. Results are in line with pre-
vious research on employment discrimination, demon-
strating that bias is mostly subtle and depends on a
number of factors. They further indicate that keep-
ing the candidate’s foreign origin salient can limit the
impact of evaluators’ stereotypes.

Recruiting Through Employee Referrals: A
Closer Look at Employees’ Motives

Hoye, G. van, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium

Abstract: Previous research has demonstrated that or-
ganizations can benefit from actively involving their
current employees in the recruitment of new person-
nel, with positive employee referrals positively affect-
ing both pre-hire and post-hire recruitment outcomes
(Zottoli & Wanous, 2000). In addition, recent research
has indicated that negative information from employ-
ees can have a detrimental impact on organizational at-
traction (Van Hoye & Lievens, 2007). Accordingly, or-
ganizations have been advised to stimulate positive em-
ployee referrals and to avoid negative referrals. How-
ever, prior research has left organizations with few clues
about how to achieve this, as the focus has been on the
consequences of employee referrals, largely ignoring its
antecedents (Shinnar, Young, & Meana, 2004). For in-
stance, even though more and more organizations are
applying employee referral programs that award incen-
tives to employees for recommending their employer to
others, the effectiveness of these programs has not yet
been investigated. Hence, we do not yet know what
motivates employees to encourage or discourage others
to apply with their employer. Therefore, the present
study applies theories and research on work motiva-
tion and consumer referrals to develop a motivational
framework of employee referrals. Specifically, employ-
ees’ intrinsic, prosocial, and extrinsic motives for mak-
ing positive and negative referrals are investigated. A
field study was conducted in a sample of 232 employ-
ees (35% women; mean age = 38.25 years, SD = 9.46)
from two Belgian organizations. The results show that
employees made positive referrals more frequently than
negative referrals. Intrinsic job satisfaction, the proso-
cial desire to help job seekers, the prosocial desire to
help the organization, and extrinsic rewards were all
positively related to making positive employee refer-
rals, but helping job seekers was the strongest predic-
tor. Negative employee referrals were motivated by
intrinsic job dissatisfaction and the prosocial desire to
help job seekers. In addition, in the organization that
rewards employees with an extrinsic monetary bonus
for making positive referrals, employees made more
positive and less negative referrals than employees in

the organization without employee referral program. In
line with the proposed motivational framework, these
findings suggest that organizations can stimulate refer-
rals by appealing to employees’ intrinsic, prosocial, and
extrinsic motives.

Catch me if you can: Recruiters’ ability to
detect impression management during selec-
tion interviews

Roulin, N., University of Neuchatel, Neuchatel,
Switzerland ; Bangerter, A., University of Neuchatel,
Neuchatel, Switzerland ; Levashina, J., Kent State Uni-
versity, Kent, OH, USA

Abstract: During interviews applicants use different
types of verbal or non-verbal impression management
(IM) tactics to create a particular image in recruiters’
minds (Stevens & Kristof, 1995). IM can range from
complete honesty (e.g., truthfully describing actual cre-
dentials) to deception (e.g., embellishing or creating
credentials) (Levashina & Campion, 2007). And using
these tactics can influence recruiter’s evaluations (Bar-
rick et al., 2009). Yet recruiters’ perceptions and inter-
pretations of these tactics have been under-researched.
This study investigates recruiters’ ability to detect ap-
plicants’ use of honest and deceptive IM in real-time
and the effect of detection on the evaluation of ap-
plicants. Seventy-five experienced recruiters watched
short videotapes of two mock interviews. We manipu-
lated the level of IM within-subjects (neutral vs. IM-
induced condition) by asking mock applicants use more
or less IM in their answers. Recruiters coded the pres-
ence of 4 types of IM self promotion, image protection,
ingratiation and image creation) at the exact moment
they detected them during the applicant’s talk. Ap-
plicants watched their own interviews and coded IM
use along similar lines. Detection ability was measured
by comparing recruiters’ temporal and content codings
with applicants’, leading to hits, misattributions, and
misses. Recruiters also completed a short question-
naire measuring general perceived ability at detecting
IM, perceived ease to detect IM for each applicant,
and evaluation of applicants. Overall, recruiters’ de-
tection ability was low. They correctly detected 11%,
misattributed 14%, and missed 75% of applicants’ IM
tactics. Recruiters detected ingratiation better (33%)
than self promotion (12%), image protection (11%),
or image creation (9%). Detection was better in the
IM-induced (M = .12, SD = .11) than in the neutral
condition (M = .09, SD = .10), t (74) = 2.37, p <
.05. Structural equation modeling showed that detec-
tion ability in the neutral condition was explained by
age (ß = -.33, p < .05) and perceived ease to detect IM
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(ß = .33, p < .01), and by general perceived detection
ability (ß = .31, p < .01) in the IM-induced condition.
Finally evaluation of applicants was not related to de-
tection ability, but to perceived ease to detect IM in
both conditions.

Applicant reactions to rejection: Feedback,
fairness and attributional style effects

Schinkel, S., University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands; Dierendonck, D. van, Erasmus Uni-
versity Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Via-
nen, A.E.M. van, University of Amsterdam, Amster-
dam, The Netherlands; Ryan, A.M.R., Michigan State
University, Lansing, USA

Abstract: Due to high applicability and low costs, or-
ganizations increasingly use online tests of aptitude
and personality as a first selection hurdle (Bartram,
2005). This proliferation of online testing causes many
job applicants to receive a rejection message without
personal contact, solely on the basis of test perfor-
mance. Because research into this trend is notably
lacking, we developed two experimental studies inves-
tigating factors that influence applicant well-being and
organizational perceptions after rejection. First, per-
formance feedback has been found to have negative
effects on rejected applicants, such as decreased self-
esteem and mood (e.g., Kluger & DeNisi, 1996; Ploy-
hart, Ryan, & Bennett, 1999). Further, applicants’
reactions to selection decisions are often moderated
by the extent to which the decision is perceived as
fair, termed distributive fairness (e.g., Gilliland, 1994).
Finally, these reactions seem to be shaped by appli-
cants’ attributions (Ployhart & Harold, 2004), which
may in turn be determined by their attributional style
(Abramson, Seligman, & Teasdale, 1978).Study 1 ex-
amined effects of distributive fairness and attributional
styles on post-rejection well-being (within-subjects).
In Study 2, performance feedback effects (between-
subjects) on well-being and organizational perceptions
were investigated additionally. In both studies, dis-
tributive fairness and attributional style interactively
influenced post-rejection well-being: when distributive
fairness perceptions were low, well-being was higher
for optimistically attributing’ (negative events exter-
nally) individuals than for less optimistic’ individuals,
but only when no specific performance feedback was
provided. Further, performance feedback negatively in-
fluenced well-being. Finally, no interaction effect was
found for organizational perceptions. However, fair-
ness positively affected organizational attractiveness,
and performance feedback and attributional style in-
teracted, with optimistic’ individuals’ organizational

perceptions being affected more (negatively) by spe-
cific feedback than those of less optimistic’ individu-
als.These findings seem to indicate a self-serving bias
when no specific feedback about substandard perfor-
mance is provided. More insight is needed into the
psychological processes through which this bias can de-
velop and what consequences it may have. Therefore,
we suggest prudence in formulating professional stan-
dards prescribing that performance feedback should al-
ways be as detailed as possible. Accordingly, we advise
HRM-specialists to ruminate on their current selection
information policy.

International Survey of Personality Test
Use: An American Baseline

Tett, R.P., University of Tulsa, Tulsa, OK, USA;
Christiansen, N.D., Central Michigan University,
Mount Pleasant, MI, USA; Robie, C., Wilfred Laurier
University, Waterloo, ON, Canada; Simonet, D.V.,
University of Tulsa, Tulsa, OK, USA

Abstract: Organizational use of personality tests has
expanded greatly since the early 1990s. The precise
nature of that use, however, and how practitioners’ at-
titudes toward personality tests are linked to test usage
are largely unknown. The current study aims to iden-
tify global trends in and attitudes toward personality
test use, toward closing the scientist-practitioner gap in
these areas (Rynes, Colbert & Brown, 2002) and clar-
ifying factors relating to the adoption of personality
tests worldwide. Baseline data from 360 American HR
managers to date reveals, among other things, that (a)
personality tests are used less often in results-oriented
and decisive organizations; (b) 27% of the 187 person-
ality test users rely on such tests for hiring, 8% for
promotion, 26% for training, and 27% for team build-
ing; (c) personality tests rank 7th out of 11 selection
instruments in usefulness among personality test non-
users and 6th among users (cognitive ability ranked 4th
and 7th, respectively); (d) both personality test users
and non-users see faking as more an ethical than a prac-
tical issue; (e) HR managers at smaller organizations
tend to be more familiar with personality tests and
more attuned to complexities involved with their use
(e.g., situational specificity in validity); and (f) person-
ality tests are used more often by women HR managers
than by men, especially for team building. Comparable
data are to be collected in Canada, the UK, Australia,
New Zealand, and several European and Asian nations
to assess cultural differences in attitudes and test use,
guided by established cross-cultural theory (GLOBE
leadership study; Chhokar, Brodbeck & House, 2007).
Although in the early stages of the project, we hope to
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use the proposed presentation as a vehicle for garner-
ing interest in and support for the survey around the
globe toward furthering the study’s success. Practi-
cal implications include the benchmarking of personal-
ity testing practices around the globe for organizations
seeking to enhance HR decisions based on personality
data, and development of strategies for promoting per-
sonality tests to international markets. All told, the
study promises to shed much needed light on a topic
of already sizable, yet growing interest to HR scholars
and practitioners worldwide.

Symposium: Challenges of Assessing
Personality in the Work Context

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.6 Madrid (8:30-9:45)

Chairs: König, C.J., Universität des Saarlandes,
Saarbrücken, Germany ; Melchers, K. G., Universität
Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland

Abstract: Establishing construct equivalence across
countries with diverse cultures can be a challenge, espe-
cially if different languages are spoken and diverse sub-
cultures exist. This study examines construct equiva-
lence of the (forced choice version of the) Occupational
Personality Questionnaire (OPQ32i) across three di-
verse countries and language versions: UK (English),
China (Simplified and Traditional Chinese) and South
Africa (English). Invariance was also tested for dif-
ferent language versions within China (Simplified and
Traditional Chinese) and different ethnic groups within
South Africa. All the data were scored using the
OPQ32r IRT-based scoring model to produce norma-
tive scale scores. Analyses were based on data ob-
tained from individuals who completed the OPQ32i
for selection or development purposes (UK English:
N=72,444, South African English: N=32,020; Chi-
nese: N=22,481). Samples were matched by gender,
age and industry, which reduced sample sizes. Lan-
guage equivalence analyses showed firstly that individ-
uals responded to the same set of constructs within
cultures when comparing responses of different ethnic
groups within South Africa and traditional and sim-
plified Chinese within the Chinese sample. Secondly,
construct equivalence was also established when com-
paring responses across Chinese, South African English
and UK English. Sten scores were computed based
on an overall norm that was created using matched
samples. Differences from the overall mean (i.e. sten
5.5) were generally small except for the subscales Rule-
following and Vigorous (medium effect size, d > 0.5).

Gender differences were also considered as these may
be as large or larger than the country differences. In
line with previous findings, the general pattern of gen-
der differences was similar across cultures but some
variation was found in the magnitude of gender dif-
ferences. Overall, these results support previous work
showing cross-cultural equivalence and provide further
support for aggregating data across countries and lan-
guages when making international comparisons.

Equivalence of OPQ32 Constructs across
China, South Africa and the UK

Inceoglu, I., SHL Group Ltd, Thames Ditton, UK ; Bar-
tram, D., SHL Group Ltd, Thames Ditton, UK ; Fung,
H., SHL Hong Kong Limited, China; Yang, M., SHL
Group Ltd, Thames Ditton, UK

Abstract: As more and more companies recruit employ-
ees internationally, the personality instruments used
in the selection process need to be available in vari-
ous languages. Equivalence between language versions
is essential if an instrument is applied in this context
but cannot be automatically assumed. Instead statisti-
cal methods for detecting differential item functioning
(DIF) need to be applied. Results from these anal-
yses can provide evidence of language equivalence on
the item level. This paper demonstrates how results
of empirical DIF analysis based on two language ver-
sions of a personality questionnaire can be used to in-
form subsequent translations of the respective instru-
ment. For this purpose, findings from a comparison of
the English and German versions of the Occupational
Personality Questionnaire (OPQ32n; N=967/361) are
used. After briefly explaining the concept of uniform
and non-uniform DIF, typical reasons for the occur-
rence of both kinds of DIF are explained. Based on
item examples with DIF occurrence it will be shown
how a good understanding of the different types of DIF
and their causes can inform future adaptation processes
and hence increase the quality of new target language
versions of the instrument. A structured item review
process as part of the translation procedure is sug-
gested. This process includes a careful consideration
of the likelihood of uniform and non-uniform DIF for
each item based on what has been learnt from previous
empirical DIF studies of the instrument.

How to use the insights gained from DIF anal-
ysis of a personality questionnaire for subse-
quent translations of the instrument

Herrmann, A., Leuphana Universität Lüneburg, Ger-
many
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Abstract: Many practitioners fear that applicants fake
when asked to fill in a personality test, and this has
inspired much research. Despite this, it remains un-
known what applicants think when they fill in a ques-
tionnaire. Thus, we conducted a qualitative interview
study that was guided by grounded theory principles.
We interviewed real applicants directly after filling out
a personality test, real applicants who had experienced
a personality test in their past job application, hypo-
thetical job applicants who we asked to imagine that
they applied for a job and that a personality tests was
part of the selection process, and hypothetical appli-
cants who had much experience with personality tests.
Theoretical saturation was achieved after interviewing
23 people. A content analysis showed that several dif-
ferent things are going on in the mind of applicants:
Thus, what is typically subsumed under the expression
“faking” actually consists of many facets. In particular,
participants assumed that the interpretation of their
responses could be based on (a) the consistency of their
responses, (b) the endorsement of middle vs. extreme
answers, and (c) a certain personality profile. These
assumptions resulted in self-presentation strategies to
present themselves in a more positive light. However,
these strategies were not used by all participants: Some
answered honestly, for different reasons ranging from
honesty as personality trait to the (false) belief that
test users can catch fakers. Taken together, this study
questions whether mean changes in traditional faking
studies capture all important facets of faking.

What is in Applicants’ Mind when They Fill in
a Personality Test? A Qualitative Study

König, C.J., Universität des Saarlandes, Saarbrücken,
Germany ; Merz, A., Universität Zürich, Zürich,
Switzerland ; Trauffer, N., Universität Zürich, Switzer-
land

Abstract: Personality psychologists have long argued
that traits (as measured by questionnaires) and mo-
tives (as measured by coding imaginative verbal be-
havior) capture two fundamentally distinct elements of
personality that interact in the prediction of relevant
life outcome variables. In the present research, the au-
thors applied these ideas from personality psychology
in the context of work and organizational psychology
and propose that two implicit motives—need for power
and need for affiliation—interact with extraversion in
the prediction of job performance. To test these theo-
retical ideas, the authors conducted an empirical inves-
tigation with 236 employee-supervisor dyads. The em-
ployees filled out a questionnaire booklet and worked
on the operant motive test (Kuhl & Scheffer, 1999)–a

fantasy-based TAT-type measure. The supervisors pro-
vided job performance ratings regarding organizational
citizenship behavior and task performance of their em-
ployees. Results revealed that need for affiliation inter-
acted with extraversion in the prediction of both orga-
nizational citizenship behavior and task performance,
and that need for power interacted with extraversion
in the prediction of organizational citizenship behav-
ior. The findings provide new insights into the role of
implicit motives and extraversion in job performance
and contribute to the recent debate on the explana-
tory power of personality in the context of work and
organizational psychology.

Need for Affiliation and Need for Power In-
teract with Extraversion in the Prediction of
Job Performance: Linking Traits and Motives
in the Context of Work

Lang, J.W.B., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands; Zettler, I., University of Tübingen, Ger-
many ; Ewen, Ch., University of Bonn, Bonn, Ger-
many ; Hülsheger, U.R., Maastricht University, Maas-
tricht, The Netherlands

Abstract: Although assessment centers (ACs) and per-
sonality inventories are often used to assess interper-
sonal competencies, these methods are not without
criticisms. For example, one explanation for the poor
construct validity of AC ratings focuses on the di-
mensions being ill-defined and under-developed. Al-
though the constructs underlying personality invento-
ries are better understood, the nature of these tests
makes them easily faked and may compromise their
operational use. Results are reported of a study where
protocols for direct behavioral observation of person-
ality traits were developed for use in the context of
work simulations. These were piloted by coding videos
of 43 AC candidates in order to evaluate construct
validity by correlating these ratings with trait judg-
ments made by the same raters and those from self-
report personality inventories previously completed by
the candidates under conditions that encouraged hon-
est responding. Although all of the dimensions of the
Five-Factor Model were assessed, Trait Activation The-
ory was used as a guiding framework to determine
which dimensions of personality were most likely to
be expressed in observable trait-relevant behavior in
this AC. Expert judgments indicated that Extraver-
sion and Agreeableness had the highest trait activa-
tion potential (TAP), whereas Conscientiousness and
Emotional Stability had the least. It was therefore
hypothesized that convergence between the behavioral
observations and self-reports would be strongest for the
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dimensions where the opportunity to observe relevant
behavior was the greatest. Correlations between com-
posites of the behavioral observations and self-reports
ranged from .07 (Emotional Stability) to .42 (Extraver-
sion), with the rank-order of the correlations exactly
reproducing the ordering of the TAP judgments made
by the experts. Convergence was stronger for the be-
havioral composites than the trait judgments made by
the raters. Implications for using such an approach as
an alternative to traditional AC methodology or per-
sonality tests are discussed.

Assessing Personality Using Behavioral Ob-
servations of Work Simulations

Christiansen, N.D., Central Michigan University, USA;
Honts, Ch., Central Michigan University, MI, USA;
Speer, A., Central Michigan University, Mount Pleas-
ant, MI, USA

Abstract: Although assessment centers (ACs) and per-
sonality inventories are often used to assess interper-
sonal competencies, these methods are not without
criticisms. For example, one explanation for the poor
construct validity of AC ratings focuses on the di-
mensions being ill-defined and under-developed. Al-
though the constructs underlying personality invento-
ries are better understood, the nature of these tests
makes them easily faked and may compromise their
operational use. Results are reported of a study where
protocols for direct behavioral observation of person-
ality traits were developed for use in the context of
work simulations. These were piloted by coding videos
of 43 AC candidates in order to evaluate construct
validity by correlating these ratings with trait judg-
ments made by the same raters and those from self-
report personality inventories previously completed by
the candidates under conditions that encouraged hon-
est responding. Although all of the dimensions of the
Five-Factor Model were assessed, Trait Activation The-
ory was used as a guiding framework to determine
which dimensions of personality were most likely to
be expressed in observable trait-relevant behavior in
this AC. Expert judgments indicated that Extraver-
sion and Agreeableness had the highest trait activa-
tion potential (TAP), whereas Conscientiousness and
Emotional Stability had the least. It was therefore
hypothesized that convergence between the behavioral
observations and self-reports would be strongest for the
dimensions where the opportunity to observe relevant
behavior was the greatest. Correlations between com-
posites of the behavioral observations and self-reports
ranged from .07 (Emotional Stability) to .42 (Extraver-
sion), with the rank-order of the correlations exactly

reproducing the ordering of the TAP judgments made
by the experts. Convergence was stronger for the be-
havioral composites than the trait judgments made by
the raters. Implications for using such an approach as
an alternative to traditional AC methodology or per-
sonality tests are discussed.

Discussant

Lievens, F., Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium

Presentations: Contextual and Leadership
Effects on Organizational Behavior

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.7 Lisbon (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Lei, Z., ESMT European School of Management
and Technology, Berlin, Germany

Leaders’ Achievement Goals and Their Reac-
tions to Subordinates’ Creative Input

Sijbom, R.B.L., University of Groningen, Groningen,
The Netherlands; Janssen, O., University of Gronin-
gen, Groningen, The Netherlands; Yperen, N.W. van,
University of Groningen, Groningen, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: Perceived problems, incongruities, or discon-
tinuities are often instigators of creativity (Drucker,
1985). For example, in organizations, subordinates
usually develop and propose new ideas as a response to
problems they encounter in the conduct of their work
(Zhou & George, 2003). As a consequence, when sub-
ordinates propose their creative ideas to their leaders,
they provide their leaders not only with suggestions for
improvements (creative idea) but also with evaluative
information about what is going wrong and can be im-
proved in the leader’s managerial domain (problem def-
inition). By doing so, creative subordinates intervene
in their leader’s competence domain, as creativity and
innovation is one of the major roles of leadership (Deni-
son, Hooijberg, & Quinn, 1995). We know that leaders’
perceptions and behaviors towards subordinates are in-
extricably bound up with their achievement pursuits in
leadership situations (Kim & Yukl, 1995). Using the
achievement goal approach (Elliot, 2005; Elliot & Mc-
Gregor, 2001), the present experimental research exam-
ined the impact of leaders’ achievement goals on their
reactions to creative input provided by their subordi-
nates. In Experiment 1, performance goal leaders (i.e.,
leaders focused on goals grounded in an interpersonal
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standard) were found to be less receptive to subordi-
nates’ creative input than mastery goal leaders (i.e.,
leaders focused on goals grounded in an intrapersonal
standard). In Experiment 2, we disentangled leader
reactions to the distinct components of employee cre-
ativity, namely problem definition and creative idea.
We demonstrated that performance goal leaders were
less receptive and less supportive than mastery goal
leaders only when subordinates’ input included both
problem definitions and creative ideas. When subor-
dinates expressed creative ideas without pointing out
problems, performance goal leaders and mastery goal
leaders were equally receptive to, and supportive of,
subordinates’ input. A practical implication is that
subordinates, when proposing their creative input to
(performance goal) leaders, should focus on communi-
cating their creative ideas rather than emphasizing the
problems for which they generated creative solutions.
However, in situations where both problem definitions
and creative ideas are inherently related, organizations
may create an environment in which leaders are encour-
aged to adopt mastery goals rather than performance
goals.

How Need for Structure Moderates the Re-
lation between Autonomy, Motivation, and
Work Outcomes

Slijkhuis, J.M., University of Groningen, Gronin-
gen, The Netherlands; Rietzschel, E.F., University
of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands; Yperen,
N.W. van, University of Groningen, Groningen, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Autonomy, or the freedom to make work-
related decisions, is widely believed to be an impor-
tant job resource. However, autonomy could also be
perceived as a burden rather than an asset because
of the lack of structure, uncertainty, and ambiguity
that may follow from it. This is particularly likely
when employees are primarily concerned with attain-
ing a sense of structure and predictability, or are high
in Personal Need for Structure (PNS). For these em-
ployees, the lack of structure that accompanies high
levels of autonomy may overrule any beneficial effects.
Therefore, it is to be expected that the positive, me-
diated relation between autonomy, work motivation,
and work outcomes (satisfaction, turnover intentions,
and in-role work behavior) is moderated by PNS, such
that this relation only exists for employees who are
low in PNS, and not for employees who are high in
PNS. To test our hypothesis, we conducted an organi-
zational survey study. The participants were 53 em-
ployees (53 % were female) from different companies,

and their supervisors. Employees filled out question-
naires that assessed PNS, autonomy, motivation, job
satisfaction, and turnover intentions, and their super-
visors questionnaires that assessed in-role behavior. As
hypothesized, our results were consistent with a mod-
erated mediation model, in which autonomy predicted
work outcomes through work motivation, but only for
employees low in PNS. From a practical point of view,
our results suggest that, at least for low PNS individu-
als, autonomy is an important and valuable job charac-
teristic. For high PNS individuals autonomy may not
be that important because it does not fit their needs
and desires. Work characteristics that are more con-
gruent with their needs and desires, such as job clar-
ity, could therefore be more intrinsically motivating for
them. Further research is needed to gain more insight
into processes underlying high PNS individuals’ work
motivation and outcomes.

Organizational disciplinary decisions in face
of complexity and uncertainty: The implica-
tions of the triangle model of responsibil-
ity

Lei, Z., ESMT European School of Management and
Technology, Berlin, Germany ; Hofmann, D., The Uni-
versity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill,
USA; Ling, Y., George Mason University, Fairfax, VA,
USA; Speroni, K., INOVA Health System, Fairfax,
USA

Abstract: Today’s complex organizations such as hos-
pitals and multinational conglomerates are repeatedly
faced with tasks necessitating swift coordination, adap-
tation, and learning. When employee performance
is marked with uncertainty, urgency, complexity, and
tightly coupling, supervisors must necessitate disci-
plinary actions and minimize performance deviations
to reap safety and reliability. But precisely how do
supervisors administrate just disciplinary actions and
comprehensively evaluate a poor performance situa-
tion in which one’ job obligations may conflict, whose
task environment is unpredictable, and whose job in-
struction is vague and ever changing? Causal attri-
bution paradigms (Kelley, 1967, Weiner et al., 1972)
- that focus on static, routine organizational and task
environments- are of limited help in answering these
questions. To address this gap, we aim to supple-
ment existing research by adopting a broader view
of attribution and use the triangle model of respon-
sibility (Schlenker, 1997) to examine supervisor’s dis-
ciplinary decisions in complex task situations. We hy-
pothesize that supervisors’ comprehensive assessment
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in terms of task clarity, personal obligation, and per-
sonal control will influence overall responsibility attri-
bution of employee performance and subsequent dis-
ciplinary decisions. We also expect supervisors’ indi-
vidual traits - negative affects, coaching role, organiza-
tional knowledge- to interact with responsibility dimen-
sions to impact disciplinary decisions. Using a policy-
capturing design, we manipulated task clarity, personal
obligation, and personal control into high versus low
conditions in two studies. Using 99 business undergrad-
uates in Study 1, we found responsibility assessments-
task clarity, personal obligation, and personal control-
impacted disciplinary decisions respectively. Study 2
included 103 registered nurses in two hospitals in the
United States. We successfully replicated the findings
in Study 1 and further found that supervisors’ coaching
role and organizational knowledge moderated the rela-
tionships between responsibility assessments and dis-
ciplinary decisions respectively. Our findings put an
emphasis on a comprehensive assessment of responsi-
bility, which is central to avoiding the set-up-to-fail
syndrome and improving employee behaviors and per-
formance. We also highlight the importance of clarify-
ing task rules and procedures and job obligations for
making employees responsible for reliable performance
in face of uncertainty and complexity. Furthermore,
supervisors can develop a more comprehensive under-
standing and reap positive performance outcomes via
active coaching and knowledge sharing.

Bearding the Lion: When followers respond
to toxic leaders

Besieux, T.B., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven,
Belgium; Stouten, J., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven,
Leuven, Belgium

Abstract: Leaders often could be shown to behave self-
interestedly and toxically. Interestingly, followers do
not always protest the leader’s toxic behavior. The
current research argues that social identity is a cru-
cial factor when investigating the boundary conditions
for followers’ reactions to toxic leaders. Here we argue
that followers who identify strongly with their group
are more likely to react to toxic leaders, as compared
to low social identity. More specifically, we argue and
show that followers act less cooperative and more re-
vengeful toward a toxic leader if they identify with their
group. Furthermore, this effect was mediated by nega-
tive emotions. Taken together, this study adds to the
line of toxic leadership research by highlighting the im-
portance of social identity when investigating bound-
ary conditions for followers to react to toxic leaders.

Presentations: Safety Cultures and
Climates

Main topic area: Organizational Structure, Culture,
Climate

Location: 0.8 Rome (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Bosak, J., Dublin City University, Dublin, Ire-
land

Safety Climate Dimensions as Predictors for
Risk-Taking Behavior: Three-Way Interac-
tion between Perceived Management Commit-
ment to Safety, Priority of Safety and Pres-
sure for Production

Bosak, J., Dublin City University, Dublin, Ireland ; Co-
etsee, J., Northumbria University, Newcastle, UK

Abstract: Previous research has found that safety
climate is associated with safety practices (Zohar,
1980), compliance with safety standards (Goldenhar,
Williams & Swanson, 2003), and lower occurrence of
workplace accidents (Clarke, 2006). In addition safety
climate has been found to predict employees’ safety
behavior (e.g., Cooper & Phillips, 2004). While the
effects of safety climate on safety related outcomes
have been consistently demonstrated, many authors
emphasize the need to explain how specific safety fea-
tures of safety climate are associated with the effec-
tiveness of safety behavior (e.g., Pousette & Torner,
2008: Wirth & Sigurdsson, 2008). Therefore the pur-
pose of the study was to provide insights into the re-
lationship among safety dimensions and their influence
on employees’ risk-taking behavior. Specifically, we ex-
amined the interplay of three safety climate dimensions
that is, perceived management commitment to safety,
perceived priority of safety, and perceived pressure for
production. The sample consisted of 623 employees
from a chemical manufacturing organization in South
Africa. Hierachical regression analyses were carried out
to test the expected three-way interaction of the three
safety climate dimensions with risk-taking behavior as
the dependent variable. As hypothesized, management
commitment to safety and priority of safety were both
negatively related to risk-taking behavior and pressure
for production was positively related to risk-taking be-
havior. Moreover, the three-way interaction between
management commitment to safety, priority of safety
and pressure for production was significant. As hy-
pothesized, when management commitment to safety
was high, pressure for production was associated less
strongly with risk-taking behavior under conditions of
high, as compared to low, priority of safety. Pressure
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for production was not significantly related to risk-
taking behavior if the employees perceived that priority
of safety on plant was high and management was highly
committed to safety. When management commitment
to safety was low, priority of safety did not buffer the
effect of pressure for production on risk-taking behav-
ior. The results have important implications for man-
agement as they indicate that (a) management com-
mitment to safety is a key component in ensuring good
safety performance and that (b) organizations should
consider all three safety dimensions in designing inter-
ventions.

Making Organizations Evidence-based: Foun-
dations for an Organizational Climate to use
Scientific Evidence in Decision-making

Stumm, S., University of Mainz, Mainz, Germany ;
Dormann, C., University of Mainz, Mainz, Germany ;
Ohlemann, S., University of Mainz, Mainz, Ger-
many

Abstract: Aim Many organizations have been criti-
cized for being influenced by so called evidence sub-
stitudes such as out-dated knowledge, personal experi-
ence, fads and fashions, dogmata or dubious manage-
ment gurus. In contrast evidence-based Management
(EBM) means focusing on existing empirical evidence.
This is supposed to improve managerial decisions and
consequently leading to sustained success. In an on-
going project, we previously identified three climate
factors that altogether characterize the extent of EBM
in organizations: internal evidence-oriented manage-
ment (EOM), external EOM, and evidence substitute-
oriented management (ESOM). The aim of the present
study was to investigate a set of foundation issues that
support EBM in terms of increasing EOM and decreas-
ing ESOM. Based on research on service climate, we
propose these foundation issues to comprise of employ-
ees and customers participation as well as leader sup-
port. Furthermore we extend extant climate research
by proposing networking and error culture to foster the
emergence of an EBM climate. Method We developed
a questionnaire to assess possible foundations issues of
EBM in 11 public administration agencies (data collec-
tion is still ongoing). Questionnaire items were based
on new as well as on already existing theoretical con-
structs and their measures. Data were analyzed using
CFA and exploratory PAF of individual and aggregated
data (when ICC and rwg indicated sufficient agreement
within organizations). Results Results demonstrate
EBM to be founded on leader support, error culture,
networking as well as employees and customers partici-
pation. Some indicators failed to show sufficient agree-

ment and thus represent more of a psychological rather
than an organizational climate. Several other facets
(e.g., participation) however clearly differentiated be-
tween organizations. Conclusions The emergence of an
EBM climate can be predicted by employees and cus-
tomers participation, leader support, networking and
error culture. An EBM climate reflects explicit search
for evidence, intensive orientation towards evidence,
and strong use of internal and external evidence in
(organizational) practice, which should improve orga-
nizational planning, decision making, and eventually
increase organizational performance. Hence, EBM and
its foundation issues could generate competitive advan-
tage, too, which should be tested in future research.

Senior managers’ mental models of safety
culture – An application of linguistic anal-
ysis

Fruhen, L.S., University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, UK ;
Mearns, K.J., University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, UK ;
Flin, R., University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, UK ; Kir-
wan, B., Eurocontrol, Bretigny Sur Orge, France

Abstract: This research investigates the suitability of
linguistic analysis to identify senior managers’ mental
models of safety culture. Schein (2004) defines culture
as consisting of artefacts, beliefs, values and underlying
assumptions, with language as one of these artefacts.
Popping (2000) describes the analysis of language as
suitable to investigate mental models. Although fre-
quently used in the culture research (e.g. Giberson et
al., 2009), questionnaires have been criticised as be-
ing suitable to assess organisational climate, not cul-
ture (Mearns, Flin, Fleming & Gordon, 1997). Se-
nior managers have been identified as a main driver
of organisational safety, nevertheless how they perceive
safety is still not completely understood (Flin, Mearns,
O’Connor & Bryden, 2000). Accordingly, the present
research investigates language to gain insights of se-
nior managers’ mental models of their organisation’s
safety culture. This is done in air traffic management
(ATM) which can be considered a high reliablity indus-
try (Weick, 1987). A sample of N=9 senior managers
from three ATM organisations participated in semi-
structured interviews. Participants’ responses to the
question ’How would you describe the safety culture
of your organisation?’ were analysed using the Lexi-
mancer software (Smith & Humphreys, 2006). Lexi-
mancer automatically identifies concepts in a text cor-
pus and analyses how these relate to each other using
Bayesian logic (Smith, 2005). Resulting concepts are
displayed in form of an insights dashboard reflecting
their frequency of co-occurrence with safety and the
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strength of their relation to safety (meaning how fre-
quently they occur without safety. The dashboard can
be viewed as reflecting senior managers’ mental models
of safety culture. Included concepts suggest that senior
managers, most frequently mention culture’, reporting’
and seriously’ together with safety. It further suggests
that they least frequently mention units’, understand’
and controllers’ in relation to safety, when describing
safety culture. Although still at an explorative stage,
the present findings support the suitability of this form
of linguistic analysis to understand how language re-
flects organisational culture. Through its visual display
of the safety culture components this form of analysis
could support organisations reflections about strengths
and weaknesses of their culture.

Complex and Dynamic – Levels of Safety Cul-
ture within the Construction Industry

Hartley, R., Loughborough University, Loughborough,
UK ; Cheyne, A., Loughborough University, Loughbor-
ough, UK

Abstract: Safety climate and culture are established
concepts which are applied extensively within many in-
dustries to explain risk taking behaviour. The creation
of a strong positive safety culture is therefore an aim
for many organisations, although this is a problem for
the dynamic and complex construction industry. Con-
stant flux in terms of the location of projects, nature
of work and movement of personnel means that there
is a lack of workgroup stability and a shared history,
two of the essential characteristics needed for the for-
mation of strong positive safety culture (Schein, 2004).
This research endeavours to address this by clarifying
at what level and how cultures form in this context.
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 18 in-
dustry experts. The interviews addressed various as-
pects of culture, specifically asking about various lev-
els of culture and influences on safety behaviour. The
interviews were analysed to establish key, culture re-
lated, themes. There were varying degrees of consen-
sus about the levels at which distinct cultures formed.
Some interviewees articulated a unique construction in-
dustry culture. In terms of sub-cultures, some were
more overt than others. There was disagreement about
whether certain professions or trades could be charac-
terised as more or less safe. Different contractors (or-
ganisations) were perceived to have distinct cultures,
but this was often determined by their size and re-
sources. Sites formed their own unique cultures and
the role of site management was highlighted as a key
determinant of local site culture. Sub-contractors can
have a unique and independent culture within a site,

but their culture can also be influenced by the site cul-
ture, this is mediated by the sub-contractor’s supervi-
sor. People are able to determine the nature of a site’s
safety culture very quickly and interviewees believed
this would influence workers’ safety behaviour. This
research shows that there are multiple levels of culture
within the construction industry with cultures forming
quickly around specific sites. The findings have im-
plications for managing safety culture within the con-
struction industry. Contractors may be able to facil-
itate this by tackling safety culture at various levels
and ensuring that managers and supervisors are aware
of the impact that they can have.

Safety culture assessment: drawing on the
five-dimensional model of the IAEA

López de Castro, B., University of Valencia, Valencia,
Spain; Gracia Lerin, F., University of Valencia, Va-
lencia, Spain; Pietrantoni, L., Universita di Bologna,
Bologna, Italy ; Peiró Silla, J.M., University of Valen-
cia, Valencia, Spain

Abstract: Safety performance management has become
essential for high-risk organizations such as nuclear
power plants. Although the nature of safety culture
is controversial, there is a widespread belief that it
is crucial to attain high levels of safety performance.
As a result, the International Nuclear Safety Advisory
Group (INSAG) has created a five-dimensional model
of safety culture, further specified by 37 attributes,
for the understanding and assessment of safety cul-
ture within nuclear power facilities. The attributes of
safety culture are formulated as requirements to a spe-
cific performance aspect of the nuclear facility, which,
if fulfilled, would characterize this performance aspect
as belonging to a strong safety culture. This model
has become part of the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) safety standards and a banner for the
nuclear industry; however, it has never been empiri-
cally proven. Our presentation clarifies the nature of
safety culture through the integration of 35 definitions
gathered over the last 20 years. Following this clarifi-
cation, we present the first stage of a study aimed at
the empirical validation of the five-dimensional model
of safety culture of the IAEA. Two groups of partici-
pants, differing in their level of expertise in organiza-
tional behavior (experts: N=48; non experts: N=290),
completed a survey based on the model. The face-
validity of the model was evaluated by comparing par-
ticipants allocation of attributes in the dimensions of
the model to the dimensionality proposed by the IAEA.
Our conclusions suggest weaknesses in the models at-
tributes, its dimensions, and within the model as a
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whole. For the second stage of the study - not yet
completed - a questionnaire based on the model will
be presented to employees of a nuclear facility. Re-
sults are expected to discover how closely the data
obtained from the employees replicates the theoreti-
cal five-dimensional model. The practical relevance of
our contribution are threefold: to offer a better un-
derstanding of the nature of safety culture; to warn
nuclear facilities that the safety culture model of the
IAEA, as it stands, could have flaws; and to open the
door to the improvement of a model widely accepted
by the nuclear sector.

Presentations: Emotions and Emotion
Management in the Workplace

Main topic area: Emotions In The Workplace

Location: 0.9 Athens (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Glaso, L., Faculty of Psychology, Bergen, Nor-
way

Flow Intensity as a Function of Intrinsic
Motivation, opportunity for Creativity, and
Engagement: Comparing Work and Leisure
Flow-ers

Moneta, G.B., London Metropolitan University, Lon-
don, UK ; Nasr, S., London Metropolitan University,
London, UK

Abstract: Workers can be broadly classified as non-
flow-ers (not experiencing flow), leisure flow-ers (expe-
riencing flow primarily in leisure), and work flow-ers
(experiencing flow primarily in work). Group mem-
bership is predicted by trait intrinsic motivation, op-
portunity for creativity in the job, and the interaction
of the two, in such a way that a matching of motiva-
tion and opportunity increases the likelihood of being
a work flow-er (Moneta, 2010). This study investigates
intensity of flow in work among work and leisure flow-
ers. Considering the status of leisure flow-er as one
of work disengagement, it was hypothesized that mo-
tivation, opportunity, and engagement would correlate
more strongly with intensity of flow in work among
work flow-ers. A sample of 371 highly educated work-
ers, 46.4% males, aged 18-66 years completed the Flow
Questionnaire (Csikszentmihalyi, 2000) including: (a)
a flow section for assessing whether participants ex-
perience flow, and whether in work or leisure, (b) a
new scale for assessing intensity of flow in work, (b) an
open ended job description for assessing consensually

opportunity for creativity, (d) the Work Preference In-
ventory (Amabile et al., 1994) for assessing trait intrin-
sic motivation, (e) a work engagement scale (Moneta,
2010), and (f) an open-ended question on the meaning
of work for eliciting work engagement themes. There
were 123 (32.8%) non-flow-ers, 145 (39.1%) leisure
flow-ers, and 103 (27.8%) work flow-ers. Intensity of
flow in work correlated more strongly in work flow-ers
than in leisure flow-ers with motivation (r=0.56/0.38,
p<0.028), engagement (r=0.51/0.46, ns) opportunity
(r=0.36/0.06, p<0.008), and the engagement themes
of monetary reward (r=0.34/-0.19, p<0.001), personal
development (r=0.35/0.00, p<0.011), and social inter-
action (r=0.32/0.04, p<0.039). The findings provide
support to the research hypothesis, and suggest that a
personal asset (trait intrinsic motivation), an environ-
mental asset (opportunity for creativity), and a person-
environment asset (work engagement) foster intensity
of flow in work, but they do so less strongly for leisure
flow-ers. Therefore, the contextual orientation of flow
seems to act as a moderator of the association between
assets and intensity of flow in work. These findings
suggest to managers that making work more leisure-
like may help employees to channel assets into optimal
functioning in work.

Required Task Interdependence in Office
Work – Stressor or Resource for the Job In-
cumbent?

Schulz, A., Leuphana University Lüneburg, Lueneburg,
Germany

Abstract: Background and Objectives: Required task
interdependences - defined as demands which have to
be met in order to fulfill the job and not as options
to cooperate with others - are encountered frequently
by employees while performing their tasks. Therefore,
these required task interdependences are an impor-
tant feature of workplaces which has been understud-
ied in the past. Based on Affective Events Theory, the
study sets out to investigate different kinds of required
task interdependence and their relationship to affec-
tive events during work, with affective events viewed as
daily hassles or uplifts related to specific experienced
negative or positive emotions. Method: Guided qual-
itative interviews were conducted with employees per-
forming office or administrative work (n=18; duration
45 minutes to 1 1 hours). The categories of the inter-
views captured regular required task interdependences
and related affective events as well as causes for the
events and the experienced emotions. The interviews
were taped, transcribed, coded and analyzed according
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to content analysis techniques and standards. Inter-
coder reliability is substantial (PA>.80 for all codes, 2
coders). Results: Results indicate that required task
interdependences per se are neither a stressor nor a re-
source but a neutral job feature. However, they can
become either a stressor or a resource for the job in-
cumbent through the different negative or positive af-
fective events related to them. In addition, various
themes emerged as reasons for interdependence-related
daily hassles or uplifts - such as complexity of interde-
pendences, work equipment, work styles etc. - as well
as for the linked negative and positive emotions, such
as consequences for task or individual goals. Practical
Relevance: Positive affective events should be fostered
while negative affective events should be prevented to
make required task interdependence more a resource
than a stressor and to enhance well-being at work.
Consequently, the findings of the interview study are
assumed to have important implications for the prac-
tice of job design and will be discussed in more detail.

Consequences of interpersonal emotion regu-
lation in leader-employee interactions

Boltz, J., German Police University, Münster, Ger-
many ; Fischbach, A., German Police University, Mün-
ster, Germany

Abstract: Successful leaders influence their followers’
emotions to meet organizational goals. Until now,
studies on interpersonal emotion regulation focused es-
pecially on how leaders’ emotions could influence their
followers’ emotions via unconscious emotional conta-
gion. Surprisingly, little research exists about inten-
tional interpersonal emotion regulation in leadership
context. This study aims at analyzing the conse-
quences of conscious interpersonal emotion regulation
in leadership context. Therefore, we developed inter-
personal emotion regulation strategies by transferring
intrapersonal emotion regulation strategies by Gross
(1998) into interpersonal context. Fifty leaders de-
scribed which intentional interpersonal emotion regu-
lation strategies they used during the interactions with
their followers. They also rated the success in influ-
encing followers’ emotions, the quality of those inter-
actions and their personal well-being during those in-
teractions. Results show that leaders who select and
modify a situation for their followers or who changed
attention and cognition about a situation at their fol-
lowers influence their followers’ emotions more success-
fully. Additionally, leaders who select and modify a
situation for their followers are more satisfied with the
interaction and feel better during the interaction. Fur-
ther data collection is still in progress. Results are im-

portant for leaders to learn how they can influence their
followers’ emotions and therefore be successful leaders.
Further implications for research and practice are dis-
cussed.

The importance of followers’ emotions in ef-
fective leadership. The mediating role of fol-
lowers’ emotions on the relationship between
leader behaviour and attitudinal outcomes

Glaso, L., Faculty of Psychology, Bergen, Norway ;
Notelaers, G., Faculty of Psychology, Bergen, Nor-
way ; Skogstad, A., Faculty of Psychology, Bergen, Nor-
way

Abstract: This paper addresses an ongoing debate
about the role of emotions in working life in general
and how they might be related to leadership behaviour
in particular. One serious negative facet of the de-
bate is the lack of empirical research regarding this
issue. The reader will learn from our empirical study
that followers’ positive emotions fully mediate the re-
lationships between supportive leader behaviour and
two essential outcomes, namely job engagement and
turnover intentions. The added value of this paper is
that it substantiates that followers’ emotions seem to
bridge the gap’ between leader behaviour and follower
attitudinal outcomes and, hence, supports the notion
that followers’ emotions are essential in the study of
effective leadership. Hopefully, our paper will be cited
for its application of Affective events theory as well
as its empirical validation of the relevance of positive
emotions regarding the relationships between perceived
supportive leader behaviour and followers’ job engage-
ment and their turnover intentions Abstract Within
the framework of Affective Events Theory (AET) this
study examines emotional experiences as a potential
mediator between followers’ perceptions of supportive
leadership and their experiences of job engagement and
intention to leave the organisation, respectively. The
results showed that the relationships between support-
ive leadership and job engagement, as well as turnover
intentions, were fully mediated by the followers’ posi-
tive emotional experiences. Surprisingly, negative emo-
tional experiences yielded insignificant mediation ef-
fects, a finding that may be explained by characteris-
tics of the leadership style studied. The present study
substantiates that followers’ emotions bridge the gap’
between leader behaviour and follower attitudinal out-
comes and, hence, supports the notion that followers’
emotions are essential in the study of effective leader-
ship.
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The relationship between conflict and emo-
tions on workgroups / teams

Giordano, A.P., University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Por-
tugal ; Dórdio Dimas, I. D., University of Coimbra,
Coimbra, Portugal ; Lourenço, P.R., University of
Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal

Abstract: This study intends to understand the rela-
tionship between the arising of conflicts and the emo-
tions felt in work groups/teams. We analyzed collective
emotions of groups using Russell’s Circumplex Model
of Emotions (1980). The relationship between conflict
and emotions was studied taking into account socio-
affective and task-related conflict typology (e.g., Jehn,
1995). Contradictory empirical results point out dif-
ferent impact of task conflict in teams’ results. In line
with Simons and Peterson (2000) and also Gamero,
Gonzlez-Rom and Peir (2008) we propose that task
conflict may turn into socio-affective conflict through
a process of misinterpretation of task conflict and that
this fact is related with the negative effects of task con-
flict in team processes and outcomes. Thus, with this
presentation we intend to clarify if the type of conflict
present in work teams has significant impact on teams’
affective outcomes (positive and negative emotions).
Moreover, we aim to test the hypothesis that the link
between task conflict and team emotions is mediated
by socio-affective conflict. Data was collected from 60
teams/groups of several different functions and organi-
zational contexts: from industry, services and sports.
The Intragroup Conflict Assessment Scale (EACI; Di-
mas, Loureno & Miguez, 2005) was used to evaluate
the kind of conflict emerging in the team/group; and
emotions were assessed using the Portuguese Job Re-
lated Affective Well-Being Scale (PJAWSN; Ramalho,
Monteiro, Loureno & Figueiredo, 2008). The results
indicate that socio-affective conflict has significantly
higher connection with negative emotions than task
conflict. Additionally, our data revealed that socio-
affective conflict fully mediates the positive relation-
ship between task conflict and negative emotions as
well as the negative relationship between task conflict
and positive emotions. Taking into account previous
researches (e.g., Amason, 1996; Yang & Mossholder,
2004), this link may be explained by the over personal-
ization of task related discussion. Thus, if task-related
interactions give negative emotionality sufficient en-
ergy, following disputes over task processes could be
interpreted as further evidence of interpersonal hostil-
ity. We expect that these findings, promoting further
research, may help the development of strategies of pre-
vention of the escalation of negative emotions, i.e., the
transformation of task conflict in socio-affective con-

flict.

Presentations: Divergent Perspectives on
Leadership Styles

Main topic area: Leadership and Management

Location: 2.1 Colorado (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Bakker-Pieper, A., VU University Amsterdam,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Self-other agreement on a leader’s communi-
cation styles: does it add value for predict-
ing leader outcomes?

Bakker-Pieper, A., VU University Amsterdam, Ams-
terdam, The Netherlands; Vries, R.E. de, VU Univer-
sity Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: Scholars agree that differences in self and
subordinate judgments of a leader’s behavior may be a
useful source of feedback for a leader’s further personal
development (e.g. Atwater, Ostroff, Yammarino, &
Fleenor, 1998; Becker, Ayman, & Korabik, 2002). Self-
other agreement on a leader’s communication styles
has not been investigated so far. In order to study
this, we used a recently developed measurement in-
strument for communication styles, which is based on
a lexical study and distinguishes six communication
styles: Expressiveness, Preciseness, Verbal Aggressive-
ness, Questioningness, Emotionality, and Impression
Manipulativeness. We gathered data from 233 leaders
and 670 subordinates in three organizations. Visibil-
ity was found to be highly correlated with self-other
agreement. As hypothesized, self-subordinate agree-
ment on Expressiveness was higher than that on Im-
pression Manipulativeness. It was also higher than
found in previous studies for other variables, but for
the other communication style dimensions the level
of self-other agreement was comparable to that found
in previous studies for other leader variables. Strong
within-source relations with outcomes were found, par-
ticularly for the Preciseness dimension, but the rela-
tions between-sources were modest to weak, with a no-
table exception for subordinate-rated Impression Ma-
nipulativeness. This was positively related to leader
self-rated effectiveness, whereas it was negatively re-
lated to subordinate-rated outcomes. Although often
both self- and other-ratings were related to outcomes,
same-source effects were strongest. Self-other discrep-
ancies rarely impacted outcomes. The found impact of
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the level of visibility of a construct on the level of self-
other agreement provides useful guidelines for develop-
ing leader related measurement instruments. Further-
more, our results imply that a precise determination of
the outcome of interest is required when leader selec-
tion and development processes are set up. A better
insight in the perception process for Preciseness and
Impression Manipulativeness may further our under-
standing of leader-subordinate relations and may help
in identifying behavioral development issues.

Personality factors as predictors of leader-
ship style in law enforcement setting

Tat, C., Ministry of Administration and Interior,
Bucharest, Romania

Abstract: Personality is a strong predictor of behaviors
in unstructured situations (Barrick& Mount, 2005).
Recent personality studies show the difference between
broad and narrow personality predictors of leadership
(Barrick& Mount, 2005, Bergner et al, 2010). Con-
scientiousness and emotional stability are considered
generalizable predictors, related to performance in var-
ious jobs, while extraversion, openness to experience,
agreeableness are ’niche traits’, predicting performance
in specific tasks. Judge et al. (2002) showed that Big5
dimensions are especially relevant in predicting leader-
ship emergence (R=.53). Big5 taxonomy is useful for
explaining the dispositional basis of leadership (Sal-
gado & De Fruyt, 2005). Special interventions and
missions leaders are required to make rapid and effi-
cient decisions, which might affect not only the accom-
plishment of the mission, but also their subordinates
health and lives. Due to the specificity of their ac-
tivity (intervening in case of violent, spontaneous ac-
tions; protecting the personnel during their risky mis-
sions, or their families, in case of threats; combating
gang formation, prostitution, false currency illicit trad-
ing, drugs and guns traffic; salvation of the victims
in case of calamities, catastrophes, accidents, fire; es-
corting the prisoners; intervening in the case of taking
hostages), previous studies ( Li?a et al.,2007) showed
that the most representative leadership style within the
police is task oriented. This pilot study aims to in-
vestigate the relationship between personality factors
and leadership styles, in 50 police leaders of the spe-
cial interventions units, who are expected to complete
two questionnaires: LBDQ-XII (Stogdill et al., 1963,
1964), used as self-evaluation of leadership behaviors,
and 16PF (Cattell et al., 1970). The LBDQ-XII will be
factor analysed. Task-oriented style is expected to be
the most representative leadership factor and to be pre-
dicted by the following personality factors: low anxiety,

high extraversion and high responsibility. Concerning
the primary scales, task oriented style is predicted by
high C, E, G, H, L, Q1, Q3 factors of the 16PF and low
A, F, I, M, O, Q2, Q4. These findings are especially
usefull not only in explaining the leadership emergence
within these units, but also in refining selection proce-
dures in the area.

Leadership in project-based organizations-
extending theory on complexity leadership
and semistructures through qualitative in-
quiry

Havermans, L., University of Amsterdam Business
School, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Den Hartog,
D.N., University of Amsterdam Business School, Ams-
terdam, The Netherlands; Keegan, A.E., University of
Amsterdam Business School, Amsterdam, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: Project-based organizations have a social
context that differs from traditional line organizations.
Project workers move from project to project, work in
project teams with changing compositions, often with
members from multiple organizations, and they are
typically managed both by their line manager and one
or more project managers. Relationships are often tem-
porary and multiple as opposed to the typically more
enduring relationships in traditional line organizations.
This complex context in project-based organizations
is bound to affect leadership processes and leadership
theories developed in traditional line organizations can
not be assumed to fully explain leadership processes
in project-based organizations. Recent theorizing on
leadership in complex organizations such as project-
based organizations has resulted in the model of com-
plexity leadership. The main question in complexity
leadership is: how can formal structure (bureaucracy)
and network interaction (complex adaptive systems)
work in tandem to reach adaptive outcomes? The
role of the complex adaptive systems is described in
the leadership model developed by Uhl-Bien and Mar-
ion (2009) that mainly focuses on the enabling condi-
tions that stimulate network interaction. However, this
complexity leadership model currently still leaves open
what role the formal structure plays in reaching adap-
tive outcomes. Theory on semistructures (Brown &
Eisenhardt, 1997) can shed more light on how stability
can enhance change, and through this give more shape
to the duality of change and stability that is inherent
in the model of complexity leadership. The current
study aims to explore both the role of formal structure
and network interaction in project leadership. Over
40 semi-structured interviews were held with project
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workers, their line managers and project managers to
describe leadership in this context. All interviews were
transcribed verbatim and coded both inductively and
deductively in NVivo 8. This data helped us to refine
the framework offered by complexity leadership and
semistructures and provide more insight in the vari-
ety of ways in which complexity leadership and differ-
ent forms of semistructures are manifested in project-
based organizations. The refined framework can pro-
vide guidance for project-based organizations on how
to effectively intertwine formal structure and network
interaction to reach adaptive outcomes.

The role of transformational and paternal-
istic leadership on positive work behaviour in
Chinese employees

Alonso Rodriguez, M., Middle East Technical Univer-
sity - Northern Cyprus Campus, Kalkanli, TRNC ; Wu,
C., Institute of Work Psychology, Sheffield, UK

Abstract: This study seeks out to integrate universal
and indigenous leadership theories by investigating the
interaction effect of transformational and paternalistic
leadership -authoritarianism, benevolance and moral
leadership (Farh & Cheng, 2000)- on positive work be-
havior, defined as proficiency, adaptivity and proac-
tivity work behaviors (Griffin et al., 2007), within the
Chinese context. A total of 181 employees working for
three different banks in a metropolitan Chinese city
participated in the current study. Regression analysis
revealed that the positive effects of transformational
leadership were stronger when morality leadership was
higher, and when authoritarian leadership was lower.
Benevolence leadership did not have any moderating
effect. Generally, this study indicated that paternalis-
tic leadership moderates the positive effect of transfor-
mational leadership on positive work behaviour albeit
individuals components in paternalistic leadership play
different moderating roles.

Convergent and Predictive Validity of The
Circumplex Leadership Scan

Redeker, M., VU University Amsterdam, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands; Vries, R.E. de, VU University Ams-
terdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: The core activities of leaders are often de-
noted as interpersonal and most items in leadership
questionnaires target interpersonal behaviors of lead-
ers and their subordinates (Hackman & Johnson, 2000;
Kotter, 1990). Therefore, a circular conceptualization
of leadership, similar to the interpersonal circumplex,

would not only provide justice to the interpersonal na-
ture of leadership, but would also help clarifying where
leadership behaviors are located in the circular space
spanned by the two interpersonal dimensions. Redeker,
De Vries, Rouckhout, Vermeren, and De Fruyt (under
review) have conceptualized a leadership circumplex.
Furthermore, an operationalization of this leadership
circumplex was constructed, the Circumplex Leader-
ship Scan (CLS), measuring 8 leadership styles. The
aim of the present study is twofold. First, it examines
the convergent validity of the CLS. 120 leaders of com-
panies from Belgium and The Netherlands were asked
to complete the CLS. Furthermore, those same lead-
ers were asked to complete several other, well-known
leadership questionnaires. Second, the present study
examines the predictive validity of the CLS. To study
this, 100 leaders and their subordinates were asked to
complete the CLS (self- and subordinate rated). In ad-
dition, the subordinates were asked to rate their lead-
ers’ effectiveness. The results of the convergent and
predictive validity findings will be presented.

Symposium: The neglected workforces:
work characteristics, health and
intervention programs for low-qualified
workers

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 2.7 Meuse (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Busch, C., University of Hamburg, Hamburg,
Germany

Abstract: Low-qualified workers are at particular risk
in terms of their health. Mortality and morbidity
statistics indicate that more deaths and illnesses occur
among people in low social classes than among those
in high social classes. Studies on psychosocial work
characteristics and health of low-qualified workers are
scarce due to challenges in conducting research with
this target group. These challenges stem from language
barriers, low literacy and cultural differences. The first
contribution in this symposium presents strategies for
identifying psychosocial work characteristics and for
creating measures of psychosocial work characteristics
that overcome barriers posed by language, low liter-
acy and cultural differences. The second contribution
presents results of studies with low-qualified workers
in Spain focusing on the job and personal resources
to increase well-being at work.The third contribution
presents results of a German study on the psychosocial
demands, resources and health of multicultural low-
qualified workforces. On the basis of these results a
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peer mentoring based stress and resource management
intervention programs has been developed. Promising
results of the formative evaluation phase encourage for
further intervention research activities with these ne-
glected workforces.The fourth contribution is a prac-
titioner report of a peer mentoring based stress and
resource management intervention program with low-
qualified workers.

Measuring psychosocial work characteristics
among multi-lingual and low literacy work-
ers in the United States

Hoppe, A., University Koblenz-Landau, Koblenz-
Landau, Germany ; Heaney, C.A., Stanford Preven-
tion Research Center, Palo Alto, USA; Fujishiro, K.,
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health,
Cincinnati, OH, USA; Gong, F., Ball State University,
Muncie, Indiana, USA; Baron, S., National Institute
for Occupational Safety and Health, Cincinnati, OH,
USA

Abstract: In the United States one of the fastest grow-
ing occupations in the service sector is that of home
care. Studies on psychosocial work characteristics
among home care workers are scarce due to challenges
in conducting research in this arena. These challenges
stem from the composition of the workforce and from
the organization of the work itself. Questionnaire mea-
sures used to operationalize psychosocial work charac-
teristics do not adequately capture the relevant aspects
of home care work. Furthermore, the collection of valid
data is challenging due to language barriers, low liter-
acy and cultural differences. The aim of our study
is to present strategies (1) for identifying psychoso-
cial work characteristics of home care workers that af-
fect their occupational safety and health and (2) for
creating measures of psychosocial work characteristics
that overcome barriers posed by language, low liter-
acy and cultural differences.We pursued these aims in
five steps. Given the diverse workforce composed of
Latino, Chinese, African-American and white workers
we stratified by language/ ethnicity. Step 1: First,
we conducted six focus groups in English, Spanish and
Chinese to identify psychosocial work characteristics
affecting the home care workers occupational safety
and health. Step 2: Subsequently, we selected widely
validated scales that measure the relevant psychoso-
cial work characteristics identified in the focus groups
and translated/back-translated these measures into the
three languages. Step 3: We then conducted a first
round of cognitive interviews in English, Spanish and
Chinese (n=30) to refine the items in an iterative pro-
cess. Step 4: Based on the findings from focus groups

and the first round of cognitive interviews, we revised
the measures and tested them in a second round of cog-
nitive interviews (n=11). Step 5: Finally, we quantita-
tively pilot tested the scales in three languages to en-
sure their reliability and validity across groups (n=90).
This iterative process ensured the development of sur-
vey measures that meet the psychometric scale prop-
erties of reliability and validity across language groups
and that are meaningful to home care workers. We will
discuss why we regard this complex process as neces-
sary and “worth the effort” when conducting research
with non-traditional and multi-lingual worker popula-
tions.

Psychosocial risks and positive factors among
low-qualified workers in Spain

Cifre, E., Universitat Jaume I, Castellon, Spain;
Salanova, M., Universitat Jaume I, Castellón, Spain;
Llorens, S., Universitat Jaume I, Castellón, Spain;
Martinez, I.M., Universitat Jaume I (Castelló), Castel-
lón de la Plana, Spain; Lorente, L., Universitat de Va-
lencia, Spain

Abstract: Construction industry in Spain is character-
ized by being mainly constituted by low-qualification
workers. Both physical and psychosocial risks are a
great threat for the construction industry, and their
relationships are missing in research on this topic. So
far, although there is a lack of research into this topic in
this particular occupational sector, we provide different
research findings that support the idea that psychoso-
cial risks are also a threat for construction workers in
their workplaces. Besides, although past research has
shown that high physical and psychosocial demands re-
lated with injuries and strain mainly characterize con-
struction work, workers in this sector also enjoy job
and personal resources that contribute to positive ex-
periences. Based on the Healthy and Resilient Orga-
nization (HERO) Model (Salanova, Llorens, Cifre, &
Mart́ınez, 2010) this study focuses on the specific rela-
tionship among the different psychosocial factors and
the consequences on health and well-being among con-
struction workers. Data were collected through RED-
CONS (Resources, Experiences and Demands among
CONStruction Industry) questionnaire that was ad-
ministrated in a sample of 288 employees from 10
construction enterprises. Results of Multiple Analy-
ses of Variance (MANOVA) and Analyses of Variance
(ANOVA) show: (1) the main psychosocial risks and
positive factors assessed in the Spanish construction
industry compared to heterogeneous general sample of
2,940 Spanish workers, and (2) an in-depth case study
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in one of this construction company. Finally, we pro-
pose essential information to the construction industry
intervention programs focusing not only on construc-
tion employees’ physical but also psychosocial demands
and resources not only to avoid damages but also in-
creasing well-being at job.

Culturally diverse workforces in low-skilled
jobs in Germany: psychosocial work charac-
teristics and a peer mentoring based stress
management intervention program

Busch, C., University of Hamburg, Hamburg, Ger-
many ; Cao, P., University of Hamburg, Hamburg, Ger-
many ; Duresso, R., University of Hamburg, Hamburg,
Germany ; Clasen, J., University of Hamburg, Ger-
many

Abstract: In Germany, nearly 30% of workers in low-
skilled jobs have a migration background. Therefore
workforces in low-skilled jobs in Germany are often
multicultural. Although low-qualified workers - and
those with migration background especially - are at
particular risk in terms of their health, studies on work
characteristics and health promotion intervention pro-
grams for multicultural low-qualified workforces are
scarce.This qualitative study, based on semi-structured
interviews, focuses on psychosocial work characteristics
including leadership behaviour and health. Overall,
the sample of the study consists of N=51 workers and
their supervisors from four different companies. The
study reveals high physical and psychosocial demands
and low control, and demanding but also resourceful
leadership behaviour. Misunderstandings, due to lan-
guage barriers and a lack of empathy, emerge as aspects
founded in cultural diversity of the workforces. This
indicates that multicultural workforces face additional
demands. On the basis of this study a stress manage-
ment intervention program for multicultural workforces
in low-skilled jobs has been developed. The program is
called ReSuDi (resource and stress management for cul-
turally diverse low-qualified workforces) and is a peer
mentoring based intervention program. Peer mentor-
ing offers a way to support employees, who are diffi-
cult to reach because of language barriers and cultural
differences. Peer mentors are volunteer low-qualified
workers with diverse cultural background and sex, who
are elected by their colleagues. Mentees may feel more
comfortable getting support from a colleague with the
same cultural background and sex. Mentors are trained
in stress management, emotional social support and in-
strumental social support by mediating conflicts and
by solving problems. ReSuDi further includes an inter-
vention program for the supervisors to strengthen their

stress management abilities and their health-promoting
leadership behaviours, like giving feedback in an ap-
preciative way. Furthermore the program embraces a
workshop for representatives of the human resources
department to promote training and health promotion
offers for multicultural low-qualified workforces and
to support the mentors and the trained supervisors.
Promising results of the formative evaluation phase en-
courage for further intervention research activities with
these neglected workforces.

Experiences with a peer mentoring based
stress management intervention program for
low-qualified canteen workforces

Floto, D., Studierendenwerk Hamburg, Hamburg, Ger-
many

Abstract: The program Resource and Stress Manage-
ment for culturally diverse low-qualified workforces
(ReSuDi) is intended as a health management inter-
vention for canteen employees of the Studierendenwerk
Hamburg. The company serves students and colleges
with core support activities as catering, student hous-
ing, financial and social counseling. This report refers
to practical experiences of one of three simultaneous
intended trainings with a group of peer mentors and
leaders of four canteens a time. Mentors are trained
in stress management, emotional and instrumental so-
cial support by mediating conflicts and solving prob-
lems. Leaders are faced similar training modules. Fur-
thermore they achieve stress management abilities and
health promoting abilities in leadership behaviour like
giving feedback in an appreciative way.The program
will be conducted in thirteen canteens. Around 200
employees with mainly low-skilled jobs are working
in this division. Many employees have a migration
background with language barriers. The job demands
for the low-qualified workers are physically and psy-
chosocially high with low control. The leaders have
qualified professional educations.The Management of
the Studierendenwerk is worried about the employee’s
health in the long run, sickness absence rates and re-
quirements of long working lifetime. It decided that
the focus on health shall become the most important
activity of human resource. ReSuDi was initiated in
October 2010 and the training program starts in Febru-
ary 2011. The training process of ReSuDi will last until
spring 2012. An evaluation workshop with members of
division management, human resource and staff coun-
cil completes every module of the stress management
program. The participants of the workshop will reflect
the program and will determine new and innovative
activities of future health management.
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Presentations: Labor Market Issues -
Aging Workforce

Main topic area: Labor Market Issues

Location: 2.9 Euphrates (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Potocnik, K., Brunel University, Uxbridge,
UK

A longitudinal study of well-being in Euro-
pean older employees: The role of engaging
in different types of activities

Potocnik, K., Brunel University, Uxbridge, UK ; Son-
nentag, S., Universität Mannheim, Mannheim, Ger-
many

Abstract: This study aims to examine the impact of
engaging in desired as well as undesired activities on
depression and quality of life in older employees over
a period of two years. It is expected that engaging
in positive activities will enhance older workers’ well-
being over time, whereas engaging in negative activi-
ties, will hamper it. Moreover, we explored whether
the initial level of well-being moderates the relation-
ships between engaging in activities and well-being at
the follow-up. The sample used in this study was taken
from the Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement
in Europe (SHARE). Longitudinal data was available
from 3,990 older employees from 11 European coun-
tries (44.3% female; average age 54.88 years). We ex-
amined well-being in terms of depression and quality of
life. Moreover, engaging in the following activities was
examined: voluntary work, caring for a sick adult, pro-
vided help to family, attended an educational course,
gone to a sport club, taken part in a religious orga-
nization and taken part in a political or community-
related organization. After adjusting the analysis for
the initial levels of depression and quality of life, and
a range of demographic variables, our results showed
that having a physically demanding job was related to
higher depression at the follow up, whereas time pres-
sure was related to lower quality of life. After also
partialling out the effects of job stressors, our results
revealed that attending educational courses and going
to sports or social clubs improved older workers’ qual-
ity of life over time. Moreover, higher depression at
the baseline fostered the depression experience at the
follow up in those older workers who were caring for
disabled persons. Higher depression at the baseline al-
leviated the depression at the follow up in those in-
dividuals who took part in political or community or-
ganizations. Our findings showed that active lifestyle

improved older employees’ well-being over time, espe-
cially in those who were most vulnerable at the base-
line. Thus, intervention programs should focus on how
to stimulate the engagement in community and leisure
activities of older employees to enhance their well-being
which could consequently lead to more desirable orga-
nizational outcomes (e.g. lower absenteeism).

The impact of high performance working sys-
tems on intended retirement age: Exploring
the mediation role of engagement and employ-
ability

Vos, A. de, Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School,
Gent, Belgium; Remue, J., Vlerick Leuven Gent Man-
agement School, Gent, Belgium

Abstract: The aging of the workforce is considered as
the preeminent HR-issue of the coming decade (Young,
2006). However, notwithstanding the growing inter-
est from the academic and political world in the sus-
tainable employment of older workers and their de-
termining factors, there is a need for further research
addressing these determinants in an integrative way.
The aim of this study is to contribute to deeper un-
derstanding of the retirement decisions of older work-
ers by addressing both individual and contextual an-
tecedents, thereby integrating insights from two paral-
lel research streams: (1) the literature on older work-
ers’ attitudes and retirement intentions, and (2) the
literature on high performance work systems. Within
the HRM literature, a growing body of research pro-
vides empirical evidence for a significant relationship
between HR-practices and employee attitudes and be-
haviors. To date, however, there has only been a lim-
ited focus on how HR-practices affect older workers’
retirement intentions. This study addresses this gap
by investigating the role of high performance work sys-
tems (HPWS) and individual attitudes in explaining
retirement intentions. We conducted a survey among a
sample of 271 older workers (average age: 53 years old)
within five organizations. Results show that engage-
ment and perceived employability are associated with
a higher intended retirement age. Furthermore, HPWS
have a positive effect on both engagement and employ-
ability, as well as on retirement intention. Mediation
analysis revealed that engagement fully mediated the
relationship between HPWS and intended retirement
age, while employability partially mediated this rela-
tionship. In conclusion, the conceptual model of this
study can be an important steppingstone for scholars
investigating the concept of retirement intention as well
as for practitioners analyzing or reviewing the retire-
ment intentions within their organization. Our findings
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support the importance of stimulating organizations to
nurture high performance work systems, as it is a ve-
hicle to affect the retirement intentions of their older
workers.

Motivation for Post-Retirement Work: The
Case of Senior Experts in Germany

Wöhrmann, A.M., Leuphana University Lüneburg,
Lüneburg, Germany ; Maxin, L., Leuphana University
Lüneburg, Lüneburg, Germany ; Deller, J., Leuphana
University Lüneburg, Lüneburg, Germany

Abstract: Many individuals aged 65 plus remain in
good health and devote their time to various activities
in retirement. Previous research revealed that appreci-
ation and recognition, contact to others, and knowledge
transfer to the younger generation are important rea-
sons for post-retirement activities (AARP, 2007; Deller
& Maxin, 2009). This paper presents results from a
quantitative survey based on these findings. The study
explores the motivation of German retirees working on
a voluntary basis with Senior Expert Service. The
motivational dispositions appreciation, contact (Grosse
Holtforth & Grawe, 2000) and generativity (McAdams
& De St. Aubin, 1992), as well as thematically corre-
sponding job characteristics (e.g., Hackman & Oldham,
1980) are examined in order to identify their relation-
ship to life satisfaction (Diener, Suh, & Oishi, 1997)
and job satisfaction (Hackman & Oldham, 1980). The
sample consists of 114 senior experts with a mean age
of 68 years (M=68.24; SD=3.54), who had spent 7
years in retirement. Hierarchical regression analyses
show that the generativity motive (desire to pass on
knowledge and skills) serves as strongest predictor for
both job satisfaction (R=.40; Beta=.31) and life sat-
isfaction (R=.34; Beta=.26). Whereas the analysis of
the thematically corresponding job characteristics re-
veals that perceived appreciation in relation to occu-
pation in retirement is the strongest predictor for both
job satisfaction (R=.40; Beta=.31) and life satisfaction
(R=.33; Beta=.27). The results have important scien-
tific and practical implications as they shed light on
the motivational patterns, beyond financial needs, of
highly-qualified active retirees. This paper promotes
the knowledge in retirement research as it helps to
understand particular motivation for post-retirement
work. Also, it encourages further research in the field
of work motivation for the increasing group of work-
ing retirees. Practically, the findings can contribute
to a better understanding of workplace design which
is adapted to the needs of workers in retirement. This
will contribute to the enhancement of satisfaction, well-
being and work motivation of a group feeling healthy

and motivated to contribute. The specific conditions
that organizations will have to provide to meet the de-
mands of so-called Silver Workers if they want to profit
from their experience are discussed.

Asking about retirement before retiring

Seidl, J., University of Brasilia, Brasilia, Brazil ;
Pedroso Lima, M., University of Coimbra, Coim-
bra, Portugal ; Menéndez Montanes, C., University of
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

Abstract: University of Brasilia, BRASILIA, BrazilThe
entire world population is facing a change on its age
composition: the number of young people is decreas-
ing and the old, increasing. As a result, the amount of
time that people spend as a retiree is growing. To help
individuals and organizations to deal with the difficul-
ties that may occur in this transition, managers should
access workers’ expectations and attitudes about retire-
ment. The main objective of this exploratory study
was to identify the predictors of the worker’s antici-
pated adjustment to retirement and reasons for retire-
ment among the variables: job satisfaction, life satis-
faction with health and physical activity, life satisfac-
tion with marital life, life satisfaction with services and
resources and sources of enjoyment. Seventy-four work-
ers of a private ceramic company participated in the
study. Most participants were women (n=43, 58.1%)
and married (n=47, 63%). The age range varied from
21 to 57 years-old (x=36.8, sd=8.7). The Retirement
Satisfaction Inventory validated to the Portuguese cul-
ture was chosen to base the instrument of data collec-
tion. Multiple regression analysis showed that life sat-
isfaction with marital life (7.3%) and with health and
physical activity (4%) predicted workers’ anticipated
adjustment to retirement. And the motives that will
be important for them to retire in the future were pre-
dicted by life satisfaction with marital life (7.2%) and
sources of enjoyment (10.2%). Regarding differences
according to gender, age and marital status, men and
people under 37 years-old reported greater satisfaction
with health and physical activity. Analyzing various
possible sources that will turn their retirement more
enjoyable in the future, workers under 37 years-old
presented greater importance to freedom and personal
control while single, divorced and widowers mentioned
a less stressed life. Looking to the most important rea-
sons for them to retire later, people under 37 reported
persue own interests and married said retirement due
to circumstances. Finally, a negative perception to-
wards old people was encountered. Retirement plan-
ning and Human Resources practices against ageism
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are suggested in order to value workers with experi-
ence and help them to deal better with this transition.
Limitations and directions for future research are also
presented.

Health promotion for the older long-term
unemployed – A controlled randomized inter-
vention study in Germany

Herbig, B., Institute for Occupational Medicine,
München, Germany ; Glaser, J., Institute for Occu-
pational Medicine, München, Germany ; Angerer, P.,
Institute for Occupational Medicine, München, Ger-
many

Abstract: Recent metaanalyses show substantial rela-
tionships between unemployment and health: Impaired
health can lead to unemployment and prolonged un-
employment can cause health impairments. These re-
lations not only bring on individual suffering but also
tremendous costs for society as they lead to high ex-
penses in the health care as well as in the welfare
system. If people have three strikes against them -
age, long-term unemployment, and severe health im-
pairments - a reintegration into the labour market be-
comes extremely difficult. Our study evaluates the ef-
fectiveness of an intervention called AmigA (Employ-
ment promotion with health orientation) in Munich,
Germany. Central goals of this intervention are an
improvement of the health and integrability of older
unemployed people and ultimately a sustainable rein-
tegration into the labour market. Basing on a detailed
individual diagnosis it consists of an interlocking of job
service measures with health measures to fit the per-
son’s needs. An interdisciplinary team of case manager,
physician, and psychotherapist develops an individual
action plan and accompanies the participants through
the different measures. The intervention roughly lasts
six months. In line with the central goals the evalua-
tion aims at different level outcomes: Combining sub-
jective and objective measures we evaluate the physical
and psychological health, cognitive performance, per-
sonal resources as well as labour market integration. To
ensure causality, a randomized intervention-/waiting-
group design is used. Local agencies nominated N=281
long-term unemployed as potential participants based
on the criteria age above 50 years, health impairments
relevant to work reintegration, and sufficient fluency in
German to be able to participate actively. Intervention
participation was voluntary, so that finally N=104 per-
sons were tested at T1 (54 men, 50 women, mean age
53.6). T1 results show a highly burdened sample, e.g.,
the Patient Health Questionnaire shows 26% of partic-
ipants to have a major depression with another 15.4%

having another depressive syndrome. The evaluation
will be completed in January 2011. We will report and
discuss results with regard to practical implications for
labour market policy: Is an individual-centred, cost-
intensive intervention helpful not only to ease individ-
ual suffering but to help lower the costs for the health
and welfare system in the long run?

Symposium: Breaking trust, re-building
trust and sustaining trust

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: Auditorium 1 (8:30-9:45)

Chairs: Yeow, P., Kent Business School, University of
Kent, Kent, UK ; Tucker, D.A., Imperial College Busi-
ness School, London, UK ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human
Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Trust is a complex and multifaceted con-
struct and can be defined as the willingness of a party
to be vulnerable to the actions of another party based
on the expectation that the other will perform a partic-
ular action important to the trustor (Mayer et al, 1995:
172). Kim, Dirks and Cooper (2009: 402) presume that
trust is composed of both trusting beliefs and trusting
intentions and that the latter are influenced via the for-
mer. Various other definitions (Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt,
and Camerer, 1998; Tan and Lim, 2009) have been pro-
posed, but all have several factors in common: firstly,
trust relationships are based on good faith and honesty;
secondly, the other person’s actions must be advanta-
geous to the trustor and finally, a certain amount of
vulnerability of the trustor is required. In this pro-
posal, we use the term trustor to refer to the individ-
ual whose trust has been violated (the person in the
position of evaluating the mistrusted party) and the
term trustee to refer to the mistrusted party (the tar-
get of the trustor’s trusting beliefs and trusting inten-
tions).In relation to the symposium’s proposal, trust
resonates deeply with the theme of crisis emergence
and sustainability. In renewing employees’ trust in or-
ganisations and macro economic and political institu-
tions, organisations can be more innovative and com-
petitive, whilst sustaining the development, health and
well-being of the working populous. The financial and
economic crises in recent years have led to organisa-
tions being forced to make unpopular decisions either
through organisational change (planned or otherwise)
or unintended consequences which lead to trust in man-
agement being breached and the sustainability of the
organisation jeopardised. Goals/objectives:With trust
in both individuals (Elliott and Quaintance, 2003) and
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management (Ignatius, 2009) reaching its lowest point
in recent years, managers and organisations must make
a choice whether to prioritise efforts to rebuild/repair
trust or to creating a new employment relationship
with an alternative basis for organisational support.
In order to make this choice, we must first examine
reasons why trust breaks down (e.g. organisational
change, bullying, scandal). Secondly, we will need to
ascertain whether methods of trust repair present a
realistic option where adverse circumstances have oc-
curred – for example, through the use of social ac-
counts, high involvement human resource management
strategies or action research. Therefore, here we exam-
ine potential ways to produce sustainable labour par-
ticipation and organisational development in the face of
adverse organisational activities. Specifically, this sym-
posium will present research that 1.Investigate reasons
why trust breaks down2.Evaluate innovative methods
for rebuilding trust3.Suggest ways in which organisa-
tions can sustain trustPapers:This symposium consists
of four papers. The four papers will complement each
other by addressing the goals presented above. Di-
etz and Gillespie’s paper looks into the trust repair
processes following organisational-level failures. Pate,
Morgan-Thomas and Beaumont, use action research as
a method looking into the act of repairing trust after
workplace bullying as taken place. Tucker and Yeow’s
paper suggest the use of social accounts as a means
of building trust after management-led change. Searle
and Skinner argue strongly for the high involvement of
HRM policies and practices in developing trust within
organisations.

Trust repair and the British Parliament’s ex-
penses scandal

Dietz, G., University of Durham, Durham, UK ; Gille-
spie, N., University of Queensland, Australia; Ven, J.
van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: Dietz and Gillespie’s paper will be based on
several in-depth retrospective case studies into trust re-
pair efforts following major organisational failures, in
which they have explored their own propositions on this
complex process (Gillespie & Dietz, 2009). The authors
have found in the case studies clear evidence of their
four trust-repair stages: an immediate response; a di-
agnostic stage; a set of reforming interventions, and an
evaluation - though the stages are not always sequen-
tial. There is also evidence of a symbiosis between the
two underlying trust repair mechanisms’ of ‘trustwor-
thiness demonstration’ and ‘distrust regulation’. Yet
they have also found, inevitably, departures from their

framework and organisational idiosyncrasies, with in-
teresting theoretical implications. For example, one
potentially interesting unforeseen consequence is that
trust repair efforts pitched at one external constituency
may have a damaging effect within the recovering or-
ganisations.

You’ve Lost That Loving Feeling: An At-
tempt to Restore Trust in Public Sector Se-
nior Management.

Pate, J., University of Glasgow, Glasgow, UK ;
Morgan-Thomas, A., University of Glasgow, Glasgow,
UK ; Beaumont, Ph., University of Glasgow, Glasgow,
UK ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg,
The Netherlands

Abstract: Pate et al’s longitudinal study examines se-
nior managers’ initiative to repair trust with the work-
force through action research methodology. This paper
is primarily concerned with a public sector senior man-
agement team’s attempt to regain trust through ad-
dressing workplace bullying via a verbal response and
policy initiative. This study uses Clark and Payne’s
(1997) six factors of trust, to investigate whether some
facets change at different paces. The study draws on
two sources of data: questionnaires distributed at two
different points in time (2004 and 2007) and secondary
data in the form of employee attitude surveys from
1999-2003. The findings revealed that management’s
actions had a significant effect on perceptions of bully-
ing; in particular, significant differences in the levels of
loyalty and openness whereas no significant changes for
other dimensions of trust (integrity, competence, con-
sistency and respect). This study draws on an action
research approach emphasising a specific context. It
conceptualises trust as a multidimensional construct
rather than a global composite measure and incor-
porates a temporal dimension of trust by illustrating
changes over time.

Re-building trust after change: The use of
social accounts

Tucker, D.A., Imperial College Business School, Lon-
don, UK ; Yeow, P., Kent Business School, University
of Kent, UK ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Tucker and Yeow’s paper suggests the use
of social accounts to reduce adverse reactions by em-
ployees to organisational change. Changes are a time
when trust relationships are tested. However, change is
also needed for organisations to develop and adapt to
survive. Social accounts aim to make sure the receiver
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understands the decision (Cobb and Wooten, 1998)and
form an integral part of the sensemaking which new
employees do when entering a new environment (Cobb
et al, 2001). Questionnaire data collected from two
organisations undergoing change projects suggest that
ideological accounts– which present the reasons for
change as being aligned with the organisations super-
ordinate goals and core values – were positively corre-
lated with trust in management. This suggests that
by framing the announcement for an organisational
change within the right explanation (or social account),
the perceptions of employees can be influenced to result
in more positive support for the change, increased flex-
ibility and sustainability of new working practices.

The trust crucible: Trust and HRM

Searle, R.H., The Open university, Milton Keynes,
UK ; Skinner, D., Coventry University, UK ; Ven, J.
van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: Searle and Skinner’s paper argues the impor-
tance of Human Resource Management (HRM) poli-
cies in creating and maintaining trust in organisations.
HRM policies and practices are among the most in-
fluential for trust development within organisations
(Robinson & Rousseau, 1994), yet few have consid-
ered systematically their impact on trust in organiza-
tions given the significant recent changes within the
work setting across many countries (e.g. organisational
change, outsourcing and shareholder value metrics).
The burden of risk is being transferred increasingly to
employees, who must take responsibility for skill and
career development, to invest more of themselves in
the company while at the same time losing the as-
surance of stable, long-term employment and adequate
pension provision. Therefore, “confidence in the face of
risk”has become a contemporary organisational imper-
ative. Using Searle and Skinner’s (In press) HRM cycle
they trace perceptions of organizational trust from em-
ployee entry to exit through HR policies and processes,
and include conceptual and empirical work highlight-
ing how HRM acts as a crucible providing a catalyst in
which employees’ expectations and emergent vulnera-
bility emerge, making trust a very salient issue.

Presentations: Employee Development

Main topic area: Organizational Change and Develop-
ment

Location: Auditorium 2 (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Coyle, S.I., Leeds University Business School,
Leeds, UK

Engaging Employees in Becoming the Masters
of their own Destiny: The Role of Organi-
zational Psychology in Engineering Systems
Design

Coyle, S.I., Leeds University Business School, Leeds,
UK ; Bolton, L.E., Leeds University Business School,
Leeds, UK ; Drury, M.E., Leeds University Business
School, Leeds, UK ; Hughes, H.P.N., Leeds University
Business School, Leeds, UK ; Clegg, C.W., Leeds Uni-
versity Business School, Leeds, UK

Abstract: The application of socio-technical principles
to the design of new work systems remains rare, as or-
ganizations continue to fit the social system around
the technology (Clegg, 2000). This paper outlines
the authors’ ongoing involvement in a large scale re-
search project within a multi-national blue-chip en-
gineering organization. The research attempts to re-
design the organization’s engineering system in line
with best practice and guided by core socio-technical
principles as proposed by Clegg (2000). These prin-
ciples have been applied from the very earliest stages
of design, rather than during implementation as is fre-
quently the case. Our work is therefore characterised
by true end user ownership where recipients of change
are responsible for identifying problems and pulling
through the changes required to meet their needs. This
‘pull’ system is a core premise of socio-technical theory
(Clegg & Walsh, 2004) and empowers work groups to
design their own working environments in a manner
that meets their unique needs. The project also em-
ploys a multi-disciplinary approach, bringing together
organizational psychologists, engineers and computer
scientists in order to understand the situation from a
holistic perspective. All complementary aspects of the
system will be examined in some level of detail includ-
ing structures, roles, processes, procedures, technology,
people aspects, culture, goals and metrics (see Figure
1 for a diagrammatic representation of the scope and
interconnectedness of our approach). Initial data col-
lection has begun, employing mixed methods including
interviews, questionnaires, social network analysis, ob-
servation and desktop research. Researchers have at-
tempted to immerse themselves as much as possible in
the organization in order to fully understand the envi-
ronment which they will be responsible for designing.
Practical implications of the research will include the
provision of a fully designed engineering system to the
organization. This new system will meet the unique
needs of its end users, thus ensuring both relevance
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and buy-in. Finally, the organization will be educated
on the merits and application of a socio-technical ap-
proach (including tools) which can be applied to future
change projects. Full references will be provided in the
presentation.

Questioning the unidimensionality of innova-
tive work behavior: The Italian validation of
Janssen’s (2000) three-dimensional measure

Montani, F., University of Verona, Firenze, Italy ;
Battistelli, A., University of Verona, Verona, Italy ;
Odoardi, C, University of Florence, Florence, Italy ;
Picci, P., University of Verona, Verona, Italy

Abstract: Despite the long-held theoretical assump-
tion in work and organizational psychology that inno-
vative work behavior (IWB) is conceived as a three-
stage process, involving, first, the generation of new
a useful ideas, second, the promotion of ideas to col-
leagues or supervisors, and third their implementation
within the organizational context, yet a gap between
theory and measurement still persists, with most em-
pirical evidences supporting the unidimensionality of
the construct over the last decade. The present work
is concerned with the Italian validation of Janssen’s
(2000) IWB scale, which, consistent with current the-
oretical framework, was expected to measure a three-
dimensional construct composed of the following fac-
tors: idea generation, idea promotion and idea realiza-
tion. Two surveys were conducted on different organi-
zations of public and private sectors to respectively as-
sess the structural and external validity of IWB scale.
In the first study, a nested sequence of models was
estimated to test the structural validity of the scale.
Specifically, through confirmatory factor analyses two
competing models were tested: a model with all items
loading on a single factor, and the hypothesized three-
factor model. The latter CFA model provided better fit
indexes than the former, thus confirming the expected
multi-dimensional nature of IWB. In the second study,
the external validity of the scale was estimated through
a series of hierarchical regressions that assessed the in-
fluence of some individual and contextual predictors
on IWB. Specifically, it was hypothesized and found
that self-competence positively influenced all the com-
ponents of IWB, and that affective commitment to
change partially mediated these relationships. Collec-
tively, the findings support the multi-dimensional na-
ture of IWB, which, in spite of current operationaliza-
tions adopted by numerous scholars, is consistent with
underlying theory that posits a process encompassing
different sets of activities and behaviors. As such, fur-
ther research on the way individual and contextual pre-

dictors might differently influence each component of
innovation process at work is recommended.

Developing innovation orientation: the role
of vision and reflexivity

Farnese, M.L., Sapienza University of Rome, Roma,
Italy ; Fida, R., Sapienza University of Rome, Roma,
Italy

Abstract: Capability of innovation, in the present age
of rapid change, is the main competence that allows
organizations to face greater demand from their envi-
ronment and to gain competitive advantage. In this
study we tested a model to predict organizational ca-
pability to develop innovativeness. Central to our
model is the ’innovation orientation’, a variable mea-
sured through the IOI-Inventory of Organizational In-
novativeness (Tang, 1999) that consists of some mutu-
ally interacting constructs: Project Raising and Doing,
Knowledge and Skills, Behaviour (help, support) and
Integration between colleagues, Information and Com-
munication, and Guidance and Support for activities
that lead to innovation. We propose that two orga-
nizational strategic processes influence the innovation
orientation: ’vision’ and ’reflexivity’, that may be con-
sidered important enablers for innovation. Vision ’is
an idea of a valued outcome which represents a higher
order goal and motivating force at work’ (West, 1990;
Anderson, West, 1998), so giving the members of an
organization focus, direction and alignment for their ef-
forts. Reflexivity ’concerns with reviewing and reflect-
ing upon objectives, strategies, work processes, in or-
der to adapt to the wider environment’ (Patterson et al,
2005; West 2000) and promotes innovation and flexibil-
ity (Weick, Sutcliffe, 2007). We propose, besides, that
innovation orientation influence Organizational Citi-
zenship Behavior (OCB) (Smith, Organ, Near, 1983)
and Commitment (Allen, Meyer, 1990). Data was col-
lected through a questionnaire administered in six dif-
ferent Italian private organizations, obtaining a sample
of 616 subjects (61% males). In summary, the causal
model tested in this study, confirms that 1) the strate-
gic organizational processes of vision and reflexivity
positively affect all different forms of innovation orien-
tation; 2) all innovation orientation components pos-
itively affects both commitment and OCB; 3) vision
and reflexivity directly influence one of the outcome
considered, commitment of organizational members to-
ward their organization. The results can help formu-
late strategies to support continuous change processes.
Besides, managing those processes strengthens mem-
bers’ attachment, involvement and identification with
the organization (commitment) and their availability
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to act altruistic, cooperative, conscientious behaviors
(OCB). Future research could explore if the organiza-
tional capability to promote a continuous orientation
toward innovativeness may reduce members resistance
to change.

Dignity in the Workplace

Parahyanti, E., University of Indonesia, Depok, In-
donesia

Abstract: The aim of this study is to find underlying
structure of employees’ perceptions of dignity at work.
Relationships between dignity in the workplace and
other psychological constructs, employee beliefs about
change will also be examined. Employee Change Be-
liefs (Armenakis, 2007) is defined as employee percep-
tion about change and it could informed the degree of
buy-in among change recipient. Dignity in the work-
place (based on study of Margolis, 1997) refer to the
conducive workplace to increase employees’s dignity.
Every person in the organization have dignity and or-
ganization have to give more attention and respect to
their employees as human being. Based on qualita-
tive methods found that dignity at the workplace per-
ceived by employees are respect for employee’s contri-
bution, opportunity to learn and growth, autonomy,
not humiliating, respect for spiritual activity, physi-
cal facility and fairness. Based on quantitative analy-
sis indicated that dignifying condition correlated with
employee change beliefs .543. Regression analysis indi-
cated that employee perception about not humiliating
and fairness treatment from their supervisor gave sig-
nificant contribution to employee change beliefs.

9:00-10:00

Posters Session: Strategic
HR-Performance Appraisal, Psychological
Contract and Diversity at workplace

Location: Expo (9:00-10:00)

; Ramos-Villagrasa, P.J., University of Oviedo, Oviedo,
Spain

Perceptions of Employees on Performance
Management Design: A Case Study

Steyn, G.J., University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South
Africa; Buys, M.A., University of Pretoria, Pretoria,

South Africa; Staden, A.J.C. van, University of Pre-
toria, Pretoria, South Africa; Ramos-Villagrasa, P.J.,
University of Oviedo, Oviedo, Spain

Abstract: Performance Management is perhaps the
most contentious topics in business and systems are
fast becoming a laborious and frustrating effort as em-
ployees and human resource professionals alike are un-
able to identify the value that the process add in their
respective businesses. Independent studies found that
less than half of HR professionals believe that per-
formance management systems add value to the busi-
ness while only thirty percent believe that the systems
achieved the desired objectives it set out to achieve.
Further studies found that only eight percent of re-
spondents believed that performance management con-
tributed to individual performance while forty seven
percent perceived no contribution at all. Most per-
formance management systems are designed according
to the same principles but some systems are more ef-
fective than others. The purpose of the study was
to: i) explore the opinions and experiences of em-
ployees about performance management and how it
could or should be designed; ii) to consider the design
factors that would, according to employees, be most
valuable to consider in performance management de-
sign; iii) to identify performance management princi-
ples that have not previously been identified and iv)
to provide business with guidelines of considerations
that should be taken in performance management sys-
tem design. Thirteen employees took part in struc-
tured interviews and the data was analysed using the
GABEK (GAnzheitliche BEwaltigung von Komplex-
itat) and its computer implementation tool, WinRe-
lan. (Windows Relationen Analyse) The GABEK is
a qualitative procedure for text analysis that departs
from concrete problem definitions and goes on to anal-
yse the depth structure of verbally expressed opin-
ions and world views. Results indicated that the suc-
cess and power of a performance management system
hinges on the delicate interplay of a carefully designed
system and those individuals involved in the process.
The study found that performance management sys-
tems that are designed to be simplistic and time ef-
ficient will ensure high ’face validity’ with all parties
involved. Consistency and fairness of this simplistic
process would be ensured by including only practices
and design principles that promotes these two prin-
ciples. Applicable conclusions and recommendations
were made.
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Job Performance Evaluation in The Military
System

Coldea, D., National Intelligence Academy, Bucharest,
Romania; Ramos-Villagrasa, P.J., University of
Oviedo, Oviedo, Spain

Abstract: In order to improve the performance man-
agement in the Romanian Military system, we in-
tended to design a new method of performance ap-
praisal.The researchstarted from the Task Performance
versus Contextual Performance Model, so that we
could approach both technical behaviors and those be-
haviors that support the organizational / psychologi-
cal work context. For this reason it was developed a
Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scale (BARS). In this
respect, all stages mentioned in the specific methodol-
ogy were followed, from the developing of the profes-
sional competency indicators (ten dimensions describ-
ing the professional effectiveness) until the reliability
and validity measurements. It was used the inter-
rater agreement for estimating reliability, ’multitraits-
multimethods’ method for construct validity and cor-
relation analysis for criterion-related validity using the
following criteria: Target Shooting, Physical Training
and Special Training. Construct validation procedures
asked for another rating scale, so that it was devel-
oped a Mixed Standard Rating Scale. We got statisti-
cally significant reliability coefficients between 0.76 and
0.87, data that proved an acceptable reliability of the
BARS. As for the convergent validity, all coefficients
were statistically significant (r=0.85 - 0.94; p=0.01),
underlining the good validity of the two rating scales.
Due to the complex nature of the ten dimensions de-
scribing the military effectiveness, not all coefficients
of discriminant validity were acceptable. As a mat-
ter of consequence, it was used a factor analysis for
the ten dimensions of the BARS, extracting three fac-
tors that cover 74.13% of total variance. The three
factors were called: the military psychological compe-
tency, the technical competency and the military disci-
pline. These aspects confirm the assumption regarding
the studied phenomenon complexity and refute the hy-
pothesis of relative independence between the variables
measured by the two rating scales. In conclusion, we
can state that the BARS meets the scientific criteria
necessary to be applied in the above-mentioned per-
formance appraisal system. This research offers a new
perspective on the military competency necessary for
an efficient performance management.

The verbal feedback effects on performance
and intrinsic motivation

Hári, P., Hungary/Budapest University of Technol-
ogy and Economics, Zalaegerszeg, Hungary ; Ramos-
Villagrasa, P.J., University of Oviedo, Oviedo, Spain

Abstract: Performance appraisal can be extremely use-
ful both on an organizational and individual level. As
laboratory studies dealing with rater bias, accuracy of
performance ratings and measures has failed to con-
tribute much to the successful operation of the per-
formance appraisal systems (PASs), the emphasis has
shifted onto the analysis of the organizational context
and rater/ratee attitudes towards appraisal. My re-
search, which involved ten different organizations from
the public and the private sector, focused on the crite-
ria of the performance appraisal fairness. Personal in-
terviews were conducted with the HR managers (n=10)
of the ten organizations to explore the characteristics
of the PAS. 268 ratees filled out the 177-item question-
naire that examined the performance appraisal prac-
tices, the perceived justice of the appraisal, the trust
between the rater and the ratee, organizational com-
mitment, work satisfaction, and the organizational cul-
ture (GLOBE). The results suggest that the outcomes
of the appraisal (mainly the development, reward), rel-
evant rating factors, the professionally and personally
competent rater, the appraisal’s frequency and explic-
itness are the most important factors in the perceived
justice. In addition, the trust between the supervisor
and the employee, and certain characteristics of the or-
ganizational culture (such as loyalty, performance ori-
entation, and power distance) also play an important
role in the perception of the performance appraisal fair-
ness. To a greater or lesser extent the criteria that
determine the perceived justice of the PAS are differ-
ent for different organizations, depending on the actual
organizational culture.

The criteria of performance appraisal fair-
ness in the context of organizational cul-
ture

Gerakne Krasz, K., Budapest University of Tech-
nology and Economics, Budapest, Hungary ; Ramos-
Villagrasa, P.J., University of Oviedo, Oviedo, Spain

Abstract: Performance appraisal can be extremely use-
ful both on an organizational and individual level. As
laboratory studies dealing with rater bias, accuracy of
performance ratings and measures has failed to con-
tribute much to the successful operation of the per-
formance appraisal systems (PASs), the emphasis has
shifted onto the analysis of the organizational context
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and rater/ratee attitudes towards appraisal. My re-
search, which involved ten different organizations from
the public and the private sector, focused on the crite-
ria of the performance appraisal fairness. Personal in-
terviews were conducted with the HR managers (n=10)
of the ten organizations to explore the characteristics
of the PAS. 268 ratees filled out the 177-item question-
naire that examined the performance appraisal prac-
tices, the perceived justice of the appraisal, the trust
between the rater and the ratee, organizational com-
mitment, work satisfaction, and the organizational cul-
ture (GLOBE). The results suggest that the outcomes
of the appraisal (mainly the development, reward), rel-
evant rating factors, the professionally and personally
competent rater, the appraisal’s frequency and explic-
itness are the most important factors in the perceived
justice. In addition, the trust between the supervisor
and the employee, and certain characteristics of the or-
ganizational culture (such as loyalty, performance ori-
entation, and power distance) also play an important
role in the perception of the performance appraisal fair-
ness. To a greater or lesser extent the criteria that
determine the perceived justice of the PAS are differ-
ent for different organizations, depending on the actual
organizational culture.

The influence of mentoring on organisational
socialisation in a sample of nurses.

Cortese, C., University of Torino, Torino, Italy ;
Gatti, P., University of Torino, Torino, Italy ; Ramos-
Villagrasa, P.J., University of Oviedo, Oviedo, Spain

Abstract: Introduction Some works have highlighted
how mentoring may constitute a support to the or-
ganisational socialisation of the new recruits (Chao,
Walz & Gardner, 1992) also in the healthcare sec-
tor (Goran, 2001). However, as Bozionelos (2006)
asserts, the results of research on mentoring in the
Anglo-Saxon world are not wholly applicable to dif-
ferent cultural backgrounds. The objective set in this
work is to examine, in a sample of newly-recruited
nurses in Piedmontese Health Authorities, any differ-
ences between mentees and non-mentees in variables
of individual-organisation interaction, selected from
amongst those most often studied as outcomes of or-
ganisational socialisation (Saks, Uggerslev & Fassina,
2007). Method The questionnaire respondents are 124
newly-recruited nurses from 3 Health Authorities in
Piedmont. The self-report questionnaire comprised six
scales and a personal data section. The condition of
mentee was identified by asking the respondents to in-
dicate whether they have a mentor in the new Company

(1-”yes”; 2-”no”). To ensure the comparability of an-
swers, a definition of mentor (Eby, Lockwood & Butts,
2006) preceded the question. Amongst the variables of
individual-organisation interaction the following were
considered: job satisfaction (alpha .94), positive emo-
tions (.83) and negative emotions at work (.82), affec-
tive commitment (.88), turnover intentions (.91) and
role conflict (.82). Results The sub-samples of mentees
(44.2%) and non-mentees (55.8%) do not present signif-
icant differences in relation to personal characteristics
(e.g. gender, age, education level, training experience,
type of contract). The t-test made it possible to ob-
serve three significant differences in the two sub-groups:
the mentees present greater job satisfaction (t(118) =
2.04, p <.05), more frequent positive emotions at work
(t(118) = 2.49, p <.05) and greater affective commit-
ment (t(118) = 2.18, p <.05) than non-mentees. Con-
clusions The condition of mentee or non-mentee allows
one to observe a significant difference in positive vari-
ables of individual-organisation relations. The findings
of this study would appear quite consistent with the re-
sults of international research on the more effective so-
cialization of mentees (Chao, Walz, & Gardner, 1992),
in an Italian contest, too. It would therefore be oppor-
tune to pursue the investigation, adopting more com-
plex research designs and constructing more numerous
samples.

Causal attributions of psychological con-
tract breach characteristics

Buttigieg, S.C., Faculty of Health Sciences, University
of Malta, Msida, Malta; Cassar, V., Birkbeck, Univer-
sity of London, London, UK ; Briner, R.B., Birkbeck,
University of London, London, UK ; Ramos-Villagrasa,
P.J., University of Oviedo, Oviedo, Spain

Abstract: A study conducted by Cassar and Briner
(2005) indicates that breach is qualitatively defined
by 5 characteristics: delay, magnitude, type/form, in-
equity and reciprocal imbalance. Most studies have ex-
plored the relationship between breach and outcomes
but less is known about causal reasons for breach (e.g.
reneging). Moreover, no study has been conducted to
investigate whether attributions vary in relation to the
different characteristics of breach. The present study
does exactly this plus evaluates whether explanations
are related to typical response reactions (e.g. voice,
exit, etc). Using the critical incident technique, partic-
ipants were requested to indicate occasions when their
employer had transgressed obligatory promises and to
describe how they were transgressed. Participants were
presented with five possible reactions following each of
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the events they described. 94 questionnaires were us-
able (78 per cent response rate) and thematic anal-
yses with non-parametric tests were used to analyse
the 180 reported episodes. The results showed that
reneging was least scored while there was a higher than
expected occurrence in the case of magnitude and in-
equity. On the contrary, disruption was recorded more
than expected in the case of delay, whilst the other
characteristics all showed a lower occurrence. Finally,
in the case of incongruence, the differences across the
breach characteristics were not significant. Moreover,
no association was found between causal explanations
and response reaction types. These findings suggest
that breach characteristics may elicit different explana-
tions with reneging being the most prevalent one but
not the only one. This implies that breach, in and of
itself, is not necessarily an anger-eliciting state as gen-
erally conceived. In addition, the results suggest that
individuals do not choose specific reactions in the af-
termath of a breach. The study provides an exciting
avenue for further research as it can throw light on why
people respond and behave the way they do following
breach apart from understanding how. This warrants
the need for more complex theory underlying attribu-
tional dimensions in breach and this will encourage our
quest for understanding the processes underlying the
evolution, and the management, of the psychological
contract in the employment relationship.

Do They Do What They Should Even When
They Don’t Want to? Exploring Psycholog-
ical Contract Violation in a Safety-Critical
Context

Pekcan, C., Warsash Maritime Academy, Southamp-
ton, UK ; Ramos-Villagrasa, P.J., University of Oviedo,
Oviedo, Spain

Abstract: This paper reports an exploratory study that
seeks to establish if a psychological contract perspec-
tive adds to our understanding of employee safety be-
haviour. Recent events such as the explosion of the
oilrig Deepwater Horizon underscore the importance
of gaining a better understanding of the relationship
between employer and employee. Investigators of such
events repeatedly report management inaction and em-
ployee unsafe behaviour as causal. However, organi-
zational psychologists have largely neglected the role
of psychological contracts as a mediator between em-
ployer and employee safety behaviour favouring the
study of the safety-climate safety-performance rela-
tionship instead. Given the potential for psychologi-
cal contract violation to have significant consequences
for the behaviour of employees engaged in low-stakes

work, this study investigates the consequences for in-
dividuals engaged in high-stakes work. Using a cross-
sectional design, thirty-two individuals working in mer-
chant shipping participated in focus groups and criti-
cal incident interviews that sought employer and em-
ployee perspectives. The transcripts were analysed us-
ing a qualitative approach to ascertain if patterns of
disengagement and counterproductive behaviour occur
when individuals feel betrayed even though the stakes
are high. Many individuals reported witnessing coun-
terproductive behaviours in response to psychological
contract violation. These behaviours led to breaches
of safety obligations. However, employees were reluc-
tant to recount their own counterproductive behaviour
even when experiencing psychological contract viola-
tion. Rather they report reducing discretionary safety
behaviour rather than mandatory safety behaviour.
Company representatives were similarly unaware of any
safety consequences attributable to their company’s
broken promises. It is inferred from these results that
unconscious processes such as denial could be protect-
ing the individuals’ image of themselves or their com-
pany as safe’. Accordingly, this paper offers a model
depicting how psychological contract violation medi-
ates the withdrawal of safety behaviour proposing that
conscious withdrawal is cognition driven and uncon-
scious withdrawal is affect driven. The paper also sig-
nals the future direction of the research by discussing
the proposition that breaches of safety-specific deals
(e.g. provision of PPE) have a different effect on safety
behaviour to breaches of general deals (e.g. promo-
tion). The practical implication of this research is
the development of organizational practices (HR and
safety) that influence employee safety behaviour.

The impact of Perceived organizational sup-
port and its antecedents on Psychological
contract

Gillis, C., Universite Catholique de Louvain, Louvain-
La-Neuve, Belgium; Hanin, D., Universite Catholique
de Louvain, Louvain la Neuve, Belgium; Stinglham-
ber, F., Universite Catholique de Louvain, Louvain la
Neuve, Belgium; Ramos-Villagrasa, P.J., University of
Oviedo, Oviedo, Spain

Abstract: According to Rousseau (1989), psychologi-
cal contract (PC) ’refers to an individual’s beliefs re-
garding the terms and conditions of a reciprocal ex-
change agreement between that focal person and an-
other party’ (Rousseau, 1989, p.123). The existing lit-
erature on PC is characterized by a number of different
operationalizations of the construct (i.e., breach, vio-
lation, and fulfillment), rendering this literature quite
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fuzzy. Furthermore, most of this prior research has
mainly focused on employee’s reactions to PC’s breach
(e.g., Zhao et al., 2007) whereas its antecedents re-
main less studied. The present study was designed to
explore PC’s antecedents using a measure comprising
both respect and breach of PC (i.e., PC’s fulfillment).
In particular, based on Dulac and colleagues (2008)
findings, we focused on the influence of perceived or-
ganizational support (POS) on PC. As two variables
which embody the social exchange framework, POS
and PC indeed represent two characterizations of the
employee-employer relationship which developed in iso-
lation despite their conceptual similarities (Aselage &
Eisenberger, 2003). Precisely, we hypothesized that
perceived organizational support (POS) mediates the
relationship between its antecedents (i.e., favorable ex-
trinsic/intrinsic job conditions, perceived supervisor
support and procedural justice) and PC’s fulfillment.
Moreover, based on prior literature (e.g., Zhao et al.,
2007), we suggested that PC’s fulfillment mediates the
relationship between POS and job satisfaction on one
hand, and intention to quit the company on the other
hand. 178 employees from an engineering company re-
spond to our questionnaire. The results of structural
equation modeling showed that POS fully mediates
the relationship between perceived supervisor support,
procedural justice and PC’s fulfillment. Furthermore,
PC’s fulfillment fully mediates the impact of POS on
job satisfaction and intention to quit the company. Fi-
nally, favorable extrinsic/intrinsic job conditions have
a positive impact on job satisfaction and favorable in-
trinsic job conditions influence intention to quit the
company. In sum, the more employees feel supported
by their organization, the more they report respected
PC which, in turn, influences positively their attitudes
and behaviors towards the company. We suggest that
future research should investigate more precisely the
impact of POS on CP and the direction of causality
between these variables.

Current psychological contracts: how both
employer and employee change the employ-
ment relationship

Smissen, Sjoerd van der, Tilburg University, Bergen
Op Zoom, The Netherlands; Schalk, M.J.D., Tilburg
University, Tilburg, The Netherlands; Freese, C.,
Tilburg University, Tilburg, The Netherlands; Ramos-
Villagrasa, P.J., University of Oviedo, Oviedo, Spain

Abstract: The employment relationship between em-
ployer and employee has altered the last decades. As
a result, psychological contracts are subject to change.
In current literature however, it remains unclear how.

A comprehensive model is offered in which different
factors that affect the psychological contract are high-
lighted. The model distinguishes between two cate-
gories: organizational change and shifting values of the
employee. Both organizational change and changing
values are driven by developments like globalization,
increased competition and technological advancement.
By combining both perspectives in the model, guide-
lines are offered to put contemporary literature on the
new employee, changing values and generational dif-
ferences to an empirical test. In a similar vein new
areas of research on both temporary and permanent
effects of organizational change on the psychological
contract are explored. Rather than describing one
new psychological contract, it is explained how differ-
ent trends affect the psychological contract. Whereas
the effects of organizational change will most likely be
visible through the (un)fulfillment of the psychological
contract, shifting values of (groups of) employees will
most likely directly influence the content and features
of the psychological contract. The effects of organiza-
tional change on the psychological contract are further
clarified by differentiating between a psychological con-
tract that is not affected by organizational change and
a psychological contract that is affected. In a similar
vein we use a dichotomy to explain the differences be-
tween the psychological contract of, what is called the
modern employee and the traditional employee. Hy-
brid forms will also exist. The practical relevance is
that it is made clear that it is not useful for scien-
tists, employers and HR-professionals to look for ’the’
new employee. Rather than a universal new employee
or universal new psychological contract, different con-
tracts will exist. These differences will depend on both
societal trends, changing values and needs and organi-
zational change or instability. For organizations, and
especially HR professionals it is necessary to recognize
that different contracts exist. They should quit using
the so called ’one size fits all approach’ in both recruit-
ment, in terms of employment, in (retention) policies
and in the way employees are managed.

When companies give value to qualified human
resources: Do Psychological contract differ
among workers with different positions and
educational level?

Ramos, J., University of Valencia & IVIE, Valencia,
Spain; Gimeno Egido, M.T., University of Valencia,
Valencia, Spain; Estreder, Y., University of Valencia,
Valencia, Spain; Ramos-Villagrasa, P.J., University of
Oviedo, Oviedo, Spain
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Abstract: This study aims to investigate the content
and delivery of the psychological contract from the per-
spective of workers, including both their perceptions on
the promises they make to their company as well as the
promises made by company to the employee. From the
Human capital theory (Becker, 1992), both employees
and organizations are more willing to make more in-
vestments (effort, time, resources) when they expect
more returns. Companies could make more promises
to employees whom they expect more returns (as a re-
sult of their skills or/and job duties). In turn, em-
ployees could make more promises as a way to recip-
rocate companies’ promises and their fulfillment. Our
study analyses if differences exist in the psychological
contract of employees (regarding companies promises
to workers as well as employees promises to company)
among different groups of workers defined by their oc-
cupational level and their skills. In addition, dual mar-
ket theory suggest that companies devote different in-
vestments and give different treatment to core workers
and peripheral employees, depending on their poten-
tial contributions to company outcomes, partly as a
result of their job and skills. In a sample of 649 em-
ployees from 27 Spanish companies, four categories of
employees are defined: ’adding-value workers’ (highly
skilled workers who perform highly skilled jobs), ’over-
promoted workers’ (workers with low qualifications
working in highly skilled jobs), ’over-qualified work-
ers’ (high-skilled workers performing low skilled jobs)
and ’sub-contributors’ (unskilled workers performing
low skilled jobs). Results showed differences among
four groups of employees regarding promises made by
companies and themselves, fulfillment of such promises,
fairness, trust and psychological contract’ breach. Oc-
cupational level introduces differences in psychological
contract of employees, but educational level of workers,
too, appears as a relevant variable to understand mu-
tual promises made from both parties and their fulfill-
ment. Our work contributes to clarifyhow the terms of
psychological contract are defined. Italso contributesto
understand the different degrees of investments made
by companies and employees in labor relations as a re-
sult of workers’ potential contributions.

A longitudinal study on newcomers’ expec-
tations, promises, information and social ex-
changes

Tomprou, M., Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh,
USA; Ramos-Villagrasa, P.J., University of Oviedo,
Oviedo, Spain

Abstract: The present studyexamined the content of or-
ganizational socialization i.e. pre-entry expectations,

employer promises, and information to account for
newcomer’s adjustment. The role of the quality of re-
lationships conceptualized by leader-member exchange
(LMX), team-member exchange (TMX) and mentor-
ing was also explored. A two-wave study was con-
ducted. In the first wave, a sample of actual job
seekers (N=966) completed a questionnaire including
pre-entry expectations, psychological well-being and
demographics. From the same pool of participants,
126 newcomers who were hired over one month at
work completed a second questionnaire including mea-
sures of promises and information about organizational
inducements, quality of relationships, psychological
well-being and turnover cognitions. Results suggest
that employer promises mediate pre-entry expectations
(T1) and turnover intentions (T2), but not information
and outcomes. LMX, TMX and mentoring moderated
the relationships of employer promises and outcomes,
and information and outcomes. These findings high-
light the dynamic nature of socialization as an intercon-
nection of information seeking, psychological contracts,
pre-entry expectations and social exchanges. Socializa-
tion is a vital organizational event important for new-
comer’s adjustment within the organization. Managers
can employ these findings for a better understanding
of the processes occuring during this period. Limita-
tions, suggestions for future research and practice are
also discussed.

Psychosocial human capital in four European
organizations

Yepes Baldó, M., University of Barcelona, Barcelona,
Spain; Romeo, M., University of Barcelona, Barcelona,
Spain; Berger, R., University of Barcelona, Barcelona,
Spain; Ramos-Villagrasa, P.J., University of Oviedo,
Oviedo, Spain

Abstract: In the present knowledge age, interest for
intangible assets, intellectual capital and human cap-
ital has been increasing. In spite of this, accounting
models, developed mainly from the economy and busi-
ness administration, show no interest for psychologi-
cal and psychosocial aspects of human capital. Our
main objective is to conceptualize the hidden intan-
gible assets we call psychosocial human capital (based
on Psychosocial capital as defined by Giga and Cooper,
2008), included in the conceptualization of human cap-
ital but different from the intellectual capital. The
Human System Audit tool was applied to a sample of
1401 employees of the Health Sector, in four European
countries (Spain, Portugal, Poland and United King-
dom). The most important dimensions of the human
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behavior in organizations at individual level (motiva-
tion, commitment, identification, stress, burnout and
satisfaction) and at organizational level (climate, par-
ticipation, management, leadership and shared vision)
were included. An exploratory factor analysis with
item parceling of the Spanish sample was done. Con-
firmatory factor analysis was carried out with a global
sample from Poland, Portugal and United Kingdom.
The EFA identified two factors that explained 61.27%
of the variance: (1) person-organization-relationship
(POR) (explained variance=50.34%), (2) person-work-
relationship (PWR) (explained variance=10.92%).
Confirmatory analysis supported the stability of the
proposed model across the international sample.
The bidimensional structure resembles the models of
person-environment fit (Kristof-Brown, Zimmerman
and Johnson, 2005; Piasentina and Chapman, 2006)
within the Interactionist theory of behavior (Chat-
man, 1989; Lewin, 1951; Muchinsky and Monahan,
1987). The model allows companies, not only their
self-evaluation, but the comparability with other com-
panies even in different countries.

Adjustment Enablers and Barriers of Self-
Directed Professional Women Expatriates

Plessis, Y. du, University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South
Africa; Bergh, R. van den, University of Pretoria, Pre-
toria, South Africa

Abstract: Due to the demand for talent, there is a
growing need for international managers who are able
to successfully respond to the challenges of living and
working in other countries/cultures. Intercultural re-
search has focused much of its attention on mostly male
expatriate managers in order to identify factors related
to successful adjustment and expatriation success. The
main aim of this study was to explore the adjustment
experiences of self-directed expatriate women profes-
sionals focusing on the adjustment enablers and bar-
riers. This group is also referred to as Independent
Internationally Mobile Professionals (IIMP’s), i.e. in-
dividuals who expatriate of their own accord without
organisational sponsorship. Women professionals are
a valuable resource to organisations and yet various
barriers exist which exclude or hamper their careers
as self-directed expatriates. The research methodology
followed an Interactive Qualitative Analysis (IQA) pro-
cess. The sample group comprised of 22 self-directed
expatriate women currently living and working in the
Netherlands. Two IQA focus groups were conducted
(the first group consisted of 13 participants and the
second group of 9 participants). Participants were
guided by the researcher to generate and analyze their

own data on the enablers and barriers of adjustment
through silent brainstorming, discussions, inductive
and deductive coding. The results of this study con-
firm that culture and language play a significant role
in socio-cultural adjustment, psychological adjustment,
work adjustment and general adjustment. The interna-
tional work environment poses many barriers to entry
for women of which the presence of a professional net-
work and social support system are significant moder-
ators to the adjustment process. Practicing one’s pro-
fession is a major enabler to adjustment, but at the
same time, professional opportunities are hard to find
for women in a foreign environment. The practical rel-
evance of this study is the contribution of a practical
framework of the enablers and barriers experienced by
self-directed expatriate women in the adjustment pro-
cess, which is critical in talent management.

Positive Organisational Behaviour – a Requi-
site for Sustainable Workplace Practice

Plessis, Y. du, University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South
Africa; Barkhuizen, N., University of Pretoria, Preto-
ria, South Africa

Abstract: The current global economic turmoil has con-
tributed to multiple problems in the workplace, in-
cluding social issues such as unemployment, fears of
job losses, hopelessness and general pessimism. In or-
der to turn this situation around, a positive mind-
set is needed in organisations. The main aim of this
study is an empirical exploration of whether human re-
source practitioners, who are supposed to be the change
agents enhancing positive behaviour in organisations
(POB) in a diverse new democratic South Africa, do
embrace the core elements of POB, namely; efficacy,
optimism, hope and resilience (Luthans, Avey, Avo-
lio, Norman, & Combs, 2006). The research method-
ology applied was quantitative survey research using
the Psychological Capital Questionnaire (PCQ) mea-
suring POB (efficacy, optimism, hope and resilience).
The sample group was human resource practitioners
and managers (N=131) registered at the South African
Board of People Practice. Descriptive statistics, ex-
ploratory factor analysis and Manova’s were applied.
This study resulted in a three-factor structure, with
the same factors, but combining hope and efficacy/con-
fidence. All factors showed acceptable internal consis-
tency. Manova results showed a statistically significant
difference in the POB of demographic groups based on
age, home language, seniority and qualifications. Prac-
titioners aged 45 years and older scored significantly
higher on hopeful-confidence than practitioners aged 45
years and younger. In addition ethnical groups, such as
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Whites and Blacks differed significantly in their levels
of hopeful-confidence and resilience. Master practition-
ers in top management reported significantly higher
levels of hopeful-confidence, optimism and resilience
than practitioners in the lower organisational levels.
Results also showed that HR practitioners with grad-
uate degrees were significantly more optimistic than
those with only an undergraduate degree. The prac-
tical relevance of this study is that HR practition-
ers exhibit a positive Psychological Capital in South
Africa which is reassuring during transformation. This
strengthens the case that HR practitioners and man-
agers should fully embrace Psychological Capital, to ef-
fectively create caring workplaces that take cognizance
of the broader economic and social issues affecting em-
ployees on a daily basis.

How the Human Resource System Strength In-
fluences Organizational Performance

Correia, A., Polytechnic Institute of Setúbal, Setúbal,
Portugal ; Gomes, J., ISCTE-Lisbon University Insti-
tute, Lisbon, Portugal ; Pinto Coelho, J., Lusiada Uni-
versity, Lisbon, Portugal ; Campos e Cunha, R., New
University of Lisbon, Lisbon, Portugal

Abstract: Strategic Human Resource Management
(HRM) emphasizes the way the HR system is criti-
cal to organizational efficacy. The goals of the current
research were to assess Bowen and Ostroff’s model.
Firstly, the research aimed at developing a new in-
strument to assess Bowen and Ostroff’s meta-features.
Secondly, the research aimed at exploring the impact of
HRM system strength on organizational performance.
Finally, the research adds a variable to the overall
model: leadership. In the first phase, a psychomet-
ric approach was followed to validate a pool of new
items to assess the nine sub-features defining HRM sys-
tem strength. These previous studies not only followed
Bowen and Ostroff’s definitions and proposals, but also
Kelley’s (1973) attribution theory, from which Bowen
and Ostroff borrowed the concepts of distinctiveness,
consistency and consensus. The final instrument is
composed of 43 items measuring nine constructs: 1)
visibility, 2) understandability, 3) legitimacy of author-
ity, and 4) relevance (from distinctiveness); 5) instru-
mentality, 6) validity, and 7) consistent HRM messages
(from consistency); and 8) agreement among principal
message senders, and 9) fairness of the HRM system
(from consensus). In the second phase, an extensive
quantitative approach was used to test the full model.
521 questionnaires were received from a multinational
company. Overall, all the scales reported a good in-
ternal consistency and good results in exploratory and

confirmatory factor analysis. However, the new instru-
ment failed to entirely reflect the nine meta-features
as proposed by Bowen and Ostroff. In fact, the re-
sults also show that distinctiveness is the central con-
struct of the structural model, whereas consistency and
consensus act as determinants of distinctiveness. Al-
though the data did not completely support the nine
sub-features, there was some evidence in support of
visibility, instrumentality, legitimacy, and relevance.
Multi-level analysis was carried out to test the pro-
posed relationships, since these were based on variables
at a group/organization and individual level of analy-
sis. Amongst the various results, two are worthwhile
mentioning. Firstly, situation strength does not hold
as a mediator variable, however it holds as a moderator
variable. Secondly, leadership is a more important in
shaping people’s perceptions of the situation than the
HRM system strength.

Management Development: an empirical
study in Portugal

Proença, T., CEGE, Portuguese Catholic University,
Porto, Portugal ; Campos, P., University of Porto, Fac-
ulty of Economics, Porto, Portugal ; Oliveira, A., Uni-
versity of Porto, Faculty of Economics, Porto, Portu-
gal

Abstract: Abstract In order to respond to competitive
challenges that organizations face, much has been re-
searched and theoretically published about developing
one of the most important assets of an organization -
managers. Management Development (MD) is an area
of study that has gained much interest in the last three
decades, but it remains an unexplored field in the Por-
tuguese business context. This work aims to determine
to what extent is management development a part of
the organization’s business strategy in companies op-
erating in Portugal, and the impact it assumes in or-
ganizational performance. We opted for a non-casual
by convenience sample and send a questionnaire to 500
Human Resources Directors, from different types and
sizes of companies operating in Portugal, and that we
had the e-mail. We received 51 valid answers, 51%
of the companies are in the service sector, 49% in the
industry sector and 70,5%, corresponds to large com-
panies (> 250 employees). The findings show that we
can talk of an emergence of MD policies. Most of the
companies of our sample affirm having MD policies and
carry out a range of practices that are in the correct
path to having MD as an intrinsic feature in the orga-
nization, such as training and a performance manage-
ment systems, based upon the active participation of
the manager being appraised. Nevertheless, a big part
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of the sample inquired goes the extra mile in order to
develop all these MD techniques but in the end they do
not evaluate them on a regular basis. Therefore, the
last step of every strategic process, evaluation, is not
yet being achieved, which means that the strategic tone
of MD is not yet fully present. Based on multinomial
regression analysis, we found that MD variables ex-
plain in general organizational performance variables,
such as innovation, sales growth and return on assets.
Moreover, a strong and influential HR department has
a great weight in the usage level of some MD practices.
Our research also shows that large organizations are
more prone to integrate and develop MD, but SMEs
show already good signs of development and valorisa-
tion of these practices.

The influence of the characteristics of em-
ployer branding-messages on employees’ atti-
tudes: The mediating role of organizational
identification

Hanin, D., Universite catholique de Louvain (UCL),
Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium; Stinglhamber, F., Uni-
versite Catholique de Louvain, Louvain la Neuve, Bel-
gium; Delobbe, N., Universite Catholique de Louvain
(UCL), Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium

Abstract: To win the ’War for talent’, many companies
pay attention to how they are perceived as employer.
Accordingly, they develop long-term employer brand-
ing strategy in order to generate a positive image of
the firm as an employer. Employer branding (EB) is
defined as ’efforts to promote, both within and outside
the firm, a clear view of what makes it different and
desirable as an employer’ (Backhaux & Tikoo, 2004).
Although the influence of EB on applicants’perceptions
has been studied (Harold & McFarland, 2005), its im-
pact on employees’attitudes, and more precisely on or-
ganizational identification (OI), is still scarce. OI refers
to employees’perception of belongingness to the organi-
zation. Concerning OI’s antecedents, employees’beliefs
of the extent to which outsiders hold the firm in high
regard (PEP) influence OI (Fuller et al., 2006). Fur-
thermore, group distinctiveness (Asforth & Mael, 1989)
and information credibility, highly associated with ex-
pertise of its source (Tsai & Wang, 2010), may also
impact OI. Therefore, because EB-messages are sup-
posed to stress the distinct and credible aspects of
an organization as an employer, we assume that these
characteristics of EB-messages influence employees’OI.
Specifically, we hypothesized that, beyond the influ-
ence of PEP, EB-messages credibility and distinctive-
ness influence OI which, in turn, affect job satisfaction
(JS), willingness to recommend the organization as an

employer (WRO), and intention to quit (IQ). Using a
sample of 182 bank employees, our results (SEM anal-
yses) show that the effect of EB-messages credibility
on employees’attitudes is partially mediated by OI. OI
totally mediates the influence of EB-messages distinc-
tiveness on JS and IQ, and partially mediates the influ-
ence of EB-messages distinctiveness on WRO. Finally,
PEP directly influences IQ and WRO. When employ-
ees perceive EB-messages as credible and distinct from
other organizations, they feel more identified with their
organization which in turn influences their attitudes.
Moreover, employees who believe their organization is
perceived as having a high status by outsiders are less
likely to quit and recommend it more. These findings
emphasize the importance of EB-messages character-
istics: when introduced as antecedents of OI, PEP no
longer influences OI. Future research is needed to in-
vestigate the mechanisms that underlie these relation-
ships.

The role of parents in the career advance-
ment of Indian females

Mohamed Hoosen Carrim, N., University of Pretoria,
Pretoria, South Africa; Basson, J.S., University of Pre-
toria, Pretoria, South Africa

Abstract: Introduction Women from diverse back-
grounds are entering the South African workplace in
increasing numbers in the past sixteen years. The In-
dian female is part of the increasing minority group
that is finding a niche at all levels within corporate
South Africa. Families play a pivotal role in the lives
of Indian women and parents are consulted before ma-
jor decisions are taken. In terms of Indian females’ ca-
reers, parents play a major role in supporting daughters
to prepare and advance in their careers. This study
aims to ascertain the extent to which Indian parents
have played a role in preparing and encouraging their
daughters to advance in the world of work. The main
research questions are: What is the role of the Indian
mother in supporting her daughter’s career prepara-
tion and advancement? What is the role of the Indian
father in supporting his daughter’s career preparation
and advancement? Method The study employs a qual-
itative research approach. Interpretivism was used as
the researcher was interested in understanding from
the women’s perspective the role their parents played
in their career preparations and advancement. Pur-
posive sampling was used in the study where six (6)
Indian females at senior management levels were in-
terviewed. Interviews were recorded and transcribed.
Content analysis and Atlas.ti were used to analyse the
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data and to abstract relevant themes. Results and con-
clusions The South African Indian females have been
raised in a patriarchal society. Gender roles are pre-
scribed and mothers encourage the daughters to focus
on the home. Mothers also play a secondary role to
fathers who are the dominant figures within the home.
Fathers are breadwinners and heads within the homes.
In traditional Indian homes where patriarchy and cul-
ture are dominant features fathers encouraged daugh-
ters to be homemakers. However in the current study
the fathers had a more egalitarian outlook and they en-
couraged their daughters regarding their careers. This
led to the females in the current study becoming highly
successful in their respective careers.

Work and Disability. A Study of Successful
Organizational Characteristics

Massimo Bellotto, M., Universita di Verona, Verona,
Italy ; Ardolino, P., Universita di Verona, Verona,
Italy ; Tabarini, M., Universita di Verona, Verona,
Italy

Abstract: Inclusion and non-discrimination of people
with disabilities in the world of work hold the interest
of international scientific community. Authors often
wonder about which corporate characteristics would
improve or hinder achievement of the most satisfac-
tory goals, in terms of integration: to date, many agree
that one of the most critical factor should be organiza-
tional culture. The present contribution aims to meet
a positive response for the current orientations, and
consider their validity and pertinence in the local en-
trepreneurial context of Italian North-East region, rich
in small and medium companies that estimate as an ab-
solute value the maximum of individual productivity
and performance. In this explorative research, based
on an a deep study of recent bibliography articles, four
firms were involved from the province of Verona, cel-
ebrated from public employment services as ’excellent
examples’ in creating a welcoming environment for peo-
ple with disability. Results confirm the initial hypoth-
esis: a corporate culture expressly infused with values
of correctitude, ethicality and team-working (against
individualism), a degree of flexibility in producing job
analysis (and if possible - mostly for greater compa-
nies - a careful Diversity Management program) and
a sincere top management involvement, (all) join in-
terviewed realities . This study has therefore practical
relevance in the direction to demolish cultural barri-
ers, if we note disappointing rates in disabled workforce
employment: a training ad hoc for opinion leaders in
organizations and HR managers, the sharing of success-
ful experiences and critical elements other companies

encountered, may promote evolution of value systems
towards the appreciation of diversity and awareness of
richness it can bear.

Interactive posters: Human Resource
Management

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: Expo (9:00-10:00)

Do images speak louder than words ?

Arciniega, L., ITAM, Mexico City, Mexico; Maldon-
ado, A., Itam, Mexico City, Mexico

Abstract: In recent years there has been an increasing
interest among researchers and practitioners to analyze
what makes a firm attractive in the eyes of university
students, and if individual differences such as person-
ality traits have an impact on this general affect to-
wards a particular organization. The main goal of the
present research is to demonstrate that a recently con-
ceptualized narrow trait of personality named disposi-
tional resistance to change (RTC), that is, the inherent
tendency of individuals to avoid and oppose changes
(Oreg, 2003), can predict organizational attraction of
university students to firms that are perceived as inno-
vative or conservative. Three complementary studies
were carried out using a total sample of 443 college
students from Mexico. In addition to validating the
hypotheses, our findings suggest that as the formation
of the images of organizations in students’ minds is
done through social cognitions, simple stimuli such as
physical artifacts, when used in an isolated manner, do
not have a significant impact on organizational attrac-
tion. Based in our findings we could say that for every
company that wants to attract a specific undergradu-
ate candidate profile (e.g. the most talented, the most
creative, etc.) there are some questions worth asking:
What is the image that college students have about our
company? What are the traits that they associate it
with? Is this image congruent with what the company
wants to convey? If not, what actions can we take to
change or improve our current image?

A Talent Attraction and Retention Frame-
work for Secondary School Teachers in the
Northern Province of South Africa

Barkhuizen, E.N., University of Pretoria, Pretoria,
South Africa; Strauss, M., University of Pretoria, Pre-
toria, South Africa
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Abstract: Background and Aim: Teacher quality is
widely recognized by policymakers, practitioners, and
researchers alike to be the most powerful school-related
influence on a child’s academic performance (National
Academies, 2007). However, to provide quality edu-
cation to children in rural areas is one of the biggest
challenges South Africa is facing today (EFA, 2009).
Smaller towns or cities in rural areas sometimes find it
more difficult to recruit good quality teachers because
of the much smaller talent pool or population of the
town (White & Smith, 2005). The forecast of South
Africa’s teacher demand and supply shows a threaten-
ing imbalance between the amount of people entering
the teaching profession and the actual human resource
needs of the South African education system. To at-
tract and retain quality secondary school teachers to
rural areas is thus of utmost importance for a devel-
oping country such as South Africa (Delihlazo, 2010).
The main objective of this research was to investigate
the challenges associated with the attraction and reten-
tion of talented secondary school teachers in the North-
ern Province of South Africa. Method: A qualitative
research approach was followed to fully uncover the
opinions and perceptions of the participants regarding
teaching in rural areas. Participants were purposefully
selected from two secondary schools in the Northern
Cape Province and included two head masters and four
teachers (N=6). Semi-structured interviews were con-
ducted with the participants. Theme analysis was ap-
plied. Findings: Preliminary findings show that a lack
of financial rewards is one of the main reasons why
teachers want to leave schools in rural areas. In ad-
dition, high work loads, a lack of sufficient resources
and infrastructure and a lack of promotion and devel-
opment opportunities are also considerations to leave
schools in rural areas. Practical Relevance: The re-
search proposes a framework for attracting and retain-
ing quality teachers in secondary schools. The research
further makes an important and original contribution
to talent management of teachers in rural school ar-
eas as limited research is currently available on this
topic.

Career of Educational Organization Man-
agers: Problems and Conditions of Develop-
ment

Bondarchuk, O., University of Educational Manage-
ment of the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences, Kyiv,
Ukraine

Abstract: Introduction. The managers’ position in
Ukrainian educational organizations is characterized
by a number of contradictions the most prominent of

which being between high positional requirements and
actual educationists’ status, between the necessity to
make independent and innovative decisions and con-
siderable limitations of independence by superiors etc.
Theoretical basis: Career dynamics (E.H. Schein, D.E.
Super, J.L. Holland et al.); distinctive features of edu-
cational organization managers (J.P. Kandgemi, L.M.
Karamushka, W.A. Kritsonis et al.) Objectives. To
find out career-related problems faced by secondary
school principals and ways of their prevention. Meth-
ods. The investigation was done on the sample of
482 secondary school principals, of whom 51.7% were
females and 48.3% males. The investigation aimed
at finding out distinctive manifestations of secondary
school principals’ career orientations (E.H. Schein) rel-
evant to their attitudes toward successful career de-
velopment using the free description of the successful
principal’s life. The obtained data were analyzed using
correlation, cluster analyses and ANOVA (SPSS-13.0).
Results. At the first stage of the investigation the
cluster analysis found the following basic school princi-
pals’ types in relation to their career orientations: sta-
ble’ (40.9 % of the respondents), entrepreneurs’ (17.9
%), professionals’ (13.4 %), oriented toward life styles
integration’ (9.6 %), service-oriented’ (18.1 %). It
should be noted that the last managers’ type (service-
oriented’) the best suited the character of work in ed-
ucation contributing to the respondents’ overall satis-
faction with life (ANOVA, ?<0.01). At the next stage
of the investigation the projective instrument of a free
description of the successful principal’s life found out
that 61.9% of the respondents paid attention to purely
formal and external signs of career development with-
out specifying its resources and practically did not at-
tach much significance to their own efforts in conscious
career planning and development. Conclusions. The
investigation findings call for encouragement of edu-
cational organization managers’ development in order
to free their careers of problems as much as possi-
ble. This can be effectively done in the system of
post-graduate pedagogical training, in particular in re-
fresher training using a special training course. The re-
search findings can be used in educational organization
managers’ training at the institutions of post-graduate
education.

What are the influential factors of career
success: the capital theory of career suc-
cess

Zhou, Wen-xia, School of Labor and Human Resources,
Renmin University of China, Beijing, China; Pan, J.,
School of Labor and Human Resources, Renmin Uni-
versity of China, Beijing, China
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Abstract: Within contemporary writings on careers,
both objective and subjective career success receive
considerable attention as important outcomes of indi-
viduals’ career experiences (Arthur et al. 2005). The
current study aims to dissect the factors that can affect
career success. Career success is generally defined as
the accumulation of positive work-related and psycho-
logical outcomes resulting from one’s work experiences
(Judge, Cable, Boudreau, & Bretz 1995). A number
of studies are concerned with the influential factors of
career success and have found lots of these factors, in-
cluding personality, age, gender, skill, education, locus
of control, organizational culture and so on. However,
there is some deficiency in these researches. The cho-
sen variables are scatter, whose levels are also ambi-
tious. Can we use a systematic model to express the
influence mechanism? A capital theory model of ca-
reer success was developed aiming to be more inclusive
than existing models, in which human capital, social
capital and psychology capital were predicted to have
impacts on career success. Human capital consists of
the skills and knowledge that individuals acquire to
enhance their potential productivity and success in the
labour market (Becker, 1964). The psychological capi-
tal is defined as: an individual’s positive psychological
state of development that is characterized by: (1) self-
efficacy (2) optimism (3) hope (4) resilience (Luthans,
Youssef, & Avolio 2007). The social capital is meant
to a network, which entails trust, norms of reciprocity
and voluntarism, associational participation and other
social connections. In sum, the three capitals and their
interactions are positively related to individuals’ career
success.

Fairly Assessing Cognitive Ability Across Na-
tional and Cultural Boundaries

Popp, E., PreVisor, Roswell, USA

Abstract: Companies are becoming more globally
oriented and the worldwide work force is becoming
more mobile often traveling across national or cultural
boundaries in search of work. These conditions can
lead to job seekers from different national or cultural
backgrounds applying for the same position. In this
environment companies are faced with the challenge
of finding selection tools that both predict job perfor-
mance and that can be used fairly across national and
cultural boundaries. Cognitive ability tests have a his-
tory of predicting job performance across a variety of
jobs. However, they can have differing psychometric
properties across cultures. Cognitive tests based on
classical test theory and designed to be free from cul-
tural specifics have been developed in the past. In the-

ory a person’s performance on these tests should not be
influenced by his/her specific language, culture, verbal
ability or educational background. However, research
has shown that these tests can have adverse impact on
minority groups (Hausdorf, LeBlanc, & Chawla, 2003),
are subject to stereotype threat for minorities (Brown
& Day, 2006; Klein, Pohl & Ndagijimana, 2007), may
function differently of different cultural groups (Knapp,
1960; Wiltshire, & Gray, 1969), and test taking strate-
gies (Babcock, 1994). This study will examine the
equivalence across cultures of the psychometric proper-
ties of a newly developed computer adaptive cognitive
test designed to be ’culture-free.’ The test is nonver-
bal, free of numbers and assesses the ability to identify
patterns in order to complete figures or graphical se-
ries. IRT based differential item functioning analysis
will be used to determine if the information provided
by the items and test is the same across two separate
but similar cultures, the U.S. and the U.K. In regard to
practical relevance, if found to function similarly across
cultures, the compute adaptive nature of the test will
provide more flexibility to both companies and indi-
viduals seeking employment by allowing for cognitive
testing in an unsupervised environment without ma-
jor concerns over test security. This may broaden em-
ployment opportunities by allowing individuals to be
initially screened for jobs that may be geographically
distant without the expense of traveling to the location
of the job.

Lost in transfer? How organizational sup-
port neutralizes the negative impact of job
dissatisfaction on training transfer.

Jodlbauer, S., Johannes Kepler University, Linz, Linz,
Austria; Selenko, E., Johannes Kepler University,
Linz, Linz, Austria; Batinic, B., Johannes Kepler Uni-
versity, Linz, Austria

Abstract: The presented study analyzes the role of job
dissatisfaction, motivation to transfer and outcome ex-
pectations in the training transfer process. Job dissat-
isfaction is known to derogate the organizational con-
text in many different ways. In view of the alarmingly
high percentage of transfer failure ( 70%, Saks, 2002),
a similar negative effect on the willingness to partic-
ipate in and learn from a job-training program to on
various other work-related variables, is assumed. We
propose that under certain conditions, that is if partic-
ipants are motivated to transfer and if their learning
and transferring is rewarded with positive outcomes,
this negative effect might be diminished. To test our
assumptions, 671 participants of different training pro-
grams provided by a national institute of further ed-
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ucation filled in an online questionnaire. Participants
were on average 33.59 years of age (SD = 9.42), 46 %
were female, and 35.8% reported to be in a managerial
position. As expected, results of hierarchical regression
analysis indicate a negative effect of job dissatisfaction
on training transfer. Moderator analyses show that the
negative effect was buffered by an individual’s transfer
motivation as well as by positive outcome expectations.
The more motivated a person was to transfer, the less
negative the effect of job dissatisfaction on actual trans-
fer was. In addition it appeared that the effect of moti-
vation to transfer depended on the outcomes a person
expected from the transfer. Only if a person expected
positive consequences from transfer, such as acknowl-
edgement or reward, high motivation to transfer could
buffer the negative effect of job dissatisfaction on train-
ing transfer. The current study suggests that by taking
the right measures, an organization might still profit
from training even if employees are currently dissat-
isfied. Although there certainly is a destructive side
of job dissatisfaction, our results show that dissatisfac-
tion might have a constructive side as well. Findings
are discussed with regard to training transfer models,
as well as models of job (dis-)satisfaction.

Talent management in global companies

Zinovieva, I., St. Kliment Ohridski Sofia University,
Sofia, Bulgaria

Abstract: The company policies to attract, retain, and
develop the talent it needs are key points to its pros-
perity. Globalization brought new power to the highly
qualified professionals: now they are free to choose
their work place and employer all over the world. Con-
sequently, the companies find themselves in a severe
competition for the world’s talent. The demographic
changes promise an even further increase of such strug-
gle and it is often referred to as the global war for
talent. Although the global companies are favourably
positioned to attract the best experts, they need to pay
constant attention to the talent management. This pa-
per discusses the policies of 25 global knowledge com-
panies in developing their global R&D centres. The
focus is on selection criteria, organization of internal
competition, and approaches to motivating experts.
Data are gathered by semi-structured interviews with
14 corporate vice-presidents of global companies and
11 regional managers, mainly responsible for Europe,
Middle East and Africa divisions. The study was ex-
ecuted in Brussels, in the framework of a large-scale
project for the Brussels Regional Government.

10:00-10:45

Keynote 2: David E. Guest - Human
Resource Management and the Continuing
Search for the Happy, Productive Worker

Location: Auditorium 1 (10:00-10:45)

Speaker: Guest, D.E., Professor in Organizational
Psychology and HRM, Department of Management,
King’s College, London, UK
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How effective is rater training for improving
rating accuracy? A meta-analysis

Melchers, K. G., Universität Zürich, Zürich, Switzer-
land ; Arnet Küchler, P., Universität Zürich, Zürich,
Switzerland ; Rapisarda-Bellwald, M., Helsana Ver-
sicherungen, Zürich, Switzerland ; Kleinmann, M.,
Universität Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland

Abstract: Performance evaluations play a central role
in human resource management. One way to improve
the accuracy of such evaluations is rater training. Ac-
cordingly, several different approaches have been sug-
gested over the years: Rater error training (RET),
behavior observation training (BOT), performance di-
mension training (PDT) and frame-of-reference (FOR)
training. Given the large number of primary studies
on the different training approaches, meta-analyses are
a useful means to summarize the accumulated knowl-
edge. However, the only published meta-analysis in
this domain (Woehr & Huffcutt, 1994) was conducted
during the early 90s and was based on the small number
of primary studies available at that time. Accordingly,
prior meta-analytic results concerning the effectiveness
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of the different training approaches with regard to im-
proving rating accuracy were based on a limited em-
pirical basis (e.g., no meta-analytic estimate was based
on more than six primary studies). Because of this,
also no moderator analyses were conducted. In the
present meta-analysis, we therefore considered all pri-
mary studies available to date and also took potential
moderator variables into account. Altogether, 83 sam-
ples from 38 studies (with an overall N of 5246) were
used for the present study. In line with previous re-
search, FOR training, which focuses on establishing a
common evaluative standard for raters, was the most
effective training approach. Effect sizes for FOR train-
ing were positive for all aspects of rating accuracy and
all but one were in the moderate to large range (ds
ranged between .29 and .82). Nevertheless, these val-
ues were somewhat smaller than the previous meta-
analytic estimates. Concerning the effectiveness of the
other training approaches, only BOT had meaningful
positive effects on some aspects of rating accuracy. Fi-
nally, moderator analyses revealed stronger effects for
FOR training when longer training was used and when
a smaller number of rating dimensions had to be rated
and effect sizes for non-student samples were somewhat
larger than for student samples. Concerning practical
implications, the present results show that FOR train-
ing is the method of choice with regard to rater training
and that it is beneficial to limit the number of rating
dimensions and to spend enough time for training.

Stimulating a constructive learning climate:
an international inquiry on the impact of in-
dividual learner differences on academic per-
formance in management education

Cools, E., Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School,
Gent, Belgium; Deprez, J., Vlerick Leuven Gent Man-
agement School, Gent, Belgium; Vanderheyden, K.,
Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School, Gent, Bel-
gium; Backhaus, K., State University New York, New
Platz, New York, USA; Bouckenooghe, D., Brock Uni-
versity Business School, St. Catharines, Ontario,
Canada

Abstract: The current trend towards personalised,
student-centred, and life-long learning (Boyatzis &
Mainemelis, 2011) necessitates a better understanding
about the impact of individual differences on learning
outcomes. The aim of the present study is to pro-
vide, test, and cross-culturally validate a comprehen-
sive conceptual model of how trainee characteristics
impact learning outcomes through intervening mech-
anisms (Gully & Chen, 2010). To stimulate a mod-
ern learning environment, clearer insights about the

role of cognitive and learning style differences in learn-
ing outcomes is particularly needed, as these variables
are both considered to have an important influence on
how people learn (Backhaus & Liff, 2007; Sadler-Smith,
2006). More specifically, we hypothesise that cogni-
tive styles will influence academic achievement through
their effect on learning styles and motivation. Data
were collected in the spring term of 2010 from under-
graduate, graduate, and MBA students of three busi-
ness schools, using validated scales to measure each
of the constructs. We received 417 useful question-
naires, 244 graduate and MBA students from a busi-
ness school located in Belgium (58%), 95 undergradu-
ate and graduate students from an American business
school (23%), and 78 students of a Canadian business
school (19%). Using path analyses, we found a good fit
for the hypothesised model in the three samples (US,
Canada, Belgium). The chi-square/degrees of freedom
ratio (?2/df) ranged between 3.75 and 2.32 (Belgium:
3.75; US: 2.32; Canada: 2.42). The fit indices GFI
(Belgium: .96; US: .95; Canada: .93) and CFI were
higher than .90 (Belgium: .94; US: .93; Canada: .91)
in the three samples and the RMR was .03 or lower
(Belgium: .02; US: .03; Canada: .03). Overall, the
more stable cognitive styles affected the more malleable
learning styles, and both concepts had an influence on
motivation. Contrary to previous research, no signif-
icant link was found between the trainee characteris-
tics and intervening mechanisms on the one hand and
academic achievement on the other hand. This study
provides a preliminary framework to better understand
how individuals learn and how the learning process in-
fluences learning outcomes, although further interna-
tional, mixed-method, longitudinal research in diverse
contexts is needed to cross-validate and strengthen
these findings.

Relevance of the onion model: myth or real-
ity in the field of individual differences psy-
chology?

Cools, E., Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School,
Gent, Belgium; Bellens, K., Vlerick Leuven Gent Man-
agement School, Gent, Belgium; Vanderheyden, K.,
Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School, Gent, Bel-
gium

Abstract: Literature in the field of individual learn-
ing differences is diffuse (Zhang & Sternberg, 2009).
It seems that different authors use concepts as cog-
nitive styles, learning styles, and learning preferences
randomly, and that there is no consensus on how these
concepts are interrelated (Sadler-Smith, 1999, 2001).
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In an attempt to bring order in the multitude of con-
cepts, Curry (1983, 2000) designed the onion model,
which distinguishes three layers: an inner cognitive
personality style’ layer, a middle information process-
ing style’ layer, and an outer instructional preference’
layer. It is hypothesised that the more a concept is
situated on the outside layers, the more it can be in-
fluenced by external stimuli and hence the least stable.
Although the onion model provides an interesting way
to distinguish related concepts theoretically, few stud-
ies have been conducted to test the assumptions of the
model empirically. As a better understanding of the
relation between diverse individual learner differences
and insights about the stability versus malleability of
these concepts is a prerequisite to build effective per-
sonalised learning environments, two empirical studies
have been conducted to address the above research gap.
The first study, which aimed to get more insight into
the relation between individual learning differences, in-
volved 234 students of a Belgian business school. Four
concepts belonging to the different layers of the onion
model were measured cross-sectionally: cognitive style,
learning style, approach to studying, and didactical
preference. Results of factor and correlation analy-
ses showed no clear distinction between the concepts
that are assumed to be situated on different layers of
the onion model, hence providing no evidence for the
conceptual model. In a second longitudinal follow-up
study (in progress), the same individual learner charac-
teristics are measured from students of five educational
institutes (Belgium, UK, Switzerland, US, Canada) in
the beginning and at the end of the academic year.
Overall, the results of both studies will provide insight
into the underlying structure and stability of the con-
cepts that influence learning. This way, the project
aims to improve the learning process of all learners and
as such influence the learner’s skills for coping with to-
day’s business needs.

Personal and organizational characteristics
related to training motivation

Laguna, M., Institute of Psychology, The John Paul II
Catholic University of Lublin, Lublin, Poland

Abstract: Lifelong learning (LLL) is one of the sources
of personal development and well-being. Despite the
development of research on LLL, we still know little
about motivation to undertake trainings and develop-
mental activities. More research is needed to explain
how and to what extent personal as well as organiza-
tional factors affect training motivation. The poster
presents three studies investigating personal and or-
ganizational characteristics related to training moti-

vation. Training motivation is understood as a goal
realization process and explained using goal theories.
The phases of the process of training undertaking are:
goal evaluation, intention to undertake training, plan
formulation, and actual training undertaking. The
research project focuses on the role of three sets of
variables related to training motivation: 1) personal-
ity traits, defined according to the Big Five theory;
2) self-referent beliefs: self-efficacy, self-esteem, hope,
and optimism; 3) organizational characteristics: orga-
nizational culture, work engagement, perceived social
support from managers and coworkers. Three studies
are presented, investigating the relationships between
these three groups of variables and the stages of the
process of training undertaking. In each of the stud-
ies, data from about 200 adults (aged 18-60) were col-
lected. Structural equation modeling was applied to
identify the important predictors of the stages of goal
realization process - in this case, of training undertak-
ing. Findings suggest that using personal and organi-
zational characteristics we can to some degree predict
motivation to training undertaking. They also allow to
offer some suggestions for training needs analysis and
trainings preparation.

Transfer of interpersonal training – The Im-
portance of Identical Elements and Motiva-
tion

Locht, M., Tilburg University, Tilburg, The Nether-
lands; Dam, K. van, Tilburg University, Tilburg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Purpose - The purpose of this paper is to
examine the relationship between transfer of training
and motivation to learn, by taking into consideration
motivation to transform, identical elements and ex-
pected utility. Design/methodology/approach - Data
were collected from two Dutch training companies;
with a quantitative internet-survey. The sample of the
study consisted of 2300 general and project-managers
of which 601 participated in this study. Hierarchical
multiple regression analysis was used to test this the-
oretical model. Findings - This paper proposes that
motivation and identical elements plays a significant
role in increasing the transfer of training. Research
limitations/implications - In future research, more lon-
gitudinal analysis from different perspectives would be
useful to understand the process of transfer in the con-
text of interpersonal training. The most important
implication is that transfer of training is affected by
motivation and identical elements. Practical implica-
tions - Through the empirical analysis of the transfer
of interpersonal training, as well the related variables
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e.g. motivation, this paper provides useful information
to organizations and their managers about designing
training tools in an effective way. Originality/value
- This paper provides an analysis of the relationship
between transfer of training, motivation and identical
elements for interpersonal skills training.

Predictors of Mentors’ Negative Experiences
with Protégés: A Dyadic Study

Eby, L., University of Georgia, Athens, USA; Burk, H.,
University of Georgia, Athens, USA; Sauer, J., Univer-
sity of Georgia, Athens, USA

Abstract: There is growing evidence that mentors have
both positive (e.g., Eby et al., 2006; Ragins & Scan-
dura, 1999) and negative (e.g., Eby et al., 2008; Parise
& Forret, 2008) experiences in mentoring relation-
ships. Three types of negative mentoring experiences
exist: destructive relational patterns (e.g., protg sab-
otage, deception), interpersonal problems (e.g., con-
flicts, protg submissiveness), and protg performance
problems (e.g., unwillingness to learn) (Eby et al.,
2008). Negative experiences with protgs are impor-
tant to study from an occupational health perspec-
tive because emotionally taxing interactions are related
to psychological well-being (e.g., Frone, 2000; Spec-
tor & Jex, 1998). While the consequences of mentors’
negative experiences with protgs are documented, we
know nothing about what predicts these experiences.
This study fills this gap in the literature by examin-
ing protg characteristics as predictors of mentor re-
ports of negative experiences using matched data from
462 in-tact mentor-protg dyads. Both protg personal-
ity (agreeableness, neuroticism) and protg contextual
factors (justice perceptions, organizational cynicism)
were examined as predictors. Survey data were ob-
tained from 462 matched mentor-protg dyads in for-
mal mentoring relationships. Reliable and valid multi-
item scales were used (coefficients alpha > .70). Cor-
relational results indicated that both protg personal-
ity (lower agreeableness) and protg contextual factors
(lower procedural and distributive justice perceptions,
higher organizational cynicism) were related to mentor
reports of greater negative relational experiences. Mul-
tiple regression analyses examined the simultaneous
predictive power of all protg predictor variables. The
F-values were significant for all regression equations. In
predicting destructive relational patterns, protg agree-
ableness ( = -.12, p<.01), protg neuroticism ( = -.09,
p<.05), and distributive justice ( = -.10, p<.05) ac-
counted for unique variance. For interpersonal prob-
lems, only protg agreeableness ( = -.12, p<.01) ex-
plained unique variance. Finally, both protg organiza-

tional cynicism ( = .12, p<.05) and protg agreeableness
( = -.15, p<.05) contributed uniquely to the prediction
of mentor reports of protg performance problems. The
findings will be discussed in terms of advancing theory
and research on organizational mentoring and integrat-
ing the occupational health and mentoring literatures.
Practical implications for the design and delivery of
formal mentoring programs will be highlighted, along
with suggestions for improving mentor-protg relation-
ships in organizations.

Stimulating teacher Continuous Professional
Development

Reynders, L.P., Ruud de Moor Center, Heerlen, The
Netherlands; Vermeulen, M., Ruud de Moor Center,
Heerlen, The Netherlands; Gerrichhauzen, J., Ruud de
Moor Center, Heerlen, The Netherlands

Abstract: Teachers are compelled to participate in
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) to ensure
their knowledge and skills to be up to date. However,
literature shows that many teachers are not engaged
in CPD. Possibly this is due to the complex process
of CPD and the multitude of factors involved. There
is need for a useful model which explains the complex
process with regard to teachers reluctance to partici-
pate in CPD. The developed Three-Phase Model lead-
ing up to teacher CPD can give an explanation. The
model consists of three sequential phases. Phase one
leads up to awareness of teachers about a performance
gap. In the second phase a professionalisation goal to
close this performance gap is formulated. Finally, the
third phase ends with the intention of teachers to par-
ticipate in CPD. An explanation for teachers’ reluc-
tance to participate in CPD is that not all teachers
progress through these phases automatically. Individ-
ual factors could give an explanation for the stagnation
in a particular phase of the model. The Three-Phase
Model will help to formulate guidelines to help teachers
through the three phases, in other words stimulating
them to take part in CPD. In this paper we will focus
on collecting evidence for the first phase of the model.
To evaluate the Three-Phase Model, a questionnaire
for pairs of teachers and their team leader was devel-
oped. The essence was the judgment of the teachers
functioning within three areas (n=119); giving instruc-
tion, differentiate between students and the use of ac-
tivating teaching methods. Additionally, each teacher
received some personality questionnaires. The results
showed some remarkable findings; for example very few
teachers became aware (phase 1) of a performance gap.
Could this mean that CPD for teachers is overrated or
are the themes chosen wrongly or ? To get answers 22
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of the pairs gave an interview revealing more insights
into the questionnaires results. This study showed that
teachers had some learning goals concerning the themes
from the questionnaires but merely rating did not led to
awareness. An in depth conversation between teacher
and team leader was the key to reveal the teachers CPD
goals.

Training transfer of leadership skills

Papp, T., Budapest University of Technology and Eco-
nomic, Budapest, Hungary

Abstract: Creators of the modern corporate training
courses have tried their best to integrate the experi-
mental and group learning methods in order to develop
competency, skill and work attitude during these pro-
grams. Despite the colorful parade of these improved
methods the training course is still just the starter mo-
tor of the learning process. Participants have to work
out their own way to utilize these lessons in their work-
places. The training transfer describes the mode and
the degree as the participants’ discoveries influence the
performance in the upcoming work situation. This shift
in the application of the acquired knowledge makes the
training effectiveness measurement so important and
difficult at the same time. I would like to highlight how
our understanding about the transfer influences the ap-
plied assessment methods and the result of the mea-
surement. Furthermore I introduce an ongoing study
about the separation of the numerous influencing fac-
tors of the transfer regarding certain leadership skills.
The practical importance of this research is that it re-
veals those organizational, learner and training aspects
that should be in the focus during the development and
delivery of high transfer leadership training courses.

Which strategies are used after time man-
agement training and how helpful are they
rated?

Hartmann, J., Adolf Würth Zentrum für Geschichte
der Psychologie, Würzburg, Germany ; Häfner, A.,
Adolf Würth Zentrum für Geschichte Der Psychologie,
Würzburg, Germany ; Schwäble, S., Adolf Würth Zen-
trum für Geschichte Der Psychologie, Würzburg, Ger-
many ; Stock, A., Adolf Würth Zentrum für Geschichte
Der Psychologie, Würzburg, Germany

Abstract: There is a broad offer of time management
trainings. Yet, not many of these trainings are evalu-
ated (Claessens, Van Eerde, Rutte, & Roe, 2007) and
we know little about the actual use of the taught strate-
gies after trainings. The aim of this study was to get
differentiated information of the use of different time

management techniques and their perceived usefulness
at work. 24 employees attended a time management
training in which the following strategies were taught:
prioritizing, goal setting, strategy development, struc-
turing the workday, implementation intentions, moni-
toring, reward and cognitive restructuring, which was
included to change unbalanced, irrational thoughts,
perceptions and judgements of time-related demands.
In the sixth week after training participants filled in
a diary for one workweek, stating every day which of
the techniques they used and rating how useful these
strategies were. Prioritizing and structuring the work-
day were used the most with an average of 3.42 and 3.32
days a workweek (five workdays). Those two strate-
gies also were the ones almost all of the trained par-
ticipants used, whereas monitoring was used by two
thirds of the trainees and strategy development, goal
setting, implementation intentions, reward and cogni-
tive restructuring were used by only less than half of
the trained employees. A surprising result looking at
the usefulness-ratings: all strategies were rated as very
helpful. The average ratings ranged from 5.83 for cog-
nitive restructuring to 7.00 for structuring the workday
on a nine-stage scale. The results show that some of the
taught strategies are valued as helpful, but were used
only to little extent. A conclusion could be to stress
those strategies more or to find other ways to foster
their usage. Implementing meetings several weeks after
the training in which the trained are reminded of the
learned techniques and discuss obstacles in implement-
ing the taught strategies might be one possibility.

What would you do in order to make as much
money as possible if you were given five dol-
lars and two hours? Linking creativity and
entrepreneurship.

Hoka, H., Babes-Bolyai University, Cluj Napoca, Ro-
mania

Abstract: Entrepreneurship has long been recognized
as an important factor of economic growth. This
present paper investigate an exercise which is used in
in order to develop creative thinking and business ideas
at students. We investigated on students (N=1000) the
link between creativity and entrepreneurship. Subjects
has, in principal 2 hours to generate money by asking
themselves: What would you do in order to make as
much money as possible if you were given five dollars
and two hours? There is any correlation between cre-
ativity, challenge assumptions, leverage their limited
resources, capability to identify opportunities and the
quantity of money? These are the factors, which were
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analyzed in this experiment. We also try to find sim-
ilarity and differences between five-dollar experiment
and SCAMPER technique. The five-dollar experiment
can be used to develop creative thinking, but also to
generate real ideas for business.

Exploring Socio-demographic Differences in
Career Maturity in the South African Mili-
tary

Oosthuizen, R., University of South Africa, Pretoria,
South Africa; Themba, A., Military Academy, Sal-
danha, South Africa

Abstract: ORIENTATION:Career maturity has been
criticised for mainly focusing on young students and ig-
noring contextual factors. Since minimal research has
been conducted on career maturity that goes beyond
the exploratory career stage of career development, this
research explores career maturity across career stages
in the South African military context. RESEARCH
PURPOSE:The purpose of the research was to investi-
gate the level of career maturity across the various ca-
reer stages in the South African military.RESEARCH
DESIGN, APPROACH AND METHOD:The research
design involves a literature review and an empirical in-
vestigation to determine the level of career maturity
across career stages in the South African military. A
quantitative approach has been adopted and data was
gathered by means of a psychometric instrument. The
Career Development Questionnaire and a biographical
questionnaire were administered to a sample of South
African military officers (n = 333). The data were sta-
tistically analysed for significant mean differences in ca-
reer maturity according to demographic and military-
specific variables. The data were further analysed for
developmental progression in career maturity accord-
ing to the participants’ age category, level of educa-
tion, and military rank. MAIN FINDINGS:The results
revealed an adequate level of career maturity among
the participating South African military officers. The
participants’ overall mean scores in career maturity
showed no significant mean differences according to de-
mographic variables. Significant mean differences were,
however, observed for the sample according to their
arm of service in the South African military. Whilst the
results did not reflect the expected developmental pro-
gression of career maturity among the participants, it
did reflect the equivocal nature of previous career ma-
turity research. CONTRIBUTION/VALUE-ADD:The
unique demands of the military environment reflect a
need for its members to maintain adequate levels of
career maturity throughout their military careers. By
knowing members’ level of career maturity as well as

typical tasks and challenges faced by military members
in their respective career stages, military organisations
may benefit by introducing appropriate career devel-
opment interventions.

The relationship between career anchors,
emotional intelligence and employability sat-
isfaction

Schreuder, A.M.G., Unisa, Pretoria, South Africa; Co-
etzee, M., Unisa, Pretoria, South Africa

Abstract: Orientation: Creating a career in a world
with decreased job security, fast paced technology
and increasing personal responsibility for constant up-
skilling, employability and lifelong learning are some of
the key challenges faced by today’s workforce. Employ-
ability refers to pro-active career behaviours and abili-
ties which help people to fulfil, acquire, or create work
through the optimal use of both occupation-related and
career meta-competencies. Career meta-competencies
include inter alia awareness of the motives and val-
ues (as explained by Schein’s career anchor construct)
that drive one’s career decisions and experiences of
career satisfaction. Research also increasingly recog-
nises emotional intelligence as an important attribute
of people’s employability and career decision making.
Research objective: To explore the relationship be-
tween individuals’ career anchors (as measured by the
Career Orientations Inventory) and emotional intelli-
gence (as measured by the Assessing Emotions Scale)
and how these relate to their self-perceived employabil-
ity (as measured by a self-developed global measure of
employability satisfaction). Research design, approach
and method: A survey design and quantitative statisti-
cal procedures were used to achieve the research objec-
tive. A random sample (n = 271) of employed adults in
the human resource management and financial services
fields participated in the study. Participants comprised
of 72% blacks and 28% whites, and 73% females and
27% males. The mean age of the participants was 33
years, implying well-established career anchors. Corre-
lational and multiple regression analyses indicate that
participants’ career anchors contribute significantly in
explaining the proportion of variance in their emotional
intelligence scores. Career anchors and emotional in-
telligence were also significantly related to the partic-
ipants’ satisfaction with their employability. Practical
contribution of findings: Despite the growing aware-
ness of the importance of career motives and values
and emotions in career decision making, there seems to
be a paucity regarding research on how individuals’ ca-
reer anchors relate to their emotional intelligence and
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their self-perceived employability. The findings con-
tribute new knowledge to the field of career psychology
and may be used to inform human resource practices
concerned with optimizing person-job fit and the em-
ployability of employees. Career counsellors may also
find the results useful in facilitating pro-active career
behaviour in employees.

The Relationship between Dispositional Em-
ployability and Career Success of Academics
in South African Higher Education Institu-
tions

Barkhuizen, E.N., University of Pretoria, Pretoria,
South Africa; Botha, K., University of Pretoria, Pre-
toria, South Africa

Abstract: Background and Aim: Higher education in-
stitutions (HEIs) in South Africa are expected to play a
critical role in the development of human resources and
the overall social development and transformation of
the continent (Mapesela & Strydom, 2005; Van Heer-
den, Bohlmann, Giesecke, Makochekanwa and Roos,
2009). The success and sustainability of higher edu-
cation in fulfilling these roles are dependent on a well
qualified and committed academic profession that can
utilise research, teaching and community engagement
in solving problems and harness the full economic po-
tential of the continent. All higher education institu-
tions should therefore address the core competencies
and human characteristics that are required for suc-
cessful academic careers, responsible citizenship and a
good life (Chickering & Stewart, in Netswera et al.
2005). The main purpose of this research is to in-
vestigate the relationship between dispositional em-
ployability and career success of academics in South
African higher education institutions (HEIs). Method:
A cross sectional survey research design was followed.
The Dispositional Employability Measure (Fugate &
Kinicki, 2008) and Career Success Survey (self devel-
oped) were administered among a randomly selected
sample of academics in South African HEIs (N=300).
Exploratory Factor Analysis, Regression Analysis and
Manovas were applied. Results: The preliminary re-
sults of the research show that all the dimensions of
dispositional employability (i.e. openness to changes at
work, work and career proactivity, career motivation,
work and career resilience, optimism at work and work
identity) are statistically significant predictors of aca-
demics’ career success. In addition statistically signif-
icant differences were found between the dispositional
employability of academics based on their gender, age
and job level. Practical Relevance: By finding a re-
lationship between dispositional employability and the

meaning of career success, this research can assist HEIs
towards a better understanding of the need for invest-
ment in their employees to gain sustained competitive
advantage. Furthermore, by using diagnostic measure-
ments to assess the current employability and career
success states of academics, HEIs are in a better po-
sition to effectively develop academic careers and ulti-
mately contribute to the career success and retention
of academics.

Academic socialization and proactive be-
haviour: a study on freshmen

Marchese, M., University of Bari, Bari, Italy ; Fontana,
R., University of Bari, Bari, Italy ; Manuti, A., Univer-
sity of Bari, Bari, Italy

Abstract: Socialization is defined as the whole of formal
and informal processes allowing an individual to ac-
quire skills, values, beliefs and attitudes useful to par-
ticipate as an active member of a social group and/or
organization (Moreland and Levine, 2000). Several
studies emphasize that socialization has a large im-
pact on both the acquisition of knowledge about the
new context and adjustment of individuals to new con-
text (Ashforth, Sluss, & Harrison, 2007; Moreland
& Levine, 2001; Bauer, Morrison & Callister, 1998;
Fisher, 1986; Van Maanen & Schein, 1979) Adjustment
can be regarded as a secondary or distal outcome of
socialization (Haueter, Macan, & Winter, 2003; Saks
& Ashforth, 1997a). Indeed, newcomer learning that
is what an individual learns or should learn (acquisi-
tion of knowledge) is a more primary or proximal out-
come. The aim of this study is to examine how social-
ization process, that is socialization tactics and proac-
tive behaviour, affects socialization content (newcomer
learning) and newcomer adjustment (i.e. performance,
identification, satisfaction, commitment, role innova-
tion, intention to quit) in the university context. The
specific objectives are to investigate: How freshmen
perceptions of socialization tactics and freshmen proac-
tive behaviour (socialization process) jointly affect the
proximal outcome of freshmen learning (socialization
content); How the socialization process and the so-
cialization content affect the more distal of freshmen
adjustment (performance, identification, satisfaction,
commitment, role innovation and intention to quit).
Participants are freshmen of different degree courses
of the University of Bari. They were surveyed two
times: the first day of university (T1) and 6 months af-
ter the first day (T2). In T1 measures involved: control
variables (expectations and other), in T2 measures in-
volved independent variables (socialization tactics and
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freshmen pro-activity) and dependent variables (fresh-
men learning and freshmen adjustment). Will present
and discuss the mean finding. Future perspectives are
discussed.

Psychological career resource and career
anchors of contractors

Basson, J.S., University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South
Africa; Schwartz, J., University of Pretoria, Pretoria,
South Africa; Mohamed Hoosen Carrim, N., University
of Pretoria, Pretoria, South Africa

Abstract: Introduction In the 21st century world of
work and competitive global environment, businesses
are increasingly attracted to the cost effectiveness of
using fixed term contractors. Fixed term contractors
are individuals who are specialists in their individual
fields. They are individuals who market themselves in
terms of their special skills and qualifications. The gen-
eral aim of this study is to investigate the psychological
career resources and career anchors of fixed term con-
tractors in the South African labour market. The study
further aims to test for significant differences between
socio-demographic variables of contractors (gender, age
and occupation groups), regarding their psychological
career resources and career anchors. Method The study
was conducted with a sample of 305 individuals work-
ing as fixed term contractors at different companies.
Two validated questionnaires were used in this study,
namely, the Psychological Career Resources Inventory
(PCRI) and the Career Orientations Inventory (COI
of Schein). The Psychological Career Resources In-
ventory measured five dimensions, namely career pref-
erences, career values, career enablers, career drivers
and career harmonisers. (Cronbach alpha coefficient
varied from 0.74 to 0.91). The Career Orientations
Inventory measured the following dimensions, namely,
technical functional, general management, autonomy,
security, entrepreneurial creativity, service dedication,
pure challenge and life style. (Cronbach alpha coef-
ficient varied from 0.67 to 0.84). Descriptive and in-
ferential statistics (ANOVA) were used to analyse the
data. Results and conclusion The dominant psycholog-
ical career resource was growth and development (ca-
reer value) confirming the contractors desire to continu-
ously improve their skills and knowledge in their partic-
ular fields of expertise. The evidence further suggests
the participants’ predominant career anchor is ’pure
challenge’ suggesting that fixed term contractors con-
sistently search for opportunities to be challenged. The
Career Orientations Inventory further indicated that
security is not important for this group but they place
emphasis on lifestyle which implies they value quality of

family and personal life as very important. The results
also show significant differences between the psycholog-
ical career resources and career anchors of males and
females as well as different age groups and occupational
groups. The findings contribute valuable information
for the career development of contractors.

The career competencies indicator – A new di-
rection in sustainable career development

Steele, C., University of Worcester, Worcester, UK ;
Francis-Smythe, J, University of Worcester, Worces-
ter, UK ; Arthur, J., University of Worcester, Worces-
ter, UK ; Mrowicki, J., Consulting Tools, St Neots,
UK

Abstract: Dramatic changes in work organisations have
created new career realities’ that focus on the individ-
ual and require them to take responsibility for their ca-
reer development (Kidd, 2002). It has been suggested
that career development activities should consider the
competencies necessary for individual career manage-
ment (De Fillipi & Arthur, 1994). Arthur’s intelli-
gent career model describes three career competencies;
knowing why, knowing how and knowing whom. Haase
& Francis-Smythe (2007) further developed the idea
of career competencies defining them as behavioural
repertoires and knowledge that are instrumental in de-
livering desired career-related outcomes. Haase (2007)
developed a new taxonomy of seven career competen-
cies measured by a self report questionnaire, the ca-
reer competencies indicator (CCI). The CCI was de-
veloped using a sample primarily from one UK police
force where it was implemented as part of an organ-
isation led career development program. This paper
describes new research which builds on Haase’s work
by clarifying and evaluating its practical applications.
First, the measure has been successfully validated for
use with a broader occupational sample. Secondly, to
ensure ease of integration into career coaching the CCI
has been compared to other popular development tools.
Relationships have been found between career compe-
tencies, as measured by the CCI, and aspects of per-
sonality using the 5 factor model. This has important
implications for the way in which individuals develop
their career competencies and the strategies used to
apply them. Finally, the development of a 360 de-
gree approach to the analysis of career competencies is
currently in progress in response to market demands.
This development and the evaluation of a pilot inter-
vention will be completed in time for the conference.
The practical relevance of this work is twofold. For
individuals seeking to take control of their own career
the CCI and associated measures provide a structure
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to their development activities. For organisations sup-
porting the career development of their staff in a time
of economic instability and uncertainty is difficult. The
model and associated measures provide organisations
with a mechanism for empowering their employees by
creating targeted development opportunities that will
equip staff with the competencies required to feel suc-
cessful.

When life-span and life-space are really
taken into account in career guidance pro-
cess.

Bourne, D., Pôle emploi, Paris, France; Bowden, N.,
OTT Partners Ltd, London, UK

Abstract: ’We are such stuff as dreams are made of
(...)’ (w. Shakespeare). Tools commonly used in ca-
reer guidance come in the shape of questionnaires and
tests. Typically, these tools simply allow the results ob-
tained by the customer to be compared to a reference
population. The starting point to be taken, should be
the person’s entire life history and his/her professional
and extra-professional experiences to achieve proper
career coaching. The tool presented in this commu-
nication allows for the person to speak of the activi-
ties which compose his/her different professional and
personal experiences, implementing in an accurate and
original way the patchworks metaphor. By proceeding
as the method developed by the authors describe, the
person shows the consultant, through drawing, partic-
ularly rich and precise items of their story which will
be exploited in the “accompanying”interview. These
items relate to his/her professional interests (according
to J. Holland), his/her self-efficacy level for each activ-
ity mentioned (according to A. Bandura, Lent, Brown
& Hackett), and his/her their professional self concept
(according to D. Super) as well as his/her psycholog-
ical type and individuation process (by C. G. Jung).
The awareness of the elements thus originally high-
lighted by the client himself considerably sheds light
on his/her career choices. ’ Let’s start by quilting
your talents ! ’ : that is the invitation practitioners
would probably want to make to their clients after this
communication.

The construction and evaluation of the SI-
WIT: Job interest inventory for young people
with a mild intellectual disability

Kroon, B., Tilburg University, Tilburg, The Nether-
lands; Reuver, R.S.M. de, Tilburg University, Tilburg,
The Netherlands

Abstract: Although government policy is aimed at get-
ting everyone to work, entering the labor market is
still difficult for young people. Especially young peo-
ple with mild intellectual disabilities have difficulties
in finding and keeping a paid job. In practice, many
of these youngsters drop out of job trajectories that
were designed for their level of functioning, because of
a mismatch between the job and their interests. Be-
cause of a low IQ (50-80), often in combination with
social or behavioral disorders, these youngsters have
difficulties in expressing their interests. Job interest
inventories can help to establish a person-job fit, but
existing inventories were found to be either too difficult
to understand for the target group, or to contain unre-
alistic jobs. This paper discusses the construction and
evaluation of the SIWIT: a job interest inventory that
can help youngsters with a mild intellectual disability
to express their job interests. We developed an internet
based photo picture test with 150 items measuring 30
job interest groups. Each photo item represents a spe-
cific work routine in a specific work environment (for
example: making the beds in a day care centre). Can-
didates have to choose between two answer options:
‘I like it’ or ‘I don’t like it’. The design of the in-
ventory took the specific characteristics of the target
group into account: a minimum of written informa-
tion, as less as possible response categories, and items
that were practical and concrete. Using two samples
of the target group (N=202; N=874), we examined the
psychometric qualities of the SIWIT, highlighting re-
liability (internal consistency), construct validity, con-
current validity and various reference groups (gender,
school type, geographical location). The psychometric
qualities proved to be satisfactory. Interviews with job
coaches and observations of target group respondents
illustrated that the SIWIT indeed facilitates the job
placement trajectory of youngsters with mild intellec-
tual disabilities. Future research needs to focus on the
predictive validity of the SIWIT.

Schein’s career anchors revisited: Multiple
anchors and relationships among them

Bargsted, M., Universidad Católica del Norte, Antofa-
gasta, Chile; Rivadeneira, C., Universidad Católica del
Norte, Antofagasta, Chile

Abstract: Purpose : The aim of this study was to
address two remaining elements of theoretical contro-
versy in Schein’s theory of career anchors: the existence
of multiple anchors and the relationship among them.
Design/methodology/approach : Using a quantitative
methodology, we developed a study with 385 Chilean
working adults who completed Schein’s career anchor
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inventory (COI). With the procedure of Ramakrishna
and Potosky (2003) we calculated single and multiple
anchors and with a multidimensional scaling procedure
we analyzed relationships among anchors. Findings :
We found that 74.5% of participants had a predom-
inant anchor and 19.5% presented two predominant
anchors. The most frequent combinations of multi-
ple anchors were managerial-entrepreneurial creativity
and security/service. Significant relationships were ob-
served among almost all anchors, some stronger than
others. This takes into account anchors with greater
differentiation. Using multidimensional scaling, a two-
dimensional model was obtained. This model is similar
to structural model proposed by Feldman and Bolino
(1996). Research limitations/implications : The analy-
sis of the findings arises the need for probabilistic sam-
ples and homogenous procedures to measure multiple
anchors. Originality/value: There are three main con-
tributions from this study. First, we added empirical
data about Schein’s Career Anchor Theory in the ac-
tual context of career in a different population. Second,
we found a relationship pattern among anchors that
could be useful for practice in career counseling and
management. And third, the finding about the prox-
imity between the anchors which are more common as
multiples anchors could be used in social entrepreneur-
ship research as a career pattern and contribute to pub-
lic policy and promotion of this kind of entrepreneur-
ship in emergent countries such as Chile.

Learning community: an instrument for voca-
tional guidance

Fontana, R., University of Bari, Bari, Italy ; March-
ese, M., University of Bari, Bari, Italy ; Manuti, A.,
University of Bari, Bari, Italy

Abstract: The university reform introduced in Italy in
2001 has pointed out a new concept of university edu-
cation focusing attention on the vocational purpose of
the academic path. Learning communities are one of
the instruments used in American and European uni-
versities in order to achieve several purposes: promot-
ing academic success and student retention, develop-
ing academic integration and preventing dropout in-
tentions trough active and collaborative learning meth-
ods (Zhu, Baylen, 2005; Smith, MacGregor, Matthews,
Gabelnick, 2004; Kilpatrick et al., 2003; Kellog, 1999;
Lenning, Ebbers, 1999; Shapiro, Levine, 1999; Tinto,
1997). The University of Bari has started an experi-
mentation implementing learning communities in Psy-
chology of Work course in the faculty of Psychology.
Our research pointed out the influence of learning com-
munities in increasing several academic outcomes such

as preventing dropout intentions and also as an early
instrument of vocational guidance because it allows
students to experiment themselves into skills and ac-
tivities useful for workplace context. The sample is
formed by 227 freshman students of psychology ran-
domly parted into two sub-groups in which only one
followed the learning community method, the second
one, which is the control group, had traditional lec-
tures without any discussions or participation by stu-
dents. Learning communities’ program was focused
on the development of academic skills. Measures in-
volved: a self report questionnaire on academic in-
tegration (Pascarella, Terenzini, 1980), commitment
(Meyer, Allen, 1991), academic skills (Cottrell, 2009),
persistence intentions (Eaton, Bean, 1995) and skills
transfer (Sarchielli, 2008; Cottrell, 2003). The ques-
tionnaire was administered at the beginning and at
the end of the experimentation in order to find any
variation within and between the participants. Results
partially confirmed the hypotheses. Future perspective
are discussed.

Top Management in Public Administrations
and Local Institutions – To win the challenge
of sustainable innovation

Sangiorgi, S., University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy ;
Bertuzzi, C.B., Alma Mater Foundation, Bologna,
Italy ; Depolo, M.D., University of Bologna, Bologna,
Italy

Abstract: The work in local and central public admin-
istrations in Italy is now in a phase of deep change.
Economic maneuvers to cope with the crisis are signif-
icantly affecting public employees. The need for effi-
ciency in managing public resources, in order to im-
prove the quality level of public services in a finan-
cial constraints scenario, is fostering new professional
profiles. This study is aimed to test a career coun-
seling model that helps managers and top managers,
in public administrations, to define and develop their
professional profile. The main purpose is to test com-
mon factors and characteristics suitability in profes-
sional curricula of managers. A secondary objective is
to set and to develop selection criteria and professional
development paths. Subject of evaluation are the expe-
riences, skills and abilities of public managers. A model
of career counseling to support the development of indi-
vidual’s skills. A specific web-based questionnaire has
been used. To enrich and refine the data collected, a
sample of validation interviews have been conducted.
The main areas explored were focused on educational
paths, professional curriculum and present work activ-
ities. The model includes: competences portfolio, ca-
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reer anchors evaluation, on site data validation and use
of social network analysis to map and explore formal
and informal relationships between managers. Indi-
vidual reports have been prepared and sent, in order
to promote a personal reflection. The main result of
this study is a positive confirmation of the method fol-
lowed, appreciated both by top managers (and ’would
be’ top managers) and public administrations, as it
helped them to focus their attention on competences
and skills needed to play a key role in a modern public
administration. Further developments have been envis-
aged, particularly in building ad hoc training and men-
torship programs, as well as promoting knowledge and
best practices transfer between public administrations
via professional relationships network of managers.

The role of Emotional Intelligence in Greek-
Cypriot adolescents’ career decision mak-
ing

Koumoundourou, G., Institute of Counselling and
Psychological Studies, Athens, Greece; Kounenou,
K., School of Pedagogical & Technological Education,
Athens, Greece; Sofokleous, G., Institute of Coun-
selling and Psychological Studies, Athens, Greece

Abstract: Personality has long been acknowledged as
a main factor influencing career decision making (Jin,
Watkins, & Yuen, 2009; Rogers, Creed, & Glendon,
2008). A relatively new construct within the broad
personality domain that is recently gaining research
attention is trait emotional intelligence, since emo-
tions as well as cognition seem to affect career be-
haviour (Emmerling & Cherniss, 2003; Kidd, 1998).
Until now the significance of emotional intelligence in
career decision making has been identified mostly in
young adult populations (Brown, George-Curran, &
Smith, 2003; Di Fabio & Pallazzeschi, 2009). The
purpose of the present study was to examine the role
of emotional intelligence and personality traits in re-
lation to adolescents’ career decision making. The
Greek version of Bar On Emotional Quotient Inven-
tory - S (BarOn, 2002; in Greek Maridaki-Kassotaki &
Koumoundourou, 2004), the Traits Personality Ques-
tionnaire assessing the Five Factor Model of Personal-
ity (TPQe, Tsaousis & Kerpelis, 2004), and the Greek
version of Career Decision Making scale of the Aus-
tralian Career Development Inventory (Creed & Pat-
ton, 2004; in Greek Koumoundourou & Kassotakis,
2004) were administered to 194 Greek-Cypriot high
school students (77 males and 117 females). The results
of the hierarchical regression showed that apart from
extraversion ( = 0.18, p < .05) and conscientiousness (
= 0.33, p = .001) personality traits, which accounted

for 16% of the variance concerning career decision mak-
ing, the interpersonal dimension of emotional intelli-
gence ( = 0.27, p < .05) explained an additional 7%.
The results of the present study indicated that emo-
tional intelligence could serve as an additive facilita-
tor in adolescents’ career decision making. Given that
the specific construct can be increased through spe-
cific training (Bar-On, 2002; Di Fabio & Pallazzeschi,
2009), implications in relation to adolescents’ career
counselling are discussed.

When life-span and life-space are really
taken into account in career guidance pro-
cess

Bourne, D., Pôle emploi, Paris Cedex 20, France; Bow-
den, N., OTT Partners Ltd, London, UK

Abstract: ’We are such stuff as dreams are made of
(...)’ (w. Shakespeare). Tools commonly used in ca-
reer guidance come in the shape of questionnaires and
tests. Typically, these tools simply allow the results ob-
tained by the customer to be compared to a reference
population. The starting point to be taken, should be
the person’s entire life history and his/her professional
and extra-professional experiences to achieve proper
career coaching. The tool presented in this commu-
nication allows for the person to speak of the activi-
ties which compose his/her different professional and
personal experiences, implementing in an accurate and
original way the patchworks metaphor. By proceeding
as the method developed by the authors describe, the
person shows the consultant, through drawing, partic-
ularly rich and precise items of their story which will
be exploited in the ’accompanying’ interview. These
items relate to his/her professional interests (accord-
ing to J. Holland), his/her sense of personal effective-
ness for each activity mentioned (according to A. Ban-
dura, Lent, Brown & Hackett), and his/her their pro-
fessional self concept (according to D. Super) as well
as his/her psychological type and individuation pro-
cess (by C. G. Jung). The awareness of the elements
thus originally highlighted by the client himself consid-
erably sheds light on his/her career choices. ’Quilting
your talents !’ is probably the invitation professionnals
would like to make to their clients after this communi-
cation.

Determining Employees’ Perceptions of Non-
Financial Recognition Initiatives

Basson, J.S., University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South
Africa; Mohamed Hoosen Carrim, N., University of
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Pretoria, Pretoria, South Africa; Merwe, W. van der,
University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South Africa

Abstract: Introduction Owing to the changing eco-
nomic circumstances and individualised business de-
mands, organisations increasingly have to consider
alternative methods to direct financial recognition
and rewards to acknowledge employees’ performance.
Many managers regard annual increases as the only
way to reward employees. Research on retention of
employees in the IT environment has received consid-
erable attention in the past 20 years. Given the em-
phasis on people as a key resource as competitive ad-
vantage, there has been an increasing trend for com-
panies (and in particular the IT and other industries
which rely heavily on human skills) to implement more
creative forms of corporate initiatives to attract and
retain valuable employees. This research sets out to
investigate employees’ preferences regarding the crite-
ria associated with an effective company non-financial
recognition scheme and types of recognition incentives
in an IT organisational context. More specifically the
study aimed to explore whether there were differences
regarding these preferences among various staff levels,
job functions and socio-demographic groups. Method
The study employs an exploratory research approach.
A five-point Likert scale questionnaire (ranging from
Strongly disagree to Strongly agree) was developed.
The main study was conducted with the Non-financial
Initiatives Inventory in an information technology (IT)
company (758 participants). Descriptive and infer-
ential statistics were used to analyse the data (SAS
system, version 9.1). Non-parametric tests (Kruskall
Wallis) were performed to test for significant differ-
ences between the socio-demographic variables. Re-
sults The most important preferences of non-financial
recognition types were: individualised gifts, verbal
(in a public forum) and written recognition and fun
events with colleagues in the department. The findings
further revealed that participants from various socio-
demographic groups differ significantly regarding the
value they attach to the criteria associated with an
effective formal company recognition scheme and the
types of recognition incentives they prefer. Conclusion
The practical value of the results of this study lies in
the design of a more effective reward and recognition
strategy for IT personnel and the possible retention of
valuable staff within the IT environment.

Interactive posters: Leadership and
Management-Organizational Change and
Development

Main topic area: Organizational Change and Develop-
ment

Location: Expo (11:30-12:30)

Complex collective identity - a potential so-
lution to the dilemma of diverse teams

Bachmann, A.S., Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu
Kiel, Institut für Psychologie, Kiel, Germany

Abstract: Healing heterogeneous teams is of utmost
importance. Heterogeneous teams often face the
so called ’accuracy-cohesion trade-off’ (Weick, 1987)
when struggling to reach desired outcomes. Since the
individual backgrounds of team members strongly in-
fluence which parts of a problem are perceived, how
they are perceived, and how the perceived information
is interpreted, collectively, members of heterogeneous
teams perceive more aspects of their direct (work) en-
vironment. The inherent diversity makes the collec-
tive perception more accurate in terms of informational
amount and richness and also reveals a multitude of ac-
tion modes or problem solutions potentially available
to the team. But then the trade-off comes in. To real-
ize the inherent diversity potential team members need
to establish a basis for the exchange of their differing
perceptions. Heterogeneous teams need some degree
of cohesion, otherwise they fall apart. Many hetero-
geneous teams do not successfully realize their inher-
ent diversity potential when confronted with a complex
problem-solving task. One main reason for these fail-
ures resides in the adverse relationships between the
different represented subgroups and the resultant ten-
sions between the respective collective identities. It
is assumed that these tensions can be resolved only if
members of heterogeneous teams simultaneously iden-
tify with their team (basic collective identity) as well as
with their respective subgroups (dual identity), and if
they furthermore acknowledge that the shared feature
of their common collective identity resides in the vari-
ety of subgroup memberships (complex collective iden-
tity). Given that heterogeneous teams develop such
an identity, they should be able to realize the inherent
diversity potential without falling apart due to inter-
action difficulties. An experimental examination of the
main hypothesis was based on a two-factorial design
varying team composition and form of collective iden-
tity in student teams working on a complex problem-
solving task. In two pilot studies the effectiveness of
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the experimental paradigm and the instruments used
to measure the complex collective identity had been
established. Preliminary analyses point towards the
intended direction. The utility of a complex collective
identity for the effectiveness of heterogeneous teams is
discussed as well as implications for diversity and group
research.

Stakeholder Theory and Managerial
Decision-Making: Constraints And Implica-
tions of Balancing Stakeholder Interests

Santos de Carvalho, C.M., University of Coimbra,
Coimbra, Portugal ; Ribeiro, L.P., University of Coim-
bra, Coimbra, Portugal ; Ferreira Peralta, C.M., Uni-
versity of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal

Abstract: Given the dynamics of nowadays organiza-
tions, pressures, constraints and changes that conster-
nate the organizational world, it is indisputable the
crucial and decisive role played by managers concern-
ing the conciliation of the competing interests of an or-
ganization’s stakeholders. Although this task is widely
recognized as crucial to stakeholder theory few investi-
gations have yet considered its implications for individ-
ual managerial decision-making. Our work tries to re-
ply Reynolds, Schultz and Hekman’s (2006) study and
attempts to examine Portuguese manager’s decisions
about balancing stakeholder interests. Based on stake-
holder theory, we assumed that managers are interested
in and motivated to balance stakeholder interests. Nev-
ertheless, we argue that certain factors (resource di-
visibility, stakeholder salience, balancing approaches:
within-decision, across-decision and stockholder group
membership) constrain their efforts to do so. To ac-
complish this aim, we conducted a quasi-experimental
study with vignettes (with four versions) with 108 Por-
tuguese managers. Our findings further suggest that
resource divisibility impacts whether a manager will try
to balance stakeholder interests with a within-decision
approach or an across decision-approach. Lastly, our
results demonstrate that, while both are theoretically
valid approaches to balancing stakeholder interests, the
across-decision approach generates more instrumental
value and is perceived to be more ethical than the
within-decision approach. This research makes sev-
eral contributions for the stakeholder literature and
a for a more effective organizational management and
stakeholder relationships. Our results demonstrate the
value of focusing stakeholder theory on the individ-
ual decision-maker, and also reveal some of the poten-
tial value found in exploring the descriptive aspects of
stakeholder management, an area that has largely been

overlooked by stakeholder researchers. While stake-
holder theory does indeed predict great economic and
moral outcomes, we argue that there is also much to be
gained by understanding the processes by which man-
agers and organizations make stakeholder decisions.
Indeed, understanding the factors that shape such de-
cisions allows us to develop strategies that could lead
to substantial improvements in the organizations man-
agement. Finally, these findings are encouraging be-
cause they suggest to managers that even though cer-
tain factors of their decision-making situation may con-
strain one attempt to balance stakeholder interests,
their stakeholder obligations can still be fulfilled

Social behaviour in e-negotiations: a study
with professional negotiators

Simoes, E., ISCTE-Instituto Universitário de Lisboa,
Lisboa, Portugal ; Pissarra, J., Universidade de Évora,
Évora, Portugal

Abstract: Negotiation is a critical activity for anyone
who must interact with other people to accomplish in-
terdependent goals concerning the allocation of scarce
resources in organizations. Computer-mediated nego-
tiations (CMN or e-negotiations) rely on the Internet
and are becoming popular in organizations. This study
(N=182) examines the relationship between practices
in using CMN tools and social behaviour of profes-
sional negotiators (buyers, sellers, and project man-
agers) when negotiating online. Moreover, it focuses
on the effects of social psychological outcomes valued
subjectively on the social behaviour in e-negotiations.
Results suggest firstly, that negotiators who use CMN
tools in a complex and diverse way perceive online ne-
gotiations as adequate means to establish rapport with
the other party. On the other hand, the nature of the
subjective value attributed to the negotiation outcomes
may affect the perception of online interaction. Specif-
ically, the more individuals value being listened to and
being treated fairly in negotiation, the more they ac-
cept CMN tools as adequate to build rapport with the
opponent. But when negotiators value the instrumen-
tal outcomes (economic benefits) they tend to perceive
CMN tools as adequate means for using power and per-
suasion in negotiation. The relevance of these results
for enhancing the practice of e-negotiation in organiza-
tions is discussed.
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Surviving change: Developing a therapeutic
tool for overcoming dispositional resistance
to change

Saksvik, P.o., NTNU, Trondheim, Norway ; Tvedt,
S.D., Norwegian University of Science and Technol-
ogy, Trondheim, Norway ; Saksvik, I.B., University of
Bergen, Bergen, Norway

Abstract: AIM: Organizational change occurs increas-
ingly in today’s work life. Some individuals tend to
perceive most changes negatively (Oreg, 2003). It is
important that clinicians can provide an evidence and
theory based tool to meet these individuals in a thera-
peutic setting. The objective of the present theoretical
and empirical synthesis was to develop a therapeutic
tool for the clinical treatment of individuals experienc-
ing resistance to organizational change. METHOD:
The therapeutic tool was developed based on a newly
published change model labelled Healthy Change Pro-
cess Index (HCPI) (Saksvik et al., 2007; Tvedt et al.,
2009) together with a new measure labelled Change
Impact Factor (CIF) (Tvedt & Saksvik, 2008), and
research undertaken by Oreg (2003) on dispositional
resistance to change (Saksvik & Hetland, 2009). RE-
SULTS: We identified three steps to be followed in or-
der to treat resistance to change: 1. Individual as-
sessment of dispositional resistance with the test de-
veloped by Oreg (2003) and further extended by us
including self-efficacy and optimism labeled Resilience.
This is the assessment of individual reactions to change
on the emotional, attitudinal and behavioural level. 2.
Workplace assessment with the model Change Impact
Factor (CIF) among those with dispositional resistance
to change. Impact of change is about the meaning of
change for the person, how it is interpreted and acted
upon. Impact and resilience identify individual atti-
tudes and reactions towards change. 3. Therapy for
vulnerable individuals (high scores on 1 and 2) with
the “Left hand column method” inspired by Argyris &
Schön (1996). The therapist first interviews the client
about his or her perceived change status today (right
column). Next the therapist challenges the client on
expectations about what changes are already manifest-
ing, and what changes are to come (left column). This
finally leads to acceptance of a new reality orientation
of the client. DISCUSSION: This therapeutic tool will
empower individuals instead of making them insecure
and defensive in times of organizational change. This
will help them restore perceived control and promote
job security. The tool has not yet been tested out in
practise, and further research is needed to validate the
tool.

Psychological Conditions of Organizational
Environment Formation for Changes

Miroliubova, G., Ural Federal University, Yekaterin-
burg, Russian Federation

Abstract: Environment that supports innovations is
created by shifting the focus from explicit to implicit
forms of relations between an organization and an em-
ployee, from identification of employees according to
their competences to identification according to their
readiness and ability to be trained, from programs
of overcoming employees’ resistance to changes to a
preventive formation of positive motivational attitude
to changes. A classification of factors influencing the
creation of an organizational environment of changes
was worked out on the basis of Russian managers in-
quiry. Three levels of such factors were revealed: a level
of social and economic factors (micro-environment), a
level of organizational and psychological factors (micro-
environment), a level of psychological factors (subjec-
tive). Such an approach allows to structure an orga-
nizational environment as a system based on the co-
ordination of actions in terms of personnel working in
a changing organization with the nature and content
of changes. An empirical research of an employee’s re-
action to changes was carried out. It was conducted
among managers of Urals companies. We used con-
tent analysis for studying events that are important
for a person and connected with changes of professional
aims. Participants perceive changes as a challenge, a
collision of ’my’, ’usual’, ’old’ with ’different’ and ’un-
known’. The situation of changes thus is defined for
a person by a certain tension of the environment that
help to keep the balance between a necessity and pos-
sibility of changes. This collision concerns not only
aims of activities, but mostly means and methods of
their achievement. This allows us to think that changes
mostly concern not values, but norms of activities. The
choice shall be done between an old and a new norm.
One of a psychological conditions of choice of changes
is a subject’s prospective vision of a situation repre-
sented in value judgments as a ’chance’, a ’possibility
of something different and new’. In future we proba-
bly will be able to simulate situations of changes on
the basis of a balance between individually possible,
acceptable for an employee normative behaviour and
new normative requirements of a changing organiza-
tional environment.
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The role of broken, fulfilled and exceeded
promises and emotions on OCBs during radical
organizational change – A diary study

Kiefer, T., Warwick Business School, Coventry, UK ;
Conway, N., Birkbeck, University of London, London,
UK ; Briner, R.B., Birkbeck, University of London,
London, UK

Abstract: In this paper we address the question of
how the daily experiences of broken, fulfilled and ex-
ceeded promises affects daily organizational citizenship
behaviours in the context of organizational change.
Organizational change, targeted at altering processes,
structures and social systems in organizations is known
to affect the psychological contract of employees. We
address at least two gaps in the literature. Firstly, the
literature has focused mainly on breaches and viola-
tions in organizational change and the negative out-
comes this tends to have on individual attitudes and
behaviours (eg. Conway & Briner, 2005). Rather than
focus on the dark side of change, we investigate the fac-
tors that ’keep individuals going’ in the midst of radical
change. There are strong intuitive reasons for suppos-
ing the employees are more likely to put themselves out
for their organization when they feel good about work-
ing there and when they feel that the organization will
reciprocate their good deeds and beyond-role efforts.
However, very little is known about the kinds of emo-
tional processes preceding citizenship behaviour and
about the role the organization and its leadership plays
in this process. Secondly, previous research has relied
mainly on cross-sectional survey designs that are not
capable of capturing behaviour as it varies on a day-
to-day basis, which is, again, how we would intuitively
expect citizenship behaviours to fluctuate. We will be
reporting data from a diary study. Participants com-
plete a daily diary for 10 working days at three different
stages of a major change project. The first data wave
is in the process of being collected. We will present
and discuss the results and its implications for theory.
This research has strong implications for the practice
of change management, as it will provide unique in-
sight into the everyday dynamics of work-related ex-
periences, emotions and its effects on behaviour. Our
results will have implications for how to foster construc-
tive behaviour in change, rather than focus on how to
deal with negative feelings and behaviours.

The parallel and participatory evaluation of
public and private well-being services

Lappalainen, I., VTT Technical Research Centre of
Finland, Espoo, Finland ; Lappeteläinen, I., VTT Tech-
nical Research Centre of Finland, Espoo, Finland

Abstract: Public services, and particularly municipal
well-being services, are facing critical future challenges
in Finland, as in other western countries. To tackle
these complex demographic, economic and structural
challenges, multiform municipal service structure re-
form towards multiple supplier models is being pur-
sued. In order to manage that complex reform and
the increasing cooperation between public and private
players, additional interactive evaluation and develop-
ment practices are needed. Furthermore, the quality
and productivity of well-being services relate closely
to the ongoing systemic and structural service reform.
Common criteria for services are needed when adopt-
ing multiple producer models in order to insure and
develop the quality and productivity of services. Pos-
itively, a great deal of effort has been put into quality
and cost management in well-being services with sup-
port of multidisciplinary research activities. However,
quality and productivity perspectives have been devel-
oped and utilized almost independently. Consequently,
there may be a risk that productivity is optimised at
the cost of quality, or the other way around. For this
reason, integrative schemes are needed for assessing
and developing both the quality and the productivity
of services. These integrative evaluation frameworks
enable comparison and benchmarking between differ-
ent providers. These are critical means for develop-
ing well-being services at three main levels: with end
users, within service providers, and finally between dif-
ferent service providers and municipal bodies. Thus
the aim of the study was to develop a participatory
and integrative approach for evaluating, benchmarking
and facilitating public and private suppliers in well-
being services. To that end, a case study methodol-
ogy was applied and two cases were selected on the
basis of surveyed communal needs and theoretical rel-
evance. Quantitative and qualitative data collection
methods were applied. Participatory methods were in-
troduced to induce key player groups to commit to
the development-oriented evaluation processes. As a
result, an integrative evaluation framework, participa-
tory process and methods for benchmarking and fa-
cilitating multiple suppliers in well-being services were
created. Consequently, the study contributes to in-
crease shared understanding and best practices with
novel solutions when renewing well-being services in
multiple supplier models. The results serve not only
target cases but also all interest groups within well-
being services.
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11:30-12:45

Symposium: Political Leaders at Work

Main topic area: Leadership and Management

Location: 0.1 London (11:30-12:45)

Chair: Silvester, J., City University London, London,
UK

Abstract: Although political leaders impact on citizens
and communities across the whole of society, organi-
zational psychologists have paid remarkably little at-
tention to the nature of work undertaken by politi-
cians, or to how this compares to the work of other
professionals (Searing, 1994; Silvester, 2008). With a
few notable exceptions researchers have focused on gov-
ernment organisations rather than politicians (Burns,
1978; Searing, 2009; Wren, 2007). The purpose of this
symposium is therefore to redress this situation by pre-
senting five papers, each of which seeks to reposition
politicians, political leadership and political work as an
important area for organizational psychology. We fo-
cus on three questions: (1) how does the ‘political work’
undertaken by elected representatives in governments
resemble or differ from that undertaken in other pro-
fessional contexts, (2) how might organizational psy-
chology research and practice help to enhance political
leadership and democratic process, and (3) what can
organizational psychology learn from politicians and
political organizations that might further understand-
ing of political processes in other organizational con-
texts? We present five papers from leading interna-
tional researchers who have worked with politicians in
different countries. The first paper considers politics as
an occupation and draws links between traditional ca-
reer theories and research by political scientists. Paper
two reports a study investigating levels of psychologi-
cal strain in new Members of Parliament, and the third
paper describes findings from several studies of voter
personality and preference for political candidates con-
ducted across several European countries. The fourth
paper presents findings from a longitudinal study of in-
dividual differences and candidate performance in the
U.K. general election, and the fhe final paper describes
a longitudinal analysis of MPs and resistance to change
in the U.K. Parliament.

Politics as an Occupation

Silvester, J., City University London, London, UK

Abstract: The most influential commentaries on poli-
tics as a vocation are psychological. They focus on the

strength and nature of commitments to political ca-
reers. And they have introduced to political discourse a
concept – “career politician” – which has come to carry
negative normative baggage and narrow empirical per-
spectives. By contrast, the most common empirical
work on this subject, which is found in the discipline
of political science, is hardly psychological at all but
instead economic or sociological. It describes and ana-
lyzes particular institutional rules and roles in particu-
lar legislative institutions. Yet neither research stream
treats politics as an occupation like other occupations.
Either such comparisons are avoided altogether, or it
is explicitly claimed that politics is a unique field of
work. We will argue that politics is an occupation that
has much in common with other professional occupa-
tions and that, to study it scientifically, we need to
re-conceptualize the terrain. In doing so, we believe it
is necessary to be guided initially by accounts of the
purposes of political careers – good government – and,
from this perspective, (a) construct comprehensive re-
search programs that focus on the interaction between
the psychological politician and the institutional con-
texts within which he or she works, and (b) explore
how particular role performances can best be evaluated
and made more effective. Ultimately, we aim to provide
political organisations with information about how to
support political careers, and to offer constituency as-
sociations and the general public with realistic criteria
for evaluating political leaders.

A New Kind of Politics – but the Same Kind
of Politician?

Weinberg, A., University of Salford, Salford, UK

Abstract: The 2010 General Election was unusual for
two reasons: it produced the first coalition government
in the U.K. since World War Two, and it took place
in the aftermath of a parliamentary expenses scandal
that led to widespread public outrage. Consequently a
larger number of MPs than usual decided to retire from
politics, resulting in the election of more than 200 new
MPs of a total of 650. Given a growing public focus
on politicians’ traits, and the announcement of a ‘new
kind of politics’ in government and improved standards
of political behaviour, this study compared the person-
ality traits of MPs who had previously served in par-
liament with those of newly elected MPs. Measures of
the Big Five personality traits (Saucier’s mini-markers)
and psychological health (GHQ-12) were distributed
to 49 MPs six months before the 2010 General Elec-
tion. 29 newly elected MPs responded using the same
measures three months after the election. No signifi-
cant differences in trait levels were found between new
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and established MPs, although consistent with previ-
ous findings, symptoms of psychological strain were
found to be at significantly higher levels among new
MPs. Women MPs recorded significantly higher lev-
els of conscientiousness, while men scored significantly
higher on openness to experience. No differences in
personality traits were found between MPs of oppos-
ing political parties. The relatively small sample sizes
necessitate caution in generalising findings, but demon-
strate that at least in terms of personality factors, na-
tional politicians are no different under the ‘new poli-
tics’ of the UK.

Personality and Preference for Political
Leaders.

Caprara, G., University of Rome Sapienza, Rome,
Italy ; Vecchione, M., University of Rome Sapienza,
Rome, Italy

Abstract: The personality characteristics of politicians
have been found to account for a large amount of vari-
ance in voters’ preference. We discuss findings from
studies highlighting the role of personality traits in im-
pression formation and evaluation of politicians by vot-
ers. Studies have shown that people’s judgements of
others can be traced back to the Big Five personality
factors, but these do not accord with voter’s appraisals
of politicians. When judgments are made from rat-
ings of a list of adjectives including markers of the Big
Five, voters’ appraisals of politicians’ personality typi-
cally relate to only two ”collapsed” factors (Caprara et
al. 2007): one blending energy/extraversion with open-
ness, and a second combining agreeableness, conscien-
tiousness, and emotional stability. Energy/extraver-
sion and agreeableness served as primary anchors or
“attractors” for personality appraisals of politicians.
They can also be easily related to Wiggins’ (1991)
agency and communion dimensions, and to those re-
puted to count more highly among electorates in West-
ern democracies, namely leadership (or competence)
and integrity (Jones & Hudson, 1996). Self-reports
from a large sample of elected Italian representatives
revealed that politicians scored higher than the gen-
eral population on energy/extraversion and agreeable-
ness, the same dimensions around which voters aggre-
gate their judgments (Caprara et al., 2003). Findings
are linked to the role of traits as organizers of politi-
cal evaluations and practical implications regarding the
most desirable personality portrait of politicians are
discussed.

Politician Characteristics and Performance
in the 2010 General Election.

Silvester, J., City University London, London, UK ;
Wyatt, M., City University London, UK

Abstract: Despite a wealth of academic research into
managerial leadership very little attention has been
paid to political leadership or the individual qualities
associated with success in political roles. This pa-
per describes a longitudinal study of the personality,
and behavioural predictors of electoral success among
225 political candidates standing for election to Par-
liament in the 2010 U.K. General Election. On-line
questionnaires including measures of political leader-
ship, political skill, political efficacy, and a series of
campaign behaviours were emailed to all political can-
didates by one of the three main political parties three
months before the general election. Politician self-
ratings were subsequently compared to their perfor-
mance in the 2010 general election. Data concerning
self-rated leadership behaviour was factor analysed to
identify shared constructs associated with good polit-
ical leadership (Representing Others, Leadership, Val-
ues in Action, Resilience, Strategic Judgement and
Thinking, and Integrity). Regression analyses found
that political-efficacy, ‘Values in Action’ and campaign
behaviours (N activists recruited, N hours spent cam-
paigning, and N public speaking activities) were all sig-
nificantly associated with electoral outcome (electoral
swing and percentage of votes). Findings are discussed
in terms of the individual characteristics required to
achieve political roles, and the role of development in
electoral success.

Politics and Change: a Longitudinal Study of
Politicians in Government

Kwiatowski, R., Cranfield University, Cranfield, Bed-
fordshire, UK

Abstract: In 1997 the U.K. a reforming Labour gov-
ernment with a huge majority was swept into power.
A cornerstone of its manifesto was that things would
change, but 12 years on there is little evidence of insti-
tutional change within the House of Commons. This
paper describes findings from an ongoing longitudi-
nal panel study that began in 1997, involving quali-
tative analysis of interviews with sitting MPs exam-
ining manifestations of organisational politics. Find-
ings suggest that a number of factors contributed to
this lack of change: individual need for advancement,
yet reliance on the political party for opportunities,
the desire to implement a political philosophy on a na-
tional stage, day to day parliamentary work, changing
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priorities, ministerial focus and so forth. On a psy-
chological level, individual MPs faced the need to bal-
ance competing demands associated with belonging to
a group, adopting particular norms and beliefs, and
seeking to remain consistent with these beliefs, yet de-
fending against sometimes massive anxiety. The inter-
views reflect well established social and organizational
psychology theory, suggesting that believing radical re-
form of Parliament is possible almost naive and MP
behavior understandable. The paper will discuss these
findings in relation to insights that can be gained from
models and ideas from theorists such as Buchanan,
James, and Morgan. It will show that in Parliament, as
in most organizations, there are diverse levels of aware-
ness, skill and ability in working within ‘ordinary’ or-
ganizational politics. The paper will discuss practical
ways in which significant organizational change could
in fact take place in the House of Commons during the
next parliament.

Symposium: Targeting Time: Recent
Advancements in Research on Individual
Temporal Characteristics

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.11 Pressroom (11:30-12:45)

Chair: Gevers, J.M.P., Eindhoven University of Tech-
nology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de,
Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: In a world characterized by global compe-
tition and rapid technological change, time is an in-
evitable and increasingly prominent aspect of organi-
zational life, and a major concern for many companies.
This has brought the issue of time to the forefront of or-
ganizational research; a growing number of researchers
identify temporal issues as a key agenda item for future
research (e.g., Ancona, Goodman, Lawrence & Tush-
man, 2001; McGrath & Tschan, 2004). Although re-
search on time has gained considerable momentum over
the last decade, the field still remains at an “age of dis-
covery” (Ancona, Okhuysen, & Perlow, 2001). This
is particularly true for research regarding the micro-
foundations of how individual actually perceive and
value time and how these characteristics permeate and
impact everyday working practices and performance.
Despite a respectable volume of work on time-based in-
dividual characteristics (see Francis-Smythe & Robert-
son, 1999), and a growing body of empirical evidence
regarding their impact on employee well-being and per-
formance (Francis-Smythe & Robertson, 2003; Gevers,
Claessens, Van Eerde, & Rutte, 2009; Greenberg, 2002;

Hecht & Allen, 2005; Slocombe & Bluedorn; 1999),
insight into the effects of individual temporal charac-
teristics remains limited. This is partly due to the
fact that some constructs are simply rather nascent
in their development (e.g. pacing styles, temporal in-
telligence), but also because ambiguities and inconsis-
tencies regarding the conceptualization and measure-
ment of existing constructs (e.g. time urgency, poly-
chronicity) hinder the collective advancement of the
field. Additionally, research has largely neglected the
likely interaction of individual temporal characteristics
with contextual factors and a more careful considera-
tion of potential moderators is warranted. The aim of
this symposium is to bring together innovative research
that highlights the importance of individual temporal
characteristics in the organizational context and shows
recent advancements made in the field regarding these
shortcomings. The symposium includes two presenta-
tions that discuss conceptualization and measurement
issues of existing and newly developed time-based in-
dividual difference constructs. Li and Roe test the in-
tertemporal stability of time urgency, polychronicity,
time perspective, and temporal depth over a period
of six months and conclude that these constructs are
rather unstable, but more stable than measures of Big
Five personality traits. The work of Francis-Smythe
discusses the conceptual and empirical development of
the more nascent construct of temporal intelligence in
leadership, with a specific focus on a leaders’ aware-
ness of followers’ time personality and job characteris-
tics, and addresses the nature of the construct in re-
lation to existing time and leadership literature. Ad-
ditionally, the symposium includes two presentations
addressing effects of individual temporal characteris-
tics on everyday work experiences and performance,
thereby also testing potential moderators. The work of
Gevers and Demerouti shows that temporal leadership
interacts with pacing styles to determine employees’
experiences of task absorption, which, in turn, affects
employee creativity. More specifically, temporal lead-
ership enhances task absorption for individuals with a
deadline action pacing style, but hampers task absorp-
tion for individuals with a U-shaped or steady action
pacing style. Finally, Kirchberg, Roe, and Van Eerde
investigate how polychronicity predicts and moderates
the dynamic relationship between multitasking, per-
formance, and affective well-being at work and con-
clude that, both in terms of well-being and task per-
formance, polychronics are less negatively, sometimes
even positively, affected by multitasking behavior re-
sulting from interruptions and unplanned work. The
main conclusion of this symposium is that individual
temporal characteristics have a significant influence on
work outcomes and that it is important to gain a better
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insight into their nature in order to enhance positive
and attenuate negative effects of these constructs in the
work context.

Testing the Intertemporal Stability of Tem-
poral Characteristics and Big Five Personal-
ity Traits

Li, J., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The Nether-
lands; Roe, R.A., Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: In this study, we test the stability of time ur-
gency, polychronicity, time perspective, and temporal
depth and Big Five personality traits over a period of
six months. Following the reasoning of Golembiewski,
Billingsley, and Yeager (1976), the intertemporal sta-
bility of construct scores (i.e. alpha change) indicates
the stability of a trait if, and only if, the measure-
ment instrument has shown stable construct validity
(i.e. the absence of gamma change) and stable calibra-
tion (i.e. the absence of beta change) over time. To
test the absence of these changes, we apply the pro-
cedure of structural equation latent growth modeling
(SELGM) used by Chan (1998) and Lance, Vanden-
berg, and Self (2000) in the study. Our results suggest
equivalent measurement over time for most temporal
characteristics, as indicated by the absence of gamma
and beta change, but construct score change over time,
as indicated by the occurrence of alpha change. Only
eating behavior — a time urgency component — and
temporal depth are found to be stable over time. For
Big Five personality traits, we find that agreeable-
ness, emotional stability, and autonomy have changed
in construct validity over time, whereas extraversion
and conscientiousness have changed only in construct
scores over time. We discuss the implications of the
study for future team research and management prac-
tice.

The nature of Temporal Intelligence in Lead-
ership

Doyle, A., Centre for People@Work, University of
Worcester, Worcester, UK ; Francis-Smythe, J., Cen-
tre for People@Work, University of Worcester, UK ;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Temporal Intelligence was first introduced by
Clemens and Darlyrmple (2005) to describe the impor-
tance of time in leadership, notably its role in deci-
sion making and influencing followers. More recently,

Doyle and Francis-Smythe (2009) developed an 8 fac-
tor 79 item psychometric measure of Temporal Intel-
ligence (TiQ) defining it as ‘a leader’s cognitions and
behaviours related towards time with reference to the
self and the individuals being led’. Central to this def-
inition is the distinction between cognitions directed
towards the self and those directed towards follow-
ers. The individual difference factor of Time Person-
ality, refers to self-directed thoughts, behaviours and
attitudes towards time (Francis-Smythe & Robertson,
1999) whereas the TiQ measures those directed towards
followers. This paper reflects on the nature of each of
the eight factors measured by the TiQ and their re-
lationship to the existing time and leadership litera-
ture providing a basis for a fruitful discussion of the
nature of temporal variables occurring at a leadership
level. Particular focus is given to the factor explain-
ing the most variance, ‘Time Personality and Job Role
Characteristics’, referring to leaders’ awareness of fol-
lowers’ time personality and job characteristics. This
process of awareness is proposed as a pre-requisite to
a leader’s behavioural repertoire in relation to entrain-
ing the temporal characteristics of an individual and
the temporal demands of the job to produce a con-
gruent fit (Bluedorn & Janussi, 2008). A number of
mechanisms by which such entrainment takes place are
suggested.

Pressure makes diamonds? Interaction ef-
fects of temporal leadership and pacing style
on task absorption and creativity

Gevers, J.M.P., Eindhoven University of Technology,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands; Demerouti, E., Eind-
hoven University of Technology, The Netherlands; Ven,
J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: In today’s corporate world where innovation
is the key, organizations expect their employees to be
creative under the pressure of increasingly tight dead-
lines. Several scholars have indicated, however, that
deadlines may hamper rather than enhance creativity
when the associated time pressure stands in the way
of full task engrossment or task absorption (Amabile,
Conti, Coon, Lazenby, & Herron, 1996; Bear & Old-
ham, 2006). Task absorption (Rothbard, 2001), also
referred to as timelessness (Mainemelis, 2001), reflects
a state where one is “fully concentrated and happily
engrossed in one’s work, whereby time passes quickly
and one has difficulties with detaching oneself from
work” (Schaufeli & Bakker, 2004, p.295). We argue
that some individuals working under deadline pressure
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are more likely to experience task absorption than oth-
ers, given their general use of time under deadline con-
ditions (i.e., deadline, steady or U-shaped pacing style;
Gevers, Rutte, & Van Eerde, 2006), but that tempo-
ral leadership will also play a role. The present study
examined how temporal leadership interacts with pac-
ing styles to determine employees experiences of task
absorption, and how this, in turn, affects employee cre-
ativity.By means of a weekly diary study, we gathered
longitudinal data from a sample of 32 IT specialists
working for a large multinational located in the Nether-
lands. The results of our analyses indicated that tem-
poral leadership, which we operationalized as the ex-
tent to which a leader or supervisor is perceived to
draw attention to the issue of timeliness and pushes
subordinates to meet deadlines, hampered the experi-
ence of task absorption for employees with a steady
or U-shaped action pacing style, but was conducive to
task absorption for employees with a deadline action
pacing style. Moreover, employee creativity was in-
deed enhanced by heightened levels of task absorption.
Thereby, this study underlines the importance of an in-
teractionist approach to employee motivation in time
pressured creative environments.

Polychronicity and Multitasking in the con-
text of Multiple-Goal-Management: A diary
study

Kirchberg, D.M., Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands; Roe, R.A., Maastricht University,
Maastricht, The Netherlands; Eerde, W. van, Ams-
terdam Business School ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human
Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Nowadays, multitasking is an inevitable work
behavior in many organizations. A literature review
shows that until recently, polychronicity and multitask-
ing have been treated as synonyms. While polychronic-
ity describes the preference to work on multiple things
in parallel, multitasking represents its behavioral coun-
terpart (König & Waller, in press). In this study we
look at polychronicity and external demands such as
interruptions and unplanned work as antecedents of
multitasking. We suggest that multitasking varies not
only between individuals but that it is a dynamic work
behavior which needs to be studied over time. The con-
sequences of multitasking at work have received scant
attention. Previous research, demonstrated the nega-
tive effects of multitasking in terms of switching costs
(Hodgetts & Jones, 2006; Pashler, 2000), increased er-
ror rate and completion time (Pashler, 2000), as well
as task decay due to prospective memory failure (Cz-
erwinski, Horvitz, & Wilhite, 2004; McDaniel & Ein-

stein, 2000). The majority of these results have been
conducted by cognitive psychologists studying the ef-
fects of multitasking in laboratory setting and measur-
ing the consequences of this behavior in milliseconds.
The aim of this study is to investigate how polychronic-
ity predicts and moderates the dynamic relationship
between multitasking, performance, and well-being on
a daily basis as experienced at work. We gathered diary
data on hand-held computers of employees working in
German small to medium sized companies (n=93) over
a period of one work week (n=418) and found con-
siderable variation of multitasking, task performance,
productiveness, and affective well-being within employ-
ees. Our results further demonstrate a negative effect
of day-level multitasking on affect in the evening and
task performance. Polychronicity moderated the rela-
tionship between multitasking and task performance,
as well as multitasking and affect. Generally, more
polychronic individuals experience less negative con-
sequences on days with high extents of multitasking
behavior in terms of well-being and task performance.
Even to the contrary, polychronic employees show high
productiveness on days with more multitasking.

It’s time to look for a job: Time-related indi-
vidual differences as job search predictors

Pires da Motta Veiga, S., University of Missouri,
Columbia, USA; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Time research has seen a growing interest
from scholars across disciplines in the last 25 years (An-
cona, Okhuysen, & Perlow, 2001). Within this emer-
gent literature, researchers have examined time-related
individual differences (Francis-Smythe & Robertson,
1999; Li, 2008). Time urgency, polychronicity, and
time perspective are three of the most frequently used
individual differences in the time literature. Previous
studies have suggested that these three constructs are
stable personality traits (Bluedorn, Kalliath, Strube,
& Martin, 1998; Landy, Rastegary, Thayer, & Colvin,
1991; Zimbardo & Boyd, 1999). This led Ancona and
her colleagues (2001) to suggest a concept of temporal
personality. Other scholars have found these three in-
dividual differences to be related to personality traits
such as conscientiousness and extraversion. They have
also examined the relationships between these concepts
and various outcomes, such as performance and health.
However, previous studies have not examined the rela-
tionship between time variables and labor market out-
comes. What labor market outcome can these three
time-related differences predict? In the current study,
I address this question by bridging the gap between
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the time literature and the job search literature. I hy-
pothesize that polychronicity, time urgency, and time
orientation predict job search outcomes, in this case the
number of first interviews, second interviews, and ulti-
mately the number of job offers. The job search liter-
ature has extensively examined job search antecedents
such as personality traits, focusing mainly on consci-
entiousness and extraversion (Tay, Ang, & Van Dyne,
2006; Turban, Stevens, & Lee, 2009) but has not inte-
grated temporal personality in its predictors. Method.
Senior graduating students, currently on the job mar-
ket, were recruited from a large Midwestern univer-
sity’s business school. Through a longitudinal study,
I examine how job search outcomes, measured over
a period of three months, depend on the job seek-
ers’ time-related individual differences controlling for
extraversion and conscientiousness. Results. Prelimi-
nary results support our hypothesis that polychronicity
is positively related to the number of first interviews,
second interviews, as well as the number of job offers.
I am performing additional analyses to examine the
other hypotheses, specifically how time urgency and
time orientation are related to job search outcomes.

Presentations: Background Diversity in
Teams

Main topic area: Teams and Workgroups

Location: 0.2 Berlin (11:30-12:45)

Chair: Nederveen Pieterse, A., University of Gronin-
gen, Groningen, The Netherlands

Ageism in the workplace: Impact of diversity
management and intergenerational contact

Iweins, C., Universite catholique de Louvain (UCL),
Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium; Desmette, D., Universite
Catholique de Louvain, Louvain la Neuve, Belgium;
Yzerbyt, V., Universite Catholique de Louvain (UCL),
Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium

Abstract: Recent organizational studies showed that
a multiculturalism climate (e.g., Plaut, Thomas, &
Goren, 2009) and good intergroup relations (e.g., Pet-
tigrew & Tropp, 2008) were the more promising route
to intergroup harmony in organizations. However, de-
spite the prevalence of ageism at work (i.e., stereotypes
and discrimination toward older workers as a group)
(Finkelstein & Farrell, 2007), little empirical effort was
made to analyse how it can be reduced by organiza-
tional context. The aim of the present contribution is
to investigate, in the light of Ely and Thomas (2001)

and research on intergroup bias reduction (e.g., Dovidio
& Gaertner, 2009), the influence of both age-related di-
versity management and intergenerational contact on
ageism in the workplace. We hypothesize that orga-
nizational context which values a dual identity com-
bining both group identity (i.e., age group identity)
and a common identity (i.e., organizational identity)
is the most successful way for reducing intergenera-
tional bias. Participants were 129 workers less than
50 years old who completed a questionnaire designed
to assess the quality of intergenerational contact, age-
related diversity management, age group identity, or-
ganizational identity and ageism at work (stereotypes,
emotions and behaviors toward older workers). Sup-
porting the hypothesis, results suggest that a ’multi-
age’ diversity management and good intergenerational
contact favours a dual identity, respondents identifying
themselves more strongly both to their age group and
to their organization. Moreover, this dual identity was
shown to lead them to reduce their bias toward older
workers (older workers were perceived as more compe-
tent and elicited more admiration and positive behav-
iors). In conclusion, this study contributes to better
understanding how ageism at work is influenced by the
context depending on which social identity processes
are activated. Furthermore, this study underlines the
potential of good intergenerational contact at work and
gives some lines on how improve the management of
age diversity in organizations.

Cultural Background Diversity as a Double-
Edged Sword: The Moderating Role of Goal
Orientation

Nederveen Pieterse, A., University of Groningen,
Groningen, The Netherlands; Knippenberg, D. van,
Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The
Netherlands; Dierendonck, D. van, Erasmus University
Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: As the workforce is becoming increasingly
diverse in cultural background and most organizations
make use of teams as their basic structure, the effects
of cultural background diversity in teams has received
considerable attention. Research has showed that cul-
tural diversity is a double edged sword. Therefore in-
terest has shifted to a focus on the contingencies of its
effects. Undeniably, identifying when teams are able to
benefit from cultural background diversity and when it
may be detrimental is of great importance to organi-
zations. Positive outcomes of diversity have been ar-
gued to play out when team members are motivated
to make use of diverse information, whereas negative
results come from employing social categorization and
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intergroup bias. We argue that team member goals
may play a central role in determining the strength
of both contingencies. Even though goals are a cen-
tral topic within the organizational literature and goals
have been shown to play a large role in stereotyping as
well as information use, the role of goals in team di-
versity has been neglected. A variable of particular
interest in this respect is goal orientation (i.e. peo-
ple’s goals in achievement settings) as it is not only
readily activated within achievement contexts but may
also directly speak to the contingencies of the positive
and negative effects of cultural background diversity.
Numerous studies have shown the importance of goal
orientation for individual behavior in organizations.
However, we know relatively little on the role of goal
orientation in teams. In the present study, we argue
that goal orientation plays an important role in deter-
mining the effects of team diversity in cultural back-
ground. In a study with 312 business students working
in 79 teams on a complex business simulation, we show
that high mean learning orientation helps teams reap
the benefits of cultural background diversity, whereas
low mean learning orientation is detrimental for the ef-
fects of cultural background diversity. In addition, high
performance avoidance orientation is associated with a
negative cultural background diversity-performance re-
lationship. Thus, team composition in goal orientation
was shown to be a powerful moderator of the effects of
diversity in cultural background.

Cooperation in dyads: the influence of cogni-
tive style and personality trait diversity on
team performance and satisfaction

Cools, E., Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School,
Gent, Belgium; Vanderheyden, K., Vlerick Leuven
Gent Management School, Gent, Belgium; Lommelen,
B., Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School, Gent,
Belgium

Abstract: In today’s competitive global economy, there
is an increasing use of teams for accomplishing work
in organisations (Kozlowski & Ilgen, 2006), which also
stimulated a vast amount of research that aimed to
identify factors contributing to team effectiveness. In
addition to studies focusing on surface level diver-
sity (Webber & Donahue, 2001), Hollenbeck, DeRue,
and Guzzo (2004) called for more research on deeper
level, psychological factors as predictors of team out-
comes. Following this research gap, this study in-
vestigated the influence of cognitive styleand person-
ality traits diversity on team performance and satis-
faction, as these variables have been identified as im-
portant factors that might contribute to team per-

formance (Cheng, Luckett, & Schulz, 2003; Driskell,
Goodwin, Salas, & O’Shea, 2006). More specifically,
we focus on cooperation in dyads, the smallest team
possible (Katzenbach & Smith, 1993). Whereas pre-
vious research on dyads mainly examined members
from different hierarchical levels (Armstrong, Allinson,
& Hayes, 2004; Mast, Hall, & Schmid, 2010) - such
as leader-subordinate, student-supervisor, and mentor-
protg dyads - this study looked at dyads with members
of similar hierarchical levels. The sample consisted of
172 master in management students from a leading Eu-
ropean business school, which were grouped in 86 dyads
to conduct a two-month in-company project. Students
were assigned to companies based on their motivation;
neither cognitive style nor personality was used as a se-
lection criterion. Validated scales were used to measure
each of the concepts: Cognitive Style Indicator (Cools
& Van den Broeck, 2007), Single Item Measure of Per-
sonality (Woods & Hampson, 2005), and Team Satis-
faction Index Questionnaire (Basadur & Head, 2001).
Team performance was measured with team members’
score on the project. Results showed a negative ef-
fect of cognitive style diversity on team performance,
while personality trait diversity had a positive effect on
performance. In contrary to expectations, none of the
input factors had an effect on satisfaction. Although
these findings indeed demonstrate the importance of
taking cognitive styles and personality traits into ac-
count when composing work teams, further research
explaining why cognitive styles and personality traits
seem to have opposing effects on team performance
is particularly needed and relevant for organisational
practice.

The androgynous redefinition of tasks by men
in female-dominated occupations

Sobiraj, S., University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany ;
Korek, S., University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany ;
Weseler, D., University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany ;
Mohr, G., University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany

Abstract: Men working in female-dominated occupa-
tions have to achieve a balance between requirements of
their male gender role and their feminized professional
work role. One strategy could be the redefinition of
tasks in terms of masculine gender typicality as an im-
portant issue of action regulation. We examined which
tasks men in female-dominated occupations actually
fulfill and how gender typical they redefine those tasks
compared to a reference group of female colleagues.
We asked 139 men in female-dominated occupations to
note the five most prominent tasks they fulfill during
an ordinary work day. As a second data source we
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asked one related female colleague of each man to note
the five most prominent tasks she thought her male
counterpart did. Additionally, we surveyed how men
and women rated the gender typicality of those tasks.
The tasks were subsumed to 12 categories. This pro-
cedure allowed quantitative comparisons of frequencies
and gender typicality ratings between men and their
female colleagues. We found no significant differences
between men and their female colleagues in naming
relevant tasks for men in female-dominated occupa-
tions. But differences occurred in gender typicality
ratings of those tasks: Men in female-dominated occu-
pations predominately redefine their tasks more fem-
inine and masculine than their female colleagues did.
We assume that these differences indicate that men in
female-dominated occupations redefine their tasks in
an androgynous way. Apparently, men use androgy-
nous redefinitions of their tasks to adapt to ambiguous
role requirements of their work environment and their
male identity. Our insight into androgynous redefini-
tion could help attracting more men to enter female-
dominated occupations.

Presentations: Psychological Contracts,
Job Attitudes, and Turnover

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.3 Copenhagen (11:30-12:45)

Chair: Ramos, J., University of Valencia & IVIE, Va-
lencia, Spain

When Does HRM Enhance Commitment? The
Role of Psychological Contract and SOC-
Strategies

Bal, P.M., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotterdam,
The Netherlands; Kooij, T.A.M., University of Tilburg,
Tilburg, The Netherlands

Abstract: An increasing amount of studies have fo-
cused on the relations of HRM with employee out-
comes, such as commitment. However, it has been rel-
atively unclear how HR practices contribute to higher
commitment. The current study investigated the con-
ditions under which specific establishment-level HRM
practices are positively related to individual employee
affective commitment. First, it was predicted that
establishment-level development HR practices (i.e.,
practices that aim at employee growth in the job and
the organization) relate to higher commitment through
a stronger psychological contract between the employee
and the organization. Furthermore, based on Selection,

Optimization and Compensation (SOC-) theory, it was
expected that establishment-level accommodative HR
practices (i.e., practices aimed at supporting employ-
ees’ accommodating needs, including leave allowances
and reduced workload) only relate to higher commit-
ment for people focused on selection and compensation,
and that the relation between establishment-level de-
velopment HR practices and commitment is enhanced
for people focused on optimization. Established and
validates measures of HR-practices, psychological con-
tract, SOC-strategies, and employee commitment were
used. Results of a multilevel study among 1058 em-
ployees in 17 establishments of a health care organi-
zation in the Netherlands showed that transactional
and relational psychological contract fully mediated
the relation between development HR practices and
commitment. Moreover, it was found that indeed ac-
commodative HR practices enhance commitment for
those employees focused on selection and optimiza-
tion. The study showed that the influence of spe-
cific establishment-level HR practices on commitment
may vary depending on employees’ individual needs,
with development HR practices strengthening the em-
ployees’ psychological contract with the organization,
consequently leading to higher commitment, and ac-
commodative HR practices relating to commitment for
those employees in need for accommodating work ar-
rangements.

Bad is Stronger Than Good: Assymmetric Ef-
fects of Met and Unmet Promised Obligations
on Employee Attitudes and Behavior

Jong, J. de, Tilburg University, Tilburg, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: Employees develop patterns of subjective be-
liefs about reciprocal promised obligations within the
exchange agreement between them and the organiza-
tion. This psychological contract (Rousseau, 1995)
provides the employee with a sense of certainty and
confidence regarding the short and long term future
of their relationship with the organization. When a
promised obligation is not met by a representative of
the organization (i.e. organizational agent) this can be
considered a negative event, while meeting a promised
obligation can be considered a positive event. Research
has repeatedly found evidence for the assertion that
positive and negative events do not have parallel ef-
fects (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs,
2001). Negative events, ones that have the potential
or actual ability to create adverse outcomes for an em-
ployee (Taylor, 1991), appear to evoke stronger emo-
tional, affective, and behavioral responses compared to
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positive events. In this paper I present a study that an-
swers the following research question; what is the rela-
tive impact of met and unmet promised obligations on
employee attitudes and behavior? Using a sample of
843 Dutch employees, hypotheses were tested that pre-
dict an asymmetric impact of unmet and met promised
obligations on positive and negative affect, which im-
pacts job satisfaction, affective commitment, and in-
tentions to quit. I also predicted that the asymmetric
impact on negative affect is even stronger when eco-
nomic promised obligations are not met compared to
socio-economic promised obligations. This moderated
mediation model is analyzed using the procedure pro-
posed by Preacher, Rucker and Hayes (2007). Results
show that one unmet promised obligation can already
elicit negative affect, negatively influencing the out-
come variables. Met promised obligations, on the other
hand, had little impact on positive affect. Moreover,
the impact of unmet promised obligations on negative
affect appears to be moderated by type of promised
obligation. The results indicate that met and unmet
promised obligations should not be treated equally in
predicting employee outcomes. Moreover, managers
should be conscious about the immediate impact of
failing to meet one promised obligation.

A generational perspective on the psycholog-
ical contract and commitment

Lub, X.D., Saxion University of Applied Sciences, De-
venter, The Netherlands; Bal, P.M., Erasmus Univer-
sity Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Blomme,
R.J., Nyenrode Business Universiteit, Breukelen, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Over the past years, there has been a steady
stream of literature discussing the entry of a new gen-
eration, Generation Y (born 1981-1995), in the work-
place (e.g., Tulgan, 2003; Howe and Strauss, 2007; Eis-
ner, 2005; Smola & Sutton, 2002). It has been argued
that different generations of employees have different
work values and beliefs (Lyons, 2003; Smola and Sut-
ton, 2002), and therefore hold different perceptions of
the psychological contract with their employers, and
as a result will differ in levels of turnover intention and
commitment to their organizations. However, the sci-
entific examination of generational differences is said
to be a ’critical and underdeveloped area for manage-
ment research’ (Westerman and Yamamura, 2007). In
response to their call, this study aimed at disentangling
generational differences in psychological contract and
its impact on employee outcomes. Many authors have
pointed towards generational differences in the dynam-
ics of the employment relationship. Generational the-

ory (Mannheim, 1952; Howe & Strauss, 2000) suggests
that younger generations, experiencing these societal
shifts at a formative stage in life, will as a result de-
velop different work values. Therefore, in response to
changed contract terms, they are likely to have dif-
ferent expectations of their employers and may show
lower levels of organizational commitment. The cur-
rent study explored psychological contract perceptions
and experienced levels of fulfilment and breach, as well
as differences in levels of commitment, turnover in-
tention and felt employee obligations, from a perspec-
tive of generational differences. Generation Y workers
were expected to have different psychological contracts
with their employers, to experience lower levels of ful-
fillment, commitment and employee obligations, and
higher levels of turnover intention. A questionnaire
among 909 respondents working in various sectors was
distributed. Results of ANOVA and Post-hoc analyses
indicate small but significant differences between gen-
erations in psychological contract perceptions. Also,
reported levels of fullfillment and commitment were
significantly lower and turnover intention was signifi-
cantly higher for Generation Y workers, confirming our
hypotheses. The results suggest that generational dif-
ferences do exist and are worthy of further examina-
tion. Further results, implications for future research
as well as practical implications are discussed.

Using I-deals to retain high performers: the
moderating effect of psychological contract
breach

Guerrero, S., Universite du Québec a Montréal, Mon-
tréal, Canada; Bentein, K., Universite du Québec a
Montréal, Montréal, Canada; Klag, M., Universite du
Québec a Montréal, Montréal, Canada

Abstract: Idiosyncratic arrangements (i-deals) are spe-
cial terms of employment negotiated between individ-
ual workers and their employers that satisfy both par-
ties’ needs’ (Rousseau, Ho & Greenberg, 2006, p.977).
I-deals differ from standardized employment proposi-
tions, in that they are targeted to serve individual’s in-
terests and thus, indicate the value an employer places
on the employee. Employers have traditionally nego-
tiated i-deals with high-status group members. By in-
dividualizing employment conditions according to their
workers’ personal needs, i-deals provide a basis for reci-
procity between workers and the organization. More
specifically, i-deals are expected to strengthen the em-
ployment relationship (we postulate a positive effect on
affective organizational commitment -H1- and a nega-
tive effect on intent to quit the organization - H2). We
expect that career i-deals are important to retain high
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performers, because the negotiation of arrangements
about one’s career develops expectations of career op-
portunities within the firm that the worker would not
otherwise have enjoyed (H3); and that task i-deals re-
late to retention by enhancing job involvement through
positive effects on work characteristics (H4). We also
argue that i-deals are negotiated in the context of a
more global employment relationship. In the presence
of a psychological contract breach, i-deals may serve
as a remedy for the non fulfillment of obligations’. We
postulate that a psychological contract breach moder-
ates the link between career i-deals and expectations
of promotion (H5) , and the link between task i-deals
and job involvement (H6). We test these hypotheses on
a sample of directors of a large Canadian communica-
tions company. An online questionnaire was completed
by 148 high-performing directors. Career I-deals and
task I-deals were measured using Hornung et al.’s scale
(2008; 2010), and other variables were measured using
well established indicators. All five hypotheses were
confirmed. We suggest two practical implications for
practitioners. First, managing I-deals may be effective
in limiting the negative effects related to psychological
contract breaches perceived by employees. Second, I-
deals are important because they help retain high per-
formers by increasing job involvement and promotion
expectations.

Idiosyncratic’ versus ’normative’ psycholog-
ical contract: Relationships between psy-
chological contract heterogeneity among
groups, fairness and job attitudes.

Ramos, J., University of Valencia & IVIE, Valencia,
Spain; Latorre, M.F., University of Valencia, Valencia,
Spain; Gracia, F.J., University of Valencia, Valencia,
Spain

Abstract: Psychological contract has emerged such as
a crucial construct to explain relationship between em-
ployer and employee. At group level, social psycholog-
ical contract has been commonly analysed as consen-
sus. This study analyzes social psychological contract
dispersion within the groups. First, we analysed if em-
ployees perceive the same promises of employer than
their group colleagues. After, we analysed if fulfilment
of these promises are perceived by the group members
at the same degree. Finally, we performed a path anal-
ysis relating heterogeneity of social psychological con-
tract within the groups to fairness and then we anal-
ysed the mediating effect of fairness on the relationship
between heterogeneity of social psychological contract
and job attitudes (intention to quit, job satisfaction
and organizational commitment). We carried out this

analysis on a sample of 347 groups of employees from
242 organizations of three sectors (food, retail and ed-
ucation) in seven different countries. We included ful-
filment and content of social psychological contract as
control variables in analysis carried out. Results show
that differences among group members on their percep-
tions of psychological contract are negatively related to
fairness, but differences on perceptions of promises that
are done by employer are not related to fairness. We
also found a mediating effect of fairness between het-
erogeneity of fulfilment of social psychological contract
and attitudes. At last, attitudes are correlated among
them. These results shed light differences in psycholog-
ical contract among members of the same groups and
clarify the existence of idiosyncratic psychological con-
tract in the same groups. Additionally, this study show
the consequences of heterogeneity of social psychologi-
cal contract in fairness and job attitudes, and how dif-
ferences in promises made by employers and different
degree of fulfilment of such promises affect employees
perceptions of fairness at work.

Practitioners’ Day session 2

Location: 0.4 Brussels (11:30-12:45)

Symposium: Motivation, self concept and
personality facets-precondition for career
aspirations

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.5 Paris (11:30-12:45)

Chairs: Stiehl, S., Helmut-Schmidt-Universität, Ham-
burg, Germany ; Korek, S., University Leipzig, Leipzig,
Germany

Abstract: Demographic change challenges organiza-
tions to become even more competitive andinnovative
to be successful. Therefore being able to identify high
potentials who strive forleadership positions or who
exhibit an entrepreneurial intent is a most essential
power. In thisSymposium we discuss newly developed
instruments to assess individual preconditionsaffecting
career aspirations and subsequently career success.The
first contribution (Felfe et al.) presents the construc-
tion of a gender-sensitive instrumentto measure leader-
ship motivation. It is revealed that focussing on differ-
ent facets ofmotivation is more likely to give a detailed
understanding of one’s own potential motivation tolead
which in turn influences professional choices.The sec-
ond contribution (Wode et al.) also presents a new
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instrument assessing CareerAdvancement Competence
which is shown to be important for subjective as well as
objectivecareer success. Especially proactive behaviour
and impression management were identifiedas medi-
ators between career motivation and success.Thirdly
Vincent et al. address the fact that mobilising human
resources in technical fieldsbecomes substantial when
facing demographic change.Furthermore Chan et al.
developed a questionnaire for Entrepreneurial, Profes-
sional andLeadership (EPL) career aspirations. E, P,
L motivation was found to be differently predictedby
personality factors and values. Finally, more specifi-
cally Chernyshenko et al. are able toidentify individ-
uals intending to pursue leadership or entrepreneurial
endeavors throughpersonality facets.

Motivation to Lead (MTL): Development of a
new German instrument.

Felfe, J., Helmut-Schmidt-University Hamburg
”

Ham-
burg, Germany ; Gatzka, M., Helmut Schmidt Uni-
versity, Hamburg, Germany ; Elprana, G., Helmut-
Schmidt-University Hamburg, Germany ; Stiehl, S.,
Helmut-Schmidt-University Hamburg, Germany

Abstract: Worldwide women are still underrepresented
in top leadership positions. In the past,foremost so-
cial context reasons and gender typed socialization
were used to explain theunderrepresentation. Little
attention has been given to motivational gender differ-
ences.Existing empirical evidence implies that women’s
MTL is in fact not as pronounced. However,these re-
sults are based on measures not designed to be gender
sensitive.Therefore a new measure of MTL was devel-
oped following a multimodal approach, includingself-
report, biographical, and situational items. MTL
is conceptualized as multi-dimensionalconstruct un-
like previous measures. It integrates the three basic
motives (power, affiliation,achievement including hope
and fear components) as underlying resources in the
striving forleadership and more specific components of
leadership motivation. Such as: the threedimensional-
core construct of MTL which extends the original in-
strument developed by Chanand Drasgow (2001), dif-
ferent appeals of leading positions, leadership experi-
ence, andoccupational goal setting. For the first time,
MTL is also assessed from a projective angle.In or-
der to examine the psychometric properties and the
validity of the new instrument twostudies were con-
ducted with high school and university students, as
well as employees fromdifferent branches and organi-
zational levels (N=1525). As expected, we confirmed
the 3-dimensional factor structure of MTL, including
an affective, a calculative, and a socialnormativefactor.

Internal consistencies were medium to high. Regard-
ing gender effectssmall but significant differences were
found for affective MTL, the fear of power andachieve-
ment motive, but only for some of the subgroup sam-
ples. Relationships with Big-5dimensions show con-
vergent and divergent validity.Practical implications of
this instrument lie in the identification of one’s own
potential MTLwhich is likely to influence vocational
choices. Risk and facilitating factors can be identified
toimprove equal job opportunities.

Career Advancement Competence – The Re-
lationship between Career Motivation and
Action-related competences in Advancing ex-
ecutive positions.

Wode, A., University Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany ;
Bamberg, E., University Hamburg, Hamburg, Ger-
many

Abstract: Recently, there has been much empirical in-
terest in why women are so poorlyrepresented in higher
(leading) positions in organizations. Despite objec-
tive organizationalfactors this is mainly influenced by
the Career Advancement Competence, which is de-
finedas emotional-motivational and cognitive readiness
as well as ability to occupationalenhancement and to
reach executive positions.At this under the term Career
Advancement Competence the following dimensions
aresummarized: career related competencies (social
competencies like networking, personalcompetencies
like career related self-management and action-related
competencies likepersonal initiative and impression
management) as well as motivation like the manage-
rialaspiration. Career Advancement Competence was
measured with a new instrument, whichshowed good
psychometric results.This presented study, examined
the relationship between Career Advancement Compe-
tenceand career success by surveying a sample of 322
employees (142 male and 180 female)from diverse in-
dustrial sectors.Career motivation as well as the career
related competencies as parts of the careeradvancement
competence were positively associated with both ob-
jective (salary, hierarchylevel) and subjective (career
satisfaction, occupational success, occupational self-
efficacy)indicators of career success.Mediator analyses
showed that the relationship between career motivation
and careersuccess is mainly influenced by the action-
related competencies, whereat the effect isstronger for
women than for men. Here the practical relevance for
organizations is attached,because more than ever hu-
man resource development should focus on getting the
employeeesp. the female ones in proactive behavior
and improve whose impression managementstrategies
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to get the career motivation transformed in actual ca-
reer success.

The impact of the technology-related self
concept on career success of women and men
in technical fields.

Vincent, S., University Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany ;
Janneck, M., University Hamburg, Hamburg, Ger-
many ; Othersen, I., University Hamburg, Hamburg,
Germany ; Ehrhardt, J., University Hamburg, Ger-
many ; Rohde, J., University Hamburg, Germany ;
Ebel, F., University Hamburg, Germany

Abstract: In Germany, women are still significantly
underrepresented in leadership positions.Especially in
technical fields the percentage of women in manage-
ment is very low. Manystudies reveal that the ca-
reer success of women in technical professions is signif-
icantly lowerthan men’s, despite equal qualifications.
Due to the demographic change it is crucial tomo-
bilise existing potentials and resources.In our research
project we investigated the impact of the technology-
related self-concept oncareer advancement competen-
cies and career success of 1174 people working in tech-
nicalfields. In order to asses the technology-related self-
concept we developed a surveyinstrument. The scale
dimensions were tested with confirmatory factor anal-
ysis. All scalesshowed satisfying psychometric prop-
erties. Correlations and hierarchical regressionanaly-
ses with indicators of career advancement competen-
cies and career success confirmedgood criterion valid-
ity.We found that the explained amount of variance by
the technology-related self-concept ishigher for women
than for men. In addition, men show a significant bet-
ter technology-relatedself-concept than women. Using
structural equation modelling we could demonstrate
that theimpact of the technology-related self-concept
on the career advancement competencies andthe ca-
reer success is higher for women than for men. A
full mediation effect of the careeradvancement com-
petencies for the relationship between the technology-
related self-conceptand career success was found for
both women and men.Concluding, the technology-
related self-concept appears to be an important pre-
dictor for thecareer advancement competencies and the
career success, especially for women.We will discuss
the development of a positive technology-related self-
concept for theenhancement of career success in tech-
nical professions.

Measuring Entrepreneurial, Professional,
and Leadership ( EPL ) career aspirations.

Chan, K.-Y., Nanyang Technological University, Sin-
gapore; Chernyshenko, O., Nanyang Technological Uni-
versity, Singapore, Singapore; Ho, M.-H. R., Nanyang
Technological University, Singapore, Singapore; Chew,
P.Y.G., Nanyang Technological University, Singa-
pore

Abstract: This paper reports a research initiative
aimed at developing a questionnaire measureof En-
trepreneurial, Professional and Leadership (EPL) ca-
reer aspirations based on a newtheoretical frame-
work called the “EPL career vector space” for life-
long career development.Using this framework, an EPL
questionnaire is developed including various scales
measuringEPL motivations, efficacies, and intentions,
entrepreneurial activity/experience and perceiveden-
trepreneurial climate. More specifically, EPL moti-
vation is conceptualized via Chan &Drasgow’s (2001)
three-factor model of affective/identity, non-calculative
and socialnormative motivations. Survey item pools
were created to measure self-reported EPLmotivations,
efficacies, intentions, perceived entrepreneurial climate
and entrepreneurialactivity/experience. 304 univer-
sity students answered the above pilot EPL survey
items,including measures of the Big Five personality
factors and facets, J.L. Holland’s (1959, 1997)model
of vocational interests, and values. Cronbach’s al-
pha item analysis and exploratoryfactor analysis was
conducted to determine the best possible items and
the final EPLquestionnaire. Correlation and regression
analyses showed that personality factors andfacets, and
values differentially predicted E, P & L motivation and
intentions. Following theapproach by Chan, Rounds
& Drasgow (2000), multidimensional scaling was em-
ployed toexamine the relationship between the EPL
motivations and J. L. Holland’s (1959, 1997)circumplex
model of vocational interests. The findings provide ini-
tial support for the “EPLframework for lifelong career
development”, and for the design of the questionnaire
tomeasure EPL career aspirations in a subsequent lon-
gitudinal study. Limitations of thecurrent research and
directions for future research on the EPL framework
and measure arealso discussed.

Differentiating Leadership Motivation and
Entrepreneurial Intent with Narrow Person-
ality Traits.

Chernyshenko, O., Nanyang Technological University,
Singapore; Chan, K.-Y., Nanyang Technological Uni-
versity, Singapore, Singapore; Ho, M.-H. R., Nanyang
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Technological University, Singapore, Singapore; Li, Y.,
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

Abstract: This paper reports an empirical study con-
ducted to establish whether narrowpersonality traits
can help to differentiate individuals intending to pur-
sue leadership orentrepreneurial endeavors. Leader-
ship and entrepreneurship are two concepts that of-
tenseem related intuitively and thus easily confused
with each other. Although there has beenno short-
age of studies looking at personality correlates with
leadership and entrepreneurialmotivations, most stud-
ies had measured personality broadly (i.e., at the level
of Big Five),thus limiting the kinds of insights and
theoretical propositions that could be drawn. Forex-
ample, Extraversion has been shown to correlate with
both leadership and entrepreneurialmotivations, but it
is not clear which behavioral patterns associated with
this Big Five factorhave been driving observed rela-
tions. Using a cross-sectional survey of 261 under-
graduatepsychology students in Singapore, we exam-
ined the relationships between narrow traits(facets; cf.
Stark, Drasgow & Chernyshenko, 2008), Big Five fac-
tors, motivation to lead(MTL; cf. Chan & Drasgow,
2001) and entrepreneurship intent (EI). As expected,
facetsshowed stronger relations with MTL and EI than
broad personality factors. More importantly,facets al-
lowed for better differentiation between entrepreneurial
intent and MTL, as well asacross different MTL fac-
tors (affective, normative, and noncalculative). For ex-
ample, wefound that those with high affective MTL
had elevated Dominance, Sociability andIndustrious-
ness scores, while those with higher social norma-
tive MTL had higherResponsibility and Virtue scores.
Noncalculative MTL was related to higher Generosity
andWell Being scores, and entrepreneurs had higher
Ingenuity and Activity scores. We discussthe results in
detail and provide suggestions for building more pre-
cise theories about the roleof personality in explaining
leadership and/or entrepreneurial behaviors.

Symposium: Assessing the Impact of HRM
System Strength, Reconsidering the
Bowen and Ostroff Model

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.6 Madrid (11:30-12:45)

Chairs: Gomes, J.F.S., CIS-ISCTE/IUL, Lisbon, Por-
tugal ; Sanders, K., University Twente, Enschede, The
Netherlands

Abstract: In 2004, related to the process-oriented view
of Human Resource Management (HRM), Bowen and
Ostroff (2004; see also Ostroff & Bowen, 2000) pre-
sented a framework for understanding how HR prac-
tices can contribute to organizational performance.
They introduced the construct strength of the HRM
system and described features of an HRM system that
result in a strong organizational climate in which indi-
viduals share a common interpretation of what behav-
iors are expected and rewarded. They proposed that:
HRM practices can be viewed as a signaling function by
sending messages that employees use to make sense of
and to define the psychological meaning of their work
situation (Bowen & Ostroff, 2004; 205). Viewing HRM
practices as communications from the employer to the
employee (Guzzo & Noonan, 1994), Bowen and Os-
troff (2004) argue that the attribution theory (Kelley,
1967; 1973) is useful for identifying features that will
allow for messages to be received and interpreted uni-
formly among employees. According to the situational
aspects of attribution theory (Kelley, 1973), individu-
als can make confident attributions about cause-effect
relationships depending on the degree of distinctiveness
(the event-effect is highly observable), consistency (the
event-effect presents itself the same across modalities
and time) and consensus (there is agreement among in-
dividuals views of the event-effect relationship). When
an HRM system is perceived as high on the three fea-
tures it is likely that they contribute to firm perfor-
mance by motivating employees to adapt desired atti-
tudes and behaviors that, in the collective, help achieve
the organization s strategic goals (Bowen & Ostroff,
2004, 204). Furthermore, Bowen and Ostroff (2004)
expect that the three features of an HRM system cre-
ate an organizational climate, defined as the shared
perception of employees of what the organizations is in
terms of practices, policies, procedures, routines and
rewards (Bowen & Ostroff, 2004, 205). Organizational
climate can be considered a strong situation (Mischel,
1973; 1977) when participants are subject to power-
ful behavioral constraints that are stable and immune
from external influences. In these situations employees
know which norms, attitudes and behaviors are impor-
tant. Consequently, in case of a strong organizational
climate, there is little variability in the way employees
perceive and interpret the situation (Schneider, Salvag-
gio, & Subrirats, 2002). Bowen and Ostroff (2004, 204)
argue that climate strength has a mediating effect on
the relationship between an HRM system and organiza-
tional performance. Although the Bowen and Ostroff
framework is promising and suggests a new direction
for HRM research, the model is unclear in at least two
aspects. First, the model is based on Kelley s attri-
bution theory (1967; 1973). However, if we followed
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Kelley closely, this would lead to a different theoretical
elaboration of the three features and different expecta-
tions regarding the effects of these features. Although
attribution to a situational stimulus, like HRM, may
differ from attribution of the behavior of another per-
son, as in Kelley s model, the theoretical foundation
of these features may need extra support. Second, the
idea of the influence of collective climate perceptions
and the call for more research on these climate per-
ceptions can also be found in the work of Schneider,
et al. (2002). However, in the organizational climate
literature, climate is viewed as having two aspects: cli-
mate level, defined as the average perception of employ-
ees within a team, group or an organization; and cli-
mate strength, which refers to the extent to which per-
ceptions are shared within an organization or a team.
Given these definitions, it can be argued that when
Bowen and Ostroff (2004) use the term organizational
climate they refer to climate strength rather than cli-
mate level. The aforementioned theoretical considera-
tions suggest that empirical research related to Bowen
and Ostroff s model needs further refinement and test-
ing. In this symposium the following four questions
deriving from the Bowen and Ostroff model are ad-
dressed: 1. How can the (effect of) HRM system
strength be assessed and what are the effects at in-
dividual level and/or at the organizational level, using
subjective or objective outcomes? 2. What is the role
of organizational climate in the HRM system strength
performance linkage? 3. What are the effects of per-
ceptions of the different stakeholders in the Bowen and
Ostroff s model (line, HR managers, or/and employees)
on employee and organizational performance? and 4.
How is the Bowen and Ostroff s model related to the at-
tribution theory as formulated by Kelley (1967; 1973)?
Few studies have explored these issues. The four pa-
pers comprising this symposium contribute to the an-
swering the above-mentioned questions by developing
theory and in reporting empirical results. We open our
symposium with two presentations in which attention
is paid to both the development and validation of an
instrument to measure HRM strength and the exami-
nation of the impact of HRM system strength.

Measuring HRM system strength and its im-
pact on line managers’ implementation of
HRM

Delmotte, J., K.U. Leuven, iNostix, Leuven, Belgium;
Gilbert, C., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven,
Belgium; Winne, S. de, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven,
Leuven, Belgium

Abstract: In the first presentation by Jeroen Delmotte,
Caroline Gilbert and Sophie De Winne entitled “Mea-
suring HRM system strength and its impact on line
managers’ implementation of HRM” two studies are
summarized. In the first study, based on two samples
(n=111 line managers, and n=1274 trade union repre-
sentatives), the development and validation of a the-
oretically grounded instrument to measure HRM sys-
tem strength is presented. This instrument is used in
the second study (three Belgium Service organizations
with both a line managers and an employee sample)
which focuses on the relationships between HRM sys-
tem strength, line managers’ ability, motivation and
opportunity to perform the HR role that is allotted
to them, and employees’ perceptions of line managers’
HRM implementation.

Dare to care group thinking and feeling: How
the human resource system strength influ-
ences organizational performance

Gomes, J.F.S., CIS-ISCTE-IUL, Portugal ; Coelho, J.,
ISPA, Lisbon, Portugal ; Correia, A., IPS / ESCE,
Portugal

Abstract: The second presentation by Jorge Gomes,
Joaquim Coelho and Anabela Correia entitled “Dare
to care group thinking and feeling: How the hu-
man resource system strength influences organizational
performance” presents a new instrument to asses the
Bowen and Ostroff’s meta-features as well. Sec-
ondly this research aimed at exploring the impact of
HRM system strength on organizational performance
through situation strength. Moreover the goal is to
add leadership to the model. Since leadership shapes
social contexts, i.e. it influences others’ perceptions
and interpretations, it is expected that leadership con-
curs with HRM system strength to affect the situation
strength. The investigation is based on several studies
and samples. The final instrument is composed of 43
items. To test the hypotheses an extensive quantita-
tive approach was used. Data were collected from a
multinational company in the hotel industry in Portu-
gal (n=521). The results of the multi level analyses
showed that situation strength does hold as a modera-
tor effect instead of a mediating effect, and that lead-
ership is more important in shaping employees’ percep-
tion of the situation than the HRM system strength.
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The impact of perceived HRM system features
on employee attitudes in Chinese hotels: The
role of climate strength

Frenkel, S., UNSW, Sydney, Australia; Li, X.,
Guanghua Leadership Institute, Peking University,
China; Sanders, K., University Twente, Enschede, The
Netherlands

Abstract: In the third presentation by Steve Frenkel,
Xiaobei Li and Karin Sanders, entitled “The impact
of perceived HRM system features on employee atti-
tudes in Chinese hotels: The role of climate strength”
the researchers investigate the effects of the three HRM
system features (distinctiveness, consistency and con-
sensus) on three employee attitudes: work satisfaction,
job vigor, and intention to quit. The study is based on
three, five-star Chinese hotels (n=810) and the design
is similar but not identical to Sanders et al.’s (2008) in-
vestigation in Dutch hospitals with which comparisons
are made. The results of multi level analyses showed
that among three system features, only distinctiveness
had the anticipated influence on the three dependent
variables. In addition, the interaction of consensus and
climate strength had significant effects on work satis-
faction and intention to quit in the expected manner.

Bowen & Ostroff versus Kelley: an empirical
comparison

Sanders, K., University Twente, the Netherlands

Abstract: In the fourth presentation by Karin Sanders,
entitled “Bowen & Ostroff versus Kelley: an empirical
comparison” the researcher investigate the differences
between the Bowen and Ostroff model and the older
psychological work of Kelley. Hypotheses from both
models were elaborated. In three sub studies (focus-
ing on the different elements of the attribution theory:
distinctiveness, consistency and consensus) employees
from Dutch and German organizations (n=655) were
asked to respond to a scenario (low and high condition
for the different elements of the attribution theory) and
to fill out a survey.

Presentations: Employee Attitudes and
Perceptions

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.7 Lisbon (11:30-12:45)

Chair: Rigotti, T., University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Ger-
many

In the Eye of The Beholder: The Impact of
the Match Between the Internal and Exter-
nal Employer Image on Employee Turnover,
Absenteeism, and Number of Job Applica-
tions

Deprez, J., Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School,
Gent, Belgium; Stobbeleir, K. de, Vlerick Leuven Gent
Management School, Gent, Belgium; Clippeleer, I. de,
Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School, Gent, Bel-
gium; Buyens, D., Vlerick Leuven Gent Management
School, Gent, Belgium; Goedertier, F., Vlerick Leuven
Gent Management School, Gent, Belgium

Abstract: The continuing struggle to attract and retain
top talents has forced companies to develop employer
branding strategies (Lievens, 2007). Job seekers are
attracted to firms based on the extent to which they
believe specific attributes are present within the com-
pany and based on the relative importance they place
on these attributes (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). So far,
employer brands have mainly been studied from the
perspective of individuals external to the organization
(Balmer & Geyser, 2002). More recently, however, it
has been argued that in order to attract and retain
the best talents, there should be harmony between the
external employer brand image that the organization
conveys and the internal working environment (Harold
& Ployhart, 2008; Huggins, Riordan & Griffeth, 2009;
Moroko & Uncles, 2008). However, so far, the litera-
tures on the external employer brand and the internal
image of the employer have developed quite indepen-
dently from each other, leaving an important research
gap (Lievens, 2007). In this study we have developed
and tested an integrative framework of employer brand-
ing that examines the impact of a match (or mismatch)
between the internal and external image of the organi-
zation on important organizational outcomes. For this
purpose we will use theorizing within the psycholog-
ical contract literature, a framework that is relevant
for studying the employee-employer relationship, but
also for studying job seekers’ expectations of employers
(Moroko and Uncles, 2008). Following Backhous and
Tikoo (2004), we hypothesized that a match between
the internal image and the external image that employ-
ers convey will result in favorable outcomes in terms of
retention and recruitment (operationalized as employee
turnover, employee absenteeism and number of job ap-
plications). A mismatch on the other hand should have
a detrimental effect on these outcomes. Data were col-
lected from 93 companies (job seekers and employees),
using two online surveys. Preliminary data-analyses
support the hypothesized effects.
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Psychological Ownership: A Multidimen-
sional Theoretical Framework Enhancing Or-
ganisational Effectiveness

Olckers, C., University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South
Africa; Plessis, Y. du, University of Pretoria, Preto-
ria, South Africa

Abstract: Many scholars, consultants and practition-
ers have recently focused their attention on owner-
ship as a psychological phenomenon. It is theorised
that formal ownership may produce positive attitudi-
nal and behavioural effects through psychologically ex-
perienced ownership and that the psychological sense
of ownership may be an integral part of the individ-
ual employee’s relationship with the organisation. It is
suggested that the presence of psychological ownership
among organisational members can have a positive ef-
fect on organisational effectiveness. The main aim of
the study was to explore psychological ownership from
a theoretical and content validity perspective and to
present a framework with descriptive elements. Psy-
chological ownership is defined as a state in which indi-
viduals feel as though the target of ownership or a piece
of it is theirs’ (i.e. It is MINE!’). The research method-
ology followed an extensive literature review on schol-
arly articles. A multi-dimensional framework for psy-
chological ownership was developed and a panel of nine
scholarly experts evaluated the validity of items and
the entire theoretical base-instrument. Lawshe’s quan-
titative approach to content validity was applied in
this study. The study resulted in a multi-dimensional
framework for psychological ownership consisting of
a promotion-orientated and prevention-orientated psy-
chological ownership dimension. Promotion-orientated
psychological ownership consists of six theory-driven
components, namely; self-efficacy, sense of belonging,
self-identity, accountability, autonomy and responsibil-
ity. Territoriality was identified as a preventative form
of psychological ownership. The practical relevance of
this study is the contribution of a practical framework
that can be utilized by Human Resource professionals
and managers for clarifying psychological ownership of
employees. Understanding and utilizing the framework
has the potential to increase staff retention and pro-
ductivity. If a sense of psychological ownership for the
organization can be created among employees, by ad-
dressing the factors described in the framework, a bet-
ter workplace can be established ensuring sustainable
performance especially in uncertain economic times.

A meta-analysis on general and specific forms
of self-efficacy

Rigotti, T., University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany ;
Schyns, B., Durham Business School, Durham, UK

Abstract: Self-efficacy is defined as the confidence an
individual has in her/his ability to cope with difficult
tasks or problems or the belief in one’s ability to suc-
cessfully fulfil a task. Self-efficacy could be shown
to be an important personal resource in many stud-
ies. Besides of general self-efficacy, over the last years
many context-bound forms of self-efficacy have been
researched. Questions remain regarding the relation-
ship between general, task-specific, or domain specific
measures of self-efficacy, as well as whether or not the
effects of these measures can function as predictors of
behaviour in organizations or in general. We will take
a meta-analytic approach to compare the relationships
between general, and specific forms of self-efficacy and
a set of work-related as well as more general outcomes
(e.g., job vs. life satisfaction, work-specific vs. gen-
eral well-being). In line with the specificity matching
hypotheses, we expected that specific (occupational)
self-efficacy should show higher correlations to work-
related outcomes, as compared to general self-efficacy,
and vice versa. We integrated more than 100 published,
as well as unpublished studies, based on well-specified
inclusion criteria. Results point towards a clear advan-
tage of general self-efficacy in predicting context-free
outcomes. Concerning work-related outcomes, the pic-
ture is less straightforward. Only in some cases did
specific self-efficacy show to be more closely related to
work-related outcomes than general self-efficacy. We
will discuss our results in the light of a new layered
model as opposed to a model of independent aspects of
self-efficacy beliefs. We will draw conclusions regard-
ing recommendations as to how to increase self-efficacy
beliefs and for empowerment in general.

Meaning at work: A 15 year study

Zinovieva, I., St. Kliment Ohridski Sofia University,
Sofia, Bulgaria

Abstract: In a longitudinal study which started with
1106 participants we investigated a large range of vari-
ables depicting work motivation and quality of work
life. Meaningfulness and tendency to search for mean-
ing at work appeared to be the main predictors of
work outcomes such as expenditure of effort and perfor-
mance. The results are consistent in a 15 year period,
with 5 measurements. The same model was applied
in consulting a bank and a textile factory. The results
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from the survey were confirmed in real life settings. Ex-
tracts from the interviews augment and illustrate the
data gathered by a standardised questionnaire.

Person-Organization Fit and Temporal Dis-
tance: Future and Present Fit Perceptions.

Goede, M. de, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands; Vianen, A.E.M. van, University of
Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Klehe, U.-
C., University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: People seek organizations that fit their val-
ues. Especially, perceptions of Person-Organization
(PO) fit are strong predictors of affective responses
towards organizations (Kristof-Brown, Zimmerman, &
Johnson, 2005). Unfortunately, fit theories say little
about the processes through which these perceptions
emerge (Edwards, 2008). The implicit assumption is
that people make an overall comparison between their
personal values and the organizational values and that
in this comparison all values are weighed to a simi-
lar extent. De Goede, Van Vianen, & Klehe (2010)
showed, however, that job-seekers weigh values that
they find highly attractive (appetitive), more than val-
ues they find highly unattractive (aversive). The ap-
petitive values seems more salient to job-seekers. The
aim of the present study is to test whether this process
is affected by temporal context. Even if there has been
no real change’ in the organization, the salience of the
various values may change over time, resulting in differ-
ent outcomes (Jansen & Kristof-Brown, 2006). Based
on Construal Level Theory (Trope & Liberman, 2000),
we propose that PO fit perceptions are construed in
abstract terms when people hold a distant time per-
spective, and construed in concrete terms when people
hold a near time perspective. Abstract construing will
lead to focus mainly on appetitive values, whereas con-
crete construing will lead to balanced focus between
appetitive and aversive values. In an experimental
study we examined the affect of temporal distance on
the weights assigned to appetitive and aversive values.
Participants reported their PO perceptions with four
different organizations. Each organization was charac-
terized by either a low or high level of the participants’
own appetitive and aversive values. As proposed, fit
perceptions are more strongly related to people’s ap-
petitive values and less to their aversive values. How-
ever, this effect attenuates in a near time perspective
compared to a distant time perspective. Findings of
this study are of theoretical importance for future fit
research. Moreover, there is practical importance as
people’s distant one-sided appetitive PO fit perceptions

may change when temporal distance becomes smaller.
People may experience different types of fit and misfit
once the organization becomes really close and they are
employed.

Symposium-Round Table Session: Going
Global: The Challenges of International
Exchange

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.8 Rome (11:30-12:45)

Chairs: Emmerik, H. van, Maastricht University,
Maastricht, The Netherlands; Baruch, Y., Rouen Busi-
ness School, Rouen, France; Bozionelos, N., Durham
Business School, Durham, UK

Presentations: Ethical Leadership

Main topic area: Leadership and Management

Location: 2.1 Colorado (11:30-12:45)

Chair: Fisk, G., Queen’s University, Kingston,
Canada

Actions speak louder than words: The rela-
tionship between ethical leadership and sub-
ordinate outcomes

Paez, I.L.O., Los Andes University, Bogota, Colombia;
Salgado, E.I., Los Andes University, Bogota, Colom-
bia

Abstract: SymposiumThis study examines the rela-
tionship between ethical leadership and subordinate
outcomes at the individual level: satisfaction, or-
ganisational citizenship behaviours (OCBs), counter-
productive work behaviours (CWBs), and perfor-
mance, as well as perceived leader’s performance in
the Colombian context. The sample included 124
bosses and 2 subordinates per boss. Results of the ex-
ploratory factor analysis of the ethical leadership con-
struct (Brown, Trevino & Harrison, 2005) do not repli-
cate the expected structure of a single factor but re-
vealed the presence of two factors—ethical leadership,
EL, and role model, RM—similar as those obtained by
Rowold, Borgmann and Heinitz (2009) with a German
sample. Items loading in the first factor refer to bosses’
behaviours like being trustworthy, listening to their em-
ployees and being fair, while items for RM refer to be-
haviours explicitly related to ethics, such as setting eth-
ical standards and disciplining in ethical issues. EL and
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RM related positively and significantly with subordi-
nate’s satisfaction and OCBs’ courtesy dimension. EL
related positively and significantly with subordinate’s
OCB sportsmanship dimension and negatively and sig-
nificantly with both dimensions of CWB (negligence
and rudeness). Other relationships between EL and
RM, and OCB and CWB dimensions were in the ex-
pected direction but non significant. The relationship
between subordinate performance and EL was positive
but low, and that of RM was very low and not in the
expected direction. EL and RM related positively and
significantly with perceived leader’s performance in an
analysis made by splitting the sample in such a way
that one subordinate assessed ethical leadership and
the other perceived leader’ performance.These findings
have implications for organisations that want to im-
prove employees’ attitudes and behaviours through the
ethical conduct of its leaders. It seems that bosses’
behaviours like being trustworthy and fair (EL), have
a greater effect on subordinates satisfaction and be-
haviours beyond the call of duty than talking about
ethics and discussing about values (RM). The advice
for managers would be that actions speak louder than
words. Further, behaving ethically reflects on bosses’
performance when subordinates evaluate their percep-
tion. Theoretical and practical implications, as well as
limitations and recommendations for future research
are discussed.

Your norms or our norms? How the inter-
play of leader’s and follower’s level of self-
construal influences ethical leadership.

Gils, S. van, Rotterdam School of Management, Eras-
mus University, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Quaque-
beke, N. van, Rotterdam School of Management, Eras-
mus University, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Knip-
penberg, D. van, Rotterdam School of Management,
Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: Against the backdrop of recent ethical scan-
dals, researchers focus increasingly on the role of eth-
ical leaders in influencing followers’ ethical behavior,
thereby most often referring to the leader’s personality
as an antecedent of their ethical leadership. Our the-
oretical model aims to extend the literature on ethical
leadership by proposing that ethical leadership depends
on a cognitive scheme rather than on a stable trait.
Specifically, we suggest that ethical leadership depends
on the cognitive representation of the relation between
the self and others, that is, the leader’s self-construal.
Self-construal not only influences the leader’s ethical
behavior, but also drives the effect of ethical leader-
ship on follower ethical behavior, through social learn-

ing and exchange mechanisms. Furthermore, the sug-
gestion that ethical leadership is driven by a cognitive
process like self-construal implies that ethical leader-
ship can be evoked by external cues. Followers can be
part of these external cues as well, and in this way have
an influence on their leader’s self-construal and thereby
on their leader’s ethical leadership. In sum, we put for-
ward a theoretical model in which we show how lead-
ers and followers reciprocally affect each other’s level of
self-construal and thus ultimately the degree to which
ethical behavior is enacted.

To Serve, To Lead, To Engage: A Study
of Servant Leadership in Religious Organiza-
tions

Fisk, G., Queen’s University, Kingston, Canada; Vogt,
N., Queen’s University, Kingston, ON, Canada

Abstract: Models of servant leadership suggest a
leader’s self worth is reflected in his or her commit-
ment to assisting others and that ’it is through the
act of serving that the leaders lead other people to
be what they are capable of becoming’ (Sendjaya &
Sarros, 2002, p. 60). Servant leaders place the needs
of others above their own and like transformational
leaders, facilitate growth, self-discovery, and autonomy
in their followers (Greenleaf, 1977). Despite the in-
tuitive appeal associated with the servant leadership
construct, empirical research on the topic has been
described as ’indeterminate,’ ’ambiguous’ and ’mostly
anecdotal’ (Russell & Stone, 2002, p. 145). Two stud-
ies were undertaken to better understand the nature
and consequences of servant leadership. First, semi-
structured interviews with sixteen spiritual leaders rep-
resenting a variety of religious faiths and denomina-
tions were conducted. The notion of leader as servant
is inherent to many spiritual texts and teachings, sug-
gesting religious leaders may be particularly likely to
value serving others. Interviews were designed to elicit
information about each leader’s perspective on servant
leadership. Interviews were transcribed and coded in
an effort to identify common, emergent themes. Qual-
itative analyses suggest humility, sense of community,
relationship building, service orientation, and continu-
ous learning are central to servant leadership as exhib-
ited in religious organizations. To better understand
the effects of servant leadership and the mechanisms
through which it impacts followers, a survey was sub-
sequently administered to individuals who regularly at-
tend religious services (N=101). Results indicate fol-
lower perceptions of servant leadership predict their
feelings of organizational (e.g., church) engagement, as
mediated by prosocial motivation. In terms of practical
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relevance, these findings suggest that by committing
their lives to serving the needs, interests, and values
of others, religious leaders are not only central to the
diffusion and perpetuation of spiritual practice and be-
liefs, but also tend to play instrumental roles in the
lives of the followers and communities they serve. The
implications of this work for future theory and practice
are discussed.

Using a relational models perspective to un-
derstand normatively appropriate conduct in
ethical leadership-Theory and empirical evi-
dence

Giessner, S.R., Rotterdam School of Management,
Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The Netherlands;
Quaquebeke, N. van, Rotterdam School of Manage-
ment, Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: To describe leadership as ethical is largely
a perceptional phenomenon informed by beliefs about
what is normatively appropriate. Yet there is a re-
markable scarcity in the leadership literature regard-
ing how to define what is ’normatively appropriate’.
To shed light on this issue, we draw upon Relational
Models Theory (Fiske, 1991, 1992), which differentiates
between four types of relationships: communal shar-
ing, authority ranking, equality matching, and market
pricing. First, we outline how each of these relational
models represents a distinct type of morality and dic-
tates a distinct set of normatively appropriate leader
behaviors. Next, we argue that perceptions of unethi-
cal leadership behavior can result from a mismatch be-
tween followers’ expected relationship with the leader
and followers’ current relationship with the leader (in
terms of each relationship type). The results of two
field studies with employees in China (N =281) and
the Netherlands (N = 178) provide support for our hy-
pothesis. Furthermore, Study 2 indicates that trust in
the leader is a potential mediator of the effect of rela-
tionship fit on perception of ethical leadership. Finally,
a comparison of Chinese and Dutch employees reveals
also cultural differences in the expected type of rela-
tionships between leaders and followers. In line with a
recent call to look at the fit of leader-follower moral un-
derstandings related to (un)ethical leadership (Brown
& Mitchell, in press), the current research sheds a new
light on the understanding of normative appropriate
conduct and, thus, on followers’ perception of ethical
leadership. As a consequence, the results suggest that
what is (un)ethical leadership very much depends on
the type or relationship followers expect and experi-
ence. Leaders have to manage these relationships in

order to fulfill their role model function.

Symposium: Affect at work, cognitions
and proactive behavior: Examinations of
boundary conditions

Main topic area: Emotions In The Workplace

Location: 2.14 Amazon (11:30-12:45)

Chair: Ohly, S., University of Kassel, Kassel, Ger-
many ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soester-
berg, The Netherlands

Abstract: The aim of this symposium is to discuss the
role of positive and negative affect for proactive behav-
ior and work-related cognitions. The mood-as-input
model and the broaden-and-build theory offer two con-
trasting views which will be discussed. Further, this
symposium aims at addressing boundary conditions of
the relationships between affective experiences, proac-
tive behavior and work-related cognitions. The four
contributions use innovative designs such as experience
sampling studies or multisource data to test the hy-
potheses. The symposium brings together researchers
from three different European countries and from Sin-
gapore.

Learning to be Proactive: Leaders as Role
Models of Proactive Behavior

Belschak, F.D., Amsterdam Business School, Amster-
dam, The Netherlands; Den Hartog, D.N., Univer-
siteit Van Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Researchers as well as practitioners widely
agree that in times of quickly changing business con-
ditions, complex work tasks, and increased uncertain-
ties, organizations depend on employees who go beyond
narrow work descriptions, become proactive, and take
initiative at their workplace. As a consequence, an-
tecedents of proactive behavior at work have received
increasing attention in the last decade (see Grant &
Ashford, 2008; Bindl & Parker, 2010). Yet, while
knowledge on the personal and the situational an-
tecedents of proactive behavior has increased rapidly,
far less research has investigated how proactive behav-
ior occurs in the first place. Only very few studies
focus on whether and how proactive behavior can be
learned (for an exception see Frese et al., 2002).In this
study, we investigate whether leaders act as role mod-
els for their followers with regard to showing proactive
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behavior at work. As Bandura (1986) notes, behavior
that can be learned through direct experience can also
be learned through observing others practicing that be-
havior (vicarious learning). As leaders hold high sta-
tus, power, and prestige in organizations, their behav-
ior is at followers’ focus of attention, and they act as
role models for followers (e.g., Bass, 1985). But does
this imply that leaders’ proactive behavior “rub off”?
Do followers imitate their leaders’ proactive behavior?
The current study investigates this research question
in a multi-source study among 181 employees in the
Netherlands. The findings show that employees imi-
tate their leaders’ proactive behavior only if they are
in a positive affect. Positive affect may broaden follow-
ers’ momentary thought-action repertoire and encour-
age using the learned new (proactive) behavior (e.g.,
Fredrickson, 2001). More cognitive criteria such as the
development of expectations that proactive behavior
will likely be rewarded by their supervisor did not af-
fect the relationship between leaders’ proactive behav-
ior and their employees’ degree of proactivity, that is,
such expectations neither acted as a mediator nor as
a moderator in the relationship between leader proac-
tivity and follower proactivity. The results suggest a
contingency model of vicarious learning of proactive
behavior in which emotional rather than cognitive vari-
ables seem to be key.

The Influence of Positive and Negative Af-
fect on Concentration: Examining the Mod-
erating Role of Challenge and Efficacy Per-
ceptions in an Experience Sampling Study

Li, W.D., Nationale University of Singapore, Singa-
pore, Singapore; Song, Z., Nationale University of Sin-
gapore, Singapore, Singapore; Ven, J. van de, Tno Hu-
man Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Concentration, or absorption, pertains to a
state in which a person is totally immersed into work
(Bakker, 2008; Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). Positive and
negative affect likely influence concentration on work
behaviors at hand (Weiss & Cropanzano, 1996). In the
current study, we examined the conditions for lagged
influence of momentary positive and negative affects
on concentration. Positive affect tends to booster con-
centration because it can bring about different types
of resources (Fredrickson, 2001). However, affect-as-
information perspective (Schwarz & Clore, 1983) sug-
gests that positive affect signals that the current situ-
ation is satisfactory, leads to coast (Carver & Scheier,
1998) or decrease concentration. Affect-as-information
perspective also suggests that negative affect signals
that the surrounding environment is not safe; therefore

it may prompt concentration on current task. Negative
affect is also likely to bring about interruption, which
undermine concentration. Drawing on flow research
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1977, 1990), we hypothesize that
under certain circumstances, both positive and nega-
tive affect tend to foster concentration. Hypothesis 1:
Positive affect (T1) will be positively correlated with
lagged concentration (T2) only when people perceive
high level of challenge (T1).Hypothesis 2: Negative af-
fect (T1) will be positively correlated with lagged con-
centration (T2) only when people perceive high level
of efficacy (T1).We tested our hypotheses using 183
participants in Singapore. They participated in the
mobile phone survey for 7 consecutive days (4 random
time slots each day, 1853 incidents).We examined the
influence of positive and negative affect and the in-
teraction terms (positive affect* challenge and nega-
tive affect*efficacy) at t1 on lagged concentration (t2)
while controlling for concentration at t1. The inter-
action between positive affect and challenge was sig-
nificant. Results provide support for H1, but not for
H2.The current study contributes to studies on flow
and affect by showing that there is a significant in-
teractive effect between positive affect and challenge
perception on lagged concentration. The positive in-
fluence of positive affect on lagged concentration was
stronger for those with high level of challenge percep-
tion, compared with those with low level of challenge
perception.

Negative affect and personal initiative: The
moderating role of work-role competence
and job control

Schmitt, A., University of Kassel, Kassel, Germany ;
Bledow, R., University of Ghent, Ghent, Belgium;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Personal initiative (PI) is defined as proac-
tive, and goal-oriented behavior that has been shown
to lead to positive outcomes both for individuals and
for organizations (Frese & Fay, 2001). By taking a
behavioral approach to PI our study intends to exam-
ine the interplay of affective states and personal and
situational antecedents of daily fluctuations in employ-
ees’ PI. Whereas past research emphasizes the role of
positive affect (Fritz & Sonnentag, 2009) the role of
negative affect for proactive behavior and PI, in con-
trast, has not been systematically examined. We as-
sume that under certain personal and situational con-
ditions negative affect might have positive effects on
PI. Our arguments are based on a control theoreti-
cal perspective (Carver & Scheier, 1982) which argues
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that negative affect signals a discrepancy between the
current and the desired state. Individuals are moti-
vated to decrease the discrepancy and remove the un-
pleasant situation through showing PI. However, we
posit that this effect is limited to negative activating
(rather than deactivating) affect, and that the extent
to which individuals actually show PI depends on their
perceived work-role competence and job control.Study
1 examined the moderating role of perceived work-role
competence on the relationship between negative af-
fect and PI. A sample of 122 employees (55% men)
completed online questionnaires twice a day over ten
working days. Hierarchical linear modeling analyses
supported our hypotheses. Employees’ perceived work-
role competence acted as a cross-level moderator on
the relationship between negative activating affect and
daily PI. Study 2 examined the role of job control as a
moderator of the relationship between negative affect
and daily PI. Results showed that activating negative
affect was only positively related to PI if there was
high job control. These results indicate that perceived
work-role competence and job control are important
resources that help employees to show PI when feeling
angered of frustrated. Our study adds to the literature
by emphasizing that both affective influences and sta-
ble personal and situation factors should be examined
simultaneously in order to ascertain anteceding influ-
ences of daily PI.

Negative and positive affect and personal ini-
tiative: The role of trait PI and innovator
role orientation

Ohly, S., University of Kassel, Kassel, Germany ; Ven,
J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Personal initiative (PI) is a form of proactive
behavior that can either be conceptualized as a stable
tendency to behave proactively (trait PI) or as a daily
behavior. Recently, researchers have begun to study
the role of affect at work for proactive behaviors (Den
Hartog & Belschak, 2007; Fritz & Sonnentag, 2009).
Whereas positive affect is thought to energize proac-
tive behavior, negative affect is assumed to indicate a
suboptimal state in the work environment that needs
change (Martin, Ward, Achee, & Wyer, 1993). Both
forms of affect are thus likely to promote PI. Thus, the
aim of this study was to explain this conflicting findings
by testing two contingent factors in the affect-PI rela-
tionship: trait PI and innovator role orientation (the
perception of employees that their role requires inno-
vation).The current study tested the effects of negative
and positive activating affect on daily PI in a sample

of 149 employees in production planning. Multilevel
analyses revealed that no single form of affect experi-
enced in the morning was related to daily PI (rated
three hours later). However, trait PI and innovator
role orientation played a role in shaping the relation-
ship between negative activated affect and daily PI:
Employees high on trait PI (or high innovator role ori-
entation) displayed high levels of daily PI irrespective
of their experienced negative activated affect whereas
employees low on trait PI (or low innovator role orien-
tation) displayed more daily PI when they experienced
high levels of negative activated affect. Innovator role
orientation also played a role in the positive activating
affect-daily PI relationship: only individuals high on
this orientation showed more daily PI when experienc-
ing high levels of positive affect.Taken together, this
study suggests that both positive and negative affect
are important for PI, and that previous inconsistent
findings can be dissolved by taking individual charac-
teristics into account.

Presentations: Employee Well Being -
Engagement at Work

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 2.7 Meuse (11:30-12:45)

Chair: Schneider, B., Valtera Corporation, Rolling
Meadows, USA

The Downside of Engagement in Demanding
Jobs

Lee, S.Y., City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong,
China; Akhtar, S., City University of Hong Kong,
Hong Kong, China; Hempel, P., City University of
Hong Kong, Hong Kong, China

Abstract: The importance of engaging employees has
been receiving increasing attention in recent years from
employers, because engaging employees results in out-
comes of benefit to the employer, such as commitment,
involvement, reduced turnover, and productivity. From
the employee perspective, engagement appears to be
associated with higher levels of satisfaction and greater
well-being. In this study, we examine the possibility
that there could also be negative effects of engagement.
Our starting point is the Job Demands-Control model,
which has been extensively relied upon in studies of
employee well-being. Using computer aided telephone
interviews, data were collected from 892 randomly se-
lected full-time working adults across major occupa-
tional categories in Hong Kong. Results obtained from
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the moderated regression analysis indicated that en-
gagement is associated with significantly better health
outcomes, while job demands are associated with sig-
nificantly worse health outcomes. However, engage-
ment also significantly moderates the relationship be-
tween job demands and poor health outcomes, such
that engagement increases the association between job
demands and poor health. This result suggests that en-
gaged employees take demanding jobs more seriously,
and allow the job demands to affect them more seri-
ously. By contrast, by being unengaged in the work,
employees appear able to partially isolate themselves
from the negative health outcomes associated with de-
manding jobs. Thus, while it is in demanding jobs
where engagement might be most desirable from an
employer viewpoint, engagement in these demanding
jobs also comes at cost to the employee. The practi-
cal relevance of this finding is that programs seeking
to enhance employee engagement in demanding jobs
should also incorporate coping mechanisms to help the
engaged employees cope with job demands.

The Impact of Transformational Leadership
on Nurses’ Work Engagement : a Prospective
Study

Lootens, H., Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium; Ven,
B. van de, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium; Vlerick,
P., Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium

Abstract: Due to societal evolutions, enhanced qual-
ity norms, and increased medical specialisation, the
healthcare sector is characterized by continuous chal-
lenges (Cleary, Freeman, & Sharrock, 2005). Employ-
ees’ work engagement is a strategic asset in health-
care organizations in order to meet these challenges ef-
fectively and to reach desired positive organizational
outcomes such as quality of care and commitment
(Laschinger & Finegan, 2005; Pryor & Buzio, 2009).
Therefore, it is important to enhance our insight in
nurses’ work engagement - a positive state of mind,
characterized by dedication, vigor, and absorption
(Schaufeli & Bakker, 2001). Several authors argued
that leadership might be an important factor influenc-
ing employees’ work engagement, because leaders are
ought to be able to elevate their followers in the long
term (Nohria, Groysberg, & Lee, 2008). Specifically
for the healthcare sector, transformational leadership
can be seen as an effective leadership style (Stordeur,
Vandenberghe, & D’Hoore, 2000). There is empir-
ical evidence showing that transformational leader-
ship is associated with several positive outcomes (i.e.
quality of care, better mental and physical health) in
the healthcare sector (Laschinger & Finegan, 2005;

Stordeur et al., 2000). As a consequence, it is plau-
sible that it also influences nurses’ work engagement.
However, (longitudinal) research concerning the rela-
tion between transformational leadership and work en-
gagement, as well as concerning it’s stability, is scarce
(Avolio, Walumbwa, & Weber, 2009). We hypothesize
that transformational leadership has a positive and sta-
ble impact on nurses’ work engagement. A three-wave
longitudinal research design using a self-report ques-
tionnaire at baseline (T1) and one (T2) and two years
(T3) later in a sample of 103 hospital nurses (80.2%
female) was executed. The results reveal that trans-
formational leadership longitudinally predicts work en-
gagement irrespectively of the time lag (one versus two
year later), even after controlling for the baseline level
of work engagement and the control variables. These
results are in line with our hypothesis and prove that
transformational leadership can have a positive and
stable impact on nurses’ work engagement on the short
(1 year)- and long-term (2 years). Study limitations
and implications will be discussed.

Employee Engagement and Corporate Finan-
cial Performance

Schneider, B., Valtera Corporation, Rolling Meadows,
USA; Macey, W., Valtera Corporation, Rolling Mead-
ows, USA

Abstract: We conceptualized employee engagement at
the company level of analysis as workforce engage-
ment having two interrelated components, psycholog-
ical engagement and engagement behaviors, measures
of which when combined yield an engagement index..
We hypothesized and found on a sample of companies
(N = 44 - 61 depending on the outcome) that engage-
ment is a significant predictor of corporate financial
indicators (ROA, market value, and profits/revenues)
one and two years after the engagement index survey
data were collected. For the same sample of companies
an index of satisfaction (sometimes called by others
’engagement’) was available and, across the outcomes
and over time, it was shown as hypothesized that the
engagement index was a significantly stronger predic-
tor of the financial outcomes. Finally, on the sample of
individuals involved (N = 2,406), the relative weights
(Johnson, 2000) of correlates of the engagement index
and the satisfaction index were compared and shown
to have some overlapping drivers but that there existed
quite different drivers as well for each. Implications for
the continued study of engagement and for practice re-
lated to employee engagement survey data and their
use are presented.
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Employee Engagement attitudes in the NHS: A
Fuzzy Clustering and External Variable Val-
idation based approach

Lewis, D., University of Plymouth, Plymouth, UK ;
Beynon, M.J., Cardiff University, Cardiff, UK ; Mor-
gan, W.A., University of Glamorgan, Cardiff, UK

Abstract: Employee engagement has been regularly
considered in the practitioner literature but has re-
ceived significantly less attention in empirical research
(Bhatnagar, 2007; Rich et al., 2010). Employee en-
gagement fundamentally refers to harnessing employ-
ees’ physical, cognitive and emotional energy, to max-
imize work performance (Kahn, 1990) that poten-
tially results in performance-related benefits. This pa-
per explores the relationship between employee char-
acteristics, employee-organization attitudes and em-
ployee engagement in the National Health Service, the
U.K.’s largest employer. We draw on attitudinal sur-
vey data from 14,278 clinical, professional, adminis-
trative and ancillary NHS employees, from forty or-
ganizations. We begin our analysis by establishing
five employee-organization attitudinal factors, through
principal component analysis (work-life balance, fair-
ness, agenda for change, management communication
and work environment). We then utilise fuzzy c-
means clustering (on the established factors) to iden-
tify three clusters of employees across the organisa-
tions. We validate these clusters by considering the
engagement levels of the employees associated with
them, which are low, medium and high, respectively.
To conclude, we consider the nature and impact of
systematic differences in the demographic profiles of
the clusters, taking account of age, gender, disabil-
ity, ethnic origin, contract and tenure.This paper re-
sponds to Rich et al.’s (2010) call for empirical research
that addresses employee engagement alongside organi-
sational factors and employee characteristics. The pa-
per provides statistically significant evidence (based on
ANOVA and post-hoc analysis results) on the relation-
ship between different levels of satisfaction across our
employee-organization factors and concomitant levels
of employee engagement. In addition, by taking ac-
count of systematic differences in the characteristics of
the employees associated with each cluster - in conjunc-
tion with underpinning differences - the paper identifies
practical implications for the engagement-management
of key workforce groups. Hence, we provide a basis
from which the pragmatic, as well as theoretical, im-
plications of the employee-organization-engagement re-
lationship can be developed.

Conceptualization of Work Engagement at
the Collective Level

Costa, P., ISCTE-Lisbon University Institute, Lisbon,
Portugal ; Passos, A.M., ISCTE-Lisbon University In-
stitute, Lisbon, Portugal ; Bakker, A.B., Erasmus Uni-
versity Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: This paper assumes a conceptualization of
work engagement as a multilevel construct, and pro-
poses a measurement instrument for the team-level
construct, based on the Utrecht Work Engagement
Scale (UWES, Shaufeli, Salanova, Gonzlez-Rom, &
Bakker, 2002). The concept of work engagement has
been flourishing within the organizational behaviour
literature in the past decade. Work engagement is de-
fined as a positive, fulfilling affective-motivational state
of work-related well-being that can be seen as the pos-
itive antipode of job burnout (Leiter & Bakker, 2010).
It is characterized by vigour, dedication and absorp-
tion. Until now, most studies on work engagement
focused on the individual-level in various work con-
texts. In general, these studies have shown the im-
portance of the concept as a mediator between job re-
sources and job outcomes (job performance, creativ-
ity, financial turnover). However, nowadays organi-
zations are more and more structured in work teams
and, thus, a better understanding of their functioning
is a key aspect for leveraging performance and well-
being in organizations. Therefore, an explicit con-
ceptualization of work engagement at the team level
is pivotal, from which a more comprehensive nomo-
logical network of relationships of both the individual
and team level construct and other constructs of inter-
est (including cross level relationships between levels)
could be drawn. The proposed instrument was tested
with post-graduate specialized students working in 60
workgroups. Two different ways of assessing team-level
work engagement were used: an individual aggregated
measure and a holistic, group-as-a-whole measure ob-
tained through discussion. The participants also com-
pleted individually other relevant measures for discrim-
inant validity and convergent validity: collective effi-
cacy, job satisfaction, subjective well-being and affect,
group potency, and burnout. The factorial structure
of the Team Work Engagement Scale was investigated
through exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis.
The scale showed good internal consistency and results
from discriminant and convergent validity followed the
expected pattern. In sum, we validated a team-level
instrument for work-engagement that opens a poten-
tially fruitful avenue for future research on work en-
gagement. Examining engagement at a higher level of
analysis represents a significant step in understanding
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the basic work units of nowadays organizations (work
teams), in order to improve their effectiveness in com-
plex contexts.

Symposium: Human Resource
Management of Temporary Workers

Main topic area: Changing Employment Relations

Location: 2.9 Euphrates (11:30-12:45)

Chair: Chambel, M.J., University of Lisbon, Lisbon,
Portugal

Abstract: Studies that compared permanent vs. tem-
porary workers’ attitudes, well-being, and behaviours
were not conclusive: some studies showed that tem-
porary had higher outcomes, other that they showed
lower and other that they had not differences. In this
symposium our aim is to analyze the impact of Hu-
man Resource Management (HRM) on the temporary
workers’ attitudes, well-being, and behaviours. First,
we know that temporary workers (TW) are more re-
sponsive than permanent employees to higher levels of
organizational support or higher amounts of induce-
ments and that it is in the interests of organizations
to ensure that TW are well treated, as they acknowl-
edge that thus being, they will get a very positive re-
sponse. We may consider HRM practices to be crucial
to TW perceptions regarding the treatment received
from the organization. Secondly, we can considered
HRM to be a message from the organization with cru-
cial influences on the formation and management of
the employment relationship. Thirdly, with permanent
workers we know that a highly involved relationship is
promoted with the use and development of high skills,
the design of enriching and challenging jobs, the ex-
tension of considerable autonomy to individual workers
and teams, the use of pay for performance and the pos-
sibility of participating in decision making.With TW,
there are few studies showing if that HR practices are
also important. However we believe that HRM policies
and practices may attenuate or aggravate differences in
the employment conditions of permanent and tempo-
rary and, consequently, help us to explain the inconclu-
sive results when compared workers with these different
status. We will show that: (1) The HRM has an im-
portant influence on the temporary workers’ attitudes,
well-being, and behaviours; (2) The system of HRM
that promotes positive temporary workers outcomes
depends of the achiement of their needs; (3) Differ-
ent HRM systems promote differences in temporaries‘
responses.

Training and temporary workers’ well-being
and affective commitment: The mediation by
fulfilment of psychological contract

Chambel, M.J., University of Lisbon, Lisbon, Portu-
gal

Abstract: Training has been considered one human re-
source management practice that promote well-being
and affective commitment of workers. This Human
Resource (HR) practice contributed to the needs sat-
isfaction of Temporary Workers and triggers a social
employment relationship: temporary workers recipro-
cated with positive attitudes a positive attitude on
the part of the organisation. The present study in-
vestigated the relationship between training and tem-
porary workers’ strain and affective commitment. We
considered that the relationship of this investment in
employee outcomes through training is not only di-
rect. The human resource management practices re-
lated with the state of the psychological contract, i.e.
whether the promises and obligations made by organi-
zation have been met.The study was based on a cross-
sectional sample of 393 manufacture temporary work-
ers. We used SEM to data analyze. Data showed that
training related positively with the temporary work-
ers’ affective commitment and negatively with their
exhaustion. The fulfilment of psychological contract
related negatively with exhaustion and partially me-
diated the relationship between training and affective
commitment.For temporary workers training related
with their need of employability and incertitude con-
trol and promoted their positive attitude toward or-
ganization and their psychological state toward job.
The fulfilment of psychological contract explained, in
part, why training promotes workers’ temporary work-
ers affective commitment. Investments in training are
good for both temporary workers and organisations,
contributing to an effective employment relationship,
which promotes affective commitment and well-being.
This study is part of the temporary workers project,
which is sponsored by the Foundation of Science and
Technology (FCT).

Unfinished sympathy: On client organizations
expectations and rewards concerning agency
workers

Torka, N., Independent Researcher, The Netherlands

Abstract: In 2005, Tsui and Wu presented their propo-
sitions about the employer’s perspective concerning the
new employment relationship (ER): a relationship with
less loyalty and, consequently, job security than in the
past. The authors state that this ER - and in so
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doing they explicitly refer to agency workers - is de-
fined by a relatively narrow set of inducements offered
by an employer and a narrow set of expectations ex-
pected from an employee: organizations offer to agency
workers a quasi-spot contract or an underinvestment
approach. In contrast, core employees enjoy a mu-
tual or overinvestment approach including also socio-
emotional expectations and inducements (p. 116-117).
In other words, organizations psychological contract
(i.e., expectations) towards and offered quality of Hu-
man Resource Management (HRM; i.e., inducements)
for agency workers are poorer than for permanent staff.
However, to date, empirical research about Tsui and
Wu’s (2005) propositions is still largely missing. This
study contributes to the filling of this knowledge gap.
Using Tsui and colleagues (1995, 1997, 2005) ideas as
starting point, 54 semi-structured interviews were con-
ducted with agency work clients: HR managers and
direct supervisors from 27 Dutch and German client
organizations. The findings show that Tsui and Wu’s
(2005) ideas of client organizations agency work reality
are too elementary: some client organizations also offer
broad inducements to and/or have broad expectations
from their agency workers. Thus, from the client per-
spective mutual or overinvestment approaches towards
agency workers are feasible. This study also provides
insight into the how’s and why’s.

Being Permanent in a Temporary Employment
Agency: Longitudinal data on Psychological
Contract Fulfillment and the role of Human
Resource Management

Fontinha, R., University of Lisbon, Lisbon, Portugal ;
Cuyper, N.E. de, WOPP-Katholieke Universiteit Leu-
ven, Leuven, Belgium; Chambel, M.J., University of
Lisbon, Lisboa, Portugal ; Witte, H. de, Katholieke Uni-
versiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; Cesário, F., Univer-
sity Technical of Lisbon, Lisbon, Portugal

Abstract: Recent research suggests that the employ-
ment relationships of temporary agency workers and
directly hired permanent workers tend to differ. How-
ever, few studies have focused upon the special situa-
tion of workers who are permanently employed by the
temporary employment agencies. Accordingly, we in-
vestigate the possible differences in employment rela-
tionships between temporary and permanent agency
workers. Employment relationships are conceptualized
broadly along the lines of psychological contract liter-
ature, in particular psychological contract fulfillment.
We hypothesize that the perceived fulfillment of client
organization’s obligations is stronger for temporary
agency workers than for permanent agency workers.

The reason lies, we believe, with employee’s percep-
tions about the human resource management (HRM)
practices that are being implemented by the client or-
ganization. We focus on HRM practices concerning
a fair performance appraisal system, access to train-
ing and performance dependent rewards as investment
HRM practices. Permanent agency workers did not
receive a permanent contract with the client organiza-
tion: therefore, they may perceive HRM practices neg-
atively in terms of lack of investment in the workers,
which would then lead to a lower psychological con-
tract fulfillment. In contrast, temporary agency work-
ers may still anticipate a permanent contract with the
client organization: their psychological contract expec-
tations are not yet breached. Drawing upon longitu-
dinal survey evidence from a Portuguese call center,
we have used information about type of contract and
HRM practices from time 1 and data on psychologi-
cal contract fulfillment from time 2. Our results sug-
gest that permanent agency workers perceive to have
a lower fulfillment of client obligations than temporary
agency workers and this relationship is mediated by
employee’s interpretations concerning the HRM prac-
tices implemented by the client organization. Although
permanent agency work is established to provide a cer-
tain form of protection and thus to help the worker we
demonstrated that it may have negative consequences
as well.

Perceived responsibility of client organi-
zations and training offers for temporary
agency workers: Results from a survey con-
ducted on German entrepreneurs

Galais, N., Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-
Nuremberg, Nuremberg, Germany ; Sende, C., Uni-
versity of Erlangen-Nürnberg, Nürnberg, Germany ;
Moser, K., University of Erlangen-Nürnberg, Nürnberg,
Germany

Abstract: The use of temporary agency workers is a
strategy of worker externalization and personnel flexi-
bility. Client organizations use temporary workers pri-
marily because they would like to compensate for per-
sonnel shortages and they appreciate the use of workers
without having obligations. In this context, it is ques-
tionable as to whether client organizations have any in-
terest in investing in these exchangeable workers. On
the basis of a survey conducted on 1.221 enterprises
(mainly medium-sized and in the manufacturing sec-
tor), we investigate whether the structural and organi-
zational determinants are relevant for the treatment
that client organizations exhibit towards temporary
agency workers. As expected, human resource (HR)
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activities for temporary agency workers were limited,
training offers were extremely rare, and client organi-
zations feel that the staffing agency is responsible for
the temporary workers and not them. With regard
to the structural characteristics of the client organi-
zation, we found that bigger companies offered slightly
more training for temporary workers than smaller ones.
However, more important than the structural charac-
teristics of the company were the motives for using tem-
porary agency work (TAW) for the treatment of tem-
porary agency workers. When they were only hired to
compensate for higher (cyclical) demands, the proba-
bility of training offers decreased significantly. Further-
more, when the client organization had a high HR stan-
dard for their core workers, temporary workers simi-
larly received more training and learning offers. With
regard to the organizational culture of the client organi-
zation, we unexpectedly found that a high support ori-
entation indeed determined whether the company de-
cided to use temporary workers or not (high supportive
organizations refrained from using temporary workers)
but had no effects on the provision of training or other
investments into external workers. Instead of that,
innovation orientation had positive effects on HR in-
vestments into temporary agency workers. We discuss
these findings on the basis of the client’s reasons for
not investing in temporary workers and contrast them
to previously found motives and needs of temporary
agency workers. The here presented results are part of
the FlexPro project which is sponsored by the Federal
Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF).

Symposium: On the Good and Bad Faces
of Leadership

Main topic area: Leadership and Management

Location: Auditorium 1 (11:30-12:45)

Chairs: Stouten, J., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven,
Leuven, Belgium; Euwema, M.C., Katholieke Univer-
siteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Abstract: An increasing amount of evidence shows
that leaders tend to sometimes act in a destruc-
tive,illegitimate or immoral way. This kind of lead-
ership contrasts the common notion that leaders ar-
eresponsible guides for furthering employees’ and the
organization’s interests. Such a romantic viewon lead-
ership neglects that leaders may not always act for
the best of the collective interest.Recently, the destruc-
tive side of leadership has received increasing attention.
Even though this lineof research has the ability to get
to know the dark side of leadership, leaders generally

aren’t all bador all good. For example, in some sit-
uations leaders may be considered abusive and incon-
siderate,whereas at other times, they may be seen as
supportive and loyal. This symposium intends tocon-
tribute to this nuanced vision on the good and bad
faces of leaders and will focus on twoimportant aims
in this regard. First, it will be argued that even bad
leaders can be perceived as beingpositive in some ways
or in certain circumstances. It will be discussed what
conditions may fostersuch a positive image. Second,
(following from the above) if leaders might be seen as
both good andbad, it will be discussed what might de-
termine that leaders will be seen as being motivated
to dogood. For the first aspect, Decoster, Stouten and
Tripp examine the conditions that determine whenfol-
lowers will tolerate a bad leader. They show that self-
interested leaders will be tolerateddepending on the or-
ganizational policies with regard to budget allocations
as well as if followers canbenefit from the leader’s be-
havior. De Hoogh, Greer, and Den Hartog show that
autocratic leadershave both a positive and a negative
influence on financial performance of a team depend-
ing onwhether there is a power struggle. In the final
presentation for this first part, Skogstad, Notelaers,and
Einarsen demonstrate that tyrannical leaders at times
can also be constructive. They examinehow different
proportions of tyrannical and constructive leadership
affect followers. For the secondaim of this symposium,
Oç and Bashshur address how leaders can create a jus-
tice climate dependingon their own behavior as well as
followers’ feedback on the leader’s behavior. The sym-
posium will beconcluded by Patient and Cojuharenco
who will address that the acceptance of organizational-
procedures is contingent on who will communicate the
news. In all, this symposium presents anintegrated set
of presentations on a more nuanced image of good and
bad leadership. Doing so notonly contributes to the
theoretical advancement in the domain of leadership
but also to the practicalreality that leaders are not all
good or all bad.

Tolerance To Self - Serving Leaders: The In-
fluence of a Company’s Budget Policy and
Serving Oneself or The Group.

Decoster, S., University of Leuven, Leuven, Bel-
gium; Stouten, J., University of Leuven, Leuven, Bel-
gium; Tripp, T.M., Washington State University, WA,
USA

Abstract: Leaders are seen as responsible guides but
sometimes they act self-serving (e.g. stealing from the-
organization) and followers seem to tolerate this. We
argue that followers’ tolerance depends on thebudget
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policy. In a “use-it-or-lose-it” policy, allocations not
spent by the end of the year will be lost,this in con-
trast to carry-forward policies where the allocations
can be saved to the next year. Wereasoned that in a
carry-forward budget, the leader’s self-serving behav-
ior is a real loss because thegroup members otherwise
could have spent the budget the following year. In con-
trast, in a use-it-orlose-it system, the group will receive
the subsequent year a higher budget when the leader
spendsthe budget, and therefore they may be toler-
ant. In four studies, this hypothesis was confirmed.
In ascenario study (Study 1), followers were tolerant
to a self-serving leader in the use-it-or-lose-itcondition.
In contrast, in the carry-forward condition followers
felt harmed and reacted to the leaderif their group was
harmed. These results were confirmed in an experimen-
tal study (Study 2) where aleader in a six-person group
who divided the budget in an unequal way (by keep-
ing the whole budgetfor himself) was tolerated more in
the use-it-or-lose-it condition than in the carry-forward
condition.In Study 3 we found that the reason behind
these results was that the followers were harmedthem-
selves. Finally, in order to increase external validity,
we conducted a multiple-source surveystudy (Study 4)
which also confirmed the results of the previous studies:
self-serving leaders weretolerated more in companies
with a use-it-or-lose-it budget policy than in companies
with a carryforwardbudget policy. Altogether, these
results suggest that followers tolerate self-serving lead-
ersdependent on implicit organizational systems such
as the budget policy.

Diabolical Dictators or Capable Comman-
ders? Autocratic Leaders, Power Struggles,
and Team Performance

Hoogh, A.H.B. de, University of Amsterdam, Ams-
terdam, The Netherlands; Greer, L.L., University of
Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Den Har-
tog, D.D., University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Autocratic leadership is often assumed to
be negative for teams; as the lack of psychological
safetyand member participation in decisions which it
seems to imply may negatively impact teamperfor-
mance (e.g., Bass & Bass, 2009; De Cremer 2006; Ed-
mondson; 2003). Yet, several studies havereturned con-
flicting results, suggesting that autocratic leadership,
does not necessarily hurt and maysometimes even help
team processes and performance (e.g., Foels, Driskell,
Mullen, & Salas, 2000).We propose that a critical de-
terminant of the success or failure of autocratic lead-
ership in teams isthe extent to which team members

engage in power struggles. We propose that the abil-
ity ofautocratic leaders to smoothly and efficiently or-
ganize and guide followers, thereby enhancing asense
of psychological safety, becomes impaired when the
power structure in the team is challenged.In such situ-
ations, autocratic leaders may feel they need to empha-
size their power and enforce theirrule through strong
and coercive means (cf. Bass & Bass, 2009), stir-
ring further political battles(Eisenhardt & Bourgeois,
1988) and competitive behaviors (Bendersky & Hays,
2009), therebyreducing the safety of the psychological
environment in the team and ultimately the ability of
theteam to perform effectively (Edmondson, 1999).We
find support for this idea, in a sample of 60 retail
outlets. We link the joint effects of autocraticleader-
ship of the retail outlet manager and power struggles
within the retail outlet to the actualfinancial perfor-
mance of the team, and focus on psychological safety
within the team as a mediator.Our findings show that
contrary to popular assumptions, autocratic leadership
may either help orhurt psychological safety and perfor-
mance of teams, depending on the level of power strug-
gleswithin the team; in teams low on power struggles,
autocratic leadership was positively related toteam fi-
nancial performance whereas in teams high on power
struggles autocratic leadership wasnegatively related to
team financial performance. Team psychological safety
mediated thisrelationship. Thus, our findings suggest
that the extent to which team members engage in pow-
erstruggles forms a critical determinant of the success
or failure of autocratic leadership in teams.

Exploring conglomerated patterns of con-
structive and destructive leadership be-
haviours

Skogstad, A., University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway ;
Notelaers, G., University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway ;
Einarsen, S., University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway

Abstract: Whereas constructive forms of leadership,
such as supportive and transformational leadership,
havebeen to be related to positive outcomes, an in-
creasing number of studies document negative effect-
sof destructive leadership, such as abusive supervision.
However, few studies have scrutinized whichpatterns of
constructive and destructive leadership are common in
working life and their influenceon the well-being of em-
ployees. Accordingly, the present study will scrutinize
such patterns.Assumptions - and studies – regarding
relationships between such patters of leadership and-
outcomes are also scarce. A notable exception is the ex-
acerbation hypothesis (Duffy, Ganster &Pagon, 2002)
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stating that exposure to the combination of higher lev-
els of both support andundermining behaviours is as-
sociated with higher levels of personal distress. Sur-
vey data wascollected from a representative sample
from the Norwegian working population (response rate
57%,N=2539). Respondents rated their job satisfac-
tion and symptoms of anxiety and depression, as wellas
their immediate superior constructive and destructive
leadership behaviours. Data were analysedin Latent
Gold 4.5 a statistical software package for categorical
data analysis. Two latent class factorswere indenti-
fied, each, portraying four classes regarding exposure
to constructive and tyrannicalleadership behaviours,
hence identifying conglomerated behaviours of good
and bad leadership.With respect to the exacerbation
hypothesis, exposure to the combination of high tyran-
nical andhigh constructive leadership was rare (two
outliers). Hence in Norwegian working life, a full test
ofthe hypothesis was impossible. However, a group
of respondents (13%) was identified reportingmoderate
levels of constructive and tyrannical behaviour, report-
ing as negative scores for anxietyand job satisfaction as
the relatively high tyrannical, low constructive group.
Yet, experiencingrelatively high tyrannical leadership
together with low or very low constructive leadership
behaviourswas associated with highest negative scores
on all three outcomes, yielding support to Baumeis-
terand colleagues’ (2002) one-sided position that “bad
is stronger than good”. As regards to capturingcon-
glomerate leadership behaviours, several methodologi-
cal issues should be further addressed,e.g., classical fac-
torial models may not be apt to operationalize differ-
ent combinations of leadershipbehaviours. In addition,
employers must be alert to handle many different situ-
ations involving highlytyrannical behaviour.

Top-down Effects of Leader Style on Justice
Climate Emergence Over Time: An Experimen-
tal Study

Oç, B., Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona,
Spain; Bashshur, M.R., Universitat Pompeu Fabra,
Barcelona, Spain

Abstract: Work on top-down process demon-
strates that contextual effects such as a leader’s
style (Ehrhart,2004) or personality (Mayer, et al.,
2007) influence the justice climate of that leader’s
group.However this research has typically studied these
phenomena with a one shot or cross sectionalapproach.
Consequently, little is known about the process of jus-
tice climate emergence (Ambrose &Cropanzano, 2003).
Given that time is integral to any emergent process
and that justice perceptionsare shaped by both past

and anticipated experiences (Gilliland, 1998) we argue
that it is important tobegin modeling these effects in
a more dynamic manner.This paper examines how dif-
ferent leader behavior patterns influence the emergence
and strength ofjustice climate over time. We simulated
leaders allocating resources to their group (consisting
of 3subjects) following a specific pattern. Following
each round the groups then gave feedback to thesimu-
lated leader as to the fairness of their actions. Build-
ing from Moral Compensation Theory(Tetlock, et al.,
2000) and Moral Licensing Theory (Monin & Miller,
2001) subsequent leader behaviorwas modeled in five
possible patterns across conditions. The first three
patterns were independentof follower ratings, 1) consis-
tent unfair allocations “Greedy leaders”, 2) consistent
fair allocations“Benevolent leaders”, 3) consistent equal
allocations “Equals.” While the second set of pattern-
swere dependent on follower ratings, 4) fair allocations
to negative follower reactions and unfairallocations to
positive follower reactions, “Self-regulated leaders” or
5) fair allocations to positivefollower reactions and un-
fair allocations to negative follower reactions “Biased
leaders.”We expect that justice climate level will be re-
lated to leadership styles such that lower levels ofjustice
climate will result from consistent unfair leadership be-
havior (i.e.“Greedy leaders”) and higherlevels of justice
climate will result from consistent fair leader behavior
(i.e. “Benevolent leaders”),but that this effect will be
moderated when leaders react to feedback. Moreover,
we believe thatclimate strength will be driven by the
consistency of leader behavior.Practically speaking our
results are expected to help improve our understand-
ing of how behaviorsand reactions (or lack of reactions)
affect individual and group perceptions over time.

The ’personal’ side of procedural justice: Em-
ployee reactions when the ’wrong’ person
takes decisions

Patient, D.L., Catholic University of Portugal, Portu-
gal ; Cojuharenco, I., Catholic University of Portugal,
Lisbon, Portugal

Abstract: An important aspect of leadership, influ-
encing how authority and decisions are responded to,
iswhether the actions and decisions taken by managers
are accepted by employees as fair. We willreport sev-
eral studies in which we explore a new criterion for per-
ceptions of organizational justice:who implements and
communicates an organizational procedure. We argue
that even whenprocedures are accurate, consistent, and
correctable (i.e., procedural justice), and wheninter-
personal treatment is sensitive and polite (i.e., inter-
actional justice), employee reactions areinfluenced by
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who administers a procedure. In Study 1, qualitative
data was used to explore factorsthat may underlie per-
ceptions of a person being“right”or“wrong”for the im-
plementation ofspecific organizational procedures. In
Study 2 participants responded to a scenario based on-
Greenberg (1990), where pay cuts are implemented in
the plants of a financially troubled factory.We find that
when a decision is communicated by the “wrong” ver-
sus “right” person (but with thesame outcome, proce-
dures, and interpersonal treatment) perceptions of in-
teractional justice arelower and employee hostile feel-
ings toward the organization are higher. A third study
examiningadditional antecedents and outcomes of who
administers procedures will be completed byDecember
2010, and discussed in our presentation. Our findings
can help managers obtain thebenefits of legitimate and
fair procedures by ensuring that the people implement-
ing them are seenas right for the job.

Presentations: Team Processes and
Performance

Main topic area: Teams and Workgroups

Location: Auditorium 2 (11:30-12:45)

Chair: Kunze, F., University of St. Gallen, St. Gallen,
Switzerland

Synergy: How swimming relays outperform
the group potential

Hüffmeier, J., Institute of Psychology, Münster, Ger-
many ; Hertel, G., Institute of Psychology, Münster,
Germany

Abstract: Abstract Can working in a group be actu-
ally more motivating than working individually? In the
last two decades, various laboratory studies addressed
this question and demonstrated that groups can trig-
ger higher motivation than individual work, illustrat-
ing what later has been defined as “motivation gains in
groups”. These studies were commonly conducted by
applying “minimalistic”groups (mostly dyads of unfa-
miliar strangers), rather meaningless tasks, and work
of a short duration. The current research investigated
whether motivation gains can also be found in larger
groups with a common history and future working on
a meaningful task by analyzing the swimming perfor-
mances of professional swimmers in the individual and
relay freestyle competitions at the 2008 Olympics (N
= 64). In accordance with the literature on intergroup
competition, it was hypothesized that swimmers should
be more motivated in the relay as compared to the

individual competition. Additionally, the swimmers’
position in the relay was expected to moderate the ex-
perienced motivation with later relay swimmers being
more motivated than earlier swimmers. This hypoth-
esis is rooted in expected changes in experienced in-
dispensability of the own contribution for the group’s
outcome over the course of the relay. As predicted, the
swimmers performance in the relay competition beat
the group’s potential (the added times of the four re-
lay swimmers from the individual competition). More-
over, as reflected in a significant linear contrast, mo-
tivation increased over the course of the relay. While
the starting swimmer did not show motivation gains,
the later three swimmers showed significantly higher
performance compared to the individual heats. This
research is among the first to demonstrate that moti-
vation gains can be observed outside the laboratory. It
further points to the important role of perceived social
indispensability as a key antecedent of group member
motivation.

Trust but verify: Cognitive trust, motiva-
tion, errors and performance in teams

Lei, Z., ESMT European School of Management and
Technology, Berlin, Germany ; Hofmann, D., The Uni-
versity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill,
USA; Rosen, B., The University of North Carolina-
Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, USA

Abstract: Having team members trust one another is
commonly assumed to be a critical foundation for pos-
itive team outcomes and effective performance. There,
however, may be hidden costs associated with too much
trust among team members. Too much trust may lead
to lax oversight and failure to catch errors. Without
being caught, these errors may lead to serious conse-
quences as they proliferate throughout the broader or-
ganizational context. In this study, we sought to in-
vestigate the potential hidden costs of cognitive trust
(i.e., one’s perceptions of the reliability, dependabil-
ity and competence of teammates, McAllister, 1995).
Specifically, we investigated how cognitive trust influ-
ences one’s motivation to monitor team members’ per-
formance for errors and subsequently team processes
(in terms of error detection and correction) and perfor-
mance. We designed a laboratory experiment to test
these effects of cognitive trust. Participants were 139
undergraduate business majors at a large public uni-
versity in the United States. The participants were
randomly assigned to one of two experimental condi-
tions (high cognitive trust and low cognitive trust). We
found that a high level of cognitive trust decreased the
motivation to monitor others’ performance, resulted in
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fewer errors being detected and corrected, and low-
ered team performance. Mediation analyses indicated
the mediating role of the motivation to monitor that
transmits the effects of cognitive trust on error detec-
tion, error correction and team performance. Our find-
ings highlight this paradox in team performance: on
one hand, teams need to trust each other in order to
achieve desirable outcomes; on the other, high levels of
trust with respect to teammates’ abilities to perform
team functions may undermine important verification
or monitoring behaviors, lead to greater complacency
with respect to double-checking, and allow easily de-
tected mistakes to go uncorrected. To overcome the
tendency of team members becoming overconfident in
their teammates’ task abilities (Janis, 1982), leaders
must motivate members to stay vigilant for possible
mistakes by even their most competent and able team-
mates and work to achieve a team climate that embod-
ies the philosophy, ’trust but verify,’ and ’verify but still
trust.’

How to Increase the Performance of Vir-
tual Teams – A Moderated-Mediation Model
of Goal Setting, Task Cohesion, and Trust

Kunze, F., University of St. Gallen, St. Gallen,
Switzerland ; Brahm, T., University of St. Gallen, St.
Gallen, Switzerland

Abstract: Due to globalization and technological in-
novation, virtual teams (VT) are currently attracting
substantial research attention (e.g. Schiller & Mand-
viwalla, 2007). A number of studies have shown the
importance of individual process factors (e.g. Rico et
al., 2008) which can be differentiated into planning, ac-
tion and interpersonal processes (Martins et al., 2004).
In terms of planning, it is essential for virtual teams to
set team goals (Hertel et al., 2004). In an experimental
study, team goals were related to cohesion and perfor-
mance in virtual teams (Huang et al., 2002). With
regard to action processes, trust seems to be crucial
for task behavior (Jarvenpaa et al., 1998). However, in
another study, Jarvenpaa and Leidner (1999) showed
that socially-oriented exchange supports the develop-
ment of trust in virtual teams. An important interper-
sonal factor for collaboration is task cohesion (Cohen
& Bailey, 1997). One study showed that task cohesion
was related to interaction, performance goals as well
as to task effectiveness (Van den Bossche et al., 2006).
As these research results suggest ’empirical research
on VTs has been relatively limited in scope and offers
few consistent findings, and that many aspects of VT
functioning remain unexamined.’ (Martins et al., 2004,

819). Above all, the question how these different pro-
cess factors interplay is not yet answered. This study
aims at clarifying the relationship between team goals,
trust, task cohesion and performance. We propose a
moderated-mediation model such that the relationship
between team goals and task performance (Huang et
al., 2002) is mediated by task cohesion (H1) and the
relationship between team goals and task cohesion is
moderated by trust (H2). Hypotheses of the study are
tested with structural equation modeling, in a sample
of 50 virtual teams from a German telecommunication
company with 225 members. The relationships are ex-
amined longitudinally in order to mitigate some of the
common method bias. Overall, the proposed hypothe-
ses can be confirmed. Thus, the study provides insights
for team leaders and managers that a general culture
of trust should be established in virtual teams so that
the teams’ goal setting indeed affects higher perfor-
mance.

Group-Level Organizational Citizenship Be-
havior and Work-Unit Performance

Gunnesch-Luca, G., University of Erlangen-Nürnberg,
Nuremberg, Germany ; Moser, K., University of
Erlangen-Nürnberg, Nuremberg, Germany

Abstract: Organizational Citizenship Behaviors
(OCBs) refer to specific forms of beneficial, extrarole
behaviors, especially but not limited to, helping
coworkers (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Paine, & Bachrach,
2000) and as an extension, group-level OCBs are
defined as the normative level of citizenship performed
within a group (Ehrhart & Naumann, 2004). Central
to almost every OCB study has been the assumption
that citizenship behaviors have a positive effect on
work-unit performance, though respective empirical
research has been rare and not without methodolog-
ical issues, including the way group-level OCBs and
work-unit performance were measured. Furthermore,
the few studies that deal with group level OCB-
performance data, report contradictory relationships
between OCB and performance. We have developed
a group-level OCB measurement instrument in a
two-wave study (N=123) based on peer-evaluations
of work-group OCB with good psychometric results
(Cronbachs Alpha at T1 for the OCB dimensions
between = .78 and = .91). In a second study with 87
teams (N=427) both fairness and job satisfaction were
related to group-level OCB. In a third study, members
of 91 teams in a German government organization
rated their group’s citizenship behaviors (helping
behavior, civic virtue, sportsmanship and loyalty) and
the managers of the respective work-teams rated the
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performance of the unit. Results show that OCBs have
an impact on overall team performance (R2=.20**, ?
R2 = .14**) but also show divergent results for the
specific group-level OCB dimensions: whereas helping
behavior and loyalty had a negative impact on overall
team performance (B= -.36+, p<.10 and B= -.30,
p<.05), sportsmanship and civic virtue had a positive
effect on team performance (B= .22, p<01 and B=
.41, p<05). These results confirm the inconsistency
of findings in previous OCB-work group performance
studies and also stress the need for further research
on moderators of the relationship between group-level
OCB and work-unit performance.

13:00-14:15

Symposium: The leader-follower fit: new
perspectives in leadership research

Main topic area: Leadership and Management

Location: 0.1 London (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Schuh, S.C., Goethe University Frankfurt /
Main, Frankfurt / Main, Germany

Abstract: Leadership is a fascinating and controversial
topic which attracts substantial attention from schol-
ars, practitioners, and the public. Even though there
has been considerable progress in understanding lead-
ership effectiveness, numerous questions are still open.
Inspired by the literature on person-environment fit,
leadership scholars have recently started to pay closer
attention to the perspective of employees, their expec-
tations, values, and believes and how these variables
fit with leader characteristics and behaviours. As first
studies indicate (e.g., the work on implicit leadership
theories), a fit between leader attributes and employee
expectations has a strong impact on the endorsement
and effectiveness of a leader. Building on this emerg-
ing research stream, this symposium brings together
five contributions which examine new aspects of the
leader-follower fit. It presents data from a variety of
countries (Germany, UK, Switzerland, and the Nether-
lands) applying a set of research methods including in-
dividual level longitudinal surveys, experiments, and
cross-sectional field studies. In the first presentation,
Graf et al. examine the fit between leaders’ and follow-
ers’ values and counter-values. They argue that both
a fit in values and in counter-values influences employ-
ees’ identification with their leader. Hernandez Bark
et al. investigate gender differences in motivation to
lead and show that female MBA students report lower

levels of motivation. These results may shed new light
on the “think manager think male phenomenon” i.e.,
the fit between a leaders’ gender and attributed lead-
ership qualities. Schyns’ contribution focuses on the
impact of leaders’ personality on leaders’ relationships
with their super- and subordinates. Kovjanic et al.
suggest that a fit between employees’ implicit needs
and transformational leadership behaviour is no pre-
condition for the effectiveness of this leadership style.
Finally, Junker et al. investigate the relative impor-
tance of individually held implicit leadership theories
compared to shared implicit leadership theories in ex-
plaining important work related outcomes. With this
symposium, we hope to contribute to and stimulate re-
search into the important field of leader-follower fit and
its consequences.

The influences of ideal and counter-ideal
values on followers’ identification with their
leaders

Graf, M.M., Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany ;
Schuh, S.C., Goethe University, Frankfurt am Main,
Germany ; Quaquebeke, N. van, Erasmus University
Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Dick, R. van,
Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany

Abstract: Human values are central to people’s iden-
tities and thus play an important role for their evalu-
ation of and actions in the social world around them,
especially in the context of leadership. Research has
tended to view such values as uniform constructs that
serve as ideal guidelines or positive endstates. How-
ever, it can be assumed that values can be distinguished
by means of attracting and repelling criteria, offering
a conceptual and empirical distinction between ideal-
and counter-ideal values as two independent forces
guiding perception and behaviour. Our aim is to intro-
duce a more differentiated conceptualisation of values
to leadership research. We present insights into dif-
ferent studies and show that a leader’s and his or her
followers’ perceived match on both ideal- and counter-
ideal values influence in how far followers identify with
their leader. Implications for organisational research
and practice will be presented and discussed.

Do women in management self-handicap them-
selves? An examination of gender differences
in motivation to lead

Hernandez Bark, A.S., Goethe University, Frankfurt,
Germany ; Schuh, S.C., Goethe University, Frankfurt
am Main, Germany ; Dick, R. van, Goethe University,
Frankfurt am Main, Germany
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Abstract: Women are still underrepresented in lead-
ership positions and a large number of studies have
been conducted to identify potential reasons for this.
While past research has mainly focussed on differences
in leadership style or leadership effectiveness between
female and male supervisors, it has for the most part
neglected an important construct to explain gender dif-
ferences in leadership positions: the relative strength of
motivation to lead (e.g., Chan & Drasgow, 2001). Mo-
tivation to lead comprises how much a person sees him-
or herself as a leader or to which extent an individual
feels it is his or her duty to act like a leader. Tak-
ing into account the individual motivation to lead of
women and men could shed new light on the well estab-
lished “think manager – think male”-phenomenon. In
a first study with 375 MBA students, we examined the
relationship between gender and motivation to lead.
Indeed, the results revealed that gender explained ad-
ditional variance in motivation to lead over and above
well established predictors such as career identification
and prevention / promotion focus. Women reported
lower levels of motivation to lead. In a second study,
we examined the relationship between gender, motiva-
tion to lead, and actual nominations as a leader. From
a practical perspective, our results suggest that mo-
tivation to lead is an important additional factor to
explain the “relative absence” of women in leadership
positions. Potential interventions which can help to
overcome this imbalance will be discussed.

Leader’s LMX, follower’s LMX

Schyns, B., Durham University, Durham, UK

Abstract: Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) describes
the relationship quality between a leader and each of
his/her followers (e.g., Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995). LMX
researchers often recommend that leaders establish as
many good relationships within their group of follow-
ers as possible (e.g., Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995; Schyns
& Day, 2010). So far, there is only little research ex-
amining networks of relationships, such as LMX be-
tween leaders and their boss and how it affects the
LMX with followers (e.g., Sparrow & Liden, 1997; 2004;
Venkataramani et al., in press; Weibler, 2004). Here,
we examine in a sample of 41 Dutch leaders and their
244 followers how leaders’ personality relates to their
relationship with their boss and their followers. We
argue that some leaders will find it easier to estab-
lish and maintain upward and downward relationships
due to their personality. We found low correlations be-
tween leaders’ LMX with their boss and leaders’ LMX
with their followers. This contradicts prior findings
and assumptions. Similarly, none of the relationships

between leaders’ personality and their LMX relation-
ships reached significance due to the low sample size.
However, the relationships between agreeableness and
follower rated LMX dimensions are substantial. Fur-
ther research is needed to confirm this relationship in
a larger sample but it appears that leader personality
is more important for downward than for upward re-
lationships. This has consequences for organisational
selection and leader development as leaders with some
personality traits may find it easier or more difficult to
build relationships at the workplace.

Are transformational leaders more effective
when their followers seek achievement, im-
pact and relatedness?

Kovjanic, S., University of Zürich, Zürich, Switzer-
land

Abstract: Over the last 20 years, a large number of
studies has demonstrated that transformational lead-
ership is positively related to several important work-
related attitudes including job satisfaction (Avoli,
Bass, Walumba, & Zhu, 2004). While there is no doubt
concerning the effectiveness of transformational leader-
ship behaviour, still very little is known about factors
which influence the effectives of this leadership style. In
our Study (N = 347) we examined the moderating role
of followers’ implicit motives resp. needs (McClelland,
1980). According to McClelland, a person is satisfied
with a situation to the extent the situations allows per-
sonal need satisfaction. Based on this notion, we postu-
lated that subordinates’ tendency to strive for achieve-
ment, impact and relatedness should moderate the re-
lationship between transformational leadership and job
satisfaction. Transformational leaders are character-
ized as intellectually stimulating and challenging, in-
volving, providing meaning, and caring about each fol-
lower individually. Thus, they provide a setting in
which followers high in theses needs can be satisfied
due to need satisfaction. Contrary to our hypothesis,
in our study, personal needs did not moderate the rela-
tionship between transformational leadership and em-
ployee satisfaction. The absence of a moderating effect
seems to support Bass’ (1985) position that transfor-
mational leaders recognize, understand, and attempt
to address each follower’s needs individually: follow-
ers high in achievement motive are provided with chal-
lenging tasks while followers seeking impact are more
involved in decision making and followers high in re-
latedness motive are provided with more personal care
resulting in personal satisfaction of each follower.
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Is it worth considering idiosyncratic implicit
leadership theories?

Junker, N.M., Goethe-University, Frankfurt, Ger-
many

Abstract: Implicit leadership theories can be seen as
assumptions about the ideal leader that every per-
son has. They contain effective and ineffective (Eden
& Leviatan, 1975), prototypic and antiprototypic at-
tributes of a leader (e.g., Offermann, Kennedy, &
Wirtz, 1994). Comparing idiosyncratic leader believes
of different people reveals that there exists a large over-
lap of assumptions which can be labelled shared im-
plicit leadership theories. Past research has shown that
a fit between a leader’s attributes and these shared
prototypic and antiprototypic believes predicts impor-
tant outcomes such as job satisfaction and well-being
(e.g., Hansbrough, 2005; van Quaquebeke & Brod-
beck, 2008). However, shared believes can – by def-
inition – not fully capture the idiosyncratic believes
of each employee. In the present research we, there-
fore, propose that leader-fit with idiosyncratic believes
explains a higher amount of variance than leader-fit
with shared believes. This research question was ad-
dressed in two studies. Results provide partial support
for our hypothesis: leader-fit with idiosyncratic be-
lieves explained a higher amount of variance in leader-
member exchange, leader-identification and job sat-
isfaction than leader-fit with shared antiprototypic,
but not always than fit with shared prototypic be-
lieves. Furthermore, hierarchical analyses revealed that
leader-fit with idiosyncratic believes represents another
aspect of implicit leadership theories as additional vari-
ance was explained for all dependent variables. Practi-
cal implications are such that leaders should be trained
in recognizing individual differences which, in turn, can
positively contribute to employees’ attitudes towards
the organisation.

Symposium: Organizational Justice
Research: The Faces of Organizational
Justice

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.11 Pressroom (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Moliner, C., University of Valencia, Valencia,
Spain

Abstract: A key aspect of decent work (2011
conference-theme) is whether employees feel fairly
treated at workplaces. Investigations of workplace jus-
tice have become more complicated and interesting

with increased changes in work arrangements (Viswes-
varan & Ones, 2002). We have made advances in
understanding of organizational justice phenomena
(Cropanzano, et al 2001). But our theories and empir-
ical findings are challenged by diverse phenomena and
different perspectives and contexts. Research has be-
gun to look at justice from different perspectives, such
as employees in their role as employees, in customer
service situations, and related to individual differences.
Further, differences in culture (e.g., focusing on in-
dividuals versus collectives) can also provide different
ways of looking at organizational justice. This sympo-
sium seeks to build on organizational justice research
relating to these interesting and relatively under re-
searched areas presenting five research papers with new
research.First, Fortin and colleagues examine how indi-
vidual differences can lead to preferences for other jus-
tice norms, as need or equality. Mariani and Bertolino
develop and test an Italian version of the Colquitt
(2001) justice scales, finding a factor structure that dif-
fers from the four-factor model. Molina, and colleagues
focus on service quality, and distinguish between inter-
and intra-organization justice climates. Using a field
sample, they show how shared perceptions of organiza-
tional justice can moderate effects of justice climate on
customer s perceptions. Hayley and Patient focus on
task-relevant justice (TRJ), relating to employees re-
ceiving the tools they need to do their job, which they
contrast with the usual focus on self-relevant justice
(SRJ). Finally, Crawshaw and Game relate the com-
bined effect of west versus east cultural differences jus-
tice perceptions on employee behaviors related to ca-
reer exploration. The international samples (and pre-
senters), diverse methodological approaches, different
levels of analysis, and interesting new questions ad-
dressed in the five papers, should make the symposium
an opportunity to advance theory. In addition, the rel-
evance of the findings to employee motivation across
cultures and contexts should interest practitioners to
provide decent work to employees.

An Empirical Study of Individual Predisposi-
tions to prefer Equity, Equality, or Need

Fortin, M., Toulouse University, Toulouse, France;
Cugueró, N., IESE Business School, Spain; El Akremi,
A., Toulouse University, France; Canela, M.A., IESE
Business School, Spain

Abstract: It is established that different allocation
norms can be used to judge the fairness of distributions,
notably equity, equality and need (e.g., Deutsch, 1975).
The preference for one rule is to be partially determined
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by context. In this study we examined whether pref-
erences for specific norms 1) vary significantly among
individuals in the work context, and 2) moderate jus-
tice effects. We introduce a new instrument to mea-
sure individual tendencies among the justice norms:
equity of input, equity of output, equality, need, and
the status/hierarchy norm. Using a sample of 230 in-
ternational participants, we address several questions
in Study 1: Do different norms load on different factors,
and what is the correlation between different norms?
Can different norm choice measures (statement items
versus vignettes) be used interchangeably? Do people
express different norm preference in vignettes that re-
gard the distribution of different resources (monetary,
time and attention, information and responsibility)?
In Study 2, using a sample of 500 practitioners, we
validated our instrument to measure individual predis-
positions to specific justice norms. Results of Study
2 support that people use different norms in different
situations, and that justice norms can be an important
moderator of effects of injustice.

Justice Perception in personnel selection:
Testing construct validity of Colquitt scale
in an Italian sample

Mariani, M.G., University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy ;
Bertolino, M., University of Nice, Nice, France

Abstract: Colquitt s (2001) organizational justice mea-
sures have simplified justice research, and led to in-
creasing support for a model based on four dimen-
sions: distributive, procedural, interpersonal, and in-
formational justice. Research (e.g., Truxillo et al.,
2004) has shown four justice dimensions influence or-
ganizational and individual outcomes, including orga-
nizational support, organizational attractiveness, and
self-efficacy. However, the research using the scale has
taken place in English-speaking jurisdictions. In part
this might result from the fact that validated versions
of the scale have not been developed for other lan-
guages.The present study validates in Italian the orig-
inal Colquitt s scale, and analyzes its factor structure
and reliability. In our study, using 276 Italian par-
ticipants completed a questionnaire. CFA showed fit
indexes that didn t confirm the original structure. The
four-factor structure explained 56% of variance, where:
the 1st factor combined seven items of three differ-
ent Colquitt s constructs, measuring a general justice
perception, the 2nd consisted of interpersonal justice
items, the 3rd contained procedural justice items re-
lating to voice, and the 4th factor contained procedu-
ral justice items relating to accuracy of decision. The
analysis provides support for the four-factor model but

also suggests some intriguing differences. Research is
required with diverse and international samples to con-
firm this structure.

Differences between intra and inter-unit jus-
tice climate and the role of climate strength
in predicting customer outcomes.

Molina, A., University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain;
Moliner, C., University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain;
Martinez-Tur, V., University of Valencia, Valencia,
Spain; Cropanzano, R., University of Arizona, USA

Abstract: Recent studies have shown that the source
of justice affects the way employees perceive organi-
zational fairness. Whereas intra-unit justice refers to
how fairly co-workers treat one another, inter-unit jus-
tice refers to how fairly employees are treated by the
organization as a whole. To examine the consequences
of these constructs, we considered the relation between
employees perceptions of intra- and inter-unit justice
and customers perceptions of service quality. We ex-
plored the effects of intra and inter-unit justice cli-
mates as precursors of unit-level service quality, and
the moderator influence of climate strength for each
type of justice. 782 employees and 1184 customers
were surveyed from 100 centres for the care of persons
with intellectual disabilities. The results showed that
the interactional facet of intra-unit justice significantly
predicted customers perceptions of functional quality,
and that the procedural facet of inter-unit justice sig-
nificantly predicted relational quality. Interestingly,
climate strength moderated both relations, increasing
the magnitude of the relationship between justice cli-
mate and service quality perceptions. These findings
demonstrate that intra and inter-unit justice are in fact
distinct constructs that affect different organizational
outcomes. Further, the level of agreement between co-
workers is an important moderator. In order to pro-
mote better service quality, managers should bear in
mind that how co-workers treat one another can affect
the quality of service they provide to customers.

The unfairness of not having the tools to
do the job: Exploring task-relevant justice
(TRJ).

German, H.C., Durham Business School, Durham,
UK ; Patient, D.L., Catholic University of Portugal,
Lisbon, Portugal

Abstract: To date a distinction has not been made
between two types of fairness: fairness addressing a
person’s needs ”as an individual,” versus ”as an em-
ployee”. We refer to the former as self-relevant justice
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(SRJ), and the latter as task-relevant justice (TRJ).
Whereas research has tended to focus on the former,
TRJ refers to employee fairness perceptions resulting
from receiving or not the resources to properly do one
s job. We propose TRJ may be important for at least
two reasons: TRJ may have unique antecedents and
workplace outcomes, and TRJ can also affect employee
perceptions regarding self-relevant justice. We explore
the salience, predictors, and consequences of TRJ. In
Study 1 we coded 699 stories of unfair events for task-
relevant justice. Its subsequent identification in 27% of
events, suggests that TRJ represents an important and
underexplored category of justice perceptions. Studies
2 and 3 are currently underway, and the results will be
presented at the 2011 EAWOP conference. In Study
2, we develop a scale to measure TRJ. In Study 3, we
test the TRJ scale for validity vis-a-vis related con-
structs. It is important to advance understanding of
what types of injustice matter to employees, as individ-
uals with personal needs and as employees with work
related needs. If organizations better understand the
sources of perceived injustice, including unfairness re-
lating to not having the tools to do the job , they can
enact workplaces that are perceived as fair. This, in
turn, should increase employee motivation, extra-role
behaviors, and trust in management.

Interpersonal and Informational Justice and
Individual Career Exploration: A Cross Cul-
tural Study.

Crawshaw, J.R., Aston University, Birmingham, UK ;
Game, A.M., University of East Anglia, UK

Abstract: This research explored the influence of na-
tional culture, and justice perceptions in line manage-
ment relationships, on individual career exploration.
Because line managers are central to effective organi-
zational career management, this relationship is salient
in employees judgements regarding career opportuni-
ties. We expected justice perceptions to negatively re-
late to career exploration (H1). Additionally, a grow-
ing body of justice research explores cross-cultural dif-
ferences in individuals reactions to perceived injustice.
Cultural dimensions can moderate the relationship be-
tween justice perceptions and outcomes. For exam-
ple, low (rather than high) power distance individuals
react more strongly to perceived procedural injustice.
We expected that lower acceptance of autocratic/un-
democratic decision-making, can augment employee
concerns about procedural and/or interactional justice
(H2). 1120 distance learning MBA students in full-time
employment in over 50 countries completed an online

questionnaire. Both hypotheses were supported. In-
terpersonal and informational justice were significantly
and negatively related to individual career exploration.
Moreover, interpersonal and informational justice ap-
pear to be more important, for those in the Western
(low power distance/individualistic) cluster.

Presentations: Diversity in Teams

Main topic area: Teams and Workgroups

Location: 0.2 Berlin (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Dijk, H. van, Tilburg University, Tilburg, The
Netherlands

Realizing the potential of diversity for team
creativity: The moderating role of perspec-
tive taking

Hoever, I.J., Rotterdam School of Management, Eras-
mus University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Nether-
lands; Knippenberg, D. van, Rotterdam School of Man-
agement, Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The Nether-
lands; Ginkel, W.P. van, Rotterdam School of Man-
agement, Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The Nether-
lands; Barkema, H.G., Rotterdam School of Manage-
ment, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Despite the importance of workplace creativ-
ity and the increasing use of teams in organizations, our
understanding of how teams work together to perform
creatively is limited. Part of the common wisdom in
favor of using teams stresses the advantages of bringing
members with different perspectives to the table. Un-
fortunately, in line with research on diversity on group
performance in general, this link between a team’s di-
versity and its creativity has proven unreliable across
empirical studies. This raises the question of which
processes bring about the benefits of diversity for cre-
ativity and how they may be fostered. While the im-
portance of group processes to bring about the positive
effects of diversity is a central tenet of modern diversity
research, it is unclear which processes specifically aid
the development of creative solutions. In the present
paper we propose that members of diverse teams have
to communicatively reframe a given problem by flexi-
bly recombining their different perspectives and to con-
structively apply the multitude of evaluative standards
that diverse viewpoints entail. Given the difficulties re-
ported for cross-functional cooperation and the pitfalls
associated with having divergent evaluative standards,
we do not assume that diverse perspectives directly
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translate into higher creativity. Rather, we propose
that members of diverse groups need to engage in per-
spective taking to bring about these processes and the
benefits for group creativity. Results from a group ex-
periment support our hypothesis about the moderating
effect of perspective taking on the influence of diver-
sity on group creativity. The audio-video coded fre-
quency of reframing statements and the constructive-
ness of evaluative statements were found to mediate in
this moderated relationship. These findings contribute
to the literature in a number of ways. Analyzing the
interplay of diversity and perspective taking both adds
to our growing knowledge on the contingency factors
that determine when diversity plays out to a team’s ad-
vantage and the effects of perspective taking on work
place relevant outcomes. The finding that perspective
taking helps diverse teams develop more creative ideas
and plans provides an important insight for managers
who wish to increase the creative potential of work-
groups.

How surface and deep level diversity shape
team learning: the moderating influence of
identity orientation

Vos, M.W., University of Groningen, Groningen, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Previous research on diversity is inconclu-
sive about whether diversity is beneficial for team out-
comes. On the one hand, diversity may yield positive
outcomes for teams as team members bring in different
perspectives and thus may facilitate complex problem
solving. On the other hand, differences between peo-
ple are not easy to manage and therefore diversity has
been associated with tensions between group members
which may reduce team effectiveness. In this study
we proposed that outcomes of team diversity are de-
pendent on which diversity dimension is prevalent in
the team. Previous studies often examined either ef-
fects of surface level diversity (gender, age, ethnicity)
or deeper level diversity (expertise, education) on team
outcomes. The present study compared both types of
diversity and its influence on team learning behavior.
Moreover, we proposed that individual differences in
how team members conceptualize the self (the self as
an unique individual, i.e. personal identity orienta-
tion, the self related to other individuals, i.e. relational
identity orientation and the self related to group mem-
berships, i.e. collective identity orientation) moderate
the relationship between diversity type and team learn-
ing. This study was conducted in 44 health care teams
among 259 employees. Results showed that surface

level diversity was negatively related to team learn-
ing. However, this negative relationship disappeared
for team members that scored high on relational iden-
tity orientation. In addition, deep level diversity was
positively related to team learning. This relationship
appeared to be stronger for people that scored high
on personal identity orientation than those who scored
low. Interestingly, the positive relationship between
functional diversity and team learning was stronger for
individuals that scored low on relational and collec-
tive identity orientation compared to those who scored
high. In sum, these results may imply that potentially
negative effects of surface level diversity can be un-
dermined when team members focus on interpersonal
bonds within the team. However, this focus on rela-
tionships between group members deteriorates team ef-
fectiveness for teams in which the composition is based
on deep level characteristics. In these teams, a focus on
the uniqueness of team members in seems to enhance
team effectiveness instead.

Exploring Collective Identity Dynamics in Di-
verse Teams

Doering, S., University of Konstanz, Konstanz, Ger-
many ; Huettermann, H., University of Konstanz, Kon-
stanz, Germany

Abstract: This presentation summarizes the findings of
an exploratory field study investigating the emergence
of collective identity in diverse teams. Extant research
on the nexus of diversity and identity has almost exclu-
sively focused on the effects of collective identity, i.e.,
its moderating role on the diversity-outcome relation-
ship (e.g., van der Vegt & Bunderson, 2005). In con-
trast, the emergence of collective identity has hardly
been investigated in the context of diverse teams. Our
study aims at filling this gap in research by devel-
oping a process model of collective identity construc-
tion in diverse teams. To account for the process na-
ture of our research interest, we adopt a qualitative
theory-generating approach according to the principles
of Grounded Theory (Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Glaser
& Strauss, 1967). Interview and survey data were
collected from seven cross-organizationally staffed di-
verse work teams tasked with the coordination, plan-
ning, and implementation of collaborative efforts in the
context of two United Nations peacebuilding opera-
tions. The emerging model describes collective iden-
tity construction as a process consisting of two phases
of in- and outgroup comparisons. While the first phase
is characterized by intra-group comparisons based on
members’ original subgroup identities (e.g., ethnicity,
organizational background, age), in the second phase,
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comparisons are made vis–vis outside actors on the ba-
sis of the emerging collective team identity. Within
these two phases, our model distinguishes between two
cognitive sensemaking steps: (1) sensemaking regard-
ing members’ individual roles in the team, and (2)
collective sensemaking by the team as a whole. Fur-
thermore, six contingency factors for the successful de-
velopment of a collective identity in diverse teams are
identified (leadership, interaction and communication,
instrumentality, scope of autonomy, personnel conti-
nuity, and team outcomes). Given the importance
of a strong collective identity for team performance
(van Knippenberg & Ellemers, 2003), our findings are
of high practical relevance. Both the exploration of
the identity formation process and the identification of
critical contingency factors allow for the derivation of
valuable implications for the effective management of
diverse teams (e.g., in the domains of team leadership
or team member motivation).

Birds of a feather flock together and oppo-
sites attract – Organic and mechanic forms of
solidarity and their relationship to effective
collaboration between diverse teams

Stegmann, S., Goethe University, Frankfurt am Main,
Germany ; Wu, T., Goethe University, Frankfurt am
Main, Germany ; Egold, N.W., Goethe University,
Frankfurt am Main, Germany ; Dick, R. van, Goethe
University, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Abstract: Recent theories on intergroup contact and
diversity beliefs suggest that when dealing with diver-
sity within organizations, it is important to take into
account whether diversity is regarded either as a threat
or as a valuable asset by the members of these orga-
nizations. Following Emil Durkheim’s classic theory,
we propose that these two ways of perceiving diver-
sity lead to distinct types of solidarity: Mechanic sol-
idarity depends on the similarities between the vari-
ous sub-units of an organization, whereas organic soli-
darity depends on meaningfully interrelated differences
between the sub-units. Furthermore, we propose that
these forms of solidarity constitute part of an organi-
zation’s identity. Therefore, the more people identify
with their organization, the more they are likely to
hold the respective views about the form of solidarity
valid within their organization. Both forms of solidar-
ity, in turn, are supposed to influence the way in which
people react to diversity and, thus, to influence the
collaboration between different sub-units of the orga-
nization. We developed scales to measure each kind of
solidarity and applied them in two samples of employ-
ees of a German university (one cross-sectional, one

longitudinal survey) and in one sample of employees
of a Taiwanese hospital. In all samples we focussed
on collaboration between teams that differed in func-
tional background. Across all samples, our results in-
dicated that both forms of solidarity are distinct but
positively correlated constructs. Organizational Iden-
tification was positively related to both mechanic as
well as organic solidarity. Both forms of solidarity, in
turn, were positively related to effectiveness of inter-
team collaboration and both mediated the relationship
between organizational identification and effectiveness
of inter-team collaboration. However, the relative im-
portance of each form of solidarity varied across or-
ganizations and across facets of effectiveness of inter-
team collaboration. These findings are of practical rel-
evance because the two forms of solidarity correspond
closely to two seemingly antithetic strategies for diver-
sity management as used in contemporary organiza-
tions. Our findings point to the simultaneous merits
of both strategies. Moreover, in trying to illuminate
the mediating processes behind these strategies and in
suggesting potential moderator conditions, our work
has the potential to inform a more efficient diversity
management.

Beyond diversity constructs: The role of
perceived diversity configuration in under-
standing diversity’s consequences

Dijk, H. van, Tilburg University, Tilburg, The Nether-
lands; Engen, M.L. van, Tilburg University, Tilburg,
The Netherlands

Abstract: We introduce the concept of perceived di-
versity configuration as work group members’ percep-
tion of how diversity is construed by the members of
the group and argue that the consequences of work
group diversity are contingent on the extent to which
group members perceive the configuration of diversity
to reflect separation, variety or disparity between group
members. While we build on the theoretical framework
as advanced by Harrison and Klein (2007) regarding di-
versity constructs, we diverge from their perspective by
arguing that perceived separation and perceived vari-
ety are mutually exclusive, but that perceived disparity
can co-occur with perceived separation or with per-
ceived variety and that perceived disparity can best be
regarded as an enabler of perceived separation or of
perceived variety. In line with diversity construct the-
ory (Harrison & Klein, 2007), we hypothesize that per-
ceptions of separation (i.e. social categorization) are
related to negative group outcomes and that percep-
tions of variety are related to positive group outcomes.
Subsequently, we add to diversity construct theory by
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hypothesizing that perceptions of disparity enhance the
effects of separation and of variety on group outcomes.
Consequently, we argue that perceived status differ-
ences within the group either enhances the effects of
social categorization or the effects of information elab-
oration, depending on whether social categorization
or information elaboration processes obtain. Data is
gathered through an online survey among 50 high-tech
R&D teamsfrom five organizations. Data on team per-
formance is provided by team members as well as by
team leaders. After the elimination of teams with a too
low response rate, mediation analyses are conducted on
the data of 35 teams using structural equation model-
ing. Our study adds to the diversity construct liter-
ature and highlights the importance of diversity per-
ceptions. For practitioners this is highly relevant as
current debates around diversity management centre
around the consequences of actual diversity, but our
study points to the importance of perceived diversity.
We discuss how managers can enhance positive percep-
tions of diversity within teams.

Presentations: Employee Development,
Mentoring and Feedback

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.3 Copenhagen (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Silvester, J., City University London, London,
UK

Developing skills for government: Political
mentoring

Silvester, J., City University London, London, UK ;
Seeliger, C., City University London, London, UK

Abstract: Robert Louis Stephenson (1982) commented
that “politics is perhaps the only profession for which
no preparation is deemed necessary”. Despite the im-
portance of work undertaken by democratically elected
politicians, compared with other professional roles sur-
prisingly little is known about how politicians learn,
the knowledge and skills they require, or how their ef-
forts to learn can best be supported. Whilst politicians
engage in very little formal learning and development,
one activity that has grown in popularity is political
mentoring. This involves more experienced political
peers mentoring other politicians who may be new to
their roles (Whiteman, 2004). This paper describes
findings from a study co-sponsored by the ESRC and
IDeA to investigate the effectiveness of mentoring to
support learning among local politicians in the UK,

and to understand more broadly the barriers to en-
gaging in development activities in political environ-
ments. Although the mentoring concept can be traced
throughout history, it is only in the last two decades
that organizations have begun to recognize the impor-
tance of mentoring as a developmental tool for employ-
ees (Allen, Eby, & Lentz, 2006). In general, mentoring
is conceptualized as a one-on-one relationship between
a less experienced (mentee) and a more experienced
(mentor) person that is intended to advance the per-
sonal and professional growth of the mentee (Wanberg,
Welsh, & Hezlett, 2003), but to date there has been
no investigation of the use of mentoring in a politi-
cal context. The study to be presented here involved
semi-structured critical incident interviews were con-
ducted with 25 politicians who have received mentoring
and 37 politicians who have acted as mentors for other
politicians. All interviews were transcribed and anal-
ysed using thematic analysis to identify core develop-
ment needs for politicians and to explore how mentor-
ing contributes to political skill development. We will
present findings from this analysis and discuss how they
have been used to create a tool-kit to support political
mentoring across local government in the UK. We will
also discuss the practical relevance of these findings for
understanding and meeting thechallenges of learning
and development in political work enviroments more
broadly.

Leadership development: Who knows best how
well the highflyers perform?

Inceoglu, I., SHL Group Plc, Thames Ditton, UK ; Ex-
ternbrink, K., Ruhr-Universität Bochum/ Institute for
Work Science, Bochum, Germany ; Müller, P., SHL
Deutschland Gmbh, Frankfurt Main, Germany

Abstract: Agreement between different multi-rater
sources has been shown to vary, moderated by the
observability and desirability of a specific behaviour
(Warr & Bourne, 2000). This can make it difficult
to decide on development plans following 360 ratings;
should all ratings be averaged or more weight placed
on ratings by particular sources? Beehr et al. (2000)
found that competency-based 360 ratings were signifi-
cantly related to performance appraisals, but only for
manager and peer ratings. The objective of this study
is to examine relationships between 360 ratings and
assessment centre (AC) ratings of the same competen-
cies. Behaviours assessed in ACs are observable (e.g.
group exercises) or measurable through other means
(e.g. in-basket exercises) by assessors who are not fa-
miliar with the assessed individual. 360 and AC rat-
ings might therefore overlap for behaviours that specific
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rating sources can more easily observe in the ratees’
work life. Data was collected with 118 international
managers from a global company in the fast moving
consumer goods sector who participated in an inter-
nal leadership programme. The objective of this pro-
gramme was to develop relevant leadership competen-
cies (as defined by the company‘s top executives) for ca-
reer progression using 360 degree feedback (competen-
cies rated by their managers, peers and direct reports)
and assessment centres (AC: role play, group discussion
exercise, case study). Results showed that AC ratings
correlated significantly with 360 ratings for the same
competency but only if rated by peers. Practical rel-
evance: In many executive development contexts it is
assumed that performance ratings by managers and di-
rect reports are the most important or reliable source
of information. It appears, however, that more weight
should be placed on peer ratings, as their judgment
might be a more accurate representation of observable
behaviours as they are assessed in assessment exercises.
Manager ratings may be less accurate for behaviours
they are less likely to observe because they interact
less with their subordinates than peers. The accuracy
of manager ratings could be improved through better
assessor or 360 rating trainings. In general, peer ratings
could be utilised more widely in development centres
or as part of performance management programmes,
for example.

Management competencies for the develop-
ment of department heads in tertiary institu-
tions

Potgieter, I.L., University of Pretoria / UNISA, Preto-
ria, South Africa; Basson, J.S., University of Pretoria,
Pretoria, South Africa

Abstract: Introduction The increasing changes and de-
mands placed on higher education institutions in the
21st century have had a considerable impact on the
roles and responsibilities of heads of academic depart-
ments (HODs) in tertiary institutions. It emphasized
the importance of development of core HOD manage-
ment competencies. The challenge for an HOD in
a tertiary institution is that s/he should be an aca-
demic leader and at the same time an effective man-
ager. The purpose of the study was to identify the
management competencies deemed necessary for HODs
to function effectively at a tertiary institution. Method
A mixed method approach was followed in the study.
The literature and responses of the HODs to inter-
views were analysed and this formed the qualitative
aspect of the study. The focus of this analysis was
to identify competencies to be an effective HOD. The

identified competencies were compiled in a question-
naire and participants (HODs) were asked to verify
the relevance of the identified competencies, to rate
the importance of these competencies and to indicate
their need for training in each competency. The ques-
tionnaire was distributed to forty two HODs in a ter-
tiary institution. Results and conclusion The qualita-
tive data analysis revealed forty managerial competen-
cies that could be clustered into eighteen higher order
dimensions. The results indicated that all the identi-
fied competencies were important for HODs. The most
important of these competencies were team leadership
and leadership of individual members; motivation of
the team as well as individuals; managing change and
renewal; effective performance management and qual-
ity awareness. The most important training needs were
in performance management, strategy implementation,
strategic planning, team leadership and management of
change and renewal. The information obtained in this
study may serve as a foundation for the development
of an HOD training program in the higher education
environment.

Constraints and Critical Success Factors of
Cross-Company Mentoring for High Poten-
tials

Liebhart, U., University of Klagenfurt, Klagenfurt,
Austria

Abstract: The impact of formal and informal mentor-
ing initiatives in organizations has been documented
in many studies over the past decade. However,
only a few studies focus on formal cross-mentoring
programs, in which the participants came from and
were matched over different companies. These pro-
grams facilitate the development and goal achieve-
ment of young mentees within their occupational-
organizational context by help of experienced persons
from other organizations. Additionally, cross-gender
relationships are established in these programs. This
presentation describes a model of relevant processes
(e.g., selection-process within the participating organi-
zations, matching-process, starting-process) and con-
straints (e.g., anchoring of the program within the in-
ternal personnel development and HR initiatives, or-
ganizational liberty to discuss internal affairs) that in-
fluence and limit the cross-mentoring relationship be-
tween the mentor and his or her mentee. The model’s
explanatory power is shown on a sample of 13 tandems
(13 mentors, 13 mentees) from an Austrian cross-
mentoring program. To get new insights into the rel-
evant processes and constraints, half-structured inter-
views have been conducted with both the mentors and
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the mentees. A qualitative comparison of six cross-
mentoring programs in Germany and Austria indicates
that there are different strategies for dealing with var-
ious constraints. The presentation will offer critical
success factors for cross-mentoring programs. Further-
more, the outcomes of the program for the participat-
ing mentors, mentees and organizations will be exam-
ined on the basis of the qualitative cross-mentoring
study. Consequences for future research in the field
of mentoring and cross-organizational practices will be
discussed.

Why do employees perform better if they par-
ticipate in developing their own performance
measures?

Groen, B., University of Twente, School of Manage-
ment and Governance, Enschede, The Netherlands

Abstract: Managers often use performance measure-
ment systems as a control device. Employees are in
some way rewarded if the performance indicators (PIs)
say their performance is good, and punished if not.
This encourages employees to increase their perfor-
mance on the PIs. Yet unfortunately, PIs do not al-
ways measure what is really important for an orga-
nization. In that case, employees may be stimulated
in the wrong direction. Since employees usually know
best what is important for performing well on their job,
I hypothesize that the quality of PIs depends upon
whether employees were involved in developing their
own PIs. Moreover, based on earlier action research, I
hypothesize that the reasoned action approach [Fish-
bein, M., & Ajzen, I. (2010). Predicting and Changing
Behavior. The reasoned action approach. New York,
NY: Psychology Press (Taylor & Francis)] explains why
this involvement leads to better employee performance
[Groen, B., Wouters, M. & Wilderom, C. (2010). Why
do employees take greater initiatives for performance
improvement if they develop their own performance
measures? A field study. Submitted for publication].
The dependent variable of the model was ’Employee job
performance’. Moreover, the model consisted of two
variables regarding PIs: ’Employee involvement in de-
veloping performance indicators’ and ’Perceived qual-
ity of the performance indicators’. The reasoned action
approach that is expected to explain the relation be-
tween the PI variables and Employee job performance
is represented by four variables: ’Attitude’, ’Norm’,
’Control’ and ’Intention’ all regarding ’performing well
on their job’. Survey data of around 200 pairs of work
floor employees/professionals and their superiors, will
be analyzed using structural equation modeling. The
employee survey consisted of scales measuring all of

these variables-and some control variables-using mul-
tiple items with a fully anchored 7-point Likert scale.
The PI variables and ’Employee job performance’ were
also measured with a survey completed by their superi-
ors. All respondents work in operational departments
of many different organizations. They have all been
working in their current function for at least one year,
and all superiors use PIs to measure their employee’s
performance.

Practitioners’ Day session 3

Location: 0.4 Brussels (13:00-14:15)

Symposium: HRM in Global Distributed
Organizations

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.5 Paris (13:00-14:15)

Chairs: Vartiainen, M., Aalto University School of Sci-
ence and Technology, Aalto, Finland ; Lähteenmäki,
M., Aalto University School of Science and Technol-
ogy, Aalto, Finland

Abstract: The business and work environment has
changed rapidly over the past few years and continues
to do so in the future. Expanding market areas, in-
creased competition and networking have created needs
for new ways of working and developing new collabo-
rative working environments for organizations. Orga-
nizations have been under pressure to adapt to these
new dynamically changing business and working envi-
ronments. Organizations have become more and more
virtual and multicultural: they are geographically scat-
tered and have culturally diverse characteristics in vari-
ous levels, including organizational and national levels.
Globalization of businesses has brought together dif-
ferent cultures and different HRM contexts for inter-
preting the content and meaning of managerial com-
munication. In practice, organizations have used dif-
ferent means to strive for the desired outcomes. As a
partial result of this, work teams that are considered
global are already the norm rather than the exception
in today s business environment.The flexible, innova-
tive, and cost efficient form of organizing work does not
come without challenges. Various studies have shown
that the organizations are additionally struggling with
the disadvantages brought along with disperse, diverse
and temporary working environments. The challenges
are manifold. Along with the modern ICT, which has
removed geographical boundaries by enabling virtual
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working, the development has led to building multicul-
tural virtual teams of professionals and experts who
rarely if ever meet face-to-face but yet share the same
goals and challenges. Working as a member of such a
virtual team, collaborating with partners who are geo-
graphically dispersed let alone leading such a team %
brings along many challenges compared to traditional
organizations.In virtual working context, the role HRM
is manifold e.g. in organizing labour force, managing
work assignments and creating motivating atmosphere
for the virtual workers. Challenges of HR include
contingent work assignments, skill formation, building
commitment, internal and external networks as parts
of the working context, and diverse labour force. Dis-
cussing the role of HR and the challenges related to this
form the basis of this symposium. The aim of the sym-
posium is to provide a fruitful platform for exchang-
ing experiences, plans and practices, both for the aca-
demics as well as the practitioners.Symposium consists
of four presentations with discussions. The first paper
asks about the influence of different generations on the
quality of communication in virtual environment. The
second paper studies the nature of presence and silence.
The third paper concerns the effects of virtual working
on leadership and leadership expectations. And, the
fourth paper explores strategies and practices when us-
ing collaborative working environments in global teams
and projects.

Behavior of ’Digital natives ’in virtual
collaboration- Does the Concept of Media
Naturalness require Modification?

Fischlmayr, I., Johannes Kepler University, Linz, Aus-
tria

Abstract: This paper bases on the assumptions that
virtual team members´ behavior differs across gener-
ations. Presumably, there are three different age co-
horts concerning the use of electronic media: the 50+
generation who has not grown up with digital media
and who had to (or did not have to) learn the use of
electronic media in their (later) professional years; the
early adopters generation between 30 and 50 who did
not spend the childhood with modern technology but
learnt to handle it in their teenage or early adult years;
the digital natives who were/are confronted with new
media from the cradle on. The concept of media nat-
uralness (Kock, 2005) names the personal face-to-face
contact including verbal and non-verbal language as
the most natural way to communicate. But does grow-
ing up with electronic media change the borderline? Is
virtual communication as natural to the digital natives
as personal one, or even more natural? Furthermore,

which influence does the existence of these three co-
horts have on the communication behavior in virtual
collaboration? Are digital natives or early adopters
more powerful than the 50+ generation due to media
competence? Is formal power (e.g. of the 50+ gener-
ation) outperformed by informal power due to better
technical skills? Finally, the consequences for HR man-
agers, for example in terms of selection, performance
measurement and promotion, will be outlined.

Meaning of Presence to Virtual Team Mem-
bership

Paalumäki, A., Turku School of Economics, University
of Turku, Turku, Finland ; Saarinen, E., Turku School
of Economics, University of Turku, Finland ; Lähteen-
mäki, S., Turku School of Economics, University of
Turku, Finland

Abstract: One central aspect in virtual teams, virtual
organizing and leadership is presence, the state of be-
ing there (Zigurs 2003; Panteli 2004). Traditionally in
management and psychological literature presence has
been related to physicality, synchronous communica-
tion and face-to face interaction. Meaning of presence
gets a different tone in virtual contexts where teams are
formed by geographically dispersed individuals com-
municating mainly via information and communica-
tion technology. In virtual contexts, one s presence
is often expected to be highly actively worked on and
constantly with various means represented to exist and
made to be visible in order to maintain trust and safety
amongst team members (e.g. Jarvenpaa & Leidner,
1999). Absence or silence has often been assumed to
be negative, but this has been questioned recently (see
e.g. Panteli 2004). Members silence may not always be
harmful for team cohesion but an inherent element of
virtual environment (Panteli & Fineman 2005).In this
study the nature of presence in virtual environment is
explored. In particular it is asked: 1) How presence
is constructed in mundane interaction between virtual
team members? 2) What kind of manifestations and
meanings are given to presence and absence in vir-
tual teams? 3) How can presence be supported and
promoted in virtual contexts by leadership and team
membership? The data consists of a dataset that was
created in the course of a collaborative training session
based on a business simulation game involving gradu-
ate business students (N=99) located at four universi-
ties on three continents in October 2010. The training
consisted of 2 x 18 hrs sessions and aimed at improv-
ing students’ team skills and giving them experience
of real-life business environment with authentic chal-
lenges and problems. In personal reflective essays the
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students were asked to write about their experiences
how they perceived the presence of their international
remote team members. The findings will be discussed
in the paper. The results of the study can be used to
give tools for leaders of virtual teams to organize the
work. In addition they can help to understand and con-
trol and reduce the negative effects of team members
absences and silences.

Waiting for the Leader to Take Action?
– Leadership in Virtual Collaboration Con-
text

Saarinen, E., Turku School of Economics, University
of Turku, Turku, Finland ; Lähteenmäki, S., Turku
School of Economics, University of Turku, Finland ;
Fischlmayr, I., Johannes Kepler University, Linz, Aus-
tria

Abstract: Based on modern conceptual understanding
of virtual organizations (e.g. Powell, Piccoli & Ives
2004; Suchan & Hayzak 2001), it is the technology
that makes all the difference compared to traditional
organizations; both in a facilitating role as well as in
affecting the interactions between the members of the
organization. Considering the pressure from the dy-
namic, fast-paced competitive environment and also
the changes in the relations between the employee and
the employer, to start with, it makes sense to con-
sider what kind of effects this has on leadership and
leadership expectations. Organizational structures are
changing as virtual multicultural teams are built by the
help of modern ICT. However, benefitting virtual logic
might fall short if employees cannot adapt to the vir-
tual working context and role as a detached member of
a virtual team. The group dynamics are put at risk by
undermining team members need for belonging, leader-
ship and meaning when dividing tasks % element which
don t need special attention in traditional working con-
text. Leadership context in modern, dispersed organi-
zations, is constructed from manifold layers of differ-
ent attributes. Dynamic, hectic environment; cultural,
spatial and temporal dispersion; computer-mediated
communication (CMC); and the actual lack of face-
to-face interaction context sums up as complex sys-
tem of separate yet interrelated variables. Considering
this together with the fundamental change in the orga-
nizational context, the traditional leader-centered ap-
proach to leadership is in this study placed with more
process-centered approach. Hence, the analytical fo-
cus in this study is on leadership as it is practiced
in daily interaction, rather than on individual lead-
ers (see Crevani et al 2010).The data for this study

was collected in a global virtual team course in au-
tumn 2010. Researchers at Turku School of Economics
offered a joint course for graduate students together
with Johannes Kepler University (Linz, Austria), Uni-
versity of Melbourne, and Stern School of Business
at NYU. Over a hundred participants from 5 differ-
ent continents, representing over 20 nationalities, were
confronted with challenges of steering online simulated
companies in dynamic and hectic decision-making en-
vironment. Participants were divided to teams of 8
coming from different time zones and in which they
had to collaborate intensively (clock-driven simulation
requiring non-stop attention) during two 18 hour sim-
ulation sessions and complementing team assignments
between the sessions. This offered the participants a
realistic experience of working in global, virtual team.
Participants reported their experiences via individual
reflective essays (n= 200) in which they e.g. discussed
about leadership in their team and how they felt about
it in relation to their expectations. These essays were
analyzed and interpreted in the light of the recent de-
velopments in leadership theory.

Strategies and Practices of Using Collabora-
tive Working Environments in Global Teams
and Projects

Lönnblad, J., Aalto University School of Science and
Technology, Aalto, Finland ; Vartiainen, M., Aalto Uni-
versity School of Science and Technology, Aalto, Fin-
land

Abstract: The last decade or so has seen organisations
trying to take advantage of globalisation by shifting
their focus from operating locally, or in a few countries,
to operating globally. This paper examines the imple-
mentation and the role of collaborative working envi-
ronments in global companies to support their opera-
tions in a world where customers, offices and employ-
ees are spread around the globe. Collaborative work-
ing environment (CWE) is a term for the combination
of physical, IT-based and social or organisational in-
frastructures supporting people in their individual and
collaborative work. Among the applications and ser-
vices that are considered as elements of digital CWE
are: e-mail, shared workspace and document manage-
ment, wiki, instant messaging, application sharing and
conferencing. CWEs are defined by using six dimen-
sions: collaboration, spanning of boundaries, team and
project organisation, ubiquitous access to resources,
people focus and technology.The empirical part of this
paper consists of nine case examples. The data was
collected in nine Finnish based global companies via in-
terviews. The data was mainly analysed qualitatively.
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The approach and results varied somewhat from com-
pany to company, and in many cases the initial im-
plementation of CWEs did not succeed or progressed
slower than planned. In these cases, unlike in the suc-
cessful ones, the main failures were related to inade-
quate support from top management, inadequate har-
monisation of processes and not clear enough global
processes which would work as the foundation of the
CWE. In all cases the organisational infrastructure has
been changed and developed, but in general the tech-
nology aspect of the CWE has received more focus
and attention than social and work environment as-
pects.As a conclusion, this study presents key strate-
gies and practices that need to be incorporated in order
to successfully implement collaborative working envi-
ronments. These include: basing the CWE on the com-
pany s strategy and support the teams processes, clear
and adequate support from top management, technolo-
gies that are easy to use and reliable enough, encour-
aging people to more actively use the available tools,
maintaining social support across boundaries, provid-
ing a work environment that supports global work and
harmonising the teams work processes.

Presentations: Innovative Human
Resources Management

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.6 Madrid (13:00-14:15)

Chair: D’Amato, A., Kingston University, Varese,
Italy

High-potential identification: Advantages
and disadvantages of an open communication
strategy

Dries, N., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Bel-
gium

Abstract: This large-scale quantitative study examined
the effects of being identified as a high potential (or
not) on a number of career variables, taking into ac-
count the openness of communication that is adopted
by organizations with respect to their talent manage-
ment procedures. A total of 711 respondents (250 high
potentials versus 461 non-high potentials) from 12 or-
ganizations participated in the online survey. Half of
the participating organizations had implemented, at
the time of survey administration, a policy of openly
disclosing which employees are on their high potential
list; the other half had a policy of keeping this informa-
tion hidden from their employees. We found positive

main effects of being identified as a high potential, and
of organizational communication openness, on job per-
formance, career success, and commitment. Further-
more, we found interaction effects of being identified
as a high potential with communication openness on
salary, satisfaction with performance, and satisfaction
with job security. Overall, results indicate that adopt-
ing an open communication strategy about talent man-
agement generates the most desirable outcomes. How-
ever, nuance must be applied in interpreting and gen-
eralizing these findings. Implications for research and
practice are spelled out.

Knowledge Intensive Firms and Innovation: A
New Role for Wellbeing?

D’Amato, A., Kingston University, Varese, Italy ;
Truss, C., Kent Business School at Medway, Chatam
Maritime, UK ; Hannon, E., Kingston University,
Kingston, UK ; Conway, E., Dublin City University,
Dublin, Ireland ; Monks, K., Dublin City University,
Dublin, Ireland ; Kelly, G., Dublin City University,
Dublin, Ireland

Abstract: Our research brings together two research
traditions: studies on wellbeing and studies on in-
novation. Employee wellbeing is receiving increasing
attention from organizational psychology and human
resource management scholars but studies have con-
stantly examined well-being as an end goal or the in-
hibitor of negative work behaviours. As for innovation,
the general management literature emphasises the in-
creasing centrality of innovation to organisational per-
formance but can hardly provide foundations. Further-
more, to date little attention has been paid by organi-
zational psychology and management literature to the
relationship between employee wellbeing and innova-
tion. Following these observations, the research study
we present, in line with the positive psychology move-
ment (Seligman & Csikswentmihalyi, 2000), takes a
new angle and explores employee wellbeing as a causal
factor of innovation across 16 medium to large knowl-
edge intensive firms (KIFs) in the UK and Ireland. We
draw upon a conceptual framework linking job design,
employee wellbeing and innovativeness and test it with
SEM (RMSEA =.074; GFI=.918; AGFI=.997). Un-
derstanding the relationship between employee wellbe-
ing and innovation is particularly relevant for KIFs,
defined here as organisations within a knowledge econ-
omy that employ highly skilled individuals and cre-
ate market value through the application of knowledge
to novel, complex client demands (Swart and Kinnie,
2003). Firms such as these are increasingly regarded
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as central to economic success in the advanced indus-
trialised nations (Lloyd 2002). Further contributions
of our paper are that we present a new model of inno-
vation encompassing Knowledge-exchange, Reflection
and Innovative work behaviours and validate the over-
all model across sectors. Our central argument is three-
fold. First, indicating employee wellbeing, we aim to
capture a positive cognitive-affective state of mind at
work as a pre-requisite for innovation. Second, we
demonstrate that employee innovativeness can be sup-
ported by providing sufficient resources by means of job
design and by foster positive affective state of mind
among employees. Third, organizations and HR de-
partment need to recognise that employee wellbeing
constitutes a primary antecedent of knowledge sharing
and other innovative work practices. We conclude with
some practical implications for KIFs.

Empirical verification of the regulatory
model for assessment of individual stress-
resistance

Leonova, A., Moscow State University, Moscow, Rus-
sian Federation

Abstract: The new approaches for elaboration of ade-
quate methodology and instruments for assessing the
individual abilities to cope with stress have to be devel-
oped and implemented in applied psychological studies
(Cooper, 2000). In order to overcome the limitations of
traditional theories of stress-resistance (with the accent
on neurodynamics’ and genetic predictors), the concept
of psychological stress by R. Lazarus (1991) and the
tools of ’state-trait paradigm’ (Heckhausen, 1988) can
be used for these purposes. In this framework we have
proposed a regulatory model for evaluation of the level
of individual’s stress-resistance (Leonova, 2008, 2010).
The model includes a complex of estimations of anxiety,
aggression, depression and mental exhaustion as sta-
ble dispositional traits which provoke different modes
of subjective appraisals of the situation and enhance
dissimilar emotional states. For measuring of these
characteristics the battery of the modified state-trait
Spielberger’ scales and several original tests were used .
The data for verification of the model were collected on
representative samples of professionals working in ex-
treme and/or demanding job conditions (military per-
sonnel, managers, medical staff, bank officers, etc., in
total 1450 ss.). Objective indices of work efficiency
and experts’ evaluations were used as independent cri-
teria of high/low stress-resistance. The results of the
logistic regression analysis confirm high psychometric
properties of the model. It could predict breakdowns in
work performance as well as deteriorations in physical

and mental health (by indices of sickness rate, psycho-
somatic disorders, lowered workability, burnout symp-
toms). An integrative score of stress-resistance, cal-
culated upon the data of confirmatory factor analysis,
and a qualitative description of test responses’ patterns
make a basis for a good diagnostic solution. The results
of empirical verification of the model were confirmed
with the data of experimental studies which included
parallel measuring of cognitive tests’ performance, in-
dexes of cardio-vascular mobilization and cortisol secre-
tion in the modeling stressful situations. These find-
ings confirm the high potentials of using the proposed
model in personnel assessment practice as well as a so-
phisticated tool for compiling stress management/re-
habilitation programs for professionals who works in
demandingjob conditions.

Success of Self-initiated Expatriation for the
Highly-skilled

Cao, L., Leuphana University Lüneburg, Lüneburg,
Germany ; Hirschi, A., Leuphana University Lüneburg,
Lüneburg, Germany ; Deller, J., Leuphana University
Lüneburg, Lüneburg, Germany

Abstract: Demographical changes result in intense tal-
ent shortage in many countries (Manager Magazin,
2010; The New York Times, 2007). Highly-skilled
workforce, especially from emerging economies, is in
great demand (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2010; Wad-
hwa et al., 2009). Simultaneously, career management
has become self-driven and boundaryless (Feldman &
Ng, 2007; Sullivan & Baruch, 2009). While literature
on traditional expatriates has largely neglected individ-
ual initiatives of working abroad (Cerdin & Pargneux,
2009), the present paper addresses success factors of
an alternative group, self-initiated expatriates (SIE)
(defined as expatriates who are not sent by the or-
ganization, but migrate to another country to work
and live on their own arrangement; Bozionelos, 2009;
Howe-Walsh & Schyns, 2010). Especially highly-skilled
SIE from emerging economies such as China and India
working in Germany are focused. This paper attempts
to present an integrated concept of SIE success includ-
ing three dimensions. Cultural adjustment being the
first step to live and work smoothly abroad (Hechanova
et al., 2003), career success (objective and subjective;
Judge et al., 1995) and the embeddedness in social
links (international career networks and non-work so-
cial links; Seibert et al., 2001; Wang & Kanungo 2004)
are fundamental for the SIE success. (Cerdin et al.,
2009; Eby et al., 2003). We postulate that the ultimate
goal for SIE is career advancement and personal devel-
opment. Our central proposition is: The concept of SIE
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success has three independent dimensions: cultural ad-
justment, social links and career success. This study
investigates organizational support (perceived organi-
zational support and socialization tactics; Kraimer et
al., 2004; Saks et al., 2007) and personal attitudes (ac-
culturation and protean career attitudes; Berry, 2006;
Briscoe et al, 2006) as predictors, work engagement
(Schaufeli et al., 2006) and turnover intention (Mitchell
et al., 2001) from organizational perspective, life satis-
faction (Diener et al., 1999) and intention to stay in the
host country from individual perspective as outcomes
for SIE success. Data collection has been started. First
empirical results are expected in January 2011. This
paper will contribute to talent management strategies
of international companies, addressing the question of
how to acquire and keep the highly-skilled from emerg-
ing economies in the global talent war.

An integrative employer branding approach
based on organizational culture.

Mueller, K., University of Mannheim, Mannheim,
Germany ; Fauth, T., University of Mannheim,
Mannheim, Germany ; Straatmann, T., University of
Mannheim, Mannheim, Germany ; Wolf, T., Univer-
sity of Mannheim, Mannheim, Germany

Abstract: In a highly competitive economy, employer
branding has become a central issue for human re-
source management. Although several management
approaches to employer branding exist, far less at-
tention has been paid to the theoretical development
of concepts. A noteworthy exception is provided by
Berthon, Ewing and Hah (2005) who developed a con-
ceptual model of employer brand assessment. This ap-
proach strongly mirrors a general consumer research
perspective on branding which measures brand im-
ages along particular brand dimensions. However, con-
ceptual models can also be derived from established
concepts within Industrial- and Organizational Psy-
chology, such as dimensional models of organizational
culture. This approach allows for a more identity-
based perspective on employer branding. Therefore,
the aim of this study is to establish an organizational
culture approach of employer branding by embedding
the model suggested by Berthon et al. (2005) into the
Schwartz value model (1992). In a first step we applied
the Schwartz value model (1992) on organizational cul-
ture to examine a common structure by using multidi-
mensional scaling. In applying the same method we
projected Berthon et al.’s (2005) dimensions of em-
ployer attractiveness into the resulting value circum-
plex structure. Overall, our results replicated prior

findings on a common circumplex structure of orga-
nizational culture based on the Schwartz value model
(1992). In addition, our analysis verified the a priori
classification of Berthon et al.’s (2005) brand dimen-
sions into the value circumplex structure. The estab-
lished organizational culture approach helps human re-
source management to derive specific employer brand-
ing strategies based on a sound theoretical concept.
Furthermore, a particular strength associated with the
approach is its compatibility with classical branding
strategies. Taken together, this research provides a the-
oretically developed and integrative concept based on
organizational culture with clear implications for the
managerial practice of employer branding.

Symposium: Regulatory Focus Theory in
Work and Organizational Psychology

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.7 Lisbon (13:00-14:15)

Chairs: Velghe, C., Ghent University, Gent, Belgium;
Hamstra, M.R.W., University of Groningen, Gronin-
gen, The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human
Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: The last decades, regulatory focus the-
ory (RFT) (Higgins, 1997,1999) hasgained prominence
in psychological research. Although several scholars
havesuggested that RFT may have much to offer to
the field of organizational behavior(Brockner & Hig-
gings, 2001), few studies have investigated the effects
of anindividual’s regulatory focus (RF) at work (Neu-
bert et al., 2008). Therefore, the mainobjective of
this symposium is to highlight research that seeks a
greater understandingof the functioning of RFT in em-
ployees and to encourage a greater interest in theap-
plication of this theory in the field of Work and Orga-
nizational Psychology. Thisproposal presents five pa-
pers, using experimental and field methods to investi-
gatevarious work related outcomes of RF, relevant for
research and practice.The first paper, by Florack et
al., focuses on how employees are differentlyaffected by
distinct forms of crisis communication by their leader
depending on theirRF. Second, Velghe et al. apply
RFT to gain insight in the antecedents and regula-
tionof employees’ innovation versus exploitation activi-
ties. Third, Stam and vanKnippenberg extend our un-
derstanding of how RF moderates the relationshipbe-
tween self-sacrificing leadership and followers’ prosocial
behaviors. Fourth, deLange will present the results of a
multi-sample study on the relationship between RFand
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occupational mental health. The last paper, by Ham-
stra et al., focuses on theinfluence of leaders’ regulatory
focus in shaping their leadership style.

Crisis Communication and Regulatory Orien-
tations: When Leaders and Companies Have
To Go Into Detail

Florack, A., University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria;
Leder, S., Zeppelin University, Friedrichshafen, Ger-
many ; Büchel, E., University of Miami, Coral Gables,
FL, USA; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soester-
berg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Companies and leaders often break with the
communication rule that in selfreferentcommunication
the communicator has to provide the recipient with
concreteinformation so that the recipient can derive her
or his own conclusions. We supposethat in crises the
violation of this rule of communication hampers the
attempt to mitigatenegative effects. Importantly, we
assume that already implicit differences in thelinguis-
tic structure of communications might lead to negative
affective responses.Since, individuals in a promotion fo-
cus have been found to rely more on their affectivere-
sponses than individuals in a prevention focus, implicit
violations of communicationrules should have stronger
effects on judgments of recipients in a promotion-focus
thanof recipients in a prevention-focus. The results of
six experiments support ourassumptions. In Experi-
ment 1, we found that participants evaluated a man-
ager morenegatively if she used concrete self-referent
language than when she used abstractself-referent lan-
guage. Experiment 2 showed that this effect appeared
to be strongerfor chronically promotion-focused indi-
viduals than chronically prevention-focusedindividuals.
Experiment 3 to 6 replicated this finding in different
contexts with differentmanipulations of regulatory fo-
cus. The results can help leaders and companies to
finda proper way to communicate with the public and
their customers in crises.

A regulatory focus perspective on individual
ambidexterity: Reconciling exploration and
exploitation to enhance innovation

Velghe, C., Ghent University, Gent, Belgium; Anseel,
F., Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium; Beuckelaer, A.
de, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium; Bledow, R.,
Ghent University, Belgium; Ven, J. van de, Tno Hu-
man Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Gaining importance in organizational theory
during the last decades,ambidexterity refers to orga-
nizations simultaneously pursuing exploration andex-

ploitation. As today’s economy also challenges indi-
viduals to be both innovative andcompetitive, employ-
ees too are increasingly required to find a balance be-
tweenexploration (developing new ideas, experiment-
ing, learning new things) and exploration(completing
tasks in a familiar way, refining current competen-
cies). This is difficult asboth strategies rely on
scarce resources and need different mindsets and rou-
tines.Similar to organizations, employees successful at
balancing these conflicting demandsare called ambidex-
trous, and are expected to outperform colleagues solely
focusing onone of the two strategies, exploration or ex-
ploitation. However, research on individualambidex-
terity is still very scarce and contradictory (Raisch et
al., 2009). In this study,we test whether one’s RF
regulates engagement in exploration or exploitation.
Aspromotion focused individuals seek accomplishment
and gains, they generate manyhypotheses and explore
all means to reach desired goals. Therefore, we pre-
dict thatexploration will be more strongly related to
promotion focus (relative to prevention). Aspreven-
tion focused individuals seek safety and avoid losses,
they generate lesshypotheses and focus on avoiding
actions and decisions that will produce negativeout-
comes. Therefore, we predict that exploitation will
be more strongly related toprevention focus (relative
to promotion). Second, we test whether ambidex-
trousemployees indeed receive higher innovative and in-
role performance ratings. Selfratingsof the independent
variables and supervisor-ratings of performance arecur-
rently being collected in several homogenous work sam-
ples from differentorganizations.

The role of regulatory fit in self-sacrificing
leadership

Stam, D., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotterdam,
The Netherlands; Knippenberg, D. van, Erasmus Uni-
versity Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Ven,
J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Leader self-sacrificing behavior refers to “an
abandonment of or postponementof personal interests
and privileges for the collective welfare” (Choi & Yoon,
2005, p.52), and is shown to significantly predict fol-
lower performance (van Knippenberg & vanKnippen-
berg, 2005) and cooperation (De Cremer & van Knip-
penberg, 2005). Recently,De Cremer, Mayer, Dijke,
Schouten, & Bardes (2009) showed that the positive
effectsof self-sacrificing leadership on follower prosocial
behaviors are more pronounced forindividuals with a
prevention focus. The current study builds on this re-
search byarguing that not just prevention focus, but
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also promotion focus can moderate theeffects of self-
sacrificing behavior. Specifically, while, as De Cremer
and colleaguesargue, prevention may moderate the ef-
fects of self-sacrifices that provide security forfollowers
because prevention is closely related to (un)safety (Hig-
gins, 1997), we arguethat promotion focus may mod-
erate the effects of sacrifice that aim to make theor-
ganization flourish and grow because promotion is re-
lated to growth (Higgins, 1997).We investigated this
idea in a scenario experiment. The scenario had a 2
(RF:Promotion vs. Prevention) X2 (Leader Behavior:
Self-sacrifice vs. Control) X2 (LeaderBehavioral Ori-
entation: Safety vs. Growth) design. The results (see
Figures 1 and 2 fora quick overview) confirm our hy-
pothesis: not only prevention focus, but also promo-
tionfocus can moderate the relationship between self-
sacrificing behaviors of leaders andfollower prosocial
behavior dependent on whether the leader is oriented
on safety orgrowth.

A Self-Regulatory Perspective on Occupa-
tional Health: Results of a Small groupmeet-
ing and a Multi-Sample Study

Lange, A.H. de, Radboud University Nijmegen, Ni-
jmegen, The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human
Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: The aim of this presentation is to provide a
summary of relevant findings of thesmall group meet-
ing on self-regulation and occupational health (held in
June 2010),and to present results of a multi-sample
study. The goal of the multi-sample study wasto exam-
ine the relations between regulatory foci and indicators
of mental health (i.e.,burnout and work engagement).
When employees become threatened with resourceloss
in the case of feeling emotionally exhausted (Hobfoll &
Shirom, 1993), they willmake an attempt to limit this
loss by adjusting their attitudes and behavior (Lame
et al.,2002). Consequently, a prevention focus may be-
come more salient in the developmentof negative work
outcomes like emotional exhaustion to prevent further
resource loss.On the other hand, when workers do not
experience any resource loss they will striveto retain
their resources and obtain more resources. As a con-
sequence, a promotionfocus may become more salient
when feeling or becoming more engaged at work.Using
a student (N=450) versus worker sample (N=170), I
tested whether: A preventionfocus is positively asso-
ciated with emotional exhaustion, and negatively with
workengagement; and a promotion focus is negatively
associated with emotionalexhaustion, and positively
with work engagement. The results of several struc-
turalequation analyses reveal support for the aforemen-

tioned relations in both the studentand worker sample.
Finally, the theoretical as well as practical implications
of thesefindings will be discussed.

Transformational and Transactional Leader-
ship Styles: The Impact of Regulatory Fo-
cus

Hamstra, M.R.W., University of Groningen, Gronin-
gen, The Netherlands; Sassenberg, K., Knowledge Me-
dia Research Center, Germany ; Yperen, N.W. van,
University of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands;
Wisse, B., University of Groningen, The Netherlands;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Over the years, transformational and trans-
actional leadership have received avast amount of re-
search attention. Whereas transactional leadership
positively affectsperformance, transformational leader-
ship not only leads to performance beyondexpectation,
but predicts positive attitudes, emotions, and cogni-
tions. Unfortunately,attempts to uncover the deter-
minants of both styles have been largely unsuccess-
ful.We suggest that identifying determinants of leader-
ship styles may be guided by theacknowledgment that
leaders’ styles stem from their goal and strategy de-
velopment.Therefore, theory on self-regulation, or the
alignment of the self with relevantstandards, provides a
useful framework for studying determinants of leader-
ship styles.Transformational leadership entails an ide-
alistic vision, positive expectations, optimisticcommu-
nication, a focus on change, and a willingness to take
risks. In contrast,transactional leadership entails set-
ting up clear rules for exchange, and monitoring and-
correcting errors to facilitate compliance with organiza-
tional standards. We suggestthat these different styles
stem from individuals’ promotion and prevention fo-
cus.Promotion focused individuals focus on ideals, pos-
itive outcomes, are optimistic, likechange, and take
risks. In contrast, prevention focused individuals follow
rules to fulfillobligations, focus on negative outcomes,
like stability, and aim to avoid mistakes.Therefore,
we expected that promotion focus (relative to preven-
tion) leads to moretransformational leadership whereas
prevention focus (relative to promotion) leads tomore
transactional leadership.Two field studies and a group
experiment supported these hypotheses. Thus,this re-
search connects the most prominent conceptualization
of leadership styles to arobust self-regulation frame-
work. Moreover, this research suggests that regulato-
ryfocus could serve as an additional tool in selection,
training, and development.
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Symposium: ’Inside’ and ’outside’ of
Organizations: a new agenda setting for
Organizational Psychology

Main topic area: Organizational Structure, Culture,
Climate

Location: 0.8 Rome (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Bosio, A.C., Universita Cattolica, Milan,
Italy

Abstract: The need of rethinking Organizational Psy-
chology in an ecologic perspective (i.e., with regard to
the actual development of organizational phenomena)
appears as a reoccurring topic in recent W/O Psychol-
ogy studies (e.g. Roe, 2009; Weick, Sutcliffe, 2007).
Indeed, scholars agree that in the post-modern era
organizations are undergoing profound changes. The
metaphors of liquid organization and network are ef-
fective in suggesting the idea of a deep restructura-
tion of organizations and their internal/external ex-
changes (see Hatch, 2006; Weick, 1997; Newell et al.,
2002; Gherardi, 2006). Therefore, in order to start an
ecologically-based analysis of the organizational field ,
it is crucial to reflect on organizations boundaries and
margins, on what is inside and what is outside , and on
the consequences of the exchanges between the inside
and the outside of organizations.Aiming at this goal,
an Italian working group (nearly 40 W/O psycholo-
gists from the main Italian Universities) is exploring
the key issues aroused by the reorganization of the or-
ganizational field . Aims are twofold:1) to develop an
index of research topics and knowledge objects in or-
der to set the agenda for forthcoming studies in orga-
nizational psychology;2) to start programs of research
and action-research that could be exemplar from this
perspective.A. C. Bosio will open this Symposium in-
troducing the theoretical framework and the following
five presentations will develop the topic from different
perspectives.

Inside and outside: demands of civil society
and Work and Organizational Psychology fu-
ture goals.

Avallone, F., University of Rome “La Sapienza”, Rome,
Italy

Abstract: There is a new call from civil society de-
mands both in local and in global contexts. In this
perspective, some cultural issues seem particularly ev-
ident and may become future goals of W/O Psychol-
ogy:1) need to become not only more efficient but more
effective, as individuals, as organizations, as systems;2)

comparison between religions, races, cultures and val-
ues and management processes of integration and dif-
ferentiation able to establish new sites of global civil-
ness;3) definition of social responsibility of organiza-
tions, the ways by which work contexts can be en-
vironments of civilization.4) demand for transparency
and ethical tension in business and organizational prac-
tices.W/O P future goals can move along the dimension
of discontinuity. These new targets may be based on
some changes occurred during last decades and can be
summarized as follows:a) from individual to context:
a lower centering on individual and more attention to
relationship that each of investigated subjects individ-
ual, groups and organizations relates with each con-
text;b) from monolevel framework to multidimensional
analysis: research and adoption of integrated models
that can account for diversity and interdependence of
studied variables;c) from individual customer to social
customer. The areas and topics of research have in the
past suffered too much for organizational needs. Most
of research has been produced on behalf and in favour
of organizations and of companies in particular.

Being member of an inter-organizational net-
work: psycho-social and organizational pro-
cesses in enterprises’ network.

Zappala, S., Alma Mater Universita of Bologna,
Bologna, Italy ; Donati, S., Alma Mater Universita of
Bologna, Italy

Abstract: Enterprises networks or Inter-Organizational
Network (ION) are considered as a way to improve
organizational performance, to promote organizational
learning and to produce innovation. ION is defined as a
group of three or more organizations connected in ways
that facilitate achievement of a common goal. [& and]
linked by many types of connections and flows, such
as information, materials, financial resources, services,
and social support. (Provan, Fish and Sydow, 2007).
Legal, organizational and psycho-social literature was
examined to better understand aspects related to the
establishment and management of networks. We con-
ducted three case studies in three networks in Italy.
The main aims were to: a) reconstruct the history and
the organizational processes of the network and b) de-
scribe some psycho-social aspects among network mem-
bers related to the daily procedures and critical events.
Six interviews were conducted in each network; legal
documents, regulations and network websites were also
analysed. Results show that size of the network, and
having a network managed by an independent manager
or by one of the entrepreneurs, have a strong influence
on organizational processes, trust and acceptance of
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unequal distribution of job orders. Advantages and
benefits that companies receive from the network are
also important to motivate continuous membership and
active participation in the network.

Managing organizational transitions inside
and outside the organization: The case of
late career workers

Tanucci, G., University of Bari, Bari, Italy ; Manuti,
A., University of Bari, Bari, Italy ; Cortini, M., Uni-
versity of Chieti – Pescara, Italy ; Zuffo, R., University
of Chieti – Pescara, Italy ; Lopresti, A., Second Uni-
versity of Naples, Italy

Abstract: In the last decades, late career management
has become a highly relevant topic within human sci-
ences. Such attention has been recently enhanced by
the radical changes which have invested the labor mar-
ket after the global economical crisis. These profound
changes have had significant consequences for individ-
ual careers of men and women within employment ca-
reers, documented by a variety of studies. However,
few studies have so far paid attention to the effects of
the globalization process on late-midlife workers and
the exit from employment, i.e. late careers and the re-
tirement transition. The main aim of the present con-
tribution is to theoretically discuss the issue, framing
any speculation into the specific context of the Italian
labor market. The case study of the academic institu-
tion will be taken into account as a very vivid exam-
ple of a public administration characterized by several
high-skilled late workers which have been pushed to
cope with rapid and radical organizational changes and
thus to re-read their professional identity. The contri-
bution will focus on the career management strategies
they adopt to cope with such scenario, specifically in-
vestigating the role played by the individual as well
as by the organizational resources, useful to cope with
the insecurity, the discontinuity and the flexibility of
working experience.

Using data from outside: difficulties in inte-
grating research results to promote organi-
zational change or efficiency

Vecchio, L., University of Milano-Bicocca, Milano,
Italy ; Miglioretti, M., University of Milano Bicocca,
Milano, Italy ; Velasco, V., University of Milano-
Bicocca, Italy, ORED (Regional Monitoring Centre on
Substance Abuse), Milano, Italy.; Celata, C., ORED
(Regional Monitoring Centre on Substance Abuse), Mi-
lano, Italy

Abstract: It s not rare that data or information which
can be useful for either orienting organizational change
or sustaining the efficiency of an organization are pro-
duced outside the organization itself. Marketing re-
search is a typical example of such a situation. But
this is true even when the relationship among organi-
zations involved in data or information exchange isn
t defined by an explicit agreement or contract. This
is the case, for example, when results from basic re-
search have to be transferred in practical activities, as
for medical research and clinical practice. Moreover,
in the present internet society relevant information is
often accessible on the web. However, using knowledge
which is outside is often a difficult task for an organiza-
tion, both when the relevant knowledge is specifically
produced for it and when it is just available out there.
Which are these difficulties? Why they occur? What
they say us about the borders of an organization? And
how can they be overcome? We will discuss these is-
sues with reference to two research experiences, both
concerning the utilization of research results by some
organizations for health and well-being promoting pur-
poses.

Training towards knowing in practice: learn-
ing between sensemaking, organizing and tast-
ing

Scaratti, G., Catholic University of Milan, Milan,
Italy ; Cortese, C., University of Turin, Torino, Italy

Abstract: In the outside scenario organizations unfold
their strategies seeking new way to deal with a knowl-
edge intensive world, in which human competence at
work is characterized by variety, creativity, innovation,
in transitory and uncertain contexts, rather than ra-
tionalistic and predetermined task. In this situation
workers need to cope with challenging trends, related
to the transformation of their work, professional and
organizational cultures. It opens the way for a new
configuration of training issues and setting, such as
transformative (Mezirow, 1991) and related with re-
newed conception of knowing and organizing (Gher-
ardi, 2008), fostering the employability of workers in
a plural and shifting work trajectories.The purpose of
this paper is to explore, both theoretically and empir-
ically, new forms of trainings. First, we underline four
training topics, related to intra-individual, relational,
organizational and institutional levels of learning and
understanding. In this direction, the interest of pro-
fessional and organizational training is growing in a
broader trend focused on work and situated practice,
intended as a socially sustained system.Second, moving
from this points of view and referring to an action case
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study, related to an intervention conducted in a social
service organization in Italy, dealing with a complex
and challenging outside question (socialization of peo-
ple moved from other countries), we analyze a specific
methodology to detect professional practices and to
foster organizational reflection. Conclusions underpin
how training enhances workers capability to cope with
a new personnel and organizational fit, opening new
topics for a real-world problems driven organizational
research: transcending the traditional boundaries of
defined topics, training issues become new questions for
a practical relevant and methodological rigorous prag-
matic studies in W/O Psychology.

Symposium: Experiencing and leading
organizational Change: Analyses of
resistance, readiness and the role of
supportive leadership

Main topic area: Organizational Change and Develop-
ment

Location: 0.9 Athens (13:00-14:15)

Chairs: Dick, R. van, Goethe University, Frankfurt,
Germany ; Egold, N.W., Goethe University, Frankfurt
am Main, Germany ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Fac-
tors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Organizational change is a longstanding
topic for work and organizational psychology re-
searchers across the world and it becomes ever more
important in economies that are characterized by glob-
alization and increased competition. However, a con-
siderable number of change initiatives such as mergers
and acquisitions fail to achieve their aims. This sympo-
sium first tries to understand some mechanisms under-
lying individual’s resistance against and readiness for
change and its boundary conditions and then goes on
to offer a route for more successfully manage change
by supportive leadership. The symposium comprises
a series of four presentations outlining recent research
that explores organizational change from various per-
spectives. It presents data from a variety of coun-
tries (Mexico, Germany, United Kingdom), different
contexts (e.g., health care, Universities, Pharmaceu-
ticals) and using a variety of research approaches in-
cluding individual level longitudinal surveys as well as
organizational level comparisons. The first presenta-
tion by Michel and Todnem By investigates the role
of employee resistance as a moderating factor of the
relationship between benefit and extent of change and
commitment to change. Egold and colleagues focus on
the opposite of resistance - readiness for change - and

use a social identity approach for their analyses in a
German change context. Drzensky and colleagues in-
vestigate, in a Mexican merger of Pharmaceutical com-
panies, whether the employees of the dominant and the
dominated organization benefit differently from per-
ceived projected continuity. All three presentations
highlight the role of change agents and make suggestion
for a better management of change. The final presen-
tation by Giessner and colleagues takes a leadership
perspective to heart and demonstrates how support by
leaders can lead to better employee satisfaction during
organizational mergers.

How to achieve sustainable organizational
change? A closer look at the role of disposi-
tional resistance to change

Michel, A., University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Ger-
many ; By, R.T., Staffordshire Business School, UK ;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Successful and sustainable organizational
change is crucial to the success and survival of any
organization operating within a rapidly changing envi-
ronment. Perceived resistance to organizational change
has become the villain-factor so often pointed out by
(failing) managers as the reason for change failure
(Ford, 2010). Oreg (2003) postulated that individ-
uals differ in their dispositional resistance to change.
Thus, the purpose of the current research was to test
the role of dispositional resistance in achieving sustain-
able organizational change. More specifically, in line
with social exchange theory (Blau, 1964; Gouldner,
1960; Cropanzano, Prehar & Chen, 2002) we examine
whether resistance to change moderates the positive re-
lation between perceived benefit of change and commit-
ment to change, and the negative relationship between
perceived extent of change and commitment to change.
In order to examine the moderating role of resistance
to change, two studies were conducted in different sec-
tors, representing a variety of professions. Each study
(study 1, N=315; study 2, N=780) included the par-
ticipation of individuals experiencing ongoing organi-
zational changes at the time. Hierarchical regression
results confirmed the assumed positive relationship be-
tween benefit of change and the assumed negative re-
lationship between extent of change and commitment
to change. Despite the assumption, it was not possible
to confirm the importance of the moderating role of
resistance to change in these studies. Resulting from
this it may be suggested that dispositional resistance
to change in the context of organizational change plays
less of a role than previously assumed. For sustainable
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organizational changes to occur it seems to be more im-
portant for change proponents to concentrate on com-
municating the benefit and extent of change to con-
cerned individuals to promote their commitment and
support than to focus on individual traits.

Ready for a change? A longitudinal study of
antecedents, consequences and contingencies
of readiness for change

Egold, N.W., Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany ;
Drzensky, F., Goethe University, Frankfurt am Main,
Germany ; Dick, R. van, Goethe University, Frankfurt
am Main, Germany ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Fac-
tors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Globalization and competitive pressure make
the ability of organizations and their members to adapt
and change more and more important. The ability to
handle such change efficiently is a key variable for orga-
nizational success. However, surveys depict that only
40% of all change projects fully achieve their aims and
failure is often attributed to so called soft factors such
as employee resistance. Lewin (1947) suggested three
stages for successful change processes: Unfreezing (if
necessary) the present level, moving to the new level
and (re-) freezing on the new level. Following this
idea, a key issue for successful change management is
how change agents can unfreeze a present state or in
other words, how employees’ readiness for change can
be increased. We examine the role of organizational
identification as an antecedent of readiness for change
from the perspective of the social identity approach.
As the members of an organization are crucial for suc-
cessfully changing organizations, we suggest, that or-
ganizational identification should foster evaluating the
change in a positive way and to be ready for changing
the organization. A study is presented using longitudi-
nal data from an employee attitude survey conducted
in a German organization that went through a change
process (N= 166). According to the hypotheses readi-
ness for change mediates the relationship between or-
ganizational identification and positive evaluations of
the change process. Organizational level variables and
individual level variables (culture of change and coping
with change) moderate the relationship between orga-
nizational identification and readiness for change. High
moderator values strengthen the relationship between
organizational identification and readiness for organi-
zational change. Our results highlight the importance
of organizational identification for employees’ readiness
for change. This provides managers with information
on how to reduce employee resistance against and gain
their commitment for change. Building organizational

identification and creating a culture for change can be
useful instruments and have to be managed in a long-
term way.

Roadmap to postmerger success: How pro-
jected continuity, dominance and premerger
identification affect postmerger identifica-
tion.

Drzensky, F., Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany ;
Lupina-Wegener, A.A., University of Geneva, Geneva,
Switzerland ; Dick, R. van, Goethe University, Frank-
furt am Main, Germany ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human
Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Previous research emphasizes the importance
of continuity and premerger identification for the post-
merger integration process. As observable continuity
cannot always be achieved, researchers suggested to fo-
cus on studying projected continuity (Ullrich, Wieseke,
& van Dick, 2005) - the belief, that the relationship
between path and goal is clear and controllable. Un-
til now, however, projected continuity has not been
studied within different groups involved in a merger.
We examined projected continuity, premerger identifi-
cation and organizational dominance as antecedents of
postmerger identification using longitudinal employee
survey data, conducted during a merger between two
large pharmaceutical subsidiaries in Mexico. Aim of
this research was to identify differences between high
and low status groups involved in the merger. We
found a 3- way interaction effect: Although projected
continuity was positively related to postmerger iden-
tification in general, this effect was strongest for the
dominated group when premerger identity was low.
Within the dominant group, the relationship between
projected continuity and postmerger identification was
stronger when premerger identification was high.This
finding demonstrates the important role of projected
continuity and refers to the fact that a high level of
premerger identity may not always be beneficial for
designated change outcomes. Thus, our results help
change agents to convey optimal strategies for address-
ing members of different subgroups to achieve a maxi-
mum of postmerger identification.

Supportive leadership during organizational
merger – A longitudinal, organizational
level study

Giessner, S.R., Rotterdam School of Management,
Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The Netherlands;
Dawson, J.F., Aston Business School, Birmingham,
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UK ; West, M.A., Aston Business School, Aston Uni-
versity, Birmingham, UK ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human
Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: A key component of leadership is leading
change, and yet little research has looked at the role of
leadership during organizational mergers. Because the
integration of companies can create high levels of un-
certainty and stress for employees, we argue that lead-
ership becomes especially important in reducing the
negative impact of the change process. We test our pre-
diction in the context of NHS primary care trust merger
taking place in the year 2006. We analyzed the yearly
staff surveys of employees and compared merging or-
ganizations with non-merging organizations longitudi-
nally (years 2004, 2005, 2007, and 2008). Our level of
analysis is the organization. As expected, employees
of organizations experiencing (vs. not experiencing)
a merger showed lower job satisfaction in the period
of the merger (i.e., between 2005 and 2007). Further-
more, an increase in supportive leadership during the
merger period was associated with a reduced decrease
of job satisfaction. Organizational climate seems to
be a potential mediator of these effects. Our findings
indicate that organizational merger indeed create dis-
ruptive effects on the social capital of an organization.
Furthermore, we show that leaders have influence on
this process. They have to increase their level of em-
ployee support during the integration phase to increase
organizational climate and job satisfaction within the
organization. In other words, in line with previous the-
orizing on leadership as change agents, leaders have a
pivotal active role in the merger integration phase.

Presentations: Leadership

Main topic area: Leadership and Management

Location: 2.1 Colorado (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Catano, V., Saint Mary’s University, Halifax,
Ns, Canada

Preference for transformational leaders to
deal with crisis situations

Catano, V., Saint Mary’s University, Halifax, Ns,
Canada; Brochu, A. ms., Saint Mary’s University, Hal-
ifax, NS, Canada

Abstract: The present study investigated the relation-
ship between personality and its relationship to lead-
ership style in both stable environments and environ-
ments that are in the midst of a crisis. There is lim-
ited research suggesting that transformational leader-

ship may be preferred in a time of crisis. Bligh, Kohles
& Meindle (2004) found that American citizens, fol-
lowing the 9/11 crises, developed a need for a leader
who would provide comfort and ease in a time of uncer-
tainty. As well, transformational leaders are especially
effective during times of change (Herold, et al, 2008).
We proposed that transformational leaders would be
seen as the most effective in dealing with a crisis situa-
tion. The preference for leadership style may be mod-
erated by personality. We expected that individuals
who were more conscientious, open to experience and
agreeable would prefer transformational leaders. Par-
ticipants (N=144) completed a demographics inven-
tory, the 50 question International Personality Item
Pool (IPIP), and the 20 item Multifactor Leadership
Questionnaire (MLQ) before assessing ten scenarios
(five stable and five crisis situations). The participants
were given detailed profiles on transactional and trans-
formational leadership styles. They then rated each
scenario on a 1 (transactional) to 7 (transformational)
scale with respect to the style o leadership would be
most effective in resolving the problem presented in
the scenario. Manipulation checks verified that the
participants correctly identified the nature of the sce-
narios. Transformational leadership was seen as the
more effective leadership style for dealing with a crisis
situation and transactional leadership was seen as the
more effective leadership style for dealing with a sta-
ble environment. Participants whose leadership style
was identified as transactional on the MLQ were lower
in conscientiousness; those who were more transforma-
tional were higher in openness to experience and agree-
ableness. These results have practical significance for
choosing individuals to deal with crises. For example,
they suggest that first responders to crisis situations
should exhibit transformational leadership styles and
be high in conscientiousness, agreeableness and open-
ness. They also offer guidance for training programs
that are developed for first responders.

What do employees expect from their super-
visor?

Breukelen, J.W.M. van, Leiden University, Leiden,
The Netherlands

Abstract: Introduction During the past century, lead-
ership has been studied from many different angles and
perspectives, leading to the emergence of a wide range
of both practical and theoretical approaches to the sub-
ject. In this contribution we focus on the expecta-
tions employees have from (the behavior and activi-
ties of) their supervisor in order to enjoy their work
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and fulfill work and organizational goals. This ap-
proach to leadership, with its focus on the follower’s
perspective, is embedded within situational leadership
theories, especially Kerr and Jermier’s (1978) Substi-
tutes for Leadership theory and the Need for Leader-
ship theory as developed by De Vries, Roe, and Tailleu
(2002). Method We measured the expectations of ap-
proximately 550 employees from four different orga-
nizations towards their direct supervisor with a 15-
item version of the Need for Leadership Questionnaire
(NFLQ). We investigated the dimensionality of this
instrument and examined whether employees’ expec-
tations were associated with their demographic char-
acteristics. We used factor analysis and multilevel
modeling to examine the research questions. Results
First, the results clearly indicate that the expectations
and needs employees hold towards the activities and
behaviors of their supervisors can not be adequately
described within a one-dimensional framework. The
data suggest that it is more valid to distinguish several
broad classes of expectations about leadership behav-
iors. These broad categories correspond to the three
generic functions leaders have to fulfill: goal achieve-
ment, group maintenance and guaranteeing future ef-
fectiveness (Yukl, 2004). Secondly, the results show
that employees from different organizations held dif-
ferent expectations from their supervisors, i.e., they
attributed a different level of relevance to the various
aspects of the NFLQ. Within each of the four organiza-
tions, individual employee characteristics such as age,
gender and education level were only weakly associated
with their needs and expectations. When the data from
the various organizations were considered as a whole,
however, the pattern of results was different. The re-
sults confirm several assumptions of situational lead-
ership theories and at the same time challenge several
other assumptions. Research on employees’ expecta-
tions towards their supervisors can serve as a practical
frame of reference in guiding leaders’ behaviors and in
discussing priorities.

Know Your Boss: The Influence of Emotional
Stability on the Affective and Attitudinal
Feedback Reactions of Powerful Leaders

Niemann, J, University of Groningen, Groningen,
The Netherlands; Wisse, B., University of Gronin-
gen, Groningen, The Netherlands; Rus, D., Uni-
versity of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands;
Yperen, N.W. van, University of Groningen, Gronin-
gen, The Netherlands; Sassenberg, K., Eberhard-Karls-
University Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany

Abstract: To date, organizational behavior research
has mostly concerned itself with factors influencing
low power individuals’ reactions to feedback. However,
high power individuals are also often confronted with
feedback. In this study, we focus on differences between
high and low power individuals’ affective and attitudi-
nal reactions to unfavorable feedback. Understanding
how high and low power individuals differ in their re-
actions to unfavorable feedback is important in order
to reap the beneficial effects of unfavorable feedback
and at the same time minimize its potentially nega-
tive consequences. Following insights into emotional
stability and power, we propose that emotional sta-
bility reduces negative reactions to unfavorable feed-
back particularly in high power individuals. There-
fore, we investigated the interactive effects of emotional
stability and power on reactions to negative feedback.
We predicted that, with increasing levels of emotional
stability, only high power individuals will report de-
creased negative emotions in response to negative feed-
back. Moreover, we hypothesized that other-directed
emotions following negative feedback will influence at-
titudinal feedback reactions. To test our hypotheses,
we conducted two experimental studies wherein we as-
sessed participants’ emotional stability and randomly
assigned them to a high or low power condition. After
task completion participants received negative perfor-
mance feedback. In line with our hypothesis, we found
in both studies that, with increasing levels of emo-
tional stability, only high power individuals reported
lower levels of anger and shame in response to negative
feedback. Our data also show that anger towards the
feedback provider, contrary to shame and self-directed
anger, mediates the interactive effects of emotional sta-
bility and power on liking and perceived ability of the
feedback provider and feedback acceptance. Our re-
sults point to the importance of personality in high
power individuals’ feedback reactions and may be ap-
plied in organizational settings by adapting feedback
procedures to the hierarchical level of the feedback re-
ceiver and by selecting leaders less vulnerable to neg-
ative feedback. Moreover, the findings could be useful
for subordinates when providing negative feedback to
their leaders.

‘Do as I say and not as I do’? The technolog-
ical mediation of line management

Symon, G., Birkbeck, University of London, London,
UK ; Pritchard, K., Birkbeck, University of London,
London, UK

Abstract: Research on the impact of Smartphones
(such as RIM’s Blackberry) on working life has been
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steadily growing (e.g. Mazmanian and colleagues,
2006, 2010; Middleton and colleagues, 2006, 2008; Dery
et al, 2010). However, much of this focuses on the im-
plications of such devices for the individual’s work-life
balance. In this paper, we focus on the implications
of the use of Smartphones for line management. Pre-
vious research has not picked up on this as an issue
because of the constrained nature of the samples stud-
ied (i.e. middle and senior managers). However, in
this paper, we report the results of an interview sur-
vey (N=46) within an engineering firm where mobility
was high and Smartphone use was widespread across
managers and operational staff. While a number of
studies have investigated e-leadership, most notably in
virtual teams (e.g. Hambley et al, 2007; Joshi et al,
2009), these have tended to focus on establishing the
most effective types of leadership in situations where
a geographically-dispersed team has been brought to-
gether for a specific project. Here, as well as consid-
ering a different kind of technology, we focus on the
more day-to-day relationship between managers and
staff as it is enacted through Smartphone communica-
tion. In the very mobile context of our sample, line
managers used Smartphones to communicate with and
disseminate information to their staff, and staff tended
to model the behaviour of their line managers or mould
their behaviour to their managers’ perceived expecta-
tions in their own use of Smartphones. The implica-
tions of these behaviours, to be more fully discussed
at the conference, fall into four main areas: ? mod-
elling responsiveness; ? impression management; ?
delegation; and ? surveillance. In conclusion, we ar-
gue that while managers may voice some ambivalence
about communicating with their staff through Smart-
phones, their own use of the Smartphone, within a po-
litical organizational context, tends to encourage re-
sponsiveness from their staff. Overall, our exploratory
research highlights the need for line managers to proac-
tively manage their communications with staff through
the variety of technologies currently available in orga-
nizations.

Symposium: Trust and HRM

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 2.14 Amazon (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Searle, R.H., The Open university, Milton
Keynes, UK ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Employee trust is a critical variable influ-
encing the effectiveness, efficiency and performance of

organizations (Dirks & Ferrin, 2002; Searle, et al, In
press). It increases organisational citizenship (Cohen-
Charash & Spector, 2001; Podsakoff, et al, 2000), com-
mitment (Aryee, et al, 2002; Cook & Wall, 1980; Tan
& Lim, 2009), problem solving (Zand, 1972), satisfac-
tion (Gould-Williams, 2003) and reducing intention to
leave (Albrecht & Travaglione, 2003). Organizational
strategies and policies are statements of intent, and
their implementation both expresses and reveals the ex-
tent to which managements’ intentions are genuine and
can be trusted (Skinner, Saunders, & Duckett, 2004);
the most influential in developing trust are strategies
and policies related to human resource management
(HRM) (Robinson & Rousseau, 1994; Searle and Skin-
ner, 2011). Yet, limited theoretical and empirical at-
tention has focused on trust in the context of HRM.
Together these our papers from international scholars
present a fresh take on a key conference topic - HRM
- Trust and HRM.The four papers highlight particular
aspects of the HRM cycle (Seale and Skinner, 2011).
Each presents a distinct insight into employees’ integra-
tion, or the lack of it, within organisation, and raises
the importance of trust. The first sets the scene explor-
ing HRM and integration, and suggests trust as a mech-
anism for improving integration. The second focuses
on selection and change, areas where fit becomes an is-
sue, and reveals the importance of trust. The next two
papers examine more closely trust breaches through
internal promotion and downsizing. Together they of-
fer a unique, important, but to date, under-researched
area for I/O psychology - Trust and HRM.

Do employees feel how we align with each
other? Internal fit within human resource
management department and trust.

Kidron, A., University of Haifa, Haifa, Israel ; Tzafrir,
S., University of Haifa, Haifa, Israel ; Meshoulam, I.,
University of Haifa, Haifa, Israel ; Ven, J. van de, Tno
Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: The concept of HRM changed dramati-
cally during the 20th century, moving from the tradi-
tional practices of ’personnel management’ to ’strategic
HRM’ (Bamberger & Meshoulam, 2000). This trans-
formation requires changes in work processes within
the HRM subsystem, to ensure internal integration.
For example, a HRM system requires that decisions
concerning different aspects of human resources (HR)
must be integrated, e.g. applied consistently through-
out the system. Strategic HRM has two characteristics
related to the concept of integration. First, HR issues
should be a part of the business strategy formulation.
Second, it demands the introduction of synergy (or at
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least a degree of congruence) between various HRM
practices, as well assurances that they are aligned to
the needs of the business as a whole (Wright & McMa-
han, 1992). Additionally, an integrative view of HRM
research requires examination of how the ‘macro’ HRM
(organizationally-oriented view) and the ‘micro’ HRM
(functionally-oriented view) contribute to one another.
Macro HRM research seeks to understand HRM sys-
tems as a goal, rather than developing understanding of
how an individual practice can be designed and imple-
mented to maximum effectiveness (Wright & Boswell,
2002). One of the positive outcomes deriving from
the interrelations among a system’s components is syn-
ergy. Theory ambiguity about the mechanisms through
which synergy occurs represents an obstacles to ad-
vancing synergy research in HRM. Therefore despite
the breadth of interest in this topic, HRMs’ synergy
is rarely examined (Chadwick, 2010).The main pur-
pose of this paper is thus to bridge the research gap,
and develop a deeper understanding of integration and
fit across organizational practices, and within a HRM
subsystem. We will present conceptual and empiri-
cal descriptions of integration within and outside the
HRM subsystem. Specifically we will examine the rela-
tionship of trust among HRM staff and organizational
members.

Human resource management, person-
environment fit and trust

Boon, C.T., University of Amsterdam Business School,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Den Hartog, D.N., Uni-
versity of Amsterdam Business School, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Researchers have suggested that high value
congruence – a form of person-environment (PE) fit,
(compatibility between a person and the work envi-
ronment) - relates to higher levels of employee trust.
Studies of PE fit and trust are limited, but both the-
ory and empirical evidence suggest that enhancing fit
is likely to increase trust in organizations. This begs
the question: how can organizations enhance PE fit
levels of employees? To date, most theorizing and re-
search in PE fit has focused on the consequences of
fitting well for the individual and firm. Antecedents
of fit have been less extensively studied. Besides selec-
tion and socialization, less is known about how other
HRM practices in the HR cycle affect PE fit. This
suggests that besides HRM having a direct impact on
trust, HRM could also affect trust through its impact
on PE fit.This paper aims to explore how HRM prac-
tices affect PE fit, and in turn, trust in organizations.

We review existing empirical evidence of the link be-
tween HRM practices and PE fit, then propose how
the different stages of the HR cycle could affect PE fit,
and subsequently, discuss implications for trust. We
reveal how separate HRM practices can be used in dif-
ferent ways to affect different types of fit, such as selec-
tion which can focus on achieving person-organization
(PO), person-group (PG), person-supervisor (PS), and
person-job (PJ) fit. In turn, we outline how these types
of fit could be linked to different types of trust. We
also examine change, relatively neglected in PE fit re-
search, and show that it has important consequences
for fit, and may also affect trust levels.

Trust Breach in the Wake of Internal Tran-
sitions: When Peers are Promoted

Brodt, S., Queen’s University, Kingston, ON, Canada;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Job promotions research has generally fo-
cused on the individual being promoted delving into at-
titudes, emotions and behavior as they make the tran-
sition (Johnston, Griffeth, Burton, & Carson, 1993;
Tzafir & Hareli, 2009). How do the newly-promoted
cope with changes in routines and responsibilities? If
promoted into the ranks of management, in what ways
do individuals psychologically alter their identities?
Although important questions, equally important, but
less common, are those that focus on workplace rela-
tionships in the wake of job promotions (Bobocel &
Farrell, 1996; Brodt & Dionisi, 2011; Schwarzwald,
Koslowsky & Shalit, 1992). This paper aims to ex-
amine trust’s role in employee promotions, specifically
promotions that occur within workgroups. I study the
impact of a workgroup member being elevated to a po-
sition of authority on team relationships. Focusing on
this context, I draw on previous conceptual analyses
highlighting the psychological challenges of such transi-
tions, both for those being promoted and also for those
left behind (Brodt & Dionisi, forthcoming). I describe
a“promotion advantage”afforded new leaders by virtue
of previously established histories and trust with mem-
bers of the group, yet also a“promotion penalty”due in
part to the former teammate’s entrance into the man-
agement ranks (Brodt & Dionisi, 2008). Moreover, I
identify that trust violation is likely to occur in the
wake of such promotions. The study also indentifies
factors that moderate the occurrence of trust viola-
tions, as well as the interpretation of such behavior as
a violation. The paper raises the unintended effect of
HRM policies of promoting from within, particularly
for workgroups, with trust violation following in the
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wake of such promotions, as coworkers fail to respond
in a particularly positive, or pro-social manner. These
findings raise concerns about internal promotions cur-
rently favoured by many organizations, but reveal po-
tential mediators and moderators by which trust vio-
lation may be minimized.

The HR Manager as Survivor in Downsizing:
The impact on Trust and Engagement

Buckley, F.L., Dublin City University Business School,
Dublin, Ireland ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Downsizing decisions are often delivered, and
implemented, by HR Managers. Thus they face the
unenviable prospect of delivering news which may be
devastating for the recipients, and at the same time
maintain a professional and optimistic demeanour to
ensure that those employees that survive the cuts re-
main engaged and productive. Downsizing research is
now at an advanced point and there is general consen-
sus regarding the strategies and processes that assist,
and sustain, survivor trust and performance despite
staff lay-offs. Significantly, very little of this research
assesses the experience of the HR manager involved, as
most studies focus on employee perceptions and experi-
ences.To address this gap this paper reports on a study
of 60 HR practitioners involved in downsizing in a vari-
ety of organisations in Ireland over the last 12 months.
The research assesses the impact of the downsizing pro-
cess on three distinct areas: The personal cost to them;
their trust in top management; their subsequent levels
of work engagement. The outcomes while typically ad-
verse for the HR managers, were not exclusively so, as
many of the HR managers reported elevated sense of
involvement and challenge during the period. Deeper
analysis reveals that the HR Managers who feel their
trust in top management was breached at the time of
downsizing, engage in their role in a very different man-
ner to those did not experience breach. The concept
of hyper-engagement is also among both surviving em-
ployees and HR managers in also reviewed.

Presentations: Employee Well Being -
Rumination and Unwinding

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 2.7 Meuse (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Cropley, M., University of Surrey, Guildford,
UK

Examining reciprocal relationships between
job demands, job resources, and recovery op-
portunities

Sanz-Vergel, A. I., Universidad Autónoma de Madrid,
Madrid, Spain; Bakker, A.B., Erasmus University
Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Rodriguez-
Munoz, A., Universidad Complutense de Madrid,
Madrid, Spain; Demerouti, E., Human Performance
Management, Technical University Eindhoven, Eind-
hoven, The Netherlands

Abstract: Recovery has become a hot topic in the field
of organizational psychology during the last years. Sev-
eral cross-sectional survey studies and diary studies
have examined factors that hinder or promote oppor-
tunities for recovery. However, studies focusing on the
long term relationships between job demands, job re-
sources and recovery are still lacking (Sonnentag et al.,
in press). The aim of this study was to explore lon-
gitudinal relationships between the above mentioned
variables. Based on Conservation of Resources theory
we hypothesized that we would find reciprocal relations
between job demands, job resources, and recovery over
time. The sample was composed of 502 employees from
a large chemical processing company in the Nether-
lands, with a time lag of one year between the two
waves of data collection. Results of structural equation
modelling analyses supported our hypothesis. Specif-
ically, it was found that T1 workload, autonomy and
feedback predicted T2 recovery opportunities. Addi-
tionally, T1 recovery opportunities were related to T2
workload, autonomy and feedback. Overall, these re-
sults suggest the presence of a positive spiral between
job demands, job resources, and recovery opportuni-
ties. Our findings emphasize the need of promoting re-
covery for increasing job resources and decreasing job
demands, and the other way around.

The Role of Work Ethic and Interruptions at
Work on Work Rumination

Zoupanou, Z., University of Surrey, Guildford, UK ;
Cropley, M., University of Surrey, Guildford, UK ;
Zoupanou, Z., University of Surrey, Guildford, UK

Abstract: BACKGROUND The mechanism of rumi-
native thinking accounts for poor detachment from
work related thoughts (that is, people who ruminate
fail to successfully unwind post work). This study ex-
amined the relationship between work related rumina-
tion, work ethic and work interruptions. METHODS
Three hundred and ten white collar employees com-
pleted a questionnaire comprised of attitudes regarding
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interruptions at work, work ethic beliefs (The Multidi-
mensional Work Ethic Profile) and work related rumi-
nation. The work ethic measure assessed seven con-
ceptually and empirically distinct facets of the work
ethic, known as centrality of work, delay of gratifica-
tion, hard work, leisure, morality/ethics, self-reliance
and wasted time. RESULTS Correlational analysis
showed significant associations of work rumination, at-
titudes regarding interruptions at work with all work
ethic beliefs apart from self reliance. Mediating anal-
ysis also explored the role of work ethics on the re-
lationship between work interruptions and post-work
rumination.CONCLUSIONS Work beliefs are critical
in organizational settings upon the appraisal of work
interruptions. The results indicate that post work ru-
minative thinking is mediated by a strongly held belief
in anti wasted time and moderated by beliefs in leisure
and centrality of work. However, a significant detach-
ment from work issues is moderated by the beliefs in
hard work and self reliance.

Work Rumination and Saliva Cortisol Secre-
tion

Cropley, M., University of Surrey, Guildford, UK ;
Rydstedt, L., Lillehammer University College, Lille-
hammer, Norway ; Devereux, J., University College
London, London, UK

Abstract: BACKGROUND It is not unusual for people
to think and reflect about work-related issues when not
at work, and many people do this because they find it
stimulating and rewarding. However, an inability to
successfully unwind from work, in the form of work re-
lated rumination has been associated with a number of
negative health outcomes. The present study examined
the effects of work related rumination on evening and
morning cortisol secretion. METHODS One hundred
school teachers completed a measure of work-related
rumination during a work day evening and a work day
morning. Each participant gave a saliva cortisol sample
at 10 pm and the following morning on awakening, and
15 mins, 30 mins, and 45 minutes later, to assess the
cortisol awakening response (CAR). Workers who re-
ported taking medication that day were excluded from
the analysis. RESULTS Cortisol secretion at 10 pm
was significantly higher in high compared to low ru-
minators (F(1,69) = 3.54, p<.05). There was also a
significant interaction between rumination group and
morning cortisol, with the high ruminators showing a
more flat CAR. Further analysis revealed that low ru-
minators showed the characteristic CAR, whereas the
CAR was blunted in the high ruminators (F(1,74) =

3.54, p<.05). CONCLUSION This paper lends sup-
port to the hypothesis of dysfunctional hypothalamus-
pituitary-adrenal (HPA) activity in high ruminators.
Thus, this study underlines the importance of workers
unwinding and switching-off post work.

Assessing the Processes of Recovery – Does
Age Make a Difference?

Eibel, K., Karl-Franzens-University Graz, Graz, Aus-
tria; Kallus, K.W., Karl-Franzens-University Graz,
Graz, Austria

Abstract: A crucial factor to maintain health, work
ability and performance is to alternate phases of strain
and regeneration efficiently. Stress (from work and
different areas of life) linked with insufficient recov-
ery can lead to an imbalanced general psychophysi-
cal state. This modified state often leads to degraded
performance as well as to a lower well-being. Above
all, the adaptability to further stress decreases (Kallus,
1995). But are the processes of recovery similar in
younger and older workers? Which strategies, activ-
ities and work-rest-schedules are beneficial especially
for older workers? The contribution presents age re-
lated effects of different types of rest-schedules and
rest-activities on performance, physical and psychical
well-being. An overview of the results from two exper-
imental laboratory investigations (N = 112; N = 54)
and an intervention study in the field (N = 59) will
be given. Results are discussed based on the phase
model of recovery/model of sluice in sport that char-
acterizes three phases of the recovery process - switch-
ing off/detachment, regeneration and (re-)orientation
(Eberspcher, Hermann & Kallus, 1993). Results indi-
cate that younger and older workers benefit from dif-
ferent rest break schedules and different regeneration
activities. One important factor for enhancing perfor-
mance is the adjustment and orientation from recovery
to further work activities. There is some evidence that
this phase of recovery needs more attention in elderly
workers. Results are supported by a new questionnaire
which identifies processes of recovery during a working
day (Recovery-Process Questionnaire for Work, RPQ;
Eibel & Kallus, 2009). The questionnaire is based on
the phase model of recovery and includes subtests to
main cognitive skills such as regulation of attention or
inner dialogues. Furthermore, the RPQ assesses as-
pects of psychological, behavioral, social, and physio-
logical recovery, as well as interrupted and incomplete
recovery processes. Regeneration processes play an im-
portant role for health and work ability of older work-
ers. Intelligent management of recovery will help to
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prevent health and performance declines and a with-
drawal from employment at an early stage.

Can Information and Communication Tech-
nology Workers recover after work al-
though. . . ?

Colombo, V.G., WONT Research Team-Universitat
Jaume I, Castellon De La Plana, Spain; Cifre, E.,
WONT Research Team-Universitat Jaume I, Castellon
de La Plana, Spain; Salanova, M., WONT Research
Team-Universitat Jaume I, Castellon de la Plana,
Spain

Abstract: Opportunities to recover over vacations,
weekends, and evenings away from work and breaks,
have a positively association with employee well-being
(Sonnentag, Binnewies, & Mojza, 2008). However,
scarce research has been done about the role of re-
covery self-efficacy or workers beliefs of being able to
benefit from recovery time (Sonnentag &Kruel, 2006).
So far, the aim of this study is to show the results
of the procedure for developing a recovery - related
self-efficacy scale among workers who work with Infor-
mation and Communication Technology (ICT), follow-
ing the recommendations of Albert Bandura’s Social
Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 2006). An adaptation of
the Behavioral Event Interview was applied using inter-
views with 15 ICT workers and using three focus groups
of five ICT workers each one. The Behavioral Event
Interview combined with qualitative content analysis
contributes to understand and identify the obstacles
that impede recovery. Results from qualitative content
analysis not only included work related and social ob-
stacles (i.e. workload), but also personal obstacles (i.e.
poor psychological detachment from work). Moreover,
specific activities that increase ICT workers’ recovery
experiences have been recognized, such as developing
new software. Conclusion. These findings contribute to
stress the influences of obstacles in individual’s recov-
ery process and the potential implications in individual
and organizational outcomes. Overburdening employ-
ees with work during non-work times can backfire in
terms of reduced productivity as well as a host of other
negative individual (e.g., increased stress, mental and
physical health problems) and organizational outcomes
(e.g., increased health care costs, increased absenteeism
and turnover). Gender differences and between ICT in-
tensive and non intensive workers will be discussed in
the paper as related to recovery self-efficacy.

Symposium: Psychology of
entrepreneurship: Self regulation,
motivation and entrepreneurial success

Main topic area: Changing Employment Relations

Location: 2.9 Euphrates (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Gorgievski, M.J., Erasmus University Rotter-
dam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: This contribution focuses on the question
of what predicts entrepreneurial success and wellbe-
ing.In the past ten years, a psychological approach to
entrepreneurship has slowlydeveloped from a personal-
ity approach to a dynamic approach centered on ac-
tive actions andmotivation as a starting point. This
symposium presents results of recent studies that are
typicalof these current developments. The first three
contributions directly focus on the role of selfregulato-
ryprocesses, referring to the regulation of the self by
the self (e.g. conscious goalsetting and planning). In
the fourth and fifth contribution, emphasis shifts from
self-regulatory,action processes to mechanisms linking
motivational constructs, in specific work engagemen-
tand workaholism, to entrepreneurial performance, and
the way entrepreneurs’ jobcharacteristics predict en-
trepreneurs’ well-being and motivation.

Cognitive, motivational and emotional self-
regulatory processes in early stage en-
trepreneurs

O’Shea, D., Kemmy Business School, University of
Limerick, Limerick, Ireland ; Buckley, F.L., DCU Busi-
ness School, Dublin City University, Ireland

Abstract: This research sought to advance a more com-
plete theoretical integration of cognitive, motivational
andemotional self-regulatory processes within the en-
trepreneurship context. The choice to examine self-
regulatoryprocesses in entrepreneurs was based on the
idea that “people with good self-control dobetter than
others” (Forgas, Baumeister & Tice, 2009; p. 5). The
focus was on the way in which earlystageentrepreneurs
engage such processes to aid success.The study adopted
a mixed-methods design, utilizing an interview and
questionnaire. Seventy fiveentrepreneurs took part.
Motivational variables included entrepreneurial orien-
tations, personalinitiative, domain specific efficacy, and
work engagement. Cognitive variables included goalo-
rientations, goal-setting, and taking goal-directed ac-
tion. Emotional variables included emotionregulation,
anticipatory emotions and coping strategies. Three
measures of goal attainment were used:an objective
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measure, an external evaluation, and the individual’s
self-perceptions of success, allassessed using multi-item
scales.The results confirmed the proximal-distal na-
ture of the self-regulatory processes. The cognitivevari-
ables had the largest impact on entrepreneurial success,
demonstrating an effect on all threesuccess variables.
The motivational and emotional variables had an im-
pact only on self-perceptions ofsuccess. The model
provides a more complete integration of self-regulatory
processes than has beenobserved previously. Examin-
ing self-regulation within the entrepreneurial context
allows for thedisparate psychological perspectives on
entrepreneurship (e.g. entrepreneurial personality; mo-
tivationaland cognitive approaches; process perspec-
tive; competence approach) to be discussed using a
commonframework. Practically, this research points
to the meta-skills pertinent to entrepreneurial success
thatcan be trained in entrepreneurs as well as employ-
ees, as employees increasingly operate in dynamic an-
dautonomous working environments.

The effect of self-regulatory mechanisms
on business success in a randomized control
group experiment

Bischoff, K.M., Leuphana University of Lüneburg
”

Lüneburg, Germany ; Gielnik, M.M., Leuphana Univer-
sity of Lüneburg, Lüneburg, Germany ; Frese, M., NUS
Business School, Singapore, Singapore

Abstract: Research shows that self-regulation
has an important impact on performance (Lord,
Diefendorff,Schmidt, & Hall, 2010) and entrepreneurs
are able to affect the success of their businesses by
means ofself-regulatory mechanisms (Frese, 2009;
Gielnik, 2010). For instance, elaborate action
planning, whichis the specification of sub-steps to
achieve a goal, supports the entrepreneur in im-
plementing as well asin maintaining action that, in
turn, leads to goal achievement and success (Frese,
2009; Karoly, 1993;Locke & Latham, 2002).This
randomized controlled field intervention contributes
to the emerging stream of research onevidence-based
management. There is a lack of empirical research
concerning evidence-basedinterventions in the context
of entrepreneurship and organization science (Glaub,
Fischer, Klemm, &Frese, 2009). To investigate if en-
trepreneurship trainings with a focus on self-regulatory
means increasebusiness success, we carried out an en-
trepreneurship training and studied the effects on goal
intention,goal commitment, growth aspiration and
action planning. Furthermore, we analyzed whether
changes inthese self-regulatory means had long-term
effects on business success. The present study uses

apretest-posttest design. The sample consists of 395
students from Kampala, Uganda; 197 participantswere
randomly assigned to the training group and 198
students to the control group. Theentrepreneurship
training took place on a weekly basis over a period
of 12 weeks. Data were collectedusing face-to-face
interviews and questionnaires before the training
(T1), at the end of the training (T2)and 12 months
after the end of the training (T3).Results provide
support for the hypothesized relationships. We found
significant effects of theentrepreneurship training
and of the self-regulatory mechanisms. The findings
suggest that, in order todevelop self-regulatory skills,
evidence-based trainings are a promising route to
enhanceentrepreneurship and business success.

A Cross-cultural investigation of the role of
planning in the gain spiral of resources, work
engagement and entrepreneurial success

Gorgievski, M.J., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rot-
terdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Dej, D., Techni-
cal University Dresden, Dresden, Germany ; Stephan,
U., Catholic University of Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Abstract: Building on Conservation of Resources The-
ory (Hobfoll, 1998), the current study investigatesrela-
tionships between job and personal resources, work en-
gagement and entrepreneurial success.Current research
on this topic is expanded by investigating the role of
planning strategies as potentialmediators. The un-
derlying corollary (Hobfoll, 1998) is that people who
possess more resources will bemore likely to use ef-
fective strategies when dealing with demands than
people who possess fewerresources. However, the
question of what are more effective planning strate-
gies in entrepreneurship,and the question of whether
more resourceful people use more, or different types
of planning strategieshas received little attention in
empirical research. The current study aims to fill
this void.We sampled 150 entrepreneurs from Ger-
many (N=59), Poland (N=49) and The Netherlands
(N=42).Cross-cultural differences were analyzed using
multi-group structural equation modeling. Results for
thewhole group show that entrepreneurs who possess
more job resources (skill discretion, decision makinglat-
itude, feedback from the job) and personal resources
(self-efficacy and personal initiative) experiencemore
work engagement and subjective success. In addition,
they also more often use either critical pointor com-
plete planning strategies. However, for Germany and
The Netherlands, planning strategies didnot predict
engagement or subjective success. In Poland, both full
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and critical point planning related tohigher work en-
gagement, and full planning predicted an increase in
turnover. Unexpectedly, criticalpoint planning related
to lower perceived success and a decrease in number of
employees. Thesurprising results for Poland warrant
further, preferably longitudinal investigations (maybe
poorperformance triggers critical point planning). Fu-
ture results of this line of research can be used to ad-
justtraining material to cross-cultural differences.

Workaholism and Work Engagement of Span-
ish entrepreneurs, evidence for energetic and
affective mechanisms

Moriano, J.A., Universidad Nacional de Educación
a Distancia (UNED), Madrid, Spain; Gorgievski,
M.J., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Recently, entrepreneurship researchers have
emphasized the importance of passion as key tounder-
standing entrepreneurial behavior (Shane, Locke
& Collins, 2003). Building on passion litera-
ture(Vallerand, 2008), this study uses a dualistic ap-
proach to passion. Focusing on work engagement
andworkaholism as two motivational concepts indi-
cating “harmonious” versus “obsessive” passion for
work(Gorgievski & Bakker, 2010), this study ex-
amines how work engagement and workaholism re-
late toentrepreneurs’ performance (innovative behav-
ior and subjective business performance) and well-
being(satisfaction). Two mechanisms were explored.
Both workaholism and engagement are expected to
leadto an excessive amount of time and energy de-
voted to work activities (work overload), which may
relatepositively to performance, but negatively to sat-
isfaction. However, workaholism is expected to beac-
companied by negative affect, whereas work engage-
ment is expected to relate to positive affect.Positive
affect is expected to relate to better and negative af-
fect to worse performance and well-being.We sampled
226 Spanish entrepreneurs. Results of Partial Least
Squares modeling showevidence for the dual pathway.
Both work engagement and workaholism generated
work overload,workaholism did so to a larger extend,
which in turn influenced negatively entrepreneurs’ sat-
isfactionand performance. In addition, work engage-
ment related to positive affective states, which in
turn had apositive influence on both performance and
entrepreneurial satisfaction. Workaholism related to
poorerbusiness performance and entrepreneurial satis-
faction through negative affective states. Unexpect-
edly,both engagement and workaholism related directly

to more innovative behavior. The possibility thatdif-
ferent mechanisms underlie this relationship is interest-
ing for further investigations. Practicalimplications are
that both workaholic and engaged entrepreneurs need
to be aware of the possiblenegative, energy depleting
effects of overworking. Workaholics, in addition, may
need to be taught todevelop a more positive outlook.

Additive and multiplicative effects of work
characteristics on entrepreneurs’ health and
work motivation

Dej, D., Technical University Dresden, Dresden, Ger-
many ; Stephan, U., Catholic University of Leuven,
Belgium; Wegge, J., TU Dresden, Dresden, Ger-
many

Abstract: The proposition that work characteristics
are determinants of employees’ health and work moti-
vationhas gained ample empirical support. However,
job design research paid only little attention toen-
trepreneurs as a specific occupational group. In or-
der to increase our knowledge in this area, thecurrent
study addresses the question of how psychological job
demands and job resources (job controland social sup-
port) affect entrepreneurs’ vital exhaustion, psycho-
logical health and job engagement.Based on the job
demand control (support) model we tested the “isos-
train” hypothesis thatentrepreneurs will report low-
est vital exhaustion and highest psychological health
when confrontedwith high levels of work resources and
low psychological job demands. In addition, con-
sistent with the“learning” hypothesis, we anticipated
that entrepreneurs’ work engagement will be highest
whenexperiencing high levels of both demands and
resources.We sampled 345 entrepreneurs operating in
restaurant sector (n=187) and informationtechnology
(IT, n=138). Results yield support for additive but not
for multiplicative effects of workcharacteristics on the
outcome variables. Entrepreneurs reported lowest vital
exhaustion and highestpsychological health when con-
fronted with high job control, high social support and
low psychologicaljob demands. Furthermore higher
work engagement related to an “active” work situa-
tion, characterizedby high levels of both job resources
and psychological job demands.The central practical
implication resulting from the current study is to de-
sign resourceful andchallenging working environments
in small and medium sized businesses. Entrepreneurs
might betrained in how to enlarge their resources (con-
trol and social support), for example through tasksdel-
egation, self-management techniques, or shared leader-
ship.
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Symposium: Adaptive Processes in Critical
Team Contexts

Main topic area: Teams and Workgroups

Location: Auditorium 1 (13:00-14:15)

Chair: Waller, M.J., York University, Toronto,
Canada; Beek, D. van der, TNO Quality of Life, Hoofd-
dorp, The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human
Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: The intersection of team-laden organiza-
tional structures and dynamic, unpredictable organi-
zational environments has increased the importance
of bolstering our understanding of team adaptive pro-
cesses. Teams in organizations are often called upon
to quickly recognize, interpret, and respond to critical
events, and the contemporary confluence of system in-
tegration, complexity, speed, and access has greatly en-
larged the space of potential magnitude and uniqueness
within which these events reside. In this symposium,
we bring together a variety of new work on team adap-
tion – work that ranges from individual adaptation in
new team-based forms to the adaptive efforts of col-
laborative collectives. The work contained in this sym-
posium brings together a variety of perspectives and
methodologies including inductive qualitative methods,
quantitative analyses based on behavioral observation,
and work based on analyses using pattern recognition
algorithm – all focused on understanding more about
adaptive processes in critical team contexts. Taken to-
gether, the work presented here helps to pinpoint team
processes critical for teams facing unexpected and dy-
namic environments. The symposium combines varied
perspectives of adaptive processes in team-based con-
texts, and is poised to deepen our understanding of
these processes through discussions of the work pre-
sented. The following pages contain a brief overview of
each paper.

Shared Mental Models for Medical Special-
ists: Adapting to the Information Needs
of Specialists with Different Expertise and
Roles

Hanssen, C., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands; Wiel, M.W.J. van de, Maastricht Uni-
versity, Maastricht, The Netherlands; Zijlstra, F.R.H.,
Maastricht University, Maastricht, The Netherlands;
Koopmans, R., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: The quality of health care is highly depen-
dent on the expertise of medical specialists and their

capability to share their information and knowledge
concerning patients. In order to make sure that pa-
tients receive the best possible individual care, it is es-
sential that different doctors and specialists who have
to inform and consult each other in diagnosing and
treating patients work together as well functioning
teams. Previous work suggests that team members
should have a shared cognition, or in other words a
shared mental representation, about the situation at
hand. This is generally referred to as shared mental
model (SMM) (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1993). Addi-
tionaly, medical expertise research has shown that spe-
cialists diagnostic reasoning differs in routine and com-
plex cases (Norman, Eva, Brooks, & Hamstra, 2006).
Problem solving of routine cases can be fairly easy and
straightforward through pattern recognition which en-
ables fast decision making. Complex cases, in contrast,
require systematic evaluation of information, testing of
several different hypotheses, and possible restructuring
of data (Elstein & Schwarz, 2002). The present study
aims at answering the following research questions: (1)
Do medical professionals adapt the time and content of
patient presentations and discussions to the complexity
of the individual case? (2) Are the information sharing
processes adapted to the expertise of the participating
medical specialists and students? (3) Does case com-
plexity and expertise affect the construction of SMMs
of patient cases? We address these questions with the
analysis of data from eight recorded grand ward round
meetings in the department of internal medicine at a
local hospital. Results indicate that case complexity
influenced discussion time and the building of a SMM
of a patient by the participants. Furthermore, results
reveal that medical specialists were able to remember
more propositions from complex cases that were dis-
cussed than from routine cases. However, there was a
lower degree of commonality of the propositions that
are recalled from complex cases.

Team Identity and Adaptive Group Response
to Nonroutine Events

Sohrab, G., York University, Toronto, Canada; Ven, J.
van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: Dealing with turbulent environments has
become part of managers daily responsibilities. Sur-
vival in fast changing environments demands quick and
responsive organizations which in turn require agile,
responsive and accurate groups within organizations
(Waller 1999). Although the development of habitual
routines in groups (Gersick & Hackman 1990) increases
efficiency and effectiveness and reduces uncertainty in
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times of stability, teams must also learn how to change
their routines in response to unexpected and novel
events (LePine 2003). In spite of the increasing preva-
lence of research on team effectiveness, our knowledge
on contextual and structural factors that promote team
effectiveness in times of instability and change is very
limited (LePine 2005). Building on previous research
on team adaptation, I investigate the role of a construct
central to team functioning, team identity (Ashforth &
Mael, 1989), as a potential determinant of team adap-
tation and responsiveness to nonroutine events. I ask
the questions: Can team identity influence adaptation
to unforeseen events? If so, what are the mechanisms
through which strong identity translates into adapt-
ability? I present and test several related hypotheses
in the paper using survey and video data collected from
30 MBA student teams as they worked during a stress-
ful, complex simulation task replete with unexpected
events. Results suggest that the level and character-
istics of team identity influenced adaptive information
sharing and decision making processes in the teams; in
turn, these processes were related to teams simulation
performance.

Moving Targets: Adaptation in Team Interac-
tion Patterns

Fredette, C., Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada;
Waller, M.J., York University, Toronto, ON, Canada;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Many organizations rely on teams of indi-
viduals to collaboratively collect, share and analyze
detailed and disparate information in complex, time-
pressured situations. Examples include community
health officials responding to a pandemic (Reissman,
Watson, Klomp, Tanielian, & Prior, 2006) and intel-
ligence agents analyzing terrorist activity (Yen, Fan,
Sun, McNeese, & Hall, 2004). In general, these types
of teams are called upon by their organizations or
communities to quickly collect pertinent information,
communicate that information within the team, collec-
tively analyze the information and decide on a course
of action. During such dynamic and complex situa-
tions, teams are likely to establish patterns of inter-
action (Fischer, McDonnell, & Orasanu, 2007). Simi-
lar to other behavioral routines, interaction patterns in
teams are typically extremely persistent and can ham-
per team effectiveness when fundamental aspects of the
task environment suddenly change and existing inter-
action patterns are no longer appropriate (Gersick &
Hackman, 1990). Consequently, the question we ad-
dress in this paper is: Given fundamental and unex-

pected task changes, how do successful teams adapt
their established interaction patterns? We present
analyses of nine large teams (131 total team members)
as they work during three rounds of a complex ter-
rorist threat simulation using the Experimental Lab-
oratory for Investigating Collaboration, Information-
Sharing and Trust (ELICIT) platform. The first two
rounds of the simulation were similar and of moder-
ate difficulty, while the third round was more com-
plex. Our analysis of teams interaction patterns in-
dicate clear pattern adaptation by higher performers
during the most complex third round, and the adher-
ence to obsolete patterns by the lower performers dur-
ing the same round.

Behind the Curtain: Effects of Routine Cre-
ation on Adaptation in Stage Management
Teams

Waller, M.J., York University, Toronto, Canada; Reid,
W., HEC Montréal, Canada; Ven, J. van de, Tno Hu-
man Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Contemporary organizations are often faced
with unpredictable, uncertain situations (Waller &
Roberts, 2003) that are costly in terms of individual
and organizational attention and resources. In order
to combat the negative effects of uncertainty, organi-
zations create and implement routines to help stan-
dardize approaches and create stability where possible
(Cohen & Bacdayan, 1994). Additionally, in an effort
to create structures more flexible and responsive in un-
certain contexts, countless organizations have moved to
team-based structures and rely on teams of individuals
to both engage in and to deviate from routines in order
to quickly and appropriately respond to new, unantic-
ipated events (Feldman & Pentland, 2003). The exist-
ing literature on routine creation focuses chiefly on the
creation and functioning of routines at the organiza-
tional level (Pentland, Haerem, & Hillison, 2010), while
the literature on team adaptation details how teams
successfully (or unsuccessfully) alter or abandon rou-
tines in order to creatively manage unexpected nonrou-
tine events (Gersick & Hackman, 1990). Although or-
ganizational scholars are aware that the method of pro-
cess creation often has a direct impact on subsequent
process usage (e.g. Edmondson, Bohmer, & Pisano,
2001), missing is longitudinal research that investigates
the linkage between (1) how routines are created and
(2) the ability of teams to update or deviate from them
when appropriate. The focus of the current paper is to
integrate knowledge from these two areas of inquiry in
order to form more complete understanding of adaptive
processes in team-based organizations. Our research
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question is: Does the routine creation process influence
subsequent team adaptiveness to nonroutine events?
To address this question, we collected qualitative and
quantitative data from three stage management teams
in a professional theatre over an eight month period as
they first helped create routines before their produc-
tions went on stage, and later as they managed a va-
riety of nonroutine events during live performances of
the productions. Our mixed-method analyses indicate
that characteristics of the routine creation process do
affect key efforts of teams to later modify or abandon
those routines during nonroutine events.

Symposium: Keeping a Close Watch on
Your Employees-Different Ways of
Measuring and Monitoring Employees’
Performance and Well-Being

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: Auditorium 2 (13:00-14:15)

Chairs: Emmerik, H. van, Maastricht University,
Maastricht, The Netherlands; Vuuren, T. van, Loyalis,
Heerlen, The Netherlands

Abstract: Effective organizations monitor, measure,
and accordingly manage results and expectations. Ef-
fective organizations are constantly alert and stay
“tuned in” to their employees, whether through man-
agement by walking around, focus groups, employee
surveys, formal feedback mechanisms, or shared par-
ticipation in decision making (see Conger &Fishel,
2007).While the beneficial effects of monitoring em-
ployees’ performance and well-being are evident, little
research had been done on how this monitoring can
be accomplished and what organizations exactly do in
this area. To be able to take the workforce’s pulse
and to obtain feedback, organizations need to select
and develop a range of indicators that can be used to
monitor performance and well-being of their employ-
ees (see Van De Voorde, Paauwe, & Van Veldhoven,
2010). Results of monitoring can be used as input to a
variety of strategic tools, as for examplefor individual
diagnostics (thermometer of employee well-being) and
performance benchmarks (where performance is com-
pared with similar individuals/teams/organizations to
identify specific challenges and opportunities to im-
prove performance).This symposium brings together
several papers on how to measure and monitor em-
ployees’ performance and well being and how results
of these efforts can be used for individual/team/orga-
nizational improvement. The first contribution (Van
Vuuren and Van Dam) focuses on vitality and shows

how action research can be used to keep a close watch
on positive behaviors in the workplace and to follow-up
with interventions. The second contribution (Van Em-
merik, Schreurs, and Guenther) shifts attention from
the individual to the team level and stresses the im-
portance of monitoring team level characteristics and
processes. From a learning perspective, the third con-
tribution (Caniëls and Van Vuuren) shows how moni-
toring of informal and formal lifelong learning can be
used to improve employability of older employees. Em-
ployability is also the focus of the fourth contribution
(Van den Bossche, Kraan, and Wevers) where large
scale national representative monitoring instruments
are used to examine the willingness/ability to remain in
work up to 65 years of age and actual behavior in this
respect. Finally, the fifth contribution (Der Weduwe
and Dollekamp) focuses on the use of worksite health
promotion programs (WHPPs) monitoring data to de-
velop and implement interventions at the workplace.
A particular strength of this symposium concerns the
close collaboration of practitioners and researchers to
develop and test workplace instruments to measure and
monitor employees and accordingly to design interven-
tions.

Monitoring employee and organization vital-
ity: You do not need to be ill, to get bet-
ter!

Vuuren, T. van, Loyalis Consult, Loyalis Kennis &
Consult, Open University, Heerlen, The Netherlands;
Dam, K. van, Tilburg University, Tilburg, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: Vitality is an important concept in modern
organizations. Owing to the many challenges organiza-
tions face and the recent changes in retirement age, em-
ployees need to maintain their motivation and health
in order to prolong their working life in a satisfying
manner. Traditionally, the management literature has
emphasized the importance of productivity, effective-
ness and retention, and focused on the negative ef-
fects of work. Recently, however, a positive, individual-
based approach has evolved, focusing on ways employee
well-being and life-long employability can be enhanced.
Adopting this positive framework, this paper presents
an action research project among Dutch teachers that
aimed to improve the vitality of both teachers and
school organization. In this project, contextual and
individual characteristics, as well as interventions were
monitored as possible determinants and consequences
of teacher vitality. Data were collected on teachers’
well-being, workability and their attitudes about HR
policies in 10 Dutch schools for primary education.
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Measuring and Monitoring the Team: Using
team-level information to monitor the well-
being of employees

Emmerik, H. van, Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands; Schreurs, B., Maastricht University,
Maastricht, The Netherlands; Guenter, H., Maastricht
University, Maastricht, The Netherlands

Abstract: Measuring and monitoring of performance
and well-being in the workplace tends to focus onin-
dividual outcomes, ignoring contextual influences of
team/group processes onindividual employees’ out-
comes. However, social psychological theoretical per-
spectivessuggest that employees’ outcomes areto large
extent induced by social processes.Redressing this
individual-level view, wedelineate a multilevel model of
well-being and performance taking into account team-
level and individual-level factors.First, we conceptual-
ize which constructs/processes at the individual and
at the team levels are important in terms of well-being
and performance and highlightthe functional similari-
ties in these processesacross both levels of analysis.The
main research question is: What is the added value of
team-level characteristics/processes to predict individ-
ual level performance and well-being in the workplace.
The resulting model with team characteristics and pro-
cesses will be studied in a Dutch Home Care Organiza-
tion using multilevel techniques. Based on the results
of the survey, we will tentatively develop a team moni-
tor to be used to measure employees’ performance and
well-being.

Monitoring lifelong learning

Caniëls, M.C.J., Open University, The Netherlands;
Vuuren, T. van, Loyalis Consult, Loyalis Kennis &
Consult, Open University, Heerlen, The Netherlands

Abstract: Lifelong learning (LLL) has long been de-
fined as formal learning (e.g., an extension of formal
education) and focusing on employees attending edu-
cational programmes at universities or private educa-
tional institutes. Only recently there has also been
a broadening of the scope from formal lifelong educa-
tion to informal lifelong learning. Informal learning
takes place outside formal education and training in-
stitutions. In the workplace it encompasses on-the-job
learning, working as part of a team, and learning from
customers, clients and suppliers.This study seeks to in-
vestigate whether and under what conditions (formal
and informal) lifelong learning can contribute to em-
ployability of older workers. The main research ques-
tion is: in what way does lifelong learning (formal and
informal) influence the employability of older workers?

Emphasis will be on the associations between learn-
ing, age, and employability and it is expected that the
more lifelong learning initiatives used by employees,
the higher their employability; that openness of the su-
pervisor to innovative developments and worker’s ideas
in the perception of the employee moderates the rela-
tionship between lifelong learning and employability;
and that the higher the employability of employees,
the better their health and work satisfaction. These
hypotheses will be tested in a sample of 200 employees
from Dutch primary schools.

Monitoring lifelong employability: towards
a national benchmark

Bossche, S. van den, TNO, Dept. of Work & Em-
ployment, The Netherlands; Kraan, K., TNO, Dept.
of Work & Employment, The Netherlands; Venema,
A., TNO, Dept. of Work & Employment, The Nether-
lands; Sanders, J., TNO, Dept. of Work & Employ-
ment, The Netherlands; Wevers, C., TNO, Dept. of
Work & Employment, The Netherlands

Abstract: Maintaining and encouraging the lifelong
employability of the labor force is a major challenge
for society. In this study we assessed what indi-
cators on lifelong employability were available and
needed to monitor the concept satisfactorily in two
large scale monitoring instruments: The Netherlands
Working Conditions Survey and the Netherlands Em-
ployer Work Survey. The NWCS constitutes a rep-
resentative yearly sample of 23.000 Dutch employees,
excluding self-employed. The NEWS is a two-yearly
representative survey among 5.000 establishments of
Dutch enterprises. The model developed, distinguished
between antecedents and effects of lifelong employabil-
ity. Antecedents included working conditions, individ-
ual worker, and company level variables. The effect
side was operationalized as willingness/ability to re-
main in work up to legal retirement age and actual be-
havior in this respect. Results of the surveys (employa-
bility information) will be used for academic research,
benchmarking studies, policy-evaluations and the de-
velopment of company level intervention-tools.

Monitoring a Worksite Health Promotion
Program

Weduwe, K. der, Krehalon Industries, The Nether-
lands; Dollekamp, W., Krehalon Industries, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Worksite Health Promotion Programs (WH-
PPs) have become increasingly popular the last decade.
Krehalon Industries (A company producing plastic
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packing materials for the food industry, 200 employees)
started a WHPP started in 2008 because the Preven-
tive Medical Examination (PME) showed a high inci-
dence of overweight (64%) and obesity (13%), smoking
(43%) and inactivity (51%). Method: Using the 7-step
method of Wynne (1995) a program was developed. To
introduce the WHPP, awareness raising meetings were
arranged at which information on lifestyle and the re-
sults of the PME were shown and discussed. Support
for the WHPP was also created by conducting a needs
assessment among all employees. Based on the out-
come of this survey a project group developed a plan
to promote a healthy lifestyle with a focus on exercise,
smoking cessation and healthy nutrition. Monitoring
the health status and needs and ideas of employees have
helped shape the WHPP.Results and conclusion:The
results show increased exercise levels (16%), reduced
incidence of smoking (10%) and reported healthier eat-
ing habits (28%). Of all the respondents 43% reported
an increase in general health during this year. Proba-
bly more important than the above mentioned effects,
is the cultural change within Krehalon. Closely mon-
itoring this change has helped to increase awareness
that a healthy lifestyle is a necessity for a productive
future work life. Change happens slowly and by small
steps, but Krehalon is committed to make these steps
and monitor the progress along the way.

13:30-14:30

Posters session-Leadership and
Management

Location: Expo (13:30-14:30)

Comparison of the value and experiences of
the coach and coachee of executive coaching-
a South African perspective.

Brand, H.B., University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South
Africa; Coetzee, M., University of Pretoria, Pretoria,
South Africa

Abstract: This is a qualitative study aimed at exam-
ining the perceived value and experiences of executive
coaching from the perspective of the coach and coachee.
The research questions posed were : What are the ex-
periences of coach and coachee of the process of exec-
utive coaching ? What are the perceived benefits of
executive coaching from the two parties’ perspective ?

What are the negative experiences of executive coach-
ing from the two parties’ perspective ? The qualita-
tive research approach provided rich, descriptive data.
Quality of data was ensured by applying the criteria
of transferability, credibility and dependability. Ten
participants, consisting of five coaches specialising in
executive coaching and five coachees who experienced
a completed process of executive coaching, were ut-
lised for this study. Ethical approval for this study was
granted by The Research Ethics Committee of the Fac-
ulty of Economic and Management Sciences, University
of Pretoria, South Africa. Signed informed consent was
obtained from all participants prior to the recording of
any data and confidentiality was maintained. All par-
ticipants were interviewed inidividually to collect data.
Interview data was recorded, transcribed and analysed
according to the grounded theory perspective. This
study makes an important contribution to a better un-
derstanding of the field of executive coaching, of which
there is a marked lack of well researched information,
especially in terms of personal experiences of coach and
coachee of this process. The findings of this study
also emphasize the importance of understanding and
respecting the role of diversity in the executive coach-
ing process (especially in terms of culture and personal
background differences). The results of this study can
contribute towards a better understanding of the place
and value of executive coaching in the field of leader-
ship development.

Subordinate’s Coping with Abusive Supervi-
sion: the Role of Resilience and Locus of Con-
trol

Velez, M.J., University of Évora, Évora, Portugal ;
Neves, P., School of Economics and Management, Nova
University, Lisboa, Portugal

Abstract: During recent years the interest in the de-
structive side of leadership and supervisor behaviour
has substantially increased. Research has examined
why and how abusive supervision is related to negative
outcomes, and has focused almost exclusively on the
behaviours and personality traits of abusive supervisors
(Tepper, 2007; Martinko, Harvey, Sikora & Douglas,
2009). So far, studies have mostly ignored the variabil-
ity that exists between individuals and there appears to
be scarce research about the moderating role of subor-
dinates’ individual differences (Tepper, Duffy, & Shaw,
2001). The present research was conducted in a City
Hall, and examines individual buffers of the impact of
abusive supervision on stress appraisal. Specifically, it
analyzes how subordinates’ characteristics decrease the
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strength of the relationship between abusive supervi-
sion and stress appraisal with consequences to several
work outcomes, both positive (that benefit the orga-
nization), like in-role performance and organizational
citizenship behaviours, and negative (that damages the
organization), like counterproductive work behaviours.
This research provides a new perspective over abusive
supervision by not focusing exclusively on the nega-
tive outcomes and not viewing subordinates merely as
passive subjects. Research results indicate that two
subordinates’ characteristics, locus of control and re-
silience, may reduce the effects of abusive supervision
on stress appraisal, such that when the locus of control
is internal or resilience are higher, abusive supervision
has a weaker relationship with stress, which in turn is
reflected on work outcomes. This is in line with previ-
ous research on personality, by showing that individual
characteristics affect the way individuals appraise and
deal with situations. This research makes several con-
tributions for theory and practice. Firstly, it expands
the content domain of abusive supervision research and
highlights the effectiveness of subordinates’ individual
characteristics for coping with abusive behaviors. Sec-
ondly, it is useful for managers to know that abusive su-
pervision may affect employees differentially, and that
some subordinates have tools at their disposal to deal
effectively with abusive behaviors. This research con-
tributes to the better understanding of abusive super-
vision, mainly by shedding some light concerning indi-
vidual factors that could buffer the negative effects of
abusive supervision on organizational functioning.

The individual performance of top managers
in the public sector

Brandao, C., Universidade do Porto, Porto, Portugal ;
Jordao, F., Faculdade de Psicologia E de Ciencias Da
Educaçao, Porto, Portugal

Abstract: Few studies focus managers’ Individual Per-
formance (IP), especially in the Public Administration
context. This exploratory research contributes to the
clarification of the IP of Portuguese public sector’s top
managers, using the task and contextual performance
theory that recognizes IP behavioral, evaluative and
multidimensional nature. In order to identify these
organizational actors’ IP internal structure, we inter-
viewed public sector top managers and gathered critical
incidents, identifying behaviors that are critical to their
success. Results show that the clarification of these
managers’ contextual performance requires consider-
ing towards whom they adopt different behaviors and
that public managers tend to focus behaviors related
to managing problems and resources, communicating

and interacting with the organizational environment
and the need to persist and show initiative in their
job as well as consideration towards subordinates. We
were surprised that training, coaching and developing
subordinates and manager’s self development behaviors
weren’t identified as critical behaviors to success. Re-
sults also suggest public managers don’t tend to value
support behaviors towards other managers or overtly
defending organizational rules. Considering the exist-
ing social and economic constraints in the public sec-
tor our study suggest the importance of top managers
developing coaching skills, acknowledging subordinates
needs of support, and associating their own develop-
ment to the public sector success, providing their orga-
nizations with resources to face public sector’s present
constraints.

Who leads our team to top efficiency? A
study on the importance of leadership clar-
ity and shared leadership

Werther, S., Ludwig Maximilian University, Munich,
Muenchen, Germany ; Brodbeck, F.C., Ludwig Maxi-
milian University, Munich, München, Germany ; Win-
kler, M., Ludwig Maximilian University, Munich,
München, Germany

Abstract: Rapidly changing work environments in com-
bination with constantly increasing complexity in orga-
nizations require new leadership styles in teams rather
than focusing on a single leader. Shared leadership
means that leadership is distributed amongst differ-
ent team members in order to avoid excessive demands
of a single leader. When leadership is shared within
a team, it is important to ensure coordination of the
team members concerning the execution of leadership
functions and the perception of leadership responsibil-
ities. Leadership clarity is the team members’ con-
sensual perceptions of clarity of leadership influences
within their team. Therefore, we hypothesized that
leadership clarity moderates the relationship between
shared leadership and objective performance as well as
satisfaction with the collaboration process. We exam-
ined the relationship of shared leadership, leadership
clarity, objective performance and satisfaction with the
collaboration process in a sample of 33 scientific au-
thor teams. Shared leadership, leadership clarity and
satisfaction with the collaboration process were mea-
sured based on existing theories and modifications of
existing scales. We requested the authors to fill in an
online questionnaire in order to assess shared leader-
ship, leadership clarity and satisfaction. Our objective
outcome variable was the number of citations collected
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via Harzing’s Publish or Perish. This particular out-
come variable provides an objective evaluation of the
success of the different teams so as to avoid common
methods bias. The results show a significant correla-
tion between shared leadership and satisfaction with
the collaboration process and objective performance,
respectively. We did not find support for the moder-
ating influence of leadership clarity on the relationship
between shared leadership and objective performance.
However, leadership clarity moderates the relationship
between shared leadership and satisfaction with the
collaboration process. We conclude by discussing the
implications of our findings for both science and prac-
tice. Our results indicate that leadership clarity is es-
sential for a smooth collaboration process in teams.

The Measurement of Machiavellianism: Fac-
tor Structure and Construct Validity

Phillips, N., SWA Consulting Inc., Murfreesboro, Tn,
USA; Burke, B., Middle Tennessee State University,
Murfreesboro, TN, USA; Hein, M., Middle Tennessee
State University, Murfreesboro, TN, USA

Abstract: In the 1950s researchers met to discuss
Machiavellianism, a personality construct related to
knowingly manipulating others for personal gain. They
developed 71 items and retained 20 to create the Mach
IV scale (Christie & Geis, 1970). Much psychologi-
cal research has been conducted on Machiavellianism
(e.g., Paulhus & Williams, 2002), especially as related
to leadership (e.g., Judge, Piccolo, & Kosalka, 2009).
Due to concerns regarding the reliability and validity
of the Mach IV (e.g., Ray, 1983; Kline & Cooper, 1984)
and mixed results from factor analyses (e.g., Ahmed &
Stewart, 1981; Panitz, 1989), and since factor analysis
was not used in developing the Mach IV, this study is
a factor analysis of the original 71-item pool, includ-
ing some new items and minor editing to update the
language. Participants were 1,044 undergraduate stu-
dents. First, an exploratory factor analysis retained ten
factors. The Maximum Likelihood extraction method
was used with a Promax rotation. Nine factors were
defined as (1) Machiavellian Techniques and Attitudes,
(2) Rejection of Steadfast Honesty, (3) View That Oth-
ers Are Superficial, (4) Rejection of Positive Views of
Humanity, (5) The Handling of People, (6) Negative
Views of Humanity, (7) Rejection of Being Straightfor-
ward, (8) Rejection of Ethics, and (9) View of Euthana-
sia. The tenth factor allowed better simple structure.
Next, a restricted factor analysis was conducted with
eight factors, dropping Factors 9 and 10. The initial
model fit reasonably well (df = 960, chi square = 2352,

GFI = .898, RMSEA = .039), and all loadings were sig-
nificant. Allowing two cross-loadings and dropping one
item improved the overall fit of the model (df = 958,
chi square = 2223, GFI = .904, RMSEA = .037). The
resulting factor structure supported Machiavellianism
theory, and there were some similarities with previ-
ous studies. The correlations between factors indicated
no higher-order factor structure, so separate constructs
are probably being measured rather than one Machi-
avellian construct, supporting Hunter, Gerbing, and
Boster (1982) who concluded that Machiavellianism is
a combination of four factors, not a single construct.
This research could help develop a better measure than
the Mach IV to measure Machiavellianism.

Ethical School Leadership for an enrichment
of human life.

Chughtai, N.B., Trinity College Dublin, Dublin, Ire-
land

Abstract: After studying hundreds of leadership defini-
tions and working through several different leadership
models, the model that best suited the focus of this re-
search turned out to be Ethical Leadership. No matter
what kind of leadership style was adopted or followed
by a leader it was the depth of his/her concern for
the group being led that allowed for greater effective-
ness and resulted in greater levels of faith and trust
in the leader. The present research studies the im-
pact that an ethically motivated school principal can
have on the pupils. How through encouraging an at-
mosphere of care and understanding the students are
prepared to go out into the world with the same mo-
tivation to impart care and justice for all. Leadership
is said to either focus on the leader or on the follow-
ers. This research tries to amalgamate these two on the
basis that it is very important for the leader to be in
control while at the same time allow ample opportuni-
ties to others in the group to contribute positively and
constructively. In order to assess the impact that ethi-
cal leadership can have on school organisations, twenty
Irish post-primary school principals were interviewed,
both from the public and private sectors. Among other
things the results reflected the importance that prin-
cipals accorded to the concept of authority and how
there was greater need to have control over any given
situation before allowing people the freedom to ques-
tion, criticise and contribute to the new strategies put
forth by the principal. The focus of this research is to
build a relationship between the ethical nature of the
school principal and how such a team leader could then
be able affect positive changes in the organisation. In
the end the main stakeholders: the students, receive
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the positive impact of ethical leadership, where they
learn the importance of care and understanding, and
this important lesson they eventually take with them
when they move out into the practical world.

The added value of communication styles over
personality traits in predicting leader out-
comes.

Bakker-Pieper, A., VU University Amsterdam, Ams-
terdam, The Netherlands; Vries, R.E. de, VU Univer-
sity Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: Both personality and communication styles
predict several leader outcomes (Bakker-Pieper & De
Vries, 2010; Judge, Bono, Illies, & Gerhardt, 2002).
Personality and communication style are inherently re-
lated (Daly & Bippus, 1998), but presumable traits are
more stable and less adaptable than communicative be-
havior. As communication is central to leadership, the
use of communication styles in predictive models may
be useful as such, but the question is whether they
add predictive value over and above personality. A re-
cently developed instrument for measuring someone’s
communication styles, the Communication Styles In-
ventory (CSI), operationalizes six communication style
dimensions. The basis for the CSI was a lexical study
comparable to the studies used to identify the structure
of personality traits (De Vries, Bakker-Pieper, Alting
Sibert, Van Gameren, & Vlug, 2009). The six com-
munication styles seem to correspond closely to the
six personality dimensions as operationalized by the
HEXACO-PI-R (Lee & Ashton, 2004). For this study,
220 subordinates assessed their leader’s personality and
communication styles by completing the other-versions
of the HEXACO and the CSI. Various leader out-
comes were rated as well. Earlier studies found mostly
strong convergent correlations for the self-versions of
the HEXACO and the CSI (De Vries & Bakker-Pieper,
2010; De Vries, Bakker-Pieper, & Van Beers, 2008).
Our preliminary analyses also show strong convergent
correlations for the other-versions, but communication
styles still add significant value over personality traits
to predict several leader outcomes. Our preliminary
findings indicate that the use of communication styles
may provide better results in leader assessment and
development processes than personality. They provide
directions for developing trainings that help (potential)
leaders to actively apply communication styles that are
positively related to outcomes and avoid those that are
negatively related.

Exploring the interrelation of leadership
roles

Segers, J.M.J., University of Antwerp, Antwerpen, Bel-
gium; Rogiest, S.R., University of Antwerp, Antwerp,
Belgium

Abstract: To enlarge the understanding of shared lead-
ership processes this study answers ’the need for re-
search that explores multiple leadership sources simul-
taneously’ (Morgeson, DeRue & Karam, 2010, p.28).
In addition, the concept of leadership role breadth is
introduced to further analyse the role interdependence.
The relevance of this study is that ’without such re-
search we do not have a clear understanding of how
these different sources of team leadership are interre-
lated’ (p.28). In brief, Morgeson et al.’s (2010) model
uses two axes, formality of leadership and locus of lead-
ership, to identify four leadership roles/sources. Axe
1: the formal leader has responsibility for the team
performance-the informal leader has no direct respon-
sibility. Axe 2: the internal leader is part of the team-
the external leader takes no part in the day-to-day
team activities. Morgeson et al. (2010) further de-
fined fifteen mutually exclusive and exhaustive leader-
ship functions, which are ’things that need to be done
for the team to meet its needs and function effectively’
(Morgeson et al., 2010, p.9). Leadership role breadth
(LRB) refers to the leadership functions one performs
as a part of one’s job and it is broader when one ex-
ecutes more leadership functions. Regression analyses
on a sample of 110 managers revealed that if one was
an external leader, one was inclined to be both formally
and informally so, stated differently one was often both
respectively a sponsor and a mentor. Moreover, if one
was an informal leader one was inclined to be both in-
ternally and externally so, in other words respectively
an emergent leader and a mentor. Additionally, if one
defined one’s leadership role broad in one informal role,
one was inclined to do so in the other informal role
as well. Finally, the data suggested that mentoring is
the final stage of leadership as mentors are more of-
ten sponsors and emergent leaders than the other way
around. Theoretical and practical implications of these
findings will be discussed. References Morgeson, F.
P., DeRue, D. S., & Karam, E. P. (2010). Leadership
in Teams: A Functional Approach to Understanding
Leadership Structures and Processes. Journal of Man-
agement, 36(1), 5-39.

A Leadership Competency Framework for
Emerging Markets

Barkhuizen, E.N., University of Pretoria, Pretoria,
South Africa; McMahon, G., University of Pretoria,
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Pretoria, South Africa

Abstract: Background and Aim:Studies indicate a dire
need for change in traditional leadership styles and ap-
proaches to deal with the challenges presented in an
emerging market. These studies provide insight into
the challenges that leaders are faced with as a re-
sult of change (Gaur, 2006:149-151; Kabadse, 2000:14-
15) and direct our thoughts to how leaders should
adapt to deal with such challenges (Ahn, Adamson &
Dornbush, 2004:118-120; Watkins, 2009:48-49; Idris &
Ali, 2008:163). In the South African context, leaders
are faced with the additional challenge of leading in
a newly democratised country and emerging market.
This in itself presents complexities based on political,
social and economic issues (Nienaber, 2007:77; Denton
& Vloeberghs, 2003: 84-86). The purpose of this re-
search was to develop a leadership competency frame-
work for leaders in an emerging country such as South
Africa.Method:A qualitative research approach was fol-
lowed in this research. Five in-depth interviews were
conducted with purposive selected leaders in the South
Africa context. Theme analyses were applied with the
aid of Atlas.ti.Findings:The findings show that major
paradigm shifts in leadership are required if organisa-
tions in South Africa want to become more competitive
and sustainable in a global economy. This cuts deep
into the current make-up of human resources and or-
ganisational culture. This requires that South African
business leaders be brave enough to make decisions and
implement leadership practices within the broader con-
text of South Africa and effectively manage the organ-
isation’s wider impacts and contributions to society.
This repositioning of businesses and business leaders
include leaders being more responsible and resource-
ful, playing the role of change agent and teacher and
most importantly demonstrating cultural awareness. A
leadership competency framework is proposed based on
the above findings.Practical Relevance:Developing an
understanding of the challenges and future demands of
leadership will provide insight into the requirements of
the South African leader. Mastering the ability to lead
and grow successful businesses in an emerging market
will not only set the benchmark for leaders in other de-
veloping countries but enable these leaders to success-
fully manage and grow businesses in any market.

Relationships Between Tacit Knowledge and
Leadership Styles: Implications for the pro-
motion and development of competencies of
command.

Rosinha, A., Military Academy, Lisboa, Portugal

Abstract: The subject of the research is the study
of tacit knowledge and transformational and trans-
actional leadership in military context, setting them
as explanatory models of what Platoon Commanders
’know’ about commanding, and how they use it in the
exercise of leadership. This approach is based on two
theoretical models: Sternberg’s tacit knowledge model
(1993, 1995, 1999), enabling the analysis of the ex-
planatory factors / knowledge of the Platoon com-
mand; and ’full range’ leadership model (Bass & Avo-
lio, 1990, 1994, 2004), reflecting the styles of leadership
used in the practice of command. The present research
explores the structural models underlying each of the
constructs, examining the development of tacit knowl-
edge, the implementation of strategies of influence, as
well as the styles of leadership used by cadets in the
practice of command at the Military Academy. The
results show that the Tacit Knowledge Questionnaire
for Platoon Commanders and the Multifactor Leader-
ship Questionnaire have adequate levels of consistency,
emerging as useful tools for psychological assessment
in the study of command and leadership competen-
cies. Tacit knowledge is a second rate one-dimensional
construct, represented by four first rate factors: (1)
to motivate and be concerned about the subordinates,
(2) to influence and deal with the immediate superior,
(3) to manage the self towards the subordinates, and
(4) to manage the self towards the immediate supe-
rior. The results suggest an increase in overall tacit
knowledge over the years with gained experience. The
transformational leadership exerts significant effects on
the Platoon’s efficiency, satisfaction and extra effort.
The integration of the two models under consideration
shows that tacit knowledge in the 5th year is predic-
tive of the transformational and transactional leader-
ship style used in the first experience of command and
opposed to the passive-avoidant leadership style. Over-
all, these results clarify the influence of tacit knowledge
in the styles of leadership and the importance of these
variables in the promotion and development of compe-
tencies of command.

Typical situations for managers in the
Swedish public sector: associations with
turnover intentions and employability

Berntson, E., Stockholm University, Stockholm, Swe-
den; Wallin, L., Gothenburg University, Gothen-
burg, Sweden; Härenstam, A., Gothenburg University,
Gothenburg, Sweden

Abstract: The public sector has undergone extensive
changes over the past years. It has been argued that
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these changes, under the influence of New Public Man-
agement, have been focusing on increasing efficiency
and productivity, transparency and user orientation.
The new conditions have resulted in important and
difficult challenges for the public sector managers to
handle. Together with increasing demands it has also
been emphasized that the turnover rate of public sec-
tor managers is high, and, in addition, it has also been
argued that it is difficult to attract future managers
to the sector. Consequently, the aim of the present
study was to investigate turnover intentions and em-
ployability of public sector managers. Primarily, the
focus has been to investigate if there are specific pat-
terns of work environment prerequisites in the Swedish
public sector. In a second step the aim was to study
if such patterns discriminate regarding turnover inten-
tion and employability. For this purpose, a question-
naire with 548 Swedish public sector managers was
analyzed by means of a cluster analysis. The vari-
ables of the analysis were chosen following the logics
of the Job Demands-Resources model, including four
demands (lack of resources, conflict of logics, employee
conflicts and client conflicts) and three resources (man-
agement support, employee support and client recog-
nition). The preliminary results indicate eight typical
situations for managers in the public sector. These
situations reflected very beneficial as well as compli-
cated and unhealthy situations. Furthermore, the eight
clusters discriminated in a very distinct way regarding
turnover intentions. For example, less than 10 percent
of the individuals in the two healthiest clusters wanted
to quit as managers, as compared to the two clusters
with poorest health, where more than a third of all
the managers wanted to quit as a manager and more
than half wanted to change organizations. On the other
hand, preliminary results also indicate that the eight
clusters did not discriminate regarding employability,
suggesting that the managers regardless of their work-
ing situation reported similar possibilities to get new
employment. These results contribute with knowledge
about managers working situation in the public sec-
tor.

Trust in leader, consensus and job satisfac-
tion: A multilevel analysis of organisational-
level influences and mediating processes.

Silla Guerola, I., Sociotechnical Research Centre-
Ciemat, Barcelona, Spain

Abstract: The recognition of trust as a crucial ele-
ment of effective leadership is clearly not a new in-
sight. In fact, organisational research over the past
four decades has explored the significance of trust in

leaders. Until recently, however, surprisingly little re-
search has focused on illuminating how trust in leader
contributes to the effective functioning of groups and
organizations and employees’ positive job attitudes and
well-being. In addition, researchers in the field of lead-
ership have shown an increasing interest in examin-
ing the additional effect of consensus, which reflects on
the variability of leadership perceptions in an organisa-
tion on individual and organisational outcomes. Based
on two theoretical perspectives of trust in leadership,
relationship-based and character-based perspectives,
and theoretical assumptions on group processes, it is
hypothesized in this study that besides organisation-
level trust in leader, the consensus among organisa-
tional members will positively predict individual job
satisfaction. Further, we proposed that the influence of
organisation-level trust in leader is mediated by indi-
vidual perceptions of communication quality, whereas
consensus is mediated by positive organisational cli-
mate. Data were collected from 33 road transport or-
ganisations and their employees (N = 486). Employees
rated their trust in supervisors, as well as their indi-
vidual perceptions of communication quality, organisa-
tional climate and job satisfaction. Multilevel analy-
ses revealed, as expected, organisational-level trust in
leader and consensus were positively related to em-
ployees’ job satisfaction. Further, individual percep-
tions of communication quality mediated the influence
of organisational-level trust in leader on individual job
satisfaction. Positive organisational climate mediated
the relationship between consensus and individual job
satisfaction. Practical implications are discussed with
regard to job satisfaction management by promoting
meaningful work and strengthening consensus and cli-
mate.

Factors influencing managers’ decisions on
reasonable accommodation for employees
with hearing disabilities

Walt, R. van der, University of Pretoria, Pretoria,
South Africa; Janse van Rensburg, S., Chameleon, Pre-
toria, South Africa; Olckers, C., Chameleon, Pretoria,
South Africa

Abstract: The South African Constitution prohibits
unfair discrimination under a number of grounds such
race, gender, sexual orientation, religion, belief, cul-
ture, language, birth and disability. Yet in practice
people with disabilities frequently experience all kinds
of obstacles to be employed and once employed, chal-
lenges in the work place. This study examines the fac-
tors that influence managers’ decisions on reasonable
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accommodation in the workplace of employees with
hearing difficulties.

The Development of Leadership Prototypes
among Adolescents First Entering the Work-
place

Frost, D., Bemidji State University, Bemidji, Mn,
USA

Abstract: This empirical study evaluates the results of
interviews and questionnaire responses from 17 and 18
year old high school students in the USA about their
perceptions of student leadership as well as adult lead-
ership. Data are further analyzed by comparing stu-
dents who participate in a variety of extra-curricular
activities (e.g., student government, athletics, musi-
cal performance groups, and journalism) with students
working part-time after school. During interviews, stu-
dent group members as well as student group leaders
were asked to perform a Q-sort task using single sen-
tence descriptions of leadership behaviors. Participants
were able to sort leader behaviors reliably into common
factors using this technique. Overall results suggest
that not only do these adolescents have a working cog-
nitive map or prototype of leadership, but the principal
factors of their prototype are essentially the same as
the factors well described by the Leadership Behavior
Description Questionnaire (Schriesheim & Kerr, 1974).
This result supports the Cronshaw & Lord (1987) find-
ings which demonstrated the existence of leadership
prototypes in adult populations. Further data col-
lection used selected Leadership Behavior Description
Questionnaire items and associated rating scales to col-
lect expected frequency of behavior ratings for two dif-
ferent targets: Student leaders and adult advisors of
targeted groups functioning in leadership roles. Analy-
ses of these ratings indicate that significant differences
exist in expectations of student leaders by the group led
and by sex of the rater. Additionally, significant dif-
ferences were found in expectations for student lead-
ers and adult leaders within the same activity-based
group. These results are interpreted to mean that by
the time 17 and 18 year old employees enter part-time
or full-time employment their leadership prototypes are
well-formed and reflect typical influences by sex of the
rater or by the task performed by the group as a whole.
Managers of young employees should not assume any
different cognitive structures or processing for typical
leadership behaviors. The results also argue for the
conclusion that young employees are capable of reli-
able estimation of their need for fundamental leader-
ship functions in school as well as on the job.

National Diversity and Conflict Asymmetry

Ayub, N., Leiden University, Leiden, The Netherlands;
Jehn, K.E., Melbourne Business School, Melbourne,
Australia

Abstract: Organizational research has recognized the
significance of perceptions over objective diversity and
conflict. Recently, researchers have also pointed at
the importance of studying differences in perceptions,
that is, asymmetric perceptions of individuals within a
group. Past research had assumed symmetry of con-
flict, that is, members of a group experience same
amount of conflict in view of shared mental model and
fixed-pie perception. Asymmetry of conflict, on the
other hand, maintains that individuals perceive con-
flict differently (Jehn & Chatman, 2000). Asymme-
try of conflict has been shown to negatively affect per-
formance (Jehn, Rispens & Thatcher), but we need
studies that describe the relationship between conflict
asymmetry and group outcomes. In this study, we ex-
plore possible mediators of conflict asymmetry to out-
come relationship including cognitive load and social
and group processes. One reason why people perceive
the same conflict differently is context or culture (Wit
& Jehn, working paper). We, therefore, included na-
tional diversity (number of nationalities present in a
group) as a contextual factor and argued for a mod-
erating role of national diversity in conflict asymme-
try to outcome relationship. We conducted a field
study with 25 workgroups in a Dutch organization.
The measures included items on conflict types (task,
relationship, and process), conflict asymmetry (per-
ceived and constructed), cognitive load (distraction,
uncertainty, confusion), social process (cooperation)
and group processes (trust and commitment). We mea-
sured perceived as well as objective ratings of perfor-
mance. Results showed that national diversity inter-
acted with task conflict asymmetry for confusion and
commitment, with relationship conflict asymmetry for
cooperation and commitment, and with process conflict
asymmetry for trust and cooperation. National diver-
sity had a positive effect on group processes such that
it weakened the positive relationship between conflict
asymmetry and group processes. We noticed that there
were more significant results with perceived asymmetry
compared to constructed asymmetry (calculated asym-
metry vs measured asymmetry). Results favor diver-
sity in workgroups and signify the importance of un-
derstanding the diversity context of workgroups as well
as the importance of perceptions compared to objective
or constructed realities.
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Non-executive board directors’ influencing
activities in strategic decision-making pro-
cesses

Ruess, M., Jacobs University Bremen, Bremen, Ger-
many

Abstract: Most research on boards of directors and
board directors has focused on input-output studies
but neglected intervening board processes, which are
likely to have a significant influence. These intervening
processes are considered in behavioural board studies.
However, this perspective and particularly the question
whether and how board directors exert power and influ-
ence in strategic decision-making processes (SDMPs),
have been largely neglected to date. Based on qual-
itative interviews, a conceptual framework was devel-
oped to explain non-executive board directors’ (NEDs)
power and influence in SDMPs in public hospitals in
Germany. To this end, 72 in-depth interviews were
conducted with CEOs, NEDs and other relevant actors
in 12 hospitals.These interviews allowed us to identify
and analyse 173 SDMPs. The first practical contri-
bution of this work is the development of a process
framework with which to describe NEDs’ power and
influence in SDMPs. This framework considers recent
insights that influencing processes are a multi-faceted
construct and that power and influence are relative and
dynamic phenomena. The framework thus contributes
to recent endeavours to uncover board processes. The
second contribution lies in the further elaboration of
this framework and its underlying activities. The study
thus contributes in various ways. Firstly, the study
provides a detailed elaboration of the sample NEDs’
areas of contribution and their level of involvement in
SDMPs, which points to their power and influence in
these processes. Secondly, the study provides a thor-
ough analysis of the various activities that help to ex-
plain how NEDs participate and exert power and influ-
ence in SDMPs. In this respect, two different processes
could be identified: the impetus process and definition
process. The two processes centre on the interpretation
making, goal developing, mobilising, goal promoting,
negotiating between NEDs, alternative generating, ne-
gotiating with internal and external stakeholders, al-
ternative selecting, negotiating regarding action tak-
ing and implementing of a strategic issue. Finally, the
study explicates how these activities are inextricably
intertwined.

When rebelling against the system becomes a
good thing: lessons from the banking crisis.

Wimalasiri, V.P., University of Exeter, Exeter, UK ;
Ashby, S., University of Plymouth, Plymouth, UK

Abstract: In this study we examine interviews with se-
nior risk managers working within the UK financial
sector in the aftermath of the recent banking crisis.
We aim to identify cognitive and cultural factors which
gave rise to group think’ in some banks, leading them
to ruin, but rebellion in others, which ultimately helped
them to mitigate the effects of the crisis on themselves.
Our findings contribute to the groupthink literature
by exploring the relevance of the theory’s principles
to the wider organisational level and more specifically
to financial institutions and their regulators. At a
practical level the findings will inform risk managers
of some of the possible root causes behind ineffective
groupthink and the strategies that can help them to
overcome such entrenched ideals and norms to achieve
organisational stability during times of crisis. Back-
ground Groupthink theory (Janis, 1982) dictates that
in normal circumstances group members tend to af-
firm and defend their organisational norms and views
which then are emphasised during times of instabil-
ity to preserve the status and wellbeing of that group
(Simon et al, 1997). However, in high risk work envi-
ronments this type of behaviour can be detrimental,
helping to escalate unfolding disasters (Weick et al,
2005). Research on previous collapses of banking sys-
tems and the current crisis has supported this finding
(i.e. Brown, 2005;Tett,2009) though available evidence
is largely circumstantial. During the recent crisis, some
financial institutions including national governments,
regulators, and international organisations (e.g. IMF)
succumbed to the prevailing groupthink (that risk was
low and that profits would continue to rise), while oth-
ers did not, instead choosing to rebel against the en-
suing norm (Turner 2009). Method 20 semi-structured
interviews were conducted with senior risk managers
across the UK financial services sector (19M:1F).The
sample represents a cross section of the UK financial
services sector, with 12 working at the time in banking
(retail and investment) and 8 in insurance. Interview
questions relate to cultural and cognitive factors re-
lating to success and failures of financial institutions
during the recent financial crisis. The data is being
analysed using Thematic Analysis and will be ready
for report for EAWOP.

Doctor: patient shared decision making

Geertshuis, S., The University of Auckland, Auckland,
New Zealand ; Naidu, M. mr, The University of Auck-
land, Auckland, New Zealand ; Cooper-Thomas, H.,
The University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand ;
Kent, B., Deakin University, Melbourne, Australia
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Abstract: Shared decision making within health care
has been a topic of some research interest however the
topic is often approached from the perspective of med-
ical professionals. Although shared decision making
has established benefits for patients, practice lags with
more decisional control being retained by medical pro-
fessionals than patients regard as optimal. Addition-
ally, to the authors’ knowledge, no research has been
published that systematically examines the tactics pa-
tients use to influence decisions about their health care.
This paper reports on an online survey of over 200 pa-
tients of general practitioners and determines predic-
tors of both shared decision making preferences and
influencing tactic usage. Need for cognition, doctor-
patient trust, health care competence and health locus
of control were found to have predictive power. This
paper will provide important insights into patients’ be-
haviours and preferences in situations where decisions
about their health are being made. It is anticipated
that this work will be of practical relevance within gen-
eral practice, with the eventual ambition being to im-
prove the fit between patients’ desired and actual level
of shared decision making. The research will not only
be used to inform medical practitioners but also to em-
power patients.

Interactive posters: Organizational
Behavior

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: Expo (13:30-14:30)

Goal Orientations: the past, the present, and
the future

Naudi, D., Loughborough University, Loughborough,
UK ; Arnold, J.M., Loughborough University, Lough-
borough, UK

Abstract: Introduction Research on Goal orientations
(GOs) has been carried out in relation to a number
of core areas in organisational psychology. These in-
clude employee motivation, career satisfaction, per-
formance, training, and feedback-seeking behaviour,
amongst others. However, there are a still a num-
ber of fundamental questions regarding the nature of
GOs that need to be answered. These inconsisten-
cies in GO research are presented and the importance
and practical implications of addressing them, in or-
der for GO research to be used effectively in organisa-
tions, are emphasised throughout. The Past The util-
isation of GOs in organisational research has enabled

researchers to better understand, as well as make pre-
dictions about, learning and behaviour in a wide ar-
ray of organisational contexts. These include training
(e.g. Kozlowski, Gully, Brown, Salas, Smith & Na-
son, 2001), sales performance (e.g. Harris, Mowen, &
Brown, 2005; Lee, Hui, Tinsley, & Niu, 2006; Vande-
Walle, Brown, Cron, & Slocum, 1999), feedback seek-
ing (e.g. VandeWalle & Cummings, 1997), career satis-
faction (e.g. Joo & Park, 2010), as well as performance
adaptability (e.g. Kozlowski et al., 2001). The Present
Although there have been a large number of research
studies examining the relationships of GOs with im-
portant organisational variables there are still a num-
ber of core conceptual inconsistencies which have yet
to be clarified. These include issues with the defini-
tion, dimensionality, stability, and specificity of GOs.
There is enormous potential for the use of GO research
in organisations. However, it is vital to address the
current conceptual inconsistencies if reliable practical
recommendations are to be provided to organisations.
Conclusion: The Future Recommendations for future
research, in order to clarify current inconsistencies in
GO research, are made. These include examining the
stability of individual GOs and GO profiles; examining
the antecedents and consequences of GO profiles; as
well as assessing the clarity and usefulness of the con-
cept of mastery-avoidance GO in order to make a deci-
sion regarding whether the 3- or 4-factor model should
be utilised in future GO research, amongst others.

Motive strength or motive fulfilment? –
What matters in predicting volunteers’
tenure and satisfaction

Schusterschitz, C., UMIT-University for Health Sci-
ences, Medical Informatics and Technology, Hall In
Tirol, Austria; Leiter, A.M., Leopold-Franzens Univer-
sität, Innsbruck, Austria; Geser, W., Leopold Franzens
Universität, Innsbruck, Austria; Thöni, M., UMIT-
University for Health Sciences, Medical Informatics
and Technology, Hall in Tirol, Austria

Abstract: Introduction A prominent approach in past
research on volunteerism is the so-called functional ap-
proach (Omoto & Snyder, 2002), stressing the rele-
vance of volunteers motives and, more recently, also
that of motive fulfilment (Davis et al., 2003; Finkel-
stein, 2006). Existing evidence however is not able to
clarify, whether it is motive strength or motive fulfil-
ment that matters regarding desirable organizational
outcome variables. The study at hand seeks to con-
tribute to the literature, by testing the predictive value
of these two variables regarding tenure on the one hand
and volunteers’ satisfaction on the other. Method To
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meet our research aim, Austrian hospice volunteers’
motives and motive fulfilment were surveyed by the
Scales of the Attitude Structures of Volunteers (Bier-
hoff, Schlken & Hoof, 2007). Satisfaction was mea-
sured using a subscale of a volunteer questionnaire de-
veloped by Davis et al. (2003). Results Results of a
step-wise regression analysis reveal that, in addition to
motive strength, motive fulfilment highly significantly
increases explained variance in volunteer satisfaction
(from R2=0.18** to R2=0.36**). In the first step,
when solely motive strength is considered, strength of
the self-experience, social responsibility and political
responsibility motive is (highly) significantly correlated
with satisfaction. In the second step however, when
motive fulfilment variables are added, only the effect
of the strength of the political responsibility motive re-
mains stable. In terms of motive fulfilment, fulfilment
of the social responsibility motive, the job compen-
sation motive and the political responsibility motive
significantly determines volunteers’ satisfaction. Re-
garding tenure in contrast, motive fulfilment does not
additionally contribute to the prediction. In detail,
strength of the self-experience, the job compensation
and the career motive is (highly) significantly related
to tenure (R2=0.20**). Conclusion Given the equivo-
cal findings for motive strength and motive fulfilment
with respect to volunteerism, findings at hand imply
that it depends on the outcome variable in question -
in our case satisfaction and tenure - whether it is mo-
tive strength or motive fulfilment that matters!

An Examination of the Interactive Effects of
Primed Subconscious Goals and Assigned Con-
scious Goals on Task Performance

Reina Tamayo, A.M., CSR Research Lab, Niagara
Falls, Canada; Schmidt, J., Hay Group Consulting,
Vancouver, Canada; Nicol, J.E., University of Cal-
gary, Calgary, Canada; Willness, C.R., University of
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada

Abstract: Motivation is the key to successful task per-
formance because it is fundamental to task focus and
sustained effort (Hunter, Schmidt, Rauschenberger, &
Jayne, 2000). The relationship between motivation and
performance can be explained by goal setting theory;
for example, there is a positive linear relationship be-
tween goal difficulty and task performance (Locke &
Latham, 2006). However, goal setting theory focuses
predominantly on the effect that conscious goals have
on motivation and task performance, even though re-
search shows that subconsciously primed goal orienta-
tions produce unique effects over and above conscious
goals (Chartrand & Bargh, 2002). Consequently, it is

imperative to investigate the interaction between sub-
conscious and conscious goals and their impact on mo-
tivation and performance. The primary purpose of our
study was to examine the operation of opposing as-
signed, conscious goals and primed, subconscious goals
on task performance in three difficulty conditions (easy,
do your best’, and difficult). Participants (age 18 - 48
years; M= 21.7, SD = 3.5) were given a word-search
priming task which contained either speed-related or
accuracy-related words. Following this, participants
completed individual difference items, including core-
self evaluations and need for achievement. Next, they
completed numeric, verbal, or symbol-based puzzles,
with consciously assigned speed or accuracy goals.
Lastly, participants completed measures of goal orien-
tation, goal commitment, and goal acceptance. Based
on past research and theory (Stajkovic, Locke, & Blair,
2006), we expect to find decreases in task performance
when subconscious and conscious goals are in oppo-
sition, in both the do your best’ and difficult goal
conditions. Data has been collected from 94 partic-
ipants, with the remainder anticipated by December
2010. This study contributes to the extant literature
by extending past goal setting research and increasing
our understanding of the interaction between subcon-
scious and conscious goals. Specifically, we will high-
light the impact of conflicting goals on motivation and
performance, which has important implications for or-
ganizational performance. For example, in the work-
place leaders can modify their goal setting strategies
to reduce goal conflict and enhance employee perfor-
mance.

An Evidence for Cognitive Stimulation in
Electronic Brainstorming Groups: The Ef-
fects of Divergent Thinking, Social Con-
text and Group Size on the Creative Perfor-
mance

Coskun, H., Abant Izzet Baysal University, Bolu,
Turkey

Abstract: There have been some controversial find-
ings and explanations (e.g., cognitive stimulation and
social facilitation) on the effectiveness of large sized
electronic brainstorming (EBS) groups over nominal
EBS groups because of some methodological problems
(e.g., evaluation of ideas, typing speed, and using dif-
ferent formats: Dennis & Williams, 2005; Paulus, 2000;
Paulus & Brown, 2007). To resolve such problems, the
present experiment was conducted by examining the
effects of social context (individual setting and interac-
tive setting), group size (small (4 person) groups and
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large (10 person) groups), and cognitive thinking (di-
vergent and convergent thinking) via intranet. A total
of 586 students participated in this experiment in ex-
change for an experimental credit. Results showed that
unique and original ideas increased as group size in-
creased. Typing speed affected total and unique ideas
but not the originality and feasibility of ideas. Di-
vergent thinkers seemed to benefit more from large
groups and interactive setting than convergent thinkers
in terms of unique and original but not feasibility of
ideas. Interactive groups were largely affected by the
number of ideas shown on the computer screen. How-
ever, group size did not affect one member’s perfor-
mance within group. These findings suggest that cog-
nitive stimulation seemed to be more evident in EBS
groups than social facilitation.

Intrinsic Work Values and Higher Employee
Obligations Guarantee Career Success and
Job Satisfaction

Randmann, L., Tallinn University of Technology,
Tallinn, Estonia

Abstract: The purpose of this study was to identify the
structure work values and their connection with psy-
chological contracts. The research of work values was
governed by D.Elizur’s (1984, 1999; Sagie et al., 1996)
work values theory and values were measured using
facets of work values model. Psychological contracts
were measured by seven discrete dimensions (Rousseau,
2001; Rousseau, McLean Parks, 1993; Rousseau, Ti-
joriwala, 1998). The questionnaire consists of two parts
- each of the selected seven dimensions were opera-
tionalized in terms of employee as well as employer obli-
gations and measured as perceived by the employee.
The research was carried out in 2009 and the sam-
ple consists of 919 representatives. The date analyses
showed that intrinsic work values are strong predic-
tors for inner motivation - respondents who scored high
on intrinsic values perceived their work as motivating
(based on Oldham and Hackman’s job characteristics
theory) and were more satisfied with their job. Intrinsic
work orientation correlated with higher employee obli-
gations in psychological contracts. Respondents who
valued instrumental work values were less satisfied with
their career and job and perceived employer obligations
higher than their own. Within this group factor analy-
sis placed two affective values (respect and recognition)
amongst instrumental values. The greatest differences
run between age groups and positions in organization.
Younger respondents and respondents with bigger in-
comes and on higher positions valued intrinsic work
values and were more obligated.

14:30-15:00

Coffee Break

Location: All levels (14:30-15:00)
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Posters session: Sustainable Environment,
Organizational Change and Development

Location: Expo (14:30-15:30)

Does Corporate Social Responsibility predict
employees’ Job Satisfaction and Turnover In-
tentions? The Mediating role of Person-
Organization Fit

Vicente, A.L., Faculdade de Psicologia e Ciencias da
Educaçao-Universidade de Coimbra, Coimbra, Portu-
gal ; Agostinho, C., Faculdade de Psicologia E Ciencias
Da Educaçao-Universidade de Coimbra, Coimbra, Por-
tugal ; Rebelo, T., Faculdade de Psicologia E Ciencias
da Educaçao-Universidade de Coimbra, Coimbra, Por-
tugal

Abstract: Corporate social responsibility (CSR), as
a set of policies and consequent practices voluntarily
adopted by enterprises, integrating the ethical, legal,
social and environmental dimensions in the organiza-
tional strategy and, in consequence, creating value to
all stakeholders, assumes unavoidable pertinence on
nowadays organizational scenario. Although major
debates concern its effective impact on stakeholders,
those need much more research support. The present
research intended to comprehend the impact of CRS on
employees job satisfaction (JS) and turnover intentions
(TI) and to clarify the role of person-organization fit
(P-O fit) in the previous relationships. A sample of 422
employees from 20 Portuguese industrial companies
filled out the CSR Questionnaire - Reviewed Version
(Agostinho & Rebelo, 2010); 3 items from the Michigan
Organizational Assessment Questionnaire to assess JS
and 3 items from Irving, Coleman and Cooper (1997)
to assess TI, both used by Egan, Yang and Bartlett
(2004); and Cable and Judges (1996) 3 item P-O fit
questionnaire. The psychometric properties presented
them as reliable instruments. Exploratory factor anal-
ysis revealed three CSR dimensions (internal dimen-
sion, a = .90; internal and external environment, a =
.88; external dimension, a = .83). JS, TI and P-O fit
revealed adequate internal consistency (a = .77; a =
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.67; a = .77, respectively). With the purpose of test-
ing the effect of CSR on JS and TI, and the mediating
effect of the variable aforesaid, simple and hierarchi-
cal regressions were conducted, following Baron and
Kennys (1986) procedure. Results point out CSR as a
predictor of both variables. More, P-O fit mediates de
impact of CSR on employees’ JS and TI. We conclude
that employees’ perceptions of CSR policies and prac-
tices significantly predict JS and TI. We also conclude
that P-O fit, acting as a variable that carries out the
effect of CSR perceptions into JS and TI, significantly
mediates, totally or partially, the relationship between
CRS and those variables, so that CSR perceptions only
seem to have a positive impact on job satisfaction (in-
creasing it), and a negative one on turnover intentions
(decreasing them), ifemployees experience fit between
themselves and the CSR policies and practices adopted
by their organizations.

Values-driven Transformational Leadership
and the Triple-Bottom Line Philosophy in So-
cially and Environmentally Responsible Or-
ganizations

Schneider, S.K., University of West Florida, Pen-
sacola, FLORIDA, USA; Lombardo, T., University of
West Florida, Pensacola, FL, USA; Koppes Bryan,
L.L., University of West Florida, Pensacola, FL,
USA

Abstract: The leadership style and values of sixteen
top leaders (e.g., CEOs, CFOs, Founders) of pio-
neering sustainability-focused organizations and six-
teen top leaders of more traditionally run companies
were assessed using an on-line survey. There were 14
male leaders and 2 female leaders in both the triple-
bottom line and comparison groups. For both groups
the modal age was 41 to 50 years old. Organization
size, type of ownership and industry were also similar
between the two groups. The Multifactor Leadership
Questionnaire (MLQ; Bass & Avolio, 2000) was used to
measure transformational leadership style, while values
were measured with the Schwartz Value Survey (1994).
The 3-P scale was developed to measure leader atti-
tudes towards the purpose of business based on a triple-
bottom line philosophy with equal emphasis on Peo-
ple, Planet and Profit. Results indicate that leaders in
both groups employ a values-based (but with differing
values), transformational leadership style. It was ex-
pected (and found) that the values that triple-bottom
line leaders most embrace would create a pattern that is
consistent with the self-transcendence value orientation
in Schwartz’s Model, which is composed of the values

of benevolence and universalism. It was also hypoth-
esized that the comparison sample would score higher
on values that are associated with the value orientation
of self-enhancement-the quadrant that is positioned op-
posite of self-transcendence and as such is considered
a competing disposition. The self-enhancement orien-
tation is composed of such values as hedonism and the
power. The triple-bottom line group scored also sig-
nificantly higher on the 3-P scale than the comparison
sample. Although this outcome was to be expected, it
is remarkable that a difference was found considering
the high potential of social desirability bias. The find-
ings of this study reinforce the important topic of val-
ues in business, which so many academic and business
articles have addressed when discussing the drivers and
pitfalls of authentic corporate social responsibility and
sustainability. Overall, the triple-bottom line group’s
responses to the survey showed a delicate balance be-
tween fiscal, social and environmental objectives. This
response pattern represents the constant struggle of
these pioneering organizations to create a business case
for traditionally non-business related agendas.

Corporate Social Responsibility, culture and
values: The case of IBEX 35

Ortego, J., University of Burgos, Burgos, Spain; Gon-
zalez Castro, J.L., Burgos University, Burgos, Spain;
Garcia Rivero, C., University of Burgos, Burgos,
Spain

Abstract: In a context of economic recovery, financial
uncertainty and general lack of confidence, Corporate
Social Responsibility arises as a method to develop new
forms of relationships and trust building. Current fi-
nancial crisis shows the need to review investment and
funding policies of companies, using non-financial vari-
ables, and more concretely, those factors that charac-
terises ’sustainable’ companies, giving rise to higher
level of prestige and confidence in international mar-
kets and a more sustainable model. The innovative
and multidisciplinary character of the topic limits the
approach from a single theoretical frame. Quazy y
O’Brien (2000) find two different model that have gen-
erally served to delve into the topic. First one refers
to the orthodox paradigm that argues that companies
only need to offer goods and services to society. The
second models holds a wider view of companies un-
derstanding them as part of the society, with more
targets that obtaining benefits in the short period of
time. Against this background, this research aims at
analysing the Social Responsibility Policies developed
by companies integrating the Spanish IBEX index in
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the Stock Exchange Market related to the sustainabil-
ity indicators as Global Reporting Initiative 2010. The
research has made use of variables such as information
transparency, internal structure within Social Respon-
sibility Policies, human rights, corruption, labour and
environment.

Working and Organizational Conditions for
’proud nurses’ and service quality in the geri-
atric care

Herms, I., Aalen University, Aalen, Germany ; Rieder,
K., Aalen University, Aalen, Germany ; Hausen, A.,
Aalen University, Aalen, Germany ; Schröder, M.,
Aalen University, Aalen, Germany

Abstract: Introduction. The currently implemented
and by the ’German Federal Ministry of Education and
Research’ (BMBF) and the ’European Social Fund’
(ESF) funded research project ’Professionalization of
interactive Work’ (PIA), is aimed at the detection of
conditions that promote the quality of services and the
producers pride in the work. Previous research sug-
gests that both the organizational customer orientation
and the working conditions of employees are sources of
personal service orientation and service pride. Method.
To identify such supportive conditions, a quantitative
survey with 88 employees of three senior centres was
conducted. These results are focused in this presenta-
tion. Questions concerned working conditions (stres-
sors and resources in interactive service work) as well
as aspects of quality (personal patient orientation and
perceived quality of services of homes) and health
(burnout). The analysis includes bivariate correlation
analysis and multivariate regression. Results. The sur-
vey shows favorable conditions. The significant posi-
tive correlations between personal service orientation
and work pride / joy of work and working conditions
lead to this. In addition, the results show the impor-
tance of the employees perceived service quality of the
organization (organizational customer orientation) in
the senior centre. Moreover the findings show that
both the opportunity to design interactions themselves
and qualification requirements in the senior center are
obviously more important than the customer-oriented
scope. Consequences. At present, measures for the im-
provement of the quality of care and professionalization
of interactive service work are developed.

Economic, context or others factors: What
drives sustainable behaviour?

Tsivrikos, D., London Metropolitan University, Lon-
don, UK ; Arshad, M., London Metropolitan Univer-

sity, London, UK ; Blavins, R., London Metropoli-
tan University, London, UK ; Bohbot, L., London
Metropolitan University, London, UK

Abstract: From organisations to individuals, the need
for survival of both the planet and human beings has
become a matter of increasing importance, seeing a
shift towards a more conscious approach in the way
that things are done. At an organisational level, lim-
iting the carbon footprint and seeking ways to boost
corporate social responsibility strategies are becoming
highly important, whilst individuals are encouraged to
buy organic’ and recycle more often. Furthermore, the
current economic climate is likely to have an impact on
the behaviours of individuals. Electricity and resources
are expensive both from an economic and ecological
perspective, and conversely, less responsibly produced
goods are often cheaper than organic products which
are produced in stricter conditions with more naturally
grown resources. Therefore an important question to
ask is what behaviours are currently being engaged in
and what exactly drives/motivates these behaviours. Is
it financially related, trend or fashion related, does it
even matter, and if so, will it last? Thogersen & Olan-
der (2002) looked into values of individuals and the
emergence of sustainable behaviours. This pilot study
aims to develop this research and is one of the few
studies exploring the motivation behind these green’
behaviours and whether in fact they exist. Qualita-
tive data from interviews and focus groups are used to
examine ’green’ behaviours such as printing/electricity
usage/habits and purchasing habits providing greater
insight into the extent to which individuals are buy-
ing in to sustainability. The reasons why they behave
in ways that they do will also be addressed through
the questions. The interview data is analysed qualita-
tively using the IPA process. This allows for investi-
gating and achieving a greater understanding of what
is underlying and driving green behaviours which is
seen to be sustainable behaviour. This study aims to
understand current behavioural trends with regard to
sustainability. The findings will help understand the
cognitive processes behind these behaviours, and the
values and the extent to which these influence indi-
viduals to engage in sustainable behaviours. Practical
suggestions and implication for further research into
this area are provided.

Psychosocial Characterization of Social En-
trepreneurs: A Comparative Study In Chile

Bargsted, M., Universidad Católica del Norte, Antofa-
gasta, Chile; Sepulveda, M., Universidad Católica del
Norte, Antofagasta, Chile
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Abstract: Social entrepreneurship (SE) is a phe-
nomenon complex to approach because it refers to a
specific work and social orientation focusing on the de-
velopment of work and social projects that cannot be
considered only as traditional entrepreneurship, that
is, it goes beyond doing profitable business in view of
an opportunity or need to be an entrepreneur. It in-
volves elaborating, executing, and sustaining initiatives
whose ultimate goal is to overcome a social difficulty
or obtain a benefit common to a group of people by
either entrepreneurial or social-communitarian activi-
ties. As a different type of entrepreneurship, it has
the central innovation and risk elements for the novel
solution to a need or problem. The great entrepreneur-
ship development both scientific and applied we have
witnessed seems to be turning to differenciate com-
mercial and social entrepreneurship. The 2009 Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) report includes, for
the first time, data regarding social entrepreneurship
in 49 countries. It shows that social entrepreneurial
activity (SEA) is definitely increasing but does not ex-
ceed 5%. Thus, this issue is attracting the attention
of different social spheres as a way to alternative so-
cial and economic development. However, the extent
of knowledge and consensus is not enough yet to reach
greater depth and integration. In a first step of this
research, we asked: What are the particular psychoso-
cial factors that distinguish social entrepreneurs? So,
our research goal was to identify particular psychoso-
cial characteristics proper of SE as compared to other
types of entrepreneurships (commercial) and proso-
cial behaviors (philanthropy, volunteer work). In or-
der to answer our research question, we conducted a
factorial study in which we distinguished social en-
trepreneurship in several psychosocial variables: per-
sonal values, entrepreneurship orientation (proactivity,
entrepreneurial self-efficacy, risk tendency, and control
locus), social motivation, empathy orientation, and ca-
reer identity. Our work Hypothesis was that social en-
trepreneurs show a particular profile related to values
of benevolence and self-direction, high entrepreneur-
ship orientation, ability on perspective taking (empa-
thy), a social motives similar to altruism, and career
identity based on service and entrepreneurship.

Determinants of Preferences Concerning the
Cognitive Moral Development of Superiors
and Subordinates

Hayibor, S., Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada;
Wasieleski, D., Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, PA,
USA

Abstract: Work concerning cognitive moral develop-
ment (CMD) (Rest, 1986) within organizations has
not addressed the idea that, due to behavioural im-
plications of CMD, a given employee might prefer to
work with others of a specific level of CMD. We pre-
viously informally identified a phenomenon related to
this idea that could result in difficulties in superior-
subordinate relationships - business students, when
asked to identify their preferred stages of CMD for
superiors and subordinates, displayed a marked ten-
dency to prefer superiors who reasoned at the post-
conventional level, but subordinates who were at the
pre-conventional level. These preferences were gener-
ally related to a desire for fair’ superiors but control-
lable’ subordinates. If this preference set is generaliz-
able to the larger population of managers, it presents
something of a paradox, and many employees may not
have certain preferences for their superiors realized:
the employee will desire a post-conventional superior
with a leadership style which reflective of this level of
CMD, but if the superior was selected by someone who
shared the subject’s own preference set (as might occur
if these preferences are typical) the former will in fact
be more likely to be a pre-conventional reasoner, all
else equal. This misalignment could lead to tension in
the superior-subordinate relationship due to the rela-
tionship between CMD and leadership style (Graham,
1995). One practical implication of our submission,
then, stems from the identification of a possible source
of incongruity between superiors and subordinates -
one based on preferences concerning CMD and asso-
ciated modes of behaviour. In order to document such
preferences and explore them further, we investigated
subjects’ preferences for the CMD of their superiors,
subordinates, and co-workers, and attempted to iden-
tify potential determinants of these predilections. We
gathered data concerning business student subjects’
preferences concerning the CMD of superiors, subor-
dinates, and peers, along with other individual-level
data. Variables hypothesized to have possible effects
on CMD preferences included subject’s stage of CMD,
values, locus of control, personality variables, equity
sensitivity, need for power, and resistance to subor-
dination. Analyses were conducted using multinomial
logistic regression. Results of the study, along with the-
oretical and practical implications, will be discussed.

Corporate social responsibility and organiza-
tional commitment: The role of work tenure
and educational level

Ferraro Gilaberte da Silva, T., University of Coimbra,
Coimbra, Portugal ; Rebelo, T., University of Coimbra,
Coimbra, Portugal
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Abstract: Many theories have been proposed to study
the relationship between society, organizations and in-
dividuals. As the environment changes and conse-
quences arise, the concept of social responsibility be-
comes increasingly popular. Consistent with the global
context, the concept of Corporate Social Responsibil-
ity (CSR) proposes a way for organizations to relate to
the environment in which they operate. CSR concep-
tual framework includes: the quality of life of stake-
holders, sustainable development and the search for
balance between environmental, social and economic
interests. The present study was based on research car-
ried out by Inverno (2008), Santos (2008), Rodrigues
(2009) and Vicente, Rebelo & Inverno (2010). The
present study aim to understand the relationship be-
tween CSR and other variables and to answer the ques-
tion: what are the effects of some demographic and
professional variables, specifically educational level and
work tenure, on the relationship between CSR and Or-
ganizational Commitment (OC)? Our sample is made
up of 1230 employees from 43 Portuguese companies
of ceramic industry. The CSR Scale developed by In-
verno & Rebelo (2007) and one of the questionnaires
of The Human System Audit Questionnaire (ASH-ICI),
developed by Quijano et al. (2000) were used. Hier-
archical regression was the principal statistical tech-
nique for data analysis. We found partial evidence
of our two hypotheses: the moderating effect of ’work
tenure’ (H1) and ’educational level’ (H2) on the rela-
tionship between perceived CSR and OC. Work tenure
moderates the impact of perceptions of CSR (in its di-
mensions ’voluntary actions beyond the law’ and ’sup-
port to employees’) - on exchange commitment (EC).
We also had evidence of an interaction between Edu-
cational Level and perceptions of CSR on prediction
of Personal Commitment (PC) and Need Commitment
(NC). From a practical standpoint, our study could
help companies to be alert to important information
about differences in employees’ reactions when an or-
ganization decides to implement or improve practices
and policies of social responsibility.

Promoting CSR: companies and consumers go-
ing towards sustainability

Russo, V., Universita IULM, Milano, Italy ; Sciangula,
C., Universita LULM, Milano, Italy

Abstract: Nowadays, companies deal with customary
sectors with different habits, likings and sensibilities.
This leads to new opportunities and competition chal-
lenges, since the individual-consumer is increasingly
aware of ethical consumerism and sustainability. The

need to integrate economic growth and sustainable de-
velopment is a widespread theme both on media and
in civic society. Thus companies, addressing attentive
and well-informed consumers, should better promote
their image. Longitudinal changes, regarding the or-
ganization’s culture and identity on the one hand, and
communication and marketing strategies on the other
are required. This study aims at analysing the re-
actions of the companies to the ongoing changes by
individuating a pattern to evaluate connections be-
tween socially responsible management of the sample-
companies and consumers perception. In this respect,
there are still significantly few researches on the effects
of communication on organizational changes. The re-
search has a two-phase qualitative approach, which in-
vestigates: firstly, companies investments, policies and
communication strategies resorted considering the con-
sumers’ needs; secondly, consumers’ attitudes and ex-
pectations. 1) 3 focus groups conducted with groups
of consumers. 20 semi-structured interviews with man-
agers of big companies. Materials analysis through T-
Lab and ATLAS T methods, in order to find clusters,
sequences and basic contexts specificities. 2) On-line
communication analysis: Internet forums, single-topic
blogs and websites. Traffic-based selection of leading
websites (with reference to the research theme), and
contents analysis in order to infer companies’ commu-
nication strategies and consumers’ reactions. ’Sustain-
ability’ and ’economic advantage’ have become decid-
ing factors in consumers purchasing attitudes: at the
same price and quality, consumers choose socially re-
sponsible companies. Sustainability concerns not only
the product as a whole, but also the company image.
Social oriented communication can positively steer con-
sumption: CSR and sustainable development can make
companies more competitive, and help recovering from
recession. CSR can give impulse to change, acting as
an identity and social factor. The importance of so-
cial responsibility in business strategies is increasing,
since it creates new markets, improves customers loy-
alty and ameliorates the corporate image. Pragmati-
cally, this research aims at sensitizing companies to the
newest consumers’ demands and identifies in CSR com-
munication one of the main factors for the corporate
identities reorganization.

Correlations between managers’ gender and
their readiness to risk and educational orga-
nizations development

Kredentser, O., G.Kostiuk Institute of Psychology,
Kyiv, Ukraine
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Abstract: Introduction. Organizational development is
one of the important determinants of educational orga-
nizations’ development today. Although some aspects
of this problem have been investigated by Ukrainian
psychologists (?.?. Bondarchuk, L.?. Karamushka,
?.?. Fil et al.), the psychological factors of educa-
tional organizations’ development, in particular the
entrepreneurial behavior of the educational organiza-
tions’ personnel, have not yet been the object of inves-
tigations. Objective: to find out levels of managers’
readiness to risk in relation to their gender and their
correlations with distinctive features of educational or-
ganizations’ development. Method and design. The
investigation was based on the concept of readiness to
risk as one of the most important psychological char-
acteristics of employees’ entrepreneurial behavior put
forward by Russian and Ukrainian researchers (V.P.
Poznyakov, ?.Ye. Zadorozhnyuk Yu.F. Pachkovski et
al.). The investigation was done on the sample of 100
managers of different levels and staff reserve personnel
in different regions of Ukraine using interviews, tests
and mathematical analyses. Results: 1. The investiga-
tion found statistically significant correlations (?<0.05)
between levels of development of managers’ readiness
to risk and their gender. Thus, equal numbers of males
and females had highly developed readiness to risk (50
% in each gender group). However, the development of
the readiness to risk directly correlated with the num-
ber of males and inversely correlated with the number
of females: lowly developed readiness was found in 87.5
% of the females and 12.5 % of the males. To put it
differently, men managers were more prepared to risk
than women managers. 2. The investigation found
statistically significant correlations (?<0.01) between
levels of development of readiness to risk in managers
of different genders and problematic and constructive
levels of organizational development. Thus, 100 % of
male managers with high readiness to risk and 57.1 %
of female managers with less than average readiness
to risk assessed levels of development of their organiza-
tions as constructive. These findings suggest that levels
of development of educational organizations depend on
managers’ readiness to risk. Conclusion. To our mind,
the revealed problems necessitate development and ap-
plication of special social-psychological courses to de-
velop educationists’ entrepreneurial behavior, in part
their readiness to risk.

Associations between managers’ ethnopsycho-
logical characteristics and levels of organi-
zational development of educational organi-
zations

Karamushka, L.M., G.Kostiuk Institute of Psychology,
Kyiv, Ukraine; Tereshchenko, K., G.Kostiuk Institute
of Psychology, Kyiv, Ukraine

Abstract: Introduction. Under conditions of globaliza-
tion educational organizations are increasingly getting
the status of multicultural educational institutions. As
a result the greater role in organizational development
has been played by ethnopsychological characteristics
of educational organizations’ staff. The objective of our
investigation is the analysis of levels of development of
educational organization managers’ ethnopsychological
characteristics and their interconnection with the lev-
els of organizational development of educational orga-
nizations. Method. The investigation was done on the
sample of 190 secondary education managers of differ-
ent levels (85 % females and 5 % males) using How
your organization develops? (modified by L. ?. Kara-
mushka), L. B. Shnaider - S. V. Valtsev Ethnopsycho-
logical questionnaire (modified by K. Tereshchenko),
and G. U. Soldatova Types of of ethnic identity. Re-
sults. Analyses of educational organization managers’
ethnopsychological characteristics found affiliation and
openness to be the most developed traits. Indeed, 42.2
% and 37.1 % of respondents had respectively affil-
iation and openness highly developed. It’ notewor-
thy that the most pronounced characteristics of edu-
cation managers were closely related to organizational
development. In particular, levels of organizational de-
velopment of educational organizations were found to
correlate with levels of staff’s affiliation and openness
(p < 0.05). The investigation also found associations
(as a tendency) between levels of organizational de-
velopment and managers’ collectivism and tolerance.
Among types of ethnic identity managers’ positive eth-
nic identity was discovered to be the most prominent
type: it’s high level was found in 35,6% of respondents.
Ethnofanatism and ethnonigilism were less prominent
types (31,1% and 26,7% respectively). The investiga-
tion has proved that managers’ ethnofanatism and eth-
nonigilism negatively correlated with levels of organiza-
tional development. Conclusion. The process of orga-
nizational development of educational organizations is
characterized by managers’ strengthening of affiliation,
openness, collectivism and ethnic tolerance. The man-
agers’ most pronounced ethnopsychological character-
istics (affiliation and openness) most tightly associated
with the high level of organizational development.
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Correlations between secondary school man-
agers’ assessments of competitiveness of ed-
ucational services and levels of organiza-
tional development

Karamushka, L.M., G.Kostiuk Institute of Psychology,
Kyiv, Ukraine; Maksymenko, S.D., G.Kostiuk Institute
of Psychology, Kyiv, Ukraine; Fil, A., G.Kostiuk Insti-
tute of Psychology, Kyiv, Ukraine

Abstract: Introduction. Increased competition in the
educational sphere necessitates investigation of distinc-
tive features of development of competitiveness of edu-
cational organizations in relation to the levels of de-
velopment of educational organizations. Objectives.
To find out correlations between distinctive features of
competitiveness of educational services and the levels
of development of educational organizations. Meth-
ods. The investigation was done on the sample of 80
managers of the institutions of higher education in the
University of Educational Management in Kiev in 2010.
The instruments used included 1) The Complex Diag-
nostics of Levels of Development of Competitiveness
of Educational Organizations (?. Fil, 2010) (question
How do you assess the level of competitiveness of edu-
cational services rendered by your organization?’ (of 0
through 100%); 2) Organizational Development ques-
tionnaire (V. Zigert, L. Lang, 1990; modified by L.
Karamushka, 2009) to determine the basic levels of
organizational development (constructive, problematic
and critical); 3) SPSS (v. 13). Results. 1. 7.4% of the
respondents admitted that their educational organiza-
tions rendered lowly competitive educational services,
48.8% averagely competitive, and 43.8% highly com-
petitive. These findings proved the importance of ed-
ucational organizations’ transition from the averagely
to highly competitive educational services. 2. 18.8%
of the respondents assessed the levels of their organi-
zations’ development as low (critical), 58.8% as aver-
age (problematic), and only 22.5% as high (construc-
tive). The results show, that problematic educational
organizations prevail at the educational services mar-
ket. 3. Levels of development of educational orga-
nizations tightly correlated (p <0.001) with the lev-
els of educational services’ competitiveness: the higher
the competitiveness, the higher organizations’ devel-
opment. Let’s analyze these features on the example
of organizations with high (constructive) levels of de-
velopment: according to the respondents, none of the
organizations of this kind rendered lowly competitive
educational services (0%) whereas 16.7% of them ren-
dered averagely competitive services and 83.3% highly
competitive services. Conclusions. Levels of competi-
tiveness of educational services directly statistically sig-

nificantly correlated with levels of organizations’ de-
velopment: the higher the services’ competitiveness,
the higher organizations’ development. Thus, the find-
ings suggest that increase in number of educational
organizations with constructive levels of development
may improve competitiveness of educational services
present at the market.

Experimental simulation of organizational
change process healthiness: Developments to-
wards shopfloor process management consul-
tant tools

Tvedt, S.D., Norwegian University of Science and
Technology NTNU, Trondheim, Norway ; Vaag, J.R.,
Norwegian University of Science and Technology
NTNU, Trondheim, Norway ; Tvedt, S.D., Norwegian
University of Science and Technology NTNU, Trond-
heim, Norway ; Berland, A., Norwegian University of
Science and Technology Ntnu, Trondheim, Norway ;
Saksvik, P.o., Norwegian University of Science and
Technology Ntnu, Trondheim, Norway

Abstract: Problem Through previous qualitative and
quantitative studies, four dimensions of healthy or-
ganizational change process (Consciousness of diver-
sity, Manager Availability, Role clarification, and Con-
structive conflicts) and their effects on the work en-
vironment have been established and successfully ma-
nipulated in experimental simulations (Saksvik et al.,
2007; Tvedt & Saksvik, 2010; Tvedt, Saksvik & Nytr,
2009). The present study set out to develop a simu-
lation where each individual dimension of the Healthy
Change Process Index (HCPI) was manipulated inde-
pendently, producing shared experiences of each of the
specific dimensions with the participants. Procedures
The discourse of the participants will reveal differen-
tiated patterns that express the different experimental
conditions such that: H1) each of the four manipu-
lated dimensions of HCPI produce a unique discourse
pattern. H2) the unique discourse patterns will corre-
spond to their dimensional definition. H3) each of the
four dimensions when manipulated in a healthy and un-
healthy condition will show corresponding healthy and
unhealthy tendencies. A convenience sample o f Uni-
versity Freshmen (N=100) was randomly distributed
to healthy and unhealthy process conditions. Logs
containing all communication in the simulation were
imported into QSR Nvivo 8 software to test the hy-
potheses. All discourse were thus subjected to parallel
Grounded theory analysis by two researchers and sub-
sequentially combined in one analysis after consulta-
tion of a third researcher where the results of the two
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original analyses could not be merged. Results Pre-
liminary results show that the experimental set up was
successful. Final results will be re-submitted within
two weeks as outlined in communication with Anne-
mie Capellen. Conclusions It seems the simulation is
strong enough to work as a shopfloor role play format
for process management. The participation in such
role playing may have an educational purpose facili-
tating authentic discussions about an enterprise’s real
change process. Future development will expand the
simulation to a complete series of simulations for each
participant and focus group designs that will allow par-
ticipant reflection and discussion over process issues.
Implications concerning further development of practi-
cal consultancy tools are discussed.

Organizational change in healthcare compa-
nies. The role of customer satisfaction

Russo, V., Universita IULM, Milano, Italy ; Jabes, D.,
Universita LULM, Milano, Italy ; Sangermani, G., Uni-
versita IULM, Milano, Italy

Abstract: In healthcare services, patient’s satisfaction
has been defined as ’positive evaluations of distinc-
tive dimensions of the health care’ (Baldwin, 2003).
Customer satisfaction is affected by perceived service
quality, price, situational factors, personal factors (Zei-
thaml, Bitner, 1996). Customer satisfaction is a key
concept in respect to service and product quality, and
appears to be remarkably relevant for the evaluation of
healthcare services. These are the reasons why, in the
latest years, customer satisfaction has increasedly be-
come a strategic element for healthcare companies to
better understand expectations and perceptions of cus-
tomers, to check the gap between them and the services
provided and evaluate whether or not the performances
reach an acceptable level of satisfaction. The aim of
the research is to verify the existence of a consistent
relationship between patients’ socio-anagraphical char-
acteristics and perceived satisfaction; identify which
criteria are the most relevant in the determination of
satisfaction; analyse how customer satisfaction has ef-
fectively transformed in an instrument of legitimacy
and empowerment to the Companies’ P.R. Office and
how survey’s results are being used for a concrete im-
provement of the service. Quantitative survey has been
conducted on about 32.000 patients from four public
hospitals in Milan, using a multiple choice question-
naire as according to regional legislation, the quali-
quantitative inquiry has been conducted instead on
hospitals staff. Consistent with the literature, no gen-
der differences has emerged on perceived satisfaction

reports, while age, nationality and education level fac-
tors determinated significant differences on responses.
Relationship between patients, physicians and nurses
has been defined as the most influent feature of satis-
faction, which needs an investment in communication
and specific training. Results from the explorative re-
search show the strategic role that P.R.Office plays for
the organization, and how it has been integrated in the
process of organizational strategic planning. The re-
search underlines how, through sharing and awareness
of customer satisfaction’s evaluation itself, surveys re-
sults identify as an essential tool also to promote com-
municational and training initiatives addressed to the
single departments and to the whole hospital staff, as
a perspective to a real and rewarding improvement of
the healthservice.

Effects of educational organization man-
agers’ gender on strength of their change
management motives

Karamushka, L.M., G.Kostiuk Institute of Psychology,
Kyiv, Ukraine; Ivkin, V., G.Kostiuk Institute of Psy-
chology, Kyiv, Ukraine

Abstract: Introduction. Efficiency of Ukrainian edu-
cational organizations largely depends on their abil-
ity to adapt to social-economic changes which are an
indispensable feature of today’s life. Objectives: to
find out correlations between educational organization
managers’ change management motives and their gen-
der. Theoretical background. The investigation was
based on works related to change and innovation man-
agement in organizations (Funk-Muldner, K., Sonntag,
K., 2005, Heinsman, H., Koopman, P.L., van Muijen,
J.J., 2005, Noefer, K., Greif, S., 2006, Port, R.L., Pat-
terson, F., 2005), as well as on the theory of educational
organization managers’ change management readiness
(Karamushka, L., 2007). Sample and methods. The
investigation was done on the sample of 264 educa-
tion managers (31.8% males and 68.2% females, aged
younger 30 years through over 60 years) from differ-
ent regions of Ukraine in 2009 using a specially de-
signed questionnaire to determine managers’ attributes
necessary for effective change management in educa-
tional organizations (L. Karamushka, V. Ivkin). Re-
sults. 1. The investigation found correlations (p<0.01)
between the respondents’ gender and the strength of
their motives of change management in educational
organizations. ?) On the whole, females’ organiza-
tional change management motives were stronger than
males’: the difference was especially distinct in regard
to the motives of introducing innovations into the or-
ganization’ and bringing the organization to a higher
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level’; however the organizational change management
motive of maintenance of the organization’s social sta-
tus’ was stronger in males than females. 2. Males’
change management individual motives were stronger
than females’, which is most distinct in relation to the
motives of professional and personal development’ and
self-realization in new conditions’. 3. The investiga-
tion found that males and females had different peaks
of self-realization: the male managers had it in between
31 and 40 years while the female managers had it in
between 41 and 50 years. Conclusion. The obtained
findings can be helpful in education managers’ psycho-
logical training and counseling to develop their ability
to identify innovative organizational activities and bear
responsibility for their accomplishment, etc.

Up and Forward from Crisis-How to Manage
Organisational Crisis in a Psychosocial Way

Saarelma-Thiel, T., Finnish Institute of Occupational
Health, Helsinki, Finland

Abstract: The operational environment changes
rapidly. Megatrends are globalisation, technologi-
cal development, demographic, climate or political
changes. Theseeffect on working life turbulently,
and enforce organizations to react. Typical reac-
tions arechanges in organization’s management prac-
tices,strategy, mergers or acquisitions, internal restruc-
turing, outsourcing, offshoring, delocalisation, privati-
zation, downsizing or rightsizing, lay-offs, bankruptcy
or closure,or expansion.These have positive or nega-
tive impact on personnel e.g. job insecurity, new ca-
reer reality, duties, co-operation relationships, values,
use of competence, health and work ability, and eco-
nomical situation. We need psychosocial crisis man-
agement at workplaces to ensure continuity and good
reputation,to enhance work ability and employability,
to treat the personnel in a dignified way and to under-
stand people’s normal reactions in change situations.
Crisis management can be planned as a cycle which in-
cludes phases such as prevention, readiness and prepa-
ration for activities e.g. training of actors, activities
during change situation, after treatment, and evalu-
ation of what has been learned. It is important to
build up a crisis group in organization and between
main actors share their duties. (1) Top management’s
duty is to make risk analysis and scenarios, decide of
strategic solutions, communicate of the changes and
keep the interest groups and personnel aware of what’s
going on. (2) Foremen’s duty is to interpret execu-
tive’s message to personnel, to negotiate and enforce
the decisions. (3) Human Resource Development guar-
antees the core competencies, coaches for readiness to

change, supports managers and takes care of support-
ing activities. (4) Occupational Health Service takes
care of maintaining work ability and reports on health
impacts. (5) Staff Delegates take care of justice in deci-
sion making during delicate situations. (6) Employees’
duty is to be initiative and cope with the crisis. Sup-
porting measures have different psychological meaning.
(1) Informational support helps to anticipate and un-
derstand, and also reduces misunderstandings, (2) par-
ticipative support increases the possibility to take part
in decision making, (3) psycho-emotional support en-
courages to handle adversities, (4) economical support
ensures everyday living during transition period and
helps to find a new job, and (5) peer networks help
socially to deal with difficult situations and give moral
support.

Individual differences in adaptation to orga-
nizational change

Saksvik, I. B., University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway ;
Hetland, H, University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway

Abstract: In the present review we explore and identify
individual differences that may be positive for adapta-
tion to organizational change. Organizational change
is a central and inevitable part within today’s work
life. However, the concept of individual differences in
adaptation to change is not adequately defined and ex-
plored in the organizational change literature. Further-
more, a focus on positive individual factors is of value
to the research area. In the present study we review
literature published between 2000 and 2010 concerning
individual differences in adaptation to organizational
change. The following individual differences are further
explored and synthesized in the present review: Age,
gender, years of work experience, specific overall per-
sonality traits, especially flexibility, readiness to change
and openness to change. Our search is conducted in the
databases ISI web of knowledge and Science Direct. Es-
tablishing individual differences related to adaptation
to organizational change have many practical implica-
tions. Knowledge about individual factors and adap-
tation to organizational change might be used in per-
sonnel selection and vocational counselling. However,
more important the knowledge can be applied to de-
velop and improve interventions created to aid success-
ful organizational change processes.

The role of creativity and conformity for
the appraisal of organizational innovations

Fischer, S., Leuphana University Lüneburg, Lueneburg,
Germany ; Seeger, B., Leuphana University Lüneburg,
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Lueneburg, Germany

Abstract: Individual innovative cognitive style (ICS)
is a way of problem-solving by constructing innova-
tive solutions (Jablokov & Kirton, 2009). But how do
people with high ICS react to organizational changes?
From interviews with innovative entrepreneurs we ex-
perience that changes in organizational environments
are a frequent reason for turnover and starting an own
business. Therefore we want to take a closer look at
ICS (facets are conformity, attention-to-detail, creativ-
ity; Miron, Erez, & Naveh, 2004) and its relationship
to the appraisal of organizational innovations with dif-
ferent degrees of innovativeness. The organization un-
der consideration (a university) introduced significant
novelties based on governmental regulations, but also
innovations clearly distinguishable from other univer-
sities. Our research focuses on creativity and confor-
mity for predicting positive/negative appraisal of in-
novations at the university. According to Mainemelis
(2010) we include strain into our analysis as strain may
mediate relationships of the ICS-facets with the ap-
praisal of both types of innovations. Mediators are
strain resulting from workload and from financial and
relational issues influencing the choice of university (in-
stead of choosing freely). Results in a sample of 112
undergraduate students indicate that the different as-
pect of ICS show a differential pattern in predicting
the evaluation of changes in the university. Confor-
mity relates to positive appraisal of novelties but not
innovations, whereas creativity relates positively to in-
novations but not novelties. Moreover, the perception
of innovations is significantly mediated by both types
of strain for the ICS facet of creativity (indirect ef-
fect of creativity on innovations: R=.185; p=.001; in-
direct effect of creativity on novelties: R=.119; p=.003;
Preacher & Hayes, 2008), but not for conformity. In a
second study we explore the influence of strain further
(Mainemelis, 2010) and use a more elaborate assess-
ment of strain. This research recognizes that creativ-
ity and conformity as facets of ICS show a differen-
tial impact on the evaluation of novelties with differ-
ent degrees of innovativeness. Strain partially mediates
this relationship for the creativity-facet. As a practi-
cal implication, organizations should be aware of cogni-
tive style differences within their highly innovative staff
members. HR-management may then reduce turnover
rates of these staff members in times of organizational
change and restructuring.

Perceptions of Human Resources Managers
Regarding Executive Coaching in Brazil

Santos, N. R. dos, University of Évora, Évora, Por-
tugal ; Magnoni, J., University of Coimbra, Coimbra,
Portugal ; Ripoll, P., Universidad de Valencia, Valen-
cia, Spain; Fellipelli, A., Fellipelli Instrumentos de
Diagnóstico E Desenvolvimento Organizacional, Sao
Paulo, Brazil

Abstract: Nowadays organizations are concerned with
finding a model for restructuring the management of
people so they may be able to adapt to the changes
and to find appropriate responses to organizational de-
mands. Coaching appears as a high cost service focused
on changing behavior in order to develop people and
achieve better results. However Coaching has been con-
sidered a growing industry where the results are uncer-
tain and with lack of consistency and clear information
to help organizations make informed choices when hir-
ing a coach (Dutra, 2007; Ferreira, 2008; Liljenstrand,
2003; Dagley, 2006; Grant, 2001). This paper presents
the initial findings of our study that intends to describe
and characterize the perceptions of Human Resources
Managers regarding Coaching in Brazil. A quantita-
tive method was used, via an on-line questionnaire-
based survey with 60 items developed by Pez (2010)
and answered by 136 HR managers in Brazil. Partic-
ipants were approached via telephone and by e-mail
during 2009/2010. An exploratory factor analysis has
provided a three-factor solution with 40.04% of vari-
ance explained. Factor 1, Results expected (company
level), includes items about what HR managers ex-
pect as results of the Coaching in organizations and
explains 27.94% of variance (a=0.70). Factor 2, Re-
sults expected (individual level), includes items related
to expectations about skills development and perfor-
mance improvement of executives and explains 11.38%
of variance (a=0.82). Factor 3, Coaching in HRM, in-
cludes items regarding the importance of Coaching in
HRM and the possibility of using a Coaching service
in the future and explains 7.12% of variance (a=0.62).
Findings highlighted that HR managers perceived Ex-
ecutive Coaching as a main stream of skills and abil-
ities development in organizations and showed a con-
cern about how to measure Coaching results in individ-
ual and organizational level. Results suggested that
the questionnaire Perceptions of HR managers about
Executive Coaching constitutes a valid instrument for
research purposes, an useful tool for giving feedback to
the consultants about their coaching practices and also
to measure the level of knowledge regarding Coaching
of potential clients.
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Perceptions of Human Resources Managers in
Colombia Regarding Executive Coaching

Santos, N. R. dos, University of Évora, Évora, Portu-
gal ; Páez Becerra, F.J., University of Coimbra, Coim-
bra, Portugal ; Rogard, V., Universite Paris Descartes,
Paris, France

Abstract: This study looks at the Perceptions of Hu-
man Resources Managers in Colombia regarding Exec-
utive Coaching. From a quantitative research model,
designs a questionnaire with 62 items answered by
308 HRM in Colombia to establish factors that shape
the perceptions they have about Executive Coaching.
With Factor Analysis, two factors are clearly identified.
The first one is, Impact of Executive Coaching in Orga-
nizations which contains 43% of variance explained and
includes seven aspects: Profile for Executive Coaching;
Coaching aligned with organizational strategy; Results
expected of Executive Coaching, Ethical commitment;
Educational Level of Coach; Reason to hire Coaching
and Ways to advertise Coaching services. The second
factor defines the Scope of Executive Coaching in Or-
ganizations and explains 4% of variance. The results
remark the implications of the process of social regu-
lation in perceptions of a new profession; the impact
of Primacy Effect in perceptions; the inability of HR
Managers to discriminate different aspects on Execu-
tive Coaching, and the perceptual tendency to identify
Organizational Leadership and Team development as
main outputs of Coaching.

Understanding Employee Silence: Contribu-
tions from a Psychoanalytic Perspective

Kirrane, M., Dublin City University, Dublin, Ireland

Abstract: Employees withhold information for a vari-
ety of reasons ranging from pro-social purposes such as
maintaining harmony, to defensive reasons such as self-
protection to acquiescent purposes such as disengage-
ment (Van Dyne, Ang, & Botero, 2003). Employees are
also silent differentially, in that the topics and targets
of their silence vary considerably, signaling the multi-
faceted nature of the construct, and the challenges that
lie in wait for the researcher. Although certain individ-
ual and environmental features have been found to im-
pact levels of employee silence (Tangirala & Ramanu-
jam, 2008), many unanswered questions remain. This
paper takes a critical perspective to understanding em-
ployee silence by applying a psychoanalytic lens to this
behavior. In this light, silence may be viewed as per-
forming a myriad of functions for the individual that
go beyond those described above (ibid). Drawing in
particular on the work of Jacques Lacan, this paper

extends our understanding of employee silence into the
realm of the function and meaning of silence for the
individual subject. With reference to silence in the ex-
ecutive coaching context, this paper explores both con-
scious and unconscious elements of silence within six
coaching sessions with one individual, and unveils the
necessarily subjective nature of an employee’s silence.
While employee silence is generally seen as having more
negative than positive consequences, this psychoana-
lytic approach suggests that silence can indeed have
a functional role in organizational discourse. While at
one level its function may be thorough information pro-
cessing, at an unconscious level it may be the working
through of inappropriate transferential relationships.
The contribution of this paper is to encourage organiza-
tions to recognize that in valuing speech rather than its
absence, at times all that may prevail is phatic commu-
nication, whereas creating a space for silence within the
communication environment may lead to more authen-
tic, and thus more helpful, organizational discourse.
Tangirala, S. & Ramanujam, R. (2008). Employee si-
lence on critical work issues: The cross level effects of
procedural justice climate. Personnel Psychology, 61,
37-68. Van Dyne, L., Ang, S. & Botero, I.C. (2003).
Conceptualizing employee silence and employee voice
as multidimensional constructs. Journal of Manage-
ment Studies, 40(6), 1359-1392.

Assessment tools used in Coaching

Quaresma de Oliveira Fernandes, A., University of
Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal ; Rebelo dos Santos, N.,
University of Évora, Évora, Portugal ; Blasco, R.D.,
University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; Fellipelli,
A., Fellipelli Instrumentos de Diagnóstico E Desen-
volvimento Organizacional, Sao Paulo, Brazil

Abstract: Coaching, as a professional development
practice of executives and other professionals, is a
growing activity in Portugal and all over the world.
Along with the development of the coaching industry
research gained a visible expression in the last decade
(Grant, 2006; Barosa-Pereira, 2008). As coaching psy-
chology continues to grow there is a call for distinguish-
ing the work and professional practices of coaching
psychologists from coaches who are not-psychologists
(Grant & Zackon, 2004). Thus, this question has a
great impact in the application of assessment tools,
since some of them are reserved to psychologists. This
study aims at providing empirical support to the under-
standing of assessment tools used in coaching, namely
what assessment tools are used, by whom and why.
Data collection was carried out through a question-
naire with a final sample of 70 participants from Por-
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tugal and Brazil. Our data was analyzed using descrip-
tive statistics and Fisher’s exact test producing results
that provide a generic profile of coaches, shed light on
the assessment tools that are used in the process, the
ones that are not used and the particular stage were
coaches apply those tools in real practice. From our
results it is possible to conclude that there are no dif-
ferences between the coaches’ educational background
and the assessment tools they apply.

Interactive posters: Organizational
Structure, Culture and Climate-Teams and
Workgroups

Main topic area: Organizational Structure, Culture,
Climate

Location: Expo (14:30-15:30)

Schools, Purpose and Values: What do you we
really learn at School?

Montgomery, A., Univerity of Macedonia, Thessa-
loniki, Greece; Kehoe, I., University of Sheffield,
Sheffield, UK ; Androutisou, D., Univerity of Macedo-
nia, Thessaloniki, Greece; Valkanos, E., Univerity of
Macedonia, Thessaloniki, Greece

Abstract: Schools are organisations. The aforemen-
tioned statement seems obvious, but there is serious
resistance to viewing schools through an organisational
lens (Montgomery & Kehoe, 2010). When we think of
the schooling we tend to think of teaching and learning
methods and outcomes and the obstacles to teaching
and learning, eg truancy, learning disabilities, misbe-
haviour etc. However, there is another kind of learning
occurring in schools; young people are not only learn-
ing the curriculum in the classroom but also learning
from the organizational process they are experiencing
in the whole school. The fact that students experi-
ence schools as an organisation has many implications.
Schools are the first formal organisations every human
experiences. School is where we learn how organisa-
tions and their processes actually work - how to belong
to, and form, protective groups, how to lead, how to
deal with authority, what motivates people, how peo-
ple control people, what social status means in an or-
ganization, acceptable’ and unacceptable’ behaviours,
models of success and failure etc. The picture we de-
velop in our minds of how these processes work in our
school affects all our later organizational behaviour.
Schools, it has been argued, are where we first develop
our organization-in-the-mind’ the mental picture we

develop of how organisations work and our place and
status in them, which predicts much of our organisa-
tional behaviour and social identity. There is no doubt
that schools are more complex than other organisations
because of the expectations laid upon them and be-
cause of the critical place that they have in our society.
There is a sense in which 21st Century children have
outgrown the way schools are presently structured. Ed-
ucation for the future is likely to be less about subjects
and gathering knowledge and more about learning to
live as an independently functioning being who is both
self-regarding and regardful of others. The present pa-
per has two objectives; (1) to report on some prelim-
inary research that explores what individuals report
learning from their time at school; (2) to introduce a
new framework aimed at exploring how we can reimag-
ine the school system in a constructive and progressive
way.

Doctors make reluctant patients: Self-
treatment among physicians and medical stu-
dents

Montgomery, A., Univerity of Macedonia, Thessa-
loniki, Greece; Bradley, C., University College Cork,
Cork, Ireland ; Rochfort, A., Irish College of Gen-
eral Practitioners, Dublin, Ireland ; Panagopoulou,
E., Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki,
Greece

Abstract: Background: It is widely acknowledged that
there is a cultural norm within medicine that doc-
tors do not expect themselves or their colleagues to
be sick. Thus, the problem of self-referral and self-
treatment among physicians is a significant one that
has implications for their own health and for the qual-
ity of care delivered to their patients. Aims: The aim
of this systematic review is to collate what is known
about the self treatment behaviour of physicians and
medical students. Methods: The following databases
were searched: PubMed, PsychInfo, EBSCO, Med-
line, BioMed central, and Science Direct. Inclusion
criteria included; research assessing self-treatment and
self-prescription among physicians and/or medical stu-
dents, only peer-reviewed English language empirical
studies published between 1990 and 2010 were in-
cluded. Results: 27 studies were identified that fit
the inclusion criteria. The review indicates that self-
treatment and self-prescribing is a significant issue for
both physicians and medical students. The majority
of studies were self-report (21/27). In 76% studies, re-
ported self-treatment was above 50% (range: 12% -
99%). Overall, only 1 out of 2 respondents were reg-
istered with GP or primary care physician (mean =
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56%, range = 21-96). Deeper analysis of studies re-
vealed that physicians believed it was appropriate to
self-treat both acute and chronic conditions, and that
informal care paths were common. Conclusions: The
review strongly suggests that self-treatment is strongly
embedded within the culture of both physicians and
medical students. Self-treatment was considered as an
appropriate way to enhance/buffer work performance.
Implications for practice, potential interventions and
limitations are discussed.

Rater’s Big Five personality affects stereo-
typing of older and younger workers

Zaniboni, S., University of Trento, Rovereto (Tn),
Italy ; Truxillo, D.M., Portland State University, Port-
land, USA; Fraccaroli, F.F., University of Trento,
Rovereto, Italy ; McCune, E., Portland State Univer-
sity, Portland, USA; Bertolino, M., University of Nice-
Sophia Antipolis, Nice, France

Abstract: Due to the aging population and related
changes in the composition of the workforce, research
on older workers is increasing. Therefore, the study
of factors that may influence the integration of older
and younger workers is a very important issue. In-
deed, past research has focused on a general age bias
at work (e.g., Perry, Kulik, & Bourhis, 1996). Now
it seems important to examine the specific causes of
stereotypes held about older and younger workers, for
example, rater personality (Landy, 2008). The present
study examines the impact of certain dimensions of
Big Five personality (Costa & McCrae, 1992) in the
stereotyping of older and younger workers. In other
words, are some personality types more likely to hold
age stereotypes than others? Data were collected from
around 150 workers, via questionnaire surveys at two
time points. At Time 1, participants completed the
questionnaire on personality dimensions. At Time 2
(2-3 weeks later) participants were randomly assigned
to rate the expected performance of either an older
worker (50-60 years) or younger worker (24-34 years)
on specific dimensions of work performance (e.g., per-
formance, counter-productive work behaviors, training
motivation, adaptivity). The findings of our study sug-
gest that the personality dimensions of the participants
differentially affected their perceptions of older and
younger workers, and thus might play an important
role in understanding age bias. For example, consci-
entiousness of the rater appeared to affect how older
and younger workers were rated in terms of training
motivation. The acknowledgment of such effects can
be useful for practical interventions related to perfor-
mance appraisals and diversity management. Costa,

P. T., & McCrae, R. R. (1992). Professional man-
ual: revised NEO personality inventory (NEO-PI-R)
and NEO five-factor inventory (NEO-FFI). Odessa,
FL: Psychological Assessment Resources. Landy, F.
J. (2008). Stereotypes, bias, and personnel decisions:
Strange and stranger. Industrial and Organizational
Psychology: Perspectives on Science and Practice, 1,
379-392. Perry, E. L., Kulik, C. T., & Bourhis, A. C.
(1996). Moderating effects of personal and contextual
factors in age discrimination. Journal of Applied Psy-
chology, 81, 628-647.

Developing competencies in work teams: two
ethnographic studies in French enterprises

Oprea Ciobanu, R., Universite Lyon 2, Lyon, France;
Ianeva, M., Universite Lyon 2, Lyon, France

Abstract: Research interest In our current globalized
economy, organizations face global competition, deal
with the rapid evolution of new communication and
information technologies, manage delocalization pro-
cesses and global restructuring. Thus many firms re-
gard adaptability as a key feature of their enterprise
philosophy. In this context developing, managing and
retaining (professional) competencies, both, individual
and collective, have become a major concern for today’s
adaptative organizations. As studies in work and orga-
nizational psychology (Clot, 1999; Grosjean & Lacoste,
1999; Bobillier-Chaumon, 2003) have shown, workplace
changes (both technological and organizational) have
a number of repercussions on individual and team ac-
tivity. ’Adaptability’ puts indeed specific demands on
individual employees (adapting, learning, communicat-
ing) and work collectives (collaborating and coordinat-
ing in new ways). So, it has an impact on the devel-
opment and transmission of competencies, as well on
the very nature of theses competencies. This paper
proposal aims at understanding the emerging collec-
tive and individual competencies within two different
French companies. Through detailed analysis of the
situated activities and the collective collaborative prac-
tices of two work teams, we will highlight the role of
mutual knowledge as a key factor in generating new
competencies. Methodology The organizational set-
tings that nurtured this work are a priori rather dif-
ferent. The first enterprise is the inbound call cen-
ter of a number of mutual health insurance compa-
nies. The second enterprise is a multinational nuclear
power plant. However, both enterprises are imposing
high requirements (productivity and/or safety) to their
employees. In order to understand the activities of
winders and call center operators, this study applies
an Activity Theory framework and combines different
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data collection techniques: ethnographic familiariza-
tion with the field, observations in situ, audio and video
recording, interviews and self-confrontations. Results:
gain for practice and research The findings of this study
will help researchers and practitioners to have a bet-
ter understanding of the development and transmission
of individual and collective competencies. It can also
guide work and organizational psychologists in defin-
ing, selecting and measuring key competencies, as well
as in evaluating performance and providing more cus-
tomized training and professional development.

Promoting Innovativeness In Shop Floor
Level Teams

Hasu, M., Finnish Institute of Occupational Health,
Helsinki, Finland ; Honkaniemi, L., Finnish Institute
of Occupational Health, Helsinki, Finland

Abstract: Development departments and management
can no longer afford to monopolize innovation. In order
to stay competitive in today’s rapidly changing com-
petitive environment, all resources need to participate
in development and innovation. Interest in employee-
driven innovation (EDI) is growing, and has spread
from the technology industry to service providers. EDI
refers to involving employees in renewing products and
services, expanding worker involvement, and giving
them responsibility for the whole innovation process. A
development programme was created to promote EDI,
to co-create a model of producing service innovations
together with customers, and to empower shop floor
employees as developers of their own services. The or-
ganization was a public services organization of 800
persons, providing hospital support services. In to-
tal, 32 employees participated in the programme, which
consisted of five workshops and homework assignments.
The workshops used customer visits and various simu-
lations to analyse the customer viewpoint and current
customer service processes. We processed real exam-
ples from daily work that highlighted disturbances and
presented opportunities for change using sociodrama.
New service concepts were then innovated, assessed,
and further developed using methods, tools, and re-
sources from developmental work research, innovation
management, and customer-orientated service design.
Clients and managers were involved throughout the
process. The participants were expected to spread in-
novative thinking and the new innovation model to
the whole organization. A survey measuring person-
nel opinions on 10 themes (e.g. teamwork, motivation,
supervision and developmental conditions) was con-
ducted throughout the whole organization just before
and immediately after the development programme.

The response-rates were 53% and 35%. The surveys
were anonymous, but the respondents were asked to
mark an individual code on both their response sheets.
We matched the responses from the first and the sec-
ond survey and found 149 matches (35%). A paired
t-test revealed a significant improvement in develop-
mental conditions and utilization of customer feedback,
as expected. All other indices remained constant. To
conclude, even though the participants were shop floor
level employees, and had no experience in service de-
velopment, the EDI promotion process improved de-
velopmental practices in the whole organization.

15:00-16:15

Presentations: Leadership and Employee
Well-being

Main topic area: Leadership and Management

Location: 0.1 London (15:00-16:15)

Chair: Tafvelin, S., Umea university, Umea, Sweden

Surviving a Toxic Leader: The Moderating
Role of Team-Member-Exchange

Baets, S. de, Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School,
Leuven, Belgium; Stouten, J., Katholieke Universiteit
Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Abstract: Recent organizational examples, such as the
worldwide financial crisis, showed that leaders can act
toxically. Even though research has examined dif-
ferent conceptualizations of toxic leadership, we sug-
gest that toxic leadership is an umbrella term concern-
ing inherently self-serving leadership behavior. There-
fore, this study focuses on three exemplars of toxic
leadership: rule breaking, abusive supervision, and
self-serving leadership. Previous research convincingly
showed that toxic leadership behavior has a negative
impact on a variety of organizational outcomes, such
as satisfaction, commitment, supervisor-directed citi-
zenship behaviors, and effort. However, two issues re-
ceived far less attention in this area: firstly, the fact
that employees sometimes not react negatively to a
toxic leader and tolerate this toxic behavior, and sec-
ondly, how toxic leaders themselves feel with regard to
their work. Following these specific needs for further
research, Team-Member-Exchange (TMX) is investi-
gated as a boundary condition for the effects of toxic
leadership in this study. A multi-source cross-sectional
study has been conducted with 173 subordinates and
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their matched supervisors, using validated measures for
each of the concepts. Supervisors rated their job sat-
isfaction and affective commitment, and the relation-
ships in the team, as measured by TMX. Subordinates
indicated their turnover intention and their supervi-
sor’s toxic leadership behavior, via three scales mea-
suring abusive supervision, supervisor rule breaking,
and self-serving leadership. For all three toxic leader-
ship scales it could be consistently shown, using both
hierarchical regression analysis and median-split, that
subordinates had lower turnover intentions if TMX was
high. Results also indicated that in case of high TMX,
toxic leaders themselves experienced elevated job sat-
isfaction and commitment. Such findings reveal that
toxic leaders need not always negatively affect employ-
ees and that subordinates have an active role in the
maintenance of the leader’s toxic behavior. These re-
sults imply that, whereas previous research on TMX
led to practical implications solely focused on positive
outcomes, organizations should be careful, since the
support received in a high TMX team can obscure the
detrimental effects of a toxic leader.

Leader Incompetence: Its impact on Subordi-
nate Satisfaction

Darioly, A., University of Neuchatel, Neuchatel,
Switzerland ; Schmid Mast, M., University of Neucha-
tel, Neuchatel, Switzerland

Abstract: Introduction: Different studies have shown
that leader interpersonal incompetence and task-
incompetence entail less satisfaction. It remains how-
ever unclear whether both aspects of leader incom-
petence affect independently and significantly subor-
dinate satisfaction. We expected that both types of
leader incompetence decrease subordinate satisfaction
and we predicted that collaborator satisfaction is low
when leaders do not know how their subordinates per-
ceive their leaders’ competence. Method: In two stud-
ies, employees from various organizations (201 employ-
ees in Study 1, 142 leader-subordinate dyads in Study
2) filled in a questionnaire on managing interpersonal
relationships in a professional context. Perception of
leader incompetence (task and interpersonal) and sub-
ordinate satisfaction were assessed. Results: In both
studies, as predicted, leader interpersonal incompe-
tence and leader task-incompetence, each significantly
decrease subordinate satisfaction. Moreover, in Study
2, results showed that leaders who were less accurate
in knowing what the collaborators think about their
leaders’ competence had less satisfied subordinates, but
only for accuracy in interpersonal incompetence and

not in task-incompetence. The subordinate’s percep-
tion of the leader’s interpersonal incompetence medi-
ated the relation between the leader’s lack of accu-
racy and subordinate satisfaction. Conclusion: The
leader’s task-incompetence as well as the leader’s inter-
personal incompetence clearly affect negatively subor-
dinate satisfaction. Thus, although current leadership
trainings focus on interpersonal skills, leader techni-
cal skills should not be neglected for the subordinate’s
well-being. Moreover, it is important for leaders to be
aware of how their subordinates perceived them, espe-
cially with respect to their interpersonal competence.

Multilevel Leadership for Multilevel Health
– an analysis of the multilevel impact
of transformational leadership on employee
health and well-being

Wolf, S., TU Dresden Institute for Work and Organi-
zational Psychology, Dresden, Germany

Abstract: Facing permanent changes and a growing
number of work-related strains leaders have more and
more the task to support and develop employee health
and well-being in the work-context. Transformational
leadership (TF) has an outstanding role in this context.
The positive impact of transformational leadership on
employee well-being is empirically well-established by
now. Additionally the impact of transformational lead-
ership works indirectly, that means leaders can posi-
tively influence attributes of the job or the company
and employees can benefit from those changes. A sys-
tematic analysis of the impact of transformational lead-
ership on employee health and well-being on different
levels is missing by now. The current study shows ad-
ditional hints for the multi-level impact of transfor-
mational leadership by concentrating on the preven-
tive impact on teamlevel. We focus on the impact
of transformational leadership on the genesis of team
burnout regarding spill-over- and cross-over effects. In
our study we did Multilevel Analysis (HML) with sub-
jective and objective data from N= 1319 (40 Teams) of
German companies. Our Results show, that the team
level of transformational leadership alone does not pre-
dict employees health and well-being directly but works
as a buffer between job demands and emotional exhaus-
tion. TF on teamlevel was also found to be a protector
for well-being. Beyond this we can say that the impact
of buffer- or protector function of TF is depending on
the consensus of TF perceived in the teams. We will
discuss implications of our findings for the prevention
of negative health outcomes and for human resources
development.
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Does transformational leadership affect all
followers’ well-being in the same way?

Holstad, T.J., University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany ;
Korek, S., University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany ;
Mohr, G., University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany

Abstract: It has been suggested that subordinates may
respond differently to the same leader. While some fol-
lowers may appreciate a challenging transformational
leader, others may experience transformational lead-
ership as stressful. The present study assessed job-
related ambition in the context of transformational
leadership and well-being as it may determine if a
transformational leader is perceived as challenging or
as threatening. Differences in job-related ambition
might be associated with differential reactions to stress
in the work context. Thus a moderating effect of job-
related ambition on the relationship between transfor-
mational leadership and irritation, a state of mental ex-
haustion that occurs before the onset of mental illness,
was hypothesized. While high-flying employees may
appreciate new challenges and report lower irritation
with increased transformational leadership, less ambi-
tious subordinates might experience a growing extent
of irritation when confronted with a transformational
leader. Moreover, it was hypothesized that social sup-
port might have a protective function as it buffers de-
mands. Thus social support may prevent irritation. A
sample of 207 employees from the financial sector par-
ticipated in a cross sectional study in Germany. Results
confirmed the hypothesized moderating effect of job-
related ambition on the relation between transforma-
tional leadership and irritation, indicating that trans-
formational leadership results in lower stress levels for
ambitious followers but can increase stress for less am-
bitious employees. A protective function of social sup-
port could be confirmed for high ambition employees
but not for those with a low level of ambition. Re-
garding practical implications, the study suggests that
a general positive effect of transformational leadership
on followers’ well-being cannot be assumed and even
negative effects must be considered.

Symposium Authenticity and Intrinsic
Motivation

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.11 Pressroom (15:00-16:15)

Chairs: Steensma, H., Leiden University, Leiden, The
Netherlands; Witte, H. de, Katholieke Universiteit

Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human
Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Quality of management and consultancy
should be improved by developing evidence-based in-
terventions. Often, only lip service is paid to this prin-
ciple. Advances can be made by explicit cooperation
between scientists and persons working in the field of
organizations. In the present symposium, results of
such cooperation are presented. Two projects were
done in the Netherlands, two in Belgium. Three of the
four presenters are managers/consultants who cooper-
ate closely with universities to develop evidence-based
instruments and interventions.The symposium focuses
on the relationships between authenticity, motivation,
and behavior of employees. Definitions of authentic-
ity are often vague. Moreover, with the exception of
studies in authentic leadership, most studies used stu-
dent populations. In the present symposium, validity
of the construct is studied, with special attention to
the nomological network of paths between authentic-
ity, personal and social identity, intrinsic motivation,
and behavior of employees.All studies contribute to ad-
vances in basic and applied psychology. Moreover, the
results contribute to evidence-based management and
consultancy.

What is Authenticity-A Model which Makes
Authenticity Practically Measurable.

Schiphorst, D., Humanage, Driebergen Rijsenburg, The
Netherlands; Willemstein, A., Humanage, Driebergen
Rijsenburg, The Netherlands; Bochove, K. van, Leiden
University, Leiden, The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de,
Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Aims. The aim of the research was to un-
derpin theoretically and empirically the authenticity
model and its accompanying authenticity test as de-
veloped by humanage. Method. A model for authen-
ticity was developed based upon the existing models
of Kernis & Goldman, Wood and practical experience.
Items were developed using this model. Questionnaires
were sent to clients of humanage from different sec-
tors and completed by 126 employees. Results. A hi-
erarchical model was confirmed, with four dimensions
and authenticity as a latent general higher-order fac-
tor. Results of reliability analyses and analyses for in-
ternal structure, convergence, and discrimination va-
lidity are good and lay a scientific basis for the theory
and the accompanying authenticity test. In addition,
a shortened 12 item version of the authenticity test
has been developed with the same reliability and va-
lidity. However, social desirability appears to influence
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both versions of the scores. Discussion and implica-
tions. Positive psychology is focussed upon the “strong
characteristics, the plus points of individuals, institutes
and society” and “on the finding and further develop-
ment of talent”. In recent research emphasis has been
placed upon scientific research into authenticity with,
among other aims, the optimization of the function on
the work floor and the well being of those concerned.
With the present growing interest in authenticity and
especially its importance in a business context, it is in-
teresting to have an authenticity scale. A scale which is
more focussed on businesses and organisations and is
practical to apply, for example, in the selection and
development of employees.In addition, it is interest-
ing to study the link between authenticity and other
constructs. Recent research from humanage suggests
that there is a positive link between authenticity and
engagement.A longitudinal study with more measure-
ment points should follow in order to get more insight
into the relationships between the variables.

The Relationship Between Authenticity and
Work Engagement-Insights and Implications
for Organisations

Willemstein, A., Humanage, Driebergen Rijsenburg,
The Netherlands; Schiphorst, D., Humanage, Drieber-
gen Rijsenburg, The Netherlands; Steensma, H., Leiden
University, Leiden, The Netherlands; Middendorp, T.,
Humanage, Driebergen Rijsenburg, The Netherlands;
Bolsenbroek, J., Leiden University, The Netherlands;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Aims. The aim of this study was to discover
if there is a relationship between work engagement and
authenticity. Furthermore was studied if this relation-
ship works in a direct or indirect way (via intrinsic mo-
tivation or fit). Method. A model and questionnaire
for authenticity (Willemstein & Schiphorst, 2010) was
developed using existing models from Kernis & Gold-
man, Wood and practical experience. Work engage-
ment is measured with the UBES (Schaufeli & Bakker,
2004). Also measured: intrinsic motivation (Ryan,
1982), fit (Willemstein & Middendorp, 2010) and so-
cial desirability. The questionnaire was sent to clients
of humanage from different sectors and completed by
111 employees. Results. As predicted, there was a
positive correlation between authenticity and work en-
gagement. This applies as much to the total scale of
authenticity as for the four subscales (self- awareness,
self- esteem, autonomy, ownership). The authenticity
scales appeared to be susceptible to social desirability

responding, but after correction for social desirable re-
sponding the effects found were still significant. After
correction for social desirability, intrinsic motivation
and person-environmental fit appear to be significant
mediators in the relationship between authenticity and
work engagement. Discussion and implications. Au-
thenticity as a new determining factor for work en-
gagement offers managers more awareness, insights and
tools to stimulate engagement within their organisa-
tions, with positive effects on both ‘soft’ factors such
as happiness, motivation, involvement and well-being
and ‘hard’ figures (financial results, lower staff turnover
and absences). Progress can be made by developing
the four aspects of authenticity by employees, and also
via interventions concentrated upon the organisational
environment and leadership. In further longitudinal
research into authenticity and work engagement, un-
derstanding will be improved of the direction of the
relationships discovered, which contributes to the de-
velopment of employees and organisations.

The Concept of Meaning in Self-
Determination Theory-Autonomous Moti-
vation and Job Design.

Broeck, A. van den, HU Brussel, Brussels, KU Leuven,
Leuven, Belgium; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Following humanistic writers such as Rogers
(1959) and Maslow (1968), interest in authentic func-
tioning in the context of work is growing (e.g. Avolio
& Gardner, 2005). Accordingly, the current contribu-
tion examines how authentic functioning, as defined in
Self-Determination Theory (SDT; Deci & Ryan, 2000,
Gagné & Deci, 2005) may assist employees to effec-
tively deal with job design, approached from the Job
Demands-Resources model (JDR; Bakker & Demer-
outi, 2007), that is, may authentic functioning reduce
the detrimental effects of job characteristics and in-
tensify their positive influences? SDT points at the
importance of acting in line with one’s true, growth
oriented nature in order to function optimally, which
may take the form of autonomous as opposed to con-
trolled motivation. While controlled work motivation
is characterised by external or internal feelings of pres-
sure, autonomous work motivation is evident when em-
ployees personally value their work or consider it en-
joyable or interesting. We expect autonomous moti-
vation act as a personal resource in the JDR and to
buffer the health-impairing impact of job demanding
(Xanthopoulou, Bakker, Demerouti, & Schaufeli, 2009)
and to fortify the health enhancing relations of job re-
sources (Van den Broeck, Van Ruysseveldt, Smulders,
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& De Witte, in press). Results among Flemish em-
ployees (N = 1243) confirmed this assumption: Being
autonomous rather than controlled motivated for work
alleviates the negative association of job demands (i.e.
emotional demands and role conflict) with burnout,
and fortifies the health enhancing association of job
resources (e.g. social support ) with both burnout and
work engagement. As such, these results confirm that
authentic (i.e. autonomous) as opposed to less authen-
tic (i.e. controlled) work motivation yields beneficial
effects. In general, this contribution grounds authen-
tic functioning in SDT and shows that it may play an
important role as personal resource in the realm of job
design.

Effects of Authenticity and Social Identity
on Motivation, Commitment and Outcomes of
Organizational Mergers

Raes, J. van, Catholic University of Leuven, Leuven,
Belgium; Witte, H. de, Catholic University of Leu-
ven, Belgium; Steensma, H., Leiden University, Lei-
den, The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human
Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Aims. Aims were to test a model of the
relationships between authenticity, personal and so-
cial identity, motivation, commitment, job satisfaction,
and performance of employees during and after or-
ganizational mergers. Moreover, the aim was to de-
velop instruments for organizational change projects
and to contribute to evidence-based change manage-
ment. The model integrates two modules: a Social
Identity Theory (SIT) module and the authenticity
module.. The model states that authentic persons
demonstrate autonomy in selecting interpersonal or
intergroup perspectives in perception, evaluation and
behaviour, even in situations of high group salience.
Frequently they select individualized perspectives, but
contrary to predictions of SIT, authentic persons will
communicate effectively in situations of non-shared so-
cial identity.Method. Modules were tested in two stud-
ies. In study 1, employees (N = 188) of six health
centers which had been formed recently by a merger
filled out questionnaires. Study 2. In five focus groups
(N at least 13 participants in each group) group mem-
bers discussed first, which well-known persons (politi-
cians, captains of industry) were characterized by high
authenticity; and secondly, the antecedents and out-
comes of authenticity.Results. Study 1. The classical
SIT model stood its test very well. Pre-merger com-
mitment and ingroup continuity predicted post-merger
commitment of employees. Post-merger commitment

predicted job satisfaction, job performance, and or-
ganizational citizenship. Other hypotheses, not de-
rived from SIT, also were confirmed. Study 2. Au-
thenticity of persons can be recognized easily. Au-
thenticity seems to result from personal characteris-
tics, “key experiences”, and intrinsic motivation. Au-
thentic persons contribute strongly to the success of
change projects.Conclusions. Combining knowledge of
authenticity with SIT resulted in more refined predic-
tions. Findings of the studies were used to develop bet-
ter merger processes by enhancing new social identity,
by selection procedures, and by appointing authentic
“change champions”. The project resulted in new in-
struments to monitor mergers and to train employees
and leaders. Moreover, the project leads to advances
in evidence - based change management.

Presentations: Team Mental Models

Main topic area: Teams and Workgroups

Location: 0.2 Berlin (15:00-16:15)

Chair: Haar, S. van der, PLATO, Leiden University,
Leiden, The Netherlands

The influence of team mental models on team
effectiveness: the mediation of intragroup
conflict

Santos, C., ISCTE-Lisbon University Institute, Lisbon,
Portugal ; Passos, A.M., ISCTE-Lisbon University In-
stitute, Lisbon, Portugal

Abstract: This study aims to contribute to the develop-
ment of team cognition research. The influence of team
mental models and team effectiveness (whose comprises
objective performance, the perception of performance,
the satisfaction with the team and the team future vi-
ability) was tested using 103 teams enrolled in a strat-
egy and management competition. For the first time,
it was analyzed the influence of intragroup conflict as
a mediator between this relation. Based on the liter-
ature review about this research topic, we adopted a
cognitive perspective and a temporal perspective. We
investigated the influence of team mental models on
team effectiveness and the mediation role of intragroup
conflict in this relationship. Furthermore, we analyzed
how team members develop mental models in relation
to tasks, team relationship dynamic and time manage-
ment. We expected that team mental models became
more similar over time. We collected data on two dif-
ferent moments at time, during the competition. The
questionnaires were developed by us; they are based on
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validated scales and adapted for the context. We used
Ucinet to operationalize team mental models. The re-
sults revealed that the dimensions ’team relationship
dynamic’ and ’time management’ of team mental mod-
els are positively related with team effectiveness. How-
ever, only the relationships of ’team relationship dy-
namic’ with satisfaction and team future viability were
fully mediated by relational conflict. Contrarily to our
expectation, only the team mental models of task di-
mension become more similar over time. The results
are discussed in terms of theoretical, methodological
and practice implications. We identify the limitations
and the directions for future research. Our study shows
that team mental models are valuable predictors of
team effectiveness and that the relation can be medi-
ated by team processes. In practical terms, the study
of team mental models means that it is important that
managers and team leaders or organizations are capa-
ble to understand and to improve the factors related
with tasks, team relationship dynamic and time man-
agement.

To share or not to share? The impor-
tance of the shared mental model of the
task, the shared situation awareness and the
transactive memory system for accurate and
fast decision making in emergency management
teams

Haar, S. van der, PLATO, Leiden University, Leiden,
The Netherlands; Segers, M.R.S., Maastricht Univer-
sity, Maastricht, The Netherlands; Jehn, K.E., Mel-
bourne Business School, Melbourne, Australia

Abstract: In case of in incident or accident that re-
quires the coordinated help of the fire brigade, the po-
lice and disaster medicine, a team of representatives
of these organizations is composed to coordinate the
multidisciplinary assistance on the scene. This emer-
gency management team is called a Command on Scene
(CoS). This team’s task is to communicate about the
incident, using the different expertise available in the
team. However, the problem these teams face is to take
accurate decisions on which actions to take and this on
a very short term. Moreover, this has to happen in a
ad hoc composed, multi disciplinary team. Former re-
search in different types of teams indicated the impor-
tance of shared mental models (SMM) and the trans-
active memory system (TSM) of a team. Therefore
in this field study we explore the most powerful pre-
dictors of accurate and quick decision making within
CoS: 1) the shared situation awareness (SMM); 2) the
shared mental model of the division of tasks (aware-
ness of who is doing what) (SMM); 3) the awareness

of different expertise present in the team (TMS); and
4) the credibility of this expertise (TMS). We have col-
lected data with 50 teams during realistic training pro-
grams on incident management for CoS teams. We
used a repeated measure design, including self report
measures (team members), as well as report measures
of external observers. Data collection has finished and
the analyses are running. During the presentation we
will share the results and methods of analyses. The
results of this study are informative for designers of
training programs for multidisciplinary decisions mak-
ing teams. More precisely how to enhance accurate and
quick decision making by focusing on the development
of shared situation awareness, shared mental models
and a transactive memory system.

Team development: Mental models of team
performance from a psychoanalytic perspec-
tive

Kirrane, M., Dublin City University, Dublin, Ireland ;
Dunne, A., Dublin City University, Dublin, Ireland ;
Moriarty, P., Dublin City University, Dublin, Ireland

Abstract: A central feature of effective team perfor-
mance has long been considered to involve team mem-
bers sharing a certain cognitive architecture. Such
mental models are believed to facilitate collaboration
and coordinated action such that team objectives are
met efficiently and effectively. However, recent research
has suggested that reaching conclusions concerning the
impact of shared mental models on team processes and
performance remains an area of challenge (DeChurch
& Mesmer-Magnus, 2010). Specifically, a problem ap-
pears to lie in the manner in which mental models are
operationalised, with each different operationalisation
giving rise to disparate and inconsistent findings in re-
lation to team process and performance metrics. Cast-
ing a psychoanalytic eye on this problem may help to
unveil a dimension of team working that is not cap-
tured by these cognitive approaches and may go some
way to explaining the disparate and inconsistent find-
ings of positivist research methodologies examined to
date (ibid). This paper explores how team members
come to understand the needs of each other with ref-
erence to the psychoanalytic theory of Jacques Lacan.
Cognisant of the words of caution of Parker (2003),
this paper examines the contribution of some key La-
canian concepts, such as the mirror stage, to our un-
derstanding of team identificatory dynamics. Working
with qualitative data from interviews and observations
of members of a national performing arts organisation,
in this instance a choir, this paper explores how cho-
risters internalise their sense of each other and assume
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an image of themselves as choir members, with the ob-
jective of their performance reaching its optimal level.
In line with the work of many authors (eg Armstrong,
1997; Arnaud, 1998), the contribution of this paper
is to balance the rationalist approach to understand-
ing team performance with a perspective that reflects
the role played by unconscious drivers of behaviour. Its
contribution is also to inform existing research on team
identification and development and thus has practical
relevance for team development initiatives.

Collective Self Efficacy and Team Processes:
A Multi-level Analysis

Trippel, C., Hochschule Kehl, Kehl, Germany ; Fischer,
J., Hochschule Kehl, Kehl, Germany ; Joens, I., Univer-
sity Mannheim, Mannheim, Germany

Abstract: Reports have evidenced that the collective
self efficacy of teams improves team performance con-
siderably. But which conditions allow teams to develop
collective self efficacy? The aim of this field study is
to examine team processes and structural parameters
that advance collective self efficacy in working teams.
In this study, multilevel data was collected from 196
teams of the German public finance administration. To
evaluate the influences of team conflicts, reciprocal sup-
port within the team and perception of leadership to-
wards collective self-efficacy, a multilevel analysis using
HLM was performed. Variables at the team level were
the frequency of effective team meetings, the regular
control of goal achievement and the self-efficacy of the
leader, suggesting that these external, structural vari-
ables moderate the effects of team processes towards
collective self efficacy. The results show significant ef-
fects of the individual level variables such as conflicts,
reciprocal support and perception of leadership. Re-
ciprocal support seems to be the most important pre-
dictor of collective self efficacy. Variables at the team
level explain group differences of collective self efficacy
to a significant extent. Nevertheless, a certain amount
of variance remains unexplained. In particular, teams
that are already suffering from frequent conflicts ben-
efit neither from regular efficient team meetings nor
from regular goal control. As practical implications,
these results emphasize the importance of reciprocal
support and underscore structural factors, as well as
the support of leadership self efficacy in order to de-
velop and retain collective self-efficacy in teams.

Presentations: Training and Personnel
Development

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.3 Copenhagen (15:00-16:15)

Chair: Passmore, J., University of East London, Lon-
don, UK

Mixed methods study of coaching for driver
development-RCT & IPA Sequential design

Passmore, J., University of East London, London,
UK

Abstract: This paper will review a mixed methods re-
search study into the use of coaching as a learning inter-
vention. To date no empirical research has been pub-
lished into the role of coaching as an intervention to
help learner drivers, although the European Union has
recently completed a project (HERMES) which has en-
couraged the use of coaching in driver learning. Several
EU counties are reviewing their approaches including
the UK. This study set to explore whether coaching was
an effective or efficient method for driver development.
The study combined the use of a Random Control Trail
(RCT) involving 208 participants with an Interpreta-
tive Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) study in a se-
quential mixed methods design. The study involved
heavy good vehicle drivers who were learning to drive
to pass the UK Category C and Category C&E driv-
ing test. In phase one instructors where divided into
two groups. Group one was taught coaching techniques
which they were encouraged to use with learners in a
blended coaching and instruction approach. In the sec-
ond group the instructors continued to use an instruc-
tional approach which was the organised established
and well respected method of training. Learners were
randomly allocated to Group 1 or Group 2. Learners
number of hours, distance travelled and pass rate at
the test were recorded. The results showed that the
learners in group 1 achieved a statistically significant
higher first time pass rate and required fewer hours of
training before their test. In the second part of the
study instructors and learners were interviewed, the
interviews were transcribed and analysed using IPA.
The study identify the importance of person centred
approached and the role of reflection as important el-
ements which may have contributed to the outcomes.
The study is the first such study to confirm the poten-
tial of coaching as a more effective and efficient method
for driver development. Further research is needed to
establish whether the outcomes for this category of
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driver are replicated for other groups of drivers and
whether coaching enhances driver safety.

A flourishing workforce: How strengths-
based development enhances positive emo-
tions, in-role, and extra-role performance

Meyers, C., Tilburg University, Tilburg, The Nether-
lands; Woerkom, M. van, Tilburg University, Tilburg,
The Netherlands

Abstract: Strengths-based development (SBD) has its
roots in positive psychology and forms a new, dynamic
approach to human resource development, targeting
the achievement of exceptional individual and orga-
nizational outcomes by a process of identifying and
valuing employee talents, developing them into applica-
ble strengths and putting these strengths into practice.
SBD is opposed to more commonly used deficiency ap-
proaches to HRD, which are aimed at assessing and
fixing’ employee weaknesses in order to produce per-
formance improvements. This study hypothesized that
high levels of SBD within an organization increase the
amount of positive emotions experienced by the em-
ployees. Based on the happy-productive worker thesis
it was expected that SBD enhances in-role performance
via positive emotions. Based on the broaden-and-build
theory of positive emotions, which assumes that indi-
viduals in positive mood states experience a widened
array of thoughts and engage in various kinds of ac-
tions, it was furthermore expected that SBD enhances
levels of extra-role performance (innovativeness and or-
ganizational citizenship behavior) via emotional states.
A quantitative survey research among 400 employees
working in 37 different departments of Dutch or Bel-
gian organizations was set up to test the hypotheses.
Results were obtained by conducting multilevel regres-
sion analyses that modeled effects on the individual and
the departmental level. The findings show that SBD
indeed enhances levels of positive emotions reported
by employees. Moreover, positive emotions were found
to mediate the positive relationship between SBD on
the one hand and employee performance, innovative-
ness and OCB on the other hand. In case of perfor-
mance and innovativeness full mediation and in case
of OCB partial mediation was indicated. The findings
demonstrate that strengths-based approaches are an
important alternative to the more commonly applied
deficiency approaches to development. While the latter
approach may realize improvements in in-role perfor-
mance by straightening out weaknesses, the former of-
fers positive effects on well-being and extra-role perfor-
mance like innovativeness and OCB over and above.

The contribution of the Fit between Cor-
porative Education and other HRM Subsys-
tems to individual and organizational levels
of training effects.

Picchi, Thais, Brasilian Congress and Univesity of
Brasilia, Brasilia, Brazil ; Rabelo, E.R., University
of Brasilia/ Department of Management, Brasilia,
Brazil

Abstract: Corporative Education has the role of devel-
oping individual competences aiming to resolve needed
organizational changes, though it should be integrated
with other organizational aspects, specially other hu-
man resources management subsystems. Studies about
the training effects at the organizational level are a de-
veloping field of research in which not much data is
available. In addition there are only a few studies on
macro environmental variables. Besides this scarcity of
data, the predictive values of micro context variables
are found to impact individual performance in many re-
searches. The main objective of this research is to ana-
lyze how the interaction between Corporate Education
and other HRM subsystems affects training results at
individual (Impact of training on the work) and Orga-
nizational (Perception of Organizational Change due to
an educational event). The new instruments developed
for this study were submitted to experts, semantic and
statistic validations. The data was collected in an en-
terprise from the electricity generation sector in Brazil
with 321 participants and took place about six months
after the training occurred. The instrument of Percep-
tion of Organizational Change due to an Educational
Event presented two factors (Incremental Change, a =
0,87 and Radical Change, a = 0,96) accounting 57% of
the variance. The Fit values between Corporate Edu-
cation and other HRM subsystems were found to have a
bi-factorial structure (Internal Selection and Allocation
and Compensation, a = 0,96 and Career System, Inter-
nal Communication and Performance Evaluation, a =
0,95), both accounting for 67% of the variance. About
the training effects, the Fit found between Corporate
Education and others HRM subsystems contributes to
the Impact of training on the work (R=0,14) and to the
Perception of Incremental Change (R=0,17) and Radi-
cal Change (R=0,26) due to an educational event. The
contribution of the Fit between Corporate Education
and Career Systems, Internal Communication and Per-
formance Evaluation when evaluating the training ef-
fects over the Organizational Changes are mediated by
the Impact of Training on the work. The relevance of
the study is to provide an instrument to evaluate train-
ing effects at the organizational level and to strengthen
the need of horizontal fit between HRM functions.
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Proactive Transfer of Training: Results
from a Longitudinal Study

Solga, M., Ruhr-University of Bochum, Bochum, Ger-
many ; Dura, M., Ruhr-University of Bochum, Bochum,
Germany

Abstract: Workplace conditions that foster transfer of
training (e.g., opportunities to apply learned knowl-
edge and skills, transfer coaching by supervisors, peer
support) are frequently reported to be absent. In that
case, transfer of training highly depends on the de-
gree of a trainee’s personal initiative. In a longitudinal
study (N = 184), we therefore examined transfer of
training from a proactivity research perspective. Fol-
lowing Parker, Williams, and Turner (2006), we ex-
pected proactive personality to positively affect trans-
fer of training and role breadth self-efficacy as well as
flexible role-orientation to mediate this relationship.
We measured proactive personality, proposed media-
tors, and transfer performance at three different points
in time and we collected supervisor reports in addition
to self-reports from trainees in order to capture trans-
fer performance. Results showed proactive personality
to predict transfer of training and role breadth self-
efficacy as well as flexible role-orientation to mediate
this relationship. These variables provided incremen-
tal validity beyond measures from Holton, Bates, and
Ruona’s (2000) Learning Transfer System Inventory.
Our study leads to an interesting piece of advice for
HRD professionals: Transfer management is needed to
ensure training effectiveness; given that resources for
transfer management are limited, respective activities
shall especially focus on trainees low in proactivity.

Practitioners’ Day session 4

Location: 0.4 Brussels (15:00-16:15)

Symposium: Multinational corporations:
managing diversity at the work place and
communicative issues in team
coordination.

Main topic area: Organizational Structure, Culture,
Climate

Location: 0.5 Paris (15:00-16:15)

Chair: Oprea Ciobanu, R., Universite Lyon 2, Lyon,
France

Abstract: Historically, the approaches of international
management are interested in the development of in-
dustrial strategies and changes made by the multina-
tional corporations in the production and export of
their activity (Kogut, 2001)). These past years, work
and organizational psychologist became interested in
the organizational processes supporting these changes
but also in the individual and collectives mechanisms
to face the international activities. Studies on the ac-
tivity within multinationals reveal the collective aspect
of work. The team work supposes the interdependence
of people and the shared responsibility for their ac-
tions (Sundstrom, Demeuse & Futrell, 1990). The aim
of this symposium is to determine how organizations,
individuals and teams cooperate and coordinate them-
selves in multinational work environments. To that
end the symposium objective is to analyze how world-
wide multinational corporations manage these pro-
cesses, and how diverse individuals and team develop
coordination and cooperation mechanisms in situ. We
are also interested in highlighting the roles of teams’
language diversity on the employees’ activity. Our pre-
sentations will focus on the following themes and ques-
tions:How European and American multinational cor-
porations approach the issue of diversity in the work
place?How team members coordinate themselves in a
multicultural working situation?Which communicative
strategies do the teams develop to cope with commu-
nication problems caused by linguistic diversity?

Diversity Management Practices in an Inter-
national Context: An Analysis of Sustain-
ability Reports of European and American
MNCs

Öcal, K., Middlesex University Business School, Lon-
don, UK

Abstract: The management of diversity is a topic
that has attracted increasing attention among scholars
and gained momentum in three continents since 1990s
(Soni, 2000). Some examples of the appreciation of di-
versity can be found in interesting initiatives such as
Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Ac-
tion (Price, 2007). Indeed, diversity has its roots in
the distinctive features of the US business environ-
ment such as demographic and socio-political differ-
ences. The clout of American multinationals and their
practice of following head office policies in host coun-
tries not only created issues of relevance and fit but
gave high visibility for diversity management (Ferner
et al., 2006b; Björkman and Lervik, 2007). Studies on
MNCs’ diversity practices and its disclosure on sustain-
ability reports barely exist hence, this research aims to
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capture a comprehensive range of theoretical frame-
works and empirical studies on diversity management
issues based on Gardenswartz and Rowe (1998) four
layers on diversity. The paper examines how organiza-
tions approach the issue of diversity in the workplace
and aims to explore motivators which underlie the dif-
ferences between the disclosure volume of the diversity
dimensions on the CSR reports of American and Eu-
ropean MNCs.The reports are examined in a sample
of 75 the world’s largest companies which are listed on
Forbes250 in 2010. Primarily, indexing method is used
for the selected GRI items. Secondly, content analysis
is used to determine corporations’ behavior in terms of
gender, race and other diversity issues. Evidence from
the study revealed that there is a significant difference
internationally in many aspects. This gives the im-
pression that dissimilarity is emanated from whether
the economic regions and/or cultural patterns of cor-
porations have any substantial effect on the scores.

Diversity and coordination activity: the case
of a French enterprise engaging multina-
tional teams

Oprea Ciobanu, R., Universite Lyon 2, Lyon, France;
Bobillier Chaumon, M.E., Universite Lyon 2, Lyon,
France

Abstract: Following working evolutions of the last
decades (delocalization, implantation, globalization),
enterprises seek to adapt themselves and to develop
more and more innovating products. They attempt to
anticipate the effects of those mutations in order to
build up new organizational models, based on flexibil-
ity and structural transversality (Bobillier-Chaumon,
2003). We are interested in determining the way Ro-
manian and French employees collaborate and coor-
dinate themselves in situ; but also in how these pro-
cesses are developed by different language speaking em-
ployees. The study maintained necessary focus on a
French nuclear plant enterprise, operating worldwide
and currently working with Romanian subsidiary. We
conducted 24 interviews (with Romanian and French
employees working in France) and 2 half-days of work-
shops in order to understand the nature of the activity
in place (processes, vocabulary, working rules and in-
structions). Coordination (sensory-motor, visual, by
the individual and collective skills) is achieved in spite
of individual and cultural differences between the Ro-
manian and French employees. We discovered that the
coordination and articulation processes, in the absence
of language, are developed through observation and
team complicity. The employees have established their
own coordination system: they use gestures and signs.

The difficulties encountered in conducting the activ-
ity are communicated with their hands and their eyes.
This finding can help researchers and practitioners to
understand the mechanisms of coordination and col-
laboration in multicultural teams and also to provide
training and assistance to the employees.

The Role of language diversity for coop-
erative work: Communicative problems and
strategies in multilingual work groups

Manchen, S., Zürich University of Applied Science,
Zürich, Switzerland

Abstract: Due to the immigration into Switzerland,
Swiss companies today employ on all hierarchy lev-
els people from different backgrounds and with differ-
ent mother tongues. Thus, multilingual teams are be-
coming more common. The “lingua franca” in these
teams is often English or German, which for many
team members is a foreign or second language. So far,
research has paid too little attention to the linguistic
challenges multilingual teams face and to the strategies
they employ to efficiently master their communicative
tasks.The main goal of a running research project is
to analyze how communicative efficiency in linguisti-
cally diverse teams is attained. The assumption is that
communicative efficiency depends on the ability of the
team to manage its diversity of languages, i.e. to mas-
ter specific linguistic and communicative challenges in
the team according to the specific situation and con-
stellation.Our research questions in detail are: Which
communicative strategies do the teams develop to cope
with communication problems caused by linguistic di-
versity? Which linguistic strategies are communica-
tively efficient? Do the strategies also influence other
outcomes like satisfaction with communication in the
team and team climate? How are comparable coopera-
tive tasks mastered by the teams?The study combines
qualitative and quantitative methods: analysis of team
meetings (videotaping, transcription, speech analysis);
description of the company’s organizational framework
and language and diversity policy based on document
analysis and expert discussions; assessment of the per-
ceived quality of communication, team atmosphere and
communicative efficiency by means of photo elicitation
interviews, questionnaires and assessment of video se-
quences; assessment of the cooperative requirements
of a task by analyzing video sequences; The language
policy of the company, communicative problems arising
form the lingua franca situation and the communica-
tive strategies of the teams will be presented. Effects
on communicative efficiency will be shown.
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Using English Language inside a French Firm:
Communication Workload and Coping Strate-
gies

Sarnin, P., Universite Lyon 2, Lyon, France; Krief, A.,
Universite Lyon 2, Lyon, France; Cuvillier, B., Uni-
versite Lyon 2, Lyon, France

Abstract: Multinational firms need to use a common
language to allow cooperation among their workers. In
Western Europe, English often plays this role. But
what are the experimented workers in search of commu-
nication with other foreign workers and superiors sup-
posed to do? The workers have not all the same skills
or the same level in a foreign language. How work and
psychological states of workers are concerned with this
question? How they find their way when their language
skills are not strong? Cultural studies (Hofstede, 1984)
of work life and some ethnographic researches (Gold-
stein, 1997) or sociology of language (Bourhis, 1994)
do not give enough answers. Work and organizational
psychology is concerned as far as bilingualism at the
workplace is a growing issue in our globalized world
(Sachdev & Bourhis, 2001).We conducted a case study
on a firm in the mechanical sector: a very experienced
technician committed suicide a few months before. Co-
workers said he complained about English and the diffi-
culties to transmit ideas, to do reports, to use software,
etc. So, the ”health and well-being” department asked
us for a study on the issue related to the use of the
English language. A Swedish firm of the same sector
acquired this French firm in 2001. Since that, between
French and Swedish workers who often work together
within project teams, the English language is use as
a communicative tool in face to face interactions, but
also using audio conference and videoconference tech-
nologies. The research is found on direct observations
of workers and on interviews and questionnaires. The
sample includes blue collar workers, technicians and
managers. Results show different issues: the fear of
a mistake linked to a misinterpretation of words, the
additional workload related to translation, the difficul-
ties to argument in a meeting or a phone call, a feeling
of low reward in front of their efforts, etc. Decision
latitude and use of competencies (Karasek & Theorell,
1990) are reduced for these workers. But workers have
built many strategies in front of these difficulties: they
take sometimes work at home (translation of mails, re-
ports), they try to find some social support, they avoid
certain tasks, they build tools such as specific lexicon in
a cooperative way, etc. Hierarchy also develops strate-
gies to manage these people, more or less comprehen-
sive.

Presentations: Performance Management
and Reward systems

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.6 Madrid (15:00-16:15)

Chair: Moisio, E., Aalto University School of Science
and Technology, Espoo, Finland

Proactive Personality and Reward

Wawoe, K., Free University, Amsterdam, The Nether-
lands; Jong, R.D. de, Utrecht University, Utrecht, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Proactive Personality has been found to be
related to different measures of Performance, e.g. ob-
jective Sales Performance of real estate agents (Crant,
1995), subjective ratings (Chan, 2006; Thompson,
2005) and also to salary and promotions (Seibert et al.,
1999; Seibert et al., 2001). The pattern of relationships
among Proactive Personality and various measures of
Performance is not yet clear. It was the purpose of
the present study to examine the impact of Proactive
Personality on reward related performance-ratings rel-
ative to ratings without material consequences, after
controlling for the Big Five personality dimensions. In
a sample in the Netherlands and in India we found
partial support for our hypothesis that Proactive Per-
sonality has incremental validity over Conscientious-
ness and Extraversion in predicting different measures
of Performance. Proactiveness predicted significantly
more variance of the Bonus, Appraisal and the Self-
Opinion, however not of the Manager’s Opinion. We
also hypothesized that Proactive Personality has incre-
mental validity over Manager’s Opinion in predicting
the Bonus, Appraisal score and Self-Opinion was ac-
cepted as Proactiveness explained (significantly more)
variance over and above the Manager’s Opinion for all
measures of Performance. The results of our study in-
dicate that indeed Proactiveness was related to Bonus,
Appraisal and Self-Opinion even when we controlled
for Extraversion and Conscientiousness. No studies to
date had been done on the Bonus, Appraisal and Self-
Opinion of Performance, hence this study adds to cur-
rent literature by giving insight in the upside for the
employee for being proactive. This study also adds
to previous studies by including two different cultural
contexts: the Netherlands and India. Manager’s Opin-
ion Proactiveness had no incremental validity. Addi-
tionally, Proactive Personality had incremental valid-
ity in predicting Bonuses and Appraisals, after con-
trolling for the opinion of the manager with respect to
the employee’s Performance as such. This gives room
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for the thought that proactive people are able to in-
fluence their personal situation such that they benefit
even when the true opinion of the manager doesn’t jus-
tify it.

Employees’ attributions about the reward
practices and their relation to job perfor-
mance

Anjos, M., School of Business and Administration,
Polytechnic Institute of Setúbal, Setúbal, Portugal ;
Chambel, M.J., University of Lisbon, Lisboa, Portu-
gal

Abstract: Nishii, Lepak & Schneider (2008) considered
the importance of the employee’s attributions about
the reasons why management adopts the Human Re-
sources practices and their consequences for attitudes
and behaviours. The present study aims to examine
the effect of employee’s attributions about reward prac-
tices on worker’s performance. We interviewed the HR
Management to characterize the organization, their hu-
man resources and their reward politics and practices.
Two hundred employees answered a survey to evalu-
ate their attributions about reward practices. Job per-
formance was measured objectively by the organiza-
tion. Results revealed two different interpretations of
the reward practices and that they are related differ-
ently with employees’ performance. In summary, this
study showed that some Human Resources practices
can have both positive and negative interpretations and
that these different interpretations are related to em-
ployees’ performance. We argue that when implement-
ing organizational practices it is necessary to develop
positive evidences rather than negative ones.

People management in times of crisis: con-
trasting employee and manager expectations
and behaviour!

Willemse, I., Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School,
Gent, Belgium; Dewettinck, K., Vlerick Leuven Gent
Management School, Gent, Belgium

Abstract: The financial crisis has had great impact
on organizations all over the world, forcing them to
carry through cost savings, structural changes, lay-offs
and, in some cases, even organizational closure. Good
leadership and clear communications are essential to
help employees cope in such uncertain times. Since
line managers are the link between higher level man-
agement and employees, their role in these turbulent
times cannot be underestimated. In recent years, line
managers are increasingly charged with the responsibil-
ity for human resources management (Guest & King,

2001; Brewster & Larsen, 2000) and, more specifically,
performance management (Dewettinck, & Van Dijk, in
press; Thomas & Bretz, 1994). In our research, we
investigate the role of line managers in shaping per-
formance management in times of crisis. More specifi-
cally, we examine how employee expectations towards
their line manager change in times of crisis and whether
line managers’ behaviour changes accordingly. Based
on survey data from 178 manager - employee dyads
from a Belgian service company, administered when
the economic crisis was heavily impacting the organi-
sation, our results suggest that the expectations of em-
ployees and the actual people management behaviour
of their managers tend to diverge. Employees expect
their managers to be equally concerned about their in-
dividual development, to stay informed about market
conditions and to be involved in decision making. In
contrast, managers indicated that the crisis made them
act and decide faster, with less involvement of employ-
ees. Additionally, managers declared that they were
more reluctant to share, often negative, market infor-
mation. Furthermore, in a downsized team context,
managers indicated to be more concerned about the or-
ganisation and task division of work in general rather
than focussing on individual employee needs. To our
knowledge, this is the first empirical study to inves-
tigate the impact of the crisis on performance man-
agement practices, using matched data from employ-
ees and their managers. Our findings may contribute
to an increased awareness of the impact of the crisis
on both employees and line managers and their people
management expectations and behaviours. Addition-
ally, our results advance research to the role of the line
manager in times of crisis.

The Human and Organisational Impact of Em-
ployee Share Ownership: The Role of Psy-
chological Ownership in “All Employee” UK
Plans

Arnold, J.M., Loughborough University, Leicestershire,
UK ; McConville, D.C., Loughborough University, Le-
icestershire, UK ; Smith, A., Loughborough University,
Leicestershire, UK

Abstract: This interpretive study explores the effect
of employee share ownership (ESO) plans on employee
attitudes and behaviours at work by taking into ac-
count the role of psychological ownership (PO), char-
acterised by feelings of ’mine’ and ’ours’. The question
of whether ESO satisfies the causes of ownership feel-
ings (or whether it needs to) in order for attitudes and
behaviours to change, remains unexplored. The key
concepts and relationships specified in positivist causal
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models of ESO and PO were translated into a set of in-
terview questions. These were used to explore with 45
ESO plan participants whether the causal models fit
with the way they explain for themselves their expe-
riences of and reactions to employee share ownership.
Emerging findings suggest that the ESO plans, even
when they were felt to increase PO, provided little in-
centive to work harder. Employees felt they had a long
wait before making a financial return and no tangible
day to day benefits of ESO. This led the plans, and the
potential gains that could be made, to be perceived as
very long term, and easily forgotten. A number of em-
ployees felt the share plan helped retain them in the
organization. However, this did not appear to be be-
cause the plan was making then more committed, in the
sense that they would feel more emotionally attached,
or a greater sense of identification with the company.
Instead, the plan was retaining employees by causing
them to make an assessment of the costs associated
with leaving (continuance commitment). Results sug-
gested that the capacity of ESO to bring about attitu-
dinal change depends on: the extent to which (i) owner-
ship allows greater employee participation in decision
making; (ii) it is financially rewarding to employees;
and (iii) it is not seen purely as a savings scheme, or
an opportunity to make money. As the reward culture
is particularly relevant during this financial time, these
findings help inform practitioners and policy-makers in
understanding the impact ESO may have, and how. To
some extent the findings contradict widespread beliefs
amongst practitioners in the ESO field, and theories of
the effects of ESO.

Perceptions on Motivation and Reward Prac-
tices – A study on University Researchers in
the light of Self-Determination Theory

Moisio, E., Aalto University School of Science and
Technology, Espoo, Finland ; Ikävalko, H., Aalto Uni-
versity School of Science and Technology, Espoo, Fin-
land

Abstract: Studies concerning the effects of rewards on
work motivation provide opposing results. On one
hand evidence has been found that rewards as extrin-
sic motivators hamper intrinsic motivation (Amabile
1983, Deci & Ryan 1985), which is considered crucial
particularly for creativity. On the other hand, contrary
findings exist stating that rewards can support intrinsic
motivation if used correctly (Eisenberger & al. 1999).
The type of job and personality of the job-holder can
also influence this relation (Baer & al. 2003). As a
result from this debate new theories have been devel-
oped. One of these is Self-Determination Theory (Ryan

& Deci 2000) where motivational factors are re-grouped
into autonomous motivation and controlled motivation
based on their perceived locus of control. This ap-
proach could be more realistic in work environment
where rarely all work is purely intrinsically motivat-
ing. To explore this further we carried out a qualita-
tive study on the motivation of university researchers
and the role of various reward practices for their mo-
tivation. We chose this focus group because scientific
work requires creativity but includes also teaching and
administrative tasks. Thus not all of their work is in-
trinsically motivating. We interviewed 17 successful
university researchers within one university. Using a
semi-structured interview, we asked them to describe
their own motivation and the factors affecting it. We
also asked their perceptions of the various reward prac-
tices used in their university. The findings were ana-
lyzed in the framework of the Self-Determination The-
ory. We first summarize the presented motivational
factors according to their potential support to percep-
tions of autonomy, competence and relatedness. Sec-
ond, we present a summary of the interviewees’ per-
ceptions of the discussed reward practices. Then we
compare these to previous findings in literature on how
they may influence the perceptions of the previously
mentioned psychological needs. The preliminary re-
sults indicate that Self-Determination Theory can help
in explaining the motivational effects of various reward
practices. We also point out some practices within the
total rewards approach of the university that seem to
have negative influence on the researchers’ motivation.
These contributions will be discussed more detailed in
the paper.

Symposium: Interpersonal Antecedents
and Consequences of Achievement Goals

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.7 Lisbon (15:00-16:15)

Chairs: Hamstra, M.R.W., University of Groningen,
Groningen, The Netherlands; Sijbom, R.B.L., Uni-
versity of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Achievement goals have shown to be im-
portant for how individuals experience and respond
to achievement situations at work, in sports, and in
the classroom. So far, research has focused almost
exclusively on intra-individual antecedents and con-
sequences of achievement goals, and largely ignored
the social context that characterizes most achievement
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situations. The goal of the current symposium is to
bring together a collection of presentations that take
a more interpersonal or group perspective on achieve-
ment goals, with the objective to inform the audi-
ence about exciting and innovative research being done
within this growing field of study.The first presentation
focuses on how leadership styles are related to follow-
ers’ achievement goals. The second presentation stud-
ies how employees’ achievement goals relate to their
use of pay comparisons and their satisfaction with pay.
The third presentation investigates achievement goals
of teams, and their relation to procrastination. The
fourth presentation focuses on how leaders’ achieve-
ment goals relate to their interpersonal behavior when
considering subordinates’ input. Accordingly, these
presentations highlight the importance of considering
interpersonal context as a diverse factor in studying
achievement goals.

Leadership Styles and Followers’ Achieve-
ment Goals

Hamstra, M.R.W., University of Groningen, Gronin-
gen, The Netherlands; Yperen, N.W. van, University
of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands; Wisse,
B., University of Groningen, Groningen, The Nether-
lands; Sassenberg, K., Knowledge Media Research Cen-
tre Tübingen; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: In the achievement goal tradition, mastery
goals (focused on task-based or intrapersonal standards
of competence), in contrast to performance goals (fo-
cused on interpersonal standards of competence), have
typically been presented as the optimal mode of goal
striving, because mastery goals are positively related
to outcomes such as job performance and satisfaction.
Given the interpersonal nature of achievement situa-
tions, it is surprising that research has not investi-
gated the influence of prominent organizational figures
in shaping individuals’ achievement goals. As lead-
ership behavior may implicitly or explicitly set stan-
dards of competence for followers, we propose that
leadership behavior may be key in explaining and pre-
dicting followers’ achievement goals.As mastery goals
are aimed at task-based or intrapersonal competence,
leadership behavior stressing the intellectual develop-
ment of the individual should enhance followers’ mas-
tery goals. These are behaviors thought to be part
of a transformational leadership style. In contrast,
as performance goals are aimed at interpersonal com-
petence, the necessity to demonstrate one’s superior
competence that is associated with making rewards
contingent on achievement should enhance followers’

performance goals. Contingent rewarding is behavior
thought to be part of a transactional leadership style.
Thus, we expected that transformational leadership
is related positively to followers’ adoption of mastery
goals, whereas we expected that transactional leader-
ship is related positively to followers’ adoption of per-
formance goals.In line with these expectations, a study
of 120 teams (N = 450) showed that transformational
leadership was positively related to followers’ mastery
goals, whereas transactional leadership was positively
related to followers’ performance goals. Further, a sce-
nario experiment (N = 46) showed that followers of a
transformational leader, relative to those of a transac-
tional leader, expected to more strongly endorse mas-
tery goals, whereas followers of a transactional leader,
relative to those of a transformational leader, expected
to more strongly endorse performance goals. These re-
sults highlight the importance of considering leadership
styles as antecedent of individuals’ achievement goal
adoption. These and other practical and theoretical
implications will be discussed.

Achievement goals determine the strength of
self-referenced and other-referenced com-
parisons in pay satisfaction

Anseel, F., Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium; Heslin,
P.A., Cox School of Business; Baeten, X., Vlerick Leu-
ven Gent Management School, Gent, Belgium; Ven, J.
van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: Achievement goals have emerged as a highly
influential framework for understanding how people de-
fine, experience, and respond to competence-relevant
situations at work. One of the basic assumptions of
this framework is that performance goals focus em-
ployees on other-referenced standards, whereas mas-
tery goals focus employees on self-referenced standards.
Although the type of standards used to define compe-
tence is at the conceptual core of achievement goals,
few studies have actually tested this assumption. In
the current study, we aim to bring more empirical ev-
idence for the association between achievement goals
and the use of different standards by examining the
effects of achievement goals on the strength of differ-
ent pay comparisons when evaluating pay level. More
specifically, we hypothesized that other-referenced pay
comparisons would have a stronger effect on pay satis-
faction for employees high on performance goals than
for those low on performance goals. Conversely, self-
referenced pay comparisons were hypothesized to have
a stronger effect on pay satisfaction for employees
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high on mastery goals, than for those low on mas-
tery goals. Our hypotheses were tested in a sample
of 4248 employees in Belgium. Participants completed
an achievement goal and pay level satisfaction ques-
tionnaire. They also reported their current salary,
how much they thought others in a similar job outside
their company earned (other-referenced pay compar-
ison) and how much they earned two years ago (self-
referenced pay comparison). Moderated polynomial re-
gression analyses supported our two main hypotheses
indicating that other-referenced versus self-referenced
comparisons received more weight in pay satisfaction
depending on the achievement goals pursued.

When teams fail to self-regulate: Collective
goal orientation, goal commitment and effi-
cacy as predictors of team procrastination

Hooft, E.A.J. van, University of Amsterdam, Ams-
terdam, The Netherlands; Mierlo, H. van, Erasmus
University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Procrastination (i.e., voluntary and un-
planned delay of an intended course of action that is
needed to achieve some goal), has multiple negative
consequences, such as missing deadlines, poor perfor-
mance, and decreased mental health. Although re-
search has shown that procrastination is widespread
among individuals both at work, at school, and in daily
life, it is not known whether procrastination also occurs
in teams. This study was designed to examine whether
teams engage in collective procrastination when work-
ing towards a shared goal, and what factors may affect
team-level procrastination. We hypothesized that team
procrastination is predicted by both individual-level
personality variables (i.e.., trait procrastination) and
team-level motivational state variables (i.e., collective
goal orientation, goal commitment, and team efficacy).
Participants were 417 students assigned to 152 debat-
ing teams in an undergraduate debating course. Team
members worked together to develop debating skills,
complete assignments, and give presentations. Survey
data were collected before, during, and at the end of
the course. ICC1-values suggest that team members
share a common perception of the procrastinatory be-
haviors in their team, ICC1 = .40, F(151,255) = 2.80, p
< .001. Regression analysis predicting team-level pro-
crastination demonstrated that teams with more men
and teams with more members high on individual trait
procrastination reported higher levels of team procras-
tination. The teams’ levels of collective goal commit-
ment and debating efficacy negatively predicted team

procrastination, whereas the teams’ levels of collective
performance-approach and learning-avoid goal orienta-
tion positively predicted team procrastination. Thus,
team procrastination does not only depend on charac-
teristics of the individual team members, but also on
the teams’ shared motivational states (i.e., collective
goal commitment, team efficacy, and goal orientation).
These motivational states may offer important leads to
reduce team-level procrastination.

Leaders Achievement Goals and Employee
Creativity: How to Get Old Ideas out and
New Ideas into the Mind

Sijbom, R.B.L., University of Groningen, Groningen,
The Netherlands; Janssen, O., University of Gronin-
gen, Groningen, The Netherlands; Yperen, N.W. van,
University of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: As leaders have power to withhold support
or devote attention to bottom-up creativity (Graen &
Cashman, 1975), they control the transfer of subordi-
nates’ creative input to higher-level actors and, there-
fore, decide whether input may germinate or not. Be-
sides subordinates’ creative input being a crucial re-
source for organizations (Amabile, 1988), it also chal-
lenges the established frameworks of thoughts and rou-
tines of the leader (Detert & Burris, 2007). Given
leaders’ key positions, they can be regarded as gate-
keepers of the current status quo and, consequently,
may perceive little need to adjust current practices
and ways of thinking, even in the face of very useful
and valuable ideas. So, besides characteristics of sub-
ordinates’ creative input, motivational drivers of lead-
ers might play a crucial role as well. In the present
study, achievement goals are investigated as a moti-
vational factor that can clarify when, why and how
leaders perceive and respond to subordinates’ creative
input that questions their established framework of
thought and routines.Theory on achievement goals con-
ceptualizes mastery goals and performance goals as ap-
proach forms of regulation directed at gaining desir-
able outcomes (Elliot, 2005). Accordingly, mastery-
approach goals reflect the desire to develop competence
by acquiring new skills and mastering new situations,
whereas performance-approach goals reflect the desire
to demonstrate superior competence by outperforming
others (Elliot & McGregor, 2001).In the first study we
demonstrated that leaders are able to recognize and
evaluate valuable and novel ideas, even when they chal-
lenge their own thoughts and routines. In the second
study we manipulated leaders’ achievement goals. We
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expected and found that given the nature of the con-
cepts of mastery goals and performance goals, mastery
goal leaders were more focused on getting the best so-
lution and showed more adopting behavior, whereas
performance goal leaders were more focused on rela-
tional aspects and, consequently, showed more forcing
behavior directed at pushing through their own, old
ideas at the expense of the new ones proposed by the
subordinate.

Meet the Editors II:

Location: 0.8 Rome (15:00-16:15)

Chair: Emmerik, H. van, Maastricht University, Maas-
tricht, The Netherlands

Career Development International

Emmerik, H. van, Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands

Human Relations

Daniels, K., Loughborough University, Leicestershire,
UK

British Journal of Management

Schyns, B., University of Portsmouth, Portsmouth,
UK

Human Resource Management

Hayton, J., HRM the Journal, SBA Bocconi, Milan,
Italy

Group & Organization Management

Baruch, Y., Rouen Business School, Rouen, France

Qualitative Research in Organizations and
Management

Symon, G., Rouen Business School, Mont Saint Aigan,
France

Symposium: The Employee During
Organizational Change: Attitudes, Needs,
Strategies, Work Engagement and Well
being.

Main topic area: Organizational Change and Develop-
ment

Location: 0.9 Athens (15:00-16:15)

Chairs: Heuvel, M. van den, Utrecht University,
Utrecht, The Netherlands; Demerouti, E., Eindhoven
University of Technology, Eindhoven, The Nether-
lands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soester-
berg, The Netherlands

Abstract: In order for planned organizational change
efforts to be successful, it is essential to study the role
of the individual employee as a change recipient and
as a change ‘crafter’. Most organizational changes ul-
timately mean that individual employees are required
to change their behavior, whether they are required to
sell new products, relocate, work with new systems,
work under a new company name etc. It is therefore
important not only to study change form a macro per-
spective, but also to include micro processes at the
level of the individual employees in change research
(Armenakis, Harris, & Mossholder, 1993; Miller, John-
son, & Grau, 1994). The objective of this symposium
is to emphasize the role of individual employees and
their experience during times of change. We have com-
piled studies using diverse research designs to take a
broad perspective on the micro processes and employee
outcomes during change. The first study is a litera-
ture review of quantitative studies on employee reac-
tions to organizational change and antecedents of these
change reactions. The researchers reviewed 79 quanti-
tative studies based on which a model is drawn up of
change reactions, antecedents of change reactions and
consequences of change (both work-related and per-
sonal consequences). In this study the authors partic-
ularly focus in on the change recipients’ characteristics
as antecedents of change reactions. They discuss four
categories of these characteristics, namely personality,
coping styles, motivational needs and demographics.
The link between these characteristics and change re-
actions are discussed.The second study uses a combi-
nation of qualitative and quantitative data. The re-
searchers present a conceptual model based on exten-
sive qualitative, international data that depicts the re-
lations between fulfilment of the psychological contract
and attitudes to change, and how this relation is medi-
ated by trust and organizational commitment. Type
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of change is suggested to moderate the relation be-
tween psychological contract fulfilment and attitudes
to change. Using quantitative data the model is tested
with samples from the Netherlands, UK and Germany.
Results indicate a positive relationship between psy-
chological contract fulfilment and a positive attitude
to change. Moreover, trust mediates this relationship
for the organization-side of the psychological contract,
while organizational commitment mediates the rela-
tionship for the employee-side of the psychological con-
tract. Implications for HR practices are discussed.The
third study is an experimental design in which an or-
ganizational change process is simulated. This pro-
cess is implemented according to the four dimensions
of a healthy organizational change implementation, i.e.
manager availability, consciousness of diverse effects of
organizational change, role clarification and construc-
tive conflict and dialogue with management. The re-
searchers found that indeed the healthy change pro-
cess was related to a healthier psychosocial working
environment, in terms of decreased demands and in-
creased support. In turn support was related to con-
trol. The healthy change process also had a direct
positive effect on well being outcomes (stress, engage-
ment, satisfaction and bullying), whereby the relation
between healthy change process and satisfaction was
mediated by demands, engagement and health com-
plaints.The fourth study uses daily diary data to study
daily fluctuations in employees’ perception of trans-
formational leadership, basic need fulfilment, active
learning and daily work engagement. Trait levels of
work engagement are suggested to moderate the rela-
tion between transformational leadership and daily ac-
tive learning, in such a way that more engaged employ-
ees will ‘benefit’ more from their leaders in terms of a
higher perception of daily active learning than employ-
ees lower on trait engagement. The researchers found
that daily levels of transformational leadership are pos-
itively related to daily active learning and this relation
is partially mediated by need fulfilment. Furthermore,
trait work engagement moderated the relationship be-
tween daily transformational leadership and daily ac-
tive learning in the expected direction. The findings
emphasize the importance of good leadership and need
fulfilment at work. The fifth study uses weekly diary
data that was collected in an engineering company that
introduced flexible working using hot-desking. These
types of space management initiatives require adapta-
tion from employees. Not many studies as of yet have
focused on within-person processes of how employees
maintain work engagement while adjusting to such
changes. This study shows that weekly fluctuations
in personal and job resources are related to the use of
self-leadership strategies and that these positively im-

pact work engagement. Subsequently, the researchers
found that work engagement is related to supervisor-
ratings of adaptive performance. The studies presented
above primarily underwrite the interactionist perspec-
tive. Employee attitudes to change, work engagement
and job satisfaction are seen as outcomes of the in-
teraction of the employee (in terms of personality, re-
sources, needs, coping and learning styles) with their
psychosocial working environment, i.e. job demands,
job resources, (trust, support, organizational commit-
ment, healthy change characteristics, leadership). This
symposium contributes to our knowledge of the vari-
ous processes that take place on a micro level during
organizational change. Employees are active agents in
the working environment that can successfully adapt
to change. The presence of good leadership, building
trust and other health change process characteristics
is essential. In order for organizational change to be
adopted by employees, organizations should focus on
creating positive working environments during change
that address employee (diverse) needs and encourage
employee resourcefulness and self-management.

Change Recipients’ Characteristics and Reac-
tions to Organizational Change

Vakola, M., Athens University of Economics and Busi-
ness, Athens, Greece; Armenakis, A., Auburn Univer-
sity, USA; Oreg, S., University of Haifa, Haifa, Israel ;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: A main determinant of the extent to which
any change can succeed is how change recipients react
to organizational change. Some employees welcome or-
ganizational change, viewing it as a chance to benefit
and improve their status, whereas others sabotage it or
choose to ignore it. This pluralism in reactions toward
change attracted researchers’ attention and they inves-
tigated whether individuals are predisposed to respond
in certain ways when encountering change, across dif-
ferent change situations. We reviewed studies pub-
lished between 1948 and 2007, out of which 79 met the
criteria of being quantitative studies of change recipi-
ents’ reactions to an organizational change. Through
this review, we unravel a model of (a) explicit reac-
tions to change, in which these reactions are concep-
tualized as tri-dimensional attitudes, (b) reaction an-
tecedents that comprise pre-change antecedents (viz.,
change recipient characteristics and internal context)
and change antecedents (viz., change process, perceived
benefit/harm, and change content), and (c) change
consequences, including work-related and personal con-
sequences. The aim of this paper is to present this
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model and focus on change recipients characteristics
which are related to differences in individuals’ reactions
to organizational change. More specifically, our paper
will first present all the parameters that compose our
model aiming at providing an overarching view of the
quantitative investigations that have been undertaken
to explain recipients’ reactions to change. Secondly, we
will describe the change recipients’ characteristics that
we have identified and are grouped in four categories
namely personality traits, coping styles, motivational
needs, and demographics. Thirdly, each category will
be analyzed and an explanation of how it is related to
change recipients’ reactions to change will be discussed.
Finally, our paper will provide a synthesis of findings
and a discussion of identified gaps and complexities for
both change researchers and practitioners.

The influence of psychological contract ful-
filment on attitude towards organizational
change

Heuvel, S. van den, Tilburg University, Tilburg, The
Netherlands; Schalk, R., Tilburg University, Tilburg,
The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: The need to adapt to changing environ-
ments has always been a challenge for organizations.
During organizational changes, organizations need to
adjust the employment relationship to changing cir-
cumstances. In times of organizational change, the
employee is triggered to re-evaluate the psychological
contract, and the psychological contract is put to a
test. This process of re-evaluation influences the atti-
tude of employees towards the organizational changes.
This presentation examines the relationship between
psychological contract fulfilment and attitude towards
change, while conceptualizing attitude towards change
as a multidimensional construct comprising an affec-
tive, a behavioural and a cognitive component. Based
on an interview study among 39 HR directors and
change management specialists in 8 European coun-
tries, a conceptual model is presented that depicts the
relationship between psychological contract fulfilment
and attitude towards change. Furthermore, the model
highlights the mediating role of trust and organiza-
tional commitment and the moderating role of type
of change. The model is illustrated by several sur-
vey studies on the relationship between psychological
contract fulfilment and attitude towards change which
were conducted in the Netherlands, Germany and the
UK. The preliminary results of the studies show a pos-
itive relationship between psychological contract fulfil-
ment and attitude towards change, by which 1) trust

mediates the relationship between the organization-
side of the psychological contract and attitude towards
change, and 2) organization commitment mediates the
relationship between employee-side of the psychologi-
cal contract and attitude towards change. It is argued
that by maintaining good psychological contracts with
employees organizations can build trust, which can pre-
vent resistance to change to occur.

Experimental manipulation of organizational
change process healthiness: Triangulating
correlational findings and exploring the
power of workplace simulations

Tvedt, S.D., Norwegian University of Science and
Technology, Trondheim, Norway ; Saksvik, P.O., Nor-
wegian University of Science and Technology NTNU,
Trondheim, Norway ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Fac-
tors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Through previous qualitative and quantita-
tive studies, four dimensions of healthy organizational
change process (Consciousness of diversity, Manager
Availability, Role clarification, and Constructive con-
flicts) and their effects on the work environment have
been established (Saksvik et al., 2007; Tvedt, Saksvik
& Nytro, 2009). The present study set out to experi-
mentally manipulate the process operationalized in the
Healthy Change Process Index (HCPI) during change
in a simulated work environment.H1: The manipulated
process healthiness will directly improve the psycho-
social work environment and measures of health and
well-being. H2: The psychosocial work environment
will mediate effects of the manipulated process health-
iness on measures of health and well-being. H3: Sat-
isfaction is the ultimate outcome variable mediated
by both the psychosocial work environment and mea-
sures of health and well-being. A convenience sample
o f University Freshmen (N=180) was randomly dis-
tributed (confirmed by a series of t-tests) to healthy
and unhealthy process conditions. During a 50 minute
simulation an organizational change was implemented.
Structural Equation Modeling analysis was used by
means of AMOS 18.0 software to test the hypotheses.A
model of H1-3 was achieved with reasonable fit. H1
was partly supported: A manipulated healthy process
had a strong direct effect on Demands and Support,
and Support mediated the effect on Control. Also,
Engagement, bullying, Satisfaction and Stress was di-
rectly improved, but Health complaints only indirectly
via Stress. H2 was partly supported: Stress and Sat-
isfaction was mediated by Demands, and Engagement
was mediated by Support. Bullying received no indi-
rect effect. H3 was partly supported: The effect on
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Satisfaction was mediated by Demands, Engagement,
and Health complaints.Although we acknowledge limi-
tations regarding the mediated effects, it seems the ma-
nipulation of the change process healthiness through-
out a 50 minute workplace simulation is strong enough
that organizational change processes can be studied
with experimental rigor. Future research will focus
on manipulating the individual dimensions of HCPI
and expand outcome measures. Implications concern-
ing development of practical consultancy tools are dis-
cussed.

Daily active learning at work: The role of
daily transformational leadership, daily need
fulfilment and trait work engagement

Hetland, H., University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway ;
Demerouti, E., Eindhoven University of Technology,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands; Hetland, J., University
of Bergen, Bergen, Norway ; Bakker, A.B., Erasmus
University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: The aim of this study is to investigate how
employees’ experience of daily transformational leader-
ship (idealized influence, inspirational motivation, in-
tellectual stimulation, individualized consideration) is
related to daily active learning at work. Our central
hypothesis is that the more employees perceive their
leader as being transformational, the more active learn-
ing they will experience on a daily basis. In addition,
we assume that daily basic need fulfilment of auton-
omy, competence and relatedness in employees, will
mediate the relationship between leadership and ac-
tive learning on a daily basis. Finally, we expect that
employee trait work engagement will moderate the rela-
tionship between daily transformational leadership and
daily active learning, such that it will be stronger for
engaged employees, compared to their counterparts low
on engagement. In total, 109 employees participated in
this study, (response rate 93.2%, 52.3% women, mean
age, 43.5 years). The respondents initially completed
a background survey, and then completed a daily ques-
tionnaire during five consecutive days. Validated scales
were used to measure all constructs. All scales were
adjusted to tap daily fluctuations. Trait work engage-
ment was measured using the “Utrecht Work Engage-
ment Scale”. Multilevel analyses showed a significant
relationship between daily transformational leadership
and daily active learning. Also, need fulfilment par-
tially mediated this relationship. Finally, trait work
engagement moderated the relationship between daily
transformational leadership and daily active learning,

as there was a stronger association between transfor-
mational leadership and active learning for the employ-
ees with high trait engagement, compared to employees
with low trait engagement.Leadership is a crucial factor
for learning and change within organizations, and our
findings shed light on how intra-individual variability
in employees’ experience of transformational leadership
is related to active learning at work. Taken together,
on days that leaders show more transformational lead-
ership, their followers show more active learning behav-
iors. Furthermore, the findings reveal that basic need
fulfilment partially explains this relationship, empha-
sizing the importance of meeting such needs in a work
setting. Moreover, trait engagement was found to mod-
erate the relationship between transformational leader-
ship and active learning. Hence, trait work engagement
is central, as workers higher in engagement experience
more daily active learning in relation to daily trans-
formational leadership. In conclusion, our findings can
be used to ensure that necessary active learning and
change occur in organizations.

Introducing Flexible Working: Adaptive
strategies mediate the positive relation be-
tween personal resources and work engage-
ment.

Heuvel, M. van den, Utrecht University, Utrecht,
The Netherlands; Demerouti, E., Eindhoven Uni-
versity of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands;
Bakker, A.B., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotter-
dam, The Netherlands; Schaufeli, W.B., Utrecht Uni-
versity, Utrecht, The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno
Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Previous studies have shown contradictory
results regarding the impact of flexible work envi-
ronments on employee well being. This study uses
a theoretical model that includes aspects of the job
and individual characteristics (personal resources and
self-leadership) to explain adjustment to the intro-
duction of ‘hot-desking’ (shared instead of personal
workspaces). The study contributes to our knowledge
of the role of change resources in the process of ad-
justing to change. To explain the relation between re-
sources and engagement, self-leadership strategies were
included. We hypothesize that (1) weekly personal re-
sources, (i.e. self-efficacy and meaning-making) and
weekly job resources, (i.e. colleague support) will be
positively related to weekly work engagement. Sec-
ondly, that (2) weekly personal resources will be posi-
tively related to weekly work engagement through self-
leadership. Furthermore, we expect that (3) work en-
gagement is related to supervisor ratings of adaptive
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performance (constructive team behavior and extra-
role performance).The study was conducted in an en-
gineering company that introduced hot-desking. Start-
ing the first week after the renovations, employees com-
pleted a weekly survey for a period of 5 weeks. In total,
71 employees completed the surveys (response 46%).
Supervisor-ratings of adaptive performance were ob-
tained after week 5. Multilevel analyses showed that
weekly presence of personal resources (self-efficacy and
meaning-making) and support was positively related
to weekly engagement. As expected, self-leadership
mediated this relationship for meaning-making. How-
ever, no significant relationship was found between
self-efficacy and self-leadership. Work engagement
was related to supervisor-ratings of adaptive perfor-
mance.The study shows the importance of resources to
maintain work engagement, as well as the importance
of engagement for adjustment to change. A practical
implication is that enhancing employee efficacy beliefs
and meaning-making as well as offering support can be
helpful during change. Dialogue and coaching could fa-
cilitate reflection on how the change affects employees,
which will help employees to actively maintain engage-
ment, and to adjust to change.

Symposium: Change in Teams

Main topic area: Teams and Workgroups

Location: 2.1 Colorado (15:00-16:15)

Chairs: Gockel, C., University of Fribourg, Switzer-
land ; Meyer, B., University of Zürich, Zürich, Switzer-
land ; Beek, D. van der, TNO Quality of Life, Hoofd-
dorp, The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human
Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Every single phenomenon in teams is affected
by time: All teams are formed at some point intime, ex-
ist for a certain period, and eventually dissolve. During
their lifetime a myriad ofchanges take place. Affective
reactions to working in teams (like cohesion and collec-
tivemood), cognitive mechanisms (like shared mental
models and transactive memory systems),and behav-
ioral phenomena (like routines) require team members
to interact for some time,can influence team perfor-
mance and are in turn influenced by team performance.
If we wantto understand how teams function, we need
to take time into account. Recentmethodological ad-
vances have allowed researchers to examine change in
detail and to movethe field forward from understand-
ing correlation to understanding causation.The talks
in this symposium present a variety of new findings
about affective, cognitive,behavioral, and performance

changes in teams. The contributors will explain how
change in ateam climate facet impacts change in per-
ceived team performance, how humor impactsperceived
cohesion over time, how diversity impacts individual
skill development, and howinternal and external cog-
nitive alignment impact change in team performance.
Finally, amethodological talk shows the connection be-
tween individual-level and group-leveltemporal dynam-
ics. Findings are based on very different samples (work
teams, studentteams, military training groups) and
different time intervals (ranging from three weeks up
totwo years). All studies demonstrate that the inclu-
sion of time in team research leads to newunderstand-
ings of important team processes and outcomes.

The relationships of work - team climate with
team mood and team performance: A dynamic
approach

González-Romá, V., University of Valencia, Valencia,
Spain; Beek, D. van der, TNO Quality of Life, Hoofd-
dorp, The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human
Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: The objective of this study is to test whether
change over time in the work team climatefacet of en-
abling formalization is positively related to change over
time in perceived teamperformance, and whether the
aforementioned relationship is partially mediated by
changeover time in collective mood (job tension). A
sample of 174 work teams participated in thestudy.
Data were gathered at 3 time points along a 2-year pe-
riod. The study variables wereoperationalized at the
team level. The data were analyzed by means of hi-
erarchical linearmodeling. The results obtained sup-
ported the study hypotheses. Change in enablingfor-
malization was positively related to change in perceived
team performance (.15, p<.01),and negatively related
to collective mood (job tension, -.15, p<.05). More-
over, aftercontrolling for change in enabling formaliza-
tion, collective tension was negatively related toper-
ceived team performance (-.13, p<.01). The indirect
effect of change in enablingformalization on change in
perceived team performance via change in collective
tension wasstatistically significant. Our study confirms
that enabling formalization is beneficial in thesample
of work teams investigated, since it contributes to im-
proving work team performanceand reducing job ten-
sion. The analytical strategy used and the results ob-
tained support theidea that the addressed relationships
are dynamic and develop over time.
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Launching with humor: The impact of humor
on cohesion in teams

Gockel, C., University of Fribourg, Switzerland ; Beek,
D. van der, TNO Quality of Life, Hoofddorp, The
Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Recent models of team development propose
that in their first meeting, teams establish aset of stan-
dards about how to deal with each other and how to ap-
proach their task (e.g.,Gersick, 1988). In this study, we
examined how humor affects cohesion in teams in their
firstand later meetings. Humor refers to comments
or actions that are perceived as funny andmake oth-
ers laugh (Martin, 2007). Qualitative studies suggest
that humor can serve a varietyof beneficial social func-
tions in teams: It can increase cohesion and decrease
statusdifferences, which in turn helps team members
work more cooperatively (Vinton, 1989). Onehundred
students in 25 teams working on creative tasks partici-
pated in the study. Duringeach of three meetings, inde-
pendent raters counted how many humorous comments
everyteam member made and team members filled out
the Perceived Cohesion Scale (Bollen &Hoyle, 1990).
For the analysis of growth curve data, we used SEM.
We treated the interceptand slope of cohesion as out-
comes and both slopes and intercepts of own and oth-
ers’humorous comments as predictors. Our model fits
the data well, ?2(27) = 30.87, ns., RMSEA =.04, CFI
= .99, TLI = .98. Initial levels of own and others’ hu-
morous comments predicted initiallevels of perceived
cohesion. However, changes in humor use did not pre-
dict change inperceived cohesion. To conclude, this
study shows that the humorous tone of the firstmeeting
can set the tone for group members’ emotional experi-
ences in the group. The startof a social system seems
to entail a readiness for certain interaction patterns –
includinghumor – that show promise of helping group
members find together as a group and get offto a good
start.

Perceived similarity between trainers and
group members: Temporal effects of diver-
sity faultlines and social categories in train-
ing groups

Meyer, B., University of Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland ;
Driel, M. van, United States Air force Defense Equal
opportunity Management Institute; McDonald, D.P.,
United States Air Force Defense Equal opportunity
Management Institute; Beek, D. van der, TNO Quality
of Life, Hoofddorp, The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de,
Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: The impact of team diversity on team pro-
cesses and outcomes has long been a core focus ofor-
ganizational psychology. However, the effects of di-
versity are rarely studied over time.With the current
study, we investigated how diversity faultlines – hy-
pothetical dividing linesbased on several diversity at-
tributes splitting a group into homogeneous subgroups
– affecttraining outcomes in diverse training groups
over time. We assumed that pronounced socialdiffer-
ences between subgroups within training groups (i.e.,
diversity faultlines) pose achallenge to performance of
individuals in diverse training groups. However, we
also arguethat members of training groups with pro-
nounced social differences between subgroups canprofit
from these differences if they fall into the same sub-
group as their trainers. We testedour hypothesis on a
sample consisting of 1089 students from 88 diverse mil-
itary traininggroups. Students’ training performance
was assessed four times over a period of severalweeks
by three independent raters. Diversity faultlines and
subgroup membership weredetermined by the Fau al-
gorithm (Thatcher, Jehn, & Zanutto (2003) across mul-
tiple attributes(e.g., student gender and race). Consis-
tent with our hypotheses, training groups’ diversitydid
pose a challenge to student performance. However, stu-
dents performed better at theconclusion of training if
they were categorized as belonging to the same sub-
groups as theirtrainers and if the differences between
subgroups were more pronounced. These resultsindi-
cate that subgroup differences within a training con-
text are an asset to studentperformance over time if
students perceive similarities between themselves and
theirtrainers. The results also indicate, however, that
in the absence of perceived trainersimilarity, group di-
versity may slow student performance. These results
are indicative of theimportance of leadership charac-
teristics to leverage group diversity as an asset to in-
creaseindividuals’ performance over time.

Team Cognition and Team Performance Tra-
jectories in a Complex Environment: Combin-
ing Internal and External Alignment

Uitdewilligen, S., Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands; Waller, M.J., York University,
Toronto, ON, Canada; Bollen, P., Maastricht Univer-
sity, Maastricht, The Netherlands; Roe, R.A., Maas-
tricht University, The Netherlands; Beek, D. van der,
TNO Quality of Life, Hoofddorp, The Netherlands;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Theories on the role of team cognitive struc-
tures on team performance seem to lead todifferent in-
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ferences. On the one hand, shared mental model the-
ory advocates similarity incognitive knowledge struc-
tures among team members, while on the other hand
transactivememory theory emphasizes the benefits that
can be gained from cognitive diversification.We argue
that the apparent paradox can be resolved by apply-
ing the notions of internal andexternal cognitive align-
ment. In order to deal with complex adaptive environ-
ments, teamsrequire cognitive variety in order to be
able to process the complexities of their externalenvi-
ronment and they require cognitive integration mecha-
nisms, such as similarity, in orderto deal with internal
alignment. We present and test a model of the effects of
team internaland external cognitive alignment on task
performance over time. We tested our hypothesesin a
management simulation with 7 decision periods. Our
findings indicate that both internaland external cog-
nitive alignment are crucial for team performance tra-
jectories. Moreover,although team mental model com-
plexity predicts team information search trajectories
andteam information search predicts team performance
trajectories, no conclusive evidence wasfound for a me-
diation effect of team information search. Finally we
found evidence for amoderation effect of team mental
model complexity on the effect of team information-
search on team performance trajectories.

An Intra - Subject Longitudinal Approach to
Study Team Process Dynamics over Time

Li, J., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The Nether-
lands; Roe, R.A., Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands; Beek, D. van der, TNO Quality of
Life, Hoofddorp, The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno
Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: In this paper, we develop an intra-
subject longitudinal approach to examine team pro-
cessdynamics over time and its nomological networks
with team input antecedents and teamoutput conse-
quences. The intra-subject approach starts from a
heterogeneity assumptionthat individual teams’ pro-
cess (e.g. conflict, communication) develops dis-
tinctly from eachother over time and regards intra-
team process dynamics over time as a holistic con-
cept. Itapplies an “individuals-to-group” analysis
method that infers group-level (e.g. sample-level,sub-
sample-level) “pattern” from the distribution of emer-
gent individual patterns. Inaddition, we question the
“group-to-individuals” analysis method in the inter-
subjectslongitudinal approach traditionally used in
team processes research. The inter-subjectsapproach
assumes that individual teams follow homogeneous

process dynamics patternsover time and infers indi-
vidual patterns from the estimated group pattern. It
does notaddress the theoretical inquiry that what and
how team inputs affect team processes andwhat and
how team processes affect team outputs, or, in other
words, how inter-teamsdifferences in team input lev-
els are associated with inter-teams differences in intra-
teamprocess dynamics over time and how inter-teams
differences in intra-team process dynamicsover time are
associated with inter-teams differences in team out-
put levels. The paperunfolds by a discussion of the
logical connection of group-level temporal dynamics
andindividual-level temporal dynamics. We then elab-
orate the three steps of the intra-subjectlongitudinal
approach and exemplify its application to a hypotheti-
cal study in which teamconflict is repeatedly measured
over time. We conclude the paper by shortly discussing
themerits and limitations of the newly developed intra-
subject longitudinal approach.

””Made in L. A. ””-A Documentary Film on
Decent Work

Location: 2.14 Amazon (15:00-16:15)

Symposium: Healthy and Engaged
Workers I: Appraisal Processes

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 2.7 Meuse (15:00-16:15)

Chairs: Michel, A., University of Heidelberg / Psychol-
ogy Institute, Heidelberg, Germany ; Gonzalez-Moralez,
M.G., University of Guelph, Guelph, ON, Canada

Abstract: Maintaining and promoting a healthy and en-
gaged workforce is of pivotal interest not only for socio-
economical and organizational contexts but also for
employees and managers. The significance of this topic
was shared among participants of the Second EAWOP
Early Career Summer School and their research around
this issue triggered the organization of this symposium.
The aim of this double symposium is to present differ-
ent studies exploring structures and processes that con-
tribute to a healthy and engaged workforce. We have
divided the symposium in two conceptual parts that
describe how appraisal processes (session I) and re-
sources in organizations (session II) contribute to well-
being, work attitudes and performance. The four pa-
pers to be presented in this session examine the role of
socio-cognitive processes such as appraisal of stressors
and social identification. The findings of the studies
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will stimulate the discussion around the quality of the
appraisal process, challenge or threat when predicting
health, performance (Gonzalez-Morales & Neves pa-
per) and recovery (Turgut, Michel & Sonntag paper).
The temporal dimension of the appraisal is also taken
into account when studying non-linear effects of job
insecurity on job performance (Selenko et al. paper).
Finally, the appraisal of our social work contexts such
as work teams and organizations is used to explore the
link between social identity and well-being (van Dick
& Schuh paper).

The appraisal of challenges and hindrances
as opportunities and obstacles as predictors
of health and performance

González-Morales, M.G., University of Guelph,
Guelph, Canada; Neves, P., School of Economics and
Management, Nova University, Lisboa, Portugal

Abstract: Cavanaugh et al. (2000) operationalizated
job stressors in a two-factor structure: hindrance
(demands are seen as obstacles to personal growth
and task accomplishment) and challenge stressors (de-
mands are viewed as creating challenge and/or the op-
portunity for personal development and achievement).
A recent meta-analysis (Podsakoff, LePine, & LePine,
2007) showed that challenge stressors are positively as-
sociated with job satisfaction and organizational com-
mitment and negatively associated with turnover. Hin-
drance stressors presented the opposite pattern. Ca-
vanaugh and colleagues conceptualization of challenge
and hindrances is based on a priori definitions of which
stressors are challenges and which are hindrances.
However, following Lazarus and Folkman (1989), only
the individual can appraise the challenging (opportu-
nity) or hindering (obstacle) nature of the stressor. In
this paper we explore how the appraisal of challenge
and hindrance stressors as opportunities and obstacles
predict health (psychosomatic symptoms) and engage-
ment (affective commitment to the organization, extra-
role and intra-role performance). In addition we ex-
amine the moderating role of perceived organizational
support (POS). We run 4 hierarchical regression mod-
els in a sample of 281 employees from several Por-
tuguese organizations. We found that psychosomatic
complaints were positively predicted by appraisal of
challenge stressors as obstructions and negatively pre-
dicted by POS. Affective commitment to the organiza-
tion was predicted positively by the appraisal of chal-
lenge stressors as opportunities and POS. Performance
outcomes, both intra and extra-role, were predicted by
the appraisal of challenge stressors as opportunities and

POS. A marginal interaction effect of these two vari-
ables was found: the intra-role performance of individ-
uals who perceive a low POS decreases in situations
of low appraisal of challenges as opportunities. These
findings indicate that in order to explain the well-being
and engagement of employees it is not enough to take
into account the type of stressors they face (challenge
or hindrance), but how do they actually appraise them
(opportunities or obstacles). In addition, there is some
evidence that indicates that organizational resources
(POS) play a significant role.

Ending good, starting good? The mediat-
ing role of affective appraisal on the rela-
tionship between recovery experiences in the
evening and affective well-being in the morn-
ing

Turgut, S., University of Heidelberg / Psychology In-
stitute, Heidelberg, Germany ; Michel, A., University
of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany ; Sonntag, K., Uni-
versity of Heidelberg / Psychology Institute, Heidelberg,
Germany

Abstract: Besides the growing body of research and
interest concerning recovery processes, there is little
knowledge of the mechanisms underlying the relation-
ship between recovery and well-being (Zijlstra & Son-
nentag, 2006). Aim of this study was to investigate
the mediating role of affective appraisal as a possi-
ble link between recovery and well-being among blue-
collar workers at an international airport´s hub section.
Based on the effort-recovery model (Meijman & Mul-
der, 1998) it was hypothesized that there is a positive
relationship between recovery in the evening and well-
being in the morning. Secondly, it was assumed that
the affective appraisal (perceived threat or challenge),
according to the theoretical concept by Lazarus and
Folkman (1984), mediates the relationship of recov-
ery and well-being. To test these assumptions a diary
study (N = 54) was conducted on 12 consecutive days.
In the morning at day one recovery experiences were
assessed retrospectively for the previous day and affec-
tive appraisal prospectively for the upcoming day. At
day two, affective well-being was assessed. The same
procedure was applied for the following days. All mea-
sures were assessed on a daily basis. Multilevel analy-
ses (HLM 6; Raudenbush, Bryk, Cheong, Congdon &
Du Toit, 2004) were used to accurately fit the hierar-
chical data structure. As hypothesized, the analyses
supported the first assumption that there is a positive
relationship between the recovery experiences in the
evening and affective well-being in the morning. Fur-
thermore, affective appraisal could be confirmed as a
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significant mediator of this relationship. In line with
the effort-recovery model (Meijman & Mulder, 1998),
the present study highlights the importance of employ-
ees’ anticipation of stress regarding their recovery after
work and their affective well-being. Concluding from
this study, we recommend that organizations should
support their employees’ well-being by creating work-
ing conditions that do not lead to perceived threat but
rather promote perceived challenge. Furthermore, it
would be beneficial to provide employees with trainings
and coaching to support positive affective appraisal.

Performance in times of job insecurity: Ex-
ploring curvilinear effects

Selenko, E., Johannes Kepler University, Linz / In-
stitute of Education and Psychology, Linz, Austria;
Mäkikangas, S., University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä,
Finland ; Mauno, S., University of Jyväskylä,
Jyväskylä, Finland ; Kinnunen, U., University of Tam-
pere, Tampere, Finland

Abstract: Job insecurity is generally regarded as a
stressor with a variety of well-documented negative
consequences for individuals and their psychological
well-being. Still, studies on the effects of job insecu-
rity on performance show mixed results. In the pre-
sented study we focus on non-linear relations between
job insecurity and performance, as a possible explana-
tion. The present study is based on one-year longitu-
dinal data gathered among Finnish hospitality workers
(nT1 = 916, nT2 = 380). Of the sample, 92% were
women, the average age was 41 years (SD = 10.79,
range 19–65), 77% had polytechnic school education
(at Time 1). The majority (92%) worked full-time,
and 73% had a permanent job contract. The main
method of analysis was hierarchical regression analy-
sis and structural equation modelling. We found a u-
shaped relation between job insecurity and the amount
of proficiency shown at a job. This relation was found
independently at both time points. Furthermore, be-
yond the u-shaped relation, the expected negative ef-
fect of job insecurity on productivity was found as
well. It appeared that persons with more job insecurity
showed less proficiency; however, if job insecurity was
high, proficiency rose. Cross-lagged structural equa-
tion modelling further showed that persons with more
job insecurity at time 1 were less productive one year
later. The results contribute to previous studies find-
ings of slightly positive effects of job insecurity on per-
formance. Possible moderators of this relation will also
be discussed. Overall, the study suggests that looking
beyond the linear effects of job insecurity might be a
promising avenue for a further understanding of the

concept, with implications for future theoretical and
practical work.

Towards a healthy and engaged workforce:
A Social Identity Approach

Dick, R. van, Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany ;
Schuh, S.C., Goethe University, Frankfurt am Main,
Germany

Abstract: The Social Identity Approach which com-
prises social identity and self-categorization theory
states that individuals derive parts of their self-esteem
from their membership in social groups. Work teams
and organizations have been found to be among the
most important social groups individuals can iden-
tify with. The Social Identity Approach has been
successfully applied to a wide range of organizational
phenomena such as diversity, creativity, or leadership
processes. In this presentation we will focus on the
relationship between identification with work teams
/ organizations and two important work-related out-
comes: employee engagement (in form of extra-role
behaviour) and employee health (e.g., physical symp-
toms, burnout, and satisfaction). We will first present
our theoretical reasoning for the proposed links. Con-
cerning engagement we assume a positive relationship
with team / organizational identification because for
employees who identify with their teams and organi-
zations the norms and goals of these groups (such as
performing at a high level, being innovative, or help-
ing each other) become self-referential and motivating.
Concerning the link between identity and stress one can
assume that perceptions of a shared identity strength-
ens one’s confidence to cope with difficult situations
through collective action and leads to more willing-
ness to give and accept social support. We will then
present empirical evidence for our hypotheses in form
of meta-analyses and individual studies. For leaders
and managers in organizations these findings clearly
suggest that fostering shared social identities among
their employees can help both: achieving individual
well-being and organizational success.

Presentations: Changing Employment
Relations - Organizational Practices

Main topic area: Changing Employment Relations

Location: 2.9 Euphrates (15:00-16:15)

Chair: Bozionelos, N., University of Durham, Durham,
UK
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How do employees react to perceptions of or-
ganizational politics (POPS)? Examination of
moderators and mediators in the relationship
between POPS and performance outcomes

Bozionelos, N., University of Durham, Durham, UK ;
Stergiopoulou, E., University of Durham, Durham,
UK

Abstract: Perceptions of organizational politics
(POPS) in the organizational environment have at-
tracted a fair amount of research, especially recently.
This research has mainly focused on their negative
consequences, for example job dissatisfaction and job
stress. However, extant research has not yet com-
prehensive mapped the mediating factors in the rela-
tionship between POPS and their outcomes. In addi-
tion, key outcomes, such as innovativeness, have yet
to be considered. Finally, it is only recently that
the role of moderators in the relationship of POPS
and their outcomes has attracted attention. The
present study utilized the social exchange theory as a
framework to examine the mediating role of two vari-
ables: Trust towards organization and influence tac-
tics, in the relationship between POPS and two key
outcomes, namely Organizational Citizenship Behav-
iors (OCBs) and, innovativeness-related behaviors. It
was further hypothesized that political skill self-efficacy
would serve as a moderator in the relationship between
POPS and innovativeness-related behaviors. Multi-
source data were utilized. Participants were 214 em-
ployees in two large financial institutions in Greece
who completed questionnaires on POPS, trust, influ-
ence tactics and personal demographics. Participants
were rated on their OCBs and innovativeness-related
behaviors by their line managers. The results indicated
that the more the working environment was perceived
as political the less likely participants were to demon-
strate OCBs (r=.-106, p<01). In addition, trust was
directly related to OCBs and innovativeness-related be-
haviors (r=.195, p<01 and r=.146, p<05). Trust was
negatively correlated with POPS (r=.-297, p<01) and
mediated the relationship between POPS and innova-
tiveness unlike influence tactics that was not a me-
diator. In line with expectations, political-skill self-
efficacy moderated the relationship between POPS and
innovativeness. Those who scored higher in political-
skill self-efficacy were given higher ratings in innova-
tiveness by their line managers. The findings empha-
size the potential of political-skill self-efficacy to neu-
tralize negative effects of politics. The issue, of course,
is whether this is to the domain of the employee to do
oneself or the line manager to take care of for the em-
ployee. From, a manager’s point of view, the findings

indicate the importance of building climate of trust.
Therefore, knowledge regarding politics can help them
better manage political behaviors.

Innovation through co-determination: Can
works councils make a difference?

Breitling, K., Humboldt University of Berlin, Berlin,
Germany ; Shajek, A., Humboldt University of Berlin,
Berlin, Germany ; Janetzke, H., Humboldt University
of Berlin, Berlin, Germany ; Scholl, W., Humboldt Uni-
versity of Berlin, Berlin, Germany

Abstract: The effect of German co-determination (=in-
dustrial democracy legislation) on firm performance
has been and still is a highly controversial issue.
Property rights theorists argue that on plant level
works councils (=employee representatives) restrict
management’s independence and thus inhibit innova-
tion. However, little empirical evidence has been found
to support this position. In contrast, we argue in ac-
cordance with participation theory that works councils
can enhance the exchange of knowledge within an or-
ganization, especially from low towards higher hierar-
chy levels. This should lead to improved decision mak-
ing and therefore contribute to better innovation re-
sults as well as higher quality of working life. Research
has repeatedly demonstrated positive correlations be-
tween employee co-determination and both innovation
and improvement of working conditions. In general,
little attention is paid to the underlying processes of
these findings. We predicted that the relation between
participation and its outcomes was mediated by two
variables: knowledge gain and the involved persons’
ability to act. A sample of n = 40 innovation projects
was examined by having a questionnaire completed by
2-4 protagonists of each innovation. In order to avoid
self-serving bias members of both works councils and
management were included. The results confirm our
hypothesis that the effect of works councils’ activity is
mediated by knowledge gain and an increased ability
to act. A direct effect of participation on the outcome
was also significant. We can show that both economic
success and improvement of working conditions can be
explained by our model. Interestingly, the variables ex-
plain different aspects of the outcome. Knowledge gain
was closely related to the innovation success whereas
ability to act was associated with better working condi-
tions. Our study confirms the view that innovations in
organizations are highly dependent on social processes.
The results give strong support to the position that by
incorporating works councils in innovation processes a
win-win-situation for management and employees can
be achieved.
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The impact of work design and organizational
practices on sustained volunteering-a self-
determination theory perspective

Schie, S. van, ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland ; Oost-
lander, J., ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland ; Guentert,
S.T., ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland ; Wehner, T.,
ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland

Abstract: Introduction: Volunteering is an area of
growing political and scientific interest. National sur-
veys have documented the quantity and diversity of
volunteering. Even though volunteering touches on
genuinely psychological issues, psychology has had less
impact on volunteering practice than other social sci-
ences. Within the discipline of psychology, social psy-
chologists have studied volunteering as a planned and
sustained form of prosocial behavior. Although job de-
sign, leadership, communication, participation and so
forth are issues in voluntary work as well, work and
organizational psychology has largely neglected volun-
teering so far. Aims: The project addresses work de-
sign, organizational practices, and volunteer motives
and their impact on attitudinal, intentional, and be-
havioral outcomes reflecting satisfying and sustained
volunteering. Our theoretical framework integrates
several approaches and supplements a process-oriented
perspective. We address specific characteristics of vol-
unteering: the fundamental autonomy of volunteers
and the challenge of bringing together individual pur-
poses and collective action. Volunteers join a specific
organization with their personal goals and expecta-
tions. Organizations that rely on volunteers depend on
their willingness to accept organizational constraints
and to give performance not only with respect to be-
haviors focused on the personal cause of volunteering
but also to those activities that primarily benefit the
organization within which the activity occurs. Method:
The project focuses on volunteering in the context of
social service organizations. A longitudinal approach
(three measurement periods) was chosen in order to
ensure a rigorous test of our theoretical assumptions,
and validated scales as for example WDQ (Morgeson
& Humphrey, 2006), VFI (Clary et al., 1998), MAWS
(Gagn et al., 2010), or Work Engagement (Schaufeli
& Bakker, 2003) were used. Questionnaires were sent
to approx. 6000 people of 5 organizations. Results:
We present selected results of the first measurement
period regarding the postulated model. Implications:
The focus on work design promises unique practical
relevance, since expertise of work and organizational
psychologists will be made available to volunteerism.
From a theoretical perspective, the project contributes
to a better understanding of how work design and orga-

nizational practices affect self-determined acting within
an organizational context.

Symposium: Theoretical Advances in
Selection and Assessment Research

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: Auditorium 1 (15:00-16:15)

Chair: Woods, S.A., Aston University, Birmingham,
UK

Abstract: The dominant ‘criterion validity’ paradigm in
selection and assessment research can often mask the
important implications of such research for theory. The
value of validity and other empirical evidence depends
on sound understanding of why relations or effects are
observed, the essence theorizing. In this symposium,
presenters explore some of the emergent theoretical ad-
vances in selection and assessment research. These con-
tributions add to theoretical knowledge in the field of
selection and work assessment, but also beyond into
literatures of individual differences, organizational be-
haviour, and social psychology. Two papers introduce
new concepts that help to elaborate understanding of
cognitive and affective processes that influence job per-
formance (Hulsheger et al.; Jansen et al.). Two papers
focus on personality assessment. Salgado explores im-
plications of meta-analytic evidence of ipsative test va-
lidity for personality assessment theory, and Soete and
Lievens add to the literature on differential relations of
personality and performance outcomes. Finally Woods
et al. report meta-analytic evidence for a cultural/de-
velopmental theory of ethnic differences in cognitive
ability tests. All contributions have important practi-
cal implications for selection and assessment research.
These include improved understanding of when, and
when not to use particular forms of assessment, and of
how to interpret outcomes of assessments in terms of
performance prediction.

Beyond the Big Five: The role of need for
cognition and core self evaluations for inno-
vative work performance

Hülsheger, U.R., Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands; Lang, J.W.B., Maastricht Univer-
sity, Maastricht, The Netherlands; Anderson, N.,
Brunel Business School, Brunel University, Uxbridge,
UK ; Kersting, M., Federal University of Applied Ad-
ministrative Sciences, Münster, Germany

Abstract: Researchers have increasingly acknowledged
that work performance is a multidimensional construct,
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including not only task performance but also other as-
pects, such as citizenship and innovative work behav-
ior. Innovative work behavior has however received
scant attention in selection research and valid person-
level predictors of innovative work performance are yet
to be identified. Extant studies on personality predic-
tors of innovative work performance have mostly fo-
cused on the Big Five. Yet, a recent meta-analysis
revealed that conscientiousness, the best personality
predictor of task performance is unrelated to innova-
tive work behavior. It is consequently vital to identify
other personality predictors of innovative work behav-
ior that qualify to select for innovative personnel. In
the present research, involving validation against three
separate studies, we identify two such personality con-
structs, namely need for cognition and core self eval-
uations.Despite their conceptual relatedness, need for
cognition has been largely overlooked in innovation re-
search. To redress this, here we hypothesize that indi-
viduals high on need for cognition are predisposed to
show innovative behavior, especially if they have high
core self-evaluations which will help them to believe
in the usefulness of their ideas, to promote them and
to try to gain organizational support. This hypothesis
was tested in 3 studies: 1. in a sample of students (N
= 132) in which we controlled for cognitive abilities, 2.
in a study into 107 hotel employees in which we con-
trolled for intrinsic motivation, and 3. in a study with
120 working adults in which innovative behavior was
measured with peer-ratings in addition to self-ratings.
As expected, the link between need for cognition and
innovative behavior was particularly strong for individ-
uals with high core self evaluations. Implications for
future theorizing and for personnel selection practices
are discussed in conclusion.

Why do assessment centers and interviews
predict job performance? The role of can-
didates’ assessment of situational demands.

Jansen, A., University of Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland ;
Melchers, K. G., University of Zürich, Zürich, Switzer-
land ; Kleinmann, M., University of Zürich, Zürich,
Switzerland ; Lievens, F., Ghent University, Ghent,
Belgium; Brändli, M., University of Zürich, Zürich,
Switzerland ; Fraefel, L., University of Zürich, Zürich,
Switzerland

Abstract: There is considerable evidence that assess-
ment centers (ACs) as well as structured interviews are
good predictors of job performance (e.g., Arthur, Day,
McNelly, & Edens, 2003; Huffcutt & Arthur, 1994).
Usually, the notion of behavioral consistency is used

to explain the criterion-related validity of these selec-
tion procedures. Ability and personality variables were
found to make people behave consistently in selection
situations and the future job. This study examines
individual differences in candidates’ assessment of sit-
uational demands as a complementary explanation of
why interactional ACs and structured interviews work.
Based on interactionist theories, we argue that indi-
viduals differ in how they select and process social in-
formation. Due to the ambiguity of AC exercises and
interview questions, it is often not transparent for the
candidates which behavior is relevant for success and
hence, they need to correctly perceive the demands of
a situation to perform effectively. Yet, candidates’ as-
sessment of situational demands should also help peo-
ple perform well in job situations as these are also char-
acterized by a high degree of ambiguity. We there-
fore posit that differences in candidates’ assessment of
situational demands are related to a) performance in
sample-based selection procedures, b) job performance,
and c) contribute to the criterion-related validity of
ACs and interviews.?Hypotheses were tested in a se-
lection simulation with 124 participants. The selection
simulation contained four AC exercises, a structured
interview, and a cognitive ability test. Participants’
supervisors received a link to an online questionnaire
and were asked to evaluate participants’ job perfor-
mance. To measure candidates’ assessment of the situ-
ational demands, we used an ability measure described
by König, Melchers, Kleinmann, Richter, and Klehe
(2007).?In line with the hypotheses, hierarchical re-
gression analyses revealed that candidates’ assessment
of the situational demands significantly explained vari-
ance over and above cognitive ability in performance
in both selection procedures and on the job. Candi-
dates’ assessment of situational demands also partly
explained the criterion-related validity of the selection
procedures. Our findings offer implications for human
resource management practice (e.g., using candidates’
assessment of situational demands in personnel selec-
tion and for training and coaching).

Predictive validity of ipsative (forced-
choice) personality measures: Theoretical
and practical implications

Salgado, J.F., University of Santiago de Compostela,
Santiago de Compostela, Spain

Abstract: The findings of the multiple meta-analyses
carried out since 1991 confirmed that conscientious-
ness and emotional stability are predictors of job per-
formance in practically all type of occupations, and
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that openness to experience, agreeableness and extro-
version predicted performance in a range of specific
occupational families. However, a limitation of many
personality questionnaires is that they can be faked
if the individuals are stimulated to do it, as it oc-
curs in personnel selection contexts. Consequently, in
order to avoid the effects of faking, ipsative (forced-
choice) measures have been suggested, and previous
research showed that they are relatively (although not
totally) resistant to faking. Nevertheless, three rele-
vant questions remain unanswered: Are the ipsative
(forced-choice) personality measures valid predictors of
job performance? (2) Is their validity size larger than
the validity size of normative measures? (3) Do ipsative
measures generalize validity?A meta-analysis was car-
ried out in order to respond these questions.A literature
search identified 25 (N=4935) studies for emotional
stability, 23 (N=3802) for extroversion, 21 (N=3301)
for openness, 25 (K=4794) for agreeableness, and 31
(N=5525) for conscientiousness, respectively. The re-
sults show that only conscientiousness can be consid-
ered predictor of job performance, although the magni-
tude of the validity coefficient is small (rho=.18). The
other four personality dimensions showed a very small
validity coefficient, ranging from .02 to .12. No person-
ality dimension showed validity generalization because
the 90% credibility value was negative in all the cases.
The results found in this research together with previ-
ous findings have implications for the theory and prac-
tice of personnel selection. From a theoretical point
of view, normative and ipsative measures of personal-
ity could assess qualitatively different aspects of per-
sonality. They are not parallel measures although, in
some cases, they can be highly correlated. However,
this does not mean that the two measures assess the
same construct. Therefore, it is necessary more re-
search clarifying the specific constructs assessed by nor-
mative and ipsative personality inventories. From the
practical point of view, it would be relevant to know
whether ipsative measures do show incremental valid-
ity over predictive validity of the normative question-
naires.

Personality as predictor of academic perfor-
mance, job performance, and career choice of
physicians

Soete, B. de, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium;
Lievens, F., Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium

Abstract: There is a large body of research on the
predictive validity of personality for making educa-
tional and selection decisions. However, few studies

have used both academic and job performance as cri-
teria for estimating the validity of personality traits,
which is clearly troublesome for evaluating their long-
term predictive validity. For instance, in the medi-
cal context admission exams aim to predict not only
academic capabilities but also future physician perfor-
mance. Therefore, this study examines the validity
of personality for predicting academic as well as job
performance of physicians. Furthermore, this study
sheds light on personality-based determinants of med-
ical specialty choice thereby providing input to the ca-
reer counseling practice. Nine hundred forty-six med-
ical students completed several cognitive tests (cog-
nitive ability test and silent reading protocol) and a
situational judgment test of interpersonal skills. We
also obtained students’ personality data and yearly
grade point average (GPA). At the end of their 7-year-
education curriculum, 150 students chose a career as
general practitioner (GP), whereas 427 chose another
(mostly specialist) career path. Students who entered
a GP training program, worked under supervision of
a registered GP but had full patient responsibility.
When the GP training program ended, the supervisors
evaluated their performance as physicians.Extraversion
emerged as a negative predictor of GPA in the first
year of the curriculum, but was positively related to
mean academic performance in the last four (clinical)
years. Extraversion was also the only significant pre-
dictor of physicians’ job performance. Furthermore,
personality explained 6.0% extra variance in job per-
formance over and above cognitive and interpersonal
skills. Finally, concerning career choice, results showed
that students who scored higher on Agreeableness and
lower on Conscientiousness and cognitive ability chose
more frequently for a career as GP. As task and job
demands shift over time, it is essential to increase our
understanding of the changing predictive validity pat-
tern for performance outcomes. The current study con-
tributes by demonstrating how the predictive validity
of personality varies according to the criterion of inter-
est (academic versus job performance). This challenges
committees that make college admission decisions, as
admission exams should identify competent students as
well as competent future physicians.

Ethnic differences in cognitive ability
test performance: Meta-analytic trends
over time and implications for a cultural-
developmental theory of differences

Woods, S.A., Aston Business School, Aston University,
Birmingham, UK ; Hardy, C., University of Leicester,
Leicester, UK ; Guillaume, Y.R.F., Aston University,
Birmingham, UK
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Abstract: Ethnic differences in cognitive ability test
(CAT) performance were examined meta-analytically
in this study. The primary purpose was to test a cul-
tural/developmental theory of differences in CAT per-
formance, which proposes that such differences arise
because of educational, social, and economic inequal-
ity between ethnic groups. Previous meta-analyses
have suggested pervasive differences between Black and
White test takers in the United States, but have not
answered satisfactorily whether these differences have
remained stable over time. We proposed that society-
level improvements in equality of opportunity and edu-
cation would have reduced the gap in cognitive ability
of Blacks and Whites over successive decades of the
late 20th Century, which should be represented in cor-
responding narrowing of differences in performance on
tests of general ability. The mechanism for raising cog-
nitive ability, and thusly CAT performance of Black
test-takers, is most likely to be improvements in educa-
tion opportunity, affecting ability and test performance
directly through learning, and indirectly through re-
ducing disadvantage among communities. Applying
inclusion criteria resulted in an initial set of 91 inde-
pendent samples (n = 1,110,038 individuals) from four
decades (1960s, 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s) reporting dif-
ferences between White and Black test takers. Con-
trolling for sampling effects, meta-analyses revealed a
narrowing of differences in CAT performance (on tests
of general cognitive ability) between Blacks and Whites
over successive decades of the late 20th Century (1970s,
1980s, 1990s; ?d = -0.30 to -0.35 between 1970 and
1990, in different sample permutations), supporting the
cultural/developmental theory. The extent, and rate
of this narrowing was moderated by sample type, with
differences being smallest, and narrowing fastest, for
samples drawn from selective environments (higher ed-
ucation and employed jobs). The most likely explana-
tion of the reduction in Black-White differences is the
effect of societal-level changes in attitudes and poli-
cies, which have served to promote racial equality and
increase opportunity for African Americans. Our find-
ings are not sufficient to reject completely theories that
suggest underlying and enduring factors affecting cog-
nitive ability differences between ethnicities. However,
our findings do indicate that differences are not solely
attributable to such factors, and that cultural and de-
velopmental factors should be incorporated into theory.
Our findings have practical relevance for policy mak-
ers, underlining the value of policies designed to raise
opportunity and equality.

Presentations: Ethics, Justice and
Employee Well Being

Main topic area: Sustainable Environment and Orga-
nizations

Location: Auditorium 2 (15:00-16:15)

Chair: Schilling, J., University of Applied Administra-
tive Sciences Hannover, Hannover, Germany

One hand washes the other-Situational and
personal factors in the perception and eval-
uation of corruption

Schilling, J., University of Applied Administrative Sci-
ences Hannover, Hannover, Germany ; Litzcke, S.-M.,
University of Applied Sciences Hannover, Hannover,
Germany ; Linssen, R, University of Applied Sciences
Münster, Münster, Germany

Abstract: Corruption is a serious concern for modern
societies. It does not only result in major financial
damages but more importantly undermines the cred-
ibility and legitimacy of corporations and public in-
stitutions as well as their leaders. A scenario-based
experiment (2 x 2 x 2 design) was employed to inves-
tigate the impact of situational (i.e. situational ver-
sus structural corruption; low versus high bribe; per-
sonal advantage versus advantage for a third party)
and personal factors (i.e. intelligence, psychopathy, or-
ganizational cynicism) on the perception and evalua-
tion of corruption. A total of 390 students from differ-
ent disciplines (business management, public adminis-
tration, social labour) with significant work experience
participated in this study. Results show that corrup-
tion as presented in the case was seen as a ’normal’
phenomenon even though it was mainly evaluated as
being not acceptable. Public administration students
were more critical concerning the accepatability of cor-
ruption than the other subjects. Interestingly, giving
bribes was generally evaluated to be more acceptable
than taking them. When asked about their presumed
behaviour concerning the presented case, most partic-
ipants reported that they would do either ’nothing’
or ’talk to the person who committed the bribery’ in-
stead of more radical measures. Personal factors signif-
icantly influenced the evaluation of corruption. Espe-
cially persons scoring high on organizational cynicism
evaluated corruption to be more normal and acceptable
than non-cynical subjects. Likewise, psychopathy cor-
related positively with the acceptance of corruption. In
contrast, situational factors were found to be less im-
portant for the evaluation of corruption. Limitations of
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the present approach, implications for future research
and organizational practice are discussed.

The impact of accountability on ethical deci-
sion making.

Silva, V., ISCTE-Instituto Universitário de Lisboa,
Lisboa, Portugal ; Simoes, E., ISCTE-Instituto Univer-
sitário de Lisboa, Lisboa, Portugal

Abstract: When assessing the ethicality of other’s past
decisions, people are prone to rely on the nature of
decision’s outcomes to make their judgments. Recent
research on ethical meta-decision making suggests that
individuals who are accountable for an unknown audi-
ence tend to produce judgments less biased by the na-
ture of the decision’s outcomes (Silva & Simes, 2009).
However, as an universal feature of social life, account-
ability calls to considering the complex network of so-
cial relations and specific contexts in which it occurs.
The aim of this study is to understand the impact of ac-
countability relationships on the unethical behaviours
occurrence. Taken the social contingency of account-
ability as predictor variable, an experimental study (N
= 501) was conducted in order to examine partici-
pants’ ethical judgments related to various scenarios
of decision making. Results suggest that accountabil-
ity to an audience with unethical views may decrease
the ethicality of individual decision-making because of
the need to maintain a positive image in the eyes of
her/his constituency and the difficulty in recognizing
conflicts of interest. We discuss these results and their
application in organizational contexts, stressing the rel-
evance of leadership in order to promote organizational
integrity.

Evaluation of the implementation of ICT-
based solutions and participatory interven-
tions in a university office building

Reuss, M., Universität des Saarlandes, Saarbrücken,
Germany ; Rögele, S., Universität Trier, Trier, Ger-
many ; Schweizer-Ries, P., Universität des Saarlandes,
Saarbrücken, Germany

Abstract: One of the main goals of the European
Project ’Built Environment Sustainability and Tech-
nology in Energy’ (BEST Energy) is to achieve a re-
duction in energy consumption of at least 12% in a
university office building. There are two different ap-
proaches to achieve this goal (Schahn, 2007, Schweizer-
Ries, Baasch & Jagszent, 2004): First, technical im-
provements that have to be undertaken once by the
decision makers, the building management and tech-
nical staff; and second, every user involved in the day

to day usage of the office building should take care
of their energy efficient behavior. The first approach
will be implemented in the project mainly by involv-
ing the facility management into the project and by
installing new ICT-based centralized monitoring and
management systems. This can help decision makers
and technical staff to manage the building more ef-
ficiently and provide them the necessary tools to be
able to plan energy saving measures and interact more
effectively with the building. The second approach is
implemented by using a versatile participatory inter-
vention strategy (Homburg & Matthies, 1998; Mosler
& Tobias, 2007), that combines multiple interventions
over a one year time frame: Participatory Workshops
with seasonal inspired topics, informational interven-
tions, like flyers and posters, as well as goal setting
and feedback about the staff’s energy consumption. In-
tervention strategies proved to be effective in reducing
energy consumption in organizations: Griesel (2004)
focused mainly on participatory interventions, Siero,
Bakker, Dekker & van den Burg (1996) focused mainly
on feedback and Staats, van Leeuwen and Wit (2000)
used informational and feedback interventions. The
goal is to show the intervention concept for the of-
fice building, developed in the BEST Energy project
and to present first results of the longitudinal evalua-
tion, in which the staff members are asked to answer
a repeatedly provided online questionnaire on differ-
ent relevant topics. Topics include the ’Reasoned Ac-
tion Approach’ (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010); users’ ac-
ceptance of the implementation process (Zoellner, Rau
& Schweizer-Ries, 2010) and their energy conscious-
ness, as well as users’ comfort in the building (Jaeger,
L’Orange, Huckemann, Linneweber, & Schweizer-Ries,
2005).

Women entrepreneurs’ work well being, busi-
ness practices and profitability

Palmgren, H., Finnish Institute of Occupational
Health, Helsinki, Finland ; Jalonen, P., Finnish Insti-
tute of Occupational Health, Helsinki, Finland ; Kaleva,
S., Finnish Institute of Occupational Health, Helsinki,
Finland ; Tuomi, K., Finnish Institute of Occupational
Health, Helsinki, Finland

Abstract: This research was conducted in order to
explore women entrepreneurs’ business practices and
relationships between business practices, work well-
being and profitability. The material consisted of ques-
tionnaires focusing on business practices, the competi-
tive environment and the business’s financial outcomes.
551 businesses run by women entrepreneurs responded
to the survey (response rate of 50,4%). The results
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reveal women entrepreneurs’ development needs and
strengths. Being active in client relations and in de-
veloping their own activities, a positive outlook of
the business’s future in relation to competitors and a
wish to develop one’s own skills were indicators of the
women entrepreneurs’ development potential. How-
ever, the lack of strategic planning, lack of written
business plans and budgets, underdeveloped occupa-
tional health and safety activities and skill deficits were
risk factors towards the women entrepreneurs’ busi-
ness practices and their employees’ work well being.
The results show links between the profitability and
business practices of their businesses and women en-
trepreneurs’ work well being. Women entrepreneurs’
assessments that market competition would not hin-
der their business, that their business was of better
quality than their competitors’ and equipment invest-
ments in the last 12 months predicted profitability. The
age of respondents had an inverse relationship to prof-
itability. Of the variables describing the work well be-
ing of women entrepreneurs, profitability was best ex-
plained by less uncertainty regarding their work and
committment to work. These variables explained al-
most a third of the variance in profitability. The type of
business and position as an entrepreneur were not con-
nected to profitability. The differences between types
of business were not statistically significant. The re-
sults show that having good business practices and
supporting and developing work well being influences
both women entrepreneurs’ continuing in their work
and the business’s profitability. Supporting the work
well being of women entrepreneurs requires that the oc-
cupational health care services are developed to match
their needs. These results should be taken into account
when training women entrepreneurs. The results of the
study are being used in developing the business prac-
tices of women entrepreneurs and supporting them in
continuing their work.

15:30-16:30

Posters session: Labor Market Issues and
Emotions in the Workplace

Location: Expo (15:30-16:30)

Job satisfaction as a psychological result of
job negotiation during seeking new employ-
ers

Kowalczyk, E., Poznan University of Economics, Poz-
nan, Poland

Abstract: The research conducted by the author as-
sumes that job satisfaction is the psychological result
of negotiations during the employment selection and
recruitment process. Job satisfaction is understood as
positive or negative feelings and attitude towards the
job, and depends on numerous factors related to the
job and the individual characteristics of the person as
a social organization.In the classic research paradigm
job satisfaction is connected with motivation to work.
When explaining the discussed phenomenon one can
relate to, among others, two-factor Herzberg’s theory,
Porter and Strees’s theory of fulfilled expectations and
Adams’ theory of justice.The goal of the conducted em-
pirical research was to verify hypotheses on the relation
of the negotiated job satisfaction with:H1 = Person-
ality features in the Big Five concept and the hope
for success.H2 = Abilities and skills of dealing with
stress during the search for job, and emotional in-
telligence.H3 = Job-related competencies - inner lo-
cus of control in work conditions, perception of the
job market, competence in labour law.177 respondents
from Western Poland were examined, who searched for
economics-related jobs at new employers for up to 18
months before the date of survey.The analyses con-
firmed statistically important relations among neuroti-
cism, extraversy, conscientiousness and hope for suc-
cess (willpower) and job satisfaction. Moreover, there
was a negative correlation between the style of deal-
ing with the stress focused on emotions while search-
ing for a job and job satisfaction, and no significant
relation between emotional intelligence and job satis-
faction. Additionally, there was a relation between in-
ner locus of control, emotional aspect of perceiving the
labour market, perceiving labour law and job satisfac-
tion.Summing up, negotiated job satisfaction is a con-
dition depending on personality features, candidate’s
professional skills and the method of understanding
and perceiving work alike.

Doing it for the résumé? Motivations behind
students’ involvement in extracurricular ac-
tivities

Roulin, N., University of Neuchatel, Neuchatel,
Switzerland ; Bangerter, A., University of Neuchatel,
Neuchatel, Switzerland

Abstract: With the rise of mass higher education, com-
petition between graduates entering the labor market
is increasing (Brown et al., 2003). Students under-
stand that their degree may not guarantee them a
job and realize they should add value and distinction
to their credentials (Tomlinson, 2008). Participation
in extracurricular activities (ECAs) allows students
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to demonstrate competencies or personality traits not
otherwise visible in their résumés due to limited job ex-
perience (Brown & Hesketh, 2004). Recruiters actually
infer such information from ECA participation (Cole et
al., 2003; 2009), influencing job search outcomes (e.g.,
Chia, 2005; Cole et al., 2007). Students may thus be
especially motivated to get involved in various ECAs,
but not only out of intrinsic interest. Media anecdotes
even suggest that students increasingly instrumental-
ize their ECAs to exhibit competencies (Morris, 2007).
Yet little empirical research has looked at students’ mo-
tivations behind their involvement in ECAs. This is the
objective of this study. A questionnaire was completed
by 197 business or law students from a Swiss university.
We asked them about their participation in ECAs, why
they got involved in these activities, their beliefs about
peers’ motivation, and their beliefs about the impact
ECAs may have on job applications. An adapted ver-
sion of the Sports Motivation Scale (Briere et al., 1995)
measured their degree of intrinsic and extrinsic motiva-
tion regarding ECAs participation. Most students are
involved in ECAs and they participate in them mostly
out of interest or to evacuate stress. Yet some students
declared that they participated in ECAs for their ré-
sumé. Overall students believed peers to participate for
instrumental reasons more than themselves. Regres-
sion analyses showed that doing ECAs for the résumé
was explained by students’ level of extrinsic motivation,
involvement in a students’ association, and beliefs that
ECAs helped them to get an internship or a part-time
job in the past. Moreover, students involved in asso-
ciations did so more for the résumé and to gain prac-
tical experience than their colleagues not involved in
associations. Students’ extrinsic or instrumental moti-
vations are potentially problematic for recruiters, who
may make false inferences about applicants’ personality
traits or competencies based on ECA participation.

Subjective career success in a diverse work-
force

Dries, N., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Bel-
gium

Abstract: The face of careers has changed immensely
over the last few decades: from structured, bureau-
cratic, linear and intra-organizational to flexible, non-
linear, inter-organizational and managed by individ-
uals themselves (Arthur, 1994; Arthur, Khapova, &
Wilderom, 2005; Arthur & Rousseau, 2001; Baruch,
2004; Defillippi & Arthur, 1995; Peiperl & Baruch,
1997; Sullivan, 1999). Consequently, research on ca-
reers has become less and less focused on objective
indicators of career success, such as position, salary,

status, and promotions, and more on subjective mea-
sures (Heslin, 2005; Reitman & Schneer, 2003; Sullivan,
1999; Sturges, 1999). Career scholars today seem to
agree that objective indicators of career success alone
are no longer adequate to capture the increasing com-
plexities of modern-day careers (Arthur et al., 2005,
Ng, Eby, Sorensen, & Feldman, 2005). However, a com-
mon critique on existing subjective measures of career
success is that they are too simplistic, as well. Al-
though existing self-report measures of subjective ca-
reer success (such as the career satisfaction scale of
Greenhaus, Parasuraman & Wormley, 1990) are often
used and rarely put into question, it is very likely that
they do not validly assess the construct. Their un-
derlying assumption seems to be, that a handful of
items validly represent the phenomenological meaning
of each respondent’s subjective career success, and that
all people evaluate their success in largely the same
manner. Consequently, it is likely that they do not cap-
ture the breadth and multidimensionality of the sub-
jective career success construct (Arthur et al., 2005;
Heslin, 2005). The aim of the current study was to
pilot-test the multidimensional subjective career suc-
cess model developed by Dries et al. (2008) in a di-
verse sample of workers in terms of gender, generation,
job level and culture. The applicability of the model
to the different subsamples will be assessed, as well
as the interrelations between different indicators of ob-
jective and subjective career success at a detail level.
Implications for research (i.e. ’how should we measure
career success?’) and practice (i.e. ’can organizations
improve subjective perceptions of success by influenc-
ing objective aspects in the work environment?’) are
spelled out.

Nurses’ intention to leave current employ-
ment: a study in three major Italian hospi-
tals

Cortese, C.G., University of Turin, Torino, Italy

Abstract: Background The considerable number of
nursing staff voluntarily leaving their current employ-
ment has continued to be a problem affecting the de-
livery of healthcare all over the world (Fai Chan et al.
2008). In Italy a worrying shortage of nursing staff
has been observed: the Italian Federation of Nurses
has estimated a shortage of 40.000 nurses. Aim Vol-
untary leaving of the nursing profession is the result
of a decision-making process, the roots of which lie in
an intention to leave current employment (ITL). It is
thus important to understand which factors contribute
to the emergence of ITL. This research aims to in-
vestigate factors associated with nurses’ ITL in three
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major Italian hospitals located in Piedmont, Liguria
and Lombardy. Methods In each hospital a survey
was conducted and data were collected using a self-
reported structured questionnaire administered to all
nurses. The questionnaire was distributed to a to-
tal of 1864 individuals. Of these, 1314 (70.5%) re-
turned the completed questionnaires. The status of
nurses’ ITL (yes vs. no) was the dependent vari-
able and nurses’ predisposing characteristics, organiza-
tional environments, work-family conflict (Netemeyer
et al., 1996), and seven components of job satisfac-
tion (Stamps, 1997; Cortese, 2007) were independent
variables. Results Of 1314 nurses, 473 (36.0%) indi-
cated an ITL. The results of logistic regression showed
that age (p < 0.001), work-family conflict (p < 0.001),
workplace/ward (p < 0.035), and job satisfaction about
professional status (p < 0.016), task requirement (p
< 0.001) and organizational policies (p < 0.001) were
significant risk factors to predict nurses’ ITL. Conclu-
sions More than one-third of the nurses in the hospi-
tals investigated indicated an ITL. By identifying fac-
tors leading to ITL, human resources executives may
devise organizational and managerial solutions to com-
bat high turnover of nursing staff. Of these solutions
we may mention methods of organizing activities capa-
ble of creating a balance of workloads and sustainable
paces of work, eliminating where possible those situa-
tions of ambiguity or conflict of roles which the liter-
ature highlights as being amongst those factors which
increase the perception of fatigue, and organizational
policies to acknowledge the importance of nursing staff
and to uphold their professional status.

A longitudinal study of retirement transi-
tion

Griffin, B., Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia;
Hesketh, B., University of Western Sydney, Sydney,
Australia; Loh, V., Macquarie University, Sydney,
Australia

Abstract: Retirement is an important career milestone,
heralding the onset of potentially significant changes
in health, financial, interpersonal and work domains.
The nature of retirement is changing from the tradi-
tional concept of a definite and complete end to one’s
work career to more gradual process with variable tran-
sitions between full-time work, part-time work and no
work. However, much retirement research has involved
cross-sectional prospective or retrospective accounts of
either intended or actual retirement activities. This
paper presents findings from a longitudinal study that
proposes a new theory of retirement transition based on

the Minnesota Theory of Work Adjustment. It exam-
ines the interaction between and effects of person and
environmental factors on retirement outcomes, mea-
sured at several time points before, during, and after
an individual’s official retirement from their primary
work career as well as tracking changes in the satisfac-
tion and coping performance of an aging workforce at
critical times in their transition to retirement. More
than 2000 participants aged over 50 are participating
in this study, which is part of the large-scale 45 and Up
Study on healthy ageing currently being conducted by
the Sax Institute in Australia. This research has prac-
tical relevance as the largest birth cohort, the baby
boomers, is ageing and beginning their transition into
retirement. Existing research on retirement applies to
earlier generations and little is known about how gen-
erational shifts in culture and attitude will affect the
current cohort’s ability to transition from work to re-
tirement. Results from this study will provide a clearer
understanding of the process of adjustment and the
ways in which different factors contribute directly and
in interaction, which is essential for designing effective
workplace and governmental interventions at the policy
and individual level.

Values and Conditions of Italian Workers in
Retirement and actually in Activity

Ardolino, P., University of Verona, Verona, Italy

Abstract: The Ageing of population is a social phe-
nomenon in Europe characterized by a decrease in fer-
tility, a decrease in mortality rate, and a higher life
expectancy among native Europeans. In Italy, above
all, the age of population is in continuing growth. Ital-
ian population in general is ageing, but in Milan, and
generally in the north of Italy, the average seems to be
even older. The main subjects of this explorative re-
search are: to study the post retirement activities and
the retired people who chose to continue to work (paid
or voluntaries); to find out if they are characterized by
specific work values; to understand the relationships
between ex workers and their company of provenience;
to individuate the level of the fulfill at the end of their
regular work life. The sample is composed by elderly
(male and female), they age range is: 56 years to 80
years. They are retired people from various jobs (ex
blue-white collar worker, ex manager and so on) who
continue to work (job can be paid or not paid). They
are from Milan and from North Italy region. A consid-
erable part of sample are people currently are members
and workers of the Trade Union called UIL (Unione
Italiana del Lavoro - Confederation of Trade Unions
in Italy). We used quantitative (questionnaire) and
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qualitative (interview, focus group) methods, to ana-
lyze personal data and we adopted the Work Impor-
tant Study/Work Values Scale (WIS/SVP) to explore
the work values of aging workforce. Different statistic
elaborations were applied to discover the correlations
among different variables (i.e. descriptive, inferential,
Factor Analysis, Regression Analysis, Structural Equa-
tion Models). The findings are clear. People in retire-
ment want to be appreciate and they have motivation,
satisfation and values to stay for a long time at work.

Personal Determinants of Intrinsic Work
Motivation

Bondarenko, I., Institute of Psychology of Russian
Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russian Federation

Abstract: The present study examined the personal de-
terminants of high level of intrinsic work motivation
(IWM) and mutual impact of the personal and situa-
tional factors on IWM. Since previous studies indicated
that the same work situations were evaluated very dif-
ferently by the employers involved in this work, we sug-
gested that the level of IWM was mediated by the core
job characteristics (Hackman&Oldham, 1980) and per-
sonal characteristics of employees. This study investi-
gated teachers, managers and hairdressers (N=135) of
both genders residing in Moscow with at least three
years’ experience. We used Job Diagnostic Survey
(JDS) (Hackman&Oldham (1980)) adapted for rus-
sian sampling population and Sixteen Personality Fac-
tor Questionnaire, 16PF. Findings indicated that the
personal characteristics such as courage in social in-
teractions, dominancy, self-sustainability, straightfor-
wardness; emotional stability, lack of anxiety, high
self-control, emotional engagement; creative orienta-
tion and flexibility determined a high level of IWM
and showed such trait of subject as activity. Results ob-
tained confirmed that high values of core job character-
istics in conjunction with the above mentioned personal
characteristics determined a high level of IWM and
high job satisfaction. This combination of personal and
situational factors corresponded with the process of for-
mation of the intermediate motivation variables such as
interest, joy, optimism, engagement and high quality
of the professional activity results. Overall, our results
showed the qualitative nonhomogeneity of a group with
a middle level of IWM. It appeared that the personal
characteristics divided it into two groups. A higher
than average level of IWM resulted in freewill activity
with positive emotions. When the level of IWM was
lower than average, the good results were achieved by
putting more effort, which could lead to a professional

burnout. Progressive personal and professional devel-
opment is supported by a cyclical turnover of optimal
(higher than average) and high level of IWM. The anal-
ysis of personal characteristics and IWM levels will help
to support the career growth and prevent professional
burnout.

The Role of Emotional Intelligence in the Re-
lationship between Stress and Psychological
Well-being

Hodzic, S., University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain;
Ripoll, P., Universidad de Valencia, Valencia, Spain;
Zenasni, F., University of Paris Descartes, , The
Netherlands

Abstract: This study intends to understand the rela-
tionship between the arising of conflicts and the emo-
tions felt in work groups/teams. We analyzed collective
emotions of groups using Russell’s Circumplex Model
of Emotions (1980). The relationship between conflict
and emotions was studied taking into account socio-
affective and task-related conflict typology (e.g., Jehn,
1995). Contradictory empirical results point out dif-
ferent impact of task conflict in teams’ results. In line
with Simons and Peterson (2000) and also Gamero,
Gonzlez-Rom and Peir (2008) we propose that task
conflict may turn into socio-affective conflict through
a process of misinterpretation of task conflict and that
this fact is related with the negative effects of task con-
flict in team processes and outcomes. Thus, with this
presentation we intend to clarify if the type of conflict
present in work teams has significant impact on teams’
affective outcomes (positive and negative emotions).
Moreover, we aim to test the hypothesis that the link
between task conflict and team emotions is mediated
by socio-affective conflict. Data was collected from 60
teams/groups of several different functions and organi-
zational contexts: from industry, services and sports.
The Intragroup Conflict Assessment Scale (EACI; Di-
mas, Loureno & Miguez, 2005) was used to evaluate
the kind of conflict emerging in the team/group; and
emotions were assessed using the Portuguese Job Re-
lated Affective Well-Being Scale (PJAWSN; Ramalho,
Monteiro, Loureno & Figueiredo, 2008). The results
indicate that socio-affective conflict has significantly
higher connection with negative emotions than task
conflict. Additionally, our data revealed that socio-
affective conflict fully mediates the positive relation-
ship between task conflict and negative emotions as
well as the negative relationship between task conflict
and positive emotions. Taking into account previous
researches (e.g., Amason, 1996; Yang & Mossholder,
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2004), this link may be explained by the over personal-
ization of task related discussion. Thus, if task-related
interactions give negative emotionality sufficient en-
ergy, following disputes over task processes could be
interpreted as further evidence of interpersonal hostil-
ity. We expect that these findings, promoting further
research, may help the development of strategies of pre-
vention of the escalation of negative emotions, i.e., the
transformation of task conflict in socio-affective con-
flict.

Combined behavioral techniques to promote
emotional control in Mexican restaurant
managers

Payán, M.A., Monterrey Technological Institute, Ati-
zapán De Zaragoza, Mexico; Méndez, N.C., Monterrey
Technological Institute, Atizapán de Zaragoza, Mex-
ico

Abstract: Emotions affect our daily activities includ-
ing our organizational life. We must always consider
that working experience is saturated with feeling. The
Touristic Sector in Mexico City is one of the most im-
portant on what GDI refers. This research understands
emotions from the workers of this industry as one of
the most important factors that intervene directly on
their performance, and their relation to the workplace.
The aim of this research is to develop and test pro-
grams to manage pervasive emotions (such as anger,
fear and sadness) using an applied behavior analysis
method in Mexican restaurant managers. This will
help them to identify and control their emotions pro-
moting productivity to an optimum level and stopping
negative emotions from spreading. The research was
formulated to be a Quasi-experimental design. The
sampling was non- probabilistic and intentional. The
examination of the psychometrics properties of the in-
strument show a validity of construct by a One-way
ANOVA with an F= 2.07. Thirty Mexican restaurant
managers (ages from 25 to 54) that showed low levels
of flexibility, psychological sense, sociability and social
presence were selected as subjects of study. During the
pre and post test and intervention, an individual psy-
chological configuration tests, such as California Per-
sonality Inventory (CPI), a behavioral interview and
an emotion based observational record were adminis-
tered. In this research the Pearson Correlation between
the pre and post evaluation proves that there’s a posi-
tive correlation between performance and emotion (r=
0.83) meaning that emotions are powerful tool to suc-
cessful management. Combined behavioral techniques
were used to manage and promote emotional control.
Refuting irrational ideas was the main program used.

Throughout the program, coping skills training and re-
laxation techniques were applied at the beginning of
each session. The results confirmed the research hy-
pothesis: the program modifies behavior and increases
performance. The actual performance was increased by
a 75%. The negative and irrational thoughts were de-
creased in a 63% reducing risks that jeopardize the rela-
tion of the individuals with their clients and coworkers
improving the Touristic Sector.

Title: Evaluation of the dimensionality and
reliability of Wong and Lang Emotional In-
telligence Scale (WLEIS)

Rodrigues, N.M., Faculty of Psychology and Education
Sciences, Coimbra, Portugal ; Salgado, J.S., Depart-
ment of Social Psychology University of Santiago de
Compostela, Santiago de Compostela, Spain; Rebelo,
T., Faculty of Psychology and Education Sciences, Uni-
versity of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal ; Coelho, J.V.,
Instituto Superior de Ciencias do Trabalho E Da Em-
presa, University of Lisbon, Lisbon, Portugal

Abstract: The construct of emotional intelligence has
received great interest in the literature related with the
study of the linkages between individual differences and
specific criterion constructs (Magnus, Viswesvaran,
Deshpande, & Joseph, 2010; Law, Song, & Wong,
2004). The unique contribution of this construct for
the prediction of individual positive psychological and
work-performance outcomes, showed by recent stud-
ies, increase the importance of the continuous improve-
ment of its theoretical grounds and measurement (Law,
Song & Wong, 2002; Van Rooy & Viswesvaran, 2004;
Joseph & Newman, 2010). This study reports the re-
sults of the evaluation of the psychometric properties
of the self-reported Likert Emotional Intelligence Scale
(WLEIS) of Wong and Law (2002), in terms of its con-
struct validity, by the analysis of its dimensionality us-
ing a sample of 231 software engineers.The results of
confirmatory factorial analysis supported the existence
of a structure composed by four sub-dimensions (Self-
Emotions Appraisal, Others-Emotions Appraisal, Use
of Emotion, Regulation of Emotion), as suggested by
the earlier studies carried out with this measure (Wong
& Law, 2002; Magnus et al., 2010). All the factors re-
veal satisfactory reliability with Cronbach alpha coef-
ficients above .70. The obtained factorial structure is
in convergence with the general theoretical conceptual-
izations and definitions of this construct present in the
literature. Overall, our findings contribute to attest
the stability of the factorial structure and reliability of
WLEIS, reinforcing its utility for applied psychology
research, namely on criterion-related validity studies.
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The Portuguese Job Related Affective Well-
Being Scale ( PJAWSN ): Contributions to the
scale validation

Costa Lopez, A., University of Coimbra, Coimbra,
Portugal ; Lourenço, P., University of Coimbra, Coim-
bra, Portugal ; Dimas, I.D., University of Coimbra,
Coimbra, Portugal ; Figueiredo, C., University of
Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal

Abstract: Emotions, basic components of human be-
ings, are continuously expressed by individuals, in
the multiple social contexts where they act (Ramalho,
Monteiro, Loureno, & Figueiredo, 2008). The affective
experiences of work are receiving increased attention
from researchers (Bartel & Saavedra, 2000), specially
in group/teams, where the permanent interaction be-
tween the social-affective and task dimensions make it
relevant. There are many approaches concerning the
field of emotions, but one of which has been considered
more appropriate is the Circumplex Model of Russel
(1980), which conceives two dimensions of the emo-
tions: one concerns the valence (positive or negative),
and the other the arousal (high or low). Although such
interest about emotions on groups exists, it is still too
recent. This leads to the scarcity of the instruments
that measure emotions in groups (Ramalho, Monteiro,
Loureno, & Figueiredo, 2008). Thus it is necessary
to keep on researching in this field to better under-
stand the role of emotions in groups. One instrument
that allows to assess emotions is the Job Related Affec-
tive Well-Being Scale (JAWS), developed by Katwyk,
Spector, Fox e Kalloway (2000), based on the Circum-
plex Model of Russel. Our research follows the stud-
ies carried out by Ramalho, Monteiro, Loureno, and
Figueiredo (2008), which adapted the JAWS to the
portuguese language and for the context of the group-
s/teams. Considering that the studies carried out by
the research team that built the Portuguese Job Re-
lated Affective Well-Being Scale (PJAWSN) only con-
sidered the positive and negative poles (the valence),
our goal was to analyze the proficiency of PJAWSN to
discriminate both dimensions proposed by Russel - va-
lence and arousal. This research was instrumental in
nature (Drenth, 1988) and the sample is composed by
several workgroups from different Portuguese organiza-
tions (e.g., industry, sport, trade). In order to achieve
our objective we used Multidimensional Analysis. The
results show us that PJAWSN captures the two dimen-
sions - valence and arousal - and therefore fits with the
Circumplex Model of Russell. This way, PJAWSN can
be useful either in research or in intervention (as a di-
agnostic tool).

Humane Design of Nursing as Interactive
Work

Kumbruck, C., Hochschule Osnabrück, Osnabrück,
Germany

Abstract: Findings of our study on the importance of
emotions in care are presented. They were gathered
on the basis of 65 narrative interviews and 10 partici-
patory observations in 10 church-operated care institu-
tions in Germany. They indicate that identified quality
problems are essentially connected to the predominant
time rationality being applied to the caring situation,
which contradicts their intrinsic times. For the nature
of human processes of growth and healing and partic-
ularly the slow processes of diminishing vitality at the
end of life can hardly be considered within the frame-
work of efficiency calculations for time spent on care.
The situation of care receivers corresponds to prob-
lematic working conditions in nursing and the resulting
consequences, such as high sick leave figures and insuffi-
cient work satisfaction. The high percentage of mental
illnesses indicates differences to those conditions in the
industry, which have not yet been an issue in the dis-
cussion on Decent Work. Although jobs in the service
sector have increasingly contributed to the GDP dur-
ing the last decades and have long surpassed the per-
centage of the industrial jobs, they have received little
attention in labour research. They show characteristics
which so far have insufficiently been considered as work
requirements and demands. The work result is in part
determined by the clients/patients. In the interaction
with these groups, emotional factors play an important
role in addition to expertise. Frequently, goals are not
reached by following structured procedures and given
plans, but by frequent adjustments of one‘s actions to
situated and personal factors. For work psychology,
this results in the difficulty of analyzing and evaluat-
ing work in the service sector. An approach for new
evaluation processes is presented for discussion.

Emotional Orientation of an Individual as a
Factor in the Level of Professional Burnout
and Job Satisfaction as Observed in Teachers
and Doctors

Dotsenko, O., Institute of Psychology of Russian
Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russian Federation

Abstract: An analysis of specific characteristics of occu-
pations dealing with social services has revealed a need
for a certain degree of a personal relationship between
the professional and the client. On the other hand,
one’s view of the profession of doctor or teacher based
on one’s personal emotional and value systems can be
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interpreted as the level of their professional compatibil-
ity and professional development. The concept of emo-
tional orientation identifies people’s inherent need for
experiencing emotions of a certain kind based on their
natural long-established inner orientation towards par-
ticular feelings, as an important motivational factor un-
derneath peoples’ behavioral patterns and it can serve
as an indirect indicator pointing to the person’s spiri-
tual and value patterns. The aim of this research is to
establish a link between one’s personal emotional ori-
entation, the level of job satisfaction and professional
burnout. The object of our research is empirically rep-
resented by professional teachers (N=92) and doctors
(N=101) of both genders, residing in Moscow and its
inner suburbs with at least three years’ experience. We
also describe typical emotional profiles of professionals
in our fields of choice and introduce two personal emo-
tional orientation types which will be further referred
to as “humanitarian-oriented”and “personal resource-
oriented”types. By humanitarian-oriented type we un-
derstand an assemblage of altruistic, communicative
and success-orientation qualities relevant to the occu-
pations in hand. The resource-oriented component is
made up of gnostic, aesthetic and hedonistic qualities
pertaining to a harmonious development of an individ-
ual and obtaining personally meaningful positive emo-
tions. In the course of this work it was established
that a high level of humanitarian-oriented and per-
sonal resource-oriented components translates into a
higher degree of job satisfaction and consequently a
lower degree of professional burnout. The conclusions
obtained as a result of this research may be instrumen-
tal in the areas of professional career counseling and
counseling designed to diagnose, prevent and cure pro-
fessional burnout.

Cognitive control deficits as a vulnerability
factor in performing emotional labor

Diestel, S., Leibniz-Research Centre of Working En-
vironment and Human Factors, Dortmund, Germany ;
Schmidt, K.H., Leibniz-Research Centre of Working
Environment and Human Factors, Dortmund, Ger-
many

Abstract: Past research has repeatedly revealed that
emotional labor can be more difficult and is stronger
related to burnout for some employees than for others
(Judge et al., 2009). In accounting for individual dif-
ferences in the emotional-labor process, several schol-
ars have expressed increasing interest in person-related
traits as moderators of the relationship between emo-
tional labor and strain (Heuven et al., 2006; Giardini

& Frese, 2006). Recent empirical findings from labo-
ratory research strongly suggest to consider interindi-
vidual differences in the cognitive resource capacity as
a person-related boundary condition under which emo-
tional labor leads to psychological strain (Schmeichel et
al., 2008). Cognitive control deficits (CCD) in the form
of daily failures and impairments of attention regula-
tion, impulse control, and memory have been found to
reflect a low resource capacity (Broadbent et al., 1982)
and thus are hypothesized to constitute a personal vul-
nerability factor that makes employees more suscepti-
ble to the adverse effects of emotional labor. Conse-
quently, we tested moderating (enhancing) effects of
CCD on the positive relationships between emotional
labor variables, which has been found to act as a source
of work stress (emotional dissonance, surface acting)
and indicators of psychological strain (burnout, ab-
senteeism). In contrast, we expected that no interac-
tive effects of CCD and deep acting on both outcomes
emerge. Using latent moderated structural equation
modeling, our predictions were tested in two samples
(one cross-sectional and one longitudinal). As was hy-
pothesized, the positive relations of emotional disso-
nance and surface acting on the one hand and burnout
as well as absenteeism on the other were amplified as a
function of CCD. In contrast, no indications for in-
teractive effects between CCDand deep acting were
found. Our results encourage to consider the effects
of emotional labor from the cognitive control perspec-
tive (Diefendorff & Gosserand, 2003). More impor-
tantly,besides psychological costs in terms of burnout,
the found interactions on absenteeism indicate organi-
zational costs as a result of emotional labor and CCD.
Thus, our study emphasizes the role of the cognitive re-
source capacity in the face of the continuous rise of the
services sector where regulation of behavior, emotions,
and thoughts is increasingly required.

Rational emotive behavior technique to pro-
mote emotional control in Mexican waiters.

Sosa, A., Monterrey Technological Institute, Atiza-
pán De Zaragoza, Mexico; Méndez, N.C., Monterrey
Technological Institute, Atizapán de Zaragoza, Mexico;
Winkler, I.A., Monterrey Technological Institute, Ati-
zapán de Zaragoza, Mexico; Arciniega, M.I., Monterrey
Technological Institute, Atizapán de Zaragoza, Mexico;
Payán, M.A., Monterrey Technological Institute, Ati-
zapán de Zaragoza, Mexico

Abstract: Service enterprises are organizations where
extreme emotional processes take place; these processes
alter employees’ performance. This research is mainly
focused in pervasive emotions such as sadness, fear and
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anger; that jeopardize work productivity and how to
modify them to become positive in order to raise their
performance to an optimum level. To promote emo-
tional control rational emotive behavior technique was
applied on Mexican waiters around 18 and 54 years old.
The sampling was non- probabilistic and intentional as
they were five Mexican waiters that shown low levels
of flexibility, psychological sense, sociability and social
presence. During the baselines and intervention an in-
dividual psychological configuration tests, behavioral
interview and emotion based journals were adminis-
tered. The design was ABAB (reversible) group mul-
tiple baseline. Refuting irrational ideas was de main
program used, followed by two modules: Coping skills
training and a relaxation techniques applied on each
session during four weeks. Conclusions shown that
the research hypothesis was confirmed: the applica-
tion of the Rational Emotive Behavior Technique in
the employees increased in (67%) the performance of
the subjects at their workplace. The increase of their
performance also resulted as a decrease (77%) of neg-
ative emotions that jeopardized their relation with the
clients and coworkers.

Emotional intelligence and job performance
efficiency of managers with different gen-
der

Tikhomandritskaya, O., Moscow State Lomonosov
University, Moscow, Russian Federation; Pankova, A.,
Moscow State Lomonosov University, Moscow, Rus-
sian Federation

Abstract: Managers capacity to control his/her emo-
tions and to manage properly with the emotions of
subordinates could be viewed as one of professional
competences. The ability to deal with different emo-
tions plays moderating role in burnout development
risks (Maslach & Leiter, 1997; Maslach, Schaufeli &
Leiter, 2001). That is why we can suggest this ability
in managers as a crucial characteristic, connected with
job performance efficiency and work satisfaction. The
aim of the empirical study was to estimate the interre-
lations of emotional intelligence and job performance
efficiency in male and female managers. The study
was conducted in 114 mid-level managers (62 men
and52 women) with work experience not less than 1
year. Methods included questionnaires for the estima-
tion of: 1) emotional intelligence level (Ljusin, 2004);
2) burnout (MBI by Maslach & Jackson, adopted
Vodopjanova, 2005); 3) work satisfaction (Pankova,
Tikhomandritskaya, 2007). The results showed: 1)
the managers with high level of emotional intelligence
demonstrate higher level of job performance efficiency

and personal capacity higher work satisfaction; 2) they
are less prone to burnout; 3) in the male managers pos-
itive correlations of emotional intelligence and job per-
formance efficiency and negative correlations of emo-
tional intelligence and burnout are found; these inter-
relations are stronger in the male managers in com-
parison with the female managers; 4) in the men sam-
ple there is a positive correlation link between work
satisfaction and the level of interpersonal emotional
intelligence, while in the female managers work sat-
isfaction correlates positively with the different level of
emotional intelligence - intrapersonal level; 5) in female
managers symptoms of burnout are tightly connected
with the level of interpersonal intelligence. The main
conclusion: the more managers are capable to deal with
emotions, the more they are effective at work and the
less they suffer from burnout. The obtained empirical
results could be used for the following practical pur-
poses: development of stress-management programs
and including special topics in professional training.

If the heart thought, would it stop? Devel-
opment of an assessment scale of Group Emo-
tional Intelligence

Dimas, I.D., Superior School of Management and Tech-
nology University of Aveiro, Aveiro, Portugal ; Cor-
reia, A.C., Faculty of Psychology, University of Coim-
bra, Coimbra, Portugal ; Lourenço, P.R., University of
Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal

Abstract: Most current organizations are strategically
structured on workgroups, which function as a social
system. Not taking into little consideration the task
sub-system, the potentialities of work and the develop-
ment of a group are also function of its affective aspects.
Therefore, the problematic of emotions crosses it over
and reflects itself on it, once collective processes can-
not be totally understood when the affective compo-
nent is ignored. The model of Group Emotional Intel-
ligence by Druskat and Wolff (2001a; 2001b) presents
six dimensions which describe emotional intelligence,
distributed through three analysis levels and formed by
norms that, theoretically, arouse and regulate emotions
in groups/teams. In this study, a questionnaire has
been adapted to evaluate these dimensions (Hamme,
2003) in groups/teams from Portuguese organizations.
Based on a sample of 333 individuals belonging to
74 groups, construct validity of the Questionnaire of
Group Emotional Intelligence (QIEG) was tested, by
means of an exploratory factor analysis. The results
showed the emergency of four interpretable dimen-
sions, pointing out that the items of two dimensions
theoretically distinct, but close in conceptual terms,
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scored only in one. The dimensions evaluated in the
QIEG - Group Regulation of Members, Group Self-
Awareness, Group Self-Regulation, and Group Social
Awareness/Skills - showed values of satisfactory inter-
nal consistency, indicating a good level of instruments
reliability. Under a practical point a view, we consider
that the QIEG tries to take into consideration the de-
mands of a group life, as its existence implies necessar-
ily the presence of specific social and emotional rela-
tions. A reliable and valid scale of Group Emotional
Intelligence, whose score is a result of the contribution
of all members, may provide a written measure of gru-
pal characteristics, with items directed to the group
level instead of the individual. Besides, it will over-
come the difficulties of distinguishing individual per-
ception of group behavior itself. Still, consultants will
be able to identify the emotional component in work-
group, and understand in what way it contributes to
organizational indicators such as performance and effi-
cacy.

Perceived deviance at workplace, experi-
enced negative emotions and counterproduc-
tive work behaviors: Interactive effects of
personality

Sulea, C., West University of Timisoara, Timisoara,
Romania; Sava, F.A., West University of Timisoara,
Timisoara, Romania; Virga, D., West University of
Timisoara, Timisoara, Romania; Bogathy, Z., West
University of Timisoara, Timisoara, Romania

Abstract: Counterproductive work behaviors (CWB)
represent an important concern for organizations due
to their economic or psychological costs. Research on
CWB is starting to focus on the joint effects of person-
ality and work situations (e.g. Colbert, Mount, Harter,
Witt & Barrick, 2004) rather than continue to ana-
lyze those separately. We used hierarchical regression,
looking at interaction effects to test the presence of
each personality trait as a moderator between percep-
tions of deviance at work (PDW) and CWB, and be-
tween experienced negative emotions at work (NEW)
and CWB. The sample (n=258) consists of Romanian
employees from several industries. We used moder-
ated hierarchical regression to test for each of the hy-
pothesized interactions. We have found that PDW and
experience of NEW are related to CWB. In addition,
four personality traits moderated these relationships.
Specifically, the relationship between PDW and CWB
was stronger for employees low on openness to expe-
rience, conscientiousness, extraversion or high agree-
ableness and the relation between experienced NEW

and CWB was stronger for employees low on consci-
entiousness, extraversion or agreeableness. This study
underlines the importance of the interaction between
personality factors and situational factors. Organiza-
tions may reduce the occurrence of CWB by interven-
ing on deviance in the work groups, encouraging posi-
tive emotions at work and selecting employees based
on some personality traits. References Colbert, A.,
Mount, M.K., Harter, J.K., Witt, L.A., Barrick, M.R.
(2004). Interactive effects of Personality and percep-
tions of the work situations on workplece deviance.
Journal of Applied Psychology, 89 (4), 599-609

Development and validation of a new ques-
tionnaire measuring perceived uncertainty at
work

Lapthorn, B., Universite Libre de Bruxelles, Bruxelles,
Belgium; Hellemans, C., Universite Libre de Bruxelles,
Bruxelles, Belgium

Abstract: Uncertainty at work originates from varia-
tions in the conditions of work, unforeseen and unex-
pected events, or even from doubts that the worker
may have about the relevance of his/her own actions
(Marescaux, 2007). Various authors, from distinct
fields of psychology have been interested in the ques-
tion of uncertainty, its perception and the attached
cognitive and behavioral attitudes (Greco and Roger,
2001; Ladouceur et al., 2000; Sorrentino et al., 1992).
Our analysis of the literature led us to consider that
overlaps as well as gaps existed in the various exist-
ing models and tools. We then set out to create a
new questionnaire measuring the perceived uncertainty
at work: the QIT (Questionnaire sur l’Incertitude au
Travail). This article describes the application of the
Churchill paradigm (Churchill, 1979; Roussel, 2005) to
the development and validation of our self-report ques-
tionnaire about the perceived uncertainty at work, and
the different ways workers have to cope with it. Five
factors were highlighted in our first exploratory study,
which was conducted among 337 workers. A second
empirical study, conducted in a Belgian public service
(N=5800), confirms the intended internal structure by
means of confirmatory factor analysis. The factors
are: Damaging uncertainty, constructive uncertainty,
uncertainty coping by control, uncertainty coping by
reassurance, uncertainty coping by avoidance. Differ-
ences and similarities between our scale and two other
measures are discussed, along with perspectives for fu-
ture research.
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Emotional Socialization: A New Twist on
Fit

Tran, V., ESCP Europe, Paris, France

Abstract: Organizational socialization has been de-
scribed as the process by which newcomers make the
transition from being organizational outsiders to be-
ing organizational insiders (Bauer, Bodner, Erdogan,
Truxillo and Tucker, 2007). Saks and Ashforth (1997)
pointed out that organizational socialization is primar-
ily a learning process: learning about one’s role (Louis,
1980), about specific work skills and abilities (Feld-
man, 1981), and about norms and values specific to
the culture of an organization (Kim, Cable, and Kim,
2005). Successful socialization should lead to improved
person-organization (P-O) fit, defined as the congru-
ence between organizational norms and values and per-
sonal values (Chatman, 1989). In turn, a successful
organizational socialization in conjunction with an im-
proved P-O fit leads to organizational commitment,
and increased job involvement (Kristof, 1996; Wanous,
Reichers, & Malik, 1984). Newcomers feel a whole ar-
ray of emotions as they navigate in their new work en-
vironment. They feel surprise when experiences differ
from their expectations (Louis, 1980), anxiety about
the ambiguity of their role (Jones, 1986), their per-
formance, and the extent to which they may fit in,
or hope, making them proactive during their social-
ization process (Kim, Cable, & Kim, 2005). In their
review of the relationship between emotion and orga-
nizational entry, Ashforth & Sasks (2002) laid the basis
for a great number of research avenues. However, re-
search on the emotional component of organizational
socialization is still scarce. The objective of this paper
is to propose an interactive, dynamic, process model
in which we assume an initial P-O fit, then a cycle of
professional and emotional socialization that leads to
an improved or decreased level of P-O fit. In turn,
this level of P-O fit constitutes the basis for the next
cycle. The ongoing socialization cycles occur either
within a given job over time, or when changing func-
tion, job, or department. Given competitive challenges
faced by organizations such as downsizing or changes in
job structures (Kristof, 1996), cost of turnover (Abowd
& Kramarz, 2003; Kacmar et al., 2006), or return on
investment on recruitment and training (Allen, 2006),
it appears that gaining a fuller understanding of the
entire socialization-fit equation is worthwhile.

Interactive posters: Group and team
processes

Main topic area: Teams and Workgroups

Location: Expo (15:30-16:30)

Forming a cooperative nursing team: The role
of head nurses

Kao, Y.T., I-Shou University, Kaohsiung County, Tai-
wan; Lin, C.C., National PingtungUniversity of Sci-
ence and Technology, Pingtung, Taiwan

Abstract: This study investigated the impact of LMX
and head nurses’ OCBI on staff nurses’ OCBI. About
1097 staff nurses from two hospitals participated in the
survey. We collected data at two time points with 6
months apart. LMX and control variables were mea-
sured at Time1. Both staff nurses and head nurses’
OCBI were measured at Time 2. Totally, there were
462 two-time respondents belonging to 39 units. HLM
was applied for hypothesis testing. The results showed
LMX predicted staff OCBI significantly. Although the
direct effect of head nurses’ OCBI didn’t prevail, the
interaction between LMX and head nurses’ OCBI was
significant. According to the findings, it implicates
that the effect of head nurses’ OCBI can be comple-
mentary to that of LMX.

Conflict and conflict asymmetry over time:
The strange case of project teams

Chiocchio, F., Universite de Montréal, Montréal,
Canada

Abstract: Two factors are crucial in conflict research
with project teams: conflict and, given disciplinary het-
erogeneity in project teams, within-team distribution
conflict perceptions. De Dreu and Weingart’s (2003)
meta-analysis shows that the conflict-project team per-
formance correlation is -.26 and -.17 for task and re-
lationship conflict respectively. Jehn, Rispens, and
Thatcher (2010) assert that distribution of conflict per-
ceptions (i.e., conflict asymmetry defined as standard
deviations) negatively impacts team performance over
and above mean team conflict. They confirmed this
only for relationship conflict. Although, these studies
contributed to conflict research, they have shortcom-
ings the present study aims at correcting. First, none
address the role of process conflict nor do they tackle
how the three forms of conflict evolve over time. Sec-
ond, Jehn et al’s sample may have included different
types of teams, a serious problem in project team re-
search (Chiocchio & Essiembre, 2009). Third, standard
deviations cannot adequately represent team proper-
ties because of their lack of scale (Kozlowski & Hattrup,
1992). In the present study, we use hierarchical regres-
sion with 81 teams of students involved in a 15-week
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project to test the impact of all three forms of con-
flict and conflict asymmetry at projects’ mid- and end-
point. Given process-focused project teams are less ef-
fective than outcome-focused ones (Woolley, 2009) and
that early processes are more impactful than later ones
(Mathieu, Heffner, Goodwin, Salas, & Cannon-Bowers,
2000), we posit that early process conflict and process
conflict asymmetry will impact team performance more
so than the other forms of conflict at either time. Our
results show that 29 % (p < .05) of team performance’s
variance is accounted for mainly by process conflict at
time 1 ( = -.57, p < .05) and task conflict at time 2
( = .45, p < .05). The practical implication is that
process conflict management is paramount early on in
project teams. More theoretically, we contribute to the
literature by showing that the positive impact of task
conflict in project teams only appears towards the end
of the project and after controlling the variance due to
other and earlier forms of conflict.

Effective workgroups: the role of diversity
and culture

Dimas, I.D., University of Aveiro, Coimbra, Portugal ;
Lourenço, P.R., University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Por-
tugal

Abstract: Today, more than at any other time in his-
tory, organizations rely on groups as a way of structur-
ing their activities. The belief that the establishment
of groups is associated with improvements in quality,
performance and effectiveness, led to the proliferation
of this system under different forms, types and designa-
tions. However, despite the advantages of workgroups
are disseminated on theoretical works, and even on the
common sense, the truth is that the empirical studies
that support these competitive gains are no more than
a few. In fact, the research developed has focused on
processes that reduce the effectiveness of teams and
little attention has been given to aspects that improve
them. The central aim of the present research is to
contribute for the clarification of the conditions under
which teams can be successful. In a particular way,
were analyzed, through a non-experimental design, the
effects of the team cultural orientation for learning and
of diversity on the task and affective dimensions of ef-
fectiveness. Seventy-three workgroups from different
industrial and services companies, which perform com-
plex and non-routine tasks, were surveyed. Multiple re-
gression analyzes were conducted and results revealed
that the team orientation for learning improves group
performance, team member satisfaction as well as team
member quality of life. Results showed, in turn, that
diversity is not a predictor of group effectiveness. This

study highlight that the orientation of teams to the
promotion, facilitation, sharing and dissemination of
learning constitutes a competitive advantage.

Dimensions of rehabilitation work: the anal-
ysis of severity representations in interdisci-
plinary rehabilitation team

Juhász, M., BME Budapest Technical University, Bu-
dapest, Hungary ; Hámornik, B.P., BME Budapest
Technical University, Budapest, Hungary ; Vén, I., Na-
tional Institute for Medical Rehabilitation, Ward for
Rehabilitation of Trauma, Budapest, Hungary

Abstract: The movement disorders’ rehabilitation is a
non-emergency but high risk field of teamwork. The
rehabilitation process of a patient includes several ex-
perts’ contribution: for example physicians, nurses,
physiotherapists, occupational psychologists. The ex-
perts should cooperate, work a team, they need to have
shared mental representations. The shared mental
model (SMM) is a construct that refers to the shared
representation among teammates about the goals, the
current situation, the competencies, the responsibili-
ties, further steps of actions, and about the problem.
The existence and functioning of a SMM can contribute
to team effectiveness, and it helps the successful reha-
bilitation process. Our research aimed to study the
content features of the representation of the teammate
experts about the severity of a patient status of rehabil-
itation, and the important dimensions in rehabilitation
work process. To study the teammates’ representations
about severity and work dimensions, we administrated
two kinds of interviews: (1) One about the definitions
of the severe patient status from the point of view of the
given expert’s field; and (2) one about the description
of each patient who were in the ward that time. From
the first interview we identified the main dimensions
of patient status severity, for example: the injury, self-
support (independency), rehabilitation care, cognition,
personality, cooperation, negative and positive expres-
sions. We used AtlasTI content analytic software to
identify the dimension in the text of the second inter-
view. It is important from the teamwork’s and shared
mental models’ side is that there were common dimen-
sion in most experts’ interviews, for example the injury,
the self-support (independency), and the rehabilitation
care. These common dimensions could be the key parts
of the shared mental model in the interdisciplinary re-
habilitation team. The knowledge about the shared di-
mensions of the teammates’ representations is able to
help to understand the teamwork, and its difficulties.
On this field, we can build further studies to analyse
the content and role of share mental model based on
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these findings. And in consequence, we are going to
be able to give developmental advices to reach a bet-
ter functioning shared mental model, and to ameliorate
rehabilitation work.

Team roles as configural property of teams:
the impact of role balance and thematic pat-
terns upon team outcomes

Meslec, N., Tilburg University, Tilburg, The Nether-
lands; Curseu, P.L., Tilburg University, Tilburg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: The book published by Belbin in 1981 has
introduced two concepts: the concept of team role as
the pattern of behavior that is characteristic to a team
member and the concept of team role balance which
reaches its maximum when all of the nine possible roles
are present in the group. Balanced teams have been
hypothesized to be the most beneficial for team perfor-
mance (Belbin, 1981; Water, Water & Bukman, 2007).
The lack of further details with regard to the most
appropriate way of conceptualizing and measuring the
concept of team balance has created a dispute in the
field, different studies arriving at divergent results (Se-
nior, 1997; Partignton & Harris, 1999; Higgs, Plewnia
& Ploch, 2005; Aritzeta & Ayestaran, 2003). In order
to address this issue, two major objectives have been
adressed in the current study. The first objective of
the study was to investigate the impact of team role
balance upon team outcomes, as it has been conceptu-
alized and measured in the literature sofar. The results
indicate that only those conceptualization of role bal-
ance that consider team roles as a group property are
predictive to group outcomes. The second objective of
the study was to investigate teams in low balance con-
ditions. Most of the studies have focused on investi-
gating what happens in fully balanced teams (Partign-
ton & Harris, 1999; Water, Kees & Rozier, 2007) with
little concern to the particular case in which balance
is low. The current study shows that in low balance
conditions, thematic patterns (as role configurations
that belong to a common theme) become beneficial for
teams in comparison to athematic mixtures of roles.
This comes to sustain the value of thematic patterns
which has not been considered previously in the litera-
ture addressing team roles. As practical implications,
the current results come to contribute to work team
design, especially in low team balance conditions. For
instance, when balance is low, the team is to benefit
more of a new member with a role that is similar in
theme with ones already in the team.

16:30-17:45

Presentations: Conflict Management,
Negotiations, and Decision Making

Main topic area: Leadership and Management

Location: 0.1 London (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Solga, M., Ruhr-University of Bochum,
Bochum, Germany

Planning, Scheduling and Control as a Dis-
tributed Decision-Making Process

Waefler, T., University of Applied Sciences Northwest-
ern Switzerland, Olten, Switzerland ; Fischer, D., Uni-
versity of Applied Sciences Northwestern Switzerland,
Olten, Switzerland ; Specker, A., University of Applied
Sciences Northwestern Switzerland, Olten, Switzer-
land ; Oroszlan, Z., University of Applied Sciences
Northwestern Switzerland, Olten, Switzerland ; Bez-
zola, J., University of Applied Sciences Northwestern
Switzerland, Olten, Switzerland ; Gasser, R., University
of Applied Sciences Northwestern Switzerland, Olten,
Switzerland

Abstract: Since production processes become more and
more complex and as market dynamics increase, plan-
ning, scheduling, and control (PSC) of the order flow
through production has become a competitive advan-
tage. PSC allocates unstable production resources to
dynamic demands. This has a huge impact on eco-
nomic objectives. Therefore industries invested a lot
in developing IT-systems aiming at managing the un-
certainties in PSC by technical means. However, these
technology-oriented approaches reached limits. There
is a lack of knowledge regarding the multi-factorial in-
terrelations that constitute PSC while the effort for
data maintenance increases immensely. Furthermore
these technology-oriented approaches neglect the role
of the human planners and underestimate the socio-
technical character of PSC-systems. In contrast, some
research shows that human-computer interactive sys-
tems may outperform systems that are primarily IT-
based. Consequently research emerged, focusing on
the support of human planners. Although such re-
search provides very important insights in cognitive
processes and the design of decision-support systems,
it is still not covering the role human planners have
in real-world PSC. To reach a more comprehensive un-
derstanding of this role was the aim of several case
studies we performed in Swiss SMEs. Our case studies
base on document-analysis, observations and in-depth
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interviews. They show that individual decision-making
processes are only one aspect of PSC. However, in busi-
ness reality PSC emerges in a socio-technical system
consisting of many humans who have a formal or an
informal role in PSC, and who are partly intercon-
nected by IT. Hence, PSC is a wholeness of distributed
decision-making. Knowledge required to perform is dis-
tributed as well as largely tacit. Consequently, the hu-
mans who have the formal role of planners sometimes
do the planning but sometimes rather serve as infor-
mation hubs with a core competence to know how to
acquire the relevant information. Based on critical in-
cidents and in a participatory way we have developed
solutions for the design of socio-technical PSC-systems,
focusing on cooperative planning. The main intention
is to support the distributed information processing
and decision-making processes of PSC. Requirements
for task design, organization and IT-support are de-
rived in order to enable industries to better cope with
PSC-challenges.

Who Avoids Conflicts, When and Why? Mo-
tives and Emotions

Lopes, P., Catholic University of Portugal, Lisbon,
Portugal

Abstract: Conflict avoidance is dysfunctional when in-
dividuals let problems fester, get increasingly upset
and then blow up, instead of addressing issues con-
structively early on (Zillmann, 1993). According to
dual concern theory (Pruitt & Rubin, 1986), people
should avoid conflicts when the issue is unimportant
and thus concern for self and others is low. How-
ever, dual concern theory does not explain actual
conflict avoidance well (Sorenson, Morse, & Savage,
1999) and motivations to avoid conflict are likely to
be more complex than this theory suggests (Tjosvold
& Sun, 2002). Such motivations, and the role of emo-
tion in conflict avoidance, have not been studied ade-
quately yet. I examined motivations to avoid conflict in
two studies, involving 355 psychology students in the
UK and 159 management students in Portugal. All
participants completed self-report questionnaires and
Study 2 participants were also rated by their peers
on interpersonal communication in group work. Af-
ter controlling statistically for the general tendency to
avoid conflicts, different motives for conflict avoidance
were associated with different patterns of interpersonal
interaction, emotional characteristics and personality
traits, as hypothesized. In particular, individuals who
reported avoiding conflicts because they feared con-
frontation also reported less positive interactions with
colleagues and scored higher on emotional suppression,

ambivalence over emotional expression, and social anx-
iety. Multilevel analyses indicated that they were also
rated lower by their peers on interpersonal communi-
cation. In contrast, individuals who reported avoiding
confrontation when the issue was unimportant, or when
they wanted to think more carefully about the situa-
tion before addressing the issue, revealed more posi-
tive patterns. For example, those who reported want-
ing to consider the issue more carefully also reported
more positive interactions and less conflict with col-
leagues, and were rated higher by their peers on inter-
personal communication in group work. These results
suggest that in training people to communicate effec-
tively with others in conflict situations it is important
to consider people’s motivations for conflict avoidance.
For example, people who fear confrontation may ben-
efit from training in assertiveness and emotion regula-
tion, whereas others may benefit from enhancing their
ability to evaluate conflict situations.

Relational orientation in negotiations: A
study of the effects on negotiation process
and outcomes in dyadic negotiations

Pauw, A.-S de, Vlerick Leuven Gent Management
School, Gent, Belgium

Abstract: Negotiation is a fundamental form of so-
cial interaction, necessary for anyone who must ac-
complish his objectives in collaboration with others
(Thompson & Hastie, 1990). As a basic managerial
process (Bazerman & Neale, 1992; Lax & Sebenius,
1986; Mintzberg, 1973), it has been studied extensively
and few areas in organizational behaviour have devel-
oped as rapidly, and with as much depth and breadth,
as the field of negotiation (Bazerman, Curhan, Moore,
& Valley, 2000; Kramer & Messick, 1995). Histori-
cally, the negotiation field has been dominated by a fo-
cus on economic outcomes (Buelens, Van De Woestyne,
Mestdagh, & Bouckenooghe, 2008), defined as the ex-
plicit terms of an agreement (Thompson, 1990). Suc-
cessful negotiations, however, build on both economic
and relational capital. Many scholars have bemoaned
that the field offers a largely arelational view of an
inherently relational situation (Gelfand, Smith Major,
Raver, Nishii, & O’Brien, 2006; Greenhalgh & Chap-
man, 1998; Valley, Neale, & Mannix, 1995), empha-
sizing autonomy, competition, and rationality over in-
terdependence, cooperation, and relationality (Gray,
1994). Consequently, a growing body of research ar-
gues for the importance of relational capital among ne-
gotiating parties. These researchers define relational
capital as including assets of mutual liking, knowledge,
trust, and commitment to continuing the relationship
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(Gelfand et al., 2006). Successful business performance
is obtained by those who are able to negotiate with oth-
ers and develop collaborative agreements, thus placing
a high value in relational capital (Welbourne & Pardo-
del-Val, 2009). To acquire relational capital in nego-
tiations, the relational orientation of negotiators can
be especially crucial (Curhan, Elfenbein, & Xu, 2006).
Although there has been some discussion of relational
orientation in negotiation (e.g. Greenhalgh & Gilkey,
1993; King & Hinson, 1994), this important construct
and its effects on negotiation has remained ill defined
and underresearched (Gelfand et al., 2006). We ad-
vance a theoretical framework to address the following
research questions: How does negotiators’ relational
orientation impact the negotiation process (strategies
and tactics)? How do contextual factors influence the
relationship between negotiators’ relational orientation
and the negotiation process? How does negotiators’ re-
lational orientation result in variations in negotiation
outcomes (economic and social)?

Political Skill in Salary Negotiations: Test-
ing a Moderated Mediation Model

Solga, M., Ruhr-University of Bochum, Bochum, Ger-
many ; Betz, J., Ruhr-University of Bochum, Bochum,
Germany

Abstract: According to Ferris et al. (2007), political
skill - the proficiency to shape and control interper-
sonal relations at work effectively - entails the capacity
to adequately choose and persuasively perform social
influence tactics at work. Following this proposition,
we examined the effects of political skill in a specific
work-related context: the salary negotiation. Positing
a moderated mediation model, we expected negotiator
political skill to positively affect negotiation outcomes
(i.e., salary agreement), problem-solving as a negotia-
tion strategy to mediate this effect, and political skill
to also moderate the link between problem-solving and
negotiation outcomes synergistically. We tested our hy-
potheses in a real-life negotiation study with 100 man-
agers of a multi-national corporation who were given
the opportunity to re-negotiate their salary package
prior to a longer-term foreign assignment. We bore
on two objective measures of negotiation success: in-
crease of annual gross salary and additional annual net
benefits. Negotiator political skill and problem-solving
were measured using self-report questionnaires (Polit-
ical Skill Inventory and Dutch Test for Conflict Han-
dling; Ferris et al., 2005; De Dreu et al., 2001). Our
hypotheses were fully supported for additional annual
net benefits. That is, political skill affected additional
annual net benefits through problem-solving and at the

time amplified the positive effect of problem-solving
on this outcome measure. Our hypotheses were partly
supported for increase of annual gross salary. That is,
political skill affected increase of annual gross salary
through problem-solving but didn’t amplify the effect
of problem-solving on this outcome measure. We rea-
soned that the company’s payroll policy regarding in-
crease of annual gross salary was too restrictive for ac-
tors high in political skill to excel the negotiation agree-
ments reached by actors low in political skill. Alto-
gether, our results demonstrated the benefits of worker
political skill for work-related negotiation tasks and -
with respect to practical relevance - showed that fo-
cusing on the development of political skill in training
and coaching activities may be rewarding for actors
often engaged in work-related negotiation tasks. Fur-
thermore, it seems important to look at political skill
when staffing negotiation teams.

Management Conflict and its Relationship
with Uncertainty Avoidance and Power Dis-
tance (Study at Javanese and Batak people)

Mangundjaya, W., University of Indonesia, Depok, In-
donesia

Abstract: Management of conflicts has assumed great
significance at employee behavior and performance, as
it influences human relations at work. They have im-
portant implications on the work and effectiveness of
the persons and group involved. (Suri,Verma, and
Sharma 2007). In this regard, people use different
strategies for managing conflicts. These strategies are
learned, and because it was learned from the commu-
nity and society, as a result, culture plays an important
factor in the way people managing conflict. Research
shows that people in low-context cultures think of con-
flict as instrumental-oriented and thus view the world
in analytic, linear logic terms, separating issues from
individuals, which in a high-context culture, conflict
is expressive-oriented because people do not separate
the person from the issue. (Francesco & Gold; 2005).
The objective of this research is to identify the style of
conflict management among Javanese and Batak peo-
ple, and its relationship with uncertainty avoidance
and power distance. The research was done at State
Owned Banking Company comprising of 158 Javanese
and 45 Batak employee. The results show that both
Javanese and Batak people has Passive Management
Style, Batak people has Low Power Distance and Ja-
vanese People has low Uncertainty Avoidance. The re-
sults also show that there is negative significant corre-
lation between uncertainty avoidance and passive man-
agement conflict and there is no significant correlation
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between Power Distance and Management Conflict at
Batak People

Presentations: Organizational Justice
Perceptions

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.11 Pressroom (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Reuver, R.S.M. de, Tilburg University, Tilburg,
The Netherlands

You can’t expect something for nothing: The
effect of Status Inconsistency and Climate on
Performance

Reuver, R.S.M. de, Tilburg University, Tilburg, The
Netherlands; Voorde, F.C. van de, Radboud University
Nijmegen, Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Abstract: Although it is commonly assumed that
perceptions of equity at work have a significant im-
pact on employee performance, our understanding of
the equity-performance relationship remains limited.
First, equity-performance studies have mainly included
procedural and distributive justice measures; stud-
ies focusing on other equity measures remain scarce.
In addition, most of the empirical studies on the
equity-performance relationship have overlooked vari-
ables likely to moderate the impact of equity on per-
formance. To address these gaps, the current study ex-
amines the association between status inconsistency (a
situation in which there is a mismatch between a per-
son’s ascribed and achieved status, for example, a per-
son’s education and his/her income) and performance.
Further, we hypothesize that the equity-performance
association is contingent upon two climate types (em-
ployee perceptions about the extent to which the orga-
nization involves employees in decision making and in-
formation is shared through the organization (involve-
ment), and employee perceptions about the extent to
which the organization is concerned with rules and pro-
cedures (formalization)). Using multi-source data from
a sample of 375 employees and their managers in a large
multinational electronics company, our results support
our hypotheses. That is, more status detraction (lower
achieved compared to ascribed status) is associated
with lower management ratings of employee perfor-
mance. In addition, employee perceptions of climate as
more involvement-focused were found to attenuate the
link between status detraction and performance, while
employee perceptions of climate as more formalization-
focused intensify this relationship. In terms of practical

implications, this suggests that while employees may
respond to status detraction by lowering their perfor-
mance, increasing the level of involvement climate and
decreasing the level of formalization climate may pro-
vide means by which to address such balance seeking
behavior.

Out of the frying pan into the fire: How
chefs may learn to accept abusive be-
haviour.

Bloisi, W., London Metropolitan University, London,
UK ; Hoel, H., Manchester Business School, The Uni-
versity of Manchester, Manchester, UK

Abstract: Introduction: There exists a perception that
chefs working in commercial kitchens are likely to be
exposed to abusive behaviours. However, much of this
evidence is anecdotal (Bloisi & Hoel, 2008). Moreover,
it is suggested that socialisation processes may con-
tribute to this situation (Johns & Menzel, 1999). To
address these issues a study was carried out with the
aim of examining the repertoire of abusive behaviours
experienced by chefs as they progress through their ca-
reers and how chefs may come to accept the presence
of such behaviours. Method: A research instrument
was developed to examine the frequency and nature
of abusive behaviour and the reasons given for such
behaviour. Questionnaires were administered to UK
student chefs and to a sample of working chefs. A
total of 660 questionnaires were returned, first year
chefs (n=203), final year chefs (n=153) and working
chefs (n=304). Results: Chefs working in the indus-
try were most likely to be exposed to abusive be-
haviour. When asked the reasons for such behaviour
respondents pointed to factors such as the environ-
ment is stressful’ and it builds camaraderie’. Final year
chefs were more likely to accept the abusive behaviour
than either first year chefs or working chefs. Discus-
sion: This research confirms that abusive behaviour
is widespread in the industry. Furthermore, as chefs
progress through their career they are more likely to
experience abusive behaviours. The fact that working
chefs are most likely to be exposed, suggests that being
in formal training provides some protection for the stu-
dents regarding exposure to abuse. Moreover, the ac-
ceptance of abuse by final year student chefs and their
willingness to rationalise its presence could imply that
they have been hardened through the socialisation pro-
cess. This has practical relevance for training, recruit-
ment and retention in the hospitality industry. Refer-
ences: Bloisi, W. and Hoel, H. (2008) Abusive work
practices and bullying among chefs: A review of the
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literature, International Journal of Hospitality Man-
agement., 27, 649-656. Johns, N and Menzel, P. (1999)
’If you can’t stand the heat get out of the kitchen’,
International Journal of Hospitality Management, 18,
99-109.

The Mediating Effects of Procedural Justice
on The Relationship Between Big-Five and Job
Satisfaction

Metin Camgoz, S., Hacettepe University, Ankara,
Turkey ; Bayhan Karapinar, P., Hacettepe University,
Ankara, Turkey ; Ergeneli, A., Hacettepe University,
Ankara, Turkey

Abstract: Today’s organizations invest considerable
amount of resources to increase the satisfaction of their
employees. This is largely because an employee’s sat-
isfaction is expected to lead more effective and effi-
cient work and thus result in higher individual and
organizational performance (Matzler & Renzl, 2007).
Scholars paid increasing attention to individual differ-
ences as the source of job satisfaction over the past
years. The recent meta-analysis exploring the rela-
tionships between personality and job satisfaction dis-
played that individuals’ personality traits namely neu-
roticism, conscientiousness and agreeableness were re-
lated with overall job satisfaction (Judge, Heller, &
Mount, 2002). On the other hand, the evidence per-
taining to organizational justice and job satisfaction
(JS) relationship suggests that the more employees per-
ceive the procedures and distributions as fair, the more
likely they are to be satisfied with their jobs. The
present study aimed to propose and test an integra-
tive model that considers both personality traits and
procedural justice perceptions as predictors of JS. Such
inquiry is important in that it tests a mediated rela-
tionship that reflects a process of connecting person-
ality with behavior. Thus, the current study inves-
tigated the mediating effect of procedural justice on
Big- Five- JS relationship. We hypothesized that the
personality traits of an employee affect their justice
perceptions and consequently, their level of job satis-
faction. Survey data were collected from 206 banking
employees. Sweeney and McFarlin’s (1997) procedu-
ral justice scale, John, Donahu, and Kentle’s (1991)
Big-Five Inventory (BFI) and the short form of Min-
nesota Job Satisfaction Questionnaire were used as re-
search instruments. Outcomes of the hierarchical re-
gression analyses postulated that Big-Five personality
traits were related to JS and these relationships were
mediated by procedural justice. Our results demon-
strate that the relationships between conscientiousness

and JS were completely mediated by procedural jus-
tice, while the relation between extraversion, and neu-
roticism and JS were partially mediated by procedural
justice. The findings contribute to the literature that
procedural justice not only has a direct relationship
to both job attitudes and personality traits but also it
partially mediates the relationship between personality
traits and JS.

Supervisor’s trust as a mediator of the re-
lationship between subordinate’s performance
and organizational justice

Seppälä, T., University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland ;
Lipponen, J., Aalto University School of Science and
Technology, Espoo, Finland ; Pirttilä-Backman, A.-M.,
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland ; Lipsanen, J.,
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland

Abstract: A number of studies have evidenced the ben-
eficial influence that distributive, procedural, and in-
teractional justice have in employee’s attitudinal and
behavioural outcomes.Even though leaders and super-
visors have an essential role in organizational justice,
researchers have only recently started to pay attention
to the question what causes leaders and supervisors to
act fairly. This is an important question because if we
want to enhance fairness, we need to know what mo-
tivates fairness. The past literature on leadership sug-
gests that subordinates’ behaviour, competence, and
performance have a significant influence on leaders’ de-
cisions and behaviours. Thus, it is surprising that few
studies have recognized the role of subordinates in fair-
ness of the leaders and supervisors, and studies have
focused mainly on interactional justice. However, em-
ployees are found to be able to judge all the justice
components of any party (for example a supervisor, an
organization, peers, customers) as long as they have a
reason to believe that the party is the source of the
perceived fairness, even thought managerial discretion
varies in respect of justice type. Our study focuses
on subordinate’s in-role and extra-role performance as
predictors of supervisor’s distributive, procedural, and
interactional justice. We suggest that the relationship
between subordinate’s performance and supervisors’
fairness is mediated by supervisor’s trust in the sub-
ordinate. This mediation model was tested with data
from 174 subordinates nested in 35 work units. Re-
sults of multilevel modeling revealed that the positive
effects of subordinate helping, compliance, and perfor-
mance on three forms of perceived justice were medi-
ated by supervisor’s trust in the subordinate. Justice
may demand the extra efforts of supervisors. Our study
suggests that supervisors invest their limited resources
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in well performing and trusted employees. However,
important question for the future studies is how to
help supervisors to break of the negative reciprocation
with poorly performing and less trusted employees be-
cause their performance might benefit from perceived
justice.

Justice rules as antecedents of perceived
compensation fairness in public and private
sector

Lazauskaite-Zabielske, J., Vilnius University, Vilnius,
Lithuania; Bagdziuniene, D., Vilnius University, Vil-
nius, Lithuania

Abstract: Studies of organizational justice show that
employee satisfaction with compensation depends upon
perceived fairness of compensation rather than on ab-
solute level of compensation itself. Organizational jus-
tice approach also indicates that perceived justice of
compensation allocation (distributive justice) and allo-
cation process (procedural justice) depends on certain
justice rules. Considering the different nature of two
main compensation forms, i.e. pay and benefits, it is
important to determine whether perceived fairness of
pay and benefits is based on the same distributive and
procedural justice rules in different sectors. Therefore
the study was conducted to examine the relative im-
portance or weight of distributive and procedural jus-
tice rules for the perceived fairness of pay and bene-
fits in public and private sector. 471 employees (218
from public sector and 253 from private sector) from
73 Lithuanian organizations were surveyed. The results
of path analysis revealed that employees place different
weight on distributive justice rules when assessing the
fairness of pay and benefits. In the whole sample pay
is regarded as fair when based on rules of equity and
needs, while benefits are regarded as fair when based
solely on rule of needs. Results obtained in samples
from private and public sector revealed the following:
in private sector pay is perceived as fair when based on
equity rule; benefits are perceived as fair when based
on needs. In public sector both pay and benefits are
perceived as fair when based on rules of equity and
needs. Study results also revealed that justice rules of
accuracy and voice are antecedents of perceived pro-
cedural justice of pay and benefits in both public and
private sectors. The results of the study implicate that
managers should pay attention to how compensation
should be allocated (rules of perceived distributive jus-
tice) and how allocation process should be managed
(rules of perceived procedural justice), depending on
the type of compensation and on the type of organiza-
tion itself.

Presentations: Team Learning and
Development

Main topic area: Teams and Workgroups

Location: 0.2 Berlin (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Gabelica, C., Maastricht University, Maas-
tricht, The Netherlands

Work interdependence and team effective-
ness: The role of socio-affective ties and
group development stage

Alves, M., University of Beira Interior / Univer-
sity of Coimbra (PhD Student), Covilha, Portugal ;
Lourenço, P.R., University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Por-
tugal ; Miguez, J., University of Oporto, Oporto, Por-
tugal

Abstract: Introduction: Based on sociotechnical sys-
tems theory (Trist & Bamforth, 1951) and on the
model of group development proposed by Miguez and
Lourenço (2001), we hypothesise that social interac-
tion and affective exchange developed within the work-
group (defined as socio-affective interdependence) ex-
plains the association between group interdependence
(in terms of tasks, resources, skills or results) and
group performance, which, in turn, would be mod-
erated by group life stage. We propose that the so-
cial and affective ties between workgroup elements and
the development phase of the group have an impor-
tant role in the way how the group interdependence
becomes a factor of work efficacy. Method: A sample
of 80 teams from different Portuguese companies par-
ticipated in the research. To study interdependence
as a group level variable, individual responses to the
Workgroup Interdependence Scale (Alves, Lourenço &
Miguez, 2009; Campion, Medsker & Higgs, 1993) and
to the Socio-Affective Interdependence Scale (Alves,
Lourenço & Miguez, 2010) were aggregated. To analyse
group development, the Team Development Perception
Questionnaire (Miguez & Lourenço, 2001) was admin-
istrated at the group level by achieving team consensus.
Group effectiveness was measured through a satisfac-
tion scale, answered by group members, and through
a performance scale filled by the team leader. Results:
To analyse the association between the aforementioned
variables, a moderated-mediation model was empiri-
cally tested using the guidelines of the multistep ap-
proach proposed by Baron and Kenny (1986). The
mediator variable was socio-affective interdependence,
which was defined by proximity, open expression and
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work-related emotionality factors; the moderator vari-
able was the group developmental stage (i.e., structur-
ing, reframing, restructuring and realization). Conclu-
sions and practical relevance: We discuss the implica-
tions of the study in group emotional life, team interde-
pendence and group performance literature. Here, we
focus on the interaction between the affective and task-
related dimensions of interdependence in group perfor-
mance, assuming that social and emotional life of the
group should be considered by team managers, just as
the rational aspects of work are usually conceptualized
in a non-questionable way.

Group development: Measuring task and
socio-affective subsystems and analyzing dif-
ferent patterns of development

Ferreira Peralta, C.M., University of Coimbra, Coim-
bra, Portugal ; Lourenço, P.R., University of Coimbra,
Coimbra, Portugal ; Baptista, C., University of Coim-
bra, Coimbra, Portugal

Abstract: Miguez and Loureno’s (2001) integrated
model of group development presents characteristics
of linear, cyclic and polar models, predicting that
a group develops through four distinct but interde-
pendent stages and based on two subsystems (socio-
affective and task). In this research, we developed
two scales - QADGt and QADGsa - to assess the
developmental stages of each subsystem. We con-
duct a cross-sectional correlational study with a sam-
ple of 563 individuals belonging to 136 groups of Por-
tuguese organizations. Study 1 provided initial reliabil-
ity and validity evidence using traditional scale devel-
opment techniques (first-order and second-order con-
firmatory factor analyses and Cronbach alphas) and
supported convergent and divergent validity [using a)
Team Development Perception Questionnaire (Miguez
& Loureno, 2001); b) Job related Affective Well-being
Scale (Katwyk, Spector, Fox & Kelloway, 2000) and c)
Interdependence Questionnaire (Campion, Medsker &
Higgs, 1993)]. This study also demonstrated how the
individual-level measure could be applied to the team
level using a within-group interrater agreement statis-
tic [Average Deviation Index (Burke & Dunlap, 2002)].
Study 2 used composite variables of each group de-
velopment stage and, by means of structural equation
modeling, we analyzed the group development process.
Generally: a) in phases 2 and 3, the two subsystems
are highly interdependent with each other and there-
fore, it’s difficult to distinguish them; b) groups follow
a developmental pattern that supports an integrated
approach; and c) the early stages have a direct and in-
direct impact on more mature group stages. Study 3

is focused on the improvement of the developed scales
(QADGt and QADGsa) and on further construct valid-
ity evidence. In this study we replicated the measures’
factor structure with an independent sample, following
Hinkin’s (1995; 1998) and Kahn’s (2006) recommen-
dations. These studies have conceptual and practical
significance: we present a new instrument with good
psychometric qualities that may be used in research
and practice contexts; we shed light on group devel-
opment processes arguing that different development
patterns need to be considered simultaneously; based
on results, we present ways of boosting the group de-
velopment; and based on limitations of these studies
we discuss methods for studying groups.

Enhancing Coordination in Teams: Team
Learning Behaviors and Task Cohesion as
Powerful Socio-Cognitive Factors

Gabelica, C., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands; Bossche, P. van den, Maastricht Uni-
versity, Maastricht, The Netherlands; Segers, M.R.S.,
Maastricht University, Maastricht, The Netherlands;
Gijselaers, W., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands

Abstract: To be able to carry out challenging tasks,
teams of people need to pool their knowledge and skills,
coordinate their members, tools and tasks. Research
has identified the importance of such a transactive
memory system (TMS) for teams, because it enables
them to draw on the distributed cognition available
in the team. However, less is known on the processes
through which this coordination, which is typical for
TMS, is developed. Based on team learning theories,
we identify factors and behaviors that may explain the
development of coordination in teams. On the one
hand, we consider team learning behaviors that ac-
count for the development of the cognitions underly-
ing coordination. On the other hand we look at task
cohesion as an important factor in the team interper-
sonal context explaining the occurrence of team learn-
ing behaviors. We investigated how teams confronted
with a complex task develop coordination behaviors.
66 undergraduate students with no prior experience in
flight games were assigned to two-person newly formed
teams and trained to a specific role, pilot or copilot, in a
PC-based flight simulator. The task environment used
in this study was interactive, dynamic, and required
team members’ cooperation. Each team was sequen-
tially confronted with four missions (landing tasks).
These had an increasing degree of difficulty to maintain
a high complexity throughout the game. Data were col-
lected after each mission. A questionnaire measuring
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task cohesion, team learning behaviors, and team coor-
dination was used to examine how teams’ transactive
memory evolved throughout the missions and which
factors are critical to its development. Team learn-
ing behaviors referred to knowledge sharing behaviors
during which the team built meaning and reached a
common understanding. Task cohesion was defined as
team members’ commitment to the overall task. Re-
sults from the present study demonstrated that coor-
dination developed over time through the team learn-
ing behaviors which are driven by task cohesion. This
underscores the importance of team learning for estab-
lishing coordination in teams. Also this forwards sug-
gestions for facilitating newly formed teams. Creating
a strong interpersonal climate and stimulating team
learning helps them to coordinate their knowledge and
skills.

Improving interpersonal processes and well-
being in virtual teams over time. Effects of
performance and team process feedback

Ardid, M., University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain;
Orengo, V., University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain;
Zornoza, A., University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain;
Penarroja, V., University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain;
Martinez-Moreno, E., University of Valencia, Valen-
cia, Spain

Abstract: Globalization and rapid changes in infor-
mation and communication technologies (ICT) are
strongly changing the nature of work. Interconnect-
edness and increased ’virtuality in work units. Social
psychology, during decades has been successful in ex-
plaining group and team processes and generated a
large set of effective team building and team devel-
opment technologies. However it was based on studies
carried on face-to-face groups, while ICT and globaliza-
tion are producing tremendous changes in groups and
team work. The virtual groups work electronically and
overcome the synchronous work. Group processes are
influenced by the ICT and all that requires new the-
oretical models and empirical research to explain its
effects on group and individual well-being. Group pro-
cesses play a key role within team effectiveness mod-
els (Marks et al. 2004, Mathieu et al. 2008). Of all
these, managing of interpersonal processes is more crit-
ical to work in virtual context and over time (Maruping
& Agarwal, 2004). So, developing of relational com-
munication or interpersonal bonds, affect management
and group emotion in virtual teams (Walther & Bunz,
2005; Derk, 2009; Golden & Raghuram, 2009) are cru-
cial to improve team synergic processes and outcomes

such as members’ affect and team viability (i.e. co-
hesion, satisfaction and identification, among others).
On the other hand, team process feedback is proposed
as a strategy to encourage virtual team development
(Zumbach et al., 2002; Geister et al. 2006). It in-
cludes different aspects of task (behaviors, actions and
strategies), relationships between team members (in-
terpersonal and teamwork) and motivational feedback
which in turn affect the team effectiveness. A labora-
tory experiment was carried out with two experimen-
tal conditions (control and trained teams). We found
significant differences in these group processes. Our
results suggest that performance and process feedback
may be excellent strategy to improve virtual team well-
being.

Team Learning in Virtual Contexts: The Role
of Personality and Training

Garcia-Blanco, S., University of Valencia, Valencia,
Spain; González-Mota, C., University of Valencia, Va-
lencia, Spain; Zornoza, A., University of Valencia, Va-
lencia, Spain; Orengo, V., University of Valencia, Va-
lencia, Spain; Lira, E., University of Valencia, Valen-
cia, Spain

Abstract: The increase in competitiveness among com-
panies has enhanced the use of work teams in organiza-
tions (Wright, Barker, Cordery & Maue, 2003). More-
over, the globalization and the rapid development of
electronic information and communication media, have
promoted distributed work through distributed orga-
nizations. Thus, working in virtual teams is an adap-
tive way of working that has become much more fre-
quent in the last years. The present study tests the
effect of a self guide training on team learning in vir-
tual teams. Concretely, we want to ascertain whether
there are changes in team learning over time. We also
want to test if those changes depend on technology,
on personality or on an interaction between those two
variables. This is an experimental study with a lon-
gitudinal design, thus the measures are taken along
three work sessions over time. The sample consists
in 212 participants randomly grouped in 54 groups,
from which 26 groups are control teams and 28 groups
are trained teams. The results showed that person-
ality traits by themselves do not significantly predict
changes in team learning perceptions. Our results also
showed a significant relationship between team train-
ing and team learning perceptions. Finally, the results
show that training moderated the relationship between
the personality variable openness to experience and
team learning perceptions. The principal findings as
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well as the theoretical and practical implications of this
study are shown and discussed.

Presentations: Diversity in the Workplace

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.3 Copenhagen (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Meyer, B., University of Zürich, Zürich,
Switzerland

Colorful people or colorful climate: Lead-
ership, climate and competencies as related
to diversity attitudes at work.

Wever, N.T., Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, Groningen,
The Netherlands; Vos, M.W., Rijksuniversiteit Gronin-
gen, Groningen, The Netherlands; Oudenhoven-van
der Zee, K.I. van, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, Gronin-
gen, The Netherlands

Abstract: Organizations are becoming increasingly di-
verse. Diversity challenges the existing organizational
culture by bringing different norms and values to the
workplace. In order for an organization to benefit di-
versity, it has to search for ways to minimize the po-
tential negative effects of diversity. This requires an
organization to have a climate that is open for diver-
sity. In a positive diversity climate, unique contribu-
tions of its organizational members are acknowledged
while at the same time members feel that they be-
long to the organization. Although previous studies
have shown the importance of a diversity climate (Lui-
jters, Van der Zee & Otten, 2008), still little is known
about the antecedents and consequences of such a cli-
mate. In the present study we examined the impact of
leadership and diversity climate and how this diversity
climate shapes follower’s attitudes towards diversity.
Secondly, we examined whether, intercultural compe-
tencies could provide a buffer for preserving positive
attitudes towards diversity when such diversity climate
is absent. In this study, data from a digital survey (N
= 183) that was conducted among two different police
forces in the Netherlands will be presented. Results
of this study showed that transformational and par-
ticipative leadership is beneficial for the development
of a diversity climate. In addition, we found that an
organizational climate that is regarded as open and
appreciates diversity goes along with positive attitudes
towards diversity among individual employees. More
importantly, the effect of leadership behavior seemed
to influence diversity attitudes indirectly through the
diversity climate. Finally, we found that in absence

of a diversity climate, pro-diversity attitudes will be
higher among employees who score high on both social
and stress-related competencies compared to employees
who score low on both social and stress-related compe-
tencies. The results of this study could provide orga-
nizations with tools to help develop a diversity climate
within a complex, dynamic organization. Leadership
training which focuses on transformational and partic-
ipative behavior could provide managers with tools to
effectively encourage appreciation of diversity on the
work floor. In addition, training of competencies will
provide a tool for employees to enhance positive per-
ceptions toward diversity.

Age diversity and team innovation: Improving
performance by valuing diversity

Venturini, B., University of Turin, Turin, Italy ; Knip-
penberg, D. van, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rot-
terdam, The Netherlands; Giessner, S.R., Erasmus
University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands;
Bellotto, M., University of Verona, Verona, Italy

Abstract: The increasing reliance on teams and the
growing demographic diversity in the workplace are
two recent organizational trends going hand in hand
with each other. As van Knippenberg and Schippers
(2007) pointed out, diversity research has yielded in-
consistent results concerning diversity’s effect on work
group. In order to settle these conflicting empiri-
cal findings, van Knippenberg, De Dreu, and Homan
(2004) proposed the categorization-elaboration model
(CEM). According to the CEM, the negative impact
of work group diversity is due to social categorization
processes disrupting the elaboration of task-relevant
information. In turn, information elaboration is pro-
posed to cause the positive effects of work group di-
versity on work group performance. Recent empirical
findings support the CEM (Brodbeck, Guillaume, &
Lee, 2006; Homan, van Knippenberg, Van Kleef, & De
Dre 2007). Furthermore, it was confirmed that diver-
sity beliefs (people s beliefs concerning and attitudes
toward diversity) can act as a factor influencing the re-
action to diversity and the team performance (Homan
et al., 2007). In the present study we argue that diver-
sity beliefs can have an influence on the relationship
between team age diversity and team innovation. A
total of 98 teams (including 98 leaders and 849 team
members) participated in a multi-source survey. In-
novation and diversity beliefs was rated by the leader.
The data was analyzed at the group level. The results
supported our hypothesis, such as that team diversity
beliefs moderate the effect of work team diversity on
team innovation. Diversity was negatively related to
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team innovation when team members supported simi-
larity, while diversity tended to be less strongly related
to team innovation when team members supported di-
versity. As a consequence, we argue that leaders need
to develop strong diversity beliefs in order to make use
of the potential underlying age diversity.

Exploring the Effectiveness of Diversity In-
terventions at the Workplace

Tanghe, J., University of Groningen, Groningen, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Diversification of Dutch society causes the
Dutch labor market to diversify as well. In response
to this development Dutch companies develop policies
and interventions aimed at promoting and dealing with
a diverse workforce. Unfortunately, little knowledge is
available on the effectiveness of diversity policies, and
in many cases interventions are implemented on an ad
hoc basis. There are several ways to approach cultural
diversity in the workplace. First, the Discrimination-
and-Fairness-perspective is characterized by the be-
lief that minorities deserve a fair chance in the com-
pany. Second, the Access-and-Legitimacy-perspective
is characterized by the acknowledgement that by be-
coming as diverse as the market is the organization
will gain access to and profit from that diverse mar-
ket. Third, companies that adhere to the Integration-
and-learning-perspective, regard cultural diversity as
a valuable strategic resource and an opportunity for
company learning. Different interventions may fit with
each perspective and also their effectiveness may differ
across perspectives. Research is clearly lacking on the
effectiveness of different types of interventions and the
extent to which they fit with the three diversity per-
spectives. Companies with a D&F-perspective primar-
ily aim to enhance representation of minorities in the
company and to diminish prejudice and discrimination.
Interventions that fit with this perspective are directed
at socialization, positive actions and sanction policies
against discrimination. In the A&L-perspective the
company tries to match cultural minorities with spe-
cific clients or services. Interventions typically focus on
recruitment in order to obtain those minority groups
that are needed to match with the market. Finally, in
the I&L-perspective the organization as a whole tries
to benefit from the value of diversity. Interventions
will be directed at defining the strategic advantages of
diversity for the company and to create opportunities
for learning. Data from qualitative interviews (N=65)
and questionnaires on perspectives, policies and inter-
ventions collected from (HR-)managers and employees
will be presented. The data suggests that a fit between

the perspective held and the interventions adopted is
needed for policies to be effective. The present research
provides a framework that helps organizations to de-
termine what measures they can effectively take de-
pending on the reason why they strive at enhancing
diversity.

Virtual diversity beliefs? The impact and
temporal development of diversity beliefs in
diverse virtual teams.

Meyer, B., University of Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland ;
Hasler, B.S., Interdisciplinary Center Herzliya, Her-
zliya, Israel

Abstract: Diverse groups consisting of members that
see value in diversity (i.e., hold pro-diversity beliefs)
tend to be less affected by possible negative conse-
quences of group diversity. Despite the importance of
diversity beliefs, little is known about their origin and
whether they operate in virtual teams. Some assume
that diversity beliefs are contingent on stereotypes, ex-
pectations, and prior experience. This implies that di-
versity beliefs can change over time as a function of
one’s experiences in a diverse virtual team. We thus hy-
pothesized that diversity affect virtual teams and that
they can change over time. We also assumed that pre-
vious experiences with a diverse virtual team influence
current diversity beliefs. The hypotheses were tested in
a field study that was conducted in the context of the
ShanghAI lecture series, a higher education initiative
using a mixed-reality approach for global teaching and
international student collaboration. Its core compo-
nents were a lecture series on embodied intelligence and
international student collaboration. Students collabo-
rated on group exercises and projects in international
teams, embodied as avatars in a 3D Collaborative Vir-
tual Environment. Participants were 282 students (223
men and 59 women) from 21 universities from five con-
tinents. Students were assigned to 67 international
teams of three to four members each. Team perfor-
mance, diversity beliefs, and team identification were
elicited twice over time. Results showed some change
in diversity beliefs over time. We also found that diver-
sity beliefs predicted virtual team performance only if
elicited in close temporal proximity to the performance
measure. Finally, previous identification with the team
predicted current diversity beliefs. The findings sug-
gest that current diversity beliefs are a compound of
an underlying stable trait such as openness to experi-
ence and of variable prior experience. Further research
should thus elaborate the composition of diversity be-
liefs to a stronger extent. As a practical implication,
organizations can increase the performance of virtual
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teams by establishing pro-diversity beliefs among team
members. These can change over time and are posi-
tively influenced by positive experiences with a virtual
team.

Practitioners’ Day session 5

Location: 0.4 Brussels (16:30-17:45)

Symposium: Multimedia-based Tools for
Recruitment and Selection: Psychometric
properties, Equivalence, and Applicant
Perceptions

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.5 Paris (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Derous, E., Ghent University, Ghent, Bel-
gium

Abstract: The influence of technological advances on
recruitment and selection practices inorganizations has
increased steadily in recent decades. New techniques
to screen applicantsemerged such as multimedia tests
(e.g., multimedia situational judgment tests, computer-
ized inbaskets,webcam-tests). Factors that contribute
to the adoption of multimedia tools include theinter-
active/dynamic interchange of information, the assess-
ment of KSAOs that are difficult tocapture with tra-
ditional tools (like interpersonal competencies), po-
tential cost savings, highfidelity, shortening of hiring
cycles, reduced adverse impact, and increased appli-
cants’convenience (Chapman & Webster, 2003).Given
these promising features, multimedia tools are being
implemented at a fast rate inorganizations, with re-
search examining the effects of multimedia tools lag-
ging behind. Lievensand Harris (2003) have specifically
called for more research into (a) psychometric proper-
ties, (b)equivalence, and (c) applicant preferences of
multimedia tools. Five empirical papers from three-
different countries (Singapore; Belgium; the Nether-
lands) were selected that address this call,thereby fo-
cusing on the construct validity (Rockstuhl et al.)
and response fidelity (De Soete &Lievens) of multime-
dia SJTs; the equivalence of a multimedia SJT and
webcam test (Oostrom, etal.); and applicant percep-
tions of computerized in-baskets (Oostrom, et al.) and
video-resumes(Hiemstra et al.).This symposium adds
to a meager body of theoretical and practical knowl-
edge regardingmultimedia tests and two new applica-
tions in particular (webcam tests/video-resumes). Dr.

M.Kleinmann (Zürich University) will provide his crit-
ical evaluation of the research presented.

Opening the Black Box of Situational Judg-
ment in Interpersonal SJTs

Rockstuhl, T., Nanyang Technological University, Sin-
gapore; Soon Ang, Nanyang Technological University,
Singapore, Singapore; Kok Yee Ng, Nanyang Techno-
logical University, Singapore, Singapore; Lievens, F.,
Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium

Abstract: A black box in SJT-research to date is the
judgment process that respondents engage in whenan-
swering test items (Whetzel & McDaniel, 2009), which
limits our understanding of theconstruct that SJTs
supposedly assess. This research addresses this gap
by delineating thejudgment process for interpersonal
SJTs, a primary content domain of SJTs (Christian et
al.,2010).We draw upon Wyer’s (2004) theory of so-
cial comprehension and judgment to develop aprocess-
model of judging situations in interpersonal contexts.
This theory distinguishes threestages of the judgment
process: encoding, inference-making, and response
generation. PreviousSJT-research has primarily fo-
cused on response generation; yet, there is valuable
information inthe other stages as well. Hence, mea-
sures of encoding and inference-making may improve
SJTs’predictive validity.We tested this hypothesis us-
ing a multimedia SJT designed for intercultural con-
texts.Participants (143 working adults in 36 culturally-
diverse consulting project teams) answeredquestions
about their encoding, inference-making, and response-
generation for sevenintercultural scenes. Different
raters scored responses for each judgment stage us-
ing BARS.Peers provided criterion data on intercul-
tural leadership emergence at the end of the consult-
ingproject. After controlling for demographics, Big-
5 personality, cognitive ability, and SJTresponse gen-
eration (ß=.20, p<.05), encoding (ß=.21, p<.05) and
inference-making (ß =.23,p<.05) further improved the
predictive validity of the SJT for intercultural lead-
ership emergence(r2=.10; p<.01), supporting our hy-
pothesis.We advance SJT-theory by deepening our
understanding of the black box of judgment inSJT-
responses. For practice, results suggest a groundbreak-
ing approach to enhancing predictivevalidity of SJTs.
Furthermore, developing an SJT that assesses intercul-
tural competencies adds atimely new content area to
current SJT-practice (Lievens, 2006).
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Response Fidelity in SJTs: Effects on Test
Performance, Validity and Test Percep-
tions

Soete, B. de, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium;
Lievens, F., Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium

Abstract: Prior SJT studies reveal that high stimulus
fidelity increases validity. However, to maximizepoint-
to-point correspondence with the criterion response fi-
delity seems equally important.Therefore, this study
examines the effect of two unexplored higher fidelity re-
sponse formats oncriterion-related validity, construct-
related validity, and applicant perceptions, while main-
tainingstimulus fidelity and rating format. On a practi-
cal level this paper contributes by introducing twonew
selection procedures and by examining whether invest-
ments in more costly high fidelityformats pay off in
terms of key selection outcomes.Applicants (N=208)
completed various tests (cognitive ability, personal-
ity, role-play) anda multimedia SJT. The multimedia
scenes were paired with both a written constructed
responsemode and a behavioral response mode. A
within-subjects design was used and each vignette was-
rated by two assessors. A high fidelity simulation (role-
play) and training performance ratingsserve as cri-
terion measures.Applicants scored significantly higher
in the written response mode as compared to the-
behavioral mode. Concerning criterion-related valid-
ity, the behavioral format correlated higherwith the
high fidelity simulation (role-play) than the written re-
sponse mode. Currently, trainingperformance criteria
are gathered. Compared to the written format, the be-
havioral response modealso correlated lower with cog-
nitive ability and higher with extraversion. Further-
more, thebehavioral format received higher media rich-
ness ratings than the written format but nosignificant
differences in job relatedness and opportunity to per-
form perceptions were observed.

Effects of Individual Differences on the Per-
ceived Job Relatedness of a Multimedia SJT
and Webcam Test

Oostrom, J.K., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotter-
dam, The Netherlands; Born, M.Ph., Erasmus Univer-
sity Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Serlie,
A.W., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The
Netherlands; Molen, H.T. van der, Erasmus University
Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: Multimedia SJTs typically consist of video
scenarios followed by a series of pre-coded responsesan
applicant has to choose from (Weekley & Ployhart,

2006). Another type of multimedia testrecently en-
tered the domain of psychological assessment, namely
webcam tests. Webcam testsare essentially similar to
SJTs, but where SJTs have a series of pre-coded re-
sponses, webcamtests monitor applicants’ own spon-
taneous responses via a webcam.The present study
aims investigating the effects of several testing-related
and generalindividual differences on the most com-
monly studied dimension of applicant reactions, name-
lythe perceived job relatedness. Before completing the
multimedia SJT/webcam test, 153participants (psy-
chology students) filled-out a questionnaire contain-
ing items on test anxiety,computer anxiety, core self-
evaluations, subjective well-being, self-efficacy, and
Big-5personality dimensions. Immediately after com-
pleting the tests participants indicated their jobrelated-
ness perceptions. Results showed that computer anx-
iety, core self-evaluations, subjectivewell-being, agree-
ableness, emotional stability, and openness to experi-
ence affected the perceivedjob relatedness of the multi-
media tests. Openness to experience was the most con-
sistent predictorof perceived job relatedness. These re-
sults suggest that certain individuals may be morepre-
disposed to react positively to multimedia tests. We
concluded that the nature of the applicantpool should
be carefully considered when measuring test-taker re-
actions to multimedia tests.

How Do Applicants Perceive a Computerized
In-basket?

Oostrom, J.K., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotter-
dam, The Netherlands; Bos-Broekema, L., GITP, The
Netherlands; Serlie, A.W., Erasmus University Rotter-
dam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Born, M.Ph., Eras-
mus University Rotterdam, The Netherland ; Molen,
H.T. van der, Erasmus University Rotterdam, The
Netherland

Abstract: Despite the continuing digitalization of most
assessment tools, the in-basket is most oftenadminis-
tered in a paper-and-pencil version. Significant in-
vestments, but also the lack ofscientific research on
aspects of validity withhold a widespread use of dig-
italized in-basketsusing multimedia technology. As far
as face-validity is concerned, numerous studies gener-
allyshow that computerized tests are equally or better
perceived than their paper-and-pencilequivalents (Sal-
gado & Moscoso 2003).The present field study inves-
tigated 205 real applicants’ pre-test and post-test re-
actionson both a paper-and-pencil (n=106) and a dig-
italized version (n=99) of a parallel in-basket. West-
udied the three most commonly mentioned dimensions
of applicant reactions; face-validity,predictive validity
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and fairness perceptions (Chan & Schmitt, 2004). Par-
ticipants who completedthe paper-and-pencil version
scored higher than those who completed the comput-
erized version.Also post-test predictive validity percep-
tion of the paper-and-pencil version was higher than
forthe computerized version. Furthermore, pretest re-
actions partly reflected applicants’ generalbeliefs about
test, whether posttest reactions partly reflected ap-
plicants’ test performance.Study findings shed light
on the nature of applicant reactions: Pretest and
posttestreactions are influenced by different external
variables. Moreover it was found that that therelation-
ships between beliefs in test, pretest reactions, test per-
formance and posttest reactionsapply equally regard-
less of the test medium of an in-basket.

Ethnically Diverse Fairness Perceptions of
Video Resumes

Hiemstra, A., Erasmus University Rotterdam, GITP
”

Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Derous, E., Ghent Uni-
versity, Ghent, Belgium; Born, M.Ph., Erasmus Uni-
versity Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Ser-
lie, A.W., Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Nether-
lands, GITP, The Netherlands

Abstract: Resumes are one of the most frequently used
tools when initially screening applicants (Cole etal.,
2007). The increased use of technology in screening
procedures have resulted in theemergence of so-called
‘video-resumes’: Video-taped messages in which appli-
cants presentthemselves to potential employers (Doyle,
2010).Little research has been done on between-group
preference differences for using internetbasedapplica-
tion procedures (Anderson, 2003), among which video-
resume as opposed to paperresumes. The study pre-
sented here is among the first to investigate the way
applicants, andethnic minority applicants in particu-
lar, perceive the fairness of the video resume com-
pared topaper resumes.For this study 199 potential
applicants participated, all unemployed job seekers
(58%males). Shortly after participants created their
video resume, they filled out scale-items adaptedfrom
earlier research on fairness, perceived predictive valid-
ity and chance to perform for bothvideo and paper re-
sumes. There has been debate on the merits of apply-
ing anonymously. As theworkplace is rapidly becoming
more multicultural, results suggest that culturally di-
verseapplicants perceive no difference in overall fairness
between video and paper-resumes althoughmore per-
sonalized information is visible in video-resumes. Eth-
nicity effects were found for facevalidity with Turkish/-
Moroccan applicants rating the face validity of video-
resumes even higherthan Dutch applicants.

Discussant

Kleinmann, M., University of Zürich, Zürich, Switzer-
land

Presentations: Service Quality and
Sustainability

Main topic area: Sustainable Environment and Orga-
nizations

Location: 0.6 Madrid (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Rieder, K., Aalen University, Aalen, Ger-
many

Avoiding Interruptions, Organizing Continu-
ities, Getting Sustainable Organization

Kalliomäki-Levanto, T., Finnish Institute of Occupa-
tional Health, Helsinki, Finland

Abstract: Introduction The idea for this study came
from observations of daily work when consulting orga-
nizations. Work is interrupted, many tasks are under-
taken simultaneously, some tasks are suspended, co-
workers for different tasks may change, and the cus-
tomer is always in need of something. Changing daily
work was structured using concept interruption. Some
cumulated knowledge of this exists: The consequences
of interruption are wasted time and problems of cog-
nitive processing. There is little knowledge, however,
of the antecedent factors creating interruptions and
gaps in the flow of work. The research question was:
What will be the factors and chain of antecedents be-
fore interruptions and gaps in knowledge work, con-
structed on the basis of informant reports? Method-
ology Grounded theory (GT) and open-ended inter-
views were the main methods used for obtaining and
analysing the data for developing the nascent theory.
The data consisted of 660 pages of transcripted inter-
views of 21 subjects involved in knowledge work. The
participant organization produced innovative techno-
logical solutions for industrial use. Results The result
was presented by using the core category and other cat-
egories. The core category, which connected different
antecedent events before interruptions, was poor avail-
ability of knowledge for the work at hand’. This means
1) Poor availability of expert knowledge (members of
workgroups and projects change, temporary employ-
ment), 2) Changing needs of customers and difficulty
in mediating customer information, and 3) Poor avail-
ability of exact knowledge for product solutions (out-
sourcing, continuous customization and development
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of products and scarcity of basic data). Practical rele-
vance of the contribution Results revealed that, rather
than merely one single factor, the whole organizational
system was an antecedent to interruption. Interrup-
tions are small, unexpected and constantly changing
when considered individually, but together they cre-
ate a huge entity, which eats up time and human re-
sources. A single interruption (too much e-mails or
phone calls) cannot be presented to management as
the basis for designing better working conditions. The
challenge for management is to organize continuities in
the organization (continuous employment, stable work
groups through membership or keeping engineering and
production together) to get organization sustainable.

Working Conditions and Service Quality in
Geriatric Care

Rieder, K., Aalen University, Aalen, Germany ;
Schröder, M., Aalen University, Aalen, Germany ;
Herms, I., Aalen University, Aalen, Germany ; Hausen,
A., Aalen University, Aalen, Germany

Abstract: Introduction: The research project Profes-
sionalization of interactive Work (PiA) intends to find
paths of professionalization of service work and to im-
prove service quality. PiA is being supported by the
German Federal Ministry of Education and Research
(BMBF) and the European Social Fund (ESF). Elab-
orate studies are being conducted in cooperation with
the partner companies in three sectors (hotel, railways
and geriatric care). First results from a quantative
study in geriatric care are presented. The aim of this
study was to find out, if differences in the perceived
quality of care from the perspective of employees in
different homes for the elderly are matched by the per-
ceived quality of care from the perspective of relatives
of the residents. Moreover, we wanted to know if work-
ing conditions and health of workers in homes with
high quality differ from that with lower quality. Meth-
ods: A questionnaire was administered to 88 employ-
ees of three different homes (A, B and C). Questions
concerned working conditions (stressors and resources
in interactive service work) as well as aspects of qual-
ity (personal patient orientation and perceived qual-
ity of services of homes) and health (burnout). An-
other questionnaire was administered to 108 relatives
of residents of the same three homes. Questions con-
cerned the perceived quality of services. Differences be-
tween homes from the perspective of both, employees
and relatives, were analyzed with the Kruskal-Wallis
H test, multiple comparisons were realized with Mann-
Whitney U-test. Results: There is a clear ranking in
the perception of the homes from the perspective of

the employees. The quality of care is evaluated best
in home A and worst in home B while home C gets
medium results. Differences are significant for home A
and B. The employees’ evaluations of the working con-
ditions and health show the same pattern: home A is
evaluated best whereas home B shows the worst results.
Moreover, the evaluations of relatives of the residents
match that of the employees. Relatives evaluate home
A significantly better than home B. Consequences: At
present, measures for the improvement of the quality
of care are developed based on these results.

Effects of survey feedback on customers
service quality perceptions: A longitudinal
study

Moliner, C., University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain;
Meyer, D., University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain;
Martinez-Tur, V., University of Valencia, Valencia,
Spain

Abstract: In the context of service organizations, it
has been argued that service quality is reinforced when
contact employees and customers share their percep-
tions of service quality (Peir, Martnez-Tur & Ramos,
2005). Consistently, from the organizational develop-
ment (O.D) perspective the Multiple Sources Survey
Feedback (MSSF) technique is considered as a possible
way to achieve the reduction of discrepancies between
the agents involved in the service encounter (London
& Beatty, 1993). With this in mind, this investigation
tests the effect of the use of this technique on the gap
between employees and customers in their evaluation
of service quality. A longitudinal study (T1 and T2)
was carried out in 46 centres devoted to the attention
of persons with intellectual disabilities. The sample
consisted of 429 contact employees and 632 tutors/rela-
tives of individuals with mental disabilities. Functional
and relational dimensions of quality services were mea-
sured in order to compute gaps between employees and
customers. The participant organizations were ran-
domly assigned to either an experimental group (that
received MSSF sessions between both times of mea-
sures) or to a control group (that did receive a qual-
ity report at the end of the project). Our results of
the repeated measures (ANOVA) confirmed the effec-
tiveness of MSSF in order to increase convergence of
service quality perceptions between customers and em-
ployees.
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Linking Organizational Justice to Service
Quality: Comparing Customers and Employ-
ees

Moliner, C., University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain;
Martinez-Tur, V., University of Valencia, Valencia,
Spain; Molina, A., University of Valencia, Valencia,
Spain; Ramos, J., University of Valencia, Valencia,
Spain; Luque, O., University of Valencia, Valencia,
Spain

Abstract: It is generally assumed that justice is critical
for explaining many organizational outcome variables
(e.g., Devonish & Greenidge, 2010; Greenberg, 1990),
including service quality (e.g., Ha & Jang, 2009). In
addition, because organizational justice is a multidi-
mensional construct, there is a need to establish the
specific role of justice facets in understanding critical
outcomes. This research work focused the attention
on the service quality employees are able to deliver to
customers. Using a contingency approach, we hypothe-
sized the importance attributed to each justice dimen-
sion will vary as a function of the role of the actor
in the organization. With this in mind, we compared
two types of actors in 100 organizations devoted to the
attention of persons with intellectual disabilities: con-
tact employees (who are in contact with persons with
disabilities as part of their daily work) and customers
(tutors/relatives of persons with disabilities). It is ex-
pected that the external position of customers will in-
crease the importance they attribute to a fair organiza-
tional treatment in terms of transparency of informa-
tion and communication efforts (informational justice).
The sample was composed by 782 contact employees
and 1184 customers. In each organization, a group of
employees and customers was randomly selected. Both
employees and customers evaluated organizational jus-
tice they perceive, as well as service quality offered to
persons with intellectual disabilities. Four dimensions
of organizational justice (distributive, procedural, in-
terpersonal, and informational) were assessed (Colquitt
et al., 2001). In addition, participants evaluated two
main dimensions of service quality offered to persons
with intellectual disabilities: functional and relational
service quality (Snchez-Hernndez et al., 2009). Re-
gression models indicated similarities and differences
between employees and customers. Procedural justice
was positively and significantly related to service qual-
ity for both employees and customers. In contrast, in-
formational justice was more important for customers
than for employees. This research study contributes to
the previous literature by reinforcing the idea that a
contingency approach is necessary in order to obtain
a more complete picture of organizational justice and

outcome variables. More specifically, our findings indi-
cated that the magnitude of the relationships between
informational justice and service quality is different for
employees and customers.

Symposium: Organizational Justice:
Origins and Contingencies

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.7 Lisbon (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Rus, D., University of Groningen, Groningen,
The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Organizational justice has long been extolled
as one of the cornerstones of effective organizational
functioning. The current economic crisis coupled with
the plethora of corporate scandals involving leader
profligate behavior have only exacerbated the need to
pinpoint determinants of leader justice enactment as
well as antecedents and consequences of employee per-
ceptions of organizational justice. Five talks spanning
these major themes within justice research explore the
origins of leader justice enactment (i.e., when and why
do leaders act fairly), the origins of follower percep-
tions of justice (i.e., when do followers perceive their
leaders and organizational processes to be fair) and the
boundary conditions of leader (in)justice (i.e., how do
organizational justice and leader (in)justice interact in
predicting employee attitudes and behavior). In the
first presentation of the symposium, Wisse identifies
leader mood as one important precursor of leader jus-
tice enactment. She finds that sad as opposed to happy
leaders are more distributively, procedurally and inter-
actionally fair. Then, Brebels, de Cremer, van Dijke,
and van Hiel show that leader moral identity and reg-
ulatory focus also predict leader procedural justice en-
actment. Thirdly, Rus, Galinsky, Magee, van Knippen-
berg, and Wisse pinpoint power and leader perspective-
taking abilities as precursors of procedural justice en-
actment. They find that powerful leaders who adopt
their subordinates’ perspective are more likely to both
enact procedural justice and to be perceived by their
employees as being more procedurally fair. Lipponen
also focuses on perceptions of procedural fairness and
argues that these perceptions are influenced by individ-
ual differences in ambiguity intolerance, especially in
the context of major organizational changes. The sym-
posium concludes with a presentation by Stouten. He
brings forward a notable finding: The negative effects
of leader injustice on employee attitudes and behavior
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can be buffered by the presence of organizational jus-
tice. Taken together, the five talks clearly demonstrate
the theoretical and practical importance of considering
both the receiver and the enactor of justice in the study
of organizational justice.

Are Happy Leaders or Sad Leaders more
Fair?

Wisse, B., University of Groningen, Groningen, The
Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: The last decade, research that investigated
the effects of fair and unfair treatment on people’s
mood has been blossoming. In contrast, research that
focused on the question as to whether mood may also
affect the extent to which individuals are inclined to
behave in a just manner themselves has been lack-
ing (see Tan & Forgas, 2010, for an exception). The
present research focuses on this issue by investigating
the influence of leader mood on leader fair behavior.
In an experiment using 3-person work groups, leader
mood was manipulated and their procedural, distribu-
tive as well as interactional fairness vis-a-vis their sub-
ordinates was assessed. In congruence with research
arguing that affective states may have an effect on in-
terpersonal strategies by influencing the valence and
content of the information considered, and influencing
the processing strategies used, the results indicate that
sad leaders are generally more fair than happy ones.
Because the effects of leader fairness on follower at-
titudes, affect, cognition and behavior can hardly be
overestimated, the identification of a determinant of
leader fairness may be deemed of interest. The dis-
cussion will focus on the theoretical implications and
managerial ramifications of the study.

Fairness as Social Responsibility: A Moral
Self-regulation Account of Leader Procedu-
ral Justice Enactment

Brebels, L., Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium; Cre-
mer, D. de, Rotterdam School of Management, Eras-
mus University, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Dijke,
M. van, Rotterdam School of Management, Erasmus
University, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Hiel, A. van,
Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium; Ven, J. van de, Tno
Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Three studies examined the relationship be-
tween moral identity and procedural justice enactment
in leaders, exploring the moderating role of regula-
tory focus. In a first study using a hypothetical sce-
nario among business administration undergraduates

who imagined being a leader, moral identity related
to accuracy in considering available information in an
employee performance evaluation procedure, but only
in a prevention (versus promotion) focus scenario. In
a second study among actual organizational leaders,
moral identity related to self-reported voice granting,
but this was pronounced only when prevention focus
strategies for success were emphasized. In a third study
among organizational leaders, moral identity related to
coworker ratings of voice granting, but this effect was
pronounced only for leaders with a chronic prevention
focus. Implications of these findings are discussed in
terms of a moral self-regulation account to justice en-
actment and ethical leadership.

Procedural Justice Enactment as a Function
of Leader Power and Perspective-Taking

Rus, D., University of Groningen, Groningen, The
Netherlands; Galinsky, A., Northwestern University,
IL, USA; Magee, J., New York University, New York,
USA; Knippenberg, D. van, Rotterdam School of Man-
agement, Erasmus University ; Wisse, B., University
of Groningen; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Procedural justice, or the fair enactment of
procedures, has been extolled as an important strat-
egy for successful organizational functioning. Yet, to
date, we know little about what would prompt leaders
to act fairly. We propose that perspective-taking, or
actively imagining the world from another’s viewpoint,
coupled with the assertive behavioral orientation asso-
ciated with high power are crucial precursors of leader
procedural justice enactment. Across four studies (lab-
oratory experiments and organizational surveys), we
consistently showed that powerful leaders who adopted
their subordinates’ perspectives, both enacted more
procedural justice, and were perceived as being more
procedurally fair than powerful leaders who failed to
take their subordinates’ perspectives. In Study 1, pow-
erful perspective-taking leaders were more interaction-
ally fair in delivering lay-off decisions to subordinates
than leaders in the other conditions. In Study 2 and
3, powerful perspective-taking leaders were more likely
to implement procedural justice rules in performance
management decisions than leaders in the other con-
ditions. In Study 4, organizational employees rated
powerful perspective-taking leaders higher on procedu-
ral justice enactment than leaders who did not adopt
their perspective. These findings suggest that organi-
zations trying to ensure fair employee treatment could
benefit from training managers to take their employees’
perspective.
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Who Perceives Organizational Mergers as
Procedurally Fair?

Lipponen, J., Aalto University, Helsinki, Finland ; Ven,
J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Previous studies have shown that the per-
ceived procedural justice of the merger process may
have strong effects on employee well-being and behav-
ior. However, much less is known about the factors that
shape these perceptions. The purpose of this study was
to investigate how perceptions of procedural justice are
affected by organizational status/size, participation in
the formal planning groups, and threat (vs. challenge)
appraisals.This study is based on survey data collected
from two separate organizational mergers at the begin-
ning of the merger process. Sample 1 (N= 311) was
gathered from a merger of two ministries and Sample
2 (N = 1445) was gathered from a merger of three uni-
versities. Contrary to our expectations organizational
status/size was not related to the perceived fairness of
the change process. Also contrary to our expectations
membership in the formal planning and preparation
groups was not positively related to fairness. How-
ever, across both samples, there seemed to be a signif-
icant negative relationship between threat appraisals
and perceptions of procedural justice of the change pro-
cess. In general, the results underline the importance
of individual differences in ambiguity intolerance and
openness in the formation of procedural justice percep-
tions especially in the context of major organizational
changes.

Being Selfish but Fair: the Moderating Role
of Organizational Justice in Leaders’ Self-
Serving Behavior

Stouten, J., University of Leuven, Leuven, Belgium;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Recent organizational examples of self-
serving leaders, such as HP’s Mark Hurd, have shown
that leaders have a strong negative impact on followers.
By their self-serving behavior, leaders either intention-
ally or unintentionally harm their subordinates which
ultimately affects employee outcomes. Although the
consequences of self-serving leaders are severe, follow-
ers need not always react negatively. Followers who
feel the balance of their relationship with a self-serving
leader is positive will likely feel less harmed. In this
paper, I focus on organizational fairness as a means fol-
lowers may use to balance the actions of their leader.
As a leader often is evaluated in terms of how fair

he/she is perceived by followers, it is quite likely to as-
sume that organizational fairness may moderate the ef-
fects of self-serving leadership on followers’ perceptions
of being harmed. Results of a cross-sectional study cor-
roborated this reasoning. It could be shown that fol-
lowers perceived less harm from a self-serving leader if
either procedural, distributive, or interactional justice
was high. These results show that followers are more
likely to survive a self-serving leader who is fair.

Symposium: Adaptive Behavior at Work

Main topic area: Organizational Change and Develop-
ment

Location: 0.9 Athens (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Dam, K. van, Tilburg University, Tilburg, The
Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Which individual and contextual factors con-
tribute to adaptive behavior at work? This ques-
tion has great importance owing to the dynamic and
changing environments organizations are facing today.
Increased competition, changing markets, innovation,
and rapid advances in technology are some of the forces
that require organizations to continuously change their
strategy and work processes, and require workers to
increasingly adapt to new or changing work environ-
ments. Although the concept of adaptive behavior is
not new, researchers and practitioners have become
interested in understanding and enhancing employee
adaptation only recently. This symposium aims to con-
tribute to the understanding of adaptive behavior at
work by focusing on the resources and processes un-
derlying employee adaptation. Four empirical studies
are presented that explore both individual and contex-
tual resources of adaptive behavior. In the first pre-
sentation, Karoline Strauss and Sharon Parker show
how hope, as an individual resource, relates to task
adaptivity (both self-reported and other-reported) of
employees in the police and health services. In the
second presentation, Karen van Dam explores the con-
cept of adaptive orientation, and demonstrates rela-
tionships with positive outcomes, such as job satisfac-
tion and well-being. The third presentation, by Cor-
nelia Niessen, Katharina Gürtler, and Lena Burkat, fo-
cuses on the role of self-regulatory skills for employee
adaptation to a new work-role. In the fourth presenta-
tion, Alicia Walkowiak, Jonas Lang, and Fred Zijlstra
demonstrate the importance of work environment com-
plexity for employee adaptation to unforeseen changes.
Finally, the discussant, Beatrice van der Heijden, will
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provide an overall framework for adaptive behavior
that incorporates the propositions put forward by the
presented papers, and discuss the implications of this
symposium for future research and practice. In sum-
mary, with a rich variety of studies from different coun-
tries, using different methods, the proposed symposium
aims to further our understanding of adaptive behavior
in changing and uncertain environments. The papers
also have practical relevance by suggesting how orga-
nizations and individuals can increase adaptive behav-
ior, and by illuminating possible effects of individual
adaptability. Because we expect that the papers will
raise a number of questions, there will be ample time
for dialogue between presenters and audience.

The Will and the Way: Hope Facilitates Indi-
vidual Task Adaptivity

Strauss, K., University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK ;
Parker, S.K., University of Western Australia, Craw-
ley, Australia; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: In changing and uncertain environments, or-
ganizations increasingly require employees to adapt to
ongoing change to their core task, and their role. In this
paper we explore the role individual resources play in
enabling task adaptivity, i.e., individuals’ positive re-
sponse to and support of changes that affect their role.
In particular, we focus on hope, a positive trait-like
state. Hope reflects a sense of agency, or a “successful
determination in meeting goals in the past, present and
future” (Snyder et al., 1991, p. 570), and enables in-
dividuals to identify successful pathways towards their
goals. Previous research has linked hope to core task
performance, but little attention has been given to the
relationship between hope and more adaptive forms
of performance. In a sample of 181 employees of the
health service and the police force in the United King-
dom we found hope to be positively related to employ-
ees’ self-rated task adaptivity after controlling for pos-
itive affect, optimism and role breath self-efficacy. In a
multi-level model controlling for rater effects employ-
ees’ levels of hope were positively related to supervisor-
rated task adaptivity. These findings provide support
for the unique role hope plays in individuals’ continu-
ous adaption to ongoing change in their roles. As hope
is a trait-like state that can be developed through in-
terventions, these findings have implications for orga-
nizations aiming to nurture individual task adaptivity
in their work force.

Cognitive Resources of Individual Adaptabil-
ity

Dam, K. van, Tilburg University, Tilburg, The Nether-
lands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soester-
berg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Employees’ individual adaptability is of ut-
most importance owing to the complex and fast chang-
ing environments in which organizations operate nowa-
days. Individual adaptability refers to the competence
of an employee to successfully adjust to a new or chang-
ing work context. Based on the adaptability literature,
three aspects of individual adaptability can been dis-
tinguished: cognitive, affective and behavioral adapt-
ability. In this presentation I will focus on cognitive
adaptability, which can be defined as the cognitive re-
sources relevant for dealing with new or changing situ-
ations. Since the term cognitive adaptability has been
used to also address individuals’ ability to change their
perception of a situation (Boyatzis & Kolb, 1993), I re-
fer to these adaptive, cognitive resources as “adaptive
orientation”. The purpose of this study was to explore
the concept of adaptive orientation, and to develop and
test a measure for it. Reviewing the literature, eight
cognitive resources were identified that met specific cri-
teria and were considered a part of an adaptive orien-
tation. Eighteen items measuring these resources were
included in the adaptive orientation scale. Study 1 (N
= 333) served to test this new scale. The findings in-
dicated that the scale appeared a reliable and valid
measure for adaptive orientation. Study 2 (N = 300)
served to investigate a theoretical model of antecedents
and consequences of adaptive orientation. The find-
ings suggested that an adaptive orientation has positive
consequences for employee satisfaction and well-being.
Future research might focus on how adaptive orienta-
tion evolves and is affected by organizational factors
such as leadership.

Staying Focused During Change: The Role of
Self-regulation in Work-role Transitions

Niessen, C., University of Konstanz, Konstanz, Ger-
many ; Gürtler, K., University of Konstanz, Konstanz,
Germany ; Burkat, L., University of Konstanz, Kon-
stanz, Germany ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Research on adaptation has identified a vari-
ety of behaviors which help to deal with new demands
after changes in work roles. However, understanding
adaptation more fully requires not only to focus on spe-
cific adaptive behaviors but also to focus on those pro-
cesses that regulate these adaptive behaviors according
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to the changing demands. The present study adopted
a self-regulatory perspective on adaptation, and exam-
ined the role of two self-regulatory skills, namely fo-
cussing attention on demands in the new work role (i.e.,
task focus), and the effort to release attention from
thoughts and behaviors related to the previous work
role (i.e., disengagement). We argue that to adapt suc-
cessfully to changes individuals have to direct their at-
tention to the new work role and release attention from
the previous work role. We chose the transition from
employment to self-employment as context for studying
adaptation. A four-wave longitudinal study with 152
individuals who recently founded small businesses in-
vestigated relationships between task focus, disengage-
ment and performance over time (task proficiency, and
task proactivity) in the new work role. Results showed
that task focus and disengagement predicted task pro-
ficiency as well as task proactivity. Moreover, the data
revealed that the positive relationships between disen-
gagement from the previous work role and task pro-
ficiency as well as task proactivity in the new work
role were mediated by task focus. Disengagement from
the previous work role helped new business founders
to fully concentrate on their new work role (i.e., self-
employment) which in turn fosters adaptation. The-
oretical and practical implications of the results are
discussed.

Work environment complexity and adaptation
to unforeseen changes

Walkowiak, A., Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands; Lang, J.W.B., Maastricht Univer-
sity, Maastricht, The Netherlands; Zijlstra, F.R.H.,
Maastricht University, Maastricht, The Netherlands;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: In recent years, work and organizational psy-
chologists have started to investigate which work and
individual characteristics enable employees to success-
fully deal with unforeseen changes. The present re-
search contributes to this research stream and inves-
tigated the effect of work environment complexity on
adaptation to unforeseen change by experimentally ma-
nipulating work-environment complexity. From a the-
oretical perspective, contrasting theoretical arguments
suggest that complexity may either have detrimental
effects because it hinders people to detect changes in
their work environment, or have positive effects be-
cause it requires people to focus more attention to
the task so that it becomes easier for them to detect
changes. Participants worked in either a highly com-
plex or a less complex air-traffic control environment.

Halfway through the 2-hour experiment, participants
in both groups needed to adapt to an unforeseen system
failure causing a breakdown of a major support func-
tion of the ATC system. Discontinuous growth models
were used to investigate the effect of the system fail-
ure on participants’ ability to adapt to the unforeseen
change over time. Results revealed that participants’
discontinuous adaptation trajectories differed between
the high-complexity and the low-complexity group, and
suggest that task complexity is a relevant moderator of
adaptive reactions in complex environments. The dis-
cussion focuses on the implications for the design of
ATC systems and other work environments.

Discussant

Heijden, B.I.J.M. van der, Radboud University Ni-
jmegen, Nijmegen, The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de,
Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Presentations: Team Processes

Main topic area: Teams and Workgroups

Location: 2.1 Colorado (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Westman, M., Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv,
Israel

Predicting Team-Manager Perceptual Agree-
ment: The Persuasive Effects of Team Cli-
mate Strength

Hernández, A., University of Valencia, Valencia,
Spain; Bashshur, M.R., Universitat Pompeu Fabra,
Barcelona, Spain; González-Romá, V., University of
Valencia, Valencia, Spain

Abstract: Traditional studies of team climate have eval-
uated the role of the average team climate on workplace
processes and outcomes. While more recent studies in-
corporate the concepts of climate strength and disper-
sion, these approaches focus exclusively on the percep-
tions of the team members as a whole. However, recent
studies show that there are other stakeholders whose
perceptions can be important when evaluating the ef-
fects of team climate. Specifically agreement in percep-
tions between the team and the manager has shown to
have a positive influence on team affect and perfor-
mance (Bashshur et al, in press; Gibson, et al., 2009;
McKay et al., 2009). As such it becomes important
that the manager ’sees’ the same thing the team ’sees’.
When perceptions differ managers may fail to take ac-
tion when action is needed or, conversely, they may act
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to change a situation that is perceived positively. In
both instances this disagreement could have negative
consequences In the present study we argue that team
climate strength is a key variable driving the agree-
ment between a team’s perceptions of a phenomenon
(team climate) and their managers’ perceptions of that
same phenomenon. Our reasoning is grounded in the
idea that strong climates, because they are more widely
shared, should have a higher visibility for the manager.
This should facilitate convergence in ratings when the
referent is the team. We test our proposition in a sam-
ple of 53 teams for 4 facets of team climate (organi-
zational support, innovation orientation, goal achieve-
ment orientation and enabling formalization - Gonzlez-
Rom et al., 2009) by means of hierarchical multivari-
ate regressions. The results show that, as expected,
stronger team climates are related to higher agreement
in perceptions between the managers and their teams.
The effect is driven largely by the impact of climate
strength on the team managers’ ratings. Our results
suggest that strong team climates can be beneficial be-
cause they allow managers to see the team climate the
way the team sees itself and allow managers to ad-
just as needed. As such it becomes practically relevant
to consider how to build strong climates through pro-
cesses such as team cohesion and interaction.

The Role of State Empathy in the Crossover
Process

Westman, M., Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel ;
Keinan, G., Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel ;
Mishna-Shadach, E., Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Is-
rael

Abstract: Crossover has been defined as the process
through which emotions by one individual affects the
level of emotions of another individual in the same so-
cial environment. The aim of the present field experi-
ment was examine directly and experimentally the role
of state empathy in the crossover process focusing on
the crossover process from an individual to a team.
State empathy is defined as the extent to which peo-
ple experience emotions of others at specific points in
time. We hypothesized that the crossover process is
moderated by empathy; crossover would be enhanced
among high compared to low state empathy partic-
ipants. Participants were 62 female recruits in the
Israeli Defense Forces, trainees in a human resources
course. Crossover was manipulated by presenting a dis-
tressed or a happy target-person to participants, creat-
ing two affective conditions; happy and distressed. Par-
ticipants were randomly assigned to one of two groups.
The trainer explained that they would meet a soldier

who volunteered to tell them about his military service.
The volunteer soldier was an actor trained to portray
a ’happy’ and a ’distressed’ soldier. After the actor’s
monologue participants filled a questionnaire assessing
their current emotional state; performed a test of cre-
ative thinking; and performed a short task requiring
the selection and recall of emotion words. Their in-
dication of their perception of the target’s emotions
served as a manipulation check. Respondents filled the
state empathy scale; personal distress scale and Self-
reported affect scale. Crossover was suggested by (a) a
match between the affective condition and the partici-
pants’ affect. The role of state empathy in the crossover
process was supported. While all participants reported
more negative affect and less positive affect in the nega-
tive compared to the positive condition, this effect was
more robust among high compared to low state empa-
thy participants. This pattern of results supports the
role of state empathy as a moderator in the crossover
process. High compared to low state empathy partic-
ipants reported more negative affect and less positive
affect in the negative condition compared to the pos-
itive condition. The results indicating the role of em-
pathy carry many practical implications for organiza-
tional psychology.

Qualitative analysis of an interdisciplinary
rehabilitation team

Juhász, M., BME Budapest Technical University, Bu-
dapest, Hungary ; Hámornik, B.P., BME Budapest
Technical University, Budapest, Hungary

Abstract: The goal of our research is to ameliorate
the team communication in the interdisciplinary re-
habilitation team in order to make the teamwork
more effective, to contribute better functioning shared
mental model among the teammates. By these re-
search goals we are aiming to make development possi-
bilities in the team communication, enhancement in
care effectiveness, and patient safety. We attended
and voice recorded four interdisciplinary rehabilitation
team meetings in a ward of a Hungarian rehabilita-
tion institute. The recorded team conversations were
transcribed using Transana software and were used in
the content analyses in order to identify the key com-
munication features of the team meetings. The tem-
poral and content aspects of the transcribed conver-
sations were analysed to find the typical word usage
and the typical temporal pattern of the different ex-
perts and patient groups in the team. The different
experts have different tasks in their daily routine, thus
they use different words in team communication about
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the patients, and different dimensions are used to de-
scribe the patients current situations and their contri-
bution in the rehabilitation process. These differences
are able to be captured by the content analysis meth-
ods performed on the interdisciplinary team meeting
transcribes using AtlasTI and SPSS Text Analytics.
The knowledge about these features may lead to bet-
ter representation of the interdisciplinary rehabilitation
team’s teamwork, and communication processes from
the content perspective. The content analysis of inter-
disciplinary team meetings’ communication is able to
give important information about the formation and
contents of shared mental model in the team. In gen-
eral the findings about the specialities of team meetings
in the institute are able to give developmental points
for the further approaches. And by this, our goal is to
contribute to more effective rehabilitation process, and
an enhanced patient safety.

To leave or not to leave: When interpersonal
helping behavior influences an employee’s in-
tention to quit

Regts, G., Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, Groningen,
The Netherlands; Molleman, H.B.M., Rijksuniver-
siteit Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands; Ahaus,
C.T.B., Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, Groningen, The
Netherlands

Abstract: For several decades, the problem of volun-
tary employee turnover has the interest of practition-
ers and scientists. However, few studies have been
undertaken to examine relational bases to voluntary
employee withdrawal. Therefore, taking a relational
perspective on employee turnover, we investigated the
effect of receiving interpersonal citizenship behavior
(ICB) from coworkers on employees’ turnover inten-
tions. We argue that the association between receiving
ICB from coworkers and turnover intentions is medi-
ated by job satisfaction, and conditionally influenced
by employees’ communion striving motivation and task
dependence. When employees receive coworkers’ car-
ing and concern, e.g. through ICB, they become more
attached to these coworkers. Interpersonal bonds be-
come stronger, and consequently, we hypothesize that
receiving help (through ICB) will have a beneficial ef-
fect on employees’ turnover intentions, through job sat-
isfaction. Additionally, we expect that the strength
of this relationship will vary, depending on an em-
ployee’s communion striving motivation. Since getting
acceptance and getting along with others is very im-
portant for employees who strive for communion, they
will likely be more inclined to see ICB as receiving

acceptance, strengthening their job satisfaction. Fur-
thermore, we predict that when employees are task
dependent on coworkers, it is important for them to
have healthy relationships with coworkers, in order to
receive help from them when needed (in-role behav-
ior). Since ICB (extra-role behavior) is a mechanism
through which this can be achieved, more task depen-
dent employees will value receiving ICB from coworkers
more as well. Testing the moderated mediation mod-
els with cross-sectional data that were gathered with
questionnaires from a sample of 150 nurses working at
two Dutch hospitals, revealed that receiving ICB from
peers indirectly influenced turnover intentions, through
job satisfaction. Moreover, an employee’s communion
striving motivation and task dependence moderated
the ICB-job satisfaction relationship, and the indirect
relationship between receiving ICB and turnover inten-
tions. The results of this study suggest that relation-
ships within organizations are important in explaining
turnover intentions. Moreover, it offers management
practitioners insights in task situations in which ICB
among employees is required in order to prevent em-
ployees from leaving the organization, along with em-
ployees’ characteristics that determine the importance
of receiving ICB from coworkers.

Exploring the role of personal and job re-
sources in building team resilience

Vera, M., Universitat Jaume I, Castelló De La Plana,
Spain; Rodriguez-Sánchez, A., Universitat Jaume I,
Castelló de la Plana, Spain; Salanova, M., Universi-
tat Jaume I, Castelló de la Plana, , Spain

Abstract: Introduction: Resilience has been defined
as those qualities that help individuals, community
or organization to cope, adapt and recover from criti-
cal situations (Mallak, 1998; Vogus & Sutcliffe, 2007).
Due to the current significant world economical cri-
sis, knowledge about building resilience in organiza-
tions is a key issue on Occupational Health Psychology
research. However, empirical studies on resilience in
organizations settings are scarce; especially regarding
the role that personal and job resources play in build-
ing resilience among teams. So far, the aim of the
study is to test the role that personal (i.e., perceived
collective efficacy) and job resources (i.e., teamwork,
coordination, and transformational leadership) play on
the prediction of team resilience Method: Sample was
composed by 43 teams, consisting of 416 employees
nested on 12 organizations. Actual team sizes ranged
between 2 and 44 employees with a mean of 9.67 (SD
= 9.77), 55% of them were female. Results: Due to the
data analyses were performed at the team level, and in
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order to meaningfully aggregate individual responses
on the scales, we firstly assessed within-team agree-
ment by means of the rwg(j) index (James, Demaree,
& Wolf, 1993), and secondly, we estimated the rela-
tive consistency of responses among team members by
computing the intra-class correlation coefficient ICC(1)
(Bliese, 2000) Results show that team members’ scores
on these scales showed a sufficient level of within-team
agreement for aggregation at the team level. Moreover,
and using bootstrapping technique, the model linking
both types of resources (i.e., personal and job) to team
resilience showed a good fit to our data: ?2 (19) =
19.65, RMSEA = .03; GFI = .90; CFI = .99; TLI =
.99.. Discussion: Team resilience is explained (i.e., 57%
variance explained) by personal and job resources sup-
porting the idea that resources are quite important in
building resilience. Although this study has made a
great contribution in building team resilience, more re-
search is needed in order to search for other individual,
team and organizational factors building resilience.

Roundtable: Test User Standards

Location: 2.14 Amazon (16:30-17:45)

Chairs: Zappala, S., EAWOP Exec. Committee, Uni-
versity of Bologna, Bologna, Italy ; Honkanen, H., EA-
WOP Exec. Committee

Panelists

Born, M.Ph., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotter-
dam, The Netherland

Symposium: Healthy and Engaged
Workers II: Organizational Resources

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 2.7 Meuse (16:30-17:45)

Chairs: Gonzalez-Morales, M.G., University of Guelph,
Guelph, Canada; Michel, A., University of Heidelberg,
Heidelberg, Germany

Abstract: Maintaining and promoting a healthy and en-
gaged workforce is of pivotal interest not only for socio-
economical and organizational contexts but also for
employees and managers. The significance of this topic
was shared among participants of the Second EAWOP
Early Career Summer School and their research around
this issue triggered the organization of this symposium.
This double symposium is divided in two conceptual
parts that describe how appraisal processes (session I)

and resources in organizations (session II) contribute to
well-being, work attitudes and performance.The four
papers to be presented in this second session exam-
ine the role of organizational resources such as orga-
nizational support, organizational facilitators, Human
Resource Management (HRM), and leadership in the
prediction of employees’ well-being and engagement.
The findings of the studies will stimulate the discussion
around the importance of these organizational factors:
the role of social exchange between employees and em-
ployers in relation to stress models (Gonzalez-Morales
& Eisenberger paper); on the positive side, how en-
gagement and other positive states can be fostered by
organizational facilitators (Gracia et al. paper), and
HRM practices (Michel & Hilse paper); at the manage-
ment level, the role of leadership behaviour and trust
as predictors of well-being and performance (Egold et
al. paper).

It helps when it hurts? The role of Perceived
Organizational Support in Work Stress

González-Morales, M.G., University of Guelph,
Guelph, Canada; Eisenberger, R., University of
Houston, Houston, USA

Abstract: Perceived Organizational Support (POS) is
defined as the employees’ perception concerning the ex-
tent to which the organization values their contribution
and cares about their well-being (Eisenberger, Hunt-
ington, Hutchison, & Sowa, 1986). POS is formed to
meet needs for approval, affiliation, esteem, and emo-
tional support, and to judge the benefits of increased ef-
forts on the organization’s behalf. This paper presents
a literature review of occupational stress studies that
have included the study of POS. The initial litera-
ture search located 168 studies to be considered for
inclusion. For a study to be included in the review,
the criterion was that the study contained an assess-
ment of POS as measured by items from the Survey
of Perceived Organizational Support (Eisenberger et
al., 1986), and an assessment of stress that was exam-
ined as stressor or strain/distress. The final number of
studies included in this review was 38. The review find-
ings suggests that POS plays two different roles in the
stress process: (1) POS is an overall perception that
is affected by organizational conditions and sources of
pressures and that affects individual outcomes (POS
as a type of stressor, as an indicator of strain and
as mediator mechanism) (2) POS as a type of social
support or an organizational resource that the person
can use to cope with sources of stress at work (POS
directly reduces the strain or moderates (buffers) the
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effect of stressors on distress or other individual out-
comes). This review manifests the need of a better
theoretical conceptualization about the role of POS in
work stress processes. Research has shown that POS
makes unique predictions (e.g., felt-obligation, socio-
emotional needs) not found in social support theories
or models. POS is a social exchange construct that can
help explain work stress in a more comprehensive way.
When it is low it hurts, when it is high it helps; but
we still need to understand the mechanisms through
which this overall perception is affected by stress and
affects stress.

An I-M-O-I approach to examining service
effectiveness and healthy groups longitudi-
nally

Gracia, E., University of Zaragoza, Zaragoza, Spain;
Salanova, M., Universitat Jaume I, Castellón, Spain;
Bresó, E., Universitat Jaume I, Castellon, Spain;
Grau, R., Universitat Jaume I, Castellon, Spain; Cifre,
E., Universitat Jaume I, Castellon, Spain

Abstract: This study aims to test service effective-
ness longitudinally from the positive perspective of
the Input-Mediator-Output-Input (I-M-O-I) team ap-
proach (Ilgen, Hollenbeck, Johnson & Jundt, 2005).
Specifically, the idea addressed here is that when orga-
nizations allocate Inputs (e.g. organizational facilita-
tors such as autonomy, training and technical support)
for service-oriented groups, the interaction among their
members generates Mediators (e.g. positive emergent
states, such as collective vigor and service competence)
that in turn enhance specific Outputs (e.g. service ef-
fectiveness reported by customers). This study also
discusses whether service effectiveness produces reverse
effects. A sample was collected from 53 Spanish ho-
tels and restaurants. Data was aggregated from 256
service-oriented workers and 530 customers at Time 1
and 470 new customers at Time 2. Longitudinal Struc-
tural Equation Modeling (SEM) showed that the recip-
rocal model was the best model. Main results were: or-
ganizational facilitators at Time 1 were found to have
a significant normal effect on service effectiveness at
Time 2 (? = .31, p < .05) and service effectiveness at
Time 1 was found to have a significant reversed effect
to positive emergent states at Time 2 (ß = .30, p <
.05). Discussion and limitations are shown.

Effects of Human Resource Management in
medical practices on employees’ engagement
and job satisfaction

Michel, A., University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Ger-
many ; Hilse, J., University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg,
Germany

Abstract: Although Human Resource Management
(HRM) practices have shown positive effects on organi-
zational success (e.g. Guthrie, 2001), sustainable HRM
has been mostly neglected in the public health sector.
Until now, only few studies have shown positive effects
of HRM on performance in hospitals (West et al., 2002;
West et al., 2006), but indeed there are to our knowl-
edge no studies evaluating effects of HRM in medical
practices. Thus, to address this gap in research, our
aim is to examine specific direct and interaction effects
of time and HRM, i.e. introduction of a leadership
development program and structured appraisal inter-
views, on employees’ engagement (innovation support,
task orientation) and job satisfaction. The present
study represents a control-group field experiment with
a reversal design comparing three groups: (a) medical
practices without the introduction of systematic HRM
(control condition 1 (CC1)) at time 1 (t1) and time 2
(t2), (b) medical practices with the introduction of a
leadership development program at t1 and t2 (control
condition 2 (CC2)), (c) medical practices with the in-
troduction of a leadership development program at t1
and newly introduced structured appraisal interviews
at t2 (experimental condition (EC)). Altogether, 186
employees of 8 medical practices participated at t1; at
t2 data of 156 participants could be included. Regard-
ing job satisfaction, ANOVAs with repeated measures
showed direct effects of time and treatment, mean-
ing that employees in EC have the highest job satis-
faction over time, whereas job satisfaction is signifi-
cantly stronger decreasing in CC1. For engagement,
measured as innovation support and task orientation,
we found significant treatment effects. Employees in
CC2 and EC showed significantly higher levels of in-
novation support and task orientation. In addition,
there is a tendency in CC2 that employees improve
their task orientation over time. Drawing upon these
results, medical practices should make the effort and
continue to integrate systematic and sustainable HRM
into their work processes. Moreover, given the ben-
eficial effects of leadership development and appraisal
interviews on job satisfaction and engagement and con-
sidering each employee’s engagement spreads around
(Bakker, & Xanthopoulou, 2009) and promotes per-
formance, this may even have beneficial effects on pa-
tients’ health and well-being.
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Lead or beat your subordinates? Does trans-
formational leadership push trust and orga-
nizational identification to make employees
healthy and productive?

Egold, N.W., Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University
Frankfurt, Frankfurt, Germany ; Andrei, D.M., Babes-
Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca, Romania; Fortes-
Ferreira, L., Polytechnic Institute of Setúbal, Setúbal,
Portugal ; Otoiu, C., Babes-Bolyai University, Cluj-
Napoca, Romania; Potocnik, K., Brunel Unversity,
London, UK ; Dick, R. van, Goethe University, Frank-
furt, Germany

Abstract: Well-being is a research subject with a long
and intense tradition in Western Europe. It is well-
known, that healthy employees can be more produc-
tive, perform better at work, have a higher organiza-
tional citizenship behavior and show less tendency to
absenteeism. Stress at work is some of the high risk
factors with a negative effect on well-being. For ex-
ample, working conditions as well as emotional labor
are discussed as main negative influences. Another re-
search tradition focuses on the leader-employee-dyad
studying how leaders affect employees’ well-being and
performance. Moreover, leadership behavior (LB), e.g.
transformational leadership has also been argued to im-
pact organizational and team processes, such as trust
or organizational identification (OI), which in turn lead
to health and well-being. In this study, we bring these
traditions together. We argue that LB and leaders’
decisions (LD) should help develop OI and trust. LB
and LD are also expected to relate to well-being and
employee performance. We hypothesize that OI medi-
ates the relationships between LB and well-being and
also performance as well as the relationships between
LD and well-being and also performance. Trust is ex-
pected to mediate the relationships between LB and
well-being and also performance. We present first evi-
dence for our model which is tested in a cross-cultural
longitudinal study, measuring the independent and de-
pendent variables and the mediators at three different
times using multi-level analysis. The results should be
of interest for managers and leaders of organizations,
showing that LB and leaders’ decisions affect not only
well-being but also performance of employees. As OI
and trust could not be developed in short term, man-
agers should think carefully how to build employees’
attitudes over time.

Presentations: Changing Employment
Relations - Job Insecurity

Main topic area: Changing Employment Relations

Location: 2.9 Euphrates (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Richter, A., Stockholm University, Stockholm,
Sweden

The relationship between job insecurity and
psychological ill-being and emotional exhaus-
tion moderated by types of perceived employ-
ability.

Vanhercke, D., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leu-
ven, Belgium; Cuyper, N.E. de, Katholieke Universiteit
Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Abstract: Job insecurity is the employee’s concern
about potential job loss. Several studies have demon-
strated a positive relationship between job insecurity
and ill-being (i.e., psychological ill-being and emotional
exhaustion). This prompts the question as to how to
buffer the negative consequences associated with job
insecurity. In this respect, scholars have introduced
perceived employability (PE) as a critical resource:
PE is the perceived likelihood of obtaining alterna-
tive employment (quantitative) or better employment
(qualitative) on the internal or external labor market.
By crossing the dimensions quantitative - qualitative
and internal - external, four types of PE were formed.
The aim of this study is to investigate if PE buffers
the relationship between job insecurity and ill-being.
Previous studies have demonstrated an interaction ef-
fect between PE and job insecurity in relation to well-
being. However, these studies have focused upon ex-
ternal quantitative PE only. Our study goes one step
further by including different types of P.E. We hypoth-
esize that the positive relationship between job inse-
curity and ill-being is weaker with high versus low ex-
ternal/internal qualitative/quantitative PE. Hypothe-
ses were tested using a sample of 974 respondents and
with hierarchically moderated regression analyses. Be-
fore doing the analyses, we performed a factor analysis
on the PE items. The results suggested three types of
PE: the distinction quantitative-qualitative with inter-
nal employability could not be supported. Job inse-
curity and external qualitative PE are positively and
internal PE is negatively related to both psychological
ill-being and emotional exhaustion. External quantita-
tive PE relates negatively to emotional exhaustion, but
not significantly to psychological ill-being. The inter-
action between job insecurity and external quantitative
PE contributed to explaining variance in emotional ex-
haustion, and the interaction between job insecurity
and internal PE contributed to explaining variance in
both psychological ill-being and emotional exhaustion.
Surprisingly, these types of PE do not reduce but in-
stead strengthen the positive relationship between job
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insecurity and ill-being. This could mean that, in some
cases, PE may not be a resource, but may instead in-
duce extra stress.

The Role of Belief in a Just World, Job Inse-
curity and Workplace Bullying in Predicting
Organizational Citizenship Behaviors

Öcel, H., Karabük university, Karabük, Turkey ; Ay-
din, A., Hacettepe University, Ankara, Turkey ; Dön-
mez, A., Ankara University Psychology Department,
The Netherlands

Abstract: The study was carried out to investigate in
the role of belief in a just world, job insecurity and
workplace bullying in predicting organizational citizen-
ship behaviors in Turkey. Job Insecurity Scale, Nega-
tive Act Questionnaire, Belief in a Just World Scale
and Organizational Citizenship Behavior Scales were
administered to 400 public and private sectors employ-
ees. The results of regression analysis showed that be-
lief in a just world, workplace bullying and job insecu-
rity significantly predicted all dimensions of OCB. The
results concerning bullying and job insecurity are con-
sistent with the substantial body of previous research.
We consider our finding indicating that belief in a just
world predicts OCB especially important for two rea-
sons. First, although belief in a just world has been
found to be related to various organizational behaviors,
its relationship with OCB has not been fully examined
yet. Second, to our knowledge, it is the first study
dealing with belief in a just world in organizational
context in Turkey, a country with different religious
and cultural background. The study has implications
for both theory and application. It may be of interest
to researchers since it raises the possibility that some
factors contribute to OCB independent of cultural fac-
tors and to managers and employers who recognize its
contribution to organizational functioning.

Job insecurity and two forms of job
dependence- What are the mechanisms be-
hind job insecurity and its negative conse-
quences

Richter, A., Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden;
Näswall, K., Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden;
Bernhard-Oettel, C., Stockholm University, Stockholm,
Sweden; Sverke, M., Stockholm University, Stockholm,
Sweden

Abstract: Job insecurity is an increasing problem in
today’s working life with severe negative consequences
for the individual as well as the organization. In unem-
ployment research it has been shown that people are

depended and attached to their job not only in terms of
a financial security but work also provides people with
a social position in society, social network as well as
gives employees a time structure. This is one reason of
why the worries of potentially losing the employment is
associated with so many negative consequences. This
underlying assumption about the mechanisms that lay
behind job insecurity and its negative consequences is
tested in this study. Hence, it is investigated if finan-
cial job dependence as well as associating oneself with
the job (identity job dependence) makes employees first
more vulnerable for job insecurity as well as it is tested
if those two job dependences moderate the relation be-
tween job insecurity (quantitative and qualitative) and
its negative consequences ( job satisfaction, well-being
and turnover intension). This longitudinal study uses
a Swedish sample of accountants measured at four time
points with a time lag of one year. The aim and im-
plications of this study is to help identify risk groups
that suffer the most from job insecurity which makes
potential interventions possible in the future.

Comparing the effects of objective job in-
security and unemployment on psychological
distress and sense of coherence

Vastamäki, J.V., University of Erlangen-Nürnberg,
Nürnberg, Germany ; Wolff, H.-G., University of
Erlangen-Nürnberg, Nürnberg, Germany ; Göritz, A.S.,
University of Würzburg, Würzburg, Germany ; Moser,
K., University of Erlangen-Nürnberg, Nürnberg, Ger-
many

Abstract: From a theoretical perspective job insecurity
is expected to be as detrimental as job-loss to an indi-
vidual’s well-being. Empirical studies comparing these
two phenomena are still very rare. In our study we con-
trasted these two phenomena and focused on longer-
term effects of these work life stressors on experienced
psychological distress (a measure of mental well-being)
and sense of coherence (SOC, a person’s central stress
resistance resource). We used longitudinal data (N =
980) with two measurement points, baseline and four
months later a follow-up. Data were collected in an
online survey and the participants were employed and
unemployed persons from German speaking countries.
We compared three groups with each other: 1) em-
ployed persons with no experience of objective job in-
security, 2) employed persons who experienced objec-
tive job insecurity (i.e., negative organizational changes
such as lay-offs or salary cuts), and 3) unemployed per-
sons. At baseline, persons who had not experienced ob-
jective job insecurity had the lowest distress and high-
est SOC level of all groups. Persons whose organiza-
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tions had undergone negative organizational changes
and unemployed persons had equal distress and SOC
levels. We found significant changes over time in psy-
chological distress in those person groups only which
experienced objective job insecurity, whereas securely
employed and unemployed persons showed stable dis-
tress levels over time. The SOC of all employed per-
sons remained stable over time, whereas the SOC of
unemployed persons decreased. We conclude that job
insecurity is an experience that may cause changes in
state-like well-being, whereas unemployment is able to
change individuals’ trait-like characteristics.

The effect of job insecurity on job satis-
faction – Moderation by perceived external
prestige

Holzwarth, S., Friedrich-Alexander University
Erlangen-Nuremberg, Nürnberg, Germany ; Vastamäki,
J.V., Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-
Nuremberg, Nürnberg, Germany ; Moser, K., Friedrich-
Alexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg, Nürnberg,
Germany

Abstract: The experience of job insecurity is related to
negative attitudes towards work and the organization,
such as reduced job satisfaction. Since the strength of
these effects varies across studies, it is vital to iden-
tify factors that influence the strength of these rela-
tionships. The present study investigates the moder-
ating effect of two organizational factors, perceived ex-
ternal prestige and communication climate, on the re-
lationship between job insecurity and job satisfaction.
Bilingual cross-sectional data from 1050 employees of
a multinational company was collected with an online
survey. We used both German and English speak-
ing versions of the same survey questionnaire. As ex-
pected, experienced job insecurity was related to de-
creased job satisfaction. This relationship was moder-
ated by perceived external prestige. The effect of job
insecurity on job satisfaction was weaker for those em-
ployees who found their employing organization hav-
ing high prestige than for their colleagues who did not
connect their organization with this attribute. Con-
trary to our expectations communication climate did
not moderate the effects of job insecurity on job satis-
faction. The negative effects of job insecurity on work
related attitudes can be moderated by organizational
variables. Practical implications at the organizational
level are discussed.

Symposium: Leader-Member Exchange

Main topic area: Leadership and Management

Location: Auditorium 1 (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Schyns, B., Durham University, Durham,
UK

Abstract: Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) describes
the dyadic relationship between a leader and each of
his/her followers. The first research into LMX stems
from the 1970ies but interest in this approach is un-
broken and has even increased in recent years. A
search in PsycInfo indicated almost 100 publications
in 2009/2010 alone. The reason for this interest clearly
lays in the effects associated with LMX: A good rela-
tionship quality between leader and follower has been
shown to be related to follower attitudes (e.g., com-
mitment, Gerstner & Day, 1997) and behaviours (e.g.,
OCB, Illies et al., 2007). This symposium brings to-
gether five contributions on different aspects of LMX.
Advancing previous studies, the focus of this sympo-
sium is on moderating and mediating effects as well as
innovative methods such as diary studies. Schwartz et
al. investigate the role LMX plays in the relationship
between electronic communication and follower rated
transformational leadership. They argue that LMX
can decrease the negative effects electronic communi-
cation has on the perception of transformational lead-
ership. Schuh et al. examine the relationship between
innovative behaviour and performance ratings, argu-
ing that LMX influences this relationship in so far that
innovative behaviour only leads to better performance
ratings when LMX is high. González-Romá and Le
Blanc explore in how far team cohesion explains the ef-
fect of LMX differentiation on team performance. They
posit that LMX differentiation is negatively related to
team cohesion. This in turn negatively affects team
performance. Kerschreiter argues that LMX not only
influences follower commitment but also moderates the
relationship between follower team commitment and
citizenship behaviours as differences in the quality of
LMX relationships become relevant for follower dis-
cretionary behaviour whenever group membership is
salient. Finally, Bernhardt and Zapf report a diary
study on leader LMX. They argue that LMX as seen
from the leader’s perspective influences emotions and
felt exhaustion in an interaction. With this sympo-
sium, we would like to contribute to the discussion on
how and why LMX is related to positive outcomes.
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Can LMX buffer the detrimental effect of
electronic communication on leadership per-
ception?

Schwartz, N., University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South
Africa; Korek, S., University Leipzig, Leipzig, Ger-
many ; Mohr, G., University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Ger-
many

Abstract: The increasing use of information technol-
ogy in organizations causes a reduction of direct per-
sonal interactions between leaders and followers. Elec-
tronic communication however lacks nonverbal infor-
mation that for example transports emotions impor-
tant for leadership, and particularly Transformational
Leadership. Thus, the followers’ perception of Trans-
formational Leadership might be impaired in virtual
settings. In the present study we hypothesize that if
communication between leader and follower happens
mainly electronically, followers perceive less Trans-
formational Leadership than if communication hap-
pens mainly face-to-face. Under circumstances of a
high-quality-relationship between followers and leaders
(LMX) however, the negative effect of electronic com-
munication should be buffered because the high-quality
relationship (high LMX) is characterized by trust and
obligation and can prevent negative effects of electronic
communication. In a sample of 209 followers in 47
teams of various organizations, we found that follow-
ers’ perception of Transformational Leadership is sig-
nificantly lower if communication happens mainly elec-
tronically. As expected, a high LMX buffered this effect
in such a way that under high LMX electronic com-
munication was no longer related to lower perception
of transformational leadership. Consequently, leaders
should focus on establishing high quality relationships
with their followers (LMX) more intensely in virtual
settings in order to compensate the deficits of electronic
communication.

Interactive effects of subordinate innovative
behaviour and LMX on supervisor ratings of
job performance

Schuh, S.C., Goethe University Frankfurt, Frankfurt,
Germany ; Xin-an Zhang, Goethe University, Frank-
furt am Main, Germany ; Ullrich, J., Goethe University
Frankfurt, Frankfurt, Germany ; Dick, R. van, Goethe
University, Frankfurt, Germany

Abstract: Innovations play a crucial role for the ef-
fective functioning and long-term survival of organiza-
tions. Previous research has largely neglected its out-
comes for the employees who engage in it. It is often

assumed that being innovative is beneficial for the or-
ganization and the employee. However, recent stud-
ies indicate that innovative work behaviour may also
have negative consequences for employees such as in-
creased conflict with resisting co-workers and increased
levels of stress (Janssen, 2003; 2004).Since innovative
behaviour is often ambiguous, judgments of one and
the same behaviour can considerably vary (e.g., among
different stakeholders; Drach-Zahavy, Somech, Granot,
& Spitzer, 2004). We argue that the relationship be-
tween employees’ innovative work behaviour and super-
visors’ ratings of employee performance is influenced by
the quality of the leader-employee relationship. More
specifically, we propose that innovative work behaviour
is more strongly related to supervisor-rated job perfor-
mance in high-quality LMX supervisor-employee rela-
tionships compared to low-quality LMX relationships.
Results of two field studies provide support for our
hypothesis. These findings have important practical
implications since they indicate that supervisor rat-
ings of job performance may not capture the true per-
formance of employees with regards to innovative be-
haviour. This may have detrimental effects for both
organizations and employees because it can result in
frustration of highly innovative employees (those in low
LMX relationships) and in suboptimal promotion de-
cisions within organizations.

Does team cohesion mediate the relationship
between LMX-differentiation and team per-
formance?

González-Romá, V., University of Valencia, Valencia,
Spain; Le Blanc, P.M., Utrecht University, Utrecht,
The Netherlands

Abstract: Leader-member exchange (LMX) theory
posits that leaders develop differential types of relation-
ships with each of their followers through work-related
exchanges. However, research on LMX-differentiation
is still in its infancy. The goal of this study was to
ascertain whether the influence of LMX-differentiation
on team performance is mediated by team cohesion.
Based on social categorization and social identity the-
ories, we hypothesize that LMX-differentiation is neg-
atively related to team cohesion. In addition, based on
the results of previous meta-analytic studies, we hy-
pothesized that team cohesion is positively related to
team performance. Our research model hypothesized
that the relationship between LMX-differentiation and
team performance is fully mediated by team cohesion.
The study hypotheses were tested in a sample of 38
teacher teams by means of SEM techniques. LMX-
differentiation was indeed negatively related to team
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cohesion. Team cohesion was positively related to team
performance as rated by the school principal as well as
to team members’ perceived team performance. The
indirect effects of LMX-differentiation on the two indi-
cators of team performance mediated by team cohesion
were statistically significant. These results supported
the study hypotheses and suggest that the relationship
between LMX-differentiation and team cohesion is one
of the mechanisms through which the former variable
impacts on work team performance.

LMX as a moderator of the relationship be-
tween affective team commitment and citizen-
ship behaviours

Kerschreiter, R., Ludwig Maximilian University, Mu-
nich, Munich, Germany

Abstract: One of the most frequently investigated out-
comes of leader-member exchange (LMX) is follow-
ers’ affective organizational commitment. Employee
commitment, in turn, is of central importance in or-
ganizational psychology as it influences in-role perfor-
mance and extra-role performance (i.e., citizenship be-
haviours). The present study builds on the idea that
the relationship between commitment and these em-
ployee performance outcomes is affected by LMX qual-
ity. The reasoning behind this assumption is that dif-
ferences in the quality of LMX relationships inform fol-
lowers about their status in the group as seen by the
group leader. Consequently, whenever the group mem-
bership is salient for the followers (e.g., when group-
focused constructs such as team commitment or group-
focused citizenship behaviours like helping are exam-
ined), the quality of the exchange relationship between
leader and follower should also influence the relation-
ship between commitment and outcomes. The results
of a field study in the medical sector provide evidence
for the predicted interactive effect of affective team
commitment and LMX on citizenship behaviours: team
commitment was strongly and positively related to cit-
izenship behaviours for respondents with high LMX,
while the relationship between team commitment and
citizenship behaviours was absent for employees with
low LMX. These results highlight the importance of
social exchange relationships between leader and fol-
lowers for follower discretionary behaviour in a group
context.

LMX and emotion work of leaders: How
does the quality of the leader-employee-
relationship influence the emotion work pro-
cess?

Bernhardt, L., Goethe University Frankfurt, Frankfurt,
Germany ; Zapf, D., Goethe University, Frankfurt am
Main, Germany

Abstract: Emotion work is an important factor of the
leader-employee-relationship and has effects on both
leaders and employees (see Glaso & Einarsen, 2008).
We argue that the leader’s emotion work process in
an interaction is dependent on the relationship qual-
ity with the respective employee. We hypothesize that
depending on the quality of the relationship distinct
discrete emotions are felt (and expressed, suppressed
and faked) and different emotion regulation strategies
(more deep acting and more automatic emotion regu-
lation, less surface acting and emotional deviance) are
used. Further, we hypothesize that the better the rela-
tionship quality the more pleasant and the less exhaust-
ing is an interaction rated. We conducted a diary study
with 52 leaders. The leaders reported five emotionally
important interactions with different employees. Pre-
liminary results show that the emotion work process
in an interaction varies depending on the relationship
quality with the employee. For example, the better the
relationship quality is the better the overall rating of
the interaction. Furthermore, depending on the rela-
tionship quality different discrete emotions are felt (and
expressed, suppressed and faked). One practical impli-
cation is that leaders should prepare themselves better
for interactions with employees with which they have a
poorer relationship quality because these interactions
are more exhausting. Another implication is that it is
worthwhile for leaders to establish qualitatively good
relationships to their employees because this has not
only positive effects for the employees but for them-
selves as well.

Interactive Debate II: Denise Rousseau -
Do we need an evidence based W&O
psychology?

Location: Auditorium 2 (16:30-17:45)

Chair: Rousseau, D., Carnegie Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, USA

Discussants

Guest, D., King’s College London, London, UK ;
Damen, B., Berenschot, Utrecht, The Netherlands

16:30-17:45 Friday
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17:45-18:45

EJWOP Editorial Board

Location: 0.8 Rome (17:45-18:45)

18:00-19:30

Erasmus Mundus Winter School Reception

Location: 0.2 Berlin (18:00-19:30)

EAWOP Summer School Reception

Location: 0.5 Paris (18:00-19:30)

Division 1 of International Association of
Applied Psychology - Social Hour

Location: 0.9 Athens (18:00-19:30)

EAWOP Practitioners’ Reception

Location: MECC@table (18:00-19:30)

Friday 18:00-19:30
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Saturday

8:30-9:45

Presentations: Leadership, Effectiveness,
and Performance

Main topic area: Leadership and Management

Location: 0.1 London (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Beech, D.H., University of Sussex, Wisbech,
UK

Situational Fit: The Effectiveness of Ab-
stract versus Concrete Visions

Sanders, S., University of Groningen, Groningen,
The Netherlands; Rus, D., University of Groningen,
Groningen, The Netherlands

Abstract: This research investigated the effectiveness
(i.e., follower creative performance, follower organiza-
tional identification and perceived leader effectiveness)
of concrete versus abstract visions in times of crisis and
prosperity. The literature on charismatic and trans-
formational leadership has conceptualized vision as a
crucial component of leadership. Indeed, abundant re-
search has shown effective vision communication to be
related to positive outcomes, such as increased follower
performance. In contrast, ineffective vision communi-
cation has been related to negative outcomes, such as
organizational decline and failure. Despite the appar-
ent power of (in)effective vision communication, em-
pirical evidence on the relationship between vision con-
tent and vision effectiveness is scarce, and more impor-
tantly, an understanding of what makes a good vision
(content-wise) under what conditions is sorely lacking.
Based on an integration of insights from the vision
communication and organizational change literature,
as well as from work on followers’ differential need for
information in different situations, we proposed that
the effectiveness of a vision’s content (i.e., concrete ver-
sus abstract) will be moderated by the situation (i.e.,
times of crisis versus times of prosperity). Specifically,
we argued and showed in one experimental study (N
= 75) that concrete visions are more effective than ab-
stract visions in times of crisis, whereas abstract vi-
sions are more effective than concrete visions in times
of prosperity. These findings have theoretical, as well

as practical implications. From a theoretical perspec-
tive, our findings suggest that it might prove fruitful
to investigate contingency models of vision effective-
ness. From a practical perspective, it shows that there
is not ‘one best practice’ that applies to all situations.
Instead, there seems to be some value in leaders’ at-
tention being focused on the situation at hand when
choosing the level of abstractness of their vision state-
ment.

Understanding Employee Innovative Job Per-
formance: Integrating Social Network,
Leader-Member Exchange Perspectives

Wang, X.-H., Vlerick Leuven Gent Management
School, Leuven, Belgium; Fang, Y.-L., City University
of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong ; Qureshi, I.,
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong,
Hong Kong

Abstract: Recent innovation research has started to
examine innovation within the organizational context
and has focused on how the employees’ network ties
impact their innovative behavior (Burt, 2004; Perry-
Smith, 2006; Perry-Smith & Shalley, 2003). The so-
cial network perspective focuses on how an employee’s
social relationships with colleagues within his/her im-
mediate surroundings (strong ties), or within the re-
mote (weak ties) social context provide opportunities
for the exchange of valuable information (Perry-Smith,
2006). The social context surrounding employees in-
cludes both their social ties with peers and, more im-
portantly, their ties with their leader (immediate super-
visor). However, the social network approach does not
differentiate between the effects of ties with the leader
and those with peers on innovation. Researchers have
not considered the impact of leader-follower relation-
ships and peer-based networks on innovation simulta-
neously. To address this gap, the present study inte-
grates social network theories and the leader-member
exchange (LMX) theory, and explores the direct and
interaction effects of an employee’s social network with
his/her peers (i.e., weak ties outside the workgroup and
strong ties within the group) and LMX on the individ-
ual’s innovative performance. Results from 120 em-
ployees in a high-tech firm suggested that employees’
weak ties outside their workgroup and LMX are both
beneficial to innovative performance. In addition, we
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found that LMX negatively moderated the relationship
between employees’ strong ties within workgroup and
innovative performance, such that the relationship was
more positive when LMX was low. In other words,
within-group strong ties are critical to an individual’s
innovative behavior only when he or she has a low LMX
with the leader. This result illustrates the substituting
role of LMX to strong ties within work group in facili-
tating individual innovation, such that the importance
of within-group strong ties are marginalized in the pres-
ence of high LMX. Therefore, our study advances the
understanding of individual innovation by demonstrat-
ing the interactive effect between peer-oriented and
leader-member relationships.

Self leadership and work role innovation:
The mediating effect of psychological safety
and engagement

Gomes, C.A., Lisbon University Institute, Lisbon, Por-
tugal ; Curral, L.A., Universidade de Lisboa, Lisbon,
Portugal ; Caetano, A., Lisbon University Institute,
Lisbon, Portugal

Abstract: The literature on self-leadership empha-
sizes the importance of adopting certain strategies for
companies to maintain competitive advantage through
a better individual, team and organizational perfor-
mance (Neck and Houghton, 2006). In addition, it
demonstrated that this is a set of relevant strategies
to promote individual innovation (Curral & Quintero,
2009), the capacity to intentionally introduce and im-
plement ideas, processes and new products in an or-
ganization that will benefit the organization, group,
individual or society (West and Farr, 1990). How-
ever, for innovation to occur individuals must feel safe
from threats, feeling free to expose themselves without
fear of negative consequences for themselves (Baer and
Frese, 2003; West, 1987; West and Farr, 1990). Haka-
nen, Perhoniemi and Toppinen-Tanner (2008) found
that engagement led individuals to feel initiative to act,
which in turn contributed to the implementation of in-
novative behavior in their work over time. Thus, the
relationship between self-leadership skills and individ-
ual innovation should be enhanced when individuals
are in a positive, fulfilling, work-related state of mind
(Gonzalez-Roma, Schaufeli, Bakker, & Lloret, 2006)
and are in environments where they feel safe. This
study intends to explore the relationship between self-
leadership, psychological safety, engagement and inno-
vative behavior. Because innovation is enhanced in a
safe environment and when individuals feel engaged,
we propose that these states will mediate the relation-
ship between self-leadership skills and individual inno-

vation. To study these relations, data is being collected
from a sample of 100 to 200 engineers, from different
work sectors across the country, and will be collected
by the end of November. The survey assesses self-
leadership strategies (Revised Self-Leadership Ques-
tionnaire (Houghton & Neck, 2002)); engagement (Ul-
trecht Work Engagement Scale (UWES) (Schaufeli,
Salanova, Gonzlez-Rom, & Bakker, 2002)), psycholog-
ical safety (Psychological Safety Scale (May, Gilson,
& Harter, 2004)) and the capability to innovate at
work (Work Role Innovation Scale (West, Shackleton,
Hardy, & Dawson, 2001)). The results will be pre-
sented at the conference. Overall, this research will
contribute to gain more insights regarding the role that
self-leadership, engagement and psychological safety
play in work role innovation and provide insights into
new interventions that promote the development of in-
novation at work.

Role-based variations in perceptions of lead-
ership behaviour and effectiveness

Beech, D.H., University of Sussex, Wisbech, UK

Abstract: Different members of role-sets can have dif-
ferent perceptions and competing expectations of the
behaviour and effectiveness of focal job position hold-
ers (Merton, 1957). This study proposed there would
be role-based variations in perceptions of focal leaders
collaboration behaviours - task, relationship, change -
and their effectiveness; and two more specific hypothe-
ses were examined: first, direct report endorsement of
focal leaders task and change behaviour would predict
upward report (boss’) perceptions of focal leaders ef-
fectiveness; and second, upward report endorsement of
focal leaders relationship behaviour would predict di-
rect report perceptions of focal leaders effectiveness. A
questionnaire was developed to measure both collabo-
ration behaviours and effectiveness. The behaviour of
52 managers was rated by their boss’, and by at least
2 direct reports and 2 peers in business units across
the Netherlands, United Kingdom, Germany, and Italy.
Respondents completed an on-line survey in their na-
tive language. There was conceptual equivalence for
the same factor structure for three collaboration be-
haviours in each of the four samples. Using standard-
ized z scores, a combined sample of 52 data sets was
produced enabling analysis of a different source role-
type predictor of collaboration behaviours and effec-
tiveness in a same method role-type sample. While the
second specific hypothesis was not supported, multi-
ple regression supported the general hypothesis of role-
based variations in perceptions of effectiveness. Fur-
ther, as hypothesised, when direct reports perceived fo-
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cal leaders manifesting change behaviour then upward
reports perceived focal leaders as effective. In addi-
tion, and in contrast, when upward reports perceived
focal leaders manifesting change behaviour then direct
reports perceived focal leaders as ineffective. These
new findings about change behaviour are consistent
both with Merton’s role-set theory and with research
on leader role conflict and ambiguity (Katz et al, 1964).
Researchers, educators, and managers need to attend
to the neglected issue of role-based variations in per-
ceptions of leadership behaviour and effectiveness. In
particular, managers need to exercise considerable skill
in managing the competing expectations of upward and
direct reports, and organizations, and researchers, need
to address the mental health implications of change
leader role conflict.

Symposium: Emotions, management &
the management of emotion

Main topic area: Emotions In The Workplace

Location: 0.11 Pressroom (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Searle, R.H., The Open university, Milton
Keynes, UK ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: This symposium focuses on the important
issue of emotion and its regulation at work. We show-
case new empirical and conceptual developments in this
field across a variety of organizational contexts, includ-
ing topically, the impact of emotion in financial trad-
ing behaviour. We begin by looking again at emotion
in the context of organisational change, highlighting a
less common positive impact. Then we consider emo-
tion regulation, with three papers outlining new empir-
ical finings, development of an innovative self-report in-
strument and novel applications of existing technique,
mindfulness, to assist in regulating the detrimental im-
pact of emotions.

Managing positive emotions in organizational
change

Kiefer, T., Warwick Business School, University of
Warwick, Coventry, UK ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human
Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Organizational change is often described as
a “very emotional process”, by which in particular neg-
ative emotions are meant. Not surprisingly, research
has focused primarily on the causes and consequences
of negative reactions to change and the wider ranging
impact on the organization (Mossholder et al., 2000;

Kiefer, 2005). As a consequence, much of the inter-
ventions in change are geared towards preventing or
managing negative experiences and its potential dys-
functional outcomes. While scholars and practitioners
identify change can also result in positive emotional
experiences (such as excitement or anticipation), and
that leading change means dealing with a whole variety
of emotions, ranging from negative to positive (Huy,
2002; Kiefer, 2002), very little attention has consid-
ered the role of positive emotions. The aim of this pa-
per is threefold: First to outline the theoretical under-
pinnings of the role of positive emotional experiences
in change. I will draw on the growing literature on
the role of positive affect in general and at work (e.g.
Fredrickson & Branigan, 2005; Cameron, 2008) to de-
velop hypothesis about the relationship between orga-
nizational change and positive emotional experiences.
Secondly, to provide empirical evidence from four dif-
ferent data sets (one qualitative and three quantitative)
to test the main assumptions and thirdly, to discuss
the implications for managing emotions and managing
change. The results of the quantitative data sets show
that, contrary to expectations, organizational change is
not per se linked to positive emotional experiences, yet
positive emotions are related to some outcome variables
relevant to organizational change, in particular organi-
zational citizenship behaviours. The qualitative data
will help to make further sense of these results and dis-
cuss the implications for managing positive emotions
in change.

Emotion regulation and trader perfor-
mance

O’Creevy, M. F., Open University, Milton Keynes,
UK ; Vohra, S., Open University, Milton Keynes, UK ;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: The recent literature on emotion regula-
tion makes it clear that humans do not just experi-
ence emotions; we actively regulate them (Gross, 2002;
Gross & Thompson, 2007). Further there is evidence
of both trait and state variability in emotion regula-
tion effectiveness. It seems likely that emotion reg-
ulation (e.g. down-regulating non-integral emotions
while remaining sensitive to integral emotions) may
play an important role in moderating emotion effects
on performance. A number of studies now show im-
portant relationships between emotion regulation and
human performance in fields such as customer service
(eg Grandey, 2000, 2003), call centre work, video game-
play (Wallace et al, 2009), and economic decision-
making in the laboratory. Recent empirical research
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has begun to address the possible role that emotion
regulation processes may also play in individual suscep-
tibility to biases such as loss aversion (Sokol-Hessner,
et al, 2009) and risk aversion (Heilman, et al, 2009). A
large scale qualitative study of investment bank traders
(Fenton-O’Creevy et al, 2005; Fenton-O’Creevy et al,
2010) showed important differences in emotion regu-
lation strategies between novice and expert traders,
and found many traders and their managers to be con-
cerned with the regulation of emotion to avoid adverse
impacts of strong emotions on trading decisions.Here
we report on a field study of traders emotion regu-
lation while trading (as measured by heart rate vari-
ability and the emotion regulation questionnaire). 25
investment bank traders (all market makers) were mon-
itored for 5 days each across varied market conditions.
We captured synchronous data on heart rate variabil-
ity, market price movement, and moment by moment
changes in trading exposure. Data on traders inter-
nal performance ranking and total remuneration was
also gathered. We compare evidence of asymmetries
in trader behavior in relation to loss and gain with
normative models of optimal behavior to construct an
episodic performance measure. By examining multi-
ple performance episodes for each trader, we are able
to take a multi-level approach to examining the rela-
tionship between emotion regulation and performance.
Thus we examine this relationship both at the level of
performance episodes within traders and at the global
level between traders. We report on these results
and consider the implications for the management of
traders and other workers whose tasks involve fast-
paced decision-making under risk and uncertainty.

Interpersonal emotion regulation in organi-
zations: Development of a new measure

Niven, K., University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK ; Tot-
terdell, P., University of Sheffield, England, UK ; Hol-
man, D., Manchester Business School, University of
Manchester, Manchester, UK ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Hu-
man Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Emotion regulation has been defined as
“the process of initiating, maintaining, modulating, or
changing the occurrence, intensity, or duration of. . .
feeling states” (Eisenberg, et al, 2000: 137). Much of
the research concerning emotion regulation in organi-
zations has examined the management of one’s own
feeling states. But people also deliberately attempt
to manage the feelings of those around them, a pro-
cess referred to as interpersonal (or extrinsic) emotion
regulation. It is only relatively recently that organiza-
tional researchers have begun to recognize the salience

of interpersonal emotion regulation at work. Neverthe-
less, existing research suggests that employees deliber-
ately try to influence the feelings of their co-workers,
managers, customers and clients in a range of organi-
zational contexts, including hospitals, prisons, airlines,
law firms, retail outlets and debt collection agencies
(Francis, et al, 1999; Hochschild, 1983; Lively, 2000;
Niven et al., 2007; Pierce, 1999; Rafaeli & Sutton,
1990; Sutton, 1991). Research on this topic, however,
has been hampered by the lack of valid means with
which to assess the general use of interpersonal emotion
regulation strategies. The majority of existing stud-
ies have taken an exploratory, qualitative approach to
understanding the phenomenon of interpersonal emo-
tion regulation, and the few quantitative studies have
assessed interpersonal emotion regulation using sin-
gle items (e.g., a diary study by Niven et al., 2007)
or highly-specific measures (e.g., a newly-constructed
scale to assess the use of strategies to induce guilt in
close others by Vangelisti et al., 1991). We present the
rationale and development of a new self-report measure
of the use of interpersonal emotion regulation strategies
that can be used in organizational contexts. Studies to
validate the measure using organizational samples (N
= 227) as well as general samples (N = 551), and other-
reported as well as self-reported data (N = 50 dyads)
will be presented. Applications of the scale to answer-
ing new and important questions concerning emotion
regulation in organizations will be discussed

Mindfulness - an effective tool for enhancing
trader and investor skills?

Overveld, M. van, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rot-
terdam, The Netherlands; Smidts, A., Erasmus Univer-
sity Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Mehta,
P., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The
Netherlands; O’Creevy, M.F., Open University, Mil-
ton Keynes, UK ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: There is an increasing range of evidence that
emotions affect the economic decisions of traders and
investors and that the way they regulate their emotions
affects performance outcomes (e.g. Fenton-O’Creevy,
forthcoming ). Yet, emotional feedback also results
from losing or winning experiences. On the one hand,
emotions play an important role in encapsulating in-
formation based on prior experience and expertise. On
the other hand, they may also adversely impact deci-
sions. Emotions arising from non-relevant factors may
bias decisions by reducing task focus or via the ap-
plication of inappropriate heuristics. There is already
evidence that improved decision-making performance
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may be brought about by changing emotion regula-
tion strategies (Sokol-Hessner, 2009).Mindfulness is a
therapeutic technique which could help improve emo-
tion regulation and obtain an optimal level of attention
(Segal, 2002). It encompasses a wide variety of med-
itational exercises, derived from ancient Eastern Bud-
dhistic philosophies. Generally, mindfulness is aimed
at alleviating stress, increasing awareness and accep-
tance of the present moment. Its effects have been
well-established in the field of health psychology, but
investigations within the domain of finance are scarce.
This study will present a first exploration of the effects
of mindfulness on trading skills such as risk-taking and
attention. Students engage in either a short mindful-
ness induction that has proven successful in inducing
a more mindful state in participants in previous re-
search (experimental condition) or listen to a neutral
audio clip (control group). Next, all participants com-
plete a stressful risk-taking task (i.e., Columbia Card
Task) and an attention task (i.e., STROOP). It is hy-
pothesized that the mindful participants will display
lower stress levels and consequently perform better on
the Columbia Card Task, and also demonstrate less in-
terference during the STROOP-task compared to the
control participants. We report on the results of this
study and consider the implications for improving the
management of economic decision-making.

Symposium: The Psychology of Digital
Media and Work

Main topic area: Teams and Workgroups

Location: 0.2 Berlin (8:30-9:45)

Chairs: Derks, D.A.J.A., Erasmus University Rotter-
dam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Hertel, G., Univer-
sity of Münster, Münster, Germany

Abstract: In many professions, daily work life has be-
come unthinkable without access to the Internet. Tech-
nology innovates at high speed rate, and new appli-
cations of electronic interaction and collaboration me-
dia are still invented. This symposium brings together
fives studies with different perspectives and different
methodological approaches on the influence of digital
media on organizational life. The first study examines
motivation and goal commitment among partially dis-
persed teams, using an experimental setting. The sec-
ond study explores effects of online role playing games
on users’ real life employment, using a longitudinal de-
sign. The third study is a case study handling the
motivating factors behind participation in online open

innovation platforms. The last two studies are both re-
lated to recovery and well-being, albeit from a different
angle. Whereas the fourth study examines the impact
of gaming during evening hours on next day’s recov-
ery and flow using a diary approach, the last study
addresses whether users of smartphone have more dif-
ficulties to engage in recovering activities compared to
persons who use no smartphone holding job context
constant using a diary design. In sum, the strength
of this symposium is its broader focus, including both
performance and health criteria, looking at both indi-
vidual and team level processes, and including a variety
of typical digital media such as groupware in virtual
teams, gaming, internet-based platforms and smart-
phones.

A multilevel-multisource study of situational
extrinsic motivation, goal commitment and
collaboration in partially dispersed teams
with distributed resources

Chiocchio, F., Universite de Montréal, Montreal,
Québec, Canada; Hass, C., Universite de Montréal,
Québec, Canada; Malo, M., Universite de Montréal,
Québec, Canada; Mageau, G., Universite de Montréal,
Québec, Canada

Abstract: Constant change in work settings has made
collaboration and technology determining factors of
team performance (Kozlowski & Bell, 2003). This
study bridges the knowledge gap regarding how collab-
oration affects individuals’ motivation and goal com-
mitment in work configurations involving partially dis-
persed teams using videoconferencing and having to
work with distributed resources. We hypothesise that
individuals high on situational extrinsic motivation
should experience low goal commitment. In addition,
collaboration should positively affect goal commitment
after controlling for situational extrinsic motivation
as well as moderate the situational extrinsic motiva-
tion–goal commitment relation. We randomly assigned
61 3-person teams to one of three conditions of a group
problem-solving task: face-to-face/non-distributed re-
sources, partially dispersed/non-distributed resources,
and partially dispersed/distributed resources. At the
individual level self-reported scales were used to mea-
sure situational extrinsic motivation and goal commit-
ment, whereas multisource assessment of collaboration
was used at the team level. Random-coefficient model-
ing shows a negative effect between situational extrin-
sic motivation and goal commitment. Intercept- and
slopes- as outcome models confirm the tremendous im-
pact collaboration has on individual-level goal commit-
ment after controlling for situational extrinsic motiva-
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tion. Collaboration did not moderate the relationships
between situational extrinsic motivation and goal com-
mitment. These results add to the current literature
in showing how a team-level construct such as collab-
oration can predict individual-level goal commitment
after controlling for situational extrinsic motivation.

Play Online, Work Better? Spillover of Ac-
tive Learning and Transformational Leader-
ship

Xanthopoulou, D., University of Crete, Crete, Greece;
Papagiannidis, S., Newcastle University Business
School, Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK

Abstract: In this 1-month, longitudinal study we exam-
ined how participating in massively multiplayer online
role playing games affects users’ real life employment.
For 79 employees, we tested spillover effects from gam-
ing to work in relation to active learning and transfor-
mational leadership.Furthermore, we investigated the
moderating role of game performance in these spillover
effects. Analyses showed that active learning spills
over from game to work only under conditions of en-
hanced game performance, while bad performance re-
duces this effect. Furthermore, results supported the
direct spillover of transformational leadership, as well
as the boosting effect of high game performance in this
spillover. These results provide further insights with re-
gard to spillover effects and suggest that virtual games
may be of relevance for the development of new orga-
nizational training techniques.

Participation in open innovation platforms-
what motivates to contribute?

Vartiainen, M., Helsinki University of Technology,
Helsinki, Finland

Abstract: Companies and other organizations are in-
creasingly using Internet-based platforms to partici-
pate their partners, customers and own employees in
their innovation process to create or renew products
and services. These projects often end up to disap-
pointment as after an eager start the activity in plat-
forms drop and the frequency of visits and idea sub-
missions decrease. In this paper, the motivation of
participants in open innovation platforms is studied.
The research questions of the study are: (a) what mo-
tivates participants of informal communities in the In-
ternet to use their time and efforts to contribute, and
(b) what are reasons to decrease activity and contri-
butions in these platforms?In this study, two cases
of Internet-based informal development networks are
studied. The one is a network developing open source

web content management systems in the Internet (Lep-
pänen 2009). Data was gathered mainly from online
source XOOPS.org, which discussions forum included
over 270000 messages and news section contained over
4300 news with comments. Another online source used
was sourceforge.net, where developers had discussions
about development with thousands of messages. The
other case is ‘The Real-Time Economy community’,
which is the supporting public website of the RTE pro-
gram. The core idea of the RTE community is to bring
together people from different organizations related to
real-time economy: experts, researchers, public sec-
tor, media, customers, and other interest groups. The
idea is to have a community that creates, develops,
and shares ideas, stories and practical case examples
on digitalization, real-time processes, and new ways of
working that can create value for organizations and the
society. The data on RTE community was gathered
by interviews and a survey.The results of case stud-
ies show that activities in the communities fluctuate.
Participants seem to calculate the value of their input
compared to output and hesitate in their evaluations
of benefits to participate. In open source case internal
contradictions of the network seem to decrease partici-
pation activity. The findings are discussed by using dif-
ferent motivation theories as potential frames of under-
standing the reasons why to contribute or not in these
networks. The findings are compared with the results
concerning traditional face-to-face communities.

Computer Games, Recovery, and Work: A Di-
ary Study

Bakker, A.B., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rot-
terdam, The Netherlands; Gorgievski, M.J., Erasmus
University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: Recovery occurs when a person’s functional
systems called upon during work are temporarily re-
lieved from the demands imposed on them, and turn
back to baseline. Research has shown that both low-
effort activities as well as high-effort activities includ-
ing physical activities, social activities , and engage-
ment in creative hobbies during after-work hours re-
plenish one’s energy resources and facilitate recovery.
In the present study, we examined the impact of play-
ing computer games on next day’s recovery in the
morning and flow during the workday.Daily recovery
from job demands during after-work hours has been re-
lated to situational well-being at bedtime. Moreover,
the empirical evidence shows that recovery experienced
during off-job time is positively related to vigor, work
engagement, and performance during the day at work.
The replenishment of energy resources explains these
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effects. We used these insights in the present study
among employees who were also enthusiastic gamers.
Based on the assumption that gaming may call upon
the same functional systems as working, we hypothe-
sized that gaming might contribute negatively to re-
covery. More specifically, we predicted that the dura-
tion of playing competitive (versus cooperative) games
in the evening would have a negative impact on next
morning’s recovery and momentary well-being, and on
next day’s flow at work (absorption, work enjoyment,
and intrinsic work motivation). A total of 41 gamers
were recruited through the internet. They filled in a di-
ary questionnaire for five subsequent workdays, three
times a day (in the morning, in the afternoon, and at
bedtime). The results of multilevel modeling analyses
suggest that playing cooperative computer games may
contribute to daily recovery, whereas playing compet-
itive games drains employees’ energy and undermines
their recovery and flow at work.

Does smartphone use obstruct the possibility
to engage in recovery activities?

Derks, D.A.J.A., Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rot-
terdam, The Netherlands; Brummelhuis, L. ten, Eras-
mus University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Nether-
lands; Bakker, A.B., Erasmus University Rotterdam,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: This study focuses on the impact of the in-
creasing use of smartphones in organisational life on
daily employee recovery. The literature shows that
work-home interference (WHI) is a complicating fac-
tor in achieving adequate recovery. Employees high
on WHI put effort in their jobs during the time that
might be used to recover from load effects that have
been built up during regular work time. As a reac-
tion to high WHI, employees may actively engage in
recovering activities to accomplish recovery. We pro-
pose that the extensive use of smartphones with its im-
plicit request of 24/7 availability inhibits the process of
engaging in activities that are required for daily recov-
ery. A total of 80 employees (40 smartphone users, 40
controls) completed a 6-day diary questionnaire over
a time period of 2 weeks. The recovery experiences
questionnaire (Sonnentag & Fritz, 2007) was reframed
to measure recovery activities/strategies that aimed to
achieve psychological detachment, relaxation, a feel-
ing of mastery and control. We tested whether daily
WHI was related to next day’s recovery strategies. Re-
sults showed that for the control group, time 1 WHI
was positively related to time 2 engagement in activi-
ties that result in psychological detachment, relaxation,
mastery and control, whereas smartphone users facing

high WHI did not succeed in engaging in these activi-
ties. These results provide support for our hypothesis
that smartphone users, when faced with high levels of
WHI at time 1, are less successful in adopting recov-
ery styles at time 2 than non smartphone users. This
implies that the seemingly“innocent”way of being con-
nected to work in the evening hours has consequences
for how employees recover.

Presentations: Managing the Work-Life
Interface

Main topic area: Work Time and Work-family

Location: 0.3 Copenhagen (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Ruderman, M.N., Center for Creative Leader-
ship, Greensboro, USA

Decent Work: Work-Life Balance and Man-
aging Conflicting Commitments

Anderson, S.M., University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield,
UK ; Stead, R. mr, University of Hertfordshire, Hat-
field, UK

Abstract: The paper presented at the last EAWOP con-
ference exhibited our work on the factors which deter-
mine Work Life Balance (WLB), and the dividing line
is between organisational and individual responsibil-
ity. A 112 item questionnaire with 150 participants
from public and private organisations (ratio 3:1) was
used. Key findings of this research showed that 92%
of people agreed that the locus of responsibility for
achieving WLB lay with themselves, but that only 57%
achieved it; also found was a significant difference in
levels of self-responsibility between the public and pri-
vate sectors (>private). The key determining factors
were shown as: individuals were highly balanced people
(i.e. emotionally balanced or FIT, using Fletcher and
Stead’s (2000) FIT definition), who felt in control of
their lives, and recognised that responsibility lay with
them. Having determined that FIT people are more
likely to achieve WLB, our current study investigates
the factors which determine whether or not FIT peo-
ple will achieve it. Why don’t all FIT people achieve
WLB? It is likely that there are a number of motiva-
tors and drivers within themselves, in their family sit-
uation, and related to their place of work, which affect
their choices. As Clutterbuck (2003) states in his def-
inition of WLB, it is about people ’having the ability
to make choices in the allocation of time and energy;
knowing what values to apply to choices’. These are
likely to be linked to contextual factors. Essentially
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our research moves the debate about WLB onto one
of Managing Conflicting Commitments. How do FIT
people manage these dilemmas? Are there drivers/fac-
tors which cause them pro-actively to choose to be out
of balance and/or which put pressure on an individual
to subsume their personal preferences? Through the
use of a questionnaire sent to both public and private
employees, and structured interviews, it is hoped that
the findings will inform realistic policy formulation on
the subject of WLB, and aid Work Psychologist and
HRM practitioners in their practice such that organi-
sations and individuals may consider the choices they
make about WLB in the context of explicitly under-
stood influencing factors.

Copycats or creators?: Empirical models for
women to portray new working roles in life

Infante, E.R., University of Seville, Sevilla, Spain

Abstract: Societal advances inside postindustrial back-
grounds allow and enforce a gender role exchanges be-
tween men and women (Perrons, 2003; Infante & Marn,
2005; Infante, 2007). Many women are making efforts
to learn to participate in traditionally defined male set-
tings to greater extend than in previous times both in
quantity (employment rates) and in quality (higher or-
ganizational positions). In the case of men, they seem
to timidly adopt new roles connected to social fem-
inine expectancies such as tenderness, communication
skills, or comprehensive attitudes. While this exchange
could be seen as a positive and modern one, it of-
ten describes a subtle negotiation between social ac-
tors that gives primacy towards the powerful agents,
that is, men (Daly, 2002; Cheng, 2005; Seddon, 2007).
In this sense, women are more encouraged to copycat
men’s roles at work in order to enter in the organi-
zation while the adoption of family roles (in men) is
normally delegated to third parties. Women’s loyal as-
sumption of male roles is also favouring those masculine
concepts and social representations of (paid) work that
consequently remain reinforced (long working hours,
competitiveness, use of time, outcomes definition, etc.)
(see, Lewis, 1994). In the present research I unveiled
the facts that contribute to the copycat effect in work-
ing women and provide empirical data for new, genuine
female roles that could create new concepts and social
representations of the work activity. Data came from
longitudinal audiovisual analyses of outstanding tele-
vision materials from England and Spain programmes
which also enabled transcultural comparisons. Most
sound results indicated that the use of gender roles has
historically served men to define work and non-work
domains in male terms so as to create social perceptions

of incompatibility between women and the labour mar-
ket. A ’blue-pink’ mainstream discourse was identified
that best suited males stereotype. Other data sup-
ported different social representations of gender: (1)
’soft man’, (2) ’fashion man’, (3) top working woman,
and (4), State working women. The relationships of
these new gender roles with work-family discourses will
be discussed to provide ungendered roles for men and
women to be promoted in modern societies never seen
before.

Managing Work Styles: Exploring Linkages
Between Personal Preferences for Work-
Life Flexibility and Work-Family Outcomes

Ruderman, M.N., Center for Creative Leadership,
Greensboro, USA; Kossek, E.E., Michigan State Uni-
versity, East Lansing, USA; Hannum, K., Center for
Creative Leadership, Greensboro, USA; Braddy, P.,
Center for Creative Leadership, Greensboro, USA

Abstract: Organizations devote increasing resources to
implementing work-life initiatives such as flexible work-
life arrangements in order to attract and retain a tal-
ented workforce and to optimize workforce productivity
(Kossek and Michel, in Press). Similarly, individuals
find it difficult to keep up with workloads, hold onto
their jobs, and have a satisfying life. Growing evidence
suggests many challenges remain in effectively imple-
menting work-life flexibility (Kelly, Kossek, Hammer,
Durham, Bray, Chermack, Murphy, Kaskubar, 2008;
Ryan and Kossek, 2008). One important reason for
this implementation gap is that greater understand-
ing is needed regarding the implications of the indi-
vidual role in managing flexibility enactment (Kossek,
Noe & DeMarr, 1999; Kossek, Lautsch & Eaton, 2005).
This presentation, examines an under-emphasized as-
pect of the flexible work arrangement and work-life re-
search and practical debate: the implications of vari-
ation in personal preferences for self- regulation of
work-life flexibility and work-family outcomes (Kossek
& Lautsch, 2008). Based on the pioneering work of
Kossek& Lautsch (2008), we introduce an approach for
assessing the individual’s view of flexibility enactment.
This perspective takes into account 1) the degree to
which behaviors blur the boundaries between work and
personal life, 2) the degree to which the individual has
control over these boundaries and 3) the individual’s
personal value on work and family identities. Using a
survey sample of nearly 600 managers from different
companies, factor analytic methods were used to iden-
tify 5 measures reflecting this perspective (Behaviors
Allowing Work to Interrupt Family, Behaviors Allow-
ing Family to Interrupt Work, Boundary Control, and
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Work-Orientation, and Family Orientation). Specifi-
cally, a CFA was conducted on half of the sample to test
its specified factor structure and then cross-validated
with the second half sample. Once the measures were
finalized, a K-means cluster analysis was used to iden-
tify subtypes of approaches to work-life in the sample.
A six cluster solution representing different combina-
tions of boundary blurring behaviors, boundary con-
trol, and the primacy of work and family identities
was found to be the most interpretable. A series of
ANOVAs were performed to demonstrate that cluster
membership could differentiate scores on a variety of
outcomes measures such as psychological withdrawal
and self-engagement.

The dark side of work-life balance inter-
ventions: Perceived negative consequences of
the use of work-life policies

Ines, M.C., University Pablo de Olavide, Sevilla, Spain;
Boz, M., Universidad de Sevilla, Sevilla, Spain; Lour-
des, M., Universidad de Sevilla, Sevilla, Spain

Abstract: Researchers and practitioners have been in-
creasingly interested in the benefits of work-life poli-
cies for both organizations and employees. Specifi-
cally, most researchers draw upon the norm of reci-
procity and the social exchange theory to explain the
mechanisms linking employees’ use of work-life poli-
cies and employees’ positive attitudes and behaviors
within organizations. However, despite a noticeable
growth in work-family policies adoption and research,
critics have argued that there might be also detrimen-
tal effects stemming specially from the utilization of
work-family policies. In this sense, empirical evidence
on the benefits of employees’ objective use of work-
life policies is still scarce and rather inconclusive. In
fact, many studies have failed to find a positive re-
lationship between the use of work-life policies, per-
ceived organizational support, organizational commit-
ment, work-family conflict and enrichment. Mainly,
researchers have explained this lack of positive link be-
tween the use of work-life policies and positive out-
comes in terms of methodological issues, such as the
low indexes of work-life policies utilization or impre-
cise measurement of the use of work-life policies. De-
spite acknowledgment that work-life policies take-up or
devoting time to family responsibilities may be associ-
ated to negative career consequences, current research
has failed to consider employees’ perceptions of nega-
tive consequences of work-life policies utilization. We
posit that the lack of a positive link between the use
of work-life policies and positive attitudes and behav-
iors may happen due to the perceptions of a hindering

work-family culture within organizations. In a study
conducted among 287 employees in a Spanish firm, we
analyzed the consequences of work-life policies utiliza-
tion to perceived work-family culture, employees’ expe-
rience of work-to-family conflict and engagement. We
found evidence for a full mediation effect of hinder-
ing work-to-family culture between the use of work-life
policies and employees’ levels of work-to-family con-
flict and engagement. Specifically, our data shows that
the use of work-life policies is related to the percep-
tion of a hindering work-family culture, which in turn
is related to increased levels of work-to-family conflict
and reduced levels of engagement. Finally, our results
raise the awareness for refining the analysis of the rela-
tionship between work-life policies utilization and per-
ceived work-family culture within organizations.

Is work-life conflict a first step to work
addiction? An exploration of workaholism’s
types and its changes over time.

Malinowska, D., Jagiellonian University, Cracow,
Poland ; Jochymek, S., Jagiellonian University, Cra-
cow, Poland ; Tokarz, A., Jagiellonian University, Cra-
cow, Poland

Abstract: Work addiction is still an unrecognized issue
in terms of variety of types it takes. In the literature
there are some propositions of workaholism’s typologies
(e.g. Scott, Moore and Miceli, 1997; Naughton, 1987),
however they need an empirical evidence. Two studies
were conducted to explore types of workaholism and its
changes over time. In the first one answers were derived
from 137 managers and in the second one data were
collected from 83 employees in two stages (7 months’
interval). In our first study we identified three dimen-
sional structure of workaholism: behavioral, cognitive
and emotional that was consistent with the theoretical
proposition of Ng et al. (2007). Using cluster analy-
sis we identified two types of workaholics which differ
in the level of three workaholism’s dimensions. The
first type was characterized by the high level of behav-
ioral indicators: hours spent on work and work-related
activities as well as time-based conflict between work
and other life domains. Those non-obsessive worka-
holics experienced positive emotions towards work, en-
joyed their work and had rather positive evaluation of
subjective well-being. The second type of workaholic
had the high level of cognitive indicators, e.g. lack of
control over work, drive to work, assumptions about
work. Those obsessive workaholics presented the low
level of subjective well-being. In the second study,
that was taken in two stages over a period of seven
months, it was revealed that changes in the level of
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workaholism’s indicators occurred only for cognitive
ones. The current research confirmed existence of two
types of workaholics and that cognitive indicators of
workaholism increased over time. Further longitudi-
nal research is recommended to explore the dynamics
of the changes within workaholism’s types. There is a
need for organizations to understand deeply the nature
of work addiction to make correct decisions on work-
life balance interventions. HR Managers are suggested
to introduce organizational culture that promote more
balanced priorities and healthier lifestyle, to develop
mentoring and peer coaching programs that enable em-
ployees to get feedback on their behavior and to inform
employees about different workaholism’s indicators and
types.

Presentations: Employee Well Being - Well
Being at Work

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 0.4 Brussels (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Laschinger, H.K.S., The University of Western
Ontario, London, Canada

Predictors of New Graduate Nurses Work-
place Wellbeing: Testing the Job Demands-
Job Resources Model

Laschinger, H.K.S., The University of Western On-
tario, London, Canada; Finegan, J., The University
of Western Ontario, London, ON, Canada; Wilk,
P., The University of Western Ontario, London, ON,
Canada

Abstract: New graduate nurses’ transition to their work
is a stressful experience. Heavy workloads and bully-
ing experiences are frequently reported job demands
that threaten the workplace health and retention of
this valuable human resource. This study tested the
expanded Job Demands-Job Resources Model by ex-
amining the influence of job demands (workload and
bullying exposure) on burnout and mental health and
the influence of job resources, (support for professional
practice and job control) , in combination with a per-
sonal resource, psychological capital, on work engage-
ment and turnover intentions. All variables were mea-
sured using standardized questionnaires. We tested the
model using data from the first wave of a longitudinal
study of newly graduated nurses (defined as less than
3 years of experience) in acute care hospitals across
Ontario. Of the 1400 questionnaires mailed, 647 were
returned in the first wave of which 420 were usable

and met the new graduate criteria. Structural equation
modeling was used to test the model. Job and personal
resources were modeled as a motivational process pre-
dicting engagement and low turnover intentions. Job
demands were modeled as a health impairment process
predicting burnout and poor mental health. The fi-
nal model fit statistics revealed a reasonably adequate
fit (?2 = 160.42, df = 16, IFI = 0.90, CFI = 0.90,
RMSEA= .15). Workload demands and bullying expe-
riences were significantly related to emotional exhaus-
tion (ß= -.39 and ß= .29, respectively), which in turn,
was significantly related mental health (ß=.45). Job re-
sources variables (support for professional practice and
job control) were significantly related to work engage-
ment (ß = .18 and ß = .17, respectively) which in turn
was significantly related to lower turnover intentions
(ß = -.25). Personal resources (psychological capital)
was also significantly related to work engagement (ß
= -.38). However, psychological capital also had sig-
nificant influences on emotional exhaustion (ß = -.21)
and mental health (ß = -.26). The model suggests that
managerial strategies targeted at specific job demands
and resources can create workplace environments that
promote work engagement and prevent burnout in or-
der to support the retention and well-being of the new
graduate nurse population.

The Job Demands-Control Model and Em-
ployee Well-being: Role of Promotion and
Prevention Regulatory Foci

Akhtar, S., City University of Hong Kong, Kowloon,
Hong Kong, China; Lee, J.S.Y., City University of
Hong Kong, Kowloon, Hong Kong, China

Abstract: The Job Demands-Control model has been
widely used for explaining employee well-being. This
study aimed at extending this model by testing the
moderating role of employees’ promotion and preven-
tion regulatory foci to explain the interactive effects
of job demands and job control on job engagement
and emotional exhaustion. Using computer aided tele-
phone interviews, data were collected from 892 ran-
domly selected full-time working adults across major
occupational categories in Hong Kong. Results ob-
tained from the moderated regression analysis indi-
cated that among promotion focused employees with
high job control, job demands had a stronger positive
relation with job engagement and a stronger negative
relation with emotional exhaustion. In contrast, among
prevention focused employees with high job control, job
demands had a stronger negative relation with job en-
gagement and a stronger positive relation with emo-
tional exhaustion. Results suggest that high job control
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can have positive consequences for well-being among
employees with promotion focus rather than among
employees with prevention focus. The findings have
practical relevance for designing and implementing or-
ganizational interventions aimed at providing high job
control to employees. In such interventions, regulatory
foci may be given due consideration in the selection and
motivation of employees for promoting job engagement
and reducing emotional exhaustion in the workplace.

A family-enriched perspective on the Job-
Demands Resources Model

Lo Presti, A., Seconda Universita degli studi di Napoli,
Caserta, Italy ; Nonnis, M., Universita Degli Studi di
Cagliari, Cagliari, Italy

Abstract: The Job-Demands Resources model (Bakker
& Demerouti, 2007) provides a framework for exam-
ining the relations between work environments vari-
ables, individual factors and personal outcomes such
as well-being and work engagement. Its authors dis-
tinguish between three classes of antecedents: job de-
mands, namely those physical, psycho-social and orga-
nizational aspects of the job that are associated with
physiological and/or psychological costs, job resources
that may: be functional in achieving work related
goals, reduce the effects of job demands, and stimu-
late personal growth and development; and, more re-
cently, personal resources, that can be considered as
individual variables which motivate and facilitate goal-
attainment (van den Heuvel, Demerouti, Schaufeli &
Bakker, 2010). The JD-R model recalls the Positive
Organizational Behavior approach (Luthans, 2002), in
turn grounded on the Positive Psychology Paradigm
(Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). On the same
paradigm, relies the construct of Work-Family Enrich-
ment (WFE) which, according to its authors (Green-
haus & Powell, 2006) refers to the fact that work and
family each provide individuals with positive resources
such as enhanced esteem, income, and other benefits
that may help the individual better perform across
other life domains. The objective of the present study
is to test the validity of the JD-R model on a sam-
ple of Italian workers, moreover adding the WFE as
explanatory variable. The study was carried out on
a sample of 730 Italian employees; it evaluated: per-
ception of organizational change, occupational uncer-
tainty, workload, job autonomy, coworker support, su-
pervisory support, optimism, occupational self-efficacy,
WFE, strain and work engagement. Results are con-
sistent to the JD-R literature; Job demands and Job
Resources are differentially associated with strain and

engagement, moreover specific Personal Resources me-
diate some relations between Job Demands and strain
and engagement. Family to Work and Work to Family
Enrichments add more power to the interpretation of
results, being associated with most of the study vari-
ables. In conclusion, evidences are important both
from a theoretical point of view (supporting the va-
lidity of the JD-R model to the Italian context) and a
practical one since it stresses a series of variables that
can be manipulated, via field interventions, to improve
employees’ engagement and well-being.

The Spiraling Role of Efficacy Beliefs in the
prediction of Engagement and Flow

Llorens, S., Universitat Jaume I, Castellón, Spain;
Salanova, M., Universitat Jaume I, Castellón, Spain

Abstract: Taking Bandura’s Social Cognitive The-
ory we argue how efficacy beliefs (self-efficacy, per-
ceived collective efficacy) reciprocally influence well-
being: engagement and flow experiences in the sharp of
spirals and cycles through 4 studies on employees and
workgroups by Structural Equation Modeling. Study 1
among 110 university students investigates the causal
relationships between two Information & Communica-
tion Technology resources (time control, method con-
trol), efficacy beliefs and engagement. Results showed
that efficacy beliefs mediate the relationship between
task resources and work engagement, which increase
personal and task resources through a gain cycle. In
Study 2 it was tested how efficacy beliefs reciprocally
influence activity engagement through their impact
on positive affect (enthusiasm, satisfaction, and com-
fort) over time in another lab and longitudinal study
(three-waves) among 100 university students working
in groups. Results showed efficacy beliefs increase over
time due to engagement and positive affect by a gain
spiral. In Study 3 (258 secondary school teachers) the
relationship between personal and organizational re-
sources and work-related flow in a 2-wave study was
tested. Results showed that personal (self-efficacy)
and organizational resources (social support climate,
clear goals) facilitate work-related flow, which has a
positive influence on personal and organizational re-
sources by cycling of self-efficacy and flow. Finally,
Study 4 extended Channel Model of Flow (Csikszent-
mihalyi, 1975) in workgroups by including collective
efficacy beliefs as a predictor of collective challenges
and skills combination, and the collective flow experi-
ence itself. Results in two-wave longitudinal lab study
with 250 student workgroups showed the fit of the ex-
tended Channel Model including collective efficacy be-
liefs as antecedent of collective flow. Furthermore, the
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more collective efficacy beliefs, the more collective flow
and higher levels of challenge X skills were obtained.
Finally, a cross-lagged reciprocal influence of T1 col-
lective efficacy beliefs on T2 collective flow, and vice
versa was found. For practical implications exercises
to promote efficacy beliefs and positive affects (manag-
ing affect) are good interventions to boost engagement
and flow among employees and workgroups by spirals
and cycles. According to Bandura (1999) people and
groups rely on their capabilities to do things and con-
sequently well-being enhances, which in turn promote
again efficacy beliefs.

Presentations: Ethics and Values at Work

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.5 Paris (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Game, A.M., University of East Anglia, Nor-
wich, UK

The grounded cognition of ethicality: A
question of symmetry

Quaquebeke, N. van, Rotterdam School of Manage-
ment, Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The Nether-
lands; Giessner, S.R., Rotterdam School of Manage-
ment, Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: The basic argument of grounded cognition
theorizing is that human cognitions are to a large part
rooted in mere sensual perceptions and not only the
result of people’s elaborate thinking. Research in that
tradition finds, for example, that the abstract concept
of power is tied to bodily or visual experiences of ver-
ticality, or that holding cups of either warm or iced
coffee influences how people rate someone else’s per-
sonality. The present research builds upon the same
line of grounded cognition theorizing only that we seek
to explain the abstract concept of “ethicality”, in par-
ticular the ethicality ascribed to different companies.
We predicted that because visual symmetry symbolizes
equality and balance (as proxies of fairness and ethical-
ity in Western cultures), a company logo’s symmetry
should be related to the company’s perceived ethicality.
A study with Fortune500 company logos supports our
theorizing. Logo symmetry indeed predicted the ethi-
cality participants ascribed to each company, and this
effect even held when we controlled for attractiveness
of the logos, their darkness, and whether companies
were known to participants. Two further experimental
studies support our argument in that the symmetry of

logos influence a) how ethical corporate messages are
perceived and b) whether ethical people are assumed to
work in the company. A consequence of this might be
that companies which operate in muddy waters want
their logos (re)designed to be more symmetrical. Other
consequences which might pertain to the wider public
or journalists will be discussed with the audience.

A mediation Model of Attitudes Toward Af-
firmative Actions for Women

Moscoso, S., University of Santiago de Compostela,
Santiago De Compostela, Spain; Garcia-Izquierdo, A.,
University of Santiago de Compostela, Santiago de
Compostela, Spain; Bastida, M., University of Santi-
ago de Compostela, Santiago de Compostela, Spain

Abstract: Attitudes towards affirmative actions
(AAPs) for target groups has been an issue that has
aroused the interest of researchers since the eighties
(Bobo, 1998, 2000; Harrison et al., 2006; Krings et
al., 2007), with many studies focused on racial groups
(Blacks, Hispanics), rather than on women. Most
studies have been focused on analyzing different vari-
ables (e.g. self-esteem, belief of fairness, self-interest)
that could either moderate or mediate the relation-
ship between the characteristics of the target group
and attitudes toward AAPs. (e.g., Beaton & Tougas,
2001; Harrison et al., 2006; Konrad & Hartmann, 2001;
Krings et al., 2007). Other two characteristics of these
studies are that they were mainly carried out with sam-
ples of students (not of workers) and that they were
conducted in the U.S. or Canada. Therefore, it seems
relevant to extend the studies about attitudes toward
women to other countries beyond the USA or Canada
in order to confirm if there are differences in attitudes
toward AAPs across countries and cultures. This pa-
per tests a mediation model of the relationship be-
tween gender and attitudes towards AAPs for work-
ing women. Five mediation variables were considered:
unfairness perception about the situation of working
women, perceived threat to the non-designated group,
self-esteem, and gender self-concept (masculinity and
femininity dimensions). 192 women and 128 men who
have different jobs responded to a survey. ANOVA
and multiple regression analysis supported the stated
hypotheses. We conclude that gender affects the atti-
tudes toward AAPs for women but its effects are me-
diated by unfairness perception about the situation of
working women, perceived threat to the non-designated
group (men in this case), and femininity dimension of
the gender self-concept. Masculinity and self-esteem do
not significantly correlate with attitudes towards atti-
tudes toward affirmative actions. The implications of
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these results for research and practice were discussed.

Family Business Organization Work Values

Cubico, S., University of Verona, Verona, Italy ;
Buziol, P., Patrizia Buziol-Consultant Work and Orga-
nizational Psychology, Padova, Italy ; Togni, M., Uni-
versity of Bergamo, Bergamo, Italy

Abstract: Owner-managers are the decision makers in
family businesses. Their personal beliefs and value
systems create a framework that guides adoption and
rejection of goals and consequent behaviour: family
business management is influenced by the beliefs and
values of the decision-maker (owner). The present re-
search intends to emphasize the link between owners’
work values and selected organizational choices in daily
management. We have involved a group of 180 north-
ern Italian micro, small and medium sized family busi-
nesses in different sectors. In particular, 127 Senior
owners (average age: 54.44; s.d.: 11.18) and 166 cor-
responding Junior (age average: 32.66; s.d.: 7.70) are
involved to analyze the differences in work values be-
tween generations, and a subgroup of 100 decision mak-
ers in the family businesses are implicated in the anal-
ysis of the relations between values and decision. The
image of work that emerges in the values seems dif-
ferent needs in the two generations: it is a place in
which it is possible to realize one’s own lifestyle and to
create significant relationships with culture identity for
Seniors, and it is an environment in which Juniors can
realized themselves and be involved in networks. We
have found that specific orientation work values emerge
which are significantly related to specific organizational
choices: entrepreneurs who are more self-oriented seem
more inclined to diversify organizational choices con-
cerning personnel, company networks, and the market-
place to a greater extent; those who are more oriented
towards others invest in training of collaborators and
in external communications; choosing to hire younger
employees or those ’lifted’ from other companies char-
acterize those who are oriented to challenges at a higher
level; Orientation to Challenge is positively correlated
with the indicators of the enterprise size (turnover and
number of employees). These considerations have im-
plications for the ongoing choices and future of numer-
ous family businesses.

From heroes to villains: Are Irish bankers
our new dirty workers?

Pearson, J., Kemmy Business School, University of
Limerick, Limerick, Ireland ; Hammond, M., Kemmy

Business School, University of Limerick, Limerick, Ire-
land ; Kehoe, L., Kemmy Business School, University
of Limerick, Limerick, Ireland ; Healy, K., Kemmy
Business School, University of Limerick, Limerick, Ire-
land ; Furlong, G., Kemmy Business School, University
of Limerick, Limerick, Ireland

Abstract: Dirty workers, such as funeral directors and
garbage collectors, have to cope with the stigma of
working in occupations in which others think, ’How
can you do that?’ Even though these jobs are thought
to be necessary and important, the people who perform
them are thought to be tainted or dirty (Hughes, 1951;
Ashforth et al. 2007). We ask: Are banking employees
the newest dirty workers? And if so, what impact does
this stigma have on their self-concept and work atti-
tudes? Since ’dirtiness is a social construction’ (Ash-
forth & Kriener, 1999, p. 415), it is inherently linked
with current social perceptions. The world is currently
undergoing its worst economic crisis since the 1930s.
While many factors have contributed to the crisis, the
banking sector has been blamed for its irresponsible
risk-taking, excessive lending and disproportionately
high bonuses (Senddanyoye, 2009). This has led to a
backlash towards banking employees: in Ireland, 76%
of Irish Bank Officials’ Association members reported
in an online survey that they had been abused by the
public since the start of the crisis (IBOA, 2009). Using
the dirty work lens, this paper presents three studies
of banking in the current economic situation. First,
extending the work of Ashforth et al. (2007) we sur-
veyed the general public and found that many banking
jobs are perceived to be morally and socially tainted.
Second, through semi-structured interviews, banking
employees reported they are 1) hiding their occupa-
tional identity when possible; 2) dealing with abusive
customers; 3) finding it hard to cope; and 4) planning
to leave the industry once the economy recovers. Fi-
nally, a quantitative survey revealed that banking em-
ployees who perceive higher levels of taint also report
lower levels of affective commitment and higher levels
of continuance commitment. From a practical perspec-
tive, our results may inform several areas in need of
focus in the recovery from the current economic situ-
ation: 1) helping employees cope with negative public
perception; 2) developing a new identity; 3) instilling
employee commitment. The literature on normalising
dirty work may provide some useful insights.
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More than meets the eye: The interaction of
cultural values and attachment anxiety on
self-reported work attitudes

Game, A.M., University of East Anglia, Norwich,
UK ; Crawshaw, J.R., Aston University, Birmingham,
UK

Abstract: The aim of this research was to investigate
the influence of national culture and attachment anx-
iety on self-reported work attitudes (i.e. turnover in-
tentions and organisational trust). Attachment anxi-
ety is a stable individual difference in which a nega-
tive model of the self guides emotions, cognition and
behaviour in social contexts. Preliminary evidence
(Hardy & Barkham, 1994; Hazan & Shaver, 1990) in-
dicates that higher attachment anxiety predicts nega-
tive job attitudes, including dissatisfaction with job se-
curity, recognition and opportunities for advancement,
and also problems in work relationships. Hence, it was
hypothesised that attachment anxiety would be pos-
itively related to turnover intentions, and negatively
related to trust in the organisation. To date, find-
ings are based on Western (individualist) cultures, yet
there is a higher incidence of attachment anxiety in
East- and South-East Asian (collectivist) nations (e.g.
Wei et al., 2004), where validation of the self is more
dependent on the approval of others (Schmidt et al.,
2004). Additionally, collectivist values are concerned
with maintaining group harmony such that the expres-
sion of negative views, which could imply social disap-
proval, is discouraged. In contrast, expressing social
disapproval is not sanctioned in individualist cultures
(Cheng & Kwan, 2008). It was therefore predicted
that the relationships between attachment anxiety and
the dependant variables would appear stronger for peo-
ple in individualist cultures. An on-line questionnaire
survey was completed by distance-learning MBA stu-
dents (N=414) in current, full-time employment in
their home nations. Using the GLOBE framework, two
cultural clusters were constructed: Asian-Collectivist
(N=209) and Anglo-Individualist (N=205). For organ-
isational trust, both hypotheses were supported. No
direct relationship was found between attachment anx-
iety and turnover intentions. However, significant, and
opposite, effects of attachment anxiety on turnover in-
tentions were found between cultures. In collectivist
cultures, reported turnover intentions decreased as at-
tachment anxiety increased; in individualist cultures,
turnover intentions increased as attachment anxiety in-
creased. Together these findings are consistent with
the view that collectivism prohibits the expression of
social disapproval, or disloyalty to the group. Aware-
ness of these differences is important for managers of

culturally diverse workforces who wish to monitor em-
ployee attitudes: anxiously attached employees from
collectivist cultures may be suffering in silence’.

Symposium: Creating a decent workplace:
how can style differences play a role?

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.6 Madrid (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Cools, E., Vlerick Leuven Gent Management
School, Gent, Belgium

Abstract: A major challenge for work and organisa-
tional psychology research is to understand the impact
of individual and situational factors on organisations
and people in work settings (D’Amato & Zijlstra, 2008;
Miron, Erez, & Naveh, 2004). One individual charac-
teristic studied intensively in this context is intellec-
tual styles, which is an umbrella term used to refer
to related concepts such as ‘thinking styles’, ‘cognitive
styles’, ‘learning styles’, and ‘approaches to learning’
(Zhang & Sternberg, 2005, 2009). This symposium will
present a comprehensive overview of the field, by pro-
viding a historical review, theoretical and methodolog-
ical perspectives, a discussion of applications of styles
in the workplace, and a critical perspective. Specific in-
terests in style in the field of management and organisa-
tional behaviour grew rapidly during the 1980s (Hayes
& Allinson, 1994), as cognitive and learning styles were
increasingly seen as a critical intervening variable in
work performance. Streufert and Nogami (1989) sug-
gested that cognitive styles can play an important role
in clarifying why some people continually perform well
even when transferred between jobs or tasks, while oth-
ers (with equal intelligence, experience, and training)
perform well in one situation but fail when placed in an-
other setting. Styles continue to provide a much needed
interface between research on cognition and personal-
ity (Riding & Rayner, 1998; Sternberg & Grigorenko,
1997) and show a great deal of promise for the future in
helping us understand some of the variation in job per-
formance (Armstrong & Cools, 2009; Hayes & Allinson,
1994; Sadler-Smith, 1998). This symposium will there-
fore provide an overview of applications of style in the
workplace and suggest useful ways to further stimu-
late relevant future research. The first presentation
will provide a four-decade historical review, bringing
a summary of empirical insights about the impact of
cognitive styles on organisational behaviour and man-
agement. Next, three diverse empirical studies will be
presented, each focussing on a specific application of
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style differences in the workplace. The first one ad-
dresses the link between cognitive styles and attitudes
toward telework. The second study focuses on cogni-
tive styles and LMX as mediators in managerial tacit
knowledge transfer. The third study looks at ways to
increase our understanding about the quality of learn-
ing at the workplace through an investigation of how
future engineers engage in cognitive and regulative ac-
tivities during their internship in companies. To con-
clude the symposium, a conceptual model, will be pre-
sented as a way to advance applied style research. As
intellectual styles have important implications not only
for how individuals in organisations perceive and pro-
cess information, but also for how they solve problems,
take decisions, learn, and relate to others, insights from
this symposium can be highly valuable for contempo-
rary organisations that aim to create a decent work-
place.

Cognitive styles in the workplace: a four-
decade review

Cools, E., Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School,
Gent, Belgium

Abstract: The first contribution focuses on the implica-
tions of cognitive styles for organisations in general by
looking at strategic and human resource management
aspects, situated in the area of person-environment fit
research on the one hand, and entrepreneurship and
innovation on the other hand. Furthermore, it elabo-
rates on the influence of cognitive styles on people’s
day-to-day workplace behaviour. The link between
cognitive styles and task-oriented behaviour (i.e., deci-
sion making) and people-oriented behaviour (implying
teamwork and interpersonal relationships) is discussed.
Based on this historical review implications for research
and practice are discussed and four general recommen-
dations for future in the area are suggested: (1) in-
crease the number of qualitative and mixed-method
studies, (2) stimulate a longitudinal perspective to ex-
amine the malleability and impact of styles in occupa-
tional settings, (3) encourage a better contextualisa-
tion of style research through field research and inter-
national comparative studies, and (4) replicate and ex-
tend findings of previous research using different style
instruments. These recommendations can stimulate
further insights about the impact of the context on peo-
ple with diverse cognitive styles in diverse settings.

Attitudes to working from home and cogni-
tive style

Graff, M., University of Glamorgan, UK

Abstract: Currently, many organisations face economic
pressures requiring them to modify the way in which
they operate. One way to do so is implementing a sys-
tem of home working, easily facilitated by modern com-
munication technologies. However, while the financial
and environmental benefits are clear, the psychological
effects of home working are not fully understood. For
example, while home working offers greater autonomy,
employees may become confused about time manage-
ment issues, such as when not to be working at home.
Furthermore, employees need to self-reference against
others to attain the correct level of working. Conse-
quently, home workers may find such working condi-
tions stressful (Hopkinson & James, 2003), and when
problems arise, the social isolation may become a prob-
lem. In addition, there is evidence that cognitive styles
become manifest via an individual’s social behaviour,
in that some individuals display more autonomous be-
haviour patterns, while others need to function in an
environment which is more socially driven (Graff, Shee-
han, Copner, & Clark, 2009). Accordingly, it is sug-
gested that individual differences in cognitive style may
be a pertinent factor to consider when striving towards
a better insight about which individuals may operate
more favourably under a home working regime.This
preliminary study (N = 176) found that many respon-
dents reported that they preferred to work from home
when taking on tasks requiring time and space without
interruption. However, they also reported that social
interaction at work was a salient and necessary part
of their working environment, and that it is an impor-
tant part of their lives. From a psychological perspec-
tive, cognitive style differences and how they impact a
person’s attitude to work from home were also inves-
tigated. The study revealed that intuitive subjects re-
vealed less favourable attitudes to working from home
than the analytic ones. Organisations can use these
findings to design effective working environments that
satisfy the needs of people with diverse attitudes to
home working and taking into account cognitive style
differences.

Managerial tacit knowledge transfer and
the mediating role of leader member ex-
change ( LMX ) and cognitive style

Abdul Hamid, Z., Hull University Business School,
UK ; Armstrong, S.J., Hull University Business School,
Hull, UK

Abstract: The ability of an organisation to create and
share knowledge is one of the key sources of competitive
advantage for many of today’s organisations (Argote,
2000; Dyer & Singh, 1998). New knowledge is created
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through interactions between explicit and tacit knowl-
edge (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Drawing on Polanyi’s
(1966) distinction between explicit and tacit knowl-
edge, it is clear that the former can be transferred with
relative ease, especially using recent advances in in-
formation technology. Sharing tacit knowledge on the
other hand requires a relationship that involves dense,
long-term social interactions (Dyer & Singh, 1996; Lei,
1997). Significant difficulties are known to be associ-
ated with this type of knowledge transfer (Brown &
Duguid, 2001). This has often been referred to as ‘in-
ternal stickiness’ (Szulanski, 1996) and is believed to
be due to several factors. This study examines diffi-
culties associated with the transfer of managerial tacit
knowledge in dyadic relationships involving senior and
middle level managers in the Malaysian public sector.
After examining previous literature in the field it is
hypothesised that the stickiness of knowledge transfer
may be associated with the quality of leader-member
exchange relationships, especially between leaders and
their ‘in-group’ versus ‘out-group’ members. For exam-
ple, in-group relationships are associated with higher
levels of trust, respect and obligation compared with
out-group relations. This is expected to lead to higher
quality exchanges and concomitant improvements in
the transfer of managerial tacit knowledge. Another
construct known to be associated with the quality
of dyadic relationships is cognitive style (Armstrong,
1999). Cognitive style refers to individual differences
in ways of perceiving, organising and processing infor-
mation and differences in ways in which individuals
solve problems, take decisions and relate to others. It
is hypothesised that individual differences and similar-
ities in cognitive style will also mediate the transfer of
tacit knowledge between leader and subordinate. The
research employed a quantitative approach using sur-
vey methods. Instruments used in the study included
a measure of knowledge transfer stickiness (Szulanski,
1996), Leader Member Exchange (LMX7) (Graen &
Uhl-Bien, 1995), Tacit Knowledge Inventory for Man-
agers (TKIM) (Wagner & Sternberg, 1989), and the
Cognitive Style Index (CSI) (Allinson & Hayes, 1996).
The survey was administered to 1500 managers in the
Malaysian Public Sector and 522 completed surveys
were returned representing a response rate of 34.8%.
Results from a final sample size of 402 dyadic relation-
ship comprising senior managers and their immediate
subordinates will be reported in this seminar. It is
expected that this study will bring new insights to the
domain of tacit knowledge transfer, leadership and cog-
nitive style.

Individual differences in learning during in-
ternship in engineering education

Donche, V., Institute of Education and Information
Sciences, University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium;
Gijbels, D., Institute of Education and Information
Sciences, University of Antwerp, Belgium; Bossche, P.
van den, Institute of Education and Information Sci-
ences, University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium; Ver-
beke, H., Institute of Education and Information Sci-
ences, University of Antwerp, Belgium; Petegem, P.
van, Institute of Education and Information Sciences,
University of Antwerp, Belgium

Abstract: In many professional fields, internships are
provided as an indispensable part of the education to-
wards professional competence. It is suggested that
the confrontation with the workplace triggers learn-
ing. To increase our understanding of the quality of
learning at the workplace we investigated how future
engineers differ in their engagement in cognitive and
regulative activities during their internship in compa-
nies. Using the framework of dynamic sources of reg-
ulation of student learning during internship (Ooster-
heert & Vermunt, 2001) we aim to broaden current
understandings about the quality of self-regulation and
knowledge construction in workplace learning contexts.
In an exploratory study we questioned how individ-
ual differences in learning are present among engineer-
ing students (N = 66) taking part at a long term in-
ternship during engineering education. Hereto, a se-
lection of scales of the ILTP-questionnaire (Ooster-
heert, Vermunt, & Denessen, 2002) used to map dif-
ferences in student teacher learning during internships
was translated to the specific context of learning dur-
ing engineering internships. The results of this study
indicated a considerable variety in how students reg-
ulate their learning and how they construct knowl-
edge during internships. Five different dimensions of
knowledge construction (KC) were distinguished: (1)
KC through external regulation; (2) KC through self-
regulation, (3) KC by actively relating theory to prac-
tice, (4) KC in close collaboration with co-workers,
and (5) no knowledge construction or avoidance be-
haviour. The ways in which engineering students learn
were also found to be associated with their motiva-
tional drive. Especially mastery oriented students un-
dertake active and self-regulatory learning activities
when learning at the workplace and they learn in close
interaction with colleagues, which is in line with the
research body on students’ approaches to learning and
achievement goal theory. This study demonstrates
the multi-dimensionality of regulation behaviour and
knowledge construction during internships at the work-
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place. The practical relevance of this study can be
situated on different levels. First of all, the study pro-
vides further evidence for a valid, reliable, and conve-
nient questionnaire to map different cognitive and reg-
ulative activities among learners during internships at
the workplace. Second, the results point at the impor-
tance of taking individual differences in learning into
account when (re-)constructing decent workplaces for
learning.

Advancing applied style research: integrat-
ing knowledge production, understanding and
impact in human resource development?

Rayner, S., Oxford Brookes University, UK

Abstract: The concluding presentation of the sympo-
sium brings a critical review of contemporary research
and a case for developing theory and practice associ-
ated with style differences in cognition, learning, and
management. It draws upon the fields of individual
differences and cognitive psychology, knowledge man-
agement, and a philosophy of social science research
to develop a conceptual framework for advancing ap-
plied research relevant to understanding the nature of
personal performance in organisational and workplace
settings. It identifies the need for a deliberate approach
to theory building allied to extending working practices
in human resource development. The approach, utilis-
ing theories of situated and distributed cognition and
the framework of a pragmatic research methodology,
is aimed at better understanding the nature of profes-
sional and organisational learning, knowledge manage-
ment, and work-place diversity. A need for paradigm
shift in both style and human research development
(HRD) research epistemology is identified as a key
aspect to advancing applied research. A conceptual
framework is offered as a tool for deepening our under-
standing, and realising a further integration and ap-
plication of theories of knowledge management, ethics,
educational and organisational psychology. The frame-
work reflects a pragmatic research methodology for use
in style differences research and human resource devel-
opment. It is argued that if this approach is adopted,
impact rests in an integrative method for further en-
hancing professional learning, domain knowledge, and
the notion of the thinking practitioner. This potential
for impact, finally, lies in advancing style research as
a leading contribution to an inclusive management of
personal diversity in the workforce.

Symposium: PE-Fit Symposium, part I-PE
Fit and Misfit: Exploring different
perspectives and assumptions

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.7 Lisbon (8:30-9:45)

Chairs: Inceoglu, I., SHL Group Ltd, Thames Ditton,
UK ; Segers, J.M.J., University of Antwerp, Antwerp,
Belgium; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soester-
berg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Together with the person-environment fit
symposium part II (‘Different measures, different out-
comes: Assessing person-environment interactions and
the consequences of fit’), this symposium provides an
overview of diverse perspectives and issues in PE fit
research. Adopting different operationalisations of fit,
the objective is to explore and question some funda-
mental assumptions about fit and misfit: How can
different response conditions influence people’s percep-
tions of fit when they are in a job? Does personality-
vocation fit vary across different cultures? Are fit and
misfit distinct constructs and do we need to redefine
what we mean by misfit? The first paper by Inceoglu
and Warr investigates whether using two different re-
sponse formats to measure person-job fit influences re-
lationships between fit, job satisfaction and engage-
ment. Results indicate that a direct comparison be-
tween wanted and perceived amounts of a job feature
might lead to a stronger focus on perceived fit and
the deviations from the desired ideal, rather than the
constructs separately (wanted and perceived amount).
The second paper by Boone, Segers and Inceoglu takes
a closer look at vocational fit by testing the proposi-
tion that the strength of person-vocation fit is mod-
erated by individualism versus collectivism of national
cultures. The third paper by Billsberry argues that ‘fit’
is a value-loaded term, implying positive outcomes such
as satisfaction and commitment, and that this perspec-
tive should be extended by trying to better understand
‘misfit’ and defining it in terms of a psychopathology.
Talbot and Billsberry explore individual perceptions of
organizational fit and misfit in a qualitative study and
show that from an employee perspective fit and misfit
are not bipolar constructs. Implications of the findings
are discussed for future research and practical applica-
tions.Key words: PE fit, Values
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Measuring person-job fit with two different
response formats in relation to job satisfac-
tion and engagement

Inceoglu, I., SHL Group Ltd, Thames Ditton, UK ;
Warr, P., Institute of Work Psychology, University of
Sheffield ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soester-
berg, The Netherlands

Abstract: As Edwards, Cable, Williamson, Lambert
and Shipp (2006) observe, more research is needed
to better understand how perceptions of people about
themselves and their environment flow into combined
perceptions of PE-fit. This paper investigates whether
using two different response formats to measure person-
job fit influences relationships between fit and two
forms of well-being: job satisfaction and engagement.
Two studies (N1=1038, N2=840) were conducted in
which respondents reported how much of a job feature
they would like in their ideal job (wanted job feature),
and using the same item content, how much of each
feature was present in their current job (the perceived
level of an actual job feature). In study 1, correspond-
ing wanted and actual job feature items were paired.
In study 2, respondents were first presented with all
wanted job feature items and then with all actual job
feature items (unpaired comparison). Respondents also
indicated how engaged they felt and satisfied with their
job. To examine relationships with fit a range of multi-
ple hierarchical regression analyses were applied includ-
ing quadratic polynomial regression (Edwards, 2007).
Results showed that when presented with paired items,
respondents were more likely to want more of a feature
than present. Although the pattern of results showed
some overlap across the two response conditions, some
differences were found, indicating that a direct com-
parison between wanted and perceived amounts of a
job feature might lead to a stronger focus on perceived
fit and the deviations from the desired ideal, rather
than on the constructs separately (wanted and per-
ceived amount).

Person-vocation fit: the moderating role of
national culture.

Boone, Ch., University of Antwerp, Antwerpen, Bel-
gium; Segers, J.M.J., University of Antwerp, Antwerp,
Belgium; Inceoglu, I., SHL Group Ltd, Thames Ditton,
UK ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg,
The Netherlands

Abstract: The aim of this research is to test the propo-
sition that the strength of the person-vocation fit re-
lationship is moderated by individualism versus collec-
tivism of national cultures. Holland (1997) predicted,

and much evidence has corroborated, that individuals
will search for and enter work environments that fit
their personality. As Nauta ‘s (2010) review reports:
“there is strong evidence that congruence predicts in-
dividuals’ choices of . . . and persistence or stability
in . . . occupations. In addition, people who change
jobs frequently shift to ones that are more congru-
ent with their personalities.” (p.15). In the cultural
psychology literature, however, evidence is accumulat-
ing suggesting that personality traits have less utility
for predicting individual behavior in collectivistic cul-
tures (see Heine and Buchtel for a summary, 2009). In
individualistic cultures, people are mainly concerned
with self-enhancement which contributes to self-esteem
and feelings of self-worth. There is a strong focus
on personal development and the achievement of pos-
itive outcomes, which are generally attributed to the
fixed abilities of a context independent personality. In
collectivistic cultures people define themselves in rela-
tionship to others. They have an interdependent self-
concept, implying that their “true self” is a context-
sensitive self depending on the specific relationship at
hand and the social roles that people play. As a re-
sult, there is not necessarily a consistent view of the
self in such cultures.Given these, fundamental differ-
ences with regard to the self, we expect that “fixed”
Big Five personality traits will be more important in
driving vocational choices (RIASEC) in individualis-
tic cultures compared to collectivistic cultures. The
preliminary analysis on a sample of 23,725 individuals
from 16 countries (e.g. United States, Canada, Nether-
lands, Spain, India, China,. . . ) confirm the hypothesis.
Theoretical and practical implications of these findings
will be discussed.

Refocusing organizational fit research on
misfit

Billsberry, J., Coventry University, Coventry, UK ;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: ‘Fit’ is a positively loaded word and it is
viewed by most as a positive quality that is positively
related to satisfaction, commitment, tenure and orga-
nizational citizenship behaviours (Kristof-Brown, Zim-
merman & Johnson, 2005). Most employees have some
degree of fit and most organizational fit studies have, in
some form, focused on their level of ‘fit’. Hence, these
are positive psychology studies differentiating between
people on the amount of fit that they have to their
employer. In effect, these studies focus on how ‘psy-
chologically well’ employees are in terms of their rela-
tionship with employer.This paper extends this line of
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thinking. Viewing ‘fit’ as ‘wellness’ changes the focus of
attention. Whilst it is interesting to look at differences
in wellness, it is important to look at the associated ill-
ness. Wellness is a state of satisfaction in which people
are content. Illness, on the other hand, is a state of
pain, infirmity, incapacity, disability and unpleasant-
ness. Trying to improve people’s wellness is admirable,
but the pressing concern must be to prevent, reduce
or eliminate the illness. People can thrive in condi-
tions of wellness, but they suffer in conditions of illness.
Adopting a definition of misfit as a psychopathology
opens up a completely new research agenda. There is
a need to identify the symptoms of misfit. Perhaps
the most important research agenda is to discover the
causes and epidemiology of misfit. Another interesting
avenue of research that this line of thought conjures
is the search for preventive actions. Finally, the psy-
chopathological approach draws attention to cures. At
present, the literature has a fatalistic attitude towards
misfits; they will leave (Schneider, 1987). The medical
analogy prompts us to look for alternative cures and
remedies. This paper discusses these issues.

An exploratory study into the similarities
and differences between organizational fit
and misfit

Talbot, D.L., Coventry University, Coventry, UK ;
Billsberry, J., Coventry University, Coventry, UK ;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: This paper reports the findings of a study
into the nature of fit and misfit as experienced by in-
dividual employees. In particular, attention is focused
on how misfit differs from fit as a psychological con-
struct. What makes some people feel that they fit
in at work whilst others feel they misfit? Their pa-
per outlines a study exploring individuals’ perceptions
of fit and misfit at work.In the person-organization
and person-environment fit literatures, fit and misfit
tend to be shown as two ends of a spectrum, with
an underlying assumption being that the two states
are polar opposites. While this seems intuitively logi-
cal, there has been no empirical test of this core as-
sumption in the literature. This paper describes a
qualitative study that used causal mapping to iden-
tify the factors affecting employees’ misfit perceptions
at work, contrasting these with perceptions of fit. The
results show that while fit and misfit share many char-
acteristics, there are also some differences. Both fit
and misfit appear to be ‘caused’ by similar dimen-
sions of fit (e.g. person-organization (PO), person-
job (PJ), person-supervisor (PS)) and that person-

vocation (PV) and person-individual (PI) forms of fit
are relatively insignificant. Another shared feature of
the two constructs, fit and misfit, is that they are both
broader than previously thought with non-work issues
such as community ties and family links influencing
perceptions of fit and misfit. The differences include
the different ways that ‘fits’ and ‘misfits’ talk about
organizational fit. Fits describe values, missions and
other high-minded virtues, whereas misfits talk about
what the organization is ‘doing’ to them. The results
also show that both fit and misfit are psychological
rather than demographic constructs and that people
experiencing misfit see it as a negative and undesirable
state.

Presentations: Workplace Interventions
and Health Promotion Programs

Main topic area: Health and Interventions

Location: 0.8 Rome (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Day, A., Saint Mary’s University, Halifax,
Canada

Evaluation of an Organizational Health De-
velopment (OHD) Project

Jenny, G.J., UZH/ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland ;
Füllemann, D., UZH/ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzer-
land ; Müller, F., UZH/ETHZürich, Zürich, Switzer-
land ; Inauen, A, UZH/ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzer-
land ; Bauer, G.F., UZH/ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzer-
land

Abstract: Objectives The project SWiNG’ was initi-
ated by Health Promotion Switzerland and the Swiss
Insurance Association (SVV), to assess the effective-
ness and financial benefits of workplace health pro-
motion, with particular emphasis on reducing stress
levels in organizations. From 2008 to 2010, an in-
tervention program is implemented and evaluated in
8 pilot companies with a total of 5’000 employees.
The impact evaluation assesses the project’s effective-
ness regarding job demands and resources as well as
health status and well-being. Methods The inter-
vention’s common project architecture consists of em-
ployee surveys, stress management courses, leadership
trainings and health circles. Impact evaluation builds
on longitudinal survey data and qualitative data from
interviews, group discussions and field observations.
To structure the great amount of data generated in
these nine intervention processes led by three consul-
tancy agencies, the evaluation grounds its work on an
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OHD model, which incorporates a business manage-
ment model and the generic Job-Demands-Resources
model. Results The experiences and findings from
SWiNG advance the field of organizational health de-
velopment (OHD): Under the roof of a common inter-
vention project architecture innumerous interactions
between consultants and a multiple of company mem-
bers have taken place. These interactions gradually
shaped the companies’ mind maps for OHD and led
to adaptive, company and unit specific development
processes. OHD can learn from this self-organization
between consultants and clients for future interven-
tions in the field. To assess the impact of the inter-
vention, quantitative data is structured according to
the OHD model and analyzed with structural equa-
tion and multi-level-modeling techniques, taking into
account and controlling for company specific baseline
configurations of job demands and resources. Prac-
tical Relevance SWiNG demonstrates how an initial
intervention project architecture is transformed into
company-specific, adaptive development processes in a
self-organized way. This reflects the reality of all in-
terventions in real life, i.e. in organizations as complex
social systems. Thus, for evaluation research, we learn
how these adaptive processes can be structured and as-
sessed with an OHD model, producing valid and gen-
eralizable evidence on the effectiveness of interventions
implemented under real-life conditions, taking into ac-
count the complexity of social systems such as business
companies.

Enhancing work career management in chang-
ing organizations: Towards Successful Se-
niority -group method

Toppinen-Tanner, S., Finnish Institute of Occupational
Health, Helsinki, Finland ; Vuori, J., Finnish Institute
of Occupational Health, Helsinki, Finland ; Mutanen,
P., Finnish Institute of Occupational Health, Helsinki,
Finland ; Larvi, T., Finnish Institute of Occupational
Health, Helsinki, Finland

Abstract: Background Changes in working life chal-
lenge the well-being and coping of individuals. The
question is how to maintain motivation or reorient
one’s aspirations during career transitions without los-
ing one’s sense of control and work ability? Collabora-
tion between OHS and HR for promotion of sustainable
work career are needed because career transitions often
relate to both learning and health. Previous research
shows that preparedness for work transitions can be
strengthened with group interventions, and this also
affects future well-being positively. Aim The aim of
the study was to investigate the longitudinal effects of

the ’Towards Successful Seniority’ -program on men-
tal health and career outcomes. Methods Altogether
17 organizations piloted the program, and participated
in the evaluation study and in developing the method.
The study was a randomized controlled field study with
718 participants. They responded to a baseline ques-
tionnaire before the experiment, and were randomized
to experimental and control groups. Participants also
completed 3 follow-up surveys during 1.5 year of follow-
up. The experimental group participated in the pro-
gram lasting 20 hours during one week, and the con-
trol group received literature on the topic. The pro-
gram consisted of group activities focusing on enhanc-
ing career management self-efficacies and inoculation
against setbacks. Results The results of the immedi-
ate effects of the intervention showed that prepared-
ness for work career management, and number of work-
related goals had increased in the experimental group.
In a 7 month follow-up intervention decreased depres-
sive symptoms and thoughts of early retirement, and
increased psychological resources. These effects were
most pronounced among those with elevated symptoms
of depression and burnout at baseline. The results also
showed that thoughts of early retirement were reduced
especially if one’s job was considered insecure. Finally,
younger participants within the groups seemed to ben-
efit most from the intervention. In a 1.5 year follow-up
the effects of the intervention on depressive symptoms
prevailed. Conclusions The results of this study show
that preparedness for work career management can be
strengthened and this will positively affect future well-
being. Collaboration between OHS and HR can be
recommended on actions aimed at early prevention of
problems related to career transitions.

How Effective is an Intervention to Change
Multiple Health Behaviors Provided at the
Workplace?

Lippke, S., Universiteit Maastricht, Maastricht,
The Netherlands; Fleig, L., Freie Universität
Berlin, Berlin, Germany ; Wiedemann, A., Charité-
Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Berlin, Germany ; Reuter,
T, Universität Konstanz, Konstanz, Germany ;
Schwarzer, R., Freie Universität Berlin, Berlin,
Germany

Abstract: Objective: Employees with multiple be-
havioral risk factors have a higher risk for decreased
work efficiency, illness days and health care costs com-
pared to people with single or no behavioral risk fac-
tors. Understanding multiple health behavior change
and its mechanisms is imperative. The key behav-
iors are physical activity and nutrition. Both con-
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sist of different sub-facets. Physical activity can com-
prise ’leisure-time-exercise’ (LTE), ’physical-activity-
while-doing-house-duties’ and ’active-commuting.’ Nu-
trition recommendations typically include ’fruit-and-
vegetable-consumption’ (FVC), a ’low-fat-diet,’ and
’high-fiber-intake’ (HFI). Oftentimes in interventions
only selected facets can be targeted due to time con-
straints. Thus, the question arises whether behav-
ioral facets that were directly addressed in interven-
tions may affect other facets and other behaviors. The
study’s theoretical backdrops were transfer and stage
theories, which may guide stage-matched interventions.
Methods: A RCT was performed with pre- and post-
measures (4 weeks apart). 383 employees were ran-
domly assigned to: (1) a stage-matched intervention
(SMI) promoting LTE and FVC, or (2) a standard care
intervention (SCI) with feedback on body-mass-index
and a quiz on healthy nutrition covering FVC and HFI.
Intervention effects on stage transitions and behavior
change were analyzed with ANOVAs. Results: Only
the SMI proved to be effective in terms of facilitating
stage transitions in LTE and FVC (p<.01). However,
if only behavior is regarded, the SMI was more effec-
tive than the SCI in term of LTE (p<.01) but not FVC
(p=.53). Further, the SCI was more effective than the
SMI in increasing HFI (p<.05). No differences in the
other behavior facets (see above) transpired (p’s>.26).
Conclusions: Generally, success of stage-matched inter-
ventions needs to be evaluated in terms of stage pro-
gression. This study showed that both targeted be-
haviors were successfully changed. As the SCI also in-
cluded information about FVC and HFI, both groups
changed their FVC but SCI outperformed SMI in terms
of HFI (which was not addressed in SMI). Transfer ef-
fects were not found in terms of facilitating changes in
behavior facets that were not directly addressed. Thus,
when aiming to change multiple facets of a behavior,
probably all facets need to be targeted. Future research
should investigate how this can be done successfully.

En-ABLE’ing Employees: The development
and validation of the Achieving Balance in
Life & Employment Program

Day, A., Saint Mary’s University, Halifax, Canada;
Francis, L., Saint Mary’s University, Halifax, NS,
Canada; Stevens, S., Saint Mary’s University, Halifax,
NS, Canada; McGrath, P., IWK Health Research Cen-
tre, Halifax, Canada; Hurrell, J., Saint Mary’s Uni-
versity, Halifax, Canada; Morgan, A., Saint Mary’s
University, Halifax, Canada

Abstract: Despite the fact that we know a lot about
the antecedents and outcomes of conflict and stress

(see Higgins & Duxbury, 2004; and Sonnentag & Frese,
2003 for overviews), more research is needed to iden-
tify and evaluate the individual and organizational in-
terventions that can be used to reduce stress and con-
flict. Furthermore, in addition to simply increasing the
amount of intervention-based research overall, we must
study the efficacy of countervailing organizational in-
terventions, which are ’focused on increasing the pos-
itive experience of work rather than decreasing the
negative aspects’ (Kelloway et al., 2008). That is, an
organization can’t thrive simply by removing what is
wrong; It also needs to look at improving positive work-
place characteristics. Therefore, we conducted a longi-
tudinal intervention study with 119 employees from 15
organizations throughout Nova Scotia, Canada. They
participated in one of two 12-week phone-based coach-
ing sessions of the ABLE Program (Achieving Bal-
ance in Life and Employment), using a wait-list con-
trol design. ABLE is designed to set goals, increase
resources, and identify barriers to goal achievement.
Participants completed measures of job demands, re-
sources, and outcomes (e.g., burnout; well-being) three
times throughout the study. Using repeated measures
ANOVAs, we found that, in general, compared to the
control group, employee functioning for the interven-
tion group significantly increased during the interven-
tion: This effect was found for employees in both ses-
sions, although some of the specific outcomes differed
for the two groups (e.g., session 1 participants ex-
perienced increased engagement, job satisfaction, and
decreased strain; session 2 participants experienced
increased engagement, satisfaction, and reported de-
creased cynicism, exhaustion, and strain). Moreover,
paired sample t-test indicated that intervention partic-
ipants experienced decreased work-life conflict during
the second session. During the first session, partici-
pants maintained their level of absenteeism, whereas
the control group reported significantly more absen-
teeism. The ABLE program results are promising, in
that they demonstrated positive effects on several em-
ployee outcomes. Therefore, the ABLE program may
provide a method for organizations to help employ-
ees improve work-life balance and effectively manage
stress.

Symposium: on Job Insecurity, part 1:
Antecedents, contextual moderators and
Explanations

Main topic area: Changing Employment Relations

Location: 0.9 Athens (8:30-9:45)
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Chairs: Witte, H. de, WOPP-Katholieke Universiteit
Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; Cuyper, N.E. de, WOPP-
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Abstract: The increase of the global recession did firmly
put job insecurity research on the academic research
agenda. Research thus far has documented the detri-
mental effects of job insecurity for individuals fairly
well. Many research issues still remain unanswered,
however. In this symposium, some of these aspects
will be discussed. First, two new studies will be pre-
sented on possible antecedents of job insecurity: un-
deremployment (Peiro et al.) and personality versus
organisational characteristics (König et al.). The next
two studies focus on contextual factors that might af-
fect the relationship of job insecurity with outcome
variables (such as strain and job satisfaction). Otto
and Kottwitz analyse the combination of job insecu-
rity and regional unemployment, whereas Debus et al.
compare no less than 24 countries and their association
with job satisfaction and commitment. Vander Elst et
al. finally focus on the explanatory power of perceived
control in a longitudinal study. The scope of this sym-
posium is fairly wide. Data from Spain, Switzerland,
Germany and Belgium are used, together with a large
scale database of 24 countries. A variety of methods is
used, with a strong emphasis on multi-level analysis.

Underemployment and job insecurity in Span-
ish youngest employees

Peiró, J.M., University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain;
Sora, B., Open University of Catalonia, Spain; Ca-
baller, A., University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain

Abstract: Determinants of job insecurity have not been
studied that often. The existing literature however
points out that the perception of job insecurity can
vary depending on contextual and individual factors
(Mauno & Kinnunen, 2002). One potential factor that
has not been studied up to date is underemployment,
referring to a lower quality of employment relative to
some standard of comparison (Feldman, 1996). We fo-
cused on two types: underemployment in skills (over
qualification) and underemployment in time (i.e. in-
voluntary part-time work, temporary work and contin-
gent work). Underemployment in skills or over qual-
ification is associated to more negative job attitudes,
boredom, lower performance and higher intention to
leave organization. On the other hand, employees who
experience underemployment in time are considered as
non-core personnel. Hence, we suggest that both kinds
of underemployment could be associated with job in-
security. The study sample was composed by 1513

Spanish youngest employees. Results showed a posi-
tive and significant relationship between underemploy-
ment in skills and job insecurity: the higher qualified
employees are, the higher job insecurity is perceived.
Likewise, underemployment in time (temporary em-
ployment) was significantly and negatively related to
job insecurity. Permanent employees reported lower
levels of job insecurity compared to temporary employ-
ees. In conclusion, underemployed employees perceive
more job insecurity.

The building blocks of job insecurity percep-
tions

König, C.J., Universität Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland ;
Debus, M., Universität des Saarlandes, Saarbrücken,
Germany,; Kleinmann, M., Universität Zürich, Zürich,
Switzerland

Abstract: This study aims at disentangling job in-
security variance into parts stemming from between-
company and between-person differences. On the one
hand, there is the premise that a people feel job inse-
cure because their company performs ineffectively. If
their performance is ineffective, many companies chose
for organizational downsizing. On the other hand, the-
ories of stressor perception suggest that the percep-
tion of job insecurity will also be affected by subjective
factors that influence the way a person perceives the
world. For the perception of job insecurity, we hypoth-
esize that the three personality characteristics negative
affectivity (NA), positive affectivity (PA) and locus of
control (LOC) have a significant impact. We tested
our assumptions with data of 640 employees nested
within 50 companies. Multilevel analyses revealed sig-
nificant effects of company performance, NA, PA and
LOC in the hypothesized directions. Moreover, the
results show that approximately 13% of the variance
in job insecurity ratings was due to between-company
differences, while the majority of variance, 87%, was
explained by between-person differences. Hence, al-
though company performance significantly predicted
job insecurity perceptions, the majority of variance is
due to between-person differences. The findings raise
the question of what we actually measure by job insecu-
rity perceptions. Practically, reducing objective factors
fostering job insecurity might not be the ultimate rem-
edy. In fact, managers might be aware of boundary
conditions, such as personality, that they can barely
change.
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Consequences of Qualitative Job Insecurity
for Different Levels of Uncertainty: A
Multi-Group Comparison

Otto, K., University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany ;
Kottwitz, M., University of Bern, Bern, Switzerland

Abstract: In this study, we explore if different relation-
ships between qualitative job insecurity (worsening of
central job features), aspects of employability (work
values, occupational and geographic concessions) and
strain at work depending on uncertainty level occur.
Using a multi-group comparison approach we contrast
four groups classified by two dichotomized variables,
namely regional unemployment rate (societal level) and
quantitative job insecurity (individual level), leading
to four groups: (a) working in a secure job and hav-
ing a secure surrounding indicates the best option for
employees (low/low; n=55). (b) an uncertain environ-
ment combined with a secure job (high/low; n=56).
(c) A secure environment whereas one feels insecure
forms a worse option. Taking an action-oriented cop-
ing approach, however, this could also mean that it
might be easy to get a new job on the short term
(low/high; n=55). (d) A fit of high uncertainty across
both the individual and the societal level indicates bad
chances to stay employed and to get re-employed (high-
/high; n=64). We found that for those in secure em-
ployment (low/low; high/low) qualitative job insecu-
rity was more closely linked to strain at work than for
those being insecure employed (high/low; high/high).
Moreover, our findings revealed that only for those in
the worst employment situation (high/high) substan-
tial relationships between all facets of qualitative job
insecurity with aspects of employability could be iden-
tified. Overall, our findings indicate that qualitative
job insecurity is also of practical relevance for HRM.
When quantitative job insecurity is low, for example,
employers should provide trust in employees that there
is also no risk of a worsening in job features in order
to prevent work-related health complaints.

Catch Me if I Fall! Country-Level Resources
in the Job Insecurity-Job Attitudes Link

Debus, M., Universität des Saarlandes, Saarbrücken,
Germany ; König, C.J., Universität Zürich, Zürich,
Switzerland ; Kleinmann, M., Universität Zürich,
Zürich, Switzerland

Abstract: The current study investigates whether coun-
try and culture-level characteristics can mitigate the
negative relationship between job insecurity and the
two job attitudes job satisfaction and organizational
commitment. We build upon Hobfoll’s Conservation

of Resources (1989, COR) framework and hypothe-
size that in the context of job insecurity (i.e., a threat
to the resource of employment) the cultural value of
uncertainty avoidance and a country’s social safety
net buffer the negative job insecurity-job attitudes re-
lationship. Uncertainty avoidance is a country’s re-
liance on norms and regulations to eliminate unpre-
dictable events, whereas the social safety net is defined
as governmental social protection programs. Above
this, we hypothesize a mediated-moderation process,
as we assume that the social safety net is the concrete
behavioural manifestation of a country’s uncertainty
avoidance. The hypotheses are tested in a sample of
15200 employees from 24 countries by applying mul-
tilevel modelling. The results confirm our hypothesis
that both uncertainty avoidance and the social safety
net act as cross-level buffer variables. Above this, the
data confirm the assumed mediated-moderation; the
moderating effect of uncertainty avoidance is accounted
for and explained by the moderating effect of a coun-
try’s social safety net. Our study shows that country
characteristics are worthwhile to take into account in
job insecurity research and thereby extends Hobfoll’s
COR framework to the country-level. Practically, our
study highlights the importance of governmental regu-
lation when it comes to individual stress processes.

Explaining the negative relationship between
job insecurity and job satisfaction by per-
ceived control: A longitudinal test

Tinne Vander Elst, WOPP-Katholieke Universiteit
Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; Cuyper, N.E. de, WOPP-
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium;
Witte, H. de, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven,
Belgium

Abstract: Scholars see the lack of perceived control
associated with job insecurity as an important expla-
nation for the job insecurity-job satisfaction relation-
ship. However, few studies have probed this explana-
tion. We investigate the mediating role of perceived
control, which is defined as an employee’s situational
appraisal of his or her ability to control the insecure
job situation. We test the hypothesis that perceived
control accounts for the negative relationship between
job insecurity and job satisfaction using two-wave lon-
gitudinal data with a time lag of one year. The study
was based on 2008 and 2009 data of 125 employees
from different organizations and sectors. The hypoth-
esis was tested using Structural Equation Modelling,
in which several models were compared: (1) the base
line model that includes paths to test the stability over
time and synchronous (i.e., within-wave) relationships,
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(2) a model in which we included cross-lagged effects
of job insecurity on perceived control and of perceived
control on job satisfaction, and (3) a model in which
we added the direct cross-lagged link between job inse-
curity and job satisfaction. Preliminary results showed
that the relationship between job insecurity at time 1
and job satisfaction at time 2 was totally explained
by perceived control at time 1. We conclude that the
aversive consequences of job insecurity for employees’
job satisfaction one year later can be explained by em-
ployees’ appraisal of the insecure situation as uncon-
trollable.

Presentations: Research and Methodology:
Cross Cultural Approaches

Main topic area: Research and Methodology

Location: 2.1 Colorado (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Bartram, D., SHL Group Ltd, Thames Ditton,
UK

Personalistic Attribution Scale: Develop-
ment and exploration of a measure to test
the role of attributions in workplace incivil-
ity

Aujla, S., University of Guelph, Brampton, Canada;
Hausdorf, P., University of Guelph, Guelph, ON,
Canada

Abstract: Workplace incivility represents intentionally
ambiguous low-intensity deviant behaviours that vio-
late social norms in organizations. Workplace incivility
is a pervasive organizational problem that is fostered by
the attributions made by employees experiencing it. A
personalistic attribution scale was developed to assess
the role of attributions in perceiving experiences of in-
civility and choosing to respond with reactive incivility
towards the initiator of incivility. Using an online sur-
vey for a sample of 327 individuals from diverse occupa-
tions and organizations, high internal consistency was
obtained for the scale (Cronbach’s alpha = .89). Con-
vergent validity was determined based on the moderate
strength, positive correlation between the personalis-
tic attribution scale and Direct Personalization scale
(r = .39, p < .001). An exploratory factor analysis
revealed a one-factor model for the personalistic attri-
bution scale. Hierarchical regression analyses indicated
that individuals with higher personalistic attributions
perceived a greater amount of experienced incivility,
which partially mediated the relation between person-
alistic attributions and one’s likelihood to respond with

reactive Incivility. The results indicated a significant
role of attributions in manifestation of workplace inci-
vility. This measure can be utilized by organizations in
creating effective interventions to educate and inform
their employees about the role of the attributions they
make in their perceptions of incivility and their choices
to respond with incivility.

‘Personality profiles’ of 31 countries and
country-level performance metrics

Bartram, D., SHL Group Ltd, Thames Ditton, UK

Abstract: Big Five personality factor scale scores for
over one million people are reviewed in terms of dif-
ferences between 31 countries involving over 20 differ-
ent languages. The data were obtained from OPQ32i
scales scores from adults in the working population.
Strong relationships are found between country av-
erage scale scores and country SDs on the one hand
and two of Hofstede’s dimensions on the other (Power-
Distance and Individualism). Further analyses are re-
ported in which Big Five country averages and SDs are
examined in relation to national performance indica-
tors. These include the Corruption Perceptions Index,
the UNDP Human Development Index (including life
expectancy, quality of education provision and gross
domestic product per capita) and the World Economic
Forum’s Global Competitiveness Index (GCI). The lat-
ter is based on a wide range of survey metrics. Sur-
prisingly high levels of correlation are found between
aspects of personality, aggregated to the country level,
and measure of national performance. Country means
on Emotional Stability, Extraversion and Agreeable-
ness, for example, all correlate highly with the GCI.
The same pattern of results is found for country SDs
on the same scales, showing that high variability within
countries as well as high means are important for these
performance metrics. Prediction of GCI scores from
Hofstede’s dimensions produces an R of 0.661. With
the addition of Big Five country means as predictors
this rises to R=0.884, and with both means and SDs
taken into account to R=0.914, explaining over 80%
of the variance between countries in their competitive-
ness. The implications of these results for change and
development will be discussed.

Adaptive testing in Europe, India and China

Leest, P.F. van, CEBIR, Kortenberg, Belgium;
Maetens, K., Cebir, Kortenberg, Belgium; Böhrer, A.,
CEBIR, Kortenberg, Belgium
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Abstract: Since 1988, Cebir has constructed adaptive
intelligence tests. The tests measure inductive - deduc-
tive logical reasoning, using verbal analogies, figurative
patterns, number patterns or letter patterns. These
tests are used in Belgium, The Netherlands, India and
China, generally in personnel selection settings. In this
presentation, we compare the results of the number
patterns and the letter patterns tests in Europe, In-
dia and China. We will evaluate the equivalence of the
item parameters and present data on item bias. The
consequences for the equivalence of the test results are
discussed.

Symposium: Aging at Work

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 2.14 Amazon (8:30-9:45)

Chairs: Krings, F., University of Lausanne, Lausanne,
Switzerland ; Sczesny, S., University of Bern, Bern,
Switzerland

Abstract: In a recent international survey, workers
reported experiencing age discrimination more often
than other forms of discrimination (e.g., gender dis-
crimination; Kelly Services, 2006). Both young and
older workers felt discriminated against, but rates
were considerably higher for workers above 45 years
of age. Moreover, despite the fact that European
legislation has outlawed age discrimination at work,
58% of all Europeans see age discrimination as a
widespread problem in their country (European Com-
mission, 2009). These figures are disquieting – espe-
cially in the light of increasingly aging populations
in many European/Western countries.Meta-analytical
research has indeed shown that younger workers are
systematically more valued and treated more favor-
ably than older workers (e.g., Gordon & Arvey, 2004).
Moreover, older workers face substantial barriers to
entry in many occupations (Hirsch, Macpherson, &
Hardy, 2000). Age discrimination may be due to the
widespread belief that job performance decreases with
age (e.g., Finkelstein, Burke, & Raju, 1995), even
though age has not been found to predict the per-
formance of a specific individual in a particular job
(Cleveland & Landy, 1983). However, negative treat-
ment correlates with lowered self-efficacy, decreased
performance, and cardiovascular stress among older
employees (e.g., Levy, 2000), as well as to decreased
job satisfaction, organizational commitment, and job
involvement (Orpen, 1995). Taken together, these re-
sults show that the exclusion of older workers, due to
stereotypes, not only has detrimental consequences for

a large group of potential victims (Redman & Snape,
2006), but can also affect organizational performance,
e.g., by increasing the risk of personnel shortage. These
considerations make it necessary to investigate mecha-
nisms that promote age discrimination or can help pre-
vent it. The presentations at this symposium address
this issue from various angles:While midlife is usually
associated with high-status roles, younger and older
ages are associated with relatively lower status. In gen-
eral, however, people aim at being a member of high-
status groups. David Weiss and Alexandra Freund
(University of Zurich) investigated the psychological
consequences of age-group status. Their results show
that young adults distance themselves from same-aged
persons and increase similarity to middle-aged persons
when their group status is perceived as low, thus in-
dicating the malleability of self-categorization in terms
of age.Apart from group status, age stereotyping also
plays an important role and may lead to discrimina-
tion against older workers. Michele Kaufmann, Fran-
ciska Krings, and Sabine Sczesny (Universities of Bern
& Lausanne) examined the impact of feature-based age
stereotypes on hiring decisions, assuming that not only
objective information on age (e.g., knowledge of date
of birth) can activate age stereotypes, but also age-
related facial and extra-facial features such as wrinkles
or grey hair. Their research identifies feature-based age
stereotyping as an additional source for biases in hir-
ing decisions.Age stereotypes not only affect individu-
als but may even influence organizational functioning.
As previous research has shown, age diversity in the
company as a whole correlates with higher levels of an
age-discrimination climate, which in turn negatively af-
fects company performance. Florian Kunze, Stephan
Boehm, and Heike Bruch (University of St. Gallen)
investigated boundary conditions which might prevent
age-discrimination in age-diverse companies. They fo-
cused on the role of the top-management-team stereo-
types and on organizational efforts to support diversity,
providing first indications about context factors rele-
vant in avoiding negative performance effects of age
diversity.With respect to effective age differences Bet-
tina Wiese (University of Basel) and Alexandra Fre-
und (University of Zurich) addressed the question of
whether and how employees of different age groups dif-
fer in their strategies of emotion regulation while con-
ducting difficult client interactions. Older adults re-
ported using deep acting strategies with much more
ease than younger adults did. Since the insight into
the complexity of emotional experiences and emotional
states grows with age, older employees might have
an advantage in doing emotional labor.Finally, Lisa
Finkelstein will demonstrate the importance of obtain-
ing a unified body of research about age bias at work
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that is both theoretically rich and practically useful.
Therefore research should broaden the scope of con-
ceptualizations and measurements of age, should con-
sider how combinations of different age measures could
improve our theories and predictive models of behav-
ior at work, and outline a research agenda in order to
make more progress in this field.Taken together, cur-
rent demographic changes have not been accompanied
by changes in personnel decision-making. In many so-
cieties, the proportion of older workers has risen and
the proportion of younger workers has decreased. This
trend is expected to continue for the next decades.
Thus, excluding older workers may deprive organiza-
tions of potential workforce and increase the risk of per-
sonnel shortage. Organizations that promote bias-free
personnel decision-making, on the other hand, may ul-
timately have a competitive advantage over those who
don’t.Key words: age stereotypes; older workers; hiring
decisions, ageism; discrimination

When Being Older Just Feels Better: How
Status Differences Motivate Young Adults’
Differentiation from Same Aged People

Weiss, D., University of Zürich, Switzerland, Zürich,
Switzerland ; Freund, A.M., University of Zürich,
Zürich, Switzerland

Abstract: Social status changes across adulthood are
best described as an inverted U-shaped curve. Whereas
midlife is usually associated with high status roles,
young and older ages are associated with relatively
lower status roles. What are the social-cognitive and
motivational consequences of such status differences?
In the present research we argue, that persons are mo-
tivated to belong to high status groups because these
groups positively reflect on oneself. Since age-group
membership is a temporary and continuously changing
aspect of the self-concept, self-categorization in terms
of age is a highly dynamic and flexible process. We
investigated if the perception of low vs. high age-
group status affects younger adults’ self-conceptions.
In an experiment, we manipulated the perception of
age-group status (high vs. low) in younger adults (N
= 48, Age Range 18-30 yrs, M = 23.88, SD = 1.78;
69% female) and assessed the subsequent social com-
parisons with young and middle-aged targets. Re-
sults reveal that, when group status is perceived as
low, young adults distance themselves from same-aged
persons (contrast effect) and increase the similarity to
middle-aged persons (assimilation effect). The discus-
sion focuses on the psychological consequences of age-
groups status differences across adulthood in line with
practical implications.

Age Bias in Hiring Decisions – The Impact
of Age-Related Facial and Extra-Facial Fea-
tures

Kaufmann, M., University of Berne, Berne, Switzer-
land ; Krings, F., University of Lausanne, Lausanne,
Switzerland ; Sczesny, S., University of Bern, Bern,
Switzerland

Abstract: Previous research has demonstrated that
older workers are systematically devalued and are hired
less frequently than younger workers (Gordon & Ar-
vey, 2004; Kite & Johnson, 1988; Finkelstein, Burke &
Raju, 1995). Beyond such category-based stereotyping
we expect that not only knowledge about age as indi-
cated by date of birth can activate age stereotypes, but
also age-related facial and extra-facial features such as
wrinkles or grey hair. Therefore we examined the ef-
fects of objective age as well as of looking young and
looking old on hiring decisions for female and male job
applicants. We expected typically ”young” facial fea-
tures and ”old” facial features to trigger significantly
different responses in perceivers. As in previous re-
search, knowledge of a person’s actual age should be
sufficient to activate the corresponding stereotype. In
Study 1, in which male applicants were evaluated, the
probability for older applicants to be selected increased
with ”young” facial features. In Study 2 we examined
the effects of category- and feature-based age stereo-
typing for female and male job applicants in compari-
son with applicants presented without age information.
The impact of feature-based stereotyping was found to
constitute an additional source of biases in the making
of hiring decisions, one which challenges organizations’
attempts to promote bias-free procedures of personnel
selection.

Boundary Conditions to Prevent Age-
Discrimination in Age Diverse Companies-
Inspecting the Role of Top-Management-
Team Stereotypes and Organizational Ef-
forts to Support Diversity

Kunze, F., University of St. Gallen, St. Gallen,
Germany ; Boehm, S.A., University of St. Gallen,
St. Gallen, Switzerland ; Bruch, H., University of St.
Gallen, St. Gallen, Germany

Abstract: The ongoing demographic change, trig-
gered by decreasing birth rates and increasing life ex-
pectancy, urges companies to deal with an increasing
aging and age diversity of their workforce (Dychtwald
et al. 2004). A previous study (Kunze et al., 2010)
has shown that age diversity in the company as a
whole is related to higher levels of age-discrimination
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climate that in turn negatively affects company per-
formance, arguing with social-identity (Turner, 1987),
timetable-violation (Lawrence, 1988) and prototype-
matching theories (Perry & Finkelstein, 1999). How-
ever, beyond these results, for practitioners it would
be extremely helpful to gain knowledge on potential
boundary conditions that might prevent the emergence
of age discrimination in age diverse companies. There-
fore, this study aims (a) at replicating the mediating
role of age discrimination climate in the age diver-
sity/company performance linkage and (b) at intro-
ducing age stereotypes of the top management team
(TMT) and organizational efforts to support diversity
as moderators for the age diversity/age-discrimination
climate relationship. Age stereotypes of the TMT are
expected to positively moderate the age diversity/dis-
crimination relationship by affective sharing (Barsade,
2002), contagion effects (Hatfield et al., 1994), as well
as socialization processes (Ashfort & Humphrey, 1993)
that might spillover negative stereotypes of the TMT
in the whole company. On the other hand, organiza-
tional efforts to support diversity (Triana & Garcia,
1999) are assumed to be a negative moderator for the
age diversity/discrimination association through cre-
ating an environment that enables respect for all em-
ployees, regardless of their age group (Hicks-Clarkes
& Illies, 2000; Mor-Barak & Levin, 2002). Hypotheses
of the moderated-mediation model are tested, applying
structural equation modeling and bootstrapping proce-
dures, in a sample of 76 small and medium sized com-
panies with more than 18.000 employees. To circum-
vent common method concerns, the study’s constructs
were collected from different data sources (employees,
HR-representatives and TMT members). Overall, all
hypotheses receive support in our sample, providing
practitioners in companies with first indications, which
context factors are relevant to avoid negative perfor-
mance consequences of age diversity.

Emotion Labor in Younger and Older Employ-
ees

Wiese, B.S., University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland ;
Freund, A.M., University of Zürich, Zürich, Switzer-
land

Abstract: Both the relative number of employees work-
ing in the service sector and the relative number of
older employees are increasing. Therefore, the question
of whether and how employees of different age groups
differ in their emotion regulation strategies while being
in difficult client interactions is of high practical rele-
vance. In fact, interest in age differences in emotion
labor has recently started to increase. In emotion labor

research, two main strategies of emotion regulation in
difficult client interactions have been introduced, i.e.,
surface acting (an employee shows the required emotion
on his surface without really feeling it) and deep acting
(an employee re-appraises the situation to actually al-
ter his or her emotions to be able to display the required
emotions without faking or masking). As known from
life-span research, motivation for emotion regulation
as well as the emotion-related knowledge is affected by
age. Previous studies on age differences in emotion la-
bor, however, have solely focused on the frequency of
strategy use. In contrast, we suggest that younger and
older employees (> 50 years) might not only differ (a)
in how often they use the aforementioned strategies
but also (b) in the experienced ease of strategy use.
In a sample of 399 bank employees (53.5% women),
we found that surface acting was shown more often by
younger employees than by older employees but that
the use of surface strategies was experienced as equally
stressful by both age groups. The age difference in the
frequency of deep acting (more deep acting by older
employees) failed to reach significance. With respect
to the effort that it takes employees to use deep acting,
however, there was a very clear age difference: Older
adults reported to use deep acting strategies with much
more ease than younger adults did. This latter result
goes in line with findings from life-span research that
many people grow in their insight into the complexity
of their emotional experiences and the emotional states
of others at least until midlife.

Muddy Measurement in the Study of Age Dif-
ferences and Age Bias at Work

Finkelstein, L.M., Northern Illinois University,
DeKalb, IL, USA

Abstract: It has been a welcome change to see more
global attention paid to issues of aging at work over
the last few decades. However, problems with the con-
ceptualization and measurement of concepts such as
age, age groups, generations, and age bias will pre-
vent us from obtaining a unified body of research that
is theoretically rich and practically useful. In a book
chapter attempting to deconstruct the topic of age bias
at work (Finkelstein & Farrell, 2007), we put forth a
discussion of sticky measurement issues plaguing the
field. The goal of the present talk will be to further
develop those ideas by (a) broadening the scope of the
ways that age can be conceptualized and measured, (b)
considering how different age measures in combination
could improve our theories and predictive models of
behavior at work, and (c) setting a research agenda for
moving forward. To put a wider lens on the study of
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age, we can consider age chronologically and percep-
tually (both from the perspective of the self and oth-
ers). Even chronological age is not straightforward, as
research often aggregates individuals into age groups,
and the boundaries of those age groups (for example
“older workers”) varies widely across studies. Appropri-
ate boundaries to create meaningful groups are likely
to be highly context dependent. When we consider
age perceptually from a self-perspective, subjective age
identification can include both what age one feels as
well as how important that perception is to ones so-
cial identity. Several other possible variations on how
age might be conceptualized and measured, such as
those summarized in the Prism of Age model (e.g., so-
cial age, life stage age; Pitts-Castouphe, Matz-Costa, &
Brown, 2010) will be described. Special attention will
be given to the controversy over the meaningfulness of
generations as an age grouping concept. Finally I will
demonstrate how we can gain a greater understanding
of age and its role in organizational behavior by con-
sidering many of these “multiple ages” in combination
with each other, and will suggest the designs of some
studies that will help to move us forward both concep-
tually and psychometrically.

Symposium: Employee Financial
Participation, Cooperatives and Employee
Perceptions of Work, the Organization and
Well-Being

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 2.7 Meuse (8:30-9:45)

Chairs: Freundlich, F., Mondragon University, Onati,
Spain; Pisano, F., Mondragon University, Onati,
Spain; Fakhfakh, F., University of Paris II, Paris,
France; Pérotin, V., Leeds University Business School,
Leeds, UK ; Depredi, S., University of Trento, Trento,
Italy ; Tortia, E., University of Trento, Trento, Italy

Abstract: Employee ownership of enterprise, coopera-
tives and other forms of financial participation (FP)
are becoming increasingly widespread and important
phenomena. The European Economic and Social Com-
mittee (EESC) estimated this year that between 13%
and 18% of European firms have FP and that this fig-
ure rose five percentage points between 1997 and 2005
(SOC/371 - CESE 533/2010 DE-ILF/CVE/sz). FP is
also quite substantial in the United States. In recog-
nition of its importance, the EESC published a draft
decree on 2 September, 2010 entitled, “Employee finan-
cial participation in Europe” that recommends both

broad dissemination of the idea and a variety of spe-
cific legal and policy actions to promote it. Over 50
published empirical studies evaluate the relationship
of substantial FP to firm performance. The results,
while somewhat mixed, generally show that there are
significant, positive relationships between FP and per-
formance, and social scientists have speculated that
these positive results are due at least in part to a va-
riety of organizational psychological variables. How-
ever, substantially less research has been carried out
specifically on these social and psychological issues. In
general, then, the purpose of the symposium proposed
here is to disseminate and debate research on funda-
mental organizational psychological issues in a cate-
gory of organizations that comprise a large and ex-
panding part of Western economies – cooperatives and
firms with substantial FP. In more specific terms, the
symposium seeks to address several issues related to
employee perceptions of work and well-being. While
these issues are, of course, important in any organi-
zation, they assume perhaps heightened significance in
enterprises where employees have a significant financial
and/or governance stake. They include satisfaction,
both job satisfaction and satisfaction with FP itself, as
well as its nuanced relationships with incentives and
motivation, in addition to the relationship between FP
and work pressure, and its correlations with key out-
comes such as organizational commitment, ownership
behaviour and quit-intention. In summary, we feel his
symposium would be scientifically and practically use-
ful, helping the field of work and organizational psy-
chology to recognize both the potential uniqueness of
FP and cooperative firms and their growing importance
in Europe and beyond. These firms’ often explicit con-
cern about economic fairness makes them perhaps es-
pecially relevant for researchers and practitioners in an
era of financial crisis and the resulting search for more
equitable and stable organizational forms. Rigorous re-
search in firms in this sector will help scientists, policy
makers and the general public understand key social
and psychological dynamics in these firms as well as
assist the firms themselves in improving their own per-
formance and their employees’ well being.

Satisfaction with Work and Ownership in a
Large Employee-Owned Retail Firm in Mon-
dragon

Freundlich, F., Mondragon University, Onati, Spain;
Pisano, F., Mondragon University, Onati, Spain

Abstract: Given the large and increasing population
of firms with employee financial participation (FP),
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the scientific literature is also growing on the relation-
ship between FP and employee perceptions of owner-
ship and a variety of psychosocial issues in the enter-
prise. One branch of this research examines whether
the amount of employee ownership of the firm is related
to these psychosocial outcomes, but this research, to
date, has been carried out with relatively small samples
and often compares respondents from different firms
and different industrial sectors. The main purpose of
this study is to examine these issues in a very large sam-
ple whose members all work in the same firm and in the
same sector, but in legal entities with different levels
of employee-ownership. The research has been carried
out in the Eroski Group, a member of the Mondragon
Corporation, headquartered in the Basque Country of
northern Spain. Eroski is a large food and consumer
products retail firm, with over 2,000 establishments in
Spain and France. This study has drawn on a sample
of 29,031 workers who completed a in 2008. Since 1998,
Eroski has used three distinct ownership structures: (1)
full employee ownership in a cooperative corporation,
(2) partial employee-ownership in subsidiaries, and (3)
conventional, non-employee ownership in other sub-
sidiaries. These unusual circumstances permit a com-
parison of psychosocial perceptions of large numbers
of employees in organizations with three distinct lev-
els of employee ownership, but which operate in the
same sector and under unified management structures,
policies and procedures. Analysis of variance and mul-
tiple regression techniques are used to investigate the
role of level of employee ownership in explaining dif-
ferences in respondents’ reported satisfaction with be-
ing an employee-owner, the reported importance to
them of being an employee-owner, their job satisfaction
and other key perceptions, controlling for demographic,
economic and organizational variables.

Profit Sharing, Work Pressure and Produc-
tivity

Fakhfakh, F., University of Paris II, Paris, France;
Pérotin, V., Leeds University Business School, Leeds,
UK

Abstract: France has had regulated profit-sharing
schemes since the late 1950s, and several studies have
found these schemes to have a positive effect on pro-
ductivity. However, until now little consideration has
been given in the literature on employee participation
to the possibility that financial incentives, including
profit sharing, may be associated with increased work
pressure. If health and safety is a merit good, employ-
ees may accept more pressure at a given pay level than

would be optimal for themselves. In that case, pro-
ductivity gains associated with profit-sharing schemes
may not be unambiguously improve well being.We use
data from the last two rounds of the French industrial
relations survey, REPONSE, to examine the relation-
ship between profit sharing and work pressure, and the
effect of both work pressure and profit sharing on firm
performance. Unlike most existing studies on financial
participation in France, which only have information
on profit sharing and, sometimes, employee share own-
ership schemes, we are able to control extensively for
individual and small group performance-pay schemes
in the firms concerned. In addition, the information
collected by REPONSE from a sample of employees in
each firm surveyed makes it possible to look at em-
ployees’ reported work pressure and to take into ac-
count their reported motivation, their characteristics
and those of their jobs while investigating the perfor-
mance effects of incentive schemes. We take into ac-
count the endogeneity of both profit sharing and work
pressure in the estimations.

Incentives, Motivations and Job Satisfac-
tion: Empirical Evidence in Italian Social Co-
operatives

Depredi, S., University of Trento, Trento, Italy ; Tortia,
E., University of Trento, Trento, Italy ; Carpita, M.,
University of Brescia, Brescia, Italy

Abstract: Well being in the work place is an issue of
fundamental importance, as it is both central to social
well being generally and thought to enhance morale, ef-
fort and productivity. These questions are particularly
relevant in co-operative organizations, given their par-
ticipatory governance structures and the importance
they place on questions of fairness and human devel-
opment. The literature concerning the determinants
of worker satisfaction is extensive. While in earlier
periods, research focused on the impact of monetary
remuneration, more recent literature explicitly consid-
ers other determinants of worker satisfaction, including
factors such as motivation, procedural and distribu-
tive fairness, and worker-manager relations. The de-
terminants of job satisfactions that we consider are
consistent with a model in which the features of the
job, rewards, and the context fulfil to different de-
grees workers’ values and motivations, their expecta-
tions concerning the job, their reserve wage, and their
needs. Through analysis of a unique database con-
taining subjective data on 4,134 workers in 320 Italian
social cooperatives, we contribute to the literature by
means of linear econometric analysis on worker satisfac-
tion and by introducing a wide variety of determinants
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and controls, including fairness, motivations, worker
autonomy, and participation in decision making, over
and above more traditional determinants, such as the
wage, monetary and other extrinsic incentives.

The Psychology of Stock Options

Carberry, E.J., Rotterdam School of Management,
Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The Netherlands;
Klein, K.J., Wharton School, University of Pennsyl-
vania, Philadelphia, USA; Schulte, M., HEC Paris,
Paris, France

Abstract: Despite their prevalence, broad-based stock
option plans through which companies provide stock
options to all or the majority of their employees have
been the subject of very little management research.
Investigating the effects of such plans, we propose and
test a conceptual model of the psychology of employee
stock options. Our findings, based on the survey re-
sponses of over 1,000 employees of eight publicly traded
companies, suggest that employees are most enthusias-
tic about their stock options when they expect their
options to bring them financial gain; when they at-
tribute their company’s provision of options to their
company’s desire to share the wealth with employ-
ees; and when they perceive that they understand how
stock options work. Controlling for numerous demo-
graphic variables, job characteristics, and work atti-
tudes, we find that employee stock option enthusiasm
is significantly positively related to organizational com-
mitment, work hours, ownership behavior, and inten-
tions to remain with the company. Employees’ expec-
tations of financial gain from their options and per-
ceived understanding of options are shaped, our find-
ings suggest, by numerous factors including the nature
and extent of their stock options holdings and their
history of stock options exercise

Presentations: Healthy Organizational
Environments

Main topic area: Organizational Structure, Culture,
Climate

Location: 2.9 Euphrates (8:30-9:45)

Chair: Jung, J., University of Cologne, Cologne, Ger-
many

The association between perceived health
promotion willingness of companies and their
social capital-the chief executive officer’s
perspective

Jung, J., University of Cologne, Cologne, Germany ;
Nitzsche, A., University of Cologne, Cologne, Ger-
many ; Ernstmann, N., University of Cologne, Cologne,
Germany ; Driller, E., University of Cologne, Cologne,
Germany ; Pfaff, H., University of Cologne, Cologne,
Germany

Abstract: We assume that health promotion willingness
(HPW) - as the willingness of a company to conduct
WHP on a permanent basis - forms the foundation for
worksite health promotion (WHP) implementation and
is therefore a key factor in building health promotion
capacity. Since not all companies currently implement
WHP, there is a need for a better understanding of the
factors influencing the HPW. Thus, this study exam-
ines the association between perceived HPW of com-
panies and the perceived social capital from the chief
executive officer’s perspective. Social capital is consid-
ered a network of connections expressed, among other
things, in common convictions, collective values and
mutual trust in the social relationships between an or-
ganization’s members. Our hypothesis is that higher
values of perceived social capital are associated with
pronounced HPW. Data for this cross-sectional study
were collected through telephone interviews with one
chief executive officer from randomly selected compa-
nies within the German information and communica-
tion technology (ICT) sector. A hierarchical multivari-
ate logistic regression analysis (LRA) was performed.
Results of the LRA of data from a total of n=522 in-
terviews suggest that higher values of perceived so-
cial capital are associated with pronounced HPW in
companies (OR=3.78; p=0.000; 95% CI=2.24; 6.37).
Nagelkerke’s pseudo-R2 of the final model was 0.201
(McFadden’s pseudo-R2: 0.12). There is preliminary
evidence that an established environment of trust and
a feeling of support, cohesion and common values can
help promote a pronounced HPW in companies. The
reason for this may be that an atmosphere of trust, ap-
preciation and open communication may improve the
awareness of the health and well-being of a company’s
members and may result in more open discussion of
the subject of health. Thus, building social capital in
companies may be an important factor in strengthen-
ing their HPW. We hope to provide first insights into
the development of HPW in companies, which in turn
can be used to improve the still insufficient diffusion of
WHP.
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Learning culture, job satisfaction, and affec-
tive well being at work: Does the individ-
ual growth need matter for these relation-
ships?

Rebelo, T., University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal ;
Carvalho, B., University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portu-
gal

Abstract: In the literature on organizational learning
and learning organizations, it quickly becomes clear
that culture is a key concept. In fact, organiza-
tional culture is mainly conceived as an essential con-
dition to facilitate and support learning in organiza-
tions and, consequently, as an important feature in or-
der to achieve organizational performance nowadays.
In addition, a large amount of research focusing on
the outcomes of a learning culture has been centred
on its impact on performance issues, and the relation-
ship of this kind of culture with other outcomes has
been, to some extent, neglected. In this scope, present
research aims i) to assess the impact that a learning
context, (that is to say, organizations with a learning
culture), has on persons, namely in terms of their job
satisfaction and affective well-being at work; and in-
spired by the Hackman and Oldham’s job characteris-
tics model, ii) to better understand these relationships
towards the evaluation of the role of individual growth
need strength as a moderator. This study has a sample
of 145 public service workers. The OLC scale (Rebelo,
2001) was used to measure the orientation of organi-
zational culture towards learning, job satisfaction was
assessed with a three item-scale (Cammann, Fichman,
Jenkins, & Klesh, 1979), affective well-being at work
with the JWAS (Katwick, Spector, Fox, and Kelloway,
2000), and the individual growth need strength with a
six item-scale derived from section six of JDS (Hack-
man and Oldham, 1974). Hierarchical multiple regres-
sions were used as main technique for data analysis.
The findings support a positive impact of a learning
context on job satisfaction and also on positive affective
states related to work. On the contrary, show a nega-
tive impact of a learning culture on negative affective
states. Concerning the role of individual growth need
in these relationships, results point out that it moder-
ates the relationship of the learning context with job
satisfaction, and with positive affective states. In short,
the main findings hold the idea that an organizational
learning culture tend to generate positive outcomes on
workers, albeit the strength of its impact depends of
persons’ willingness to learn, to face challenges and to
develop.

The role of organisational culture in occu-
pational well being and quality of care: A
literature review

Gerogiannis, E., University of Macedonia, Thessa-
loniki, Greece; Montgomery, A., University of Macedo-
nia, Thessaloniki, Greece; Valkanos, E., University of
Macedonia, Thessaloniki, Greece; Benos, A., The Med-
ical School, Aristotle University, Thessaloniki, Greece;
Panagopoulou, E., The Medical School, Aristotle Uni-
versity, Thessaloniki, Greece; Lazaridou, A., Univer-
sity of Macedonia, Thessaloniki, Greece

Abstract: Objectives: Organisational culture deter-
mines how individuals behave, what people pay atten-
tion to, and how they respond to different situations,
and how they socialise with new members and exclude
those who do not fit in. There is a direct link be-
tween patient safety, healthcare professionals well be-
ing and organisational culture. There is a need to re-
view the literature on organisational culture and in-
dicate how it can be linked to occupational outcomes
and quality of care. The purpose of the present pa-
per is to systematically review the literature on this
issue from 1990 until 2010. Methods: The relevant
databases were searched using the appropriate key
words and inclusion/exclusion criteria. Examples of
key words included: organisational culture, organisa-
tional climate, healthcare professionals, and quality
of care. The Searched databases included; PubMed,
PsychInfo, EBSCO, Medline, BioMed central, and Sci-
ence Direct. Results: Studies have been analysed in
terms of study design, methodology, response rates and
significant outcomes. Conclusions: The identified lit-
erature indicated that the culture of a hospital can
influence its organisational performance, the job sat-
isfaction, the quality of care, the occupational safety
and the burnout and stress. This review provides evi-
dence on the relationship and the link between organ-
isational culture, well being and quality of care and
medical errors which could be explored in future re-
search. Finally, the review evaluates the methodolog-
ical and conceptual issues involved in organisational
culture research.

Building healthy environments of work: to-
wards the personal growth in the work-
place.

Climent, D., Universitat Jaume I, Castello De La
Plana, Spain; Gimeno, M.A., Universitat Jaume I,
Castello de la Plana, Spain

Abstract: The concept of a healthy organization
is structured from the socially responsible company
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(COM (2001) 366-end) and health by the World Health
Organization (WHO 1978). These kinds of organiza-
tion are going further from the minimum established by
the law; looking for new ways of promoting health and
safety. Opting to develop the physical, psychical and
social well-being of its members. For this try to prevent
the risks, and promote the active resources that encour-
age the quality of life, health and well-being. (WHO
1986). There are two ways of considering a healthy or-
ganization (Gimeno, Pinazo, Garcia & Garcia, 2008),
an external, in relation with the organization and the
environment (open perspective), and the internal way,
which is in relation with its members (close perspec-
tive). The characteristics of a healthy organization
are not defined yet, but exists some schedule about
the topic (European Agency for Safety and Health at
Work, 2005; European Foundation for the Living and
Working Conditions, 2005). After reviewing various
listings Gimeno et al. (2008) propose ten theoretical di-
mensions for a healthy organization: security at work;
equality and non-discrimination; training and employa-
bility; participation in the organization of work; health
and safety conditions; competitive strength; recogni-
tion and reward; responsibility and autonomy; initia-
tive and loyalty; involvement and motivation. This
work has been done with 430 workers, which are repre-
sentative of all the population from Castellon (Spain).
The analysis shows that there are significant differences
in function of sex or age. Women determine priori-
ties in equality and non-discrimination, while men do
with health conditions and safety, and the competitive
strength. By age, the older value better the healthy
conditions and safety, while, the young prefer recogni-
tion of merit and just reward. The results shows the
differences between different groups of workers - de-
pending on their age or sex- which prioritize different
dimensions for knowing if his work is healthy. This
means that there isn’t a single model for organizing
healthy, and implies the need to develop policies differ-
entials depending on the type of workers of the com-
pany.

Symposium: Aging at work III: Facilitating
age diversity in organizations

Main topic area: Labor Market Issues

Location: Auditorium 1 (8:30-9:45)

Chairs: Hertel, G., University of Muenster, Muenster,
Germany ; Müller, A., University of Munich, Munich,
Germany

Abstract: The ongoing demographic changes in most
European countries (and abroad) create new challenges
for the management of working organizations. In par-
ticular, a constantly aging workforce and a dejuveniza-
tion of the workforce require innovative Human Re-
source Management strategies that consider not only
age-related differences in job skills and attitudes (ad-
dressed in the other two “Aging at work” symposia),
but also an increasing prevalence of age diversity at
the work place. Notably, the increasing prevalence of
age diversity in organizations not only create challenges
for management and employees, but might also offer
new opportunities due to a higher range of skills and
perspectives at work. Fortunately, research on age-
diversity has increased over the past years, but many
important questions are still open. Moreover, the de-
scribed demographic changes are happening right now,
and thus require constantly updated research, as well
as fast proposals how to convert research findings into
HRM strategies. The goal of this symposium is to com-
bine new empirical work on this fascinating issue from
different perspectives and research groups.

Age-discrimination at Work: Representative
Results from the German Workforce

Jungmann, F., TU Dresden, Dresden, Germany ;
Wegge, J., TU Dresden, Dresden, Germany ; Lieber-
mann, S., TU Dresden, Dresden, Germany ; Schmidt,
H.K., Leibniz-Institute for Work Science, Dortmund,
Germany

Abstract: In many organizations, negative stereotypes
regarding a decreased performance of older workers are
prominent and lead to discriminating situations. Is this
kind of age discrimination (ageism) a common problem
in the workplace? And can it decrease the well-being
and performance of the elderly workers? To answer
this question, we present results from a representative
survey among the German workforce (n=2.000) that
was conducted in 2010. In this survey, the situation
of different age cohorts working together was analyzed
by measuring the salience of age differences, age dis-
crimination, age stereotypes, health and turnover in-
tentions of employees. The extent of age discrimina-
tion was found to vary across age categories, profes-
sions, company sizes, and between men and women.
Based on theoretical assumptions and previous studies
on age diversity in teams, we proposed that existing
age differences will be related to reduced performance
(e.g., higher turnover intentions and decreased health),
and that ageism will be higher when age differences are
salient. Results support both assumptions. Addition-
ally, we were able to identify mediating and moderat-
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ing effects of age discrimination on health status and
turnover intentions. Thus, this study of the German
work force shows that age discrimination is indeed a
prevalent phenomenon and provokes lots of negative
effects in an increasingly age diverse workforce.

Ageing, Human Resource Practices and Em-
ployability in Primary Education in the
Netherlands

Vuuren, T. van, Open University of the Netherlands,
The Netherlands; Semeijn, J., Open University of The
Netherlands, The Netherlands

Abstract: Dutch organisations in Primary Education
have to rely increasingly on the knowledge, skills and
experience of older workers. These developments stress
the importance of enabling older employees to stay em-
ployed in Primary Education by enhancing their em-
ployability. Employability is about having the capabil-
ity and adaptability to gain initial employment, main-
tain employment and obtain new employment if re-
quired. We focus in this paper on the human resource
literature that concentrates on the employer - employee
relations. Central in this literature is the concept of
personal development made possible through continu-
ous learning and educational attainment (McQuiad &
Lindsay, 2005). We define employability as the combi-
nation of personal and contextual factors that influence
one’s chances on their future labour market position.
This means that both one’s own capacities as well as
measures employers can undertake to enhance employ-
ability are important. The question that will be ad-
dressed in this paper is: Do HR practices influence the
employability of older workers? The following hypothe-
ses will be tested: (1) workers younger than 45 years
make more use of HR practices than older workers, (2)
young workers are more employable than older work-
ers, (3) the more HR-practices used by employees, the
higher their employability, (4) the higher the employa-
bility of employees, the better their health and job sat-
isfaction. These hypotheses were tested with a sample
of 200 employees from Dutch primary schools.

Career Roles and Employability

Jong, N. de, University of Groningen, The Nether-
lands; Hoekstra, H.A., University of Groningen,
Groningen, The Netherlands; Lange, A.H. de, Uni-
versity of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands;
Oudenhoven-van der Zee, K.I. van, University of
Groningen, The Netherlands

Abstract: This study examines the relation between
Career Role diversity, age, and employability over time.

Employability is often described as the ability to gain
and maintain employment within as well as across or-
ganizations (Finn, 2000). Furthermore, it has been de-
scribed as a psycho-social construct which is ‘a syn-
ergistic collection of individual characteristics that is
energized and directed by an individual’s career iden-
tity’ (Fugate, Ashforth, Kinicki, 2004). Career devel-
opment is described as the interactive progression of
internal career identity formation and the growth of
external career significance. A model of 6 universal
Career Roles (e.g., maker, expert, presenter, guide, di-
rector and inspirator) is presented as a content model
of career development (Hoekstra, 2010). A career role
is a descriptive construct at the person and the organi-
zation level. Furthermore, one’s self-concept becomes
more clearly defined with age. Workers can use dif-
ferent career roles in one job. We propose that both
career role diversity and age are positively related to
career outcomes in terms of enhanced employability.
We further operationalize employability and present a
detailed model which shows how individual employabil-
ity can be described from an individual perspective by
introducing the concept of Career Roles and how per-
sonal diversity in Career Roles may enhance employa-
bility. Hence, we expect a linear relationship between
career role diversity and employability. Furthermore,
we expect a stronger relationship for older employees.
To test our hypothesis, we conducted an online field
study among 500 persons broadly sampled from the
working population in the Netherlands.

Knowledge Transfer between Generations:
Effects of Age Diversity, Individual and
Team Work characteristics

Ellwart, T., University of Trier, Germany ; Mock, K.,
University of Applied Sciences Northwestern Switzer-
land, Olten, Switzerland ; Rack, O., University of
Applied Sciences Northwestern Switzerland, Olten,
Switzerland

Abstract: Due to increasing age diversity in work
groups, practical interest is growing how to influence
intergenerational knowledge transfer in order to pre-
vent knowledge loss and to support organizational
learning. Based on theories of work group diversity (cf.
van Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007), this study inves-
tigates the effects of individual and teamwork charac-
teristics on knowledge transfer in age-diverse teams.
The aim was to examine the incremental effects of (1)
individual attitudes and task awareness (e.g., age di-
versity beliefs, awareness of topics to exchange), and
(2) team work characteristics (psychological safety cli-
mate) beyond the effect of groups’ age diversity. De-
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pendent variable at the individual level was knowledge
exchange during the last month, dependent variable
at the group level was knowledge elaboration. Data
from 37 organizational teams (N = 516 members) in
the service industries was analysed using HLM and hi-
erarchical regression. Results indicated a decrease of
individual knowledge exchange in teams with high age
diversity whereas optimistic diversity beliefs yielded a
positive effect. Supervisor ratings on team climate and
time for exchange added significantly to the prediction
of team members’ knowledge exchange. The addition
of individual characteristics, awareness of topics to ex-
change, motivation for knowledge transfer, and aware-
ness of expertise location could explain further vari-
ance attributed to members’ knowledge exchange. Pre-
dicting groups’ knowledge elaboration using hierarchi-
cal regression, similar results were found, except non-
significant coefficients for diversity beliefs and safety
climate. In sum, age diversity was negatively related to
knowledge transfer. However, this effect was compen-
sated by task-related individual and team work charac-
teristics which represent an important source for HR-
development beyond the usually given nature of age-
diverse teams.

Age-diversity in Teams: The State of the
Art.

Wegge, J., TU Dresden, Dresden, Germany ; Schmidt,
K.H., Leibniz-Institute for Work Science, Dortmund,
Germany ; Ries, B.C., Leibniz-Institute for Work
Science, Dortmund, Germany ; Diestel, S., Leibniz-
Institute for Work Science, Dortmund, Germany ;
Jungmann, F., TU Dresden, Germany ; Liebermann,
S., TU Dresden, Germany

Abstract: We discuss whether the use of age-mixed
teams could be a useful strategy for the integration
of older employees, and update what we actually know
about the effects of age diversity. First, we introduce
a model describing four different paths linking team
composition with group productivity. This model ex-
plains why prior diversity research often has found con-
tradicting results. Next, findings from recent studies
analysing the effects of age diversity on team perfor-
mance, innovation, and health are summarized. Re-
sults support both significant advantages and disad-
vantages for age-mixed teams. Thus, more research is
needed to identify favourable conditions for utilizing
age diverse teams in organizations. In line with this
idea, we report and summarize findings from a 5-yeaer
research program supported by the German research
foundation in which longitudinal data from more than

325 natural teams with 4,200 employees in three dif-
ferent fields (car production, administrative work, fi-
nancial services) was gathered. Based on this project,
the following preconditions for the effectiveness of age
diverse teams could be identified: high task complex-
ity, high appreciation of age diversity, low salience of
age diversity, low age-discrimination, ergonomic design
of work places, and the use of age differentiated lead-
ership. It is concluded that effective interventions for
a successful integration of elderly employees in work
groups are available, and that combinations of inter-
ventions are most recommendable for practice.

Symposium: Counteracting workplace
bullying: intervention measures and their
effectiveness.

Main topic area: Health and Interventions

Location: Auditorium 2 (8:30-9:45)

Chairs: Notelaers, G., Maastricht University, Maas-
tricht, The Netherlands; Hoel, H., Manchester Busi-
ness School, University of Manchester, Manchester,
UK

Abstract: Workplace bullying is about prolonged re-
curring negative behaviours at work from colleagues
and or leaders. Research has confirmed that work-
place bullying is a social stressor with very detrimental
consequences. Many European countries consider this
type of behaviour as illegal. For example, France, Bel-
gium, Sweden, Denmark and Norway have passed law
to ban this phenomenon from the workplace. Research,
however, mapping interventions to counteract bully-
ing is very scarce. Up until now, empirical data con-
cerning the effectiveness of interventions in connection
with bullying are a very early stage or even inconclu-
sive. This symposium aims to present some of the very
first studies which implement strategies for counteract-
ing workplace bullying and evaluate their effectiveness.
In addition, the symposiums offers the opportunity to
discuss facilitators and hindrances during the design,
the implementation and the evaluation of intervention
studies with the aim to inspire future evidence based
research in the area of workplace bullying.

Getting a fair a fair hearing’: Investigating
complaints of bullying at work: exploring
the experience.

Hoel, H., University of Manchester, Manchester,
UK
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Abstract: Despite increasing organisational acknowl-
edgement of bullying in the workplace, targets of
such behaviour often fail to have their cases inves-
tigated without taking the matter to court. Re-
cently employers and trade-unions in Europe signed
a framework agreement (ETUC/BUSINESS EU-
ROPE/UEAMPE/CEEP, 2008) which highlights the
responsibility of employers to ensure that any com-
plaints about harassment, including bullying, should
be investigated without undue delay. Many UK organ-
isations have gained considerable experience in inves-
tigating such complaints, mostly relying on in-house
expertise. However, little is known about the experi-
ences of investigators and to what extent complainants
can expect to receive a fair hearing. To address
these issue an explorative qualitative study was carried
out.Interviews were carried out in seven UK public-
sector organisations. In addition to the experience of
investigators, trade union and HR-representatives were
interviewed, supported by documentary evidence, e.g.
local policy and procedures and case statistics. In-
terviews were transcribed and analysed by means of
template analysis. Interviews revealed substantial dis-
crepancies in the investigative approaches applied and
training and expertise of investigators. All investi-
gators emphasised the importance of impartiality of
the process. Given the size of the organisations in-
volved the number of cases investigated were small and
those upheld even fewer. The considerable organisa-
tional resources allocated internally to dealing with
complaints suggest that the issue is taken seriously.
However, in some cases lack of training and inconsis-
tencies in complaint handling among investigators raise
questions regarding the fairness of the process. More-
over, the miniscule number of successful complaints
suggests that the bar is set very high, raising doubt
about whether the bullying problem is adequately ad-
dressed within the organisation, and the fairness of the
process.

Is bullying preventable, reducible or just un-
avoidable? Results from a workplace inter-
vention study.

Hogh, A., University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen,
Denmark ; Mikkelsen, G.E., CRECEA, arhus, Den-
mark ; Hansen, A.M., National Research Centre for the
Working Environment, Copenhagen, Denmark

Abstract: The purpose of the present study was to de-
velop, implement and evaluate efficient strategies to
prevent bullying and serious interpersonal conflicts in
the workplace. A baseline study on psychosocial work-
environment was carried out in 60 workplaces (n =

3,363). To measure bullying and negative acts the
NAQ-R was used and to measure the psychosocial
work-environment we used the COPSOQ II. Based on
this survey, 3 out of 10 contacted workplaces agreed
to participate in the intervention study: A: a hospi-
tal department (n = 159); B: a business school (n =
86); and C: 5 departments in a university (n = 225).
A and B agreed to implement all the proposed inter-
ventions: oral and written information about bullying,
dialogue meetings, and a conflict management course
for key staff members and supervisors/managers. C re-
ceived information about bullying and supervision on
their psychosocial work-environment. Process (quali-
tative) and effect (quantitative) evaluations (reported
here) were carried out during the follow-up period. Ap-
proximately one year after the implementation of the
interventions the psychosocial work-environment sur-
vey was repeated in 55 of the original 60 workplaces.
Follow-up analyses showed a reduction of negative acts,
conflicts and bullying in non-intervention workplaces,
whereas the intervention workplaces showed a more
mixed picture. A reduction of bullying and person-
related negative acts was found in workplace A; work-
place C showed a reduction in person-related negative
acts and in level of conflict whereas we only found a
slight reduction in level of conflict in workplace B. How-
ever, the samples from the intervention workplaces be-
came very small at follow-up.Further analyses of these
workplaces are on the way, and they will be presented
and discussed at the conference.

Prevention of bullying and conflicts at
work: Identifying factors influencing the im-
plementation and effects of interventions.

Mikkelsen, G.E., CRECEA, Arhus, Denmark ; Hogh,
A., University of Copenhagen, Denmark ; Berg Olesen,
L., Copenhagen University Hospital, Finsen Centre,
Copenhagen, Denmark

Abstract: Using process evaluation data, the study
aimed at identifying factors associated with the imple-
mentation and effects of interventions targeted at pre-
venting bullying and conflicts at work.The study draws
upon the data from the former study (presentation).
As said, ten out of these workplaces were invited to take
part in the intervention study and three workplaces
accepted. Workplace A, a business college, workplace
B, a large hospital department and workplace C, five
faculties at a university. Workplace C only received
few interventions, wherefore the study presents results
from workplace A and B, which received the same in-
tervention programme. A quasi-experimental, process-
oriented research design was used. The following in-
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terventions were implemented: lectures on bullying,
courses in conflict prevention and management, dia-
logue meetings, the distribution of pamphlets, newslet-
ters and poster as well as steering group meetings. Pro-
cess evaluation data and post intervention group inter-
views indicated that participants benefitted the most
from the dialogue meetings and courses in conflict pre-
vention and management. Various factors stimulating
or obstructing the implementation and effects of inter-
ventions were identified, the latter being; lack of contin-
uous management commitment, poor planning and or-
ganisation of interventions, lack of clarification of roles
and expectations, time constraints, lack of identifica-
tion with the targeted stressors and cultural aspects
such as for instance reluctance to confront problems

Is conflict management training an effec-
tive intervention to prevent workplace bul-
lying?

León-Pérez, J.M., University of Seville, Seville, Spain;
Arenas, A., University of Seville, Seville, Spain; León-
Rubio, J.M., University of Seville, Spain

Abstract: It has been assumed that workplace bully-
ing may constitute an escalated conflict and thus fol-
lows a conflict escalation process. Consequently, in
this contribution the effectiveness of conflict manage-
ment training is analyzed as a possible intervention to
prevent conflict escalation and reduce workplace bully-
ing.First study was developed in the health sector by
following an experimental design (experimental group
vs. control group). Participants on the experimental
condition (n = 258) received a conflict management
training (4 sessions, each lasting 5 hours), whereas the
control group did not receive it (n = 247). Results
suggest that participants perceived the training as use-
ful and effective, however; the number of negative acts
and the level of interpersonal conflicts were higher in
the experimental group.Second study aimed at solving
some shortcomings of the first study. In that sense,
similar conflict management training was implemented
in a broadcasting company. Thus, 240 key staff mem-
bers and superiors received the training. Results re-
vealed that number of conflicts and its intensity was
reduced when the perceptions of the participants and
their subordinates at two different moments (before the
training and eight months after the intervention) were
compared. Moreover, subordinates perceived that their
superiors have better conflict management skills after
the training. However, although the training was per-
ceived as effective, the reduction of negative acts was
no significant.

Inpatient Treatment of Bullying Victims

Zapf, D., Frankfurt University, Frankfurt, Germany ;
Schwickerath, J., AHG Klinik Berus, Germany

Abstract: In recent years research on workplace bully-
ing has increased tremendously, however, in the area
of therapy for patients who experienced bullying there
is still a big research gap with only a few studies avail-
able. We will report on a therapy concept for inpa-
tient treatment which is based on results of research
on bullying and which has been developed and ap-
plied at the Berus clinic in Germany. It is one of the
first inpatient therapy programmes for patients suffer-
ing from workplace bullying. The range of treatment
is based on special offers for groups in behaviour ther-
apy and the overall programme is distinguished by its
goal-oriented procedure. It contains educative units as
well as problem-solving-oriented and process-oriented
units. What makes it unique, is that well-established
clinical concepts and clinical experience are linked to
findings from bullying research. In our presentation
we will shortly present the key features of the therapy
programme as well as results from 2 evaluation studies.
.

9:00-10:00

Posters session: Organizational Behavior

Location: Expo (9:00-10:00)

Job satisfaction of hospice medical person-
nel

Abdoullayeva, M., Moscow State University, Moscow,
Russian Federation; Kienya, S., Moscow State Univer-
sity, Moscow, Russian Federation

Abstract: The study is devoted to investigations of job
satisfaction of hospice medical personnel. In contrast
to the doctors and nurses working in other hospitals,
which expect successful recovery of patients and ac-
tively contribute to it, the staff of hospices has no hope
of getting their patients healthy: the inevitable result
is the death of the patient. Nevertheless, high job sat-
isfaction helps not only to stay in work, but also to
maintain a high level of wok performance. The aim of
the study was to describe the job satisfaction factors.
We hypothesized that: 1) job satisfaction is related
to peculiarities of the organizational environment: col-
lective style of leadership, a special focus on job and
prospects for professional growth and development; 2)
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hospice workers have specific individual features that
reflect a combination of personal characteristics and
individual components of general job satisfaction. The
study was attended by 23 hospice employees with dif-
ferent levels of education (from 20 to 60 years, aver-
age length of service in a hospice - 6 years). Each
respondent filled out a set of 6 questionnaires to di-
agnose satisfaction, burnout, personality traits, moti-
vational structure and perceived important character-
istics of work activity. In the resulting ’portrait’ of
the hospice staff it is possible to allocate two blocks
of the typical features characterizing: a) work activ-
ity focus, b) pro-social type of interpersonal relations.
The results confirmed the assumption that the satisfac-
tion of hospice employees is formed by the interaction
of personal characteristics and the organizational en-
vironment. In order to describe the specific individual
features the whole sample was divided into two groups
by the method of Quick Cluster Analysis. The differ-
ences between the two groups are associated with 1)
the leading types of motivational orientation (focus on
comfort and creative work self-realization) and 2) re-
sistance to the emergence of burnout. In general, these
two groups could be characterized as ’active, job en-
gaged workers’ and ’passive executers’. Future studies
of job satisfaction can contribute to organizational pol-
icy in personnel selection and work support and, at the
same time, can be used for improvement of the psycho-
logical competence of the hospice high managers.

The role of initiative and persistence in
proactive behaviour

Wu, C., University of Western Australia, Perth, Aus-
tralia; Wang, Y., University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK ;
Mobley, W.H., China Europe International Business
School, Shanghai, China

Abstract: In this study, the authors propose that initia-
tive and persistence have different functions in shaping
proactive behaivour to bring about change and hypoth-
esize initiative and persistence positively interact with
each other to derive proactive behaivour.In brief,they
propose that initiative, a dispositional tendency to ac-
tively generate ideas and take unrequested action; and
persistence, a dispositional tendency to continuously
invest efforts to accomplish goals, have different func-
tions to achieve proactive goal. A total of 368 EMBA
students participated in this study. They completed
measures of initiative and persistence and their peers
provide ratings on proactive behaivour. Results re-
vealed that initiative and persistence had a positive in-
teraction effect in predicting proactive behaivour, sup-
porting the hypothesis. Specifically, the result showed

that the positive impact of initiative on proactive be-
haviour was stronger when persistence is higher, sug-
gesting that the coexistence of initiative and persis-
tence are curial to sustain the enactment of proactive
behaviour.

Motivation at Work and the Citizenship Be-
haviour in Portuguese Civil Service’s Institu-
tions

Silvestre, M.C. de sousa, CCCM, I.P., Lisboa, Portu-
gal ; Faria, L., Isla, Lisboa, Portugal

Abstract: Aware of the influence of motivation of staff
performance in achieving the objectives of the organi-
zation (e.g. Meyer & Allen) coupled with the premise
that organizational citizenship behaviors contribute to
the effectiveness of organizations, (e.g. Podasakoff &
Mackenzie, 1997), this communication is to contribute
to the understanding of the motivational process and
citizenship behaviors, and to study this phenomenon in
Portuguese institutions of public nature. In this sense,
the first objective is to assess levels of work motivation
and organizational citizenship behaviors in two institu-
tions of public nature, belonging to the Ministry of Sci-
ence, Technology and Higher Education, located in the
region of Lisbon, Portugal. The second objective is to
study the possible relationship or not between the mo-
tivation of workers and their organizational citizenship
behaviors. This study includes 250 young adults and
adults of both sexes, aged between 18 and 65, from dif-
ferent levels of professional and academic qualifications
The evaluation plan used also included collected data
of socio-demographic identification, the Motivation at
Work Multi-Factorial Scale (Ferreira, Diogo, Ferreira
& Valente, 2006) for the evaluation of work motivation
and the Instrument for Measuring Organizational Cit-
izenship Behaviour (Rego, 2000) for assessment of or-
ganizational citizenship behaviours. All the results will
be analysed and discussed according to the empirical
theory and research within the Human Resources Man-
agement and Organizational Behaviour. Given the ab-
sence of such research in the organizational Portuguese
context, the achieving of this objective may also con-
tribute to the removal of practical implications to in-
creasing the quality and effectiveness of services and
the workers motivation in these institutions, as well as
some avenues for future research in this field.
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Economic recession and organizational down-
sizing methods: The short term impact on em-
ployee attitude and job-related behavior of
the Icelandic work force.

Einarsdottir, A., Reykjavik University, Reykjavik, Ice-
land ; Arnardottir, A., Reykjavik University, Reykjavik,
Iceland

Abstract: Following the economic collapse in the Fall
of 2008, many organizations in Iceland have been
forced to apply various conventional and unconven-
tional downsizing methods due to shrinking income and
other financial constraints. The purpose of this study
was to explore how different organizational downsizing
methods affect employee attitude and behavior in such
severe economic situations. The effects of management
and employee pay reduction, job proportion reduction,
benefit cuts and early retirement were examined. The
attitudinal and behavioral constructs studied were job
satisfaction, perceived organizational support, proce-
dural justice, organizational commitment and orga-
nizational citizenship behavior. In the Spring 2009
two empirical studies were conducted: one where 522
employees of thirteen Icelandic companies answered
questions related to employee attitude and job-related
behavior, and another one where 139, HR managers
answered questions about use of downsizing methods
over previous eight months. Data set was composed
by matching employee and company data. Analy-
sis showed that the most common downsizing meth-
ods used by the thirteen firms analyzed were manager
and employee pay reduction and reduced job propor-
tion. Furthermore, the study revealed that downsizing
methods of manager pay reduction, decreased benefits
and early retirement were significantly positively cor-
related to employees perceived procedural justice (rpb
= .13 to .18) and organizational support (rpb = .10
to .16), whereas employee pay reduction and reduced
job proportion were significantly negatively correlated
to justice (rpb =.24) and support (rpb =.11 to .18).
Coefficient of determination (R2) was though consis-
tently low.However, since some organizations were us-
ing multiple downsizing methods, their actions could
be counter effective in terms of perception of justice
and support. The methods used did not affect job
satisfaction, commitment and OCB. The results in-
dicate that in severe economical situations employees
perceive management pay reduction, decreased benefits
and early retirement as more just and more support-
ive downsizing methods than employee pay reduction
and reduction in job proportion. This is important
for managers to consider, since employee attitude and
behavior will to some extent determine the ability of

the organizations to cope with the challenges at hand
and eventually help in obtaining economic stability and
subsequent recovery.

Time perspective in changing times.

Aylmer, B., Dublin City University, Dublin, Ireland ;
Buckley, F.L., Dublin City University, Dublin, Ire-
land

Abstract: A review by (Roe 2008) cautions against
timeless research. Time perspective research is pre-
dominantly in this category. Claims of stability (Zim-
bardo and Boyd 1999), change (Zimbardo and Boyd
2008) and semi flexibility ( Holman and Zimbardo
2009) in time perspective are not embracing fully tem-
poral designs. Time perspective is defined as the pars-
ing of time’s flow into past present and future and
is measured by the Zimbardo and Boyd Time per-
spective index (1999) which demonstrates five distinct
time perspectives: past positive, past negative present
hedonism, present fatalism and future time perspec-
tive. Purpose and contribution The study extends the
time perspective literature by examining interindivid-
ual differences in intraindividual change (Chan 1998
Watson 2004) within the context of imposed organiza-
tional change. The study addresses the timeless na-
ture of research on time perspective by adopting a one
year three wave longitudinal design. The research also
extends the knowledge on time perspective by relat-
ing it to commitment to change. Propositions Change
programmes reflect the repositioning of organizations
at some time in the future. The research hypothe-
sizes that individuals in networked organizations will
demonstrate individual differences in change and sta-
bility in the five time perspectives. Secondly, imposed
programmes of change do not allow individuals to par-
ticipate in structuring and negotiating change for the
future; employees face a loss of control. It is hypothe-
sized that future time perspective will decline over the
data collection period and that present-fatalism will
show positive growth. Thirdly, imposed programmes
of change will focus attention on the past when times
were better so it is proposed that past positive time
perspective will demonstrate positive growth over the
measurement period. Finally the research examines
changes in the commitment to change and postulates
that future time perspective will predict growth in the
commitment to change The results of the research us-
ing 104 individuals are delivered and contrasted with
extant understanding of temporal orientation and com-
mitment to change. The results are discussed with ref-
erence to the Zimbardo and Boyd Time perspective
Index. Practically, time perspective is an important
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consideration for roles where a commitment to change
is required.

Psychological analysis of civil servant’ be-
havioral strategies in situations of competi-
tive interaction

Fil, A., G.Kostiuk Institute of Psychology, Kyiv,
Ukraine

Abstract: Introduction. Increased competition in
different social spheres requires investigation of the
distinctive features of different civil servants’ behav-
ioral strategies in situations of competitive interac-
tion to prepare civil servants to exercise their con-
structive professional interaction. Oblective. To iden-
tify the distinctive characteristics of civil servants’ be-
havioral strategies in situations of competitive inter-
action. Mehtod. The investigation was done on the
sample of 120 heads and employees of civil service in
Ukraine in 2009-2010 using the diagnostic block Be-
havioral strategies in situations of competitive inter-
action in civil service’ of the Complex diagnostic of
organizations’ competitiveness in the system of civil
service’ (?.?. Fil, 2010). Results. 74% of the respon-
dents were shown to use the destructive competitive
strategies, that is use of tough and unfair methods of
competition, collision of rivals in achieving goals, and
victory at any cost through neglect of other peoples’
interests, moral destruction of the rivals, making the ri-
vals’ weak points known, gossiping, bribing, etc.). 20%
of the respondents used the constructive competitive
strategies, that is use of civilized, constructive inter-
actions of self-sufficient and self-confidents individu-
als, groups and organizations allowing the opponents
to achieve goals through the development and presen-
tation of their own competitive property’; acquisition
of new knowledge through self-education or refresher
courses, good awareness and use of one’s own abilities
in achieving goals, use of one’s own life and professional
experience, hard work, self-improvement, and develop-
ment of ones’ own competitiveness. 6% of the respon-
dents used the avoiding strategies, that is neglect, fear
or avoidance of situations of competitive interaction
through refusal to pursue a career, reluctance in career
development, autoaggression, and self-doubt which, on
the one hand, were the simplest behavioral strategies
since they did not require any efforts on part of the indi-
viduals and, on the other, were somewhat unreal due to
the fact that competition being a global’ phenomenon
could not be cancelled or forbidden in today’ life. Con-
clusion. The investigation found prevalence of the de-
structive competitive strategies over the constructive,

that is prevalence of tough and unfair methods of com-
petition over the civilized and constructive interactions
of self-sufficient and self-confidents individuals.

Exploring Potential Moderators of the Re-
lationship between Perceptions of Organiza-
tional Politics and its Outcomes

Wiltshire, J., University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada;
Lee, K., University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada;
Bourdage, J., University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada;
Ogunfowora, B., University of Regina, Regina,
Canada

Abstract: For many employees, organizational politics
are an inevitable and unavoidable aspect of their work-
place experience. Perceptions of organizational politics
(POP) refer to an individual’s subjective evaluation
about the extent to which their workplace environment
is characterised by co-workers and supervisors who
demonstrate self-serving behaviour (Farris, Harrell-
Cook, & Dulebohn, 2000). The present study sought
to investigate potential dispositional factors that may
influence how employees interpret and react, both atti-
tudinally and behaviourally, when perceiving their or-
ganization to be political. As politically-charged work-
place environments have been found to negatively influ-
ence the effectiveness and efficiency of an organization
(Kacmar & Baron, 1999), there is growing research in-
terest concerning the extent to which employees’ per-
ceptions of such politics affects their work outcomes.
To date, there is strong meta-analytic evidence sug-
gesting that POP is related to an array of negative
work outcomes, including turnover intention, feelings
of strain/stress, counterproductive work behaviour, as
well as decreased levels of job satisfaction and organi-
zational citizenship behaviour (e.g. Chang, Rosen, &
Levy, 2009; Miller, Rutherford, & Kolodinsky, 2008).
Despite the considerable attention that has been given
to investigating the main effects between POP and its
outcomes, there is a paucity of research exploring the
possibility that individuals may react differently from
one another to POP within their workplace, and in
turn, experience varying outcomes. In other words,
the relationship between POP and its outcomes may
be moderated by a number of factors related to the
perception an individual has towards his/her situa-
tion at work and of his/her abilities or skills to func-
tion successfully within it. Using two samples, the
present research explored how certain dispositions and
behavioural tendencies can amplify the negative impact
of POP. The first sample consisted of approximately
200 working undergraduate students from a Canadian
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university, and the second of approximately 150 full-
time employees from various workplaces throughout
the United States. The present research contributes
to our understanding of the mechanisms that employ-
ees use to interpret and react within their perceived
politically-charged workplace. While we may not be
able to abolish politics from an organization, we can
implement ways of diminishing it, including more stan-
dardized workplace processes.

Good Soldiers versus Good Actors: Investi-
gating the Personality Correlates of OCB
Motives

Bourdage, J., University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada;
Lee, K., University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada;
Wiltshire, J, University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada;
Ogunfowora, B., University of Regina, Regina,
Canada

Abstract: Organizational Citizenship Behavior (OCB),
also known as contextual performance, describes those
discretionary behaviors within an organization that
support the broader organizational, social, and psy-
chological context of the organization within which the
technical core functions (Organ, 1997). To date, re-
search has generally taken the assumption that indi-
viduals who engage in OCB are ’good soldiers’ driven
by altruistic motives, such as a desire to help others
and to give back to the organization. However, re-
cent research has suggested that individuals may also
be ’good actors’, engaging in OCB for instrumental
purposes, such as to obtain pay raises, promotions, or
other rewards associated with being viewed as a good
organizational citizen (Bolino, 1999; Rioux & Penner,
2001). In this case, OCB can also be seen as an at-
tempt at impression management. The primary goal
of the present study was to determine the personal-
ity traits underlying three OCB motives. Using the
six-dimensional HEXACO model of personality (e.g.,
Lee & Ashton, 2004), we investigated how self and co-
worker ratings of personality related to self-reports of
three OCB motives: (1) prosocial values, (2) organiza-
tional concern, and (3) impression management. The
sample for this study consisted of a North American
field sample of employees from a number of industries
(N =100). As we expected, more ’altruistic’ and so-
cially oriented personality variables such as Emotion-
ality, Extraversion, and Agreeableness all related posi-
tively to prosocial values motivated OCB. In addition,
Extraversion and Conscientiousness related to organi-
zational concern motivated OCB. Perhaps the most
interesting finding is that those low in the personal-
ity dimension of Honesty-Humility (i.e., are manipula-

tive, insincere) were more likely to report engaging in
OCB for impression management. Given that it has
been consistently shown that OCB contributes to per-
formance and success in the workplace, this implies
that individuals low in Honesty-Humility may use OCB
as a means to successfully ’get ahead’ in the work-
place. This is potentially dangerous, as these same low
Honesty-Humility individuals are also more likely to
engage in counterproductive workplace behaviors (Lee,
Ashton, & deVries, 2005), and score low on ethical de-
cision making (Lee et al., 2008). Further implications
of these findings are discussed.

Knowledge Management in Quality certified
and non-certified municipalities

Brito, E., University of Aveiro, Águeda, Portugal ; Car-
doso, L., Faculty of Psychology and Education Sci-
ences, University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal

Abstract: The presented results are an integrant part
of a wide research that it is centred on local and
public management competitiveness - represented by
the clients’ satisfaction perspective - and considering
knowledge management and quality management as its
main influence vectors. We present the results of an
empirical research focused on Knowledge Management
that is developed in 80 municipalities, which belong to
all Portuguese regions (north, centre and south). One
of the groups was composed by quality certified munic-
ipalitiesand the other by non quality certified munici-
palities. We consider a certificated municipality those
who have urbanism and or office service certified. The
main purpose is concerned about the identification and
characterization of organisational processes related to
knowledge management. To gather the data under
analysis, it was applied the knowledge management
questionnaire, originally developed by Cardoso (2003).
This questionnaire was also validated and adapted by
Brito (2003) to the local government sector. This study
sample was made up a random sample with 400 (four
hundred) participants of the total sample with 1.353
(one thousand and three hundred and three) partici-
pants, that were developed their professional activity
within the municipalities services under study. In this
way, we are proposing to describe the results obtained
in those two contexts of the local government sector.
The factorial analysis results showed the existence of
two factorial structures different from each other. We
found differences in knowledge management processes,
the same depending on the context in which they take
place, quality certified municipalities or non quality
certified municipalities thereby expressing the impor-
tance of the certification in their occurrence.
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Factorial Invariance of knowledge manage-
ment processes across certified and non-
certified Portuguese Municipalities

Brito, E., University of Aveiro, Águeda, Portugal ; Car-
doso, L., Faculty of Psychology and Education Sci-
ences, University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal ; Fer-
reira Peralta, C.M., Faculty of Psychology and Educa-
tion Sciences, University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portu-
gal

Abstract: The purpose of this research was to evaluate
the psychometric proprieties and the extent of mea-
surement invariance of the Knowledge Management
Questionnaire (KMQ; Cardoso, 2003) across quality
certified and quality non-certified Portuguese munic-
ipalities. The Knowledge Management Questionnaire
shows a tetra-dimensional structure of knowledge man-
agement processes, with: 1) strategic knowledge man-
agement (reflects the organization’s orientation to-
wards the exterior), 2) cultural orientation towards
knowledge (reflects a framework serving as a guide
for instituted practices, rules, norms and procedures
centred on organizational knowledge), 3) knowledge
management practices (groups organizational actions
developed around formally instituted processes, cen-
tred on knowledge of a mainly explicit nature) and 4)
social and discursive knowledge management (trans-
lates the informal interaction occurring in the organiza-
tion which facilitates social construction of knowledge).
This research took the form of a cross-sectional ques-
tionnaire study. Two different samples were used: sub-
jects from Portuguese certified municipalities (n = 560)
and from Portuguese non-certified municipalities (n =
412). Regarding the population sample of municipali-
ties, the pairing selection method was chosen, ensuring
representative samples of quality certified (40) and non
quality certified municipalities (41). Initially, two inde-
pendent confirmatory factor analyses were carried out,
for certified and non-certified local municipalities, fol-
lowed by testing of measurement invariance through
multi-group confirmatory factor analyses. We follow
the eight tests, represented by different factor models,
suggested by Brown (2006): 1. Test of confirmatory
factor analysis in each group separately, 2. Test of
configural invariance, 3. Test of equality of factor load-
ings, 4. Test of equality of indicator interceptions, 5.
Test of error invariance, 6. Test of equivalence of fac-
tor variances, 7. Test of invariance of co-variances be-
tween factors, and finally, 8. Test of invariance of latent
means. Overall, the measurement model fits the data
well and, using a two-group CFA, is invariant across the
two local government groups (quality certified and non-
certified). Based on these data, it can be concluded

that workers in certified and non-certified municipali-
ties interpreted KMQ items in a similar manner, which
supports equivalent representations of knowledge man-
agement processes. We discuss the implications of this
study for research and practice, shedding light on the
invariance of knowledge management processes.

Testing a Nomological Network of Psy-
chological Empowerment in a Venezuelan
Plant

Arciniega, L., ITAM, Mexico City, Mexico; Menon, S.,
Louisiana State University, Shreveport, USA

Abstract: Over the past decade management research
has provided evidence of relationships between an-
tecedent variables such as empowering practices in the
work environment and individual level outcomes such
as commitment as mediated by the individual´s ex-
perience of psychological empowerment. This cross-
sectional study tests one such nomological network in
a plant in Venezuela where a system of continuous im-
provement was introduced. The new system was fo-
cused on providing operational feedback at the task,
unit, and plant level. It was expected that the result-
ing increase in task feedback and task meaningfulness
would lead to increased levels of psychological empow-
erment, which in turn would enhance organizational
commitment. A questionnaire survey of 313 employ-
ees confirmed the expected nomological network. Task
meaningfulness had a direct effect on affective commit-
ment and an indirect effect mediated by perceived con-
trol and goal internalization. The relationship between
task feedback and affective commitment was fully me-
diated by perceived control and goal internalization.
The study also validates a Spanish language version of
the Menon (2001) psychological empowerment scale.
Our results suggest that multinational organizations
should be aware that employees can be empowered at
the individual level despite an adverse societal context
for empowerment.

Organizational identification: Development
and testing of a measure

Lovakov, A., State University-Higher School of Eco-
nomics, Moscow, Russian Federation

Abstract: There is continuing debate in the literature
as to how organizational identification (OI) should be
conceptualized and operationalized. We present a new
twelve-item measure of OI that includes both cogni-
tive and affective components and that integrates the
main dimensions of organizational identification found
in the literature. Based on a recent review of the OI
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literature OI comprises four subcomponents: selfcat-
egorization (the extent to which employees categorize
themselves as members of the organization as a social
category and label themselves as organizational mem-
bers), a sense of attachment to organization (to the
extent to which employees experience a sense of at-
tachment to, belonging and membership of the organi-
zation), sharing of organizational goals and values (the
extent to which employees share the values and goals
of the organization and integrate them into their own
belief system), evaluation of the membership (to ex-
tent to which employees evaluate their membership of
the organization as positive fact). The measure was
tested on sample of 74 employees working in the three
health services. The psychometric properties of the
twelve-item measure were tested using confirmatory
factor analysis with AMOS 7.0. Three models were
tested. The first model was a one-factor model where
all twelve items were assumed to load onto a single uni-
dimensional construct. The second was a four-factor
model where relevant items from the scale were as-
sumed to load onto four separate dimensions. The four-
factor model emerged as the best fitting model in the
analysis (?2 (38)=44.413 (p=0.220), ?2/(df)=1.169,
CFI=0.963, RMSEA=0.049). All items except 9 ex-
hibited acceptable loadings (factor loadings were highly
significant, p<0.01). The item 9 was excluded from the
analysis. The ? coefficients for the selfcategorization, a
sense of attachment to organization, sharing of organi-
zational goals and values, evaluation of the membership
subscales were 0.67, 0.618, 0.521, and 0.570, respec-
tively. The results provided support for the proposed
four-component conceptualization of OI. However, the
three subcomponents were highly intercorrelated and
showed low discriminant validity. The results of a pi-
lot test our measure showed that it can be used for
measurement to the extent to which employees identify
with their organization and predict their work-related
behavior.

Key aspects of Social Enterprises’ Organiza-
tional Behavior

Román-Calderón, J.P., Universita’ di Verona, Verona,
Italy ; Battistelli, A., Universite’ Paul Valery Montpel-
lier, Montpellier, France

Abstract: After more than a decade of managerial and
economical studies on social enterprises (SE’s), empir-
ical research has paid little attention to human re-
sources of SE’s. Paradoxically, improvement of peo-
ple management has been continuously identified as
a imperative need (Peattie and Morley,2008; Thomp-
son, 2002). One of the few studies addressing this

issue found that HRM skills of board members were
undeveloped (Royce, 2007). This is not surprising
since the composition of the human capital of SE’s -
volunteers and paid staff- challenges HRM practition-
ers (Thomas, 2004). Specifically, personnel motivation
has been identified as a specific and critical aspect
of SE’s (Austin, Stevenson and Wei-Skillern, 2006).
Moreover, SE’s are already facing difficulties in areas
such as recruitment and staff retention (Royce, 2007)
We conducted an empirical research on Italian SE’s
(social cooperatives (SCo’s)). This type of SE has
contributed greatly to Italian national economy and
interested researchers in different European countries
(Ridley-Duff, 2009). Furthermore, Italian SCo’s have
inspired experiences abroad (Alter, 2007). Three so-
cial enterprises participated in the study. The sam-
ple was composed by 257 subjects. The sample in-
cluded employees, partners (co-owners) and the ad-
ministrative staff. Aspects as Perceived Organizational
Support, Organizational Commitment and Work En-
gagement were considered. Given the importance that
democratic governance has in this kind of organization,
both at the formal and informal levels, we included a
measure of participation. The latter was developed
in a prior research involving (SCo’s). Differences in
perceived participation were found according to orga-
nizational position. Noteworthy this variable did not
affect significantly aspects such as organizational com-
mitment and work engagement. Finally, multivariate
statistical analysis suggested a positive relationship be-
tween variables.

Longitudinal Study of the Commitment of the
Workers in Public Administration

Manas, M.A., Universidad de Almeria, Almeria,
Spain; Salvador Ferrer, C.M., Universiad de Almeria,
Almeria, Spain; Diaz Funez, P., Universidad de Alme-
ria, Almeria, Spain

Abstract: The aim of the present study is to examine
if labor satisfaction and psychological well-being have
some influence on the commitment of the workers in
public administration. We think this is an important
current issue in public administration, because if com-
panies have committed workers, they will make sure
that workers do strain for the improvement of the orga-
nization and, at the same time, they should concentrate
all their effort in the benefit of the public institution.
No doubt, this is relevant in this time of crisis, be-
cause if the institutions have committed workers , these
will look for useful and innovative solutions for the or-
ganization to continue working. To reach this aim,
the model FRIEND was used (Peir, 2008). To get a
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contextualized and comprehensive approach, a descrip-
tive study with a longitudinal profile was carried out
in 355 workers in public administration The data ob-
tained show differences of commitment between work-
ers. Data in Time 1show the impact that employees’
labor satisfaction and psychological well-being has on
the commitment (F=15.406, Sig. =.000; Beta =.337,
Sig. =.000; Beta =.160, Sig. =.03, respectively). In
Time 2, light differences are estimated. It can be dis-
cerned that labor satisfaction influences on the percep-
tion of the commitment (F=15.846, Sig. =.000; Beta
=.357, Sig. =.000). It should be emphasized that some
of the variables considered in the FRIEND model (sat-
isfaction with the work and psychological well-being)
have a notable impact on the commitment. In spite of
the time when the analysis was carried out, labor sat-
isfaction seems to be crucial in the commitment of the
employees. Despite everything, this information seems
to point at a process of institutional ’ripeness’ of the
workers, provided that in Time 1 certain psychological
well-being is essential for the employees to compromise
themselves. However, in Time 2, labor satisfaction car-
ries more weight.

Current Status and Fulfillment in Public Ad-
ministration of Psychological Contract. Its
Influence in Organizational Commitment.

Manas, M.A., Universidad de Almeria, Almeria,
Spain; Rios Porras, M.J de los, Universidad de Alme-
ria, Almeria, Spain; Martinez Gomiz, F., Universidad
de Almeria, Almeria, Spain

Abstract: Developed across a longitudinal design, and
from the employee perspective, this research is in the
line of previous studies proposing the fulfillment of
psychological contract as antecedent of other variables
(McInnis, Meyer and Feldman, 2009; Zhao, Wayne,
Glibkowski and Bravo, 2007). Usually, this relation-
ship hasn’t been studied in public sector, on account of
the supposition that public sector is stable and foreign
to change (Topa and Palac, 2004). However, the result
obtained in private sector samples could not be valid
for the public sector (Coyle-Shapiro, 2002; Willem and
Buelens, 2010). The present study has two objectives.
In one hand, it describes the status and fulfillment of
psychological contract in Spanish public administra-
tion. In the second hand, it analyzes the role of the sta-
tus and fulfillment in the prediction of organizational
commitment, studying the concurrent and diverging in-
fluences. This study was carried out on a sample of 355
public employees. To get the first objective, descriptive
statistical data, correlations and reliability coefficients
were calculated. To get the second objective, we tested

our hypotheses by hierarchical multiple regression anal-
ysis. Results show a concurrent influence in the first
time, in which a 31,2% (F=13,72, p<,01) of the organi-
zational commitment variance is explained by the psy-
chological contract (significant: employee fulfillment
(=.301), trust (=.187), age (=.117), gender (=.210)); a
concurrent influence in the second time, with a 34,1% of
explained variance (F=10,73, p<,01) (significant: em-
ployee fulfillment (=,300), trust (=,294)); while the di-
verging effects have a 19% of explained variance (F=
4.79, p<.01) (significant: employee fulfillment (=.255),
gender (=.156)). The most important conclusion is
that higher levels of employee fulfillment in psycholog-
ical contract contents mean higher levels of organiza-
tional commitment. A limitation for this study is that
this relationship might be modulated by other individ-
ual or organizational variables.

Organizational identification and affective
commitment: An integrative approach

Marique, G., Universite catholique de Louvain (UCL),
Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium; Stinglhamber, F., Uni-
versite Catholique de Louvain, Louvain la Neuve, Bel-
gium; Hansez, I., Universite de Liege, Liege, Belgium;
Bertrand, F., Ministere de la Défense, Bruxelles, Bel-
gium

Abstract: It is widely recognized that the relationship
between employees and their organization has a ma-
jor impact on their attitudes and behaviors at work.
This relationship has typically been conceptualized in
terms of employee’s affective commitment to the or-
ganization (ACO), in organizational psychology, and
organizational identification (OI), in social psychology.
ACO is generally defined as an ’emotional attachment
to, identification with, and involvement in the organi-
zation’ (Meyer & Allen, 1991), whereas OI refers to
’a perception of oneness with or belongingness to the
organization’ (Ashforth & Mael, 1989). Despite their
similarities, most of the empirical work concerning OI
and ACO has been conducted independently. How-
ever, some scholars have recently integrated these two
fields of research and several studies have empirically
supported the distinction between OI and ACO (van
Knippenberg & Sleebos, 2006). Few studies have how-
ever been dedicated to their relationship. Several schol-
ars have argued that individual’s self-categorization
as a member of the organization is a necessary first
step towards an affective attachment to this organiza-
tion (Meyer et al., 2004) but this proposition has not
been tested empirically, leaving uncertain the direction
of the relationship between OI and ACO. Moreover,
OI and ACO were found to share some antecedents
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(e.g., perceived organizational support, POS; Rhoades
et al., 2001; Sluss et al., 2008) and consequences (e.g.,
turnover intention; Griffeth et al., 2000; van Dick et
al., 2004). Unfortunately, few studies have investi-
gated these relationships simultaneously. The present
research aims to examine the relationship between OI
and ACO, and their relationships with some of their
common antecedents and consequences. Using a sam-
ple of 413 soldiers, we conducted a longitudinal study
to examine the direction of the relationship between OI
and ACO. Results of panel analysis showed that OI is
an antecedent of ACO. A second cross-sectional study
using 203 engineers investigated the relationships be-
tween POS, OI, ACO, job satisfaction and turnover
intention. OI was found to mediate the relationship
between POS and ACO, whereas ACO mediated the
effect of OI on job satisfaction and turnover intention.
These findings suggest that OI may foster ACO and
consequently positive employees’ attitudes and behav-
iors at work.

Value Orientations and Organizational Com-
mitment

Parts, V., Tallinn University of Technology, Tallinn,
Estonia

Abstract: This study aims to discover whether em-
ployees emphasizing different values establish different
relationships with organization in terms of commit-
ment. Specifically, we analysed the relationships be-
tween affective and continuance commitment and dif-
ferent kinds of work values conceptualizing the latter
as an expression of basic values in work setting related
to four higher-order value types offered by Schwartz
(1992) (e.g. Ros, Schwartz & Surkiss, 1999). Data
from Estonian work-aged population survey (n=2059)
was used to test the hypotheses. Affective and continu-
ance organizational commitment were measured using
scales developed by Meyer et al (1993), value orienta-
tions were measured asking about the importance of
34 work aspects employees aspire to in work settings.
It appeared that affective organizational commitment
was positively related to valuing social and intrinsic
work aspects, and negatively related to extrinsic (com-
fort) and prestige values. Continuance commitment
was predicted by extrinsic orientation and negatively
related to intrinsic values. It was also found that rela-
tionships between organizational commitment aspects
and value orientations depend on employee’s age, gen-
der, position in organization (rank-and-file employees,
specialists, various management levels) and size of or-
ganization. The main conclusion from our data is that

people committed to the welfare of others (socially ori-
ented) as well as emphasizing independent thought and
action (self-direction and stimulation important) de-
velop strongest emotional ties with organization. At
the same time, pursuing security (stability and com-
fort important) is related to commitment based on cal-
culating costs that employees associate with leaving.
Also, orientation to success and dominance over others
(position, prestige important) predict higher continu-
ance commitment in some employee groups. Thus, em-
ployees high in intrinsic work motivation are naturally
inclined to be affectively committed to their employer
(organization) whereas employees seeking comfort and
power establish more calculative relationship.

Organizational Image and its relationships to
Perceived Supervisor Support, Work Engage-
ment and Intention to Quit

Chmiel, N.R.J., University of Chichester, Chichester,
UK ; Lo Presti, A., Seconda Universita Degli Studi di
Napoli, Naples, Italy

Abstract: Dutton and Dukerich (1991) proposed orga-
nizational imagebe defined as the way members believe
others view the organization, and introduced the term
’construed external image’. A positive construed ex-
ternal image leads to a strengthening in a member’s
organizational identity that can influence obedience,
loyalty and participation in organizational activities
(Dutton, Dukerich and Harquail, 1994). Thus we ex-
pect that organizational image will have an effect on
employee attitudes and intentions towards their work-
place. A question then is what brings about a view
amongst employees that their organization is well re-
garded by others? Eisenberger Stinglhamber, Vander-
berghe, Sucharski and Rhoades (2002) argue that ’to
determine the organization’s readiness to reward in-
creased work effort and to meet socio-emotional needs,
employees develop global beliefs concerning the extent
to which the organization values their contribution and
cares about their well-being’. They called this per-
ceived organizational support. Thus if employees are
being supported well, a reasonable assumption by them
is that others are being similarly treated, and so the or-
ganization itself is one which is seen in a positive light
in general by its members and others. Perceived su-
pervisor support has been shown to be related, inter
alia, to lowered turnover intention (Brough & Frame,
2004; Eisenberger et al., 2002) and lower emotional ex-
haustion (Wilk & Moynihan, 2005). We expect there-
fore that higher perceived supervisor support will pre-
dict a more positive organizational image which in
turn will predict higher work engagement and lower
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intentions to quit the organization. 179 respondents
(mean age 43.34 years, s.d. 8.51) in one organization
in the UK completed a survey. Structural modelling
showed that the data were best fit by a model where
organizational image mediated completely the effect of
perceived supervisor support on engagement and in-
tentions to quit (chi2=53,48, df=49; NFI=,96; RM-
SEA=,027; CFI=,99). The practical relevance of this
study is that a neglected aspect of the way employ-
ees regard their organizations can be a critical factor
in employee intentions and motivation. Thus organi-
zational interventions that enhance the way employees
and others regard it is likely to be beneficial in terms
of both staffing and performance.

Investigation of employees’ loyalty to orga-
nizations in the sphere of services

Kredentser, O., G.Kostiuk Institute of Psychology,
Kyiv, Ukraine; Liplyanska, O., G.Kostiuk Institute of
Psychology, Kyiv, Ukraine

Abstract: Introduction. The problem of employees’ loy-
alty to organizations has been intensely investigated
by organizational psychologists. Employees’ organiza-
tional loyalty is an important psychological prerequi-
site of effective functioning of organizations and a pre-
ventive factor of staff turnover. The theoretical and
methodological foundation of the investigation was the
works by L.G. Pochebut, ?.?. Korolyova, R.Shaw, P.
Muchinski, etc. Objective. To find out levels and man-
ifestations of employees’ loyalty to organizations in the
sphere of services. Methods and design. The investiga-
tion was conducted on 100 employees from businesses
in the sphere of services using interviews, tests and
statistical analyses. Results. 1. Only 1.4 % of the re-
spondents were found to have highly developed, 43.1
% averagely developed, 38.9 % poorly developed, and
16.7 % very poorly developed loyalty to their organi-
zations. 2. Employees’ age statistically significantly
correlated (?<0.05) with their organizational loyalty:
the respondents older than 40 years were shown to
have high levels of organizational loyalty whereas those
younger than 30 years mainly had very low levels of
organizational loyalty (66.7 %). 3. The levels of em-
ployees’ organizational loyalty statistically significantly
correlated (?<0.05) with types and levels of their edu-
cation: the most loyal to their organizations were the
respondents with higher economic education. 4. The
investigation statistically significantly found that the
longer the employees worked in the organization, the
more loyal to it they became (?<0.01). 5. The em-
ployees’ organizational loyalty statistically significantly

correlated (?<0.01) with their positions in the organi-
zations: managers and heads were more loyal to their
organizations than rank-and-file employees. Conclu-
sion. On the whole, the investigation found low lev-
els of employees’ organizational loyalty in the sphere
of services. The main attention should be paid to the
young employees without higher education and/or with
higher non-economic education as well as to those with
a short work record in a given organization. The find-
ings of the investigation could be helpful in developing
training organizational loyalty courses for the employ-
ees of the sphere of services.

Clarifying the link which bonds employee and
organization: A confirmatory analysis of the
HSA-ICI

Castro, S., University of Coimbra, Oeiras, Portugal ;
Cardoso, L., University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portu-
gal ; Romeo, M., University of Barcelona, Barcelona,
Spain

Abstract: The aim of this study is to contribute for
the construct validation of the Identification- Commit-
ment Inventory (ICI), the questionnaire proposed by
Quijano, Navarro and Cornejo (2000) for the measure-
ment of organizational commitment and organizational
identification. The ICI was included in the frame of the
Human System Audit (HSA) (Quijano, 2006). As an
integrative model, it allows researchers and consultants
to analyze and measure the concepts at the same time.
The HSA-ICI model was tested in a sample of employ-
ees (N=279) of a Spanish Hospital. Confirmatory Fac-
tor Analysis (CFA) through Structural Equation Mod-
elling (SEM) was performed. Maximum Likelihood was
chosen as estimator. The goodness-of-fit index pointed
out a poor fit of the model, even after some respecifi-
cations. It suggested improvements in the tool.

Types of Job Satisfaction – The Zürich Model
is futurized

Ferreira, Y., Institut für Arbeitswissenschaft, Darm-
stadt, Germany

Abstract: To measure job satisfaction means to always
find that the employees are quite satisfied - indepen-
dent of the real working conditions. It could be in the
interests of the company to demonstrate social engage-
ment, to point out their consequential workplace design
or to promote with a good working atmosphere. How-
ever, it is a debacle if the goal is to improve the work
situation. Yet, this should be the main goal for every
measurement of job satisfaction. In 1975, Bruggemann
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suggested a dynamic model (Zurich Model of Job Sat-
isfaction) to describe multiple forms of work satisfac-
tion and dissatisfaction. The closer evaluation of the
dynamic processes of the development of job satisfac-
tion gives the opportunity to identify work processes
that cause e.g. resignation. Bssing (1997) rediscov-
ered the model, modified it and further researched it
to support the empirical evidence. Nevertheless the
model still had some shortcomings. Based on this crit-
icism, it was modified again and the four major vari-
ables were exactly defined. Building on that, a new
questionnaire (FEAT - Questionnaire to assess types of
job satisfaction) was constructed (Ferreira 2009). This
article describes the empirically detected job satisfac-
tion types using five different samplings. 24 satisfaction
types could be proven which were never postulated in
the past. Most interesting is the fact, that the types
are dependent on the actual job and the working con-
ditions. This shows new ways to change the working
conditions to enhance the job satisfaction. This is not
only an economic goal but also one focused on human-
ity. Empirically identified significant differences and
correlations are the basics for further psychological in-
terpretations of the confirmed job satisfaction types. It
seems as every job satisfaction type has its individual
profile with very specific preferences, apprehensions,
traits and attitudes. To have a closer look at these
profiles will help to explain the behavior and the sen-
sations of working people. Furthermore, the research
findings through the questionnaire FEAT show that the
job satisfaction types are not permanent but reversible
- they can be changed. It could be forward-looking
to work out the circumstances that initiate a desired
change.

Motivation in today’s economic crisis

Ionicã, C., The National Academy
”

Mihai Viteazul”,
Bucuresti, Romania

Abstract: While times look bleak, the motivation to un-
dertake each day is to have the opportunity of growing
a little bit more, to conquer and to conquer ourselves in
order to achieve a higher level of freedom. As organiza-
tional leaders, how do we strive forward while motivat-
ing others to do the same? When money does not mo-
tivate because you can’t give money, how to motivate
professionals? What are the individuals motivational
factors and how to give rewards for good performance
of every employee. Whilst there are some general rules
which apply to everyone, most people are usually mo-
tivated by what they perceive as rewards and there is
different ways to get them committed and motivated.
This study focuses on the issues of staff motivation and

employees retention that face managers when employ-
ees pay is low and morale is lower, especially in com-
munities having a lower economy in times of crises.
In order to identify individual differences in a number
of practical contexts, such as the world of work, and
record various components of performance in a job-
related context, it was used Achievement Motivation
Inventory ( Schuler and Prochaska, 2001). The AMI
profile gives insight into an individual’s achievement
motivation structure, enables a precise and reliable
evaluation of all major aspects of job-related achieve-
ment motivation and allows the researcher, counsellor,
or personnel assessment specialist to choose the facets
of achievement motivation most relevant to alternative
applications. The results of this study, based on the
data of 150 applicants who work in a public institution
in Romania, in 2010, permitted us to find out the main
motivators in our day’s economic crisis and to develop
new organizational strategy for growing the working
performance of the employees, their job satisfaction,
motivation and commitment.

A Self-Determination Theory Approach to
volunteerism: The influence of motivation
and organization on volunteers’ work ef-
fort.

Bidee, J., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels, Bel-
gium; Vantilborgh, T., Vrije Universiteit Brussel,
Brussels, Belgium; Hofmans, J., Vrije Universiteit
Brussel, Brussels, Belgium; Pepermans, R., Vrije Uni-
versiteit Brussel, Brussels, Belgium; Wastiau, M.,
Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels, Belgium; Huy-
brechts, G., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels, Bel-
gium

Abstract: Purpose. This study examined the effect
of motivation (i.e. autonomous versus controlled) on
the work effort of volunteers, taking into account the
type of non-profit organization in which volunteers are
active. Method. A total of 206 respondents from
four non-profit organizations participated in the on-
line survey. The respondents filled in a questionnaire
concerning the reason they volunteer (Motivation at
Work Scale) and their contributions to the organiza-
tion (Work Effort Scale). Results. Our results suggest
that with more autonomous, or self-determined, mo-
tivation, volunteers will dedicate more effort to their
volunteer work. However, we were not able to find
any relationship between controlled motivated behav-
ior and work effort. Although the base amount of work
effort is organization-dependent, the relation between
type of motivation and work effort does not seem to be
influenced by the type of organization. Conclusions.
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Overall, results indicate that being autonomously mo-
tivated generates the most desirable outcomes, inde-
pendent of the type of organization the volunteer is
active in. However, one should interpret and general-
ize these findings with caution. Implications for prac-
tice and further research are given. Originality. Since
creating optimally performing volunteers is an impor-
tant goal for NPO managers, we are convinced of the
usability of our findings. Moreover, we are the first
to involve volunteers’ work effort in relation to moti-
vation and work effort of volunteers using a heteroge-
neous sample in four different organizations. By cre-
ating an autonomous-stimulating work climate, man-
agers should be able to influence the performance of
their volunteers.

Organizational Context Perceived as Con-
trolling and Control Orientation as Predic-
tors of Opportunistic and Antagonistic Atti-
tudes in the Workplace

Sotiriou, P., Panteion University of Social and Polit-
ical Sciences, Athens, Greece; Papaxristopoulos, K.,
Panteion University of Social and Political Sciences,
Athens, Greece

Abstract: Prosocial characteristics and prosocial mo-
tivation have been identified as important elements of
the current working environments, due to their sub-
stantial influence on employees’ work behaviors and job
performance (Grant, 2008). Unless that many theories
have been developed in order to explain what motivates
people to engage into certain behaviors (i.e. Locke &
Latham, 1990; Frese, 1989, etc), little contribution ex-
ists on the factors that enhance or hinder cooperation
and defection not only at the micro-level of individual
(Antonides, 1994; Pruitt & Kimmel, 1977), but also at
the macro-level of an organization (Cox et al, 1991).
Self-Determination theory (Deci & Ryan, 1985), being
a complete approach of human personality and specifi-
cally of work motivation (Gagn & Deci, 2005), was uti-
lized in the present study. The study aimed to explore
both contextual and personal motivational determi-
nants regarding cooperative and non cooperative atti-
tudes in the workplace. Using a sample of both private
and public sector employees (N=135), it examined the
correlations between autonomy-supportive versus con-
trolling organizational contexts, as perceived by em-
ployees, and opportunistic propensity, as measured by
an economic opportunism scale. It also investigated
the extent to which autonomy-supportive versus con-
trolling working contexts and causality orientation en-
hance or inhibit opportunistic attitudes. The analy-
sis provided evidence that organizational contexts per-

ceived as controlling favor defecting economic strate-
gies, such as economic opportunism. Furthermore, it
showed that extrinsically motivated employees tend to
have more opportunistic attitudes than intrinsically
motivated, especially in organizational environments
perceived as controlling. Control and autonomy orien-
tations proved to be rather stronger predictors of de-
fecting attitudes compared to autonomy-support that
emerged as a modest predictor. The results provide
several important implications for the counselling tech-
niques and human resources development in the work-
place, proposing the enhancement of autonomous mo-
tivation as a predictor of prosocial, cooperative orga-
nizational behavior.

Nurses’ Job Satisfaction and Inpatient Satis-
faction: An Exploratory Study in a major
Italian Hospital

Cortese, C.G., University of Turin, Torino, Italy

Abstract: Background Current literature suggests the
importance of examining the linkage between nurses’
job satisfaction and inpatient satisfaction with nurs-
ing care for better strategic planning from healthcare
executives (Tzeng & Ketefian, 2002). Aim This ex-
ploratory study sought to test the relationship between
nurses’ job satisfaction and inpatient satisfaction with
quality of nursing care in a major Italian Hospital lo-
cated in Lombardy. Method Patient and nurse data
were collected from 19 inpatient care wards using a
self-reported structured questionnaire administered to
all the nurses and all the patients. The questionnaire
was distributed to a total of 423 nurses and 294 pa-
tients. Of these, 305 nurses (72.1%) and 257 patients
(87.4%) returned the completed questionnaires. The
questionnaire completed by the nurses included a sin-
gle item for the measurement of general job satisfaction
(Cortese, 2009) and a scale of 44 items for the measure-
ment of seven components of job satisfaction (Stamps
1997, Cortese 2007). The questionnaire completed by
the patients included a scale of 27 items for the mea-
surement of inpatient satisfaction with nursing care,
covering six factors (Tzeng & Ketefian, 2002). Re-
sults Results (Pearson’s r) showed that nurses’ general
job satisfaction and their job satisfaction about specific
factors are significantly correlated with at least one of
the inpatient satisfaction factors studied, except for the
factor of patient education. More specifically, the fac-
tors of nurses’ job satisfaction which evidence the most
numerous, strongest, and most significant correlations
with inpatient satisfaction are: autonomy, task require-
ment, interaction with physician, interaction with col-
leagues. General job satisfaction was significantly cor-
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related with inpatient satisfaction with art of care,
management of pain and discomfort, being courteous
to family members. Conclusions The results provide
good support for a linkage between nurses’ job sat-
isfaction and inpatient satisfaction with nursing care.
According to the findings of this study, it will be im-
portant for nursing staff to obtain greater autonomy
in the performance of their duties, a definition of tasks
which dedicates more time to the relationship with the
patient and less paperwork and red tape, greater op-
portunities for discussion within the group of fellow
nurses and greater cooperation with the physicians.

Psychological Capital: A review and de-
velopment of a comprehensive model of an-
tecedents and consequences

Bozionelos, N., Durham University, Durham, UK ; Xia,
Q., Durham University, Durham, UK ; Redman, T.,
Durham University, Durham, UK

Abstract: The traditional idea in organizations has
been that human capital (i.e. knowledge, skills and
abilities) is the way to performance. Under this as-
sumption, organizations invest in various development
activities (e.g. coaching, on-the-job and off-the-job
training) to upgrade their human capital. Does such in-
vestment pay off? Unfortunately, the answer is not un-
equivocally positive. Two important challenges for or-
ganizations are: 1. Engaging developed or highly com-
petent employees in performance delivery (e.g., Bakker
and Schaufeli, 2008). 2. Retaining those developed
employees, as they are likely to approach and be ap-
proached by competitors. Alternatives to human cap-
ital include personality and social capital. However,
it is doubtful that personality can be managed beyond
the selection stages, and it is also questionable whether
organizational social capital can be developed within
a reasonable amount of time. Psychological capital
(Luthans, 2002; Luthans & Youssef, 2004; Luthans,
Youssef & Avolio 2007) provides a complementary al-
ternative to human capital. It consists of the psycho-
logical states of hope, self-efficacy, optimism and re-
silience. Psychological capital is measureable, change-
able, manageable, and easily developable, due to its
state nature (e.g., Luthans et al., 2008). In addition,
early empirical evidence supports the view that psycho-
logical capital can enhance key outcomes, such as job
performance and work attitudes (Gooty et al., 2009).
However, empirical research on psychological capital
is still rather piecemeal and lacks comprehensive in-
vestigations that include experimental designs in real
settings. Such designs can provide evidence on causal
effects. Furthermore, extant empirical work is almost

exclusive to the Anglo-Saxon work environment. The
present work proposes a comprehensive model that
links the psychological capital of the workforce with
leadership styles (authentic and transformational lead-
ership) of line managers and with key outcomes (e.g.,
in-role and extra-role behaviours) at both individual
and unit level. The testing of the model will be con-
ducted with the use of experimental methodology in
a real industrial setting. And the research will take
place in China, a country with a culture that is differ-
ent from the Anglo -Saxon culture. Hence, the inves-
tigation will contribute towards filling the existing gap
in the knowledge regarding antecedents, consequences
and mechanisms of psychological capital.

Models of feedback interventions. The influ-
ence of static and dynamic feedback on task
performance

Buczny, J., Warsaw School of Social Sciences and
Humanities, Sopot, Poland ; Lukaszewski, W., War-
saw School of Social Sciences and Humanities, Sopot,
Poland

Abstract: Feedback intervention is one of the most
widely applied psychological interventions. At work
place, feedback has strong regulatory strength. This
activity is responsible for action control, evoking and
maintaining the motivation to work. Our research
problem was established to apply predictions build on
the basis of two distinct models of feedback regulatory
mechanisms. The first one was considered as static
(Kluger & DeNisi, 1996), because describes and explain
one-time, accidental and rare feedback. The second
one was characterize as dynamic (Kanfer & Ackerman,
1989), by reason of it is a theory of systematic, frequent
feedback interventions. Five experimental studies con-
firmed our predictions (N = 392). Behavioral conse-
quences of static positive feedback were the same as
the effects of dynamic negative feedback. In contrast,
the effects of static negative feedback were the same
as behavioral consequences of dynamic positive feed-
back. Moreover, the three of the five experiments were
designed to examine mediation effects of self-efficacy,
considered as reflective mechanism of self-regulation.
No effect of mediation was found.

Contributions for Understanding the Agent-
System and the Two-Interactional Factor
Models of Organizational Justice

Correia, A., Polytechnic Institute of Setúbal, Setúbal,
Portugal ; Rego, A., University of Aveiro, Aveiro, Por-
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tugal ; Pina e Cunha, M., New University of Lisbon,
Lisbon, Portugal

Abstract: Procedural justice refers to the perceived
fairness of the processes used to make allocation de-
cisions. Interactional justice as made up of two facets
(Greenberg, 1993; Greenberg & McCarty, 1990): (1)
interpersonal justice refers to the extent to which the
superior treats people with dignity and respect; (2)
informational justice focuses on the explanations pro-
vided to employees that convey information about why
procedures were used in a certain way or outcomes were
allocated in a certain fashion. The agent-system model
of organizational justice (Bies & Moag, 1986; Fassina,
Jones, & Uggerslev, 2008; Masterson, Lewis, Goldman
& Taylor, 2000) suggests that individuals draw on pro-
cedural justice for deciding how to react to the overall
organization (commitment), but on interactional jus-
tice for deciding how to react to superiors. Through a
convenience sample of 140 employees, this study shows
how procedural justice and both dimensions of inter-
actional justice predict organizational and supervisor
affective commitment. The findings support the agent-
system model, suggesting that employees tend to recip-
rocate toward those entities that benefit/punish them
in terms of justice: (a) individuals develop stronger
affective commitment toward the organization when
they feel that the organization is fair; (b) they de-
velop higher affective commitment toward the super-
visor when they perceive strong informational justice
from the supervisor.

(In)justice context and work satisfaction:
The mediating role of justice perceptions

Silva, M.R. de, ISCTE-Lisbon University Institute,
Santo António Dos Cavaleiros, Portugal

Abstract: This study aims to explore the impact of
the social context, namely the (in)justice climate and
target, in workers’ justice perceptions and satisfaction.
Individual’s justice judgments are expected to mediate
the relationship of the (in)justice climate and target
with work satisfaction. A 2 (high justice climate ver-
sus low justice climate) x 2 (self injustice target versus
co-worker injustice target) cross-sectional design was
applied trough a questionnaire presenting a scenario
to 140 participants Findings reveal that when the jus-
tice climate is low versus when the justice climate is
high, or when the injustice target is the self versus a
when the injustice target co-worker justice judgments
tend to be more negative. Procedural justice percep-
tions are equally affected by injustices that target the
self or coworkers. We also found mediation effects of

procedural justice in the relationship between the jus-
tice climate and satisfaction, and interactional justice
in the relationship between the injustice target and sat-
isfaction. Unlike other justice dimensions, distributive
justice does not appear to play a role in the relation-
ship between the (in)justice context and work satisfac-
tion. Findings demonstrate the relevance of framing
organizational justice in a socially contextualized per-
spective. Greater attention should be given to group,
and coworkers’ justice experiences, has they seem to
influence individual justice reactions and related work
attitudes. Using experimental methodology, it was pos-
sible to examine the relationships between antecedents
and consequences of organizational justice perceptions,
exploring the role of seldom studied contextual vari-
ables.

Interactive posters: Work Time and Work
Family Balance

Main topic area: Work Time and Work-family

Location: Expo (9:00-10:00)

Psychological features of entrepreneurs

Galagan, L., Institute of Psychology, Kyiv, Ukraine

Abstract: Introduction. Understanding the psychol-
ogy of working entrepreneurs is important for edu-
cational institutions which train future entrepreneurs.
Knowing psychological features of entrepreneurs gives
us a possibility both to form educational process of
the future entrepreneurs and to organize appropri-
ate psychological support for persons who are start-
ing their own business. Personality characteristics
of entrepreneurs were the scientific interest of such
researchers as R.Cantillon (1725), ?.Marshall (1890),
?.Weber (1905), J.Schumpeter (1942), D.McClelland
(1961), N.?.Pobirchenko (1999), A.Rauch (2000), M.
Frese (2006). Objectives. To find differences
in psychological features of entrepreneurs and non-
entrepreneurs. Methods. The investigation was done
in 2010 on a sample of entrepreneurs (30 participants,
60% - men, 40% - women, an average age 33,1 years,
an average experience of entrepreneurship 6,3 years)
and non-entrepreneurs (30 participants, 73,0% - men,
26,7% - women, an average age 36 years). The fol-
lowing procedures were held: 1) test on general ability
to entrepreneurship (GET-test) and 2) inventory with
questions, concerning an innovativeness (How often do
you try out, on your own, a better and a faster way of
doing something in the job? - A.Utsch and A.Rauch,
2000), an initiative (More frequent it is me, who starts
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something new), a need for autonomy (Usually no one
can influence on my decision). Results. 1. On the
level of the statistics tendency (p<0,1) there is more
evidence of the initiative (inventory), the need for au-
tonomy (GET-test), the risk-taking (GET-????) in the
group of the entrepreneurs, comparing with the group
of the non-entrepreneurs. 2. The need for autonomy
(inventory) of the entrepreneurs is significantly differ-
ent (p<0,05), comparing with the non entrepreneurs.
3. There is significantly higher level of the innova-
tiveness (inventory) in the group of the entrepreneurs,
comparing with the group of the non-entrepreneurs
(p<0,01). Thereby the entrepreneurs are more ini-
tiative and independent, more risk-taking, more inno-
vative, comparing with the non-entrepreneurs. Con-
clusion. 1. The significant differences in the psy-
chological features of the entrepreneurs and the non-
entrepreneurs are the need for autonomy and the in-
novativeness. 2. The results of the investigation are
important for preparing psychological trainings for the
persons starting their own business.

The Impact of Adaptive and Mal-Adaptive
Perfectionism on Work-Family Conflict and
Burnout Syndromes of The Employees: A
Study From Turkey

Arikan, S., Okan University, Istanbul, Turkey ;
Çaliskan, C., Haliç University, Istanbul, Turkey

Abstract: The main purpose of this study is to inves-
tigate the impact of perfectionism on work-family con-
flict and burnout syndromes of the employees in Turk-
ish Business Context. Eventough work-family conflict
and burnout are the concepts researched both theorat-
ically and emprically in the field of I/O Psychology in
many studies, the meaning and impact of perfectionism
as a personality variable within this interaction is still
needed to be searched. Actually in Turkey there are
limited studies about perfectionism or they are in the-
oratical base rather than emprical (Dinç, 2001; Oral,
1999; Yorulmaz, 2002). Therefore study findings is go-
ing to fill the gap in the field and provide implications
for the managers especially in personal selection and
development operations. Within this study the defi-
nition and classification of Johnson & Slaney (1996)
is used for perfectionism variable. According to their
definition, perfectionism has three components: Stan-
dards (personal standards for performance), Discrep-
ancy (distress caused by the perceived discrepancy be-
tween performance and personal standards), and Or-
der (desire for organization and need for orderliness).
In their conceptualization, adaptive perfectionism re-
flects high personal standards and expectations and or-

derliness whereas maladaptive perfectionism is related
with the high distress experienced due to discrepancy
between actual performance and expected standards.
The requirement to meet high personal standards and
expectations within two domains both in family and
work can increase the level of conflict between two do-
mains. At the same time distress due to discrepancy
between performance and expected standarts can also
increase the conflict level. Therefore perfectionism may
have an impact on WFC level of the employees. The
Almost Perfect Scale-Revised /APS-R (Slaney et al,
2001), Netemeyer, Boles ve Mcmurrian (1996)’s work-
family conflict scale and Maslach and Jackson (1981)’s
burnout scale are employed to measure relevant con-
structs in the research model. The sample of this
study will include white color employees working full
time in private organizations in wide range of indus-
try sectors (education, computer services, finance and
banking) in Istanbul, Turkey. 350 questionnaires were
distributed and data collection process is ongoing. The
results will be discussed in comparison of previous find-
ings concerning perfectionism, work-family conflict and
burnout.

Family-work interference: the role of work
engagement and implications for employees
outcomes

Sulea, C., West University of Timisoara, Timisoara,
Romania; Virga, D., West University of Timisoara,
Timisoara, Romania

Abstract: Although research has analyzed the inter-
ference between work and family in relation to work
Engagement (Montgomery, Peeters, Schaufeli & den
Ouden, 2003), an important concern is whether this
interference is an antecedent or a rather a consequence
of engagement. Besides, most of this research has
been done in Western Europe. Hence, more research
is required - also in other cultural contexts – on fam-
ily interference with work (FIW) and work engage-
ment (WE) (Halbesleben, 2009). Therefore the present
study examines the mediating role played by WE in
the relations between FIW on the one hand, and job
satisfaction (JS) and turnover intention (TI) on the
other hand. The sample (n=424) consists of Romanian
married employees (44.3 % men). Structural equation
modeling was used to simultaneosuly test the hypoth-
esized relations. WE partially mediates between time-
based FIW and JS, and TI. There is a full mediating
role of WE for strain-based FIW. Finally, employees
who experience behavior-based FIW tend to have a de-
creased JS and those who experience time- and strain-
based FIW tend to be more work engaged and satisfied
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with their jobs and declare less TI. The interference
of personal life in the work arena can have positive
outcomes. The way managers succeed in supporting
employees’ ways of dealing with FWI may have bene-
ficial effects at work. In addition, allowing employees
a certain flexibility of work schedule and opportunity
to deal with family issues may be positively related to
their engagement at work, satisfaction, and potentially
decrease their intention to leave the organization. Ref-
erences Halbesleben, J.R.B. (2010). A meta-analysis
of work engagement: Relationships with burnout, de-
mands, resources, and consequences. In A. Bakker and
M. Leiter (eds.). Work engagement. A handbook of es-
sential theory and research (pp. 102-116). New York:
Psychology Press Montgomery, A.J., Peeters, M.C.W.,
Schaufeli, W.B. & Den Ouden, M. (2003). Work-home
interference among newspaper managers: Its relation-
ship with burnout and engagement. Anxiety, Stress
and Coping, 16, 195-211.

Measuring organizational work-life-balance
culture: Validation of the WLB-Culture
Scale

Nitzsche, A, University of Cologne, Köln, Germany ;
Jung, J., University of Cologne, Köln, Germany ;
Driller, E., University of Cologne, Cologne, Germany ;
Kowalski, C., University of Cologne, Köln, Germany ;
Pfaff, H., University of Cologne, Köln, Germany

Abstract: Background We developed an instrument as-
sessing work-life-balance culture in organizations. A
work-life-balance culture describes a culture that is
supportive of the employees work-life-balance. This
means for example, that the top management sees
work-life-balance as a meaningful theme and supports
it actively. The aim of this investigation was the eval-
uation of the psychometric properties of the WLB-
Culture instrument. The instrument consists of five
items (sample item: ’My company helps employees to
arrange private and working life’). Methods Data for
this cross-sectional study were collected through tele-
phone interviews with one management-level person of
randomly selected companies within the German in-
formation and communication technology (ICT) sec-
tor (N=522). Psychometric evaluation of the instru-
ment was firstly conducted using exploratory factor
analysis (EFA) and reliability analysis. Additionally,
we conducted a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to
examine the model fit and to retest the dimensional
structure of the instrument. Further construct validity
was tested using analysis of variance (ANOVA) with
a related instrument, assessing the key persons general
opinion towards the managements responsibility for the

employees work-life-balance. Results EFA suggested
a one-dimensional structure of the instrument with a
good reliability of 0,83 (Cronbachs alpha). The CFA
replicated the factor structure of the instrument and
resulted in an adequate level of fit (TLI 0.97, CFI 0.98,
RMSEA 0.08). The ANOVA also shows a hypothesis-
consistent relationship to the related instrument, which
can be seen as an additional indicator of the conver-
gent validity. Practical relevance The WLB-Culture
instrument can be seen as a short and psychometri-
cally satisfying assessment of work-life-balance culture
in organizations from a key person’s perspective.

Work-life conflict, work-life facilitation,
and their correlates among blue collar
workers in Switzerland

Knecht, M., Institut of Social and Preventive Medicine
(University of Zürich), Zürich, Switzerland ; Brauchli,
R., Institut of Social and Preventive Medicine (Uni-
versity of Zürich), Zürich, Switzerland ; Bauer, G.F.,
Institut of Social and Preventive Medicine (University
of Zürich), Zürich, Switzerland ; Haemmig, O., Insti-
tut of Social and Preventive Medicine (University of
Zürich), Zürich, Switzerland

Abstract: Objectives: Scientific research on the work-
life interface has been limited largely to the analysis
of work-life conflict and, furthermore, mainly to white
collar workers. The current study analyses the associ-
ation of work-life conflict and work-life facilitation in
a predominant blue-collar sample. In addition, sev-
eral possible correlates were explored such as health
or work engagement. Methods: To collect own pri-
mary data a survey has been conducted within four
companies in Switzerland of different industrial sec-
tors (chemistry, building and manufacturing) with a
total sample of more than 2000 employees of all oc-
cupational positions. The study provides data from a
large, even though non-representative blue-collar sam-
ple of the Swiss working population. We used well-
established, reliable, and validated measures to assess
the concepts of work-life conflict and work-life facilita-
tion, and developed a fully standardized and compre-
hensive questionnaire. Results: Work-life conflict and
work-life facilitation were found to be hardly correlated
with each other. And evidence was found for a quite
strong negative association between work-life conflict
and different health outcomes. A weak positive asso-
ciation between work-life facilitation and health sta-
tus was found. Whereas work-life conflict was asso-
ciated with low work engagement, work-life facilita-
tion was associated with high engagement. (Physical
burdening work was found to be positively asso-ciated
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with work-life conflict and slightly negatively associ-
ated with work-life facilitation.) Conclusion: Work-life
conflict and work-life facilitation are obviously inde-
pendent phenomena. This means that the existence of
negative spillover effects from the work to the nonwork
domain and vice versa (work-life conflict) does not pre-
dict the absence of positive aspects of combining work
and family or other roles. And as expected they seem
to have contrary effects on outcomes such as work en-
gagement even though not with regard to health and
well-being as has been shown in studies recently pub-
lished. Due to these unexpected and inconsistent find-
ings, further research is needed particularly with focus
on work-life facilitation and its health effects.

10:00-10:30

Coffee Break

Location: All levels (10:00-10:30)

10:30-11:30

Posters session: Organizational Behavior,
Structure, Culture and Climate

Main topic area: Organizational Structure, Culture,
Climate

Location: Expo (10:30-11:30)

A Model of Organisational Energy in the
South African Context

Cuff, R.E., University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South
Africa; Barkhuizen, N., University of Pretoria, Pre-
toria, South Africa

Abstract: Background and Aim: In the complex and
dynamic world in which businesses of the 21st cen-
tury must function, the primary objective is to find and
maintain the competitive advantage, and in so doing,
create an organisation that is capable of rapid evolu-
tion and change (Lawler, 2008). In this ever chang-
ing environment, the integration of organisational ex-
periences at both individual and organisational levels
has altered practices for analysing organisations from a
structured and static undertaking, to a process which
is more dynamic and responsive (Pettigrew & Fenton,

2000). This move has facilitated an interest in organi-
sational energy, both on an organisational and an indi-
vidual level. The main objective of this research is to
develop a model of organisational energy in the South
African context. Method: A cross-sectional survey
research design is followed with data being collected
from employees (N=300) from a South African finan-
cial institution. The Energy Scapes Profile (Tosey &
Llewellyn, 2002), The Energy Index (Stanton Marris,
2002) and Productive Organisational Energy Measure
(Bruch, Cole & Vogel, 2005) are administered. Confir-
matory factor analysis, Linear Regression Analysis and
Structural Equation Modelling are applied. Results: It
is anticipated the organisational energy as measured by
the Energy Index will be statistically significant predic-
tor of organisational energy as measured by the Energy
Scapes Profile. In addition it is also expected that both
the organisational energies as measured by the Energy
Index and Energy Scapes Profiles will be statistically
significant predictors of productive organisational en-
ergy. Finally it is expected that organisational energy
(Energy Scapes Profile) will mediate the relationship
between organisational energy (Energy Index) and Pro-
ductive Organisational Energy. Practical Relevance:
The model should assist organisations in identifying
practices, processes and initiatives which can have a
positive impact on organisational energy, and in turn,
on the productivity and satisfaction levels of their em-
ployees. Using this information, interventions which
facilitate positive organisational energy, or address or-
ganisational energy challenges can be developed.

An exploratory study of organizational fac-
tors and job satisfaction in the construction
industry in Spain

Aldasoro, J.C., University of Basque Country, San Se-
bastian, Spain; Cantonnet, M.L., University of Basque
Country, San Sebastian, Spain; Iradi, J., University of
Basque Country, San Sebastian, Spain

Abstract: Purpose - The purpose of this paper is to
analyze organizational factors that influence job sat-
isfaction in the construction industry in Spain. The
factors examined are: control of and influence on work
hours, clarity of job description, social support at the
worksite, opportunities for social relationships in the
workplace, and quality of leadership. Design/Method-
ology/Approach - The sampling system used was a
non probabilistic method and 51 usable questionnaires
were gathered. A questionnaire was developed and
distributed to professionals in 206 construction com-
panies. Data related to psychosocial risk factors were
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collected using the ISTAS-21 (an adapted Spanish ver-
sion of the Copenhagen Psychosocial Questionnaire) as
well as questions created ad hoc by the research group.
ISTAS-21 was designed to be used in any type of work
context to measure the organizational, social, and psy-
chological characteristics of jobs which can affect work-
ers’ health. It has been validated in the Spanish popu-
lation and is recommended by experts in occupational
health and safety. Findings - Workplace supportive
leadership quality, influence on work hours, clarity of
job description and social support at the worksite are
shown to be associated with job satisfaction. Control
of work hours and opportunities for social relationships
in the workplace do not have a direct influence on job
satisfaction. Originality/Value - Although this survey
is exploratory, the results obtained can be useful as a
first step in an in-depth study to evaluate the organi-
zational climate and psychosocial risks inherent in the
construction industry. Keywords - Construction, job
satisfaction, organizational climate, psychosocial risk
Paper type- Research paper

Subjective factors of estimate of organiza-
tional culture

Molodykh, E., Moscow University for the Humanities,
Moscow, Russian Federation; Kupreychenko, A.B., In-
stitute of Psychology of Russian Academy of Sciences,
Moscow, Russian Federation

Abstract: The basis of our research is the conception
that employees of the same organization are inclined
to estimate its organizational culture in different ways.
One of such factors is mechanism of projection of in-
dividual preferences (conceptions of ’ideal’ organiza-
tional culture) on real organizational culture estima-
tion. Conceptions of ’ideal’ organizational culture in
their turn are connected with social and demographi-
cal characteristics and peculiarities of needs and mo-
tivation. Therefore employees are prone to apprehend
and estimate real culture of their organization in accor-
dance with their own expectations, motives and needs;
thus they’re forming personal cultural space. This
leads to appearance of different subcultures (for ex-
ample, gender, age-related, status-role) inside the or-
ganization and in many respects this may cause un-
conformity of estimates during analysis of company’s
organizational culture.

Learning culture: Job as a locus of subcul-
tures

Rebelo, T., University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portu-
gal ; Mendes, D. S., University of Coimbra, Coimbra,

Portugal

Abstract: The organizational learning has acquired a
prominent role in organization sciences due to the fact
that, more and more, it is argued that organizations
must be able to learn, through its employees, enabling
them to develop new knowledge and to give rise to new
learning. In this context, an organization that wants
to become a learning organization should invest in the
creation and the development of a culture that is favor-
able to learning, that is to say, a learning culture. This
research focused on the theme of learning culture and it
aims i) to assess whether there are distinct professional
subcultures regarding learning orientation, namely if
they are similar to those noted by Schein (1993), and
ii) to evaluate if the time performing the same job in-
fluences employees’ learning orientation. To achieve
these objectives, we used the OLC questionnaire (Re-
belo, 2001), which aims to estimate the degree of orga-
nizational culture orientation’s for facilitating learning,
in a sample composed by 730 workers of 39 Portuguese
manufacturing firms. Multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA) was the main technique for data analysis.
The results suggest that the professional communities
differ on the cultural orientation to learning, support-
ing the existence of the three organizational subcul-
tures proposed by Schein (executive, engineering and
operator cultures). Differences in the effect of time
on the same job on the generation of different cultural
orientations to learning were also found. However, the
job tenure effect on learning orientation only occurs in
certain jobs (in our sample, in the supervisors and cler-
ical jobs). All in all, concerning learning orientation,
these results support that the job could be a factor
that promotes the creation of different learning orien-
tations, and, in consequence, it could contribute for the
generation of different subcultures in the organizations.
Thus, these results alert for some barriers that could
exist when an organization tries to implement a strong
orientation to learning, in order to transform itself in
a learning one.

The determinants of efficacy in University
formative paths

Ripamonti, S., Catholic University, Milan, Italy ;
Scaratti, G., Catholic University, Milan, Italy ; Mocca,
A., Catholic University, Milan, Italy

Abstract: During the last decades, some important
changes (Bauman, 2002; Sennett, 1999; Giaccardi &
Magatti, 2002; Weick, 1997; Hatch, 1999) transformed
the social and productive setting, involving both in-
dividuals and organizations. Together with this evo-
lution, also universities’ formative processes changed.
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This mutation was defined by Lipari (2002) who de-
scribed the passage from a ’modernist’ logic, which see
learning as linear and transmissive, as adaptation (this
logic is still present in many and different contests),
to a logic who mostly aim to the adult’s reflectivness
and to the valorization of his own subjectivity and ex-
perience. The aim of the research is to find out the
determinants of efficacy for university formative paths,
emphasizing which components are most influential in
the building of skills useful for a job placement. Re-
cent researches pointed out the importance of contes-
tual variables as directly related to efficacy of learning
in university contests. These variables refer to: pos-
itive or negative perception of services offered by the
University possible partecipation to aggregation places
and/or the possibility of being part of groups during
the university path possibility of development of a sense
of affiliation with the university contest The organi-
sational challenges were hence to verify the influence
of such variables on students’ university performances.
The adopted metodology employed: questionnaires to
evaluate the importance of enviromental variables on
university learning deep interviews, to monitor the per-
ception of students about enviromantal variables and
the influence of these variables on their performances
the use of ’focus groups’ to deepen which contestual
variable is suspected to be more relevant on students’
university paths The investigation’s results point out
the importance of contestual variables on students’ per-
formances. They also found very significant many ex-
tra curricular tools (stages, apprenticeships and so on)
which allow students to experience an active involve-
ment during the buinding of their own knowledge.

Safety climate and safety behaviours:
The role of organizational factors as
antecedents

Silla, I., CISOT-CIEMAT, Barcelona, Spain; Latorre,
F., University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain; Gracia,
F.J., University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain

Abstract: In the aftermath of the accident at TMI
(Three Mile Island) and Chernobyl, organizational fac-
tors have captured increased researchers and practi-
tioners attention. This is especially true for safety cli-
mate defined as shared perceptions on organizational
procedures and practices, and individuals’ norms, val-
ues, and behaviours. Still, up to date research on safety
climate antecedents is scarce. Previous research has
mostly focused on safety climate measurement. Addi-
tionally, despite safety climate is made up of shared
perceptions among employees, it has been commonly
addressed at the individual level of analyses. This

study addresses these research lacunas examining the
role of organizational factors as antecedents of both
organizational and psychological safety climate. This
study was based on 588 employees pertaining to three
different high reliability organizations. Results suggest
organizational factors (communication, time pressure
and trust at different organizational levels) play a rel-
evant role as antecedents of safety climate and safety
behaviours. Findings have relevant practical implica-
tions for promoting safety in high reliability organiza-
tion contributing to the development of a sustainable
society.

Self-protective behaviour in Narcissists: The
role of defensive voice and silence in defend-
ing against threats to one’s ego.

O’Shea, D., University of Limerick, Limerick, Ireland ;
Kirrane, M., Dublin City University, Dublin, Ireland ;
Buckley, F.L., Dublin City University, Dublin, Ire-
land

Abstract: While there have been theoretical models ad-
vanced to explain the organisational factors that con-
strain or facilitate either voice or silence (see Morrison
& Milliken, 2000; Bies, 2009; VanDyne, Ang & Botero,
2003), limited research has explored the individual dif-
ferences that explain such behaviour in the work con-
text. LePine and VanDyne (2001) found that consci-
entiousness and extraversion related positively to voice
behaviour, while agreeableness had a negative relation-
ship. More recently, Premeaux and Bedeian (2003)
found that self-monitoring was an important individual
difference characteristic predicting speaking-up in the
organisational context. The present research focused
on the personality trait of narcissism, given its rele-
vance in the broader organisational context (Resick et
al., 2009; Chaterjee & Hambrick, 2007). Narcissists are
generally hostile towards criticism (Resick et al., 2009),
and engage in self-defensive strategies to maintain their
sense of an intact ego (Morf, Weir & Davidov, 2000).
Defensive voice and defensive silence are proactive be-
haviours that are motivated by self-protection or fear.
Such motives are particularly relevant to narcissists,
with verbal defensiveness demonstrated to be a re-
sponse to fragile self-esteem (Kernis, Lakey & Hepner,
2008). 800 undergraduate students were screened using
the Narcissistic Personality Inventory (NPI; Raskin &
Hall, 1979, 1981). Those scoring in the top or bottom
third were recruited to participate. Experimental con-
ditions were designed to trigger the implicit processes
of self-regulation employed by narcissists. The results
confirmed the hypotheses that narcissists engaged in
more defensive silence and defensive voice, especially
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in situations perceived as threatening to their ego in-
tegrity. This study provides support for the model pro-
posed by Van Dyne, Ang and Botero (2003) demon-
strating that both voice and silence can be motivated
by a need to defend or protect the self. It adds to this
literature by demonstrating the impact that individual
differences can have on this type of voice and silence,
and by elucidating the contexts under which narcissists
will engage in either voice or silence to defend their ego.
From a practical perspective, it demonstrates the need
to consider both person and situation factors when con-
sidering defensive communication in organisations, and
points to how this may be dealt with.

Interorganizational Networks: a context
where collaborate to innovate it can produce
learning at interorganizational level.

Donati, S., Univerity of Bologna, Cesena, Italy

Abstract: Inter-Organizational Network (ION) (for ex-
ample: Joint Venture, Strategic Networks, Consortia,
etc.) are considered a specific organizational paradigm
that researchers used to understand performance (Pow-
ell et al., 1999), learning (Knight, 2002) and innovation
(Faber & Meeus, 2006) of the firm involved in Inter-
firm Networks. In such contexts, enterprises learn and
improve their collaborative skills and innovative capa-
bilities and both as single-individual enterprise and also
as a group of companies and in this way they can bet-
ter compete in a wider markets. ION is defined as
’a group of three or more organizations connected in
ways that facilitate achievement of a common goal.
[] Network members can be linked by many types of
connections and flows, such as information, materials,
financial resources, services, and social support. Con-
nections may be informal and totally trust based or
more formalized, as through a contract.’ (Provan, Fish
and Sydow, 2007). A literature review was conducted
to investigate if and how ION facilitates innovation
within the companies that constitute the network; two
model consider and study specifically the relationship
between ION and innovation: Dynamic Capabilities
perspective, studies how a firm combines its resource
with resources of other firms of network to construct
a organizational routine able to facilitate continuous
innovation; Relational Perspective, that with the sup-
port of Social Network Analysis (SNA), studies how the
features of relation between organizations and the so-
cial structure of these exchange relations can influence
the innovation of product and service of organizations.
This poster will present some aspects of our literature
review: - the reciprocal relationship between collabo-
rative processes, network of exchange relations (for ex-

ample: resourse, information, knowledge, etc.) and in-
novation of organizational products and services; - ION
where actors (for example: entrepreneurs, professionals
or other organization members) learned and developed
inter-organizational routines to manage their exchange
relations show an improvement of innovation capability
at firm level. Finally, the author suggests some possi-
ble ’meeting points’ between Dynamic Capabilities and
Relational Perspective that could be useful to consider
in the future inquiries on Innovation process in ION
context.

Stimulating employees’ workplace learning:
The role of self construal and career iden-
tity

Rijn, M. van, University of Twente, Enschede, The
Netherlands; Yang, H., University of Twente, En-
schede, The Netherlands

Abstract: Workplace learning involves not only psycho-
cognitive factors but also motivational and social-
psychological factors. By taking a social-psychological
approach, in this study we examined the joint effect of
self construal and career identity on teachers’ engage-
ment in workplace learning. Derived from the orga-
nizational learning model proposed by Crossan, Lane,
and White (1999) and also considering their applicabil-
ity to teachers’ profession, we highlighted three learn-
ing activities: intuiting in terms of keeping up to date,
interpreting in terms of feedback asking from their su-
pervisors and integrating in terms of knowledge shar-
ing. Regarding explanatory variables, three types of
self construal-individual, relational and collective-are
distinguished to describe how individuals define them-
selves with reference to their social roles, groups and
relationships. Two types of career identities-work cen-
trality and desire for upward mobility-were used to cap-
ture how central one’s career is to one’s identity To test
our assumptions, 332 teachers from 6 Vocational Edu-
cational Colleges in the Netherlands were recruited for
a questionnaire study. In line with our hypotheses the
results show that (1) relational self construal has a posi-
tive effect on the learning activity of asking for feedback
from their supervisors, which is especially the case for
teachers with a strong work centrality, and (2) collec-
tive self construal has a positive effect on the learning
activity of knowledge sharing, and this link is stronger
for teachers with a strong desire for upward mobility.
Contrary to our expectation, a strong individual self
construal did not show a positive impact on the learn-
ing activity of keeping up to date. Our findings suggest
that HR professionals should take account of employ-
ees’ individual differences, in terms of self construal and
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career identity, when arranging workplace learning ac-
tivities. For employees who enjoy their work and have
a strong relational self construal, dyad learning activ-
ities like coaching or feedback sessions might benefit
them most. For employees who have a strong desire for
upward mobility and a strong collective self construal,
group learning activities like team meetings might be
a good option.

Confirmatory study of the dimensionality of
workplace aggression

Vicente, A., ISPA-Instituto Universitário, Lisboa, Por-
tugal ; Oliveira, T.C., University of Coimbra, Coimbra,
Portugal

Abstract: The purpose of this study was to explore the
multidimensionality of workplace aggression. A review
and analysis of existing measures of workplace aggres-
sion were conducted and a measure proposed - the Ag-
gressive Behavior Questionnaire (ABQ) by Vicente and
D’Oliveira (2009). Following the literature (e.g. Baron
& Neuman, 1998; Martin & Hine, 2005; Yildiz, 2007),
the measure proposes that workplace aggression is as-
sociated with two main dimensions: latent aggression
and manifest aggression. An initial analysis of each
dimension suggested its multidimensionality and the
need for a confirmatory approach. The paper presents
the results of the validating study that further analyzed
the initial factor structure. A total of 210 employees
representing a variety of jobs and activity areas such as
health, sales and marketing, tourism, transports among
others were involved in this study. Activities areas and
occupations were selected according to the existing Eu-
ropean statistics that highlight the problematic areas
where such phenomenon occur in a frequent base. The
ABQ requires participants to indicate the frequency
of a variety of aggressive events in the workplace dur-
ing the last year. The measure considers events in the
workplace in general and not the personal experiences
of respondents in order to avoid victimization, a lim-
itation of the existing literature. The cross-validated
structure is presented and discussed with recommenda-
tions for further investigation and interventions for the
prevention of workplace aggression being presented.

Sex differences in values and perceived
health of volunteers and non volunteers

Castano, M.G., Universidad Complutense de Madrid,
Madrid, Spain; Lino, L., Universidad Complutense de
Madrid, Madrid, Spain

Abstract: The concept of volunteering refers to some-
one that performs a task or job without receiving any

financial or social compensation; these people, called
volunteers, perform tasks based solely on their own in-
ternal motivation and desire to help others less for-
tunate. However, not everybody is a volunteer; some
individuals feel this urge to help others more intensely
than the rest of us. Considering the gender factor, men
and women have different levels of participation in vol-
unteering, since that most of the volunteers are women.
This paper intended to know the differences in val-
ues between four groups of individuals, women volun-
teers, men volunteers, non volunteer women and non-
volunteer men. This study had 65 men and 68 women
participants (n= 133) from Spain, Madrid. To analyze
what values where more important to each person, we
used the SIV (Gordon, 1976). Besides evaluating the
importance of each value to find out if there where
any differences according to group, we also wanted to
see if there were any differences in the perception of
health and if these depended on being a volunteer or
not. To measure this variable, we used the General
Health Questionnaire (Goldberg, 1978) and added a
barometer to measure the global perception. The re-
sults show that in the value Conformity, the volunteers
considered it to be less important to them, in compari-
son to the non-volunteers, which may indicate that vol-
unteers don’t accept easily socials rules to which they
don’t agree. In Benevolence the volunteers also scored
higher, indicating that this value is very important to
them. In Recognition, the non-volunteers group con-
sidered being seen as an important person as something
that they valued more than the volunteers. According
to gender, Benevolence was the only value that women
and men scored differently. Also, the volunteers had
a more positive global perception of their health when
compared to non-volunteers. The results indicate that
this is an area that requires further research in order
to comprehend the differences between volunteers and
non-volunteers, according to gender.

How does the relationship with the supervisor
interact with job characteristics to affect
work pleasure?

Mertens, L., Universiteit Antwerpen, Antwerpen, Bel-
gium; Declerck, C., Universiteit Antwerpen, Antwer-
pen, Belgium; Prins, P. de, Antwerp Management
School, Antwerpen, Belgium

Abstract: Demerouti, Bakker, De Jonge, Janssen &
Schaufeli (2001) introduced the job demands-resources
model (JD-R) as a respond to Karasek’s (1979) Job
demands-control model. Their main assumption is that
all job characteristics can be divided in two broad cat-
egories, namely job demands and job resources. Differ-
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ent job resources can buffer the impact of job demands
(Bakker & Demerouti, 2007) and the interaction of job
demands and job resources affects the employees’ atti-
tudes and behaviour. The goal of this paper is to test
the influence of several job resources (learning possibil-
ities, autonomy & participation, job variety, and social
support) and job demands (pace of work, emotional
workload, role conflict, and role ambiguity) on work
pleasure. Data was gathered in 2009 by means of a
large-scale survey conducted by ECOOM-UGent and
collaboration of four Flemish universities (Ugent, UA,
UHasselt, VUB). As expected, job resources had a pos-
itive effect on work pleasure whereas job demands, with
the exception of work pace, had a negative effect. Job
resources also buffered the negative effect of job de-
mands on work pleasure. To gain more insights into
the workings and generalizability of the JD-R model,
we test it in a population of junior academics and in-
clude other variables, as suggested by Kain and Jex’s
(2010). Because the academic job requires that the ju-
nior works closely with the supervisor, we hypothesize
that the quality of the relationship with the supervi-
sor could have an extra impact on the interactive re-
lationship of job resources and job demands. Indeed
we found that the buffering effect of job resources was
more often significant if the junior reported a poor rela-
tionship with the supervisor, compared to a good rela-
tionship. In addition, the job characteristics (resources
as well as demands) were more significant in the low
relationship situation. Therefore we can argue that a
good relationship with the supervisor reduces the im-
portance of the job characteristics. In conclusion, this
paper argues that the JD-R model is a valuable tool
to understand the antecedents of work attitudes, but
it can benefit from inclusion of other variables that are
important in the specific work context.

Distinct paths to job satisfaction: Individual
differences in the job rewards-job satisfac-
tion relationship.

Hofmans, J., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussel, Bel-
gium; Gieter, S. de, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brus-
sel, Belgium; Pepermans, R., Vrije Universiteit Brus-
sel, Brussel, Belgium

Abstract: Although the relationship between reward
satisfaction and job satisfaction has been studied in-
tensively, most previous research is subject to two ma-
jor limitations. First, individual differences research
concerning this relationship remains largely missing,
and second, this relationship is studied almost exclu-
sively for pay satisfaction, while other types of rewards
seem to be ignored. The present research responds to

these limitations by studying whether individual dif-
ferences in the relationship between financial, material
and psychological reward satisfaction on the one hand
and job satisfaction on the other hand exist. A se-
ries of mixture regression models were fitted on data
from 860 employees working for a variety of Belgian
non-profit organizations. The results of these analyses
indicate that the two aforementioned limitations are
serious ones, indeed. In particular, two groups of indi-
viduals can be distinguished, each with a different job
reward - job satisfaction relationship. For a first group
of employees, the pattern is in line with the well-known
finding that job satisfaction is related to financial and
psychological reward satisfaction. For a second em-
ployee group, however, job satisfaction does not relate
to financial reward satisfaction. Moreover, the indi-
vidual differences obtained with these analyses link up
with individual differences in turnover intention, job
performance, affective organizational commitment and
distributive justice. These results imply that individ-
ual differences are an empirical reality, and that such
differences should be taken into account when one re-
ally wants to capture the mechanisms underlying the
job rewards - job satisfaction relationship. Moreover,
the presence of such differences suggests that a flexible
reward system in which the employee has the choice to
interchange some of the material rewards or benefits
for additional salary and vice versa might be optimal
when the aim is to maximize job satisfaction.

Workers’ perceptions on job characteristics
and job satisfaction: a multiple-case study in
Portuguese firms

Marques, M.A., Polytechnic Institute of Setúbal-School
of Business and Administration, Setúbal, Portugal

Abstract: The main aim of this paper is to study the
perceptions of workers in firms In Portugal that are
linked to technology intensive sectors. Our aim is
based on the assumption that technology-intensive sec-
tors are more likely to adopt more flexible work prac-
tices that enable the empowerment of workers and in-
crease job satisfaction. In order to achieve our aim
we used multiple-case study methodology. Four firms
were chosen for the case study, namely three firms form
the automobile industry and one knowledge-intensive
firm. Our methodology included the use of a series
of data collecting techniques, namely: interviews with
HRM directors, questionnaires to workers, documental
analysis and observation. Our main findings suggest
that the factors that contribute to differentiate firms
in the automobile industry were, firstly, the perception
of access to information, and secondly the perception
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of job enrichment. The perception of access to informa-
tion leads to a higher degree of job satisfaction, more
precisely the satisfaction with participation and per-
sonal and professional development, and satisfaction
with personal relationships. Whereas the perception of
job enrichment is correlated with the perception of an
innovative culture, but it’s not a differentiating factor
in job satisfaction among firms. We also found that job
satisfaction is shaped by some employee characteristics
such as sex, level of education, and tenure.

Relationship Between Cognitive and Person-
ality Factors to the Adaptation of Military
Higher Education

Rosinha, A., Military Academy, Lisboa, Portugal ; Sar-
mento, M.M.S., Military Academy, Lisbon, Portugal ;
Silva, D., Military Academy, Lisbon, Portugal ; Rouco,
J.C., Military Academy, Lisbon, Portugal

Abstract: This paper aims to analyze the adaptation
of students from the 1st year at military academy, and
allows establishing relationships between psychological
measures and academic performance. The methodol-
ogy is based on a set of psychological tests that as-
sess the cognitive, personality (California Personality
Inventory, Eysenck Personality Inventory) and adapta-
tion (Coherence Sense) of students. It is also settled
comparisons and relations between the results of psy-
chological tests and course evaluations. The main con-
clusion is that the students with better performance
have a high responsibility sense, intellectual efficiency,
potential for leadership and social maturity. In the per-
formance of military physical training it is important
to accept the rules and standards as well the persever-
ance and the decision making. On the order hand, the
most important variables in the adaption of military
training are intellectual efficiency, emotional stability
and coherence sense. The adaptation of students to
the military academy and consequently to the army
reflects the relationship between the military organiza-
tion and its environment. In synthesis, the education
of future officers and its personal development is con-
nected with the interface between the organizational
culture and their individual personality.

Procrastination in work settings

Zinovieva, I., St. Kliment Ohridski Sofia University,
Sofia, Bulgaria; Kiryakov, M.H., St. Kliment Ohridski
Sofia University, Sofia, Bulgaria

Abstract: The conflict between basic necessities of
boosting labour productivity and fighting stress con-
front modern companies with difficult questions. While

there is no easy way to conciliate the two in consis-
tent company policies, at individual level the conflict
is frequently informally avoided through procrastina-
tion. Procrastination is seen as needless, often irra-
tional delay of a task in favour of doing something
that gives pleasure and comfort. We investigate both
trait procrastination and behavioural procrastination.
A model of antecedents and consequences of procrasti-
nation was developed and tested in an empirical study.
Data was gathered with a standardised questionnaire
from a sample of 100 employees. These results have
implications for more fundamental issues such as self-
regulation and delay of gratification at work. Feed-
back sessions with managers were organized to discuss
the results and measures to reduce procrastination pro-
posed on the basis of the study. Consequently, a pro-
gramme for procrastination reduction was developed
and a middle-sided company expressed interest in its
implementation.

I’m engaged at work, but I’ll give you a hand!
How organizational justice predicts citizen-
ship behaviors thought work engagement

Rodriguez Montalban, L., Universitat Jaume I WoNT
Team, Castellon De La Plana, Spain; Martinez Lugo,
E., Carlos Albizu University, San Juan, Puerto Rico

Abstract: With the advent of positive psychology scien-
tists have focused on the study of individual strengths
and optimal functioning (Seligman & Csikszentmiha-
lyi, 2000) such as work engagement as a work-related
state of mind that is characterized by vigor, dedication,
and absorption (Salanova & Schaufeli, 2009) as well as
Organizational citizenship behaviors (OCB) like indi-
vidual behavios that are discretionary, not directly or
explicitly recognized by the formal system of rewards
and promotes the effective functioning of the organi-
zation, being closely related to the study of organi-
zational justice (OJ)(Colquitt, 2001, Robins & Judge,
2008). Scholars have reported a significant relationship
between OCB and OJ. However, there is no evidence
regarding the relationship of work engagement, OCB
and OJ and this study tries to overcome this gap. A
sample of 144 employees from different organizations
in the private and public sector in Puerto Rico par-
ticipated in this study. The results show significant
and positive intercorrelations between all the variables
studied. Moreover regression analyses show that OJ
explains 29% of the variance of OCB, but when work
engagement is introduce into the equation; the model
explains 48% of the variance of OCB. Work engage-
ment plays a moderator role in the relationship of OJ
and OCB. In fact, engagement by itself, explains 43%
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of the variance of OCB. This findings show that em-
ployees who perceived that are being treated fair, feel
more engaged, but also tend to show more OCB. In
fact, these findings demonstrate that engagement is a
good predictor of OCB. Moreover, engaged employees
tend to show more OCB, which in the long run, trans-
lates in to positive organizational outcomes.

Being engaged at work and study. . . Is that
possible?

Rodriguez Montalban, L., Universitat Jaume I WoNT
Team, Castellon De La Plana, Spain; Sachez Cardona,
I., University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico;
Nieves, K., University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras,
Puerto Rico; Torres, F., University of Puerto Rico,
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico; Acevedo, E., University of
Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico; Toro Alfonso,
J., University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto
Rico

Abstract: The study of work engagement is an im-
portant topic for Occupational Health Psychology
(Salanova & Schaufeli, 2009). In Puerto Rico the
research has focused in the relationship between en-
gagement and other work and organizational variables.
But researchers have studied engagement in educa-
tional scenarios as well. To date on, Martnez and
Salanova (2003) found that vigor and dedication pre-
dict student’s success expectations and turnover inten-
tions. Also Schaufeli, Martnez, Marques, Salanova &
Bakker (2002) found that study vigor and efficacy are
positively related to academic performance. Recently
other constructs like savoring are gaining relevance in
research. Savoring is related to the perceive control
over positive emotions (Bryant, 2003). Even though
the relationship between study engagement (SE), work
engagement (WE), and future performance has been
studied, the possible relationship between study and
work engagement remains unknown. There is no em-
pirical evidence that sustains that SE helps to predict
WE, particularly if work is related to the current stud-
ies. Moreover, strong evidence exist regarding the as-
sociation of self-efficacy and engagement, and its me-
diated effect in the relationship between task resources
and engagement (Llorens, Shaufeli, Bakker & Salanova,
2007), further longitudinal research should be done to
examine the potential mediating role of self-efficacy in
the relationship between study and WE. The following
hypotheses were developed: 1. T1 work and study en-
gagement influence positively T2 work and study per-
formance; 2. The more close relationship between the
current job and studies, the higher levels of work and
study engagement, both concurrent and longitudinally;

3. WE and SE are positively related, and this relation-
ship is mediated by academic self-efficacy and savoring;
4. The higher job and study demands in T1, the lower
work and study engagement in T2. We will conduct a
two-wave longitudinal study with 50 Puertorrican uni-
versity students who are also employed. The students
will complete two questionnaires: one at the middle of
the academic semester and another one at the end of
the semester. Both questionnaires include scales ex-
amining work and study engagement, self-efficacy, aca-
demic performance, savoring and demographics. Cur-
rently, we are collecting the data. We will present and
discuss the results during the Conference.

Interactive posters: Labor Market Issues
and Emotions in the Workplace

Main topic area: Emotions In The Workplace

Location: Expo (10:30-11:30)

The Importance of Professional Experience
to Organizational Development: Matching
the Opinions of 35 y.o. Professionals with the
Opinions of 55 y.o. Professionals in Organiza-
tion

Ismagilova, F., Ural Federal University, Ekaterinburg,
Russian Federation

Abstract: We studied the way managers and leading
specialists of the Urals companies estimate the impor-
tance of a professional experience. Two groups took
part in the research: ?) a group of 30-35 y.o., b) a
group of 50-60 y.o. 360 issues concerning professional
experience were analyzed. It was found out that views
of professionals on professional experience coincide in
terms of two positions: 1) the importance of profes-
sional experience for the formation of a specialist’s im-
age sensitivity (a whole image, image sensitivity) to a
professional activity; 2) professional experience creates
new knowledge, the most important being individual
criteria of an activity estimating. Differences in views
of professionals belonging to different generations on
professional experience were found out in terms of 3
positions: 1) those who are 55 y.o. value their efforts
in getting experience, and those who are 35 y.o. esti-
mate experience in terms of its value for a company; 2)
those who are 55 y.o. expect to get a reward in accor-
dance with their efforts and their previous contribution
to the company, ?nd those who are 35 y.o. associate
the amount of their reward not with their efforts but
rather with the results obtained; 3) those who are 55
y.o. do not trust to inexperienced specialists and do
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not readily share their experience being afraid of an
internal competition, ?nd those who are 35 y.o. expect
that those who are 55 y.o. will readily share and ex-
change their experience (mentorship), and redistribute
the power (delegation of authorities). In order to over-
come these contradictions and coordinate positions of
the both groups in a company, I worked out a Matrix of
Professional Experience (MPE) that I use during group
and individual consultations. MPE has two axes. A
horizontal axis called ’Importance of Professional Ex-
perience for Organizational Development’ (low - high)
shows which components of a specialist’s professional
experience are important for a company and which are
not. A vertical axis called ’Importance of Professional
Experience for a Professional’ (low - high) shows which
components of experience a specialist him/herself con-
siders to be important and which to be not.

Obstacles to Return to Work and Self-
Efficacy in Women with Breast Cancer: The
Italian Validation of ORTESES-BC

Negrini, A., University of Sherbrooke-CAPRIT,
Longueuil, Québec, Canada; Corbiere, M.C., Uni-
versity of Sherbrooke-Caprit, Longueuil (Québec),
Canada

Abstract: The breast cancer incidence is increasing
and refers to women belonging to a working age cat-
egory (18-65) and forced to suspend work. Emotional
and economic stability give way to psychosocial conse-
quences that affect the woman’s quality of life. Re-
turn to work after illness is a psychosocial transi-
tion in which multiple hindering or facilitating factors,
planning and decision making processes are involved
(Ajzen,1991; Bandura,1997; Albert and Luzzo,1999;
Taskila,2007). The aim of this study is to validate
the Italian version of the ORTESES-BC measuring
obstacles to return to work in women who experi-
enced breast cancer during working life and their per-
ceived self-efficacy to overcome them. ORTESES-BC
stems from ’Barriers to Employment and Coping Ef-
ficacy Scale-BECES’ (Corbire et al.,2004) and ’Ob-
stacles au Retour au Travail Et Sentiment d’Efficacit
pour les Surmonter’-ORTESES mental health prob-
lems MHP, and musculoskeletal diseases MSD’ (Cor-
bire et al.,2010). A total of 93 items of ORTESES
MHP and MSD have been back-translated from French
to Italian, and adapted to the context of the breast can-
cer. ORTESES-BC is composed of two parts: A) Ob-
stacles to return to work (1=not agree at all, 7=com-
pletely agree); B) Perceived Self-Efficacy to overcome
this obstacle (1=not able at all, 7=completely able).
It was submitted to a female group of Italian breast

cancer survivors (M=44.67, SD=8.43). The average
length of absence from the organization is 1 year. Re-
sults of descriptive analyses show mean scores varying
from 1 (lack of supervisor support) to 5.33 (difficulty
to recover after a workday). Mental workload, memory
problems, work-family conflict, medication side effects,
difficulties in concentration, stress after returning to
work were perceived as obstacles to return to work af-
ter BC (mean scores =4.5). Participants felt able to
overcome them (mean scores =4.5). Exploratory anal-
yses at qualitative level showed items distributed over
seven main dimensions: General health/cognitive abil-
ities/medication side effects; Motivation/self-efficacy;
Social support; Work environment; Workplace; Rela-
tionships with supervisor and coworkers; Personal life.
CFA is in progress in order to validate the ORTESES-
BC. This questionnaire is adaptable to different pop-
ulations, offering the possibility to compare them. It
also allows identifying the dimensions on which to in-
tervene to strengthen self-efficacy.

To Investigate the Impact of Gender, Culture
and Personality on the Experience of Emo-
tional Labour and Other Work Stressors in
the Service Industry

Al Serkal, A., Du (Emirates Integrated Telecommuni-
cation Company), Sharjah, United Arab Emirates

Abstract: Emotional Labour is a term coined by
Hochschild (1983). Since then, numerous studies have
been conducted, but few have examined Emotional
Labour with relation to gender, culture, personality
and work stressors. This study has attempted to in-
vestigate the impact of gender, culture and personality
on the experience of Emotional Labour and other work
stressors. A questionnaire which included measures of
Emotional Labour, organizational factors, the experi-
ence of physical symptoms, and the General Health
Questionnaire was administered to cabin crew working
in a multicultural airline (N= 68). The study was cross
sectional in nature. The average age was 27.53 years
(SD 3.42). Seventy nine percent of the participants
were women, and 71% came from Collectivist cultures.
The results indicated gender differences were found
concerning Norms Regarding Emotions, as men agreed
more strongly than women that Norms were present
in the organization concerning emotions. With Or-
ganisational variables, men felt there was a moderate
amount of Decision Making present, while women dis-
agreed and felt that there was just a little of it present.
Also men experienced slightly higher levels of Job Sat-
isfaction. Men in the current sample felt that they had
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more Role Clarity than women did. No other signif-
icant results emerged. No relationship was found be-
tween personality and Emotional Labour. Nonetheless,
a positive relationship was observed between Conscien-
tiousness and Peer Support, as well as Decision Mak-
ing. Concerning culture, it was observed that Individu-
alistic cultures displayed more Positive Emotions than
cabin crew who came from Collectivistic cultures. Al-
though results were non-significant, Individualist cul-
tures seemed to experience higher levels of Emotional
Dissonance than Collectivistic cultures did. In con-
clusion, gender, culture and personality differences did
yield some significance results with regards to Emo-
tional Labour and work stressors. The practical impli-
cations of this research indicates that culture plays a
role in the experience of Emotional Labour, and its im-
pact on wellbeing in employees in the service industry
needs to be explored further especially as the labour
force is very diverse in different organisations.

Differentiation of self and work satisfac-
tion

Cavaiola, A., Monmouth University, West Long
Branch, USA; Lavender, J., Ocean County College,
Toms River, NJ, USA; Hamdan, N., Monmouth Uni-
versity, West Long Branch, USA

Abstract: Differentiation of self as developed by Bowen,
is defined as the degree to which an individual is able
to balance emotional and rational functioning and is
thought to develop as a result of family of origin inter-
actions. Greater differentiation enables one the choice
of choosing to be guided by emotions or intellect and
are therefore able to utilize calm, logical reasoning
when the situation dictates, while less differentiated
(i.e. those who experience greater fusion) individu-
als tend to be more emotionally reactive and there-
fore tend to be trapped in their emotional world. More
highly differentiated people tend to demonstrate better
psychological and emotional adjustment, while less dif-
ferentiated individuals experience greater anxiety and
stress. Heretofore, the concept of differentiation has
been well-researched with regards to satisfaction within
family and marital relationships. Few studies have ex-
plored this concept with regards to work satisfaction.
The purpose of this research was to explore whether
highly differentiated individuals experience more work
satisfaction and to develop an instrument that assesses
workplace differentiation. Method: 512 participants
who had been working in their present jobs for the past
five years, had voluntarily consent to participate in fill-
ing out a demographic questionnaire and two measures,
the Differentiation of Self Inventory and the Workplace

Differentiation Inventory. These participants indicated
having worked in a variety of public and private compa-
nies both large and small, in a variety of job titles. Re-
sults: The Differentiation of Self Inventory when scored
yield four subscales: Emotional reactivity, I Position,
Emotional cutoff and Fusion with others while the
Workplace Differentiation Inventory yielded three sub-
scales: Emotional reactivity, Emotional cutoff, and Fu-
sion with co-workers. A significant positive correlation
was found between these two inventories on the corre-
sponding scales. Participants with greater differentia-
tion were found to experience greater job satisfaction
than those participants who were less differentiated.
These results are relevant not only to work satisfaction
but also to elucidating internal causes of workplace dis-
satisfaction and perceived stress. This may be useful
to occupational health psychologists who try to assist
workers in their adjustment to work and management
of emotions in the workplace. <br type=’moz′/ >

To Investigate if Expectations of Emotional
Labour and Organisational Variables Predict
Tenure in The Service Industry

Al Serkal, A., Du (Emirates Integrated Telecommuni-
cation Company), Sharjah, United Arab Emirates

Abstract: Over the decades, few scholars have inves-
tigated whether expectations of Emotional Labour,
a term coined by Hochschild (1983), in conjunction
with job expectations predicted tenure. To date, no
known studies have examined this. The study has
attempted to investigate if expectations of Emotional
Labour and Organisational variables predicted tenure.
A questionnaire, which included measures of Emotional
Labour (FEWS), organizational factors, the experience
of physical and psychological symptoms (GHQ) was ad-
ministered to a convenience sample of cabin crew (N=
330). One year later, 293 cabin crew were traced, and
15% had resigned. No significant difference was found
between Emotional Labour and the two groups. How-
ever, there was a difference with regards to Organisa-
tional Variables. Crew who resigned had expected to
experience less Autonomy and Control and less Feed-
back than the group who were still working in the com-
pany. The results clearly indicate that the culture a
participant comes from plays some role in attrition. In
order to investigate if GHQ was a factor in the cultural
difference observed. It was observed that 34% of the
individuals who resigned were classified as cases, and
80% were from Individualist cultures. In addition, it
has to be noted that the majority who resigned were
from Individualistic cultures. Regression analysis did
show that the culture an individual came from played a
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role in predicting tenure. Nonetheless, at this point it
is not known what other factors, apart from the back-
ground an individual came from, may have contributed
to attrition. This would need to be addressed further
in future studies. The practical implications of this
research indicates that culture may play a role in the
expectations of a service job role, and as a result, or-
ganisations may need to set clear guidelines and expec-
tations when recruiting individuals from individualistic
cultures, and possibly maximising tenure in the organ-
isation in the long terms.

10:30-11:45

Symposium: Leadership and employee
well-being

Main topic area: Leadership and Management

Location: 0.1 London (10:30-11:45)

Chairs: Vincent, S., University of Hamburg, Ham-
burg, Germany ; Franke, F., Helmut Schmidt Univer-
sity, Hamburg, Germany

Abstract: Decades of research into leadership effective-
ness paid infrequent attention to subordinates’ health
and well-being as a relevant outcome. There is now,
however, growing interest in analysing the impact of
leadership behaviour on employees’ well-being. The
consensus in research literature is that leaders affect
employees’ well-being in the workplace, but it remains
unclear to what extent and in what ways. There is still
a relative lack of well-founded studies and, therefore, a
need to clarify the mechanisms of this relationship and
to identify characteristics of health promoting lead-
ership behaviour.Within this symposium we present
studies targeting the impact of leadership behaviour
on indicators of employees’ well-being. We show em-
pirical findings on the characteristics of health promot-
ing leadership and illustrate new health promoting con-
cepts. We draw conclusions from our findings and dis-
cuss prospects for future work on the topic.

Health-specific leadership – leader’s engage-
ment for health and its impact on climate and
behavioural measures

Gurt, J., Ruhr-University Bochum, Bochum, Ger-
many ; Göpfert, A.L., Ruhr-University Bochum,
Bochum, Germany

Abstract: For organisational health promotion to be
successful many researchers consider leaders’ engage-
ment and initiative as indispensable. Leaders set the
agenda for health by bringing up the topic, commu-
nicating its importance (for both the individual em-
ployee and the organisation), supporting organisational
health-promotion activities and themselves modelling
healthy behaviour at the workplace. According to so-
cial cognitive learning theory, leaders serve as role mod-
els and reflect the organisation’s attitudes thereby po-
tentially exerting a strong impact on organisational cli-
mate e.g. for health. While domain-specific climate
and leadership research is well advanced within other
contexts, e.g. service or safety, empirical studies con-
cerning health-related variables are rare. The present
study tries to bridge this gap and examines the in-
fluence of health-specific leadership behaviour on or-
ganisational climate for health and behavioural suc-
cess variables (health-specific initiative; participation
in a health program). Data was collected using the
FAGS BGF questionnaire, which covers both health-
specific and generic leadership behaviours. Sampling
took place in nine local tax offices, at the end of a three-
year introduction period of a health management sys-
tem. 1.027 employees (51%) participated. Multivariate
analysis using simple and logistic regression was ap-
plied. Results indicate that health-specific leadership
had a beneficial effect on climate for health, which in
turn predicted participation in health programs. In ad-
dition, the impact of health-specific leadership on em-
ployees’ health-specific initiative was contingent upon
sound generic leadership. For health promotion prac-
titioners these results imply that integrating and moti-
vating leaders to engage in the process of health promo-
tion is a valid strategy in order to introduce a climate
for health and increase participation rates. Second,
leaders’ health-specific engagement will only be effec-
tive if based on sound generic leadership.

Health and development promoting leader-
ship behaviour: A new integrative approach

Vincent, S., University of Hamburg, Hamburg, Ger-
many

Abstract: The pathways and mechanisms underlying
the relationship between leadership and employee well-
being are not yet well understood. There is, therefore,
a need to clarify the characteristics of health-promoting
leadership behaviour. Current research into the rela-
tionship between transformational leadership and sub-
ordinates’ well-being found that different work charac-
teristics mediate this relationship. These findings sug-
gest that future research would benefit from developing
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a framework that combines research on leadership and
well-being (1), and on work characteristics and well-
being (2).This integrative approach builds the founda-
tion of a new survey instrument that assesses health
and development promoting leadership behaviour by
measuring leaders’ direct impact on employees’ work
characteristics. The aim of this study was to vali-
date the instrument across three countries based on
an overall sample of 1.980 employees. The employees
assessed their direct supervisors’ behaviour. In addi-
tion, data on their well-being was collected.The scale
dimensions were tested with confirmatory factor anal-
ysis. The leadership scales show good psychometric
properties and substantial correlations with indicators
of employees’ well-being. An examination of the lead-
ership scales revealed three underlying higher order
factors: demanding leadership, development-oriented
leadership and support-oriented leadership. Hierar-
chical regression analyses show that these leadership
factors explain an incremental amount of variance in
comparison to transformational leadership in all indi-
cators of well-being. A model of health and devel-
opment promoting leadership behaviour is presented
which helps to clarify the interplay of different lead-
ership behaviours regarding their impact on employee
well-being.Concludingly, this integrative approach pro-
vides detailed insights into the interaction of differ-
ent aspects of leadership behaviour and employee well-
being and it offers new opportunities to show super-
visors how they can influence work characteristics of
their employees in a health-promoting way.

Health-oriented leadership – Validation of a
new instrument

Franke, F., Helmut Schmidt University, Hamburg, Ger-
many ; Felfe, J., Helmut Schmidt University, Hamburg,
Germany

Abstract: Leadership is an important factor for em-
ployees’ health, but it is insufficiently explained what
specifically constitutes health-promoting leadership.
The instrument“health-oriented leadership”(HoL) was
developed to consider two factors of health-promoting
leadership. First, the role of self-leadership is empha-
sised. We assume that particularly leaders who take
care of their own health promote employees’ health.
Second, besides health behaviour also cognitive and
motivational aspects (e.g., health awareness) are con-
sidered. It is assumed that being aware of stres-
sors and health is important for health-promoting be-
haviour. Aim of the study was to test these assump-
tions. 533 leaders and employees took part in a lon-
gitudinal study. They rated health-oriented leadership

and several health indicators (e.g., irritation). In terms
of reliability and validity HoL showed sufficient psycho-
metric properties. As expected, results support the as-
sumption that leaders who care about their own health
lead their employees more health-promoting. More-
over, findings indicate that especially cognitive factors
are important for health. Leaders who are aware of
employees’ health situation and symptoms of stress can
mitigate employees’ strain. Although HoL is related to
transformational leadership, it explained unique vari-
ance over and above it. The findings imply that look-
ing for the own health is important for leading em-
ployees in a health-promoting way. This is of partic-
ular importance for the leaders’ function as role mod-
els in health management. Thus, considering leaders’
self-leadership in stress interventions might foster both,
leaders own health and their dealing with employees’
health. Furthermore, adding cognitive and motiva-
tional aspects allows a clearer examination of the influ-
ences of leadership on health. Accordingly, we would
recommend for leadership trainings to focus on sensi-
tisation and the perceptions of stress signals.

Multilevel Leadership for Multilevel Health
– an analysis of the multilevel impact
of transformational leadership on employee
health and well being

Wolf, S., Technical University Dresden, Dresden, Ger-
many

Abstract: Facing permanent changes and a growing
number of work-related strains leaders have more and
more the task to support and develop employee health
and well-being in the work-context. Transformational
leadership (TF) has an outstanding role in this context.
The positive impact of transformational leadership on
employee well-being is empirically well-established by
now. Additionally the impact of transformational lead-
ership works indirectly, that means leaders can posi-
tively influence attributes of the job or the company
and employees can benefit from those changes. A sys-
tematic analysis of the impact of transformational lead-
ership on employee health and well-being on different
levels is missing by now. The current study shows ad-
ditional hints for the multi-level impact of transforma-
tional leadership by concentrating on the preventive
impact on teamlevel. We focus on the impact of trans-
formational leadership on the genesis of team burnout
regarding spill-over- and cross-over effects.In our study
we did Multilevel Analysis (HML) with subjective and
objective data from N= 1319 (40 Teams) of German
companies.Our results show, that the team level of
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transformational leadership alone does not predict em-
ployees’ health and well-being directly but works as a
buffer between job demands and emotional exhaustion.
TF on teamlevel was also found to be a protector for
well-being. Beyond this we can say that the impact
of buffer- or protector function of TF is depending on
the consensus of TF perceived in the teams.We will
discuss implications of our findings for the prevention
of negative health outcomes and for human resources
development.

What can leaders do to reduce the negative
consequences of customer misbehaviour?

Pundt, A., University of Rostock, Rostock, Germany ;
Nerdinger, F.W., University of Rostock, Rostock, Ger-
many

Abstract: This unwritten rule ‘the customer is always
king’ creates problems for service employees dealing
with customer misbehaviour, a sort of unfriendly and
norm-breaking behaviour that customers sometimes
show. Service employees are often unsure about how to
react to customer misbehaviour. While, in private life,
service employees had the possibility to defend them-
selves whenever they are attacked, defending is not re-
garded as an adequate strategy to handle customer
misbehaviour in the service encounter. Due to the
uncertainty of how to handle customer misbehaviour,
employees often try to be friendly against their actual
feelings. This, in turn, often leads to negative conse-
quences such as work stress or a reduction of satisfac-
tion which also has long-term effects on the employees’
health. Not much, however, is known about how to
reduce the negative effects caused by customer mis-
behaviour. In this study, we explore the meaning of
leader and organisational support for the consequences
of customer misbehaviour. We interviewed 20 ser-
vice employees from service sectors prone to customer
misbehaviour and combined these interviews with a
standardised questionnaire measuring transformational
leadership, social reflexivity in working teams and per-
ceived organisational support. In the course of the in-
terviews, we asked the employees about their experi-
ences with customer misbehaviour, about its frequency
and the feelings right after the misbehaviour. Further-
more, we asked the employees about the support they
receive from their immediate leader, their colleagues
and the organisation in general. In the analysis, we
aimed at deriving hypotheses regarding the relevance
of leader support in reducing the negative consequences
of customer misbehaviour. As appears, backing by the
leader is one important resource for service employees
in this connection.

Symposium: Person-Environment fit, part
II: Different measures, different outcomes:
Assessing person-environment interactions
and the consequences of fit

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.11 Pressroom (10:30-11:45)

Chairs: Cooman, R.D.C. de, Lessius University College
Antwerp, Antwerpen, Belgium; Boon, C.T., Univer-
sity of Amsterdam Business School, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: IntroductionTogether with the person-
environment fit part I, this symposium gives an
overview of current issues in person-environment (PE)
fit research. While part I focuses on the consequences
of fit and misfit, taking a more theoretical perspec-
tive, part II elaborates on the operationalization and
measurement of fit, taking a more methodological per-
spective. Research in the area of person-environment
(PE) fit has shown that PE fit takes many forms that
all, in a different way, affect a variety of employee at-
titudes and behaviors (e.g. Kristof-Brown, Zimmer-
man & Johnson, 2005). Various operationalizations
and measures of fit have been used in previous stud-
ies. A first important distinction that is often made
concerns the operationalization. Scholars distinguish
supplementary fit, which exists when two individuals
share similar characteristics, from complementary fit,
which exists when the weaknesses or needs of one per-
son are offset by the strengths of another person (Ca-
ble & Edwards, 2004; Muchinsky & Monahan, 1987).
A second relevant distinction concerns the measure-
ment method. Two common ways for measuring PE
fit are perceived fit and actual fit. When measuring
perceived fit, researchers directly ask for the extent
to which a respondent feels that he fits or not. In
contrast, when measuring actual fit, a separate assess-
ment of individual (P) and environmental (E) charac-
teristics is made. Next, the similarity between both
characteristics is computed and, as such, a fit score is
achieved. A number of meta-analyses in the last decade
suggest that choices regarding operationalization and
measurement account as important moderators in PE
fit studies (Kristof-Brown et al, 2005; Verquer, Beehr,
& Wagner, 2003). Yet, most empirical studies included
only one operationalization or measurement method,
which does not provide the opportunity to explicitly
test these moderating effects.Goals and objectivesThis
symposium includes four papers that aim to contribute
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to the PE fit literature by studying similarities and dif-
ferences between operationalizations and measurement
approaches to PE fit. The first two papers focus on
person-organization (PO) fit. Both studies report a
differential relationship between PO fit and relevant
consequences and antecedents depending on the mea-
surement (direct or indirect) of fit. The first paper
examines work-related consequences in a distribution
organization. The second paper extends this perspec-
tive by also including antecedents; this time investigat-
ing a number of health care organizations. The third
and fourth paper focus on person-team fit. These stud-
ies combine a direct measurement of the two kinds of
operationalization (complementary and supplementary
fit) with an indirect measurement and relate these to
team effectiveness in student project teams (paper 3),
and partnership success in employee work teams (pa-
per 4). Thus, this symposium contributes to the field
of PE fit by further developing knowledge on the ef-
fects of choosing certain operationalizations and ways
to measure fit.

The different consequences of perceived and
actual PO fit

Gieter, S. de, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels, Bel-
gium; Cooman, R.D.C. de, Lessius University Col-
lege & Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium; Hof-
mans, D., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussel, Belgium;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: The fit between psychological characteristics
of employees and their organization, that is person-
organization fit (PO fit) tends to influence different
work-related attitudes and behaviors (Kristof-Brown,
et al. , 2005). Yet, previous studies provided mixed
results regarding these consequences. This is proba-
bly due to differences in the measurement of PO fit.
One the one hand, perceived PO fit reflects employ-
ees’ perceptions of fit between their own values and
those of the organization and is measured directly by
asking employees to estimate the degree of fit between
both sets of characteristics. On the other hand, ac-
tual PO fit is measured indirectly by calculating the
difference between separately evaluated values of the
employees and those of the organization. The present
study examines the differential influence of perceived
and actual PO fit on four important work attitudes
and behavior. To this end, a total of 221 employees
from a Belgian distribution organization took part in
an on-line survey. Results suggest that PO fit is a good
predictor of employees’ job satisfaction, commitment,

and turnover intention. Moreover, these effects are con-
sistently stronger for perceived compared to actual PO
fit. However, none of the measures significantly related
to task performance. From the findings we conclude
that PO fit should not be disregarded in work attitude
research and, more importantly, that perceived PO fit
should be preferred over actual PO fit.

Differences in antecedents and consequences
of actual vs. perceived PO fit

Boon, C.T., University of Amsterdam Business School,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Hu-
man Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Previous research has shown that PO fit af-
fects a range of attitudes and behaviors (e.g. Kristof-
Brown et al., 2005; Kristof, 1996; Verquer et al, 2003).
However, the effect sizes seem to differ between mea-
surement strategies. A common distinction in measure-
ment in PO fit research is perceived fit (respondents
are directly asked to rate their level of PO fit), and
actual fit (the agreement between organizational val-
ues and individual values). Meta-analyses have shown
that perceived fit is more strongly related to outcomes
than actual fit (Kristof-Brown et al, 2005; Verquer et
al, 2003). Kristof-Brown et al. (2005: 318), however,
argue that although perceived fit generates stronger ef-
fects, “this does not necessarily imply that direct mea-
surement is optimal”. Perceived fit is likely to be dif-
ferent in nature than actual fit, and might therefore
have different antecedents and consequences, which is
the focus of the current study.On a sample of 108 em-
ployees working in health care organizations and their
direct supervisors, I ran a SEM model which included
perceived and actual fit, and a range of antecedents
and consequences. Results show that perceived organi-
zational support and supervisor support predicted per-
ceived PO fit, whereas implementation of high commit-
ment HR practices predicted actual PO fit. The con-
sequences of perceived PO fit included organizational
commitment, turnover intentions, and job satisfaction,
whereas actual PO fit predicted OCBs and task perfor-
mance. This suggests that actual and perceived PO fit
are different constructs with independent antecedents
and effects. Implications of these findings will be dis-
cussed.

Relating complementary and supplementary
fit to measures of team effectiveness

Cooman, R.D.C. de, Lessius University College &
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; Van-
tilborgh, T., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussel, Bel-
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gium; Lub, X.D., Saxion University, Deventer, The
Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: A recent shift in the structure of work has
made team effectiveness a salient organizational con-
cern. One important issue for staffing teams is the
desired mix of psychological characteristics. In this re-
gard, a number of scholars encouraged the study of
different measures and operationalizations of person-
team fit (e.g. Kristof-Brown et al, 2005, Piasentin &
Chapman, 2007). While feeling highly similar to other
team members may enhance attraction and satisfac-
tion (Schneider, Goldstein, & Smith, 1995), great di-
versity, where individuals perceive their characteristics
as dissimilar but complementary, may enhance learning
and development (Powell, 1998). Additionally, these
two perceptions of fit may differ from the actual fit in
their effect on outcome variables.In this study, we ex-
amine how and why actual similarity, perceived supple-
mentary, and complementary person-team fit influence
team effectiveness. In a multiwave survey we combined
perceived and actual measures of person-team fit and
questioned 118 college students involved in teamwork.
In a SEM model, we associated perceived supplemen-
tary and complementary fit and actual fit in terms of
personality (Big five) and life values (Schwartz, 1992)
with team effectiveness. Additionally, as mediating
variables, we included group cohesion, conflict, and
communication. Results demonstrate that both types
of fit have independent effects on outcomes relevant in
a team context. Practical implications and directions
for future theory development as well as methodologi-
cal improvement will be discussed.

Choosing a Workmate: Coworker Supplemen-
tary and Complementary Fit

Theeboom, T., University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam,
the Netherlands; Vianen, A.E.M. van, University of
Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Beersma,
B., University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Nether-
lands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soester-
berg, The Netherlands

Abstract: “Birds of a feather flock together”; people
with similar characteristics tend to team up, which
is the basic premise of similarity-attraction theory
(Byrne, 1971) and PE fit theories (Schneider, 1987).
Research on interpersonal relationships has shown that
similarity leads to attraction, particularly if percep-
tions rather than actual similarities are studied (Mon-
toya, Horton & Kirchner, 2009). Coworker similarity

predicts the quality of work relationships and team per-
formance (Kristof-Brown et al., 2005). Since most em-
ployees work in teams, exploring how collaborative re-
lationships among coworkers emerge and thrive is im-
portant. Mixed support is found for the outcomes of
coworker similarity. However, some studies measured
perceived whereas others measured actual similarities.
Also, no research to date investigated the combination
of supplementary and complementary fits, while sup-
plementary fit may facilitate cohesion among coworkers
whereas complementary fit may facilitate team perfor-
mance. In two studies, we examined how collabora-
tive relationships emerge. In Study 1, employees rated
their own and a coworker’s personality, values, inter-
ests and competencies. Half of the study participants
assessed the coworker (s)he would least likely choose
as a duo partner; the other half assessed the coworker
(s)he would most likely choose. Supplementary and
complementary fits and fit perceptions were related to
partnership success. In Study 2, we assessed employ-
ees’ actual fits with a coworker who was chosen and one
who was not chosen as a duo partner. The implications
of our findings will be discussed.

Presentations: Information Exchange in
Teams

Main topic area: Teams and Workgroups

Location: 0.2 Berlin (10:30-11:45)

Chair: Rietzschel, E.F., University of Groningen,
Groningen, The Netherlands

Examining action-oriented team meeting be-
havior using statistical discourse analysis

Lehmann-Willenbrock, N., TU Braunschweig, Braun-
schweig, Germany ; Chiu, M.M., SUNY Buffalo, Grad-
uate School of Education, Buffalo, NY, USA; Kauffeld,
S., TU Braunschweig, Braunschweig, Germany

Abstract: To adapt to a constantly changing environ-
ment, many contemporary organizations rely on team-
work (e.g., Burke, Stagl, Salas, Pierce, & Kendall,
2006). Employees of these organizations spend an in-
creasing amount of their work time in meetings. The
idea behind team meetings is to trigger and utilize
the creative potential inherent in teams (e.g., Stroz-
niak, 2000; Burghard & Mackay, 2004). However, not
all meetings are successful. The benefits of a meet-
ing often rely on action-oriented communication (e.g.,
stating who will do what and when; cf. Kauffeld,
2006). These communicative behaviors ensure that
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ideas discussed during the meeting will be implemented
into everyday practice. Previous research has linked
action-oriented communication to positive group mood
(Lehmann-Willenbrock, Meyers, Kauffeld, Neininger,
& Henschel, subm.), meeting statisfaction, team pro-
ductivity, and long-term organizational success (Kauf-
feld, 2006; Kauffeld & Lehmann-Willenbrock, subm.).
However, it remains to be seen what predicts the occur-
rence of action-oriented communication. Possible ex-
planatory variables that could predict action-oriented
communication are located at several levels: individual
and group characteristics, preceding statements and ef-
fects of time need to be considered. This study takes a
process analytical approach to examine antecedents of
action-oriented statements in the team interaction be-
havior flow. 43,139 utterances by 303 employees dur-
ing 43 regular team meetings in two medium-sized or-
ganizations were process-analyzed with the act4teams
coding scheme (e.g., Lehmann-Willenbrock & Kauffeld,
2010). Coded interaction data were combined with
questionnaire data to predict action-oriented commu-
nication at the sense-unit level by means of statistical
discourse analysis (Chiu & Khoo, 2005). This multi-
level approach allows simultaneous examination of ex-
planatory variables at the group, individual, sense unit,
and time period level. The results show that most of
the variance in action-oriented communication occurs
at the sense-unit level. After organizational knowledge
communication (statements about organizational facts
and processes), action-oriented statements occur more
often. Concerning individual level variables, older em-
ployees showed more action-oriented communication,
but only if they trusted their co-workers. Further-
more, statistically-identified breakpoints distinguished
phases of high versus low action-oriented communica-
tion throughout the meetings. Results are discussed
in terms of theoretical contributions, implications for
analyzing team interaction data, and practical impli-
cations for teams who want to increase their meeting
success.

When Doctors Meet: Information and Knowl-
edge Sharing Processes among Medical Spe-
cialists

Hanssen, C., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands; Wiel, M.W.J. van de, Maastricht Uni-
versity, Maastricht, The Netherlands; Zijlstra, F.R.H.,
Maastricht University, Maastricht, The Netherlands;
Bauhüs, C., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands; Koopmans, P., Maastricht University
Medical Center, Maastricht, The Netherlands

Abstract: Work meetings form an important part of
organizational life and generally have different goals
and functions. The most common goals are informa-
tion and knowledge sharing, decision making, problem
solving, and coordination of actions. Considering the
amount of time employees spend in work meetings, the
need for well-designed work meetings is high. In the
medical setting work meetings also form an important
part of daily practice, during which medical specialists
engage in information and knowledge sharing, group
decision making as well as problem solving in order to
build up a common understanding regarding patients.
The most elaborate meeting is the patient review meet-
ing (PRM). Because of the importance of this meet-
ing throughout the course of patient treatment, PRMs
are expected to be highly structured and efficiently or-
ganized. In the present study 8 PRMs were video-
recorded and transcribed to examine the structure of
PRMs, work procedures, information and knowledge
sharing, as well as decision making processes. Atlas.ti
was used to code the transcripts and word counts in-
dicated the amount of communication attributed to
different purposes as well as the degree of individual
participation. A questionnaire was used to ask par-
ticipants what they considered the goal of PRMs to
be, whether these goals were obtained, and which as-
pects of PRMs were especially good. Results of the
present study revealed that PRMs are rather unstruc-
tured meetings. Lack of a well-planned agenda and
time deficiency are prominent problems that cause ir-
regular discussion patterns of patient cases with differ-
ent complexities. Except for those of low complexity,
patient cases were discussed shorter towards the end
of the meetings. Only for 45% of all patient cases ex-
plicit decisions in regard to the further treatment were
formulated. These results imply that in order to im-
prove the efficiency of PRMs a better structure and
time management is required that accounts for the dif-
ferent complexities of patient cases and ensures that
all patients are sufficiently discussed. Decisions need
to be explicitly formulated more often to ensure that
all medical specialists are on the same page regarding
the further steps that need to be undertaken through-
out the patient treatment.

The Quantitative study of communication pat-
terns in a rehabilitation team

Hámornik, B.P., BME Budapest Technical University,
Budapest, Hungary ; Juhász, M., BME Budapest Tech-
nical University, Budapest, Hungary ; Vén, I., National
Institute for Medical Rehabilitation, Ward for Rehabil-
itation of Trauma, Budapest, Hungary
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Abstract: The paper is introducing an online communi-
cation behaviour measurement protocol, developed for
medical team work, especially for studying the medi-
cal rehabilitation teams on interdisciplinary meetings.
The purpose of the research is to analyze the team
interaction through the communication in the medi-
cal practice of interdisciplinary rehabilitation teams in
order to identify the factors determining the patient
safety, and the effectiveness of rehabilitation. The on-
line quantitative rating method uses two parallel raters
to count and record the communication utterances of
the participants directed to each other. The quanti-
tative and interactional data is analyzed, and visual-
ized by AGNA network analysis software. The net-
work measures (closeness, betweenness, emission, and
reception degree) resulted from the analysis are able
to describe the pattern of communication in the team
during the interdisciplinary team meeting. Using these
measures, the patient groups of different severity, and
illness features are compared in order to find communi-
cation specialities that may affect teamwork. As a con-
sequence of the hierarchical organisational structure of
a healthcare institute, the team communication also
reflects the formal interrelations. Moreover, on the ba-
sis of communication patterns, the main points of po-
tential development in the teamwork become identifi-
able in this interdisciplinary team. Such focal point
is the information sharing losses between the ward
and non-ward employed experts, and in the ward: the
physiotherapist-nurse communication link. This and
other dimensions are compared across patient groups
to find more detailed specialities. The results lead to
development goals in order to ameliorate the team com-
munication, and the teamwork (including information
sharing and shared mental models). The better team
communication in the interdisciplinary rehabilitation
team can lead to more effective rehabilitation work
that may both serve the patients’ and the institutes’
needs.

Motivation and information exchange in med-
ical teams

Rietzschel, E.F., University of Groningen, Groningen,
The Netherlands; Hoiting, M., University of Gronin-
gen, Groningen, The Netherlands; Pols, J., Wencke-
bach Institute, University Medical Center Groningen,
Groningen, The Netherlands; Meulen, S.D. van der,
Hanze University Groningen, Groningen, The Nether-
lands; Pranger, A., Hanze University Groningen,
Groningen, The Netherlands

Abstract: Collaboration in medical teams can literally
be a matter of life and death. Effective communica-

tion, information processing, and decision-making are
therefore of paramount importance. The current study
addressed collaboration in medical teams from the per-
spective of De Dreu et al.’s (2008) MIP-G model. Fol-
lowing this model, it was hypothesized that effective
collaboration in medical teams would be a function of
team members’ epistemic and social motivation. It was
further hypothesized that motivation’s effects on team
information sharing and collaboration would be medi-
ated by psychological safety. A survey study among 31
medical teams showed that information exchange and
member satisfaction with the collaboration were pre-
dicted by team social motivation, and that the effect
on information exchange was mediated by psycholog-
ical safety. Further, information sharing was strongly
negatively predicted by perceived status differences
within the teams. Interestingly, epistemic and social
motivation interactively predicted perceived status dif-
ferences, such that prosocially oriented teams showed
smaller status differences, but only when epistemic
motivation was high. Practical implications of these
results are that effective medical collaboration can
be fruitfully predicted from a motivated information-
processing perspective, and that individual differences
among medical professionals can have significant ram-
ifications for the quality of medical care.

The demands of knowledge sharing in action
teams

Justen, P.C., National Aerospace Laboratory NLR,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Doorn, R.R.A. van,
Maastricht University, Maastricht, The Netherlands;
Pal, J. van der, National Aerospace Laboratory NLR,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Zijlstra, F.R.H., Maas-
tricht University, Maastricht, The Netherlands

Abstract: In many complex work domains, tasks are
distributed among team members to achieve a shared
goal. Only if individuals cooperate successfully they
will succeed in their team goal. Shared mental models
(SMMs), which are the congruence in team members
knowledge, facilitate efficient team work. However,
reaching a shared understanding is cognitively demand-
ing for freshly assembled teams. The current study in-
vestigates the relationship between shared mental mod-
els and mental effort in action teams. Thirty teams of
three worked on a cooperative and dynamic team task
for 3 x 10 minutes. They were randomly assigned to
two conditions: In the SMM condition team members
were encouraged to share information and to cooper-
ate, whereas team members in the non-SMM condi-
tion were not. After two work sessions, team members
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assessed mental effort for themselves, the other team-
mates and the whole team. In addition, we measured
team and task SMMs. Since teams in the SMM condi-
tion constantly try to integrate team knowledge while
working on the task, we hypothesized that these teams
perceive higher mental effort. Results show that team
members in the SMM condition perceived higher men-
tal effort over time than team members in the non-
SMM condition. This increase in effort was associ-
ated with a rise in performance. Analysing team and
task SMM separately, draws a different picture. Team
members who actually developed a shared task mental
model perceived lower workload in the last trial. On
the other hand, teams who developed a shared team
mental model were better in judging each others work-
load accurately. The results imply that team mem-
bers experience extra strain if they actively integrate
shared team knowledge. It seems that internalizing
team knowledge is a very demanding process. How-
ever, team members who have successfully integrated
shared team knowledge, perceive less effort and are bet-
ter in assessing each others mental effort. These out-
comes may have implications for interdependent action
teams who often change in terms of team members and
task requirements: Team members who are unfamiliar
with the task and with other team members, require
preliminary training to develop SMMs which is both
essential and initially demanding.

Presentations: Work-family Conflict:
Unravelling Underlying Processes and
Boundary Conditions

Main topic area: Work Time and Work-family

Location: 0.3 Copenhagen (10:30-11:45)

Chair: Steiner, R.S., University of Lausanne, Lau-
sanne, Switzerland

Perceptions of work-to-family conflict in
couples: A longitudinal approach

Steiner, R.S., University of Lausanne, Lausanne,
Switzerland ; Krings, F., University of Lausanne, Lau-
sanne, Switzerland ; Wiese, B.S., University of Basel,
Basel, Switzerland

Abstract: Perceptions of work-to-family conflict re-
flect incompatible demands and insufficient resources
of work and family roles, so that participation in the
family role is more difficult because of participation

in the work role (Voydanoff, 2005). Studying work-
to-family conflict is important because it has been re-
lated to outcomes in the work (e.g. turnover inten-
tions, performance, job satisfaction) and family sphere
(e.g. life and marital satisfaction, health). However,
most research in this domain is cross-sectional, so it
is difficult to draw conclusions about causality. There-
fore we studied work-to-family conflict in a longitudinal
study spanning seven years. Further, we studied work-
to-family conflict in couples because previous research
and theorizing suggests that work-to-family conflict is
the result of a dynamic process that unfolds within
the couple. In the present study, we used data from
the Swiss Household Panel (SHP), i.e., a yearly panel
study which follows a random sample of households in
Switzerland. More specifically, we analyzed perceived
work-to-family conflict and indicators of changes in role
demands and resources in a subsample of 705 couples,
over seven measurement points. Results illustrate how
perceived work-to-family conflict co-evolves in couples
over time. Moreover, they demonstrate how changes
in role demands (e.g. work: paid work hours; fam-
ily: household demands) and/or resources (e.g. work:
autonomy; family: spouse support) affect perceived
conflict, thus providing important insights about the
causes of work-to-family conflict. As such, results have
important implications for designing effective organi-
zational policies intended to improve work-family bal-
ance.

Volunteering as a Psychosocial Resource
Concerning Work-Life Conflict And Health

Brauchli, R., Center for Organizational and Occu-
pational Sciences, ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland ;
Hämmig, O., University of Zürich, Zürich, Switzer-
land ; Güntert, S., Center for Organizational and Oc-
cupational Sciences, ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzer-
land ; Bauer, G.F., University/ETH Zürich, Zürich,
Switzerland ; Knecht, M., University/ETH Zürich,
Zürich, Switzerland ; Wehner, T., Center for Organiza-
tional and Occupational Sciences, ETH Zürich, Zürich,
Switzerland

Abstract: Introduction: In research, work-life conflict
(WLC) appears as a correlate of health problems. How-
ever, due to the common focus on the core family a
large segment of working people is excluded. Moreover,
positive aspects of combining family and work roles
are mostly neglected. In search of specific roles which
might enrich someone’s life and reduce WLC and its
effects on health we consider volunteering as relevant
due to its unique characteristics as a source of positive
states. Aims: This study includes two independently
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investigated research areas: the interface of paid work /
personal life and volunteering. The aims of this study
were, first, to investigate how volunteering is becom-
ing relevant at this interface, i.e. whether volunteering
and WLC are correlated, and, second, whether or not
volunteering can buffer the negative effects of WLC
on health. Method: This idea lead us to explanatory
analyses of the data from the Swiss Household Panel
(SHP; n = 3797) and own data collected within four
large-scale enterprises (n = 6091). SHP is an annual
conducted survey with a representative sample, which
observes the dynamics of changing living conditions in
Switzerland. The second data source derives from a
survey with a fully standardized questionnaire contain-
ing established and for this study’s purposes adapted
measures to assess concepts such as WLC and health
and, moreover, a self-developed item to assess whether
and how often someone is volunteering. Results: Re-
sults from ANOVA and moderated regression analyses
indicate that there is a salient and interesting pattern
between WLC and volunteering: work-to-life conflict
is positively and life-to-work conflict is negatively re-
lated to volunteering. Thus, WLC and volunteering are
correlated in a non-linear, U-shaped way, people who
are rarely or never voluntary active and people who
are volunteering very often are at risk of suffering from
WLC. However, the hypothesized buffering function of
volunteering could not be demonstrated with our data.
Implications: This study has unique practical and the-
oretical relevance by contributing to the understand-
ing of the relationship between WLC, volunteering and
health. Moreover, from a practical perspective findings
can deliver approaches for intervention and for preven-
tion concerning WLC and health.

The mediating role of work interference in
family and work as a facilitator of family life
in the relationship between emotional labor
and burnout: A study of university teach-
ers

Santos de Carvalho, C.M., University of Coimbra,
Coimbra, Portugal ; Castro, C., University of Coimbra,
Coimbra, Portugal ; Ferreira Peralta, C.M., University
of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal

Abstract: Emotions are a fundamental aspect of hu-
man life in a general matter and particularly in orga-
nizational context. During social interactions, workers
must express emotions that organizations consider de-
sirable, acceptable and adequate (Zapf & Holz, 2006).
Professions that require direct third party contact, like
university teachers, sometimes may lead to the de-
velopment of Burnout syndrome. Through a sam-

ple of 226 university teachers, the focus of this re-
search consists in the analysis of relationships between
Emotional Labor and Burnout, considering the medi-
ator’s role of Work-Family Interference and Work as
Family Life Facilitator in this relation (EL/Burnout).
In our study, Emotional Labor (the two dimensions
of this construct, namely, job-focused emotional la-
bor: intensity, frequency and variety; and employee-
focused emotional labor: surface acting and deep act-
ing), Burnout (emotional exhaustion, depersonaliza-
tion and reduced personal accomplishment) and the
measure of the levels of work-family conflict and work-
family facilitation were operationalized using consoli-
dated scales: Emotional Labor Scale (Brotheridge &
Lee, 2003), Maslach Burnout Inventory (Maslach &
Jackson, 1986), and Sloan Work-Family Researchers
Electronic Network (MacDermid, 2000), respectively.
Additionally, we used sex, age and hours worked per
week as control variables. In general terms, the results
founded lead to conclude that in this population: emo-
tional demands (’intensity’, ’frequency and variety’) re-
lated positively with two dimensions of Burnout (emo-
tional exhaustion and personal accomplishment). With
regard to emotion regulation strategies, deep acting is
a good predictor of emotional exhaustion and personal
accomplishment, while surface acting is a good pre-
dictor of emotional exhaustion and depersonalization.
Unlike what we had hypothesized, Work as Family Life
Facilitator did not mediate any relationship between
the Emotional Labor and Burnout. Finally, Work-
Family Interference mediated the relationship between
surface acting and depersonalization, although only
partially. Our results have conceptual and empirical
implications. Indeed our results shed light in the role
of work-family interference as a partial mediator of the
relationship between surface acting and depersonaliza-
tion, suggesting that interventions designed to decrease
burnout may take into account this partial mediator in
order to enhance teacher’s well-being. Moreover, this
results support the need to further explore conceptually
and empirically the existence of multiple and simulta-
neous mediators

Linking workplace norms to individuals’ ex-
periences of work-family conflict and enrich-
ment: The role of work-family culture

Boz, M., University of Seville, Seville, Spain;
Martinez-Corts, I., University of Pablo de Olavide,
Seville, Spain; Munduate, L., University of Seville,
Seville, Spain

Abstract: Recently research has demonstrated the ben-
efits organizations can obtain from intervening for re-
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ducing employees’ experience of work-to-family conflict
(WFC) while increasing experiences of work-to-family
enrichment (WFE). Among several strategies organi-
zations may adopt to help encourage employees’ posi-
tive work-to-family experiences, fostering a supportive
work-family culture has been shown to be the most
effective one. Perceived work-family culture (WF-
Culture) encompasses assumptions, beliefs and values
regarding the extent to which organizations support
and value the integration of work and private lives.
In this sense, WF-Culture is determined by the work-
place norms established within organizations. Work-
place norms refer to unwritten rules that prescribe the
ways in which all members of an organization should
approach their work and interact with one another.
Previous studies have examined the relationship be-
tween WF-Culture and employees’ experience of WFC
and WFE, however, without considering the role of the
workplace norms that underpin such culture. In the
present study, we hypothesize that the link between
workplace norms -performance and social relations-
and employees’ experiences of WFC and WFE builds
upon individuals’ perceptions of WF-Culture -support
and hindrance-. We posit that the expectations and
perceived obligations experienced through strong work
performance norms will make employees more aware of
how their work interferes with their ability to meet pri-
vate life responsibilities, which in turn will contribute
to a higher hindering WF-Culture and a lower support-
ive WF-Culture. On the contrary, we believe that so-
cial relations norms that emphasize cooperation with,
sensitivity to, and support for others should be related
to a higher supportive WF-Culture and a lower hinder-
ing WF-Culture. In a sample composed by 287 employ-
ees from a Spanish service organization, path analyses
give support for the mediation role of WF-Culture on
the link between workplace norms and employees’ ex-
perience of WFC and WFE. Our findings emphasize
the importance of examining aspects of the general or-
ganizational culture in order to uncover potential fa-
cilitators and inhibitors of a perceived supportive WF-
Culture, and consequently of employees’ levels of WFC
and WFE.

Presentations: Employee Well Being -
Coping and Support

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 0.4 Brussels (10:30-11:45)

Chair: Strauss, K., University of Sheffield, Sheffield,
UK

Coping with workplace mistreatment: analyz-
ing the discrepancy between actual and ideal
responses

Salin, D., Hanken School of Economics, Helsinki, Fin-
land ; Roberge, M.E., Northeastern Illinois University,
Chicago, IL, USA; Salimäki, A., Hanken School of
Economics, Helsinki, Finland ; Berdahl, J.L., Rotman
School of Management, Toronto, Canada

Abstract: The aim of this presentation is to examine
target responses to workplace mistreatment. While
some research has addressed revenge, forgiveness, and
reconciliation in response to workplace victimization,
the full breadth of coping responses to mistreatment
has yet to be examined (cf. Cortina & Magley, 2009
on incivility). From the related literature on workplace
bullying we know that there is a considerable discrep-
ancy between how non-victims claim they would react
to mistreatment and how those who actually experi-
ence bullying respond (Rayner, 1997). Here we con-
tribute to the existing literature by analyzing how re-
spondents of mistreatment actually coped with it and
how they ideally would have liked to respond. The
data were collected at a North-American university
and 737 replies were obtained. Respondents were asked
about their experiences of and responses to mistreat-
ment and more precisely, about ’the person that had
bothered them the most’. Furthermore, respondents
provided open answers to questions about how they
ideally would have liked to respond and what they felt
were the perpetrator’s reason(s) for his/her behaviour.
The open replies were coded by two expert coders.
Overall, respondents reported high frequencies for con-
flict avoidance, denial, minimization and seeking social
support and low frequencies for confronting or report-
ing. If the perpetrator’s and target’s ethnicity differed,
the discrepancy between how targets responded and
how they wished they had responded was higher. Fur-
thermore, organizational status was of importance. If
the perpetrator was a superior or a subordinate, the
discrepancy was higher than if (s)he was a peer. The re-
sults have important implications for managers as they
demonstrate that targets themselves are unlikely to be
able to stop maltreatment on their own. In particular,
managers need to be aware that subordinates belong-
ing to ethnic minorities feel particularly restricted to
respond to mistreatment as they would like to.

Disentangling organizational support con-
struct: The role of different sources of sup-
port to newcomers’ training transfer and or-
ganizational commitment

Simosi, M., University of the Aegean, Syros, Greece
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Abstract: The purpose of the study is to investigate si-
multaneously the differential role that organizational
support (POS), supervisory support (PSS) and co-
worker support (PCS) - as perceived by newcomers -
play to the transfer of the latter’s training as well as
the development of affective and normative commit-
ment towards their work organization. The study also
aims to address contradictory findings contesting the
role of supervisor support to employees’ attitudes and
behaviours. Using a sample of two hundred and fifty-
one new hires, a series of regression analyses was con-
ducted to test direct and moderating effects. Findings
showed that all three forms of organizational support
examined had independent and direct effects on the de-
pendent variables. Only perceived peer support did not
add incrementally to the prediction of normative com-
mitment when the other two support sources entered
the equation. Further, the results supported the role
of POS as a moderator in supervisor support - training
transfer relationship as well as its role as a moderator
in colleague support - affective commitment relation-
ship. In specific, high POS was found to strengthen
the PSS-training transfer and PCS-affective commit-
ment relationships, while low POS weakened these re-
lationships. Finally, both PSS and PCS were found to
partially mediate the POS-affective commitment rela-
tionship. From a practical standpoint, and given the
fact that extant training research has long identified a
gap between learning and sustained workplace perfor-
mance as well as that extensive resources are dedicated
to newcomers’ effective organizational adjustment, the
present study contributes to practitioners’ knowledge
of the relative effectiveness of - and the mechanism by
which - each source of support may enhance training
transfer and build organizational commitment.

Why do leisure activities contribute to work
recovery?

Brummelhuis, L. ten, Erasmus University Rotterdam,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands; Bakker, A.B., Erasmus
University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: For years, research on employee well-being
has adopted a problem-centered approach, whereas
more recently, studies have started to examine solu-
tions for improving well-being at work. A good exam-
ple is research on employee recovery. Several studies
have shown that employees particularly recover from
passive (e.g., reading a book), social (e.g., meeting
friends), and physical (e.g., sports) activities. However,
the underlying recovery process, explaining why those
activities lead to recovery, is thus far unknown. There-
fore, we aim to explain the mechanisms that underlie

the relationship between leisure activities and recovery
from work. On the basis of the Effort-Recovery model
and Conservation of Resources theory, we expect two
recovery processes. First, recovery occurs as employees
replenish personal resources that they have used dur-
ing the day. This process is reflected by relaxation and
psychological detachment from work. Second, recovery
can take place due to a gain in personal other resources,
such as mastery of new skills and having control over
off-job activities. We expect that passive activities lead
to recovery as they replenish personal resources (Hy-
pothesis 1), whereas physical activities contribute to
recovery due to an increase in other personal resources
(Hypothesis 2). For social activities we expected that
they both replenish and add to the employee’s personal
resources supply (Hypothesis 3) and therefore increase
recovery. We conducted a multilevel analysis using a 5-
day diary study among 74 health workers. The results
showed that passive activities were positively related
to next day recovery via psychological detachment and
relaxation (Hypothesis 1). Hypothesis 2 was also con-
firmed as the positive relationship between physical ac-
tivities and recovery was mediated by the mechanisms
mastery and control. Finally, we found partial support
for Hypothesis 3 as social activities contributed to next
day recovery via psychological detachment, relaxation
and control, but not via mastery. Summarizing, our
results provide more insight in the recovery process by
indicating which mechanisms link various leisure ac-
tivities to recovery. These insights may aid employees
seeking optimal work recovery. Leisure activities par-
ticularly contribute to recovery when they enable the
employee to relax, detach from work, learn new skills
and experience control over leisure time.

Proactive and happy? The relationship of
proactive work behavior with hedonic and eu-
daimonic well-being

Strauss, K., University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK ;
Parker, S.K., University of Western Australia, Craw-
ley, Australia

Abstract: As organisational environments become more
uncertain and job roles more complex and less pre-
scribed, organisations depend more and more on their
employees’ initiative and proactivity, and increasingly
aim to encourage and enhance proactive work be-
haviours. However, proactive behaviour is often risky,
and its outcomes can be uncertain (Parker, Bindl, &
Strauss, 2010). To date, the consequences of proactive
behaviour for employee well-being have received rela-
tively little attention. We explore the relationship of
individuals’ proactive efforts to shape and change their
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individual work role with both hedonic and eudaimonic
well-being. Where previous research has considered
well-being as an outcome of proactive behaviour, this
has been with regard to hedonic forms of well-being
such as job satisfaction (Chan, 2006), the pleasure re-
sulting from the appraisal of one’s job (Locke, 1976).
We argue that because of its risky and challenging na-
ture, proactive behaviour will not necessarily increase
hedonic well-being (see also Warr, 1994). However,
it is likely to contribute to a person’s self-realization
and experience of meaning, i.e., their eudaimonic well-
being. For the present study data were collected from
110 police officers and civilian staff of a police force
in the UK. Eudaimonic well-being was assessed with
the purpose in life and personal growth sub-scales of
Ryff’s (1989) psychological well-being scale which was
adapted slightly to fit the work context. Hedonic well-
being was assessed with three items measuring job sat-
isfaction (Hackman & Oldham, 1974). Controlling for
negative affect and job level, proactive behaviour was
positively related to eudaimonic well-being ( = .19, p
< .01), but not hedonic well-being ( = .03, n.s.), as pre-
dicted. This finding provides preliminary support for
the idea that employees who proactively shape their
role may not necessarily be more satisfied with their
job. In contrast they are likely to show higher eudai-
monic well-being; they perceive more meaning in life
and more personal growth. This has practical implica-
tions for organisations aiming to encourage proactivity
in their workforce, and calls for a focus on more holistic
well-being concepts that go beyond job satisfaction as a
single indicator of well-being. Theoretical implications
and directions for future research will be discussed.

Symposium: Different Perspectives on
Understanding Learning in the Workplace

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.5 Paris (10:30-11:45)

Chair: Wiel, M.W.J. van de, Maastricht University,
Maastricht, The Netherlands

Abstract: The interest of researchers and organisations
in learning in the workplace has been growing over
the past years (Kozlowski & Salas, 2010). Effective
learning of professionals during work is key to compe-
tence development, and hence, to organisational per-
formance. The aim of this symposium is to widen our
understanding of the learning that occurs in the work-
place and to get more insight in the factors that con-
tribute (or not) to this learning. The four papers in
this symposium all show that learning at work occurs

during relevant work activities and benefits from the
cooperation with colleagues and/or supervisors. Al-
though the research was done in different contexts and
situations and focused on different learning behaviours
(team learning in diverse organisations; learning in en-
gineering internships; learning from mistakes in mod-
ern enterprises; and learning from information and
knowledge sharing among physicians) the common goal
was to find conditions that foster learning in daily work
and to provide suggestions to enhance this learning. A
variety of methods was used to investigate the topic in-
cluding questionnaires, interviews and the analysis of
discussions. After the presentation of the papers the
similarities and contradictions in the findings, as well
as current research gaps and future research opportu-
nities, will be discussed by the discussant and with the
audience. The following pages contain an abstract of
each paper.

Learning in teams: How do group develop-
ment phases relate to team-level learning be-
haviour

Decuyper, S., University of Leuven, Leuven, Belgium;
Nijs, S., University of Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; De-
graeve, E., University of Leuven, Leuven, Belgium;
Dochy, F., University of Leuven, Belgium

Abstract: When team members engage in collective
team learning behaviours, such as giving feedback,
sharing information, and constructive conflict, the
probability that the team will live up to the expecta-
tions is increased. The positive effects of team learning
on team effectiveness are attributed to increased capa-
bility of team members to work together, generation of
new knowledge, and transformation of the team into a
unit that is able to deal with future challenges (Sessa
& London, 2008). Moreover, the importance of team
learning has been stressed several times through the
demonstration of its effect on individual and organ-
isational learning (Hannah & Lester, 2009).Although
team learning is described as one of the recently dis-
covered keys to team effectiveness, group development
was investigated since many decades. Both research
strands start from the premise that teams will not
be effective unless they collaboratively learn to over-
come barriers such as team dictators, free riding, so-
cial loafing, etc. Currently, there is a lack of empir-
ical research that crosses the gap between these two
strands (Decuyper, Dochy, & Van den Bossche, 2010).
In this study we answer two important questions at
the boundary between team learning and group devel-
opment research: How do different development stages
relate to team learning behaviour? and To what extent
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is group development related to conditions for team
learning? We hypothesise that although each stage of
group development is characterised by specific learn-
ing tasks, some stages are more favourable for team
learning processes than others. Results from multi-
ple regression analyses and ANOVA on a sample of 44
professional teams show that teams learn best in the
trust and structure phase and in the work phase due
to higher levels of team psychological safety and group
potency.

Exploring learning during internships: the in-
fluence of job-characteristics on the use of
different sources of learning

Gijbels, D., University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium;
Donche, V., University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium;
Bossche, P. van den, University of Antwerp, Antwerp,
Belgium; Verbeke, H., University of Antwerp, Bel-
gium

Abstract: It is argued that internships have a dis-
tinctive contribution to professional education as the
confrontation with the workplace triggers learning.
Based on the Demand-Control-Support (DCS) model
(Karasek, 1979; Karasek & Theorell, 1990) the present
paper investigates the influence of job-characteristics
such as job demands, job control, and social support
on the learning in the workplace during internships.
While earlier studies used self-report of occurrence of
work-related learning behaviours as operationalisation
of workplace learning, the present study explores a
wider perspective. We investigated different sources
that can guide the learning of interns during work
(Oosterheert & Vermunt, 2001). Five such sources
are distinguished: (1) external regulation; (2) self-
regulation, (3) actively relating theory to practice, (4)
collaboration with co-workers; and (5) avoidance be-
haviour. Moreover, we looked how these relate to the
perceived competences reported by both the students
and the supervisors. 66 engineering students conduct-
ing an internship and their supervisors in the compa-
nies participated by completing questionnaires based
on existing and validated scales.Results of regression
analyses support Karasek s learning hypotheses indi-
cating that job demands, job control, and social sup-
port influence the use of different learning resources
in the workplace. In addition, the analyses show that
high job demands and support by colleagues contribute
to (perceived) competence. Results diverged when ex-
amining the relation between sources of learning regu-
lation and perceived competence: the results indicate
that students during internships feel more competent

thanks to collaboration with co-workers, while the su-
pervisors label students that integrate theory and prac-
tice in the workplace as more competent students.This
study provides insight in workplace characteristics that
affect learning during internships. Moreover, it disen-
tangles different sources of learning regulation, hereby
identifying different ways in which learning is shaped
in the workplace. This suggests pathways to promote
learning during internships.

Learning from mistakes in daily working life

Harteis, Ch., University of Paderborn, Germany ;
Bauer, J., Technical University of Munich, Munich,
Germany ; Gruber, H., University of Regensburg, Re-
gensburg, Germany

Abstract: Workplace learning circumscribes processes
leading to the development of competencies and skills
through daily work. It is of increasing importance for
many modern enterprises, which consider themselves as
being learning organisations, to make use of the poten-
tial of their employees in order to be competitive within
global markets. Dealing with mistakes is a particular
strategic source of workplace learning for such organ-
isations, because contemporary work often is so com-
plex that mistakes cannot be avoided. A workplace cul-
ture of learning from mistakes stands to maximise them
as effective learning experiences. Two empirical stud-
ies were conducted in order to investigate conditions
of learning from mistakes in everyday work in mod-
ern enterprises. Study 1 assessed the role of individual
mistake orientation using a questionnaire. Through the
comparison of 52 managers and 108 working staff mem-
bers the variability of learning from mistakes was in-
vestigated. Study 2 assessed how communities of prac-
tice deal with mistakes and what is done to prevent
them occurring in the future. Semi-structured inter-
views were conducted with 28 participants, 14 man-
agers and 14 working staff members. Study 1 revealed a
greater appraisal of mistakes as opportunities for learn-
ing by managers, but no differences in related strategies
and emotions. Study 2 revealed that mistakes are con-
structively dealt with, and that they are appraised as
learning opportunities. Both studies indicate the pres-
ence of a culture of learning from mistakes in everyday
work. Conclusions are drawn about organisational and
personal prerequisites for this kind of workplace learn-
ing.
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Learning through information and knowledge
sharing in patient review meetings

Wiel, M.W.J. van de, Maastricht University, Maas-
tricht, The Netherlands; Hendriks, R., Maastricht Uni-
versity, Maastricht, The Netherlands; Hanssen, C.,
Maastricht University, Maastricht, The Netherlands;
Koopmans, R., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands

Abstract: The development of professional competence
is to a large extent determined by informal learning in
the workplace (Eraut, 2004). People learn by doing
from the tasks they are involved in, the situations they
encounter and the colleagues they work with. This is
also the case in medicine where residents learn their
profession while doing the job and experienced physi-
cians need to continue learning to provide the best pos-
sible patient care. Several studies have provided qual-
itative evidence that everyday practices in the clinic
play a pivotal role in the professional development of
physicians (e.g., Van de Wiel et al., 2010). The patient
problems encountered and the discussions about these
patients with colleagues were thought to contribute
most. The present study, therefore, investigated in de-
tail patient review meetings that are held each week to
discuss the current status of patients on the ward with
a multidisciplinary team including residents and expe-
rienced physicians. Eight meetings of different subspe-
cialties of internal medicine were video-recorded and
transcribed to examine the knowledge and information
sharing processes in the team and how they might con-
tribute to learning. In particular, we looked whether
complex cases were more elaborately and deeply dis-
cussed than routine cases. Coding with Atlas-ti of
the 98 patient cases discussed revealed that experi-
enced specialists were most active and complex cases
triggered longer discussions. Learning, however, was
largely implicit. Explicit teaching was only observed
at four meetings. A short evaluation questionnaire
disclosed that only half of the participants mentioned
learning as a meeting goal. The results suggest that
the meetings educational function can be increased by
more focused learning efforts.

Discussant

Woerkom, M. van, Universiteit van Tilburg, Tilburg,
The Netherlands

Presentations: Testing in Organizations

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.6 Madrid (10:30-11:45)

Chair: Christiansen, N.D., Central Michigan Univer-
sity, Mount Pleasant, MI, USA

Justifying Counterproductive Work Behav-
iors and Conditional Reasoning

Fine, S., Midot, Ltd., Bnei Brak, Israel

Abstract: Despite the popular use of overt integrity
tests in personnel selection to mitigate counterproduc-
tive work behaviors (CWB), these tests have been crit-
icized for their susceptibility to faking. A novel alter-
native to overt testing may be conditional reasoning
(CR) testing (James, 1998). CR tests measure the im-
plicit endorsement of certain justification mechanisms
(JMs) in items disguised to measure logical reasoning
do reduce fakability. Unfortunately, the CR literature
is still very much lacking a measure of overall CWB.
The present study set out to develop a theoretical ty-
pology for the justification of CWB as a basis for the
development of a CR test for predicting CWB in ap-
plied settings. The data from three main sources were
judgmentally analyzed for JM types: integrity tests,
the professional literature, and a series of focus-groups
with subject matter experts. Justification types were
then rated by a sample of 108 undergraduates in ques-
tionnaire format and analyzed for their dimensional-
ity. Finally, 20 CR test items were developed to mea-
sure these JMs and were administered to 120 job ap-
plicants for initial item analyses. The results of this
process produced a theoretical model with three cen-
tral neo-Freudian defense mechanism domains, a total
of 6 facets and 12 sub-facets. The first domain, labeled
“denial”, refers to a reduced perceived severity of a situ-
ation by refusing to admit any meaningful wrongdoing
as a result of one’s actions. The second domain, labeled
“distortion”, refers to drawing illogical and sometimes
hasty conclusions based on distorted perceptions of sit-
uational or emotionally influencing factors. The third
domain, defined as “projection”, refers to an overall re-
fusal to take responsibility for one’s actions, while plac-
ing the blame for one’s actions on an external source.
The results of this study are believed to make mean-
ingful theoretical advancements in the understanding
of how employees justify CWB as well as providing
practical implications for the development of an im-
plicit measure of CWB potential in personnel selection.
With that, concerns were raised that the implicit mea-
surement of constructs via CR may be influenced more
by item content than by latent JMs.
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The Effects of Context: Personality as Pre-
dictor of Work Criteria

Vries, A. de, NOA/VU University, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands; Vries, R.E. de, VU University Ams-
terdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Born, M.Ph.,
Noa/VU University, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: An important factor that may influence
the predictive validity of personality concerns within-
person inconsistency when filling out a personality in-
ventory. In a traditional personality inventory, each
person may complete the same item from a different
perspective, e.g., one respondent may think of a home
situation whereas another will think of a work situ-
ation. To avoid irrelevant individual score-differences
due to such different perspectives, Schmit, Ryan, Stier-
walt, and Powell (1995) added a specific context to
each personality item. Such context specificity led
to improved criterion validity. However, prior re-
search mostly used Big Five personality measurements,
whereas recent research has suggested that the six-
dimensional HEXACO personality model, and espe-
cially the dimension Honesty-Humility/Integrity, adds
incremental validity to the prediction of important cri-
teria (Ashton & Lee, 2008). We expected both this di-
mension and the dimension Conscientiousness to be sig-
nificant predictors of three work criteria, namely coun-
terproductive work behavior (CWB), organizational
citizenship behavior (OCB), and job performance. In
addition, we expected that adding a relevant (work)
context to Conscientiousness and Integrity items will
result in higher predictive validities and that adding a
non relevant (e.g., home) context will result in lower
predictive validities. To test these hypotheses, data
were collected on two moments. First, 300 employ-
ees from all kinds of jobs filled out Conscientiousness
and Integrity items: 56 generic items, 56 work related
items, and 56 home related items. The work and home
related items were designed by adding the tag ‘at work’
or ‘at home’ to each item. Second, one week later,
participants filled out questionnaires which measured
self-report CWB, OCB, and job performance. In gen-
eral, the results indicated that, compared with items
without a specific context, adding a work context to
the Conscientiousness and Integrity items resulted in
significant higher predictive validities when predicting
the work criteria CWB, OCB and job performance.
Furthermore, adding a non relevant (home) context
resulted in lower predictive validities, compared with
items with a relevant (work) context, and even com-
pared with items without a specific context. To in-
clude, the results imply that work criteria may be pre-
dicted with greater accuracy by adding a relevant con-

text to personality items.

Upgrading your general cognitive ability’s
(GCA) score: How personality traits can af-
fect the assessment of GCA?

Denis, L., University of Quebec in Montreal, Montreal,
Canada; Lavigne, L., University of Quebec in Montreal,
Montreal, Canada

Abstract: I/O psychologists use general cognitive abil-
ity (GCA) tests for selection purposes (Boudrias, Pet-
tersen, Longpré, & Plunier, 2008) especially because
it’s one of the best predictor of job performance
(Bertua, Anderson, & Salgado, 2005). However, some
GCA measurement issues have recently been raised in-
cluding the influence of time pressure on the validity
of the results (Reeve & Bonnacio, 2008). Specifically,
time constraints under which tests are administered
might provoke test anxiety (Haladyna & Downing,
2004) which negatively influences performance (Ack-
erman & Heggestad, 1997). Consequently, researchers
have studied the impact of administrating the test
without a time constraint (Knapp, 1960). However,
who will benefit from removing the time constraint re-
mains unknown. Because anxiety is a personality trait,
we postulated that personality facets related to emo-
tional stability (i.e., anxiety, impulsivity and vulner-
ability) as well as facets related to openness to expe-
rience (i.e., idea and values) and consciousness (i.e.,
deliberation) could explain the amount of additional
correct answers obtained between the timed and the
untimed GCA test administration. For this study,
1425 candidates applying for a job requiring a uni-
versity diploma in a large Quebec organization com-
pleted the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal
test (WGCTAT) with and without a time constraint
(Watson & Glaser, 1992) as well as the NEO PI-r per-
sonality inventory (Costa & Mc Crae, 1998). Hierar-
chical regression analyses revealed that anxious candi-
dates (ß = .058, p < .05), less impulsive (ß = -.064,
p < .05), conventional (ß = -.070, p < .01) and can-
didates who take their time before acting or positing
themselves (ß = .077, p < .05) obtained more correct
answers at the WGCTAT than their counterparts who
do not possess such traits. Despite the fact that practi-
tioners administered GCA tests with a time constraint,
in accordance with test instructions and for cost issues,
our results demonstrate that this constraint should be
removed. GCA scores without a time constraint reflect
more precisely individuals’ GCA capacity in less stress-
ful situations. Our results also suggest that personality
traits should be considered when assessing GCA in se-
lection context in order to hire the best candidates for
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a job thus optimizing organizational performance.

Using Work Narratives to Assess Motives Dis-
positions in the Workplace

Christiansen, N.D., Central Michigan University,
Mount Pleasant, MI, USA; Rahael, J., Central Michi-
gan University, Mount Pleasant, MI, USA; Ragsdale,
J., Central Michigan University, Mount Pleasant, MI,
USA

Abstract: Most research on the role of personality in
the workplace has focused on explicit trait measures
such as those assessing the dimensions of the Five Fac-
tor Model (FFM). Although traits such as extraver-
sion may be important descriptions of behavioral ten-
dencies, they do not reveal much about with the un-
derlying motivation. In contrast, motive dispositions
such as Need for Achievement and Need for Affilia-
tion refer more directly to the drives and goals that
guide human behavior and were once more popular in
research on personality and work behavior. Someone
low on extraversion but with a high need for affilia-
tion may avoid large social gatherings but may be com-
pelled to engage in small group interactions and activ-
ities to help satisfy their needs (Winter, et al 1998).
Unfortunately, the coding of traditional assessments
of implicit motives such as the Thematic Appercep-
tion Test tends to be cumbersome. This study devel-
oped and validated a revised method of coding mo-
tive dispositions based on work narratives, the stories
people tell about memorable experiences in the work
place. The coding system of narratives was piloted on
41 MBA students who also completed measures of the
FFM and faceted job satisfaction. An example ques-
tion used for the narrative coding was: ’Describe a
specific work experience that was a significant turning
point in your work life’. Inter-rater reliability for the
composite of the coding from two raters was for Need
for Achievement was .82 and .79 for Need for Affilia-
tion. As predicted, Need for Achievement correlated
more strongly with Conscientiousness (r=.37) than the
other explicit traits and Need for Affiliation correlated
most strongly with Agreeableness (r=.35). Results also
indicated that motives incrementally predicted 6% of
the variance in Growth Satisfaction, 6% of the vari-
ance in Promotion Satisfaction, 5% of the variance in
Coworker Satisfaction, and 5% of the variance in Su-
pervisor Satisfaction. Implications for the prediction
of other work outcomes are discussed along with how
such a coding scheme could be incorporated into em-
ployment interviews or open-ended survey items.

Using tests to reduce turnover in call cen-
ters.

Horst, A. van der, Meurs HRM, Woerden, The Nether-
lands; Leeuwen, A.E. van, Meurs HRM, Woerden, The
Netherlands

Abstract: While call centers are increasingly known as a
valuable resource in managing customer relationships,
they have also developed a reputation as a stressful
work environment (Proper, 1998). It is a big chal-
lenge to keep call centers cost-efficient while maintain-
ing high-quality customer services. This often leads
to rapidly changing and high demanding working envi-
ronments, which cause high turnover, making turnover
one of the biggest problems for call centers. In or-
der to investigate if turnover can be reduced by us-
ing tests in the selection procedure, we examined data
from 1380 candidates at two large call centers in Hol-
land. Seven different test have been used for select-
ing the candidates: a multitasking test, a situational
judgment test on customer related situations (SJT) ,a
cognitive capacity test (GMA),a test for speed and ac-
curacy , a grammar and spelling test, a typing test
and a big five personality test. During one and a half
year we monitored the turnover for the selected can-
didates. As we expected the results show that multi-
tasking, GMA, SJT and grammar and spelling predict
turnover, in that higher scores on these tests result in
a lower probability of the candidate leaving the orga-
nization. For the big five personality test we found
that candidates who leave soon after being hired (high
turnover) score higher on the traits contact oriented,
social skills, structured and conscientious. This means
that turnover can by reduced by selecting candidates
that show high scores on these traits.

Symposium: Health Services Effectiveness:
Psychological Perspectives

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.7 Lisbon (10:30-11:45)

Chair: Dawson, J.F., Aston University, Birmingham,
UK ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg,
The Netherlands

Abstract: Health services are different from many other
organizations for a variety of reasons. Competing pri-
orities (e.g. quality of health outcomes, patient expe-
rience, financial management), the mix of leadership
expertise (e.g. general managers, medical staff) and
the necessity for inter-organizational effectiveness for
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patient care, are three ways in which simple organiza-
tional models might not apply. This provokes partic-
ular consideration for work psychologists when consid-
ering the effectiveness of such organizations. Donabe-
dian’s (1980) model of patient care quality identified
two aspects of patient care, technical and interpersonal,
suggesting different outcomes to be considered; in ad-
dition, intermediate outcomes such as staff well-being
and absenteeism are of interest to any organization but
are of particular prominence to healthcare organiza-
tions due to the nature of the service – in which in-
terpersonal care is key, and poor health amongst staff
can directly impact upon the effectiveness of care pro-
vided (Boorman, 2009). This symposium features four
papers that examine different features of healthcare or-
ganizations and how organizational behavior is linked
to such outcomes. Two focus on the links between em-
ployee well-being, absenteeism and performance, but
from different perspectives (strain and engagement)
and at different levels of analysis; one looks at the rela-
tionships between meeting quality, social resources and
nurses’ motivation; and one examines the impact of a
leadership intervention for clinicians. Between them
they offer new perspectives on the most important fac-
tors to be considered by health services managers and
policymakers.

Examining Absenteeism as a Measure of Be-
havioral Strain in Mediating the Relationship
between Physiological Strain and Externally
Rated Hospital Unit Performance

Buttigieg, S.C., University of Malta, Msida, Malta;
West, M.A., Aston University, Birmingham, UK ; Ven,
J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Drawing on interactional models of the
stress, absenteeism and performance literature, the
current study investigated the extent to which hos-
pital employees’ physiological strains were associated
with externally-rated hospital unit-level performance
through the mediating effects of behavioral strain. Me-
diation refers to a process through which the exoge-
nous variable causes variation in the endogenous vari-
able through direct, indirect, and total effects (Bollen,
1987). Multilevel structural equation modeling (SEM)
using Mplus was used to test several competing mod-
els of mediation—full, partial, or no mediation—in a
sample of 1,137 employees nested within 136 units, in
a hospital in Malta. Physiological strain was mea-
sured using the Physical Symptoms Inventory (Spec-
tor & Jex, 1998) that captured the physical and so-
matic health symptoms associated with distress. Be-

havioral strain was measured objectively using sickness
absenteeism data from the HR department, whereas
the 136 hospital units were rated by forty-four external
raters using a tool adapted from that used by Borrill
et al. (1999). Common method variance was avoided
by the collection of three separate sources of data for
the three constructs under investigation. The results
suggest that behavioral strain partially mediates the
relationship between physiological strain and hospital
unit performance. The contribution of this study is to-
wards achieving a better understanding of the link be-
tween stress and performance, particularly in the hospi-
tal context, where the presence of a healthy workforce
is crucial for maintaining good quality of healthcare
delivery

Work Meeting Quality, Social Resources at
Work and Work Motivation: A Longitudinal
Study among Oncology Nurses

Le Blanc, P.M., Utrecht University, Utrecht, The
Netherlands; Demerouti, E., Technische Universiteit
Eindhoven, The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Hu-
man Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Within healthcare organizations, work activ-
ities have traditionally been organized around teams of
care providers. However, due to the increasing special-
ization in their task environment, care providers have
become increasingly interdependent and effective col-
laboration has become critical for the quality of pa-
tient care. In this respect, work meetings might be
considered an important mechanism. The present lon-
gitudinal study focused on the quality of work meet-
ings and its relation to the work motivation of nurses.
By means of structural equation modeling (SEM), we
tested a model in which social resources at work – op-
erationalized in terms of supervisor support, colleague
support and team cohesion – mediated the relationship
between work meeting quality and nurses’ work moti-
vation. Moreover, we also tested reversed causal rela-
tionships between the study variables. Data were col-
lected among 258 oncology nurses who filled out ques-
tionnaires on work meeting quality, social resources at
work, and work motivation twice (with a 1-year time
lag in-between). In order to assess work meeting qual-
ity, a 5-item scale was constructed that focused on
meeting process aspects such as overall meeting orga-
nization, preparation by participants, dissemination of
information, and laying down of agreements in writing.
All other study variables were assessed with existing,
validated scales.Results of SEM showed that social re-
sources at work indeed fully mediated the relationship
between work meeting quality at T1 and nurses’ work
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motivation at T2. Moreover, we also found support for
reversed causal relationships: nurses’ work motivation
at T1 was significantly related to T2 social resources
at work while social resources at T1 significantly pre-
dicted work meeting quality at T2. These results point
to the existence of a gain spiral of meeting quality and
work motivation. Meeting quality and work motivation
are reciprocally related over time because they both
contribute to enhanced social resources at work. Thus,
social resources represent the linking mechanism: They
offer the possibility to a work team to build up a more
resourceful work environment which is beneficial for the
work motivation of its members, and additionally, mo-
tivated nurses are expected to promote the quality of
meetings because they mobilize more social resources
at work.

The Value of Perspective-Taking in Medical
Professionals

Eckert, R., Center for Creative Leadership, Brussels,
Belgium; Champion, H., Center for Creative Leader-
ship, Greensboro, USA; Barker Caza, B., Center for
Creative Leadership, Greensboro, USA; Hoole, E., Cen-
ter for Creative Leadership, Greensboro, USA; Ven, J.
van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: Recent studies of medical professionals sug-
gest that we may underestimate the important psycho-
logical demands of medical work. In addition to being
complex, the work is highly interdependent, requiring
that individuals work closely with others in multiple
different professional groups – especially in an institu-
tional environment, such as hospitals. Hospitals are
immensely complex organizations with a high degree
of integration and interaction within work units, across
different units, and between various occupational cat-
egories. The combination of the complexity, intensity,
unpredictability and interdependence often make hos-
pitals fertile grounds for a variety of conflict manifesta-
tions between individuals (for a discussion of the man-
ifest nature of conflict in hospitals sees for example
e.g. Cox, 2001; for a discussion of the constant ne-
gotiation processes in hospitals sees Strauss, 1978). In
fact, according to one academic estimate, nursing man-
agers spend as much as 20% of their time dealing with
conflict (McElhaney 1996). However, many of these
conflicts can be avoided by helping individuals to en-
gage in perspective taking to better understand other
professional groups. In this paper, we present find-
ings from an interdisciplinary leadership development
program, commissioned and delivered by an English
health authority, called “Lead or Be Led”. We discuss

medical professionals’ reports of how this perspective
taking has impacted their work experience and out-
comes. Quantitative and qualitative data from 254 in-
dividuals in multiple healthcare professions including
nurses, trainee doctors, managers and others, suggest
that perspective taking benefitted individuals, their co-
workers, their patients, and the organisations in which
they work.

Psychological Engagement at Work: Links
to Organizational Performance and Patient
Outcomes

Dawson, J.F., Aston University, Birmingham, UK ;
Topakas, A., Aston University, Birmingham, UK ; Ad-
masachew, L., Aston University, Birmingham, UK ;
West, M.A., Aston University, Birmingham, UK ; Ven,
J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Psychological engagement is often defined
as a positive, fulfilling work-related state of mind,
characterized by three distinct but related dimen-
sions: vigor, dedication and absorption (Schaufeli &
Salanova, 2001). As such it is more closely related
to work processes than attitudinal measures such as
job satisfaction, and several recent studies have demon-
strated clear links with work outcomes at both individ-
ual and organizational levels (e.g. Bakker, Schaufeli
& Demerouti, 2005; Schneider et al., 2009), suggest-
ing that the consideration of employees’ engagement
at a higher level is meaningful.In this study we ex-
amined the links between the psychological engage-
ment of staff in 390 English healthcare providers and a
series of organizational outcomes. Based on 154,726
responses to a questionnaire containing an adapted
shortened version of the Utrecht Work Engagement
Scale (UWES; Schaufeli, Bakker & Salanova, 2006),
we studied links with staff absenteeism (from official
records), patient satisfaction (from a separate, annu-
ally published survey of hospital inpatients), patient
mortality (published ratios standardized for case mix)
and overall organizational performance (ratings by the
official healthcare regulator in England). The data
showed that using an organizational aggregate of en-
gagement was statistically justified: ICC2=0.71 and
mean Rwg(j)=0.81.The results showed significant links
between engagement and staff absenteeism (B = -1.70,
p < .01), patient mortality (B = -21.88, p < .05), and
overall ratings of quality of services (B = 1.18, p <
.05). These effects are such that a change of one stan-
dard deviation in organizational-level engagement was
associated with a 3% drop in absenteeism – equating
to around L150,000 in salary costs alone for an average
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hospital per year – and a 1.6% drop in patient mortal-
ity. These findings are discussed in the context of other
research that has shown links between organizational
factors and patient outcomes, particularly human re-
source management (West et al., 2006).

Presentations: Safety at Work

Main topic area: Health and Interventions

Location: 0.8 Rome (10:30-11:45)

Chair: Chmiel, N.R.J., University of Chichester,
Chichester, UK

The link between psychosocial load at work
and occupational injuries in Belgium.

Marzucco, L., Universite de Liege, Liege, Belgium; Ris-
seghem, M. van, Universiteit Gent, Gent, Belgium;
Braeckman, L., Universiteit Gent, Gent, Belgium;
Hansez, I., Universite de Liege, Liege, Belgium

Abstract: Background: Occupational safety has been
a subject of interest since the industrial revolution.
In the nineties a focus on management systems and
psycho-organizational aspects emerged in scientific lit-
erature as well as in some practices implemented
in companies. However, nowadays the present Bel-
gian accident registration form, like most systems of
registration in Europe, still fail to include psycho-
organizational factors that could impact the accident.
Methodology: The objective was to develop a checklist
of psycho-organizational factors that could be added
to the present national accident registration form.
This checklist was elaborated according to the sci-
entific literature about the relation between psycho-
organisational factors and accidents, the analysis of
occupational injury registration forms, the comparison
of existing world-wide accident recording systems and
several focus-groups including key-actors in accident
prevention. The final version of this checklist included
topics about work content and circumstances at the
time of the accident, employment conditions and rela-
tions at work. Additional questions were added for a
purpose of evaluation of this tool. The pre-validation of
the tool was performed on 100 cases of actual accidents
at work in Belgian companies. Results: One major re-
sult is that, using the developed checklist, between 0
and 22 psycho-social factors - 6 on average - were iden-
tified for each of the 100 accidents analyzed. Besides,
key-actors evaluated the checklist positively: clear, ob-
jective, easy to use and complete. Discussion: The
principal result of this research is even more amazing

as our analyses of previous accident registration forms
did include no or very few psycho-organizational fac-
tors. It demonstrates the attention that must be paid
to these psychosocial factors and shows the benefit of
this type of checklist: it makes it possible to identify
psychosocial causes which play a part in the accident
explanation. Outcome: The results are in line with
the scientific literature and are also interesting in the
current European debates about registration of occu-
pational injuries on a policy level. From a preventive
perspective, this checklist is very useful in identifying
psycho-organizational factors that should be included
in the cause trees of accidents. This suggests infor-
mation sharing and sensitization of the prevention key
actors.

Psychological distress and occupational in-
juries

Salminen, S., Finnish Institute of Occupational Health,
Helsinki, Finland ; Väänänen, A., Finnish Institute
of Occupational Health, Helsinki, Finland ; Koskinen,
A., Finnish Institute of Occupational Health, Helsinki,
Finland

Abstract: Background: Stress at work has long been
recognized as a factor in increasing risk for mental and
physical health problems. The extent to which work
distress predicted injuries occur in a large population
of Finnish paper-mill workers was studied. Methods: A
total of 9,282 employees (7174 men, 2108 women) from
Finnish multinational forest company participated in
this study. Psychologicaldistress, representing an indi-
cator of potential undiagnosed minor psychiatric dis-
order, was assesed in the survey with a 14-item four-
point scale measuring insomnia, overstrain, depressive
symptoms, nervousness, fatigue, tension and anxiety.
Asummary scale was computed and dichotomised us-
ing a median split (Cronbach alpha = .89).The follow
up of occupational injuries (n=569) was doneover 20
years(fromMarch 1, 1986 to December 31, 2008). Re-
sults: The results were adjusted for age, gender and
occupational status (blue- vs. white-collar employees).
Psychological distress predicted occupational injuries
for all employees (OR 1.17, 95% CI 1.04-1.31) and es-
pecially younger workers (18-45 years of age) (OR 1.22,
95% CI 1.06-1.40). For older workers the connection
was not significant. Conclusions: This study showed
that distress was a predictor of injuries in the paper
industry. This was true especially for young workers,
whom distressed employees had 22% higher risk for in-
juryinvolvement during the next 20 years. Thus well-
being at work is an important factor for work safety,
too.
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The safety participation in organizations: de-
velopment of a cognitive-motivational model
of proactivity

Curcuruto, M., University of Verona, Verona, Italy ;
Mariani, M.G., University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy ;
Battistelli, A., University of Verona, Verona, Italy

Abstract: This new theoretical contribution is aimed to
describe the concept of proactive safety as a dynamic
broad set of cognitive and motivational states toward
workplace safety by workers and work-teams that facil-
itates the maintenance of safety, the prevention of ac-
cidents, and proactively managing safety related issues
(Turner & Parker, 2003). Several researches and meta-
analysis have evidenced the importance of the work-
ers participation in workplace safety as fundamental
factor in facilitating general safety performance in or-
ganizations (Neal & Griffin, 2006). In the most part
of cases, safety participation has been studied as dis-
cretional and proactive extra-role behavior, like or-
ganizational citizenship behavior or safety initiative
(Hofmann, Morgerson & Gerras, 2003). Few studies
have been focused on psychosocial processes that medi-
ate the relationship between organizational dimensions
(i.e. safety climate) and workers safety participation
behaviors (Zohar, 2008). Then, a original model of
’proactive safety orientation’ has been developed in re-
lation to existing constructs of proactivity in organiza-
tion adapted to safety issues in the workplace (i.e role-
breadth self efficacy, flexible role orientation, change
orientation, proactive coping, empowerment, responsi-
bility aspiration) (Parker, Bindl & Strauss, 2010). The
research (in progress) has been realized by a survey; a
questionnaire (developed with 20 qualitative interviews
and pretested in sample of 80 safety heads) is composed
by six Likert-type scales; it has been administrated in
a sample with more of 300 workers of three different
chemical firms in Italy. The first explorative and con-
firmatory factorial analysis have shown a mainly good
factorial validity (M of CFI = .96); reliability indexes
are good (M of Alpha =.86) . The validity of the model
is excellent in relation to criteria dimensions (safety
caring behavior and safety voice) and in relation to
the convergent validity (safety climate, perceived safety
support) and discriminant validity (unsafe behaviors,
personal risk orientation, procrastination). Differential
analysis shown the capability of the model to differen-
tiate the safety orientations between professional roles
and contexts (Further predictive validity analysis with
multilevel analysis and multi-trait multi-method tech-
niques are going to been tested). Practical implications
could be considered in relation to the development of
safety management systems that support proactive ori-

entations toward safety.

Psychological Safety Climate: Scale Devel-
opment

Haines, V., University of Montreal, Montreal,
Canada; Pulido, B., University of Montreal, Montreal,
Canada

Abstract: In recent years, occupational health research
has expanded the demand-control model (Karasek,
1979) to accommodate organizational-level phenomena
(e.g., Chowdhury & Endres, 2010). Drawing from the
capabilities of multi-level designs, this new line of re-
search has provided a structure for understanding the
influence of organizational resources in stressor-strain
associations. To further advance this expanded view of
the demand-control model, we argue the pressing need
for a measure of psychological safety climate. In doing
so, we first define the construct of climate and explain
its relevance in organizational research. We then re-
view the construct of safety climate (Zohar, 1980) and
point out its limitations with regards to understanding
psychological strain in the form of emotional exhaus-
tion, distress, and depression. Following this concep-
tual exploration, we provide a constitutive definition
of the psychological safety climate construct. We then
describe the scale development procedure that resulted
in a ten-item scale. Using data from a large scale multi-
unit, multi-organization survey, we tested the internal
consistency and dimensionality of this scale. We then
applied structural equation modeling to further test the
psychometric qualities of this scale. Finally, given the
nature of this construct, we aggregated individual per-
ceptions of psychological safety climate and assessed
within group agreement. The psychological safety cli-
mate construct should be of use to scholars who are
striving to better understand those organizational re-
sources that moderate associations between work de-
mands and psychological strain. The scale developed
and tested in this study may therefore be of use to
those scholars. Managers, in turn, may find that their
interventions are most effective when they pay atten-
tion to the psychological safety climate. Following the
advice derived from research on organizational climate,
they may also develop strategies to improve the psy-
chological safety climate within their work unit.

Individual differences and safety behaviour

Chmiel, N.R.J., University of Chichester, Chichester,
UK

Abstract: Recently Christian, Bradley, Wallace &
Burke (2009) proposed an integrative framework for
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considering Situation-related factors such as psycho-
logical safety climate and Person-related factors such
as personality. They proposed these factors have sep-
arable effects on safety behaviours, and hence injuries,
through their effects on safety knowledge and motiva-
tion. In particular they proposed safety climate encour-
ages safe behavior through reward or through princi-
ples of social exchange. This paper considers individual
differences relevant to reward and social exchange pro-
cesses (e.g. achievement-striving and trust) and cogni-
tive processing efficiency alongside psychological safety
climate, and investigates their effects on routine and
situational violations. Hansez & Chmiel (2010) found
that both types of violation were predicted by a core
dimension of psychological safety climate and separate
work engagement processes, but in addition routine
violations were predicted by cognitive-energetical pro-
cesses whereas situational violations were not, reflect-
ing the theoretical conceptualization of routine viola-
tions as involving the selective concentration of effort
on production-related processes. Given that different
forms of risk-taking involve different aspects of per-
sonality (e.g. Soane & Chmiel, 2005) we hypothesise
that individual differences in cognitive processing effi-
ciency will affect routine rather than situational viola-
tions, and that achievement-striving and trust charac-
teristics will influence the effect of psychological safety
climate on both types of violation. These ideas were
investigated in forestry workers operating under su-
pervision in New Zealand. Results showed support
for the hypothesis that cognitive processing efficiency
relates to routine violations independently of psycho-
logical safety climate (workers’ perceptions of their
supervisor’s safety expectations), and that trust and
achievement-striving may partially mediate the rela-
tionship between psychological safety climate and situ-
ational violations. These results support the idea that
different individual characteristics should be consid-
ered in relation to different types of task-related safety
behaviour, and in particular that cognitive character-
istics should be considered alongside personality. We
discuss our results in relation to the approach taken by
Christian et al. The practical relevance of our study
is that, in contrast to a simple or universal approach,
selection methods for choosing safer’ workers should
take into account a variety of personality and cogni-
tive characteristics relevant to particular safety man-
agement concerns.

Symposium: on Job Insecurity, part 2:
Organisational consequences

Main topic area: Changing Employment Relations

Location: 0.9 Athens (10:30-11:45)

Chairs: Witte, H. de, WOPP-Katholieke Universiteit
Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; Cuyper, N.E. de, WOPP-
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Abstract: The increase of the global recession did firmly
put job insecurity research on the academic research
agenda. Research thus far has documented the detri-
mental effects of job insecurity for individuals fairly
well. Less research has focussed on the consequences
for the organisations, however. In this symposium,
some of these aspects will be discussed. First, Schreurs
et al. will present the results of a weekly diary study in
which the impact of job insecurity on aspects such as
in-role and extra-role performance is analysed. Next,
Hägerbäumer and Staufenbiel analyse the impact of job
insecurity on a relatively new outcome variable (pre-
senteeism), using longitudinal data. The association of
job insecurity with ethical negotiation practices is the
focus of the presentation of Reisel et al. Mauno and
colleagues use multi-level analysis to examine the asso-
ciation between job insecurity and turn-over intentions,
adding variables at the work department level to the ex-
planation. Finally, Piccoli et al. test the buffer role of
organisational justice in the job insecurity – outcomes
relationship. The scope of this symposium is thus fairly
wide. The data stem from five countries: Belgium,
Germany, the U.S., Finland and Italy. A variety of
methods is used, ranging from multi-level analysis to
structural equation modelling. Finally, also a variety
of theoretical accounts is put to the test, like Conserva-
tion of Resources Theory, the Stress-Retention Model,
and the Uncertainty Management Model.

A Weekly Diary Study on the Buffering Role
of Social Support in the Relationship between
Job Insecurity and Employee Performance

Schreurs, B., Maastricht University School of Busi-
ness and Economics, Maastricht, The Netherlands;
Emmerik, H. van, Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands; Guenter, H., Maastricht University
School of Business and Economics, Maastricht, The
Netherlands; Germeys, F., Human Relations Research
Group Hogeschool-Universiteit Brussel, Belgium

Abstract: The present study aims to contribute to the
understanding of the job insecurity—job performance
relationship by addressing two important research is-
sues. First, we examine an intra-individual model link-
ing job insecurity, conceptualized as a more or less con-
tinuous and chronic job stressor, to job performance.
We argue that job insecurity fluctuates over time, and
that employees will show higher job performance when
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they feel secure about the future of their jobs. Sec-
ond, we contribute to the small but growing literature
delineating and testing theoretically derived boundary
conditions of job insecurity by examining how the neg-
ative intrapersonal effects of job insecurity on perfor-
mance may be alleviated by time-varying work-based
social support (i.e., supervisor and colleague support).
Fifty-six participants completed a diary questionnaire
every week for three weeks and a survey questionnaire
at the start of the study. Multilevel analysis was used
for analyzing the data. Two dependent variables were
used: Self-rated weekly in-role performance and extra-
role performance. The results showed that job insecu-
rity (and the other measures) varied significantly over
time (i.e., weeks). Specifically, 17% of the variance in
job insecurity was attributable to within-person varia-
tion. Weekly fluctuations in job insecurity negatively
predicted week-level in-role performance. This find-
ing provides additional support to the view that job
insecurity is an undesirable work-related demand that
interferes with employees’ work goal attainment. Con-
trary to expectations, no relationship between job in-
security and extra-role performance was observed. As
hypothesized, supervisor support moderated the intra-
individual relationship between job insecurity and in-
role performance, so that employees’ in-role perfor-
mance suffered less from feeling job insecure during
weeks in which they received more support from their
supervisor.

The impact of job insecurity on presenteeism

Hägerbäume, M., Universität Osnabrück, Germany ;
Staufenbiel, T., Universität Osnabrück, Germany

Abstract: The present longitudinal study focuses on the
association between job insecurity and presenteeism,
which is the phenomenon of employees attending work
ill. Presenteeism is supposed to lead to impaired health
and can be a warning signal of future productivity
losses in the organization. Based on conservation of
resources-theory (Hobfoll, 1989) we assume that in a
threatened situation employees show presenteeism to
prevent resource losses in the form of job loss or oc-
cupational disadvantages. In the study we tested the
hypothesis that higher perceived insecurity (i.e. a more
threatening the situation) leads to more presenteeism.
Job insecurity was measured in its quantitative (the
fear of losing the job) and qualitative (the fear of los-
ing valued feature of the job) form. A sample of N=193
employees (75% male, 13% with temporary contracts,
85% with full time employment) recruited via an on-
line panel filled out complete questionnaires at two
measurement points with 1 year in-between the waves.

Cross-lagged panel analysis revealed that in line with
our hypothesis quantitative as well as qualitative job
insecurity (T1) predicted presenteeism (T2). The re-
sults of this study reinforce the conclusion that job in-
security has predominantly negative consequences for
the individual and the organization and should be re-
duced wherever possible.

The influence of job insecurity on ethical ne-
gotiation practices.

Reisel, W., St. John’s University, Staten Island, NY,
USA; Witte, H. de, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven,
Leuven, Belgium; Maloles, C., California State Univer-
sity, East Bay, CA, USA; Banai, M., Baruch College,
CUNY, New York, USA

Abstract: The present research is the first, to our
knowledge, to examine the influence of job insecurity
upon ethical negotiation practices. Job insecurity has
already been shown to be associated with numerous
negative individual and work outcomes though little is
known about its influence upon negotiation practices.
In this paper, we hypothesize that job insecurity will
be related to less ethical negotiating practices. We as-
sume that job insecure employees are willing perform
less ethically in order to protect their jobs. To test
this, we survey 200 employees in the U.S. working in a
broad range of industries and analyze the correlation
between job insecurity ethical negotiation practices on
behalf of employers. Results and implications for the-
ory and practice are presented.

Occupational un-wellbeing as a mediator be-
tween job insecurity and turnover intention:
a multilevel structural equation approach

Mauno, S., University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Fin-
land ; Cuyper, N.E. de, WOPP-Katholieke Universiteit
Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; Tolvanen, A., University of
Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland ; Kinnunen, U., Univer-
sity of Tampere, Tampere, Finland ; Mäkikangas, A.,
University of Jyväskylä, University of Jyväskylä, Fin-
land

Abstract: The present study examined the relationship
between job insecurity and turnover intention by em-
ploying occupational un-wellbeing as a mediator be-
tween job insecurity and turnover intention. Specifi-
cally, we modelled these relationships at the individ-
ual and work department level by utilizing Multi-Level
Structural Equation Modelling (ML-SEM). We seek to
clarify whether the mediating mechanism was similar
at both (within and between) levels. Theoretically, the
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study was based on the stress-retention model (Pod-
sakoff et al., 2007; Schauenbroeck et al., 1989). Self-
reported data for the study were derived from Finnish
University staff (2137 individual respondents; 78 work
departments) in 2008. ML-SEM results showed that all
key constructs were contextual, that is, shared expe-
riences within work departments, providing adequate
basis for multilevel modelling. We also found that oc-
cupational un-wellbeing (high exhaustion, low vigour)
partly mediated the relationship between job insecurity
and turnover intention at both levels. Thus, a direct
positive relationship between insecurity and turnover
intention prevailed significant at both levels also after
entering the mediator into the model. Consequently,
job insecurity had detrimental effects on withdrawal
behaviour at work beyond individuals, confirming that
emotional contagion does occur in the workplace. In or-
der to avoid large-scale commitment problems in orga-
nizations those departments/units suffering most from
job insecurity should be identified.

When Justice Works: Testing the Uncer-
tainty Management Model among Italian em-
ployees

Piccoli, B., University of Verona, Verona, Italy ; Witte,
H. de, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Bel-
gium; Pasini, M., University of Verona, Verona,
Italy

Abstract: Organizational justice can play an impor-
tant role in buffering the harmful effects of job insecu-
rity on work attitudes and behaviours (e.g. Brockner
and Greenberg, 1990). There is widespread empirical
evidence of the positive role of organisational justice,
building on social exchange theory as theoretical ex-
planation (e.g. Cohen-Charash and Spector, 2001). A
limitation of social exchange-based explanations of em-
ployee behaviour is that these theories do not specify
the conditions under which fairness concerns become
important for employees. An alternative model that
states accounts for this omission is Uncertainty Man-
agement Theory (UMT: Lind and Van den Bos, 2002).
According to UMT, people especially rely on justice in-
formation when they are confronted with uncertainty:
in this condition fairness judgements have a stronger
impact on a variety of outcomes. This study tested
the Uncertainty Management Model among Italian em-
ployees. In accordance with the model, we hypothesize
that organizational justice moderates the negative re-
lationship between job insecurity and work attitudes
(commitment and satisfaction) and behaviours (perfor-
mance and organizational citizenship behaviour). We

hypothesise that the effects of job insecurity on out-
comes will be particularly strong in an unjust job sit-
uation. Consequently, high job insecurity together
with low organizational justice will be associated with
low levels of organizational commitment, job satisfac-
tion, job performance and organizational citizenship
behaviours; in turn, negative effects of the job insecu-
rity for work attitudes and behaviours are moderated
by high perceived justice. Data will be gathered in an
organization of north-east of Italy, including temporary
and permanent workers. The results will be presented
at the conference.

Presentations: Research and Methodology:
Measurements and Psychometrics

Main topic area: Research and Methodology

Location: 2.1 Colorado (10:30-11:45)

Chair: Aujla, S., University of Guelph, Brampton,
Canada

Job Satisfaction Survey: a Confirmatory
Factor Analysis based on Secondary School
Teachers’ Sample

Astrauskaite, M., Vytautas Magnus University, Kau-
nas, Lithuania; Kern, R., Vytautas Magnus University,
Kaunas, Lithuania; Vaitkevicius, R., Vytautas Magnus
University, Kaunas, Lithuania; Perminas, A., Vytau-
tas Magnus University, Kaunas, Lithuania

Abstract: For the last few decades job satisfaction has
been one of the most popular interests’ among scien-
tists, researchers and practitioners (Blood et al., 2002;
Spector, 1997). Although, the phenomenon of job sat-
isfaction has been broadly researched, still, there are
several problematic areas in the field. One of the prob-
lematic areas in the research field of job satisfaction
is that specific samples, such as teachers are many
times evaluated using general instruments that may
not always reflect the properties and characteristics of
the sample. Although, there is hypothesis that gen-
eral job satisfaction instruments do not always reflect
specific sample’s characteristics (Spector, 1997), there
were no studies made to explain this issue. Based on
this problematic area we generated the main goal for
our study. In the presentation, we discuss examination
of the Job Satisfaction Survey’s (P.Spector, 1996) rel-
evance for estimation of job satisfaction of the teacher
population. The schools for the study were chosen us-
ing a convenient sampling method. The sample of 351
teachers, 310 (88.3%) women, 31 (8.8%) men and 10
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(2.8%) individuals who failed to identify their gender
was obtained from 8 secondary schools’ in Lithuania.
The respondents were requested to complete the Job
Satisfaction Survey developed by Paul Spector (JSS;
Spector, 1996). Results of the Confirmatory Factor
Analysis with the teachers’ sample did not support the
existence of 9 scales as described in earlier researches
with other samples. The best model in the present
study was determined to be a three facet model, includ-
ing promotion, supervision and nature of work. Other
six supplementary models did not demonstrate satis-
factory results of the model-data fit. We expect that
our study’s findings should fix researchers’, scientists’
and practitioners’ attention on the necessity to identify
an instrument that best reflects specific sample’s prop-
erties. Findings and recommendations for future re-
searches will be discussed further in the presentation.

Unravelling the process of workplace bully-
ing

Notelaers, G., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands; Einarsen, S., University of Bergen,
Bergen, Norway

Abstract: An overwhelming majority of scholars agree
that bullying is about repeated negative acts. Re-
peated and persistent negative behaviour does imply
a process. Up till now, the process has only been de-
scribed theoretically. Einarsen (1999) identifies four
stages: aggressive behaviour, bullying, stigmatisation
and severe trauma. In the first stage, the negative
behaviour may be characterised as indirect aggression
(Bjrkqvist, 1992), being subtle, devious and difficult
to confront (Adams, 1992), and sometimes difficult
to recognise even for the targets (Leymann, 1996).
This phase tends to be followed by a stage in which
more direct negative behaviour occurs, which involves
that the target is ridiculed, humiliated and socially
isolated (Leymann, 1990b, 1996). Here, the concept
of workplace bullying applies since open, direct and
frequent negative behaviour is experienced (Bjrkqvist,
1992; Leymann, 1990b, 1996). In consequence, the tar-
get becomes stigmatised and finds it increasingly hard
to defend him or herself. In this phase, social isola-
tion becomes more apparent, with victims being cut
off from social support (Leymann, 1986). In this situa-
tion, it is easy for the target to become helpless, unable
to do anything resembling effective coping (Einarsen,
et al., 2003). As a result, severe trauma develops. Ley-
mann (1993) refers to this stage as expulsion, whereby
targets are forced out of the workplace - often with at
least the passive approval of the management - whether
through long term sickness absence or dismissal, or as

a result of feeling brutally harassed out of the organ-
isation. Earlier research has shown that the different
exposure groups of workplace bullying estimated with
a latent class cluster approach, relate strongly to schol-
arly descriptions of the process of bullying. However,
empirical evidence from studying transitions between
exposure groups to investigate the process of workplace
bullying is still lacking. In this contribution we aim to
empirically test whether a process of bullying unfolds
at Norwegian workplaces. We aim especially to test
whether different stages in the process of bullying ex-
ist. Therefore a 3 wave with 2 year time lags dataset
representative for the Norwegian working force will be
analysed in Latent Gold 4.5.

Multilevel Confirmatory Factor Analysis of
a Safety Climate Questionnaire

Brondino, M., University of Verona, Cavallino-
Treporti, Italy ; Pasini, M., University of Verona,
Verona, Italy ; Costa Agostinho da Silva, S., ISCTE
- Lisbon University Institute, Lisbon, Portugal

Abstract: In the literature there is a general agreement
about safety climate as a multilevel construct (Zohar,
2010) but often scales were not validated considering
this safety climate characteristics. Shannon & Nor-
man (2009), referring to factor analysis of safety cli-
mate surveys, affirmed the importance that a proper
analysis requires adjustment to incorporate the mul-
tilevel nature of the data. The aim of this study is
to conduct a multilevel confirmatory factor analysis
(MCFA) to evaluate the factor structure underlying a
safety climate questionnaire composed of three scales:
Organizational Safety Climate (OSC) scale, Supervi-
sor Safety Climate (SSC) scale and Co-workers Safety
Climate (CSC) scale. A two-level design was used, con-
sidering the individual level and the work-group level.
Data collection involved 1312 blue-collars from 7 Ital-
ian manufacturing companies. According with Grif-
fin and Neal research (2000), at the individual level a
second-order factor structure with four first-order fac-
tors for OSC scale and for CSC scale was identified. At
the same level for SSC scale (values-safety systems, and
safety coaching-communication) a second-order factor
structure only with two first-order factors emerged. At
the group level the same factorial structure was con-
firmed only for the SSC scale (NNFI = .95; CFI =
.96; SRMRw= .049 SRMRb= .032; RMSEA = .06). A
model with a one factor structure at the group level fit-
ted better the data for the OSC scale (NNFI = .91; CFI
= .92; SRMRw= .042 SRMRb= .054; RMSEA = .06)
and a model with four factors free to covariates seemed
more plausible ((NNFI = .95; CFI = .96; SRMRw=
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.035 SRMRb= .056; RMSEA = .051). These MCFA re-
sults demonstrated the importance to use proper anal-
ysis to date of the factor structure of a multilevel con-
struct as safety climate. Griffin, M. A. & Neal, A. 2000,
Perceptions of safety at work: A framework for link-
ing safety climate to safety performance, knowledge,
and motivation’, Journal of Occupational Health Psy-
chology, 5, 347-58. Shannon, H.S., & Norman, G.R.
(2009). Deriving the factor structure of safety climate
scales. Safety Science, 47, 327-329. Zohar, D. (2010).
Thirty years of safety climate research: Reflections and
future directions. Accident Analysis and Prevention,
doi:10.1016/j.aap.2009.12.019

Tools for the ‘validity police’: An empirical
procedure for improving construct clarity.

Solinger, O. N., VU University Amsterdam, Amster-
dam, The Netherlands; Bal, P.M., Erasmus University
Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: This paper answers to a recent call for tech-
niques that aim to improve construct clarity, which
refers to the skillful use of language to persuasively cre-
ate precise and parsimonious categorical distinctions
between concepts (Suddaby, 2010, p. 347). This call
was forwarded based on the concern that, despite of its
importance, in extant research practice the process of
construct clarification is not treated with as much rigor
as the measurement of these concepts. We connect to
existing guidelines which demonstrates that delineating
and defining clear constructs is by no means common
sense’, as is subject to a large number of pitfalls, such
as confounding denotation with the surplus of conno-
tations, concept stretching (under specification), poor
communicability (definitional clutter), and internal in-
consistency. We therefore argue that the process of
construct clarification should be rationalized by mak-
ing use of the design cycle methodology, where defi-
nitions are subject to a process of pruning and itera-
tive improvement, based on empirical comparisons be-
tween competing definitions of the same construct. The
Program of Requirements against which definitions are
tested includes inclusivity, generalizability, exclusivity,
parsimony, coherence, and conservatism. We opera-
tionalize these requirements in falsifiable empirical cri-
teria against which focal definitions are held. Specif-
ically, a forum of respondents rate the degree of cor-
respondence between the focal definition and the con-
cepts which the focal definition is required to include
or exclude. We apply our procedure to two litera-
tures which have been subject to heavy debates due to
unclarity on definitional issues, namely organizational

commitment and proactive behavior. Based on our re-
sults, we argue that this procedure is instrumental in
improving construct clarity.

””Made in L. A. ””-A Documentary Film on
Decent Work

Location: 2.13 Nile (10:30-11:45)

Presentations: Employee Well Being -
Decent work

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 2.14 Amazon (10:30-11:45)

Chair: Macmahon, J., University of Limerick, Limer-
ick, Ireland

Organizational justice and outcomes: The me-
diating role of perceived organizational sup-
port and work–family conflict.

Babic, A., Universite de Liege, Liege, Belgium; Stingl-
hamber, F., Universite Catholique de Louvain, Louvain
la Neuve, Belgium; Hansez, I., Universite de Liege,
Liege, Belgium

Abstract: Numerous studies have examined the con-
sequences and determinants of work-family conflict
(WFC). Among the consequences, evidence has shown
that WFC has negative outcomes for both the worker
and the company (i.e., increased stress, intent to quit,
job dissatisfaction etc.). Among the determinants, re-
search indicates that antecedents of WFC can be di-
vided in three categories: expectations and responsibil-
ities, psychological demands, and organizational poli-
cies and activities that organizations can take to ease
WFC. One way that organizations can be responsive
to work-family issues is by promoting justice in the
workplace. Yet, very few studies have investigated the
impact of organizational justice (OJ) on WFC. Fill-
ing this gap, Judge and Colquitt (2004) have examined
the relationship between justice and stress, as mediated
by WFC. Their results indicated that the presence of
justice allows workers to better manage the balance
of their work and family lives, which in turn reduces
their stress. In line with this prior work, our study
aims to examine the relationships between the differ-
ent dimensions of justice, WFC, and several outcomes.
Precisely, we hypothesized that (a) perceived organi-
zational support (POS) will mediate the effects of the
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justice dimensions on WFC, and (b) WFC will medi-
ate the influence of POS on intention to quit, job sat-
isfaction, negative stress and positive stimulation. 535
employees of a Belgian hospital were surveyed. Data
were analyzed using the structural equation modelling
approach. The results show that POS partially me-
diates the relationship between active procedural jus-
tice and WFC and fully mediates the relationship be-
tween informational justice and WFC. No significant
relationships were found between the passive procedu-
ral justice and POS, and between distributive justice
and POS. However, distributive justice has a direct ef-
fect on WFC. Finally, WFC mediates the links between
POS and intention to quit, job satisfaction, stress, and
stimulation. As a whole, our findings suggest that com-
panies should develop work-family policies which are
clearly and formally established, communicated and
applied fairly.

Meaning of quality of work-life for people
with severe mental disorders working in so-
cial enterprises

Lanctôt, N., University of Sherbooke, Longueuil,
Canada; Corbiere, M.C., University of Sherbooke,
Longueuil, Canada; Durand, M-J., University of Sher-
booke, Longueuil, Canada

Abstract: Background: People with severe mental dis-
orders have difficulties maintaining employment on the
regular job market. An alternative to the regular job-
market are social enterprises. Social enterprise appears
to be a favourable environment for longer job tenure
and better quality of work-life (QWL) for those who
have severe mental disorders. However, to our knowl-
edge, the meaning of QWL has never been explored
with people with severe mental disorders working in so-
cial enterprises. Aim: The purpose of this qualitative
phenomenological study is to provide in-depth under-
standing of the meaning of QWL for people with severe
mental disorders working in social enterprises. Method:
To gain a deeper understanding of what QWL means
for people with severe mental disorders, data were col-
lected from individual semi-structured interviews with
14 participants. All interviews were audio-taped and
transcribed verbatim. Colaizzi’s framework for data
analysis was used. Results: Eight themes emerged
from the analysis which may be gathered into two ma-
jor dimensions which relates to: A) the workplace it-
self, and B) the person working in the workplace. The
first four themes relate to the prior dimension. The
themes are the following: 1) tasks, 2) working condi-
tions, 3) work environment, 4) work organization, 5)
being a good worker, 6) relations with coworkers, 7)

relations with superiors, 8) emotional repertory. Con-
clusions: The findings highlight the importance of un-
derstanding the perspective of the people living with
severe mental disorders regarding their QWL in order
to tailor interventions to enhance their QWL. Although
some elements of QWL identified in the present study
were similar to those found in previous studies con-
ducted with other populations, unique components of
QWL, such as being a good worker and the emotional
repertory, were identified by the participants. Specific
QWL measurements that address these unique compo-
nents are needed when assessing QWL of people with
severe mental disorders.

Step by Step: Meta-analytic findings on per-
sonal work goals and subjective well-being

Voigt, H.J.P., Bielefeld University, Bielefeld, Ger-
many ; Maier, G.W., Bielefeld University, Bielefeld,
Germany

Abstract: Increasing personal well-being of employees
could be seen as an end in itself for W&O psychologists.
Consequently, much research has investigated the links
between job characteristics and employee well-being.
Warr (1987, 1994) clustered the specific aspects of a
person’s work environment into ten main factors, e.g.,
opportunity for personal control, opportunity for skill
use, and variety. Each of these key features has been
shown to be significantly associated with job-specific
well-being. We propose that this environmentally fo-
cused approach should be complemented by an individ-
ual difference perspective. Not every person appreci-
ates or strives for the opportunity for personal control
the way another person does. Goal theorists posit that
the pursuit of distinct personal goals in ways that are
intrinsically valued and autonomously chosen should
enhance well-being. Furthermore, not only pursuing
personal goals influences well-being but also the per-
ception of making progress toward these goals has a
positive effect (e.g., Wiese, 2007). The process of mov-
ing towards goals provides a person’s life with structure
and meaning. But what if the meaningful goal is at-
tained? Carver and Scheier (1998) postulate that in
cases where goal achievement does not lead to further
possibilities success feels empty. Empirical findings
support this view and show that the rate of progress
toward one’s goals, rather than goal attainment, is cru-
cial for well-being (e.g., Hsee & Abelson, 1991). The
purpose of our research is to meta-analytically inte-
grate the findings about the relationship of personal
work goals and well-being in the work domain (e.g.,
job satisfaction). The literature search yielded k =
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23 independent samples (N = 6,088). Successful pur-
suit of personal work goals was positively associated
with well-being indicators. Moderator analyses indi-
cated that operationalization of the constructs deter-
mined the size of the relation. Results are discussed
with regard to practical implications for leadership and
job design.

Symposium: Well-being in Organizations:
From the Individual to the Organization.

Main topic area: Employee Well Being

Location: 2.7 Meuse (10:30-11:45)

Chairs: Wilks, D.C., Universidade Portucalense,
Porto, Portugal ; Gonçalves, S.P., ISCTE-Lisbon Uni-
versity Institute, Lisbon, Portugal

Abstract: The past two decades have seen a consid-
erable amount of research on the topic of well- being
in the workplace (e.g., Danna & Griffin, 1999; Warr,
2007). Despite some progress this still represents an
area of inquiry deserving of more attention given the
growing evidence that promoting well-being in orga-
nizations brings benefits to employees, organizations
and indirectly to society as a whole (e.g., Cartwright
& Cooper, 2009). With the goal of extending current
understanding of well-being in the workplace, the sym-
posium brings together a group of international schol-
ars engaged in this research field. The symposium aims
at providing a forum for up to date theoretical and
empirical research contributions on organisational and
individual variables related to well-being in organiza-
tions. The contributions come from three different Eu-
ropean contexts and research is based on qualitative or
quantitative techniques. Interventions have as object
the enhancement of well-being in organizations. The
symposium comprises five presentations. The first pa-
per concentrates on the interactive effects of sex and
age on job-related subjective well-being, analysing data
collected from Portuguese employees in a diverse set
of occupations. The second examines how the degree
of fit or misfit between individual motivational prefer-
ences and specific job features is differently related to
job satisfaction and engagement. The third paper anal-
yses the role of perceptions of human resource manage-
ment practices in well-being within the context of the
Portuguese police force. The fourth paper presents a
model for a resilient organization and presents the re-
sults based on a sample of Spanish companies. Finally,
the fifth paper discusses the meaning of well-being and
its utility, adopting an approach grounded in different
stakeholders’ perspectives.

The interactive effect of gender and age on
job-related subjective well-being

Wilks, D.C., Universidade Portucalense, Porto, Portu-
gal

Abstract: The impact of socio-demographic variables
on subjective well-being have long been recognised as
important variables in psychological research (e.g., Co-
hen, 1993), although findings have not always been
consistent (Warr, 2007). In respect to age and sex
differences, studies on self-reported overall subjective
well-being carried out in many countries have found ei-
ther similar levels of well-being or modest differences
in almost every society (e.g., Inglehart, 2002). Results
for job-related subjective well-being tend also to follow
this trend (e.g., Warr, 2007). Demographic variables
are likely to act together in different combinations (Shi-
rom, Gilboa, Fried & Cooper, 2008) and lumping to-
gether different age groups may conceal gender related
differences. Moreover, both sex and age are deeply
rooted in social dynamics, are culturally defined and
subject to macro-level changes. The trend towards sex
equality and socio-legal adjustments to the concept of
age in organizations may have an impact on well-being
levels. There is therefore a need to re-examine and ex-
tend previous research.The current study focuses on
the interactive effects of sex and age on job-related
affective well-being analysing data collected from 446
Portuguese adults employed in a diverse set of occupa-
tions. Additionally, marital status, children’s age, ed-
ucation level, occupation, self-rated health perceptions
and sleeping difficulties were also examined. While
some findings are in line with previous research sug-
gesting the existence of significant differences related
to age, sex and education, these differences do not al-
ways follow the same patterns.

Person-job fit, Job Engagement and Job Sat-
isfaction

Inceoglu, I., SHL Group Plc, Thames Ditton, UK ;
Warr, P., The University of Sheffield, U.K

Abstract: Engagement and job satisfaction are often
used alongside each other or even interchangeably in
research and practical applications. Although feelings
of engagement share much variance with job satisfac-
tion, the two constructs can be placed in different quad-
rants of the affective circumplex (Remington, Fabrigar,
& Vissar, 2000). While engagement emphasises the ac-
tivated side of positive affect, satisfaction refers more to
a passive (low activated) positive state.This difference
between the constructs suggests that they will have
partly different behavioural consequences and derive
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from partly different job attributes. Building on the
extensive literature on job design (e.g., Parker & Wall,
1998) and more recent studies of the work environment
as a source of low or high engagement (e.g. Harter &
Schmidt, 2008), this paper examines how the degree
of fit or misfit between a person’s motivational pref-
erences and specific job features is differently related
to job satisfaction and engagement. In this study 840
employees from several organizations completed an on-
line questionnaire that measured 38 job features, ex-
tended from Warr’s (2007) “vitamin” model. Respon-
dents were asked to which extent they would want each
feature in their ideal job, and about the extent to which
each feature was present in their job (as perceived by
the respondents). Job engagement (absorption and en-
ergy) and job satisfaction were also measured.Multiple
hierarchical regression analyses were conducted sepa-
rately for each of the 38 job features to examine two
types of misfit (or fit) in relation to engagement and
job satisfaction: algebraic (wanting more) and absolute
(wanting more or wanting less) misfit. Results showed
that misfit effects were found to vary between differ-
ent job features and outcomes. Algebraic misfit effects
were in many cases more significant for job engagement
than for job satisfaction, as feelings of engagement were
linked to wanting more of a feature. On the other hand,
significant absolute misfit effects were more often found
for satisfaction than for engagement, as dissatisfaction
more often arose from wanting less rather than more
of a feature. Implications are that interventions focus-
ing on employee well-being and motivation need to be
geared towards specific outcomes.

The role of perceptions of human resource
management practices for well-being at work
on Portuguese policemen

Gonçalves, S.P., ISCTE-Lisbon University Institute,
Lisbon, Portugal ; Neves, J., ISCTE-Lisbon University
Institute, Lisboa, Portugal

Abstract: From the literature survey it is possible to
conclude that little is known about the relationship
between how organizations are managed through their
human resource management practices and the welfare
of employees, and what is known is inconclusive and in-
consistent (e.g., Baptiste, 2008; Peccei, 2004). In order
to contribute to this field, this research focuses on the
study of the perceptions of human resource manage-
ment practices (HRMP) as predictors of well-being at
work. Eight hundred fifty six policemen were enquired,
being evaluated through a questionnaire about percep-
tions of five HRMPs (training, communication, per-
formance assessment, health and opportunity for par-

ticipation) and level of emotional well-being at work.
The results show a positive association between the
perception of the HRMPs and welfare at work, as the
more the policemen consider communication transpar-
ent and communal, the performance assessment clear
and fair, training as a promoter of personal and pro-
fessional development and the existence of health pro-
motion practices as well as the participation in man-
agement activities, the higher are the levels of welfare.
Perceptions of training and communication practices
are significant predictors of well-being at work. This
study refers to a specific work context. It is corre-
lational, transversal and of self-fulfilment. In the fu-
ture it will be important to replicate this study and
other activities and include mediating variables such
as person-organisation fit that contributes to a greater
understanding of the relationship between HRMP and
welfare at work. This study reinforces the idea that
the organisational variables have an explanatory poten-
tial and should be included in the models of well-being
at work and in interventions. In practice, this study
points to a number of aspects that could be the target
for intervention to promote well-being at work.

Towards a Healthy and Resilient Organiza-
tion (HERO) Model

Salanova, M., Universitat Jaume I, Castellón, Spain;
Llorens, S., Universitat Jaume I, Castellón, Spain;
Cifre, E., Universitat Jaume I, Castellon, Spain; Mar-
tinez, I.M., Universitat Jaume I, Castellón, Spain

Abstract: The aim of the current study is to test and
develop a HEalthy & Resilient Organization Model,
HERO (Salanova, Llorens, Cifre & Mart́ınez, 2010;
Salanova, et al., in press) on a sample of 14 Small
& Medium-Size Enterprises (SME) comprised by a to-
tal of 14 top managers, nested on 84 immediate su-
pervisors, 710 employees distributed in 89 work-units,
and 860 customers from these enterprises. Among top
managers, interviews were partially validated by inter-
judge agreement. Results show agreement on the ad-
justment of the theoretical and empirical meanings of
a healthy organization, as well as that healthy prac-
tices and healthy outcomes were positively appraised
by coders. Furthermore, Confirmatory Factor Anal-
yses supported the reliability and validity of the 26
first-order construct of the HERO Model among the
710 employees. SEM analyses on 89 work-unit con-
structs by aggregated data on employees show that
work-unit perceptions of healthy practices show a pos-
itive relationship with healthy results through the im-
pact of healthy employees. Moreover, the four first-
order constructs related to healthy outcomes were val-
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idated among 860 customers from 14 SME and us-
ing CFA. Further regression analyses using the aggre-
gated database at the organizational level show that
employee excellent job performance and employee em-
pathy significantly predict customer loyalty and cus-
tomer satisfaction. Finally, taking into account ten-key
indicators of healthy organizations using top managers,
employees and customers’ perceptions, a tentative clas-
sification of healthy organizations is showed. Theoreti-
cal and practical implications are showed in the end of
the article.

Well-being at work: What does it mean and
for whom?

Karanika-Murray, M., Nottingham Trent University,
Nottingham, UK ; Weyman, A., University of Bath,
UK ; Danford, A., University of the West of England,
UK

Abstract: In this presentation we make a case for a fresh
perspective on well-being at work. Despite a strong
policy focus and a rich research base on the predic-
tors of work-related well-being, a coherent conceptual
framework on its meaning is still lacking. For example,
work-related well-being is typically defined by job satis-
faction and positive affect, overlooking important past
work on growth and positive functioning. Some rea-
sons for this lack of clarity include (i) the broad range
of disciplines involved, each with different perspectives
and assumptions, (ii) the selective translation of knowl-
edge across domains, and (iii) a view of well-being as
a monolithic entity despite the wide range of defini-
tions and conceptualisations. The lack of strong em-
pirical support for the relationship between well-being
and work-related outcomes (performance, absence) at-
tests to the need to clarify what we mean by well-being
and for whom. We then adopt an approach grounded in
different stake-holders’ (employers, employees, policy-
makers) perspectives to explore the meaning of well-
being in the work domain and its utility for developing
healthy individuals and healthy organizations. We ex-
plore these different perspectives and practical needs
via interviews with a sample of employer representa-
tives, employee representatives, and policy-makers. Fi-
nally, we present an integrated framework of individual
and organisational well-being that focuses on what is
practical for its management and promotion. Ground-
ing our understanding of well-being in the work domain
on stake-holders’ experiences is a useful way forward.

Presentations: Climate: Formation and
Implications

Main topic area: Organizational Structure, Culture,
Climate

Location: 2.9 Euphrates (10:30-11:45)

Chair: Whittome, C.J., Birkbeck, University of Lon-
don, London, UK

Impact of the transfer climate on the trans-
fer of training: mediating and moderating
role of job satisfaction and job engage-
ment.

Peters, S., University of Liege, Liege, Belgium; Faulx,
D., University of Liege, Liege, Belgium; Liégeois, A.,
UNMS – Belgian Sickness Fund, Bruxelles, Belgium

Abstract: This paper presents first results of a study
that examines the impact of the workplace climate on
workplace training effectiveness. Here training effec-
tiveness is conceptualised in terms of transfer of train-
ing and the workplace climate is specified in terms of
transfer climate. According to the theoretical frame-
work by Carr, Schmidt, Ford and DeShon (2003), we
hypothesise that the impact of the transfer climate on
the transfer of training will be moderated and/or medi-
ated by cognitive and affective states. Statistical anal-
yses will be conducted to check the hypothesised medi-
ating and moderating role of job satisfaction (affective
state) and job engagement (cognitive state) between
the transfer climate and the transfer of the newly ac-
quired knowledge. Transfer climate has been broadly
studied for its direct impact on transfer of training.
The major issue of this study is to examine the inter-
action of the transfer climate with other variables In
a longitudinal quantitative study, data are collected at
the Belgian Sickness Fund. Participants are employ-
ees who took part to a training session between March
and December 2010 (N=680). Right after the conclu-
sion of the training program, each trainee is invited
to fill the Learning transfer System Inventory (Holton,
Bates, & Ruona, 2000), a scale measuring 16 dimen-
sions of the transfer climate. One month later, par-
ticipants are asked to fill a second questionnaire about
their perception of the transfer (general and specific
performance), job satisfaction (Price, 1977) and job
engagement (Schaufeli & Bakker, 2003). Carr, J. Z.,
Schmidt, A. M., Ford, J. K., & DeShon, R. P. (2003).
Climate perceptions Matter: A Meta-Analytic Path
Analysis Relating Molar Climate, Cognitive and Affec-
tive States, and Individual Level Outcomes. Journal
of Applied Psychology, 88(4), 605-619. Holton, E. F.,
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Bates, R. A., & Ruona, W. E. (2000). Development of
a generalized learning transfer system inventory. Hu-
man Resource Development Quartely, 11(4), 333-360.
Price, J. (1977). The study of turnover. Ames, Iowa:
Iowa State University Press. Schaufeli, W. & Bakker,
A. (2003). Utrecht Work Engagement Scale. Prelim-
inary manual. Occupational Health Psychology Unit
Utrecht University: Utrecht.

Features of an inclusive organization: The
development of a measurement instrument

Jansen, W., University of Groningen, Groningen,
The Netherlands; Otten, S., University of Groningen,
Groningen, The Netherlands

Abstract: What are features of an organization in which
employees, regardless of their cultural background, feel
included and appreciated? What characterizes such an
inclusive’ organization? Given the increased cultural
diversity within organizations this is a highly relevant
question. Therefore, using three different sources of
evidence, we developed an instrument to measure or-
ganizational inclusiveness. Goal of the presentation is
to report on the development of the measure, intro-
duce its main features and dimensions, and to discuss
its future practical relevance for organizations. In de-
veloping the measure, we first identified organizational
features related to inclusiveness in existing literature;
herein topics such as intergroup contact, dual and mul-
tiple social identities and diversity climate were espe-
cially relevant. Examples of such relevant features are
task interdependency of employees with cultural di-
verse backgrounds, and the absence of strict protocols
for employees’ behavior. Second, we verified and en-
riched this framework by conducting semi-structured
interviews with employees. Through these interviews,
’critical incidents’ were collected, where employees in-
dicated in which situations they experienced a sense of
belonging and appreciation. In particular, we focused
on forms of identity (e.g. dual identity), types of in-
teraction (e.g. room for informal contact between em-
ployees, and decentralisation of responsibilities), and
psychological climate (e.g. an open attitude towards
diversity) that are perceived as characteristic for an
inclusive organization. Based on Grounded Theory,
the interview data were analyzed based on open, ax-
ial, and selective coding using AtlasTI. Combined with
the features identified in the literature review, this sys-
tematic analysis resulted in an instrument for measur-
ing organizational inclusiveness. In a third step, we
operationalized the instrument and tested the valid-
ity and reliability in a pilot survey study. This led

to further refinement of the instrument. The result-
ing instrument can be used in organizations to assess
their inclusiveness and possible obstacles for inclusive-
ness of organizations (e.g. absence of rewards based
on group perfomance) as perceived by the employees.
Herewith, the instrument offers valuable input, espe-
cially for HRM-managers in organizations, to reflect
and possibly refine diversity management, and to give
directions for possible interventions.

How are organizational climates formed? A
critical review of the literature, 1983-2010

Whittome, C.J., Birkbeck, University of London, Lon-
don, UK ; Briner, B., Birkbeck, University of London,
London, UK

Abstract: Renewed interest in organizational climate
has resulted in three recent reviews of either the gen-
eral construct or one facet of it (safety), (James, et al.,
2008; Kuenzi & Schminke, 2009; Zohar, 2010). The
latter two highlighted the process of climate formation
as a priority for future research, echoing calls which
have been made ever since Schneider & Reichers’ 1983
seminal article on the etiology of climates (Young &
Parker, 1999; Zohar & Tenne-Gazit, 2008; Kuenzi &
Schminke, 2009; Zohar, 2010). That article identified
three ways in which climates might be formed: through
an organization’s structural characteristics, the demo-
graphic homogeneity of its employees or through so-
cial interactions. Yet to date there has been no criti-
cal (or other) review of climate formation which could
(a) identify the potential theoretical pathways through
which climate may be formed, (b) highlight gaps in the
literature and (c) suggest directions for future research.
This review, which includes both theoretical and em-
pirical research since 1983, seeks to achieve these aims.
A range of academic fields were identified as being po-
tentially relevant, including social psychology, affect at
work, leadership and management scholarship, educa-
tion, and team and group psychology. Key databases
and leading journals as identified by their impact factor
and the advice of experts in the field were used. The
review is in two parts. First, a review of research into
the antecedents of climate. This reveals an essentially
static, quantitative approach, with a preponderance of
cross-sectional self-report measures being used to de-
termine associations between a range of variables and
climate. Second, a review of the literature relating to
the processes through which climate is formed. The
practical implications of this review are twofold. First,
a well-researched literature review of current under-
standing provides a solid foundation for any practical
initiatives. Second, this review highlights the value of
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conceptualizing climate as an ongoing process continu-
ally formed by events and reciprocal social interactions
in order better to understand how it is formed and can
be changed.

The impact of perceived organizational sup-
port for learning on state learning orien-
tation: Exploring the mediating role of job
characteristics and self-confidence in learn-
ing

Davidson, T., Vlerick Leuven Gent Management
School, Gent, Belgium; Remue, J., Vlerick Leuven
Gent Management School, Gent, Belgium; Stobbeleir,
K. de, Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School, Gent,
Belgium

Abstract: Given the increasingly dynamic nature of
work (Howard, 1995), understanding how to enhance
employees’ motivation to learn has become critical.
While the concept of goal orientation provides a use-
ful vehicle in this regard, many researchers treat goal
orientation as a dispositional, individual difference fac-
tor (e.g., Fisher & Ford, 1998; VandeWalle, 1997).
Recently, experimental, theoretical and empirical con-
tributions (Button, Mathieu & Zajac, 1996; Dragoni,
2005; Chiaburu et al., 2010) demonstrated that indi-
viduals can be temporarily induced to prefer a specific
achievement goal, i.e. a state goal orientation. How-
ever, there remains much to be learned about the sit-
uational influences that impact individual’s state goal
orientation. Therefore, the present study aims to add
to our understanding of these situational influences by
examining the relationship between perceived organi-
zational support for learning (POSL) and state learn-
ing orientation, thereby investigating both individual
(self-confidence in learning) and contextual (job char-
acteristics) mechanisms potentially underlying this re-
lationship. Using a survey method, we obtained a sam-
ple of 1166 workers within eleven organizations. Re-
sults of multiple hierarchical regression analysis show
that job characteristics and self-confidence in learning
are positively associated with a state learning orien-
tation. Furthermore, perceived organizational support
for learning has a positive effect on job characteris-
tics and self-confidence in learning, as well as on state
learning orientation. Mediation analysis revealed that
job characteristics as well as self-confidence in learn-
ing fully mediated the relationship between POSL and
state learning orientation. Our findings support recent
theorizing and empirical findings with regard to the re-
sponsiveness of state learning orientation to situational
influences and provide insight into contextual and indi-
vidual antecedents affecting state learning orientation.

Hence, the created conceptual model can be an impor-
tant steppingstone for scholars further investigating the
concept of state goal orientation as well as practition-
ers analyzing or reviewing ways to induce employees to
focus on learning at work.

Complexity in Organisational Communication
and Conflict Management Climates

Kugler, K.G., Ludwig Maximilian University, Munich,
Munich, Germany ; Brodbeck, F.C., Ludwig Maximil-
ian University, Munich, Munich, Germany

Abstract: Conflicts are inherent in the workday life.
Thus, it is important for organisations to create an
environment promoting constructive conflict manage-
ment and cooperation. But how does such an envi-
ronment look like? It has been shown that the level
of integrative complexity is an important parameter
in the context of conflict management. The concept
describes the degree to which a potentially multidi-
mensional issue is differentiated and integrated by a
source of communication. Differentiation refers to the
acknowledgement of different perspectives, which dur-
ing integration are put in relation to each other and
seen within an overarching frame. Mostly in the study
of international relations but also in the study of nego-
tiations and group processes it was found that aggres-
sive acts, war, hostilities, competitive strategies, and
setbacks in negotiations are often preceded and come
along with a decrease in integrative complexity. In such
situation an environment of black and white thinking
and polarisation occurs, being an indicator for low lev-
els of integrative complexity. In our research we inves-
tigated the level of integrative complexity displayed by
organisations in their written communications to in-
ternal and external stakeholders in relation to the way
conflict management and resolution are actually expe-
rienced by the organisational members in their imme-
diate organisational environment. Results of a study
(with 112 individuals from 67 different organisations),
support the proposition, that in organisations with low
level integrative complexity communications (assessed
via internet documentations) respective employees per-
ceive conflicts as being more competitive and less co-
operatively managed within their proximate work envi-
ronment (assessed by questionnaire) than in organisa-
tions with high level integrative complexity communi-
cations. Even though further research is required this
study gives first empirical evidence to the notion that
organisational level communication reflects the conflict
management climate as perceived by individual em-
ployees within their work unit. The study offers an
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approach to organisational research for addressing con-
flict management in organisations in a new and par-
tially indirect way. As conflicts cannot be avoided it is
essential for organisations to find ways to create an en-
vironment that promotes cooperation and constructive
conflict management. Organisational communication
is likely to be one key variable for doing so.

ENOP Symposium: Work and
Organizational Psychology’s contribution
to the future of Quality of Working Life

Location: Auditorium 1 (10:30-11:45)

Chair: Grote, G., Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
Zürich (ETH), Zürich, Switzerland

Discussant

Guest, D., King’s College London, London, UK

I-deals: When employees bargain for them-
selves

Rousseau, D., Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh,
USA

Abstract: I-deals, or idiosyncratic deals, are special ar-
rangements employees negotiate individually with their
employers. These deals go against common notions of
fairness via standardization. Yet i-deals play an im-
portant but invisible role in many HR practices from
flexibility to employee development. This talk presents
findings from six empirical studies conducted in the
United States and Germany testing and supporting i-
deals theory.I-deals stand to benefit both workers and
employers by attracting, motivating, or retaining valu-
able people. But they do have a downside, avoidable
by applying principles based on ethics, relationship
management, and HR strategy. How employees and
their coworkers react to i-deals depends on the other
HR benefits and practices their experience from their
employer. Keeping i-deals distinct from their more
dysfunctional, unfair look-alikes (e.g., cronyism or fa-
voritism) is essential to making i-deals work. Rousseau
describes how i-deals can best fit into the employment
menu: helping workers enjoy both personal flexibility
and collective fairness, while companies optimize use
of an often misunderstood HR practice. Rousseau is
the author of the award winning book I-deals: Idiosyn-
cratic Deals Employees Bargain for Themselves (Ar-
monk, NY: M.E. Sharpe)

Conflicting priorities in Quality of Working
Life: The example of patient safety and work
hour regulations

Bajorek, Z., King’s College London, London, UK

Abstract: The European Working Time Directive is one
of a number of European-wide steps designed to im-
prove the quality of working life. In August 2009, the
UK implemented the forty-eight hour working week for
junior doctors under the terms of this Directive. The
lengthy working hours of junior doctors in the UK had
long been viewed as seriously damaging for their qual-
ity of working life, as well as a potential risk to patient
safety and service quality. In April 2010, three Major
Trauma Centres were established in London to provide
high quality immediate treatment of very seriously in-
jured patients. The Major Trauma Centres necessitate
a consultant resident on-call, twenty-four hours a day,
seven days a week. Therefore, while seeking to benefit
patients, the scheme requires very long working periods
for doctors, challenging the spirit if not the letter of the
Working Time Directive and potentially reducing the
quality of working life of those doctors affected. The
long shifts may also affect the quality of patient care.
The aim of this paper is to report the findings of a
study that evaluates the impact of the introduction of
Trauma Centres for patient safety and for the quality
of working life of doctors. Based on two waves of inter-
views with consultants in one of the Trauma Centres,
the analysis focuses in particular on the impact of the
working hours arrangements on the quality of work-
ing life of these doctors. Although their working hours
fit within the Working Hours Directive framework, the
analysis raises the potential paradox that an initiative
to improve patient safety may have the perverse effect
of reducing doctors’ quality of working life due to the
working hours requirements. The paper also aims to
look at the impact of the changes within a wider sys-
tems approach, exploring how other staffing groups can
be affected, both directly and indirectly. The results
show that the introduction of the European Working
Time Directive and the Major Trauma Centres to the
UK National Health System raises important questions
about achieving an appropriate balance between pa-
tient safety and quality of working life and about the
process for introducing such changes.

Building connections between QWL and other
HRM fields: The example of career re-
search

Arnold, J., Loughborough University, Loughborough,
UK
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Abstract: The purpose of this conceptual paper is to ex-
amine whether the characteristics of “good” jobs iden-
tified over many years in excellent research by job de-
sign experts are also good for the job-holder’s career
development. In other words, has the attention to
current quality of working life in this research been
at the expense of a person’s future? Most people re-
port that their most valuable learning at work hap-
pens on the job, so can jobs be designed even better
to facilitate their learning for future roles as well as
their present one? We construe “career” in an inclusive
way, as any sequence of work-related experiences, roles
and activities. That is, it does not necessarily involve
promotions or predictable moves and is not necessar-
ily in a high-status occupation. It is widely believed
that in a changing and unpredictable world, individ-
uals have increasing responsibility for managing their
own careers. This requires attention to relevant com-
petencies, adaptability, motivation and personal iden-
tity. Job characteristics identified in psychological re-
search include autonomy, having complete tasks, vari-
ety, skill and cognitive requirements and social interac-
tions. These can be considered as usually being help-
ful for career development as well as current quality of
working life. However, they are not fully attuned to ca-
reer concerns. Additional career-enhancing features of
jobs (CEWCs) include new or unexpected situations,
performance feedback that relates to possible future
roles as well as the present one, transferability of skills
requirements to other roles, contact with a social net-
work that contains many people who for the most part
do not know each other well, and contact with people
in a position to offer career help, formally or informally.
Questions for future empirical research include whether
these career-enhancing job characteristics are indeed
distinguishable from already-identified ones, and if so,
whether they have a positive impact on subsequent ca-
reer over and above those well-established job charac-
teristics. There is also the ethical issue that some valu-
able experiences for future roles are very unpleasant at
the time, and the practical question of whether HR
managers and others with responsibility for job design
will wish to incorporate CEWCs into jobs.

Variations in the distribution of job types in
the EU: An explanation using institutional
theory

Holman, D., Manchester Business School, University
of Manchester, Manchester, UK

Abstract: Theories such as strategic HRM indicate that
different types of job should occur across the EU, and

that these job types will differ along a number of di-
mensions, i.e., work organisation, pay, skills and devel-
opment, security and flexibility, representation. How-
ever, previous empirically derived taxonomies of job
types in Europe have been based on one job dimen-
sion, namely, work organisation (Valeyre et al., 2009).
As such, the first aim of this paper is to develop a tax-
onomy of job types in Europe with reference to all the
main dimensions of a job. Job types are likely to vary
in quality, as they will differ in the extent to which they
have factors that promote employee well-being (Green,
2005). The second aim of the paper is to establish
the job quality of each job type. But are high quality
job types more likely to be found in certain European
countries than others? The third aim of this paper is
to use institutional theory to examine whether cross-
national variation in the distribution of job types is
a result of differences in national institutional regime,
i.e., social democratic, continental, liberal, southern
European, transitional (Epsing-Andersen, 1990; Gal-
lie, 2009).The analysis was conducted on data from a
sample of 25614 employees of the EU-27 and drawn
from the European Working Conditions Survey 2005.
The analysis had three stages: a) establishing job types
using a two-step cluster analysis of 38 variables cov-
ering the five main dimensions of job quality; b) es-
tablishing the job quality of each job type: c) identi-
fying differences in distribution of job types between
regimes using logistic regression. The analysis identi-
fied six job types, which were:•Active (High quality),
e.g., high job discretion, moderate job demands, high
security and flexibility, moderate to high pay, low non-
standard working hours. •Saturated (High quality)
e.g., high discretion and demands, high security and
flexibility, high pay, high non-standard working hours.
•Team-based (Moderate quality), e.g., high team work-
ing, moderate discretion, moderate to high demands,
low working time flexibility, moderate pay,.•Passive-
independent (Moderate quality), e.g., low discretion
and demands, low skill development, low working time
flexibility, low pay.•High-strain (Low quality), e.g., low
discretion but high demands, low skill development,
low working time flexibility, moderate pay.•Insecure
(Low quality), e.g., low security, high demands, low
skills and development, low working time flexibility,
low payAs expected the proportion of high quality job
types was higher in social democratic and continental
countries, although continental countries had a rela-
tively high proportion of passive jobs. Liberal countries
had a lower proportion of high quality jobs than so-
cial democratic and continental countries but a higher
proportion of higher quality jobs than Southern Euro-
pean and transitional countries. Liberal countries also
had the highest proportion of insecure jobs. South-
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ern European and transitional countries has the high
proportions of low quality job types; with Southern Eu-
ropean countries having the highest proportion of pas-
sive jobs, and Transitional countries having the highest
proportion of team-based and high-strain jobs. Over-
all, these results suggest that the proportion of high
quality job types is higher when countries have insti-
tutional regimes that seek to promote full employment
and extend employment rights to all and when organ-
ised labour has a strong capacity to influence decision-
making within firms and governments.

Kurt Kraiger (SIOP) - Cognition and
Aging: Supporting Lifelong Learning and
the Training of Older Workers

Location: Auditorium 2 (10:30-11:45)

Chair: Kraiger, K., Colorado State University, Fort
Collins, CO, USA

11:30-12:30

Posters session: Teams and Workgroups

Main topic area: Teams and Workgroups

Location: Expo (11:30-12:30)

; Toro Alfonso, J., University of Puerto Rico, Rio
Piedras, Puerto Rico

Work teams: bidimensionality, interdepen-
dence and performance

Pinto, A., University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal ;
Lourenço, P.R., FPCE-University of Coimbra, Coim-
bra, Portugal ; Miguez, J., University of Porto, Porto,
Portugal ; Toro Alfonso, J., University of Puerto Rico,
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: Introduction: Today, work teams are consid-
ered a promising solution to deal with certain events
such as globalization. Therefore, understanding group
functioning is essential to achieve a higher group effi-
cacy. This research study aimed to analyse the rela-
tionship between internal team functioning and team
task performance, as well as the role of task interde-
pendence in this relationship. This research was based
on the studies by Rousseau, Aubé and Savoie (2006),
which we replicated so as to assess the consistency of
the results obtained by these researchers. Method: The
design of this study is non-experimental. To achieve

the abovementioned objectives self-administered ques-
tionnaires were used for data collection. For the inde-
pendent variable, dimensions of the internal function-
ing of work teams, we used the Internal Functioning of
Work Teams scale (Rousseau, Aubé & Savoie, 2006);
the dependent variable, team performance, was mea-
sured using the Team Performance scale (Rousseau,
Aubé & Savoie, 2006); for the moderator variable, in-
terdependence, we used the Team Task Interdepen-
dence scale (Rousseau, Aubé & Savoie, 2006). We
adapted these instruments to Portuguese. The scales
were administered to a sample of 72 work teams (N=
408). Data were analysed using correlations (relation-
ship between the dimensions of internal functioning of
teams and efficacy) and hierarchical multiple regres-
sion methods (role of interdependence on the relation-
ship between the dimensions of internal functioning
of teams and task performance). Results: The re-
sults were partially consistent with those obtained by
Rousseau, Aubé and Savoie (2006). Thus, if, on the one
hand, the study shows that both dimensions of inter-
nal functioning of work teams (interpersonal support
and team work management) are positively related to
team performance, on the other hand no empirical ev-
idence was found regarding a moderator role of task
interdependence on the relationship between internal
functioning and team performance. Discussion: This
study showed that both classical functions of the be-
haviour of team members (expressive and instrumen-
tal) are complementary, both contributing to team task
performance.

When teams help you not getting down: Unit
uncertainty, effectiveness, and cohesion pre-
dicting burnout in nursing units

Mayor, E.M., University of Neuchâtel, Neuchâtel,
Switzerland ; Roulin, N., University of Neuchâtel,
Neuchâtel, Switzerland ; Bangerter, A., University of
Neuchâtel, Neuchâtel, Switzerland ; Toro Alfonso, J.,
University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: Past research on antecedents of burnout
focused mainly on individual-level factors (e.g., self-
efficacy; Leiter, 1992 or social support; Etzion, 1984).
But investigations of group-level factors have recently
received significant attention (e.g., Yperen & Snijders,
2000; Garman, Corrigan & Morris, 2002). Studies
have also examined burnout in relation to Karasek’s
(1979) Job Demand/Control model at both individual
and group-levels. But other organizational factors have
been less studied. Using data from nursing units, we
investigate the relationship between 3 group-level fac-
tors (i.e. unit uncertainty, unit effectiveness and group
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cohesion) and 2 aspects of burnout (i.e. emotional
exhaustion and depersonalization). Work in high-
uncertainty units is more demanding because such en-
vironments require more ad hoc, urgent and potentially
stressful interpersonal communication than work in
more predictable units (Galbraight, 1973). Therefore
we hypothesized that unit uncertainty would be posi-
tively related to both emotional exhaustion and deper-
sonalization. As perceived unit effectiveness (Schaufeli,
Keijsers, & Miranda, 1995) and social support (Etzion,
1984) are related to burnout, we hypothesized that
nurses working in effective and cohesive units would
show lower levels of burnout than their counterparts
working in less effective and cohesive units. Partic-
ipants were 1030 nurses from 205 nursing units in 15
hospitals. They completed the Maslach Burnout Inven-
tory (MBI), Good and Nelson’s (1973) group cohesion
scale, an adaptation of Shortell et al.’s (1991) unit ef-
fectiveness scale, and a nursing work-unit uncertainty
scale we designed. Cronbach alphas and Rwg values
were appropriate (?.65) for all scales. Because data
was clustered (nurses within units and units within
hospitals), we used multilevel analyses. Our depen-
dant variables were at the individual level and each
predictor was aggregated at the unit level. Intraclass
correlation coefficients (ICCs), representing the part of
variance at each level of the null model, were not signif-
icantly different from 0 at the hospital level, but ranged
from 0.024 (emotional exhaustion) to 0.095 (deperson-
alization) at the unit level. Results showed that unit
uncertainty (B=1.25, SE=.51, p<.05; ns), unit effec-
tiveness (B=-1.99, SE=.91, p<.05; B=-1.32, SE=.53,
p<.05), and group cohesion (B=-3.15, SE=.97, p<.05;
ns) influence emotional exhaustion and depersonaliza-
tion, partially supporting our hypotheses.

Reflection Among Work Group Members:
Identifying Promising Traits And Cognitive
Outcomes

Damen, I., Open University, Heerlen, The Nether-
lands; Toro Alfonso, J., University of Puerto Rico, Rio
Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: Certain stimuli cause people to rethink or
think through their thoughts, feelings and actions.
This practice is referred to as reflection. People are
said to improve performance in assignments or project
work because of reflection practices. It is argued, for
instance, that reflection could help an individual adopt
multiple frames of reference. As such, reflection iden-
tifies different pathways to cognition, thus facilitating
to look at a problem from different angles. Reflection

is often categorized among educational, developmen-
tal or learning practices and as such involves cognitive
processing. One of the objectives in this study is to
identify the cognitive efforts that characterize reflective
learning. Knowing whether reflection implies complex
cognitive processing could influence our understanding
about out of the box thinking’ and innovation. Further-
more, reflection does not take place all the time and
in every place. Reflection occurs now and than, and
as such is considered a trait or disposition. The trait
approach on reflection holds that people vary in their
inclination to question argumentation. A second ob-
jective in this study, therefore, is to determine whether
reflection is a trait or not. In the instance that some of
the cognitive merits attributed to reflection are valid,
HRM could for example identify reflective competen-
cies. This study aims to demonstrate the prevalence
of reflection as a trait and its relatedness to cognitive
style. By means of a survey university students are
questioned about their learning practices when working
on their thesis. These students attend student groups
called thesis circles, in which they apart from receiving
feedback also reviewed each other’s work. The ques-
tionnaire includes items on need for cognition, open-
ness to experience, conscientiousness, and extraversion,
cognitive complexity and (private) self-consciousness.
To test whether traits influence private reflection and
whether private reflection produces cognitive and af-
fective outcomes at the individual level, we perform
hierarchical regression analysis. In addition, structural
equation modeling is used to test for the mediation
effects of private reflection. The data stress the mod-
erating role of reflection in the relationship between
particular traits and cognitive outcomes.

Italian Validation of the Aston Team Perfor-
mance Inventory

Benevene, P., Universita LUMSA, Rome, Italy ; Cor-
tini, M., Universita Lumsa, Rome, Italy ; Callea, A.,
Universita LUMSA, Rome, Italy ; Toro Alfonso, J.,
University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: Purpose - Different types of team have been
conceptualized, but all the definitions of team included
the following features: a group of at least two individ-
uals, who share one or more goals and perform tasks,
interact (also virtually) among them, and therefore
are work interdipendently, having different roles and
responsabilities, but also boundaries and linkages to
the rest of their organization, to which they are col-
lectively accountable for the work done.Team perfor-
mance has been theorized and researched mainly using
the input-process-output (I-P-O) scheme.The Aston
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Team Performance Inventory (ATPI, West, Markiewicz
and Dawson, 2005) follows this scheme. It is designed
to assess team work amongst individual teams and
team based working in organizations as a whole. The
aim of the present paper is to validate ATPI in the Ital-
ian context. Methodology: ATPI was administrated
to 786 employees from Profit, Nonprofit and Public
sector organizations. In terms of data analysis, we
verified the dimensional structure of the questionnaire
against the original version, through an exploratory
factorial analysis run via SPSS 16.0 and corfirmatory
factor analysis run structural equation models via Lis-
rel 8.52. To verify reliability was calculated Cronbach-
a Coefficients for each dimension.Findings: Principal
component analysis and confirmatory factor analysis
confirmed original structure of ATPI. Cronbach-a Co-
efficients are between .67 and .91.Practical relevance:
The questionnaire is valid and reliable and therefore
it can be used to monitor the team performance in
the Italian organizations.Research limitations/implica-
tions: The group reached is a convenience sample, not
a statistical representative sample.Originality: - ATPI
emerged as an effective, valid and reliable tool to eval-
uate team performance in Italy context. The several
dimensions investigated allow us to have a complete
picture of team work and to individuate, where possi-
ble, areas in which work. <b/>

Cognitive styles and teamwork: an investiga-
tion of the effects of cognitive based team
composition on team outcomes in the context
of management education

Cools, E., Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School,
Gent, Belgium; Vanderheyden, K., Vlerick Leuven
Gent Management School, Gent, Belgium; Lommelen,
B., Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School, Gent,
Belgium; Toro Alfonso, J., University of Puerto Rico,
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: To answer the competitive challenges in the
global marketplace, organisations increasingly turned
to teams over the last decades (Accaro, Rittman, &
Marks, 2001). Parallel with the increased popularity
of teams in organisations, the interest of management
education in teaching social and teamwork skills grew
rapidly (Mumford, Zaccaro, Harding, Jacobs, & Fleish-
man, 2000). Different types of simulation exercises are
used in this context to learn how to work in team.
The purpose of the research project is to investigate
whether team composition in such exercises has an in-
fluence on team performance and satisfaction. Using
the Lost at sea’ experimental task (Nemiroff & Pas-
more, 1975), the study involved 24 four-person teams

of postgraduate master in management students from
a leading European business school (N = 96; M age =
23.08; 68% men). Team composition was manipulated
on the basis of students’ cognitive profiles as measured
with the Cognitive Style Indicator (CoSI: Cools & Van
den Broeck, 2007). Taking a broad perspective with re-
gard to team outcomes, objective team outcomes were
assessed by measuring the team’s decision quality and
the time needed to complete the task (Nibler & Har-
ris, 2003), and subjective team outcomes by measuring
team members’ satisfaction (Basadur & Head, 2001).
Contrary to previous research, the time needed to com-
plete the task was higher in homogeneous than in het-
erogeneous teams, and team composition had no effect
on decision quality and on satisfaction. An explanation
might be found in the type of task used in this study;
judgement tasks (McGrath, 1984) often lead to con-
flicting viewpoints and heterogeneous teams might be
better in communicating different points of view and
in solving the conflicts. Further research is particu-
larly needed to explore the effects of cognitive team
composition on team outcomes using different types of
team tasks. According to the findings of this study,
the importance of taking team diversity into account
when composing teams in the context of managemenet
education is contingent on the task the team has to per-
form, which is in line with suggestion made in previous
team research (De Dreu & Weingart, 2003; Stewart &
Barrick, 2000).

Understanding the use of conflict handling
strategies considering a dynamic approach to
groups

Martins Marques, L., University of Coimbra, ilhavo,
Portugal ; Lourenço, P.R., University of Coimbra,
Coimbra, Portugal ; Dórdio Dimas, I., University of
Aveiro, Aveiro, Portugal ; Toro Alfonso, J., University
of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: The group development cannot be totally un-
derstood if we don’t consider conflict, because conflict
is an unavoidable phenomenon inherent to all human
interactions. A great amount of studies were done con-
cerning groups and conflict, but just few attempted
to analyse, reciprocally, the intragroup conflict in the
context of a dynamic approach to groups. In general
terms, this study represents an attempt to analyse the
way in which the different stages of group development
proposed by the ’Integrated Model of Group Develop-
ment’ (Miguez & Loureno, 2001) differ regarding the
strategies of conflict handling used by the group mem-
bers proposed by Rahim’s model (1983). More specifi-
cally, we propose to identify what type of strategies of
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handling conflicts (integration, domination, avoidance
and accommodation), are more frequently adopted in
each of the stages of group development. This study
focuses on group level analysis and used a sample of
31 work groups of Portuguese organizations. Our re-
sults provided some evidences for the support of the
model of group development in which we were an-
chored, as well as important data for this research field.
In particular, we found that in the different stages
of group development, groups use different strategies
for handling conflict. In their initial stages they tend
to use more ’non-confrontative’ strategies (e.g., avoid-
ance) and more ’power strategies’ like domination than
in the stages of greater maturity. By contrast in the
stages of greater maturity the group members use more
integrative strategies when compared with the initial
stages. Definitely, the use of integration strategies to
manage conflicts is connected with maturity in groups.
Moreover, our research contributed to a deeper under-
standing of this dynamic present in all organizations
quotidian and the enrichment of this field of study.

Does team affective climate influence
leader’s affective tone? The moderat-
ing role of climate strength and leaders’
emotional comparison on the reciprocal
relationships

Hoyos Ortega, C., Universitat de Valencia, Valencia,
Spain; Hernández Baeza, A., University of Valencia,
Valencia, Spain; González-Romá, V., Universitat de
Valencia, Valencia, Spain; Toro Alfonso, J., University
of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: Team‘s affective climate has an effect on
important organizational results (e.g. George, 1990;
Pirola-Merlo, Hrtel, Mann & Hirst, 2002). It has been
proved that one of the factors that have an influence on
team affective climate is leader’s affective tone (Sy, Ct
& Saavedra, 2005; Hernndez & Araya, 2007; Johnson,
2008). Social comparison and emotional contagion pro-
cesses have been used to explain this influence. Never-
theless, current leadership theories point out different
bidirectional relationships between leaders and follow-
ers that have not received enough attention in the liter-
ature (Hollander, 2009; Riggio, et al., 2008). Followers
are not just receivers; they are active members of the
organization who can introduce changes in the leader-
ship process. This could be especially important when
members consistently behave in a certain way or share
a specific emotion. Focusing on emotions an affect, in
this paper we argue that not only will the leader’s affec-
tive tone have an influence on team’s affective climate,
but also that the leader’s tone will be influenced by the

team’s affective climate. It is expected that this last
relationship will be stronger when the leader frequently
compares his or her emotions with those shown by the
team members and when team affective climates are
strong We test our propositions by means of a panel
data design by comparing a number of nested mod-
els. The sample was made of 178 work teams and 170
team-managers in Time 1, and 154 work teams and
140 team-managers in Time 2. Focusing on negative
affect the results confirm the influence of team‘s affec-
tive climate on leader’s affective tone. In this case the
relationship was not moderated by any of the moder-
ators proposed. Focusing on positive affect, team cli-
mate also had an effect on leader’s affective tone, but
only when team affective climates were strong. The
most important practical implication of this research is
that organizations need to spread the focus beyond the
leader and also focus on the power of team members to
influence important organizational stakeholders, such
as team managers.

Collective Efficacy and Feedback: Evaluat-
ing Performance Spirals

Smith, S., Middle Tennessee State University,
Murfreesboro, USA; Moffett, R., Middle Tennessee
State University, Murfreesboro, USA; Toro Alfonso, J.,
University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: To develop further understanding about per-
formance feedback practices for groups in organizations
and to clarify the impact of feedback in supervisor-
subordinate relationships, this study explored the con-
struct of collective efficacy, a group’s shared belief
about its ability to successful perform a task. This
study investigated the relationships among collective
efficacy, feedback acceptance, and performance in 2
randomly-assigned conditions: false positive and false
negative feedback. Fifty groups of 2 consisting of
2 undergraduate students performed a 4-trial word-
guessing game and received false negative or false pos-
itive feedback about their performance. The results
revealed that false positive feedback significantly pre-
dicted an increase in collective efficacy over time, p
< .001, and false negative feedback significantly pre-
dicted a decrease in collective efficacy over time, p <
.001 as hypothesized. However, feedback acceptance
did not predict post collective efficacy for either con-
dition, p = .953 and p = .107, respectively. These
findings suggest that over time, false negative or false
positive feedback can have a significant impact on col-
lective efficacy. Over a more extended period of time
with more instances of false negative feedback, collec-
tive efficacy may continue to drop and lead to learned
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helplessness and a loss of motivation to complete the
task. When given false positive feedback, collective
efficacy may increase, but groups may begin to feel
overly confident, reduce goal-setting tendencies, and
be less likely to accept constructive feedback in the
future. Further research is needed to explore these hy-
potheses, but this study provides notable results about
the influence of feedback on collective efficacy over a
4-trial period. This study also hypothesized that for
groups in the false negative feedback condition, perfor-
mance would decrease and the opposite would occur for
those in the false positive condition. However, perfor-
mance improved over time in both feedback conditions,
p < .001. Groups in the negative feedback condition
felt less confident about their performance over time,
yet continued to improve. This is a notable finding,
demonstrating that the impact of feedback may not
be initially evident in performance, but may manifest
itself in attitudes like collective efficacy.

The importance of appropriate task related
communicative behavior in teamwork

Hamornik, B.P., Budapest University of Technology
and Economics, Budapest, Hungary ; Soos, J.K., Bu-
dapest University of Technology and Economics, Bu-
dapest, Hungary ; Juhász, M., Budapest University of
Technology and Economics, Budapest, Hungary ; Toro
Alfonso, J., University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras,
Puerto Rico

Abstract: Operator teams, as well as other small pro-
fessional teams are differentiated from other teams
through exclusive membership of expert specialists. As
long as all the team members represent different field of
speciality, the importance of adequate communicative
behaviour is unquestionable. The relevance of appro-
priate communication becomes more emphasised when
these teams execute operations under technologically
complex conditions, with more than normal chance
of damaging material property, one’s own life, or the
life of others. In our present study we focus on the
Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) operator team’s commu-
nicative behaviour in order to identify and understand
those key task related communication utterances that
support the joint assessment of the current situation
and develop adequate team strategies to face the un-
predictable emergencies. NPP operator teams’ com-
municative behaviours have been analyzed in a simula-
tor center, based on the video recorded teams activity.
Each team had to follow the selected scenario. Possess-
ing complementary knowledge, the team members had
to share information with each other to manage the
problems occurred during the simulated malfunctions.

For data analyses a task oriented communicative be-
haviour coding system has been developed. The results
have revealed the importance of well established task
oriented communication utterances in integrating all
the field specific knowledge of team members. The un-
expected problems intensively load the team members’
cognitive capacity, being unable to share their atten-
tion between the accomplishment of the task and com-
munication. In this way, for the efficient knowledge in-
tegration it is important to adapt to the unpredictable
problems through communicative behaviour that helps
the team to focus and maintain the attention on the
exchange of information. Appropriate information col-
lection and distribution allows the team to understand
better the situation, helps to build a shared conceptu-
alization of the faced problems.

Relationships among Gender Composition in
Work Teams, Job Satisfaction, and Creative
Climate

Baron Jaramillo, J.P. patricia, University of Valencia,
Valencia, Spain; Ferreres Traver, A.F., University of
Valencia, Valencia, Spain; Lourenço, P.L., University
of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal ; Toro Alfonso, J., Uni-
versity of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: The rapid changes that have taken place in
the workforce in recent decades permit organizations,
to think about innovative strategies to contribute to
changing the traditional structure of workforces. They
can be made more flexible mainly, in work projects,
dynamic processes, and based on work teams. Within
these new characteristics, there are several factors (e.g.,
motivation, organizational climate, creativity), that in-
fluence the interaction between workers and workplace
conditions. This is resulting in an increasing complex-
ity of organizational behavior, which significantly af-
fects the results and achievements of organizational
goals. On this basis, interest in the study of work
teams and their composition has increased in recent
years, and diversity studies have played an important
role in understanding work teams and their major ef-
fects such as productivity, communication, and job sat-
isfaction (Bantel & Jackson, 1989; Blau, 1977; Fields
& Blum, 1997; Horwitz, 2005; Van Knippenberg &
Schippers, 2007). The aim of this study was to ob-
serve the relationship between gender composition in
work teams and job satisfaction, and also to observe
how creative climate mediated this relationship. This
was a cross-sectional study and focused on group level
analysis. The sample consisted of 56 work teams (230
members), from a savings bank in the Valencia Com-
munity. To test the relationships we used the steps
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proposed by Baron and Kenny (1986) through lineal
regression analysis. The findings indicate on the one
hand, that both gender composition in work teams and
creative climate are significant predictors of job satis-
faction, creative climate being the most important of
these relationships. On the other hand, gender compo-
sition in work teams had direction expected, but it was
not a significant predictor of creative climate; therefore,
the mediation could not be tested. The limitations of
the study and implications for future research are dis-
cussed.

The development of the Organizational Co-
operation Questionnaire ( QCO ) for Por-
tuguese public local administration sector

Santos, N. R. dos, University of Évora, Évora, Por-
tugal ; Cardoso, L., University of Coimbra, Coim-
bra, Portugal ; Figueiredo, C., University of Coimbra,
Coimbra, Portugal ; Toro Alfonso, J., University of
Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: Cooperation is a key concept for working
teams. It is also a widely used expression in our organi-
zational management and in the enterprises regulation
documents. Developing, sharing, transferring are all
important processes for organizational working which
need several individuals cooperating together. How-
ever is this cooperation really happening in our organi-
zations? During the present investigation we have de-
veloped the Organizational Cooperation Questionnaire
(QCO) with the intention to measure several aspects
well established in the cooperation literature. The aim
was to provide an instrument with good psychometric
qualities, to scientific community and organizational
managers, starting from the public sector administra-
tion. The QCO was applied to 1354 employees of ran-
dom sample from 81 public local administrations in
Portugal. The results from Exploratory Factorial Anal-
ysis (EFA) show a structure composed by three factors,
named cooperation for working team purpose, cooper-
ation based in norms and cooperation for citizenship
purpose. The characterization of the cooperation in
the public local administration sector shows medium
to low levels of this construct.

Team learning and work team effectiveness:
A review of the empirical studies

Rus, C.L., Babes-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca, Ro-
mania; Jesus, S. N. de, University of Algarve, Faro,
Portugal ; Otoiu, C., Babes-Bolyai University, Cluj-
Napoca, Romania; Andrei, D.M., Babes-Bolyai Uni-

versity, Cluj-Napoca, Romania; Toro Alfonso, J., Uni-
versity of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: The overall increase in the complexity of
work nowadays forces organizations to rely more and
more on work teams (Salas, Cooke, & Rosen, 2008).
Even though one of the key factors that influence
team effectiveness is team learning (Mathieu, Maynard,
Rapp, &, Gilson, 2008) the literature in this field still
offers contradictory results regarding this particular re-
lationship (e.g. Edmonson, 1999; Bunderson & Sut-
cliffe, 2003). In this context, the aim of the present
study was to review the empirical studies that exam-
ined team learning in relation to work team effective-
ness. This study has contributions to the understand-
ing of how team leaning was examined in relation to
work team effectiveness. First, studies in this field
were analyzed in terms of the theoretical background
of team learning that has been used to examine the re-
lationship between this construct and work team effec-
tiveness. Second, the empirical studies were analyzed
in terms of the research design and the method that
has been used. Results revealed that most of the stud-
ies cross-sectionally examined team learning in relation
to work team effectiveness as a process of acquisition
and application of knowledge that leads to a change.
Some of the studies examined team learning as a one-
dimensional construct (e.g. Drach-Zahavy, Shadmi,
Freund, & Goldfrancht, 2009), while others considered
it a multi-dimensional one (e.g. Savelsbergh, Van der
Heijden, & Poel, 2009) using subjective measurements.
Also, most of the studies suggested that the relation-
ship between team learning and work team effective-
ness is a positive one. Finally, the implications of these
results are discussed and future research directions are
proposed.

Goal setting and time management and as-
sertiveness training: to develop successful
team work in a Mexican car dealership

Sánchez, K, Monterrey Technological Institute, Estado
de México, Mexico; Sobrino, J., Monterrey Techno-
logical Institute, Estado de México, Mexico; Luna,
S., Monterrey Technological Institute, Estado de Méx-
ico, Mexico; López, B., Monterrey Technological Insti-
tute, Estado de México, Mexico; Castelán, N., Mon-
terrey Technological Institute, Estado de México, Mex-
ico; Toro Alfonso, J., University of Puerto Rico, Rio
Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: In Mexico, 72% of the formal jobs as well
as the 98% of the economy is generated by small and
medium enterprises (SMEs) according to the ’Depart-
ment of Economy’. The importance of SMEs and the
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lack of research, it was imperative exploring about
teamwork and restructuring. During the research, two
tests were applied. The WAIS and the ZAVIC with a
result of a correlation of 0.75. These tests provided a
better vision of the organization and the problems in
it. The car dealership does not count on with orga-
nizational structure, time management programs and
neither job description charts. Therefore, they could
not perform their tasks and responsibilities individu-
ally and neither as a team. The main objective of the
research was to achieve a level of productivity higher
than the average, which the enterprise had reached
on the last two months, through creating an efficient
and effective teamwork. For building teamwork two
programs were administered: ’Goal setting and time
management’ and also ’Assertiveness training’. In or-
der to get better results the design of this research
was Quasi-experimental and there was a comparison
between two different groups of 100 employees each
one. Were gender and education was undifferentiated
variables. This research achieved valuable information
about teamwork in SMEs. After the program was ap-
plied, it was possible to establish an effective teamwork
over 60% higher than the average (in comparison with
the last two months). Thus, the productivity of this
organization was directly improved in a 30%.

What makes teams proactive? The role of
transformational leadership, psychological
safety and felt responsibility for change.

Winkler, M., Ludwig Maximilian University, Munich,
München, Germany ; Brodbeck, F.C., Ludwig Maxim-
ilian University, Munich, München, Germany ; Toro
Alfonso, J., University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras,
Puerto Rico

Abstract: Employee proactivity is increasingly impor-
tant for organizations in order to adapt in uncertain
and dynamically changing environments. Despite con-
siderable research about individual factors and con-
textual characteristics which foster proactive behav-
ior, only few studies have focused on proactivity at
the team level (Bindl & Parker, 2010). Team proactive
behaviour can be defined as the extent to which teams
engage in self-starting and future-focused action that
aims to change the external situation or the team itself
(Williams, Parker, & Turner, 2010). Examples of team
proactive behaviour include the team developing new
and more efficient work methods, making innovative
suggestions to enhance cooperation with other teams,
identifying opportunities to improve organizational ef-
fectiveness as well as taking initiative to prevent prob-
lems for the organization. Based on questionnaire data

from 163 teams (N = 954 individuals) from a German
non-profit organization, we examined the link between
transformational leadership and proactive behaviour at
the team level. Results indicate that transformational
leadership is strongly related to team-level proactive
behaviour and that this effect is mediated by the mean
level of felt responsibility for change in the team and
the teams climate of psychological safety. The results
of our study suggest that in order to increase team
proactivity, organizations can on the one hand train
their leaders to show a more transformational leader-
ship style. On the other hand team building interven-
tions focusing on an open and risk-free culture in teams
could help to foster team proactive behaviour.

Team competencies, action planning and per-
formance

Joens, I., University of Mannheim, Mannheim, Ger-
many ; Toro Alfonso, J., University of Puerto Rico, Rio
Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: The team performance depends on the team
competencies and the team improvement over time de-
pends on the action planning and implementing pro-
cess. Concerning the team competencies we developed
in earlier studies a model of group competencies includ-
ing social, coordination and regulation competence. It
combines the autonomy criteria of Gullowson and the
idea of the action regulation theory of Hacker and oth-
ers on the team level. Based on the survey feedback
approach we developed a questionnaire on the compe-
tencies and a guideline for the following improvement
process, what can be applied by the teams or the team
coaches themselves. Another important measure for
the improvement of team performance are the team
meetings, which should result in an action planning
and implementation process. The effectiveness of the
team meetings also depend on the competences and
the meetings can help to improve the competences. To
evaluate the effectiveness of team meetings it is neces-
sary to look on the topics of the team meetings. Our
study was done in an engineering company that has
experience with work-groups about ten years in the as-
sembly line and about five years in the manufacturing
line. Besides data from longitudinal studies on the de-
velopment of the team competences (33 teams and 53
teams) we now analyzed the action planning over three
years in the manufacturing line. As objective data were
not available on the group level we asked the supervi-
sors of the teams to rate the performance on four crite-
ria (team climate, productivity, quality, improvement).
To sum up, the analyses confirm the relation between
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competences, action planning and performance. In de-
tail we find for example. a strong relation between the
competence for meetings and the action plans concern-
ing the self organization of the teams. The social com-
petence and information topics result in a good team
climate. In general we find a high compatibility of the
self assessment of the teams and of their supervisors,
but the exceptions underline the different perceptions
of internal team processes. Practical implication will
be drawn for the development of team competences and
organization of team meetings.

Factors of bank employees’ readiness to work
in teams

Karamushka, L.M., G.Kostiuk Institute of Psychology,
Kyiv, Ukraine; Bleshmudt, P., G.Kostiuk Institute of
Psychology, Kyiv, Ukraine; Toro Alfonso, J., Univer-
sity of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: Introduction. Psychological support of
banks’ activities plays an important role in their busi-
ness success. Some psychological aspects of banks’ ac-
tivities have been highlighted in the investigations of
a number of Ukrainian researchers (L.?.Karamushka,
?.V.Zaichikova, ?.?.Panasyuk (2006, 2010), ?.?.Fil
(2009), ?. Andreyeva (2009, 2010), et al.) However,
bank employees’ team-work readiness has received lit-
tle attention of investigators. Objectives: To find out
effects of bank employees’ organizational-professional
(position) and social-demographic (age, gender) char-
acteristics on their team-work readiness. Methods and
design. The data were obtained using a set of instru-
ments The role of teams in the work of banks (L.M.
Karamushka, P.P. Bleshmudt, O.A. Fil, 2010) which
included a number of tests and a questionnaire. The
latter was made up of the questions about the bank
employees’ team-work readiness. The investigation was
conducted on the sample of 298 bank employees (34.5
% males and 65.5 % females) from banks in Kiev and
Dnepropetrovsk in 2010. According to their age the re-
spondents were distributed as follows: 46.2% younger
than 30 years, 32.2% 31 through 40 years, 15.4% 41
through 50 years, 6.2% older than 50 years. Accord-
ing to their position the respondents were distributed
as follows: 41.3 % managers of different levels (3.5%
top managers, 21.2% heads of departments (mid-level
managers), 7.4% deputy heads of departments (mid-
level managers), 9.2% heads of groups (line managers),
and 58.7% rank-and-file employees. Results. 1. The re-
spondents’ team-work readiness was shown to correlate
with their position (?<0.01): the managers were more
team-work ready than the rank-and-file employees and

top-managers and line managers were the most team-
work ready among managers. 2. The investigation
found statistically significant correlations (?<0.05) be-
tween the respondents’ team-work readiness and their
gender: females were generally less ready to work in
teams than males. 3. The investigation found sta-
tistically significant correlations (?<0.05) between the
respondents’ team-work readiness and their age: very
high level of team-work readiness was most present in
two those younger than 30 years and those older than
50 years. Conclusion. The investigation found statis-
tically significant correlations between the levels of the
bank employees’ team-work readiness and their posi-
tions, age and gender.

Team-building as a condition of effective
business communication in commercial organi-
zations

Fil, A., G.Kostiuk Institute of Psychology, Kyiv,
Ukraine; Karamushka, L.M., G.Kostiuk Institute of
Psychology, Kyiv, Ukraine; Rymarenko, I., G.Kostiuk
Institute of Psychology, Kyiv, Ukraine; Toro Alfonso,
J., University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto
Rico

Abstract: Introduction. In a market economy the com-
mercial success of organizations depends lergely on the
ability of their managers’ to establish effective busi-
ness communication both inside and outside the orga-
nization. One of the important conditions of effective
business communication is team-work. Objective. To
identify distinctive features of team building as a con-
dition of effective business communication in business
organizations. Method. The investigation was done
on the sample of 108 managers from business organi-
zatins in Kiev using a specially designed questionnaire,
content-analysis, R. Blake-J. Mouton inventory. Re-
sults. 1. One of the key characteristics of a successful
manager is his/her ability to create a team and es-
tablish effective interactions with the team members
creating conditions for each employees’ self-realization.
2. Analysis of the significance of the team-work for
managers showed that team-building was an important
condition for efficient work of managers (54.2% of the
respondents considered team-work highly important,
33.3% averagely important, and 12.5% lowly impor-
tant). 3. The basic managers’ motives for building
teams were found to be: improvement of business effi-
ciency (40.0%), effective interpersonal interactions and
mutual support in the organization (28.5%), ensuring
work-life balance (20.0%), and getting profits (11.5%).
4. Analyses of distinctive features of entrepreneurs’
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task and personnel orientations found misbalance be-
tween the managers’ task and personnel orientations
as a prerequisite for effective team-work: task orienta-
tion prevailed (28.6% of the respondents had it at high
levels) whereas high personnel orientation was not di-
agnosed at all. There is a contradiction between the
managers’ need of teams and the characteristics of their
real work: the managers need teams but in reality they
are not personnel-oriented, which is a serious barrier
to effective business communication in organizations.
5. The investigation found correlations between the
importance of team-work to entrepreneurs and their
socio-demographic characteristics (Chi-Square Tests,
p<0.05): the entrepreneurs who were legal entities were
more team-building oriented than the individual en-
trepreneurs. The most team-oriented were the respon-
dents aged 25 through 34 years. Men and women at-
tached equal importance to the role of teams. Con-
clusion. The investigation proved the necessity of a
special managers’ team-building training to ensure ef-
fective business communication in business organiza-
tions.

The role of uncertainty on collaborative
planning and decision-making between Air
Traffic Controllers during different modes
of task distribution in Enroute Control.

Corver, S., ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland ; Grote,
G., ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland ; Toro Alfonso, J.,
University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: Air Traffic Control in Enroute airspace sec-
tors can be defined as highly collaborative teamwork:
Two controllers (ATCOs), responsible for one single
airspace sector need to continuously develop and main-
tain sector plans in order to deal with anticipated con-
flicts between aircrafts. This is especially challenging
since ATCOs operate in a highly complex and high-
risk environment with continuous changing conditions
(e.g. Straussberger, 2008; Corker, 2003). Especially
during conditions with high uncertainty (e.g. extreme
weather conditions), plans are likely to be subject to
change. The performance of the ATCO team is there-
fore extremely dependent on how ATCOs share traffic
planning in their sector and how they develop strategies
to deal with uncertainty. Previous research has already
showed the impact of uncertainty on the mode of coor-
dination between ATCOs (e.g. Joyekurun, 2008). The
objective of our research was to understand a) how
uncertainty impacts how ATCOs (implicitly and ex-
plicitly) share decision-making and planning concern-
ing anticipated traffic and required conflict resolutions

and b) how ATCOs share decision-making and plan-
ning during different modes of task distribution (stan-
dard task distribution versus flexible task distribution)
with varying levels of uncertainty. Data collection
has taken place at a European Air Navigation Service
Provider in Enroute Airspace sectors. Collaborative
decision-making and planning has been observed and
measured using an instrument for real-time data cod-
ing, allowing the recording of collaborative decision-
making through direct interaction as well as through
automation. Perceived uncertainty and performance
of the ATCO team was measured using various objec-
tive sector statistics and subjective ratings. The results
show that when and how planning is shared, is largely
dependent on the amount of uncertainties influencing
the resolution strategies. The more uncertainties, the
more ATCOs explicitly communicated various charac-
teristics of collaborative decision-making and planning.
Furthermore, the results showed that flexible task dis-
tribution changes how ATCOs share decision-making
and plans and that this mode of task distribution en-
abled ATCOs to distribute the workload between them
more efficiently. Finally, the results indicated specific
requirements with respect to system design, ATCO
working methods and training requirements which op-
timally support efficient collaborative decision-making
and planning using flexible task distribution in Enroute
air traffic control.

Interactive posters: Technology and
Knowledge-Research and
Methodology-Customer Behaviour and
Marketing

Main topic area: Consumer Behavior and Marketing

Location: Expo (11:30-12:30)

Are we ’bridging the divide’ in IWO psychol-
ogy ?

Bartlett, D., London Metropolitan Business School,
London Metropolitan University, London, UK ;
Francis-Smythe, J., University of Worcester, Worces-
ter, UK ; Carter, A., Sheffield University, Sheffield,
UK ; Steele, C., University of Worcester, Worcester,
UK ; Arthur, J., University of Worcester, Worcester,
UK

Abstract: Abstract. This paper examines the knowl-
edge transfer process within the profession of work
and organisational psychology. In consonance with the
theme of the 2011 congress, it considers the extent to
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which proposed bridging mechanisms’ can provide use-
ful vehicles for operationalising the pursuit of the dual
goal of improving both the well-being of individuals
and the effectiveness of work organizations. It consid-
ers the way in which the profession attempts to ground
its concepts in a sound evidence base and then suc-
cessfully mobilise this knowledge at the interface of
research and practice. It does so by critically exam-
ining the scientist-practitioner model and the ways in
which this model can be operationalised by practition-
ers and researchers. The criticism which is aimed at
academics is that their research is irrelevant; it ex-
plores narrow concepts too often with student sam-
ples. Practitioners, on the other hand, are accused
of too infrequently bringing scientific findings from the
research literature to their practice. The problem has
been cast in terms of both one of knowledge production
and also knowledge transfer and is typified, at least
in one direction - the impact of research upon prac-
tice, by what has in other professions, most notably
medicine and more recently management, been called
evidence-based practice. Denise Rousseau, in her 2005
presidential address to the American Academy of Man-
agement defined evidence-based management (EBM)
as ’translating principles based on best evidence into
organizational practices’ and there have been a num-
ber of attempts to invoke a similar model of evidence-
based practice in the field of work and organisational
psychology. In 2007 Anderson described the academic-
practitioner divide as natural’, suggesting the way for-
ward was to focus on bridging mechanisms’ describing
six which had been proposed at the 1995 SIOP confer-
ence. What is the situation a decade later? To what
extent have these bridges been built? This paper ex-
plores the nature and extent of these bridges by pre-
senting case studies and findings from a UK survey of
IWO psychologists. References. Anderson,N. (2007).
The practitioner-researcher divide revisited: Strategic -
level bridges and the roles of IWO psychologists. Jour-
nal of Occupational and Organizational Psychology,
Volume 80, pp.175-183.

Individual Differences in How Work and Non-
work Life Domains Contribute to Subjective
Well-Being: Using Factor Mixture Models
for Classification

Heidemeier, H., Jacobs University Bremen, Bremen,
Germany ; Göritz, A.S., University of Würzburg,
Würzburg, Germany

Abstract: This study used factor mixture modeling to
study individual differences in domain-specific life sat-
isfaction. We used a model-based classification tech-

nique to identify subgroups of individuals for whom
work and nonwork life domains contribute differently
to overall life satisfaction. Two subpopulations were
identified in a sample of 1,704 working adults. In
the first subgroup work- and nonwork-related life do-
mains contributed almost equally to overall life sat-
isfaction. In the second subgroup satisfaction with
nonwork- rather than work-related life domains con-
tributed most strongly to overall life satisfaction. Pos-
itive and negative affect at work contributed to life sat-
isfaction in only one of the two subpopulations. Lower
socio-economic status correlated with membership in
a subpopulation of individuals for whom nonwork life
domains made a comparatively stronger contribution
to the overall level of life satisfaction. We discuss how
model-based classification techniques that identify fac-
torial invariance among unobserved subgroups can en-
rich the study of individual differences.

Effects of Brand Credibility on Purchase In-
tention: Does Gender Differ?

Basgöze, P., Hacettepe University, Ankara, Turkey ;
Özer, L., Hacettepe University, Ankara, Turkey

Abstract: One of the most important roles played by
brands is their effect on consumer brand choice and
consideration. When consumers are uncertain about
brands and the market is characterized by asymmetric
information (i.e., firms know more about their prod-
ucts than do consumers), brands can serve as signals
of product positions. As a signal of product position-
ing, the most important characteristic of a brand is its
credibility. Given the potential utility of brand cred-
ibility for marketers, the present research conceptual-
izes and investigates the relationships between brand
credibility and high-technology products purchase in-
tention. Moreover, it is aimed to study the relationship
between brand credibility and high-tech product pur-
chase intention can be moderated by gender. In order
to measure statement’s explanatory power of the vari-
ables, Confirmatory Factor Analysis was applied. Also,
for investigating linear effects linear regression and for
investigating moderation effects of demographic vari-
ables, hierarchical regression was used. The results
suggest that brand credibility influence the purchase
intention for high-tech products. In addition gender is
likely to moderate the relationship between brand cred-
ibility and purchase intention. Theoretical and practi-
cal contributions and implications are discussed.
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Consumer behaviour and sustainability: val-
ues and food choice

Castelli, L., IULM University, Milan, Italy ; Milani, L.,
Universita IULM, Milano, Italy ; Russo, V., Universita
IULM, Milano, Italy

Abstract: This study investigate the main field of inter-
est related to the sustainable consumption behaviour
concept; in particular, the focus is on the food issues.
The relations between values, attitudes and consump-
tion behaviour was studied and analysed by using an
expanded Theory of Planned Behaviour and the vali-
dated measure of the Schwartz Value model (PVQ); the
approach draws on them to identify the key elements
assessing the consumers’ perspectives about the sus-
tainable food consumption. Objectives The objective
is to give a phenomenon overview identifying a con-
sumer map based on consumers’ attitudes toward sus-
tainability themes. The second objective is to examine
the consumers’ value role in the construction of atti-
tudes toward sustainability themes and their relevance
in the food choice and consumption. Method A mixed
method research designs was used: in the first explo-
rative stage, qualitative data were collected through 2
focus groups; in the second stage an online question-
naire was developed to assess qualitative data: it was
administered to 800 subjects, a representative sample
of the Italian population. Data analysis and results
Descriptive and inferential statistics were conducted to
cluster consumers in conformity to their food choice
criteria; the expanded Theory of Planned Behaviour
constructions were analysed according to the Schwartz
Value model (PVQ). The results show the presence of
four consumer typologies, based on the more frequent
behaviour acted with reference to the three sustainabil-
ity dimensions (environment, health and social sphere).
Within each consumer typology emerge some statisti-
cally discriminating behaviour; the socio-demographic
variables are statistically significant too.

Use of typical regional food for the social
wellness: An empiric analysis about youth be-
haviors in Lombardy

Crescentini, A., SUPSI, Locarno, Switzerland ; Chi-
appa, M., Universita IULM, Milano, Italy ; Russo, V.,
Universita IULM, Milano, Italy ; Francisci Epifani, S.
de, Universita Iulm, Milano, Italy

Abstract: Goal of this contribution is to identify youth
consumption attitudes in Lombardy with respect to
the usage of typical food. Lombardy is an area in

north of Italy with highest GDP and richest agricul-
tural industry. Several authors shown that food spend-
ing has some aspects related to the family structure
and to the habits established into the originating fam-
ily and culture. The research has been conducted in
2009 in collaboration with ’Dipartimento dei Servizi
all’Agricoltura P.O. Promozione dell’agroalimentare,
Regione Lombardia’. Data has been collected follow-
ing a mixed methods approach (Tashakkori e Teddlie,
2010) with the aim of doing a work of triangulation
of sources. Information has been collected using inter-
views and questionnaires, the latest managed in two
different ways: online and face to face. 78 in depth in-
terviews from subjects belonging to the customer chain
of regional products (young people, retail, manufactur-
ers) and 1273 questionnaires, 972 online and 183 face
to face, from young people living in Lombardy (1155
valid) have been collected. The on field process last
a couple of months. The data have been analyzed us-
ing a quali-quantitative approach. Main results of the
search:: consistency with literature; family as medium
to transmit food consumption traditions; identification
of food consumption trends; identification of typical as
healthy; presence of ’unconscious’ consumption; taste
as first driver of food consumption. In their speech au-
thors will discuss how this results an be used in the de-
velopment of communication of Lombardy typical pro-
duction.

12:00-13:15

Symposium: Shared Leadership in Teams:
The State of the Art.

Main topic area: Leadership and Management

Location: 0.1 London (12:00-13:15)

Chairs: Wegge, J., TU Dresden, Dresden, Germany ;
Werth, L., TU Chemnitz, Chemnitz, Germany

Abstract: Historically, the primary focal point of the
study of leadership has been on hierarchical leadership:
The relationship of leaders to their followers, their style
of control, etc. Recently, however, there has been a
movement away from simply focusing on the leader to
an increased interest in understanding those around
the leader, the followers, and how they interact with
the leader and each other. This has opened a new
avenue for conceptualizing leadership beyond that of
a simple hierarchical role to an unfolding social pro-
cess most commonly termed shared leadership. Shared
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leadership is defined as “a dynamic, interactive influ-
ence process among individuals in groups for which the
objective is to lead one another to the achievement of
group or organizational goals or both” (Pearce & Con-
ger, 2003, p. 1). The initial work on shared lead-
ership has demonstrated that it can have a powerful
influence on attitudes, behavior, cognition, and perfor-
mance. Much work, nonetheless, needs to be done to
advance the study of shared leadership. Accordingly,
the purpose of this symposium is to provide a forum
to further our understanding of shared leadership. We
organized five contributions with presenters from three
different counties. Together, these contributions place
a firm stake in the ground on the state of the art think-
ing in shared leadership.

Promoting Work Motivation and Distributive
Leadership in Organizations: A Review and a
New Model

Wegge, J., TU Dresden, Dresden, Germany ; Piecha,
A., TU Dresden, Dresden, Germany ; Jeppesen, H.J.,
Aarhus University, Aarhus, Denmark ; Silva, S.,
ISCTE-Lisbon University Institute, Lisbon, Portugal

Abstract: What are the best interventions that Work
and Organizational Psychology offer today for promot-
ing high work motivation? And should models of dis-
tributed leadership become a new tool in the organiza-
tional psychologists’ armory to promote work motiva-
tion in organizations? This contribution seeks to an-
swer this question in two steps. First, we briefly sum-
marize the main findings from 26 meta-analyses con-
cerned with traditional practices for enhancing work
motivation such as goal setting, work design, financial
incentives, or training. These practices can improve
both organizational performance and the well being
of organizational members. Second, we examine in
more depth a new, increasingly important high per-
formance work practice: Distributed leadership. This
approach is built on theories focusing on organizational
participation, shared leadership in teams, and organi-
zational democracy. We also illustrate recently con-
structed measurement instruments for assessing these
constructs. This synopsis leads us to the development
of a new integrative, multi-level model of distributed
leadership in organizations. The model includes several
mediator (e.g., knowledge exchange, identification) and
moderator variables (e.g., self-leadership competencies
of employees and supervisors, trust, task uncertainty)
that explain why and when this approach is effective.
We conclude that future research and practice should
focus on cross-level interactions of different forms of

organizational participation, shared leadership, and or-
ganizational democracy.

Development of new Short Scales for As-
sessing Vertical and Shared Leadership in
Teams

Piecha, A., TU Dresden, Dresden, Germany ; Wegge,
J., TU Dresden, Dresden, Germany

Abstract: Previous studies have documented the posi-
tive impact of shared leadership on desirable team at-
titudes, behaviors and team effectiveness (for a recent
review see Wegge et al., 2010). However, to date no
economic (short) measurement instrument exists that
takes into account also ineffective forms of shared lead-
ership in teams such as laissez-faire behavior. There-
fore, we developed – based on the shared leadership
questionnaire introduced by Pearce and Sims, 2002 –
six new short scales assessing empowering, transfor-
mational, transactional, directive, aversive and laissez-
faire leadership. These scales are available for measur-
ing both shared and vertical leadership. Item reduction
and the investigation of the underlying structure of the
scale are done by using confirmatory factor analysis
based on a sample of 250 German employees partici-
pating in an online study (study 1). The final measure
to be developed is intended to consist of 48 items (24
for shared and 24 for vertical leadership). Moreover,
we will investigate the impact of different formulations
of shared leadership items. Shared leadership can be
assessed (a) as an aggregation of individual behaviors
of others directed towards the rating person (e.g., my
team members give me feedback) and (b) as the col-
lective behavior of a group as a whole (e.g., we give
us feedback). A sample of 300 elderly care nurses will
be used to validate these scales (study 2). We invite
all practitioners to use the new short scales and pro-
pose that not only positive but also negative aspects
of shared leadership in teams should be considered in
future.

Modelling Shared Leadership with the Actor-
Partner-Interdependence Model

Gockel, C., University of Fribourg, Switzerland ; Werth,
L., TU Chemnitz, Chemnitz, Germany ; Kashy, D.A.,
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA

Abstract: In most prior empirical studies, shared lead-
ership has been assessed by computing group-level
scores from individual members’ questionnaires. These
scores depict the extent to which the whole team shows
leadership behaviors. In our talk, we will present a
new model for the study of shared leadership: the
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Actor-Partner-Interdependence Model (APIM, Kenny,
Kashy, & Cook, 2006). This model depicts influence
processes in teams and can be estimated using multi-
level modeling. Specifically, it suggests that within a
team, an individual’s outcome is a function of his or her
own inputs (known as actor effects in the model), as
well as the inputs of the other group members (known
as partner effects). Partner effects represent the influ-
ence that can occur between team members. In lead-
ership terminology, an actor effect would represent in-
dividual leadership: It shows to what extent a person’s
own leadership behavior affects that person’s own out-
comes (e.g., motivation). The partner effect would rep-
resent shared leadership: It shows to what extent other
team members’ leadership behaviors affect the person’s
outcomes. Using the APIM, it can thus be tested if the
beneficial effects of sharing leadership responsibilities
among team members stem from one’s own feeling of
influence or if they rather stem from other team mem-
bers’ influence. The APIM can also be used to test
predictions from various theoretical directions. In our
talk, we will point out additional advantages of this
model for the study of shared leadership.

Teams Working in Portuguese Non-Profit Or-
ganizations: Preliminary Results of a Shared
Leadership Questionnaire

Pintor, S., Lisbon University Institute, Lisbon, Portu-
gal ; Silva, S., ISCTE-Lisbon University Institute, Lis-
bon, Portugal ; Wegge, J., TU Dresden, Dresden, Ger-
many ; Piecha, A., TU Dresden, Dresden, Germany

Abstract: In the non-profit sector, a large scale study in
the European Union recently identified the lack of lead-
ership as the most important constraint for volunteer-
ing (GHK, 2010). Considering that team leadership
plays a central role in the non-profit sector, stimulat-
ing team members to have an active role in team lead-
ership and motivating team leaders to become facilita-
tors of shared leadership within such teams becomes an
important task (Pearce, Yoo, & Alavi, 2004). There-
fore, this study investigates if the shared leadership ap-
proach can be successfully extended to the non-profit
sector. We will use a theoretically extended version of
the Pearce and Sims (2020) shared leadership question-
naire that was recently developed by Piecha and Wegge
(in prep.). This instrument comprises short scales for
measuring both shared leadership (24 items) and ver-
tical leadership (24 items) based on six different types
of leader behavior – aversive, directive, transactional,
transformational, empowering and laissez faire behav-
ior. First, we start by the end of 2010 collecting data
in two Portuguese nonprofit organizations till the end

of January 2011. In this pilot study, around 50 teams
representing 200 individuals will participate. Impor-
tant dependent variables are indicators of team mo-
tivation, performance, health and turnover intentions.
At the conference, the results of the pilot study will
be presented. Overall, this research will contribute in
gaining more insights about the dimensions of vertical
and shared leadership in non-profit teams and provide
a new measure that can be used in subsequent inter-
ventions seeking to promote the development of shared
leadership in teams.

Shared Leadership and Efficacy

Fausing, M.S., Aarhus University, Aarhus, Denmark ;
Jeppesen, H.J., Aarhus University, Denmark

Abstract: At a theoretical level it is hypothesized that
self-efficacy is a prerequisite of shared leadership in a
team. The focus of the present study is on the interac-
tions among shared leadership, influence processes, and
efficacy development in a team context. The study is
accomplished with approx. 2500 participants working
at a large Danish company. 1000 of the participants
are working in teams with varying degrees of shared
leadership. The rest of the participants (1500) are
working under more individual conditions. Data will
be collected through questionnaires in February 2011.
We apply scales measuring team leadership, team au-
tonomy, interdependence, self-, collective, and proxy
efficacy, empowerment, and employee beliefs in orga-
nizational agents. Data will be analyzed in relation
to shared versus hierarchical team leadership as pre-
dictors/associations of self-efficacy, collective efficacy,
proxy efficacy, and empowerment. The study also in-
vestigates the importance of team-work defined by dif-
ferent levels of autonomy and interdependence (with
varying degrees of shared leadership) compared to in-
dividual work in relation to empowerment and efficacy
development. The preliminary results will be presented
at the symposium. The perspectives and the practical
relevance of the study lie in elaborating the knowledge
on how and when teams with different kinds of lead-
ership in comparison to individual work are most effi-
ciently used and organized.

Symposium: Individual differences and
different forms of Commitment and
identification

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.11 Pressroom (12:00-13:15)
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Chairs: Toderi, S., University of Bologna, Bologna,
Italy ; Yang, L.Q., Portland State University, Portland,
USA; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg,
The Netherlands

Abstract: Organizational commitment and identifica-
tion are two closely related motivational constructs
that have both received a large amount of attention
by work psychology and management scholars. Past
research has shown their theoretical and practical im-
plications for individuals’ “decent work”.However, even
if empirical results are mostly consistent in revealing
these constructs’ antecedents and consequences includ-
ing organizational outcomes, less is known about differ-
ences between dimensions within the constructs them-
selves, nor about the integration between the two con-
structs.Regarding organizational commitment, John-
son, Chang and Yang (2010), in a conceptual paper,
have highlighted the challenges that researchers en-
counter when attempting to distinguish among differ-
ent forms of commitment. They proposed a model that
utilizes motivation-based individual differences (self-
identity level and promotion/ prevention regulatory fo-
cus) to resolve impasses concerning the convergent and
discriminant validity of organizational commitment di-
mensions. In the organizational identification litera-
ture it has recently been suggested to consider a wider
range of possible forms of attachment to organizations,
moving beyond the initial conceptualization of orga-
nizational identification. Kreiner and Ashforth (2004)
proposed three additional, non-redundant aspects of
identification, namely ambivalent identification, neu-
tral identification, and disidentification. Empirical re-
search is needed to confirm the structure and usefulness
of these new dimensions of identification. The main
goal of the symposium is, indeed, to show empirical ev-
idence about how different forms of commitment and
identification can be differentiated on the base of indi-
vidual differences and organizational context. We hope
such effort will contribute to future research on the in-
tegration of these two constructs.Toderi and Sarchielli
will present data showing how organizational commit-
ment dimensions are differentially correlated to dif-
ferent career anchors.Van Dick, Ullrich, Nimmerfroh,
and Saper will present two empirical studies that sup-
port the validity of the expanded model of identifica-
tion proposed by Kreiner and Ashforth (2004).Avanzi,
Crocetti and Fraccaroli will present empirical results
that support the importance of differentiating personal,
relational,and organizational level identification, and
their complex relation with employees’ burnout. Yang,
Zhang, & Caughlin will present results showing that
employees’ usage of different emotional labor strate-
gies (Time 1) predicts different forms of organizational

commitment (Time 2) via burnout (Time 1).

The relationship between career anchors and
dimensions of organizational commitment

Toderi, S., University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy ;
Sarchielli, G., University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy ;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Schein (1978) suggested that workers dur-
ing the first years of work develop an accurate and
stable career self-concept (career anchor).Eight career
anchors were identified, divided in three categories:
talent based (technical, managerial and creativity an-
chors), need based (autonomy, security and lifestyle)
and value based (dedication to a cause and pure
challenge).Career anchors research was mainly focused
on individual and work outcomes. We propose that
they can impact organizational and employees’ moti-
vational outcomes as well. In particular, we suggest
that because career anchors influence the goals indi-
viduals hope to achieve and the type of motivation,
they can impact on the relationship with the organi-
zation, determining different forms of organizational
commitment.Pearson correlations showed, in a sample
of 161 employees of the City Hall of a medium-sized
city in Italy, that affective commitment is positively
and significantly correlated to all the talent and the
value based anchors, but not will the need based an-
chors.Continuance commitment was positively corre-
lated with lifestyle anchor and security anchor, but
not with autonomy. Normative commitment showed
correlations with career anchors across the three cat-
egories.Results show that organizations could expect
different commitments on the base of workers career
self concept/ motivation, and this results are discussed
on the base of the recent work of Johnson et al.
(2010).

Problematic Forms of Organizational Identi-
fication: Some Evidence for the Usefulness of
the Expanded Model of Identification

Dick, R. van, Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany ;
Ullrich, J., Goethe University, Frankfurt am Main,
Germany ; Nimmerfroh. M.Ch., Goethe University,
Frankfurt am Main, Germany ; Saper, R., Goethe Uni-
versity, Germany ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: A large literature documents that organiza-
tional identification has positive implications for reten-
tion and performance. When people identify with their
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group, they define themselves in terms of group at-
tributes and experience group successes and failures
as their own. Recently, Kreiner and Ashforth (2004)
proposed a theoretical model which argues that there
exist three additional, non-redundant aspects of iden-
tification beyond self-stereotyping. Kreiner and Ash-
forth (2004) demonstrated that ambivalent identifica-
tion, neutral identification, and disidentification can be
theoretically and empirically separated. We present
two studies that extend the evidence for the validity
and utility of the expanded model of organizational
identification. In the first study, 3500 members of all
major political parties in Germany completed Kreiner
and Ashforth’s (2004) scales with regard to their iden-
tification with their party. Although the original scales
were not found to be one-dimensional, we found sup-
port for the proposed four-factorial structure using ab-
breviated scales with three items each. We also present
evidence for the divergent validity of the scales in terms
of susceptibility to positive or negative experiences and
of differences in perceived P-O-fit. In a second study,
an experimental design was used. A heterogeneous
sample of 308 employees was randomly assigned to
groups either primed on positive or on negative aspects
of their work. We found that the experimental condi-
tion did influence ambivalent and disidentification and
that the effects were moderated by participants’ core
self-evaluation in the predicted direction. We argue
that managers and leaders in organizations would be
well advised to consider the impact of their actions not
only on traditional identification but also on the other
forms in the expanded model.

Interactive effects of organizational and
work-group identification on employee well-
being

Avanz, L., University of Trento, Trento, Italy ; Cro-
cetti, E., University of Macerata, Macerata, Italy ;
Fraccaroli, F.F., University of Trento, Italy ; Ven, J.
van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: Recently many authors (e. g., Ashforth, Har-
rison, & Corley, 2008) have shown that the link be-
tween the employees and their organization (identifi-
cation) is complex. People can develop various forms
of identification for different types of target such as
their organization, workgroup, department, etc. In ad-
dition, it is important to take into account the differ-
ent levels of identity: personal, relational, and social.
The aim of this study was twofold. First, we inves-
tigated, by means of a person-centered approach, the
interactive effects of identification with two different

targets: the organization and the work-group. Second,
we examined the interaction between personal and so-
cial identity of employees, looking for a theoretical and
empirical integration between two major psychologi-
cal theories: the Identity Status Model and the So-
cial Identity Approach.Participants were 395 teachers
(86.3% women; Mean age = 46.82 years). Results in-
dicated that, using cluster analysis, it was possible to
extract four identification profiles: Dual Identification,
No-Identification, Group Dominant, and Organization
Dominant. Interestingly, teachers who identified with
their school, but not with their work-group (colleagues)
reported higher levels of burnout than teachers iden-
tified strongly with the work-group but not with the
school. Finally, findings indicated that teachers who
have achieved a firm personal identity were more likely
to identify with both targets, organization and work-
group.

Emotional Labor and Burnout: Implications
for Organizational Commitment

Yang, L.Q., Portland State University, Portland, OR,
USA; Zhang, X., Beijing Normal University, China;
Caughlin, D., Portland State University, Portland,
OR, USA; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: As informed by Johnson, Chang, and Yang
(2010), arguably motivation-based individual differ-
ences (self-regulatory foci and self-identity levels) may
account for the differential formation processes of dif-
ferent dimensions of organizational commitment (af-
fective, normative, continuance- sacrificed investments,
and continuance-few alternatives). However, questions
remain about whether different organizational contexts
also account for motivational mechanisms underlying
different levels of employee commitment. In this study,
job demands related to emotional regulation, namely
emotional labor (deep and surface acting; Hochschild,
1983), were hypothesized to predict employee burnout
(emotional exhaustion, cynicism, and [lack of] profes-
sional efficacy), which in turn should contribute to an
employee’s level of organizational commitment. Based
on data from a 789-case employee sample collected
at two time points with one year apart, a bootstrap-
ping approach (Preacher and Hayes, 2008) was used
to test the proposed mediation effects of burnout in
the emotional labor-commitment relations. Results in-
dicated that deep acting, an antecedent-focused emo-
tional regulation strategy, predicted affective, norma-
tive, and continuance-sacrificed investments commit-
ment via cynicism and professional efficacy. Surface
acting, a response-focused strategy, predicted the same
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three dimensions of commitment via emotional ex-
haustion, cynicism, and professional efficacy. Interest-
ingly, neither deep nor surface acting strategies pre-
dicted continuance-few alternatives commitment either
directly or indirectly via burnout. This study con-
tributes to the literature of organizational commitment
as well as that of emotional labor.

Symposium: Group processes in
distributed teams

Main topic area: Teams and Workgroups

Location: 0.2 Berlin (12:00-13:15)

Chair: Lauche, K., Radboud University Nijmegen, Ni-
jmegen, The Netherlands; Beek, D. van der, TNO
Quality of Life, Hoofddorp, The Netherlands; Ven, J.
van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to describe
and evaluate how collaborative technologies are usedin
global teams; what benefits can be achieved using those
tools, e.g. does the selected toolmeet the needs of
the team; and what obstacles are experienced regard-
ing technology usage.Moreover, this study analyzes the
key success factors regarding collaboration technolo-
gyusage and support.Communication and collabora-
tion are becoming more important as companies trans-
fer andoutsource work and collaborate with partners
in networks. Such global virtual teams need toover-
come challenges related to distance and time differ-
ences between locations spread allover the world. In
addition to new type of leadership and new work prac-
tices, these teamsneed appropriate collaborative work-
ing environments on team level enabled by informa-
tionand communication technologies (ICT). Collabora-
tive working environments in their widestsense refer to
physical, virtual and social work environments and in-
frastructures that eitherenable or hinder collaboration
processes. As communication is possible only via infor-
mationand communication technologies in fully virtual
work, it is necessary for global companies toinvest and
implement collaboration technologies in order to sur-
vive.This is a case study based on data collected from
four Finnish companies operating globally.In each case
company, interviews were conducted both on senior
management level and teamlevel. Senior management
level interviews consisted of interviews of HR, IT and
strategymanagers. On team level, team leaders and
5-6 team members were interviewed. The answerswere
transcribed and analyzed qualitatively by using the At-
las.ti program. The results showquite large differences

in companies strategies and policies of using collabora-
tiontechnologies. On team level, there were challenges
in both implementing and adapting as wellas using
the provided technologies.Improvement recommenda-
tions are proposed based on the key factors found and
also bestpractices are presented as managerial implica-
tions.

Using Collaboration Technologies in Global
Work

Vartiainen, M., Aalto School of Science and Technol-
ogy, Espoo, Finland ; Hyytiäinen, H., Aalto School of
Science and Technology, Espoo, Finland ; Beek, D. van
der, TNO Quality of Life, Hoofddorp, The Nether-
lands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soester-
berg, The Netherlands

Abstract: In globally distributed teams coordination
is difficult due to the obvious restrictions of the useof
information and communication technology (ICT) for
communication processes. The mostoften used asyn-
chronous ICT applications such as e-mail can only
transfer text-basedinformation. Although more ad-
vanced tools, such as chat, audio- and videoconfer-
encing andsophisticated groupware tools are nowadays
available to distributed teams, these teams seemto take
more time to reach their goals.Also increased cultural
diversity in distributed teams has been found to neg-
atively impactdistributed team coordination and com-
munication. Teams with members who are cultural-
lydiverse, who speak different native languages, and
who have few opportunities to meet faceto-face are
therefore more likely to experience difficulties with
reaching sharedunderstanding than more homogenous
teams. Previous research has found contradictingre-
sults for the effect of ICT mediated communication
on team effectiveness. The developmentof shared un-
derstanding about tasks and goals may be more diffi-
cult in distributed teams dueto reduced synchronous
communication. On the other hand, the same pro-
cess may lead to afar less biased use of shared infor-
mation by distributed team members.Through a quan-
titative multilevel study among members (N= 175) and
managers of 40distributed teams, the relationships be-
tween leadership styles, shared understanding anddis-
tributed team effectiveness in terms of innovative be-
haviour and team performance areexplored. The re-
sults suggest that leaders of globally distributed teams
could improve teamcollaboration by initiating activi-
ties for reaching shared understanding among globald-
istributed team members.
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Managing a globally distributed workforce
through shared understanding: a multilevel
test

Verburg, R.M., Delft University of Technology, Delft,
The Netherlands; Rooij, J.P.G. de, Tilburg Univer-
sity, Tilburg, The Netherlands; Beek, D. van der, TNO
Quality of Life, Hoofddorp, The Netherlands; Ven, J.
van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: Groups are not only important for social in-
teraction but also define part of one s selfconceptio-
nand identity. As stated by Social Identity Theory,
people prefer members ofgroups they belong to (in-
groups) over those they don t belong to (out-groups).
Evenminimal, entirely random in-group/out-group dif-
ferentiations are sufficient to cause a statusgain of the
in-group and simultaneous discrimination of the out-
group, called the minimalgroup paradigm .The aim of
the present study was to investigate the minimal group
paradigm in the setting ofonline collaboration. In the
experimental condition 98 participants were asked to
rate fictionalonline user profiles of people they were
supposed to work with in a virtual team and others-
belonging to a different team. In the control condi-
tion (N=39) no such categorization wasapplied.Results
show that subjects preferred members of their sup-
posed in-group over thosebelonging to the alleged out-
group, resulting in more favourable ratings as predicted
by SocialIdentity Theory. In the control condition,
other categorization processes took effect.Therefore,
there is evidence that the Minimal Group Paradigm
also applies to virtual teams.In a second ongoing study
we are currently investigating whether reduced user
profilesconveying even less personal information yield
the same effect, i.e. whether media richness isan im-
portant factor regarding social identity in a virtual set-
ting. We will present results fromboth studies and dis-
cuss possible practical implications for work in virtual
teams and thedesign of communication media.

Does the Minimal Group Paradigm Apply to
Virtual Teams? An Experimental Study on
Social Identity Processes in Online Collab-
oration

Janneck, M., University of Hamburg, Hamburg, Ger-
many ; Dietel, J.E., University of Hamburg, Hamburg,
Germany ; Bayerl, P.S., Rotterdam School of Manage-
ment, Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The Nether-
lands; Beek, D. van der, TNO Quality of Life, Hoofd-
dorp, The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human
Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: Team planning, as recent research demon-
strates, is not a unitary phenomenon but consists of-
several processes that differ in terms of timing and fo-
cus. Deliberate planning takes placeprior to action,
whereas reactive planning happens in parallel to ac-
tion. What remains littleunderstood, however, is the
relative importance of these processes and how they
areinterrelated. Also research on team planning has
so far focused on co-located work, largelyneglecting
planning processes in distributed work contexts where
opacity of processes andlacking situation, social, and
activity awareness present additional obstacles.In an
exploratory, qualitative study in offshore oil and gas
production teams we addressedthese limitations and in-
vestigated distributed team planning for deliberate and
reactiveplanning processes. Oil production teams con-
sist of two closely linked subgroups with a clearsepara-
tion of planning roles, namely mid- and long-term plan-
ning by engineers in the officeand short-term planning
for execution by platform staff. Our main interest in
the present studywas on the processes at the interface
between the distributed subgroups. We specificallyin-
vestigated the hand-over processes between high-level
planning and the execution. Ourstudy demonstrates
the linkages among disparate processes of planning,
which aretraditionally seen as separate forms of plan-
ning. In our study we further describe how situated-
planning takes place in distributed teams and what fac-
tors play a role influencingcollaboration types, that is,
the choice between pooled, sequential, reciprocal and
intenseplanning.The practical relevance of this study
is to describe the so-far neglected context of distribut-
edplanning. Our findings can guide organizations in
the choice of technologies to supportdistributed teams
in planning tasks, as well as managers in their role to
support theorganization of distributed planning pro-
cesses.

Unpacking team planning in distributed work
contexts

Bayerl, P.S., Rotterdam School of Management, Rotter-
dam, The Netherlands; Günter, H., Maastricht Univer-
sity, Maastricht, The Netherlands; Lauche, K., Rad-
boud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands; Beek, D.
van der, TNO Quality of Life, Hoofddorp, The Nether-
lands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soester-
berg, The Netherlands

Abstract: This study addresses decision making in hy-
brid drilling teams, who consist of subteams onthe plat-
form and various office of oil companies and their con-
tractors. These teams rely oncomputer-mediated com-
munication technology to monitor real-time technical
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data, and toprovide support for optimization and in
critical situations. The challenge for teams is toestab-
lish adequate situation awareness and share interpre-
tations, doubts and expertise throughmeans of video
or audio conferencing and shared screens.We observed
decision making as it naturally occurred during 45 hrs
of regular meetings andhand-over situations and col-
lected episodes of trouble shooting whenever teams
had to dealwith unexpected events. Since unexpected
events are by their very nature something onecannot
plan for we also developed a simulation based on a
past event and recorded data. Thisscenario was pre-
sented to five teams in the context of a training inter-
vention to developteamwork related knowledge, skills
and attitudes using simulated onshore/offshore video-
conference.The aim of the training intervention was
to examine the quality of decisionmaking and infor-
mation sharing, as well as familiarity and confidence
in the use of thecomputer-mediated communication
technology.Although all teams received the same ini-
tial information (technical data) and access totechnol-
ogy, each of the teams generated diverse decisions. To
some extent this result could beattributed to famil-
iarity with the technology and the level of expertise
of participants. Yet wefound the main differences lay
in the process of decision making, the problem iden-
tification,how the team drew on each other s exper-
tise and established shared situation awareness.This
paper presents a preliminary description of the crit-
ical influences on computer-mediateddistributed deci-
sion making, and proposes methods to ensure that dis-
tributed teamsadequately design and develop processes
and techniques to enhance decision making.

Decision making in distributed teams: A simu-
lation study

Crichton, M., People Factor Consultants Ltd, Ab-
erdeen, UK ; Lauche, K., Radboud University Ni-
jmegen, Nijmegen, The Netherlands; Beek, D. van der,
TNO Quality of Life, Hoofddorp, The Netherlands;
Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The
Netherlands

Abstract: This study addresses decision making in hy-
brid drilling teams, who consist of subteams onthe plat-
form and various office of oil companies and their con-
tractors. These teams rely oncomputer-mediated com-
munication technology to monitor real-time technical
data, and toprovide support for optimization and in
critical situations. The challenge for teams is toestab-
lish adequate situation awareness and share interpre-
tations, doubts and expertise throughmeans of video
or audio conferencing and shared screens.We observed

decision making as it naturally occurred during 45 hrs
of regular meetings andhand-over situations and col-
lected episodes of trouble shooting whenever teams
had to dealwith unexpected events. Since unexpected
events are by their very nature something onecannot
plan for we also developed a simulation based on a
past event and recorded data. Thisscenario was pre-
sented to five teams in the context of a training inter-
vention to developteamwork related knowledge, skills
and attitudes using simulated onshore/offshore video-
conference.The aim of the training intervention was
to examine the quality of decisionmaking and infor-
mation sharing, as well as familiarity and confidence
in the use of thecomputer-mediated communication
technology.Although all teams received the same ini-
tial information (technical data) and access totechnol-
ogy, each of the teams generated diverse decisions. To
some extent this result could beattributed to famil-
iarity with the technology and the level of expertise
of participants. Yet wefound the main differences lay
in the process of decision making, the problem iden-
tification,how the team drew on each other’s exper-
tise and established shared situation awareness.This
paper presents a preliminary description of the crit-
ical influences on computer-mediateddistributed deci-
sion making, and proposes methods to ensure that dis-
tributed teamsadequately design and develop processes
and techniques to enhance decision making.

Symposium: Spillover and crossover at the
work-home interface

Main topic area: Work Time and Work-family

Location: 0.3 Copenhagen (12:00-13:15)

Chairs: Niessen, C., University of Konstanz, Konstanz,
Germany ; Sonnentag, S., University of Mannheim,
Mannheim, Germany

Abstract: The challenge of managing work and fam-
ily demands is one of today’s central issues. Due to
global competition, work and career demands have
been intensified. Moreover, demands in the non-work
domain have been also increased because of a grow-
ing number of working women, and dual earner cou-
ples. It is important for employees´ well-being and
behaviour at work to meet the demands of both do-
mains.In the present symposium we focus on spillover
and crossover at the work-home interface. The studies
presented add to research and practice by (a) intro-
ducing new concepts explaining spillover and crossover
among partners, (b) discovering boundary conditions
for the permeability of the work-home interface, and
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(b) increasing our knowledge of how to foster posi-
tive spillover and to prevent negative spillover. From
a methodological perspective, the studies focus on
within-person and between person variations, and mu-
tual influences in couples.The first paper by Demer-
outi investigates the positive spillover-crossover model
among 131 dual-earner couples. She finds that work
characteristics of one partner influence characteristics
of the home domain as perceived by the other part-
ner.In the second paper, Cifre and Salanova examine
the role of the family for work engagement at the in-
dividual (n=865) and at the group level (n=33). Two
studies show that family-to-work-conflict and family-
to-work-support were related to work engagement. The
third paper by Niessen, Sonnentag, Neff and Unger in-
vestigates in a diary study with dual career couples
(n=126) boundary conditions of the permeability of
the work-home interface. They find that the perme-
ability of the work-home boundaries differ according
to the career commitment of the partners. The fourth
paper by Wiese and Freund demonstrates with a diary
study (n=163) how emotional labor affects rumination
at home. The final paper by Volmer and Binnewies
finds in a diary study (n=98) that core-self-evaluations
and procedural justice influence the spillover from daily
conflicts with supervisors to well-being at home. In
summary, the papers significantly add to the field of
research on the work-home interface by focusing on in-
novative conceptual approaches to advance the under-
standing of spillover and crossover at the work-home
interface.

The positive spillover-crossover model among
partners: the role of work-self and family-
self facilitation

Demerouti, E., Eindhoven University of Technology,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Abstract: Organizations have recognized the impor-
tance of work for individuals’ lives and they have
started to respond by enriching jobs through provid-
ing resources in order to promote life-long enhance-
ment of their employees. The present study adheres to
these trends and tests the positive spillover-crossover
model among dual-earner couples. Job resources of one
partner were predicted to spill over to their individ-
ual strength consisting of the ability and willingness
to exert effort, i.e., fatigue and motivation. Conse-
quently, individual strength was predicted to influence
their partner’s family resources that consequently influ-
ence the latter’s levels of individual strength. The new
constructs of work-self facilitation and family-self fa-
cilitation were hypothesized to transfer the favourable

effects of work and home resources, respectively, to in-
dividual strength. Work-self and family-self facilita-
tion are defined as the extent to which an individual’s
engagement in one life domain provides gains (i.e., de-
velopmental, affective, capital, or efficiency) that con-
tribute to enhanced functioning during time spent on
personal interests. A sample of 131 couples was used
to test these hypotheses. Structural equation modeling
analyses showed that job resources influence one’s own
individual strength through work-self facilitation. Con-
sequently, the levels of individual strength positively
influence their partner’s perception of home resources,
which eventually spill over to the latter’s levels of indi-
vidual strength through experienced family-self facili-
tation. This study contributes to the literature because
it uncovered the positive pathways through which work
characteristics of one partner influence characteristics
of the home domain as perceived by the other partner.
Work-self and family-self facilitation were useful in ex-
plaining why resources in the work and family domains
may enhance the levels of energy that individuals invest
in different life domains.

Is your family promoting your work engage-
ment? The importance of family resources at
individual and group level

Cifre, E., Universitat Jaume I, Castellon, Spain;
Salanova, M., Universitat Jaume I, Castellón, Spain

Abstract: The aim of this study is to test the role
played by the work-home interface (work-family con-
flict and support, in both ways) to increase work en-
gagement. To do it, two studies were performed in a
sample of 865 public services workers both at the in-
dividual and at group level. In the first study, results
of Multigroup Structural Equation Modeling showed
that both family-to-work-conflict and family-to-work-
support were related to work engagement, both in men
and women, and not the other way around (work-
to-family-conflict and support). In the second study,
workers were grouped into 33 natural groups as agree-
ment indexes supported this grouping (ADM=.91).
Results of structural equation modeling on this ag-
gregated data supported again the key role played by
family-to-work-support to increase work engagement in
its core dimensions.Then, the family support to the
work carried out both by men and women resulted a
key personal resource to consider both in research and
in application work settings.
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Permeability of work-home boundaries in dual
career couples: The role of career commit-
ment

Niessen, C., University of Konstanz, Konstanz, Ger-
many ; Sonnentag, S., University of Mannheim,
Mannheim, Germany ; Neff, A., Maastricht University,
Maastricht, The Netherlands; Unger, D., Maastricht
University, Maastricht, The Netherlands

Abstract: Work and home are important domains of
an individual´s life. There are different assumptions
about the interrelationship between work and home
experiences. Some researchers argue that experiences
gained in the domains do not influence each other.
There is also support for a significant relationship of the
experiences in both domains. However, less research
has investigated under which conditions spillover pro-
cesses occur or not. The present study examined
spillover of vigor at home to vigor at work as well as
to work-related outcomes, and vice versa using a diary
study of 126 dual career couples. Moreover, we exam-
ined the moderating role of career commitment in the
spillover process. Multi-level analyses showed that a
positive spillover of vigor at home to the work domain
occurred only for individuals with a low career com-
mitment. Additionally, among these individuals vigor
at home was positively related to attention and perfor-
mance at work. Individuals who were strongly commit-
ted to their careers showed no significant spillover from
home to work. However, only strongly career commit-
ted persons carried vigor experienced at work to the
home domain. In sum, findings suggest that individu-
als in dual career couples differ in their permeability of
work – home boundaries: Low career commitment fos-
ters a spillover from home to work, whereas high career
commitment fosters a spillover from work to home.

Can’t stop thinking about work! How emo-
tion labor affects job-related rumination at
home

Wiese, B.S., University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland ;
Freund, A.M., University of Zürich, Zürich, Switzer-
land

Abstract: Ruminations are thoughts that involuntar-
ily intrude. We suggest daily rumination about work-
related problems when being at home to be an im-
portant internal facet of work-to-family conflicts. We
tested whether these ruminations are influenced by how
an employee deals with stressors during the workday.
More precisely, in the present study, we focused on

emotional labor demands and strategies of emotion reg-
ulation at work. The effects of two strategies used dur-
ing client interactions were compared: surface acting
deep acting. Given that surface acting is associated
with a dissonance between externally and internally
felt emotions, it might lead to discomfort and to men-
tal preoccupation with the disagreeable client interac-
tion. In contrast, deep acting is expected to result in a
rather authentic emotional display with low probabil-
ity of subsequent mental preoccupation. Therefore, we
assume that surface acting rather than deep acting in-
creases rumination probability at home. Emotion reg-
ulation at work and work-related rumination at home
were assessed with a diary study in a sample of 163
Swiss bank employees. As expected, our data showed
that on days surface acting was used, the probability
of rumination at home increased. Deep acting, in con-
trast, had no effect on rumination at home. These re-
sults imply that self-regulatory behavior at work makes
a difference for whether or not daily work experiences
involuntarily intrude our thoughts at home.

The negative spillover effect of conflicts
with supervisors to employees’ well-being

Volmer, J., University of Erlangen-Nürnberg, Erlan-
gen, Germany ; Binnewies, C., University of Mainz,
Mainz, Germany

Abstract: Social conflicts are negative social interac-
tions. We suggest that social conflicts during the work-
day have the potential to harm employees’ well-being
at home. Until today, there is almost no research on the
immediate effects of conflicts for employees’ well-being.
Given the dominant role of leadership in organizations,
we investigated the spillover effect of conflicts with su-
pervisors on employees’ well-being. Moreover, we ex-
amined the moderating role of core self-evaluations and
procedural fairness in the spillover process.We applied
a within-person design and conducted a diary study
with 98 employees from civil service agencies in Ger-
many. As expected, findings showed that perceived
conflicts during the workday were positively related
with negative affect after the workday. Moreover, our
findings supported our assumption of the moderating
role of core-self evaluations and procedural fairness in
the spillover process. Our findings suggest that per-
sonal and situational factors determine the strength of
the spillover effect.
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Symposium: Environmental Sustainability
in Organizations

Main topic area: Sustainable Environment and Orga-
nizations

Location: 0.4 Brussels (12:00-13:15)

Chair: Lo, S.H., Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: The first two presentations of the sympo-
sium are concerned with the development of a sound
theoretical framework and practical interventions for
studying organizational environmental sustainability.
The first speaker will present a systematic analysis of
research on sustainability and corporate social respon-
sibility (CSR) with regard to environmental aspects.
The study aims to draw lessons from the CSR liter-
ature for the study of environmental sustainability in
organizations. The second presentation will describe a
framework for developing and evaluating intervention
programs, Intervention Mapping (IM). Originally, IM
was developed in the field of health promotion, but
it may easily be applied to the case of environmental
sustainability in organizations. The last two presen-
tations of the symposium address a more specific re-
search gap in the literature, namely that of research at
the behavioral level of analysis. Previous research on
organizations and the environment has mainly investi-
gated the effects of external determinants and organi-
zational characteristics on organizational engagement
with environmental sustainability. Compared to house-
hold contexts, little research has addressed proenviron-
mental behavior in organizations. The third speaker
will present a review of literature concerning employee
participation in pro-environmental behaviors. Finally,
the fourth speaker will present a comparative empiri-
cal study on proenvironmental behavior among office
workers of a wide range of different organizations.

Environmental aspects and organizations
within the corporate social responsibility and
sustainability research: A systematic analysis
of the literature.

Gurabardhi, Z., Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands; Zijlstra, F.R.H., Maastricht Univer-
sity, Maastricht, The Netherlands; Kok, G., Maas-
tricht University, Maastricht, The Netherlands; Ven, J.
van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: During the last decade several studies have
been conducted on corporate social responsibility and

sustainability or their related terms, in order to explore
the congruence and dissimilarity between these areas of
research. The results of those studies show that con-
ceptualizations of CSR and (corporate) sustainability
seem to be converging. This convergence creates op-
portunities for scholars to share theories, knowledge
and methodologies. Our current research focuses on
the theories used within the CSR and (corporate) sus-
tainability literature in order to investigate their com-
monalities and differences. By comparing the theories
used we hope to help researchers to gain greater insight
into each field, and draw lessons from the CSR liter-
ature for the study of environmental sustainability.We
used a systematic analysis of the literature as a method
of research. The articles we analyzed were sampled
from the scientific journals of four online databases that
cover a period of two decades (1987-2009). We intro-
duce and discuss the results in two parts. In the first
part we present the descriptive statistics of the arti-
cles about CSR and (corporate) sustainability; in the
second part we present our observations on the CSR-
and (corporate) sustainability related theories which
were first categorized and introduced to identify the
differences and congruence between the two fields. Sev-
eral theoretical categories such as those related to the
stakeholder theory, communication theory and strate-
gic planning provide a base for developing an under-
standing of the relationship between CSR and corpo-
rate sustainability. The comparison of other theoret-
ical categories such as those covering synergistic the-
ories and the social-environmental interaction, depict
differences in the two fields. In this respect, the study
may help the environmental sustainability researchers
to extend the theoretical corpus of their research. In
addition, the study can also help managers and prac-
titioners apprehension of the meaning of corporate so-
cial responsibility and sustainability which might help
avoid confusion about the terms and to better iden-
tify and implement their environmental sustainability
goals.

Developing and evaluating environmental sus-
tainability programs: an Intervention Map-
ping approach

Gottlieb, N., University of Texas, Austin, TX, USA;
Kok, G., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: This presentation s objective is to apply In-
tervention Mapping, a planning process for the system-
atic development of theory- and evidence-based health
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promotion interventions, to the development of inter-
ventions to promote healthy and sustainable behav-
ior in organizational contexts. Intervention Mapping
consists of six steps: Needs assessment, program ob-
jectives, methods and applications, program develop-
ment, planning for program implementation, and plan-
ning for program evaluation. The socioecological ap-
proach, which is consonant with and encompassed by
systems thinking, is one of the basic perspectives in
Intervention Mapping. In the social ecological model,
health and sustainability are viewed as a function of
individuals and the environments in which they live,
including organizations. In Intervention Mapping, we
have adopted the approach of looking at agents, in-
dividuals or groups, such as boards or committees in
positions to exercise control over aspects of the environ-
ment at each systems level. For example, at the organi-
zational level, human resources managers would be rel-
evant agents. Intervention Mapping describes, among
others, the theoretical methods that external organiza-
tions (e.g., NGO s) apply to influence the organization-
level agents decision making, as well as the methods
that managers may apply to influence workers behav-
iors. Examples from the health promotion and energy
conservation field are provided to illustrate the activ-
ities associated with these steps. It is concluded that
applying IM to environmental sustainability programs
may help the development and evaluation of behav-
ioral and organizational change interventions, and thus
develop a domain specific knowledge-base for effective
intervention design.

A systems approach to promoting pro-
environmental work behaviors

Davis, M. C., Leeds University Business School, Leeds,
UK ; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors, Soesterberg,
The Netherlands

Abstract: Encouraging individuals to engage in en-
vironmentally sustainable behaviors is attracting an
ever-increasing level of media, public, policy and re-
search interest. Despite this however, a comprehensive
literature review undertaken by the author in relation
to pro-environmental behavior in the work place and
behavioral change interventions in the domestic set-
ting, has demonstrated a distinct lack of work exam-
ining how organizations can increase employee partic-
ipation in pro-environmental behaviors. It is argued
that encouraging pro-environmental work behavior can
be considered akin to organizational change in general
and that individuals often play a major role in the im-
plementation of successful change programs.This pre-
sentation discusses how theory and practice in relation

to engaging workers in pro-environmental work behav-
iors may be extended. In particular, it outlines the
need for organizational scholars to address individual
behavioral change to help achieve long-term gains in
organizational environmental sustainability. The pre-
sentation highlights the potential to learn from envi-
ronmental psychologists in the design of effective in-
terventions aimed at increasing participation in pro-
environmental behavior in the workplace. Similarities
are drawn between promoting pro-environmental be-
havioral change within organizational contexts and or-
ganizational change, in particular the adoption of new
IT systems. It concludes by suggesting that in order
to avoid the pitfalls learned from the organizational
change literature, integrated interventions and the joint
design of interventions, guided by socio-technical sys-
tems principles, are required to bring about sustained
behavioral change.This presentation seeks to provide
practical guidance to practitioners. In particular it will
address efficacious behavioral techniques that may be
employed to promote pro-environmental work behav-
iors. The presentation will discuss the design of in-
terventions that integrate multiple behavioral change
techniques, in addition to suggesting the need an ap-
preciation of the wider context to implement these suc-
cessfully.

Energy-related behaviors in office build-
ings: an interorganizational comparison of an
individual-level model

Lo, S.H., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands; Breukelen, G. van, Maastricht Uni-
versity, Maastricht, The Netherlands; Peters, G.-
J., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The Nether-
lands; Kok, G., Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands; Ven, J. van de, Tno Human Factors,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Abstract: An interorganizational comparison of an
individual-level model of energy-related behaviors in
office buildings is presented. Based on cross-sectional
survey data from office workers of four organizations
(two companies, one University, and one NGO) in
two Dutch provinces, multigroup structural equation
model analyses were conducted to test for interorgani-
zational differences and similarities in the individual-
level model. The results indicate that intention was
the strongest direct predictor of printing behaviors,
whereas habit was the strongest predictor of switching
monitors and lights off. Of the social-cognitive individ-
ual determinants, attitude is overall the strongest pre-
dictor of intentions. A few background variables also
had effects on behavior that were not (fully) mediated
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by individual determinants. Organizational-level dif-
ferences were mainly found in the strength with which
most energy-related beliefs were held (i.e. assumption
of equal intercepts), and to a lesser extent, in the re-
liability and relevance of beliefs as indicators of cor-
responding individual determinants (i.e. assumption
of equal loadings). Finally, the magnitude of relation-
ships between habit, intention, and behavior also dif-
fered across organizations.

Presentations: Labor Market Issues -
Career Development & Unemployment

Main topic area: Labor Market Issues

Location: 0.5 Paris (12:00-13:15)

Chair: Stalder, B., Institute of Work and Organiza-
tional Psychology, Neuchâtel, Switzerland

Development of a theory of career bound-
aries

Rodrigues, R., King’s College London, London, UK ;
Guest, D.E., King’s College London, London, UK

Abstract: We address recent calls for interdisciplinary
careers research (Arthur, 2008) and propose a bound-
ary theory approach to careers that aims to advance the
field in three ways. First, boundary theory highlights
the importance of giving primacy to the study of career
boundaries. Even though the notion of boundary is em-
bedded in the careers literature (e.g., the focus on orga-
nizational boundaries in the traditional career frame-
work) research is yet to discuss how the perceived na-
ture of boundaries shapes people’s career trajectories.
Second, boundary theory posits that social domains are
shaped by multiple boundaries and offers a framework
to explore the key domains that impose structure on
people’s careers. In the careers literature this view is
reflected, for instance, in the work of King et al. (2005)
who have explored the boundaries mediating IT inde-
pendent contractors’ access to work opportunities. Our
paper discusses different types of boundaries (physical,
social, psychological) and seeks to identify the range of
salient boundaries that are likely to be systematically
acknowledged by most individuals as relevant shapers.
Third, boundary theory considers that boundaries are
ubiquitous. When some boundaries are removed or be-
come more permeable, other boundaries can take their
place or become stronger. We address this proposition
by considering the nature of boundaries under the core
dimensions of strength, durability and salience. The

changing nature of contemporary careers should there-
fore be viewed as a rearrangement of boundaries in-
stead of a diminishing importance or a disappearance
of boundaries. Finally, we explore the breadth and
the nature of career boundaries qualitatively among a
sample of professional pharmacists in the UK. Our find-
ings suggest that people identify a range of salient ca-
reer boundaries (organization, occupation, geography,
employment contract, and family) and that the per-
ception of boundary characteristics (strength, salience)
influences people’s career trajectories. Our paper con-
tributes to go beyond the primacy given to organiza-
tional boundaries by both organizational and bound-
aryless career research and argues that careers should
be viewed as located on a continuum of perceived per-
meability across a number of multiple and coexisting
career boundaries.

Turnover and return – a qualitative, longitu-
dinal study of clinical health professionals’
employment choice decisions

Loan-Clarke, J., Loughborough University, Loughbor-
ough, UK ; Arnold, J.M., Loughborough University,
Loughborough, UK ; Coombs, C., Loughborough Uni-
versity, Loughborough, UK ; Bosley, S., Loughborough
University, Loughborough, UK ; Hartley, R., Loughbor-
ough University, Loughborough, UK

Abstract: Introduction This paper reports a longitudi-
nal study of turnover and return amongst Allied Health
Professionals (AHPs) in England’s National Health
Service (NHS). The study also gathers data on AHPs
working in England’s private healthcare sector. Cam-
pion (1991) has highlighted that employee-stated rea-
sons for leaving are rarely identified, and if they are, a
single reason is sought. Research on individuals return-
ing to the same organization is very limited. Tracking
individuals over time in order to understand the multi-
faceted nature of their employment choice decisions is
not common. Leavers were defined as those who left
the NHS for other employment contexts. Returners
were defined as those who chose to return to NHS em-
ployment from other employment contexts. Method A
questionnaire was circulated at Time 1 and a 40.4% re-
sponse rate was achieved. This sample comprised 735
NHS leavers and 375 NHS returners. At Time 2, con-
senting first wave respondents received a questionnaire
and a 54% response rate was achieved. This sample
comprised 45 NHS leavers and 20 NHS returners. Open
response questions on the questionnaire identified re-
spondents’ key reasons for leaving or returning to the
NHS. A detailed coding frame (over 600 codes) and
good interater-reliability (78%) allowed identification
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of key reasons for staying, leaving and returning. In or-
der to report in-depth longitudinal qualitative data, the
paper will focus only on those who moved employment
over the timescale of the study i.e. Time 2 Leavers
and Returners . Results Findings identify that em-
ployment choice decisions do not reflect single reasons
for leaving or returning, but are multi-faceted, often
involving work and non-work domain influences. Sec-
toral changes e.g. restructuring and downsizing had
more impact at the second stage of the study, as did
labour market conditions e.g. lack of alternative job
opportunities. Findings are analysed with particular
reference to Steel et. al.’s (2002) contention that asym-
metries may exist in the reasons underpinning staying
and leaving decisions. We extend this thinking to the
unusual category of those returning to an organization.
Findings identify influential factors in turnover and re-
turn that could help influence retention policy.

Career development in adolescence: an event
history approach to occupational and inter-
organizational change, downgrading and
dropout

Stalder, B., Institute of Work and Organizational Psy-
chology, Neuchâtel, Switzerland

Abstract: Changing jobs and employers helps match-
ing personal interests and skills with available jobs and
leads to higher job satisfaction and stability. On the
other hand, such career transitions might be risky, as
not all made voluntarily and in optimal circumstances.
This paper looks at career transitions in adolescence
in the specific setting of apprenticeships, which com-
bine work and training in companies with education
at vocational schools. Apprentices, who do not want
to or are unable to stay in their apprenticeship, could
aim to change the employer or the occupation. Most
of them, however, drop out without concrete career
plans, and risk to remain without any vocational qual-
ifications. Aiming to better understand the antecedent
conditions of such critical transitions, variables from
two theoretical strands are combined: school dropout
research, which stresses student background, academic
performance and disengagement (Rumberger & Lar-
son, 1998) and turnover research, which emphasized
occupational and organizational commitment, and quit
intentions (e.g. Chang, Chi, & Miao, 2007). Using
longitudinal data from 2513 apprentices, four distinct
career transitions are analyzed: occupational change,
inter-organizational change, downgrading and dropout.
Competing risk modeling was employed to study time
dependent transition rates and effects of covariates on

the four transitions. Socio-demographic variables, cog-
nitive ability, and prior educational attainment were
included as time-constant variables. Work conditions,
school performance, organizational and occupational
commitment and quit intentions were included as time-
varying variables. Results showed that time-dependent
transition rates as well as covariate effects vary con-
siderably between the four events. Dropout from ap-
prenticeship was predicted by unfavourable social back-
ground, insufficient school achievement, conflicts at the
workplace and higher quit intentions. Downgrading
could be predicted by low cognitive ability and school
achievement, and inter-organizational change was pre-
dicted by conflicts at the workplace and low organi-
zational commitment. The pattern of occupational
change was less clear. Results confirm that combin-
ing school dropout and job turnover approaches helps
to better understand career development during ap-
prenticeships. The findings have also practical impli-
cations as they strongly suggest considering both the
school and the work place in the development of spe-
cific dropout prevention programs.

Explaining the readiness to relocate for job-
motivated reasons: The neglected impact of
personality dispositions and social orienta-
tions

Otto, K., University of Leipzig / Institute of Psychol-
ogy, Leipzig, Germany ; Dalbert, C., Martin Luther
University of Halle-Wittenberg, Halle, Germany

Abstract: Because of structural changes in the labor
market caused by an ongoing globalization a lot of peo-
ple feel compelled to relocate for making progress in ca-
reer or for getting reemployed. While there is a lot of
research evidencing the mostly positive impact of relo-
cation mobility on career success, research regarding its
possible antecedents is sparse. We, therefore, aimed at
exploring central predictors of the readiness to relocate
across different steps in working life. In three cross-
sectional studies and one longitudinal study overall 380
German employees, unemployed individuals and ap-
prentices were investigated. Besides relocation mobil-
ity readiness and various socio-demographic variables
the personality dispositions (uncertainty tolerance, ’big
Five’ personality traits) and social orientations (collec-
tivism, social norms, i.e. the perceived attitude of the
social environment towards relocation mobility) of the
participants were captured by questionnaires. Con-
sistent with our hypotheses, we found that high lev-
els of collectivism and agreeableness made employees
less willing to relocate, whereas uncertainty tolerance,
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openness to experiences and social norms were pos-
itively associated with relocation mobility readiness.
Most of the findings were replicated among samples
of unemployed individuals and apprentices. Moreover,
a longitudinal study showed positive social norms to
be a resource enhancing the readiness to relocate over
time, and revealed that collectivism diminished mobil-
ity readiness among the employees only. As evidenced
social orientations as well as personality dispositions
played the key role in predicting relocation mobility
readiness across career. These findings are discussed
against the background that socio-demographic vari-
ables which were primarily investigated in earlier stud-
ies could only reveal a small influence. On a prac-
tical level possible ways to foster relocation mobility
readiness of members of the labor force are discussed.
For example, HRM should invest in efforts to gain the
support of partners and the wider family by providing
company-sponsored family activities, longer vacation
periods or sabbaticals which the mobile employees can
spend with their family and friends etc.

A loss may turn out to be a gain: Building
external social capital via ex-employees

Zhou, Q., ISCTE Business School, ISCTE-Instituto
Universitário de Lisboa, Lisbon, Portugal ; Santee-
Eekhuis, J., EMC Leren In Bedrijf, Groenekan, The
Netherlands

Abstract: Considering the increasing impact that hu-
man assets have on the competitive advantages and
success of the organization, it is natural that companies
are more concerned than ever about losing their peo-
ple, particularly for those in the knowledge-intensive
industry, where organizational performance is largely
reliant on intellectual capabilities of their employees.
Consistent with its practical relevance, there is a large
body of research examining the phenomenon of em-
ployee turnover and its impact on organizational out-
comes. Extant literature on employee turnover, how-
ever, has typically focused on its negative implications
for organizations. We propose that employee turnover
may become an opportunity for organizations to ac-
crue their external social capital. Drawing on a so-
cial capital perspective, this research aims to examine
how people relate to their former employers after the
employment relationship ends and whether this rela-
tionship will influence organizational outcomes. We
reported two studies in this paper. In Study 1, we in-
terviewed 19 consultants, each of whom has left at least
one organization in the last six years. According to the
qualitative data, the ways that ex-employees related to

their former employers featured four dimensions: post-
exit positive affects, post-exit negative affects, instru-
mental attachment and beneficial behaviours towards
former employer. In Study 2, drawing on the attitude-
behaviour model, we tested the relationships between
the four dimensions derived from Study 1. Specifically,
based on a sample of 152 consultants of five Dutch con-
sultancy organizations, we examined whether the na-
ture of post-exit relationship related to ex-employees’
intention to benefit and actual beneficial behaviour to-
ward their former employer. After controlling for a va-
riety of variables, we found that: (1) post-exit positive
affects positively related to both intention to benefit
and beneficial behaviour; (2) instrumental attachment
positively related to beneficial behaviour; and (3) post-
exit negative affects negatively related to intention to
benefit but not to beneficial behaviour. This study
contributes to the literature by shedding light on the
understudied topic of external social capital and exam-
ining ex-employees as a source of external social capital
for organizations. It also highlights that organizations
should extend their social network beyond the organi-
zational boundary via their ex-employees.

Presentations: Career Development

Main topic area: Human Resource Management

Location: 0.6 Madrid (12:00-13:15)

Chair: Eckert, R.H., Center for Creative Leadership,
Bruxelles, Belgium

The joint effect of career identity and
self construal on career development across
Dutch and Chinese teachers

Yang, H., University of Twente, Enschede, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: The question of why employees follow dif-
ferent paths for career development is central to ca-
reer research, but is under studied yet. By taking
a psychological perspective in this study we highlight
the function of employees’ career identity and self con-
strual for career development. Further, we contrast the
joint impact of career identity and self construal across
Chinese and Dutch employees. Derived from Schien’s
work (1974) we first distinguished two types of career
development-internal versus external careers, and then
argue that career identity (in terms of work central-
ity versus desire for upward mobility), self construal
(in terms of independent versus interdependent), and
national culture (Chinese versus Dutch) would jointly
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play a role in shaping employees’ choice for internal or
external career development. A questionnaire survey
study was performed. In the Netherlands, the sample
consisted of 71 teachers and 10 supervisors from five
middle schools. In China, the sample consisted of 95
teachers and 14 supervisors from four middle schools.
Teachers filled in the scales measuring their career iden-
tity and self construal. Supervisors rated career devel-
opment of their subordinate teachers on internal and
external careers. In line with our assumptions the re-
sults showed that work centrality had a positive effect
on employees’ internal career development and this re-
lationship was further strengthen by employees’ inde-
pendent self-construal. The desire for upward mobility
had a positive effect on employees’ external career de-
velopment and this relationship was further strength-
ened by employees’ interdependent self-construal. In
addition, the results also revealed that the moderat-
ing effect of independent self construal was valid only
for Dutch but not for Chinese teachers. In contrast,
the moderating effect of interdependent self construal
held true only for Chinese but not for Dutch teachers.
Our findings have several practical implications for ca-
reer guidance. First career advisors need to take indi-
viduals’ career identity and self construal into account
when offering suggestions for career development. Sec-
ond career advisors should also be aware of the fact
that functions of career identity and self construal for
career development is subject to national culture.

Ethnic diversity, social networking, and ca-
reer success: A theoretical exploration

Ossenkop, C., VU University Amsterdam, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands; Vinkenburg, C.J., VU University
Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Jansen,
P.G.W., VU University Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands; Ghorashi, H., VU University Amsterdam,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: In this conceptual paper we explore the re-
lationships between ethnic diversity, social network-
ing and career success over time. We build on well-
established research traditions concerning the relation-
ship between social networking and career success, and
differences in the work-related social capital of ethnic
and racial minorities. This papers is a starting point
for using social network analysis as a method to help
understand differences in career outcomes of members
of different ethnic groups in similar organizational set-
tings. Social networking is defined as a combination
of social capital and networking behavior. Individ-
ual career success is conceptualized as both objective
and subjective career success. Ethnic diversity denotes

the way groups of people differ from each other based
on a shared history and/or cultural background. On
the one hand, ethnic group membership is expected
to have a direct effect on social networking, leading
to differences in social capital and networking behav-
ior between members of different ethnic groups. On
the other hand, it is expected to have an indirect ef-
fect on the relationship between social networking and
career success, leading to different career benefits of so-
cial networking for members of different ethnic groups.
Starting from these unidirectional relationships, we re-
fer to homophily, reciprocity, status construction, role
congruity, and tournament models as the main theoret-
ical foundations for proposing a reciprocal relationship
between social networking and career success over time.
Based on the assumption that this reciprocal relation-
ship between social networking and career success over
time creates an upward spiral, we propose that eth-
nic majority group members do not only advance to a
higher level of career success compared to ethnic mi-
nority group members, but that they also advance ex-
ponentially faster compared to ethnic minority group
members. We offer new insights into the complex rela-
tionship between social networking and career success
in light of ethnic diversity, and we provide inspiration
for future empirical research as well as levers for pro-
moting diversity in organizations. (316 words)

Proactivity fits job performance and career
satisfaction

Sylva, H., Universiteit van Amsterdam, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands; Mol, S.T., Universiteit Van Amster-
dam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Den Hartog, D.N.,
Universiteit van Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Nether-
lands

Abstract: In order to thrive in contemporary career set-
tings employees are expected to take a proactive stance
towards managing their careers. While previous stud-
ies identified relationships between proactive behaviors
and career success, the current study expands upon
this work by exploring the proposed mediating mech-
anism of an individual’s compatibility with the work
environment. It is suggested that individuals who en-
gage in proactive career behaviors forge a better match
between themselves and their work environment which
results in higher levels of job performance and career
satisfaction. Based on dyadic supervisor-employee data
(N=166) fit was modeled as a mediator of the relation-
ship between career initiative and the outcome vari-
ables job performance and career satisfaction. Results
of SEM analyses showed that the relationship between
career initiative and career satisfaction was partially
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mediated by needs-supplies fit (i.e. the compatibility
of an employee’s needs, desires, or preferences with the
work environment), whereas the relationship between
career initiative and job performance was partially me-
diated by demands-abilities fit (i.e. the compatibility
of an employee’s knowledge, skills, and abilities with
the requirements of the job). These findings suggest
that person environment fit (PE fit) is a worthwhile
avenue for future research to investigate how proactive
behaviors result in the attainment of beneficial out-
comes both for the individual and the organization.
Moreover the current study attempts to contribute to
the PE fit literature by simultaneously exploring dif-
ferential outcomes of demands-abilities fit and needs-
supplies fit in a unified model. From a practical per-
spective, the current findings imply that organizations
may benefit from providing space and opportunity to
employees to take a proactive role in managing their
careers. Giving leeway to these proactive behaviors
can foster the development of a good match between
the employee’s abilities and job requirements, as well
as the fulfillment of the employee’s values and needs.

Career facilitators of male and female man-
agers in five European countries

Eckert, R.H., Center for Creative Leadership, Brux-
elles, Belgium; Lyness, S., Baruch College, Cuny,
NY, USA; Ruderman, M.N., Center for Creative Lead-
ership, Greensboro, USA; Gentry, W.A., Center for
Creative Leadership, Greensboro, USA; Sywulak, L.,
Baruch College, Cuny, New York, USA

Abstract: Recent theoretical views that careers can
be ’boundaryless,’ in that they transcend organiza-
tional and other types of boundaries (e.g., Arthur &
Rousseau, 1996) and ’protean,’ in that careers can
be self-directed and based on the individual’s values
(e.g., Briscoe & Hall, 2006). In this environment,
informal means of development become more impor-
tant as career facilitators. Yet what informal means
are actually resulting in development? Various stud-
ies have examined the variables that could work as
career facilitators and barriers in the careers of men
and women managers,classfiying them at the individ-
ual, interpersonal, and organizational level (Herzfeldt
et al., 2008; Ragins & Sundstrom, 1989; Tharenou,
1999; Metz, 2003). Studies comparing career paths of
male and female managers generally find that women
face more career barriers and experience different types
of career facilitators than men (See Lyness & Terrazas,
2006 for a review). However, much of the prior re-
search lacked a cross-cultural focus, focusing primarily

on career experiences in the US. As culture is acknowl-
edged as a major influence on gender equality (Hofst-
ede 2004; House, Hanges, Javidan, Dofrman & Gupta
2004), it would be important to examine whether this
influence is also mirrored in the types of career facil-
itators that female and male managers experience in
different European countries. . Our qualitative re-
search study addresses this question. Specifically we
conducted semi-structured interviews with 53 men and
45 women managers in the Netherlands (n=16), Nor-
way (n=21), Russia (n=21), Turkey (n=20) and Spain
(n=20). All interviewees were experienced managers
in large multinational firms, originated from the coun-
try in which they were interviewed, and spoke fluent
English. To identify career facilitators in the data, we
combined the grounded theory approach of Glaser and
Strauss (1967) with the coding techniques of Boyatzis
(1998). The analysis identifies differences and simi-
larities in career facilitators experienced by men and
women managers, with a particular focus on proactive,
career self-management practices associated with pro-
tean careers. These findings are explored in light of
country differences in gender equality and employment
laws. The presentation concludes with implications of
the research for the development of managers.

Symposium: Values in for-profit and
non-profit work contexts: cross-national
results

Main topic area: Organizational Behavior

Location: 0.7 Lisbon (12:00-13:15)

Chairs: Scheel, T.E., University of Leipzig, Leipzig,
Germany ; Rigotti, T., University of Leipzig, Leipzig,
Germany

Abstract: In the aftermath of financial and economic
crises, and in prelude to the next ones, periodically the
call for recurrence to social core values arises. Our
symposium provides evidence of several ways values
contribute to Decent work and – especially – Beyond.
Study samples are derived from five European coun-
tries, and notably mirror the conference theme by its
range of contexts, including the non-profit and volun-
teering sector. Noone would dare to disagree with
the claim that “labor participation needs to be in-
creased to sustain prosperity” – though the question
arises, whether this is the only possible way. Mean-
while, our research will account for nonpaid work as a
substantial factor in national economies and also show
where values can lay ground for sustaining prosper-
ity within marketing and different nations.Extending
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self-congruity research, higher congruence between per-
sonal values and perceived brand values results in a
positive attitude towards the brand in a German sam-
ple (Soucek et al.). Cross-national comparison revealed
different patterns of the association of personality and
values to psychological capital, with psychological capi-
tal being highest in Portugal, intermediate in Bulgaria,
and lowest in Finland (Gomes & Brandt). Ideologi-
cal or value-oriented obligations are especially relevant,
though not exclusively, within volunteer context. In a
two-wave study with Belgian volunteers, work effort
is highest when both promised and delivered ideolog-
ical inducements are maximized (Vantilborgh et al.).
Transparency as an antecedent of psychological con-
tracts is negatively related to transactional, and pos-
itively related to relational and value-oriented recip-
rocal obligations as perceived of German volunteers
(Scheel).Our symposium highlights the practical rel-
evance of values (being) at work in contexts as diverse
as marketing, different cultures, and the nonprofit sec-
tor. Organizations acting according to their core val-
ues and explicitly appreciating personal values of em-
ployees contributes to the idea of “renewing organi-
zations”, because values influence, e.g., consumer at-
titudes, employee psychological capital and volunteer
well-being.

Shared values: The influence of self-brand
congruence on brand attitude

Soucek, R., Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Erlan-
gen, Nürnberg, Germany ; Filo, R., Universität
Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany ; Schmidt, A., Univer-
sität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany

Abstract: The concept of self-congruity has received
much attention due to its influence on consumers’ atti-
tudes and purchase decisions. Self-congruity describes
the fit between consumers’ self-image and the per-
ceived brand image (e.g., Sirgy, 1986). The current
study applies self-congruity theory to the domain of
personal values (e.g., Schwartz, 1992). Thus, we as-
sume that the congruence between one’s personal val-
ues and perceived brand values has an influence on the
attitude towards the brand. In particular, we are inter-
ested in the means by which customers’ attitudes are
shaped by value congruence, and therefore, adopted
the distinction between symbolic and utilitarian prod-
uct meanings (e.g., Allen, 2001).In order to address
these questions, we conducted a web-based study (N
= 330). The participants’ personal values were as-
sessed with the Portraits Value Questionnaire (PVQ).
Furthermore, participants were asked to evaluate two

sport goods brands with regard to different value di-
mensions as well as their attitude towards the par-
ticular brand. The two brands were experimentally
randomized. Finally, we assessed symbolic and util-
itarian product meanings.The results reveal an effect
of value congruence on brand attitude. In particular,
a higher congruence between personal values and per-
ceived brand values results in a positive attitude to-
wards the brand. A more specific analysis reveals that
the influence of value congruence is mediated by sym-
bolic product meanings rather than by utilitarian prod-
uct meanings. Thus, value congruence exerts an influ-
ence on brand attitudes by means of symbolic prod-
uct meanings and hence serves the consumers’ need to
express and maintain their personal value beliefs.The
findings of this study suggest some practical implica-
tions for relationship marketing. First, brand managers
should identify relevant value dimensions of their tar-
get consumers and should ensure a clear communica-
tion of the corresponding brand values, e.g., by means
of a mission statement or marketing campaigns. Sec-
ond, our results point out that communication of brand
values should especially accentuate symbolic product
meanings.

The interplay between psychological capital,
personality, and values: A comparison be-
tween three European countries

Gomes, J.F.S., ISEG – Technical University of Lis-
bon, Lisbon, Portugal ; Brandt, T., University of Vaasa,
Finland

Abstract: This research presents the findings from a
study involving three cultures from the Eastern, North-
ern and Southern regions of Europe, each represented
by one country: Bulgaria, Finland and Portugal. The
theoretical background (e.g. Oakland, Pretorius &
Hun Lee, 2008, Routamaa, Nalikka & Hautala, 2008)
suggests that differences may exist across nations as
far as personality and values are concerned. Further-
more, following other literature (Luthans & Youssef,
2004; Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000), we propose
that psychological capital may be defined as an inner-
state which is the result of both individual factors (i.e.
personality in the current study), and social factors
(i.e. values, in the current research). Combining these
literatures, the current research explores differences
and similarities between three cultures/nations, with
regards to values, personality and psychological capi-
tal. 231 people completed a questionnaire in which the
main variables were assessed through well-known in-
struments (e.g. MBTI, for personality, Psycap, for psy-
chological capital). Results show that countries differ
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in several sub-dimensions considered within the main
variables, with Bulgaria and Finland revealing a closer
pattern as far as basic values systems are concerned.
The Portuguese sample scored higher in psychological
capital, with Finland indicating the lowest scores of the
three countries. Differences were also detected in the
regression and path models, when psychological capital
is a dependent variable in a model with values and per-
sonality as independent variables.The paper ends with
a discussion of the main implications for theory and
management of distinct workforces.

How breach and fulfillment of perceived ide-
ological obligations influences volunteers’
work effort: An empirical examination

Vantilborgh, T., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels,
Belgium; Bidee, J., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussel,
Belgium; Pepermans, R., Vrije Universiteit Brussel,
Brussel, Belgium; Willems, J., Micro-Economics for
Profit and Non Profit Sector, Vrije Universiteit Brus-
sel, Belgium; Huybrechts, G., Micro-Economics for
Profit and Non Profit Sector, Vrije Universiteit Brus-
sel, Belgium; Jegers, M., Micro-Economics for Profit
and Non Profit Sector, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Bel-
gium

Abstract: We investigate the effects of ideological psy-
chological contract breach and fulfillment (Thompson
& Bunderson, 2003) on volunteers’ work effort. We use
polynomial regression and response surface analysis to
look into these effects (Edwards & Parry, 1993), but
estimate parameters in a structural equation model, al-
lowing us to take measurement error into account (Ed-
wards, 2007). A two-wave survey yielded data from 299
Belgian volunteers. In case of fulfillment, our findings
indicate that volunteers’ work effort is highest when
both promised and delivered ideological inducements
are maximized. However, the curvilinear U-shaped re-
lationship apparent in our data suggests that, for vol-
unteers, work effort tends to be higher when no ideolog-
ical inducements are promised and delivered compared
to when average ideological inducements are promised
and delivered. In case of breach, work effort is lowest
for under-fulfillment and rises for over-fulfillment. Our
study demonstrates that NPO managers should deter
from making promises relating to the values or mission
of the organization if these cannot be kept.

Transparency as antecedent of (value-
oriented) psychological contracts of volun-
teers

Scheel, T.E., University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Ger-
many

Abstract: Despite the manifest evidence of a variety of
important consequences of psychological contract (PC)
breach for employees as well as employers (e.g., meta-
analysis by Zhao et al., 2007), little is still known about
antecedents of psychological contracts. Also, research
is not yet reflective of the important role of volun-
teer work within the national economy. PC depend
on shared understanding, which is mainly constructed
by reciprocal information, thus communication as the
interaction of organization and individual is crucial
(Liao-Troth, 2005). As the religious context is one
main area for volunteering, transparency (i.e., informa-
tion and communication) in German protestant parishs
and its association to the transactional, relational and
value-oriented PC of 171 volunteers was examined by
multilevel analyses. Communication methods, as rated
by 28 priests representing organizational agents, in-
cluded job, recruitment and top-down communication
(Guest & Conway, 2002). As expected, information is
negatively related to transactional, and positively re-
lated to relational and value-oriented, organiziational
as well as volunteer obligations. Amount and effectiv-
ity of communication methods are positively related
only to value-oriented and relational volunteer obliga-
tions. Information on the job and at beginning were
found to have unique patterns of relationships with,
e.g., value-oriented obligations, with information on
the job as rated by volunteers was positively, and as
rated by the priests was negatively associated with
value-oriented volunteer obligations. Information at
beginning showed the reverse picture. As transparency
is a means to beneficially shape PC, organizations and
their agents should focus on distribution of distinct
types of information and communication methods, be
it for-profit or non-profit sector. Thus, volunteer or
paid employees acquire a realistic picture of the orga-
nizations obligations, and can adequately adjust their
own, in order to avoid breach perceptions.

Presentations: Absenteeism and Employee
Health

Main topic area: Health and Interventions

Location: 0.8 Rome (12:00-13:15)

Chair: Johns, G., Concordia University, Montreal,
Canada
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Presenteeism: A Short History and a Caution-
ary Tale

Johns, G., Concordia University, Montreal, Canada

Abstract: Presenteeism refers to attending work while
ill and to the productivity decrement that can result
from this act. Although the subject is of considerable
interest in the occupational health disciplines, it has
only recently attracted the attention of work psycholo-
gists. The practical relevance of understanding the dy-
namics of presenteeism is immense. For many people,
going to work despite asthma, allergies, migraine, de-
pression, or musculoskeletal problems is commonplace.
In addition, the possibility of workplace contagion ex-
ists. Although research suggests that aggregate pro-
ductivity loss due to presenteeism is much higher than
that due to absenteeism, this research base can best
be described as rudimentary. This paper traces the
evolution of the preseneeism concept and locates it in
the context of the literature on work withdrawal (es-
pecially absenteeism) and full work engagement. Vari-
ous definitions of the concept are reviewed, evaluated,
and contextualized. The forces that led to the con-
vergence of presenteeism in the domain of health are
discussed. These include the expansion of the crite-
ria for the evaluation of health interventions to include
economic factors, the inclusion of health probes in la-
bor force surveys, and the wave of corporate restruc-
turings, downsizing, mergers, acquisitions, layoffs, and
impermanent employment that threatened job security.
Several problems with contemporary presenteeism re-
search are discussed. First, it is argued that conflation
of the act of presenteeism with attendant productivity
loss, typical of most research in occupational health, is
scientifically unsound. Next, it is argued that a lim-
ited, one-dimensional conception of job performance
underpins contemporary presenteeism research. Third,
equivocal evidence for the construct validity of many
work loss measures is reviewed. Fourth, the potential
for common method variance in presenteesim studies is
illustrated. It is shown that several factors that are as-
sociated with this problem are typical in presenteeism
studies. Finally, it is argued that a lack of theory de-
velopment is a major factor limiting progress in under-
standing presenteeism. A modest agenda for progress
in presenteeism research is presented.

The role of self-efficacy and job satisfaction
on absences from work

Borgogni, L., Sapienza University of Rome, Rome,
Italy ; Dello Russo, S., Universita ’Sapienza’ di Roma,
Rome, Italy ; Miraglia, M., Universita ’Sapienza’

di Roma, Rome, Italy ; Vecchione, M., Universita
’Sapienza’ di Roma, Rome, Italy

Abstract: Background: Although health is an impor-
tant determinant of sickness absence, social relation-
ships at the workplace may also affect absence lev-
els. This study examined the extent to which pupils’
self-assessed satisfaction with school was predictive of
teachers’ sick leaves in Finnish lower secondary schools.
In an international comparison, although the Finnish
school system has been a success in academic compar-
isons, Finnish 15-year-olds were amongst those who
most disliked school. Methods: School satisfaction
was measured by a survey of 17 033 pupils aged 14
to 16 (the School Health Promotion Study) and ag-
gregated to school-level (n=90 schools). These school-
level data were then linked to sickness absence records
for 2364 teachers in the survey year and the following
year. For sickness absence longer than nine days, diag-
noses were obtained from national health registers. Re-
sults: Multilevel Poisson and logistic regression mod-
els adjusted for relevant baseline covariates showed a
rate ratio of 1.2 (95% confidence interval 1.0-1.5) for
long-term (>3 days) sickness absence among teachers
working in schools with average and most dissatisfied
pupils when compared with teachers of the most satis-
fied pupils. Diagnosis-specific analysis suggested a par-
ticularly strong association with psychiatric sickness
absence among teachers (OR 1.9, 95% CI: 1.1-3.2), and
more specifically, neurotic and stress-related disorders
(OR 2.6, 95% CI: 1.2-5.9). Pupils’ school satisfaction
was not associated with teachers’ self-certified sickness
absence episodes (1-3 days). Conclusions: These data
suggest a link between social relationships at school,
as expressed by pupils’ school satisfaction, and teach-
ers’ health, especially with regard to long-term sick-
ness absence due to mental health problems. Relevance
to practice: The findings imply that attention should
be paid in policies improving pupils’ school satisfac-
tion because they probably would not only benefit the
pupils but would also improve teachers’ health. Mental
health problems among teachers may lead to a vicious
circle at school, in turn affecting pupils’ satisfaction,
academic achievement and health.

Work-related sense of coherence (Work-
SoC) as a moderator concerning the relation-
ship of job demands/resources and self-rated
health

Fuellemann, D., Swiss Federal Institute of Technol-
ogy Zürich (ETH), Zürich, Switzerland ; Brauchli, R.,
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich (ETH),
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Zürich, Switzerland ; Jenny, G.J., Swiss Federal Insti-
tute of Technology Zürich (ETH), Zürich, Switzerland ;
Müller, F., Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich
(ETH), Zürich, Switzerland ; Inauen, A., Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology Zürich (ETH), Zürich, Switzer-
land ; Bauer, G.F., Swiss Federal Institute of Technol-
ogy Zürich (ETH), Zürich, Switzerland

Abstract: Background Sense of coherence (SoC) was
originally introduced as a global, non-specific life ori-
entation that mediates between health resources and
coping with stress, capturing an individual’s percep-
tion of his/her life being comprehensible, manageable
and meaningful. In the context of organizational inter-
vention research, Bauer and Jenny (2007) transferred
the global SoC to the setting of work: They specify
work-related SoC (Work-SoC) as an individual percep-
tion of the comprehensibility, manageability and mean-
ingfulness of someone’s working situation, which varies
in an individual’s lifetime, e.g. due to changes in the
working environment or job qualification. Objectives
Since Work-SoC is conceived as a transactional con-
cept, firstly, we want to examine whether Work-SoC is
determined, as assumed, by past work experiences and
skills as well as the characteristics of the present work-
ing situation (job demands/resources). Yet, the main
aim of the study is to test the hypothesized moderat-
ing effect of Work-SoC on the relationship between job
demands/resources and health outcomes, i.e. whether
Work-SoC can buffer the negative effects of job de-
mands on health and, moreover, whether it can foster
the beneficial effects of job resources on health. Meth-
ods A 2-year longitudinal stress management interven-
tion study (SWiNG) conducted within 8 medium- and
large-scale companies in Switzerland provides the ba-
sis for the statistical analyses. In 2008, 3’414 (68.6%)
employees completed a baseline questionnaire, cover-
ing a variety of work- and health-related topics with
validated instruments including a 9-item measure of
Work-SoC. The baseline survey was followed by two in-
dividually linked follow-up surveys in 2009 (N= 3’085;
60.5%) and in 2010 (currently ongoing). Results By the
end of 2010, the 24-month follow-up data will be avail-
able and analyzed by regression analyses and structural
equation modelling. In addition to the examination
of the above-mentioned hypotheses, the longitudinal
database will also permit analysis of the variability of
the Work-SoC over time. Practical Relevance Work-
SoC is an innovative concept. We suggest Work-SoC
as a promising indicator in assessing the salutogenic
quality of the working situation of employees. Work-
SoC can be used as a practical screening instrument to
detect needs for further investigation and interventions
in the applied field of organizational health develop-

ment.

Job status and health. Assessing Jahoda’s la-
tent benefits of employment in two working
populations.

Batinic, B., University of Linz, Linz, Austria; Selenko,
E., University of Linz, Linz, Austria; Stiglbauer, B.,
University of Linz, Linz, Austria; Paul, K.I., Univer-
sity of Erlangen-Nürnberg, Nuremberg, Germany

Abstract: It is known that employment is important
for psychological health. The present paper claims
that the reasons why employed persons report better
well-being than unemployed persons might also explain
why those in some occupations report better well-being
than others. Jahoda’s latent deprivation theory (1982)
was that employment provides a number of latent ben-
eficial functions, which she identified as time structure,
social contact, collective purpose, identity/status, and
activity. We argue that this theory can be extended
to account for differences in well-being between oc-
cupations with different levels of status. Data from
two studies, one conducted on a representative German
sample (n=565) and the other from a large-scale online
study (n=826), largely support this argument. Group
differences in well-being and access to latent benefits
were found, and mediation was partly supported. The
findings are discussed not only in relation to the la-
tent deprivation model but also in relation to common
approaches to job satisfaction and mental health.

Presentations: Research and Methodology:
Advances in Methods and Analyses

Main topic area: Research and Methodology

Location: 0.9 Athens (12:00-13:15)

Chair: Roe, R.A., Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands

Contextual Activity Sampling System (CASS)
for tracking activities, places, and affects of
mobile work

Muukkonen, H., University of Helsinki, University of
Helsinki, Finland ; Toikka, S., University of Helsinki,
Helsinki, Finland ; Vartiainen, M., Aalto University
School of Science and Technology, Espoo, Finland

Abstract: The Contextual Activity Sampling System
(CASS) research methodology and the CASS-Query
mobile application have been developed for contextu-
ally tracking of participants’ everyday activities. An
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essential aspect of CASS, or generally event sampling,
methodology is to provide a large number of mea-
sures (e.g., 25-60 per participant) regarding activi-
ties across situations and contexts during intensive
follow-up. Background for development is afforded by
the Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) (Bolger,
Davis, & Rafaeli, 2003; Reis & Gable, 2000) and Ex-
perience Sampling Method (ESM) (Csikszentmihalyi
& Larson, 1987), which provide methods of assessing
participants’ contextual activities, events, and personal
experiences. The CASS-Query tool is a Java applica-
tion that runs on 3G mobile phones with the Symbian
operating system. CASS-Query delivers queries (sur-
veys) to participants’ mobile phones, data are returned
to a server database and can be downloaded to statis-
tics program (Muukkonen et al. 2008). This study
reports findings from a project on mobile and multi-
located work workload factors. Nine professionals took
part in the pilot data collection. During the three-day
data-collection, participants answered the query every
1.5 hours between 7-23, resulting in 239 responses in
the database. The research questions addressed posi-
tive and negative affects that are experienced in various
contexts (home, transportation, main office, other of-
fice, public space), the types of doing, disturbance, and
work engagement associated with the various contexts.
Participants made photos and audio-recordings, and
answered to open-ended and Likert-scale question in
the query. Interviews were accompanied with a visu-
alization of the self-reported doings, times, contexts,
and affects of the data-collection period. The find-
ings provide evidence for possibilities of event sam-
pling methodology in understanding daily fluctuation
of, for instance, activities, contexts, emotions, and
leisure. Participants were continuously addressing the
challenges of multiple contexts, work stretching into
leisure period, and being able to fulfill the various
dimensions of their job description within reasonable
working hours. Participants valued the opportunity for
self-reflection, possibly together with an occupational
health care expert, based on the visualization of the
event sampling data. The tools present a novel type of
data-collection possibility to address workload factors,
disturbances, and work ergonomics of mobile work.

What is wrong with mediators and modera-
tors?

Roe, R.A., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands

Abstract: An often made assumption in W&O research
is that covariance between variables across people can
be interpreted as showing covariance over time. This

particularly applies to mediator and moderator studies
that use regression analysis of cross-sectional data to
test models in which the order of variables - from left
to right - is supposed to show sequence and causal di-
rection. This paper criticizes the way in which W&O
researchers use moderator and mediator models to ana-
lyze antecedent-consequence and cause-effect relation-
ships. It argues that interpretations of results in terms
of “an order of influence”are based on a temporal il-
lusion and that alternative arrangements of variables
produce models that explain relations between vari-
ables equally well. In fact, for each 3-variate model
(whether mediator or moderator) five alternative mod-
els can be devised. This is empirically demonstrated
with a number of models and data from a large-scale
study on employee attitudes and behaviors. It is as-
serted that mediator and moderator research leads to
conclusions that are at best unfounded and at worst
wrong, and that the only way to examine sequence and
causal order is by means of temporal research. These
insights will help researchers to develop better research
designs and will prevent practitioners from relying on
invalid conclusions drawn from mediator and modera-
tor research.

Purposeful sampling in case-study research:
A threat to validity

Antonakis, J., University of Lausanne, Lausanne,
Switzerland

Abstract: Quantitative researchers use randomization
to treatment or model the selection process so as to
identify causal effects (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell,
2002); however, qualitative researchers sample in a“de-
liberate”and “purposeful”manner and samples are se-
lected to “provide”the information needed to address
the research questions (Maxwell, 1996). I examined
whether this qualitative approach leads to valid find-
ings, given that (a) restrictive sampling might prompt
researchers to find associations between variables in
ways that are intuitively appealing (based on selec-
tive sampling experience), and (b) with selective sam-
ples (or “sampling”on the dependent variable) it is
impossible to determine associations. However, even
though sampling units from restrictive samples share
certain characteristics, this occurrence does not mean
that these characteristics predict the dependent vari-
able (Denrell, 2003). In two experiments (n= 396) I
provided participants with cases describing individual
managers and their performance (using both qualita-
tive and quantitative information). I systematically
varied two characteristics of the managers in tandem
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with their performance and also described the man-
agers on 19 other characteristics that were not cor-
related with the dependent variables in the popula-
tion. I then randomly assigned subjects in 1 of 10
groups, varying the number of cases and the repre-
sentativeness of the cases with respect to the depen-
dent variable. I theorized that only subjects given
representative or random cases could recover the as-
sociations in the data (i.e., which characteristic pre-
dict performance). Planned contrasts indicated that
subjects who received representative or randomly sam-
ples generally performed best. These results indicate
that qualitative researchers must exercise extreme cau-
tion when selecting sampling units; if they do not ex-
hibit a high degree of variance in the dependent vari-
able then the validity of conclusions that are drawn
may be severely compromised. References: Denrell, J.
(2003). Vicarious learning, undersampling of failure,
and the myths of management. Organization Science,
14(3), 227-243. Maxwell, J. A. (1996). Qualitative
research design: An integrative approach. Thousand
Oaks, CA: Sage Publications. Shadish, W. R., Cook,
T. D., & Campbell, D. T. (2002). Experimental and
quasi-experimental designs for generalized causal infer-
ence. Boston: Houghton Mifflin.

Effects of response modality (normative vs.
ipsative) and faking on Conscientiousness
Structure

Táuriz, G., University of Santiago de Compostela, San-
tiago De Compostela, Spain; Alonso, P., University
of Santiago de Compostela, Santiago de Compostela,
Spain; Salgado, J.F., University of Santiago de Com-
postela, Santiago de Compostela, Spain; Moscoso, S.,
University of Santiago de Compostela, Santiago de
Compostela, Spain

Abstract: In the last two decades, a series of meta-
analysis showed that conscientiousness (C) is a valid
predictor of job performance and other organizational
criteria and that C generalizes validity across occupa-
tions. In spite of C validity, some researchers cautioned
about the use of personality measures because they are
susceptible of faking. Among other procedures for re-
ducing/avoiding faking, ipsativization of items is one
which has received more attention. However, a ques-
tion scarcely researched is whether scoring modality
(normative vs. ipsative) affects the factor structure
of personality questionnaires, i.e. if the structure re-
mains relatively stable independently of the way in
which the questionnaire is responded. A second ques-
tion is whether faking affects the factor structure and,

if there are effects, if they are the same for the two re-
sponse modalities (normative and ipsative). These two
questions were examined in the current study, using
a personality questionnaire based on the Five Factor
Model., and that it provides two versions: one norma-
tive and another ipsative. The conscientiousness scale
of the questionnaire D5D (Rolland et Mogenet, 2001)
in both versions were answered by 350 individuals, who
responded both in a sincere condition and a faking con-
dition. Therefore, the total number of questionnaires
was 350x4=1400. Next, we carried out a factor analysis
(principal axes) with every version in each condition,
thus we conducted four factor analyses. The factor
loadings as well as the coefficients of congruence Burt-
Tucker were examined. The results showed that the
factor structure of C as assessed by the D5D is affected
by the response modality (normative and ipsative) as
well as by the faking condition. Lastly, we discuss the
implications of the results for the theory and practice
of personnel selection.

Using grounded theory analysis to develop a
structural theory of workplace incivility

Aujla, S., University of Guelph, Brampton, Canada;
Shalla, V., University of Guelph, Guelph, ON, Canada;
Hausdorf, P., University of Guelph, Guelph, ON,
Canada

Abstract: Workplace incivility represents intentionally
ambiguous low-intensity deviant behaviours that vio-
late social norms in organizations. Although low in in-
tensity, workplace incivility, if not controlled, has been
suggested to potentially result in high-intensity deviant
behaviours, such as aggression and violence at work.
Andersson and Pearson published a theoretical frame-
work introducing the construct of workplace incivility
in 1999. In spite of a great deal of focus on the topic
since then, there is no extant empirical theory to un-
derstand workplace incivility. I used grounded theory
analysis to develop a structural theory of workplace
incivility that identified the key structural factors that
explain how incivility manifests at work. I conducted
semi-structured telephone interviews with nine partici-
pants who had experienced incivility spiral into overtly
aggressive or violent behaviours within the past year
at work. Three main categories were identified from
the data - ’individual characteristics,’ ’relational as-
pects,’ and ’organizational culture and nature of work.’
Each category had five higher-order concepts that rep-
resented critical factors within, between, and outside
the individuals involved in incivility dyads. Interaction
among these concepts provided the basis for the devel-
opment of a structural theory of workplace incivility.
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The fifteen concepts from this theory can be used by or-
ganizations to conduct holistic risk assessments of their
workplace to ensure safe and non-toxic work environ-
ment. Also, this technique of developing a theory from
the ground up, allowed an inductive approach to deter-
mine structural factors that would otherwise have been
missed by incivility researchers using only a quantita-
tive approach. In doing so, the use of grounded theory
approach helped fill a significant gap in the quantita-
tive literature on the pervasive organizational problem
of workplace incivility.

Presentations: Knowledge Management
and Transfer

Main topic area: Technology and Knowledge

Location: 2.1 Colorado (12:00-13:15)

Chair: Thomas, R., Technical University of Brunswick,
Braunschweig, Germany

A process-oriented view on the transfer of
expatriate knowledge

Thomas, R., Technical University of Brunswick,
Braunschweig, Germany ; Kauffeld, S., Technical Uni-
versity of Brunswick, Braunschweig, Germany

Abstract: Systematical research into the knowledge
generation process of expatriates was until now con-
nected to their repatriation and it seems to be unques-
tioned that knowledge can only be transferred at the
end of the expatriation process. This article proposes
a process oriented approach as it shows that the expa-
triate is gaining new knowledge from the first day of
his stay abroad on, which has to be reintegrated into
the organization in a continuous process, accompany-
ing the individual process of acculturation. An expa-
triate is according to acculturation models like Obergs
going through five phases until he has adjusted to the
new cultural environment.The phases are not having
the same length or duration for two individuals nor
do all phases happen for all expatriates but the model
is helpful as it is mapping the time-dependent adjust-
ment to a foreign culture. During each of the phases
the individual is gathering specific knowledge which
will only be reflected and available during a certain
time frame. As the distance and therefore perceptions
change during the acculturation process, the knowledge
which is not captured and reintegrated into the orga-
nization at the right time, will change and transform
into tacit knowledge which, at the point of repatriation,
will be hard to recall as it has turned into implicitness.

By analyzing the learning diaries of current expatri-
ates, this work is examining the acquired knowledge in
each phase of the acculturation process, it analyses the
mechanisms by which this knowledge is gained by the
expatriate and gives practical recommendations how
the knowledge can be passed on to the organization.
The model used for this purpose is a four-field ma-
trix, which, backing on Nonaka, uses the classification
of knowledge by Polanyi into tacit and explicit knowl-
edge. It combines the existing knowledge (beginning
of the arrow) and the new form of knowledge (arrow-
head),whereby the fields of the matrix show the means
of knowledge transfer. Thereby the model is suitable
to discuss advantages and disadvantages of forms of
transfer between the foreign culture and the expatriate
as well as between the expat and the organization.

Practices on competencies transfer in a mul-
ticultural work environment: the case of
managers in a French Company in Romania

Oprea Ciobanu, R., Universite Lyon 2, Lyon, France

Abstract: Conceptual framework Work studies in orga-
nizational environment (Strauss, 1999; Zarifian, 1996;
Norman, 1993; Engestrom, 2000) have highlighted the
role of technical and organizational artefacts in activ-
ities. With this proposed study we are attempting to
investigate and explore the competencies transfer in a
multicultural context. This ethnographical research is
based on the understanding of the implementation pro-
cesses of a company owned by France being operated in
Romania. The research aims to identify the manner in
which competencies are transferred from one country,
one team or group work to another through the pro-
cess of work environment. Knowledge transfer in di-
versity environments is quiet inseparable from learning
and the sharing of the work practices in an organisa-
tion. Cooperative and collaborative skills are therefore
required. To make these process available and effec-
tive for all employees the organization need to proceed
carefully. Methodology The study maintained neces-
sary focus on a textile company being operated since
1995 in Romania and currently working with 8 Roma-
nian subcontracting textile manufacturers. In the first
instance, we met with the French responsible of the
company in Eastern Europe in order to understand
the reason and rationale of their operational implan-
tation and the stages of the activity transfer process.
After the French company’s agreement to participate
to this research study, we had the opportunity to go
and visit Romanian counterpart and do necessary in-
teractions with the employees and the subcontractors
in order to observe the work practices. The methods we
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used for this study are diverse: activity’s observations,
interviews, photos and photo’s consecutives verbalisa-
tions, document analyses, etc.). Results The first re-
sult demonstrates that the competencies transfer has a
double dimension: (1) intuitive transfer (organizational
artefacts are highly visible in this process) and (2) for-
malised transfer (technical artefacts are used). The
findings of this study will help researchers and practi-
tioners to have a better understanding of the knowledge
transfer process in a multicultural context. It can also
guide work and organizational psychologists in identi-
fying and developing the key competencies needed for
the activity.

MBTI and it influence on online lurking and
engagement: A Case Study

Pheiffer, G., London Metropolitan University, London,
UK ; Holley, D., Anglia Ruskin University, Chelmsford,
Essex, UK ; Jones, A., London Metropolitan University,
London, UK

Abstract: The use of IT and technologies such as
web2.0 in learning is rapidly increasing and the use
of these has attracted considerable research. One is-
sue is the engagement of learners in the learning pro-
cess. While some learners actively engage others seem
to ’lurk’ rather than actively engage in the process. A
common and often used definition of lurking is found
on many websites and essentially states that lurking is
very common practice of reading an online or e-mail
discussion without taking part in the discussion. The
use of the term lurking’ seems to imply in its usage
is that some people benefit a great deal from a dis-
cussion without ever offering to enrich it with their
own information or ideas. For example, Kollock and
Smith (1996) describe lurkers as ’free-riders’, i.e., non-
contributing, resource-taking members. Lurkers re-
portedly make up the majority of members in online
groups and discussion lists in particular yet little is
known about who they are, why they lurk, what they
do, or how widespread lurking is among online groups
(Nonnecke 2000). This practice is, however, not value
neutral, indeed, there is a debate around the role and
nature of the lurker’. Our position is to encourage more
learner lurkers’ to move from their silence to contribute
to online discussions, and thus engage with their stud-
ies fully across the blend of learning offered. We do
not consider lurking in the negative; understandably
many people spend much more time reading or ’listen-
ing’ than writing or ’speaking’ online. The presenta-
tion uses both quantitative and qualitative data from
a case study of a Occupational Psychology course and

its Blackboard (the institutional Virtual Learning En-
vironment) discussion board use and explores the na-
ture of lurking. Building on a previous piece of work
(Holley and Pheiffer, 2009), the MBTI (Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator) is used as a tool to try understand the
online behaviour, specifically what contributes to lurk-
ing behaviour and engagement. From the case study
areas for further research and practical guidelines as to
how to introduce and manage online learning is sug-
gested.

””Made in L. A. ””-A Documentary Film on
Decent Work

Location: 2.13 Nile (12:00-13:15)

Alliance for Organizational Psychology -
Milton Hakel

Location: 2.14 Amazon (12:00-13:15)

Chair: Hakel, M., Bowling Green State University,
Bowling Green, OH, USA

Symposium: Perceived Employability in
The Context of Job Insecurity

Main topic area: Changing Employment Relations

Location: 2.7 Meuse (12:00-13:15)

Chairs: Cuyper, N.E. de, Katholieke Universiteit Leu-
ven, Leuven, Belgium; Bernhard-Oettel, C., University
of Stockholm, Stockholm, Switzerland ; Witte, H. de,
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Abstract: This symposium brings together four papers
on the subject of perceived employability; i.e., the indi-
vidual’s perceived likelihood of obtaining and retaining
a job. Perceived employability is placed in the con-
text of job insecurity, defined broadly in either subjec-
tive terms (i.e., the worker’s concern about potential
job loss) or objective terms (e.g., temporary employ-
ment). The aim of the symposium is to discuss in-
novative approaches in research on perceived employ-
ability in a context of job insecurity. The symposium
firstly addresses factors like career motivation, compe-
tencies, and job characteristics that may contribute to
perceptions of employability in samples that are tra-
ditionally seen as insecure; namely students, in the
study by Akkermans et al., and temporary workers in
the study by De Cuyper and Forrier. Secondly, two
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other papers investigate the role of perceived employ-
ability in relation to perceived job insecurity. The
study by Mäkikangas et al. shows that job insecu-
rity predicts changes in perceived employability over
time. Berntson and Bernhard-Oettel investigate how
perceived employability and job insecurity relate to the
perceived quality of employment relationships and the
individuals’ reaction towards it. With these contribu-
tions, the symposium presents a broad picture with
data from different countries (the Netherlands, Peru,
Finland and Sweden) that are analysed with different
approaches (variable approach in paper 1 & 2 and clas-
sification approach in paper 3 & 4). The symposium
thus opens for an interesting final discussion of new
findings relating perceived employability to job insecu-
rity.

From a Competent Student to an Employ-
able Employee. The relationship between ca-
reer motivation, engagement, career compe-
tencies and employability for intermediately
educated students preparing for the labor
market.

Akkermans, J., Utrecht University, Utrecht, The
Netherlands; Brenninkmeijer, V., Utrecht University,
Utrecht, The Netherlands; Blonk, R., TNO, Quality of
Life, Hoofddorp, The Netherlands

Abstract: Due to changes on the labor market such
as increased need for flexibility, the traditional, or-
ganizational career is slowly being replaced by a ca-
reer in which employees actively seek opportunities and
take initiatives to develop their own careers. To be
able to obtain and retain a job, experience less job
insecurity, and subsequently develop a career, career
self-management has become increasingly important
for employees. Actively managing a career requires
an individual to gain career competencies (i.e. abili-
ties, skills, and knowledge) and to become employable.
These statements also hold true for students prepar-
ing to make the school-to-work transition, who face
many challenges trying to start a successful career.
We propose that engagement and career motivation are
predictors of employability, and that this relationship
will be mediated by the development of career compe-
tencies. Preliminary results indicate that both work
engagement and career motivation have a significant
positive relationship with employability, as do career
competencies. Moreover, career competencies seem to
fully mediate the effect of career motivation and par-
tially mediate the effect of engagement on employa-
bility. These results indicate that the development of

career competencies can play an important role in in-
creasing employability of students who are about to
make the transition to the labor market. Improving
the preparation of these students by supporting them
in the development of career competencies could be an
important means of increasing their employability and
decreasing job insecurity on the labor market.

Job Characteristics And Perceived Internal
And External Employability Among Tempo-
rary And Permanent Workers.

Cuyper, N.E. de, WOPP-Katholieke Universiteit Leu-
ven, Leuven, Belgium; Forrier, A., Katholieke Univer-
siteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Abstract: JOB CHARACTERISTICS AND PER-
CEIVED INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL EMPLOY-
ABILITY AMONG TEMPORARY AND PERMA-
NENT WORKERS.Nele De Cuyper & Anneleen For-
rierK.U.Leuven, BelgiumPerceived employability con-
cerns the individual’s perceived likelihood of obtaining
and retaining a job, either with the current organi-
zation (i.e., “perceived internal employability) or with
another employer (“perceived external employability”).
Perceived employability is mostly portrayed as a crit-
ical resource in the contemporary era of continuous
change. Accordingly, it has attracted regained research
attention in recent years. We want to contribute to cur-
rent employability research in two ways.First, we aim
to identify factors that may contribute to perceived in-
ternal and external employability. Previous studies in
this respect have mostly focussed upon factors that are
tied to the person, for example dispositions or compe-
tences. Unlike these studies, we advance job charac-
teristics (autonomy, skill utilization and time pressure)
as possible antecedents of perceived internal and ex-
ternal employability. Second, we pay specific attention
to a group of workers for whom perceived employa-
bility is particularly relevant, namely workers in in-
secure jobs, as is the case for temporary workers as
opposed to permanent workers. Our overall aim then
is to investigate autonomy, skill utilization and time
pressure in relation to internal and external perceived
employability among temporary and permanent work-
ers.Data was collected in Spring 2008 in a sample of
652 Peruvian workers from eight organizations. Re-
sults from regression analyses showed that temporary
workers perceive themselves to be more employable
than permanent workers, both in the internal and the
external labour market. Furthermore, autonomy and
time pressure related positively to perceived external
employability, and the relationship between time pres-
sure and perceived external employability was partic-
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ularly strong among temporary workers. Furthermore,
skill utilization related positively to perceived internal
employability. This relationship was again relatively
stronger among temporary compared with permanent
workers.

A Longitudinal Person-Oriented View To-
wards Perceived Employability: Investigating
The Role of Job Insecurity

Mäkikangas, A., University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä,
Finland ; Cuyper, N.E. de, WOPP-Katholieke Univer-
siteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; Mauno, S., University
of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland ; Tolvanen, A., Uni-
versity of Jyväskylä, University of Jyväskylä, Finland ;
Kinnunen, U., University of Tampere, Tampere, Fin-
land

Abstract: A wealth of studies have shown that per-
ceived job insecurity carries substantial risks for the
occupational health and well-being of workers. In-
stead, perceived employability is seen as a resource in
today’s labour market with favourable well-being out-
comes. Studies, especially longitudinal ones, on the
inter-relations between job insecurity and perceived
employability are rare. The present study adds to
our understanding on the development of perceived
employability and the prospective relations between
job insecurity and employability over a one-year pe-
riod. The present study is based on one-year longi-
tudinal data gathered among Finnish university work-
ers (N = 1314). The main methods of analysis were
Growth Mixture Modeling (GMM), Cholesky decom-
position approach, and multinomial regression anal-
ysis. On the basis of the GMM, it was possible to
identify four latent classes of perceived employability
which were different from each other in the level and
change over time. These latent classes were: 1) Sta-
ble relatively high perceived employability (n = 641);
2) Decreasing perceived employability (n = 45); 3) In-
creasing perceived employability (n = 24); and 4) Sta-
ble relatively low perceived employability (n = 603).
In addition, job insecurity predicted the latent class
membership of perceived employability. Low levels of
job insecurity were associated with the favorable em-
ployability classes (i.e., stable and relatively high or
increasing levels of employability), whereas high levels
of job insecurity associated with the unfavorable em-
ployability class (i.e., decreasing levels of employabil-
ity). The findings of this study revealed heterogeneity
both in the level and change of perceived employability
over the one-year follow-up period; thus, several diverse
latent classes were found indicating either mean-level
stability or change over time. Perceived job insecurity

turned out to contribute to the level and changes of
employability over time.

Associations of Psychological Contract Pat-
terns With Employability, Job Insecurity And
Organizational Outcomes: A Swedish Study
On Employment Relations

Berntson, E., Stockholm University, Stockholm, Swe-
den; Bernhard-Oettel, C., University of Stockholm,
Stockholm, Switzerland

Abstract: Previous research has pointed out the psy-
chological contract as an important factor in under-
standing modern employment relations. Although
some attention has been put on the change of the con-
tract’s content it has been argued that psychological
contract fulfillment, violation and perceptions of fair-
ness and trust are more central for employment out-
comes. In addition to investigating outcomes of em-
ployment relations it is important to further under-
stand what characterizes people with good and bad
employment relations. In this context, it may be ar-
gued that experiences of job insecurity and employa-
bility are associated with the quality of the employ-
ment relationship. In this study, we have investigated
patterns of employment relations in working life and
how such patterns relate to variables such as intention
to quit and satisfaction. Furthermore, we specifically
wanted to study if high levels of employability and
job insecurity were overrepresented in some of these
patterns. The study was based on questionnaire data
from a sample of Swedish workers from three sectors.
Cluster analyses were carried out on four variables re-
flecting employment relations (fulfillment of contract
of employer and employee, trust and violation of psy-
chological contract). Preliminary results indicate that
the sample consisted of five distinct clusters of em-
ployment relations, comprising very positive as well
as negative patterns. Furthermore, the preliminary
results indicate that employment relations are bound
to organizations rather than individuals. Also, in the
clusters with poor employment relations,turnover in-
tentions were stronger and job satisfaction lower than
in other groups. High levels of employability and job
insecurity were primarily found in poor employment
relations. A possible explanation could be that the
degree of job insecurity affects the quality of the em-
ployment relationship in a negative way. Furthermore,
when employees find their relation to the organization
to be poor they are more actively engaged in finding a
new job, whereas in situations with good employment
relations such intentions are not necessary.
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Presentations: Organizational Values and
Culture

Main topic area: Organizational Structure, Culture,
Climate

Location: 2.9 Euphrates (12:00-13:15)

Chair: Ayub, N., Leiden University, Leiden, The
Netherlands

The ethical organizational culture as a con-
text for manager’s personal work goals

Huhtala, M., University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Fin-
land ; Hyvönen, K., University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä,
Finland ; Mauno, S., University of Jyväskylä,
Jyväskylä, Finland ; Feldt, T., University of Jyväskylä,
Jyväskylä, Finland

Abstract: The aims of the study were to investigate,
what kinds of personal work goals Finnish managers
have, and how the ethical organizational culture is re-
lated to the contents of these goals. Goal processes
can be seen as interactions between person and envi-
ronment (Little, 2007), and our study contributes to
both organizational culture studies as well as goal re-
search by investigating the link between ethical culture
and work goal contents. Personal work goals were in-
quired with an open-ended question, and the responses
were approached using categories from a previous study
(Hyvönen et al., 2009) and a data-driven qualitative
analysis. The ethical culture of organizations was mea-
sured with the Corporate Ethical Virtues-scale (CEV;
Kaptein, 2008). We used the total CEV-score and its’
eight sub-dimensions: clarity, congruency of manage-
ment, congruency of senior management, feasibility,
supportability, transparency, discussability and sanc-
tionability. The participants consisted of 902 man-
agers from various organizations across Finland, who
responded to a postal questionnaire study in Autumn
2009. The average age of the participants was 46.40
years (SD = 9.29), and 69.7 percent were men. 47.1
% of the participants were in upper management, and
52.9 % in middle management. Majority of the partici-
pants were working in the private sector (80.9 %), and a
large majority had a permanent employment contract
(98.4 %). Nine work-related goal content categories
were found: (1) organizational goals (31.6%), (2) com-
petence goals (24.5%), (3) well-being goals (10.0%),
(4) progression goals (6.4%), (5) career ending or re-
tirement goals (6.2%), (6) prestige and influence goals
(6.1%), (7) job change goals (4.3%), (8) job security

goals (2.0%), and (9) financial goals (1.8%). The man-
agers who reported organizational goals (e.g. the suc-
cess or performance of the organization), also evaluated
the culture of their organization to be more ethical.
However, if managers named job change and career
ending/retirement goals, they also gave lower ratings
of the ethical culture. Therefore, investing into ethi-
cal virtues in the organizational culture can promote
personal work goals that are profitable for the organi-
zation.

What do managers trust: Scientific evidence
or their gut feeling?

Ohlemann, S., University of Mainz/Institute of Psy-
chology, Mainz, Germany ; Dormann, C., University
of Mainz, Mainz, Germany ; Stumm, S., University of
Mainz/Institute of Psychology, Mainz, Germany

Abstract: Aim When making decisions most managers
have probably asked themselves the question whether
they should trust what researchers propose as scientific
evidence or whether they should base their decision on
their gut feeling. Following Pfeffer and Sutton (2006),
we refer to these types of knowledge-orientation as
evidence-oriented management (EOM) and evidence-
substitute-orientated management (ESOM). The lack
of EOM in managerial practice recently gave rise to
a vivid discussion of the concept of evidence-based
management (EBM). EBM is founded on the idea of
evidence-based medicine. Since there is no empirical
evidence for the concept of EBM so far, we aimed at
investigating what kind of knowledge organizations use
and if they differ from each other in this regard. We ex-
pected to find the above-mentioned two factors, EOM
and ESOM, which together characterize the level of
EBM in an organization. Method A new questionnaire
to measure different types of knowledge acquisition
and knowledge-based decision-making was applied to
11 public administration agencies. The items referred
to the knowledge acquisition and decision-making of
top managers or ’how this is done in the organiza-
tion,’ and they were given to employees at lower orga-
nizational levels. The data were analyzed using CFA
and exploratory PCA of individual and aggregated
data (when ICC and rwg indicated sufficient agreement
within organizations). Results Our findings confirmed
the two proposed knowledge-orientations: EOM and
ESOM. Furthermore, EOM can be further differenti-
ated into internal EOM and external EOM (use of ev-
idence from inside and outside the organization). Fur-
thermore, results demonstrate that organizations differ
in their level of internal and external EOM. Conclu-
sions The fact that organizations differ in their level
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of EOM and that employees share perceptions of how
their organization acquires and uses knowledge sug-
gests that EOM can be conceptualized as an organiza-
tional climate. Organizational EOM climate might well
be able to predict organizational performance, which
future studies have to confirm. Furthermore, organi-
zational climate literature suggests that for a climate
to emerge, specific foundation issues need to be estab-
lished, which should be identified and confirmed by fu-
ture research, too.

A comparative study between public and pri-
vate Portuguese organizations considering
their organizational values.

Ramos, V., Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sci-
ence, Porto, Portugal ; Morais, T., Faculty of Psychol-
ogy and Educational Science, Porto, Portugal ; Jor-
dao, F., Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sci-
ence, Porto, Portugal

Abstract: Organizational values do not only influence
the organization, but are influenced by organizational
characteristics. Studies have been made to identify
the relationship between organizational values and the
legal form of organizations, but each organization is
subject to the cultural context where it performs. To
Felcman (1999) public organizations are characterized
by a low orientation to people and to organizational
goals, while private organizations have a low orienta-
tion to people but a high orientation to their goals.
Culture is a regional concern and the results founded
by Felcman do not necessarily relate to the reality of
other countries but are a starting point to make hy-
pothesis. Our study presents the significant differences
between public and private organizations in Portugal
according to their organizational values. We divided
Portugal in three regions (North, Centre and South)
to compare differences between them. The 50% of the
organizations belonged to the public sector and the
other half to the private sector. We selected 300 or-
ganizations with different ages, different sectors of the
economy and different sizes. We analyzed their web
sites and the documents published on them. This al-
lowed us to identify the explicit and implicit values that
the organizations communicate. The analyzed values
worked as elements of the actual and desired behaviour
that the organizations wanted for their employees. We
used content analysis in the identification of the or-
ganizational values and each value was related to a
description. The determination of the differences be-
tween public and private organizations was made using
the Mann-Whitney test. The mean-rank allowed us to

identify which value was a characteristic of which spe-
cific legal form. This type of study may be a reference
to researchers of other countries as a way to identify
the organizational values on their specific culture. As
a consequence, it also provides the procedure used to
relate the identified values to the organizational char-
acteristics. Through this study, the legal form can be
used as a predictor of the presence of specific values
and it sets the necessary basis for cultural comparisons
between organizations, regions and countries, as a con-
textualization of organizational studies in Portugal.

Type of Group Culture in Ethnically Diverse
Workgroups and Commitment

Ayub, N., Leiden University, Leiden, The Netherlands;
Kalyal, H., NUST, Islamabad, Pakistan; Ayub, A.,
Florida Institute of Technology, Orlando, FL, USA

Abstract: In this study, we examine the moderating
role of organizational culture in ethnic diversity to com-
mitment relationship. We focus on two types of com-
mitment: attitudinal commitment and job satisfaction
as it appears that the interpersonal issues related to
national differences, in ethnically diverse groups, are
likely to affect such types of commitment. Attitu-
dinal organizational commitment is the degree of in-
volvement that a person has with his or her employ-
ing organization (cf. Hakim & Viswesvaran, 2005).
Job involvement is the degree to which employees psy-
chologically relates to his or her job and to the work
performed therein (cf. Hakim & Viswesvaran, 2005).
Whether diversity brings work-related advantages or
not, it appears to negatively affect members’ commit-
ment, which is likely to reduce effective performance.
We, therefore, hypothesize that ethnic diversity will be
negatively related to commitment. We use the con-
cept and definition of organizational culture in terms
of culture at the group level. Organizational culture
is defined as a pattern of shared basic assumptions
that group members learn as they adapt to and in-
tegrate into a group (Delobbe, Haccoun, & Vanden-
berghe, 2002). We hypothesize that group culture will
positively affect this relationship, that is, it will serve as
a moderator of the relationship such that members of
ethnically diverse workgroups will have higher commit-
ment in the presence of people-oriented culture com-
pared to groups with task-oriented culture. We are
collecting data through a field study using surveys in-
cluding selected scales in Pakistan. The measures will
first be translated into Urdu. We use the organiza-
tional culture questionnaire developed by Delobbe et
al. (2002). We have Allen and Meyer (1990) commit-
ment scale to measure attitudinal (affective) commit-
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ment and Kanungo (1982) scale to measure job involve-
ment. We will control for group size, gender, race, and
general levels of conflict in all the analyses. We will
conduct psychometric analyses (e.g., factor analyses,
reliability tests) to validate the constructs. Regression
analyses will be run to test main effects and moderation
hypotheses. This study will emphasize the importance
of group culture for managing diverse workgroups and
maintaining individuals’ commitment.

Presentations: Labor Market Issues -
Inclusive Organizations

Main topic area: Labor Market Issues

Location: Auditorium 1 (12:00-13:15)

Chair: Nijhuis, F., Maastricht University, Maastricht,
The Netherlands

Salient components in supported employment
programs: Perspectives from employment spe-
cialists and clients

Corbiere, M.C., Universite de Sherbrooke, Longueuil,
Canada; Lanctôt, N., Universite de Sherbrooke,
Longueuil, Canada

Abstract: Background: Supported employment pro-
grams are now recognized as evidence-based practices
to facilitate the work integration of people with severe
mental disorders. However, a better understanding of
the key components of SE programs is needed to iden-
tify those most important factors in helping people
with severe mental illness obtain and maintain com-
petitive employment. Aim: This study is part of a
larger study conducted on SE programs in three Cana-
dian provinces: British Columbia, Ontario and Qubec.
The purpose of this prospective study is to identify the
most salient components of SE programs for facilitating
work integration from the perspectives of the employ-
ment specialist and clients with severe mental illness.
Method: Semi-structured interviews were conducted
with 69 employment specialists and ninety-nine (99)
clients who successfully obtained employment through
SE programs in three Canadian provinces. Results:
The findings describe five themes important to get-
ting a job and to keeping a job: 1) philosophy of the
program, 2) programmatic SE components, 3) employ-
ment specialists’ skills and characteristics, 4) clients’
skills and characteristics, and 5) elements related to
employers. Employment specialists perceived a pos-
itive attitude and a client-centered program philoso-
phy to be important for obtaining employment, while

they perceived the support offered, the frequency and
length of the follow-up as essential elements for main-
taining a job. Clients perceived the employment spe-
cialists’ skills and characteristics (e.g., positive atti-
tude, marketing skills) to be important components.
Conclusions: Employment specialists’ skills and char-
acteristics are closely intertwined with programmatic
SE components and program philosophy to help peo-
ple with severe mental disorders obtain and maintain
employment. These results suggest a need to update
the essential components in SE programs, or to include
additional SE components.

The causes and consequences of attribution
of responsibility among the long-term unem-
ployed individuals

Retowski, S., Warsaw School of Social Sciences and
Humanities, Sopot, Poland

Abstract: According to Brickman et al. (1982), a
clear distinction between the attribution of responsi-
bility for a problem and the attribution of responsi-
bility for a solution is necessary to our understanding
of four models of coping with difficult situations. In
our research the theoretical model of Brickman’s et al.
was applied to unemployment situation. The first re-
search aim is to understand the factors that impact
personal responsibility and to investigate further con-
sequences of the phenomenon. The aim of the second
study is to examine the role of intelligence and per-
sonality traits in predicting personal responsibility for
a problem of unemployment and personal responsibil-
ity for finding a job. Data from two studies of Pol-
ish unemployed are presented. In the first study 300
long-term unemployed were examined. In the second
study 388 long-term unemployed, participants of two
training programmes, were rated on Big 5-personality
questionnaire and their general level of intelligence was
estimated. In both studies attribution of responsibility
for a problem and for a solution were assessed. Results
have shown that Big 5 dimensions are better predictors
for personal responsibility for finding a job than for re-
sponsibility for a problem. Contrary to expectations,
the results have revealed that intelligence has no rela-
tionship with two types of responsibility. In line with
the theory, our findings confirm that style of coping
is related to hopelessness, life satisfaction, job-search
intensity and perception of negative consequences of
unemployment. Multiple hierarchical regression analy-
ses support the hypotheses that personal responsibility
for a solution mediates the relationship between well-
being (hopelessness, life satisfaction, perception of neg-
ative consequences of unemployment) and perception
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of chances to take on a new job. The present study
indicates that the Brickman’s models of coping appear
to be valid for the understanding of behaviour of un-
employed people. Personal responsibility for finding a
job seems to be more important than responsibility for
a problem. These findings indicate a potential for more
effective vocational counselling.

Evaluating the motivation to get and sustain
employment in people with severe mental ill-
ness.

Villotti, P.V., University of Trento, Rovereto, Italy ;
Corbiere, M.C., Universite de Sherbrooke, Montreal,
Canada; Zaniboni, S., University of Trento, Rovereto,
Italy ; Fraccaroli, F.F., University of Trento, Rovereto,
Italy

Abstract: Background: Despite the proliferation of pro-
grams developed in the last decades to help people with
mental illness gain and sustain employment, those per-
sons still experience a very high unemployment rate
and a short job tenure. One of the major theme found
in the literature identified as being important in help-
ing participants return to work or remain employed
following the onset of a severe mental illness is having
the motivation to work. To our knowledge, no spe-
cific instrument has been developed to specifically cap-
ture the motivation to find and keep a job in persons
with severe mental illness. Aim: The purpose of this
study is to determine the validity of the Motivation to
Find a Job and the Motivation to Keep a Job scales
in individuals with severe mental illness. Method: To
achieve the main objective of the study, two studies
were needed. Study 1: validation of the Motivation
to Find a Job scale with a Canadian sample (people
with severe mental illness registered in supported em-
ployment programs, n=366). Study 2: validation of
the Motivation to Keep a Job scale with an Italian
sample (people with severe mental illness employed in
social enterprises, n= 268). Results: Exploratory Fac-
tor Analysis suggested a one-dimension scale explain-
ing 55,1% of variance. The Motivation to Find a Job
scale has an internal consistency alpha coefficient of
0.85. Confirmatory Factor Analysis conducted on both
samples showed good fit indices. Conclusions: The val-
idation of the Motivation to Keep a Job scale offer to
the scientific community and to different stakeholders a
useful tool to measure the motivation to work in people
with severe mental illness. Also, knowing more about
the motivation to work in this population can be im-
portant for the research field, being the motivation a
significant predictor of vocational success.

Inclusive Organizations: a new perspective

Nijhuis, F., Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands; Mulders, H, UWV, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands; Zijlstra, F.R.H., Maastricht University,
Maastricht, The Netherlands

Abstract: Jobs have become more complex, and there-
fore impose a high level of demands on workers: such
as a higher level of responsibility, professional skills,
social and organizational skills. People want to have
more control over their activities.Modern work pro-
cesses are focused on teamwork and on a flexible work-
force. Work processes are often built on a socio-
technical approach leading to jobs that minimize coor-
dination problems.Both developments are influencing
the capacities workers need to have to function on the
labour market. The modern worker has to be flexible,
autonomous, and to be able to work in groups under
high pressure. Most jobs consist of a high variety of
tasks, simple and more complex tasks. These develop-
ments have an impact on the labour participation of
persons with disabilities, since most of these tasks can-
not be fulfilled by workers with a disability. It is gener-
ally acknowledged that persons with disabilities have in
general a lower level of education than persons without
a disability. Therefore they often need jobs that exist
of elementary tasks (high routine, low responsibility,
structured, etc.). In the same time in most developed
and underdeveloped countries, social security policies
are developed to increase the participation of persons
with disabilities. This participative approach can also
be seen in different international conventions ore agree-
ments (UN convention, EU Agreement Lisboa). These
two lines, 1) jobs becoming more complex and 2) a
need to increase the participation of persons with dis-
abilities, are conflicting. Yet, there is a possibility to
overcome these conflicting tendencies. A newly devel-
oped approach shows that it is possible to create new
jobs based on an analysis of the work processes and
the existing functions. Goal of this analysis is to split
current jobs in two different types of jobs: those con-
sisting of elementary tasks and those consisting of the
more complex activities. This makes it possible to use
the qualities of the professional and in the same time
creating jobs for persons with disabilities. Thus orga-
nizations can become more inclusive: and it presents a
new perspective for increasing the labour market po-
sition of people with disabilities and creates jobs that
are tailored to the qualities of various groups of em-
ployees.
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Beyond the organization vs self dichotomy –
The role of reference groups in individual ca-
reers

Gubler, M., Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
Zürich (ETH), Zürich, Switzerland ; Tschopp, C.,
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich (ETH),
Zürich, Switzerland ; Gerber, M., Swiss Federal Insti-
tute of Technology Zürich (ETH), Zürich, Switzerland ;
Grote, G., Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich
(ETH), Zürich, Switzerland

Abstract: The debate regarding the often claimed oc-
currence of ’new careers’, characterized by increasing
mobility, boundary crossing and self-directedness, and
the assumed decline of the traditional, organizational
career is a key theme in current career literature. One
major shortcoming of ’new career’ concepts is their
rather vague and one-sided conceptualization. They
stress the increasing importance of the individual ca-
reer actor as compared to the employing organization,
but tend to neglect other potentially relevant reference
groups such as occupational communities and family.
The focus on the dichotomy ’organization versus self’
in the current academic discourse may therefore not
adequately represent an individual’s career reality and
impede theoretical and practical progress in career re-
search and career management practices. This presen-
tation is based on an ongoing longitudinal study of par-
ticipants in two managerial education programmes at
Swiss universities. The two programmes focus on cur-
rently employed individuals who aspire to a job change,
either in terms of upward movement within their cur-
rent organization or in terms of changing employers
and, possibly, occupations. The results will be based on
two waves of semi-structured interviews. The first in-
terviews were collected this summer (n=23), a second,
larger set of interviews will be conducted in November
2010. Preliminary results indicate that social reference
groups may, indeed, be of high relevance for individual
careers. For example, extra-organizational reference
groups seem to be central to an individual’s evalua-
tion regarding his or her own career success. Also, the
number and the diversity of social reference groups an
individual is engaged in seem to be positively related
to the frequency of an individual’s career transitions.
Our findings reinforce the need to think beyond the di-
chotomy ’organization versus self’ in the new careers
literature. Taking into account the role of social refer-
ence groups for individual career transitions may also
be of practical relevance in various ways. For example,
it may be beneficial in the further tailoring of postgrad-
uate management programmes as well as in enhancing
organizational career management schemes. Also, the

results may inform career counsellors and HRM pro-
fessionals with regards to individual career coaching.
Further implications will be discussed at the confer-
ence.

Symposium: New European Industrial
Relations (Neire): The Top-Ten for
innovative employment relations

Main topic area: Changing Employment Relations

Location: Auditorium 2 (12:00-13:15)

Chairs: Munduate, L., University of Seville, Sevilla,
Spain; Euwema, M.C., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven,
Leuven, Belgium; Elgoibar, P., University of Seville,
Sevilla, Spain; Ittner, H., University Otto Von Gyer-
icke. Magdeburg, Magdeburg, Germany ; Medina, F.J.,
University of Seville, Sevilla, Spain; Nauta, A., Uni-
versity of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract: In the XXIth century employment relations
are changing very quickly to be adapted to the new
European context, where globalization and competi-
tiveness are priorities. The effect of the new employ-
ment relations in the negotiator role from shop stew-
ards will be discussed, as they need to be empowered
to negotiate the changing conditions for workers.The
European comparative analysis of the different Indus-
trial Relations systems, and of their effects on social
agents and society itself, allows us to pre-empt the
changes brought about in other countries, and to learn
from their successes as well as from their errors. It
will be made up of the partner organisations involved
in, and in charge of Research on Industrial Relations
in Europe, in order to put into practice improvement
strategies through knowledge transfer and action plans
which are more efficient for society. In this sympo-
sium an array of relevant contributions on this issue
will be presented. Euwema will focus on Belgium,
Nauta will consider the situation in The Netherlands,
Viemose will reflect about the Danish context, Ittner
will present the German situation and Munduate, El-
goibar, and Medina will report about the situation in
Spain. The Authors will adopt an integrative anal-
ysis to show the influence of national characteristics
of the countries, union’s policies, and characteristics
and perceptions of the union representatives. These
contributions will provide the opportunity of getting
a comprehensive overview of recent research develop-
ments affecting the role of union representatives in the
context of the new European industrial relations, and
getting to know about the NEIRE project.
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Culture and gender as moderators in the ne-
gotiator role of European shop stewards

Elgoibar, P., University of Seville, Sevilla, Spain; Eu-
wema, M.C., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven,
Belgium; Munduate, L., University of Seville, Sevilla,
Spain; Medina, F.J., University of Seville, Sevilla,
Spain

Abstract: An important role of the shop steward is
negotiating with management on behalf of the employ-
ees. Acting as a mediator between management and
their co-workers, they find themselves often in a chal-
lenging position, and in many European countries it
becomes more and more difficult to attract and main-
tain competent shop stewards.In this, it is remarkable,
that still only a small percentage of shop stewards ap-
pear to be female, compared with men. Do women
also have a different idea on the role of a shop stew-
ard, and have different ways of negotiating and conflict
management?In this project we explore the experience
of work by male and female shop stewards. Do they
perceive different levels of stress in their role, and dif-
ferent demands and job resources? And is their ap-
proach to conflict and conflict management different
from their male colleagues?In the following study we
analyze a sample of more than 2000 shop stewards,
both male and female, from five European countries
(Spain, Belgium, Holland, Denmark and Germany) to
investigate these issues. We arrive at the conclusion
that women perceive autonomy and social support dif-
ferently than men, but only in the more masculine
countries. Whereas, in the more feminine ones the per-
ception is similar. Consequently, the conflict manage-
ment behavior of men and women is affected differently.
We focus on the accommodating behavior in women,
which we see as detrimental to their position and the
holding of power inside the organizations. We explore
interventions to promote women in the role as shop
stewards.

I – Deal employment relations.

Nauta, A., University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands

Abstract: In the XXIth century employment relations
are changing very quickly to be adapted to the new
European context. As there is a growing need for more
flexibility and individual freedom in negotiating work-
ing conditions, I-deals are getting popular in some Eu-
ropean companies. Employees prefer personal flexibil-
ity due to individual needs and interests that are more
and more diverse in relation to working hours, sched-
ules, personal development, work-home balance, task

content, etc. Employers prefer flexible arrangements
to meet the specific demands and labour situation in
their organisation.To increase I-deal making, organiza-
tions have to build trust, justice and social exchange
relationships at collective and individual levels. What
should shop stewards do in this new context? Should
they promote or discourage i-deal making at the level
of individual employment relations? Could it be that
this is dependent upon the trust level within the or-
ganization? Aukje Nauta will answer these and other
questions, based on a questionnaire study performed
in 2008 among Dutch shop stewards, as well as best
practices that are currently on the rise within Dutch
organizations.

Impact of perceived procedural justice on
burn-out of job stewards

Ittner, H., University Otto von Gyericke. Magdeburg,
Magdeburg, Germany ; Euwema, M.C., Katholieke Uni-
versiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Abstract: The Job Demands-Resources Model (e.g.
Bakker & Demerouti, 2007) stresses the importance
and ability of job resources (e.g. autonomy) to buffer
negative impacts of job demands (e.g. emotional de-
mands). Based on that we want to introduce theo-
retically and empirically perceived procedural justice
as a crucial, so far carelessly neglected factor differ-
entiating the relationship between job resources and
burn-out.For that reason we conducted an online stan-
dardized questionnaire addressed to shop stewards in
Germany (N=509). Even for that quite specific sam-
ple results confirm impressively the impact of perceived
procedural justice on burn-out.Results allow impor-
tant theoretical conclusions for organizational justice
research differentiating the interplay of procedural jus-
tice, job resources and job demands and their impact
on burn-out as well as for the design of organizational
interventions in practice.

Cooperative behaviour: The Danish way of
live.

Viemose, S., Kalovig Center, Ronde, Denmark

Abstract: Following Tjosvold (1999) “management and
union representatives with cooperative goals expressed
their opposing views openly, listened open-mindedly
and convey to work for mutual benefit”. In this study
we focused on the relation between trust in manage-
ment, perceived union support and the conflict man-
agement pattern followed by shop stewards and the
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moderator effect of the power distance in these rela-
tions.Analyzing the data among 474 Danish shop stew-
ards from different industrial sectors we concluded that
Danish Shop Stewards use a more cooperative pattern
when they manage conflicts with the management than
in other European countries with a higher power dis-
tance culture as Spain. Furthermore, the high level
of trust in the management lead on direct information
exchange helping the cooperative behaviour while the
perceived union support doesn’t influence in their con-
flict pattern.

12:30-13:30

Posters session: Technology and
Knowledge, Research and Methodology,
Consumer Behavior and Marketing

Location: Expo (12:30-13:30)

; Toro Alfonso, J., University of Puerto Rico, Rio
Piedras, Puerto Rico

Universal Testing System

Burokas, J., Human Study Centre, Vilnius, Lithua-
nia; Chomentauskas, G., Human Study Center, Vil-
nius, Lithuania; Dereškevièi?t?, E., Human Study Cen-
ter, Vilnius, Lithuania; Toro Alfonso, J., University of
Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: Universal Testing System is a online based
tool for creating, publishing and analyzing different
types of tests and surveys. This system allows user
to enter different types of questions (with pictures or
videos as well), adjust presentation settings (provide
questions in random order, in groups, limited time for
answering etc.), add filling directions and send invita-
tions for participants. User also can choose what kind
of statistics to use for data analysis. Universal Test-
ing System provides possibility to use not only descrip-
tives statistics, but also to make higher level analysis
evaluating such parameters as standart scores, standar
deviations, scale values, Cronbach‘s alfa etc. and mak-
ing various comparisons. Finally, the system allows to
create and send different types of reports (individual,
group, department, company) where unique statistics
and its interpretations will be shown. Universal Test-
ing System provides user with usefull wizards, ques-
tions filling forms, reports templates that will let to
create even advanced surveys such as 360 degree feed-
back survey or organizational survey in quick and easy
way. Moreover, tests’ validity and reliability surveys

also can be done using the system. In conclusion, Uni-
versal Testing System is a highly functional tool which
can help to optimize process of working with tests of
different types and difficulty.

Digital Signage as an Internal Corporate
Communication Channel: A Good Way to
Transfer Knowledge?

Retzbach, A., University of Koblenz-Landau, Landau,
Germany ; Schneider, F.M., University of Koblenz-
Landau, Landau, Germany ; Maier, M., University of
Koblenz-Landau, Landau, Germany ; Toro Alfonso, J.,
University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: To meet the challenges of today’s busi-
ness world (e.g., increasing competition, the perma-
nent need for change) organizations need well informed
and qualified employees who know about the organi-
zation’s objectives and flexibly adapt to new situa-
tions. An important prerequisite for such behavior is
a good information flow. While communication and
information technologies in offices are boosting, blue-
collar workers still hardly have access to the digital
flow of communication at work, for instance via in-
tranet or e-mail. To provide them with up-to-date in-
formation, organizations might use an innovative tech-
nical system called Digital Signage (DS). On specially
installed screens a number of alternating charts with
text, pictures or films can be presented. DS is best
known for its use in out-of-home advertising (e.g., in-
store marketing near cashpoints in department stores)
but it offers many possibilities for internal communi-
cation too. Given that employees accept and use DS,
this technology should facilitate the employees’ knowl-
edge acquisition for the presented information is easily
accessible and can quickly be updated and adapted to
local circumstances. To evaluate the usage of DS, its
acceptance, and the effect on knowledge acquisition,
we conducted a multi-methodological study (N=115)
in two stores of a European retailing company with a
DS system, including standardized observation, ques-
tionnaires, focus-groups, and a memory test. The re-
sults show that the majority of the personnel do look
at the screens during their breaks and accept this in-
formation technology very well”’even better than the
company’s in-house magazine and its business TV pro-
gramme. Crucial to the acceptance were a high ac-
tuality of the content and its relevance for the daily
work-routines of the employees. Still, the memory test
revealed that most of the presented information was
not retained by the majority of the personnel. Based
on the results of our study, we discuss the merits and
demerits of DS in contrast to other internal media and
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describe under what conditions DS might provide an
added value for an organization. Furthermore, we rec-
ommend running an analysis of costs and benefits be-
fore establishing a DS system and give some practical
advice on the criteria to consider in such an analysis.

Knowledge management processes: A cross-
national and cross-sectoral moderation
study

Ferreira Peralta, C.M., University of Coimbra, Coim-
bra, Portugal ; Cardoso, L., University of Coimbra,
Coimbra, Portugal ; Toro Alfonso, J., University of
Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: This study seeks to present and empirically
validate a procedural model of knowledge management
processes that includes strategic knowledge manage-
ment (SKM), cultural orientation towards knowledge
(COTK), knowledge management practices (KMP)
and social and discursive knowledge management
(SDKM) (Cardoso, 2003), and to analyze the strength
moderator effects of country (Portuguese industrial
sector and Brazilian Industrial sector) and sector (Por-
tuguese industrial sector and Portuguese local govern-
ment sector). This research took the form of a cross-
sectional questionnaire study. Three different samples
were used: subjects from Portuguese industrial sec-
tor (n = 1215), from Brazilian industrial sector (n
= 633), and from Portuguese local government sec-
tor (n = 1361). We used an established questionnaire:
Knowledge Management Questionnaire - Short Form
(Cardoso, 2003). In terms of analytic strategy, mea-
surement invariance, configural invariance of the struc-
tural model and strength moderation were undertaken
through multi-group structural equation modeling us-
ing maximum-likelihood estimation procedures. Em-
pirical evidence supported the proposed model across
Portugal (industrial and local government sectors) and
Brazil (industrial sector). Indeed, the various mea-
sures of goodness of fit used indicated that the pro-
posed model had a good fit with the data. The core
of the structural model proposes that strategic knowl-
edge management affects knowledge management prac-
tices and social and discursive knowledge management
through the mediation of cultural orientation towards
knowledge. These results evidence strategic knowledge
management as an engine of the whole process and cul-
tural orientation towards knowledge management as a
core vector of knowledge management. Moreover, the
effects of SKM on COTK as the effects of last pro-
cess on SDKM were significantly different across Por-
tuguese sectors. Also the moderator country moderates
the strengths of the following paths: COTK - KMP,

and COTK - SDKM. We discuss the implications of
this study for research and practice, shedding light on
the process of knowledge management. The study pro-
vides empirical and conceptual supported mechanisms
for organizations to manage knowledge in a sustain-
able and competitive way, considering moderation as-
pects. Moreover, the relationships hypothesized fos-
ter knowledge management integration through the in-
corporation of neglected constructs, namely strategic
knowledge management and cultural orientation to-
wards knowledge.

Who contributes to learning in virtual Com-
munities of Practice – establishing a member
typology

Fischer, J.A., Ludwig Maximilian University, Munich,
München, Germany ; Eberle, J., Ludwig Maximilian
University, Munich, München, Germany ; Stegmann,
K., Ludwig Maximilian University, Munich, München,
Germany ; Toro Alfonso, J., University of Puerto Rico,
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: Virtual Communities of Practice (VCoP)
are considered promising means for situated learning
through knowledge communication within and between
organizations. The attachment to the community and
its task (i.e., sense of virtual community, intrinsic mo-
tivation) has been regarded as an important predictor
for the amount and quality of knowledge communica-
tion. In contrast, important aspects known from re-
search on small group learning (i.e., domain-specific
expertise, self-efficacy expectancy, personality traits
of the individuals) are often neglected. Our contri-
bution aims to reveal typical profiles of members of
VCoPs based on the before mentioned aspects to ver-
ify the classification of members into core group, ac-
tive members, and peripheral participants. Based on
questionnaire data of 61 members of a mailing list of
software engineers and analyses of their contributions
to the mailing list during the last five years, three
types of users could be identified via cluster analysis:
’attached experts’, ’non-attached experts’, and ’non-
attached novices’. Furthermore, we identified several
core group members regarding the number of written
messages. However, these members did not participate
in our survey. ’Attached experts’ are characterized by
high levels of expertise, self-efficacy, and attachment
to the community, as well as specific personality traits
(i.e. extraversion, agreeableness). ’Non-attached ex-
perts’ also display high amounts of expertise and effi-
cacy, but neither report any relatedness nor have per-
sonality traits associated with knowledge sharing be-
havior. ’Non-attached novices’ neither show expertise
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nor attachment to the community, yet their high scores
on specific personality traits like conscientiousness and
agreeableness imply their willingness to share and ac-
quire knowledge. External validation gave further sup-
port to our findings: ’Attached experts’ wrote substan-
tially more emails, showed higher amount of helpful-
ness and reported more altruistic motives for partici-
pating than ’non-attached experts’ and ’non-attached
novices’. However, ’non-attached novices’ have been
with the mailing list for a shorter time than ’non-
attached experts’. Our findings clearly showed the ex-
istence of active members (’attached experts’). The pe-
ripheral participants split up into two subgroups: ’non-
attached experts’ and ’non-attached novices’. Human
resource managers may concentrate on the integration
of non-attached novices because the personality traits
of non-attached experts make it less likely to support
their development towards active membership.

A decade of investigation on knowledge man-
agement: lessons learned and future chal-
lenges

Meireles, A., University of coimbra, Coimbra, Por-
tugal ; Cardoso, L., University of Coimbra, Coimbra,
Portugal ; Monteiro, S., University of Beira Interior,
Covilha, Portugal ; Toro Alfonso, J., University of
Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: During the last ten years in the Faculty of
Psychology and Education Sciences at the University
of Coimbra (FPCEUC), a set of approximately thirty
investigations have been carried out with the objec-
tive of studying the subject of knowledge management
(KM), seeking to clarify its role in organizational per-
formance and its relationship with other organizational
processes. Those investigations were developed in ar-
ticulation in public and private, national and inter-
national organizations, belonging to various sectors of
activity (manufacturing, creative industries, public ad-
ministration, higher education, tourism, social econ-
omy, services). In this communication we intend to
reflect on the studies made up to now, systemizing and
discussing the results obtained and looking at future
directions in the sphere of knowledge management. In
this sense, we appoint three main objectives for the
communication proposed. First, to focus on concep-
tual issues about knowledge and its management, em-
phasizing the conceptual model that served as a basis
for all the investigations carried out. Second, to de-
scribe the instrument designed from that model - the
Knowledge Management Questionnaire (KMQ), which
allowed us to carry out all the studies developed and
devoted to the knowledge management field. Lastly,

to review some of those investigations, with the ob-
jective of exploring the variables studied, the method-
ologies used and the results obtained. Overall, the re-
sults showed the impact of knowledge management on
organizational performance (considering economic, so-
cial and environmental dimensions) and also the impor-
tance and contributions of some additional organiza-
tional variables, as facilitators or inhibitors factors, for
the knowledge management. Within this set of factors,
we can point the following: information and commu-
nication technologies; work-life quality; organizational
commitment; human resource management; and qual-
ity management. To conclude, we aim to formulate
some considerations about the route taken, mention-
ing the contributions allowed by the reviewed studies.
We also undertake some suggestions for future investi-
gations.

Knowledge sharing networks: an inter-
organizational study

Meireles, A., University of coimbra, Coimbra, Por-
tugal ; Cardoso, L., University of Coimbra, Coimbra,
Portugal ; Toro Alfonso, J., University of Puerto Rico,
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: In the ’Knowledge Age’ the competitive ad-
vantages of an organization are supported not only by
its business activity but also by the value of its intan-
gible resources. In this context, organizational knowl-
edge and its management have attracted much atten-
tion as key success factors in today’s unpredictable and
highly competitive environments. Much of the con-
ceptual and intervention knowledge management issues
have been heavily focused on the intra-organizational
level, which is in harmony with the assumptions of the
inter-organizational competitiveness paradigm. Cur-
rently, knowledge management literature reached the
point of acknowledging the importance of the inter-
organizational level, consonant with the network and
cooperative paradigm. Following this, we intend to
present an investigation project that we are develop-
ing at this moment, and it is focused on knowledge
sharing networks in an inter-organizational dimension.
In this sense, we aim to present the main theoretical as-
sumptions that sustain this project, its objectives and
research design, considering participant’s agents/orga-
nizations and methodology. In advance, we can state
that the main objective of this investigation is to an-
alyze the functioning of a formal business network,
which involves a coordinator institution, 42 business
association and more than 10.000 enterprises, belong-
ing to the centre region of Portugal. We intend to
develop this analysis through the knowledge sharing
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network approach. We planned to analyze the poten-
tially relevant role and performance of each knowledge
agent in the development, promotion and success of
the knowledge sharing within that business network.
To carry out this project, a social network question-
naire is already elaborated, and aims to identify: main
knowledge sharing partners; knowledge areas which are
shared; frequency of the sharing behaviors; importance
of the sharing behaviors for the organizational perfor-
mance. The data gathered will be analyzed through
the technique of social network analysis, and they al-
low depicting the knowledge sharing profile of the busi-
ness network, considering a set of network metrics (e.g.
connection, distance/distribution, prominence, media-
tion, isolation, popularity and centrality). Few orga-
nizations accomplish their missions or their necessary
knowledge resources by acting alone. That’s why we
believe in the importance and impact of the concep-
tual and practical implications underlying the inter-
organizational knowledge sharing networks.

Research and methodological practices in the
field of cognitive styles: a two-decade re-
view

Cools, E., Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School,
Gent, Belgium; Armstrong, S.J., Hull University Busi-
ness School, Hull, UK ; Sadler-Smith, E., University
of Surrey, School of Management, Surrey, UK ; Toro
Alfonso, J., University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras,
Puerto Rico

Abstract: In line with the increased attention for cogni-
tion within work and organisational psychology, quite
some research has been done in recent years on cog-
nitive styles (i.e., consistent individual differences in
ways of organising and processing information). Cog-
nitive styles are considered to be crucial determinants
of organisational behaviour that manifest themselves
in individual workplace actions and in organisational
processes. Following the broad interest in cognitive
styles, this study aims to provide further insights into
the research and methodological practices that have
shaped this field over the past two decades and to shed
light on possible gaps and avenues for future research.
Although different scholars express the need for us-
ing particular research designs and methods within the
cognitive style field, these calls for the further method-
ological development of the field tend to be piecemeal
and not based on any systematic review. Based on a
carefully designed selection process, 102 style-related
articles (representing 175 studies) were included in the
methodological review. These articles were content-
analysed using a coding scheme that focused upon the

theoretical framework, research design, measurement,
and data analytic approach. This content analysis
shows that the field of cognitive styles research mainly
uses quantitative, cross-sectional, and single-source de-
signs and heavily relies on self-reports, sample surveys,
and student samples. International collaborative stud-
ies are scarce. While these findings might indicate a
potential vulnerability to internal and external valid-
ity, a rather strong emphasis on construct validity has
also been found. In conclusion, three specific recom-
mendations are made to further enhance the rigour and
relevance of the cognitive style field: (1) triangulation
by striving towards more diverse research designs and
ways of data collection; (2) collaboration by increasing
both scholar-practitioner cooperation and the number
of international studies; and (3) contextualisation by
embodying the context as well as a time dimension in
style research, by conducting more multi-sample stud-
ies, and by striving towards more purposeful sampling.
To further increase the value of this first systematic
methodological review of the cognitive style field, sim-
ilar studies are necessary to strengthen the findings,
extending the scope of the current study to a broader
time period and unpublished research.

The Integrity Profile of the General Work-
ing Population in South Africa

Myburgh, C., University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South
Africa; Marais, D.D., University of Pretoria, Pretoria,
South Africa; Merwe, G.M.M. van der, IPAC, Pretoria,
South Africa; Toro Alfonso, J., University of Puerto
Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: The Integrity Profile of the General Working
Population in South Africa Integrity as a psycholog-
ical construct is receiving a more attention in South
Africa, as more companies require integrity profiles of
applicants. This paper presents the findings of indi-
viduals assessed on the South African Integrity Scale
(SAIS) representative of the general working popula-
tion. The SAIS measures integrity in five subscales,
Honesty, Norm Abidance, Punitiveness, Responsibility,
and Trustworthiness. The paper presents the SAIS by
thoroughly discussing the content, the constructs mea-
sured, reliability, validity and the empirical results of
bias testing on 800 individuals. Integrity instruments
are widely used in South Africa, and a global awareness
of this type of instrument fosters the popularity and
aid in universally assessing people fairly and unbiased,
whilst focussing on providing accurate and reliable as-
sessments to aid in selection processes.
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The Relationship between Integrity and Six-
teen Personality Factors

Myburgh, C., University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South
Africa; Marais, D.D., University of Pretoria, Pretoria,
South Africa; Merwe, G.M.M. van der, IPAC, Pretoria,
South Africa; Toro Alfonso, J., University of Puerto
Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: The purpose of the study was to investigate
the empirical relationship between Integrity, as a psy-
chological construct, and sixteen personality factors.
Integrity refers to the degree to which individuals act
in accordance with relevant moral values and norms. In
particular, the degree to which an individual is honest,
norm abiding, punitive towards rule breaking, respon-
sible and trustworthy. The study aimed to determine
whether there is a relationship between integrity (as
measured by the SAIS) and various personality factors
(as measured with the 16PF). The sample consisted of
950 respondents in the South African working popula-
tion, who completed the South African Integrity Scale
(SAIS) and the Sixteen Personality Factor Question-
naire (16PF). The relationship between the variables
was tested by means of Pearson’s Correlation Coeffi-
cient and a regression analysis. The results are dis-
cussed and presented on the poster.

Big Five testing: normative, ipsative or com-
bined?

Leest, P.F. van, Cebir, Kortenberg, Belgium; Böhrer,
A., Cebir, Kortenberg, Belgium; Toro Alfonso, J., Uni-
versity of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: In personality questionnaires, there are two
major item formats. Normative items consist of a
statement and a Likert-scale, on which persons must in-
dicate to what extent this statement is typical for them.
On ipsative items they are forced to choose which state-
ments are the most or the least typical of them. Advan-
tages and disadvantages of both methods are discussed,
using data from instruments used in selection contexts
on thousands of candidates. Furthermore, results of a
questionnaire that contains ipsative as well as norma-
tive items are discussed. Can a combination of these
items formats moderate the disadvantages of the item
formats?

Measuring Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motiva-
tion: Evidence and Suggestions Regarding the
Work Preference Inventory in Germany

Rossberger, R.J., University Klagenfurt, Klagenfurt,
Austria; Krause, D.E., University Klagenfurt, Klagen-

furt, Austria; Breitenecker, R., University Klagenfurt,
Klagenfurt, Austria; Schwartz, E., University Klagen-
furt, Klagenfurt, Austria; Toro Alfonso, J., University
of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico

Abstract: The Work Preference Inventory (WPI; Am-
abile, Hill, Hennessey, & Tighe, 1994) is a thirty-item
inventory which measures work motivation, especially
components of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Con-
firmatory factor analyses supported two facets of in-
trinsic motivation (enjoyment and challenge), and two
factors of extrinsic motivation (outward and compensa-
tion). The heavily cited WPI has been used and tested
in studies in the U.S., Canada, and China. Both, stu-
dent and employee samples have been used. However,
so far no empirical study exists so far that uses the
WPI for German-speaking regions. Consequently, the
purpose of the present study is to examine the factor
structure of a translated version of the WPI. We exam-
ine this question using a sample of N=354 German stu-
dents. The results are comparable with the original re-
search as well as with reported results of other studies,
and support the four factor solution mentioned above.
However, overall model fit indices suggest that adop-
tions are recommendable when using the inventory in
Germany. Structural equitation modeling shows that
reallocation of the original items can increase the over-
all model fit. Based on the review of the results of prior
studies using the WPI in different countries, it is ar-
gued that unreflected use of the WPI will presumably
lead to inaccurate results. We interpret the results in
the light of cultural factors that might influence the
interpretation of the items. Cultural values have to
be taken into account when applying the WPI in dif-
ferent countries. Therefore, this study provides not
only a German version of the WPI, but also the basis
for discussion n and suggestions for its adequate cul-
tural adoption. Thus, recommendations for cultural
adaptions of this well-known inventory are provided to
managers and human resource professionals working in
an intercultural setting.

The Entrepreneurial Aptitude Test (TAI) an
Instrument to Measure Entrepreneurial Po-
tential

Cubico, S., University of Verona, Verona, Italy ;
Favretto, G., University of Verona, Verona, Italy ; Toro
Alfonso, J., University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras,
Puerto Rico

Abstract: The present work aims to illustrate met-
ric characteristics and selected research applications
of an instrument that can be used to define aptitude
for an entrepreneurial profile (created in the 1990s;
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Favretto et al., 2003a). TAI ’Test di Attitudine Im-
prenditoriale - Entrepreneurial Aptitude Test’, uses 75
items with multiple choice responses, and describes
entrepreneurial potential with regards to eight fac-
tors (the actual version is described in Cubico et al.,
2010): -Factor 1: Goal Orientation - tendencies to-
ward creativity and innovation, degree of determina-
tion in reaching goals, and personal perception as to
overall handling of work situations; -Factor 2: Lead-
ership - attitudes toward management and leadership;
-Factor 3: Adaptability - ability to perceive environ-
mental change and adaptability; -Factor 4: Need for
Achievement - the desire for fame, success and social
affirmation and respect from others -Factor 5: Need
for Self-Empowerment - the desire to realize oneself
through one’s job, which must be enjoyable, satisfying
and interesting, apart from any economic goals -Factor
6: Innovation - curiosity for what is new; -Factor 7:
Flexibility - tendency to reorient one’s goals according
to external situation; -Factor 8: Autonomy - necessity
of having one’s own independent space to make deci-
sions and choices. The Entrepreneurial Aptitude Test
has acceptable metric characteristics (Cronbach Alpha,
Internal Consistency Reliability) and sufficient Criteria
Reliability (measured by the ’Performance Question-
naire’); the instrument presents significant correlations
with career development and entrepreneurial jobs. The
analysis highlights that the TAI and its specific items
can be used to discriminate between entrepreneurs and
non-entrepreneurs. We present research carried out in
different application fields: generational transition pro-
cess and the relationship between seniors and juniors,
analysis of entrepreneurial success and career guidance
, and small business management. Cubico, S., Bor-
tolani, E., Favretto, G. , Sartori, R. (2010). Describing
the entrepreneurial profile: the entrepreneurial apti-
tude test (TAI). Int. J. Entrepreneurship and Small
Business, 11(4), 424-435 Favretto G., Pasini M., Sar-
tori R. (2003), Attitudine imprenditoriale e misura psi-
cometrica: il TAI, Risorsa Uomo, 9(3-4), 271-282. Mi-
lano: Franco Angeli

Facets of Creativity: Psychometric Qual-
ities of the Creativity Quotient, Creative
Achievement Questionnaire, and Creative Ex-
periences Questionnaire

Wijst, A. van der, Tilburg University, Tilburg,
The Netherlands; Lucas, G.J.M., Tilburg University,
Tilburg, The Netherlands; Looman, W.M., Tilburg
University, Tilburg, The Netherlands; Curseu, P.L.,
Tilburg University, Tilburg, The Netherlands

Abstract: In the creativity literature a number of cre-
ativity measures are used. We study the psychometric
qualities of three of these instruments. To what extent
do they measure similar or different parts of an overall
creativity construct? Do they discriminate creativity
from other task-performance enhancing traits and be-
haviors? We focus on the Creativity Quotient (CQ:
see Bossomaier et al., 2009; Snyder et al., 2004), an
idea-generation task measuring ideational fluency, the
manifestation of an individual’s creativity. The sec-
ond measure we use is the Creative Achievement Ques-
tionnaire (CAQ: see Carson et al., 2005), which takes
an inventory of different experience areas respondents
feel they have more talent, ability or training than
the average person. Third, we use the Creative Ex-
periences Questionnaire (CEQ: see Merckelbach et al.,
2001) which measures fantasy proneness. This third
measure is a trait-based interpretation of creativity,
while the other two measure the behavioral dimension
of creativity. Our study is executed among students at
a design school at the vocational level. We expect the
creativity measures to correlate. We also include locus
of control, self-efficacy and reflexivity, expected to es-
pecially predict the behavioral component of creativity.
We hence expect some correlation with the creativity
measures. We intend to combine these measures in a
comprehensive creativity test battery, for selecting in-
dividuals possessing above-average creativity in appli-
cation procedures for a job or school. Second, academic
studies on creativity will find the battery to be use-
full. References Bossomaier, T., Harr, M., Knittel, A.,
& Snyder, A. (2009). A semantic network approach
to the creativity quotient (CQ). Creativity Research
Journal, vol. 21, p. 64-71. Carson, S., Peterson, J.B.,
& Higgins, D.M. (2005). Reliability, validity, and fac-
tor structure of the creative achievement questionnaire.
Creativity Research Journal, vol. 17, 37-50. Merckel-
bach, H., Horselenberg, R. & Muris, P. (2001). The
creative experiences questionnaire (CEQ): A brief self-
report measure of fantasy proneness. Personality and
Individual Differences, vol. 31, 987-995. Snyder, A.,
Mitchell, J., Bossomaier, T., & Pallier, G. (2004). The
creativity quotient: An objective scoring of ideational
fluency. Creativity Research Journal, vol. 16, 415-
420.

Controlling the quality of multiple choice
tests

Ardolino, P., University of Verona, Verona, Italy ; Sar-
tori, R, University of Verona, Verona, Italy ; Toppan,
A., University of Verona, Verona, Italy ; Tessari, S.,
University of Verona, Verona, Italy ; Speranzini, K.,
University of Verona, Verona, Italy
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Abstract: In Italian Universities, multiple choice tests,
an examination methodology particularly popular in
the United States, is becoming not only an admission
or vocational guidance tool, but also a form of ex-
amination within the course itself. The University of
Verona has for long been developing and utilizing com-
plex methodologies, like item randomization and opti-
cal scanning providing automatic score conversion to
process multiple choice tests . Aim of this article is to
verify similar performances on the same Business Man-
agement multiple choice test, taken by three groups of
students from different faculties: law, training science,
and computer science. The comparison methodology
is based on inductive statistics (Chi Squared tests and
One-Way Anova). This work has been one of our efforts
to control the quality of the assessment services offered
to the students by the Docimological Center. No signif-
icant performance differences between the groups have
been noticed: it can mean either that the students com-
ing from the three different faculties can be considered
equivalent regarding aspects of learning such as intel-
ligence and motivation, or that the employed perfor-
mance assessment test is not able to evidence any per-
formance difference. We are aware of the current early
stage status of this research, so we plan to continue it
in order to keep making sure that the multiple choice
tests being developed are eligible to be considered reli-
able ones. The long term outcomes likely to be pursued
are specific reliability measurements and improved test
quality. The number of relevant performance-related
variables is potentially huge. However, that has not
discouraged us and has lead us to collect further vari-
ables (i.e. personal data) on dedicated questionnaires,
which will probably enlighten us for future results that
will be preferably obtained by mean of a multivariate
statistics approach.

Developing a Person – Organization Fit ques-
tionnaire considering the contextualization
of organizational values

Morais, T., Faculty of Psychology and Science Educa-
tion, University of Porto (FPCEUP), Porto, Portugal ;
Ramos, V., Faculty of Psychology and Science Educa-
tion, University of Porto (FPCEup), Porto, Portugal ;
Jordao, F., Faculty of Psychology and Science Educa-
tion, University of Porto (FPCEUP), Porto, Portu-
gal

Abstract: In Person - Organization Fit studies we usu-
ally find two types of approaches. The first is using gen-
eral questions to ask about this fit and the second ap-
proach is to use a questionnaire such as the OCP (Orga-
nizational Culture Profile). Both approaches measure

the perception of the employee about this subject. In
order to identify the specific items of culture that are
involved in the perception of the fit, we cannot use a
general approach like the first one. Also, we should
avoid the use of instruments that were created specifi-
cally thinking about the culture of other countries. Our
study is a proposal of a method to construct an instru-
ment to measure the Person-Organization fit according
to values, which can be suitable for different cultural
contexts. The process involves three stages: the first
is the identification of the organizational values of the
country or region where the instrument is going to be
applied, the second is the construction of a question-
naire and the third is its validation. For the first stage
we must select the organizations from several regions of
the country. They should be different in size, age and
other general characteristics. These organizations pro-
vide the necessary documents where the researcher can
extract the explicit and implicit values. On the second
stage the questionnaire must be constructed with two
columns: one to describe the personal characteristics
and the other to describe the organizational character-
istics. Both of them are the result of the employee’s
perception. The characteristics are related to the con-
ceptualization of organizational values and not to the
name of the value. On the last stage of the process we
should calculate the reliability of the instrument and
validate it. We applied this method for Portuguese or-
ganizational culture and it can be extended to other
countries and regions. The use of contextualized char-
acteristics of culture for measure Person - Organiza-
tion Fit is relevant because we’re getting more accurate
about this subject. Meanwhile, we’re gaining knowl-
edge about the characteristics and the dynamics of the
specific culture of the region and country where the
research is taking place.

Psychometric characteristics of the Italian
version of Podsakoff et al. (1990)’s scale of
organisational citizenship behaviour

Cortese, C.G., University of Turin, Torino, Italy ; Ar-
gentero, P.G., Universita Degli Studi di Pavia, Pavia,
Italy ; Ferretti, M.S., Universita Degli Studi di Pavia,
Pavia, Italy

Abstract: Introduction The model of Organizational
Citizenship Behaviour (OCB) proposed by Organ
(1988) refers to five dimensions: Altruism, Conscien-
tiousness, Sportsmanship, Courtesy and Civic Virtue.
This model has appeared in the majority of studies on
OCB which have been carried out up to today and, as
a consequence, has obtained the largest amount of em-
pirical evidence and support for its construct validity.
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The current study presents the psychometric character-
istics of the italian version of Podsakoff et al. (1990)
questionnaire, measuring OCB by referring to the Or-
gan’s five dimensions. Method The original question-
naire was translated into italian language and modified
in order to allow people to self-evaluate how often the
various OCBs come into play in their working lives.
1066 participants took part in the present study. They
were equally balanced in terms of gender, with an aver-
age median age of 40, a medium-high level of education
and generally a clerical roles within the service sec-
tor. Researchers administered the questionnaire to the
participants individually or in small group meetings,
where the aims of the study were fully described and
the anonymity of the participants’ answers was guar-
anteed. The data were analysed in three stages: (1)
a preliminary analysis of the scale, by exploratory fac-
tor analysis (oblimin rotation) and item analysis of the
sub-scales; (2) a confirmative factorial analysis, to ver-
ify the models stability; (3) a cross-validation analysis
to check the structural generalizability. Results The re-
sults indicate that the dimensions of organisational cit-
izenship hypothesised by Organ (1988) and Podsakoff
et al. (1990) are only partially reflected when using
the model which is presented here: in fact only the Al-
truism, Civic Virtue and Conscientiousness variables
can be said to match, whereas the variables Sports-
manship and Courtesy were not demonstrated. Con-
clusions This Italian version of the questionnaire has
the necessary characteristics for use in research as well
as in applied contexts because the three areas which
emerged from the present study are those which are
most frequently used to explain and analyse the be-
haviours of organisational citizenship.

New workaholism assessment method: Work-
ing Craving Scale ( WCS ). Psychometric
analysis

Wojdylo, K., Gdansk University, Gdansk, Poland ;
Buczny, J., Warsaw School of Social Sciences and Hu-
manities, Sopot, Poland

Abstract: The present studies were designed to verify
and validate new workaholism measurement method:
Working Craving Scale. Based on conceptualizations
of cravings for cigarettes (Tiffany & Drobes, 1991),
and investigations on workaholism (Robinson, 2007),
we hypothesized that the factorial structure of crav-
ing to work comprise: (1) Obsessive-Compulsive Desire
to Work, (2) Anticipation of Positive Outcomes (Self-
Worth), and (3) Anticipation of Reduction of Negative
Emotion and Withdrawal Symptoms that could be de-
rived from engaging into work. Moreover we assumed

that working craving is more complex addiction than
substance-related addictions, because of its origin and
personality antecedents, so working craving could be
seen as an aspect of (4) Perfectionism. We hypoth-
esized that the factorial structure of working craving
would comprise of four factors listed above. Further-
more, we hypothesized that there would be connections
between high level of working craving and self-esteem,
negative and positive affect, depressive tendencies, and
unmitigated agency. We generated a pool of 28 items (7
per each factor). We create items not only to differen-
tiate workaholics from non-workaholics, but especially
to discriminate between workaholics and work enthu-
siasts. In the purpose to validate the WCS method
through the associations with related constructs: self-
esteem, positive and negative affective states, depres-
sive tendencies, agency and communion orientations
were assessed. In the study 1 the analysis confirmed
WCS structure (?2(344) = 1396.84; p < .001; RMSEA
= .073; CFI = .973; SRMR = .055); N = 569. The
analysis didn’t confirmed one-factor structure (?2(347)
= 1962.17; p < .001; RMSEA = .11; CFI = .955;
SRMR = .063). Four-factor structure had better fit. In
the study 2 we obtained moderate correlations between
WCS factors and self-esteem, negative and positive
emotions, depressive tendencies, unmitigated agency
and communion orientation. In conclusion, Working
Craving Scale demonstrated a high concurrent valid-
ity and had good predictive validity. Robinson, B. E.
(2007). Chained to the desk: A guidebook for worka-
holics, their partners and children, and the clinicians
who treat them. New York: New York University
Press. Tiffany, S. T. & Drobes, D. J. (1991). The
development and initial validation of a questionnaire
of smoking argues. British Journal of Addiction, 86,
1467-1476.<br type=’moz′/ >

Replication of the multidimensional individ-
ual difference acculturation ( MIDA ) model
in a short-term acculturation process as ex-
perienced by exchange students

Berger, R., University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain;
Spiess, S.E., University Ludwig Maximilian of Munich,
Munich, Germany

Abstract: Psychophysical health as well as in- and out-
group contact were found to be crucial criteria of a
successful acculturation. Core determinants of these
criteria are hassles, psychological well-being, cultural
competence and ethnic identity as well as support by
members of the in- and out-group. Previous research
examining the effects of these constructs in one accul-
turation model, the multidimensional individual differ-
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ence acculturation (MIDA) model, has put its focus on
long-term acculturation processes of immigrants (e. g.,
Safdar, Struther, & van Oudenhoven, 2009). Thus, it
was the aim of this study to test the proposed MIDA
model in a temporary short-term acculturation pro-
cess as it is experienced by exchange students (N =
235). Results of multiple regression and path analy-
ses indicate that especially support of the out-group
as well as high cultural competence led to more out-
group contact, whereas support of the in-group as well
as strong ethnic identity led to more in-group contact.
Furthermore, people experiencing only a small amount
of hassles and large psychological well-being as well as
support of the out-group show greater psychophysical
health. Concluding, our results show that the MIDA
model can be transferred into a temporary accultura-
tion process. Therefore, it might be advisable to use
the model to train students’ competences before send-
ing them abroad

The theory of disconfirmation of expecta-
tions today: the Internet Market

Palaćı Descals, F.J., UNED, Madrid, Spain; Ruiz
Marin, M., UNED, Madrid, Spain; Alejandro, S.A.,
Consumer Institute From Castilla la Mancha, Castilla
la Mancha, Spain; Javier, G.P., National Asociation
for Social and Psychologial Studies, Zaragoza, Spain

Abstract: The study of customer satisfaction has be-
come a very interesting phenomenon, not only for re-
searchers but also for businesses that offer their goods
and services to consumers and that are immersed in an
increasingly competitive market. Achieving customer
satisfaction becomes a source of advantage and compet-
itive differentiation that involves a series of beneficial
results for organizations, such as word of mouth com-
munication among potential clients, loyalty and finan-
cial profitability .Nevertheless, at the day of today, a
consensual customer satisfaction definition is not possi-
ble. One strong research tradition emphasizes the cog-
nitive processes that underlie consumers’ appraisals.
This cognitive tradition assumes the conception of the
consumer as a subject who is capable of processing in-
formation while carrying out consumption activity and
of responding to this information through satisfaction.
This tradition was developed earlier and more exten-
sively but most of these studies have been referred to
the traditional market .With this in mind, the goal of
this work is the study of the theory of disconfirma-
tion of expectations in the Internet Market. For this
purpose, we have used two independent samples. The
first one (products) comprises 90 buyers and the sec-
ond one (services) 122 buyers. The results show that

cognitive variables are important customer satisfaction
predictors in the two buying setting.

Ethical Consumer Decision Making: The Case
of Fair Trade in Italy

Fida, R., Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, Italy ;
Tramontano, C., Invalsi, Rome, Italy ; Paciello, M.,
International Telamatic University Uninettuno, Rome,
Italy

Abstract: Fair Trade is an alternative market-based ap-
proach aimed to promote better trading conditions for
disadvantaged producers in developing countries, fos-
tering a sustainable development and a full respect
of workers’ rights (Bowen, 2001; De Pelsmacker &
Janssens, 2006; Guido, 2009). It has experienced
a constant and significant increase in popularity, at-
tracting a growing number of socially and ecologically
concerned consumers (DAWS, 2008). Nonetheless the
market share of fair trade brands is still extremely lim-
ited (MacGillivray, 2000), emphasizing a relevant gap
between consumers’ attitudes and behavior (De Pels-
macker & Janssens, 2006) and claiming for a deeper
investigation of ethical concern in purchasing behav-
iors (Freestone and McGoldrick, 2008). Hence it is
critical to understand the decision-making process of
actual and potential consumers of fair trade products,
particularly where marketing must consider alternative
means of product promotion that do not rely on the
large cash resources of large mainstream companies.
This will be critical to understanding the drivers to
growth and how these may be further developed. The
main goal of our study is investigating fair trade con-
sumers’ decision making process and its implications
for market sustainability and growth. In particular we
adopted as theoretical framework a modified Theory
of Planned Behavior model (Shaw & Shiu, 2000, 2002,
2003) that, besides the original model measures of atti-
tude, subjective norm and perceived behavioral control
additionally includes dimensions of personal moral’ or
ethical’ obligation and self identity. As further factors
of potential influence we investigated also scepticism,
personal values and civic moral disengagement (Shaw
& Shiu, 2000, 2002, 2003; De Pelsmacker & Janssens,
2006; Guido, 2009). The participants for this study
were about 300 adults with a mean age of 39 years
(SD = 13). An anonymous self report questionnaire
was administered. Results of our analysis revealed that
the addition of such measures has been found to im-
prove the explanation of intention to buy fair trade
products. In summary the tendency to hold strong
feelings of obligation for others has an impact on the
purchase choices. Furthermore ethical consumers make
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ethical consumption choices because ethical issues have
become an important part of their self-identity.

Consumers after the crisis: towards new mod-
els of consumptions?

Bosio, A.C., Universita Cattolica, Milan, Italy ; Lozza,
E., Universita Cattolica, Milan, Italy

Abstract: Economic crisis is a recurrent reference in re-
cent analysis of consumers . The present study, referred
to Italy, focuses on the period 2009-2010 and aims at
analyzing from a consumer psychology perspective: 1)
consumers’ perceptions about the crisis; 2) consumers’
reactions to it. The study has a descriptive-explorative
nature and analyses the data of a quantitative contin-
uative monitor of Italian consumers’ perceptions and
orientations (Social and Consumption Climate - GfK
Eurisko) that started in 2001. This monitor is articu-
lated in four waves by year. Each wave consists in 1000
telephone interviews based on a structured question-
naire. Samples are representative of the Italian pop-
ulation (over 18 years old) as regard to age, gender,
geographical area and education. Results show that:
a) consumers’ perspectives about the economic crisis
are fairly independent from (even greatly discrepant
with) the macro-economic scenario; b) recently (2010),
a new representation of the crisis emerged, not linked
to the financial one (US, September 2008): the ’new
crisis’ is lasting, with a length that requires deep revi-
sion of consumption models; c) Signs of this revision
of consumption models are visible in three directions:
revised quantity of consumption; re-negotiation of con-
sumption priorities (from ’owning’ to ’usage compe-
tence’); extension of the consumption value from the
’individual-private’ context to the ’social-public’ one.
We discuss the opportunity of furthering the study of
financial crisis from the consumer’s perspective, also in
the light of the emergent revisions of the consumption
model.

Inoculating older consumers against telemar-
keting fraud: The effectiveness of peer coun-
selling

Scheibe, S., University of Groningen, Groningen, The
Netherlands; Menkin, J., Stanford University, Stan-
ford, USA; Shadel, D., AARP Washington, Seattle,
USA; Ross, L., Stanford University, Stanford, USA;
Deevy, M., Stanford Center On Longevity, Stanford,
USA; Carstensen, L., Stanford University, Stanford,
USA

Abstract: Consumer fraud is a major problem in West-
ern countries. For example, in the U.S. the Federal

Trade Commission estimates that consumers lose close
to 3 billion dollars per year to fraud schemes. Research
on victim profiles suggests that older adults may be
especially susceptible. The American Association for
Retired People (AARP) has established Fraud Fighter
Call Centers to deliver peer counseling warning calls
in an effort to protect vulnerable consumers from tele-
marketing scams. The present research tests whether
current efforts are effective in reducing fraud suscep-
tibility over several days and weeks after people have
received ’inoculation’ messages. Volunteers at the Call
Centers delivered either (1) a warning about a stimu-
lus grant scam, (2) a warning about a pharmaceutical
scam, or (3) a control call asking about TV preferences.
Either 2 or 4 weeks later, a professional telemarketer
called the participants and pitched the fraudulent stim-
ulus grant scheme. Participants either accepted or re-
jected a free starting package with paperwork (which
was not actually sent). After a 2-week delay, partici-
pants who had been warned specifically about the grant
pitch were significantly less likely to accept the package
than the control group. Interestingly, after a 4-week
delay, only participants who had been warned about a
different scheme were significantly less likely to accept
the package than the controls. Findings are intriguing
and point to a possible ’sleeper effect’ which merits fur-
ther exploration. Notably, already these findings attest
to the fact that peer counseling delivered via telephone
can be an effective tool in protecting older consumers
against fraud.

A descriptive approach of consumer percep-
tion of today’s economic crisis sources in
Spain

Palaćı Descals, F.J., UNED, Madrid, Spain; Ruiz
Marin, M., UNED, Madrid, Spain; Alejandro, S.A.,
Consumer Institute From Castilla la Mancha, Castilla
la Mancha, Spain; Javier, G.P., National Asociation
for Social and Psychologial Studies, Zaragoza, Spain

Abstract: Economic crisis has been evident in Spain
since 2008, Changes in the behavior and consumers at-
titude have been a consequence of such crisis. Some of
these changes are considered like short term changes,
but the others seems to be more constant changes in
the mind and behavior of Spanish consumers. Consid-
ering this framework, and from the consumers point
of view, the present exploratory study have two main
objectives. The first one is related to the consumers
perceptions about the origin of the crisis. In the sec-
ond part of the study, we are going to identify some
of the long term changes that are appearing in Span-
ish consumers because the crisis. For these purposes
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we have worked with two independent samples. The
first one comprises 123 consumers who are affected by
the crisis. The second sample comprises 157 consumers
who are not affected by the actual crisis. The results
show that consumers affected by the crisis are more
aligned with long term changes
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